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PREFACE TO VOLUME THE FIRST.

Is the Pours* of the regular publication of the Numbers and Parts of the Penny Cyclopaedia, the

purchasers of the work will have been enabled to compare its general execution with the an-

nouncements of the original Prospectus. The completion of a volume appears to call upon the

Conductors for a few explanatory observations.

The plan of this work differs in a considerable degree from most other Cyclopaedias. These

have generally given elaborate treatises on each branch of knowledge, often referring for the

explanation of each term, as it occurs in the alphabetical order, to the general treatise. The

plan of the Penny Cyclopaedia, as it is specially intended as a book of reference, is not to attempt

to form systems of knowledge, but to give pretty fully, under each separate head, as much infor-

mation as can be conveyed within reasonable limits. But whilst it endeavours to present in

detail the explanation of those terms of Art and Science, the right understanding of which is

independent of any system, it also attempts to give such general views of all great branches of

knowledge, as may help to the formation of just ideas on their extent and relative, importance,

and to point out the best sources of complete information.

As this plan excludes all long essays and treatises, it necessarily leads to giving more ample space

to the separate heads than is done in most Cyclopaedias ; and in doing this, it is often found diffi-

cult to determine the point where the selection of terms must end. This is particularly the case

as to names of Persons and Places, which unavoidably form a large part of every book of general

reference. It is hardly possible to fix any rule which will not either exclude something that

ought to be admitted, or include names of very little importance. Something, therefore, must be

left to the judgment of those who contribute to, and superintend, such a publication. It will be

observed that the plan of the Cyclopaedia has rather been enlarged, since the earlier Numbers, as

to the names admitted, and somewhat also, perhaps, in the length of the more important articles.

It would appear that, in the proper conduct of such a work, some practice and experience are

peculiarly necessary. The difficulty of forming a complete and satisfactory list of words can

only be estimated by those who have made the experiment. On looking into the best works of

this class already published, it will be found that, while they all differ very considerably as to the

words inserted, none are without some omission that would be better supplied. Nor can the

Editors of the Penny Cyclopaedia congratulate themselves on having inserted every, term or

name that ought to have found a place, though they hope that in the progress of the Work they

will be better able to guard against any omission.

As to errors in the articles themselves, either of incorrect statements of facts, or of false deduc-

tions from premises, some such are unavoidable in every large work, however carefully the subject-

matter has been weighed, or however scrupulously the writer may have discharged his duty.

In a periodical publication, in which a number of writers are necessarily combined, and where the

matter is almost infinitely varied, the causes of error are still more numerous. The experience

Af^one year, however, enables the Conductors of this Cyclopaedia to state with confidence, that

whatever errors there may be in the first volume, (and they trust they are neither very nume-

rous nor very important,) they feel no doubt that the work in its progress will continue to
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lT PREFACE

improve. At least, no exertions will be spared to procure sound information on all subjects, and

to convey it in clear and perspicuous language. The Conductors have to express their thanks to

numerous correspondents, both for valuable suggestions and criticisms, of which, in many cases,

they have been enabled to avail themselves. In some instances, where the accuracy of statements

has been called in question, they believe that the Cyclopaedia is correct; and in other instances,

the difference is no more than may be expected where authorities are at variance, and opinions

may naturally be expected to differ somewhat as to their precise value. As most of the communi-

cations referred to were anonymous, the Editors have no other means of thanking the writers

than by this general acknowledgment.

It may be necessary to mention that a few of the more trifling errors that are most obvious—*

such as the breaking off of a letter, or a stop at the end of a line—are the unavoidable conse-

quence of the process of stereotyping. Before this process commences, the usual labour of

revision is complete ; but in producing the stereotype plate new errors are sometimes created.

It is the intention of the Conductors of this Work to subject even the stereotype plates to a

careful examination, so that injuries of this mechanical nature may be repaired.

<.

In the commencement of their undertaking, the Editors, bearing in mind the difficulty of

securing at once/an efficient body of contributors, recommended to the Committee only to attempt

the publication <bf Six Numbers in each month. Their present stock of materials, and their

reliance upon their nufnerous coadjutors, founded upon ample experience, have induced them to

desire that the work should proceed at a quicker rate. In this they feel satisfied that they only

second the wishes of the great body of its purchasers. The work will therefore continue upon

the following arrangements :

—

1. The First Volume of the Penny Cyclopaedia—containing Eleven Parts—is now concluded;

and will be sold, handsomely bound in cloth, lettered, at Seven Shillings and Sixpence.

2. Commencing with December, 1833, Two Numbers of the work will be published regularly

every Week, without Supplements, so that sometimes Eight, and sometimes Ten Numbers will

appear in each calendar month.

3. On the 1st of January, 1834, Part XII. will be published, price Ninepence, and the

Monthly Parts regularly continued at that price.

4. On the 1st of September, 1834, the. Second Volume, containing Eight Ninepenny Parts,

will be published, bound uniformly with Vol. I., at Seven Shillings and Sixpence;—and the

(uture volumes will be completed every Eight Months.

Novtmber 13, 1833
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THE PENNY CYCLOPAEDIA
OP

THE SOCIETY FOR THE DIFFUSION OF

USEFUL KNOWLEDGE.

A.
A, the first letter of the alphabet in the English, and many
other languages. As a sound, its power in the English
language is at least fourfold, as in the word*fatter, call,

tame, and hat. The first of these sounds is that which
generally prevails in other languages. The modified pro-

nunciation of the vowel in tame is partly due to the vowel e

at the end of the word ; in call ana similar forms, the pecu-

liarity arises from the letter / ; so that the only true sounds

of the Vowel are perhaps the long sound in father, and the

short one in hat. The printed forms of this letter, viz., the

capital A, the small character a, and the italic a, are all

derived from a common form, differing hut slightly from the

first of the three. In the old Greek and Latin alphabets,

from which our own has descended, the following were the

ordinary figures of this letter •—

A A > A. \
among which, the fourth and fifth only differ from the rest

in the rounding of the angle : the form consisting of straight

lines being well adapted for writing on stone, metal, &c.

;

the rounded letter, on the other hand, being better suited
for expeditious writing, with softer or more flexible materials.

From this last our two small characters are easily deduced.
A (in music), the sixth note in the diatonic scale, answer-

ing to the la of the Italians and French. It also stands for

the alto parts.

A or AN, the indefinite article. Of the two, an is used
before a vowel. Where the following word begins with a
consonant, it being more troublesome to express the final n,

this letter, from not being pronounced, ceased to be written.

Thus we say an emperor, but instead of an king, we find it

more convenient to say a king. Sometimes a virtual con-
sonant exists at the beginning of a word without being
written, as in union and once, where the ear catches the

initial sounds of y and w, younion and tcunce. Before such
words it is customary to drop the final letter of the article,

at least in pronunciation, and there can be no cood reason

for not writing a union, a once beloved monarcn. On the

other hand, whenever h is mute, we should retain the n
both in writing and speaking, thus, a history, but an his-

torical work. That an and not a is the primitive form
of.the article, is proved by the Anglo-Saxon an, and the

German ein ; indeed, our own numeral one is only another

and fuller form of the same word. In such phrases as three

shillings a pound, the article evidently has this meaning.
The double shape of our article has led to a corrupt mode
of writing certain words, thus from an eft was deduced
a neft, a newt; and the reverse seems to have taken

place in the change of a nadder to an adder. The letter

a often appears prefixed to nouns so as to constitute a
kind of adverb, as afoot, aside, aboard, now-a-day8, &c.

These, as Home Tooke observes, are all abbreviations of on

fote, on syde, on borde, now-on-daies, &c., which thus occur

in our old English poets. This on is an Anglo-Saxon pre-

position with the meaning of in. In many words now in

use the a in the beginning takes the place of on. Alive,

for instance, means on life, t. e„ in life. ' So he fell asleep,*

in the old translation of the New Testament is, he rell on

sleep.

No. 1.

The a, formerly often prefixed to our participles in tng,
both in the active and passive sense, as the house is a-pre-
paring, he is gone a-walking, has the same origin.

AA, a small river which flows into the Ems, on the east
bank, in the district of Lingen, which is in the kingdom
of Hanover. The little town of Freeren stands on the
Aa. The singularity of the name, rather than the import-
ance of the river itself, deserves a short notice. Aa is pos-
sibly a corruption of the word aue, which means green pas
tures or meadows, and may also have been used to denote
the low flat lands along the banks of the river. Aue is the
name of a small tributary of the Elbe, and also of a brook
in the principality of Schaumbourg-Lippe. Aue is also the
name of a mountain village, situated in a romantic valley of
the Erzgebirg circle of the kingdom of Saxony.
AA, a branch of the Aar, in the canton Aargau ; a small

river of Jutland ; also the name of one of the streams at
the confluence of which Breda stands, and the name of a
tributary to the Dommel in N. Brabant. The wide diffu-

sion of such a name shows it must have some general sig-

nification, applicable to all the rivers to which it belongs.
The word Aa may be the same as Aach, the name of

several German rivers, with the guttural ch dropped. The
Celtic Ac, or Ack, water, is probably the origin of all these
names.
AALBORG, one of the four divisions, and the most

northern part, of the peninsula of Jutland, properly so called.

It contains about 2820 English square miles, and perhaps
about 130,000 inhabitants. The principal town, which is

also called Aalborg, stands on the south side of the nar-
row channel which joins the Liimfiord with the sea, and
is a sea-port, with a considerable trade in grain and her-
rings. From 400 to 500 vessels enter the port annually.
The number of inhabitants is about 5300. Aalborg is a
bishopric, and has a good academy or cathedral school
founded in 1553, with some manufactures of leather, sugar,
and tobacco. The name Aalborg means Eel-town, a great
number of eels being caught in the neighbourhood: it is

in N. lat. 57° 5', E. long. 10° 5'. All the other towns of
the district are small : Thistedt, the next in size, does not
contain 2000 inhabitants.

AAR, the principal branch of the Rhine in Switzer-
land. [See Aargau.]

Another small stream of the same name falls into the
Rhine, in the duchy of Nassau ; and a third Aar joins the
Rhine in the Prussian province ofthe Lower Rhine, on the
west side, about twelve miles above Bonn.
AARD-VARK (Orycteropus, Geoffrey*), in Zoology, a

genus of animals belonging to the class Mammalia, and
order Edentata.

In a work, like the Penny Cyclopaedia, where know-
ledge is communicated under separate heads arranged in
alphabetical order, it is an unavoidable consequence of the

* It U usual, in works of Natural History, to place the scientific name of a
species after the popular or local name. By the scientific name the species is

recognised in every country, while the popular or local name is limited in it*

use. But as the same species is often called by several scientific names, each
of which has been given to it by a different naturalist, it is also usual to place
the name of the naturalist after the word which he has invented or adopted.
Thus, Aard-vark is the Dutch name of the animal in question ; Orycf
the scientific name by which it is commonly known ; and Geoffroy St Hilaira^P
(generally abridged Geof.) the name of the naturalist who gave It thafy
scientific denomination,

[THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.] Digitized b^ofigle
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general plan that terms must be occasionally employed
which have not been previously defined, and of which, in a
regular treatise, the explanation would necessarily precede
the use. To obviate this inconvenience as much as possible,

it is proposed, without entering into the minute details of the
subject, or anticipating information which properly belongs
to a different part of the work, to give a brief explanation
of such terms as they occur ; so that the general reader may
be enabled to comprehend their meaning and import without

the trouble of referring to other sources.

Before commencing the history and description of the

genus which more properly constitutes the subject of the

present article, we shall, therefore, give a short explanation

of the terms Mammalia and Edentata, as well as of the

technical' import of the words Clots, Order, Genus, and
Species, which are of constant occurrence in Zoology : these
terms would otherwise be obscure or unintelligible to an
ordinary reader.

The word Mammal (Mammalia is the Latin form of the
plural) was formed by Linnsous from the Latin mamma,
signifying a breast or udder, in the same manner as our
common word animal is formed from anima, life or soul

;

and was intended to denote those animals which suckle their

young, and for which there is no generic name in any known
language sufficiently definite and comprehensive. The
common word Quadruped, which more nearly expresses the

exact idea than any other, has no relation to the natural

affinities which we observe among animals, since it excludes

man and the cetaceous tribes (such as whales), at the same
time that it comprehends the lizards, tortoises, and other

reptiles, which have but a very remote analogy to the true

Mammalia.
The vernacular term Beast, which we often use in oppo-

sition to Birds and Fishes, is still more vague and indeter-

minate. The word Mammal, however, so happily imagined
by the great Swedish naturalist, is liable to none of these
objections, but expresses, in a distinct and definite manner,
the most prominent functions and natural limits of this class

of animals. In the constant use which we shall be obliged
to make of this term, we shall adopt the common English
form of the plural, Mammals, instead of the Latin form,

Mammalia, though the latter is most generally used by
British zoologists. The word Mammals is as regularly

formed, and therefore as admissible into the English lan-
guage, as animal and animals.

Mammals, therefore, in the technical language of zoolo-

gists, constitute a class, or primary division of the animal
kingdom ; and are, in this respect, co-ordinate with Birds,

Fishes, Reptiles, and Insects ; all of which are so many
Classes. The terra Order denotes a subordinate division,

and bears the same relation to a class which this latter does
to a kingdom ; so that a class is made up of orders, in the
same manner as a kingdom is made up of classes. The
next inferior sub-division to an order is a Genus ; and this is

itself composed of Species, the lowest link in the chain of
scientific classification, and that which admits of no further

division. A species, then, comprehends all those animals
which may reasonably be supposed to be descended from one
common, original stock ; and in this sense all men compose
but a single species, all horses compose but a single species

;

and in the same manner all oxen, sheep, goats, dogs, &c.
compose respective and appropriate species. Difference of
climate, variety of food, and other local and extraneous cir-

cumstances, undoubtedly produce striking changes in the
form, size, and colour of different individuals, even of the
same species ; examples of which are sufficiently abundant
among all domestic animals, and that, too, in exact propor-

tion to the degree of their domestication, and to the care
and attention which have been bestowed upon them by man.
But these variations are confined within certain prescribed

limits, and the utmost power and ingenuity of man have
been exerted in vain to produce and perpetuate a new race
or species of animals. He has succeeded, to be sure, in

procuring the Mule from the intercourse of the Horse and
the Ass, two very distinct species, though in some respects

closely allied to one another : but this mule is itself a barren,
unproductive being, which Nature regards as a monster,
ana to which she has denied the power of continuing its

race.

An example will best illustrate the true import of the
terms which we have been here endeavouring to explain.

Thus the dog, the fox, the wolt and the jackal, are all so

many specie* of one common genus; as are likewise the

lion, the tiger, the panther, the lynx, and the common cat,

species of another genus. These are respectively called the

genus Canis, or the dog kind, and the genus Felis, or the

cat kind ; and compose, together with the hyaenas, civets,

weasels, bears, badgers, &c. the natural Order of Carnivora,

or flesh eaters, which have six incisor or front teeth in each
jaw, and live upon the flesh of other animals. Another
natural order of Mammals comprises all those which, like

the rat, the squirrel, the rabbit, and the guinea-pig, have
only two large teeth in front, which they continually employ
in gnawing whatever falls in their way ; they are, therefore,

called Rodentia, or gnawers. These, at least in the number
of their incisor teeth, form the intermediate link which con-

nects the Carnivora with the Edentata, or next order of
Mammals, which are distinguished by having no front teeth

at all, and are therefore constrained to live entirely upon a
vegetable regimen, or upon insects, carrion, and other soft

substances which require little cutting or mastication. These
different Orders of Carnivora, Rodentia, and Edentata,
together with the Ruminantia or ruminating animals, the
Cetacea or whale kind, and others less important, which it is

unnecessary here to enumerate, compose the class Mam-
malia.

,

Having thus briefly explained the signification of those
technical terms which will occur most frequently in the sub-
sequent Zoological articles, we shall return from this digres-

sion to the more immediate object of our present consideration.
The Orycteropus is now separated from the Myrmecophaga,

or Anteaters of Linnaeus, with which it had been formerly
associated. In its anatomical structure, it bears a much
closer relation to the armadillos than to any other quadrupeds,
not even excepting the ant-eaters, with which it was formerly
associated. Like these animals, the orycteropus has neither
incisors nor canine teeth ; and its feet are equally provided
with large and powerful claws, for digging up roots and
insects, and for forming subterraneous burrows. Its molar
teeth, however, are altogether peculiar both in form and
structure, and have no resemblance to the teeth of any other
known animal. Of these there are five large ones on each
side (both in the upper and under jaws), which are always
permanent; and a variable number of from one to three

smaller ones, placed in front of the others, and apparently
representing the false molars of ordinary quadrupeds. The
first of the large molars is smaller than any of the other
four, and of a cylindrical form, somewhat compressed or

flattened on the sides ; the second is rounder ; the third and

Teeth of the Asrd-Vark (Orycteropus CapetMis).
A Two vicwi of tho upper jaws, showing, a the surface of

the t*eth. • the sides
B, c. rf, Ditto of the lower Jaw.
C The teeth in their natural position.
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forth are each composed of two similar cylinders, as it were,

soldered together, and the last is a simple cylinder, like the
first and second. Immediately in front of these are the
small or false molars, which, being of a deciduous nature
(falling annually), vary in number according to the individual.

In their internal structure these teeth differ from those of all

other animals. They are pierced throughout their whole
length with an infinite number of small capillary tubes,

running in the same longitudinal direction, and opening at

the root or under part of the teeth. The crowns or upper
surfaces of the teeth are covered with enamel, but after this

has been worn away by the continued process of mastication,

as in very old animals, the openings of these small canals

may be plainly distinguished upon the surface also ; and in

this state, the teeth, to use the appropriate comparison of
Baron Cuvier, resemble the joint of a cane cut across, and
exhibiting the numerous minute vessels which perforate its

interior. Properly speaking, these teeth are destitute of
real roots, and are therefore, like the tusks of the elephant,

and the incisors of the rodentia, capable of being indefinitely

increased, by the deposit of new matter on the under extre-

mity, to counterbalance the continual wear of the upper
surface.

In the form of the extremities the orycteropus resembles
the armadillos still more nearly than in the nature of its

dental system. The legs are remarkably short and stout

;

the feet plantigrade (that is to say, the animal walks upon
the whole sole of the foot, as man and the bear, instead
of bringing the point of the toe only in contact with the
ground, as may be observed in the dog, horse, &c.) ; and the
toes, of which there are four on the fore feet and five on the
hind, are armed with extremely large, powerful claws, flat-

tened horizontally, and scooped or hollowed out on the under
surface, so as to form a most efficient instrument for digging
and burrowing beneath the surface of the earth. This pro-
cess is still further facilitated by the oblique form of the
anterior extremities, arising from the unequal length of the
toes; the two interior being considerably longer than the
others, and the whole diminishing gradually from the index
(or toe corresponding with the fore-linger) outwards. In
other parts of its anatomy the orycteropus resembles both
the armadillos and the ant-eaters, ana particularly in the
form and structure of the stomach and alimentary canal.
The reader who is desirous of further information upon these
subjects may consult Cuvier s Legon* dAnatomie Comparce,
and bis great work Sur let Ossemens Fossiles, from which
the details here given are for the most part abridged.

The only species of this curious genus with which zoo-

logists are at present acquainted is the Aard-Vark (Oryc-
teropus Capensis), called innagu by the Korah Caffres,

and goup by the Hottentots. It is an animal extremely
common in some parts of Southern Africa, though, from
its nocturnal habits and extreme timidity, it is not so

frequently seen as many others which are in reality scarcer.

Its colonial name of aard-vark, or earth-pig, by which
it is known among the Dutch inhabitants of the Cape
of Good Hope, is derived as well from its habit of burrowing
as from the general appearance which it bears, at first sight,

to a small, short-legged pig. This animal, when full grown,
measures about three feet five inches from the snout to the
•rigm of the tail ; the head is eleven inches long ; the ears

six inches ; and the tail one foot nine niches. The head is

long and attenuated ; the upper jaw projects beyond the
lower, and ends, as in the common hog, in a truncated,

callous snout, having the nostrils pierced in the end of it

;

the mouth is small for the size of tne animal, and the tongue
flat and slender, not cylindrical as in the true ant-eaters, nor
capable of being protruded to such an extent as in these ani-

mals : it is, however, covered in like manner with a viscous or

glutinous saliva, which firmly retains the ants upon which the
animal lives, and prevents those which once come into contact

with it from escaping afterwards. The ears are large, erect,

and pointed ; and the eyes, which are of moderate size, are

situated between them and the snout, about two-thirds of

the distance from the extremity of the latter. The body of

the aard-vark is thick and corpulent ; the limbs short and
remarkably strong ; the hide thick, tough, and nearly naked,
having only a few stiff hairs, of a pale reddish-brown colour,

thinly scattered over it, excepting on the hips and thighs,

where they are more numerous than elsewhere. The tail is

about half the length of the body and head together, and,

like the body, is nearly naked ; it is extremely thick and
cylindrical at the base, but decreases gradually towards the

extremity, and ends in a sharp point.

Thus formed, the aard-vark is in all respects admirably
fitted for the station which Nature has assigned to it in the

grand economy of the animal kingdom. It feeds entirely

upon ants, and in this respect fulfils the same purpose in

Southern Africa which is executed by the pangolins in Asia,

the myrmecophaga in America, and the echidna in New
Holland. To those who are only acquainted with the size

and nature of these insects in the cold northern climates of

Europe and America, it may seem surprising how an animal
so large as the aard-vark can support itself exclusively upon
ants, and yet be invariably found fat and in good condition.

But the ants and termites of tropical countries are infinitely

more numerous than those which inhabit more northern

latitudes, and so large as sometimes to measure an inch or

an inch and a half in length. The bodies of these ants are,

besides, of a soft, unctuous nature ; and travellers inform us
that the Hottentots themselves frequently collect them for

food, and even prefer them to most otner descriptions of

meat Patterson affirms that prejudice alone prevents the

Europeans from making a similar use of them ; and says

that, in his different journeys, he was often under the neces-

sity of eating them, and found them far from disagreeable.

However this may be, their importance in fattening poultry

is well understood at the Cape, and the farmers collect them
by bushels for this purpose.

These insects raise mounds of an elliptical figure to the

height of three or four feet above the surfe.ee of the ground

;

and so numerous are these gigantic ant-hills in some parts

of Southern Africa, that they are frequently seen extending

over the plains as for as the eye can reach, and so close

together that the traveller a waggon can with difficulty pass

between them. They abound more especially in the Zeure-

velden, or sour districts, so called from producing a kind of

sour grass ; are seldom found on the karroos or downs, and
never in very dry or woody districts. By constant exposure

to the rays of a powerful tropical sun they become so hard
and indurated on the outer surface that they easily support

the weight of three or four men, and even a loaded waggon
will sometimes pass over without crushing them. Internally

these mounds are of a spongy structure, something resem-

bling a honeycomb, and are so completely saturated with

animal oil that they inflame without difficulty, and are an
excellent substitute for wood or coal.

Wherever ant-hills abound the aard-vark k sure to be
found at no great distance. He constructs a deep burrow in

the immediate vicinity of his food, and changes his residence

only after he has exhausted his resources. The facility with

which he burrows beneath the surface of the earth is said

to be almost inconceivable. We have already seen how
admirably his feet and claws are adapted to this purpose

;

and travellers inform us that it is quite impracticable to dig

him out, as he can in a few minutes bury himself at a depth

far beyond the reach of his pursuers ; and, further, that his

strength is so great as to require the united efforts of two or

three men to drag him from his hole. When fairly caught,

however, he is by no means retentive of life, but is easily

dispatched by a slight blow over the snout The aard-

vark is an extremely timid, harmless animal, seldom re-

moves to any great distance from his burrow, being slow

of foot and a had runner, and is never by any chance
B 2
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found abroad during the day-time. On the approach of

night he sallies forth in search of food, and, repairing to

the nearest inhabited ant-hill, scratches a hole in the side

of it just sufficient to admit his Ions snout. Here, after

having previously ascertained that there is no danger of

interruption, he lies down, and, inserting his long slender

tongue into the breach, entraps the ants, which, like those

of our own country, fly to defend their dwellings upon the

first alarm, and, mounting upon the tongue of the aard-

vark, get entangled in the glutinous saliva, and are swal-

lowed by whole scores at a time. If uninterrupted, he con-

tinues this process till he has satisfied his appetite ; but on
the slightest alarm he makes a precipitate retreat, and seeks

security at the bottom of his subterranean dwelling.

Hence it is that these animals arc seldom seen even in those

parts of the country in which they are most numerous.

Like other nocturnal animals, which pass the greater part

of their lives in sleeping and eating, they become exceed-

ingly fat, and their flesh is considered to be a wholesome
and palatable food. The hind-quarters, particularly when
cut into hams and dried, are held in great esteem, and are

much sought after by colonial epicures.

AARD-WOLF (Proteles, Is. Geof), in Zoology, a «;enus of

digitigrade carnivorous mammals founded by M. Isidore Geof-

frey St. Hilaire for the purpose of giving a place to a new
and singular quadruped brought from the interior of Cain-aria

by the late traveller Delalandc. The three specimens of

this interesting animal procured by M. Delalande were all,

unfortunately, of an immature age, and had not acquired

their permanent teeth, so that the characters of their adult

dentition still remain to be determined. Enough, however,

is known to enable us to assign the most prominent and
influential characters of the genus, and to infer, with a toler-

able degree of accuracy, the habits and economy of the animal.

It is an observation at least as old as Pliny, that Africa is

a land of wonders, which continually produces a succession

of new and singular objects. In zoology, the maxim of

the Roman philosopher, as to African wonders, is verified

almost daily. Among the most recent examples of this

fact we may adduce the discover)' of the proteles ; an ac-

quisition of peculiar interest to the zoologist, as forming
the intermediate link which connects the civets with the dogs
and hyaenas, three genera which have hitherto stood, as it

were, insulated from surrounding groups, and widely sepa-

rated from one another. The dogs and hyrenas, indeed, had
been united a short time previous by the discovery of an
intermediate species in the same locality which has since

produced the proteles; but it is this latter species alone,

which, uniting the characters of all these three genera,

enables us to trace their natural affinities, and to assign to

them their proper position in the scale of existence.

To the external appearance and osteological (bony) struc-

ture of a hysena, this truly singular animal unites the head
and feet of a fox, and the teeth and intestines of a civet. It

has five toes on the fore feet, and four only on the hind ; the

innermost toe of the fore foot is placed, as in the dogs, at

some distance above the others, and therefore never touch
the ground when the animal stands or walks. The legs also

are completely digitigrade ; that is to say, the heel is ele-

vated, and does not come into contact with the surface, as in

man and other similarly formed animals which walk upon
the whole sole of the foot, and are thence said to be planti-

grade. It is of great importance to remark the difference

between these two modifications of the locomotive organs,

because they have a very decided and extraordinary influence

upon the habits and economy of animal life. Digitigrade

animals, which tread only upon the toes and carry the heel

considerably elevated above the ground, have much longer legs

than plantigrade animals, and arc therefore especially fitted

for leaping and running with great ease and rapidity. Accord-
ingly, it will be observed that the horse, the stag, the antelope,

the dog, and other animals remarkable for rapidity of course,

partake strongly of this formation ; and even their degree of

swiftness is accurately measured by the comparative elevation

of the heel. Inattentive observers sometimes misapprehend
the nature of this peculiar conformation of the extremities

of digitigrade animals, and are apt to confound the hough
with the ankle, and to mistake for the knee what is really

the heel of the animal. Thus we have heard it said that, in

the hind legs of the horse, the knee was bent in a contrary

direction to that of man. This is by no means true : a little

attention to the succession of the different joints and articu-

lations will show that what is called the cannon-bone in the

horse, and other digitigrade animals, in reality corresponds

to the instep in man, and that what is generally mistaken
for the knee really represents the heel.

In the particular case of the proteles the natural effect of
the digitigrade formation is, in some degree, lessened by the
peculiar structure of the fore legs, which, contrary to the

general rule observable in most other animals, are consider-

ably longer than the hind. In this respect, also, the proteles

resembles the hyaenas ; and in both genera this singular
disproportion between the anterior and posterior extremities

abridges the velocity properly due to their digitigrade confor-

mation. It has been already observed that the only indivi-

duals of this genus which have been hitherto properly
observed were young specimens, which had not acquired
their adult dentition ; hut it was sufficiently obvious to the
experienced eye of M. Cuvier, who first examined them,
that the dental system of the mature animal must \ery
closely resemble, if it be not actually identical with, that of
the civets and genets. The young animal presented three
small false molars and one tuberculous tooth on each side

both of the upper and under jaws; and we shall find, in the
sequel, that the approximation of M. Cuvier is fully justified

by the evidence of another accurate observer, who had an
opportunity of examining this animal in its native regions.

The genus proteles contains but a single species,

the Aard-wolf, or earth-wolf (Proteles crtstata), so called

liy the European colonists in the neighbourhood of Algoa
Bay, in South Africa, the locality in which M. Delalande
procured his specimens of this animal. The size of the

aard-wolf is about that of a ftill-grown fox, which it further

resembles in its pointed muzzle ; but it stands higher upon
its legs, its ears are considerably larger ajid more naked,

and its tail shorter and not so bushy. At first sight it might
he easily mistaken for a young striped hyama, so closely

does it resemble that animal in the colours and peculiar

markings of its ftir, and in the mane of long stiff hair which
runs along the neck and back : indeed, it is only to be dis-

tinguished by its more pointed head, and by the additional

fifth toe of the fore feet The fur is of a woolly texture on
the sides and belly, but a mane of coarse, stiff hair, six or

seven inches in length, passes along the nape of the neck and
back, from the occiput to the origin of the tail, and is capable

of being erected or bristled up, like that of the hysena, when
the animal is irritated or provoked. The general colour

of the fur is pale cinereous (ash-coloured), with a slight shade
of yellowish-brown : the muzzle is black and almost naked,

or covered only with a few long stiff moustaches. Around
the eyes, and on each side of the neck, are dark brown
marks ; eight or ten bands of the same colour pa.*s over the

body in a transverse direction, exactly as in the common
striped hyrena ; and the arms and thighs are likewise marked
with similar transverse stripes. The legs and feet are an
uniform dark brown in front, and grey behind. The long

hairs of the mane are grey, with two broad rings of black,

the second of which occupies the point ; those of the tail are

similarly marked, and equally long and stiff: whence it ap-

pears as if the mane and tail were clouded with an alternate

mixture of black and grey. The ears are grey on the inte-

rior, and dark brown on the outer, surface.

In its habits and manners the aard-wolf resembles the
fox : like that animal it is nocturnal, and constructs a sub
terraneous burrow, at the Imttom of which it lies concealed
during the day-time, and only ventures abroad on the ap-

proach of night to seaa-h for food and satisfy the other calls
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of nature. It is fond of the society of its own species ; at

least, many individuals have heen found residing together

in the same burrow ; and, as they are of a timid ana wary
character, they have generally three or four different en-
trances to their holes, so that if attacked on one side they
may secure a retreat in an opposite direction. Notwithstand-
ing the disproportionate length of their fore legs they are

said to run very fast ; and so strong is their propensity to

burrow, that one of M. Delalande's specimens, perceivinff

itself about to be run down and captured, immediately ceased

its flight, and be^an to scratch up the ground, as if with the

intention of making a new earth.

M. Isidore GeofFroy St. Hilaire, in his paper on the Pro-

teles, inserted in the eleventh volume of the Mcmoires du
Museum* has bestowed upon this species the name of Pro-
teles Lalandii. He has done so, in the belief that the spe-

cies has not been indicated by any previous traveller. We
have considered it proper, however, to substitute the specific

name of Proteles Cristata, for that proposed in honour of
M. Lalande, for both Sparrman and Lcvaillant have men-
tioned the aard-wolf long before the date of M. Delalande's

journey; and the former has not only described it with
tolerable accuracy, but has even ascertained its true generic

characters, and associated it with the civets, under the deno-
mination of Viverra cristata. The passage alluded to will

be found in the English translation of Sparrman s Travels*

vol iL, p. 177.

In the Second Voyage of Levaillant, vol ii., p. 360, men-
tion is likewise made of this animal under the appellation

of * loup de terre,' which is a simple translation of its colonial

name aard-wolf
Sparrman mentions having found ants in the stomach of

the proteles, and these, it may be observed, are also a favourite

food of the bear. The dental system of this animal would
further lead us to suppose that, like the fox and hyeona, it

also feeds upon wild grapes and bulbous roots, as well as

upon carrion and the produce of the chase.

AARGAU, one of the twenty-two Swiss cantons. On
the north the Rhine separates it from the grand duchy of

Baden : the canton of Basel bounds it on the west, and that

of Zurich on the east It takes its name from the river

Aar, which rises in the glaciers that form the southern

limits of the canton of Bern ; and, after flowing through
the lakes of Brienz and Thun, and past the towns of Bern,

Soleure, and Aarau, falls into the Rhine on the south

bank, about fourteen miles above Laufenburg. The whole
length of its course is about 160 miles. The canton takes

its name from the river, the word Aar-gau signifying the

province or district of the Aar : the same termination fre-

quently occurs in other names, such as Thur^au.
The canton of Aargau is a pleasant, and in many parts

a fertile, district, diversified by hills, mountains, and valleys.

The chain of the Jura mountains runs through part of the

canton, but they hardly attain the height of 3000 feet The
number of inhabitants is about 152,900. Aargau is one of
the most industrious cantons of Switzerland, and perhaps
more a manufacturing than agricultural country. This
canton has paid great attention to the education ofits people.

The chief town is Aarau, which contains 4000 inhabitants

;

and has manufactures of silk, cotton, and leather ; and good
establishments for education. At Laufenburg are some
falls in the Rhine, which impede the navigation of the
river. A bridge here leads over the Rhine to the little

village of Laufenburg, in Baden. Aargau contains many
neat* industrious towns ; such as Zofingen with a good li-

brary, Lenzburg, Klingnau, Schinznach having near it the
castle of Hapsburg, which is the original seat of the Im-
perial Austrian family, and Baden, which has warm baths,

and a good Lyceum. Each of the eight districts into which
Aargau is divided has a secondary school. [See Journ. of
Edur. % No. 6.] The area of the canton is estimated at

about 770 English square miles, in Hassel's Statistics.

AARHUUS, a division of Jutland, containing 1800
English square miles, and 88,000 inhabitants ; with a con-

siderable portion of good soil. Aarhuus, the chief town,

stands in N. lat 56° 10', E. long. 10° 22', between the sea

and a small lake, which, at its outlet, forms a port. The
town is pretty well built, and contains a large cathedral

church: the manufactures are cotton and woollen cloth,

glove*, sugar-refining to a small amount, tobacco, and
leather. The number ofinhabitants is about 6000. Aarhuus
is the point in Jutland from which passengers generally set

out to the island ofZealand, where they land at a place called

Kallundborg, whence a road leads to Copenhagen. Aarhuus
is about 1 00 miles W. N. W. from the capital. Randers,
N.N.W. of the town of Aarhuus, on the Guden, a small
navigable river, has about 5000 inhabitants, whose branches
of industry are similar to those of Aarhuus, with the ad-
dition of stockings and brandy-distilleries. Randers has a
grammar-school and good hospital.

AARON, the first high-priest of the Jews. He was the
elder brother of Moses, and was, by the express appointment
of Heaven, associated with that illustrious legislator in the
enterprize of delivering their countrymen from Egvptian
bondage, and conducting tnem to the promised land. Aaron,
who was a ready and eloquent speaker, was the chief instru-
ment employed in announcing the command of God to
Pharaoh, and attesting it by the series of stupendous miracles
recorded in the earlier chapters of the book of Exodus.
After the passage of the Red Sea, and during the sojourn
in the wilderness, he was far from manifesting the steady
confidence and undaunted disregard of popular clamour
which characterized the conduct of his brother ; but, not-
withstanding the timidity and weakness which he had shown
in yielding to the demand of the impatient and superstitious
multitude, that he would make them a golden calf to wor
ship, he was, in conformity to the divine purpose, conse-
crated to the priesthood, of which the highest office was
made hereditary in his family. Aaron, however, was net
permitted to reach the promised land, any more than his
brother Moses. Having ascended the summit of Mount
Hor, in company with Moses and his eldest son Eleazar, he
died there, after Moses, as commanded by God, had stripped
him of his sacerdotal robes, and put them upon his son.
This event happened when Aaron was in the nundred and
third year of his age, forty years after the departure of the
Israelites from Egypt, and, according to the commonly re-
ceived chronology, in the year 1451 b. c, or 2553 from the
creation of the world.—The history of Aaron is to be found
in the book of Exodus, and the three following books of the
Pentateuch.
AARON, the fifth caliph of the race of the Abasskles,

born 765, died in 802.—[See Abassides.]
AB, the fifth month of the ancient Hebrew year, but now

the eleventh (or, in intercalary years, the twelfth), in con-
sequence of the transfer of the new year from spring to
autumn.
On the 1st day of Ab a fast is held in commemoration of

the death of Aaron. On the 9th a very solemn fast is

observed in remembrance of the destruction of the Holy
Temple by Nebuchadnezzar in 588, b. c, and of the destruc-
tion of the second Temple by Titus, a. d. 70. This fast

is considered the most mournful of the whole year : on this

day, in the synagogues, the lamentations of Jeremiah are
publicly read, with other portions of the Bible, expressive of
sorrow and desolation. No recreation is allowed from the
beginning of the month, nor may any man shave his beard

.

the more serious Jews even abstain from all meat, except
on the Sabbath-day. On the 18th, another fast is observed.
All these fasts are postponed one day if they fall on the
Saturday.

A little festival is celebrated on the 15th day of the month
to commemorate an ancient custom, according to which, the
young girls of each tribe came forth into the fields clothed
in white, and exhibited themselves in dances before the
marriageable young men, with the view of being selected

by them in marriage. This festival is called Tub-ab, or the
fifteenth Ab, the word Tub expressing the characters T and
B, or 6 and 9, used by the Jews for fifteen.

The month of Ab may begin in some years as early as
the 10th July, in others as late as the 7th August In
1833, it commences on the 17th July.

Ab is the name of the twelfth month of the Syrian year
coinciding with our August.
ABABDE, the name of several African tribes, which

occupy the country between the Nile and the Red Sea,
south of Kosseir, nearly as for as the latitude of Derr,
22°. 47'. The Bisharye inhabit the mountains from thence
southwards. Many of the Ababde have settled in Upper
Egypt, on the east bank of the Nile, from Kenneh to As-
souan, and thence to Derr. According to Belzoni, some of
them are spread as for as Suez. But the greater part still

live like Bedouins, and act as guides to the Sennaar cara-

vans which set out from Daraou, a place about ten hours'
journey north of Assouan. The Ababde formerly guarded
the caravans from Kenneh to Kosseir, on the Red Sea;
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but they have been deprived of this branch of profit by the
|

Maazu and Ataony Arabs, who live to the north, and farm

the profits of this line of road from the Pasha.

The Ababde have considerable property, but a very bad
I

character ; they are described as faithless, and unworthy of
j

the Bedouin origin of which they boast.

These people are known in Upper Egypt for their excel-

lent camels, and particularly for their dromedaries. They
trade principally in senna leaves, and charcoal made of

acacia wood, which is sent as far as Cairo. The Ababde !

have few horses; they fight with other Arab tribes upon
camels. Their arms are a target, lance, and sword. They
are divided into three principal tribes, El Fokara, El Ashabat,

and El Mcleykab.
Those who encamp with the Bisharye speak the language

of the latter. The female children of the Ababde and
Jaafere Arabs, as Burckhardt calls them, who inhabit the

west bank of the Nile, south of Thebes, as far as the first

cataracts, as well as the female children of all the people

south of Kenneh and Esne to the borders of Sennaar,

undergo the operation of excision, which was an old Egyp-
tian custom. [Compare Strain)., p. 8*24, Casanb.] The
Ababde tight naked, except that they have a rag or napkin

round their waists. A light which Burckhardt saw com-
menced with a shower of stones, for the repclliug of which

missiles, their targets appeared very useful. The combat-
ants on each side were about thirty; and the results were,
three men slightly wounded, and one shield deft in two.

This account is from Burckhardt s Travels in Xi/biai Lon-
don, 1 811)), who appears, from this and other passages, to con-
sider the Ababde as ofArab stock ; but if this be his meaning,
it seems to be incorrect. Other writers say that the Ababde,
who are of the same family as their southern neighbour*,
the Bisharye, ditler in appearance, habits and language
from the Arabs. The latter fact might readily be esta-

blished by a comparison of an Arabic and Ababde vocabu-
lary : but we have not been aide to find one of the latter

language. That the Ababde have, at different periods,

mixed with the Arabs is certain, and we believe have got
their religion, such as it is, from the same nation. Their
form, which is not that of the negro, their dark colour, and
their long hair besmeared with grease, and hanging in

ringlets, which have been compared in shape to cork-
screws, show them to be of Nubian stock, and probably
the remnant of a race long settled in these regions. The
kind of head-dress which they wear is often seen on the
Egyptian monuments, and a pretty correct notion of it may-
be formed from the following Egyptian painting, now in the
British Museum.

The fact of the Ababde being 1 camel-breeders, and using
thorn in battle, coincides singularly with the habits of the
Arabians, as Herodotus calls them, who lived south of
Euypt, and were in the army of Xerxes when he invaded
Greece, B.C. 480.

It is conjectured by Ritter, that the Ababde, as well as
the Bisharye, may be a remnant of that people, whom we
hear of under the Roman Emperors by the name of Blemyes.
"We hear no more of the Blemyes after the Arab conquest
of Egypt, but they appear under the general name of
Bcjas, as the great carriers between the Nile and Aidab
on the Red Sea, and, in fact, as a commercial people.

The Bisharye, the Ababde, Barabras, &c, may be con-
sidered as ditferent branches of the Beja stock. [See
Bhjas.] What reasons Herodotus had for calling the
camel-riding people south of Egypt by the name of Arabs,
it is dillicult to say ; only we may observe, that Arabia, pro-

perly so called, was then very little known : and the word
Arabs would be applied vaguely, and perhaps sometimes in-

correctly, to many people, who lived a nomadic life. For
many Ababde customs, see Belzonfs Researches, p. 309,

4to. [See Ritter* s Orography* Africa.]

ABACISCUS, in architecture, is a diminution of the
architectural term Abacus, and is principally applied, when
used at all, which is not often, to the tiles or squares of a

tessellated pavement.
A'BACUS, in architecture, is the level tablet, whether

square or oblong, which is almost always formed on the

moulded or otherwise enriched capital of a column, to sup-

port the horizontal entablature. [See the words Capital,
Column, and Entablature.] The architectural applica-

tion of the term Abacus, which in the original is applied to

any rectangular tile-like figure, arises from a story which
Vitruvius tells of the manner in which the foliated capital

called the Corinthian originated.

A'BACUS, a game among the Romans ; so called from its

being played on a board, somewhat in the manner of chess.

A'BACUS, an instrument employed to facilitate arith-

metical calculations. The name may be given with pro-

priety to any machine for reckoning with counters, beads,

&c, in which one line is made to stand for units, another
for tens, and so on. We have here given the form of an
abacus, such as we may recommend, for the purpose of
teaching the first principles of arithmetic, the only use, as

far as we know, to which such an instrument is put in this

country. Its length should be about three times its breadth.

It consists of a frame, traversed by stiff wires, on which
beads or counters are strung so as to move easily. The
beads on the first right, hand row are units, those on the next
tens, and so on. Thus, as it stands, the number 570 IS is

represented upon the lower part of it.

For a more detailed account of the method of using this

instrument for the purposes of instruction, see Numekv-
tion. There is an instrument sold in the toy-shops with
twelve wires, and twelve beads on each wire, for teaching
the multiplication-table, which may be made of more use if

applied according to the method which will be described in
the article referred to.
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The abacus can never be much used in this country,

owing to our various division of weights and measures. We
should need one abacus for pounds, shillings, and pence

:

another for avoirdupois weight ; a third for troy weight, ana
so on- In China, however, where the whole system is

decimal, that is, where every measure, weight, &c., is the

tenth part of the next greater one, this instrument, called

in Chinese Shwanpan, is very much used, and with most
astonishing rapidity. It is said that while one man reads

over rapidly a number of sums of money, another can add
them so as to give the total as soon as the first has done
reading. Their abacus differs from the one described

above, in having only five beads on each wire, one of which
is distinguished from the rest either in colour or size, and
stands for five. There is one of these.instruments in the

East India Company's Museum. The Greeks and Romans
used the same sort of abacus, at least in later times. The
Russians are also much in the habit of performing calcula-

tions by strings of beads. It is probable that the word was
originally applied to a board strewed with dust or sand, on
which letters were marked in teaching children to read
The word Abax was the Greek term for this instrument.

Some etymologists derive the name from the Phoenician
Abak, which signifies dust. Lucas de Burgo, an old alge-

braical writer, says it is a contraction ofArabicus. It is most
probable, however, that the first derivation is correct. A che-
quered board, such as we still sometimes see at the doors of
public-houses, was formerly used in this country as an abacus
fiee Exchequer], and a chess-board would now do very well
for the purposes of instruction above-mentioned. The mul-
tiplication-table is sometimes called the Pythagorean abacus.

ABANDONMENT is a term used in marine insurance.

Before a person, who insures a ship or goods, can demand
from an insurer or underwriter the stipulated compensation
for a total loss of such ship or goods, he must abandon or

relinquish to the insurer all his interest in any part of the
property which may be saved. [See Insurance.]
ABA'NO, PETER DE, a celebrated Italian physician

and philosopher of the middle ages. He was born in 1250
at Abano, anciently Aponus, a village about five miles from
Padua. Peter de Abano, or Apono as he is often called,

having repaired to the University of Paris to complete his

education, is said, while studying there, to have published

the moat famous of his works—his Conciliator Differen-

tiarum Philosophorum et Medicorum, a performance from
which he has derived the title of the Conciliator. He after-

wards wrote various other works which are less known, and
also translated into Latin some of the treatises of the

Arabian physicians. Abano was undoubtedly one of

the most accomplished scholars and men of science of

his age; and he also seems to have been possessed of

native powers and an inventive genius. As it was, he
has been regarded as one of the principal restorers of true

science in his native country. After he left the University

of Paris, where he took the degree of Doctor both in Philo-

sophy and in Medicine, he settled at Bologna, where he
practised as a physician for the remainder of his life. Abano
was also a great proficient in mathematics and astronomy,

so far as those sciences were known in that age. His

reputed »kfll in this kind of learning caused him to ba

regarded, in ms own day, as a magician; and, in his

latter years, a process was actually commenced against him
as such by the Inquisition. An inscription on a statue

which the citizens of Padua erected to him. after his death,

asserts that he was suspected of magic and accused of
heresy, but acquitted. Other authorities, however, assure
us that he only escaped condemnation by his death, in 1 3 1 6,

at the age of sixty-six ; and that the sentence, which would
have been passed upon him if he had lived, was executed
upon his effigy in straw. The imputation of being a prac-

tiser of magic long clung to the memory of Abano in the
popular belief, andeven in the minds of many of the learned.

As one of the many distinguished cultivators of mathema-
tical and physical science who have acquired this sort of
celebrity, he occupies a conspicuous place in the curious

work which the French physician, Gabriel Naude, pub-
lished in the early part of the seventeenth century, entitled

A Vindication of the Great Men who have been accused of
Magtc. Abano, however, although no student of magic,
shared the universal belief of that and several succeeding
ages in the delusions of astrology, and had no doubt that the
movements of the stars exercised the most important influ-

ence on human affairs. The calculation of these imaginary
sympathies formed, indeed, the principal part of his astro-

nomy. The mysterious and almost prophetic character

which he and others thus professed to derive from their

scientific skill, must no doubt have helped, in a considerable

degree, to countenance and confirm the popular notion of
their intercourse with the powers of darkness. rSee Boyle's

Dictionary-—Abano.]
ABATEMENT. This word is derived from the old

French word abater, which signified to beat down, pros-

trate, or destroy.

Before entering upon the explanation of the present

meaning of this term, it will be well to observe, for the infor-

mation of those who may not be acquainted with the history

of our law, that by far the greater number of the terms of art

(as they may be called) peculiar to it, are derived either from
the Norman-French, or the Latin,—we shall therefore give

a cursory view of the circumstances which led to their

adoption. "When William I., commonly styled the Con-
queror, became King of England, he filled all the posts of

profit and honour with subjects from his Norman dominions
—the civil places chiefly with ecclesiastics. The foreign

priests having obtained from their master all the seals cf

the judges and other officers of the superior courts ofjus-

tice, it was found necessary to ordain that all proceedings in

them should be carried on in the Norman tongue instead of

the English, with which these new judges were for the most
part altogether ignorant. This practice continued until Edward
IIL conquered the armies of the French in their own coun-
try, and abolished the use of their language in the courts of
justice here. At the same time that all arguments and
judgments of law were spoken in French, the written parts

of the proceedings, such as the writs and records, were all

in the Latin language, with which the priests of the Roman
Church were necessarily more or less acquainted. The
judicial writings continued to be in Latin long after Ed-
ward III. had expelled the French tongue from our courts

;

and they were not written in our own language until the

reign of George II., when an Act of Parliament was passed
for the purpose.

It will be evident that, under the circumstances described,

the more ancient legal terms would, whenever that could

conveniently be done, be translated into the French and
Latin languages; and as, during the periods mentioned
above, the laws of England experienced great alterations

and received many additions, abundance of new terms were
necessarily called for to express new notions, and were na-
turally drawn from the languages then in legal use. Many
of the expressions thus translated, and those first invented,

are employed at the present day with little or no alteration.

Of this we have an example in the word which is the sub-
ject of this article.

The term Abatement is used by our law in three senses

viz. those of abating a nuisance, abating an action or indict-

ment, and abating into a freehold.

The first of these, in which the word seems to be used in

its primitive or literal sense, is that of abating or beating
down a nuisance ; an expression commonly used, and, there-

fore, well understood. Whatever unlawfully annoys, or does
damage to another, is a nuisance, which he is at liberty to

abate, that is beat down, and remove j provided in no doing
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lie commits no breach of the peace, and does no more injury

to the property than is absolutely necessary for effecting his

purpose. If a new house or a wall be erected so near to

an old house as to obstruct its ancient lights, this is a pri-

vate nuisance, which it is competent to the person injured

peaceably to abate: or, if a gate or other obstruction be

erected or placed across a public road, this, which is a public

nuisance, any of the king's subjects passing that way may
beat down and remove.

The second signification of abatement is that of abating a

civil action, or an indictment. Here it is taken figuratively,

and signifies the beating down or overthrowing such action

or indictment. This is effected in an action at law, either

by showing, by way of plea, that something has occurred by

which the proceeding is ipso facto determined, or by stating

some matter which renders it imperative on the court to quash,

or put an end to, the proceedings. Thus, in the first case,

it may be alleged that the plaintiff has taken possession of

the property which he seeks by his suit to recover from

the defendant. In the second case, it may be shewn that

the plaintiff in such proceedings is an alien, an outlaw, or

an attainted or excommunicated person, and therefore in-

competent by the law of England to maintain an action ; or

that the defendant is privileged from action, or has been

misnamed in the suit ; or that there are other persons still

living who are equally liable with the defendant, and ought,

therefore, to be joined with him in the demand ; or that the

plaintiff is disqualified from suing by some personal disability,

or that the plaintiff or defendant is misnamed. In the former

of these cases, the plea informs the court that the action is

no longer pending—is already of itself abated by one of the

parties, without the interposition of the court : in the latter

it calls upon the court to pronounce a judgment which shall

put a stop to the present proceedings, without deciding any-

thing upon the main question in dispute between the par-

ties. Where the defendant pleads any matter in abatement
which lies peculiarly in his own knowledge, such as his own
misnomer, or the non -joinder of other parties as defendants,

it is, in general, necessary that the plea should be so framed

as to give to the plaintiff that information which shall pre-

vent his falling into a similar mistake, when commencing
a new action for the same demand. This is technically

called giving the plaintiff a better writ. It is an indis-

pensable rule, where the action is only abateable by plea,

that he who takes advantage of a flaw must, at the same
time, show how it can be amended. This is, of course, not

required where the action is actually abated, and where the

plea, though in form a plea in abatement, is substantially a
plea in bar, and shows, not that the particular proceeding is

misconceived, but that the plaintiff has no right to recover

by his action the thing which he has claimed.

In the early history of our law, as recorded in the Year
Books, the most numerous subjects of discussion are ques-

tions arising upon pleas in abatement; and many important

legal points were settled in considering whether a writ had
or had not abated in fact, or was or was not abateable. Of
late years a variety of causes, wliich cannot be explained

without involving the consideration of matters scarcely in-

telligible to any but a professional reader, have conspired to

render pleas in abatement in civil actions of much less fre-

quent use than they formerly were.

The subjects of pleas in abatement, in criminal proceed-
ings, are far more confined than in civil actions. In gene-
ral, if an indictment assign to the defendant no Christian

name or a wrong one, no surname or a wrong one, or no
addition, or description of his calling and place of abode, or

a wrong one, he may plead this matter in abatement. In
modern times, however, misnomer is the only case in which
a plea in abatement to an indictment has been at all usual
in practice ; and, at the present day, such a plea would be
of no avail to a defendant,—a statute (7 Geo. IV. c. 64, s.

10) having been lately parsed which gives authority to cri-

minal courts of justice to amend the indictment according to

the truth upon such a plea being made, and then to call

upon the party to plead to the substance of the charge.

The learning upon pleas in abatement, as distributed

through the Year Bwks, is well analysed by Thclwall in

his Digest ; and a full analysis of the law of abatement, in

its more modern form, will be found in Comyn's Digest—
title Abatement. [See also Bacon's Abridgment— Black-
stones Commentaries, vol. iii. p. 301; vol. iv. p. 334

—

Stephen on Pleading—Jacobs Lair Dictionary.]

The last species of abatement is that of au abatement

into a freehold, wherein, as in the last ease, the term abate-

ment is used in a figurative sense. Where, upon the death

of a person possessed of freehold lands, another who has no

title enters upon those lands to the prejudice of the party

entitled as heir or devisee, he is said ro abate into the free-

hold of such heir or devisee. In a state of nature, perhaps,

upon the death of an individual who had occupied land, the

next person entering upon it would have a better title than

any other individual ; but our law has, for the preservation

of the public peace, given to a man possessed of land the

power of nominating a successor as devisee ; and in case of

his not doing so, has pointed out the person who shall take

as heir; and the entering of a person not entitled by either

of the methods allowed by law is termed an abatement into

the freehold ; and this act of intrusion, or interposition be-

tween the former possessor and his heir or devisee, is justly

considered one of the highest offences which can be com-
mitted against the right of freehold property. [Blackstone's

Commentaries, vol. iii. pp. 167-8.]

ABATIS, a military term, signifying a work composed of

felled trees, with the softer branches cut oft', laid side by side

with the end from which the branches grow towards the

enemy ; thus forming an obstruction to his progress, and a

breast-work for musketrv to fire over. This species of de-

fence is often used in fieldworks, where wood, not of too

great size, is plentiful. Lines, flanked by bastions, are thus

formed, either simply by laying down and fastening the trees,

or, if when so placed they would be too high to fire over, by
sinking them in a ditch whose section is an angle, with its

longest slope towards the enemy. They are sometimes formed

against the counterscarp of a rampart, sometimes in the

covered way, and may generally be used wherever an obstruc-

tion is to be raised to the enemy's progress, provided they

can be flanked by a fire sufficient to prevent his destroying

them at his leisure.

ABATTOIR, the name given by the French to the pub-
lic slaughter-houses, which were established in Paris, by a
decree of Napoleon, in 1810, and finished in 1818. Paris,

previous to the arrangement thus made for the public health

and comfort, was, as London now is, subject to the nuisance

of having cattle driven through a crowded city, to be slaugh-

tered in yards and hovels of the closest streets. But that

capital was not still further exposed, as our metropolis is, to

the frightful annoyance of a great cattle-market, held in the

very heart of the city : the cattle were bought and sold at

the adjacent villages of Sce"aux and Passy. Assuredly, the

beast-market of Sinithfield, and the slaughter-houses of
Warwick-lane, and of many other thoroughfares, are evils

which ought not to exist in a period of high civilization. The
abattoirs of Paris are five in number ; three being on the right

bank of the Seine, and two on the left. These buildings, which
are of very large dimensions, consist of slaughter-rooms, built

of stone, with every arrangement for cleanliness, and with
ample mechanical aids ; and of ox and sheep pens. Each
butcher has stalls set apart for his beasts, and conveniences

for securing his own forage. A fixed price is paid for the

accommodation of the building, and for the labour of the

persons engaged in the usual duties of the establishment.

In 1824, these payments from the butchers of Paris

amounted to a million of francs— about 40,000/. When
it is considered that about two million head of sheep, oxen,
calves, and hogs, are annually slaughtered in J^ondon,

it is evident that the most serious inconveniences must
result from the continuance of the system in which we have
so long persevered ; and that the establishment of beast-

markets, and public slaughter-houses, in suburbs where
the population is least dense, would he a measure of great
utility. [See Dutaure, Histoire de Paris, torn. ix.J

ABAUZ1T FIRMIN, born 1679, died 1767, aged 87.

His family was descended from an Arabian physician who
settled at Toulouse in the ninth century. He was born at

Uzcs in Languedoc, of Protestant parents in good circum-
stances, and lost his father when he was only two years of
age. In 1685, after the revocation of the Kdiet of Nantz,
he and his brother were seized by the authorities for the
purpose of being educated in the Catholic faith. After
some time, however, his mother was enabled to effect bis

escape, and send him to Geneva. For this she was impri-

soned, until she also contrived to escape and follow her son.

Abauzit applied himself closely to study, and attended to

almost every branch of human knowledge. In 16!)s he
visited Germany, Holland, France, and England, and gained
the esteem ofmany eminent men, among others of Ba) le and
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Newton. King William wished to retain him in England,
but he decided to return to Geneva. There he took part in

the translation of the New Testament, which appeared in

1726, and received the thanks of the clergy for nis exer-

tions. The Academy offered him a professor's chair in

1 723, which he declined, preferring the situation of a super-

numerary librarian, without salary. In 1727 the govern-
ment of Geneva bestowed on him the rights of citizenship.

He is one of the most remarkable instances on record

of a combination of universality and depth of learning.

Every man who talked with Abauzit on his own particular

study, imagined that, whatever his general learning mi^ht
be, his special attention had been reserved for that which
vhey were discussing. Newton addressed himself to Abauzit
*s a proper person to decide between him and Leibnitz.

Pococke, the Oriental traveller, thought he had passed his

life in the east Rousseau imagined that he had devoted
himself to the study of ancient music The latter speaks
of him in terms of the highest admiration in his He-
knset being the only instance in which he has thus dis-

tinguished a contemporary. In his temper he was so mild
and enduring, that an anecdote which is preserved of him
shows tnat those virtues had reached an excess which
almost entitles them to the appellation of a disease of the
mind. His friends bribed or encouraged his servant to try

what lengths he might go with his master. The man,
accordingly, neglected to make his bed, of which Abauzit
reminded him without reproof. The same neglect, however,
was allowed to occur several days running ; on which
Abauzit called the servant, and said, ' You appear not to

like to make my bed; perhaps you think it too much
trouble ; it is, however, no great matter, as 1 begin to ac-

custom myself to it' For a man of his attainments wo
have not much remaining of Abauzit. With the exception
of some antiquarian papers, in Spon's HUtoire de la Ville

d$ Geneve and the Journal Helvetique, he printed nothing
himself Some theological works were published after his

death, but the greater part of his manuscripts were burnt
by his heirs, whose religious opinions differed from his own,
which were Unitarian.—[Mostly abridged from the Bio-
graphic Universelk.]

ABBAS the Great, or, with his full name, Shah Abbas
Bahadur Khan, was the fifth king of the Sufi dynasty which
ascended the throne of Persia in the year 1501 of our era.

During the latter part of the reign of Shah Mohammed
Khodabende, his father, he filled the situation of governor
in the province of Khorasan ; and on the death of that

prince in 1 586, succeeded him in the government Khorasan
had just then been occupied by the Usbeks, and it was
the first object of Shah Abbas to recover possession of

it But his efforts proved for a time ineffectual. Not being
able to take Herat, the capital of Khorasan, from tho

Usbeks, he was obliged to content himself with leaving a

garrison at Meshhed, and even this town, considered as

sacred by the Shiites on account of the tomb of a celebrated

Mohammedan saint, Imam Ali Reza, fell again into the

bands of the enemy. About the same time the internal

peace of Persia was interrupted by a revolt at Istakhar,

which was, however, soon repressed, and terminated with

the execution of the prime mover, Yakub Khan. The year

1590 was distinguished by victories in Gilan and Azerbijan

over the Turks, who had collected a considerable force on
the banks of the river Kur, and threatened Persia with an in-

vasion. TheTurks lost,through this campaign, their influence

ra Gilan, but retained for the present nossession of the for-

tresses of Nuhavend, Tebriz, Tiflis, and almost the whole of

Azerbijan and Georgia. During this time, one of the

generals of Abbas conquered the province of Lar in the

south, and the Bahrein islands in the Persian gulf, important

on account of their pearl-fishery.

The Usbeks still remained masters of Khorasan, and,

owing to their desultory mode of carrying on their attacks,

many attempts at bringing them to a regular action had
failed. At last, however, in the year 1597, they were totally

defeated by the Persian troops, near Herat and Khorasan
wajs for a long time released from their predatory incursions.

Two English knights, Sir Anthony, and his brother Sir

Robert Sherley, arrived about this time as private travellers

in Persia. They were honourably received by Shah Abbas,

whose confidence they soon gained to such a degree, that

while Sir Robert Sherley remained in Persia, his brother

Sir Anthony was sent as envoy from the Persian court to the

Christian princes of Europe, to offer them the Shah's friend-

ship, chiefly with a view to some future common undertaking
against the Turks, who were then the terror of Europe.

Between Persia and Turkey hostilities were still carried

on. Nuhavend, Tebriz, and Bagdad were taken ; a Turkish
army of 100,000 men was defeated by about half that num-
ber of Persians ; Abbas recovered Azerbijan, Shirwan, part

of Georgia, and Armenia, and subset^ v-ntly also Kurdistan*
Mosul, and Diarbekir ; and the Turks were ever after this

victory kept in check. They formed a league with the

Tartars of Kaptchak, but the united forces of both wcrd
vanquished in a battle foughtbetween Sultanieh and Tebriz,

a. o. 1618, the last memorable battle that occurred during
the reign of Shah Abbas. Negotiations were then com-
menced between Abbas and the Sultan at Constantinople

;

but insurrections and conflicts in the frontier provinces,

fomented and secretly instigated by the Turkish govern-
ment, still continued for some time.

Shah Abbas encouraged the trade of Europeans with
Persia : he protected the factories which the English, the
French and the Dutch had at Gombroon ; but he looked
with jealousy on the flourishing establishment of the Por-
tuguese on the small island of Ormuz, situated near the
entrance of the Persian GuTf, which had been in their*

possession ever since 1507, when Albuquerque occupied it
and had now become the emporium of an extensive com-
merce with India, Persia, Arabia, and Turkey. This settle-

ment the Persians and the EnglishEastIndiaCompany agreed
to attack with joint forces. The EngUsh furnisned the naval,

the Persians the military, forces ; and the island was taken
on the 22nd April, 1622. For this service the English
received part of the plunder, and a grant of half the customs
at the port of Gombroon ; but their hopes of further advan-
tages for their commerce in these parts were frustrated, and
the mission of Sir Dodmore Cotton from England to the
Persian court, in 1627, likewise failed in procuring them.

After a reign of upwards of forty years, Shah Abbas died

at Kaswin, a.i>. 1628. Like most of the monarchs of the
Sufi dynasty, he was excessively cruel, and hasty in award-
ing capital punishment often on very slight grounds. All
his sons fell victims to his suspicion and jealousy ; only one
grandson survived him, who succeeded him on the throne as

Shah Sufi. Abbas was a zealous Shiite, and used to make
frequent pilgrimages to the tomb of Imam Ah Reza,' at

Meshhed ; but he showed great tolerance to those that pro-

fessed other religions, and especially to Christians. His
belief in astrology was so firm tnat he once even vacated the

throne for a short period during which it had been predicted

that danger menaced the life of the Shah. He made Isfahan

the capital of the empire, and embellished that town by
magnificent gardens and palaces. He favoured commerce,
and rendered the communications in the interior easier by
caravanserais and highways. As a means of securing the

authority of the crown, he countenanced the conflict of poli-

tical parties in the interior ; with the same view he formed a
new clan ofhis own, consisting of persons from all classes, and
denominated the 'King's friends,' whom he distinguished

and attached to his person by many particular favours.

ABBASIDES. The name of this family of sovereigns

is derived from their ancestor, Abbas ben Abd-al-Motalleb,

a paternal uncle of the Arabian prophet Mohammed. On
account of their descent from so near a relation of the pro-

?het, the Abbasides had, ever since the introduction of the

slam, been held in very high esteem among the Arabs,
and had at an early period begun to excite the jealousy of

the Ommaiade caliphs, who, after the defeat of Ali ben Ali
Taleb, the son-in-law of Mohammed (a.d. 661), occupied

the throne of the Arabian empire. The Abbasides had
already for some time asserted their claims to the caliphat,

in preference to the reigning family, when, in a.d. 746, they

formed a strong party, and commenced open hostilities

against the government of tho Ommaiades in the province

of Khorasan. Three years afterwards (a.d. 749) the Ab-
baside Abul-Abbas Abdallah ben Mohammed, surnamed
Al-Saflah, or 'the bloodshedder,' was recognized as caliph

at Knfa. A battle on the banks of the river Zab, not far

from Mosul (in the same neighbourhood where, more than a
thousand years before, the battle of Gaugamela had made
Alexander master of the Persian empire), decided (Jan.

750 a.d.) the ruin of the Ommaiades. Merwan II., the

last caliph of that lineage, fled before the advancing forces

of Al-SafTah from Mosul to Emesa, thence to Damascus,
and finally to Egypt, where he was overtaken and killed.

So great was the hatred of the victorious party against the
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vanquished royal family, that not loss than ninety Ora-
maiados were doomed to a mud ami ignominious death,

while even the remains of thoHU that were ulready dead,

were taken out of their tombs, and publicly insulted. A
survivor of the fallen dynasty, Abd-alrahman, a grandson
of the caliph Hesham, escaped to Spain, the westernmost
province of the Arabian empire. There his name procured

him a favourable recepiion : be was saluted as king, and an
OmmaYade lineage continued to reign for nearly three cen-

turies (a.d. 7*56— 1031) over the eight Mohammedan pro-

vinces of Spain.

Al-Saffah died in a.d. 7)3, and was succeeded in the

caliphat by his brother Al-Mansur (a.d. 75 M— 77 4), who
removed the seat of government from Damascus to the

new-built city of Bagdad. He was successful in wars with

the Turcomans and with the Grecian empire in Asia Minor:
but the internal tranquillity of his reign was often disturbed

by insurrections in the distant provinces. In the reign of

his son, Mohdi (a.d. 774

—

7S4), a Mohammedan army,
under the command of the youthful Ilarun al Kashid, pe-

netrated the Grecian provinces of Lesser A>ia as far as the

Hellespont. During the short reign of Mohdi" s son, ITadi

(784—78G), an attempt at an overthrow of the Abbaside
dominion was made at Medina, by llossein, a descendant of

Ali ben Ahi Taleb.

Hadi was followed by the celebrated Harun al Rasbid, a
grandson of Al-Mansur, whose early military exploits have
already been alluded to. "When called to the throne, he soon

displayed a love of justice and peace, and a zeal for litera-

ture and the arts, which corresponded to his valour a* a

military commander. He opened friendly communications
with Charlemagne : the presents which he sent him (among
others a curious sort of clock, a description of which is given

by Eginhard), while they show the regard which he enter-

tained for his great European contemporary, afford at the

same time an illustration of the progress which the me-
chanical arts must at that time have made among the

Arabs. In conducting the internal affairs of his empire,

Harun was chiefly guided by his two ministers, Yahya and
Jafar, of the ancient Persian family of the Karmekides,
whose ancestors had, through many generations, previous to

the introduction of the Islam, held the hereditary otlice of

priests at the fire-temple of Balkh. But the high degree
of popularity which the Barmekides enjoyed, aroused
Harun's jealousy, and the rashness and cruelty with which
he indulged himself in his suspicion by putting to death
not only the two ministers, but almost all their relations,

form an odious exception to the praise of mildness and
equity with which his memory is honoured by Eastern chro-

niclers. The epoch of his reign has, in the remembrance
of Mohammedan nations, become the golden age of their

dominion. The wealth and the adopted luxury of the con-
quered nations had given to social life that refinement, and
to the court of Bagdad that splendour, of which so lively

pictures are exhibited in many of the tides of the Arabian
Nights. Flourishing towns sprung up in every part of the

empire. Traffic by land and by sea increased with the
luxury of the wealthy classes ; and Bagdad rivalled even
Constantinople in magnificence.

To wage war against the Infidels was, with the Arabs, a
matter of religion and of faith : as soon, therefore, as a
conquered nation embraced the Mohammedan belief, it was
no longer regarded as subject to the victors, but was raised

to an equality with them, and formed an integral part of

the same body. The diiTerent elements of the empire were
thus held together by the tie of a common religion, and the

language of the Koran (which the Mohammedans have
always deemed it unlawful to profane by translations)

became the medium of communication for the nations from
the banks of the Indus to those of the Tagus and the Ebro.

The supreme pontificate and the secular sovereignty, the

two elements whose conllict forms the prominent feature in

the history of the Christian world during the middle ages,

were in the Mohammedan empire united in the person of

the caliph, who, invested with the mantle, signet, and staff

oi the prophet, and bearing the title of Emir al Mumenin,
i.e. Commander of the Faithfal, wielded the supreme spi-

ritual an i temporal rule without any other restriction or

control besides the ordinances of the established religion.

The only formal recognition of the sovereignty of the caliphs

(and, subsequently, of all other independent Moham-
medan princes) was the prerogative of having the money
f the fetate stamped with their name, and of having their

name also introduced into the public prayers at the mosques.
According to the ancient Persian plan, the several provinces

of the empire were governed by delegates, witn military and
administrative powers. But this system soon proved fatal

to the caliphat : for the lieutenants in the distant.parts of the

empire would often revolt, and aspire to independent authority.

On an expedition to Khorasan, undertaken against such a
disloyal atrap, Ilarun died at Tus, a.d. 808.

The throne was for some* years contested between his two
son*;, Amin and Mamun : but, in a.d. SI 3, Mamun came to the
sole and undisputed possession of it. Hi* reign (a.d. 813

—

833) forms an im]>ortant epoch in the history of science and
literature, the cultivation of which was conspicuously patro-

nized by that caliph. The Arabs were avowed borrowers
in science : they were chielly indebted to the Hindus and
the Greeks ; and e\en what they received from these nations

seems often to have exceeded their comprehension. Their
claims to originality of invention, and to the merit of
having made real additions to the stock of knowledge,
are not great ; but they are entitled to our gratitude

for having kept alive and diffused the light of letters,

and for having preserved a sort of scientific tradition from
classical antiquity, during an age when science and litera-

ture in Europe lay buried under ignorance and barbarism.

Mamun founded colleges and libraries in the principal towns
of his dominions, such as Bagdad, Bassora, Kufa, and
Nishabur. Syrian physicians and Hindu mathematicians
and astronomers lived at his court; and works on astronomy,
mathematics, metaphysics, natural philosophy, and medicine
were translated from the Sanscrit and Greek into Arabic.
Mamun took personally a particular interest in astronomy.
He built observatories, had accurate instruments con-

structed, improved by their means the astronomical tables,

and caused a degree of the meridian to be measured in the
sandy desert between Palmyra and Hacca on the Euphrates.
At his command, Mohammed ben Musa wrote an elementary
treatise on algebra, the earliest systematic; work extant on
that branch of mathematics, lor their knowledge of which,
as well as for much of their astronomy, the Arabs seem to

be chiefly indebted to the Hindus. The investigation of
the structure of their own language, and the systematic

development of the Mohammedan theology and jurispru-

dence, both founded chielly on the Koran, atforded an op-

portunity of applying practically the principles of the Aris-
totelian philosophy.

The ]K'riod of prosperity which the Arabic, empire enjoyed
under Harun al Rasbid and Mamun was only of short

duration. The chivalrous enthusiasm with which Moham-
med had inspired his nation became soon extinguished under
voluptuousness and love of enjoyment. Many provinces in

the west (Spain, Fez, and Tunis) had already shaken off

their allegiance to the cahphat, and the attachment of others

in the cast was likewise doubtful. From the north the
empire was threatened by the Turks, some tribes of whom
had been compelled to adopt the Mohammedan religion.

Turkish youths were soon brought as mercenaries to Bag-
dad, and Motasem (833—$42), the brother and successor of
Mamtin, formed of them a body-guard, which, under the
reign of Vathek (842—84(3), Motawakkel («4G— 8G1), and
Montaser (*(»l, 802), became to the caliphat what the prae-

torian guards had been under the Roman emperors. Mos-
taYn (802— 800) was obliged to concede to them the privilege

of electing their own commander, and thus lost much of his

authority at home, while the provinces of his empire were
infested by invasions from the Greeks. Under his successor

Motaz (806—808), a native of Sejestau, Yakub al Laith,

surnamed Al-SofTar, i.e. the brazier, made himself master
of Khorasan, Kerman, Persia proper, and Khuzistan, and
united these provinces into an independent kingdom, with
Nishabur for its capital, which continued in the possession

of his family (the Sollarides) till 917.

The successors of Motaz were Mohtadi (SOS, SGf)),

Motamed (809 — 892), Motadhed (892 — 902), MoktaG
(902— 907), Moktader (907 — 932), and Kabir (932—
934). Under the reign of Radhi (934— 940) the disorder

of the empire had reached such a height, that the caliph,

in order to restore public order and tranquillity, was obliged

to call Mohammed ben Rayek, the governor of WaMth, to

Bagdad, and to confide to him, with the title of Emir al

Omara, or commander of the commanders, an almost unli-

mited authority in the government. From this time the
caliphat became a mere nominal dignity ; all the ellicient

power wa9 in the hands of the mighty Emirs al Omara,
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After the short reign of Mottaki (940—943), Mostakfl
(943. 944) came to the caliphat ; but he was soon dethroned
by Moizzeddaula the Buide (properly Bawaihide), who, in

concert with his two brothers, had rendered himself master
of a great part of Persia and Irak. Moizzeddaula conferred

the caliphat, now limited to the mere pontifical dignity and
tu the possession of the town of Bagdad, on Mothi Lilian

(946— 973), and reserved to himself the powerful office of
Emir al Omara, which continued hereditary in his family

during the caliphat of Tayi lillah (973—991), and Kadir
billah (991—1031), till the year 1056, when, in the calinhat

of KaTra biamr illah (1031—1074), Bagdad was occupied by
the Seljukes under Togrul Beg, whose family retained the
authority of Emir al Omara till 1152, while the nominal
sovereignty of the caliphat passed from Kaim biamr illah

successively into the hands of Moktadi (1074—1094), Mos-
tajer (1094— 1118), Mostarshed (1118— 1134), Rashid
H134, 1135), and Moktafi (1135—1160). The sovereigns

of those principalities into which the Arabian empire Had
now dissolved itself, either still recognized the caliph at

Bagdad as Imam or supreme pontiff, and thus showed him
a sort of spiritual allegiance, or they were Shiites, i.e. parti-

zans of the cause of Ali ben Abi Taleb and his descend-
ants, and as such execrated the dominion of the Abbasides.
Of the ftrst kind were the Tulunides and Ikshides in Egypt
and Syria, and the Tahirides, Soffarides, Samanides, and
Gasnevides in Persia and Khorasan ; to the second descrip-

tion belonged the Assassines, and the Fatimides in Africa.

Moktafis son Mostanjed (1160—1170) was succeeded in the
caliphat by Moitadhi (1 1 70— 1 1 79), and Nasir (1 1 79— 1 226),
during whose reign the Tartars under Jingiskhan invaded
Persia. Dahir occupied the caliphat only for a few months.
His successor, Mostanser (1226—1242), offered for a time a
vigorous resistance to the advance of the Tartar conquest

;

but his son Mostasem was defeated and killed by the Tartar
Hulaku, who took Bagdad, and put an end to the govern-
ment of the Abbasides.
Ahmed, a son of the caliph Dahir, fled to Egypt, where

Sultan Bibars, the Mamluk (a.d. 1260), recognized him as
caliph. But he soon met his death at Bagdad in an at-

tempt to establish his right to the throne of his ancestors

;

and Bibars conferred the title of caliph on another Abbaside,

Hakem bi-amillah, whose descendants, under the protec-

tion of the Mamluks, retained possession of the almost
nominal caliphat in Egypt till 1517, when the Osman Turks
conquered Egypt. Sultan Selim took the last Abbaside
caliph, Motawakkel, to Constantinople, where he kept him for

some time as a prisoner, but afterwards allowed him to return
to Egypt, where he lived at Kairo till his death, in 1538.
ABBE' is the French term for Abbot, which will be ex-

plained in its place. In France, before the Revolution,
Abbe* was the denomination of a very numerous body of
persons, who had little or no connexion with the church,
except the apparent one, which they derived from this title.

Many of them had not even received the tonsure, which, is in

Roman Catholic countries, the first and indispensable mark
of the clerical character. So far back as the end of the
seventeenth century, we find Richelet, the lexicographer,

complaining that there was scarcely a young man, tolerably

well made, and who had acquired the air oi an ecclesiastic,

who did not, by an insufferable abuse, assume the style of
Monsieur 1*Abbe*. • People,' he adds, « even stupidly honour
with that respectable name any scholar living, who may
have put on the short coat, the small neckband, and the
little peruke/ Another author, Mercier, writing a century
later, describes the same class of characters. ' They are

persona,' he says, 'passing under the denomination of

Abbe, without any clerical mark or ornament, in a smart
coat with gilt buttons, a small opera hat, displaying a high
style of frSure of the hair, and the most effeminate man-
ners.' The coat, usually of brown or blue, with the neck-
band and wig, formed the well-known distinguishing cos-

tume of the Abbe'. The band, descending under the chin,

was originally the common dress of all classes : ecclesiasti-

cal persons onlv wore it shorter than others, in affectation

of humility. As for the peruke, which was also of small

dimensions, it is said to have been first worn by the Abbe's

about the year 1660 ; the Abbe* Lariviere, a worthless cha-

racter, who afterwards became Bishop of Langres, having
set the example. This innovation greatly scandalized the

more serious members of the ecclesiastical order ; and seve-

ral works were written in vehement condemnation of the

abuse. One of these bears the odd title of Clericus Deperru-

catus, which may be translated The Church Unperiuigged.
The abb6s occupied a very conspicuous place in French so-

ciety, and discharged a variety of functions. ' In man
houses,' writes Mercier, * we find an Abbe*, on whom is be
stowed the appellation of friend, and who is in reality but
an honest upper servant, commanding the livery servants

:

he is the humble attendant on Madame, assisting at her
toilet, taking charge of household matters in general, and
directing the affairs of Monsieur without' Many of the
abbes, however, followed a more useful and creditable way
of life. Some acted as private tutors in families, though
these were seldom treated with much respect, and were con-
sequently, in general, persons of very inferior qualifications.

Others were professors of the university ; and a great many
employed themselves as men of letters,—in which capacity
their labours have given to the title of Abbe

1

an honourable
celebrity, and redeemed it from the universal contempt to

which swarms of frivolous and intriguing sycophants would
otherwise have reduced it.

ABBE'S COMMENDATAIRES, were such abbes as
held abbeys in commendam,—that is, with the right of ad-
ministering their revenues, or a part of them. There were,
before the Revolution, between 200 and 300 abbeys in
France, which the king had the privilege of conferring in
commendam ; and it was the expectation of obtaining one
of these benefices which induced so many persons to take
the title of Abbe. Before obtaining such preferment they
used to be called Abbes de scrinte esperance, abbes of holy
hope. After they were thus provided for, they were Abbe's
Commendataires. The papal bull, which ratified their ap-
pointment, commanded them in all cases to get themselves
ordained priests within the year, or as soon as they should
arrive at the canonical age (five-and-twenty), on pain of the
benefice being declared vacant ; but it was common to ob-
tain dispensations for disregarding this condition, and most
of them remained Secular Abbes, as they were designated

;

that is, not subjected to any monastic rule. The Abb6
Commendataire received the third part of the revenues of
his abbey, and also enjoyed certain dignities and privileges

which it is unnecessary to specify ; but the actual govern-
ment of the house was committed to the hands of a resident
superior, the prieur claustral, who was in almost all respects
quite independent of the sinecurist, his colleague.

ABBESS, the superior of a nunnery, or other female reli

Costume of an English Abbess
(From Strait's Ecclesiastical Antiquities).

gious community. An abbess, in the Roman Catholic Church,
possesses, in general, the same dignity and authority as aii

abbot, except that she cannot exercise the spiritual function*
appertaining to the priesthood. An abbess, for examples
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cannot confess her nuns : although it appears that m ancient

times bhe was allowed to do so; and liiut the practice wa*

suppressed, according to the learned lather Dnin Martorie, in

nis treatise on the Rites of the Church, in consequence of

its having been found that "there was no end to the questions

which female curiosity would ask. According to a decree

of the Council of Trent, an abbess, at the time of her elec-

tion, ought to be at least forty years old, and to have made
profession for eight years ; and it is forbidden that any per-

son be elected to the dignity who has not been professed for

live years, or is under thirty years of age.

ABBEVILLE, a town in France, in the department of

the Sommc, and upon the river which gives name to the

department. It is situated in a pleasant and fertile valley,

and is a place of considerable trade. Its manufactures are

various, and include woollen stuffs, such as serges, barra-

cans, 6cc. ; also bed-ticking and linings ; rope and twine ;

and soap. There is also a woollen-cloth manufactory, the

most extensive in France, established in 16(15, by Van
Robais, a Dutchman, who was patronized by the minister

Colbert. The cloths are little inferior to tho^e of our own
country. Dyeing and bleaching are also carried on. The
articles thus made, together with the produce of the neigh-

bourhood, grain, llax, hemp, and oil, constitute the chief ex-

ports of the place, which trades with Brittany and with

Bayonne. The river at high water enables boats and ves-

sels of one hundred tons to work up to the town. The
population of Abbeville is about 19,000 ; but other accounts

make it amount to 30,000, or even 30,000, including the

suburbs. It is fortified, but is not to be regarded as in the

first class of strong places. The houses are generally well-

built, and of brick. A few are of stone, and some few ancient

ones of wood. There were, before the revolution, many
ecclesiastical establishments, including a collegiate church,

and thirteen, if not fourteen, parish churches. Abbeville

is twenty-five miles north-west of Amiens, the departmental

capital, and ninety-one north by west of Paris, hat. 50 7'

north, and long. 1° 49' east of Greenwich.

ABBEY, a religious community presided over by an
abbot or abbess. When the superior was denominated a

Prior, the establishment was called a priory : but there was
latterly no real distinction between a priory and an abbey.

The priories appear to have been all originally olf-shoots

from certain abbeys, to which they continued for some time

to be regarded as subordinate. The wealthiest abbeys, in

former times, were in Germany ; and of all such foundations

in the world, the most splendid and powerful was that of

Fulda, or Fulden, situated near the town of the same name
in Franconia, This monastery, which belonged to the order

of St. Benedict, was founded by St. Boniface, in the year

784. Every candidate for admission into the princely

brotherhood was required to prove his nobility. The monks
themselves elected their abbot from their own number : and
that dignitary became, by right of his office, Arch-Chancellor
to the Empress, and Prince-Bishop of the diocese of Fulda.

He claimed precedence over all the other abbots both of

Germany and of France. One of the first effects of the

Reformation, both in England and in Germany, was the

destruction of the religious houses ; although, even in the

Protestant parts of the latter country, a few male and
female monastic communities still subsist. In England
their extinction was sweeping 1 and complete. The preface

to Bishop Tanner's Notitia Mo?mstica may be consulted for

the most accurate and comprehensive account that has been
given of the number and revenues of the English monas-
teries at the time of the dissolution. From this statement,

it appears that, by the Act of Parliament passed in 1535
for the suppression of all the establishments of this kind
having a less revenue than 200/. a-year, about 3S0 houses
were dissolved ; from whose possessions the crown derived

a revenue of 32,000/., besides plate and jewels to the value
of about 100,000/. By a subsequent act passed in 1539, all

the remaining monasteries were suppressed, to the number
of 186; the revenues of these amounted to 100,000/. per
annum. Besides the monasteries, forty-eight houses of the

knights hospitallers of St. John were also confiscated to the

crown. Other authorities make the wealth of the monastic
establishments much greater than it would appear to have
been from this account ; and it is probable that the revenues

of many of them, at the period of the dissolution, had been
considerably diminished by the precautions which the abbots

were led to take in anticipation of that event. Camden
states the whole uuoibcr of the religious houses that were

suppressed at f> 15. In the early times of the Frcm-h mo-
narchy, the term abbey was applied to a duchy or eirMuu,
as well as to a religious establishment: and the duke- and
count- called themselves abbots, although remaining, in all

respects, secular persons. They took this title in cou>o-
queuce of the possessions of certain abbeys having Leen
conferred upon them by the crown.
ABBOT, the title of the superior of certain establish-

ments of religious persons of the male sex, thence called
Abbeys. The word Abbot, or Abbat, as it has been some-
time; written, comes from Abbulis, the genitive of Abbas,
which is the Greek and Latin f.»rm of the Syriae Abba, of
which the original is the Hebrew Ah, father.' It is, there-
fore, merely an epithet of respect and reverence, and ap-
pears to have been at first applied to any member of the
clerical order, just as the French Pcre and the English Fa-
ther, having the same signification, >till are in the Catholic
Church. In the earliest age of monastic institutions, how-
ever, the monks were not even priests ; they were merely
holy persons who retired irem the world to live in common,
and the abbot was that one of their number whom they
chose to preside over the association. In regard to general
ecclesiastical discipline, all these communities were, at this
time, subject to the bishop of the diocese, and even to the
pastor of the parochial district, within the bounds of which
they were established. At length it began to be usual for
the Abbot, or, as he was called in the Greek Church, the
Archimandrite (that is the Chief Monk), or the Ilegumenos
(that is the Leader), to be in orders : and since the sixth cen-
tury monks generally have been priests. In point of dignity
an abbot is considered to stand next to a bishop; but there
have been many abbots in different countries who have
claimed almost an equality in rank with the episcopal order.
A minute and learned account of the ditferent descriptions
of abbots may be found in Du Ganges Glossary, and in
Carpentier's 'Supplement to that work. In England, ac-
cording to Coke, there used to be twenty -six abbots (Fuller
says twenty-seven), and two priors, who*were Lords of Par-
liament, and sat in the House of Peers. These, sometimes
designated Sovereigns, or General Abbots, wore the mitre
(though not exactly the same in fashion with that of the
bishops), carried the crozicr (but in their right hands, while
the bishops carried theirs in their left), and assumed the

Co?tumoofnn English Mitral AU.»t
(Priu<iji;illy from Pu<,'tlale'fi Mou.isti.-oii).

episcopal style of Lord. Some croziered abbots, again, were
not mitred, and others who were mitred were not croziered.

Abbots, who presided over establishments that had sent out
several branches, were styled Cardinal-Abbots. There were
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likewise, in Germany, Prince-Abbots, as well as Prince-

Bishops. In early times we read of Field-Abbots (in Latin,

Abbates Milites) and Abbot-Counts (Abba-Comites, or Abbi-
Comiies). These were secular persons, upon whom the so-

vereign had bestowed certain abbeys, for which they were
obliged to render military service as for common fiefs. A
remnant of this practice appears to have subsisted in ourown
country long after it had been discontinued on the continent.

Thus, in Scotland, James Stuart, the natural son ofJames V.,

more celebrated as the Regent Murray, was, at the time of
the Reformation, Prior of St Andrew's, although a secular

person. And the secularization of some ofthe German eccle-

siastic dignities has since occasioned something like a renewal
of the ancient usage. We have in our day seen a prince of
the House of Brunswick (the late Duke of York) at the

same time Commander-in-Chief of the British army and
Bishop of Osnaburg. The efforts of the abbots to throw off

the authority of their diocesans long disturbed the church,

and called forth severe denunciations from several of the

early councils. Some abbeys, however, obtained special

charters recognizing their independence; a boon which,

although acauired at first with tne consent of the bishop,

was usually defended against his successors with the most
jealous punctiliousness. Many of the abbots lived in the

enjoyment of great power and state. In ancient times they
possessed nearly absolute authority in their monasteries.

'Before the time of Charlemagne/ Bays Gibbon, 'the

abbots indulged themselves in mutilating their monks, or

putting out their eyes ; a punishment much less cruel than
the tremendous vade in pace (the subterraneous dungeon, or

sepulchre), which was afterwards invented.* The picture

which this writer draws of what he calls ' the aToject slavery

of the monastic discipline' is very striking. * The actions

of a monk, his words, and even his thoughts, were deter-

mined by an inflexible rule, or a capricious superior : the

slightest offences were corrected by disgrace or confinement,

extraordinary fasts, or bloody flagellation ; and disobedience,

murmur, or delay, were ranked in the catalogue of the

most heinous sins.' The external pomp and splendour with

which an abbot was in many cases surrounded, corresponded

to the extensive authority which he enjoyed within his

abbey, and throughout its domains. St. Bernard is thought
to refer to the celebrated Luger, Abbot of St. Denis, in the

beginning of the twelfth century, when he speaks, in one of

his writings, of having seen an abbot at the head of more
than 600 horsemen, who served him as a cortege. ' By the

pomp which these dignitaries exhibit,' adds the Saint, ' you
would take them, not for superiors ofmonasteries, but for the

lords of castles,—not for the directors of consciences, but for

the governors of provinces/ This illustrates a remark which
Gibbon makes in one of nis notes :—

' I have somewhere
heard or read the frank confession of a Benedictine Abbot,
"My vow of poverty has given me 100,000 crowns a-year,

my vow of obedience has raised me to the rank of a sove-

reign prince/* ' Even in the unreformed parts of the conti-

nent, however, and long before the French Revolution, the

powers of the [heads of monasteries, as well as those of

other ecclesiastical persons, had been reduced to compara-
tively narrow limits; and tne sovereignty both of abbots

and bishops had been subjected in all material points to the

authority of the civil magistrate. The former became
merely guardians of the rule of their order, and superin-

tendents of the internal discipline which it prescribed. In
France this salutary change was greatly facilitated by the

concordat made by Francis I. with Pope Leo X., in 1516,

which gave to the king the right of nominating the abbots

of nearly every monastery in his dominions. The only

exceptions were some of the principal and most ancient

houses, which retained the privilege of electing their supe-

riors. The title of Abbot has also been borne by the civil

authorities in some places, especially among the Genoese,

one of whose chief magistrates used to be called the Abbot
of the People. Nor must we forget another application of

the terra which was once famous in our own and other coun-

tries. In many of the French towns there used, of old, to

be annually elected from among the burgesses, by the

magistrates, an Abbe de Liesse (in Latin, Abbas Laetitieo),

that is, an Abbot of Joy, who acted for the year as a sort of

master of the revels, presiding over and directing all their

public shows. Amongthe retainers of some great families

in England was an officer of a similar description, styled

the Abbot of Misrule ; and in Scotland the Abbot of

Unreason was, before the Reformation, a personage who

acted a principal part in the diversions of the populace, and
one of those whom the zeal of the reforming divines was
most eager in proscribing.

ABBOT, GEORGE, an English prelate of the seven-
teenth century, more remarkable for the circumstances of

his personal history than on any other account. He was
born in 1562, at Guilford, in Surrey, where his father was
a poor clothworker. Aubrey, the antiquary, in the curious

little volume which he published in 1696, under the title of
Miscellanies, tells a marvellous story of a dream which the
mother of George Abbot had, that he would become a great
man. In spite of the dream the boy might have remained
a clothworker, like his father, had there not been in those
days many admirable public institutions for the education of
the children of the humbler classes. George Abbot and his

elder brother, Robert, were put to the grammar-school of
their native town, and in due time proceeded to Baliol

College, Oxford. George entered the University in 1578,
and in 1597 obtained his first preferment by being elected

Master of University College. After this he was also three
times appointed Vice-Chancellor of the University. These
academic honours seem to show that his reputation and in-

fluence at Oxford must have been considerable; but the
high standing which he enjoyed has been attributed as
much to the zeal with which he opposed Popery and Arnii-
nianism as to his superior ability or learning. There had
already commenced between him and Laud that violent op-
position of theological sentiment, which, involving them
eventually in political hostility and in a contest of personal
ambition, made them rivals and enemies for life. The
Master of University College, however, must have been in
considerable esteem for his erudition as well as for his ortho-

doxy, seeing that we find him in 1604 appointed one of the
persons charged with the new translation of the Bible. He
was one of eight to whom the whole of the New Testament,
with the exception of the Epistles, was entrusted. In 1608
he was appointed chaplain in the establishment of the Eari
of Dunbar, at this time the king's chief favourite. This
connexion proved of the most important consequence to

Abbot's future fortunes. Soon after it was formea, the earl

was despatched to Scotland by the king, in order to com-
mence that attempt to bring about a uniformity between the
two national churches, their persevering prosecution of which
so greatly contributed to the disastrous fate of the line of
Stuart. Abbot accompanied him on this mission, and gave
himself to its object with so much zeal as to secure the
highest approbation and favour both from the earl and the
monarch. His course of professional promotion, hitherto so
slow, now proceeded with almost unexampled rapidity. He
had in 1609 obtained the Deanery of Gloucester, and in .

December of that same year he was made Bishop of Lich-
field and Coventry. In the February following he was
transferred to the See of London ; and, finally, in httle more
than a month afterwards, elevated to the Archbishopric of
Canterbury. It is probable that Abbot was indebted for his

elevation principally to his being the object at the moment
of that capricious favoritism for which James was so remark-
able throughout his reign. Abbot at this time did not
disdain to court his royal master with the most profuse ex-
penditure of that flattery which he loved so well to receive

from others, and not unfrequently used to bestow on himself.

Both Fuller and Clarendon have expressed a belief that,

had the system of severity begun by Archbishops Whitgift
and Bancroft not been interrupted by the intervention of
the opposite politics of Abbot, Calvinism and dissent would
have been extirpated from England, and the political con-
vulsions which arose in the next reign, from the effer-

vescence of these elements, would have been prevented.

We do not think that this result would have followed ; but,

if it had, it is quite certain that the utter extinction of
English liberty would have been its accompaniment Abbot,
however, although his theology was of a different com-
Elexion from that of his predecessor Bancroft, soon showed
imself scarcely less inclined to stretch to their utmost

extent all the powers and prerogatives of his office. In the
Court of High Commission his conduct was as arbitrary and
oppressive towards certain descriptions of delinquents as that

of any one who had ever presided over that ecclesiastical

tribunal ; and he manifested the most marked disposition Jto

set up its authority as superior to that of both the statute

and the common law. It is also an accusation brought
against him that, never having held a parochial charge
himself, he was apt to be inattentive and overbearing towards
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the inferior or working clergy. In oilier respects, Arch-
bishop Abbot, though a stern and rigid ruler of the esta-

blishment, was active and zealous in the performance of

all the duties of his high station. After having reached

the summit of professional advancement, he seems, like

some other ambitious characters, Coke, for example, and
Shaftesbury, to have exchanged the servility by which he
r<>se for an opposite demeanour, and from the supple and
cringing courtier to have sprung up into the bold advocate

of popular rights and popular politics. Before obtaining

the archiepiscopal dignity, Abbot had professed the doctrines

of divine right and passive obedience in their most compre-
hensive and slavish form. Now, however, when circum-

stances placed him in opposition to the rising influence of

his old adversary. Laud, he soon came to adopt and act upon
principles in politics, as well as in religion, removed as far as

possible from those of that headlong zealot of arbitrary power.

The bright fortunes of Abbot were, however, clouded

by an occurrence of which his enemies took signal ad-

vantage. On the 24th of July, 1622, the Archbishop
(prelates then did not think it unbecoming their office to

engage in secular spoils) was occupied in a stag hunt in

Lord Zouch's park at Harringworth, in Hampshire, where
he was so unfortunate as to discharge, while he sat on
horseback, a barbed arrow from his cross-bow, which struck

one of the park-keepers, Peter Hawkins, in the fleshy part

of the left arm, and occasioned the man's death in less than
an hour. The party in the church and state to whom
Abbot was opposed, employed every effort to turn this acci-

dent to his disadvantage, both with the public and with the

king: and although James very sensibly remarked that
* an angel might have miscarried in this sort,* he found it

necessary to yield so far to the clamour that was raised, as to

appoint a commission to consider the case of the archbishop,

and to determine whether he had not, by this act of chance-
medley, incapacited himself, as Laud and his partizans

asserted, for discharging the duties of his office. The adju-

dication of the commissioners was, that nothing more than
an irregularity had been committed, but that it would be
necessary for the archbishop to receive the king's pardon,
and also a dispensation, be lore he could resume the exer-
cise of his functions. These forms were accordingly gone
through ; but the affair, although thus far satisfactorily ter-

minated, gave great vexation and distress to Abbot, both
from the scandal to which it subjected him, and from the
feelings with which he naturally and unavoidably contem-
plated the lamentable event of which he had been, though
unintentionally, the cause. It is said that, throughout the
remainder of his life, he observed a monthly fast on the day
of the week which had thus stained his hand with blood;
and lie also settled a pension of twenty pounds for lite on
Hawkins's widow. After this he withdrew for some lime
from his attendance at the Council Board, and took no part
in public affairs. The following year, however, on hearing
it reported that the king intended to proclaim a tolera-

tion to the Papists, he wrote a letter to his Majesty,
dissuading him from that measure. He also, soon after

tins, strenuously opposed in Parliament the projected match
between the Prince of Wales and the Infanta of Spain.
On the 2nd of February, 1020, Abbot crowned Charles I.

in Westminster Abbey, Laud officiating as Dean of West-
minster. The new reign confirmed the ascendancy of this

latter personage and his confederate Buckingham, and left

the Archbishop and his politics less influence at Court than
ever. In these circumstances he selected and steadily per-
severed in that independent path in which alone he was
now to find either honour or safety. In 1027, when Dr.
Manwaring was brought to the bar of the House of Ijords,

and sentenced to be fined, admonished, suspended, and im-
prisoned, for a sermon in which he asserted that 'the king
is not bound to observe the laws of the realm concerning
the subjects' rights and liberties, but that his royal will and
command in imposing loans and taxes, without common
consent in Parliament, doth oblige the subjects' conscience
upon pain of eternal damnation,' Abbot, in reprimanding
the culprit, by order of the Hoiue, expressed in energetic
terms his abhorrence of so audacious a doctrine. He also

refused to license another discourse of a similar description,

which had been preached at Northampton by Dr. Sibthorp,
and for this he was suspended from his archiepiscopal func-
tions, and ordered into confinement in one of his country
houses. This most arbitrary and oppressive treatment was
uiuinly the work of his vindictive enemy Laud, whoso cha-

racter, accordingly, the archbishop has delineated with n

pen dipped in gall, in a narrative of the allair which he drew

up in his own vindication, and which Rushworth has print- -d.

It was found necessary, huwe\er. soon alter, to restore bun

to favour, and he received his summons as usual to the

Parliament which assembled in March, 102*. During the

rest of his life he continued the same course of opposition

to the arbitrary and oppressive measures of the Court: and

by the resistance which he offered, as far as lav .r. his power,

to the insane counsels of Laud, may be said to have esta-

blished a claim to be regarded as a patriot in the termi-

nation of his career. He died at his palace of Croydon on

Sunday, the 4th of August, 10H.5, and was buried" in the

church of his native town of Guilford, where a sumptuous
monument is erected to his memory. He was the founder

of a well-endowed hospital, which still exists in that town ;

and other instances are recorded of his charity and muni-
ficence. He w as succeeded in the primacy by Laud, who
soon brought matters to such a pass as overthrew both him-
self and the church.

Archbishop Abbot is the author of several literary pro-

ductions, among which is A Brief Description of the whole

/Thr/t/, published in 10.10. His brother Robert was raised

to the see of Salisbury in 10 15, but died on the 2nd of

March, 10 IS. The archbishop's youngest brother, Maurice
Abbot, was an eminent London merchant, and was, in the

course of his life, one of the first Directors of the East li.dia

Company, Lord Mayor, and representathe of the City in

Parliament. He died in 1040. The sons of the poor cloth-

worker were thus singularly lucky in their worldly ad\ance-
lnent.— [See Bingrajthia Britannieu— Hoods Athene?
Oronietnes, by Bliss

—

Fuller s English Worthies—Bai/le's

Dietinnmure Crititjue— Rushworth's Collection—Southeys
Bonk of the Church.]

ABBREVIATION, a mathematical term, given to the

process by which a fraction is reduced to lower terms. Thus
the division of the numerator and denominator of h

r
- by S,

which reduces it to %, dhhreviates the fraction.

ABBREVIATION {in Music) is a kind of stenography,
»r short-hand, which much diminishes the labour of the

composer and copyist, and ought to be well understood by
every performer. It not only frequently happens that the
same note is reiterated, but the same passage is repeated,

and the necessity of writing at length such repetitions is

avoided by the use of certain well-contrived, simple abbrevi-

tions. Those most commonly employed are :—I. One dash,
or more, through the stem of a minim or crotchet, or under a
semibreve, by which such note is converted into as many
quavers, semiquavers, &c, as it is equal to in time. Ex.

.Q

are to be played thus,

—

H-r-r-r-p-r-r-^r-— -*-h-

-r«(L_ _rr-p-^-v-

II. Two alternate notes frequently repeated, are com-
monly abridged in the following manner,

—

III. Arpeggios are thus contracted, the dash alone de
noting repetition ;

—

q=^nr-^-
j-y^-

_ p.

p-i—.p,

—

IV. The word mmili {the same) signifies that the group of
notes is to be repeated. Bis (twice) written over a bar, or a
passage, denotes repetition. The abbreviations of Italian

or other terms used in music, will be found under the respec-

tive words*
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ABBREVIATIONS, the shortening of a word or phrase, I

made either by omitting some letters or words, or by substi-

tuting some arbitrary mark.
Abbreviations are of two kinds; first, those which are

used in familiar speech, by which two words are made one,

is can't for can not, won't for will not, &c, and those which
are employed in writing only ; our business is with the hitter.

Before the invention of printing, every expedient to

abridge the enormous labour of copying would be naturally

adopted, and the principle, once introduced, was followed

where the necessity which led to its first employment no
longer existed. Latin inscriptions are not unfrequently

quite unintelligible to the best scholar who has not given the

subject his particular attention, and many are ambiguous
even to the most skilful. The most usual Latin abbreviation

is the initial letter instead ofthe whole word ; whether a name,
as M. for Marcus, P. for Publius ; or a relation, as F. for filius,

a son ; or an officer, as C. for consul, Qu. for quaestor, &c.
The Rabbins carried this practice to a great extent ; and

although, in copying the Bible, they carefully abstained from
abbreviations, their other writings are filled with them. They
even carried their abbreviations into their common tongue,

and when they had contracted a name or sentence, by taking

the initials only, they made words of the unconnected letters

bv the interposition of vowels. Thus, for Rabbi Levi ben
Gerson, they took the first letters, R.L.B.G. ; and, by the

interposition of vowels, made the word Ralba^.

In the middle ages the practice of abbreviating increased

;

and even in printing, where the employment of contractions

as much less necessary, the old mode was by no means
abandoned. Many writings became unintelligible ; and in

matters of law and government the difficulties thus created

demanded the interposition of Government. An Act of

Parliament was passed in the fourth year of George II., by
which the use of abbreviations was altogether forbidden in

lesal documents ; and although this was so far modified by

another Act, within a year or two, allowing the use of those

ofcommon occurrence, the old practice was never completely

revived. A few only are still employed, chiefly in titles,

coins, and commercial transactions ; the most important of

which follow,

—

TITLKt.

AW. Master of Art*. K.C.H. Knight Commander of

Afca. Airhinaaop. Hanover.
Bft B'uW. KG. Knight of the Garter.

Bt Baronet. K.G.H. Knight of Guelph of Hanover.

»,i B&ebetor of Art*. KM. Knight of Malta.

BCX BmcheloT of Civil Law. K.P. Knight of St Patrick.

ED Bachelor of Divinity. K.T. Knight of the ThiaUe.

CQu Clerk, a Clergyman. Lp. Lordship.
i B. Companion of the Bath* LL.D. Doctor of Law.
Dr. Doctor. Mr. Mister.

D.CX. Doctor of Civil Law. Mrs. Mistress.

DJ). Doctor of Divinity. Messrs. Gentlemen.
Hum. D. Doctor of Mask. M.A. Master of Arts.

tsa. Esquire. MJD. Doctor of Physic.

FUAFeUow of the Geological MP. Member of Parliament,

Society. M.R.I.A. Member of the Royal Irish

?U>. Pelicrsr of the Linnsean Society. Academy.
F JLS. F#»Ik>w of the Royal Society. R.A. Royal Academician.

tSJL Fellow of the Society of An- Rt. Hon. Right Honorable.

tkjuarics. RE. Royal Engineers.bquanca.
G.C.B. Grand Croae of the Bath.

GjCH. Grand Cross of Hanover.
J V.D. Of Canon and Civil Law.

R.M. Royal Marines.
R.N. Royal Navy.
S.T.P. Doctor of Divinity.

U.E.I.C. United East India Com-Kt. Knight.
R.B. Knxght of the Bath. pany.

tOB Knight Commander of the W.S. Writer to the Signet.

Bath.

OH INGUSH COINI.

AC Arch-Chancellor, F.D. Defender of the Faith.

AD. Airh-Duke- B.R.I. Holy Roman Empire.

AT Arcb-Tn?sjrareT. M.B.F. et H. Great Britain, France,

B. et LJ>. Duke of Broniwick and and Ireland.

Lunenberg. R. King,

DjQ. By the Grace of God,

commercial.

Ct Creditor. Ro. Right-hand page.

Dr. Debtoc, "Vo. Left-hand pane.

Lb. or ditto, the same. L.S.D. Pounds, Shillings, and Pence.

N^ Somber A.R.P. Acres, Roods, and Poles.

raFoiio. U*rt> Qr. Lb. Oz. Hundredweights,

i& Qa*rto. Quarters, Pounds, and Ounces,

fr^o. Octavo.
mSC*LLANBOU8.

AD. the year of our Lord. N.B. Observe.

AH. the year of the Hegira. K.S. New Style (after the year 1752).

LJL the y-ar of the woJkL OS. Old Style (before 1?52).

AJt before noon, Nem. con. without contradiction.

AEjC the year of the building of Nem. du. unanimous.

RoCi« P.M. Afternoon

aC Before Christ P.S. Postscript.

i« that "» to say. «». a half

% i» the same place* ult. the last month.
tt the same. «• namely.

aMA His Mnjest/t ship US. United State*/

*4 the place of the tteal Xmas. Chiistntaa.

JO. ManusSpt. Xtian. Christian,

ABDALLATIF, or, with his fVall name, Mowaffik-
kddin Abu Mohammbd Allatif ben Yussuf bbn Mo-
hammed bbn Ali bbn Abi Said, a distinguished Arabic
writer, whose name has become familiar to us chiefly through
an excellent description of Egypt, of which he is the
author. The Baron Silvestre de Sacy has appended to his

French translation of this treatise a notice of the life of

Abdallatif^ taken from the bibliographical work of Ebn Abi
Osaibia, who knew Abdallatif personally, and to a great

extent quotes an account of his life written by himself.

We learn from this notice that Abdallatif was born at

Bagdad in a.h. 557 (a.d. 1161). From his earliest years he
received a lettered education. Agreeably to the prevailing

fashion of his age and country, which considered a thorough
familiarity with the copious and classical Arabic language
as the indispensable groundwork for every liberal acquire-

ment, he was led to commit to memory the Koran, the

much-admired Makamat, or novels of Hariri, and other

compositions distinguished for the purity and elegance of

their diction, besides several works professedly treating on
style or grammar. Next to these philological studies, he
had already bestowed some attention on Mussulman .juris-

prudence, when the arrival at Bagdad of Ebn al Tateli, a
naturalist from the western provinces of the Arabian
empire, attracted his curiosity towards natural philosophy

and alchemy, of the illusory nature of which latter pursuit

he seems not till late, and after much waste of time and
labour, to have convinced himself.

Damascus, the residence of Saladin, had about this time,

through the liberality of that celebrated sultan, become a
rallying point for learned men from all parts of the Mo-
hammedan dominions. It is here that we and Abdallatif

commencing his literary career by the publication of several

works, mostly on Arabic philology. But the celebrity of

several scholars then residing in Egypt, among others the

Rabbi Moses Maimonides, drew him to that country to seek

their personal acquaintance. A letter from Fadhel, the

vizir of Saladin, introduced him at Kairo, and he was deliver-

ing lectures there while Saladin was engaged with the cru-

saders at Acca (St. Jean d'Acre). Soon, however, the news
of Saladin's truce with the Franks (a.d. 1192) induced

Abdallatif to return to Syria, and he obtained from Saladin a
lucrative appointment at the principal mosauc of Damascus.
After the death of Saladin, which took place in the next
year, we find Abdallatif going back to Kairo, where he
lectured on medicine and other sciences, supported for a
time by Al-Aziz, the son and successor of Saladin. It was
during this residence at Kairo that Abdallatif wrote his

work on Egypt. But the troubles of which Egypt now
became the scene, induced Abdallatif to retire to Syria, and
subsequently to Asia Minor, where he seems to have lived

for a long time quietly at the court of a petty prince, Ala-
eddin Daud, of Arzenjan. After the death of that prince

(a.d. 1227) he went to Aleppo, to lecture there partly on
Arabic grammar, and partly on medicine and on the tradi-

tions, an important branch of Mohammedan theology and
jurisprudence. Four years after this, Abdallatif set out on
a pilgrimage to Mecca, and took his route through Bagdad,
to present some of his works to the then reigning caliph

Mostanser, when he died there, a.d. 1231.

Ebn Abi Osaibia has given a list of the works composed
by Abdallatif, which, in the Arabic appendix to Baron de
Sacy'9 translation, fills three closely-printed quarto pages.

The description of Egypt, through which his name has
become so familiar to all friends of antiquarian research in

Europe, and in which he displays an accuracy of inquiry,

and an unpretending simplicity of description almost

approaching to the character of Herodotus, is dedicated

to the caliph Nasir ledin-illah. It is divided into two

books : the first treats, in six chapters, on Egypt generally,

on its plants, its animals, its ancient monuments, pecu-

liarities in the structure of Egyptian boats or vessels, and
on the kind of food used by the inhabitants ; the second

book gives an account of the Nile, the causes of its rise,

&c, and concludes with a history of Egypt during the dread-

ful famines of the years 1200 and 1201.

The only MS. copy of this work, of the existence of which
we are aware, is preserved in the Bodleian Library at Oxford.

From this MS. the Arabic text was edited for the first time

at Tubingen, in 1787, by Paulus, and again, with a Latin

translation, by the late Professor White, at Oxford, 1800,

4to. The French translation published by Baron de Sacy,

under the title Relation de tEgypte, $c. (Paris, 1810, 4to.)
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beside its creator fidelity, has, through the copious notes

added to it, become one of the most important works that the

scholar can consult on the geography, the history, or the

antiquities of Egypt.

ABDERA, a Greek town situated near the mouth of the

Nestus (now the J/cv/o, or Kara-sou, i.e. black-icater), in

Thrace. It was originally founded by some Greeks of Cla-

y.omence, but owed its importance to a colony of Ionian

Greeks from Teos, who left their native city (B.C. 5.37) when
Gyrus had conquered Croesus, king of Lydia, and was at-

tacking the cities of Ionia. Xerxes passed through Abdera

(h.c. 480) on his unsuccessful expedition against Greece.

The people of Abdera had some of the Thracian tribes for

their neighbours, who, we may conjecture, often rendered

their situation uncomfortable and dangerous by their preda-

tory incursions and insecure alliance. On one occasion they

were rescued by Chabrias, the Athenian general, from the

attacks of the Triballi.

Under the Romans, Abdera was a free city (Plin. iv. 11),

which title marks a place of importance at that period.

The epicure may be interested in learning that mullets were

plentiful and good at Abdera. Its literary fame rests on

the two names of Democritus and Protagoras.

Some geographers place Abdera cast of the Nestus, but

this is directly contrary to the testimony of Herodotus, who
says that the river ran through the town. The exact site

of this place is, we believe, unknown.
ABDICATION (from Abdicating in general is the act

of renouncing and giving up an ollice by the voluntary act

of the party who holds it. Though the expressions are fre-

quently confounded, the word abdication ditiers from resig-

nation in this, that the former signifies a total and uncon-

ditional renunciation of an ollice : whereas by the latter

term is meant a relinquishing in favour of another. As to

the cases in which an abdication will be presumed, from

actions inconsistent with and subversive of the essential

nature and object of the ollice held, see Blackstoiie's Com-
mentaries, vol. i. p. '2 10-2 12, and iv. p. 7S, where mention is

made of the resolution of the legislature, in loss, that King
James II. had, by acts subversive of the constitution of the

kingdom, by breaking the original contract between king

and people, virtually renounced the authority which he
claimed by that very constitution, and that, therefore, the

throne had become vacant. It appears, by the parliamentary

debates at that period, that in the conference between the

two Houses of Parliament, previous to the passing of the

statute which settled the crown upon William III., it was
disputed whether the word 4 abdicated,' or * deserted,' should

be the term used, to denote in the Journals the conduct of

James II. in (putting the country. It was then resolved

that the word 'abdicate' should be used, as including in it

the mal-administration of his government.
ABDOMEN ; the Belly, from Abdo, to hide, because it

conceals or hides its contents. The last syllable is only a

termination. The lower belly, 1m us Venter, Alvus,
Gaster, &c. &c, are synonymous.
The human body is divided by anatomists into three por-

tions, the head, the trunk, and the extremities. The head
and trunk enclose cavities which contain the organs or the

instruments by which the most, important functions of the

living body arc performed. The trunk forms two cavities,

the superior of which is termed the Thorax or Chest, and the

lower constitutes the Abdomen.
In the artificial skeleton nothing is shown, because nothing

remains, except the mere framework of the body or the bones ;

but in the natural state, when the soft parts remain as well

as the bones, there is a complete partition between the cavity

of the chest and that of the aMonien (//if. i. 1, 2.) This
partition is effected by means of an organ which is termed
the Diaphragm {Jig. i. 1, *2.), a name derived from a Greek
word signifying to divide. Tho Diaphragm is composed
partly of membrane, but chiefly of muscle. It is placed
transversely across the trunk at about its middle portion,

dividing it into two pretty nearly equal halves {Jig. \. 1, 2.).

But the Diaphragm is a moveable body ; it is in fact one of

the main organs of respiration ; its chief function consists in

alternately increasing and diminishing the capacity of the
thorax and abdomen ; for a purpose in the animal economy
which will be fully explained hereafter. [See Rkspi ration.]
But since the very pari it ion which separates those two cavi-

ties from each other is perpetually changing its relative

position, now encroaching upon the one, and now upon the
other, it is obvious that their actual capacity must be con-
stantly varving.

The cavity of the Abdomen is bounded above by the

Diaphragm (//». i. 3.), below by the bones of the Pelvis or

Ba^in (Jig. I. 3, :$, 3, 3), which may l>c considered a> be-

longing to the bones of the lower extremities, before and at

the sides by the abdominal inuscies, behind partly by the

muscles of the loins, and partly by the bone of the spine.

The spine, as will be shown hereafter, (See Simnal
Column,) is composed of a number of separate bones, each
of which is termed a vertebra. The vertebra) are firmly

united together, and by their union form what is commonly
called the back-bone, termed by anatomist* the spinal or the

vertebral column.

Fig. I.

The cavity of the abdomen is lined throughout by a thin,

but dense, linn, and strong membrane, termed the Peri-
toneum, from a Greek word signifying to extend around.

(See Peritoneum.)

Phphmsm removed from its natural situation between tho Chest
and Abdomen,

We have spoken of the abdomen as a cavity, but without

explanation, this mode of expression may occasion miscon-

ception. During the state of life there is no cavity. The
abdomen is always completely full. It has been stated that

the diaphragm alternately enlarges and diminishes the space

proper to the abdomen ; but the abdominal and lumbar
muscles which form so large a part of the boundaries oi the

abdomen in front, at the sides and behind, in like manner
alternately contract and relax. The consequence is, that a

firm and uniform pressure is at all times maintained upon
the whole contents of the abdomen, so thai there is always

the most exact adaptation of the containing to the contained

parts, and of the viscera one to the other, not the slightest

space or cavity ever intervening either between the walls of

the abdomen and its viscera, or between one viscus and
another. By the cavity of the abdomen, therefore, is not

meant what the expression might at fir*t view seem to de-

note, namely, a void or empty space ; but the term is merely
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employed to mark the extent of the boundary within which
the abdominal viscera are enclosed.

When the number, the diversity, the proximity, the rela-

tion, and the importance of the organs contained within the

abdomen is considered, it will be obvious that it must be a
matter of absolute necessity to the anatomist, the physiolo-

gist, the physician, and the surgeon, to mark with accuracy

the situation of each. An effectual expedient for the ac-

complishment of this object is now in universal use. It

consists in dividing the whole extent of the abdomen into

certain parts or regions. It must be borne in mind that this

division is altogether arbitrary* and is adopted not because
there is any such division in nature, but solely because it is

convenient for the purposes of science. The abdomen, then,

is artificially mapped out into the following regions.

Two imaginary lines are drawn across the abdomen, one
of which is supposed to extend from about the seventh rib

on one side to the same point on the opposite side (Jig. in.

1. I.). The second line is supposed to extend from the fore

part of the large bone of the pelvis to the same projecting

point on the other side (2. 2.). These lines mark out three

large and distinct spaces (3, 4, 5.). The space above the

upper line is termed the Epigastric Region (3.). The
space below the lower line is termed the Hypogastric
Region (5.). The space included between the two lines

is termed the Umbilical Region (4.).

Two lines are next supposed to extend vertically, one on

each side from between the seventh rib to the prominence
formed by the large bone of the pelvis {fig. m. 6. 6.)- By
these vertical lines the three first regions are still further

subdivided in the following manner:—The right and left

parts of the Epigastric region form two distinct regions

(7, 7.) ; these are termed the right and left Hypochondriac
(7, 7.). while the central part retains the name of the Epi-

gastric (3.). In like manner the right and left parts of the

umbilical region form two distinct regions (8, 8.), which are

termed the Lumbar Regions (8, 8.)> while the central part

retains the name of the Umbilical (4.). Moreover, the right

and left parts of the hypogastric regions are at the same
time each divided into two, which are termed the Iliac
Regions (9, 9.), while the central part is termed the Region
or thb Pubis (5.).

This arrangement being once understood, it is easy to

speak withprecision of the situation of any of the abdominal

viscera. He who has made himself thoroughly acquainted

with these regions, and with the organs situated in each, can

tell what viscera would be wounded supposing a sharp in-

strument were to pass from the fore to tne back part of the

body, entering at any given point of the abdomen. He who
can tell this has acquired, in a practical point of view, an
invaluable piece of information. He who cannot tell this is

in danger, m the practice either of medicine or surgery, of

committing perpetual and fatal mistakes; and, therefore,

until he can tell this, no student of medicine who has* a clear
conception of Jho duties of his profession, and who wishes to
perform these duties conscientiously, can be at rest

Knowledge of structure is necessary to the knowledge of
function ; knowledge of natural function is necessary to the
knowledge of diseased function ; knowledge of the nature of
disease is necessary to the cure of disease. The natural
situation and relation of organs, the healthy structure of
organs, the sound action of organs, must therefore form the
subject of the daily study of the physician and surgeon,
since this knowledge is the basis of the science of the one
and the art of the other. Now, among the means of ac-
quiring this knowledge, one of the most direct and certain
is the examination ofthe external parts ofthe body. There are
organs, indeed, placed beyond the reach of any external exa-
mination. The disordered states of such organs can be ascer-

tained only by symptoms. The diseases of such organs do not
alter the external appearance of the body ; they afford no out-
ward sign by which the inward state can be distinguished.

But whenever the situation of organs is such as to place
them within the reach of external examination, this mode of
investigating their diseased affections is the simplest, the
readiest, and the surest ; and there is no part of the human
body so well adapted for this kind of examination as the
abdomen. Its wails are soft and yielding ; some of its most im-
portant organs lie immediately beneath the surface ; though
they cannot be seen they can be felt ; and several of their

morbid conditions can therefore be ascertained with clearness
and certainty.

Not only are some of the diseases of the abdominal viscera
visible to the naked eye, but they are even strikingly ex-
pressed ; for they either cause a permanent change in the
configuration of the abdomen, or they produce a temporary
alteration of its natural movements, or they occasion botn
effects. And as the abdomen affords the greatest facility

for the external examination of its contents, so the varied

and extended functions performed by its organs render this

examination of paramount importance. There is no other
part of the body in which so many different organs are

crowded together ; in which they he so close to one another

:

in which they are so much intermixed ; in which they are
so liable, by the operation of internal morbid causes, to

be removed from their natural situation; in which the
diseases of one influence by sympathy to so great an extent
the state of others ; in which the symptoms or signs of dis-

ease are so numerous, so complex, so deceptive ; in which
disease is so apt to extinguish or embitter life, and the over-

sight, or the misconception of which proves so certainly in-

jurious, and so often fatal.

Both in the male and in the female it often happens that
diseases not to be ascertained, or at any rate exceedingly

apt to be overlooked, or mistaken, if the region of the part

affected be covered with its ordinary clothing, become mani-
fest the moment the part in question is uncovered ; or if not,

are rendered obvious by other modes of inspection to which
the removal of the clothing is indispensable. As an ex-
ample of this, it may be worth while to give some illustra-

tion of the extent and value of the information to be derived

from an external examination of the abdomen, when care-

fully and accurately performed, were it only to remove the

obstacles sometimes opposed to this examination on the part

of the patient from false delicacy, and to exhibit the mis-

chiefs that may result from the neglect of it, on the part of

thepractitioner, whether from ignorance or from indolence.

Tne external examination of the Abdomen, or the Er
ploration of it, as it is technically termed, is comprised m
simple inspection, manual examination, and percussion.

1. The simple inspection of the abdomen often affords

valuable information. The mere alteration of its form is

sometimes of itself sufficient to determine the seat and the

nature of the disease. In each case of diseased organs the

change is different ; in each it is peculiar, and even charac-

teristic. The abdomen may be affected with spasm, as in

the disease called colic, or with inflammation, as in the dis

ease called enteritis. Life may depend on the promptitude

with which the true nature of the affection is detected. One
set of remedies is required for one of these diseases, and a
totally different set for the other. Remedies essential to the

S
reservation of life, if the disease be inflammation, may be
estructive of life, if the disease be merely spasm ; and if,

under the notion that the disease is spasm, the remedies

proper for inflammation be not employee!, death may be the

consequence of the error in less than twenty-four, or even

No. 3. [THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.]
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twelve, hours. In both affections the pain may he the same

;

and several other symptoms may he similar, hut the form of

the abdomen may be alone sufficient to determine the true

nature of the malady : for, if it be inflammation, the abdo-

men will be rounded, enlarged, and distended ; while, if it

he spasm, it will be drawn in and contraeted. There are

affections which place life in the most imminent danger,

especially in children, in which it is difficult, if not impossi-

ble, to determine, from the symptoms alone, whether the

seat of the disease be in the brain, or in the inner coat of the

intestines. Suppose it be in the brain : one set of remedies

are required, which must be applied to the head. Suppose
it be in the intestines, a different sort of remedies is required,

which must be applied to the belly. An index, is sometimes
afforded to the real seat of the disease, by the mere form of

the abdomen : while its size, combined with its form, oftencr

affords a still more certain guide ; and so does any deviation

from its natural movements.
2. Manual examination affords still more correct and

complete information relative to the condition of the abdomi-
nal organs. The size, the tension, the temperature, the

sensibility of the abdomen, the presence or absence of unna-
tural tumours, or morbid growths within its cavity, the pre-

sence or absence of thuds, the nature and extent of the con-

tents of the intestinal canal, may he ascertained with

considerable precision by touch combined with pressure.

Increase of temperature on the surface of the body is a most
important sign of internal disease. Increase of temperature
arises from a preternatural increase in the action of the arte-

ries, and denotes inflammation of the part affected. All
acutely inliamed organs are hotter than in their natural

state, and if the inflammation be intense, the neighbourhood
of the inflamed part gives to the hand of the examiner the

sensation of pungent heat, which is always a sign not only

of disease, but of exceedingly severe disease.

Diminished temperature, which arises from diminished
action in the arteries, and an overloaded state of the veins,

is no less important as a sign of disease. It alwa\s denotes
a most dangerous condition of the system, the danger being
in proportion to the coldness. It is the concomitant of the
worst forms of fever which are ever witnessed in this coun-
try : fever with a cold skin being incomparably more
alarming than fever with even a pungently hot skin. In
that pernicious fever, of which we have lately had so much
experience, termed cholera morbus, the first, the most sure,

and the most alarming sign of the invasion of the malady,
was coldness of the system, and especially of the abdomen,
the main seat of the malady : and it was uniformly found
that there was no one sign which afforded a better criterion

of the extent of the danger, in any case, than the degree of
coldness of the system in general, and of the abdomen in

particular.

The physician may often form a judgment as to the seat,

the nature, and the extent of abdominal disease, from the
degree of sensibility of the abdomen to pressure with the
hand ; and, by practice, he may acquire such delicacy of
touch as to be able to detect, by its means alone, morbid
changes, even in deep-seated organs, to an extent, and with
a degree of precision and certainty, far beyond what is com-
monly believed by practitioners.

3. That mode of external examination of the body termed
percussion—namely, the mode of eliciting sounds from the
surface, the nature of the sound produced affording a know-
ledge of the condition of the parts beneath, has opened to

the modern practitioner a new source of information, the
careful and skilful employment of which has afforded prac-
tical results of far greater precision and importance than
could possibly have been anticipated. This mode of exami-
nation has been applied principally, and with the most
valuable results to the detection of the diseases of the chest;
but application of it has recently been made, and not with-
out very considerable advantage, to the detection of abdomi-
nal disease. M. Pierry, a young Parisian physician, has
brought into a formal and matured shape this new applica-
tion of a discovery of Anenbrugger, of which an excellent
account Ls given by Dr. Forbes, in an article termed • Explo-
ration of the Abdomen,' in the Cycfaptpdia nf Practical
Mfdicinc.

Our limits will not permit us to pursue this subject fur-

ther. Our object has been rather to awaken than to satisfy

curiosity ; rather to indicate the nature ami extent of the in-

formation to be acquired, than to supply it. Enough has
l>ecn said to show that there is reason m' congratulate both

the medical profession and the public on the renewed atten
tion which is now paid to the external or the physical signs
of internal disease. The external examination of the body
can never supersede other modes of investigation ; but it

may often afford essential aid to whatever other mode is

adopted; and sometimes it is absolutely indispensable to the
success of any other. "With all the aids that can he applied

to the task, the detection of internal disease is often difficult

and very often uncertain, and the enlightened practitioner

will gladly avail himself of every resource which is open to

him, and will endeavour to derive from each the utmost
information it can be made to afford.

The Father of Physic long ago said, * Certain it is that
he who examines the abdomen as well as the pulse, is much
less likely to he deceived than he who does not.' And a
distinguished modern, Baglivi, has confirmed this obser-

vation of Hippocrates in the following words:— * If physi-

cians were always to examine the abdomen, upon first visit-

ing the patient, more particularly in acute diseases, they
would assuredly commit much fewer mistakes than they do
at present, neglecting this method of exploration. The
knowledge of the condition of the upper parts of the abdo-
men improves vastly both our treatment and our prognosis.'

ABDOMEN, in insects, has a somewhat different signifi-

cation from the same term when applied toother animals, being
used for the whole portion of the body of an insect behind the
corselet (///o/-</.r),and including the buck as well as the belly.

It consists, in mn>t cases, of a number of rings without anv
joinred members for locomotion, and uniformly incloses a
portion of the intestines, though sometimes but a very small
one. These rinjis, or very short hollow cylinders, are seve-
rally united with each other by a joint, by a membrane, or

sometimes by an intimate junction, the exact line of which
is not very apparent. The rings in some cases, as in the
grub »d" the chameleon fly, slide into one another like the
tubes of an opera-glass. Each ring is technically termed a
segment (srvmmtum), virtually composed of two principal

pieces, which, when distinct, are termed arches; the upper
the arch of the back, the under the arch of the belly. In
some cases these two portions are not distinct, but,* when
they are so, the two borders usually come into contact.

"When they do not, but remain free, one usually, more or
less, overlaps the other as in bees. In caterpillars, grubs,
and wingless insects, such as the flea, where the joining of
the corselet with the abdomen is not apparent, the abdomen
may always be known by the legs never being jointed witb
it; and in caterpillars, it usually consists of all the body
behind the six fore legs, which are always on the corselet.

A15DOMINA1.ES, in Zoology, the name of a group of
fishes, to which different naturalists have attached a more ot
less extensive signification, according to the particular prin-
ciples of their several systems. The system of ichthyology
(the knowledge of fishes) of Linn sous is founded upon the
presence and position of the ventral fins (those of the belly)
in relation to the pectoral (those of the breast) ; and these
he justly enough regards as analogous to the fore and hind
members of quadrupeds, and to the wings and feet of
birds. Linnavus includes, in his order Abdominales, all

those species which have the ventral fins placed behind
the pectoral, or upon the abdomen, the cartilaginous
fishes alone excepted : which, after the example of Ray,
Willoughby, and Artedi, he very properly considers as form-
ing an order apart. But this arrangement, though at first

sight plausible, and apparently founded upon the modifica-
tions of important organs, is, in reality, extremely defective,
and of little assistance in studying the natural affinities of
fishes. The different nature of the medium in which these
animals move, necessarily induces corresponding modifica-
tions in their organs of locomotion ; and thus it happens,
that the important functions of prehension and progression,
which in birds and mammals are performed by the extremities
alone, are executed by the tail ; whilst the fins in fishes are
of no further use than to balance the animal. These orgp.^s,
and their different modifications, have, consequently, but a
very slight influence upon the nature of fishes, compared
with that which the extremities exercise upon land animals

;

and hence it is, that the Linna>an system of ichthyology,
founded upon these modifications, fails altogether in arrang-
ing the different genera and species of this class of animals,
according to these natural affinities.

M. (.'uvier, perceiving the deficiency of the Linna^an svs
tern in this respect, revives the more correct and natural
arrangement of Artedi; and after, first of all, dividing the
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*elass of fishes into the three great orders—Chondropterygii,
'Aeanthopterygn, and Malacopterygii, according to the carti-

laginous or osseous nature of their skeletons and fins, after-

wards applies the principles of Linnams, or the relative posi-

tion of the pectoral and ventral fins, to subdivide the last of

these orders into families. In its present acceptation, there-

fore, the terra abdominales denotes a family, or subdivision

of malacopterygious, or soft-finned fishes, only ; and, in this

restricted sense, includes the greater number of the fresh-

water species, as well as those which, like the salmon, perio-

dically migrate from the ocean to deposit their spawn in

fresh-water lakes and rivers. M. Cuvier subdivides this

family into five subordinate groups, all of which he has

defined by appropriate and unequivocal characters. He
denominates these subfamilies, cyprinoides, siluro'ides, sal-

monoi'des, clupeoides, and lucioTdes respectively, from the

carps, sirares, salmons, herrings, and pikes, the typical

genera from which their characters are severally taken.

if given u a ipecimen of the family of Abdoiuinalet.

ABDUCTION (from abt from or oflf, and duco, to lead)

is an unlawful taking away of the person of another, whether

of child, wife, ward, heiress, or women generally.

Abduction of child.—(See Kidnapping).
Abduction of wife may be either by open violence, or

by fraud and persuasion, though the law in both cases sup-

poses fbrce and constraint The remedy given to the hus-

band in such a case is an action, by which he may recover,

not the possession of his wife, but damages for taking her

away ; and also, by statute of 3 Edward I., c. 13, the offender

shall be imprisoned for two years, and fined at the pleasure

of the king. The husband is also entitled to recover damages
against such as persuade and entice the wife to live separate

from him without sufficient cause.

Abduction of ward. A guardian is entitled to an
action if his ward be taken from him, but for the damages
recovered in such action he must account to his ward when
the ward comes of age. This action is now nearly super-

seded by a more speedy and summary method of redressing

all complaints relative to guardians and wards,—namely, by

application to the Court of Chancery, which is the supreme
guardian of all persons under age in the kingdom.

Abduction of heiress. By a late statute, passed in the

9th year of George IV., the abduction of any woman against

ber will, who may have property either in possession or ex-

pectation, is declared to be a felony, and punishable by
transportation for life or a shorter period, or to be imprisoned

for any period not exceeding four years with or without hard

labour. In addition to this punishment of the offender, the

marriage, when obtained by means of force, may be set

aside on that ground. In this case, as in many others, the

law will construe fraud into force ; and, consequently, in

one case, where both the abduction and marriage were

voluntary in fact, they were held in law to be forcible, the

consent to both having been obtained by fraud.

Abduct ion of women generally. The forcible abduction

and marriage of women is a felony. Here, and in the case

of stealing an heiress, the usual rule that a wife shall not

give evidence for or against her husband is departed from,

jor in such case the woman can with no propriety be

reckoned a wife where a main ingredient, t. e. her consent,

was wanting to the contract of marriage; besides which

there is another rule of law, that ' a man shall not take ad-

vantage of his own wrong/ which would obviously be done

here, if he who carries off a woman could, by forcibly mar-

rying her, prevent her from being evidence against him,

when she was perhaps the only witness to the fact

ABEL, the second son of Adam. Some interpreters have

maintained that he was the twin brother of Cain, but appa-

rently without any authority from the language of Scripture.

His history is contained in the fourth chapter ofGenesis, where,

we are informed, that he being a keeper of Bheep, while

Cain was a tiller of the ground, the two brothers offered

sacrifices together to the Lord ; the former bringing of the
fruit of the ground for that purpose, and the latter of the
firstlings of his flock. The offering of Abel alone was ac-
cepted ; and the preference thus shown so excited the envy
and anger of Cain, that, as they were together in the field,

he rose up against his brother and slew him ; thus for the
first time staining the earth with human blood. There does
not seem to be any reason for supposing that God was
pleased with Abel's sacrifice, and offended with that of
Cain, on account of the difference that there was between
the offerings of which thev were severally composed. It
would rather appear that it was the opposite characters of
the two brothers which made the sacrifice of the one accept-
able, and that of the other the reverse. This view seems to

be confirmed by the epithet which our Saviour applies to

Abel in the twenty-third chapter of Matthew, righteous
Abel ; and also by the reason expressly assigned for Cain's
enmity to his brother, in the third chapter of the First

Epistle of John, where we are told that he slew him, • be-
cause his own works were evil, and his brother's righteous.*

ABEL (CHARLES FREDERICK), a native of Ger-
many, and a pupil of Sebastian Bach, was much distin-

guished as a composer and performer in the middle and
towards the end of the last century. He served for some
years in the celebrated band of the Electoral King of Poland,
at Dresden; but, his talents being very inadequately re-

warded, he quitted that service, in 1758, with only three

dollars in his pocket, and reached England the following

year, where he soon met with encouragement that did not
end in empty praise. When the queen of George III. had
her establishment fixed, Abel was appointed chamber-
musician on it, at a salary of 200/. per annum ; and shortly

after he united with J. Christian Bach in forming a weekly
subscription concert, which for many years continued to be
highly patronised and liberally supported. His chief instru-

ment was the viol da gamba, a small violoncello with six

strings, now fallen into disuse. With this he produced an
effect on his auditors which scarcely any one since has been
able to achieve on bowed instruments, and principally by
means of his adagios, or slow movements. ' His com*
positions/ Dr. Burney tells us, ' were easy and elegantly

simple; for he used to say, "I do not choose to be always

struggling with difficulties, and playing with all my mipht"
In nothing was he so superior to all other musicians, the

historian of Music adds, ' as in writing and plaving an
adagio, in which the most pleasine yet learned modu-
lation, the richest harmony, and the most elegant and
polished melody, were all expressed with such feeling, taste,

and science, that no musical production or performance with

which I was then acquainted seemed to approach nearer

perfection/ {Hist, of Music, vol. iv.) The critic, however,

of the present day, who has compositions of the same
kind by Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Clementi, Dussek,

and Cramer, &c, fresh in his memory, will not deny the

vast superiority of these later productions. Abel—judging
him by his remains—possessed more taste than imagina-

tion— more knowledge of his art, and elegance in his

manner of performance, than vigour of conception. Even
Dr. Burney admits that 'his later productions, compared

with those of younger composers, appeared somewhat lan-

guid and monotonous.' But we suspect the fact to be,

that they were more accurately estimated when compared

with the productions of a more advanced age. Abel was

intemperate in the use of fermented liquors, and brought

his life to a hasty close in the year 1787.

ABEL (NIELS-HENRI), born 1802; died 1829; aged

twenty-six years and a-half. If we cannot place him in the

first rank of analysts, it is because his early death prevented

his competing with the great names of the age in that de-

partment in the quantity of his labours. But his first

essays, compared with those of the best mathematicians,

sufficiently indicate a talent which would have placed its

possessor high in the ranks of science. He was born in the

province of Christiansand in Norwav, where his father was a

poor clergyman. He commenced his studies at the cathedral

school of Christiania, and at the age of sixteen showed a

decided turn for scientific pursuits. In 1821 he entered

the university, and soon afterwards published his first essay.

In 1824 the government gave him an allowance of 600 dolr

lars, to enable him to travel. He went, accordingly, through

France, Germany, and Austria, and formed an acquaintance

with M. Crelle, in whose journal, and in the Astronormsche
1J 2
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Nachrichtcn of Professor Schumacher, most of his works are

published. On his return, after two years of absence, he

was appointed Professor in the University, which post he

held till his death, which was brought on by over-exer-

tion in his public duties.

Abel has linked his name to a remarkable discovery. It

is well known that no general solution has ever been dis-

covered of any class of equations above the fourth decree,

—

that is, no problem has hitherto been solved, in which the

quantity sought has been multiplied by it>clf more than

three times, in the conditions of the question. Some parti-

cular cases only have been fully investigated, and though

all can be solved with more than sufficient nearness for prac-

tical purposes, yet a general and exact solution has never

been found. Abel showed that such a solution never could

be found, that the roots of an equation of the fifth degree and

upwards did not admit of any general algebraical expression.

While the researches of Abel on elliptic functions excite

the attention of all mathematicians, the elementary student

may judge of the elegance of his analytical style, from a

paper on the convergence of series in Crelle's Journal, in

which some results, hitherto unnoticed, seem to lie on the

very threshold of the subject. M. Crelle calls him, with jus-

tice, one of those geniuses who appear but once in a cen-

tury.

A collection of his works is preparing for the press ; but

where, we arc not informed.—[See Dictivnnairc de la Con-

versation et de la Lecture, No. I., 183-2.]

ABELAUD, one of the most celebrated teachers of the

twelfth century, both for his extraordinary talents and his

misfortunes, was born at Palais, a little town in the neigh-

bourhood of Nantes, in the year 1071). His father, a gen-

tleman of fortune, and of considerable merit, spared no
expense for the education of his son. Learning, having

begun to revive a second time in the preceding century, had

made considerable progress in France towards the end of the

eleventh ; and Brittany was not behind the general improve-

ment. The far-famed Roscelin was from that country,

though he was not the master of Abelard, as many writers

have asserted.

But Brittany, fruitful as she was in celebrated teachers,

was soon too "narrow a field for Abelard, who had already

learnt Hebrew, Greek, and Latin ; and accordingly he
went to Paris, whose University was the resort of crowds

of students from all parts of Europe. Guillaume de Cham-
peaux, the most skilful dialectician of the age, numbered
Abelard among his pupils. But the pupil soon surpassed

his master, and in the dialectic struggles of the day, he

often challenged him to public disputations, so common in

the twelfth century, in which the youthful pupil frequently

vanquished his more tried and experienced antagonist. Alter

this success, he became so puffed up with vanity, that he made
enemies of all around him. His tutors, and many of his fellow-

pupils, became disgusted with him, and Abelard retired to

Melun. But even here the anger of his exasperated mas-
ter brought him into many troubles ; in spite of which,

however, a great number of pupils left De Champeaux to

attend the lessons of the rival professor at Melun. This
success induced Abelard to change his residence, and to

remove nearer Paris, as the storm was now somewhat
abated. But his arduous labours had so much injured his

health, although he was then scarcely twenty-two years of age,

that he was obliged, for some time, to discontinue his public

lessons, and to seek, by repose, and breathing his native air,

to restore his declining constitution. After the lapse of some
years, he came back to Paris, where he found that his powerful
antagonist had ceded his chair to a man of very inferior

talents, who was all at once deserted by his pupils on the
re-appearance of Abelard. This unforeseen circumstance
forced De Champeaux to enter again into the arena, there
to dispute with this scholastic Achilles, by whom he was
again conquered, and compelled for ever to leave the field.

Family affairs obliged Abelard to withdraw from the scene
of his triumphs ; and his conquered rival was at the same
time appointed to the see of Chalons-sur-Marne. In con-
sequence of this event, Abelard, at his return, did not
resume his dialectic lessons : he went to Laon, in order to

study divinity there, under the direction of Anselme ; but
his pride and his vanity having led him to commit the same
faults there which he had committed at Paris, he suffered

nearly the same severe consequences. The disciple of
Anselme put himself forward as the master: taught divi-

nity to the pupils, and, still mora taught them to despise

Anselme, who, indeed, was unfit for his station, and alto-

gether inferior to Abelard. The latter compared him to a

tree of promising appearance at a distance, on account of its

thick foliage, but whose nearer view disappoints us, when
we find it bears no fruit. [AbeL Epist. prima.] However,

Anselme had power enough to have hira expelled from

Laon, w Inch he soon effected. Abelard now re-appeared in

Paris, but as professor of divinity, and in a few days he was
better attended by pupils than when previously most success-

ful. He saw himself surrounded by the most eminent scholars

of his age : Gui dn Chatcl, who became Pope Celestin 11. ;

the still more tamed St. Bernard ; and above all, the illus-

trious John of Salisbury. Enriched by this extraordinary

success, and intoxicated by his fortune,*he now gave way to

passions of a different kind. He ca^t his eyes on the fair

Heloisc, niece of Fulbert, a canon in the cathedral of Paris,

and from that moment he thought of nothing but seducing

her. In order the more readily to accomplish his ends, he
proposed to the unsuspecting uncle to receive him into his

house as a boarder, and he promised to give, in exchange,

all the instruction which he might consider his niece to

require. The canon, who was anxious that Heloise should

be a star amongst the learned of the age, and who was
rather parsimonious, was delighted to see his ardent wish
likely to be accomplished, and that, too, without expense.

It was exactly as if, according to Abelard's own words, the
4 shepherd himself had introduced the wolf into the fold.*

Amongst the things taught by Abelard to his ardent pupil,

the art of love was the chief ; and very soon the fair dis-

ciple surpassed her master. Their love was published all

over Paris, before the good canon suspected anything

wrong ; but the negligence of Abelard in attending* to

his scholastic duties, excited so generally the satirical cla-

mours of the students, and became so universally the topic

of conversation at Paris, that at last the eyes of the uncle

were opened to the consequences of his indiscretion. His
niece, whose shame could no longer be concealed, iled

to Brittany, and hid herself under the roof of Abelard's

sister, where she gave birth to a l>oy, who was called

Astrolabus ; but the child died. Fulbert, enraged at this

discovery, demanded the marriage of Heloise. Abelard,

although ordained, yielded to his threats, as did Heloisc

herself, but with a great deal more reluctance. She seems
to have been not so much actuated by any improper motives

(as so many romantic writers, who have disfigured history,

under the pretext of embellishing ir, have been pleased to

repeat), as because she thought that this union, being made
public, would infallibly ruin the fortune of Abelard, and
destroy that which was above all things dear to her— the

present and future glory of her illustrious lover. She wrote
a letter to Abelard, to dissuade him from the marriage,

which is full of the most eloquent expressions. At last it

was agreed that the marriage should be |>erformed at Paris,

and kept secret. But Fulbert, who was impatient that the

honour of his family should no longer be the subject of public

scandal, lost no time in making the marriage as public as
possible. Heloise, convinced that the glory of her husband
was endangered by their marriage being known, denied it

in the strongest manner. Her uncle, enraged at her
obstinacy, in which he thought her encouraged by Abelard,
swore to revenge himself at least on his niece, who was at

that time residing with him. Abelard, being informed how
cruellv Heloise was treated by Fulbert, took her away, and
placed her in the convent of Argenteuil, near Paris. Ful-
bert, believing that Abelard wanted to make a nun of his

wife, in order to get rid of a mistress, vowed a miel vengeance,
which he was soon enabled to execute. He bribed the valet

of Abelard to admit two wretches into the bed-room of his
master at midnight, who mutilated him in the most atro-

cious manner. The miscreants were punished after the
cruel fashion of the age; and the canon was condemned to

lose all his fortune, and was banished from Paris. Heloise
took the veil at Argenteuil, and Abelard went to bu/y his

grief and his shame under the monastic garment in the
Abbey of St. Denis. But he did not there find the repose
which he sought. The monks of that convent soon hated
him, on account of the freedom with which he reproached
them for their dissolute habits, and for his having had the
temerity to assert, and to prove, that their great patron,
St. Dionysius, or St. Denis, was not the Areopagite, who was
then as generally believed to be the patron of that church,
as the reverse is now universally known to be the fact. But
this opinion of his, well-founded as it was, shocked the pre-
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jodioa* of the monks, being oontraiy to the legends and
miracles of the abbey, and, as such, was considered as sub-
versive of the privileges of the order. The infatuated monks,
enraged at the pretended heresy of his work on the Trinity,

which was publicly burnt in council at Soissons, in 1 121, and
still more at his ' treacherous ' assertions about St. Denis,
accused him to the kinfg of high treason.

To escape from the impending danger, the unfortunate
Abelard fled, and took refuge near Troyes, placing himself
under the protection of the Count of Champagne, that
country being then independent of the crown (Du Cange),
as to judicial power. Here he built the celebrated Oratory
of Paraclet, where a number of pupils came again to him
in his solitude, and prevailed on nim to resume his lec-

tures. Amongst these pupils came two furious fanatics,

whom his enemies had incited against him, and who soon
discovered fresh theological errors; this provoked his en-
raged calumniators to still further persecution of Abelard,
tflJ. about this time, the monks of the Abbey of Bruis,
near Vannes, in Brittany, elected him their superior. But
here again, as at St Denis, his endeavours to establish

order, and to suppress the licentiousness which prevailed in
that monastery, drew on him the implacable hatred of the
monks, who, having first tried to ruin his character by
calumny, afterwards even attempted his life by poison.

Heloise also was not without her share of troubles ; for she
was expelled, with the rest of the nuns, from the convent
of Argenteuil, on account of the scandalous disorders which
prevailed there, although, notwithstanding the calumnies
which were circulated against her, she had conducted her-
self with the strictest propriety.

In this destitute condition, Abelard gave her the Oratory
of Faraclet ; and after eleven years of separation, saw her
there at the consecration of the community. Her exemplary
conduct procured her general admiration, and particularly

that of the bishop ; while Abelard himself governed the
convent by his occasional visits, by his advice, and by his

letters, which are still preserved, and which very curiously

prove that he encouraged the nuns not only to acquire a
thorough knowledge of Scripture, but also to study the
Hebrew, Greek, and Latin languages, in which Heloise had
the reputation of being a proficient. Heloise*s love being,

«s was suspected, by no means extinguished, notwithstand-

ing her having taken the veil, the visits of Abelard to the

Paraclet gave rise to some scandal. Being still accused of
heresy by his inveterate enemies, at the head of whom was
St. Bernard, he resolved to defend himself in full council,

which he accordingly did at Sens. The king, Louis VII.,

was desirous of being present, to hear the defence of so dis-

tinguished a mtn. Notwithstanding his eloquence, he was
condemned in 1 140, as he had been before in 1121. Perse-

cuted, it may be said, rather for his boldness and freedom of

thought, than for his errors in theology, he desired to appeal

to the pope, and on his way to the pontiff, was stopped at

Cluni, near Macon, by Peter the Venerable, who tried to

soothe his grief, and to appease his enemies. Shortly after-

wards he became reconciled to St Bernard ; and consigning

himself^ for the rest of his life, to the closest retirement, he
died two years after, in 1142, at the Priory of St. Marcel,

having, by his sincere repentance, his resignation, and good
conduct, excited the admiration of the monks and the clergy

of France. He was buried at Paraclet, and the remains of

Heloise were interred in the same tomb, twenty-one years

after. This beautiful gothic tomb was removed to Paris in

the year 1800, and placed in the cemetery of P6re la Chaise

in 1817, where it is now to be seen.

In Abelard's time, scholastic instruction was divided into

two courses : the one, the * trivium,' containing grammar,
rhetoric, and dialectics or philosophy ; the other, the
* quadrivium/ comprising arithmetic, music, geometry, and
astronomy. Abelard understood all these sciences in the

greatest perfection, for his time, and thereby obtained from

ms contemporaries the title of the all-accomplished master.

He was considered to be the only person who understood

the writings of Aristotle, which had been unknown in

France until the preceding century, when they were com-
municated through the learned Jerbert, who, travelling in

Spain, had learnt them from the Arabians. Notwithstand-

ing all that has been said of Abelard's perfect knowledge
of the writings of Aristotle, it is now well ascertained that

the Greek text did not exist at that period in France, and
that there were only partial Latin translations from the

Arabic. All the quotations of Abelard from Aristotle, in

every part of his works, are invariably in Latin, as well in
the printed edition of Abelard as in the three different MS.
copies which we have seen of his works in the British
Museum.

In estimating Abelard's acquirements we must judge of
them by the age in which he lived. Scholastic philosophy
and theology were then the highest branches of learning,
and it was Abelard's praise to have surpassed in these all
his contemporaries. If we are to judge of this renowned
disputant by what remains of him, we fear our judgment
would be rather unfavourable. Among the Lansdowne MSS.
of the British Museum the reader may see a copy of two of
Abelard*s dialogues, one between a Christian and a Jew,
the other between a Christian and a philosopher. Words
are wanting to express the utter insipidity and absence of
all taste, energy, or life, which these spiritless compositions
display ; nor can we concede to them the praise of being
written in Latin which will bear the test of strict exami-
nation. The crime of Abelard, for such we must call it,

and his misfortunes, have given to his name a cele-

brity, to which we conceive most men would prefer an
honourable obscurity. Pope's well-known epistle of He-
loise to Abelard, which is animated with the glowing
fervor of the unfortunate lovers, while it is tainted with tho
impure imagination of the poet, has made the name of
Abelard familiar to those who are, perhaps, only imperfectly
acquainted with his true history.

The real historic interest of Abelard's life turns on the
state of knowledge during the ace in which he acquired bis
reputation. The works of Abelard were once thought worthy
to be put in the Index by the Inquisition of Madrid, which
is almost the only thing we know in their favour. As to

the question whether Abelard himself knew Greek, we are
inclined to think that he did to a certain extent, but whether
he was well acquainted with any Greek authors, except per-

haps the New Testament, seems to us doubtful. That he
knew some parts of Aristotle and Plato, both of them pro-

bably through translations, is pretty certain. In the printed

edition of Abelard's works (1616) a few Greek words occur
here and there(pp. 241, 244, 247, 831), which, taken in con-

nexion with the remarks upon them, undoubtedly prove, if

these passages really were in his MSS., as we believe they
were, that he must have had some knowledge of the Greek
language. It appears that Greek was always studied in

France during the ninth, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth cen-

turies ; though it was very imperfectly known, and confined

to a few schools. Hebrew and Arabic, at that time, were both
better known than Greek. The occasional visits of Greek

Sriests into Western Europe served to keep alive a certain

egree of knowledge of this language.

The most complete edition of Abelard, is Petri Abcelardi

et Heloisce Conjugis ejus Opera, nunc primum edita ex
MSS. codd. Franmsci Amboestt. Paris, 1616, in 4to.

The edition in the British Museum, though it is in fLct

that of Amboise, bears tho title of Anarce Quercetcnn

(Andre
1

Duchesne), as do several other copies. Andre
Duchesne is the author of the Notes and Commentaries at

the end. There is a number of other editions, amongst
which is that of the Letters published by Bastion, 2 vols.

12mo, Paris, 1782, with the text and translation; that of

Fourniex. 1796, with a Life of Abelard, by M. Delaunay,

3 vols. 4to.; that of Richard Rawlinson, London, 1714,

8vo. ; that of Oxford, 1 728. Brunet, in his Manual, gives

an incomplete list of thenx.

The principal sources from which we have drawn this

article are, first, the Literary History ofFrance, from page 20

to 225, vol. ix. ; Baylcs Critical Dictionary (Amsterdam

edit), 1740, 4 vols, folio; the Universal Biography ; and the

Works of Abelard, complete, Paris, 1616, 4to.

ABELE TREE, in Botany, the English name of the

Populus alba.—(See Populus.)
ABELMOSCHUS, in Botany, a genus of the Mallow

tribe, usually referred to Hibiscus, which see. It consists of

plants having showy white, rose-coloured, or yellow flowers,

with a rich deep purple or brown centre. The name is an

alteration of the Arabic habb cl misk, or musk-seed, accord-

ing to Forskahl.

ABENCERAGES, is the name given by Spanish chroni-

clers and romance writers to a noble family in the Arabic

kingdom of Grenada, several members of which distinguished

themselves during the period immediately preceding the fall

of the Mohammedan empiro in Spain. The history of the

Abencerages is intimately connected with that of the then
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reigning dynasty of Grenada. In the year 142.1 of our era

died Yussuf III., a wise and valiant prince. He was suc-

ceeded by his son Mohammed VII., surnamed Al-Ilaizari,

or the Left-handed, who followed the example and advice of

his father in maintaining friendly relations with the Christian

court of Castille, and with the Arab princes on the northern

coast of Africa, but lost the affection of his subjects by his

pride and tyranny. The discontent which soon manifested

itself against the youthful monarch, was for a time kept in

check by the watchfulness of his principal chamberlain

Yussuf ben Zerragh, then the chief of the noble family,

which probably derived from him the common designation of

the Abenccrages. But, in I 127, an open revolt broke out,

winch had been incited by one of the kind's cousins, Mo-
hammed al Zaghir. The royal palace, called the Alhambra,
was invested by the conspirators. Mohammed VII., dis-

guised as a fisherman, escaped to Africa, where the King of

Fez, Mulei ben Fariz, kindly received him, while Mohammed
al Zaghir ascended the throne of Grenada. Yussuf ben

Zerragh, with most of the Abenccrages tied from his perse-

cutions to Castille ; and some members of the family who
had remained at Grenada were put to death. John II., then

Kins; of Castille, yielding to the representations and en-

treaties of Yussuf ben Zerragh, negoriatcd through him a

treaty with the King of Tunis, to replace Mohammed VII.

on the throne of Grenada. This plan succeeded. Mohammed
VII., supported by his two allies, recovered his paternal do-

minions, and Al Zaghir suffered death for his treason. But
the friendly relations between Grenada and Castille were
soon interrupted, in consequence of the refusal of Mohammed
VII. t ) fulfil certain engagements which he had entered

into with John II. Hostilities broke out, and John declared

himself in favour of Yussuf ben Alhamar, an aspirant to the

throne, who had formed a strong party in the kingdom of

Grenada. Yussuf ben Zerragh led the troops of Mohammed
VII. to encounter the united forces of his opponents. But
he fell in a decisive battle, which he lost, and Yussuf ben
Alhamar occupied Grenada, while Mohammed VII, lied to

Malaga. This second interruption of Mohammed's reign

was, however, only of short duration. He regained his

throne a second time after the death of Yussuf ben Alhamar,
which took place within six months. Fresh hostilities with

Castille soon commenced. The frontier provinces of G renada
were much infested by the incursions of the Castilian com-
mander Cazorla. A son of Yussuf ben Zerragh, at the head
of a select band of valiant knights, drew out his troops

against Cazorla, and fell in a battle (1438). in which the

Castilians sustained much loss. New disturbances soon

broke out in the interior of Grenada. Mohammed VII. was
(in 1444) once more dethroned by one of his nephews, Osnun
al Ahnaf. But the claims of the latter to the throne were
contested by another aspirant, Mohammed ben Ismail, who
was supported by John II.; and, finally, in 1453, prevailed

over his opponent. Soon after this, John II. was succeeded in

the government of Castille by Henry IV., who was adverse

to Mohammed ben Ismai'l, and renewed the hostilities which,
from this time, took a turn decidedly unfavourable to the

kingdom of Grenada. The Spanish historians mention that,

about this time, an attempt at a revolution was made in

Grenada by the Abenccrages, which had for its object to

confer the crown on one of their own family, Mohammed ben
Zerragh, and that the Castilian commander, Medina Sidonia,
to »k advantage of these disturbances to occupy the fortress of

Gibraltar. The Arabic chronicles say nothing of such an
event, and the whole story appears doubtful. If there be
any truth in the report, it may be, that the Abenccrages
made another effort to place Mohammed VII. once more
upon the throne, which, from their steady attachment to the
cause of that unfortunate prince, seems not improbable.
Of the feuds of the Abenccrages with the Zegries,

another noble Arabian family in the kingdom of Grenada,
who traced their descent from the Mohammedan kings of
Cordova, of the massacre of thirty-six Abenccrages, caused
through the perfidy of their opponents, and how the sur-
vivors of the family ultimately embraced the Christian reli-

gion, and entered the service of Ferdinand of Castille, a
highly interesting story is told in the Guaras civile* de Gra-
nada, by Gines Perez de Hvta, a work which professes to

be a translation from an Arabic manuscript. Of the authen-
ticity of this there seems, however, good reason to doubt.
The work properly consists of two volumes, but in most edi-

tions only the first is reprinted, and copies of the second arc

said to be now extremely rare even in Spain. An Engli&h

translation of the fir^t part, by Thomas Rodd, appeared
under the title of The Civil Jf'a'r* nf Granada, &c London.
1 so:?. Svo. [See Conde's Historia dc la Domination de lot

Arabvfi en Ks-jta'ia, vol. in.]

A BEN ESRA, sometimes called Ebenare, or Evcnare,

by the scholastic writers, or with his complete name Abraham
hen MeVr ben E>ra, was a celebrated Jewish scholar, who
lived during the twelfth century. The year of his birth, as

well as that of his death, is unknown. He was born at

Toledo, probably in a.d. 1003, and died, it is believed, about
llfiS, at an age of seventy-five years, or upwards. Of the

history of his life, few details are known. The Rabbi Ja-

phet ilallevi is mentioned as having been one of his early

teachers. A considerable portion of his life was spent in

travelling. He visited Mantua in 11-15, and the island of

Rhodes in 11.50: in 1150 he was in England, and in 1 1 67
we find him at Rome. His celebrity, even among his con-

temporaries, as a scholar, and as an accomplished writer of

the Hebrew language, was very great. Moses Maimonides
recommended his son to study the writings of Abcn Esra in

preference to all others : and the well-known grammarian,
David Kimchi, and the traveller, Benjamin of Tudela, praise

his vast erudition ; while Juda ben Alcharizi, the successful

Hebrew translator and imitator of Hariri, acknowledges his

merits as a poet. Among ourselves Aben Esra has become
known chiefly through his great commentary on the Old
Testament, v>hich, it seems, he wrote at different periods,

between the years 1 1 10 and 110 7. It has been printed in

the great Rabbinical editions of the Bible, which have ap-

peared at Venice, Bale, and Amsterdam, and there have
boon besides many separate editions of single parts of it.

But, from the great number of his other writings, which are
still extant, it is evident that Aben E>ra must have bestowed
as much attention upon mathematics, astronomy, philosophy,

and medicine, as on philology; and his treatise in verse on
the game of chess (edited by Thomas Hyde, Oxford, 1C94)
affords us a specimen of his success in poetic composition.
For an enumeration of the works of Aben Esra, which are
still preserved in MS. in several of the libraries of Europe,
sec the article * Aben Esra,' by Hartmann, in Erach und
Gruber s Encychprpdie, vol. i.

ABER. l
N
his word, which is prefixed to the names of

many places in Great Britain, is a Celtic term, and means,
generally, the mouth or entrance of a river. It is sometimes
defined as 'the fall of a small water into a greater,' which,
of course, -includes the terms ' mouth of a river,' and ' port or

harbour.' Thus, the town of Aberbrothwick, in Scotland, is

at the mouth of the river Brothick, and New Aberdeen is

near the mouth of the Dee. In "Wales, we have Aber-
gavenny, at the continence of the Usk and Gavenny ; and
Abervstwith at the outlet of the river Istwith.

ABERBROTHWICK, or more commonly ARBROATH,
a town in Scotland, in the county of Forfar, at the mouth of
the rivulet B rot hie, from which its name comes. It is a royal
burgh, having been created so by charter, granted in 1186,
and renewed in 15S0; and, in conjunction with Aberdeen,
Montrose, Bervie, and Brechin, formerly sent one member
to parliament, Aberbrothwick is now united with Bervie,
Brechin, Forfar, and Montrose in sending a member. It is

irregularly built, except in the parts of modern erection.

The town-house contains several public otfices, as well as a
library and reading-room. The chief manufactures arc
sail cloth, thread, and leather, which are exported, toge-
ther with paving-stones and grain. Among the imports
are flax, hemp, linseed, and tallow. A small but secure
harbour (defended from the sea by a breakwater, and pro-
tected by a battery of twelve guns) enables the town to
carry on this trade. There are two parish churches, and
some dissenting places of worship. The population amounted
in 1831 to GfiGO. There are the ruins of an abbey, founded
in honour of St. Thomas-a-Beeket, which was destroyed by
the reformers in 15(>0. The last abbot was the celebrated
Cardinal Beaton. Aberbrothwick is fifty-eight miles north-
north-east of Edinburgh. Lat. 50 32' north, long. 2 3-1'

west.

ABERCROMBY (SIR RALPH), a British general,
distinguished for many gallant and important services.

He was the son of George Ahercromby, Esq., of Tullibodie,
in Clackmannanshire, where he was born in 1738. After
receiving a liberal education, he entered the army in March,
1'jO, as a cornet in the 3d regiment of Dragoon Guards.
By the year 1787 he had reached the rank of major-general.
When the war with France broke out, in 1793, Abercrombv
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we* sent to Holland, with the local rank of lieutenant-

general, in the expedition commanded hy the Duke of York.
His bravery during the prosperous commencement of this

attempt was not more conspicuous than the humanity with
which he exerted his best energies in the disastrous sequel to

alleviate, as far as possible, the miseries of the sick and
wounded troops, whom he was charged to conduct in their

retreat
Soon after his return to England, in April, 1795, he

was made a Knight of the Bath ; and in August of the

same year, he was sent out to the West Indies, as Com-
mander-in-Chief of the forces there. In this quarter he
took from the enemy, in succession, Grenada, Demerara,
Ssaequibo, St Lucia, St Vincent, and Trinidad. The last

of these colonies fell into his hands in February, 1797. He
then returned to Europe, having been previously raised to

the rank of lieutenant-general ; and on reaching England,
he was rewarded for his valuable services by receiving the

command of the Scots Greys, and the appointment of lieu-

tenant-governor of the Isle of Wight. In the following

year, on the breaking out of the rebellion in Ireland, Sir

Ralph proceeded thither, as commander-in-chief; but after

he had held that office for a short time, it is understood that

his unconcealed aversion to the service in which he was
engaged, and some differences of opinion with his superiors

as to certain operations, led to a new arrangement, by which
he was transferred to the chief military command in Scot-

land* and the governorship of Fort Augustus and Fort

George, He was soon, however, called again to active ser-

vice abroad, on occasion of the second expedition sent against

the French in Holland, in August, 1799, with the conduct of

which he was entrusted, before the arrival of the Duke of

York. It proved, as is well known, equally unfortunate

with the former ; but it did not the less afford many oppor-

tunities to General Abercromby of displaying his activity,

intrepidity, and high military talent In 1801, he was
employed to command the English forces despatched for

the relief of Egypt ; and, in spite of the utmost exertions

of the French to prevent his design, he effected the land-

ing of his troops, on the 8th of March, at Aboukir, though
not without the loss of 2000 men. A few days after, the

enemy made a general attack upon the invading forces,

as they lay encamped near Alexandria, but were speedily

repulsed. On the 2 1 at, was fought, on the same ground, the

more obstinate and bloody engagement usually designated

the battle of Alexandria, in which the French were again

driven back at all points. But the victory of our country-

men was purchased at the cost of the life of their gallant

commander, who was unhorsed and severely wounded at on
early period of the action, by one of the enemy, whom, not-

withstanding, he disarmed, delivering his sword to Sir

8idney Smith, whom he soon after met Then remount-

ing his horse, • he concealed his situation/ says the despatch

of Lord Hutchinson, ' from those about him, and con-

tinued in the field giving his orders with that coolness

and perspicuity which had ever marked his character, til]

long after the action was over, when he fainted through

weakness and loss of blood.' The injuries which he had
received, and which he thus nobly bore in silence, were past

the skill of surgery : he was immediately conveyed to the

ship of the Admiral, Lord Keith, and there lingered till the

28th, when he expired. His body was interred in the burial-

ground of the Commandery of the Grand Master, under the

walls of the Castle of St Elmo, near the town of LaValetta,

in Malta. A monument has since been erected to his

memory, by order of the House of Commons, in St Paul's

Cathedral. Sir Ralph Abercromby, whose private character

was as excellent as his public merits were great left four

sons, of whom the present Lord Abercromby is the eldest

On his death, his widow was created Baroness Abercromby,

with remainder to her issue male by her late husband. A
pension of 2000/. a year was also settled upon Lady Aber-

cromby and the three succeeding inheritors of the title.

ABERDEEN. This name is common to two places

sitnatod very near to each other, between the rivers Don and

Dee, on the eastern coast of Scotland, and in the Bhire of

Aberdeen. They are often confounded, though they are

distinct both in their municipal and ecclesiastical constitu-

tions.

Old Abiedixn, the more northerly of the two, on the

tight hank of the Don, was only a village (though said to bo

if some note) until the twelfth century; when it was ele-

vated to the rank of a city by .the removal to it of the

bishopric of Morthlao, in Banffshire. The cathedral of St*
Machar is now nearly demolished ; a small part only being
retained for the celebration of divine service. There is also
a neat town-house, erected towards the close of the last cen-
tury, and a bridge of one Gothic arch, built by Bishop
Cheyne, in the early part of the fourteenth century, up to

which bridge the river Don is navigable. There are some
small charitable foundations ; but the University (King's
College) is the institution most deserving notice. This is

not to be confounded with Marischal College, in New Aber-
deen, for they are not under the same management, and all

attempts to unite them have proved vain ; although, in some
things, their respective directors may co-operate. King's
College was founded by James IV. m 1494, in which year
he received the pope's bull for its institution, and it "was
opened for the reception of students some time previous to

1506, Bishop Elpmnstone having in the interval greatly

aided also in its establishment It possesses a library of
nearly 13,000 volumes,* and can claim, from the Stationers'

Company of London, a copy of every book entered at their

hall. There are also 134 bursaries or endowments for the
support of students, varying from under 5/. to 50/. per
annum. The number of students in 1826 was 235. In
the College Chapel, the body of the founder is deposited.

The population of Old Aberdeen has. probably increased, as

that of the parish, which extends considerably beyond the

city, had risen, between 1821 and 1831, from 18,312 to 25,017.

New Aberdkkn, though often called a city, either from
its importance, or from its being confounded with the place

last mentioned, is only a royal burgh ; having, at the head
of its corporation, a provost and four baillies. It is now
united with Old Aberdeen in the return of a Member to

Parliament. It stands on a rising ground, or rather upon
four small eminences, on the north or left bank of the Dee,

which forms its harbour, and over which is a fine granite

bridge of one arch, having 132 feet span. The town-house,

the prison, and a Masonic lodge are united in one building,

in the middle of which is a tower with lofty spires. In this

building is the town armoury, and an instrument for behead-

ing, similar to the guillotine, termed a Maiden. The Bride-

well was built in 1819, and has five floors, with a garden,

and areas or yards : each convict has two apartments. There
are also military barracks for above 500 men, and a theatre

open for three or four months in the year. There are seven

places ofworship of the establishment,—namely, five chapels

of ease and two kirks : these last are under one roof. The
east kirk is an ancient Gothic structure, with a tower and
five bells; the west kirk is of more modern architecture.

There are, besides, many dissenting places of worship,

whereof four belong to the Seceders, three to the Episcopa-

lians, and the remainder to the Baptists, Methodists, Catho-

lics, and other religious denominations.

There is a poors-hospital, behind the town-house, en-

riched in the course of years by various benefactions, from

which 400 aged poor receive allowances, and by which forty

children are maintained and educated. Gordon's Hospital,

endowed by Robert Gordon, a burgess of Aberdeen, jn 1 729

and 1730, receives and educates eighty-four boys in several

branches of useful knowledge.t There are some other

charities.

Marischal College takes its name from George Keith,

Earl: Marischal, who founded it near the close of the six-

teenth century (1593 or -1594). It is an irregular building,

in the north-east part of the city, and contains a museum,
a philosophical apparatus, and an observatory elevated sixty

feet above the court in which it stands. The library con-

sists of 10,000 volumes, although this University is not

entitled to a copy of every work published for sale ; like

King's College, which is, indeed, regarded as a depository

for both these Universities. The number of students in

the session 1816-1817, the latest period of which we have

been able to obtain an account was 220, besides 105 divinity

students, attending alternately here and at King's College.

There are here, also, 106 bursaries, which attract to Aber-

deen many indigent students.—[See Journal of Education,

Nos. 7, 8.J

The manufactures of Aberdeen are woollens, linens, and

cottons, especially hosiery, though this last branch of indus-

try was much depressed in the late war. Coarse yarn is

• This is, at least, ai far back as 1818.

t The statement of the number of persons reeeMng the benefit of thee*

charities Is from the Edinburgh OairtUer, published In J 827. Such num-

bers are UaWt# of course, to fluctuation.
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exported as such, or worked up into canvas, sail-cloth,

sheeting, &c. ; and the printed cottons arc in considerable

repute for quality and colour. Thread, carpets, and coarse

cloths; nails, cordage, and materials for ship building, are

also among its productions. These articles, with granite, (of

which 7000 tons, for paving, are sent yearly to London,)

salmon, (caught in the Dee and Don,) and grain, are the

chief exports ; and, in return, besides articles of ordinary

consumption, they bring in wool from London and New-
castle, Max from different parts of England and Holland,

and coals from England and the Firth of Forth. There
are some breweries in the town, as also iron founderies, and
ship-building yards, at one of which several steam-vessels,

of between 500 and GOO tons, have been fitted out.

The harbour is spacious and safe ; and a pier, erected

under the direction of the celebrated Smeaton, and subse-

quently lengthened, has caused a diminution of the bar

which once obstructed the entrance, so that vessels drawing
seven or eijiht feet of water can enter at any time. By
a parliamentary return of 1830, it appears that 350 vessels,

with an aggregate tonnage of 40,201, belonged to the port.

There is a navigable canal, eighteen miles in length, from

this place to the, bridge over the Don at Inverury.

An English garrison, which occupied the castle in the

beginning of the fourteenth century, having been cut otf by

the townspeople, the tleet of Edward 111. attacked and
devastated Aberdeen in 1333 : and a victory gained over an

English detachment at Dunottar drew down a more com-
plete destruction from Edward's army in 1336. It was on

its being rebuilt after this calamity, that the designation of

New Aberdeen was bestowed. Many of the citizens were
slain in the defeat which the Covenanters suffered from
Montrose in lo44.

New Aberdeen is 108 miles N.N.E. of Edinburgh, and
'125 N. by \V. of London ; lat. 57 9' N., and long. 2 8' W.
of Greenwich. The population of the burgh Mid parish, in

1821, was 20,484; by the last returns in 1S31 it had in-

creased to 32,912.

ABERDEVINE (Cardu-elis spinux, Cuvikr ; Fringilhi

fiLittrimi, Ranz ani ), sometimes called the siskin, a well-known
song-bird, which has some resemblance to the green variety

of die canary-bird, but there is considerable difleieneein indi-

vidual birds with respect to the brightness of colouring. Fle-

ming's specific description, therefore, 'the head above, black;

the neck, breast, and rump, lemon yellow/ though it applies

to individual male birds, will not apply to others, and not at

all to the female ; as we have seen male birds, at least two

years old, with the head grey rather than black ; and others

with neck, breast, and rump as bright yellow as the marks
on the wings of the goldfinch. In the latter instances the

head was jet black.

Syme conjectures that if the aberdevine is not the ori-

ginal stock-bird of the cage -canary, it is very similar to it,

and ought to be considered rather a variety than a distinct

species ; but if he had looked closely at the points of the
bills, the lengths of the tails, and particularly at the motions
and manners of these several birds, we think he would have
come to a different conclusion.— [See Caxary.]

Sepp has delineated the nest of the aberdevine in the
cleft of an oak, built with dry bent mixed with leaves, and

profusely lined with feathers ; the base neatly rounded, and
the feathers projecting above the rim, and concealing the

eggs, which are bluish-white speckled with puqdish red,

like those of the goldfinch. Temininck, again, says it

builds in the highest branches of the pine.

It breeds in the north of Europe, and only visits Bri-

tain, Germany, and France in the autumn and winter. It

is represented in some books as very irregular in its migra-

tions, particularly to this country ; but we suspect that this

opinion has perhaps arisen from the irregularity of obser-

vations, for, since our attention has been directed to the

subject, we have remarked its arrival about Lee, in Kent,
to be almost as regular as the departure of the swallows,

which takes place about the same time. During its winter

stay with us, the aberdevine feeds chiefly on the seeds of

the birch and alder.

As a cage-bird it is frequently paired with the canary, to

produce what are termed mule-birds; but it is, besides, a
lively and persevering songster. One which we possessed,

though the colours were so dull as scarcely to distinguish it

from a hen-bird, sang for ten or eleven months in the year.

Its song would be very pleasing, though not so plaintive as
that of the linnet, nor so sprightly as that of the goldfinch,

if it did not at intervals introduce a jarring guttural note,

almost like the croak of the nightingale when angry.

ABERGAVENNY, a town in the county of Monmouth,
at the confluence of the Usk and Gavcnny, situated in a
range of meadows, surrounded by several hills. There
is a fine old bridge, of fifteen arches, over the Usk ; also

an ancient and spacious church, as well as the remains of
a castle, and of a Benedictine priory founded soon after the
Conquest. The town is long and straggling, the streets

nanow, and the houses irregularly built ; but considerable
improvements have been made by enlarging the market-
place and removing projections. There are several Dissent-
ing meeting-houses, a Catholic chapel, a grammar-school, a
Lancasterian, and several Sunday schools. The principal
trade is in wool, of which a considerable quantity is sold in
the market in the months of June and July. The supply
of coal and iron afforded by the neighbouring mountains
has given rise to several iron-works in the surrounding dis-
trict. The population in 1831 was 4230. The Monmouth-
shire and Brecon canal passes near the town, and gives faci-

lities for its trade and that of the neighbourhood. Aber-
gavenny is supposed to have been the Roman station of
Gobannium, so called from the river Gobannius (Gavenny),
and once possessed a charter of incorporation, which was
forfeited in the reign of William III. It is 14 miles W.
by N. of Monmouth, and 143 W. by N. of London ; lat.
51° 59' N., long. 2° 58' W.
ABERNETHY (JOHN), a distinguished surgeon,

born in the year 1 763-4, either at the town of Abernethy
in Scotland, or at that of Deny in Ireland, for each claims
the honour of having been the place of his birth. He died
at Enfield, after a protracted illness, on the 18th of April,
1831, in the sixty-seventh year of his age. In early youth
he removed from the place of his birth, ai'.d resided with his
parents in London. He received the elements of gramma-
tical and classical instruction at a day-school in Lothbury,
but it does not appear that he enjoyed the advantage of any
higher education than that afforded by the ordinary dny-
school of that period. At the usual age he was apprenticed
to Sir Charles Blick, surgeon to St. Bartholomew's Hospital,
under whom, and especially in the wards of this hospital, he
had ample opportunities of acquiring a thorough knowledge
of his profession, of which he availed himself with diligence.
Competent judges, who observed at this early period the
qualities of his mind and his habits of study, predicted that
he would one day acquire lame if not fortune. Though he
appeared before the public early as an author, and though
his very first works stamped him as a man of genius, en-
dowed with a philosophical and original mind, yet he did not
rise into reputation nor acquire practice with rapidity. In
178G he succeeded Mr. Pott as assistant-surgeon to St. Bar-
tholomew's Hospital, and shortly afterwards took the place
of that gentleman as lecturer on anatomy and surgery.
For a considerable time he had but few pupils, and he was at
first by no means a good lecturer, his delivery being attended
with a more than ordinary degree of hesitation. On tha
death of Sir Charles Blick, his former master, he was
elected surgeon in his room : and, subsequently, St. Bartho-
lomew's Hospital obtained under him a reputation winch it

had never before acquired.
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Abernethy was a pupil ofJohn Hunter, and the earnestness

and delight with which, at an early age, he received the lessons
ofthis h» great master, were indications of the soundness of
his own judgment It was from this profound and original
thinker, who exercised an extraordinary influence over the
understanding, tastes, and pursuits of his young pupil, that
Abernethy derived that ardent love of physiology, by the
application of which to surgery, he was destined to convert
a rude art into a beautiful science. He made himself tho-
roughly acquainted with anatomy, but it was that he might
be admitted into the then new world of physiology; he
studied structure, but it was that he might understand func-
tion : and the moment he had obtained a clear insight into
these two sciences, he saw the applications of which they
were capable to the treatment of disease. From that
moment he looked with contempt on the empiricism then
almost universal in surgery; he ridiculed its jargon; he
exposed the narrowness of its principles, if it be at all

allowable to designate by such a term the ignorant dogmas
which alone regulated the practice of the surgeon. But
he did not content himself with deriding what truly de-
served contempt ; he laid the foundation of, and mainly
contributed to build up, a new edifice. By the diligent
tedy of nature, and by continual reflection on what he saw,
and, as he himself expressed it, the concatenation of what
be saw, he reduced to order what he found a chaos. Hitherto
the surgeon had looked upon the class of diseases which it

was his part to treat, diseases which almost always have a
local seat, as diseases which have also a local origin, and
consequently as diseases which are to be cured by local

applications. To Abernethy belongs the great merit of first

perceiving, in its full extent, the utter incompatibility of this

notion with the true phenomena of disease, and the inert-

ness, or, when it ceased to be inert, the mischievousness of
the treatment that grew out of tt. In a work abounding
with acute and original observation, and exhibiting compre-
hensive and philosophical views, entitled, The Constitutional

0«m and Treatment of Local Diseases, he lays down and
establishes this great principle :—that local diseases are

•yupturns of a disordered constitution, not primary and in-

dependent maladies ; and that they are to be cured by reme-
dies calculated to make a salutary impression on the general
frame, not by topical dressing, nor any me^3 manipula-
tions of surgery. This single principle changed the aspect
of the entire field of surgery, and elevated it from a manual
art into the rank of a science. And to this first principle he
added a second, the range of which is perhaps somewhat
less extensive, but the practical importance of which is

scarcely inferior to that of the first—namely, that this dis-

ordered state of the constitution either originates from, or is

rigorously allied with, derangements of the stomach and
bowels, and that it can only be reached by remedies which
first exercise a curative influence upon these organs. The
benefit daily and hourly conferred upon mankind by the
elucidation and establishment of these two principles, both
by the prevention and the mitigation of disease and suffer-

ing, it were vain to attempt to estimate, and it is not easy to

pay to their author the debt of gratitude which is his due.

Further, the same philosophical view of the structure and
functions of the human frame, which enabled this acute

physiologist so greatly to improve the theory and practice of
surgery* suggested, and at the same time armed him with

the courage to perform, two operations in surgery bolder

than any mat had ever before been achieved, and the repe-

tition of which has since been attended with splendid suc-

cess—namely, the tying the carotid and the external iliac

arteries, The announcement of the performance of these

capital operations, at once established his reputation as a
surgeon, and increased the credit of the English school

throughout Europe.
Great, however, as was the reputation which this distin-

guished man acquired as an anatomist, physiologist, and
Ru-geoa, it is probable that he owed his celebrity chiefly to

ha success as a teacher. Gifted with the genius to master
and extend his science, he was endowed with the still rarer

capacity of communicating to others in a clear, succinct,
t

npresatve, and fascinating manner, whatever he himself

knew. Easy and fluent, yet not inelegant—abounding with

illustration and anecdote, yet methodical—logical, yet often

witty, and occasionally humorous almost to coarseness—sel-

dom impassioned, yet always impressive, and never allowing

the attention of his audience to flag for a single moment,

—

it was rare* indeed, that be faded to convince whoever heard

him, and as rare that he failed to make whoever was con
vinced a decided partisan. Nevertheless, a highly competent
witness, speaking apparently from a careful and' mature ex-
amination of the impression made upon his own mind by the
prelections of his master, gives the following account, which,
if true, is decidedly unfavourable as to the ultimate result of
the mode and spirit of his lecturing. ' He so eloquently ex*
pounded some of the highest truths/ says Dr. Latham ;

' he
so nicely disentangled the perplexities of many abstruse
subjects ; he made that so easy which was before so difficult,

—

that every man who heard him feels perhaps to this day, that
for some important portion of his knowledge he is indebted
to Mr. Abernethy. But he reserved all his enthusiasm fof

his peculiar doctrine ; he so reasoned it, so acted it, and so

dramatised it (those who have heard him will know what I
mean) ; and then in his own droll way he so disparaged the

more laborious searchers after truth, calling them contemp-
tuously " the Doctors," and so disported himselfwith ridicule

of every system but his own, that we accepted the doctrine

in all its fulness. We should have been ashamed to do
otherwise. We accepted it with acclamation, and voted our
selves by acclamation the profoundest ofmedical philosophers,

at the easy rate of one half-hour s instruction. The great

Lord Chatham, it is said, had such power of inspiring self-

complacency into the minds of other men, that no man was
ever a quarter of an hour in his company without believing

that Lord Chatham was the first man in the world, and
himself the second ; and so it was with us poor pupils and
Mr. Abernethy. We never left his lecture-room without

thinking him the prince of pathologists, and ourselves only

just one degree below him.*

If mis were, indeed, the ordinary result, then it must be
admitted that the excellence of Mr. Abernethy, as a teacher*

was, after all, but ofa secondary order. He only teaches well

who sends his pupil away thirsting after truth, determined to

search for it, feeling that he has a clear conception of the

manner in which he is to get at it, and, at all events, in no
mood to be satisfied with anything but the entire truth.

The private character of Mr. Abernethy was blameless.

He was highly honourable in all his transactions, and in

capable of duplicity, meanness, artifice, or servility. His
manners in the domestic circle were gentle, and even play-

ful ; he gave to those about him a large portion of what his

heart really abounded with—tenderness and affection ; and
on his part he was tenderly beloved by his children and
by all the members of his family. In public, and more
especially to his patients, his manners were coarse, ca-

pricious, churlish, and sometimes even brutal. It would
not be difficult to account for this anomaly were there any
use in pursuing the investigation : his conduct in this respect

merits unqualified censure. If but one-half of the stories that
are told of him bo true, the feelings they should excite are

disgust and indignation. Without doubt it is the interest of
every patient to state his case to his medical adviser in as
few and plain words as possible, and then to listen without
interruption to the counsel that is given him ; but no one
knew better than Mr. Abernethy how utterly ignorant even
the educated classes are of the structure and functions of the
animal economy, and how completely they have been ex
eluded from the means of obtaining any information on these
subjects. No one knew better than he that m the cases in

which he was consulted there was often real suffering,,though
there might be exaggerated statement and unreasonable
complaint ; that suffering is not the less suffering because it

is self-inflicted, and that it is bitter indeed when.the very
person from whom solace is sought treats it with derision and
reproach. To listen to the interminable details ofa bewildered

and possibly a selfish hypochondriac may, indeed, be a ' trial

of temper ; but the deportment of the medical practitioner,

even towards such an hypochondriac who applies to him for

guidance and aid, ought to be under the control of principle,

rather than of feeling. Whatever be the folly of a patient,

it can never forfeit his claim to humanity,—of which the phy-

sician, from the knowledge which his profession gives him of

the weakness, infirmity, and suffering of human nature,

ought to be more observant than any other human being.

—

[For a list of the various Tracts published by Mr. Abernethy,

see Watt's Bibliotheca Britamtica. A collected edition of

his surgical works appeared in 1 81 5, in 2 vols. 8vo.]

ABERRATION (of Light), an astronomical pheno-
menon, being an apparent alteration in the place of a
star, arising from the combined motion of. the spectator,

and of the light which brings the impression of the star to>
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his eye. We should, however, premise, in order that the

reader may not form too large a notion of aberration, that it

is never so inueh as 21", that is, the apparent place of the

star di iters from its real place less than the ninetieth part of

the apparent diameter of the sun. It is no wonder, there-

fore, that practical agronomy was eonsideiably advanced
before this discovery was made. If our sense of vision were

pertoU, or if light mowd no faster than a rain-drop, we
should have terrestrial aberration, that is, object* would
change their relati\e places when we began to move, and
if we went as fast as a ray of light moved, the utmost con-

fusion would be the consequence. "When we ride in a

carriage, int«> which the rain is beating, we mistake the

direction of the rain, for the cause of which phenomenon,
see Apparent Motion. But as light moves with a

velocity which imagination rannot conceive, alioul 'JOO.ouo

miles in a second, its motion is so great compared with any
Ave can give ourselves, that its passage from any one terres-

trial object to another may be considered as instantaneous.

The motion of a spectator on the earth which goes round
the sun at the average rate of about eighteen miles in one
second, though less than ihe ten thousandth part of that of

light, is nevertheless sullicieut to cause a small variation in

the place of the star, perceptible by good astronomical in-

struments.

\Ve know (see Apparent Motion) that if a body a be

Fie 1.

preserved, if we
we give to the

that which the

struck in two different directions at

the same instant, with impulses
which would separately carry it

through ah and ac in one second
of time, the result of the combined
impulses is, that it moves in one
second through ad, the diagonal of

the parallelogram, whose sides are

ab and ac. Again, if the spectator

and the object at which he is look-

ing are both in motion, the appear-
ances presented by the motion will be
render the spectator stationary, provided
object a velocity e<pial and contrary to

spectator had, in addition to its own. Hence, if the spec-
tator move from P to q in one second, while in the same
time the object moves from a to c, and if ab be equal to
PQ, the spectator, who does not perceive his own motion,
will imagine that the object moves through ad in one
second, he himself remaining at p. Hence, if ra\s of light
move parallel to ac, and he can distinguish them, thev will

appear to him to move parallel to ad. Though he cannot
see the light itself, he will mistake the direction of the ob-
ject from which it comes: and if asked to point it out, will
place his finger in the direction pn instead of pm. The
following illustration will place this in a clearer light.

Let us suppose the rays to move so slowlv, that a spec-
tator can be furnished with a tube long enough for light to
take some perceptible time in passing from one end of it to the
other. This will do for our purpose, since, though by such a
supposition the aberration will be very much increased, yet
the effect, and the reason of it, will be of the same kind" as
if light were supposed to have its real velocity. The star
being- at an immense distance, the rays which reach the
spectator in different parts of the second may be called
arallel, without sensible error. Thus, while in one second

ihe spectator moves from a to b, he receives ravs of light in
the direction indicated by the dotted lines. The question
now is, in what direction "must he hold the tube, so as to
see the star through it? If he were at rest, that direction
would evidently be ac.

Fig. 2.

V V V V *\ v \ f s t^ ^ ^ ;n a /•>

vv \

Let ab \>e the line described by the spectator in one
second, during which time let a ray 'of light move from a to

'

M. or from c to a. Join Art. and let Art l>e the length and i

direction of the tube. Divide the second into any number
'

of equal parts, say six, and carry the tube into the various
I

positions which it will successively occupy. Consider a ray
of light as a succession of little particles moving one after I

another in a straight line. Then when the eye has come
to p, the particle rt will have come to p ; when the eye is at

Q, the particle will be at 7, and so on. Wc have then so

placed the tube, that its motion will not interfere with that

of the ray, which moves as freely in the moving tube as it

would do if there were no tube. To the spectator, who does
not perceive his own motion, the tube is stationary, and the

ray of light appears to come down it ; therefore Art will be
the direction in which he sees the star, instead of ac. The
angle c Art. contained between the real and apparent direc-

tions, is what is called the aberration. Here rtA is the
diagonal of the parallelogram hcjca, in which uc is equal
and opposite to a u, as before noticed. To apply this, we
must remark,

—

1. That th" above figure is much distorted, since ab is

n«»t the ten thousandth of rt b ; whence the aberration will

be very small.

'J. That the aberration is in the plane passing through
ah, the line of the earth's course for the moment, and
through the real direction a c of the star; whence, as the
earth changes the direction of its motion in going round the
sun, the direction of the aberration will also change.

.1. That we have committed an error in supposing the
lines ac and na to be parallel, since they meet at the star ;

which error, on account of the star's enormous distance, will

be imperceptible.

A. That ab is not properly the spectator's motion round the
sun only, but compounded of that and his motion round the
earths axis; the latter, however, being at most not one-
third of a mile in a second, while the former is eighteen
aides per se< ond, does not produce any sensible aberration.

/>. The real direction ac of the light may be considered

as the same at every part of the earth's orbit, on account of
the distance of the star.

fj. The aberration always throws the star apparently
nearer to the earth's course, that is, Art is always within the
angle cab.

7. The aberration is greater or less according as the angle
cab is nearer to. or further from, a right angle, and is

greatest when cab is a right angle. This result may
readily be proved by those who understand trigonometry, if

they recollect that An and oa are given, being the \cloeity

of the earth and the apparent velocity of light, and that

ab . ab .

sm Artii, or sin CArt = sm */ba = sin cab.
rtA rtA

Let us suppose, which will be exact enough for our pur-
pose, that the earth mows in a circle (the ecliptic), uf which
the sun is in the centre. The line sa, per|>eudicular to the
plane of the o<hptic, looks towards the pole of the ecliptic.

Let su be the direction of a star, psq perpendicular in the
plane of the ecliptic to sn, and kst perpendicular to psq in
the same plane. When the earth is at k, it is moving-
in the direction km perpendicular to sk, and the star, from
its great distance, is in the direction e c parallel to sb.

Fig. 3.

Hence the aberration takes place in the plane cem, that is,

the star is a little lowered towards rm. and appears in the
direction ki>. Let the needle sn move round the circle with
the earth, so as always to indicate the direction in which the
earth is moving, that is, sn is always parallel to km, and
perpendicular to sb. The plane usn being parallel to the
plane c e m, is the plane in which aberration would appear
to take place if the spectator were at s, and s was moving

;

but as the spectator does not perceive his own motion, let us
suppose him placed at s, and the same aberration to take
place in the plane bsn, which really does take place in OEM.
By what has been said, the aberration is greatest when th©
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needle points to Q or p, that in, when the earth is at t or r ;

and least, when the needle points to t or r, that is, when
the earth is at p or q ; because the angle bsn is a right

angle when n is at p or Q, and differs most from a right

angle when n is at t or r. Hence the aberration increases

as the earth moves from p to t, diminishes from t to q,

increases from Q to r, and decreases again from R to p.

The line in which the star appears, moves round sb in the

course of a year, and describes a cone, while the star appears

to describe a small oval or ellipse about b, the greater axis of

which is parallel to pq, and the lesser to rt ; such euprqt,
in which© is the apparent place when the earth is at p, and
so on. This deviation is completed in the course of a year.

When the star itself is in the pole of the ecliptic, or is

seen in the direction sa, the angle ask is always a right

angle, the aberration is always of the same magnitude, and
the apparent path of the star is a circle. As we take stars

in which sb is more inclined to the ecliptic, the oval be-

comes flattened in proportion to its length, so that when the

star w in the ecliptic, it appears to vibrate backwards and
forwards in a straight line, going and returning once in each
year.

If the star be on the solsticial colure, the points p and q
wfll be the equinoxes, and r and u the solstices. The
aberration will consequently be greatest at the solstices, and
least at the equinoxes. We shall refer to this case presently.

The stars appear to us to lie on a large sphere, of which
we are at the centre. [See Apparent Motion, Sphere.]
We may represent the phenomenon on a common globe by
drawing a small ellipse or oval round the star, the major
axis of which is parallel to the ecliptic, and the figure of

which Is more or less flattened as the star is nearer to, or

further from, the ecliptic. The major axis will always be
an are of 41", and the minor axis will be 41" multiplied by
the sine of bsm or the star's latitude.

Previously to entering upon the quantity of aberration,

we shall give some account of the discovery, which is one of

the most remarkable in the history of science. The argu-

ments for the motion of the earth, though tolerably conclu-

sive, were yet principally derived from the great simplicity

of this hypothesis in comparison with others, since all the

phenomena then observed could be equally well explained

upon the supposition, that the other planets moved round
the son, at the same time that the sun moved round the

earth. It remained, therefore, to find some experimentum
mud*, some phenomenon, which admitted of no other ex-

planation except what could be derived from the earth's

motion. The first idea which suggested itself to astrono-

mers was, that if the earth really moved, the stars would
appear to change their places ; though they did not count
much upon this, since they knew that the distance of the

stars might he so great, that the whole diameter of the

earth's orbit would be too small a change of position to

cause any perceptible change of place. [See Parallax.]
To illustrate this, suppose that when the earth is at q, we
look at the star in the direction qg, and when it is at p,

in the direction pp. Draw ph parallel to qg. The spec-

tator, who imagines himself at rest, will, if he observes the

star at these two epochs, see a difference of position cor-

responding to the angle hpf, at least if the distance of

the star be not so great as to render that angle imperceptible

to his instruments. This, however, will take place in the

plane passing through the star and pq, whereas the effect

of aberration takes place in a plane perpendicular to that

plane. Picard, Hook, and Flamsteed had all observed

slight changes in the position of the stars ; but seeing that

they were in a direction different from that which would have
been caused by the earth's motion only, they do not appear
to have advanced any other explanation. In 1725, Bradley,

Savilian Professor of Astronomy at Oxford, and afterwards

Astronomer Royal, and Molyneux, the son of Locke's

veil-known friend of that name, set about this question

conjointly. The most correct instrument for measuring
very small angles was, at that time, the zenith sector [see

Ze*!th Sacron], and a very large one, having a telescope

twenty-four feet long, made by Graham, one of the most
celebrated artists this country has produced, was erected at

Kew, under the directions of Molyneux. A zenith sector

measures the angular distance from the zenith, at which a
star passes the meridian, the senith being determined by a

plumb line. The instrument having a very small range,

the star must not be far from the zenith, and the one chosen

on tins occasion was 7 Draconis, which happens to be

within about 16° of the'pole of the ecliptic, and passes very
near the zenith of London. This star will, from the pre-*

ceding account of aberration, appear to describe nearly a
small circle about the place it would have if the earth had
no motion, which is called its mean place. In the maps of
the stars, published by the Society, the little circle, which
represents 7 Draconis, will do well enough to give an idea
of the path which it describes every year. By measuring
the star's zenith distance when on the meridian, its polar
distance was also measured, since the zenith and pole are
both points of the meridian, distant from one another by the
colatttude of the place. [8ee Complement.] That is, by
adding the difference between 90° and the latitude of KeW
to the meridional zenith distance of the star at that place,

we obtain its polar distance. In fig. 4, s represents the
mean place of the star, and vsaw the small ellipse, nearly
a circle, described by the star in one year. The reader
must imagine this circle placed in the heavens, and the
line ps bent over his head, so that z is his zenith and
p the pole. We must now show how to find the points
of the ellipse vsaw, answering to the four principal

periods of the year—namely, the solstices and equinoxes.
Referring back to fig. 3, in which we finally placed the
spectator at s, the sun will appear to describe the circle

which the earth really describes ; that is, as the earth moves
from q to r, the sun will appear to move from p to t.

Hence, when the earth is at Q, the aberration, throwing the
apparent place of the star towards sr, 90° before the earth*

throws it also towards a line 90° behind the sun's apparent
place. Let a, fig. 5, be the earth, w v s a the apparent course
of the sun or the ecliptic, a p the axis of the earth, amvn the
equator ; whence, if the sun move in the direction indicated

by the arrows, v is the vernal equinox, s the summer solstice*

A the autumnal equinox, and w the winter solstice. The

Fig. A.

9

m
X

Fig. 5.

cj>

circle which bounds the whole figure is the solsticial colure,

and as the star 7 Draconis is very nearly on that colure, we
will suppose it to be at s. Let z be the spectator's zenith*

that is, let him be on such a part of the earth that the

plumb line fells in the direction ze, the point z will, by the
motion of the earth, be carried round the dotted circle. The
meridian is the moving circle passing through p and z, and
as the figure stands, the real star and the pole of the eclip-

tic are on the meridian. First, let the time be the vernal

equinox, or let the sun appear at v ; then the point w being
90° behind v, the star will appear to be thrown towards w„
and its apparent place is v. Similarly, s, a, and w are tho

apparent places corresponding to s, A, and w, the dotted

part of the ellipse being supposed to be bent over on tho

other side of the sphere. Fig. 4 is taken from fig. 5, and is

the course of the star, as it will appear to tho spectator

at b.sqp being bent, so that z is over his head, and p
behind him. Let us now suppose him in the situation of

Bradley, with an instrument capable only of measuring

changes in the polar distance, tne time being the winter

solstice. As the star appears to move from w to vt which
takes place between this and the vernal equinox, the polar

distance will increase from day to day; after the vernal

equinox it will decrease, and continue to do so until the

autumnal equinox ; after which, it will increase again till

the winter solstice. This is precisely the phenomenon
observed by Bradley, who at first suspected that it arose

from some irregularity in the instrument, or deviation of the

plumb line, and afterwards from some nutation, or conica*

motion of the earth's axis. These, however, he found would
not account for the phenomenon. After setting up another

instrument, and trying several other stars, it struck him, by
what steps he has not told us, that the motion of light*
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which ha<l been previously discovered by observation of

Jupiter's satellites, must, when combined with that of the

earth, produce some variation in the apparent place of a

Mar. Following up this idea, he found that it was fully

suHieieut to account for the deviation he had observed. We
have previously explained why the idea of a parallax, or

change of place in a star, arising from the earth's change of

place" did not withdraw his attention for a moment, though

the hope of proving the sensible existence of such an irregu-

larity was the primary motive of his observations.

The greatest aberration, as we have observed, is parallel

to the ecliptic, and is the greatest scinidiameter of the appa-

rent annual ellipse of a star. This ought to be the same

for all stars, if the rays which come from them move with

the same velocity. Hitherto it has not been discovered that

the greatest aberrations of different stars differ by more than

may reasonablv Ihj imputed to instrumental errors; we

mu'-t therefore" conclude that, as far a^ we know, the light

of every star moves with the same velocity. Bradley made

the greatest aberration 2 0" : others have deduced different

values, varying from 20*" to 20ty/' : 1)l^ the result which

appears most entitled to confidence, is that deduced by

Mr. Richardson, Assistant Observer at the Royal Observa-

tory, Greenwich, from more than four thousand observations,

for' which he received the gold medal of the Astronomical

Society. He makes the aberration to be extremely near to

2o.y : which result is the more entitled to confidence, as it

does not differ more than one-tenth of a second from the

mean of all the results previously obtained.

It is well known that solar light is composed of several

colours, which admit of separation from one another. The
lb>hi of the stars is also compounded of se\eral colours;

for though different tinges predominate in different stars,

no one gives a perfectly pure colour. The phenomenon of

agnation proves that these different lights move with the

same velocity : for two lights, moving with different veloci-

ties from the same star, would give different quantities of

aberration : that is, would make differently coloured images

oft lie star in different places, that image being nearest to

the real place of the star, the colour of which moves with the

greatest velocity. But as no indication of such an appear-

ance i.; observable in the very l>est telescopes, we are, there-

fore, bound to conclude, that all the different coloured light

of which white light is composed, moves with the same velo-

city. For the determination of the velocity of light from

the aberration, see the article Light.
We have hitherto considered only the case of a star

which has no motion of its own ; let us now take that of a

planet, comet, or the moon, which moves while the earth

moves. Let the planet move from A to a, and the earth

from k to e, in the time which it takes the

light to move from the planet to the earth.

Then, by what has been said, the earth at e

receives the ray \e, which is imagined to be in

the direction he ; and if the planet had re-

mained fixed at a, Aen would have been the

al>erration, or the angle contained between its

true and its apparent direction. But in the

meanwhile the planet has moved to a, and if

light were transmitted instantaneously, would
appear in the direction ea. Hence a en is the aberra-

tion : that is, to the former angle, the planet's motion round
*>, during the passage of the light, must be added or sub-

tracted, according as the earth and planet move in the

contrary or same directions. The greatest aberration of

Mercury is nearly one minute ; that of the moon only two-

thirds of a second. To the sun, which has no motion of its

own, the rule for a star in the ecliptic may be applied

:

recollecting, however, that as a line drawn from the sun to

the earth is always at right angles, or very nearly so, to the

direction of the earth's motion, the aberration is always at

its greatest value, or nearly so, and is nearly 20.J".

In the preceding account we have omitted two circum-
stances, which would only have perplexed the reader : firstly,

every star changes its place on account of the precession of

the equinoxes. [See Precession.] This was known to

Bradley, who was, therefore, obliged to allow for this change,
before he could pretend to assign that arising from any other

phenomenon ; secondly, the motion of the earth not being
perfectly circular, but slightly elliptical, the quantity of aber-

ration must be a little modified on that account. The effect

of this will be seen in the article Reduction.
ABERRATION, in Optics. The most perfect mirror,

or lens, which could be made, would be one in which all the

ravs which come from one point should be reflected or re-

fracted to another point. Owing to the practical difficulties

in the way of forming such a mirror or lens, the spherical

form is adopted, of which it can only be said, that instead of

returning to a point all the rays coming from a point, it con-

denses so many of them near a particular point, that an ap-

parent image is formed at that point. The point near which

most rays are collected is called the focus, and the distance

at which a ray cuts any line passing through the focus is

called its aberration with respect to that line. For a discus-

sion of this subject, see Lens. Again, when light is refracted

through any transparent medium, its different colours have
different foci ; for the cause and phenomena of which see

Achromatic. The aberrations arising from these two

causes are generally known by the names of spherical

aberration and chromatic aberration.

ABERVSTWITH, a town on the coast of Cardiganshire,

in South Wales, near the outlet of the joint streams of the

Ystwith and Rheidiol, over the latter of which rivers, above

their junction, is a neat stone bridge. It was formerly de
fended by walls and by a castle, but these are now in ruins.

The streets are narrow* and ill paved, and the houses covered

with the black slate of the country'. It is a busy place ; and
in addition to its commerce, and its fisheries of cod, whiting,

herring, and mackarel, some woollen manufactures are

carried on, and small vessels built. Its exports are woollen

goods, calamine, lead ore, and pig lead ; its imports, coal,

iron, and the articles of ordinary consumption. It has also

become of late a place of resort for sea-bathing. The har-

bour is inconsiderable, and a bar keeps out vessels of much
size. The \esscls belonging to the port amounted, in 18*29,

(according to a Parliamentary Return) to 120, with a tonnage
of 04*23. Charles I. established a mint here for coining

silver, chiefly for the payment of the neighbouring miners •

the money was stamped on both sides with the feathers, to

show that it was coined in Wales. It has a national school.

Population, in 1831, 41 '28. Aberystwith, in conjunction

with Cardigan, Lampeter, and Adpar, returns one member
to Parliament. Abcrvstwith is 39 miles N. E. of Cardigan,

and 208 W.N.W. of London. Lat. 52'' 24' N., long.
4^ .V W.
ABETTOR. The etymology of this word is somewhat

uncertain : it may be derived from the Saxon betan, to push
forward, or incite. An abettor is an instigator or setter

on—one that procures another to commit a crime. If an
abettor, or, as he is then usually termed, aider and abet-

tor, be present at the time of committing the crime, he is

treated as a principal : if absent, he becomes an acces-

sary before the fact. [See Accessaries.] It is to be ob-

served, that the presence spoken of is not necessarily an ac-

tual presence within sight or hearing of the fact, for there are

circumstances of connexion with the principal actor which
the law will construe into a presence, although, in fact, the
party may have been absent, as in the case where one man
commits a robbery or murder, while another keeps watch or
guard at some convenient distance. Here the keeping watch
is such a direct assistance in the commission of the crime as
will amount to a constructive presence.

Aiders and abettors are distinguished from the absolute

perpetrators of a crime by being denominated principals in
the second degree, whilst the latter are called principals in

the first degree. Formerly, the punishment of principals in

the two degrees was, in most cases, different ; but now, by
the statute 7 and 8 George IV., cap. 29, principals in the
first and second degrees, and accessaries before the fact, are
all made liable to the same punishment.
ABEYANCE is a legal term derived from the French

buyer* to expect. It is used with reference to a freehold

or an inheritance ; and the expression that the freehold or
inheritance is in abeyance, imports that such freehold or
inheritance is not vested in any one, but is in expectation and
suspense, ready to descend upon, and vest in the parties (if

any such there be), who shall first fill the character required
by the particular quality of the estate. This suspense of the
freehold or inheritance, especially of the former, is so repug-
nant to the general principles of the laws which regulate the
tenure of land in England, that it is not allowed except where
it is unavoidable. By the old law of this country, it was
always necessary that some person should be in existence,

as the representative of the fee or freehold for the discharge
of the feudal duties, and to answer the actions which might
be brought for the fief; and by this means the maxim arose
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that the freehold of lands could never be in abeyance. Still

it was always admitted that both the inheritance and the
freehold might, in some cases, be in abeyance. Thus, in

the case of glebe lands belonging to parsons, and of lands
held by bishops and other corporations sole, the inheritance

k and must always be in abeyance, as no one can, under
any circumstances, be entitled to more than an estate for life

in these lands ; and during a vacancy of the church, the free-

hold is in abeyance ; for, no parson being actually appointed,

it cannot possibly reside in any one, nor can the freehold be
in the patron, who, though he possesses a right to present to

the benefice, has no direct interest in the land annexed to it

In this case, the law acknowledges a necessity that the

freehold or inheritance should for a time be in suspense or in

abeyance, but such an abeyance is always discouraged as

much as possible, and is never permitted by the law to be
created by the voluntary acts of parties. Therefore if a man
grant land in such a manner that thefreehold would, if the

deed were allowed to operate, be in abeyance, the law comes
forward and declares the deed granting such an estate to be
void; and if the grant be so framed that the inheritance

would be in abeyance, the law declares that the inheritance

shall remain in the person making the conveyance. The
object of this rule of law is to prevent the possibility of the

freehold subsisting for a time without an owner, an evil

which it guards against with the greatest vigilance ; and
therefore, if, as in the case last put, land is so granted that

by possibility upon the death of one person there may be no
one otherwise entitled to take immediate possession, the law
appoints the grantor to supply the gap, if any should occur

;

and though he had, as he considered and intended, parted

with all his interest, another rule of law, which will be more
fhUy considered in treating of contingent remaindered then
steps in and gives him the land for ever. Titles of Honour
are also sometimes said to be in abeyance, as where the per-

sons next in inheritance, to the last possessor, are several

females, or co-parceners. In this case the title is not ex-

tinct but is in abeyance ; and may be revived at any time at

the nomination of the king, who by his prerogative is said to

be the fountain of honours and dignities. Several instances

of the exercise of this prerogative are on record both in

ancient and modern times. [See ' Coke upon Littleton* 1 65, a
notes 16, 17.]

AB1B, the first month of the Hebrew year, now more
generally known by the Chaldee name Nisan. This month
:s first mentioned by name in Exodus xiiL 4. 'This day
came ye out in the month of Abib ;' and in the second verse

of the preceding chapter it is appointed to be the beginning
of the year.

On the 14th of this month, in the evening, the great

festival of the Passover commences, according to the precept

in Exodus xiL 18. 'In the first month, on the fourteenth

day of the month, at even, ye shall eat unleavened bread/

&c At sunset the paschal lamb is killed, the use of un-
leavened bread begins, and all senile labour ceases. A
theafofbarley was gathered on the evening of the 15th, and
offered up on the 16th as the first fruits of the harvest.

The reaping commences the next day. The eating of un-

leavened bread finishes on the 21st

In the calendar of the modern Jews, Abib is no longer

the beginning of the year, its place being usurped by Tisri,

which was anciently the seventh month. Abib contains

thirty days, and must not begin on Monday, Wednesday, or

Friday. In those cases where the beginning would foil re-

gularly on one of those days, the occurrence is obviated by
adding or taking away a day of the preceding year.

The fast of the death of Joshua is celebrated on the 26th

day of the month, unless it should happen to be Sabbath,

when the last is postponed to the day following, or Sunday.

This month begins on the first appearance of the new
moon nearest the vernal equinox, or tne 21 st of March. In

IB 33 the first of Abib will be on the 21st of March, on
which day the new moon falls.

The word Abib signifies ' an ear of corn ;' and the month,

without doubt, received its name from the season in which

it occurred, as the corn was then in ear in Egypt and

Palestine.^-^^
Abib is fWPttame given by the modern Coptic Christians

to their month which begins on the 25th of June. The
Coptic name is Epip.

ABIES, in Botany (the Fir), a genus of trees of the coni-

ferous tribe, well-known for the valuable timber that is pro-

duced by many of the species. It was formerly considered

a part of the genus Pinus itself; but modern botanists have
followed the popular practice, and have distinguished it. The
origin of the Latin name is unknown ; that of the English
appellation is the Saxon furh-wudu, fir-wood.

Generic Character.
Flowers monoecious*
Males. Catkins simple, solitary, terminal, or axillary.

Stamens obtuse, and often callous at the apex, terminated by
a jagged membrane.
Females. Catkins somewhat cylindrical ; their scales

two-flowered, imbricated, and having frequently at their base
externally a bractea, which is either very short or length-
ened beyond the scales themselves, and terminated by a
taper point
Cones more or less cylindrical ; the scales imbricated and

woody, but not thickened at the extremity; seeds ending
in a membranous wing.
Embryo about the length of the seed, with several closely-

packed cotyledons.

Trees of various sizes, usually with a straight, corneal, un-
divided trunk, from which proceed spreading, horizontal, or
drooping branches, arranged in a pyramidal manner. Leave*
either solitary, or collected in little fascicles, deciduous or
evergreen.

From Pinus, or the pine-tree, the fir is obviously distin-

guished by its more pyramidal form, and by its leaves
arising singly from around the stem, not by twos, or threes,

or a greater number, from out of a membranous shrivel-

ling sheath, as well as by the characters in the fructification

above described. Its species form four very natural tribes,,

of the first of which, the silver fir may be taken as the re-

presentative ; of the second, the Norway spruce ; of the third,,

the larch ; and of the fourth, the cedar of Lebanon. A»
most of these are interesting either for the excellence oftheir
wood or as objects of ornament, we shall briefly notice alt

that are at present known. Those who wish for further in-

formation should consult Mr. Lambert's Monograph of the
Genus Pinus—L. C, Richards Mcmoire sur les Coniferes—
Michauxs Histoire des Arbres Fbrestiers de tAmbrique
Septentrionale, $c.

Sect. I. Leaves growing singly round the branches,and
all turned towards one side.

—

Silvers.
No. 1. Abies Picea, the Silver Fir (Abies pectinata, De

Candolle Ft. Franf., ii. 275 ; Pinus Picea, Linrurus Sp.pL
1420 ; Lambert, t. 40). Leaves arranged like the teeth of a.

^Silver Fir.]

comb somewhat emargmate, of a whitish colour underneath-

Cones erect, with very blunt closely -pressed scales, which*

* In the article Abixj, and in subsequent article* of a similar description*

it will be necessary to use some technical words which may present s diffi-
* unacquainted with the terms of Botany. As few ofculty to the reader who is t

such woeds as possible will be employed

;

will be given under the article Botajiy.
and a complete Glossary of then
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are much shorter than the taper-pointed indexed braetea?.

A native of the mountains of the middle and south of

Europe, in stony, dry, exposed situations. Its favourite

district seems to be on the Pollino and in the lbrest of

Rubia, in the kingdom of Naples, where it is found in all

its grandeur, often growing from 130 to 150 feet in height,

and richly meriting the name pu/cherrima (most beau-

tiful), applied to it by Virgil. This tree is readily known
by its leaves having their points all turned towards the sky,

and being mealy underneath, as well as by its long, erect,

stalkless cones, of a greenish-purple colour, bristling with

retiexed taper points of the braetea? that, subtend the scales.

It is the m'pin of the French. Planks of indifferent quality,

on account of their softness, are sawn from its trunk, which

also yields Burgundy pitch and Strasburgh turpentine.

For its successful cultivation in this country it requires

strong land, such as will suit the oak, and a sheltered situa-

tion : it will then become a very large tree. From a com-
munication to Mr. Lambert, it appears that trees have been

felled which, at 100 years of age, contained six loads, or

240 cubic feet, of timber. It is said by some to grow slowly

for the first fifteen years, but afterwards with great rapidity.

A plant in Wuburn Park is recorded to have grown for 110

years at the rate of one foot in height and nearly three

and a half cubic feet per annum. Its trunk sometimes
arrives at 1.50 feet in height, and six feet in diameter.

Antiquarians, not considering that this plant is the real

abies palcherrima of Virgil, and of the Roman authors,

have lost themselves in vain attempts to reconcile the de-

claration of Ca?sar (v. P2), that he found in Britain all

the trees of Gaul, except the beech and abies, with the

well-known fact that fir-wood is abundant in our ancient

mosses, and has been met with even beneath the foundations

of Roman roads. What Cresar meant was, no doubt, that

he did not meet with the silver fir in Britain ; of the pine he
says nothing, and therefore it is to be presumed that he
found it.

No. 2. Abies Sibiriea, the Siberian Silver Fir (Pinus Sibi-

rka and Pinus Piehta of tlui garden*). Scarcely anything
certain has been published of this tree, which, according to

Linnams, Mr. Lambert, and others, is the same as the Abies
picea, our No. 1, but which Russian botanists distinguish as

a particular species. Gmelin describes it as a native of all

parts of Siberia as far as 58 N. lat. in mountainous regions,

especially in the upper country lying between the Irtisch

and the Ob, where it forms dense woods. The Russians call

it pichta j or fir.

No. 3. Abies grandis, Great Californian Fir (Pinus gran-
dis, Douglas and Lambert). Leaves long, narrow, very blunt,

whitish beneath, all turned one way. Cones oblong, erect,

rather curved, with very broad, uneven, downy scales, which
arc longer than the bracteae.—Found, by Mr. Douglas, in

low, moist valleys in northern California, where it attains

the height of 200 feet. The wood is soft, white, and of in-

ferior quality. Cones from three to four inches long;
braetea? very short, jagged, two-lobed, with a short inter-

mediate point.

No. 4. Abies Balsamea, the Balm of Gilead Fir (Abies Bal-
samifera, Michaux, Hist., vol. i. p. 145, tab. 14 ; Pinus Bal-
samea, Lambert, t. 4 1 ). Leaves flat, silvery-white beneath,

either emarginate or entire at the point, all curved towards

the upper side. Cones cylindrical, oblong, erect, purple,

with rounded, even, undivided scales.— Found, along with
Abies nigra and alba, in the coldest parts of North America,
but always in detached individuals, never in large masses.

It extends also along the ridge of the Alleghanies as fiir

as the crests of the mountains of North Carolina. It forms
a small slender tree, rarely more than forty feet high, with

a diameter of from twelve to fifteen inches. The cones are

four or five inches long, and about an inch in diameter. Its

wood is light, of a pale yellow colour, and but slightly resi-

nous ; it is of little value, and is chiefly split up into staves

for ush-harrels, for which, however, it is less fit than the

"Weymouth pine and the red variety of the black spruce fir.

The English name has been given in consequence of a re-

semblance between the clear, transparent greenish-yellow

turpentine, which is obtained from numerous cysts in its

nark, and the Balm of Gilead of the shops ; it is commonly
known under the name of Canadian balsam. In Eng-
land this is a small tree of very ornamental appear-

ance, when young, on the sHits of plantations, but it rarely

acquires any considerable sue. The finest plants are said to

be at Longleat, the seat of the Marquess of Bath,

No. 5. Abies nobilis, Largc-braeted Fir (Pinus nobilis, Dou~
glas and Lambert). Leaves ver\ nnmerous, falcate, all turned
one way, of nearly the same colour on both sides. Cones
oblong, erect, with rounded broad scales concealed by the
long wedge-shaped two-lobed jagged scales, which are bent
back, and terminate abruptly in a rigid elongated point. A
majestic tree, forming vast forests upon the mountains of
northern California, where it was found by Mr. Douglas.
The timber is said to be of excellent quality. The cones are
about six inches long.

No. o. Abies Frazeri, the Double Balsam Fir (Pinus Fra-
zeri, Pursh, F/nr. Amer. Sept., 2GV.) : Lamb., vol. i., t. 42).
* Leaves linear, emarginate, silvery-white beneath. Cones
oblong, squarrose. Bract eas somewhat leafy, inversely cor-

date, mucronate, reflexed.' Lambert.—A native of the moun-
tains of Carolina and Pennsylvania. Pursh is the only
botanist who appears to have seen this species in its native
situations. According to Mr. Lambert it is little more than
a shrub, seldom exceeding ten feet, and more frequently,

at least in this country, much under that height. That
botani>t considers it well suited for lawns and pleasure-

grounds in situations when? it is wanted to break particular

lines, but not to interrupt the view. A fine specimen exists

in the nursery of Mr. Lee, at Hammersmith.
No. 7. Abies IVebbiana, Webbs Fir (Pinus "Webbiana,

JVallieh. Cat. ; Lambert, t. 44 ; Pinus spectabilis, Lam-
bert). Leaves linear, solitary, flat, all-spreading, and turned
one way, silvery-white beneath, with a deep notch at (he ex-
tremity. Cones oblong, erect, obtuse, with very broad,

rounded, even scales. According to the account of Captain
Webb, who first discovered it, this remarkable species attains

the height of eighty or ninety feet, with a diameter near the
ground of three or four feet. Its wood seems to be valuable;
in India it is used by plane-makers. From what has been
reported of its general appearance, it is probably one of the
most interesting species that has yet been discovered. In-
habiting the colder regions of northern India, and found
among a flora that is more Siberian in its character than
Indian, there can be no reasonable doubt of its being well
able to withstand the rigor of the winters of this country.
Plants that have been obtained for our gardens, within the
last few years, have an air of health and robust itreng;th

that promises most favourably for its introduction as a
common forest-tree. They are, however, like the Norway
spruce, and many others, not adapted to bear frost after they
have once begun to grow. High and dry stations, where the
late frosts of spring are little felt, woidd, it is to be presumed,
be the most eligible for experiments upon its naturalization.

The natives call it onmur, and extract an indigo or purple
pigment from the cones, which are represented in Indian
drawings as strikingly beautiful.

No. 8. Abies Canadensis, the Hemlock Spruce Fir (Mi~
ehau.r, Histoire, vol. i., p. 137, t. 13; Pinus Canadensis,
Lambert, t. 4.3). Leaves Hat, arranged irregularly in two rows ;

when young, downy as well as the young slender branches.
Cones very small, ovate, sharp pointed, with rather acute,
even, entire scales : seeds very small.—The most northerly
situation in which this tree is found is about Hudson's Bay,
in lat. 5T. Near Quebec it forms extensive forests; In
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Vermont, and the upper part
of New Hampshire, it is extremely common ; but in the
middle and southern states it is confined to the Alle-
ghanies and their dependent ridges, where it inhabits
the sides of torrents and the bleakest situations. It is a noble
species, rising to the height .of seventy or eighty feet, and
measuring from two to three feet in diameter. It appears
to be of slow growth, not arriving at its full dimensions in
less than 200 years. When from twenty -five to thirty feet

high its form is exceedingly elegant, but when old its huge
limbs are apt to lie rent and broken by winds and snow

;

and their naked stumps sticking out beyond the young and
verdant foliage, give the trees an air of decrepitude and
decay. The wood is of little \alue, being neither sound nor
durable : it is chiefly employed for the manufacture of laths
and for coarse in-door work. The bark is exceedingly valu-
able for tanning ; mixed with oak-bark, it is said to be much
better than oak-bark alone. It bears clipping well, and
is therefore adapted, like the yew, to the construction of
live-fences. A great deal of the essence of spruce is ex-
tracted from its shoots.

No. 0. Abies ftrunoniana, the Deciduous Silver Fir (Pinus
Brunoniana,/r<////V7!. Phnit. A\. rari^r. vol. iii. p 2 J, tab. vM7 ;

P. dumosa, Lambert
t

t. 40). Leaves flat, all turned ono
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way, serrulate towards the points, covered beneath with a
milk-white bloom. Cones terminal, erect, ovate, blunt, very
small, with lax, ovate, very blunt scales.—Found in the

northern parts of India in the provinces of
Nepal, Butan, and Gossam Than, where it is

known by the names tangthing and changa-
thasi'dhtm. A tree seventy or eighty feet

high, with a clear trunk of from fifteen to

twenty feet, and a spreading, very branchy
head. Leaves about an inch long, falling off

at a very early period, and so exceedingly
deciduous, that the slightest shake of the
branch is sufficient to detach them ; very
bright green, and shining. Cone not above

an inch long, pale brown, nearly smooth, with several

minute scales at its base ; the scales ovate and very obtuse,

subtended by a short kidney-shaped bractea. Seeds very

small. The wood is of bad quality, being liable to warp, on
which account it is not employed.

No. 1 0. Abies religiosa,the Sacred Mexican Pir (Schlecthend.

in Litntea, v. 77 ; Pinus religiose, Humboldt and Kunth,
Nov. gen. et sp. pi. vol. ii. p. 5 ; Lambert, t. 43). Young
branches quite smooth. Leaves arranged in two rows, sharp

pointed, covered beneath with a glaucous bloom.—Found by
Humboldt on the lower hills of Mexico, between Masatla
and Chilpantzingo, at an elevation of 4000 feet. Deppe and
Schiede round it upon the cold mountains of Orizaba, at the

highest limit of arborescent vegetation. It is described as

a lofty tree, resembling Abies picea and balsamea, from which
it is distinguished by its sharp-pointed leaves. The flowers are

unknown. The branches are used for adorning the churches

in Mexico. According to Mr. Lambert, the cones are like

those of the cedar of Lebanon, but smaller, and almost

black. The Mexicans call it ovamel. From specimens

brought by Mr. Graham from Mexico, we should suppose

this to be a very beautiful tree ; the leaves are longer, and the

branches more slender than those of any other of the Silver

tribe.

No. 1 1 . Abies hirtella, the Hairy Fir (Pinus hirtella, Hum-
boldt and Kunth, Nov. gen. et sp. pi. ii. p. 5). Young
branches covered with hairs. Leaves arranged in two rows,

flat, acute, covered with glaucous bloom beneath.—Known
only from the incomplete account of Humboldt, who found

it on the mountains of Mexico near El Guarda, between

Guchilaque and the city of Mexico, growing at an elevation

of between 8000 and 9000 feet. He describes it as a small

tree, three or four times as high as a man. Its cones and
flowers are wholly unknown. The leaves are about an inch

and a quarter long.

No. 12. Abies Smithiana, the Indian Silver Fir (Pinus
Smithiana, Wallicfi. Plant.

As. rarior., vol. iii. p. 24, t.

24G). Leaves slender, four-

cornered, whitish beneath,
a little turned towards one
side. Cones erect, ovate-

oblong, with obovate, round-
ed, even scales.—A native of

the mountains next the Hi-
malayeh, where it is called

by the natives raga. A tree

ofenormous size, with nearly

opposite branches, covered

with short down, and so ar-

ranged as to form generally

two rows. Leaves dark green,

from an inch to an inch and
a half in length. Cones from
four to six inches long, brown,
very even, and covered with

a glaucous bloom. Seeds
small. Nothing more is

known of this plant, which is

only described in Dr. Wal-
lich's work above quoted.

Skct.II. Leaves growing
singly round tho branches,

and all spreading equally.

—

Spruces.
No. 1. Abies excelsa, the

Norway Spruce Fir (DeCand.
Ft. Fran?., 3.275; Pinus abies,

[Cgne gf the Indian Slim Fli.] £jnHt gp, p/. H2 1 ). Leaves

scattered, somewhat four-cornered, mucronate. Cones cylin-

drical, pendulous, with blunt, wavy, slightly-toothed scales.-—

Native of the mountainous parts of the north of Europe,
where it sometimes constitutes, as in Norway, the principal

timber. It is found all over Siberia as high as 70° N. Int.

;

in that region it is considered by the wandering tribes a
certain sign of the presence of springs of fresh water, for it

is only seen in moist and springy places ; a property trans-

ferred to Abies picea by the late Sir James Smith, who has
most strangely misapplied the statement of the Russian
botanist Gmelin. When growing singly in rich soil, sepa-

rate from other trees, this forms one of the most beautiful

objects that can be imagined, with its long, drooping branches
touching the very ground, and its regularly pyramidal figure

:

but in other situations, in plantations where the trees are

crowded and deprived of their lower branches by want of

light and air, it becomes, after nine or ten years, an inele-

gant plant of little value except to be cut for poles. When

[Norway Sprue* Fir.]

in perfection, and occasionally it arrives at its greatest per-

fection in this country, it acquires a stature of 150 feet; its

wood is of a white colour, of a fine even grain, and very

durable : in the market it is known under the name of white

or Christiania deal. In Norway it arrives at maturity in

seventy or eighty years. Trees of such an age are what are

usually cut down for exportation, and each yields on an
average three pieces of timber, eleven or twelve feet long.

The spruce is readily known by its leaves of one uniform

dull green colour, spread equally round the branches, and
by its long pendant cones.

No. 2. Abies orientalis, the Oriental Fir (Pinus orientalis,

Linn. sp. pi. 1421 ; Lambert, t. 39). Leaves very short, uni-

formly imbricated, quadrangular, with a callous point. Cones
ovate, cylindrical, pendulous, their scales somewhat rhomboid.

To botanists this is known chiefly bv a figure published by
Mr. Lambert after a drawing by Aubriet, the celebrated

draughtsman, who accompanied Tournefort in his journey to

the Levant It was found by that traveller in the mountains

south-east of Trebisond, above the convent of St. John. It

has been subsequently met with by Russian botanists in the

woods of Mingrelia, and near Teflis by Sir Gore Ouseley
;

but little has been added to our knowledge of the species.

The young branches are said to be hairy. The leaves are

very short and dense. The cones are small and pendulous,

of an ovate, tapering figure.

No. 3. Abies alba, the White Spruce Fir (Michaux, Hist.,

vol. i. p. 136, L 12; Pinus alba, Lambert, t 36). Leaves

rather glaucous, spreading equally round the branches, four-

cornered, somewhat pungent. Cones narrow, oval, tapering

towards the point, with even, undivided scales. Found along

with Abies nigra in the colder regions of North America

;

according to Michaux it does not advance so far to the north-
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ward as that species, from which it is known not only by its

smaller size, the trunks rarely exceeding forty or fifty feet

in height, but also by the bluish cast, \\1iich characterizes

the foliage, and which gives it a much lighter appearance

than the sombre abies nigra Dr. Richardson, however,

states that it was the most northerly tree observed in Frank-

lin's Polar journey. The timber is of inferior quality.

From the fibres of the wot, macerated in water, the Cana-

dians prepare the thread with which they sew together the

birch-bark that forms their canoes. Its resin is also used to

render the seams water-tight. Mr. I^ambert appears to

have been misinformed as to the essence of spruce being

prepared from the branches of this species, which appears

on the contrary from the statements of Michaux to be care-

fully rejected, because its leaves are thought to impart an

unpleasant flavour. The bark is said to be occasionally

used for tanning. Milton Abbey in Dorsetshire, and the

grounds of the Earl of Tankerville at Walton, are named
by Mr. Lambert as stations where line specimens of this

species may be seen.

No. 4. Abies nigra, the Black, or Red, Spruce Fir

(Michaux, Hist., vol.i. p. 125, 1. 11 ; Pinus nigra and rubra,

Lambert Monogr., t37 and 38). Leaves spreading equally

round the stem, short, four-cornered. Cones ovate-oblong,

obtuse with ragged rounded scales.—Native of the most in-

clement regions of North America, especially in swampy
situations and in the valleys between ridges of low hills,

where the soil is deep black and humid. In such situations

are found the finest forests of this species, and there, although

the trees are so crowded together as often not to be more than

four or five feet apart, the timber arrives at the height of

seventy or eighty feet, with a diameter of from fifteen to

twenty inches. The firs in the landscapes of northern

scenery illustrating Captain Franklin* s Polar Expedition

are of this species, which, however. Dr. Richardson did not

observe higher than 65' N. lat. The trunk is remarkable

for the perfect regularity with which it diminishes from the

base upwards. The head is of a regularly pyramidal figure,

the branches spreading almost horizontally, and not in-

clining towards the earth, as in the Norway spruce. The
timber is of great value on account of its strength, lightness,

and elasticity. It is employed for the yards of ships ; and
in America, in districts where the oak is scarce, also for

their knees : floors are occasionally laid with it, but it is not

well adapted for this usage, as the planks are apt to split.

From its young branches is extracted the essence of spruce,

so well known as a useful antiscorbutic in long voyages;

and not from those of the Abies alba, according to Michaux,
By some it has been thought that North America produces

a red as well as a black spruce, the former being of better

quality than the latter ; but the researches of Michaux show
that what differences exist are due exclusively to the influ-

ence of soil, and have no dependence upon specific pecu-

liarities.

According to Mr. Lambert, the curious dwarf spruce,

called Pinus clanbrasiliana, is probably a variety of abies

nigra.

No. 5. Abies Douglasii, the Douglas Fir (Pinus taxifolia,

[Cone of Douglas Fir.}

Lambert Monogr., No. 43 ; Pinus Douglasii, Id. t. 47 and 48).

Leaves spreading equally, deep green, whitish beneath,

obtuse. Cones cemuous, ovate-oblong, with rather" uneven
cartilaginous scales, much shorter than the bractea?, which
are three-toothed, the lateral teeth being membranous, with

the intermediate ones much longer and more rigid.—Accord-

ing to Mr. Douglas, the discoverer of this gigantic species,

it is found in immense forests in North-West America from

43 to 52 N. lat. The trunks vary' from two to ten feet in

diameter, and from 100 to 180 feet in height. Occasionally it

arrives at still greater dimensions ; there still exists, near iW
George, on the Colombia River a stump which, without the

bark, and at three feet from the ground, measures forty eight

feet in circumference. An evergreen tree, with an erect,

taper trunk, which when old is covered with a rough, nigged
bark from six to nine inches thick, abounding in a clear

yellow resin, and making excellent iuel. The young branches

have their bark filled with receptacles of resin, as in the

balm of Gilead. The timber is heavy, firm, of as deep a

colour as yew, with very few knots, and not in the least

liable to warp. We have a plank now before us, which, after

standing some years in a hot room, is as straight, and its

grain as compact, as the first day it was planed. The
growth is exceedingly rapid ; we have seen a branch three

inches in diameter which was not more than eight years old.

The aspect of the young branches is so deep a green, that

they seem as if they were more nearly of the nature of a

yew than of a spruce. In the autumn their buds are very

prominent and bright brown. The cones are remarkable
for the long tridentate bract© which stick out far beyond the

scales themselves.

A considerable number of plants of this important species

are now scattered among the parks and woods of this coun-

try, some hundreds having been raised and distributed by

the Horticultural Society. It appears to suit this climate

perfectly, and to be likely to prove more valuable than even

the larch itself, being evergreen, and fully as hardy.

No. 6. Abies Menziesii, the Menzies Fir (Pinus Mcn-
ziesii, Dougias, Lambert). Leaves very short, rigid, rather

sharp-pointed, whitish beneath, spreading regularly round the

stem, very deciduous. Cones oblong, composed of very lax,

ragged retuse, ovate, thin scales, much longer than the

narrow, serrated, concealed bracteaa. Buds ovate, acute, co-

vered with resin.—A native of Northern California, where it

was found by JJr. Douglas, wlio describes the wood as being

of excellent quality. The cones, which are about three inches,

long, arc extremely different from those of any other species.

The branches, deprived of their leaves, are covered with

thin, hard, projecting bases, which give them a singularly

tuberculated appearance.

Sect. III. Leaves growing in] clusters ; deciduous.

—

Larches.
By some botanists this section is considered essentially

different from Abies ; but the want of any clear, distinctive

characters, eithep in the male of growth or the organs of

fructification, induces us to concur with Linnaeus, Jussieu,
and Richard, in considering the larch the same genus as

the spnice. The leaves of the former are clustered or fas-

ciculated, merely in consequence of the universal r.on-

development of lateral branches ; so that the leaves them-
selves make their appearance without a perceptible central
axis. Tins is proved not only in the cedar of Lebanon, but
even in the larch itself, by numerous cases where the branches
being less abortive than usual, lengthen enough to display
their real nature.

No. 1. Abies Larix, the Common Larch Fir {Pick.
Monogr. Conif. 164, t. 13 ; Pimm Larix, Linn, sp.pl. 1427

,

Larix Europaca, De Cand. Fl. Fran?., 3.277). Leaves clus-
tered, deciduous. Cones ovate-oblong, blunt.—A native of
the mountains of the middle of Europe, of Russia, and of
Siberia. In the latter country it is the commonest of all

trees, delighting in dry, elevated situations, where it forms
vast forests, sparingly intermixed with pines. Its trunk
grows very erect, with graceful drooping branches, gradually
diminishing from the base to the apex, and giving it a
regularly pyramidal form. In the spring, when its young-
leaves have just burst into life, it has a peculiar bright
yellowish- green tint, which is possessed by no other tree of
our forests. The larch has been now, for many years, exten-
sively cultivated upon barren, exposed land, both in England
and Scotland, and it has been found one of the most profit-

able of all trees to the planter, provided the land be u ell

drained ; but it will not succeed in swampy situations. It
grows with great rapidity, is subject to very few accidents,

transplants with but little risk, and produces timber of great
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excellence and value, not only for domestic but for naval
purposes. In mountainous districts in Scotland the Duke
of Athol has planted it in immense quantities ; and it ap-
pears, from a report of that nobleman to the Horticultural

Society, that in situations 1500 to 1600 feet above the level

[The Larch.]

of the sea, he has felled trees, eighty years old, that have

each yielded six loads of the finest timber. Three varieties

are mentioned by botanical writers ; of these the first is re-

markable for the young cones being pale green instead of

crimson ; the second has a weeping habit : both these are

natives of the Tyrol. The third sort is of a slow, stunted

growth, and an inelegant appearance, leafing early, and very

subject to injury from spring frosts ; it was raised by the

Duke of Athol from Archangel seeds.

From the boiled inner bark, mixed with rye-flour, and

afterwards buried for a few hours in the snow, the hardy

Siberian hunters prepare a sort of leaven, with which they

supply the place of common leaven when the latter is de-

stroyed, as it frequently is, by the intense cold to which

banters are exposed in the pursuit of game.

The bark of the larch is nearly as valuable to the tanner

as oak-bark ; it also produces the substance called Venice

turpentine, which flows in abundance when the lower part

of the trunk of old trees is wounded. A sort of manna,

called Brian^on manna, is exuded from its leaves in the

form of a white flocculent substance, which finally becomes

concreted into small lumps.

It is believed that this species was the 7rm/« of the ancient

Greeks. The origin of the more modern word larix is Un-

certain. By some it is derived from the Celtic lar, fat, in

allusion to its unctuous, inflammable resin ; by others from

the Welsh liar, wide-spreading : it is, however, more likely

to have been in some way connected with the word Varis,

which appears, from a very curious paper by Mr. Drummond
Hay, reaa some time since to the Horticultural Society, to

be the Berber name of a large coniferous tree found in Ri£

or Er rif, and in all the higher sierras of Marocco.

No. 2. Abies microcarpa, the Red Larch Fir (PinuB

microcarpa, Lambert, t 50). Leaves clustered, deciduous.

Cones oblong, small ; their scales erect, close-pressed, the

npper ones much smaller than the lower.—A graceful tree,

with much of the habit of the common larch, from which its

very small cones, ofa bright purple in the summer, readily dis-

tinguish it.—A native ofNorth America. This is by no means

to well adapted to the planters' purposes as the common

larch, growing very much smaller. According to the Duke

of Atnol, who cultivated this in his larch-plantations in

Scotland, trees, when fifty years old, do not contain one-

third as many cubic feet as the common larch. The wood

is so heavy that it will scarcely swim in water.

No. 3. Abies pendula, the Black Larch Fir (Pinus pen-
dula, Lambert, t 49). Leaves clustered, deciduous. Cones
oblong, with numerous spreading scales, which gradually

diminish from the base to the apex of the cones. Branches
weak and drooping.—A native of North America, where it

is found growing in a rich clay soil, mixed with sand, in

cold mountainous districts. When cultivated in this coun-
try it is an elegant tree, having a good deal of resemblance
to the common larch, but being of a brighter green colour,

and much more graceful. The leading shoot will often

begin to droop at the height of fifteen or twenty feet from the
ground, and, after gradually acquiring a horizontal direction,

will bend towards the earth so as to form a natural arch of
great beauty. The wood is less valuable than that of the
common larch.

Sect. IV. Leaves growing in clusters; evergreen.

—

Ckdars.
No. 1. Abies Cedrus, the Cedar of Lebanon Fir (Pinus

Cedrus, IAnrueus, Lambert, t. 51). Leaves clustered, ever-

green. Cones oblong, very obtuse, erect, with broad closely-

Kacked scales, which are a little thickened at the margin.

—

fount Lebanon and the range of Taurus are the native spots

of this most stately and magnificent tree, which compensates
for its want of height by its huge wide-spreading arms, each
ofwhich is almost a tree in itself! According to Labillardiere,

a French traveller in Syria, the largest of those now re-

maining on Lebanon is, at least, nine feet in diameter;

the trees are held in great veneration, and a holiday is set

apart for the feast of cedars. Its growth is far from being

so slow as some imagine ; on the contrary, the observations

of those who have cultivated it with care prove that it will

vie in rapidity of growth with almost any forest tree. It

appears from Mr. Lysons' inquiries that there is a tree at

Highclere, the seat of the Earl of Caernarvon, which, when
fifty-eight years old, measured ten feet one inch in circum-

ference at three feet from the ground. Cedar wood has

the reputation of being indestructible • instances have been

named of its having been taken from buildings uninjured

[The Cedar of Lebanon.)

after a lapse of two thousand vears. Mr. Lambert, however,

remarks, with justice, that 'in relation to these properties,

there is much vulgar error and confusion, the cedar of

Lebanon being often confounded with trees of different

genera.' Mr. Lambert conjectures that the Cedrus of the

Greeks was the wood of Cupressus korizoniahs ; Sprengel

refers it to the Jumperus oxycedrus ; but it appears highly

probable, from some interesting observations made at Tangier

by Mr. Drummond Hay, that the indestructible cedar wood

was the beautiful, hard, deep-brown timber of Thuja arto-

culata, the Sandarac tree (see Thuja). The wood of Abies

cedrus produces deal of very indifferent quality.

No. 5. [THE PENNY CYCLOPiBDIA.] Digitized b*WOdg
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No. -1. .Vrtri TV''. 7'.'/'. 7, tho Sacro 1 Tndian Fir (Tinus Doo-
dan, Jsimh.-rt, t. :V2). Leave-, e crgreen, in clusters, acute, tri-

angular, si ill". Cole's growing in pairs, stalked, oval, olttuse,

e:^'-t : the scales closely packed, very broad, and nearly even
at the margin.— A native of the mountains of India near
the town of Rohilcund, on the alps of Nepal and Thibet,

ni a height of lo.Di.M) or 1 *J,uuO fed, and also in the woods
of Almorah. A largo tree, with a trunk about four feet

in diameter, resembling the cedar of Lebanon, from which
it di Hers in having its cones upon stalks and its leaves

longer and more distinctly throe-sided, and also in the qua-

lit) of its timber. According to Mr. Moorcroft, from whose
notes in Mr. Lambert's monograph of the ^oniis, we borrow
much ot* our information, the Hindoos call it the Dcvadara,
or (i »d tree, anil hold it in a sort of veneration. Its wood is

extivmely durable, and so resinous that laths made of it are

u^ed f»r candles. Spars of it have been taken out of Indian
temples, known to have been erected from 200 to 400 years,

uninjured except in those parts which originally were sap-

wood. Mr. Moorcroft procured specimens from the starlings

ot the Zein ool Kuddul bridge, in Ladakh, where it had
been exposed to the water for nearly 400 years. Mr. Lam-
bert -a\ s that its wood takes an excellent polish, being very

close-grained, and perhaps the mo>t valuable of the genus.

A few plants are now "rowing in the gardens of Great Bri-

tain, having been reared from seeds brought from India by
the lion. Mr. Melville: they are too young for us to judge
of their suitableness to this climate, but there is every reason

to !>elie\e that they will be as hardy as the now common
cedar of Lebanon.
Two varieties, or perhaps nearly-related species, called the

Fhinlih and C/iri.sfn rn^/wo, are mentioned by Moorcroft as

iui'ives of the forests of Ladakh.
To the sj)ecic> now enumerated, the following almost un-

known kind> have to he added:

—

No. ;t. J///CV KrrmjiJ'i'ri (Pinus Ka?mpfori, L<tmhrrt.

i! /"//'•//*.. Preface, p.vii. ; Pinus Larix, Thunbt-rn. VI.Jiipnn.>

p. J7')). A native of Japan, found wild upon the mountains
of Take; called, by the natives Lro\i, or J\'ir<i munt-s Xnmi,
ace -rding to Ka-mplor.

No. 4. Ahi's Tlnuihrrgii (Pinna Thunborgii, Lumbrrf.

M>//"Lr f., Preface, p.vii.: Pinus Abies, 'Vlntuh, /7. J<i}irm.,

p. J7'»). A scarce* plant in Japan, where it is found c\cn in

the city of Jeddo, according to Thnnbcrg.
No. "i. .Ibirs M>ir/n\ (Siebold invorliand. Batnav. gc-

n-totsch. xii.,p. 12.) Found in Japan, as well as the two fol-

lowing. Its wood is, according to Siohold, in great estima-

tion on account of its whiteness and fine grain.

No. g. Ahics Torano. Id.

No. 7. Abies Aruru^i. Id. Wood brown ; used tor various

«l'»mesti»' |)urposes.

The genus of resinous plants called Abies, which we have
thus described, comprehend many forest trees of great im-

portance : and it will be, therefore, proper to add a few re-

marks on their cultivation. Some of them, such as the

larch, the Norway spruce, the silver fir, and the balm of

Gilead, are raised in the nurseries annually in the open
ground, in large quantities, for the supply of our plantation**

:

others, such as the cedar of Lebanon and the Douglas fir,

are procured in much less abundance, and are treated with

more care, being usually kept in pots until they are finally

committed to the earth in the situation they may be subse-

quently destined to occupy.

All the species are increased by seeds: they may also be
propagated both by inarching and by cuttings: but it is

taind that plants so obtained are either very shortlived or

stunted, unhealthy, and incapable of becoming vigorous

trees. In some of the species, such as the balm of Gilead

and the silver fir, the scales of the cones readily sepa-

rate from their axis, so as to render the extraction of the
seeds a simple and easy operation: but in others, such as

the larch and the spruce, the scales will neither separate nor
oprn . in such cases it is necessary to dry the cones as much
a^ pos^ibb', thm to split them by means of an instrument
pa>«ed up their axis, and afterwards to thresh the portions so

separated till the sc;m1s can be sit ted out.

Like other resinous seeds, these are perishable unless
sow n w ithin a few months after the cones have been gathered ;

they will, however, keep much longer in the one than if

separated; wherefore, they should always be imported in

that state.

It is usual in the nurseries to sow them in the spring in

berts of light sod, in which no recent manure ha* been

mixed: tboy are buried at various depths, according to tho
force of the vital energy of the species. This has been
found by experience, as it is said, to be one inch for tho
silver fir; half an inch for the spruce, balm of Gilead,

and cedar of Lebanon ; a quarter of an inch for the larch;

and less for the American spruce : it is, however, probable
that these depths are of very little importance. In order to

protect the surface of the beds from being dried while
the young seeds are sprouting, it is generally overspread
with a thin layer of long straw, which is removed as
soon as the crop begins generally to appear. During the
first season the seedlings remain undisturbed ; the only
atlcnlioii they receive being to keep them free from weeds.
In the following spring the young plants are taken up care-

fully, and their roots, being a little shortened, are imbedded
in rows about six inches apart, where they remain for one or

two years. After this they are transplanted into quarters,

in rows a foot or nine inches apart, the plants being about
six inches from each other. Having remained in this situa-

tion for a year, they are fit to be transferred to the plantation,

or they mar stand two years in the quarters, and then be
taken up and replaced in a situation of the same kind, if

circumstances should render such a proceeding desirable.

On no account, however, should they be allowed to remain
in the nursery quarters more than two years at a time with-
out being taken out of the ground, because they are apt to

form long and strong roots, which are destroyed in the pro-
cess of transplantation, so that the life of many must be
either materially injured or wholly sacrificed.

None of the firs should be transplanted at a height ex-
ceeding three feet, for the reason last mentioned; and the
larch is the only kind that will remove advantageously even
at this size. The spruce and its allied species may bo
removed more successfully when from a foot and a half to

two feet high. To this there is no other exception than that
of plants that have been constantly reared in pots, as the
cedar of Lebanon; these may be safely removed at any
si/.e, if the transplantation is carefully attended to, because
their roots are uninjured in the operation. It should, how-
ever, be remembered, in finally planting out large firs which
have been always kept in pots, that it is absolutely neces-
sary that their roots should be spread out among the earth
as much as may be practicable without straining or breaking
them: because, while in pots, they necessarily acquire a
spiral direction, which they will not afterwards lose unless it

is destroyed at the period of final transplantation; and, if

they do not lose it, they are apt to be blown over by high
winds, on account of their roots not having penetrated into

the earth far enough in a horizontal direction to form the
requisite stay to support the trunk and head.

Where great importance is attached to the raising the
seeds of rare species of fir, it has been found a very bene-
ficial practice to place them between two turfs placed n>ot to

root, the one upon the other, ami to watch them till the
seeds begin to sprout : they are then to be sown in the usual
way, when even seed will usually succeed.

No trees are more impatient of pruning than these.

They exude, when wounded, so large a quantity of their

resinous sap as to become weakened even by a few incisions
;

and, if they have sulVered many, they are long before they
recover from the effects. So great is their symmetry, and
so uniformly will their branches form under favourable cir-

cumstances, that it will rarely happen that a necessity for

the use of the pruning-knife can arise. The great rule to

be observed in their management is to allow them ample
room for the extension of their branches; if this is attended
to, their beauty is not only ensured, but the rate at which
they will form their timber will be an ample recompense for

the space they may occupy.

A HIES, in Fossil Botany, a name given by Adolphe
Brongniart to a single incomplete specimen of a fruit resem-
bling that of some spruce fir, but of which not even the
localitv is known. It is called Abies !<trieioi<les.

ABIETINE.E. in Botam inirhard.M<mw:r.Cfmif.US\
a section of Conikkk/K, ornf the Fiu, Tiuhk, comprehending
Abies, Pinus, and the genera that have in modern da\s
been struck oil' from those two. For its botanical characters
see Conifer.*:.

ABINGDON, one of the principal towns in Berkshire,
and a place of great antiquity. Some ha\c canned back its

origin to the time of the Britons. It received its name of
Ahhan dun, or Abben don, the town of the abbey, from the
removal hither of a monastery previously fixed at Bagley
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Wood in the neighbourhood. It was a place of considerable
importance in the period of the Saxon Heptarchy; and
Offa, King of Mercia, had a palace here. The abbey,
which was founded in the twelfth century, nourished under
the fevour of successive princes ; and its revenues, at the
dissolution of religious houses, amounted to nearly 2000/.
per annum. Henry I. was educated in it The town is

pleasantly situated at the junction of the Ock and the
Thames, just above where the Wilts and Berks canal joins
the latter. The streets are spacious, diverging from the
market-place, and are weUpaved and lighted ; the supply
of water is also good. The market-house is an elegant
structure of freestone, and in it is a spacious hall for

transacting public business. The July and October sessions
and the summer assizes are held here. Abingdon returns
one member to Parliament It has a separate jurisdiction,

having obtained a charter of incorporation in the reign of
Philip and Mary, a.d. 1557. There are two handsome
churches, those of St Helen and St. Nicholas; and
meeting-houses for the Baptists, Independents, Quakers,
and Wesleyan Methodists. There is a free grammar-school
well endowed, a national and a British school, and some
other foundations for the purposes of education. There are
also man? alms-houses, in the chief of which (Christ's Hos-
pital) thirty-two poor women are supported. The trade of
Abingdon consists of malting, hemp-dressing, and sack and
sail cloth making; in the latter branch of manufacture
there has been a considerable decline since the peace. The
corn-market is large. Capacious wharfs and warehouses
have been erected at the entry of the Wilts and Berks canal
into the Thames. The population of the town was, in 1831,
5259. It is 26 miles N.W. by N. of Reading, and 56 W.N.W.
of London. Lat 51° 40' N., long. 1° 16' W.
ABIPONIANS, an aboriginal tribe of South America,

who formerly occupied part of the province ofChaco, a coun-
try about 300 leagues long and 100 broad, lying about the
centre of Paraguay, near the parallel of 28° south. The
Mokoby, a powerful tribe, whose relationship to the Abipo-
nians is proved by the resemblance of their language (see

Adkluno's Mithridatss), still inhabit the interior of
the province of Chaco, on the banks of the Vermejo and
Ypita rivers, which are tributaries to the great Paraguay.
The Abiponians, about the beginning of the last century,
King defeated by the Mokoby, who were more numerous,
placed themselves under the protection of the Spaniards

;

and finally, to escape from their vindictive enemies, the
greater part of them went eastward in 1770, and crossing
the Parana river, established the colony of Las Garzas.
Here they have retained nearly all their original usages.
There axe three divisions of the Abipones : the Naquegtga-
(taehee, the Ruecabee, and the Jaconaiga. When Dobriz-
Mer was acquainted with the Abiponians, they were chiefly
in Chaco; he describes them as a well-made, tall, hand-
some race of men, with faces of the European form, and a
complexion rather light coloured. Their bodies are robust,

capable of enduring fatigue and all the changes of tem-
perature. According to the Jesuit missionary Dobrizhoffer,
our chief authority, they are the most wonderful people in
the world. An Abtponian, almost a hundred years old,

*fli leap on his horse as nimbly as a boy, and sit there for

foor& His teeth and sight are unimpaired at this advanced
tge; a man who diet at eighty is considered to have come
to an untimely end. However, the good missionary remarks
that all the inhabitants of Paraguay are not quite so wonder-
fol as the Abiponians, for the pedestrian nations are less

bug lived than the equestrian. One curious feature in the
character of the Abiponians is their skill in horsemanship.
The horse, as is well known, was introduced into South
America by the Spaniards, and from them the Abiponians
tide them. They soon became so expert in the manage-
ment ofthis animal, that, issuing from their distant retreats,
they crossed dry deserts, or extensive swamps, with equal
** and daring, and, after a journey of surprising rapidity,

*oold (all on the Spaniards, when least expected, and
massacre all before them. [See Martin Dobrizhoffer'* Ac-
tttfftf o/ the Abtpomcau, London translation, 1822 ; Latin
original, Vienna, 1784 : also in German, 3 vols. 8vo.]

Dobrizhoffer went to South America in 1749, and stayed
there eighteen years. His account of the Abiponians is

exceedingly minute, and even tedious; and though it no
doubt contains many curious and interesting facts, it is not
pssibte to read it without a considerable portion of scepti-

&nt; indeed, we do not hesitate to say, that we disbe-

lieve altogether many of the accounts which the good mis
sionary fives: we need only refer to men one hundred
years old jumping on horses. Compare Azara's short
notice (vol. ii. p. 165) of the Abiponians of Las Garzas.
ABJURATION (of the Realm), in law, signifies a sworn

banishment, or the taking of an oath to renounce and depart
from the realm for ever. By the ancient common law of
England, if a person guilty of any felony, excepting sacrilege,

lied to a parish church, or churchyard, for sanctuary, he
might, within forty days afterwards, go clothed in sackcloth
before the coroner, confess the full particulars of his guilt,

and take an oath to abjure the kinguom for ever, and not to
return without the king's licence. Upon making his con-
fession and taking this oath, he became ij)so facto attainted

of the felony ; he had forty days from the day of his appear-
ance before the coroner to prepare for his departure, and the
coroner assigned him such port as he chose for his embarka-
tion, to winch he was bound to repair immediately with a cross

in his hand, and to embark with all convenient speed. If
he did not go immediately out of the kingdom, or if he after-

wards returned into England without licence, he was con-
demned to be hanged, unless he happened to be a clerk, in

which case he was allowed the benefit ofclergy. This practice,

which has obvious marks of a religious origin, was, by several

regulations in the reign of Henry VIII., in a great measure
discontinued, and at length by the statute 21 James I.

c. 28., all privilege of sanctuary and abjuration consequent
upon it were entirely abolished. In the reign of Queen
Elizabeth, however, amongst other severities then enacted

X'nst Roman Catholics and Protestant Dissenters convicted

iving refused to attend the divine service ofthe Church of
England, they were by statute (35 Eliz. c. 1 ,) required to

abjure the realm in open court, and if they refused to swear,
or returned into England without licence after their depar-
ture, they were to be adjudged felons, and to suffer death
without benefit of clergy. So that the punishment of abju
ration inflicted by this Act of Parliament was far more severe

than abjuration for felony at the common law ; in the latter

case, the felon had the benefit of clergy ; in the former, it was
expressly taken away. Protestant Dissenters are expressly

exempted from this severe enactment by the Toleration Act

;

but Popish recusants convict were liable to be called upon to

abjure the realm for their recusancy until a statute, passed in

the 31 Geo. III. (1791), relieved them from that and many
other penal restrictions upon their taking the Oaths of
Allegiance and Abjuration.

Abjuration (Oath of). This is an oath asserting the

title of the present royal family to the crown of England. It

is imposed by 13 Will. III. c. 6; 1 Geo. I. c. 13; and
6 Geo. III. c. 53. By this oath the juror recognises the

right of the king under the Act of Settlement, engages to

support him to the utmost of the juror's power, promises to

disclose all traitorous conspiracies against him, and expressly

disclaims any right to the crown of England by the descend-

ants of the Pretender.

ABLANCOURT(PERROT NICOLAS D*), one ofthe

most esteemed translators of the classic authors, in the seven

teenth century, was born at.Chalons sur Marne, in Cham
Sagne, (now in the department of the Marne,) in 1606, and
ied of the stone at Ablancourt in November, 1664 ; but not

ofvoluntary starvation, on account of the pains ofhis disorder,

as is said in the Menagiana. His family was honourable,

and greatly esteemed at the bar. His father bestowed the

most anxious care on his education, with the view of uniting

the advantages of public and private education ; and in this

he succeeded, for his son advanced roost rapidly in bis clas-

sical studies. Ablancourt commenced his career at the bar,

but quitted it almost immediately for literary pursuits ; and
at the same time abandoned the Protestant creed, in which
he had been brought up, to the great delight of the Catholic

members of his family. He returned, however, to his first

belief; for six years afterwards, his conscience not being

quite at rest, he studied with the deepest attention under the

learned Stuart for three years, at the end of which time he
abjured the Roman faith, and immediately after retired into

Holland, to be near the learned Saumaise, and enjoy the

society of that famous scholar; perhaps, also, to let the

scandal of his second abjuration die away. It is only fair to

state, that on neither occasion was he influenced by any
worldly consideration whatever. From Holland he repaired

to England, and from thence to Paris, where he became
intimately acquainted with Patru, one of the most celebrated

writers and distinguished lawyers of that day, and also with
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other eminent literary characters. In 1637, (the Biograph.

Univ. says, bv mistake, 1 627, the Academie Franeoise having

been established only in 1 634-35,) he was received a Member
of the French Academy, and gave his whole attention to the

translation of the works of Tacitus ; but being soon obliged

to quit Paris on account of the war which broke out, he went
to reside at his seat at Ablancourt, in Champagne, for the

remainder of his life, with the exception of the time he spent

in Paris during the printing of his works. Ablancourt had so

lively an imagination, that his friends wondered at his being

only a translator ; but his reason for being so was, according

to his own account, that there were already too many modern
works deficient in truth and novelty, in which princes could

not learn their duties so well as in the ancient writers.

D'Ablancourt might have quoted Mezerai and several others

as exceptions to mat remark. Of his numerous translations

those most known are, the whole of Tacitus, of which there

have been ten editions ; four orations of Cicero ; Ccosar ; and
the Wars of Alexander by Arrian, the most esteemed of

his translations as regards the style only ; Thucydides ; the

Anabasis of Xcnophon ; and an imitation, rather than a

translation, of Lucian. As to the accuracy of the translations

of Ablancourt, when compared with those of the last century,

and still more with those of the present, they are decidedly

inferior to both ; and even during the life of the author,

admired as he was, and destined to immortality according to

the opinion of his friends and the public at large, they

were denominated belles infideles. They were intended for

what is called the • fashionable world ;* and it was then the

notion of that class that everything ought to be Gallicised;

which is, in truth, the great fault ofmany branches of French
literature in the seventeenth century.

D*Ablancourt entered so well into the taste of his readers

that everything, even in geography, is modernised in his

translations ; as, for instance, Germany becomes Alternate

;

Caledonia, Scotland ; Britannia, England ; the Batavians,

Hollanders: and, in the Life of Agncola, the description of
Britain is introduced in this manner

—

'England is the largest

of the islands which arc known by us ; it has Allemagne to

the orient, and to the Occident Spain, and firance to the

south.*

Though this notice is not very long, we may perhaps have
extended it beyond what this author deserves, considering

his degree of merit ; but Ablancourt, during his lifetime,

was held in high estimation, which still prevails to a certain

degree in France, and perhaps in England also. His life

has been written by his friend, Patru. In 1 662, Colbert pro-

posed him to Louis XIV., as the historian of his reign, but
Louis would not have a Protestant to commemorate the
events of his reign. However, he did not deprive him of
his pension of 1 20/. per annum, which had been granted to

him as historiographer. The revocation of the Edict of

. Nantes had not yet been proclaimed.

ABLATIVE CASE, a term borrowed from the gram-
matical system of the Latin language, and occasionally

employed in teaching our own. In the English lan-

guage there are many little words, such as with, in, to,

at, &c, which are called prepositions, because they are
preposed or prefixed to the words with which they are con-
nected. The name, however, is an unfortunate one, as they
are sometimes found postponed or placed after such words,
especially in the older specimens of our language. We say
unth which or wherewith, in which or wherein, from which
or wherefrom. So, in the Latin language, a certain set of
little words, with the force of prepositions, were tacked on to

the end of their nouns : thus, while the three letters, reg,

meant king (whence our word reg-at), reg-is meant of or

from a king—reg-i, with, in, or near a king—reg-em, to a
king. Thus the three little words, is, i, em, were equivalent

to prepositions. It pleased the grammarians, however, who
are fond of multiplying names, to call these words reg-is,

reg-i, &c., by the name of cases. The meaning of the end-
ings of these words was not always definite enough. Thus
with the case in t, for instance, it was found necessary to

mark the relation of place more precisely by the addition of
other words, as in, in—pro, before—cum, with. Thus they
would have, tn regi, in the king; pro regi, before the king

;

cum regi, with the king. Now, as in, pro, cum, were much
more definite than the termination t, it became unnecessary
to make the t distinctly heard. It was no longer necessary to

the meaning, and might, therefore, be slurred over : hence
the pronunciation was reduced to in rege (the last e very

faintly pronounced), pro rege, cum rege. It would seem as if

the termination is, signifying of, orfrom, was treated in the

same unceremonious manner, for we find ex rege, out of the

king; ab rege, from the king; de rege, downfrom the king

;

where we might have expected ex reg-is, ab regis, de regis.

But, as we said above, ex, ab, and de, being more pre-

cise in meaning than the little appendage is, the distinct

pronunciation of the former rendered that.of is superfluous,

and consequently the little is dropped into a weak c, as be-

fore. Now this termination e, affixed to the Latin nouns,

received from the grammarians the name of ablative case, i.e.

the case of removal; which applies, indeed, well enough to

ex rege, out of the king; ab rege, from the king, &c. ; but
is not well suited to the ideas, cum rege, with the king;

in rege, in the king, &c. But the grammarians who in-

vented these hard names seldom saw more than half of the
question before them. For fear, lastly, that any of the

learned should find fault with our Latin, we will observe

that even the little e which marks the ablative case, which e
itself is but a remnant of a longer termination, was often

absorbed by a preceding vowel in the Latin word to which it

was attached. Thus, to take regina, a queen, they did not
say in regime, cum regime, ex reginae, &c, but in regina,

cum regina, ex regina,&c. When the term ' ablative case ' is

used in English grammar, it is only an awkward name for

the preposition from.
ABLUTION, literally a washing away—a religious

ceremony, consisting in bathing the body, or a part of it, in
water, which has been practised more or less extensively by
the disciples of almost every form of faith. In the earlier

and ruder states of society especially, there is a strong ten-
dency to endeavour to invest the spiritualities of religion

with what we may call a visible and substantial form, so
that they may be apprehended not only bv the reason, but
also by the senses. Of this disposition tne master minds
Who have founded and reared the various systems of super-
stition that have held sway in different countries and ages of
the world, have usually taken advantage, as a chief instru-

ment whereby to work upon the gross natures to which they
had to address themselves, and to intwine the desired belief

at once with their affections and with their habits. Among
such outward types, none can be conceived more natural or
appropriate than that of washing the body with water as a
sign or attempted representation of mental purity. The
custom, particularly in the warm climates where it was fir^t

introduced, had also the further advantage of being highly-

conducive to health ; and this circumstance no doubt con-
tributed powerfully to recommend it to the authors ofmany
of the religions by which it was sanctioned and enjoined.
Ablutions, or lustrations, as they are more commonly called,

even constituted a part of the Mosaic ceremonial, and were
practised among the Jews on various occasions both by the
priests and by the people. They occupy an important
place in the Brahminical and other religions of Indin,
where the waters of the Ganges are considered as hav
ing so purifying a power, that even if a votary, who can-
not go to that river, shall call upon it to cleanse him, in
prayer, while bathing in another stream, he will be freed
from any sin or pollution he may have contracted. But the
religion by which ablutions have been enjoined most punc-
tiliously, and in the greatest number, is the Mohammedan.
According to the precepts of the most rigid doctors of that
faith, it may almost be said that scarcely the most ordinary
or trifling action can be rightly performed without being
either preceded or followed by an entire or partial lustration.

The rules laid down upon the subject by these writers are
minute and tedious, to a degree scarcely to be believed. The
simple ceremony of the Christian baptism may be regarded
as an adoption of this natural type by the Author of our
faith. Although, however, that is the only instance in which
dipping in or sprinkling with water has been enjoined under
the dispensation of the New Testament, the early Christians
appear to have been also in the habit of undergoing ablution
with water, before partaking of the communion. The sprin
kling with holy water, in use in the Catholic church, may be
considered as a species of ablution ; and that term is also
applied both to the water in which the priest, who consecrates
the host, washes his hands, and to a drop of wine and water
which used anciently to be swallowed immediately after the
holy wafer.

ABO, in N. lat 60° 27', E. long. 22° 15', near the angle
formed by the gulfs of Bothnia and Finland, is a town of
the great principality of Finland, now part of the Russian
empire, Abo is in that part of Finland which once be-
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longed to Sweden, and it then was the chief city of all Fin-
land. It stands on the Aurajoki river, and is surrounded by
hills and mountains. In its neighbourhood is a mineral
spring. The number of inhabitants is 12,550. The manu-
factures ofAbo are tobacco, sugar, sail-cloth; and it trades
in provisions and deals. There are also dockyards here.

The fort of Abohus protects the entrance of the river, which
does not admit vessels of large sue to go up as far as the
town. In the year 1827, seven hundred and eighty houses
were destroyed by fire, together with the University build-

ings, the library, and all the valuable collections. Since
this accident, the University has been removed to Helsing-
furs. (See Hklsingfors.) Gustavus Adolphus, in the
year 1628, founded this University, or rather instituted an
Academy, which Christina, in 1640, elevated to the rank ofa
University. Alexander I. of Russia added to the endow-
ments. {CannabicKt Geography, German.)
Many of the treaties between the great European powers

are distinguished by the names of the places at which they
were concluded. Thus, the Peace of Abo is often referred

to in history, as the treaty by which the relations of Sweden
and Russia were determined during the latter part of the
last century.

A congress was opened at Abo in March, 1 743, by the
plenipotentiaries of Sweden and Russia, to confer on condi-

tions of peace between those powers. The war, which it was
the object of this conference to put an end to, had been com-
menced in 1741 by Sweden, who, still smarting from the
c mcesskras she had been compelled to make to Peter the

Great by the treaty of Nystadt in 1 721 , took advantage of the

war between Russia and Turkey to conclude an alliance with
the latter power against Russia. The war was most disas-

trous to Sweden : the hopes she had conceived of assistance

frjrn Turkey were frustrated by the peace of Belgrade be-

tween Russia and the Porte, her best soldiers were defeated,

and her armies in Finland destroyed in the first campaign.
The revolution in Russia, by which Ivan was dethroned,

and the daughter of Peter set upon the throne, occasioned

a suspension of arms, but in 1 742 hostilities began again

;

Sweden was again defeated, and all Finland abandoned to

the Russian arms.

The Swedish Diet met, and deliberated on offering the

succession of the throne of Sweden to the Prince Royal of

Denmark. Russia, fearing the union of the crowns, offered

peace, and restitution of her conquests, on condition of the

Diet's choosing Adolphus Frederic of Holstein Gottorp as

the successor of the reigning king, Frederick, who was
childless. The condition was accepted, and the election took

place on the 4th of July, 1 743.

By the stipulations of the treaty, which was signed on the

1 8th of August, n.s., Sweden renewed her cession of Ingria,

Livonia, and Esthonia, which had been given up by the

treaty of Nystadt, and was also compelled to yield the

eastern portion of Finland, making the river Kymmene the

boundary of the two nations. Russia restored the rest of

the Grand Duchy, which she had gained in the warKin-
eluding Abo, Biornehorg, and East Bothnia. It may be
necessary to mention that the whole of Finland was ceded

to Russia by a peace concluded between the two powers,

on the 17th of September, 1809.

ABOMA, a large species of serpent, which inhabits the

fens and morasses of South America. (See Boa.)
ABORIGINES, a term by which we denote the primi-

tive inhabitants of a country. Thus, to take one of the

most striking instances, when the continent and islands of

America were discovered, they were found to be inhabited

by various races of people, of whose immigration into those

regions we have no historical accounts. All the tribes,

then, of North America may, for the present, be considered

as aborigines. We can, indeed, since the discovery of

America, trace the movements of various tribes from one

part of the continent to another ; and, in this point of view,

when we compare the tribes one with another, we cannot

call a tribe which has changed its place of abode, aboriginal,

with reference to the new country which it has occupied.

The North American tribes that have moved from the east

fride of the Mississippi to the west of that river are not ab-

origines in their new territories. But the whole mass of

American Indians must, for the present, be considered as

aboriginal with respect to the rest of the world. The
English, French, Germans, &c., who have settled in Ame-
rica, are, of course, not aborigines with reference to that

continent, but settlers, or colonists.

If there is no reason to suppose that we can discover

traces of any people who inhabited England prior to

and different from those whom Julius Cccsar found here,

then the Britons of Cmsar's time are the aborigines of this

island.

The term aborigines first occurs in the Greek and Roman
writers who*treated of the earlier periods of* Roman history,

and, though interpreted by Dionysius of Halicarnassus to

mean ancestors, it is more probable that it corresponds to

the Greek word auiochtJiones. This latter designation, in-

deed, expresses the most remote possible origin of a nation,

for it signifies ' people coeval with the land which they in-

habit* The word aborigines, though perhaps not derived,

as some suppose, from the Latin words ab and origo, still

has the appearance of being a general term analogous to

autochthones, and not the name of any people really known
to history. The aborigines of the ancient legends, inter-

woven with the historv of Rome, were the inhabitants of
part of the country south of the Tiber, called by the Romans
Latium, and now the Maremma of the Campagna di Roma;
but we are, in truth, unable to say to what peoplo this term
may be properly applied. [See Niebuhfs Roman History.]

ABOU-HANNES (Numenius Ibis, Cuvier ; Tantalus
Mthiomcus, Latham), an African bird, which has occasioned
much discussion among the learned as to its identity with
the ancient Ibis. The attention of Bruce was attracted,

during his stay in Upper Egypt, by some birds called by
the natives Abou-Hannes, whose forms reminded him of
the ibis, as represented on Egyptian monuments, and re-

peated observation confirmed him in the opinion of their

identity with the ibis of the ancients. This identity was
subsequently corroborated by the distinguished naturalists,

[True White Ibis.]

Geoffroy and Savigny, who accompanied the French ex-
pedition into Egypt, and procured a number of specimens.
M. Savipny published his observations in a small work
{LHistoxre Nat. et Mythol. de tlbis), now very scarce, and
Baron Cuvier also gave a memoir on the Egyptian ibis in

the Annates du Museum for 1804, in which he has clearly

proved, from the comparison of a mummy ibis with a stuffed

specimen, that the true ibis is not the Tantalus ibis of Lin-

naeus, that being a much larger bird, but is really a species

of curlew. This bird appears to be also a native of regions

very remote from Egypt. After just getting round Capo
Guardafui (sailing from the south), Salt sow, near the

coast, a lagune abounding in wild fowl,—• on the borders of

it stood biros of a species called by the Arabs, Abou-Hannes,
which is the true Ibis of the Egyptians, as described by
Herodotus ; a fact strongly marked by the head and neck
being bare, and of a deep black colour. It may be worthy
of remark that Strabo mentions this bird as frequenting the

coast to the east of the Straits of Babelmandeb.* (Salt,

p. 97.) He adds, in a note, 'a tolerably good specimen of

the bird is to be seen in Mr. Bullock's valuable Museum.'
Herodotus attributes the veneration of the Egyptians for

the ibis, to supposed services rendered them by the bird in

freeing their country from winged serpents. That the ibis,

however, could not feed upon serpents appears nearly certain

from anatomical inspection. The bill, for example, being

long, slender, considerably curved, blunt on the edges, and
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expanded, and roundish at the point, could neither divide

nor pierce serpents; and indicates rather an aptitude to

dabble in marshy and moist grounds.

On the other hand, Baron Cuvier found, in the mummy
of the ibis, remains of the skin and scales of serpents, and
hence it has been inferred that the birds might have been
serpent-eaters {Ophiophagce). This inference, however, is

at variance with the observations made in Egypt by M.
Savigny on a great number of individuals, in the crops of

which he uniformly found land and fresh-water shells (Cy-
clostomata, Ampullaris(\ Planorbau #<•.), and these shells

were always entire when their inhabitants had not been
previously digested.

It does not appear that the ibis breeds in Egypt; but, on
the testimony of the inhabitants, it arrives as soon as the

waters of the Nile begin to rise, augmenting in numbers as

the waters increase, and diminishing as they subside, and
disappearing when the inundation terminates. These birds,

on their arrival, repair to the low lands, which are first

covered with water; but when the waters become deeper

and spread wider, the birds betake themselves to the higher

lands. They afterwards approach the river, where they

establish themselves by the sides of the canals and on the

small d\ kes, with which the greater part of the cultivated

grounds are surrounded.

The bird in question sometimes lives solitary, sometimes
in small troops of from eight to ten. Its ilight is lofty and
powerful, and it utters at intervals hoarse cries. When it

alights on a fresh piece of land, it remains for hours together

occupied in tapping the mud with its bill, in search of

worms, &c. It walks leisurely step by step, and has not

heen observed to run, like our curlew {Numenius arquata,

Latham), to which it otherwise bears some resemblance.

The Egyptians call the bird Abou-metizel, which literally

means * Father sickle-bill ;' the bill being curved like a sickle.

The /Ethiopian name, Abou-Hannes, means * Father-John,'

because, as M. Dumont supposes, the birds arrive about St.

John's day.

The following is the earliest account that wc have of the

ibis from an eye-witness (Herodotus ii. 7G) :
—

* The ibis is

all over very black: it has the legs of a crane, and a beak
considerably curved : its size is about that of txcrex. Such
is the appearance of the black ibis, which fights against the

serpents. But the other ibis, which is more of a domestic
bird (for there are two kinds), has the head and all the neck
bare of feathers : it is of a white colour, except the head,
neck, and the extremities of the wings and tail, all which
parts are very black. As to its legs and beak, it resembles
the other kind of ibis.' The black ibis, according to Hero-
dotus, devoured the winged serpents which yearly attempted
to make their entry into Egypt from Arabia. It is needless
to add that these winged serpents arc a fable. Strabo, who
himself was some time in Egypt, gives the following

account :
—'The ibis is the tamest bird of all: in form and

si/e it is like the stork. But there are two varieties of

odour, one of which is that of the stork, and the other is

all black. Every street in Alexandria is filled with them,
partly to the benefit of the citizens, and partly not. The
bird is useful so far as it devours all kinds of vermin, with
the garbage of the shambles, and the refuse of the eating-

houses, &c.' Here Strabo makes no distinction between
the two, except in colour, and he describes both species as

living on all kinds of garbage. We believe, however, he
has confounded the real ibis and the stork, as Hasselquist,

a Danish traveller, confounded the real ibis and the heron.

[See I his.]

ABOU-HARB, in Arabic, the name of the Leucoryx
antelope.

ABOU-HOSSEIN, according to Riippel, a late Ger-
man traveller in Egypt and Nubia, the Arabic name of the

ranis iHillidus, a small species of fox, found in Dar-Foor
ami Kordofan.

ABOUK1R. The castle of Aboukir (N. lat. 31° 19',

E. long. :to° G', and about thirteen miles N.E. of the town
of Alexandria) is on the extreme north-eastern point of the

low barrier of limestone rocks that form the breastwork of

the coast of Alexandria. It marks, in fact, the extreme
eastern limit, along the northern coast, of the rocks of the

African continent, being immediately followed by the old

Canopic mouth and the alluvium of the Delta. It is not

unlikely that Aboukir castle is near the site of an ancient

city, hut whether this city was Canopus or not, we think it is

impossible to decide, as the coast has undergone very great

I
changes. Canopus, however, could not be more than a few

• miles distant from Aboukir, probably on the east side.

The small island which lies near Aboukir point eontainr.

traces of old buildings, and also evidtnt marks of having;

once been larger than it is at present. This little spot is

now commonly called Nelson's island, in commemoration of
the victory which the English admiral obtained our the
French Hoot, under Hrueys, in Aboukir bay, August 1, J 70S
(see Nelson). Aboukir bay may be considered as hounded
by Aboukir point on the south-west, and by the nock of
land at the outlet of the Ro>otla arm on the norlh-east.

A :
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ABOUS AMIHJL, IPSAMBUL, or EBSAMBUL. a
place remarkable for containing two of the most perfect spe-
cimens of Egyptian rock-cut temples. These excavations
are in Nubia, on the west side of the Nile, N.lat. 2'1° L'2\
about twenty-six geographical miles north of the cataracts
of Wady Haifa. Near Abousambul the river Hows from south
west to north-east, through sandstone hills; on the west
bank a valley opens and displays two faces or walls of
rock, each of which has been fashioned into the front of a
temple. The excavations are made in the solid mass of the
mountain.
The smaller temple was first described by Burckhardt,

who gave it the name of the Temple of Isis. It stands 20
feet above the present level of the river, is free from all in-
cumbrance of dust or rubbish, and in a state almost as perfect
as when it was just completed.
The facade of this excavation is the exact prototype of

those masses of Egyptian architecture, called f/rryiyfu : the
face slopes outwards towards the base, thus preserving one
chief characteristic of the pyramidal style of building. On
each side of the door-way are three standing colossal
figures, about 30 feet high, cut out of the rock, and deep
sunk in niches; to the back part of which they are attached
by a portion of the rock that has been allowed to remain.
The figures have, as usual with Egyptian statues in a stand-
ing position, one foot advanced: they look towards the river.
On each side of the larger figures stand smaller ones, from
4 to G feet high: we believe this is the case with all of
them, though the print in Gau's splendid work on Nubia
does not exhibit any smaller figures attached to the cen-
tral one on each side, which is a female, and proba-
bly the representative of Isis. These smaller figures,
however, appear in Gau's geometrical elevation, (pi. 54.)
The two male figures, on the right side of the door-
way, are probably Osiris: that nearest to the door, on
the left hand, is the same ; while the other male figure
on this side has a different head-dress and expression of
countenance, and is also an Osiris. He has horns on his
head, supporting a disk. The whole facade is ornamented
with hieroglyphics; among which we perceive several ellip-

tical rings, which, it is now ascertained, contain the names
and titles of kings. The rings on this temple present, with
several variations, the name of Ramses, one of the several
ancient monarchs of Egypt, who bore that name. If wo
consider the name to be that of Ramses the Great, the date
of this excavation will be about h.c. 15(H). provided we admit
the inscription to Ik? contemporary with the excavation—an
hypothesis, however, that wants confirmation. It is not at
all unlikely that the original excavation is of much higher
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tntiquity than the sculptures of the outside, and the painted

bas-reliefs of the interior.

Tho Width of the front of this temple is about 90 feet : the

depth measured from the centre of the door-way to the ex-

tremity of the adytum is 76 feet. From the door a passage
leads to a room 35 feet by 36 J, supported by six square pil-

lars, three on each side, with Isis-headed capitals, similar to

those of Denderah. From this apartment we pass into a
narrow kind of vestibule, the direction of whose length is at

right-angles to the axis of the excavation ; and thence into

the adytum or recess, which contains the remains of a
sitting statue cut in the rock. There are two other small

chambers besides those enumerated, one at each end of the

vestibule just alluded to. The interior of this excavation k
richly adorned with painted bas-reliefs, representing offerings

of palm-branches and the lotus to Osiris, with other subjects

usually found in the Egyptian sculptures. The figures are

painted yellow with black hair ; the head-dress of lsis is

painted in black and white stripes; the ceiling is blue,

which is a favourite colour for ceilings in the ancient build-

ings of Egypt.
But this excavation, magnificent as it is, sinks into insig-

nificance when compared with another rock-cut temple, which
is found a few hunared feet distant in the opposite side of

the valley. The front of this temple was almost covered

with sand, except the head and shoulders of one of the four

colossi which decorate the facade, and the frieze and head
of an enormous hawk. Belzoni, in the year 1817, with the

assistance of Captains Irby and Mangles, and the aid of the

miserable natives, succeeded in finding the entrance ; but

he had to remove 31 feet of sand before he came to the top

of the door.

This excavation is about 100 feet above the level of the

river, and faces south-east by east. The width of the front

is 117 feet (127 according to Colonel Stratum), and 86

high : the height from the top of the door to the top of the

cornice is 66 feet 6 inches; the height of the door is 20

feet. There arc four enormous sitting colossi in front, which
are the largest in all Egypt or Nubia.

[One of the Coloiai of AbouambaL]

The following are some of the dimensions of this enor-

mous figure : 25 feet 4 inches across tho shoulders, the face

7 feet long, the nose 2 feet 8 inches, the beard 5 feet 6

inches ; the whole height, as it sits, is about 50 feet, be-

side* the cap, which is 14 feet high. Only two of these

monsters are in sight ; a third is buried in the sand, and
the fourth has partly fallen down from the rock to which he
was attached by the back, and is also covered. From some
traces of colour on these figures, it seems probable that they
were once painted, according to the Egyptian fashion. Over
the door there is a figure in relief of Osiris, 20 feet high, in

a niche, and with two colossal figures, one on each side

looking towards it The highest part of the facade is

formed by a cornice, ornamented with hieroglyphics, and a
moulding and frieze below it. Above the cornice is a row
of twenty-two monkeys seated, about 8 feet high, and 6

across the shoulders.

The depth of the temple is about 170 feet It contains
in all fourteen apartments; but its several arrangements
may be best understood, in the absence of a plan, by consi-

dering it as containing four principal chambers behind one
another, with a number of attached apartments. To form
anything like an adequate notion of this enormous excava-
tion, it is necessary to consult the special descriptions to

which we refer at the end of this article ; but the following

description of the Pronaos, or first great chamber, may servo

to give some idea of the colossal dimensions of the whole.

The first chamber is 57 feet long, and 52 wide, and is sup-

ported by two rows of square pillars, four in each row ; each
side of the pillars measures, according to some accounts, 5

feet according to others 8 feet Their height according to Bel-

zoni's account is 30 feet. To each pillar is attached by his

back a standing colossus,which, reaching the roofwith its high
cap, appears to support the incumbent mass. These figures

are described as bold in their execution, and as producing
an agreeable effect. Their arms are crossed on the breast

;

in one hand they bear the key of the Nile, and in the other

the scourge. Tnese statues are entirely covered with a kind
of stucco, which is richlv painted with various colours.

The painted walls, which represent a hero of colossal size

gaining a victory over his enemies, triumphing, &c, are

well worth a careful study, not only as works of art which
possess merit in their way, but from the resemblance, in

many respects, of the events here depicted to the battle-

scenes represented on the walls of Thebes. They appear to

be the records of great achievements, such as tradition

assigns to Sesostris, who is now generally considered to be
identical with Ramses the Great. The name and title of

the latter monarch are found in many parts of the temple

;

and if he was not the original excavator, he may, perhaps, be
considered, at least, as the completer of this great design.

In the adytum, or last chamber of the four above-men-
tioned, which is 234 feet long, and 12 wide, there are four

colossal painted figures seated at the extremity : in the centre

of this room is a pedestal. Heeren conjectures that a sarco-

phagus once stood on this pedestal, and that we ought to

consider this huge excavation not a temple, but a tomb.

The name Abousambul is variously written at the present

day, and the origin of it is somewhat obscure. It seems
most probable that it contains tho syllable Psam (the name
of a deity), which we observe in several Egyptian names,

such as Psammis and Psammetichus. [See Gaus Monu-
ments of Nubia—Bclzonfs Operation* in Egypt and Nubia
— Hitters Africa—Col. 8trattony Edin. Phil. Journal—
Egyptian Antiouitys of this Society.]

ABOU-SCHOM, the Arabic name of a species of fox

(canis variegatus) [Riipp. Zool. AtL, p. 31], discovered by
Riippel in Nubia and upper Egypt. It does not burrow
under ground, like the generality of foxes ; but, like the

jackall, resides among the rocks and deserts, and feeds upon
lizards and small quadrupeds.

ABOUSHEHR, generally called BUSHIRE, is a

town on the east side of the Persian gulf (N. lat 28° 57',

E. long. 50° 52')» and now the principal sea-port in these

waters. It stands on the northern extremity of a sandy

peninsula, which is washed by the sea on the west side,

and on the north and north-east bounded by an inden-

tation of the sea, forming a deep bay. The country all

around Bushire is parched and barren, showing nothing

but grey clay, brown sand, and rock, without any kind of

vegetation. Though the town looks pretty well from the

sea, liko most Persian towns the interior disappoints ex-
pectation, as the place does not contain more than half a
dozen decent houses, which are built of sun-dried bricks.

Since the decline of Bunder Abbas, or Gombroon, Bushire
has become the great Persian emporium for thejfadian
trade, and its commerce is now considerable. Bullion and
raw silk are the principal articles of export Vessels of 300
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tons cannot approach nearer the town than six miles. Th<*

population is probably as much as HUMju. [See Kimtcir\y

Memoir on Per.\itt.]

From Hushirc to Shiraz in the interior, through which
plan* a great part of the trade of Bushire passes, is a distance

of about 152 miles following the roa<l through Kazeroon,

which, in many parts, is exceedingly steep and rugged.

ABOUSIR, a place in the Egyptian Delta on the site of

the ancient Busiris (N. lat. 30° 55'), near the left hank of

the Damietta branch of the Nile. Like most of the sites

of ancient cities in the Delta, it has preserved its name
almost unchanged, and enough still remains to show that a

temple once existed here, as we know from Herodotus,

though its traces are insignificant when compared with those

of San, Tel Basta, and Hcliopolis.

ABRAHAM (originally Abkam), the great ancestor

and founder of the Jewish nation, and the first depositary of

the divine promises in favour of the chosen people. He
was the eldest son of Tcrah, the eighth in descent from
Shcm, the eldest son of Noah, and was born, probably, at

Ur, a town of Chaldsea, about 2000 years before the Chris-

tian era. His history occupies about a fourth part of the

hook of Genesis—namely, from the 1 1th to the 25th chapters

inclusive. Having married Sarah (originally Sarai), his

sister by the father's side, he accompanied his father and
his nephew Lot to Haran, where Terah died ; and then,

at the command of God, still taking his wife and Lot along
with him, he left Haran, and proceeded towards the south,

till he reached the plain of Moreh, in Canaan. The epoch
of the commencement of this journey, which happened
when he was seventy-five years old, is called by chrono-

loj^ists the Call of Abraham. Soon after, a famine forced

the patriarch to make a journey into Egypt; from which
country, when he had returned to the place of his abode in

Canaan, he found that the increase of his own tlocks, and
those of his nephew, made it necessary that they should
choose separate settlements ; and, accordingly, by mutual
consent, Lot withdrew towards the east, and established him-
self among the cities in the plain of Jordan, while Abraham
removed to the plain of Mamre in Hebron. He had reached
his ninety-ninth year, and his wife, who had been hitherto

barren, her eighty-ninth, when Gt>d appeared to him, and
declared that there should yet spring from them a great na-
tion : a promise which was confirmed, to the almost incredu-

lous mother, by the birth of Isaac the following year. The
severe trial of Abraham's faith, in the command given him
to sacrifice this beloved son, so beautifully related in the
22nd chapter of Genesis, is familiar to every reader. Some
time before this, we may remark, he had given another
striking proof of his submission to the divine will, and his

implicit reliance on the promises of God, in his dismissal of
his son Ishmacl, whom he had by Hagar, the Egyptian
bondwoman, on the assurance of his heavenly father, that of

him, too, would he make a nation, because he was the
patriarch's seed. Although Sarah's determination, that the
bondwoman and her offspring should no longer remain in

the house, * was/ we are told, *very grievous in Abraham's
sight, because of his son,' he had no sooner received the

above intimation from on High, than he * rose up early in

the morning, and took bread, and a bottle of water, and guvo

it unlo 1 1 agar, putting it on her shoulder, and the child, and
sent her away.' The Arabs claim to have sprung from

Ishmael, as did the Hebrews from Isaac. After the death

of Sarah, at the age of 127, Abraham married Keturah, and
by her had other six sons. The venerable patriarch died at

the age of 1 75, and was buried, by Isaac and Ishmael, in the

same tomb which contained his first wife in Mamre. Abra-
ham is mentioned by the epitomist Justin, who, on the autho-

rity of his original Trogus Pompeius* inaccurately says of

the Jews, that they derive their origin from Damascus, a

famous city of Syria, and that their kings were Abraham
and Israel.

ABRAHAM MEN. ' To sham Abraham' is a well

knonn cant expression, which has reference to the practices

of a large class of vagabonds and cheats who were once

common in this country. An Abraham Man was an im-

postor who personated a 'Tom of Bedlam,'—an unhappy
being who was turned out of a lunatic hospital to sul>M^t

upon casual alms, incurable hut harmless, without a home,
but still maintained by public sympathy. This class of per-

sons was so numerous at a period when there was very in-

sutlicient provision for the cure or mitigation of the greatest

of human calamities, that the charity of the kind-hearted

inhabitants of the small towns and villages was largely

taxed for their support ; and the appeal thus made to the

feelings by a poor creature, fantastically clothed in tawilry

rags, and singing snatches of old songs, was so irresistible,

that it became a profitable trade to imitate such an unfortu-

nate being. In Decker's English J 7 thirties, written more
than two centuries ago, there are many curious particulars

of the habits of this class of impostors; these details, in

great part, agree with the rich description which Shaks-
peare has given in his Lear (Act ii. scene 3.) of a pretended
4 Poor Tom,' who has put on

• The Uisrst nnd mo^t jM»r>rrst sh.•»[*»,

That fAt-r in-miry, in • -ou tempt ol' man,
liiuught near to l>east.'

[See Disraeli's Curiosities of Literature, vol. hi.]

ABRANTES, a fortified town of Portugal, in the

province of Estremadura, on a hill near the Tagus
(N. lat. 39° 27', W. long. 8° 11'), 74 miles north-east of

Lisbon. It has about 5000 inhabitants. The eminence on
which the town stands is covered with olive-yards and gar-

dens ; and, indeed, the whole country along the Tagus, as

far as Lisbon, is exceedingly fertile. Abrantes has several

churches and convents ; but its value, as a military position,

constitutes its chief importance. Abrantes gave the title of

Duke to Marshal Junot, one of Buonaparte's generals.

ABRUZZO, a name given to three of the fifteen divisions

of the kingdom of Naples in Italy: the Abruzzo Ultra* or

Further Abruzzo 1 and 2, and the Abruzzo Citray or the

Nearer Abruzzo. They are thus distinguished from their

relative position with regard to the capital, Naples.

The Further Abruzzo 1 contains about 1143 English
square miles, and (1»25) 174,370 inhabitants, who are one of
the most industrious manufacturing people in the kingdom
of Naples. The capital is Teramo, on the Tordino, with
G000 inhabitants : this district contains also the considerable

towns of Atri and Civita di Penna, each of which has about
9000 inhabitants, and the fortress of Civitclla, near the
Roman frontier.

The Further Abruzzo 2 contains about 2220 square
miles, and 259,1 14 inhabitants. The chief town is Amiiln,
on a hill on the hanks of the Aterno, otherwise called the
Pescara: it has a castle, manufactures of paper, stockings,

leather, a lyceum, a high court of appeals, and a population
of about 10,000 inhabitants. Sulmona, the ancient Sulmo
and the birth-place of Ovid, and Celano, about four miles
from the lake of the same name, belong to this province.

Tbc Nearer Abruzzo contains about 1 700 square miles,

and 260,250 inhabitants, who possess considerable manufac-
turing industry. Chieti or Teti, the ancient Teate, neartbo
Pescara, is said to have above 12,000 inhabitants. The
Theatine order of monks, founded in 1524, take their namo
from this place. The fortress of Pescara and the towns of
Ortona on the sea, and Lanciano on the Folrrino, belong to
this division of the Abruzzi.

—

(Cannabich s Geog.)

The origin of the name Abruzzo is uncertain. Some
would derive it from the Pratutii, a nation that formerly
dwelt near the eastern coast. The form in which the word
appears in the oldest Italian writers is Bruzio, the a in
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the beginning of the modern name being no efficient port

of it.

The provinces of the Abruzzi present to the Adriatic a
coast about eighty miles in length, with hardly an inden-

tion or projection that deserves notice, except the point called

Penna, and not a single harbour for moderate-sized vessels.

The northern boundary, between the States of the Church
and the Abruzzi, commences at the mouth of tho Tronto.

Running irregularly westward, and then south, it strikes the

river Velino near Rieti ; from this point its general direc-

tion, which is south-east, follows a high mountain range,

which, however, must not be considered as the dividing line

of the waters that fall into the Adriatic and the opposite or

Tuscan sea. The southern boundary of the Abruzzi com-
mences near the mouth of the Trigno, half way between the

towns of Vasto and Termoli on the Adriatic coast, and, after

a short deviation from the course of this stream, follows it up-
wards for some distance. It then runs, irregularly, westward
and northward, nearly parallel tothe course of the Sangro, and
keeping along the summit of the high central ridge that

divides the waters of this river from those of the Voltorno, it

then descends into the valley of the Litis, which river it

crosses above Sora, where we may consider it as uniting

with the line just described running south-east from Rieti.

A traveller going from Arpino (Arpihum), the birth-place of

Cicero, to the Lake Celano, must cross the Liris, and the first

village in the Abruzzi that he will come to, is a little place

called Balzerano. Around this place the mountains are lofty

and well wooded, containing oaks of a larger size than usual

in Italy ; some of the mountains on the 6th of May, accord-

ing to Colt Hoare, were capped with snow. From Balzerano

the road runs along the mountain sides, through rocks and
oak forests, and over the high eminence of Morrea, to the still

greater elevation of Antino, a place remarkable for remains
of its original walls, built witnout cement, and for many
Roman inscriptions, which prove the Roman name of the

town to have been Antinum. From Antino to Capistrello,

the valley of the river becomes so narrow, as to admit omy
a passage for the water, and a road along the brink. The
traveller, ascending along this wild and picturesque track,

perceives that he is approaching the sources of the Liris,

and the basin of the lake Celano. This lake, the Fu-
cinus of the Romans, is only a short distance from Ca-
pistrello : its greatest length is about fifteen miles, with

a breadth averaging about five or six. It is subject to rises

and falls, which are difficult to explain, and, indeed, with-

out more information on the subject than can be found

in books of ordinary access, there is no use in hazarding

any opinion. It is said to contain many fish. The Em-
peror Claudius undertook a great work for the purpose

of draining the lake, or, at least, preventing it from doing

damage by overflowing. Suetonius says of it, ' he under-

took the Purine lake, no less from the hope of speedily

completing the task, than from the love of glory. Some
private individuals had already offered to construct the

necessary drain, on condition of having the lands that were
recovered. Claudius made a canal three miles long, partly

by perforating and partly by cutting down a mountain. It

was finished in eleven years, thirty thousand men having

been constantly employed thereon. 4 The emissary/ says

Sir R. C. Hoare, ' commences in a plain near the lake,

traverses a mountain of solid rock, and pursues its course

through the Campi Palentini to Capistrello, where it dis-

charges itself into the Liris. The present emissary is far

advanced into the lake, and considerably below the ordinary

surface of the water.* At present the emissary is blocked

up, except a portion of the exit near Capistrello, which has

teen so far cleared as to show the nature of the work.

Fazio, a living Neapolitan engineer, has written a memoir

on the subject, showing that the emissary might be easily

repaired ; and a company of land proprietors was formed,

tome yean since, to recover, by drainage, the lands overflowed

by the lake. The works for cleansing the emissary were,

aeecfding to late accounts, in a state of progress, under the

direction of an architect A little to the north of the lake

» the deserted village of Albi, on an eminence, probably the

Alba Fttcinensis of the Romans. From Avezzano, which is

near the lake, the traveller may proceed northwards, through

the valley of Cesolino to Tagliacozzo, built on the right side

•f a deep ravine. ' On ascending the hill/ says Sir R. C.

Hoare, 'May 17, a dreary extent of rocky mountain ex-

ponded itself to my view, and the trees had not vet laid aside

tbetr wintry garb, but were just pushing forth their leaves/

The mountains of the Abruzzi, though forming an essen
Ual part of the Anennine chain, and therefore running, ge-
nerally, from north-west to south-east, are extremely irregu-

lar. They send out smaller branches towards the coast of
the Adriatic, forming beds for the numerous streams which
flow into that gulf. In the centre they form several high
ridges, sometimes diverging from, and sometimes parallel to,

each other ; the valley of Aquila lies between Monte Corno
and Monte Velino, and between the latter and a more
southern ridge lies the basin of Celano. The valleys of the
Abruzzi, to the west of the Lake Celano, are watered by the
Liris, the Turano, and the Salto, which two last join the
Velino. The real back-bone of the Apennines, by which
we mean the line which divides the waters that flow east-

ward from those which run westward or southward, may be
traced between the sources of the latter river and those of the
Tronto, which flows into the Adriatic. Following it to the
south, we find the sources of the Pescara, which also runs into

the Adriatic ; and we trace the main chain farther south, on
the east side of the basin, which contains the Lake of Celano.
The direction then winds round the south part of the lake,

and afterwards runs to the head-waters of the Sangro, which
flows in the same direction as the other two rivers. It then
strikes direct east, separating Abruzzo from Campania and
the province of Molise, and passing between Castel di Sangro
and Isernia, joins Mounts Biferno and Matese south-east of
the latter. The central Apennines, to the north and east

of Lake Celano, contain the highest points in the whole
range. Monte Velino is seen from the eminence of Albi
to the north, raising its lofty head 8397 feet. Farther north,

Monte Corno, the nighest point of the Apennines, some-
times called the great rock of Italy (t7 gran sasso d Italia)%

rises to the height of 9521 feet, and its summit is covered
with snow, sometimes perhaps through the whole year.

Vegetation, however, ceases only 600 feet below its highest

point Another lofty mountain, called Monte Majella, pro-

jects out ofthe main ridge between the valley of the Pescara
and that of the Sangro, to the north-east of Sulmona, its

highest summit being 8500 feet This is an extinct volcano.

The mountains ofAbruzzo are among the finest in the whole
Apennine range. They are less naked than those farther

north, and they present groups of a bolder and more romantic

appearance. Spreading over a vast extent of country, 50 or

60 miles in breadth, they enclose delightful valleys, towns,

and a numerous population within their various ridges : the

whole province of Aquila is, in fact, encircled by them.
These mountains are calcareous, like the great mass of the

Apennines. M. Orsini, a naturalist from Ascoli, observed

on the sides of Monte Corno, masses of gneiss laid bare by
the waters which had carried off the crust of alpine lime, of

which the external cliffs are formed. A party of botanists

from Naples visited these mountains in the summer of 1829,

they ascended Mounts Velino, Corno, Majella, and other

high pinnacles. M. Tenora, one of the party, published an
account of their observations. They found Mount Velino

rich in rare plants, and the view from its summit magnifi-

cent. They suffered much from thirst, as they met with no
springs on this mountain.

The brief description of Antinori, an Italian writer, is, on
the whole, correct :—* There ore, in many places, rough and
inaccessible mountains always covered with snow, wild forests,

pleasant woods, agreeable pastures, clear fountains, deep

lakes, and many rivers of every size, which run from the one,

or the other side, to seek the one or the other sea of Italy. ' ,

The natives of the highlands of Abruzzo are chiefly em-
ployed in the rearing and tending of sheep, numerous flocks

of which, after feeding on the mountain pastures during

summer, migrate to the plains of Puglia at the approach of

winter. The shepherds are generally accompanied by their

wives and children in these yearly migrations to and from the

mountains, and by their large white dogs, which are very

fierce to strangers. The sheep's milk is used to make cheese,

the wool is an important article of trade, and the skins

are exported in great quantities to the Levant. The shep-

herds also are clothed in them, and wear sandals of untanned

leather, fastened with small cords, round the leg : they are

a quiet, frugal, and honest race. The breed of merino sheep

has lately been introduced into the Abruzzi near Sulmona

and Valtoscura, wool being now in great demand for the fast-

increasing manufactures of the kingdom. The labourers

and farmers in the Abruzzi are mostly poor, few of the latter

being proprietors ; and although the feudal duties have been

long since abolished, yet the land-tax is very oppressive,

No. 6. Supplement [THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.]
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amounting in many instances to 30 per cent, on the esti-

mated income of the land. Improvements in agriculture,

ami espeeiallv in the method of manuring the land, are little

known. Numerous herds of swine are foil in the extensive

oak forests that eover the mountain sides ; and the hams and

sausages of Ahru/.zo are in groat request. Lamb and mut-

ton are also of excellent quality.

The woods of the Ahru/.zi have been sadly laid waste

during the last thirty \ears: fine timber trees, oaks and

beeches, have been wantonly cut down ; and the mountains

having thus been laid bare, the rain and moiled snow, meet-

ing with no obstacle, have washed off the soil, and carried

devastation into the fields below. A want of fuel has been

felt in many places, which is a serious evil in the high

regions that are exposed to eight months' winter; but to

rcmcrtv this inconvenience, the government has now relieved

the new plantations from taxation. The mountain fat-

nesses are inhabited by bears, wolves, and wild boars.

These provinces are but little frequented by travellers.

Sir R. (J. Hoare, who visited the Lake Celano, says of this

country :

—

4 The province of Abruzzo, unfrequented by the

generality of travellers, and unknown even to the inhabi-

tants of the neighbouring districts, like Sicily, has been re-

presented as a country uncivilized with regard to society,

infested by robbers, inaccessible from mountains, and fitter

for the residence of wild beasts than of rational beings. Hut

I must here repeat, with gratitude, that, in these romantic,

unfrequented tracts, we met with that genuine and cordial

hospitality which is too seldom to be found in more faumred
and more populous countries.'

The natives of Abruzzo are generally tall, robust, and
healthy; their countenances are mild, and their manner
quiet and civil ; they are intelligent, industrious, and ii i\e,

and furnish the best soldiers in the Neapolitan >cr\i<v.

They are hospitable; oven the poor peasant will cheerfully

receive the stranger into his cabin, and oiler him a share

of his scanty pittance. Their cabins, however, are often

miserable, smoky, and filthy; the pig and the donkey
share them with the family. The chief article of food

consists of Indian corn Hour boiled in water or skimmed
milk ; wheaten bread is a luxury ; wine, however, is drank
generally, being imported from the neighbouring districts.

The women work in the fields as hard as the men.
Thousands of peasants leave their mountains in the autumn,
to go and work in the vast farms of the Roman low-

lands, and return in the beginning of summer ; whilst

others proceed at that period to reap the harvest in the un-

wholesome plains, and to brave the malaria fever, which
makes great havoc among them. Many of the Abruzzi
shepherds may be seen in December perambulating the

streets of Naples and of Rome, with their bagpipes, with
which they go playing from house to house, in honour of the

approaching Christmas festivities. Others come to live

altogether at Naples, where they employ themselves as

porters, grooms, and in other hard service ; and they bear
a general reputation for honesty above the natives of

the other provinces of the kingdom. Indeed, a traveller

may ramble over the wild mountains and glens of Abruzzo
in greater safety than through the tortile plains of Campania.
The natives of Abruzzo speak better Italian than those of

the other provinces of the kingdom ; in fact, they cannot be
said to speak a dialect ; their language, especially at Aquila,
and round the Lake of Celano, resembles that of their neigh-
bours of the Roman States. The young men, who can
afford it, repair to Rome and Naples to follow their studies,

and generally distinguish themselves by their assiduity and
regularity.

The lower parts of the Abruzzi have a productive soil, and
export a considerable amount of grain, oil, and almonds :

they also produce sonic cotton. In some parts of the Abruzzi
we find the system of terrace husbandry, which has con-
verted the arid hills of Tuscany into productive gardens.
Of the three provinces that of Aquila is the most moun-
tainous and the poorest ; the city of Aquila, however, is con-
sidered as one of the principal provincial towns in the king-
dom, and contains many wealthy families. Its territory pro-

duces excellent saffron. The province of Teramo is fruitful

in rice and coin. That of Chieti is the most fertile of all, and
its wines are much esteemed. The olive grows in both the

latter provinces. The city of Chieti, the finest in all Abruzzo,
is well built, in a delightful situation, ten miles from the sea,

has manufactures of silks and woollens, a lycouni, a theatre,

several literary societies, and is a place of considerable

wealth and luxury. Abruzzo is, upon the whole, a wry
important as well as very interesting division of the Neapo-

litan States, of which it constitutes the chief defence on the

laud side. During the numerous invasions and civil war* of

that kingdom, it has been often the scene of protracted con-

tests. It was at Tagliaeozzo that the unfortunate Cornulmo
was defeated by Charles of A njou. It was likewise in the

Abruzzi that Alfonso of Aragon recruited his party and

maintained himself for years, until at last he was enabled to

drive away Rene, the last of the Anjou kings, from the thr -no

of Naples. The possession of the Abruzzi has always tended

materially to decide the fate of Naples. In 1 7'J0 the moun-
taineers strenuously opposed the French troops, and assisted

in the recovery of the kingdom.
Albanian and Greek colonies are found scattered alxuit tho

Abruzzi, as well as in the other eastern provinces of the king-

dom of Naples. They occupy whole villages with the districts

around them, and form so many distinct populations in tho

midst of the indigenous inhabitants, preserving the manners,
the language, and partially the dress, of their ancestors. These
colonies date from different periods : the Albanian or Epimie
emigration look place in the fifteenth century, in the time of

Seanderbeg and his son John Cast riot. The town of Ururi,

on the borders of the nearer Abruzzo and Puglia, is an

Albanian colony. The Greek emigrants from the More a

came away when that peninsula was lost to the Venetians in

the last century ; the town of Villa Badessa, in the further

Abruzzo, was peopled by them. These people associate but

little with the surrounding population, who look upon them
as semi-barbarous strangers ; they are, however, acknow-
ledged to be industrious, brave, tenacious of their lands and
privileges, honest, jealous of the honour of their women,
and strongly united among themselves. The whole number
of iheir villages or colonies throughout the kingdom is about
fifty, and their whole population is estimated at 52,000.

Three roads lead into the Abruzzi from the Roman States,

one, which is a post-road, on the Adriatic side, proceeds from
Ascoli to Teramo, and thence to Penna and Sulniona, where
it joins the high-road to Naples. The second is a mountain-
road, leading from Rieti to Civita Ducale, and by the pass of

Antrodoco to Aquila. The third, also a mountain pa>s, leads

direct from Rome by Tivoli and Vicovaro to Tagliaeozzo, ami
the hanks of the Lake of Celano. The only carriage-road

from Naples to Abruzzo leads by Venafro to Isernia, in the

province of Molise, the ancient Samnium ; thence over the

central Apennines to Castel di Sangro, which is the first

town in Abruzzo, and further over a high wild mountainous
region to Sulniona and Popoli on the Pescara, where the

road divides, one branch to the left leading to Aquila, and
the other to Chieti.— [Zannonis Map of the Kingdom *f
Naples— Batbi's (.geography— Tenore, viaggio in Abruzz j,

Naples, lb.m

—

Classical Tour by Sir B. C. Houre, 4 to.

1819.]

ABSCESS, (from a Latin word, Abscedo, implying sepa-
ration,) is so called, because parts which were in contact
have become separated. An abscess consists of a collec-

tion of the matter termed pus, in some tissue, or organ
of the body. Purulent matter, or pus, is formed out of

the blood by the process termed secretion. Of the inti

mate nature of this process, as of that of all the nther
secretions, we are ignorant. What is certain is, that the
formation of pus is never a healthy process, and novel
an original disease. It is always the result of anotbei
disease,—namely, intlammation : or, if there be any cxeep
tions, they are so few that they need not be taken into ae.

count here. The process consequent on an intlammation,
by which pus is secreted, is termed the process of Suppu
ration, of which we shall speak further under the article
Inflammation.
The purulent matter constituting an abscess, properly so

called, is always confined within a definite space: the means
by which it is con fined vary. Sometimes the purulent matter
is effused into the substance of an organ; in this case sume
portion of that, part of the blood which is called fibrin* or
coagulable lymph, is ell used with it; this fibrin coagulates
into a firm solid, encloses the pus, and so prevents its d it-

fusion. Sometimes the effused fibrin, or coagulable hmph,
becomes organized; in this case it forms a new membrane,
which is called an adventitious membrane, and the pus is
completely enclosed in this new membrane as in a ba^

f or
shut sac.or cyst: an abscess of this kind is called an c/i-
cy.\!ed abscess, and the internal surface of this cyst 13
al\va\s endowed with the properties both cf absorption vau\
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of Mention; for large collections of matter, enebsed in

bags of tills kind, occasionally disappear without any exter-

nal opening ; and On the other hand, when such a bag has

been completely emptied of its contents, it is sometimes

rapidly refilled with pus. When on opening is formed in on
abscess, and purulent matter continues to be discharged

from it, it loses the name of abscess, and takes that of ulcer.

Purulent matter is poured out from the blood in other

modes, and forms other collections of pus ; but these latter

collections ore never called abscesses. Sometimes, for

example, the pus, as it is secreted from the blood, is diffused

through the substance of the inflamed organ. This is the

ca*e especially with the lung during the progress of inflam-

mation. This diffusion or purulent matter through the

substance of on inflamed organ is termed Infiltration;
and, instead of containing an abscess, the organ is said to

have pus innitrated through it.

Again, collections of purulent matter are often formed in

natural cavities. The cavity of the thorax, for example, is

lined with a serous membrane called the Pleura, and the

cavity of the abdomen with a serous membrane called the

Peritoneum. In consequence of the inflammation of these

membranes, pus is often poured out on their surface, and
accordingly large quantities of it ore found accumulated in

those cavities : but in this cose it is merely said that pus is

contained in the cavity of the thorax or in that of the abdo-

men ; we never say that those cavities form abscesses.

There are few tissues of the body, and still fewer organs,

in which abscesses may not form. They are found in the

brain, the lungs, the heart, the liver, the spleen, the uterus,

the ovam, the cellular membrane, and the joints. In some
of these organs the disease is highly dangerous, in others

certainly fatal, in others comparatively unimportant. In
whatever organ an abscess may have its seat, the affection

will give rise to a peculiar and definite train of symptoms
dependant on the peculiar structure and function of the

organ affected ; but the symptoms which attend the forma-

tion of abscesses, and the phenomena which accompany and
denote the successive stages of their progress, the different

modes in which they terminate, their diagnostic or distinctive

signs, and their treatment, all these topics belong properly

to the subject of suppuration, and will be treated of under

too article Inflammation.
ABSCISSA, or Linka Abscissa, a line cut off, is a

mathematical term, used as follows : If any two right lines

ab, cd, be given, meeting in o, the

position of any point, p, in the plane of

those lines, is known when we know
(I.) within which of the four angles,

b 0 c, c o a, a o d, d o b, it lies, and
(II.) what is its distance from each

line, measured on a line parallel to

the other; or, in other words, what are the sides of the

parallelogram ompn. Either of these sides being called

the abscissoy the other is called the ordinate ; both are called

co-ordinates ; the straight lines, ab and c o, are called the

are$t and o is called the origin. It is customary to denote

the lengths of the abscissa and ordinates by the letters x
and y respectively. Thus, o m being the abscissa of the point

p, p m is its ordinate. All points in the line p m have the

same abscissa ; all those in p n the same ordinate.—See

Equation, Curve, Positive, Negative.
ABSENTEE. This is a term applied, generally by way

of reproach, to that class of capitalists who, deriving their in-

come from one country, reside in another country, in which

they expend their property. The name has been adopted

in political economy ; ana it is with reference to the prin-

ciples of that science that we here propose to state some of the

more material points in a controverted question of great in-

terest,—namely, whether the consumption of absentees is

really an evil to the particular country from which they

derive their revenues. It is of the more importance that a

right judgment should be formed upon this matter, as there

is a decided tendency in the progress of social intercourse to

loosen the ties which formerly bound an individual or a

family to one particular spot From the improvement of

roads, and Uie rapidity and certainty of steam navigation,

Dublin is now as near, in point of time, to London, as Bath

wa-i half a century ago ; and the distance between England

and every part of the continent is in the same way dairy

diminishing. With* the conviction, therefore, that the in-

ducements to absenteeism, whether from Ireland to Eng-

land, or from England to the Continent, are constantly in-

creasing, it would bo satisfactory to find that a theory winch
asserts that absenteeism is not wholly an evil, has some
foundation in reason and experience.

The expenditure of a landed proprietor resident upon
his estate, calls, or appears to call, into action, the industry

of a number of labourers, domestics, artisans* and trades-

men. If the landlord remove to another part of the same
country, the labourers remain ; the domestic servants pro-

bably remove with him; but the artisans and tradesmen
whom he formerly employed lose that encouragement which
they once derived in the exchange of their skill or com-
modities for a portion of the landlord's capital. It never
occurs to those who observe, and perhaps deplore these
changes, that the landlord ought to be prevented spending
his money in what part of his own country he pleases. They
conclude, reasonably enough, that there is only a fresh dis-

tribution of the landlord's revenues; and that new tradesmen
and mechanics have obtained the custom which the old ones,

through uncontrollable circumstances, have lost. But let

the same landlord go to reside in a foreign country—let the
Englishman go to France or Italy, or the Irishman to Eng-
land,—and it is immediately asserted that the amount of

revenue which he spends in the foreign country is so much
clear loss to the country from which he derives his property,

and so much encouragement withdrawn from its industry

;

and that he ought, therefore, to be compelled to Stay at

home, instead of draining his native land for the support
of foreign rivals. Some of the more eminent of our political

economists maintain that this is a popular delusion, and that,

in point of fact, the revenue spent by the landlord in a foreign

country has precisely the same effect upon the industry of
his own country, as if his consumption took place at home,
for that, in either case, it is unproductive consumption. We
will endeavour to state their arguments as briefly as we can.

Let us suppose a landowner deriving an income of 1000/.

a-year from an estate in one of our agricultural counties.

We will leave out of the consideration whether he resides or

not upon that estate ;—whether he lives in the hall of his'

fathers, employing the moral influences of property for the

amelioration of the lot of his poorer neighbours, or lets that

hall, as well as his paternal acres, to one or more farmers.

The landowner resides himself in London, or Brighton, or

Cheltenham, or any other place congenial to his taste.

With his rents he probably purchases many articles of foreign

production, which nave been exchanged for the productions

of our own country. No one questions his right to purchase

these foreign productions ; for there are few people now who
do not understand that if we did not take from foreigners the

goods which they can produce cheaper and better than we
can, we should not send to foreigners the goods which we can
produce cheaper and better than they can. If we did not

take wines from the continental nations, for instance, we
should not send to the continental nations our cottons and
hardware; and the same principle applies to all the coun-

tries of the earth with which we have commercial intercourse.

The landlord, therefore, by consuming the foreign wines

encourages our own manufactures of cotton and hardware,

as much as if, drinking no foreign wine at all, he applied the

money so saved to the direct purchases of cotton and hard-

ware at home. But he even bestows a greater encourage-

ment upon native industry, by consuming wine winch has

been exchanged for cotton and hardware, than ifhe abstained

from drinking the wine : for he doubtless himself uses as

much cotton and hardware as he wants, as Well as the wine

,

and by using the wine he enables other people in Europe to

use the cotton and hardware, who would otherwise have gone

without it For all that he consumes of foreign produce, some
English produce has been sent in exchange. Whatever
may be the difference between the government accounts of

exports and imports (than which nothing can be more falla-

cious), there is a real balance between the goods we send

away and the goods we receive ; and thus the intrinsic valuo

of all foreign trade is this,—that it opens a larger store of

commodities to the consumers, whilst it developes a wider

field ofindustry for the producers. (See Exports.) There

used to be a notion, which, for many years, governed the

decisions of our legislators, that unless we sent away to

foreigners a great many more goods than we received from

them, or, in other words, unless our exports were much
greater than our imports, the balance of trade was against

us. (See Balance of Trade.) This notion was founded

upon the belief; that if we sent away a greater amount of

goods than those we received in exchange, we should be
62
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paid the difference in bullion ; and that the nation would

be rich, not in the proportion in which it was industrious at

home, and in which its industry obtained foreign products

in exchange for native products, but as it got a surplus of

gold, year by year, through its foreign trade. Now, in point

of fact, no such surplus ever did accrue, or ever could have

accrued ; for the commercial transactions between one coun-

try and another are nothing but a series of exchanges or

barter, and gold is only the standard by which those ex-

changes are regulated. (See Bullion.) We shall see

how these considerations bear upon the relations of the

English landlord to his native country when he becomes an
absentee.

When the landlord, whose case we have supposed, resided

upon his estate, he probably received his rental direct from

his tenants. That rental was, in truth, the landlords share

of as many quarters of corn, as many head of oxen and
sheep, as many lleeces of wool, as many fowls, as many
pounds of butter, and so forth, as the estate produced. Three
or four centuries ago the landlord's share was paid in kind

:

for the convenience of all parties, it is now paid in money,
or, in other words, the tenant sells the landlords share, as

well as his own share, and pays over the amount of his share

to the landlord, in a money-rent, instead of in produce.

When the landlord removes to a distant part of the country,

this arrangement of modern times becomes doubly conve-

nient. The rental is then collected by a steward, and is

probably paid into the hands of a country banker, who
draws a bill of exchange in favour of the landlord. By this

process, the produce of the land may be most advantage-
ously sold; and the landlord receives the amount of his

share at his own door, without even the risk of sending
money from one part of the kingdom to another. If it

were not so, the servants of a great landed proprietor re-

siding in London might announce to their master,

—

' A hundred oxen at your levee roar.'

If the landlord becomes an absentee, the process of re-

mitting his rental assumes a more complicated shape. We
will suppose that his inclination leads him to settle in the

Netherlands. His means of living there depend upon the

punctual transmission of the value of his share of the corn,

cattle, and other produce growing upon his estate in Eng-
land. To make the remittance in bullion would not only
be expensive, but unsafe : and, indeed, remittances in bul-

lion can never be made to any considerable extent (such as

the demands of absentees would require) from one country
to another ; for these large remittances would produce a
scarcity of money at home, and then the bullion being
raised in value, its remittance would necessarily cease.

(See Course of Exchange.) Although the expenses of

our armies in the Peninsula, in 1812-13, amounted to nearly

32,000,000/., the remittances in coin were little more than
3,000,000/. Nearly all foreign remittances are carried on
by bills of exchange. The operation of a bill of exchange,
in connexion with our absentee landlord, would be this. He
is a consumer now, in great part, of foreign produce ; he
probably requires many articles of English produce, through
the effect of nabit ; but whether or no, there must be an ex-
port of English goods to the amount of the foreign goods he
consumes, otherwise his remittances could not be made to

him. He draws a bill upon England, which he pays, through
a banker, to a merchant at Antwerp. This bill represents
his share of the corn and cattle upon his farm ; but the
merchant at Antwerp, who does not want corn and cattle,

transmits it to a merchant at London, in payment for

cotton goods and hardware, which he does want. Or
there may be another process. The agent, in England,
of the absentee landlord, may procure a bill upon the
merchant at Antwerp, which he transmits to the English
landlord ; and the merchant at Antwerp, recognising in

that bill the representation of a debt which he has incurred
to England, hands over the proceeds to the bearer of the
bill, in either case the bill represents the value of English
commodities exported to foreigners. We thus perceive how
the consumption of an English resident in a foreign state,

out of a capital derived from England, produces, in prin-

ciple, the same indirect effects upon English industry, as
his partial or entire consumption of foreign goods in Eng-
land. His consumption of foreign goods abroad is equi-
valent to an importation of foreign goods into England

;

and that consumption produces a correspondent exportation
of English goods to the foreigner. Let it not Ikj said that

England sends out a thousand pounds' worth of her exports

in consequence of the absentee s residence abroad, and gets

nothing in return. She would have had to pay a thousand

pounds to the landlord wherever he resided ; and the only

question is, whether she pays the amount less advantage-

ously for the national welfare to the absentee, than to the

resident at home. The political economists, whose opinions

we have endeavoured to exhibit, maintain that she does not.

It is probable that a good deal of the difliculty which this

question presents, has arisen from the circumstance, that

the subtraction of a particular amount of expenditure from
a particular district, is felt in the immediate locality as an
evil; while the benefit which still remains to the whule
country is not perceived, because it is universally diffused.

But it would be a widely-different question if the absentee

landlord, who had been accustomed to expend a certain

portion of his income in the improvement of his estate in

England, were to suspend those improvements, and invest his

surplus capital in undertakings in a foreign country. This the
political economists, who have been most consistent in their

opinions as to the effects of absentee consumption, never
maintained : if they had, they would have confounded the

great distinction between accumulation and consumption,

upon which the very foundations of their science rest.— (See
Accumulation.)—In many cases the smaller consumption
of an absentee, in a country where the necessaries of life are

cheap, enables him to accumulate with greater ease than
he could at home ; and this accumulation is, in nearly every
case, invested at home. It is the same thing whether the

absentee improves his own estate by the accumulation, or

lends the amount of the capital so saved to other encoura-
gcrs of industry at home. Nor could the political economists

ever have intended, we apprehend, in maintaining, as a
mere question of wealth, that it was a matter of indifference

where an income was spent, to put out of view the moral
advantages which arise out of a just and rational course of
individual expenditure. The absurd notion, which even
the philosopher Montesquieu fell into in the last century,

that if the rich did not spend liberally the poor would die

of hunger, is fast passing away ; because it is evident that

whenever a portion of this particular consumption is sus-

pended, there is an accumulation of capital, which is sure

to set profitable industry to work in some way or other. But
at the same time, without attaching undue importance to

the influence of a rich man's consumption, it is undeniable
that it may be so directed as to call into existence profitable

instead of worthless industry, and thus to become a bene-
ficent instrument of civilization to all those within the
sphere of its power. In the ruder stages of society such
an influence stands in the place of liberal endowments for

education ; and prepares the way for that general spread of
intelligence which probably requires higher and more per-

manent incentives towards perfection than any individual

intluence, however great. When a country possesses zealous
as well as numerous teachers of religious truths, ample
establishments for public instruction, a wholesome and widely-

spread literature, and ready and cheap communication, the
moral influences of a benevolent resident landlord will be
scarcely more felt than the example of any other wise and
good man. But in a country far short of this high state of
civilization, the possessors of property have duties to dis-

charge which cannot easily be deputed, and certainly not
safely neglected. It is this which makes the question of
absentees, as regards Ireland, so difficult to treat upon prin-
ciples of political. economy alone. The absence of the prin-
cipal landholders of that country must, morally considered, be
a very serious evil ; but it is an evil not without mitigation.

The necessity for a large exportation of the products of the
industry of Ireland to support her absentee expenditure,
calls into action a great quantity of profitable lalxnir, to meet
the wants of the English market in the most beneficial

manner to the producer. The exportation of eggs from
Dublin to Liverpool alone amounts, at one halfpenny each,
to more than 50,000/. a year, and that of poultry is equally
considerable. This impulse to the industry of the small
tenantry, by exchange with England, will probably, in time,
do as much as the residence of the landlords of Ireland
could do to raise her peasants from the condition of miserable
cottiers to that of independent yeomen. It will unquestion-
ably do more than the presence of a debauched and even
careless landlord, such as Miss Edgeworth has described in
Castle Backrent, who was wont to swallow up the few
crumbs which his larger exactions left his dependents, in
the shape of duty eggs and duty fowls.
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[See ftPCulloch's Evidence before the Select Committee
on the State of Ireland, 1825, Fourth Report, pp. 813-14-1 5

;

•lbo his Evidence before the Select Committee on the State,

of the Poor in Ireland, 1830, p. 592, &c—Leslie Foster's

Eetay upon Commercial Exchange, 1804, quoted in the last-

mentioned Report, p. 597—Say, Court Complet dEconomic
Politique* torn. v. chap. 6—Chalmers on PoliticalEconomy,
p. 200, 1832

—

Quarterly Review, vol. xxxiii. p. 459, for an
hostile examination of Mr. MKJulloch s opinions.]

ABSOLUTION, a religious ceremony in use in different

Christian communities, by which the priest declares an in-

dividual, on repentance and submission to the requisite

penance, to be absolved either from his sin, or from the ec-

clesiastical punishment or deprivation to which it hod ren-
dered him liable. It is contended by many theological

writers, that down to the twelfth century the priest in this

act only used the words ' May God, or may Christ, absolve
thee ;* thus refraining from claiming any authority to remit
the sin himself! Since then, however, the formula used in

the Roman Catholic church has been Ego te absolvo a pec-
catU tuu (I absolve thee from thy sins), accompanied with
the sign of the cross. The Council of Trent has expressly
condemned the doctrine that the priest has not power of him-
selfto absolve from the guilt of sin. (Session xiv. Canon 4.)

The Church of England also holds, as may be seen in the
Order for the Visitation of the Sick, that power has been left

to the church to absolve repentant sinners ; and the words
which the minister uses in performing the ceremony are nearly
the same with those employed in the Catholic communion, • I

absolve thee from all thy sins.* It has, however, been main-
tained by some that the absolution thus bestowed is only

declaratory, while that pronounced by the Catholic priest is

professed to be absolute, and to proceed solely from himself.

In the Greek church the formula is merely declaratory ; that
is to amy* it is of the nature of a prayer to heaven that the
sms of die penitent person may not be visited with their due
punishment. It is so also in the Protestant Church of Scot-

land ; and there the term absolution is commonly used to

denote simply the declaration of the Kirk-Session or other

judicatory, expressed by the mouth of its president, that the

party is released from the ecclesiastical interdict to which his

delinquency had subjected him.
ABSORPTION, from abtorbeo, to suck up. The func-

tion of absorption is one of the most curious and important
of the animal economy. The matter of which the living

body is composed is in a state of continual change : old par-

ticles are every moment taken from their situation and car-

ried our of the system ; new particles are every moment
conveyed to the place occupied by the old and deposited in

their room. The constituent matter of the living body is,

therefore, never exactly the same in two successive mo-
ments. This change of the constituent matter of the living

body is effected by the process termed absorption, and the

agents by which this process is carried on are the absor-

bent vessels. The absorbent vessels possess a peculiar

structure essentially different from that of arteries, veins,

or any other vessels of the body, and their actiou like-

wise is altogether peculiar. The absorbent vessels consist

of two distinct sets. The first arise from the alimentary

etnal, and more especially from the small intestines. They
absorb the digested aliment, and are the instruments by
Thkh the new particles of matter, which are necessary to

amply the loss occasioned by the removal of the old, are

carried into the system. This new matter, which is termed
Chyle, is of a white colour, very much resembling milk

;

and these vessels, when full of it, have the appearance of mi-

nute tubes distended with a milky fluid; hence they are

called Lacteal Vessels, (that is, milk-vessels.) The
other set arise from every part ofthe body,—from the whole
of its external surface,—from the whole of its internal sur-

face,—from every one of its tissues,—from every one of its

organs,—so that the point of the finest needle can touch no

part of the body without coming into contact with a branch

of this system of vessels. At every point ofthe body these

vessels are always at work, taking up and carrying away the

old and worn-out particles. But, further, those which are

spread out on the external skin, and those, also, which are

spread out on the internal skin, on the membrane which

hue* the air passages, for example, and on that which lines

the passage to the stomach, are capable of taking up many
foreign substances which may come into contact with them,

and often powerfully affect the system by introducing into

it three foreign bodies. Whatever be the nature ofthe sub-

stance contained in this second set of vessels, and from what-
ever source it be derived, it is always without colour when re-

ceived into the vessel, and perfectly transparent and pellucid;

on this account it is termed Lymph, and these vessels arc,

therefore, called Lymphatics. The Lacteals then con-
tain new matter derived from the digested aliment: the

Lymphatics contain the old and worn-out particles of the
system, together with whatever substances may have been
taken into it from the surfaces of the body. The structure

and the course of these vessels, and the agencies by which
they receive and circulate their contents, will be treated of
under the terms Lacteal and Lymphatic Vessels.
Of the real existence and the active operation of the func-

tion of absorption there is indubitable proof.

1

.

In the first place, in certain states of the system, there
is a wasting of the llesh, a dissipation of the solids, a dimi-
nution of the weight of the body ; under other circumstances,
while the general system remains unaffected, particular

parts of the body diminish in size, or even disappear altoge-

ther. These phenomena are not dependent on any external
influence, and cannot be referred to the action of any physi-
cal agent. They can be accounted for only on the supposi-

tion tnat processes are constantly going on within the body,

which remove from the system both the solid and the fluid

parts of which it is composed.

2. In the second place, if fluids be injected from without
into the internal cavities, or if they be effused in the progress

of disease, these fluids disappear sometimes spontaneously,

and still more often under the influence of particular medi-
cinal substances. An opening was made into the cavity of
the abdomen of a living animal ; three quarts of water were
injected and secured ; in six hours after this operation the

animal was killed, and the state of the abdomen was ex-

amined ; not more than four ounces of the water remained.
Oftentimes, after digitalis or fox-glove has been taken some
days in succession, large collections of water in the different

cavities of the body disappear in the course of a few hours.

3. In the third place, various substances, when placed in

contact with a living surface, produce the same effects upon
the system as when received into the stomach, or injected

into the veins. Arsenic, when applied to an external wound,
will sometimes affect the system as rapidly and as power-
fully as when introduced into the stomach. A strong infu-

sion of tobacco, when applied to the pit of the stomach, will

occasion vomiting, when injected into the rectum will pro-

duce almost immediate fainting, and unless care be taken
this fainting will end in death. These phenomena can be
accounted for only by supposing that the substances in

question are really conveyed into the system.

Many facts testify the action of cutaneous or external ab-

sorption. It is proved by direct experiment, that the humari
hand is capable of imbibing, in a quarter of an hour, an
ounce and a half of warm water, which, for the whole body,

is at the rate of six or seven pounds per hour. An interest-

ing narrative is on record of a ships crew who were exposed
at sea for several days in an open boat ; they had consumed
all their water ; they had no fluid of any kind which they

could drink; they soon began to suffer from thirst; the

feeling at length became intolerable, and tho drinking of

sea-water was found only to increase its intensity. When
nearly exhausted, they were exposed, during several hours,

to a heavy shower of rain. As soon as their clothes becamo
thoroughly wet their thirst began to abate, and before the

rain had ceased their thirst was gone. They did not fail to

profit by this experience. From this time each man, as

soon as he began to feel thirsty, dipped his shirt in the sea-

water and wore it next his skin, which had invariably the

effect of removing his thirst, the absorbents taking up the par-

ticles of water, but rejecting the saline matter dissolved'in it.

The function of absorption explains many phenomena
connected with health, with disease, and with the action

of remedies. The agents which produce disease, and espe-

cially the widely-extended and powerful causes of fever,

—

namely, animal and vegetable matter in a state of decom-
position ; these, together with the effluvia of marshes, ex-

halations from the animal body itself, and perhaps other

noxious gases diffused in the atmosphere, afford striking

illustrations of its operation. An exposure but for a. few
minutes to an atmosphere loaded with marsh effluvia, of

an intensely noxious nature, may produce a protracted ague,

or even instantaneous death. Even a few inspirations of

an atmosphere, rendered foul by exhalations from the hu-

man body, may produce, in a person previously healthy
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immediate nausea ana vomiting, followed by severe and
pernicious fever. A person labouring under small-pox may
contaminate the air of a room to >uch a decree that a healthy

per.-.on, breathing this air but for a short space of time, may
become atfectod with the disease, although the infected may
never ba\e ('•sue into actual contact with the infecting per-

son. In all these cases a poison is diffused through the

atmosphere, which comes into contact with the surfaces of

the b')dv. and so atfects the system through the medium of

absorption. The free dilution of this poison with pure air

will destroy, or render innoxious, these malignant agents

;

hence, persons who are under the necessity of remaining

constantly in the chambers of the sick may remain there-

with perfect impunity, if these chambers are frequently and
thoroughly ventilated: while, if ventilation bo neglected, or

imperfectly performed, not only is the disease of the patient

aggravated, and perhaps by this cause alone rendered

mortal, but his nurse also is sure to sutler; hence the value

of this further fact, which cannot be too constantly borne in

mind, that the>e noxious agents always atfect the system

exactly in proportion to its want of energy. Exposure to a

powerful noxious agent,—when the stomach is empty,

—

when the body is exhausted by fatigue,—when the mind is

depressed and desponding,—will occasion a mortal disease;

exp isure to this very same agent, when the body is well

nourished,—when the functions are carried on with vigor,

—

when the mind is cheerful and confident,—will be attended

with no appreciable effect. There is no kind or degree of

sickness with which a family or an individual can be affected,

in the management of which the knowledge of facts of this

kind may not alford useful suggestions; but this knowledge
is of paramount importance when malignant and mortal

epidemics attack a village, a city, a district, or a nation.

Nor is there less practical utility in attending to the action of

absorption in relation to noxious -agents which are generated
within the body itself. When secretion is vitiated, and the

morbid matter is absorbed by the lymphatics,—when diges-

tion is imperfect, and unwholesome chyle is absorbed by the

lacteals,—when the excretory portion of the alimentary
canal is torpid, and the hecal matter which ought to be car-

ried out of the system is retained there and in part absorbed,

—in such cases, the sensible qualities of the perspiration, the

odour of the breath, the foul state of the skin, the loss of
strength, the irritable and feverish condition of body and mind
sufficiently declare the disorder of the system. Considerations
such as these show the value of pure air, simple and easily di-

gested food, moderate and regular exercise, purgative medi-
cines, and remedies of the class termed alterative. By altera-

tive remedies we mean medicinal substances that are absorbed
from the surface of the alimentary canal, that enter the current
of the circulation, that are conveyed by this channel to secret-

ing organs, and that, by their inlluenee over the actions of
these organs, effect a salutary change in the general func-
tions of the body.

ABSTINENCE, from abstineo, to abstain. The term
abstinence signifies a total, or an excessive privation of food.

It has been shown (see Absorption) that the constituent
matter of the body is in a state of continual change,—that

old particles are constantly taken up and carried nut of the
system, while 4 new panicles are as regularly deposited in their

r»um to repair the loss. The source of these new particles

is the aliment or food; but. a second ollice is performed by
the aliment scarcely loss important than that of furnishing
new matter for the renovation of the system. All the organs
of the body are excited to the performance of their functions

by certain external agents, which are called stimulants;
such as air, water, heat, and so on ; but of these stimulants

the aliment is among the most indispensable and the most
powerful. Upon the quantity and quality of the aliment
depend the quantity and quality of the blood, and upon the
quantity and quality of the blood depends in a great mea-
sere the cnerg\ of all the functions of all the organs. Anv
material change in the diet must necessarily produce a
powerful impression on the system. Life can be main-
tained but for a short period under the total privation of
food, while the excessive privation of it produces effects upon
the sy>teui which ha\e not been often observed with accu-

racy, but which an* remarkably uniform, and highlv curious

and instructive. Opp >ru.mities occasionally occur of noting
tlr-se effects with correctness and completeness, when, for

example, the pa-sa-e to the stomach is closed up by disease;

or wh-m. owing t » an unbound stale of mind, the individual

refuses to take nourishment.

During the first' two or three days after the total abstin

once from food, in a person previously in sound health, tho

suffering from hunger is generally se\ere. The thirst is

also at times distressing, but thirst is not constantly attendant.

The pulse during this period remains natural, and so does

the temperature of the body. All the evacuations are

scanty, and take place at distant intervals. After the first

two or three (lavs the waiting of the body becomes visible,

the fresh colour characteristic of health disappears, and tho

features and the limbs, instead of being plump and round,

are sunk and collapsed. The loss of weight, which increases

rapidly, is appreciable, and the progress of the emacia-

tion is striking. The physical debility increases in exact

proportion with the emaciation : and the mind becomes
weak, confused, wandering, irritable, and at length al-

most deprived of reason. All this time there is little or no
pain from hunger or thirst, or these uneasy sensations return

only at intervals, and arc seldom acute and never lasting.

The pulse at this stage may be a little quickened; it is cer-

tainly easily excited ; and in like manner the heat, which
seldom sinks below the natural standard, is readily parted

with,—so that a slight] change of the temperature of a room
is felt acutely, and produces very uneasy sensations, a fact

which demonstrates to the physician the feebleness with which
the functions are carried on, no less clearly than the physical

debility itself. The most remarkable and curious phenomena
which next supervene are those connected with the intellec-

tual faculties. The loss of power to perceive accurately, and
to connect the trains of thought, is followed by decided de-

lirium, which is at first of a low muttering character, similar

to that which takes place in the last stage of typhus fever ;

but this sometimes passes rapidly into furious and even
maniacal delirium, requiring coercion just as a violent pa-
roxysm of madness itself. Generally the delirium is preceded
by a state of painful watchfulness and restlessness, it being
impossible to procure sleep or quiet ; and, finally, the skin
becomes intensely hot, the pulse extremely rapid, the emact-
tion frightful, the debility so great that scarcely the slightest

movement can be performed, and at length the individual

sinks exhausted, commonly into a state of stupor amounting
to that complete and profound insensibility which is techni-

cally called Coma.
This history of the progressive changes which take place

in the system on the total abstraction of food, is illustrated

in the most perfect manner, by two cases which fell under
the notice of physicians capable of accurately observing and
duly appreciating each successive event. Many wonderful
stories are on record, of the truth of which there is llo sutli

cient evidence ; but the cases to which we refer were ob
served and recorded by men whose veracity is beyond ques-
tion, and who were endowed with more than ordinary dis-

crimination and judgment. The record on this account 13

invaluable, while in itself it is highly curious and instructive.

For the first case we are indebted to Dr. Currie, of Liver-
pool, the author of an admirable work on the application of
cold as a remedy in certain cases of fever. In August,
17'Jf>, a gentleman of Yorkshire, aged sixty-six, applied to

this physician tor his assistance, on account of an obstruc-
tion in his swallowing food, with which he had been alllicted

for ten or twelve months. At first the complaint was slight

,

it occurred only when he attempted to swallow dry and hard
substances ; it afterwards extended to solids of every kind

;

and, at the time he was first seen by his physician, although
he was still aide to pass down liquids, the quantity he could
swallow was not sufficient for his nutrition, and he was con
siderably reduced. On the introduction of a bougee into
the gullet, it pas-cd about two inches easily, but then met
with an obstruction which, hv a moderate pressure, was
overcome. It then passed easily seven or eight inches more,
but, at the lower part of the tube towards its termination in

the eardia, it met with a firm resistance, which no patience
or skill could surmount. This obstruction proceeded from a
schirrous tumour, which, gradually increasing at fust, dimi-
nished the passage, ami at length closed it wholly.
On the evening of the 17th of October a sudden in-

crease of the obstruction came on, and from this time he
was able to swallow only a table-spoonful of liquid at a
time, and at long intervals. It was with dilliculty that lie

got down seven or eight spoonsful of strong soup in the
day, and this quantity gradually diminished. On the
thirteenth day from this sudden increase of the obstruction,
the passage appeared to he wholly closed.

The patient himself, to the last, was Jar from despairing
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of his recovery; and the affectionate friends around him,
though they could not but see the issue of the case, yet de-
sired that his life might be prolonged to the uttermost.

The following plan was, therefore, adopted with this view.

Every morning a clyster was administered, consisting of
eight ounces of strong broth, made chiefly of the mem-
branous parts of beef, these being considered the most nu-
tritious, into which were rubbed two yolks of egg, and to

which were added forty drops of laudanum. This was re-

peated in the afternoon, and again in the evening, previ-

ously to which, in the evening, he was placed up to the

neck in a tepid bath, of which one-fourth was milk, and the
ro<t water ; the whole quantity amounting to twenty-four

gallons. The temperature was fixed at 96°, to accommo-
date his sensations, and the time of immersion was gradu-
ally prolonged from forty-five minutes to an hour.

After a few days it was found that the retention of the

rectum improved, so that the clysters were enlarged to ten

ounces of broth, and three yolks of eggs each ; to which
were added eight ounces of white wine, and the laudanum,
which was added to the evening clyster, was gradually in-

creased from sixty to two hundred and fifty drops. Thus the

whole of his nutriment for twenty-four hours consisted of

thirty ounces of broth, twenty-four ounces of wine, nine

yolks of eggs, and from 250 to 380 drops of laudanum, and
administered by clyster ; with what liquid might be supposed
to be taken up in the bath by the absorbents of the surface

of the body.

When in tolerable health at the commencement of his

complaint, this gentleman, who was a tall man and natu-

rally corpulent, weighed 240 lbs. Before the obstruction

had become complete, imperfect nutrition had reduced him
to the weight of 1 79 lbs. In twenty days, from the period

of the sudden increase of the obstruction, he was reduced to

154 lbs. ; on the twenty-fourth day he had lost 5 lbs. more

;

and at the period when his delirium commenced, that is on
the thirty -second day from the night that he ceased to swal-

low, he weighed 138 lbs., having lost upwards of 100 lbs. of

hU original weight. He lived four days longer, that is, thirty-

six days from the period when the obstruction was supposed
to be complete ; but, during these last four days, no nutri-

ment, in any form or of any kind, was administered ; for

the rectum no longer retained the clysters, and the admi-
nistration of the bath appeared, under these circumstances,

to be wholly useless.

For a month after the total obstruction of the passage*

the temperature and the pulse were natural; but on tne

thirty-second day the pulse became small and frequent;

on the following day the eyes lost their common direc-

tion, the axis of each being turned towards the nose;

he complained that he sometimes saw double, but the sen-

sibility of the retina was increased rather than impaired

;

for, on the admission of the light of the window, he
screamed out, though he had before been accustomed to

this light. On the next day there was considerable inco-

herence of mind ; this incoherence passed rapidly into deli-

rium, during the prevalence of which there was a perpetual

and indistinct muttering, with great restlessness and agi-

tation ; the skin and the extremities were sometimes of a

burning heat, and sometimes clammy and cold ; the pulse

became feeble and irregular ; the respiration, which hitherto

had been singularly undisturbed, became laborious ; and in

ninety-six hours after the clysters and all other means of

nutrition had been abandoned he ceased to breathe.

During the whole of this melancholy progress to inevita-

ble death, this unfortunate gentleman complained very

little of hunger : occasionally he expressed a wish that he

could swallow, but not often nor anxiously; and, when
questioned on the subject of his appetite, ho always declared

that he had no hunger which occasioned any uneasiness.

The clysters evidently relieved the sense of hunger, and the

opium they contained seemed to have a powerful share in

producing this relief. It occasioned quiet and rest after

each clyster, and allayed every kind of desire or appetite.

Neither was he much disturbed with thirst. This sensation

was, indeed, troublesome during the first days of his

abstinence ; but it abated, and, as he declared, was always

removed by the tepid bath, in which he had the most grate-

ful sensations. His spirits were uncommonly even, and

his intellect perfectly sound. He occupied himself a good

deal in his private concerns ; and, as usual, interested him-

self in public affairs. In order to husband his strength he

was confined a good deal to bed; but, till the last few days

of his life, he dressed and undressed himself daily, and
walked not only about his room, but through the house.
His nights were quiet; liis sleep sound, and apparently
refreshing. Just before his delirium set in he had very
lively dreams, which were all of a pleasant nature ; and, in

the last conversation he had with his physician, he told him
he had had a very gay evening with two Yorkshire baronets
whom he named ; that they had pushed the bottle about
freely ; that many jokes had passed, at the recollection of
which he laughed heartily, a thing uncommon with him ; hut
it was observable that he was unable, longer than a mo-
ment or two, to distinguish this scene which had passed in
sleep from a real occurrence ; and this state of mind lapsed
into delirium from which he never recovered. At this

period he was so weak as to be scarcely able to turn himself
in bed, to which he had been entirely confined several days,
previously to his death.

The second case, which is no less interesting, occurred to
Dr. Willan. A young man of a studious and melancholic
turn of mind was affected with symptoms of indigestion,

particularly with sharp pains in the stomach and a constant
sensation of internal heat, for the relief of which he thought
proper to begin a severe course of abstinence, hoping by this

means, as he said, to remove his disagreeable complaints

;

but there was reason to behove that some mistaken notions on
the subject of religion principally induced him to form tfois

resolution. Having taken his purpose, he suddenly with-
drew from business and the society of his friends, took lodg-
ings in an obscure street, and entered upon his plan, which
was to abstain from all solid food, and only to moisten his

mouth from time to time with water slightly flavoured with
the Juice of an orange. After three days of abstinence the
craving or desire for food, which was at first very trouble-

some, left him entirely; he then pursued his studies and
meditations without nirther inconvenience ; he used no
manner of exercise ; ho slept very little, spending most of

the night in writing ; he consumed from half a pint to a
pint of water daily, into which he squeezed the juice of the
orange to give it an agreeable flavour. He persisted in this

plan with firmness fifty-one days. During the succeeding
ten days his strength failed rapidly ; he was no longer able

to rise from his bed: hitherto be had flattered himself that

his support was preternatural, and indulged his imagination
with the prospect of some great event which he expected
would follow this extraordinary abstinence, but now that he
found himself sinking to the grave his delusion vanished.

About this time his friends discovered his retreat, and he
was prevailed upon to assent to any plan that might be
conducive to his recovery. He was seen by Dr. Wiflan on
the sixty-first day of his fast : at that time he was ema-
ciated to a most astonishing degree ; the muscles of his face

were entirely shrunk ; his cheek bones stood prominent and
distinct, affording a most ghastly appearance ; the abdomen
was concave, from the collapsed state of the intestines ; the

limbs were reduced to the greatest possible degree of tenuity,

and the processes of their bones were easily distinguishable.

His whole appearance suggested the idea of a skeleton pre-

pared by drying the muscles upon it in their natural situa-

tions. His mind had become imbecile. He had undertaken
during his confinement to copy the Bible in short-hand, and
this work he had executed very neatly as far as the second
book of Kings, with short arguments prefixed to each
chapter. He showed his physician several improvements
he had made in that kind of writing, particularly in the

abbreviations. He had also, with great diligence, put
together parallel passages, and traced particular subjects

through tne whole Scriptures, noting their application in

different instances, and adding observations of his own. He
appears at first to have proceeded in this undertaking with

considerable ingenuity and judgment ; but afterwards he
became obscure, and seemed to be lost in endless confusion.

Unfortunately the treatment adopted was injudicious, the

quantity of food allowed him being much too large
; yet, for

the first few days, he appeared to improve, regaining flesh and
strength, and acquiring firmness and even cheerfulness of

mind; but on the night of the fifth day he was sleepless and
restless ; on the morning of the sixth he began to lose his

recollection, and before midnight he was quite frantic and
unmanageable ; at the same time his pulse was increased in

frequency, with considerable heat of the skin, and tremors.

During the following day he continued raving, and talking

very incoherently, as he had done during the preceding night
He remained nearly in the same state, scarcely ever sleeping
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and taking very little nourishment, his pulse becoming daily

smaller and feebler, and beating at length 120 strokes in a

minute, and his emaciation still inrrca^iiiix* until the elevenlh

day from the period that he began to take food and medi-

cine, and the seventy second from the commencement of his

abstinence, on which day he died, quite exhausted.

There is no authentic case on record in which the duration

of the abstinence was as lung: as this, and both these eases

taken together afford an excellent history of the disorder

of the functions, and the exhaustion of the powers of life on

the total and continued abstraction of food. The mind in

the first case was naturally firm and strong ; in the second

it was supported by an enthusiasm amounting to insanity.

When the mind is feeble, and especially when it is under

the influence of fear, anxiety, despondency, or any other

depressing cause, the duration of life is greatly abridged. It

is instructive to observe the absence of severe suffering from

hunger and thirst ; the absence of all acrimony of the fluids ;

the absence of all violence and turbulence of mind until

delirium set in, the precursor of death.

From the powerful influence of abstinence on the system,

it is obviously capable of becoming a most energetic remedy
in various diseases. When the mass of the fluids and solids

of the body is too abundant, abstinence is capable of reduc-

ing them to almost any extent that can be required ; and

if the abstinence be judiciously commenced and conducted,

not only is it unattended with any diminution of the

strength or injury to the health, but it contributes to the

improvement of both. Numerous instances are on record

which place this fact beyond question. The case of

Cornaro the Venetian nobleman, and that of the Essex
miller, which afford evidence of this more complete than it

would be easy to invent, are universally known. The body,

whatever be its bulk or weight, provided the health be in

other respects sound, may be reduced to almost any degree

of thinness, and kept at that point by an appropriate regu-

lation of diet and exercise. The physician, at his pleasure,

can make no one fat, but he can make any one as thin as

he chooses, frequently improving at the same time the health

and vigour both of body and mind. Seldom is he called upon
to put this art into practice, and seldomer than he ought
docs he insist upon carrying it into practice; but it is some-
thing to know that the resources of his art place this in his

power.

In all acute diseases, such as the various forms of fever

and inflammation, abstinence is a most powerful remedy,
not only because the abstraction of nutriment diminishes

the mass of the lluids and solids, (since the process of ab-

sorption goes on though the supply of new matter is stopped,)

but also because it withdraws one of the main stimulants of

the system, and consequently subdues the increased actions

which accompany, and which for the most part constitute,

acute diseases.

In some chronic maladies, especially in that large class

which depend on what is termed plethora, that is, too great

a quantity of solids and fluids, particularly in the plethoric

state of the blood-vessels of the brain predisposing to and
producing apoplexy, in some morbid affections of the

stomach itself, in some derangements of the liver, and in

several diseases of the heart, abstinence is an invaluable

remedy. In other chronic diseases it is injurious, as in

diseases of debility, in diseases which depend on irritation in

contradistinction to those which depend on inflammation, and
in various nervous maladies.

Abstinence is not equally well borne by all persons, nor
at all times by the same person. By the corpulent and ple-

thoric it may be endured longer, and carried farther, than
by the thin and the spare : in the middle or mature age, it

is less injurious than in infancy, youth, or extreme old age.

A degree and duration of it, which arc highly beneficial in a
fever or an inflammation, would be fatal in the state of health.

It is curious, and it is highly important to bear in mind,
that abstinence and excess produce symptoms so nearly

alike, that it often requires the utmost care and sagacity on
the part of the physician to distinguish the one case from
the other; and as the one requires opposite remedies from
the other, a mistake may be fatal, and must be injurious.

A man, addicted to drunkenness, was cast into prison for

theft, and reduced, at once, to a diet of bread and water.

After the first week, a disorder of the intellectual faculties

took place ; his countenance became pale and expressive of

languor, his flesh wasted, and his strength declined: his

nights were sleepless; shortly afterwards there was deli-

rium, which was mild at first, but subsequently furious.

These symptoms might have been easily mistaken for those

which denote inllammation of the brain ; but the true

nature of the affection was discriminated, and brandy was
administered. Immediately the affection of the orain dis-

appeared, and the flesh and strength returned.

Some time ago an alarming epidemic broke out in the

Milbank Penitentiary, London. The prisoners confined in

this prison were suddenly put upon a diet, from which animal
food was almost entirely excluded. An ox's head, the meat
of which weighs eight pounds, was made into soup for one
hundred people, which allows one ounce and a quarter of

meat to each person. The prisoners were at the same time

subjected to a low degree of temperature, to considerable

exertion, and were confined within the walls of a prison,

situated in the midst of a marsh, which is below the level

of the adjoining river. The consequences were, first, loss

of colour, of flesh, and of strength ; next, this simple debi-

lity of constitution was succeeded by various forms of dis-

ease—scurvy, dysentery, diarrluea, low fever ; and, lastly,

affections of the brain and nervous system—namely, head-
ache, vertigo, delirium, convulsions, apoplexy, and even
mania. When bleeding was tried, the patients fainted after

losing five, four, or even fewer ounces of blood. Abstinence
will sometimes produce a train of symptoms exactly similar

to those of the disease which it is employed to remove.
Persistance in the abstinence will aggravate the malady,
which will bailie every mode of treatment as h.ng as the
abstinence is persevered in; hut which will disappear with
surprising rapidity on the administration of a generous diet.

This is especially the case with those affections of simple
irritation which assume the appearance of inllammation,

and which are attended with headache, noise in the cars,

giddiness, restlessness, sleeplessness, and delirium. A pro-

fessional man was seized with fever ; rigid abstinence was
enforced, not only during the continuance of the fever, but
also during the stage of convalescence. Delirium, which
had been present in the height of the fever, recurred in the
convalescence. A physician of eminence in maniacal case^

was consulted, who recommended him to be removed to a
private asylum. Before this advice was carried into eftect,

another physician saw him : a different treatment and regi-

men, with a gradual increase of nourishment, were adopted :

the patient was well in a few days, and within a fortnight

returned to his professional avocations.

It is the common belief that abstinence is conducive to

longevity, and many stories are on record which are con-
ceived to establish the truth of this opinion. It is stated,

for example, that the primitive Christians of the east, who
retired from persecution into the deserts of Arabia and
Egypt, lived healthfully and cheerfully on twelve ounces of
bread per day, with mere water : that, with this diet, St.

Anthony lived 105 years; James the Hermit, 104; Arse-
nius, tutor of the Emperor Arcadius, 120 ; St. Epiphanius,
115; Simeon the Stylite, 112; and Romauld, 120: to

which are added many others. But we should remark that

the evidence for these instances of longevity may not be quite

satisfactory.

The quantity of food absolutely necessary to support the
functions Of life in vigor, is not known with any degree of
exactness. Probably it varies with every constitution, and
with everyT situation and circumstance that modify consti-

tution. Provision is made in the economy for earning out
of the system superfluous nourishment, so that, within cer-

tain limits, more than is absolutely requisite is not injurious.

Excess, without doubt, is always pernicious, and its direct

tendency is to produce disease and to shorten life. For one
person, however, who abridges the term of his life by ex-
cess, a hundred die prematurely from the want of a suffi-

cient quantity of nutritious food. Persons who live in the
bad air of a city require a larger quantity of food, and
that of a more nutritious quality, than those who breathe
the pure air of the country ; and those who labour, physi-
cally or mentally, need a corresponding augmentation of
food, in order to compensate the expenditure of the system.
Persons in sound health, with a good constitution, having a
tranquil mind, leading a quiet, contemplative life, without
physical or mental labour, in a pure air, and taking regu-
larly a good portion of sleep, may subsist a long time on
very little food. And such seems to have been the condition
of the Eastern Christian ascetics, whose abstinence and lon-
gevity have been so much celebrated. But, even under
such circumstances, the processes of life arc attended with a
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certain amount of expenditure, for the compensation of
which a certain quantity of food is requisite, and without a
supply of which the duration of life must he inevitably

abridged. Both the physical and the mental states here
supposed are precisely those, however, in which too large a
quantity of food would prove more injurious than too small
a quantity. In a word, in a state of health, abstinence is

always pernicious, and temperance always beneficial ; while,

in a state of disease, abstinence is often beneficial, and
temperance itself injurious, because what is temperance in

health is excess in sickness.

Nothing can remedy the morbid condition induced by
long continued abstinence, but food ; yet nothing will more
certainly or more rapidly extinguish life, than the adminis-
tration of food, unless it be given with the utmost caution.

If a person, after having been long exposed to severe cold,

be placed close to a large fire, or be brought at once into a
warm room, he will sustain grievous injury, and perhaps
die ; and, in like manner, if a large quantity of nutritious

food be poured into the stomach of a person who has been
exhausted by long abstinence, the feeble spark of life that

may remain will certainly be extinguished. In Dr. Willan's
case, three pints of food,—a pint of milk for breakfast, a

pint of mutton-broth boiled with barley for dinner, and as

much rice-milk for supper,—were allowed on the third day
after an abstinence of sixty days ! No wonder that all the

symptoms were immediately aggravated, and that the con-

dition of the patient soon became hopeless. One-third of

this quantity would have been far too much. To have al-

lowed milk at all was bad, because milk becomes solid in

the stomach, and is then more difficult of digestion than
other solids, from being unmasticated. In cases like this, a
Lule thickened broth should be given every three or four

hours, and the quantity very gradually increased ; subse-

quently, animal food may be allowed ; warmth should be
promoted by every expedient ; frictions are useful auxiliaries,

and the bowels should be aided by the occasional use of

mild clysters. Internal stimulants are seldom needed
;

when given at all, the best are ammonia, camphor, the

vegetable bitters, and tonics, with small quantities of some
anodyne.
ABSTRACTION is an act of the mind, by which it

considers a certain attribute of an object, or several objects,

by itself, and without regarding any other attributes which
the object or objects may happen to possess. Thus, if we
see ink, pitch, ebony, and a negro, we see that these objects

have in common the attribute of blackness ; and this quality

we can in thought draw off or abstract from the various

other attributes which they respectively possess; and con-

sider it separately and independently of anything else. In
Jke manner we can consider any attribute of a single object,

such as of the sun or moon, without attending to its other

attributes ; thus we may contemplate the magnitude of the

sun without attending to its heat, light, &c: so we may
contemplate the light of the moon, without attending to its

magnitude, the inequalities of its surface, &c. All names
of classes, inasmuch as the individual members can never

be identical, are formed by a process of abstraction. Thus,

when we think of a ship or a house, we pay no attention to

the materials, colour, shape, size, construction, convenience,

or beauty of the ship or house, but we give the one name
to any dwelling of man built by regular artificers, and the

other to any vessel with a deck and masts made to sail on

the sea. Any object which possesses these attributes we
call a ship or a house ; though there cannot be any ship or

bouse which possesses only those attributes, and is not also

of a certain colour, size, shape, &c. : but these incidental

Soatities we leave out of our consideration in referring any

bject to the class of houses or ships,

From these remarks it is evident that abstraction, being

a merely arbitrary act of the mind, by which a certain attri-

bute is considered apart from any other attributes with which

it may happen to fee associated, does not represent to us

images or notions to which there is anything corresponding

in the nature of things : there is nowhere an abstract man
or tree which has no colour, dimensions, or other incidents

not entering into the abstract notion signified by those

general terms. Whenever we recognize in any object those

peculiarities which we consider as characteristic of a certain

class, we lefer it to that class, without taking any heed of the

other attributes with which they may happen to be combined.

Thus, if in some unexplored part of the world there should

be discovered a race of animals resembling some known

variety of the human race in every particular except the
colour of the skin or the hair, they would be doubtless called
men, although there is no such thing as an abstract man
whose skin or hair is devoid of colour.

The circumstance of there not being any sensible object,
or any conception of our mind, which we can image to our-
selves without its attributes, has given rise to considerable
perplexity on the subject of abstraction. For instance,
when we think of a horse, we represent to ourselves an
animal of certain colour, shape, and size ; though we should
equally give the name of horse to an animal of different
colour, shape, and size. So, when we think of a plane triangle,

although a triangle is any plane figure bounded by three
straight lines, yet we cannot help representing to ourselves
a triangle which is either right-angled, or acute-angled, or
obtuse-angled, or equilateral or scalene. The truth is, that
the process by which the mind abstracts is, that it conceives
or represents to itself the object of thought as an individual
of its class, together with certain particular attributes which
must belong to all individuals ; and it considers apart from
the rest only that attribute which is required for the matter
ih hand. Thus, if it is a question whether a newly-disco-
vered skeleton is that of an animal belonging to the class

of elephants or of deer, the comparative anatomist calls to
his mind an elephant or deer, such as actually exists, but
considers only the structure of his bones ; and, if there is a
close agreement in this respect, he pronounces the skeleton
to have belonged to one of those classes. So, likewise,

when a mathematician, by means of a figure described on
paper, proves that the square of the hypotenuse equals the
sum of the squares of the other sides of a right-angled

triangle, although the image in his mind is that of a triangle

of a definite size, yet he considers only the relation of the

sides and angles, without paying any attention to the length
of the lines.

This process, by which the mind generalizes a particular

notion, by considering only a part of it, might be illustrated

by many examples of changes in the meaning of words.

Thus, there stood formerly on the bank of the Thames in

London, a palace called Bridewell; this, in the reign of

Elizabeth, was converted into a penitentiary, or prison for

hard labour : whence the term bridewell has been extended,

and is now sometimes used as a general name for such
penitentiaries. So the name palace has been extended to

all sumptuous houses, having originally been confined to

that on the Palatine hill, at Rome- It has been remarked
that, although brute animals have, like men, the faculty

of reasoning or drawing conclusions from premises, yet

they have not, like men, the faculty of abstraction. Never-
theless, it is plain that some animals go through a pro-

cess of which the effects exactly correspond with that of

abstraction in men : for example, they can count, and are

aware of the recurrence of certain numbers ; and a dog who
has once been beaten with a stick, or pelted with a stone, will

run away from all sticks or stones, of whatsoever size, shape,

or colour. That they cannot found, on abstraction, the

admirable gift of language, the most important distinction

between men and beasts, is owing apparently not to the

absence of the power of forming general notions, nor yet to

the inability of making articulate sounds, as we may per-

ceive in the instance of the parrot—See Nominalists and

Realists.
ABSURDUM, REDUCTIO AD, is that species of ar-

gument which proves not the thing asserted, but the absur-

dity of everything which contradicts it. It is much used in

Geometry, in order to demonstrate the converse (see Con-
versk) of a proposition already proved. One of two things

must be true ; either the proposition asserted, or something

which contradicts it. If the opposing party denies the pro-

position, he must affirm that which is contradictory. Let his

counter-proposition be taken for granted : then, if, by the legi-

timate use of it, some absurdity can be deduced, it is evident

that his contradiction is wrong, and the original proposition

right As an instance of this method of proceeding, let us

suppose it has been proved, and is not denied, that when-

ever A is b, then c is d. We may then affirm that when c

is not d, A is not b. For if A were b, c would be n J
but c

is not d, therefore A is not b. The strict form of the reduc-

tio ad absurdum, in this case, is as follows :—You grant that

if a were b, c would be n ; but you refuse to admit the con-

sequence that, when c is not d, a is not b ; that is, you say

that c may not be d, and yet a may be b. Let this, then,

be as you say, that is, let c not be d, and yet let A be b,
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Bat in supposing thai a is b, ibe admitted proposition

obliges you to say that c is d. But you have supposed that

$ is not d, you therefore say at the same time that c is n,

and that c is not d, which is absurd. Consequently, if it be

true that, whenever a is b, then c is d, it follows that, when
c is not n, a is not b.

The reductio ad absurdum has been objected to as not

equally conclusive with direct demonstration. For this there

is no foundation ; though it must be admitted that direct

demonstrations are more pleasing and more elegant. But
it is obvious that, if everything which contradicts a propo-

sition be false, the proposition itself must be true. The
student of logic must distinguish between that which is only

contradictory* and that which is contrary to a proposition.

Thus, to the proposition that ' all squares are equal,' it is

contradictory that * some squares are not equal,' and con-

trary, that * no squares are equal.' The contrary is the most
complete contradictory, and affirms that the proposition is

true in no one instance. It is not correct to say that, if a
proposition be false, its contrary is true ; for example, it is

false that all squares are equal, and equally false that no
squares are equal. But ofa proposition and its contradictory

one must be true ; thus, either all squares are equal or some
squares are not equal. Hence, whatever disproves a propo-

sition proves something contradictory, and whatever dis-

proves everything contradictory proves the proposition. The
• riductio ad absurdum is, therefore, as conclusive as direct

demonstration.

ABU BEKR, properly called Abdallah Atik ben Abi
Kohafah, but better known under the name of Abu Bekr
(i.e. * Father of the Maiden/ in allusion to his daughter
Ayeshah, whom the Arabian prophet married very young),
was the first caliph or successor of Mohammed in the go-

vernment of the new empire founded by him. Mohammed
died in a.d. 632, without leaving male issue. The succes-

sion to the sovereignty was at first contested between his

father-in-law, Abu Bekr, and AH ben Abi Taleb, his cousin-

german, who was also, through marriage with the prophet's

daughter Fatima, his son-in-law. Between the two rivals

themselves the dispute was settled without an appeal to arms.
Abu Bekr prevailed, and AH, -though disappointed, submitted
to the authority of his successful opponent. But among the
Mohammedans the respective claims of the two competitors

became a point of perpetual controversy, and gave rise to

the great division of the whole Mohammedan community
into Sunnites and Shiites ; the former asserting the right -of

Abu Bekr and his two successors, Omar and Othruan, while
the Shiites condemn these three caliphs as unlawful in-

truders, and maintain the exclusive right of Ali ben Abi
Taleb and his lineal descendants to the commandership over
the Faithful.—[See article Ali ben Abi Taleb.]

After the death of Mohammed, several of the Arabian
tribes, who had become converts to the religion promulgated
by him, shook off their allegiance to his successor. Only
the three important towns of Mecca, Medinah, and Tayef
declared themselves for Abu Bekr. It was the first and

Srincipal object of the newly appointed sovereign to establish

is authority in the other parts of Arabia, especially in the

countries of Yemen, Tehama, Oman, and Bahrain. In
reducing to obedience these refractory provinces, Abu Bekr
was powerfully supported by Omar, afterwards his successor,

and especially by khaled ben Walid, a military commander
of extraordinary courage and presence of mind. Besides
this rebellion of some of its members, the Mohammedan
state had to encounter other difficulties from several new
pretenders to prophetship, who came forward in different

parts of Arabia, and some of whom soon gathered numerous
adherents around them. Among these the names of Osud
al Abbasi, Tolaihah ben Khowaiscd, and Mosailamah deserve

to be mentioned. Whatever disturbance these new pretend-

ers mipht cause among the faithful Moslems, the firmness

of their belief in the mission of Mohammed could not be
shaken, since he himself had prepared them for the appear-
ance of such impostors. Mosailamah seems to have been
the most formidable of these enemies of the Islam. He
was however defeated by Khaled, and killed in a battle near
Akrabah. This conflict is memorable also on another ac-

count. The precepts promulgated at different times by
Mohammed had, till then, never been collected in a volume

;

they were handed about in fragments written on palm-leaves

or pieces of parchment, and in a great measure preserved

by oral tradition. Many of the personal associates of Mo-
hammed, who were from memory familiar with his doctrine,

fell in the war with Mosailamah ; and Abu Bekr, in order to

obviate any future uncertainty about the genuine text of the

ordinances, caused all the fragments to be collected, the

passages remembered by heart to be written out, and the
whole to be embodied in the volume known under the title

of the Koran— a work which, from the importance of its

contents, as well as the force and purity of its language, is

the sacred and classical book of the Mohammedans.
When the authority of the caliphat was fully established

in Arabia, Abu Bekr was anxious to increase the Moham-
medan dominions by foreign conquest Khaled was dis-

patched Into Irak, and subdued several of the frontier pro-

vinces along the Euphrates, which belonged to the then;

declining empire of Persia; while two other commanders,
Yezid ben Abi Sofyan and Abu Obeidah, with an army
gathered from all parts of Arabia, entered Syria and defeated

the troops of the Grecian emperor Heraclius. They also

got possession of the town of Bostra, favoured, it is said, by
the treason of its governor Romanus. But the siege ana
capture of Damascus by the united forces of Abu Obeidah
and Khaled, which event was preceded by a decisive victory

over a Greek army of 70,000 men near Ajnadain, forms
the principal feature of this expedition, as it established

the dominion of the Arabs over Syria, and in fact over
the whole country between the Euphrates and the Mediter-
ranean.

On the day of the capture of Damascus (23rd August,
a.d. 634) Abu Bekr died, at the age of sixty-three years.

Not one of his three sons, Abdallah, Abd-al-rahman, and
Mohammed, survived him; and in his will he appointed
Omar as his successor. Eastern writers praise the almost
austere simplicity of his habits and manners, and his entiro
disregard of wealth, and the luxuries or even comforts of
life. So determined was he not to be enriched by his ele-

vation to the supreme commaud, that every Friday he dig*

tributod all the surplus of his income among such persons
as he thought deserving of it His short reign, of little

more than two years, forms an eventful epoch in the history

of Mohammedism ; and Oriental authors have vied with
one another in recording details about the early conquests
of the armies of the Faithful. The volume of the great
Arabic chronicle of Tabari, lately edited and translated by
Kosegarten (Greifswald, 1 831 . 4to.), is entirely occupied with
only the earlier part of Abu Bekr a reign ; the latter part, or
the history of the conquests of Irak and Syria, still remains
unpublished. A highly interesting account of the siege and
capture of Damascus, derived chiefly from the Arabic chro-
nicle of Wakedi, may be found in Ockley's History of the
Saracens.

ABULFARA'GIUS, properly Mar Grsgorius Abol-
faraj, also called Grbgorius Barhsbraus, was an
Oriental writer of much celebrity, who lived in the thirteenth
century of our era. He was born in a.d. 1226, at Malatia
or Melite, a town situated near the western bank of the
Euphrates in Lesser Asia, where his fathsr, Aaron, fbllowe<i

the profession of a physician. Though the offspring of a
Jewish family, he embraced the Christian belief, to which be
continued faithful till his death. It is, indeed, surmised that
shortly before his death he renounced Christianity ; but thia
unauthenticated report is sufficiently counterbalanced by the
unqualified praise with which his name is mentioned by
Christian writers, who would not have allowed such a met to
remain unnoticed. Abulfaraj studied theology, philosophy,
and medicine. He spent the greater part of his life in Syria.
At the early age of twenty years he was appointed Bishop
of Guba, and subsequently of Aleppo. In 1266 he was
elected Primate of all the Jacobite Christians in the East
He died at Meragha in Azerbijan, a.d. 1286.

Abulfaraj was the author of a great number of Arabic
and Syriac works, but the composition through which hia
name has become best known among us is a universal his-
tory, originally written in Syriac, but subsequently translated
by the author himself into Arabic, to which he has given the
title of History of the Dynasties. It is divided into ten sec-
tions ; the first or which gives some account of the patriarchs;
the second of the Jewish commonwealth under the judges

$

and the third of the Jews under the kings ; the fourth con-
tains the history of the Chalda?ans ; the fifth of the Persians ;
the sixth of the Greeks ; the seventh of the Romans ; the
eighth of the Christian Grecian empire ; the ninth of the
Mohammedan Arabs ; and the tenth of the Mogols. In the
early part of the work many errors are observable into which
the author has fallen through his ignorance of the classical
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tangtitffes and literature. The section treating of the Mo-
hammedan history is written with greater accuracy ; and in

his account of the Mogol dynasty, towards the conclusion of
the work, Ahulfaraj speaks from his own knowledge and
experience as an eye-witness. Though written hy a Chris-

tian, this work is held in high esteem even among Jews and
Mohammedans in the East To us its chief interest consists

in the curious details which it contains concerning the history

ef science among the Arabs, particularly under the three

Abbaside caliphs, Mansur, Harun al Rashid, and Mamun.
An edition of the Arabic text of the Dynasties, accompanied
with a Latin translation, was published by Edward Pococke,

at Oxford, in 1663, 4to. ; the Syriac text, likewise with a
Latin version, was edited by Brims and Kirsch, at Leipzig,

in 1789, 4to.

ABUL FAZL, son of Sheikh Mobarik, was the vizir of
the celebrated Mogol emperor Akbar, who reigned from
A.d. 1555 to 1605. Of the history of his life few details

are known to us. In J 602, when returning from an
expedition to the Deckan, he was murdered in the dis-

trict of Nurwar by banditti, and, it was suspected, by the
contrivance of Akbar*s son Selim, who afterwards succeeded
his father on the throne, under the name of Jehangir. The
extensive and valuable works, which, notwithstanding the
duties of his high office, Abul Fazl found leisure to write,

have ensured liim a conspicuous place among the best

authors, as well as among the most enlightened statesmen,

of the East. His principal work is the Akbar-Nameh,
which exists as yet only in MS., and contains a history of

the reign of the sovereign whom he served, and to whom
be was most devotedly attached ; this history Abul Fazl
carried down till very near the time of his own death, and
it was afterwards continued by Sheikh Enaiet-ullah in a
supplement, entitled Takmileh-i-Akbar-Nameh. But the
work which has most contributed to make his name familiar

to us, is the Ayin-i-Akbari, or Institutes ofAkbar, a statis-

tical and political description of the Mogol empire, and of
the several branches of its administration, some account of
which will be given hereafter. [See Ayin-i-Akbari.] Abul
Fail was a friend to the oppressed Hindus. It appears that

the exertions which he made for their protection, and the
zeal with which, assisted by his brother Feizi, he endea-
voured to derive a precise notion of the nature of their poli-

tical and religious institutions from their own ancient codes,

prejudiced many narrow-minded Mohammedans against him.
In his Persian prose translation of the great Sanskrit heroic

poem, the MahabhunJa, Abul Fazl has left us a curious

and valuable monument of the persevering diligence which
a Mohammedan statesman deemed it worth his while to

bestow on the literature of the conquered nation, in the

government of which he was called to assist by his counsels.

Another of his works, less interesting to us, though much
admired in the East on account of its refined and florid

style, is the Ayar-i-Daniih, or Touchstone of Intellect, a
Persian translation from the Arabic of the well-known fables

of Bidpai, or Pilpay.

ABU'LFEDA, or, with his full name, Emad-eddin
Abulfeda Ismail ben Ali, was the descendant of a

collateral branch of the Avubite dynasty, which Saladiu, in

aJ) 1182, appointed to the sovereignty of the three towns

Hainan, Maarrah, and Barin, in Syria, and which conti-

nued to hold that dignity even after the Bahrite Mamluks,
under Azz-eddin Ibek, had, in a.d. 1254, put an end to the

Ayubite dominion over Syria and Egypt. Abulfeda was
born in a.d. 1273, at Damascus, whither his family had
fled before the Mogols, who then threatened Syria with an
invasion, but were successfully repelled by the Bahrite Sultan

Bibara. Mohammed ben Basel, once sent as ambassador to

the Gorman Emperor, Frederic II„ is mentioned as having

been one of his teachers. He began at an early age to

display a warlike disposition, and to join in the expeditions

against the remains of the Christian kingdom founded in

Syria by the Crusaders. In 1285 he was present at the siege

of Martin,—in 1289 at that of Tripoli,—and in 1291 at

the taking of Akka (St. Jean dAcre); at a later period

(4. d. 1298), he accompanied his cousin Modhaifar, then

the reigning prince of Uamah, on an expedition against

the Mogols. After the death of Modhaifar, in 1299, the

Bahrite Sultan Nasir declared the fief which the Ayubites
held cinder him to have become extinct, and assigned a small

pension for their maintenance. When, however, ten years

afUrwarda, Sultan Nasir became personally acquainted with

Abulfeda, he not only restored to him (1310) the former

dignity of his family, but soon after, as an acknowledgment
for his services, raised him to the rank of medik, or king.
In 1316, Abulfeda was obliged to give up the town ofMaarran
and its territory to the Arab Emir Mohammed ben Isa, who
demanded this boon as a reward for his defection from the
Mogols ; but he retained Barin and Hamah, and, with his
troops, often rendered military services to Sultan Nasir.
Already in 1 31 5 he had assisted him in an expedition against
the town ofMalatia or Melite, which had shown itselffavourable
to the cause of the European Christians, and to the Mogols.
He continued on the m6st friendly terms with Nasir, till

he died in 1331. The numerous works which he has left

behind attest the extent and variety of his information.
Among them we find mentioned works on medicine, Mo-
hammedan jurisprudence, mathematics, and philosophy

;

those most commonly known are a treatise on geography,
entitled Tahwim al-boldan, or ' Disposition of the Coun-
tries,' and an historical work called Mukhtasar fi akhbar al"

bashar, i. e., A Compendium of the History of Mankind.
The geographical treatise consists of an introduction and
twenty-eight sections on particular countries, each containing,
first, a table, showing the latitudes and longitudes of the most
remarkable places, and afterwards detailed statistical and
topographical notices respecting them. Besides his native
country, Abulfeda had seen Arabia, whither he went twice on
a pilgrimage to Mecca, and also Egypt, which he visited fre-

quently when he took the customary annual presents of
homage to the court of the Sultan. In the description of
such places as he had not seen himself, he takes care to

name the authorities from whom he draws his information.

A uniform edition and translation of the entire geographical
work of Abulfeda is still a desideratum in oriental litera-

ture ; the descriptions of single countries have been edited by
Gravius, Reiske, Rommel, Kaehler, Michaelis, and others.

The historical work is a chronicle after the usual comprehen-
sive plan of Oriental works of this kind. It commences with
a brief and very imperfect sketch of the ancient history of the
Jews, Persians, Egyptians, Greeks, Remans, &c ; then gives

some information about the history of the Arabs before the
time of Mohammed, and thus passes over to its main object
the history of the Prophet, and of the Arabian empire, which
it carries aown as far as the year 1328. The earlier centuries

of the Mohammedan power are but briefly treated, and
many important events—for example, the conquest of Spain
by the Arabs—are entirely passed over. Farther on the nar-

rative becomes fuller and richer in interesting details. For
the history of the Crusades it is one of the most important

Oriental sources which we possess. The latter part of the

work, or the history of Mohammedanism, was translated by
Reiske, and edited with the Arabic text by Adler, at Copen-
hagen, in five vols. 4to. 1789-94 : an edition and translation

of the ante-Islamitic part has been published by Fleischer,

Leipzig, 1831, 4to.

ABURY, see Avebury.
ABUTMENT, in building, or the practice of civil archi-

tecture, that which receives the end of, and gives support

to, anything baving a tendency to -spread or thrust out-

wards, or in a horizontal direction. The piers or mounds
on, or against, which an arch that -is less than a semi-circle,

or a series of such arches, rests, are abutments ; while the

supports of a semi circular or semi-elliptical arch, or of an
arch of any other figure, which springs at right angles to

the horizon, are imposts. The arches of the Southwark
and Vauxhall bridges, over the Thames at London, are

small segments of circles, even less than quadrants, and
all their piers are abutments or abutment-piers ; the arches

of the London, Blackfriars, Waterloo, and Westminster

bridges are all semi-ellipses, and their piers are imposts,

or impost piers, and not abutments. Nevertheless, the

piers at the extremities of a bridge, of whatever form its.

arch or arches may be, are always termed its abutments

;

that is, abutments of the bridge itself; for the road-way
of most bridges forms the arc of a circle, and may be con-

sidered an outer arch, whose abutments are the land-piers.

Level bridges, such as Waterloo-bridge, cannot, indeed, be

said to have abutments, in the technical and more restricted

sense of the term ; but in its more general acceptation, as

mounds or props which receive the ends of the series of

arches of which the bridge is composed, and tend to prevent

the possibility of their spreading, the land-piers of a level

bridge also are abutments.— [See Buttress and Impost.]

ABUTTALS (from the French Abutter, to limit or

bound) are the buttings and boundings of lands to the east,
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west, north, and south, showing by what other lauds, high-

ways, hedges, rivers, &,c, such lands are in tho>e several

directions bounded.

The boundaries and abuttals of corporation and church

ands, and of parishes, are usually preserved hy an annual

procession.

ABY'DOS, an ancient Greek town on the Asiatic shore

of the Hellespont, now the Dardanelles, and nearly opposite

Sestos on the European shore. It is said by Strain* to

have been founded by the Milesians : but the date of its

foundation, like that of many other Greek towns, is not

accurately known. Abydos was burnt by Darius the Per-

sian, after his Scythian expedition ; and somewhat later

(B.C. 4*0) the people of Abydos witnessed the immense
army of Xerxes cross the stream on a bridge of boats.

—

(See Outline of General History, chap, viii.)—This bridge

did not extend from Abydos to Sestos, which was a dis-

tance of more than three English miles, but it was formed at

a narrower part, where the distance is somewhat le>s than

one mile. It commenced on the Asiatic Mile, a little higher

up the stream than Abydos; its termination, on the opposite

coast, was at the projecting point opposite to Abydos, and

between Madytus and Sestos. The practice of crossing

large streams by means of boats lashed together, and

covered with planks, was common among the Persians ; nor

were they used only for temporary occasions, but existed in

the time of Herodotus and Xenophon over the great rivers

of Western Asia, as they do now over the Tigris at Bagdad,

the Euphrates, at Hillah near the ruins of Bab) Ion, and

elsewhere. When Darius, the father of Xerxes, crossed the

channel of Constantinople, on his Scythian expedition, the

bridge of boats was constructed by a Greek of Samos, who
endeavoured to perpetuate his glory by causing a painting

of the passage of the army to be put up in the great temple

of Juno at Samos. A description of the bridge of Xerxes
is given by Herodotus (vii. 36), who was on the spot pro-

bably much less than half a century after the event.

[The ancient nauie<s are in italic-;.]

The passage of Abydos has obtained a poetical celebrity

from the story of Leandcr, who used to swim across the

stormy waters of the Hellespont to visit his mistress Hero,
whose name was commemorated even as late as the begin-
ning of the Christian a?ra by a building called the Tower of

Hero. There is extant a Greek poem by Musams, who
perhaps lived about the fourth century, descriptive of the

love and tragical fate of Leandcr. In our own days Lord
Byron has given a new interest to those localities by his

poem of the Bride of Abydos.
ABY'DOS, an ancient city of Upper Egypt, the remains

of which are found near two villages, El Kherbeh and
Harabat, about six miles from the west hank of the Nile

(N. lat. 26
3

12'). The chief building, which still remains,

is nearly covered with sand, but the interior is in good pre-

servation. Contrary to what we observe generally in Egyp-

tian buildings, this edifice is constructed of both limestone

and sandM me. In the interior it is said that constructed

arches are found, similar to those of brick which Belzoiii

describes at Thebes. The numerous apartments in this

building, and the style of decoration, show that Abydos was
once a place of importance, and possibly a royal residence.

When Strabo was in Egypt (about the commencement of

the Christian a*ra) Abydos was a mere village, but he
learned that the great building was called a Memnoneion,
or palace of Memnon, and that tradition assigned to Abydos
a rank in ancient time next to Thebes. 'There is,' says the

geographer, * a canal leading to the place from the liver
*

but, besides this communication with the main stream,

Abydos had the advantage of standing on the great canal
which runs northwards, and is best known by the name
of the Bahr Youssuf, though the name commences much
farther north, at a place called Tarut es Sheriff.

In the year 1818, Mr. W. Bankes discovered on an inte-

rior wall of a building at Abydos, not belonging to the great
edifice, a kind of tablet or genealogy of the early kings of

Egypt, which is now generally called the Table of Abydos.
Mr. Bankes made a copy of this, and others have been since

made by Caillaud, Mr. Wilkinson, Burton, and others.

The copy which we have before us is one by Mr. Burton,
which is more complete and correct than that in Salt's Essav,
which was made by Mr. W. Bankes. This tablet consists of

three compartments lying horizontally one above another,
and each compartment ha* been di\ided into twenty-six rect-

angles, so that the whole has once contained seventy-eight
rectangles. No one compartment is perfectly entire, but
enough remains of the lowest to enable us to determine the

original dimensions of the whole table, and the number of

compartments. Each of these rectangles contains an ellip-

tical ring, or cartouche as it is sometimes called, such as

may be seen on the Egyptain monuments in the British

Museum: and each cartouche contains those various figures
which are now generally admitted to indicate the names or

titles of so\ereigns. The lowest of the three compartments
contains in the nineteen rectangles, which are complete, the
title and name of Ramses the Great, perhaps the Greek
Sesostris : the same pra?nomen or title, and name, having
each probably been repeated thirteen times in the whole
twenty-six rectangles, of which seven, as we have just stated,

are erased. Deducting these twenty-six, we have remain-
ing in the other two compartments fifty-two rectangles :

the fifty-first and fifty-second contain the title and name of
a Ramses, who may be a predecessor of Ramses the Great.
The cartouches preceding these arc probably the titles of
kings : for example, the forty-seventh is the same as that on
the great colossal statue at Thebes, and on the entire colossal

st.it ue in the British Museum, which is Amenophis II. (in

Manethon's Catalogue), or the Greek Memnon. "Whether
the forty-six cartouches that precede this of Memnon belong
to kings, his lineal predecessors, we cannot undertake to

assert or deny.— [See article in the Westminster Rei^ieir,

No. xxviii. ]>. 40o ; vol. ii.]

ABYSSINIA. It is difficult to give, in a limited space,
any very complete account of the country called Abyssinia,
and this difficulty arises no less from the extent of the sub-
ject than from the want of sufficiently comprehensive and
trustworthy documents. We shall endeavour, in this article,

to give a brief description of the country, and to state the
chief authorities for our present knowledge of Abyssinia,
pointing out generally how far they are satisfactory.

*

The name of Abyssinia became known in Europe from
the Portuguese missionaries who penetrated there. Tellez
tells us that the name of the people is Alexins; hut the
Portuguese often write the names of the country and the
people respectively in the Latinized forms of Abama and
Abassinos, from which our common term Abyssinia is

derived. But as it frequently happens that we call a coun-
try by a name not used by the inhabitants themselves, so in
this case we are informed by Ludolf that the word Habesh is

Arabic, and signifies a mixed people, though the proof of the
Abyssinians being a mixed people, as well as of their having
originally emigrated from Arabia, has never yet been given.
The name of Ityopayawan, or Ethiopians, is that which is
adopted by the people when speaking of themselves, though
we cannot say how far it is still in general use. They more
commonly name themselves with reference to the great
divisions to which they belong, such as people of Tigre,
Amhara, &c.
The political boundaries of the country to which we give
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die name of Abyssinia have varied since the Portuguese
first made us acquainted with it, as we may see from Tcllez'

History of Ethiopia; but to trace all these revolutions would
not be a very easy or a profitable labour. The present political

limits of Abyssinia will be given below. Though the term
Abyssinia strictly belongs to a particular political division of
Africa, it is often used in a vague sense as referring to an ex-
tensive country remarkable for the physical conformation of

its surface. We shall endeavour to define what part of Africa
may be conveniently comprehended under this term. Abys-
sinia is an alpine country, of high table-land, north of the

equator, and containing the sources of two of the largest

branches of the Nile, the Tacazz6, and the Bahr el Azrek
or Abawi, besides the Mareb. Its nearest approach to the
sea is in the Baharnegash territory, which forms the N.E.
mountain-terrace of Abyssinia, and overlooks the tlat coast
near Arkeeko (N. lat. 15°35\ E.lon. 39°37'), on the Red Sea.
The rulers of Abyssinia have at present no command of the
sea-coast, Masowa and Arkeeko, &c. being in the hands of the
Mohammedans. A series of terraces conducts from the
west coast of the Red Sea to a high mountain range, which
runs nearly parallel to the sea-coast for probably 300 miles.

[This little map of Abtmixta is made according to Bruce and Salt, whose accounts have been compared with those of the Portuguese Jesuits inTelles.
The map is merely intended to illustrate our description ; and, therefore, nothing except what was essential lias been inserted. The reader" must
iofiT the directions of many hills and mountains from the courses of the rivers, which, however, are very imperfectly known. Such places, as have
not had their position determined with some degree of certainty, have a note of interrogation placed after them.]

and forms a boundary" between two different climates.

Beyond this limit southwards we are not able to state its

direction. Towards the north and north-west the moun-
tain region of Abyssinia sinks down into the level countries

of Sennaar and Kordofan: its greatest width from north

to south it is at present impossible to state. By com-
bining the maps of the Jesuits with Brace's observations,

it may be true that, following the meridian which runs

through the great lake Derabea, this range may extend
nearly 260 miles from the north limit bordering on the

kollas, or low grounds of Tcherkin and Waldubha, to the

almost unknown southern slope. On the south-east the

terrace declines along the provinces of Shoa and Efat, which
is indicated by the streams which water part of these pro-

vinces taking an east or a south-east course. We do not

yet know whether or not the high land which divides the

waters that feed the Bahr al Azrek from those that How
towards the Red Sea or the India Ocean, is continued west-

ward or south-west towards the interior of Africa, though

such a continuous range or high terrace seems exceedingly

probable. The Bahr el Abiad itself, the main stream of the

Nile, most probably has its rise in some lakes in a high
table-land. This high table of land of Abyssinia is pro-

bably continued southward also. All we at present know
about it is from the journey of Antonio Fernandez, which
is briefly given in Tellez, but in such a way as to convey

very little information. This zealous missionary left Dembea
in March 1613, and crossed the Nile at the point where it

turns to the north: he then went due south, and in the

course of his journey crossed a large stream called the Maleg,
and arrived at the kingdom of Narea, the north part of

which lies in about 8° of north latitude. This country ap-

pears to be a kind of continuation of the high ground of

Abyssinia, but as to its absolute elevation we know nothing

at all.

The accounts of the Portuguese may still be considered

as authority for many facts relating to Abyssinia, and the

reader may see in the learned work of Job Ludolf how
much information that industrious scholar was able to extract

from them. Ludolf had also the advantage of personal

acquaintance with Gregory, an Abyssinian then in Germany.
Lewis Poncet, a French physician,who visited Gondar in 1 699,
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to cure the king of some complaint, published an account of

his journey. Finally, Mr. Bruce, in 1 770, entered the coun-

try, and published an elaborate account of it sixteen years

after his return. For reasons which we shall state more
fully under the article Bruce, we cannot here make so

much use of that traveller as of Mr. Salt ; and our notice

•f all those parts of Abyssinia which we know either entirely

or principally from the travels of Bruce, must necessarily be
very brief and imperfect. Though Bruce is often confirmed

by the more recent traveller, we do not feel entire confidence

in his accounts of those parts, which are known only from
his own personal observation or the information which he
collected. We therefore trust nearly altogether to Mr. Salt,

whose plain and unadorned statements form a striking con-

trast with the rhodoraontade and egotism of Bruce. Mr. Salt

could not proceed to Gondar, because there was a kind of

civil war between the Has or governor of Tigr6 and the

powerful governor of Gojam ; the emperor was left entirely

out of the question, and his political condition depended on
the will of his viceroys.

The following sketch is principally founded on Mr. Salt's

work, which we may at present consider as almost the only

trustworthy Authority for the kingdom of Tigre\ Abyssinia

is now divided into three distinct and independent states,

which division is partly founded on natural boundaries, and
lias been partly caused by the incursions of the barbarous

Galla tribes. These three great divisions are Tigre, Amhara,
and the province of Shoa with Efat. Tigre" is bounded
on the north by the Bekla, Boja, Takue, and some wild

Shangalla tribes ; by the Danakil, Doba, and Galla on the

east and south. It is separated on the west from Amhara by
a great branch of the Nile called the Tacazze, running first

north and then north-west. Along the west bank of the

Tacazze' is* the bold mountain range of Samen (mentioned
under the same name in the Adule inscription), extending
from the south part of Lasta northwards to the district of

Waldubha. Mr. Salt saw snow on the highest peaks of

the Samen on the 8th of April. The Tacazze and the Samen
thus form a natural barrier between Tigre and Amhara;
and though one province has been frequently conquered by
the other, this natural boundary, joined to the difference of

language between Amhara and Tigr6, and other causes, has
always made a real, effective, and permanent union imprac-
ticable. Tigre comprehends an extent of four degrees of

latitude and as many in longitude, having the form of an
irregular trapezium. Its most northern point is about 1 5° 35'

N. lat. ; the most southern about 1
1° 20'. Tigr6 is the most

powerful state of the three, which arises from the natural

strength of the country, the courage of the inhabitants, and
its proximity, to the sea-coast, which has secured it a mono-
poly of the imported muskets, and also of the salt required

for the interior. Though nominally held by a Ras or viceroy,

under the Negus or emperor, it has not unfrequently assumed
the appointment of the sovereign.

Tigre" is properly the name of one province, which has
given its name to the whole country. A high range of

mountains passing near Adowa, about twelve miles east of

Axum, runs through this province, which is bounded on the

north by the Mareb (which is a tributary to the Tacazz6, or

is lost in the desert), on the east by Agam6, on the west
by Sire, and on the south by the Warre\ which runs west-

ward and joins the Tacazz6. This province contains ten
chief subdivisions, and many others of little importance

:

• its general character is that of a range of hill- forts, or
" ambas," intersected by deep gullies and highly-cultivated

plains/ The chief places are Adowa and Axum (see

Axum and Adowa). East of Tigre is Agam£, which is

rich and fertile, and on a level at a considerable elevation

above the sea. A lofty mountain range forms its eastern

frontier, which range, on the south-cast, separates it from the

5reat salt plain. The chief town is Genata. South of

Lgame\ Enderta comprises a great number of petty sub-

divisions, some of whicn form the eastern mountain boun-
daries of the great province of Tigre". The capital of En-
derta is Antalo, N. lat. 13° 22', E. long, nearly 40°, a posi-

tion well adapted to protect the southern frontier against the
Galla ; on this account the Ras, or viceroy, has chosen it for

his residence. Chelicut, near Antalo, is the country resi-

dence of the Ras. South of Enderta, Wojjerat runs east

and west: it contains extensive forests, which abound in

elephants, lions, rhinoceroses, and all kinds of game. It is

also famed for its white honey. The inhabitants, who are a

fine race of men, are said to be descendants of Portuguese

soldiers settled in the country. The small and low district

of Wofila, bordering on Wojjerat, contains a fresh-water
lake called Ashangee, the greatest length of which, ac-

cording to Salt's map, is about twenty-six miles. The
rugged province of Lasta (called Bugna by the early Portu-
guese writers), filled with almost inaccessible mountains, is

the most southern part of Tigre. The language of Lasta is

Amharic. North of it are two other small mountainous
districts, Salowa and Bora ; the low lands between which and
the east bank of the Tacazze are in the hands of Christian
Agows.

Still northward, the province of Avergale is a narrow belt

on the east bank of the Tacazze, fifty miles in length ; this

district also is in the hands of the Agows. Their houses are
built without mortar, and * the better sort are constructed in

the characteristic form of ancient Egyptian temples.' In
confirmation of his remark about the forms of their houses,
Mr. Salt refers to one of his own plates, which does not, in

our opinion, bear out the statement West of the Tacazze
is the mountain province of Samen, the highest land in

Abyssinia, extending about eighty miles from north to south.

Between the northern part of Samen andTigr6 proper is the
rich province of Temben ; north of Temben is Sire, stretch-

ing to the Tacazz6 ; and on the opposite, or west side of the
river, are Waldubha and Walkay t, which pay a tribute to the
Ras of Tigre" . Waldubha abounds in * flowery meadows,
shady groves, and rich valleys,' which contain many solitary

devotees, who, however, have hardly Succeeded in getting a
good reputation among their countrymen, The last division

of Tigris that we have to enumerate is cOmmonly called the
kingdom of Baharnegash, which comprises many districts,

all now ruled by separate chieftains, with such titles as
Slium, Kantiba, or Baharnegash. The last word, according
to Ludoif, is nothing more than Bahr-negash, ' lord of the
sea

;

' these provinces being nearest to the coast of the
Arabian Gulf, on which the* rulers of Abyssinia had once a
power that they no longer possess.

The great river of Tigre is the Tacazze*, probably the
Astasabas or Astagabas of Strabo, and one of the larger
branches of the Nile. It rises in the high mountains of
Lasta, from three sources which Mr. Pearce visited, and
runs as we have described. The mountain range of Samen,
on the west, prevents its receiving any considerable stream
from that side, till it arrives in the region of Waldubha, where
it is joined on its left bank by the Angrab, which is marked
in Salt's map as the boundary of Waldubha and Walkayt.
On the east it is joined by the Arequa, in the district of
Temben, but the exact point of junction is not known.
The Arequa rises near Antalo, and probably receives
the waters of all the smaller streams that run through
the fertile province of Enderta, as it has a wide bed whicn,
in the rainy season, is often well filled. The Tacazz6,
when Mr. Salt saw it, was, on the east side, low and
sandy ; but the west bank was rocky, and in some places
precipitous. The river, he says, has numerous overfalls,

which render it fordable at most seasons of the year ; while
between the fords deep holes occur, the favourite retreat of
the hippopotamus. Tnis amphibious animal, called gomari
in the language of the country, is common in the Tacazz6

;

and Mr. Salt, with his companions, found, by experiment,
that leaden balls from a musket seemed to make no impres-
sion on the hard heads of the monster. Crocodiles, called
by the natives agoos, are of an enormous size in the
Tacazz£, and more dreaded than the hippopotamus : those
which Salt saw seemed to be of a greenish colour. The
other great river of Tigre is the Mareb, which, rising in the
mountains of Taranta, that form the north-eastern boundary
of Tigre, flows north-west, and probably joins the Tacazze" in
the kingdom of Sennaar : report says it is lost in the desert.

Between Antalo and the sources of the Tacazze, Mr. Pearce
onlv met with one small stream.

We shall now proceed to give a description of the moun-
tain system of Abyssinia, which will be more intelligible

after the kind of outline we have attempted. Abyssinia
may be correctly called an Alpine land, and as it has
never vet been well explored, our description of it must ne-
cessarily be very incomplete, and must depend altogether
on the routes of the few travellers who have visited the
country. The authorities are the accounts of the earlv Por-
tuguese missionaries, Ludoifs History of Ethiopia, roncet,
Bruce, and the most important of all, Salt's and Valentia's
travels. That part of the Alpine land of Abyssinia which
lies between the Tacazai and the Red Sea, and forms the
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kingdom of Tigrt, being the best known, will have the most
particular description.

Tigre' has no sea-coast. The west side of the Arabian
ffulf, from about fifty miles above the straits of Bab-el-man-
3eb, as far as the bay of Massowa, is occupied by the Dan-
cali, the Damhoeta, and Hazorta tribes. Arkeeko, on the
bay of Massowa, is the only point of the Red Sea through
which the people of Tigr6 can with any ease communicate
with Asia ; and it was one object of Salt's mission to ascer-

tain what kind of commerce might be opened with Abyssi-
nia in this direction. The Abyssinians, in the early centu-
ries after the Christian era, carried on their commerce nearly
as they do now ; the only difference then was, that Zulla,

the ancient Adule, about forty miles south-east of Arkeeko,
was their sea-port in those davs.

As the traveller advances from the dry sands of Arkeeko
southwards, small elevations begin to appear on the second
day, and on the fifth day he reaches the granite ridge of
Tubbo, where the whole country assumes a different appear-
ance, and instead of the mimosas that mark the region of
sand and heat, the traveller's eye is greeted with hills,

brooks, and forests, full of antelopes, monkeys, and ele-

phants. Here the caper and tamarind trees, with their fruit,

are seen ; and tne fig sycamore. Two days more bring the

traveller to the pass of the Taranta mountain range, where
be must leave his camels, and make use of mules and oxen.
The rocks at the foot of Taranta are described by Mr. Salt

as a reddish species of granite ; the ascent is at first gradual,

though incumbered with fragments of rock, but afterwards

it becomes so steep that riding is almost dangerous. The
Abyssinian baggage-carriers cheer themselves by singing

as they lightly mount the rugged paths. The vegetation

changes with the ascent ; and in one part where Salt ob-

served, what he calls chalkstone, a hardy kind of cedar,

called tud, was found in abundance. The descent from the

summit of Taranta towards Dixan, which is the south-west

side, occupies only a short time, and the traveller is now on
one of the high terraces of Tigre. • The view,' says Salt,

' that bursts upon the traveller, as he begins to descend the

southern side of Taranta, is one of the most magnificent that

human imagination can conceive, extending over the abrupt

mountains of Tigre to the pinnacled and distant heights of

Adowa,* On each side of this mountain range the seasons

differ. On the south side, March 3rd, Salt found the heat

intense, compared with what he had felt north of the

Taranta, and the country dried up, while the cattle had all

been driven across the mountains, in search of pasture. This
region may be considered as the first terrace of Tigr6, or

that part of the kingdom called Baharnegash ; it extends

south from the Taranta pass about four days' journey, and
north-westwards over the green meadows of Serawc, as far

as the Mareb. The people here are dark-coloured, and

speak the Geez language. Indian corn grows well in the

country ; large black sheep and white fine-haired cattle

are abundant Two roads lead from Baharnegash to Gon-
dar, the capital ; one which turns south and passes through

Antalo; the other runs south-westward through Adowa,

Axum, and Sire.

Mr. Bruce observed a phenomenon in passing the Taranta,

which is not unusual in mountainous countries, only the

violence of it in Tigre" is perhaps something extraordinary.

On the 17th November, the mountain tops were hid in

clouds, and loud thunder was heard. ' The river scarcely

ran at our passing it ; when, all on a sudden, we heard a

noise on the mountains above, louder than the loudest thun-

der. Our guides on this Hew to their baggage, and removed

it to the top of the green hill, which was no sooner done

than we saw the river coming down in a stream about the

height of a man, and the breadth of the whole bed it used

Vo occupy.' An antelope was surprised by the torrent, and

driven to Mr. Bruces station. Mr. Pearce (Salt, p. 318) ex-

perienced a similar storm on the 27th of August, in his

Journey from Amphila Bay to Chelicut, before ne reached

die main ridge of the mountains. The 'gorf or ton-ent

came down so suddenly, that it swept away two camels which

were in the bed of the river, and the people saved themselves

with difficulty by climbing the rocks that bordered the stream.

One camel was afterwards found alive jammed in between

two rocks, and the other about a mile and a half lower down

entangled in the boughs of a tree.

The plains on the top of Taranta are, in many places,

sown with wheat, which Bruce found ready to cut in No-

tamber. Mr. Salt, on his return from Adowa to Arkeeko

by a new route, over that part of the Taranta which he
calls Assauli, gives a beautiful picture of tlie highest parts
of the mountain. • The contrast which the scene before us
now presented was very extraordinary ; immediately in front
lay a verdant plain, on which the natives were busily en-
gaged, some in tending their cattle, and others in gathering
in a field of wheat (May 22nd), while beyond an extensive
prospect opened to the view over the burning regions of the
Tehama, on which might be distinguished, at a distance, the
mountain of Ras Giddam, the Island of Massowa, and the
expanded line of the surrounding sea/

The rest of Ti^r6 may be in general described as a high
table-land, consisting of different elevations, which we may
consider as interrupted, or, in some cases, rather connected by
mountain ranges. From the northern regions of Baharne-

fash we rise by various steps to the mountain province of
.asta, where the Tacazzd takes its rise, and which here

forms the dividing line of the waters that run north-west to

the Nile, and those which, taking a south-east course,

enter the Indian Ocean, or are lost in the sand. The Samen,
on the west of the Tacazz6, forms the high barrier in that
direction ; and though these mountains rise far above the
bed of the river, the latter must have a very considerable
elevation, which is indicated by the numerous falls by which
its waters descend towards the province of Waldubha,
Bruce crossed the Samen by the pass of Lamalmon, which,
though very steep in parts, as he describes it, is of much
infenor elevation to the southern eminences in the latitude

of Antalo. The top is flat and cultivated. Mr. Bruce was
fortunate enough to see all at once some people cutting
down wheat, and others ploughing, while in the adjoining
field there was green corn in the ear, and a little farther it

was not an inch above the ground. The mercury stood at

20 J inches, and no dew was experienced after first ascending
the mountain, a phenomenon observable in some parts of the
United States (in lat. 38°), at an elevation of a few hundred
feet. No register of the thermometer being given (Bruce
iv. 378), we can only guess the height of Lamalmon, where
Bruce crossed it, to be about 9000 feet In his tables, how-
ever, (vol. vii. p. 2,) he gives the height of the barometer
on the top of this mountain at 1 9° 8' 8", the thermometer
being 42° at night, by which we may estimate the highest
point that he attained to be about 1 1,000 feet. Some of the
more southern parts of the ridge are still higher.

Mr. Salt remarks, that in Tigre\ properly so called, the soil

is sandy, and the rocks rise in vertical strata over schistus and
granite *. An extensive plain, which stretches westward to

the Tacazzd from the hills ofHaramat and Agarae, separates

Tigre proper from the no less elevated districts of Giralta and
Enderta, where the strata are nearer the horizontal direction,

and the black mould in the valleys is well adapted for barley,

On one of the routes from Adowa to Chelicut the traveller

has to ascend on a higher terrace by the*steep pass of Atbara,

which brings him into Giralta.

The most remarkable characteristics of this country are

the hill-forts, or Ambas, as they are called, which often rise

with steep sides almost inaccessible, except by a few paths

;

on the top they sometimes display a level surface of consider-

able extent Many of these minor elevations are formed of

sandstone lying in horizontal masses, which have been split

or worn down vertically, so as to give the whole a castellated

appearance. Salt describes Devra Damo, north-east of

Adowa, as completely scarped on every side, with one path

leading up to it, and in this, as well as in its general appear-

ance, resembling the hill-forts of India. The reader will

form a better notion of the aspect of many parts of Abyssinia

by looking at Salt's beautiful plates, than by any descrip-

tion. Plate xxi. contains a striking view of the mountains of

Samayat, a strong natural post, with two high peaks and

a plateau between them. Plate xxii. shows the vale of

Calaat, a level plain covered with rich grass, which might

pass very well for an English view, except for the precipitous

rocks with which it is bounded.

That such a country as Abyssinia should contain prodi-

gious cataracts, seems natural enough; and Mr. Bruce

speaks of several that were near, or on his route from,

Masuah to Gondar, though from his narrative we infer that

he did not see them. The Mai-Lumi, a stream that falls

into the TacazzS, has,' according to Bruce, a cascade 150 feet

high. The Maisbinni, which joins the Tacazze* on the east

• The obelteki of Axum are nil of granite, probably brought from the

neighbouring raoqntainjt
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side, 'fulls in several cataracts near 100 feet high into a

narrow valley, through which it makes its way into the

Taeazzc.*

We must briefly notice the other approaches to Tigre

from the sea-coast. The mo>t southern, leading from

Belur, or Belal Bay (N. lat. 13 I O, is only described by

Father Loho. It leads through D;ui'-ali, and, after quitting

the roast, runs along mjiuo elevaii ms, till the traxeller

ascends through a mountain pa-,s into a still higher and
cooler region. This is followed by the great salt plain

which borders the south-eastern frontier of Tigre, and is

more particularly described by Mr. Collin, who crossed it in

1809, on his route from Amphila Bay to Antalo. From
the southern extremity of Amphila Bay (which Mr. Salt,

with great probability, conjectures to be the Antiphilus of

Strabo), after travelling nearly fifty miles somewhat south

of west, Mr. Coffin came to the edge of the Hat salt plain,

which is said to run from south-east to north-west for four

days' journey. The direction of this plain is stated, in Mr.

Salts work, as from north-east to south-west, which Hitter

has copied : but this is at variance with Salt's map, and
with the general direction of the coast and mountains. It

took live hours to cross this plain ; and the traveller was pro-

vided by the natives with sandals, made of the leaves of the

dwarf palm, which are always used in crossing this desert.

For about half a mile, the incrustation was slippery and
broke under the tread, but afterward-; Mr. Collin found it

hard, like a rough, irregular sheet of ice. On the west side

he found the Abyssinian* cutting out the salt in pieces like

a mower's whetstme, which is done with tolerable ease, as

it lies in horizontal flakes : the salt near the surface is pure
and hard, but that beneath is courser, and requires some
exposure to the air before it is hardened. In some places

the salt is three feet deep : but, in general, at the depth oftwo
feet, it is too much mixed with the earth to be lit for use in

its native state.

This district supplies all Abyssinia with salt. At the

foot of the Senafe, which may be considered as a continua-

tion of the Taranta mountains a resident Shum, or chief,

under the Ras of Tigre, collects, in kind, tin? tax laid on all

salt that comes into the interior, except what is carried on
men's backs. This salt, cut into long Hat pieces, is one of

the principal mediums of exchange in Abyssinia; its value,

of course, increasing the farther it is carried westward. *In
the more remote parts of Ethiopia,' says Ludolf, * you may
buy a good mule with two or three bricks of that salt.'

Mr. Coffin, after crossing the Senafe, which is as high as

the Taranta, found the seasons changed. He left behind
him, on the coast, continued rain and tempests : here he
found (10th January) a cloudless sky, and the people busily

employed in getting in their harvest.

There is almost, but perhaps not quite, sufficient reason
for believing that some part of the range of Samen, which
is as high as any land in Tigre or Amhara, reaches the
limit of perpetual snow, which, in this latitude, would give
a height of about 13,000 feet. Mr. Pearce, on crossing

the summit of Ambai-Hui, one of the highest points of the

Samen, experienced a heavy fall of snow on the 17th of
October; though on his visit to the sources of the Tacazze,
through the mountains of Lasta, on the 4th day of the same
month, he does not mention any snow : but, on the other
hand, he speaks of snow and ice lying in every hollow of
the Amba-Hai, before he had attained the summit. The
monument of Adule speaks of snow all the year round on
the Samen ; but this authority cannot be considered quite
decisive. Mr. Salts testimony to seeing snow on the Amba-
Hai from the high land near Adowa (a distance certainly

not less than fifty or sixty miles according to his own map),
and on the 8th of May, is the strongest testimony that we
yet have.

Of the kingdom of Amhara, which Mr. Salt did not visit,

our information is neither extensive nor altogether exact.

The authorities are the accounts of the Portuguese Jesuits,

Poncet, and Mr. Bruce. Amhara Is properly the name of
one of the southern provinces, which has long been nearly
altogether in the bands of the Galla, who have, however,
generally adopted the manners of the Abyssinians. Near
the centre of the country lies the lake of Dembea, the longest

line on wine according to Mr. Bruce's map, is about sixty-

five Englisn miles ; but, as it receives the waters of an im-
mense number of streams, the area of its surface varies con-
siderably between the wet and the dry seasons. Around
this lake, beginning with the province Begemder, bordering

on Lasta, we find— Begemder, Menna, Belessen, Foggora,

Deiubea, containing the capital Gondar, Tcherkin, Tchelga,

Kuara, Maitsha, Gojam, and Damot.
The kingdom of Amhara forms a high table-land, sloping

towards Sennaar in the north, towards the Bahr el Abiad
on the west, and having on the south-east, in the province

of Amhara proper, high mountains connected with these of

Lasta. Though we know many names of provinces, subdi-

visions of provinces, and tribes, our information about the

country is exceedingly limited. The parts best known are

those near the sources of the Nile, or rather of that branch of

the ri\er called the Bahr el Azrek, or Blue River, and the

great lake Dembea. According to Bruce's barometer mea-
surements, the height of the sources of the Azrek, which are

at some elevation above the level of the lake, must be more
than 10,000 feet: but, though this may be much above the

truth, there is no doubt that the whole region round the

Dembea Lake is a high plateau, in parts intersected by hills.

The first account of the springs of the Nile is by Father

Peter Paez, from whose unpublished MS. Kircher's account

is taken, and this agrees with the account of Gregory*, the

Abyssinian, which Ludolf had directly from him (a.d. J 657).

Paez \isited them in IG'*. Mr. Bruce visited them in 1770,

and puts them in N. lat. 10 J!i''Jo", and E. long. 36
c 5V 30";

giving at the muhc time a much more minute account of

them than that m Kircher, which is not very clear. Accord-

ing to Gregorv, the spring-head first shows itself in a certain

land, called Scent, on the top of Dcngla, which we presume
to be an eminence. After a north and north-eastern course

of about seventy miles, it enters the lake of Dembea on the

west side, having made two cascades of no great height.

This lake may possibly be the Pseboa of Strabo. Accord-

ing to Bruce's* map, and his journal of the route, this lake

receives the waters of a prodigious number of petty streams.

There arc, according to Ludolf, eleven islands in it: the

largest is called Tzana, whence the lake itself sometimes is

called Hahr-Tzntia, or the Sea of Tzana. All these islands,

when Ludolf wrote, were possessed by monks.

The hippopotamus is abundant in this lake, but it seems
doubtful if the crocodile inhabits it. The Nile, at its exit

from the south-east side of the lake, runs south-eastward

between Gojam and Begemder, after forming a large cascade

at A lata : it then sweeps due south, compassing the land of

Gojam with Damot, and leaving Amhara on its left. Ac-
cording to the map, its curve twice intersects the tunth

degree of north latitude, and after the second intersection it

proceeds in a course about west north-west. The Abys-
sinian name for the stream is Abawi, which some inter-

pret Purent, as if it were the same as the Arabic word Abort,

father: but this is, at least, doubtful, and those who are

disposed to look for Sanskrit roots in the language of this

country might connect Abtnri with the Sanskrit, Apy water.

These regions round the lake, situated at so great an ele-

vation above the sea, often enjoy a mild and pleasant cli-

mate, which the Portuguese found very like the l>est tem-
perature of their own country. The seasons are three : the
rainy season, from May to the beginning of September,
which is that of rest ; the summer, or season for the fruits

of the earth ; and the hot, dry season, which precedes the

annual rains. Gondar, the residence of the Negus or
Emperor, is north of the Dembea Lake, in N. lat. 1*2" 35',

E. Ion. 37
J

33', and owes much of its present importance to

the edifices erected by the Portuguese, the churches and
royal castles, which have formed a nucleus for subsequent
buildings. Mr. Bruce mentions a bridge with three arches
near Gondar, which must be the work of the Portuguese,
and another with tour arches a little Fouth of the capital.

All Amhara was governed by a Ras named Guxo, when
Salt was in Tigre, while the king 'lived in almost total

neglect with only a few attendants at Gondar.' The warlike
viceroys of Tigre and Amhara have, in fact, almost usurped
the little authority that remained to the titular kings.

The provinces of Shoa and Efat lie south of Tigre and
Amhara : but between Efat ami Tigre is the extensive terri-

tory of Angot, and probably numerous tribes of which we
know nothing. Efat is between the ninth and eleventh
degree of latitude . and, if the descriptions are correct, it is

intersected by some high land, which forms the line of sepa-
ration between the streams that join the Nile, and thtt.se

which nin into the Hawash, a river that flows towards Zeila.

Two arms of the latter river are described as nearly encindinsx

the country. The chief town is Ankober. Efat is one of
the best provinces of Abyssinia, and famed for a good breed
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of horses. The inhabitants are dexterous horsemen, and
good soldiers. Shoa joins Etat on the west, and is well
watered by the tributaries of the Nile: it contains fine
pastures, large towns, and numerous monasteries. Devra
Libanoe, or the monastery of Libanos, was once, and per-
haps still is, well filled with monks. It also contains the
town of Tegulet, once the Abyssinian capital, when these
two states, as well as Amhara and Tigre", were included in
the empire. Mr. Salt had reason to believe, from the in-
formation which he received, that in Efet and Shoa the
Kthiopic literature might be found in a purer state, and
also more traces of ancient customs might be discovered.
These regions are, indeed, a tempting field to the spirit

of geographical enterprise, and would probably be acces-
sible, without much risk, by setting out from Zeila on the
coast.

The animals of Abyssinia .present many varieties, as we
might expect in so extensive a country ; but those that are
peculiar to these regions are all that will require a short
notice here. It is only in the lower regions and forests that
the monkey and the elephant are found ; the latter leaving
strong marks of bis visits by the damage done to the smaller
trees. This animal, together with the rhinoceros, boar, and
buffalo, is hunted in Abyssinia; and we have in Bruce'B
Travels (vol. vi. p. 230) a curious account of this African
field sport. The elephant is not found on the high terraces
of Ttgre', which are, indeed, nearly altogether without wood,
and consequently not adapted to the habits of this animal.
The two-horned rhinoceros, which is supposed to be peculiar
to Africa, and is found also at the Cape, is common in
Abyssinia, and was known to the Romans in the time of
Domitian, as we see from an epigram of Martial ; it is also
accurately described by Cosmas, a Greek Christian merchant
of the sixth century, who had seen it in Ethiopia, both alive

and also stuffed with chaff. Its name, as given by Cosmas,
is the same as the name by which it is still known

—

arwe
harisi. The large-horned ox, called by Salt the Galla ox,
is now well known, from his description and drawings * the
largest horn that he saw was nearly four feet long, and
twenty-one inches in circumference at the base; but the
animal itself, contrary to what had been rumoured about it,

is smaller than others of the same genus. The savage hyaena
{JtlU crocuta) haunts every part of Abyssinia in great num-
bers, and often makes its way into the towns, to which it is

somewhat encouraged by certain superstitious notions of the
natives, that prevent them killing it whenever they can.
Tbe camel is only used in the lowlands on the coast ; and
the giraffe is not distinctly mentioned by any traveller as
having been seen by him on the terrace lands of Abys-
sinia, though Mr. Salt seems to say it is found there.

—

(Appendix, No. 4.)

Mr. Salt speaks of the zebra as being found in the southern
provinces ; but his notice of it appears too vague to enable
us to assign its geographical limits. The buffalo, the lion,

various species of leopards (one of which is black), several

varieties of the dog kind, and antelopes, are mentioned in

Salt's Appendix, to which we refer the reader. Mr. Salt
also mentions an undescribed species of lemur, with a
clear white skin, adorned with a single black oval spot

on its back. These Bkins come from Damot and Gojam,
and are an article of trade. The ostrich is not found within
the limits of Abyssinia Proper, which is not a country
adapted to this bird's habits. Mr. Salt mentions that there

are many species of falcons in Abyssinia ; that vultures are

numerous ; and that the Egyptian goose is sometimes met
with. Game, such as red-legged partridges, Guinea fowls,

Juails, snipes, and doves, is common all through the country,

n Mr. Salt's Appendix will be found a list of the rarer birds

which be collected in Tigre".

Among the insects, the locust is the only one described by
Salt, being that species which is said occasionally to commit
those dreadful ravages in Abyssinia, briefly described by
Lndolf. Bruce speaks of a black ant, nearly an inch long,

which cut his carpets in shreds, and thus proved its relation-

ship, in mischief at least, to the white ant of India.

It does not fall within our plan to give any account of the

vegetable productions of Abyssinia ; those which are most
worthy of notice will be found in their proper places. As
an object ofpicturesque beauty, the daroo tree (Jtcus sycamd-

rsf). as we see it represented in Salt's view of the Obelisk

of Axum, and in other drawings, must add materially to the

ooe of the country. The grape we believe to be

eootu in Abyssinia, and in some parts tolerable wine is

made. The jessamine, both orange and white, and yellow

like that of Virginia ; and a honeysuckle, resembling that of

England, are plentiful in some parts. The caper-tree* say*

Bruce, grows as tall as an elm, and with a white flower,

and a fruit as large as an apricot. After crossing tntf

Tacazze" in N. lat 13° 42', he sneaks of lemons and citrons*

growing wild in the woods, which he seems to consider as

indigenous, and not introduced by the Portuguese. He
adds, that a branch of the Tacazze" is called Mai-Lumi,
which he interprets the ' river of limes or lemons ;' which
has, to us, rather an apocryphal appearance. Bruce saw
many fine orange-trees near Gondar, but he says that the
only * benefit expected from them is the shade/ The lemon-
trees on the Mai-Lumi were full of good fruit, but the natives

made no use of it.

That the Abyssinians are, even in their present state,

somewhat superior to most African nations, will appear from
the following list of articles manufactured among them :—
Small carpets, from Samen, ofgood quality ;

parchment, from
Axum ; and iron and brass articles : but the best specimens
of brass chains are brought from the south, where they are

said to be manufactured among the Galla. ' Hides,* says
Mr. Bruce, ' are tanned to great perfection in TigreV The
Abyssinian saddle, as described by Mr. Salt, and the whole
accoutrements of their horses, are good. The horses them-
selves are generally strong, well made, and kept in good
condition ; and the men themselves are excellent horsemen,
They use long stirrups.

Of the manners of the Abyssinians of Gondar we have
an elaborate picture by Bruce, which we believe to be
heightened with the usual colouring of that traveller. 1b
his eleventh chapter he describes a feast of the higher
classes, in which a cow or bull is brought to the door ; the

feet are tied ; the skin is stripped off the hind quarters ; and
the flesh is cut from the buttocks in solid square pieces.

'The prodigious noise the animal makes,' adds Mr. Bruce,
with the most comical gravity, ' is a signal for the company
to sit down to table/ The licentious termination of the feast

exceeds anything that we know of the most barbarous

nations of the earth, and may at least be doubted until it is

confirmed. As to the Abyssinians eating raw flesh occa-

sionally, or even frequently, that does not appear to us to be
by any means beyond the reach of probability ; and, indeed,

we find Mr. Pearce (sea Salt, p. 295) corroborating the feet

so far as this—that some brutal Lasta soldiers, on a maraud-
ing expedition, while driving a cow, cut two steaks from the

rump, which they devourea raw, to satisfy their craving

hunger. The animal was then driven on to the camp,
and killed. But Mr. Pearce, who had been several years

in Tigre', never heard of such feasts as Bruce describes.

Mr. Salt, when he was in Abyssinia, met with a learned

doctor from Gondar, who had known Bruce, and spoke

favourably of him. The feast story, however, was more
than he would admit, and he expressed great abhorrence at

the thought of it. At the same time he allowed that the

licentiousness of the higher orders was carried much further

in the kingdom of Amhara than in Tigre. Yet Mr. Salt

met with many young men at Chelicut, who came from

Gondar, whose dress and manners created a very favourable

impression ; and he says, ' I have reason to believe that, in

general, the people of Tigre are much ruder in their habits

and fiercer in disposition than those of Amhara.* The prince

Kasimai Yasous, who was at Chelicut on a visit from Gondar,

had superior accomplishments to most of the young men in

the country, and could both read and write the Geez with

great facility.

The early Portuguese writers allow the people of Narea
the first rank among the Abyssinians for good manners,

while their account of the people of Tigre was unfavourable,

and in accordance with that of Mr. Salt. Yet this traveller

lived three weeks at Chelicut, saw the Rac daily, and was
often invited to his evening repasts, without either seeing or

hearing of any of the indecencies and grossness which Mr.

Bruce describes: intoxication, however, is common at

feasts. The Abyssinian is in general well made, and some-

times handsome, with features completely Roman. Those

of Narea are described as not darker than the Southern

Europeans, but the people of Abyssinia in general are

nearly black. They must not, however, be confounded with

the negro tribes, as they have neither the nose, lips, nor

hair that characterize the people of Western Africa. It is

true that some of those whom Bruce saw on the Taranta

had curly heads and short hair; but this is done by art,

No. 8. [THE PENNY CYCLOP^DIA.1
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'each man having a wooden stick with which he lays

hold of tht; l«ck, and twists it r. > t « 1 1
• I a screw, till it curls

m the ihnii he desires.' Mr. Salt >aw, on mu' occasion,

the Rass wife, who w;h the si-l»-r of the Emperor, and

he describes 'her form as elegant, though small; her

features were regular ; and, ha\ in«_c line teeth and coal-

black hair, she might, in any cmintn , ha\e heen esteemed

handsome.'
Though the Ahyssinians form a nation with a physical

character that distinguishes them IVoiu other nations, vet

the country contains some people <»f a dill'ereiit stock, such

as the Christian Agows, who li\ t* along the ca-t hank of the

Tacazze from Lasta to the confines of Shin'-. It is said

thev were once Nile worshipper-, and were converted in the

seventeenth century to the ChiaV.i in religion. There are

also Agows, who are still Nile worshippers, ahoiit the sources

of the 'Nile, who supply Gondarwith cattle, honey, hutter,

wheat, hides, and wax. Bruce describes more particularly

tho>e who live near the sources of the ri\er at (ieesh. The
high-priest of the Nile was a venerable old man with a

white heard, seventy years of aire, and blessed with a family

of eighty-four or eighty-five children. The Gecsh people

never wash themselves or their clothes in the water that

comes from the three genuine sources of the Nile, but in

other streams tributary to that sacred ri\er. The Waito,

who live on the eaM hank of the Great Lake, are de>< rihed

by Bruce as speaking a language radically ditlerent from

all others in Abyssinia: they feed on the hippopotamus,

and are filthy anil ill- looking.

The mountains of Samen, according to Bruce, are nearly

occupied hv Jews, otherwise called Falajus (a word signify-

ing strangers), in which he agree., with Telle/., who saxs,

'the Falaxas, or Jews, oeeupx the strongest and highest

points of the Samen : they are warlike, and have done much
damage to the neighbouring provinces.' Telle/ adds, that

they still possess the Hebrew Scriptures, and chant the Psalms

in their Synagogues. The Shaniralla negroes, we are in-

formed bv Bruce, are very numerous in Gt.ndar, where they

are slaves; thev are also used as slaves in Tigiv. A more

particular account of them, as well as of the Cialla, those

troublesome enemies of the Ahyssinians, will be found under

their respective heads. The state of slavery in Abyssinia

is an improved condition for the poor Shaniralla, for they

escape numerous evils incident to their wild state, and are

well treated.

The Abvssinians even now are not without authors. Mr.
Salt brought to England a manuscript, containing an ac-

count of the Rass last campaign against the Galla, whieli

the Ras himself made a present of to Mr. Salt. The history

was written by a court scribe, in a style very complimentary

to his master.' The Ras had a jester at court, whoso powers

of mimicry, and even of regular acting, were of a very high

order. A painter was also in his sen ice ; and Mr. Salt has

given (p. 3'J-l) an outline of one of his subjects, representing

a combat between some mounted Ahyssinians and Cialla,

which conveys rather a favourable impression of this artists

skill. The Ahyssinians are generally f«»nd of pictures, with

which they line the inside of their churches and decorate their

chief apartments, when they can procure them.

In our present state of knowledge it is not possible to

attempt any complete classification either of the peoples or

languages included within the limits of Abyssinia. There
is no doubt that the varieties of language are very numer-
ous. The chief tongue is the Geez, sometimes called the

Kthiopic, in which the Scriptures are written. The spoken

language of Tigrc is a dialect of the Geez, wliich, in the

course of time, has undergone considerable changes. The
Geez is said, by Ludolf, to approach most nearly to the

Arabic ; and as we are unable ourselves to form a judgment

on this matter, we shall quote the words of this distinguished

scholar—* It approaches nearest to the Arabic, of which it

seems to be a kind of production, as being comprehended
almost within the same grammatical rules, the same tonus

of conjugations, the same forms of plurals both entire and
anomalous: so that whoever understands either that or the

rest of the Oriental languages, may, with little labour, un-

derstand this our Ethiopia.' The Amharic, now the spoken

language of a large part of the kingdom of Ambara, is said,

by Ludolf, to dilfer considerably from the Kthiopic in

construction and grammar, yet, he -ays, Mbr above half the

language, as far as 1 can judge, the words are common to

both.' From the list of Amharic and Tigrc words given in

Salt's Appendix I., it appears that these two languages do

differ considerably, and yet they agree in the numerals (as

far as examples are given), nearly altogether, which is a

strong proof of an original dose relationship. The Amharic
language, according to Bruce, is now very widely diffused.

Its alphabet is the same as the Geez, with seven additional

characters to represent the compound Amharic consonants

the origin of tins alphabet is not known, though Mi. Murray
asserts it to be derived from the Greek. (See article Ethi-
opia.) In Bruce" s work, vol. ii. p. 41 ft, the reader may see

an account of the MSS. which that traveller brought from

Abyssinia. \Ye have purposely refrained from attempting

any sketch of Abyssinian history, as it would lead us far

beyond all reasonable limits.

The reader may consult, for further information. Salt's

Ahyssitmu 4 to. Is, 14 — J'alcntia's Trarcfs — Bruce s

7V(//v/.v, 7 vols. Svo.

—

Ludolf s History of Etliiojiia, trans

lated, London, If»v2

—

Trllrz, Ilistnria (Jcral de Ethi<i*ia%

kc, Coimbra, 1GG0 ; a copy in the British Museum

—

Ritter's

Africa.

ABYSSINIAN CHRISTIANS.-Thc discovery of a

body of Christians in so remote a country excited, in no small

decree, the attention of Europe in the fifteenth century,

which has been again revived by Salt's last mission, in 1810.

From the " Tareek Negushti," or, ** Chronicle of the

Abyssinian Kings," combined with the evidence of the ec-

clesiastical writers, we learn that Christianity was intro-

duced into Alnssinia in the time of Constantino, by Fru-
nicntius, or Frcuionatos, as the chronicles call hira. Fru-
mentius, alter residing some years in the country, was raised

by AthanaMus the patriarch of Alexandria, to the dignity of

bishop. He arrived in Abyssinia, perhaps about the yeai

A.n. 3:>0, and probably in the reign of the King Ai/anos,
whose name still exists on the inscription of Axuni. It is,

however, not certain to which king of the Abyssinian ehro
nicies we ought to apply the names of Aizanas and his bro-

ther Saizanas, both of which occur on the inscription, and
also in a letter of the Emperor Constantino, addressed to

them \.n. 3a6. When the Greek merchant Cosmas visited

Abyssinia, A.n .V2a, it was completely a Christian country,
and well provided both with ministers and churches. Of the

Abyssinian churches, which probably belong to the earlier

periods of their conversion, or at least are eight or nine hun-
dred years old, there are still some remains. The most re-

markable is Abuhasubha, hewn out of the solid rock, which at

this place is soft and easily worked. The Portuguese, Alvariz,

describes ten such churches as these, of which he has given a
plan, and one of them is probably the same as that which
Mr. Pearce visited at Jummacla Murium. (Salt, p. 3U2.) The
great church at Axuni is comparatively modern, though
parts of it, such as the steps, clearly belong to a prior edifice.

Mr. Salt describes the well-built remains of a church, or mo-
nastery near Yahee, which he assigns to the sixth century ot

the Christian era.

The monastic, and also the solitary life, spread into Ahvs
sinia from the deserts of the Thcbais, and when the Portu
guese Jesuits entered the country they found it full of such
devotees; many of them seemed, however, to be monks only
as far as celibacy was concerned, for they cultivated the
ground and lived in villages.

Though a king of Abyssinia, Zarah Jacob, in 1445, sent
an ambassador to the council of Florence, very little was
known of the country until the Portuguese entered it. We
cannot undertake to explain exactly how the notion of an
Asiatic Christian prince residing in India, under the name
of Prester John, got abroad; those who arc curious may
consult Ludolf (book ii. c. 1.) and the first chapter of the
second book of Tellez. However this may be, John II. of
Portugal, anxious to follow up the Portuguese schemes of (lis

co\cry, and to discover the true Prester John, sent Peter Covil
ham and Alfonso Payva to find him out wherever he was.
These envov s are said to have gono as far as India, but without
success, and Payva returned home. Cox ilham, however, hap-
pening to be in some port of the Rod Sea, heard of a Christian
prince of the Abossinos, whom he forthwith concluded must be
the object of his search, and accordingly this enterprising man
succeeded in reaching ( A.n. 14'JO) the court of the Negus, of

King of Abyssinia, which was then in Shoa. Tin* was the
beginning of that connexion between the Ahyssinians ami
the Portuguese, which continued for about one hundred and
fourteen } ears : but during thi< long period the missionaries

had one leading idea, which was to bring over the Abvs-
sinians to the Catholic faith. Peter Pacz, who entered the
country in 1G03, actually prevailed on the Emperor, his bra-
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ther, and the nobles, publicly to declare their adhesion to

the Church of Rome.
Though the Jesuits pursued their proselyting practice with

such pertinacity, they did not neglect to study the country
itself, and, accordingly, it is to them that we owe our first

accounts of many parts of Abyssinia ; and for some, they are

yet the only authorities. A list of the principal works of the

Portuguese on Abyssinia is given by Salt, and the reader

will see, in the compilation of Ludolf, and the abridg-

ment of Tellez, how much we are indebted to these zealous

and often very able men.
With the Christian religion, the Abyssinians received the

Holy Scriptures, which they now possess in the ancient Ethio-

pic version, made, according to Ludolf, from the Greek Sep-
tuagint, though nothing is Known of the date of this version.

As to the New Testament, (says Ludolf,) no entire copy has
been yet brou^Jit to Europe. Mr. Bruce brought with him
from Abyssinia a complete copy of the Scriptures in the

Ethiopic language, and also a set of the Abyssinian Chro-
nicles. The Abyssinians divide the Scriptures, which they
have entire, differently trom what we do, making four prin-

cipal parts of the Old Testament, and mixing what we call

the Canonical with the Apocryphal books. The New Testa-

men! is also divided into four parts, to which they add the

Book of Revelations as a supplement For other information

respecting the Abyssinian liturgies, and the religious opi-

nions of tne Abyssinians, we refer to Ludolf, Book iii. chap.

4, 5. Ludolf denies the existence of the book of Enoch, be-

cause he had only seen a spurious copy. A knave who got
possession of an Ethiopic book, wrote the name of Enoch
upon it, and sold it to Peiresc for a considerable sum of money,
and this was the book that Ludolf saw. Bruce brought home
three copies of tne book of Enoch -

r one of which he gave to

the Bodleian Library at Oxford. This book was originally

written in Greek, but the original is lost—all but one large

fragment. In the epistle of Jujle reference is made to the
prophecies of Enoch j and Mr. Bruce says, ' the quotation is

word for word the same in the second chapter of the book/
This, however, will not prove the genuineness of the prophe-

cies of Enoch, as Mr^ Bruce has very well argued, An
English translation of the book of Enoch was published by
Dr. Lawrence, Oxford, 1822, 8vq.

The High Priest (or sole bishop) of Abyssinia is called

Abuna, which signifies Our Father J and as Frumentius,
the first bishop, received his appointment from the Patriarch

of Alexandria, this dignitary has, probably, always been a
foreigner. When Mr. Salt was in Abyssinia (1810), the

Patriarch of Alexandria had just sent a Greek as Abuna,
or High Priest, who, unfortunately* died of an epidemic dis-

order soon after his arrival. His followers were going back
to Alexandria to see if they could get a new one appointed.

The King is the head of the Church. Polygamy, though
not allowed by the ecclesiastical canon, is common enough in

practice : and Mr. Salt mentions an instance of one gentleman
who baa five wives at once. The king, of course, marries

as many as he pleases : the clergy, also, who are not monks,
may marry, but only once, A Second marriage renders them
unworthy of their sacred office, according to the ancient

canons. Circumcision, according to Bruce, is practised in

Abyssinia.

It would appear, from what we know of the Abyssinian

Church, that its priests, at present, are not well informed,

nor are the people in general well acquainted with the prin-

ciples of the Christian religion, though they may be Chris-

tians in name ; yet some of their ceremonies are conducted

with great decency, and very much resemble those of the

Church of England. When Mr. Salt stood godfather to a
boy who was baptized into the Christian faith, after naming
the child— George, he was requested to say the Belief and
Lord's Prayer, and * to make much the same promises as

those renuired by our own Church.' The head priest then

crossed the boy on the forehead, after dipping his hand into

the water, and pronounced, ' George, 1 baptize thee in the

name of the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.'

When Salt was at Chelicut, Lent was strictly observed for

fifty- two days, and no ilesh was eaten during this period,

though fish and various dishes Were always plentiful on the

table: the people always fasted till sunset A feast fol-

lowed this severe and protracted fast, in which they all

teemed anxious to make up for lost time, by over-eating and

drinking.

The Sacrament is also administered in Abyssinia, in a

very decorous manner; and red-wine made of a grape, which

is common in some parts of the country, is used on the occa-

sion. Formerly, (says Mr. Salt,) if a man married more
than one wife, he was excluded from participating in this

rite, but wealth and power have induced the Church to relax

its severity in this respect. Marriage itself, in Tigre",

appears a mere civil institution : the woman keeps her name,
and the parties can separate whenever they agree to do so.

In this case the woman has her dowry back, which is not for-

feited unless she is manifestly guilty of adultery. The higher
classes are subject to no rule, but what may be considered as

imposed by the relatives of the male and female. The
Abyssinians bury their dead immediately after washing and
fumigating the body with incense : while the bearers are

putting it m the ground, the priests recite a form of prayer.

Other strange ceremonies that follow are described by Salt.—Ludolf> History of Ethiopia.—Bruce, vol. ii. p. 422.

—

Salt's Abyssinia.

ACA'ClA-TREE. See Robinia.
ACA'CtA, the name of a plant of tne pea-tribe,

mentioned by Dioscorides, as a useful astringent thorn,

yielding a white transparent gum. The account given
by this Greek author, meagre as it is, accords so well with
the gum-arabic trees Of modern Egypt, that we can scarcely

doubt their identity. Accordingly it is to these, and to

others closely related to them, that the classical name is

still applied.

Among the moderns, the Acacia is a very extensive genus
of trees or shrubby plants, inhabiting the tropical parts of

both the Old and New World, and, in a very few instances

only, extending into temperate latitudes: although over the

whole of Australia, and its dependent islands, the species

are spread in much abundance.
Some of the species produce catechu and gum-arabic ; the*

bark of others yields a large quantity of tannin, which, in

the form of an extract, is annually imported from Van Die
men's Land in considerable quantity ; the species from whicb
this substance is procured are chiefly A. decurrens and mol
tissima. As objects of ornament they are usually of striking

beauty ; and it may be doubted whether, in the whole vege-

table kingdom, equally brilliant colouring, and elegant

foliage, combined with a most graceful aspect, are united

in the same individuals.

Botanists are acquainted with nearly 300 species. Of
these we shall mention only a few of the most interesting.

Generic Character.
Flowers polygamous.
Calyx, with either four or five teeth.

Petals, either four or five ; sometimes distinct from each
other, sometimes adhering in a monopetalous corolla.

Stamens varying in number from 1 0 to 200.

Pod not separating into many joints; juiceless, two-

valved.

The species are extremely variable in the structure of

their leaves and tlowers. Some of them have true leaves

that are twice or thrice pinnate, with a multitude of minute,

shining, or at least even, leaflets ; others have, in a perfect

state, no leaves properly so called, but, in their stead, the

leaf- stalks enlarge, and assume the appearance, and no
doubt also the functions, of true leaves : species of (lie latter

description are known by their spurious leaves being ex-

panded vertically, instead of horizontally as m leaves of the

ordinary construction. By these very remarkable points o*

difference in structure the species may be conveniently sepa-

rated into two great subdivisions.

$ 1. Leaves pinnated in various degrees. About 200
species known.

Acacia Catechu. The catechu acacia {Willd. Sp.pl. iv.

1097. Mimosa catechu, Linn.) Spines growing in the

place of the stipuho : when young, straight, but afterwards

becoming hooked. Leaves in ten divisions ; leaflets in from

forty to- fifty couples, linear, downy ; with one depressed

gland at the base of the leaf stalk, and from two to three

between the upper divisions. Flowers arranged in cylindri-

cal spikes, which grow two or three together.—A tree with a

tolerably high and stout stem ; found in mountainous place

in the East Indies, especially in Bengal and Coromandel.

It is most common in Canara and Bahar. Its pods are

from two to three inches long, quite fiat, and of a narrow,

oval figure. Its unripe pods and wood yield, by decoction,

one of the sorts of catechu, or terra-japonica, of the shops, a
powerfully astringent substance, formerly thought to be a

kind of earth. The other sort of catechu id obtained from a

kind of palm, [See A&kca.I
12
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[Acacia Catechu.]

Acacia Arabica, the gum-arabic tree. (Roxb. Coromand.

Plants, 149.) Spines growing in pairs. Branches and

leaf-stalks downy. Leaves in from four to six divisions ; leaf-

lets in from ten to twenty couples oblong-linear, with a

§land between the lowest, and often between the outermost

ivisions. Heads of flowers growing in threes upon stalks.

Pod necklace-shaped.—An inhabitant of the East Indies,

Arabia, and Abyssinia, where it forms a tree thirteen or

fourteen feet high, of inelegant appearance ^easily recog-

nised by its long, curved pods, wnich are divided into a

number of round compressed joints, by means ofcontractions

between the seeds. This is one of the plants that yield the

useful substance called gum- arabic, wnich is procured by

wounding the bark ; after which the sap runs out, and

hardens in transparent lumps, of various figures, very simi-

lar to the concretions found upon the bark of the cherry-tree

in this country. Gum-arabic is also produced abundantly

by some of the species nearly related to this, such as

A. Nilotica, or vera, found in Egypt; A. Ehrenbergii, a

native of Dongola; A. tortihs, a common plant in the west

[Acacia Arabic*.]

of Nubia, Kontofen, and Arabia, esnecially upon Mount

Sinai : and A. Seyal, an inhabitant of Upper Egypt, Nubia,

and western Arabia. It is supposed that gum-arabic is

collected indifferently from all these, and that the gums of

Jidda and Bassorah, gum-thur, and East India gum, are

only picked samples. Gum-Senegal is the produce of^a

distinct specie*, called A. Senegal, found in Arabia and the

interior of Africa. From this tree are said, by some, to be

procured the pods called bablach, in the continental drug-

shops ; by others, however, they are referred rather to A.

cineraria, and some other species.

Acacia discolor, the purple-stemmed acacia. (De Cand.

Prodr. ii. 468. Mimosa discolor, Bot. Rep.) Spines none.

Leaves with about five pans of pinn® ; leaflets glaucous,

tinged with purple, in from nine to twelve couples, oblong,

smooth, acute, pale beneatn ; leaf-stalks glandular at tbe I

lower end, and covered with down, like the branches. Heads
|

of flowers in long racemes, proceeding from the axillae of

the leaves.—A middle-sized tree, found in the southern parts

of New Holland and in Van Diemen's Land, where it, in

common with many others of the same genus, is called

Wattle. It appears better adapted than most other Austra-

lian species to support our winters ; near London it suc-

ceeds perfectly well, all winter long, in the open air, if

wrapped round with mats, and it is to be presumed that

there is no obstacle to its being almost naturalized in Devon-

shire and Cornwall and the west of Ireland. It is readily

known by its bluish stems and leaves, which are slightly

stained with dull purple, and form a strong contrast with its

long, erect bunches of yellow blossoms.

Acacia pubescent, downy acacia. (Hort. Kew. v. 467.)

Spines none. Branches not angular, hairy. Leaves with

from three to ten pairs of pinnae ; leaflets in from six to

eighteen couples, linear, very narrow. Heads of flowers

globose, stalked, arranged in long racemes.—A native of

the east coast of New Holland. In this country it is one of

the most beautiful of green-house plants; if allowed to

grow freely in the border of a good conservatory, it attains

the height of ten or twelve feet ; and in January and

February produces a vast abundance of yellow blossoms,

which weigh down the slender graceful branches, and per-

fume the air with a weak but pleasant odour.

Acacia Julibrissin, silk-tassel acacia. (JVilld. Sp.pl. iv

1065. Mimosa Julibrissin, Scopoli.) Spines none. Leaves
with from eight to twelve pairs of pinna? ; leaflets in about

thirty couples, half-oblong, acute, somewhat fringed, with a
flattened roundish gland at the base of the leaf-stalk. Heads
of flowers on stalks, arranged in a sort of corymbose panicle

at the end of the shoots, rods flat, membranous, smooth.

—

A native of Persia and of the Levant. Its specific name is

Latinised from two Persian words

—

gul, a rose ; and ebrus-

chim, silk; by which it. is known in the countries where it

prows wild. There it becomes a small tree, remarkable for

its light airy foliage, and for the great beauty of the clusters

of lilac flowers, the long and slender stamens of which
stream in the wind, and glitter in the sun, like a number of

silken tassels artificially fastened to the boughs. This spe-
cies is now commonly cultivated in the warmer parts of
Europe. In England it is seen trained against walls, where
it succeeds indifferently well, flowering only occasionally so
far north as the latitude of London. Its great enemy in this

climate seems to be, not our winters, but the want of an
intensely hot summer to prevent exuberant growth, and to

ripen the shoots so perfectly, as to enable them to resist frost.

Acacia acanthocarpa, prickly-fruited acacia. (Wilid.
Enum. 1057.) Spines from the place of the stipulfB, grow-
ing in pairs, and hooked. Leaf-stalks without either prickles
or glands ; leaves in from six to eight principal divisions

;

leaflets in from six to fifteen couples, oblong, downy. Heads
of flowers in pairs, stalked. Pods compressed, plane, falcate,
with each margin prickly.—A native of New Spain, where
it forms a small tree, with flesh-coloured flowers. It was
some years since introduced to the gardens of France, in the
southern provinces ofwhich it proves hardy. In this country
it is not so capable of resisting frost as A. Julibrissin, or
some of the New Holland species, notwithstanding it is

marked as hardy in some of our garden catalogues. As its
flowers have little beauty, it is very seldom cultivated.

The Black-wood of Van Diemen's Land is the timber of
acacia melanoxylon; and the astringent jurema bark of
Brazil is the produce of acacia jurema.

$ 2. Leaves pinnated in the youngplant ; in the old, con-
sisting of notMng but the vertically distended leafstalks,
called Phtllodia. About 100 species.

Acacia decipiens, paradoxical acacia. (Hort Kew. v. 465-
Mimosa decipiens, Bot. Magaz. t. 1745. Adiantum trun-
cation, Bum. Ft. Ind. t. 66. f. 4.) Stipul© spiny, deciduous.
Phyllodia either triangular or trapezoidal ; their midrib near-
est the lowest side, and lengthened into a spine ; a sin gtfo
glandular tooth on the upper edge. Flowers in nearly solitary
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compound heads.—This species is remarkable for the blunders
to which it has given rise. When botany was only a science
of names, its flowerless branches were taken for the leaves
of a kind of fern ; and, at a later period, when botanical geo-
graphy was as yet unheard of, it was believed to be a native
of the north-west coast of North America j an opinion as
probable as that would now be considered which referred

the origin of a race of blackamoors to Great Britain. It is

an inhabitant of the south-west coast of New Holland,
where it forms a bush of singular aspect In this country
it is cultivated in the green-house, and it flowers in March,
April, and May.
Acacia Saphora, fragrant acacia, {Hart, Kew. v. 462;

Labill. Nov. HoU. 2 t. 237.) Phyllodia narrow, tapering
towards the base, quite entire, with one principal midrib

;

an oval gland on their upper edge near the stalk. Heads
of tLowers in dense slender racemes. Pods long, curved,
taper-pointed, a little contracted between the seeds.—

A

native of the south side of New Holland and Van Diemen's

[Tragrent Acacia.]

Land. In this country it is a very ornamental green-
house plant, which, if planted in the open border, will grow
as high as eight feet. It flowers during all the early

months of the year; producing its numerous clusters of

sweet yellow blossoms in great profusion. Few plants are

more worthy of a permanent station in a good conservatory.

Acacia longifolia, long-leaved acacia, (Willd. Sp. pi.

iv. 1050. Mimosa longifolia, Bot. Repostt., t. 107.) Phyl-
lodia of a narrow, lanceolate form, tapering to each end,

with two or three strong veins at the base, and several in

the upper part. Spikes of flowers axillary, growing in

pairs, on short stalks.—Found very commonly on the eastern

coast of New Holland, especially in the neighbourhood of
Port Jackson, whence it was introduced into Great Britain,

among the first of the natural productions of that remark-
able country. It is not sufficiently hardy to bear the open
air in this climate, except in the summer, and should be
cultivated in the open border of a conservatory, if we wish
to have it in perfection. So treated, it is a very elegant

plant* growing twelve or fifteen feet high, and bearing large

masses of fragrant yellow flowers, in the months of March,
April, and May.

Cultivation. The species of this genus are increased arti-

ficially in two different ways. Most of them may be multi-

plied by cuttings struck in silver sand, placed under a bell-

glass, and kept in a warm place, to which no direct solar

fight has access. Such of them, however, as do not in-

crease with sufficient certainty by this method, A. Julibrissin

tor instance, have the newer of producing shoots from

pieces of their root placed in earth in a hot-bed ; and by

these the nurserymen generally nropagate them. Their

seeds, also, are very often received, and from these thev can.
of course, be multiplied in all cases.

ACADEMY. A house and garden m one of the suburbs
of Athens, inclosed by a wall, and having the grounds laid
out m walks shaded by trees, was the original Academy. It
is commonly stated to' have been so called from its original
possessor Academus, or Ecademus, who is said to have
established here a school of gymnastic exercises. Other
etymologies of the term, however, have also been given.
About the middle of the fifth century before the com-
mencement of our era, the groves of Academus fell into
the possession of Cimon, the Athenian general; and it

was he who first adorned the place with statues and foun-
tains, and added other improvements, so as to convert it

into a retreat uniting to the charms of natural scenery
many of the luxuries of art At his death he left the
garden to the public ; and it became a favourite resort of
the lovers of philosophy and solitary meditation. Hither
SocrateB was wont occasionally to repair to converse with
his disciples. But it was his illustrious pupil, Plato, who
first gave celebrity to the Academy as a seat of philo-
sophy, by establishing here the school over which he pre-
sided for nearly half a century. Hence the Platonic phi-
losophy is frequently called Academism, or the philosophy
of the Academy ; and its followers, Academics, or Acade-
mists. Plato died about the year 348 before the Christian
era. About the year b. c. 296, one of his successors,

Arcesilaus, introduced certain changes into the original doc-
trines of the school ; and he is on this account considered
the founder of a second, or Middle, as distinguished from
the Old academy. There was also in this sense a third
academy, called the New, of which the founder was Car*
neades, who flourished about a century after Arcesilaus.
Some writers even reckon a fourth Platonic academy, founded
soon after the time of Carneades, by Philo (not tho cele-
brated Platonic Jew), and Charmidas or Charmadas ; and
a fifth, designated the Antiochian, from its founder Anti-
ochus, who had been a disciple of Philo. The opinions of
these different schools will be explained under the heads
Plato, Arcesilaus, &c. With regard to the academy of
Plato, we may further notice that it was situated in the
suburb, lying to the north-west ofAthens, called Ceramicus*
that is, literally, the Place of Tiles ; and it has been re-

marked, as a curious coincidence, that the principal public
garden of that city should thus have apparently had the same
origin with the litileries of the modern capital of France, a
name which also indicates that the site was anciently that of
a tile-work. Cicero had a country seat on the Neapolitan
coast, to which, as one of his favourite retreats for philoso-

phical study and converse, he gave, in memory of the famous
Athenian school, the name of Academia. It was here he
wrote his Academic Questions. Its remains are still pointed
out near PozzuoU, under the name of the Bagni de* Tritoli.

After the restoration of letters in the fifteenth century,

the term Academy was revived in Italy, but with a significa-

tion somewhat different from what it had borne in ancient
times. It was used to imply, not a school in which philo-

sophy was taught by a master to his pupils, but an associa-

tion of individuals formed for the cultivation of learning or
science, and usually constituted and endowed by the head of
the state in which it was established. What was now called

an academy, in fact more nearly resembled what was an-
ciently denominated a Museum,—the name given, for ex-
ample, to the famous association of the learned, founded by
the first Ptolemy, at Alexandria, which so long subsisted

in that city. The emperor Charlemagne is also recorded,

towards the close of the eighth century, to have established in

his palace at Paris a society of this description. It was the

fancy of the members of this society to assume each a classical

or scriptural appellation. At their meetings they were
accustomed to give accounts of such books as they had been
studying; and their attention is said to have been also

directed, not without effect, to the regulation and improve-

ment of the vernacular language of the country. This
association, however, existed only for a few years; and it

does not seem to have been imitated elsewhere. Charle-

magne was also the founder of the University of Paris,

and several other schools and seminaries of instruction

;

but although tho Greek term Academia has often, at least

in more recent times, been applied to such institutions,

they are altogether distinct in their nature from what is

properly called an academy, and they will, therefore, be

more appropriately and conveniently considered under the
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terras University, College, Gymnasium, School, according to

the names l»y which they have boon severally distinguished,

than under our present head. On this point it is only

necessary further to remark, that, from the application just

noticed of the Greek term, it has of late become common,
more especially in England and the United States of Ame-
rica, to give the name of academies to those seminaries in

which so many various branches of education are taught as

to entitle them to rank, it may be thought, as a sort of minor
universities. In this sense, many of the principal towns in

Scotland have their academies, which are merely great

schools, such as in Germany would be called gymnasia, em-
bracing in some cases both the languages and the sciences,

but in general confined chiefly to the latter. In England,
again, the colleges of the dissenters are commonly called

academies : and the name is also frequently assumed by

mere private boarding-houses, on however small a scale.

The government institution at AVoolwich for the instruction

of military cadets is called the Royal Military Academy. It

was founded in 1741, and is under the direction of the Board
of Ordnance. There is also a Royal Naval Academy at

Portsmouth, founded in 1722, under the direction of the

Board of Admiralty. The Jewish seminaries for the highest

branches of learning, in the different countries of Europe,
have usually borne the name of academics. The same name
has long been applied to schools of riding, of dancing, and of

gymnastic exercises.

On the other hand, many of those associations of the

learned, which, in all material respects, resemble the acade-

mies that arose in Italy with the revival of letters, are, never-

theless, not known by that name. They are called not

academies, but societies, associations* museums, lycceums,

athenaeums, institutes, &c. If these different bodies were
generally connected as parts of a great whole, it might be
desirable, notwithstanding this perplexing diversity of appel-

lations, to review them all in the same articlo ; but they are

not, in fact, related either as ramifications from a common
stem, or by any other principle uniting them into one com-
munity ; and we shall therefore adopt the plan most con-

venient for the purposes of reference, of only noticing, under
our present head, those of them that are designated acade-

mies, and distributing the rest under the other titles by
which they happen to be distinguished.

I. Italian Academies.—Italy, as we have said, was the
first country in which literary and scientific academies were
established on the modern form, and there they have always
flourished in the greatest number. A writer of the name of

Jarckius, who, in 1725, published at Leipzig an account of

the Italian academies, enumerates nearly 600 as then exist-

ing. Scarcely a town is to be found without such an insti-

tution, and most of the principal cities have ten or twenty, or

more. We shall notice a few of those that have been most
celebrated. The first that deserves to be mentioned is the
Platonic Academy, established at Florence about 1474, by
Lorenzo dc' Medici. Its principal object was the study of the

works of Plato, to which were afterwards joined the improve-
ment of the Italian tongue, and the perusal and explanation
of the poetry of Dante. Marsilius Ficinus, Picus Mirandola,
Machiavel, Angelo Politian, and other persons remarkable
for learning and genius, were among the early members of
this association. The civil troubles of Florence occasioned
the dispersion of its members in 1521. In 15G0 was esta-

blished at Naples, the first association for the cultivation of
physical science, and the origin and model of many others
in different countries of Europe, under the name of the
Acadernia Secretorum Naturae. It was, however, soon after

abolished by the ecclesiastical authorities. To it succeeded
the Acadernia dei Lyncei, founded at Rome, in 1009, by
Prince Cesi, of which Galileo was a member. Prince Cesi
died in 16>2

7 and soon after the Academy was dissolved.

Another of the same name was established at Rome in

1 784, which still exists. But the most celebrated of the
Italian academies is that named the Academy delta Crusca,
that is, literally, of the Bran, or Chaff, in allusion to the
object of its institution, the purifying of the national tongue,
and the sifting, as it were, of its flour from the bran. It

was established at Florence in 1582, principally by the exer-
tions of the poet Antonio Francesco Grazzini, who is much
celebrated for the purity of his style. The Dictionary of the
Academy della Crusca, first published under the title of Voca-
bolario degli Academici delta Crusca, at Venice, in 1 vol. folio,

in 1 612 ; but augmented, in the last edition (Florence, 1 729 —
1738), to 6 vols, folio, is considered as the standard authority

for the Italian language ; and the writers from whose works
it has been collected, or whom it recognizes as classics, suvh

as Boccaccio, Machiavel, kc, arc hence frequently denomi-
nated Autnri Cruscanti. The Academy delta Crusca is now
incorporated with two still older societies, the Acadernia
degli Apatici, (or Academy of the Impartials,) and the Aca-
dernia Fiorentina, originally the Acadernia degli Umidi,
founded in 1549 by Cosmo 1. The united institutions bear

the name of the Royal Florentine Academy. Another very

famous old Florentine academy is that entitled Del Cinipftto,

that is, the Academy of Experiment. It was instituted for

the cultivation of physical science, by the Cardinal Leopold

de' Medici, brother of the Grand Duke Ferdinand II., in

1657- Among its first members were Borelli, Yivkmi, &c. A
collection of experiments on the pressure of the air, the com-
pressibility of water, on heat, sound, projectiles, light, and other

subjects belonging to natural philosophy, was published in

Italian by the Academy del Cimento in 1(W>7, of which Ma-
schenbroeck afterwards gave to the world a Latin translation,

with valuable notes. Many of the Italian academies are re-

markable for the fantastic names by which they are desig-

nated. Of this, indeed, the Academy della Crusca is itself an
example. And it seems to have borrowed the idea < 4' its title,

and also of its device, a sieve, with the motto, * Itpiu leifor
necoglie,' (It collects the finest Hour of it.) from a previous so-

ciety, established, soon after the revival of letters, at Perugia,
called the Academy degli Seossi, that is, the Academy of the

Well-shaken ; by way of intimating, it is said, that the mind
requires to be thoroughly tossed up, and shaken free of its

refuse, before its powers can be properly exerted. The
emblem of this society was also a sieve, with the Latin
motto, Excussa nitcscit (Shaken out it shines). There was
another academy at Perugia, with which this became even-
tually united, called Degli Inscnsati, that of the Fools or

Simpletons. In various other towns are or were the Aca-
demies of the Anxious, of the Confused, of the Impatient,

of the Unstable, of the Drowsy, of the Sleepers, of the
Awakened, of the Undeceived, of the Agitated, of the
Humid, of the Intlamed, of the Insipid, of the Audacious,
of the Dead (Trapassati), of the Fantastic, of the Nocturnal,

of the Dissonant, of the Fluctuating, of the Tbundry
(Fulminates), of the Smoky, of the Ramblers (J\tgubondt),

&c. &c. The Latin name of the Academy della Crusca,
we ought to observe, is the Acadernia Furfuratorum, that is,

of the bran-sifters. Some interesting information on the
early Italian Academies may be found in the 9th chapter of
the Life of Galileo, in the Library of Useful Knowledge

;

and in Morhofs Polyhistor, and Tiraboschi's Storia della

Lettcratura Jtaliana, there referred to.

Among the existing Academies of Italy that have not
been mentioned above, the following are some of the prin-

cipal : the Royal Academy of Sciences and Belles Lettres

of Naples, founded in 1779: it has published its Transac-
tions, which contain many valuable papers on mathematical
subjects, since 1788. The Ilerculanean Academy of Na-
ples, founded in 1755 : the first volume of its Transactions
appeared in 1775, under the title of Antichita di Erc<dano,

and it has been followed by several others. The Academy
of Etruscan Antiquities at Cortona founded in 172t», and
that at Florence founded in ls07, both of which have pub-
lished valuable Transactions. There are also academics at

Padua, Milan, Siena, Verona, and Genoa, by all of which
some volumes of Transactions have been printed. The Aca-
demy of Bologna was originally founded in 1690, by the
afterwards distinguished astronomer Eustachio Manfredi,
then only sixteen. The associates called their institution

the Acadernia degli Inquicti, and took for their motto the

words Mens agitat. In 1714 this academy was united to

the LIniversity or Institute of Bologna, sinee which event
it has been called the Academy of the Institute, or the Cle-
mentine Academy (from Clement XL, the then Pope.) Its

Transactions have been published under the title of Com-
mmtarii, since 1731. To this list we may add the Royal
Academy of Turin, in Piedmont, which was originally a
private association founded about the middle of the last cen-
tury, by the young Lagrange, then, although not yet
twenty years of age, holding the office of Professor of Ma-
thematics in the Royal Artillery School of that city. The
first volume of its Transactions was published, in Latin, in

1759, and surprised the scientific world by some papers of
great originality, to which the name of Lagrange was ap-
pended. The Turin Transactions, which continued for somo
years to be enriched by the contributions of this eminent
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mathematician, were published, in Latin, till 1784, since

which time they have appeared in French.
II. French Academies.—We shall not here notice the

ancient society established, it is said, about the middle of

the twelfth century, at Toulouse, for the cultivation of
poetry, or, as it was then called, the Gay Science, although

it has been sometimes designated an academy. An account

of that, and of other institutions of a similar description,

will be more fitly given under the head Troubadours.
The earliest of the French Academies, properly so called, is

of much more recent date. The Academic Francaise was
instituted in 1635 by Cardinal Richelieu, for an object of

the same nature with that proposed by the Academy della

Crusca,—the purification, regulation, and general improve-

ment of the national tongue. This society, in imitation of
its Italian model, published in 1694 the first edition of a
French Dictionary,Vnown by the name of the Dictionary of

the Academy, to which it afterwards made many additions

in successive reprints. This work, however, has scarcely

perhaps attained the same authority with that of the
Delia Cruscan academicians ; partly owing, no doubt, to the

comparative immaturity of the, French language when it

was thus attempted to restrain its further growth. The ori-

ginal number of the members of the Academic Francaise

was forty, from ^fhom were elected a director and a chan-
cellor every three months, as well as a secretary, who held
his office for life. It used to meet three times a week in a
hall appropriated to its use in the Louvre. This constitution

it continued to retain till the year 1793, when it was abo-

lished, with most of the other establishments which had
subsisted under the ancient government. Two years after

it was restored as part of the Institute, of which we shall

Sresenlly give an account. The next of the French aca-

emics, in point of antiquity, is the Acadimie Royale des

Inscriptions et Belief Lettres. It was established in 1663,

in the reign of Louis XIV., by Colbert, and consisted

originally of a few members selected from the Acad6mie
Francaise, who used to meet weekly in the library of that

minister, and to employ themselves in inventing designs for

medals to be struck in commemoration of the royal victories,

examining the paintings and sculptures proposed for the

embellishment of Versailles, and discussing the manner in

which the gardens of that palace should be laid out and the

apartments decorated. They were called, and not inappro-

priately, if a reference was intended to their occupations as

well as to their numbers, La Petite Academie, the little aca-

demy. Their place ofmeeting was afterwards changed to the

lame room in the Louvre in which the Acad6mio Francaise

assembled, and they then began to hold two sittings in the

week. In 1701 this academy was placed, by an edict of the

king, upon a new and more extended foundation ; and from
this date it published every year a volume of memoirs, many
of great value, till it was suppressed at the Revolution.

It consisted, at the period of its suppression, of ten honorary

members, ten pensionaries, and twenty associates, exclusive

of several corresponding members. The Academie Royale

des Sciences was originally established by Colbert in 1666,

but was entirely remodelled in 1699. By the new consti-

tution its researches were confined to the department of

the physical sciences. The Academie des Sciences first

began to publish its Transactions in 1666, and from 1699

a volume appeared regularly every year till the academy
was suppressed in 1793. These three academies, toge-

ther with the Academie Royale de Peinture et de Sculp-

ture, which had been rather a school of painting than

an association of cultivators of tho art, were restored by

the Directory in 1795, and united into what was called

the National Institute. A new organization was given to

this establishment by Bonaparte in 1802 ; and it was finally

remodelled in the form in which it still exists soon after the

second restoration of the Bourbons in 1816. As now con-

stituted, the Institute, or Academie Royale, consists of five

divisions; the first called the Academie des Sciences, com-

posed of sixty-five ordinary and one hundred corresponding

members ; the second called the Acad6mie Francaise, com-

posed of forty members ; the third called the Acad6mie des

Inscriptions et Belles Lettres, composed of forty; ordinary

and sixty corresponding members, together with eight

associates; the feurth, called the Academie des Beaux
Arts, composed of forty-one ordinary and tbirty-six corre-

sponding members, with eight associates ; and the fifth,

which has been only lately added, called the Academie des

Sc*uce*Morales et Politicoes, composed of thirty members.

Each class meets by itselfonce a week. Vacancies are filled

up by the votes of the members, subject to the approval of the
king ; and each of the regular members receives a salary of
1500 francs per annum. The meetings of all the classes

are held in the hall which was formerly the Chapel of the
College of the Four Nations, now called the Palais des
Beaux Arts. The French Institute has, since its establish-

ment, ranked as the very first of the scientific associations

of Europe, the most illustrious of whose philosophers have
usually been comprehended in the list of its members.
There is also in Paris, the Acad6mie Celtique, founded in

1807, and now called the Societe" des Antiquaires de France,
which has published several volumes of interesting and im-
portant Mcmoires. There are likewise academies in many
of the provincial capitals of France ; among which the chief
are those of Soissons (1675), of Nismes (1682), of Angers
(1685), of l^yons (1700), of Bordeaux (1703), of Caen (1705),
of Montpellier (1706), of Briers (1723), of Marseilles

(1726), of Rochelle (1732), of Dijon (1736), of Toulouse
(1740), of Rouen (1744), of Montauban (1744), of Amiens
(1750), of Besaneon (1752), of Chalons sur Marne (1753).
Many of these institutions have attained considerable cele-

brity, and some of them have published their Transactions.
III. Spanish Academies.—A society for the cultivation

of physical science, under the title of Acadcmia Naturae
Curiosorum, was established at Madrid, in 1652, on the
model of the old Academia, Sccretoruni NaturaD, already
mentioned as having been founded at Naples in the middle
of the preceding century. Of the existing Spanish acade-
mies the most important are the following:—The Royal
Academy of Spain, founded at Madrid, in 1714, principally

by the exertions of the Duke of Escalona. It is constituted
on the model of the Academia della Crusca and the Aca-
demie Francaise, and has for its object the improvement and
purification of the Spanish language, of which it has pub-
lished a Dictionary, under the title of Diccionario de la

Lengua Castellana, six vols. fol„ 1726-1739. The Royal
Academy of Spanish History: this commenced as a pri-

vate association at Madrid in 1730, but was taken under
the royal protection, and incorporated by Philip V. in 1 738.

It consists of twenty-four members. The first volume of
its Transactions was published in 1 796, under the title of
Memorias de la Real Academia de la Historia. It has also

printed some ancient manuscripts, and given new editions of
some historical works ; and it has lon"r been engaged in pre
paring a Geographical Dictionary of Spain. There are also

an Academy of History and Geography at Valladolid, and a
Literary Academy at Seville, both rounded in 1753.

IV. Portuguese Academies.—An Academy of Por-
tuguese History was established at Lisbon, in 1720, by King
John V., consisting of a director, four censors, a secretaiy,

and fifty members. But the principal Portuguese academy
is the Academy of Science, Agriculture, Arts, Commerce,
and general Economy, founded by Queen Maria in 1779.

This institution consists of twenty-four socios veteranos, or

acting members, and thirtv-six honorary and foreign asso-

ciates. It is liberally endowed by the government, and
possesses a library, a museum, an observatory, and a print-

ing-press. The members are divided into three classes

—

1. that of natural science ; 2. that of mathematics ; and
3. that of Portuguese literature. It has published several

volumes of Transactions in different sets ; that entitJed De
Agricultura, commencing in 1787 ; de Economica, in 1 789

;

de Letteratura Portuguesa, in 1792; and das Sciencius, in

1797. There is also a Geographical Academy at Lisbon,

established in 1799, which has pubbshed a map of Portugal.

V. Austrian Academies.---Of these the most ancient

is the Academia NatursB Curiosorum, established at Vienna
in 1652. In 1687, during the reign of the Emperor Leo-

pold I., it assumed the name of the Academia Ca?sareo-Leo-

poldina. Its Transactions were at first published in sepa-

rate treatises, but since 1684 they have appeared in volumes,

under the title of Ephemerides et Acta Academic Copsarea}

Naturae Curiosorum. A history of this academy was pub-

lished by Buchncr, at Halle, in 1756. The Academy of

Arts and Sciences of Vienna was founded in 1 705. In 1 754

was established in the same city an Academy for the culti-

vation of the Oriental Languages; and in 1783 a Surgical

Academy, which distributes every year three prize medals

of the value of fifty guilders each.

VI. Prussian Academies.—The Royal Academy of

Science and Belles Lettres of Berlin has long been one of

the most eminent among the learned societies of Europe. It
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was established in 1700, by Frederick I., who appointed the

celebrated Leibnitz its first president. The first volume of

its Transactions appeared in 1710, under the title of Mis-

cellanea Bcrolhien-sia, and other volumes followed at inter-

vals of three or four years, till the accession of Frederick

the C4reat in 1710, who, in 1 74^1, took it under his spe-

cial protection, and proceeded to give it a new organization,

with the view of extending its usefulness, and raiding it to

a higher rank than it had hitherto enjoyed. Maupertuis

was appointed its president, and the academy was divided

into four classes:— 1. The physical class, for natural science
;

2. the mathematical class, including astronomy ; 3. the phi-

losophical class ; 4. the historical and philological class.

Each class chooses its own director, who continues in

office for life. Vacancies are also filled up by the votes of

the members, subject to the approval of the king. Since

1740, a volume of the Transactions has appeared regularly

every year. They used to be in French ; but are now pub-

lished in German. The old Memoirs extend to the year

1771 ; after which date they are called the Nouveaux Mc-
moires, down to 17b 7 ; with which year a third series com-
menced. A history of this academy was published in 1752.

In 1708, the Royal Library and Cabinet of Arts were

united with, and placed under the superintendence of, the

academy : they are now separated. In 1 754, was established

by the Elector of Mentz, the Electoral Academy at Erfurt,

for the promotion of the useful sciences. Its Transactions

were originally published in Latin, under the title of Acta
Academic?? Electoralis Moguntince Scientitfrum Vtilium ;

but they have of late appeared in German.
VII. Other German Academies.— Of these, the prin-

cipal are—the Academy of Sciences, othcr\vi>e called the

Royal Society, of Gbttingen, established in 1 733 ; the Elec-

toral Academy of Science and Bavarian History at Munich,
first established in 1760, but greatly enlarged since the

erection of Bavaria into a kingdom, and which has pub-
lished its Transactions, since 1703, in German, under the

title of Ahhandlungcn der Baierischen Akademie ; that of

Mannheim, founded in 1755, by the Elector Charles Theo-
dore, and now divided into three classes—historical, physical,

and meteorological ; the Transactions of the two former of

which have been published, under the title of Acta Arademite
Theodora-Palatini—those of the last, under that of Epheme-
rides Societalis Meteorologiccc Palatini; and the Academy
of Suabian History, established at Tubingen, in Wirtemberg.

VIII. Swedish and Danish Academies.—The Ro\al
Academy of Sciences, of Stockholm, was originally a pri-

vate association, founded by Linnaeus, and a few of his

friends, in 1739, and was not incorporated by the Crown till

two years afterwards. Its Transactions appear in quarterly
parts, which form an octavo volume a year. The first forty

volumes, from 1739 to 1779, are called the Old Transac-
tions; those which have appeared since, the New. They
are written in Swedish, but have also been translated into

German. This academy maintains a professor of experimen-
tal philosophy, who, with the two secretaries, is paid from
the property which the society has acquired by legacies and
donations. From the same source, it distributes every year
several gold medals and prizes in money. Stockholm also

possesses an Academy of the Belles Lettres, founded in

1753 ; and an institution denominated the Literary Academy
of Sweden, founded in 1 786. The object of the latter is the
cultivation and improvement of the national language.
There is an Academy for the investigation of Northern Anti-
quities, at Upsal, which has published some valuable volumes
of Memoirs. The Royal Academy of Sciences of Copen-
hagen was founded by the Count of Holstein in 1742, and
incorporated the following year. Its Transactions appear in

Danish : but they have been partly translated into Latin.
IX. Academies in Russia and Poland.—The Impe-

rial Academy of Petersburg, like most of the valuable insti-

tutions of Russia, originated in the bold and contriving
mind of Peter the Great. That monarch, however, did not
live to carrvr into effect the scheme which he had arranged,
and which is said to have been suggested to him by his

inspection of the academies of France, when in that country
in 1717, and to have been matured by consultations with
Christian Wolff and Leibnitz. But immediately after his
death, in 1725, his successor, Catherine I., proceeded to

execute the intentions of her deceased husband ; and the
Academy was forthwith established, and held its first sitting

in December of that year. Some of the most distinguished
foreign mathematicians and philosophers of the day were

wisely selected by tne Empress to grace the new founda
tion, and induced by liberal salaries to accept places in it

under the title of professors. Among them were Wolff,

Nicholas and Daniel Bernouilli, Bui finger, &c. Of these

professors there are fifteen in all, besides a president and a

director. There are also four adjuncts, from whom vacan-
cies among the professors are always supplied, and who, till

thus provided for, are permitted to attend the meetings of

the Academy. In its earlier days this institution underwent
various fluctuations in reputation and efficiency, according

as it happened to be patronized or neglected by the reigning
sovereign ; but since the accession, in 1741, of the Einpre>s
Elizabeth, who placed it upon a broader and more indepen-
dent basis, it has generally maintained a high character.

Its annual revenue is considerable ; and one important ser-

vice, which it has thus been enabled to render, has been
the exploration of various portions of the Russian empire,
by means of the travellers Pallas, Stolberg, Klaproth, and
others, whom it has sent out for that purpose. Its Transac-
tions, down to the year 1747, inclusive, forming fourteen

volumes, are in Latin, and are entitled Commentarii Aca-
demice Scicnticc Imperialis Petropolitance. Twenty volumes
more, down to 1777, likewise in Latin, are entitled Nori
Commentarii. Since 1777, they take the name of Aetay

and are partly in Latin and partly in French, Of the
whole number of mathematical papers which appeared in

these Transactions down to the year 1783, in which he
died, the celebrated Euler is computed to have written fully

one half; and he left behind him about a hundred addi-

tional memoirs, which have appeared in the volumes printed
since that period. These papers of Eider's contributed,

more than any other publications of the time, to the simpli-

fication and improvement of the modern analysis, The
Imperial Academy possesses a library of some extent, which
contains a considerable number of oriental manuscripts, as
well as valuable collections of medals and of specimens of

natural history. In 1783, an institution, on the model of
the Acadcmie Francaise, having for its object the improve-
ment of the Russian language, was founded at Petersburg :

and was soon after united with the Imperial Academy. A
Royal Academy was established at Warsaw in 1753.

Among the other European academies, may be mentioned
the Medical Academy of Geneva, founded in 171a; the
Academic des Sciences et des Belles Lettres of Brussels,

which has published its Transactions, under the title of

Manoiresy since the year 1777 ; and the institution of the
same name at Flushing, whose Transactions have also

appeared. In the British dominions there are no associa-

tions fur the cultivation of science or learning, which have
this name, except the Royal Irish Academy, founded in

1 782, and which has published its Transactions since
1787. In North America, as in England, such institutions

are, for the most part, called Societies, and will be noticed
under that term. The following are the only academies
which we find enumerated in the Encychtpa'dia Americana,
published in 1829:—the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences, established at Boston in 1780, which had in Ib29
published four volumes of Transactions ; the Connecticut
Academy of Arts and Sciences, founded at Newhavcn in
1790, which had then published one volume ; and the Aca-
demy of Natural Science, founded at Philadelphia in lblS,
of whose Memoirs five volumes had appeared.

Acadkmy is also the name usually given, both in tl.is

country and on the Continent, to an institution established
for the cultivation and promotion of the fine arts, that is, of
painting, sculpture, architecture, and music. Such institu-

tions commonly partake both of the character of academies,
in the sense already explained, and of schools or colleges,

consisting, on the one hand, of an association of amateurs
and distinguished proficients, professing to have in view the
diffusion of a taste tor the arts among the public generally,
by publications, exhibitions, or any other means which may
be made available for that end ; and, on the other, of an esta-

blishment of teachers or protessors, for the instruction ofyouth
in the practice ofsomeone or more of the branches in question.
The latter object is effected by lectures, by prescribed tasks,
and by the distribution of prizes and honours. Societies of
painters, for the promotion and protection of their art, are
of very ancient date. So early as the year 1345, the paint-
ers of Venice are recorded to have formed themselves into

an association of this description. A few years afterwards,

—namely, in 1350—those of Florence did the same. In
1391 the artists of Paris followed the example of their Ita
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limn brethren, and founded what they called the Academy
of St Luke. This establishment was formally recognized
by Charles VII. in 1430 ; and the privileges which he con-
ferred upon it were confirmed by Henry III. in 1584. In
1613 the Academy of St Luke formed a union with the
Society of Sculptors ; and the institution subsisted till the
Revolution. Towards the middle of the seventeenth century,

however, it had been thrown into the shade by a new asso-

ciation, founded by Lebrun, Corneille, and several others cf

the painters licensed by the king. A royal edict in favour
of this association, was issued in the beginning of the year

1648 ; and in 1655 letters-patent were granted to it by Car-
final Mazarin. Some time after, it was allowed a hall in

the Louvre ; and, finally, in 1 663, during the administra-

tion of Colbert, there was settled upon it a revenue of 4000
lirres annually. In 1671, an Academy of Architecture was
established by the same minister. These two establishments

were abolished with the other academies at the Revolution
;

but they have since been revived, and now form together

the fourth division of the Institute, under the name of the

Aeademie des Beaux Arts. It consists of forty-one mem-
bers, eight associates, and six corresponding members. A
branch of this academy still subsists at Rome, which was
established in 1666 by Louis XIV., with a revenue of 35,000
lirres. There are also Academies of the Fine Arts in many
of the chief provincial towns of France. Of the Italian

academies of this description, that of San Luca at Rome was
established in 1593, by the eminent painter Frederic Zuc-
chero, who erected an elegant building for it at his own ex-

pense. There are others at Milan, Bologna, Parma, and
many of the other principal towns. The oldest German
Academy of the Fine Arts is that of Nuremberg, founded

by Joachim Sandrait, an artist of great ability, in 1662.

That of Dresden was established in 1697, and was united

with those of Leipzick and Meissen in 1764, when it re-

ceived the form which it still retains. There are others nt

Berlin, at Vienna, at Munich, at Weimar, and in various

other cities. In Spain an Academy of Painting and Sculp-

ture was established at Madrid in 1753. At Amsterdam,
Antwerp, and Brussels, there are similar institutions. The
Academy of the Fine Arts at Stockholm was established,

in 1733, principally by the exertions of the celebrated

Charles Gustavus, Count de Tessin ; and that of Copen-
hagen in 1738, though it was not incorporated till 1754.

To this institution the famous sculptor Thorwaldsen was in-

debted lor his early education. The Aeademie Imperiale

4e* Beaux Arts of Petersburgh was founded in 1765 dv the

Empress Catherine II., who endowed it with a considerable

revenue. It consists of six professors of painting, sculpture,

and architecture, with an adjunct, or assistant, to each, twenty-

fear honorary members, six councillors, a president, three rec-

tors, and three adjuncts to the rectors. This institution has

greatly contributed to the introduction and dissemination of a

taste for the arts in Russia, by the pupils whom it has sent

out and supported during their studies in foreign countries.

A letter, printed by Steele in the 555th No. of the Spectator

(the last of the original series), speaks of an Academy of

Painting, then (1712) lately established in London. Sir

Godfrey Kneller is mentioned as its president. This insti-

tntion, however, probably soon fell into decay. The present

Royal Academy originated in an association of painters,

who obtained a charter, in 1 765, under the title of the Incor-

porated Society of Artists of Great Britain. This society,

DDwever, was soon after broken up by disputes among
its members ; and in 1 768 the Royal Academy of Arts

was incorporated in its stead. It consists of forty artists

bearing the title of academicians, of eighteen associates,

< six associate engravers, and of three or four indi-

Tvinals of distinction, under the name of honorary mem-
bers. From the academicians are selected the professors of

painting, of sculpture, of architecture, and of perspective

;

and there is also a professor of anatomy, who is commonly

a member of the medical profession. Nine of the academi-

cians are likewise appointed annually to officiate in setting

the models, and otherwise superintenoing the progress of the

students. The king is the patron of this institution ; but its

funds are, we believe, entirely derived from the money paid

hy the public for admission to the exhibition, which takes

place every year, in the months of May and June. A
Cinch of the English Royal Academywas established some

ears ago at Rome. The Edinburgh Royal Academy of

tainting was founded in 1754. A similar institution has

neenUy°been established in Dublin, under the title of the

Royal Hibernian Academy. An Academy of Ancient
Music was established in London so early as the year 1710

;

but a disagreement among its members occasioned its disso-

lution after it had existed above twenty years. Some time
alter this the Royal Academy of Music was instituted, with
Handel at its head, and for ten years, during which the
operas of that great composer weie performed under its

superintendence in the Haymarket Theatre, enjoyed splen-

did success. But discord here also came at length to divide

and disperse the professors of harmony ; and in the year
1 729 the institution was broken up. A new Royal Aca-
demy of Music, which holds its meetings in a hall in Ten-
terden-strcet, was established in 1822. The French Opera,
it may be added, is styled the Aeademie de Mwrique.
ACA'DIA, by the French called ACADIE, is the ge-

nuine Indian name of the present province of Nova Scotia.

The chief river of Nova Scotia is still called Shuben-Acadie,
or the river of Acadie. [See Nova Scotia.]
ACALE'PILE, a Greek word, signifying nettles. These

animals form the third class of Baron Cuviers zoophytes.

Many of them are popularly named sea-nettles, from their

causing, when touched, a disagreeable sensation similar to

the sting of a nettle. Their form is always circular and
radiated. There is only one opening into the body, which
serves both for the mouth and the vent, and a single cavity

which is at once gullet, stomach, and intestines ; so that

some writers have represented them as being all stomach.

Fixid Acal.—Alcyonium mammillomun (Ellis). Actinia Mdata (Ellis).

Fill Acalipilb.—Rbixoetoma. cerulea (Ctmxa).

No. 9.
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Hydrostatic Acalbphjb.—Phytophora bydroitatica (Fopjkal).
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These animals have been arranged in three orders—1. fixed,

2. free, and 3. hydrostatic.

I. The fixed {Accdephte stabiles) can at pleasure either
attach themselves to stones or other objects in the sea, or
creep and swim about on the waves. The Actimce or sea ane-
mones, the Zoanthce, and the Lucernarice, belong to this order.

II. The free (Acalephce liberce) are not found attached to

any object, but always floating about in the water. The
Medusa belong to this order.

Ill The hydrostatic (AccUephcB hydrostaticce) are thus
named on account of one or more air-vessels, by means of
which the animals can raise or sink themselves in the water.
Their mouths have not been discovered. The order com-
prehends the Physalice and the Physophorce.
In the last edition of the Rcgne Animate, Cuvier makes

only two orders— 1. The simple (Acalephce simplices); and,
2. The hydrostatic.

M. Eschholtz, of Berlin, has recently published an excellent
work on these animals, of which we shall take advantage
in describing the several orders.

ACANTHA'CEjE, a tribe of plants forming one of the
natural orders in the Monopetalous division of Dicotyledon-
ous or Exogenous Vegetation. (See Dicotylbdones and
ExogrnjB.) Its name is derived from the genus Acan-
thus, which has been considered characteristic of the whole
tribe. The plants of which it is composed are either altoge-

her of an herbaceous nature, or shrubby in a slight degree
only; they are extremely common in every tropical

country, where they may be considered to occupy the place
of the mints, dead-nettles, thymes, and sages of Europe

;

a few only are found beyond the limits of the tropics.

Many of the species are mere weeds; others bear handsome
flowers with gaudy colours, but seldom with any odour ; a
very small number has been occasionally employed medi-
cinally as emollients or diuretics.

The roots of Acanthace® are either annual or perennial.
The stems are usually four-cornered when young, but after-

wards become nearly round ; their inside is occupied by a
large proportion of pith, which is enclosed in a thin layer of

they only differ in the general form or outline of the cranium,
and the comparative developement ofthe bones ofthe face and
skull ; characters which have no very assignable influence
upon the habits and economy of animal life, and which will,

probably, be merged in others of greater importance, when
we come to be better acquainted with the species in ques-
tion. Indeed we have introduced the present article princi-

pally for the purpose of attracting the attention of travellers

and residents in our Indian Colonies ; many of whom have
daily opportunities of elucidating this and other obscure sub-
jects in zoology, and only require to be informed of its

wants to render the most essential service to the science.

[Analysis of Aconthacee.]

imperfectly formed wood; and at each joint there is a
slight tumour with an articulation, by which they are
readily known from both Scrophularinere and Verbenace©.
Their flowers are often inclosed within large, leafy, imbri-
cated bractea? (1 ). The calyx (2) is usually composed ofcither

four or five parts, which overlap each other, and occasion-

ally grow together at the base. The corolla (3) is monope-
talous and irregular. The stamens (4) are either two, or

four, but in the latter case are of unequal lengths. The
pistillum (G) is superior and turoilled. The seed-vessel (5)

contains two cells, which burst when ripe, often with elasti-

city, and expose a few roundish seeds hanging to the cells

by curious-hooked processes.

The stems of all the species emit roots very readily from
their tumid articulations ; on which account gardeners uni-

versally increase them by cuttings of the full-grown branches.

They are always easy to cultivate, provided they are not kept
in too cold or too dry a situation. The annual kinds freely

produce seeds, by which they are readily multiplied.

The most common genera are Justicia, Acanthus, Ruel-
lia, Thunbergia, Barleria, and Eranthemum, which see.

For further information, see Browns Prodromus Floree

Novce Hollatidice—Bartlinss Ordines Naturales—Lind-

ley's Introduction to the Natural System—and, above all,

Nees v. Esenbeck's Exposition, in the third volume of Dr.
IVallicKs Plants Asiaticce rariores.

ACA'NTHION, in Zoology, a genus of Rodentia, esta-

blished by M. F. Cuvier, and embracing two species, which
are only known, at present, by their osteology. In the

number and form of their teeth, these animals agree in all

respects with the common porcupine, from which, indeed,

/%.!.

To guide observers who may have an opportunity of pursu-
ing this inquiry, we have engraved (fig. 1 ) the skull ofa species

of porcupine sent from Java by the I* rench traveller, Duvan-
celle, and figured by M. F. Cuvier, in the ninth volume of
the MSmoires du Museum, as the type of his genus Acanthion.

Fig. li-

ng. 2. represents the skull of the common Italian porcu-
pine, for the purpose ofcomparison. The principal differences

which these skulls present, when compared with one another,

consist in the surface of the forehead being nearly flat in the
acanthion, instead of forming; a spherical elevation as in the
Sorcupine ; and in the nasal bones being of much smaller
imensions in the former than in the latter animal. The

sense of smell would thus appear to be less acute in the
Javanese porcupine than in that of Europe and Africa ; but
it has the region of the brain comparatively larger. M. Cuvier
reckons two species :

—
1. The Acanthion Javanicum, founded upon the skull

already mentioned, as having been sent from Java by M.
Duvancelle. This is, probably, the Babi-landak, mentioned
in Marsden's History of Sumatra, and which that author
identifies with the Hystrix Macroura of Linnaeus, a species
equally obscure. This animal is represented as having
five toes on each foot, the body covered with weak spines,

and a long tail, terminating in a thick tuft, of which the
spines are Knotted, and spring out of one another like grains
of rice.

2. The Acanthion Daubentonii, founded upon a skeleton
formerly described by Daubenton, but which he mistook for
that of the common porcupine. The locality from which this
skeleton was obtained is not exactly known ; but there is

reason to believe that it was brought from some part of
Africa. It may, perhaps, belong to the fasciculated porcu-
pine, which has been lately found to inhabit the Island of
Fernando Po ; and which, to judge from the external ap-
pearance of the living specimen formerly possessed by the
Zoological Society, appears to have all the characteristic

marks which M. F. Cuvier assigns to the genus Acanthion.
It may be observed, in conclusion, that, besides the com-

mon porcupine (which inhabits every part of the Indian
Continent, as well as Africa and the South of Europe), the
large islands of Borneo, Sumatra, and Java, the Malayan
Peninsula, and probably other parts of Eastern Asia, con-
tain three or four different but closely allied species, ofwhich
we have, at present, but a very vague and confused account*
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ACA'NTHOPHIS, in Zoology, a genus of venomous
serpents, allied to the vipers, but distinguished by having a
single series of plates beneath the tail, excepting towards
the very extremity, where they are, in some cases, separated
into two small rows. The bodies and tails of these animals
are elongated and cylindrical; their heads round, obtuse,

rather prominent over the eyes, and covered in front with
nine or ten polygonal plates. The back and upper surface

of the tail are covered with reticulated scales of a rhomboidal
fcrm : the breast and belly are covered with single trans-

feree plates ; as is likewise the tail, excepting towards the
very extremity, which is sometimes furnished with a double
row of plates, as in the common viper. The tail is termi-

nated by a httle spur, or horny excrescence, which has sug-

gested the name of Acanthophis (that is, thorn or spur
snake), for this genus. This is, however, but a very secondary
characteristic, and of httle use in distinguishing these ani-
mals ; since it exists equally in many other species of very

different genera, such as the collared, and the black and
white snakes, and even in the common viper. It springs out
of the very end of the tail, and does not appear to be of the

same utility as the two horny spurs which grow upon each
side of the anus in the pythons and boas, and which being
retractile, or capable of being erected and depressed at will,

execute important functions in the economy of these animals.

[Tail of the Acatithophif.]

The head of the acanthophis is broad and compressed, the
mouth capable of great distension, and furnished on each
side, besides the retractile poison-fangs common to all the
family of truly venomous serpents, with a double row of
sharp, curved teeth. The species of this genus are of small
size, reside on the surface of the dry land, and feed upon
frogs, lizards, and small mammals. They are viviparous,
and secrete thetnselve in rat holes, or beneath the roots of
trees; never strangle or crush their prey by coiling them-
selres round its body, but expect a more speedy and certain
'wfDry from the deadly effects of their poison. The most
anciently known species is,

—

The Acanthophis Cerastinus, first described by Merrem,
and so named rrom the general similarity which it bears, at
first sight, to the cerastes, or horned viper, in its short body,
brge flat head, and eyes surmounted by prominent scales.

[Acanthophis ceraatkras.]

The length of this species is about fifteen inches, of which

the tail measures rather more than a fifth part ; the body is

thick in proportion to its length, having a circumference of

two inches and a halfin the middle, from whence it gradually

tapers towards either extremity. The colour is a pearly-grey

above, with obscure transverse dusky or bluish undulations

feneath, pale yellow brown, with a small transverse oval

black spot on the edge of every abdominal plate ; and, in the

Hukue, a similar range of spots from the vent to the end of

the tail. The tail itself is cylindrical on the upper surface,

and flat beneath, and the spur which terminates it is ex-

tremely sharp-pointed, compressed, and slightly bent up-
wards. The native country of this species is unknown ; at

least Merrem, who first described it, was ignorant of the
country from which his specimen was obtained, and it does
not appear to be indicated by any traveller.

The Acanthophis Brownii is briefly described by Dr.
Leach, and figured in the first volume of the Naturalists
Miscellany. The specific name is given out of compliment
to Mr. Robert Brown, the celebrated botanist, from whose
manuscripts the brief description of Dr. Leach was taken.

The body is said to be of a uniform dark brown, the under
lip whitish, the upper with a transverse groove in front, the

tail small and rather abruptly contracted at its junction with
the body, and the apex compressed laterally. Such, w^th
the additional fact that it is an inhabitant of New Holland,
is the very meagre account of this serpent, supplied by Dr.
Leach. Mr. Peter Cunningham, however, in his entertain-

ing publication on the present state of New South Wales,
informs us, that it is the most venomous serpent of that co-

lony ; and suspects that this and a kindred species, of a
light orange colour, are male and female, as they have been
found to inhabit the same hole. , He relates a remarkable
fact proving the tenacity of life of these animals. Two indi-

viduals, a male and female, were discovered by the dogs of a
sportsman : the black one was killed, and the head com-
pletely severed from the body, but the female escaped into

the hole ; upwards of ten minutes afterwards one of the dogs,

in hunting about where the snake had been killed, was bitten

in the foot by the head which had been cut off, and shortly

after died in the most dreadful convulsions.

ACANTHOPTERY'GII, in Zoology, one of the three

primary grand divisions, or natural orders, of fishes, which
Cuvier has finally established, or rather restored, in his

Histoire Naturelle des Poissons. (Natural History of
Fishes.) This great naturalist has divided fishes into three

orders, — Chondropterygii (from yovtyo* cartilage, and
7nepvg a wing or fin), or Cartilaginous fishes, without a
solid bony skeleton; Acanthopterygti, fishes having bony
skeletons with prickly spinous processes in the dorsal fins

(hence their name); and Malacopterygii, (jia\ajc6*
t soft,

&c.) fishes with bony skeletons, indeed, but with soft arti-

culated radii in the dorsal fins. These three grand divisions,

founded upon natural and intelligible principles, because

characterised by modifications of organic structure, which

exercise an obvious and important influence upon the habits

and economy of these animals, were first of all recognized

by our celebrated countrymen, Willoughby and Ray. These
naturalists were the earliest in the attempt to give a syste-

matic form to zoology, and to raise this branch of know-
ledge to the rank and importance of a Science; by applying

to its investigation the principles of the inductive philo-

sophy. The system which these great men had left incom-

plete and imperfect, a thing unavoidable in all first attempts,

was further developed by the celebrated Artedi, in whoso
hands the three orders above-mentioned became co-ordinate

divisions, together with the Branchiostegt, since suppressed

by Baron Cuvier. After undergoing various changes in the

hands of intermediate zoologists, and being even discarded

altogether by the school of LinnsBus, the system of Artedi is

again triumphant ; having been lately restored by M. Cuvier,

who, after mariy years devoted to the study of this branch of

zoology, and after various attempts to form a system of his

own, finally acknowledges that it is the only arrangement
conformable to the actual phenomena which we observe

among these animals. M. Cuvier divides the acanthoptery-

gious fishes into thirteen natural families, which he calls

after the names of their typical or most common genera

;

but which he has failed to distinguish by exclusive and un-

equivocal characters. The imperfect state in which he has

left his Histoire Naturelle des Poissons is not the least to be
lamented among the weighty losses which the scientific world

has sustained by the recent death of this truly great man.
ACANTHU'RUS (a Greek compound signifying Thorn

tail), in Zoology, a genus of Acanthopterygious Fishes, esta-

blished by Bloch and Lacepede, and adopted by subsequent

writers. This genus, separated from the ChfiBtodons of Lin-

najus, contains, at present, a great number of species, many
of which are remarkable for the beauty of their external

forms, and the variety of their colours. They are distin-

guished from proximate genera by the form of the body

and tail, which are exceedingly compressed;—so much so,
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that the depth of the body, measured from the dorsal to

the pectoral fins, is always equal to, and often exceeds, its

length fTom head to tail ;—by their trenchant teeth, denti-

culated like a very fine comb ; but above all, by the move-

able spines, edged and sharp like a lancet, with which

they are armed on each side of the tail, and with which

they inflict dangerous wounds upon the hands of those

[Chsetodon Chirengicas. Blocii.]

who touch them incautiously. It is this circumstance that

has acquired for the Acanthuri the name of ' Doctors/ by

which they are well known to the English sailors and colo-

nists. These animals have the mouth small, and the muzzle

rather advanced : they are among the small number of

fishes which live entirely upon vegetable substances, feeding

only upon algae, fuci, and other marine plants ; their intes-

tinal canal is, consequently, longer and more complicated

than in other species, and their flesh has a peculiar flavour,

very different from that of the piscivorous genera. The

dangerous weapons with which Nature has provided these

otherwise harmless fishes, are well calculated to defend them

from the attacks of the ravenous enemies which every where

surround them. As they are not obliged to resort to rapine

for procuring food, they are by nature inclined to peace, and

never voluntarily commence an attack; but they defend

themselves with courage and success against the largest of

their assailants. Their lancets, also, are placed in the very

situation in which, above all others, they are most efficient

and dangerous ; not only because the greatest strength of

fishes lies in the tail, but likewise because it is in this quarter

that their enemies are at once most likely to make the

attack, and least prepared to expect resistance. The acan-

thures abound in all the tropical seas, both of the East and

West Indies ; they are never known to advance beyond the

tropics, and are, consequently, unknown in the more tempe-

rate latitudes.

ACA'NTHUS (in Architecture). The name by which

the broad raffled leaf used in the enrichment of the Corin-

thian capital is known. It is thus called because of its

general resemblance to the leaves of a species of the acan-

thus plant ; or rather because of a pretty traditional story

which the Roman author Vitruvius tells of the fancied ori-

gin of the Corinthian capital, in which the leaves are said

to be imitated from those of the acanthus. (See Capital,

Corinthian.) The same leaf, however, is commonly used

in architectural and sculptural enrichments generally; in

the enrichment of modillions, of mouldings, and of vases, as

well as of foliated capitals ; and we gather from Virgil, that

the acanthus was by the ancients also employed as an orna-

ment in embroidery. In the first book of the JEneid, verse

649, and again at 71 1, a veil or vest is said to be interwoven

or embroidered with the crocus-coloured or saffron acanthus.

Indeed, it appears to have been a great favourite with

that poet himself, both as a plant and as an ornament in

works of art. Speaking of the most delightful trees and

shrubs for a garden for bees, in the fourth book of the

Georgics, verses 122 and 123, he says, 'nor could I have

passed over in silence the late-blooming narcissus, or the

twig of the flexible acanthus ;' and in the third eclogue of

the Bucolics, verso 45, he describes two beautiful beechen

cups, on which was carved the scene of Orpheus enchanting

the trees, with 4 the soft acanthus folded round the handles/

The application of the brank-ursine acanthus (see next

article) to sculptural enrichment is further illustrated in the

following passages :—Theocritus, describing a cup of yEto-

lian manufacture, says, 'the pliant acanthus is expanded

all round the cup ;* and Ovid {Met. 13. v. 701.) represents a

vase of bronze as being adorned on the outside with a my-
thological story, and the border above tins figured portion as

covered with acanthus leaves wrought in gold. Now of

these two modes of applying it, as well as of that described

by Virgil in his third eclogue, we have very many instances

in ancient vases still extant.

Athcnceus relates that, in the splendid procession or-

dained to convey the corpse of Alexander the Great to its

final destination in Egypt, the coffin was placed in a car,

which was adorned with a small colonnade of golden pillars,

and a golden acanthus was set at intervals between the

columns.
Pliny the elder, in his Natural History, describes the

acanthus in such a manner that it can only be recognized

in the brank-ursine ; and his nephew, in speaking of the

successful cultivation of the same plant as an ornament to

his garden, leaves no doubt that the brank-ursine is identi-

cal with the common architectural and sculptural acanthus.

This ornament, in the ancient Greek and Roman models,

is very characteristic of the styles of architectural enrich

ment of those nations ; in the Roman it is full and somewhat
luxuriant, and in the Greek more restrained, but simple and
graceful.

Roman. Greek.

ACANTHUS. Under this classical name hsve been
described, by ancient authors, at least three totally different

plants. Firstly, a prickly tree with smooth evergreen leaves,

and small round saffron-coloured berries, frequently alluded

to by Virgil ; this is conjectured to have been the Holly.

Secondly, a prickly Egyptian tree, described by Theo-
phrastus as having pods like those of a bean ; it is pro-

bable that tins was the Acacia Arabica (see Acacia).
Thirdly, a herb mentioned by Dioscorides, with broad, prickly

leaves, which perish at the approach of winter, and again
sprout forth with the return of spring. It is said that the
iaea of the Corinthian capital of Greek columns was taken
from some of the leaves of this acanthus. To this latter

plant the name is now applied. The word, in all cases,

alludes to the prickly nature of the leaves or stems.

In modern botany, Acanthus is a genus of herbaceous

Slants found in the south of Europe, Asia Minor, and India,

elonging to the natural order Acanihacea*.

Generic Character.
Calyx in four divisions, of which the upper and lower

are much larger than the other two.

Corolla one-sided, with three lobes ; no trace of an upper
lip to be found.

Stamens four, in two lengths ; anthers never containing

more than one cell, fringed, the upper ones erect, the lower
horizontal.

Seed-vessel two-celled, compressed, four- seeded, with
sides of the texture of paper.

Flowers growing in a terminal leafless spike, having at
their base three floral leaves, of which the intermediate one
is fringed with bristles.

The commonest species is Acanthus mollis, or Brank-
ursine, a native of many parts of the South of Europe, grow-
ing in shady moist places, among bushes. Its stein is

about two feet high, and is covered from the middle to the
top with fine large white flowers, slightly tinged with yel-

low. The leaves are large, soft, deeply cut, hairy, and
shining, and surround the lower part only of the stem.
Both the leaves and the roots, which are perennial, abound
in mucilage, which has caused them to be substituted in
domestic medicine for the marsh-mallow. It is this species

which is usually supposed to have given rise to the notion
of the Grecian capital. But it appears, from the investiga-

tion of Dr. Sibthorp, that it is no where to be found, either
in the Greek islands, or in any part of the Peloponnesus ;

and that the plant which Dioscorides must have meant was
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the Acanthus spinosus, still called uxavOa, which is found,
as he describes it, on the borders of cultivated grounds, or
of gardens, and is frequent in rocky moist situations. This
species differs from A. mollis in having a dwarfer stem,
ftowers tinged with pink instead of yellow, and spiny leaves,

[Acanthus tpinosuv.]

much more deeply cut. Both the one and the other are

half-hardy perennials, increased by division of the summit
of the root. They have been long cultivated in the gar-

dens of Great Britain, but perish, if not protected, from

severe frost.

ACAPU'LCO, a city in the province of Mexico, about

1*3 miles S.S.W. of the capital, Mexico; N. lat. 16° 50',

W. Ion. 99° 48'. It stands in the recess of a bay, close to a

rhain of granite mountains, and is the best Mexican port on

the coast of the Pacific Ocean. The bay has two entrances

formed by the island Roquetta ; the comparative dimensions

of which may be estimated from the scale attached to the

small map. The port is capable of containing 500 ships,

uid is deep enough to allow vessels to lie close to the rocks.

Acapulco is but poorly built, and is a most disagreeable and

unhealthy place. Lying within the torrid zone, and sur-

rounded by mountains, it is intensely hot, and the inhabit-

ants, particularly new comers, are liable to dangerous fevers.

Some time back an opening was cut through the rocks

on the west to let in the sea-breeze, but a dirty swamp
on the east side of the town probably still remains un-

drained, and is one of the sources of the annual fevers.

The city of Mexico, in the interior, communicates with the

Pacific by the town of Acapulco, which once had a consi-

derable trade, particularly with Manilla, the capital of

Manilla, or Luzon, one of the Philippine islands. Under

the Spanish dominion a vessel of the largest size used

annually to leave Acapulco for Manilla about February or

March, loaded with commodities and specie ; and when the

English were at war with the Spaniards, the Manilla ships

were carefully looked after as a rich booty. The vessel re-

turned to Acapulco in August, carrying back muslins,
printed calicoes, coarse cotton shirts, porcelain, Chinese
jewellery, &c. Its arrival was the signal for a great con-
course of merchants to Acapulco, who swelled the popula-
tion for the time to about 9000. The monopoly enjoyed by
Acapulco while under the dominion of Spain being now
abolished, the India and China trade has shifted to the
ports of Sam Bias, Mazatlan, and Guaymas ; and though its

prosperity necessarily suffered by such removal, Mr. Ward,
in his Mexico, states that its commerce is again reviving.

The present number of inhabitants is stated at about 4000,
who are principally people of colour. Its exports are cochineal,

indigo, silver, and some skins. [See Dictionnaire Geograph.
Universal.]

ACA'RIDES, a division of Ara'chnidbs, which com-
prehends the small spider-like animals popularly termed
mites (Acari), as well as water-mites and ticks: some of
these are wanderers on land or in water ; others are fixed

upon various animals, whose blood or humours they suck,
and even insinuate themselves beneath the skin, and often
multiply prodigiously.

These minute animals are not considered by modem
naturalists to rank among insects, on account of their struc-

ture being very different, and from their having, in most
cases, like spiders, eight feet, while no insect has more than
six feet Their mouths, in some, are furnished with jaws
(mandibuke), either having pincers or claws, but concealed
in a projection ofthe breast-plate (sternum) in form ofa lip ; in
others it is in the form of a syphon or sucker ; and in others
it presents a simple cavity. M. Latreille makes four divi-

sions of the Acaridesi 1. Mites (Trombidites) : 2. Ticks
(Ricinites) : 3. Water Mites (Hydrachnelke) : and 4. Flesh
Worms (Microphthira) ; the latter distinguished from the
other three by having only six feet.

ACARNA'NIA, an ancient division of Northern Greece,
which was bounded on the north by the Ambraciot Gulf,

now the gulf of Arta, on the north-east by the small ter-

ritory of Amphilochia, and on the west and south-west by
that part of the Mediterranean to which the Greek and
Roman writers gave the name of the Ionian Sea. The
eastern boundary is not so easy to determine. It extended
in the time of Ihucydides east of the river Achelous, and
encroached upon the territory which seemed the property of
the ^Etolians. Under the Romans, or somewhat earlier, the

Achelous was made the dividing line. Acarnania afterwards

became part of the Roman province of Epirus, and iEtolia

was attached to the province of Achsca. Acarnania, it is

now supposed, will form part of the new kingdom of Greece.
It has sometimes been called by the name of Carlelia, or

Carnia, in modern times, which appears to be a corruption

of the ancient name.
The longest straight line that can be drawn in Acar-

nania is about fifty miles, from Actium to the mouth of
the Achelous. The length of sea-coast from Actium, near
the entrance of the Ambraciot Gulf to the mouth of the

Achelous, is reckoned, by Strabo, to be about 570 stadia, or

57 miles, reckoning 10 to a mile. Our modern charts give

a length of from 70 to 80 miles, measuring in a rough way,
along the very irregular outline of the coast. Several good

ports are found on this coast, which, added to the general

fertility of the country, might have made the people wealthy

;

but the primitive inhabitants never attained any reputation

either in commerce, or the arts, sufficient to transmit their

fame to our days. Tlieir best ports were occupied by Corin-

thian colonies ; and the inhabitants, engaged in continual

wars with their neighbours, are characterized by Thucydides
as living in a state of piracy and robbery, at a time when
Athens (which was not 1 50 miles from the mouth of the

Achelous) had seen the dramas of jEschylus and Sophocles,

and was adorned with the great works of Phidias.

Thucydides, who wrote during the Peloponnesian war
(which commenced B.C. 431), is the earliest extant writer

who gives us any exact information about a people called

Acarnanians, inhabiting tho country which we have called

Acarnania. It is difficult to give, in a limited space, any
definite or correct idea of the origin of many of the Greek
nations. The Acarnanians are never mentioned by Homer,
though their neighbours and brethren, the Italians, are

;

and this would tend to prove that the name of Acarnanians
as the name of a people, is not so old as the time of Homer.
They belonged, probably, at least in pari, to an old and
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widely diffused race railed the Lologos ; and, by gradual

intermixture with Hellenic (Greek) stork, became, to a cer-

tain extent, a Greek people. In the course of time they

formed a kind of union and civil polity, which Aristotle

thought worth describing; but his work is lost.—[See

TKtolians.]
We have hardly attempted any description of the in-

terior of this country, because it is next to impossible to

state anything about it that is either very precise or im-

portant. In its present wretched condition, it is very thinly

inhabited, and very little cultivated. There can be no doubt

that it contains a considerable portion of good soil : and we
have lately been informed, on trustworthy evidence, that

among its mineral treasures are sulphur and coal. There
are several lakes in Acarnania.

Bordering on Acarnania, on the north-east, was the small

territory of Amphilochia, which, with its capital Argos, was
sometimes reckoned a part of Acarnania, owing to the poli-

tical connexion between the two people. It lay on the south-

east and eastern coast of the Ainbraciot Gulf ; and its eastern

boundary may have been the Achelous, or rather the moun-
tain chain, which here forms the western margin of the

basin of that river. Tradition named Amphilochus, the son

of Amphiaraus, as the founder of the state of Amphilochia,
and of its capital Argos, after his return from the war of Troy.

[See Argos.] Amphilochia, together with Acarnania, be-

came part of the Roman province of Epirus.—[See Acti um.]

A'CARUS. The mite, a genus of insects belonging to

the Acarides, under which Linnrcus comprehended a

great number of rather heterogeneous species. M. La-
treille (Regtie Animal, edit. 1829) confines the generic name
to the species which have the feelers (palpi) forked, very

short or concealed, the body very soft, or without a scaly

crust. The feet have, at their extremity, a vesicular cushion.

Among these species are enumerated the following :

—

•£*
« #

-^ *S

The domestic mite (Arama domesticus, De Geek), is very

commonly found in collections of insects and stuffed lords,

and is exceedingly destructive to cabinets. The etlluvia

of camphor has some effect in destroying this pest, but is

not powerful enough to prevent it altogether. Moistening
the specimens with a weak solution of corrosive sublimate,

is said t > prove an effectual preventive.

The itch mite (Ararus- Srtibiei, Faijrtcttts) is a micros-

copic animal, found under the human skin in the pustules

>-*-

~v. *_.^^VSA^g^ >

of a well-known cutaneous disease. By some persons the

insect is believed to be the cause of the disease, though
many authors think otherwise. Bonelli, however, (Obxrrra-

tinns* p. 67) and Dr. Galet (Diwerta'on, on 77/evc itntu-

j£V//wA'), have found the animal in the pustules under the

skin,—have observed it multiply,— and infer, that if it does

not produce, it accompanies the disorder. The descriptions

and figures which they have given prove these facts beyond
question.

The sparrow mite (Aearux pasxerinux, Fabricius") is

distinguished by the remarkable size of its third pair of legs.

Geoffrey called it the bat tick, and Latreille formerly placed

it in his genus Sarrnjites, now abandoned. Baron de Ge^r
has given a good description of it with figures. (Tom. vii.

Tab. (i.)

ACCELERATED MOTION, ACCELERATING
FORCE, ACCELERATION. When the velocity of a

moving body is continually increased, so that the lengths
described in successive equal portions of time are greater ami
greater, the motion is said to be accelerated, which is the
same thing as saying that the velocity continually increases.

[See Velocity.] We see instances of this in the fall of a
stone to the earth, in the motion of a comet or planet as it

approaches the sun, and also in the ebb of the tide. As it

is certain that matter, if left to itself, would neither accelerate

nor retard any motion impressed upon it, we must look tor

the cause of acceleration in something external to matter.

This cause is called the arcrlcratiyig force, see Inertia,
Force, Cause, to the remarks in the last of which
articles we particularly refer the reader, both now and when-
ever the word cause is mentioned. At present the only
accelerating forces which we will consider, are the action of
the earth, and the various weights produced by it.

Il i> observed, that when a body falls to the ground from a
height above it, the motion is uniformly accelerated: that is,

whatever \elocity it moves with at the end of the first second,
it has half as much ag:iin at the end of a second and a half;
twice as much at the end of two seconds: and so on. • At
least this is so nearly true, that any small departure from it

may be attributed entirely to the resistance of the air, which
we know from experience must produce some such effect.

And this is the same with every body, whatever may be the

substance of which it is composed, as is proved by the well-

known experiment of the guinea and the feather, which fall

to the bottom of an exhausted receiver in the same time.

The velocity thus acquired in one second is called the mea-
sure of the accelerating force. On the earth it is about 32
feet 2 inches per second. If we could take the same body
to the surface of another planet, and if we found that it there
acquired A() feet of velocity in the first second, we should say
that the accelerating force of the earth was to that of the

planet in the proportion of :cji to 40. By saying that the
velocity is :{'ji feet at the end of the first second, we do not
mean that the body falls through 3*2

I feet in that second,
hut only that if the cau>e of acceleration were suddenly to

coa^e at the end of one second, the body would continue
mo\ing at that rate. In truth, it falls through only half that

length, or 1(»,
1

, in the first second. It may be proved ma-
thematically, that if a bndy, setting out from a state of rest,

ha* it* velocity uniformly accelerated, it will, at the end of

any time, have gone only half the length which it would
have gone through, had it moved, from the beginning of the
time, villi the velocity which it has acquired at the end of it.

Thus, il* a body has been falling from a state of rest during
ten seconds, (the resistance of the air having been removed,)
it will then have a velocity of 32,'. x 10 or 321s feet per
second. Had it moved through the whole ten seconds
with this velocity, it would have passed over 321-$ X 10 or
3-21f»£ feet. It really has described only the half, or lfiUS$

feet. We may give an idea of the way in which this

proposition is established, as ibllows :—The area of a rect-

angle [See Rkcta.\«m-.], that is, the number of square
f't't it contains, is found by multiplying together the num-
bers of li/i'tir fvt in the >ides. Thus, if ad be 4 feet,

and ac .") feet, the number of square ivct in the area is

1 x a, or 20. Again, the number of feet described by a
body moving with a uniform velocity, for a certain number
of seconds, is found by multiplying the number of seconds
by the number of feet per second, or the velocity. If. then,
au contain as many feet as there are seconds, and ac as
many feet as the body moves through per second ; as many
feet as the body describes in its motion, so many square
feet will there be in An DC. That is, if we let ab nyresent
the time of motion, and ac the velocity, the area ahdc
will nprexent the length described in the time ah, with the
velocity ac. Not that Anne is the length described, or
a ii the time of describing it: but ah contains a foot for

every second of the time, and ahdc contains a square foot

tor e\ery lout of length described. Similarly, if at the end
of the time just considered, the body suddenly receives an
accession of velocity i> f, making its whole velocity b f per
second ; and if with this increased velocity it move for a
time which contains as many seconds as re contains feet,

the length described in this second portion of time will
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contain as many feet as bbof contains square feet : and
the whole length described in both portions of time will be
represented by the sum of the areas abdc and begf.
And similarly for another accession of velocity o i, and an
additional time represented by h. Now, let a body move
for the time represented by am ; at the beginning of this

1 K
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time Wt it be at rest ; and by the end, let it have acquired

the velocity mic, so that had it moved from the beginning
with this velocity, it would have described the length repre-

sented by a m n p. Instead of supposing the velocity to be
perpetually increasing, let us divide the time am into a
number of equal parts—say four, ab, bb, sh, hm, and let

I K

1?

0
X

one-fourth of the velocity be communicated at the begin-
ning of each of these times, so that the body sets off from
a, with the velocity Ac, which continues through the time
represented by ab, and causes it to describe the length
represented by abdc. We know from geometry [See
TaiANGLES, Similar] that bd, eo, and hk, are respec-
tively one-fourth, one-half, and three-quarters of M rr, which
is also evident to the eye, and may De further proved by
drawing the figure correctly, which we recommend to such
of our readers as do not understand geometry. Hence
o e or b r is the velocity with which the body starts at

toe end of the time ab; b i at the end of as; and
hq at the end of ah. Consequently, the whole length
described is a foot for every square foot contained in

abdc, bbfo, bikh, andHQNM, put together. JJut this

is not a uniformly accelerated velocity, for the body first

moves through the time ab, with the velocity ac, and
then suddenly receives the accession of velocity dp. But
if, instead of dividing am into four parts, we had divided

it into four thousand parts, and supposed the body to

receive one four-thousandth part of the velocity m n at

the end of each of the parts of time, we should be so

much nearer the idea of a uniformly accelerated velocity

as this, that instead of moving through one-fourth of its

time without acquiring more velocity, the body would only
have moved one four-thousandth part of the time unac-
celerated. And the figure is the same with the exception
of there being more rectangles on a m, and of less width.

Still nearer should we be to the idea of a perfectly uniform
acceleration if we divided am into four million of parts, and
so on. Here we observe, 1. that the triangle an m is the

half of apnm; 2. that the sum of the little rectangles

a c d b, b f g b, is always greater than the triangle a n m, by
the sum of the little triangles acd.dfg, &c. ; 3. that the

sum of the last-named little triangles is only the half of the

last rectangle h qn m, as is evident from the inspection of the

dotted part of the figure. But by dividing a m into a suffi-

cient number of parts, we can make the last rectangle hqnm
as small as we please, consequently we can make the sum of

the bttle triangles as small as we please, that is, we can make
the sum of the rectangles acdb, &c, as near as we please to

the triangle anm. But the more parts we divide am into, the

more nearly is the motion of the body uniformly accelerated

;

that is, the more nearly the motion is uniformly accelerated,

the more nearly is anm the representation of the space de-

scribed. Hence we must infer (and there are in mathe-
matics accurate methods of demonstrating it), that if the ac-

celeration were really uniform, anm would really have a
square foot for every foot of length described by the body.

That is, since A nM is half of a p nm, and the latter contains

a square foot for every foot of length which would have been
described if m n had been the velocity from the beginning,

we must infer that the length described by a uniformly
accelerated motion from a state of rest, is half that which
would have been described, if the tody had had its last velo-

city from the beginning.

If the body begins with some velocity, instead of being at

rest, the space which it would have described from that

velocity must be added to that which, by the last rule, it de-

scribes by the acceleration. Suppose that it sets out with a
velocity of 1 0 feet per second, and moves for 3 seconds

uniformly accelerated in such a manner as to gain 6 feet

of velocity per second. Hence it will gain 1 8 feet of velocity,

which, baa it had at the beginning, would have moved it

through 18x3 or 54 feet of length, and the half of this is

27 feet This is what it would nave described had it had no
velocity at the beginning ; but it has 1 0 feet of velocity per

second, which, in 3 seconds, would move it through 30 feet.

Hence 30 feet and 27 feet, or 57 feet, is the length really

moved through in the 3 seconds.

Similarly we can calculate the effects of a uniform retar-

dation of velocity. This we can imagine to take place in

the following way. While the body moves uniformly from
left to right of the paper, let the paper itself move with a
uniformly accelerated velocity from right to left of the table.

Let the body at the beginning of the motion be at the left

edge of the paper, and let that edge of the paper be placed

on the middle line of the table. Let the body begin to move

on the paper uniformly 10 inches per second, and let the

paper, which at the beginning is at rest, be uniformly ac-

celerated towards the left, so as to acquire 2 inches of velocity

in every second. At the end of 3 seconds, the body will be

at b, 30 inches from a, but the paper itself will then have

acquired the velocity of 6 inches per second, and will have

moved through the half of 18 inches or 9 inches; that

is, ac will be 9 inches. Hence the distance of the body

from the middle line will be c a, or 21 inches. Relatively

to the paper, the velocity of the body is uniform, but rela-

tively to the table, it has a uniformly retarded velocity.

At the end of the fourth second, it will have advanced 40

inches on the paper, and the paper itself will have receded

16 inches, giving 24 inches for cb. At the end of the fifth

second, ab will be 50 inches, AC 25 inches, and cb 25

inches. At the end of the sixth second, a b will be 60 inches,

ac 36 inches, and bc 24 inches, so that the body, with re-

spect to the table, stops in the sixth second, and then begins

to move back again. We can easily find when this takes

place, for, since the velocity on the paper is 1 0 inches per

second, and that of the paper gains 2 inches in every second,

at the end of the fifth second the body will cease to move
forward on the table. At the end of 1 0 seconds it will have

returned to the middle line again, and afterwards will begin

to move away from the middle line towards the left. At the

end of the twelfth second, it will have advanced 120 inches

on the paper, and the paper will have receded 144 inches, so

that the body will be 24 inches on the left of the middle lino.

The general algebraical formulas which represent these

results are as follow. Let a be the velocity with which the body

begins to move, t the number of seconds elapsed from the be-

ginning of the motion, g the velocity acquired or lost during

each second. Then the space described in a uniformly accele-

rated motion from rest is |£ J * ; when the initial velocity is a,

the space described in an accelerated motion is at+bgt 9
,

and in a retarded motion the body will have moved through
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al-hgt* in the directi ;n of its initial velocity if at be
greater than }, if / *, or will have come, hack and passed its

first position on the other side by i «• / - — a t, if a the less

than 4.if/*. In the last case it continues to move in the

a
direction of its initial velocity for - seconds and proceeds in

a 2

that direction through the space h —

.

For further explanation as to velocities which arc accele-
rated or retarded, but not uniformly, see Velocity.
Acceleration of the Monti's Mean Motion. ) ^ p
Acceleration of the Motion of Comets. )

LANE "

tary Perturbations,
ACCENT (in Mathematics). To avoid the confusion

arising from the use of many letters in an algebraical problem,
and on other accounts, it is customary to signify different

magnitudes of the same kind, or magnitudes similarly con-
nected with the question, by the same letter, distinguishing
these magnitudes from one another by accents. It is, there-
fore, to be understood, that the same letter with two ditler-

ent accents, may stand for magnitudes as different in value
as those represented by different letters. The convenience
of the accent may be illustrated as follows. If a men can do
b things in e days, and e men can do/ things in ir davs, we
have the following equation :

—

afe — eb™.
Now, instead of using e,f, and .£", in the second part of the
question, let us use the letters which stood for the corre-
sponding quantities in the first part, with accents ; rhat is,

let a' men do // things in <•' days. The equation then
becomes

a b' c - a' b e

.

In this new form of the equation some things are evident
to the eye, to ascertain which, had the first equation been
used, we must have had recourse to the question itself. For
instance, that if a", b", c" express men. things, and davs, as
above, ab" e = a" be", only placing two accents now where
there was one before. In many investigations the judicious
use of accents gives a symmetry to the processes and ex-
pressions which could scarcely be otherwise obtained.

For the unmathematical reader, we may illustrate the use
of accents in the following way. Let us suppose a bookcase
to consist of four rows of shelves, each divided into six com-
partments. If we call the six compartments in the lowest
range, a, u, c, d, k, and f, respectively, we might let the
compartment directly over a be called g, and so on : but »t

would be much simpler and easy of recollection to call this

compartment a', the one over // in the third row a", and
so on. Thus each letter would indicate a certain vertical

line of compartments, while the accent would point out in

which horizontal line the one designated is to be found.
This is precisely the mathematical use of the accent. All
quantities of the same kind, or which the problem places in

similar positions, are designated, with regard to this ques-
tion, by the same letter.

The accented letter a' is read a accented, or a dashed ,- a"
is read a twice arc;/ted, or a twice dashed, or more conve-
niently, though without much attention to idiom, a two dash,
&c. ; when* accents become too many to be used with con-
venience, the Roman figure.* are substituted for them. Thus
a" would be used for a"". The Roman figures prevent this
being taken for a4

, or a multiplied three times by itself. The
young algebraist should be cautious how he uses accents,
until experience has taught, him to do so with propriety.
The accented letter is the metaphor of algebra ; and expres-
sions of the greatest symmetry may be deprived of all their
beauty, and even much of their meaning, by a wrong use,
or even a want of this notation.

ACCENT. When a child begins to read, he is apt to
pronounce all the syllables of a word in the same kev, with
the same loudness and clearness, dwelling the same time
upon each, and pausing the same time between each pair.
He soon, however, learns that, in nearly every word, there is

one syllable at least which must be distinguished from the
rest by a more impressive utterance, as in the examples
respect, respectful, respectahle. If the word is a long one,
it requires a second accent, as respectability, manufactory,
immortalize. On the other hand, when short words come
together, one or two are often devoid of accent, as in the phrase
on the tivp of a hill. When it is stated that the accented syl-
lable is pronounced more impressively than the rest, it is not
meant that all accented syllables are to be equally impres-
sive. In the examples given above, the lir^t accent in

manufactory seems to be weaker than that on the third
syllable: so the last accent in immortalize, and that
attached to the preposition on, among the six monosyllable,
on the top of a hill, are comparatively very faint. The con
sideration of accent often determines whether or not we pro-
nounce the initial h [See A or An] : and, consequently,
whether the article an or a is to be used before such a word.
Upon accent depends the melody of verse, at least in modem
languages. Of the ancient, particularly the Greek accent, it

is better to abstain from speaking, because the opinions of
people on the subject of Greek accent are both unsettled and
contradictory. Wc may remark, however, that it is the prac-
tice of the modem Greeks, in a very great number of in-
stances, to put the chief stress on that syllable which, in our
printed Greek books, has the accentual mark (') on it ; but,
in doing this, they frequently and unavoidably neglect the
stress on those syllables which we are accustomed to pro-
nounce most emphatically. It is said that the principle
of Greek versification is quantity, or, as it is defined, the
mere duration of a sound. Possibly, on a closer examination
of the question, it would be found, that what the ancients
meant by quantity, was not very different from what we
mean by accent. To return to the safer ground of our own
language, the reader of our older writers, Shakspeare and
Milton, for instance, should know that the accents of won Is

from time to time are changed, and even variable at the
same time. Thus, the verb which we call triumph, was
with Milton generally triumph ; the noun and the verb being
commonly distinguished by him in the same wav as pro-
duce the noun and produce the verb are at the present day.
What we call spirit, was with him more commonly spirit?,
or almost sprite : and dspect, process, were aspect, pror?**.
Even in our own time, advertisement has become adver-
tisement. In these changes, the usual tendency in our
language is, and has been, to throw the accent farther back
from the end of the word. Such a tendency is, perhaps,
inherent in all languages, and seems to arise solely from an
endeavour to save labour by rapidity of utterance."
The symbols employed to denote accents are three, the

acute (
'

), the grave (

:

), and the circumflex (
A

). We have
hitherto spoken only of the fir>t. The second in the ancient
languages is said to denote the opposite to the acute, or, per-
haps, the absence of it : while the circumflex, we are told,
marks a compound of the two, first a rising and then a falling
of the voice in the articulation of the same syllable.

These three little marks, as employed in the orthography
of the French language, have a signification altogether dif-
ferent. As the French, like all other languages, is deficient
in the number of characters used to mark the vowel sounds,
it has been found convenient to employ the three symbols
given above. Thus, the sounds of e, e, e, e, in the mouth of
a Frenchmen, differ not so much in point of accent as in
the real articulation.

Emphasis di tiers from accent, and is properly used with
reference to some one word, or part of a sentence, to which
a speaker wishes to draw attention by giving it a more
marked pronunciation. (See Emphasis.)
ACCENT, in Music, signifies, in a general sense,

emphasis, and is either grammatical or oratorical.

Grammatical accent is the emphasis, always slight, and
indeed only just perceptible, given to notes which are in the
accented parts of a bar (see below), and may be thus ex-
emplified:—

r—r-
:t:

:t=r
-*.—•--

t (^ 0 P

±=t=-u.

Now, without accent, these notes would have no measure,
that is, would not be in any musical time; but if the first!
fifth, and ninth are accented, the whole will be divided into'
bars of common, or equal, time. Ex.

dEtEtEE

If an emphasis is given to the first, fourth, and seventh
notes, the series will divide into bars of triple time. Ex.

£E±J
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r\fTr lit which it was lawful for him to endure.' There is no

doubt as to the great antiquity of this last-mentioned custom.

Gregory <>f Tours, writing in the sixth century, describes the

hl'iw on the shoulder as part of the ceremony with which the

kings of France, of the first nice, were wont to confer the

honour of knighthood. It has heen dcrh ed, by some anti-

quaries, from the blow which the Roman slave received from

his master when manumitted, or made a freeman. The blow

of liberation, indeed, whatever may have been its origi-

nal import, may be traced in various directions among the

usages of the middle ages. In Germany, up to comparatively

recent times, noblemen were wont to confer upon a slave the

right of bearing arms by .striking him. The act was called

icchrhaft Marfan, that is, to make him capable of bearing

arms. And in the same country it is still, in many places,

the practice for the apprentice to receive a blow from the

oldest journeyman when, by the termination of his appren-

ticeship, he becomes a freeman, and a member of the guild,

'the blow by which knighthood was conferred seems to have
been originally given with the hand, for which the Hat part

nl the sword was afterwards substituted.

ACCOMPANIMENT, in Music, is the subordinate part,

or parts, accompanying a voice, or several voices, or a prin-

cipal instrument, &c. The piano-forte or guitar part of a

s'-'iig is the accompaniment, the air itself being the prin-

cipal, the other only the useful ally, the support. In a con-

certo the whole band accompany the instrument for which
the chief and prominent part is eompo>ed, except in the
//////' parts, {i.e., those portions of the concerto in which the

principal instrument rests,) then the orchestral parts take the

i'»rm of a full piece.

AccnmpiUiiment is also the harmony of a figured base, or

another word for what is, by a foolish, unmeaning term-
but too generally adopted to be at once discarded—called

Ihnrough-basp,.

The Accompaniment of the Scale is the harmony assigned,

partly by what may be called nature and partly by custom,
10 that series of notes denominated the diatonic scale ascend-

ing and descending, such scale being taken as a base. Ex.

^ -°- s s c

4
2

—o—
4

6 3

3i —
3 n c
2*. Q

The diatonic scale adopted as a melody has one simple
accompaniment, consisting almost exclusively of common
chords: but it is also susceptible of many different har-
monics, the study of which is of the utmost importance to

ihe singer, as well as the accompanist and composer. [See
L)i vtonic Scale.]

Dr. Hurney (in Roes' Ci/chfjtrpcfin) seems very much in-

clined to favour the opinions concerning accompaniment
which Rousseau endeavoured to propagate in his Lettre
sue la Mi/sique Fran^aisv. This acute French writer, the
y.ealous defender of the Italian school when, as relates to

dramatic music, it certainly was the best, thinks that an ac-
companiment of the smallest possible number of notes is to be
preferred; and he appears to have been enraptured by a little

boy who, at the performance of an Italian burletta in Paris,
accompanied, on the harpsichord, the airs with harmony of
the most meagre kind, sometimes playing with only two
fingers. Rousseau had not acquired a taste for rich har-
mony, for with the music of the German school he was very
little, if at all, acquainted; but that our celebrated and gene-
rally very judicious English writer, to whom the finest

compositions of Germany were well known, shouJd have
sanctioned opinions formed upon the imperfect knowledge of

the subject existing in the middle of the last century, is

somewhat a matter of surprise ; and as Dr. Burney is an

authority, it is more necessary, for the sake of the art, to

demur to his judgment here. Est moilus in rebus—and sen-

sible accompanists well know this medium. The old Italian

accompaniment can now hardly he endured ; while, certainly,

many ultra-Germanists of the present day overpower melody
by the multitude of notes which, for want of sound judgment,
and in a true pedantic spirit, they are so prone to emplov.
ACCOM I*1S.—[See Book-kkeping.]
ACCOUNT or ACCOM PT (from the low Latin Com-

putus;), is a form of action which in the earlier t tines was
much resorted to, and of which frequent mention is made
in the old law books. Strictly, it lay only against a baihtl

<>r receiver, requiring him to render an account of the

moneys received by him as such bailiff or receiver; but the

form of action being found to be one of the most convenient
at that time, it was extended to cases where the poison
called upon to account was neither a hailitf nor an autho-

rized receiver, if he had in any way received and retained

money which it was his duty to have handed over to the

claimant. At present the action of account is rarely used,

a bill in equity being found to be in practice a much more
effectual mode of settling disputed accounts ; whilst in the

other cases formerly embraced by the action of account, vari-

ous modern and more simple forms of proceeding are adopted
in preference to this, which is dillieult, dilatorv, and expensive.

ACCUMULATION, in Political Keonoiny, is the act of
adding one Sarim? to another for the purpose of forming
Capita/. Every saving indicates an excess of production
over consumption, and the accumulated excess constitutes

individual and national riches.

In 1 8:i2, 1 4,:Ul,o4 7/. was the amount of deposits in

Savings-Banks in England, Wales, and Ireland, made by
4-J lJ,4u"0 depositors. This large capital was an accumulation,
penny by penny, shilling by shilling, and pound by pound, of
the savings of that class of persons who, in every country, have
the greatest difficulty in accumulating. Habitual efforts of
self-denial, and a rigid determination to postpone temporary
gratification to permanent good, could alone have enabled
these accumulators to retain so much of what they had pro-

duced beyond the amount of what they consumed. This sum
of 14,311,647/. represents as many products of industry as
could be bought by that sum. It is a capital which remains
for the encouragement of productive consumption: that is,

it is now applied as a fund for setting others to produce,

—

to enable them to consume while they produce,—and in like

manner to accumulate some part of their productions beyond
what they consume. The whole amount of our national
riches—the capital of this, and of every other country—has
been formed by the same slow but certain process of indivi-

dual savings, and the accumulations of savings.

The consumption of any production is the destruction of
its value. The production was created by industry to

administer to indhidual wants, to be consumed, to be de-
stroyed. "When a thing capable of being consumed is pro-
duced, a value is created ; when it is consumed, that value
is destroyed. The general mass of riches then remains
the same as it was before that production took place. If the
power to produce, and the disposition to consume, were equal
and constant, there could be no saving, no accumulation! no
capital. If mankind, by their intelligence, their skill, their
division of employments, their union of forces, had not put
themselves in a condition to produce more than is consumed
while the great body of industrious undertakings is in pro-
gress, society would have been stationary,—civilization could
never have advanced. "Whatever is consumed by those who
are carrying forward the business of production, is called pr<>-

tbirfire consumption. "Whatever, on the other hand, is con-
sumed by those who are not outraged in re-producing, is

called t/?/pn ducfirc consumption.— ]. A shoemaker, we will
say, rents a shop, works up leather and other maleiials, u<es
various tools, burns out caudles, and is himself led and
clothed while in the act of producing a pair of shoes. This
is productive consumption:— for the pair of shoes represents
the value of the materials employed in them, the commodi-
ties consumed by the shoemaker during their production, ami
the wear and tear of the tools applied in making them. If the
shoes represent a higher \alue than what has been consumed,
in consequence of the productiveness of the labour of the
shoemaker, the diHerence i< ;//;•/ produce, which may be saved,
and with other savings, become capital.- 2. The shoemaker]
we will suppose, accumulates profits sufheient to enable him
to live without making shoes, or applying himself to any
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other branch of industry. He now uses no materials, he
employs no tools, but be consumes for the support and en-
joyment of existence, without adding anything to the gross
produce of society •—this is unproductive consumption. It
would be well to note, however, that there may be direct pro-
duction, and indirect production. The shoemaker is an
example of the one case ;—the man of science, who enlarges
the bounds of human knowledge, and thus enables others to

produce more successfully, is an example of the other. [See
Consumption.]

Accumulations merely hoarded up, and not put to use,
have been denominated savings : when they are applied to
the encouragement of production, they are capital, and are
capable of producing profit. The savings of the artisans,

domestics, and labourers, who make up the depositors in
savings banks, are capital, and produce profit to the accu-
mulators, in the shape of interest If a man is engaged in
manufactures or trade of any sort, his savings can be readily
invested as capital ; because every saving applied to his own
branch of production enables him to extend the quantity of
what he produces. If his savings exceed the demands of
his business, he lends a portion of his capital, either directly

or indirectly, to some other producer, who pays him a part
of his profits as interest. Those who derive their income
from revenue, and not from profit or labour, either consume
as much as they receive, or they accumulate more capital.

Whatever they save is—like every saving of every class—

a

clear addition to the general riches, and a means through
which productive takes the place of unproductive con-
sumption.
Whatever is saved and accumulated is a saving and

accumulation of commodities which have been produced.
The value of the accumulation is most conveniently ex-
pressed by an equivalent in money ; but only a very small
part of the accumulation is actually money. A few millions
of bullion are sufficient to carry on the transactions of this

country; its accumulations, or capital, could not be pur-
chased by several times the amount of all the bullion that
exists in the world. A great part of what is saved, there-
fore, is an accumulation of products suitable for consump-
tion. The moment that they are applied to the encourage-
ment of production, they begin to be consumed. They en-
courage production only as far as they enable the .producers
to consume while they are in the act of producing. Accu-
mulation, therefore, is no hindrance to consumption. It
encourages consumption as much as expenditure of revenue
unaccompanied by accumulation. It changes only unpro-
ductive into productive consumption ; it enables the things
consumed to be replaced, instead of being utterly destroyed.
The manner in which this effect is brought about requires
to be shown a little in detail ; and we may probably make
the subject clearer if we exhibit the influence upon society

of the conduct of three different individuals, each of whom
may be taken as examples of a class.

1. The prodigal, who utterly destroys the accumulated
property which the labours of others have created, is, for-

tunately, an exception to the general mass of consumers.
As mankind have become more instructed, they have been
less disposed to look with complacency upon the career of
such an individual. Even amongst ill-informed people, it is

not uncommon to hear it said of such an unhappy person,

that he has eaten his estate. It is not, of course, meant by
this expression that his house or his lands are actually con-

sumed ; but, though the house and lands remain, something
equal in value has been destroyed by his extravagance. He
mortgages or sells his house or lands ; and the proceeds of
the sale are consumed by riotous companions, by thoughtless

domestics, by ministers to his sensual passions, by the per-

sons who have been engaged in preparing for him foolish

gratifications. The capital which has bought his house and
lands has been withdrawn from productive consumption. It

was employed, we will say, in a particular species of manu-
facture ; and the workmen whom it called into action were
accustomed to consume in the most advantageous way for

production, whilst they were themselves reproducing. The
capital is withdrawn from manufactures to support the con-

sumption of a number of persons whose command of the

means of consumption will soon be at an end ; and whose
consumption, while it lasts, is so capricious, that no regular

branch of industry can address itself to its supply. The
productive consumers, who were mamtamed while the capital

was engaged in manufactures, lose their employment ; they

become competitors in the market of labour; their compe-

tition diminishes wages ; and the whole body of productive

consumers in their department of industry are compelled to

consume less. The unproductive consumption of the pro-

digal goes on till he can consume no longer. The value of
his estate is utterly destroyed; it is so much completely
wasted of the general capital If all capitalists were to

pursue the same course as the prodigal, in less than a gene-
ration the most civilized countrywould return to a state of
the most helpless barbarism. There would be no fund for

the maintenance of labour. Adam Smith says of the man
who encroaches upon his capital, * By diminishing the funds
destined for the employment of productive labour, he neces-

sarily diminishes, so far as it depends upon him, the quan-
tity of that labour which adds a value to the subject upon
which it is bestowed, and, consequently, the value of the

annual produce of the land and labour of the whole country,

the real wealth and revenue of its inhabitants.*

2. The proprietor who systematically consumes his re-

venue, without taking from or adding to his capital, is not a
public enemy, as the prodigal is, but he is certainly not a
public benefactor. As far as the mere act of consumption
goes he destroys without reproducing. But he may con-

sume to the mil extent of his income, furnishing no funds
for reproductive consumption, without ai«y fault of his own

;

and, in some respects, he may accumulate whilst he con-

sumes, so as to enable others to consume profitably. If he
have children whom he trains to manhood, bestowing upon
them a liberal education, and causing them to be diligently

instructed in some calling which requires skill and experi-

ence, he is an accumulator. By the capital thus spent in

enabling his children to be producers, he has accumulated
a fund out of his consumption which may be productive at

a future day. He has postponed his contribution to the

general stock ; but he has not withheld it altogether.

Speaking generally, however, of the class who consume
all their income, we may be warranted in saying that the

encouragement which they afford to industry never advances,

because there is no accumulation to give employment to new
industry. A man who receives a thousand a year, and spends

it, may give employment to twenty men ; but, after he has

spent this sum for twenty years, he will, in . the twentieth

year, give employment only to the same number of men
that he did in the first year. The fund which sets the

labourers in action cannot increase, and therefore the labour-

ers cannot increase, because the amount of labour to be per-

formed cannot increase, If the labourers increase beyond
the labour, they each labour less, and are each worse paid.

3. Let us take a capitalist with an income of a thousand

a year, who consumes three-fifths of that income unproduc-

tively, and employs two-fifths in productive consumption.

By his unproductive consumption of six hundred a year,

twelve men are maintained, taking the proportion of the

former case. By his productive consumption of four hundred
a year, either m agricultural or commercial undertakings,

or by lending the money to others, he employs eight men.
The effect of the expenditure upon labour is so for equal in

this case and the former. But when a profit is made, there

is an essential difference ; for if twelve and a half per cent.,

or fifty pounds profit; is annually made upon the four hun-
dred pounds, there is a fund created for the constant em-
ployment of another labourer. The twelve and a half per

cent profit upon the profit, in five or six years, enables a
second additional labourer to be employed, arid so on. It is

in this way that profits, gradually accumulated, enable the

number of labourers to increase ; and thus in all countries

where capital is saved for productive consumption, the popu-
lation may be doubled, and the larger number be yet better

fed, and lodged, and clothed, than the smaller.

The accumulations of a nation, in its collective capacity,

must be determined by the extent of individual accumu-
lations. National accumulations facilitate individual, by ren-

dering industry easier and more effective. They are exhi-

bited m the form of roads, canals, harbours, docks, bridges,

water-works, public buildings, endowments for education.

These facilities for accumulation follow the accumulations of
individuals, although a feeble accumulation may be rendered
powerful by a judicious expenditure upon a great public

object. The formation of a road, for instance, through an
agricultural district, by opening a market, may enable the
agriculturists to accumulate various savings arising out of

that ready communication.
Whatever tends to enlighten the great body of the people

facilitates individual accumulation* A large portion of the

LZ
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productions of industry, especially amongst the humbler
classes of Ok; community, is wasted, in addition to that portion

which is enjoyed. Every consumption that is saved by habits

of order, by knowing the best way of setting about a thing, by

economy in the use of materials, is so much saved of the

national capital ; and what is saved remains to give new en-

couragement to the labour of the producer, and to be»tow an

increase of comforts upon the consumer. Again, the more
that professional skill of every sort is based upon real know-
ledge, the more productive will be the industry of every class

of labourers. Above all, sound morals, and pure and simple

tastes, are the best preservatives from wasteful expenditure,

both in the rich, and in the poor: and he that limit** his

individual gratification to objects worthy of a rational being,

has the best chance of acquiring a sufficiency for his wants,

and of laying by something to provide a fund for that pro-

ductive consumption by which the wants of others are sup-

plied. [See Smith's Wealth of Nations, Book li. chap. iii.

Say, Cours Complete torn. i. chap. xiii. and xiv. M'Cul-
loch's Principles, Part I. chap. ii. $ 3. Mill's Elements

of P<>1it. Ecnm. chap. iv. $ 1.]

ACCUSATIVE CASE, a term used in the grammatical
system of the Latin language, and thence unnecessarily in-

troduced into that of the English language. In Greek this

case is not called accusative, but the same idea is ex-

pressed by a corresponding term in that language. In

the article ablative case, the meaning of the word case was
explained. In that article it was seen that the little syllable

em is attached to the end of Latin nouns, and has the mean-
ing of motion to. But where the simple Latin noun ter-

minated in a vowel, the e of em was absorbed by that lire-

ceding vowel. Thus, to take an example, Roma was, and is,

the name of the Roman capital, though, by Englishmen,
generally corrupted into Rome; consequently, to Rome was
expressed by Romam (a contraction from Roma-em) ; so, in

Romam, expressed into Rome. In Roma, without the m,
would signify merely in Rome. The accusative then signify-

ing, originally, the object to which any motion is directed,

was afterwards, by a very natural metaphor, employed to

distinguish the object of any action or feeling ; thus, incen-

tive Romam, to burn Rome. The Spanish and Portuguese
have, in their languages, very closely imitated the Latin

in this respect : despidio de su casa a mi Duhinea—if

translated word for word would be—he despatched from his

house to my Dulcinea ; but nothing more is meant than what
we express by—he despatched my Dulcinea from his house.
The d'spatching is with reference to Dulcinea. The em-
ployment of the letter m, with or without a weak vowel before
it, occurs likewise in the Sanscrit language; and indeed in

our own, in the pronouns him and whom, from he and ivho.

The Greeks preferred the allied letter n, which is also

found in some classes of the German nouns, as dm Grafen,
the Count, from the nominative der Graf. When the
term accusative case is used in the grammar of our own lan-

guage, it is only in this second or metaphorical sense, and,
consequently, it is equivalent to what many grammars call

'

by the better name of the objective case, or more simply
the object.

ACER, a name given by the Romans to the tree called

maple by the English. It is now applied to a genus of
arborescent or shrubby plants, many of which are extremely
valuable, for the sake either of their timber, or of their orna-
mental appearance. As they are for the most part hardy,
we shall enumerate all the species that are known, giving
characters to the most remarkable only. In order to assist

the reader in distinguishing them, we have added figures,

on a reduced scale, of the leaves of the more important
kinds.

Ac^r is also the principal genus in the natural order
called AcERiNEiE ; which see.

Generic Character.
Flowers green and inconspicuous, either containing sta-

mens only, or p'stilla only, or both united, upon the same
individual.

Calyx divided into five lobes, of uncertain length.
Stamens occasionally five ; more frequently varying from

seven to nine.

Leaves in all cases simple.

Fruit double ; each division containing one single-seeded
cavity, and extended at the back into a kind of wing : called
key in English, or samara by botanists.

1 . Acer obUmgum, oval-leaved maple ( Wallich in De Catid.

Prodr. i. 5U3).—An evergreen tree, of rapid growth, native

of the northern parts of India, both in Nepaul and Kumaon.
It is probably confined to the hot valleys of those regions,

for it has been found incapable of supporting the climate of

England. Its leaves are six or seven inches long, without
any divisions, of an ovate figure, tapering into a narrow
point ; they stand upon slender foot-stalks, and are smooth
ami gl»ssy above: beneath they are covered with a slight

bloom, and are finely netted. The keys are nearly parallel

with each other.

2. Acer Lrrigatum, the polished maple (ff'allirh, PL as.

rar. 2. 3. t. lot). Leaves oblong, taper-pointed, sTiirhtlv

serrated, shining, green beneath. Flowers while, in branched
erect thyrses. Keys broad, rdiort, smooth.— Found in the

woods of the higher mountains of Nepaul, and also in the

Alps of Sirmore, where it acquires a trunk thirty or t'.rtv

feet high, and from three to four feet thick. Its growth i>

slow : its timber is said by Dr. Wallich to be used bv the

inhabitants of Nepaul for rafters, beams, and similar building
purposes.

.1. Acer Tataricum, the Tartarian maple {Linn. Sp. j,/.

1 -li):}). Leaves heart-shaped, oblong, unequally serrated,

usually undivided ; the veins downy beneath. Flowers m
short, erect, branched racemes. Keys diverging a little.

rounded at the point.—An ornamental tree, or rather large
bush, from fifteen to twenty feet high, often met with m
gardens and plantations. Its native countries an* the
southern provinces of Russia in Asia, whence it extend* as

far as Hungary, there finding its most western limit. The
Calmucs call it zarza-modon, or locust-tree ; from its ke\>,
deprived of their wings, they form, by the aid of boiling

water, an astringent beverage, which, mixed with an abun-
dance of milk and butter, forms a favourite article of then-

diet. The wood is hard and white, mixed with brownish veins.

4. Acer striatum, the striped-bar.k maple (Lam. Do t ,

2. 381. A. Pennsylvanicum, Linn. A. Canadense, l)tt

Ham). Leaves roundish, finely serrated, <h\ided at the
upper end into three nearly equal tapering lobes ; when
young covered with a mealiness, which is gradually thrown
off as they increase in size. Flowers in drooping racemes.
Keys short, blunt, diverging. Bark striped with black
and gray. — A native of North America, from Canada
to the high lands in Georgia. In tho.se countries it

forms a considerable part of the undergrowth of the woods
among sugar-maples, beeches, birches, and hemlock-spruce
firs. It rarely exceeds eight or ten feet in height, except in

a few very favourable situations, when it will occasionally
grow double that height. Its wood is very white, and is

used by the North Americans for inlaying cabinet-work
;

its shoots afford food to various animals, especially to the
moose-deer, in winter and spring, whence it has "acquired
the name of moose-xvood. In Europe it is occasionally
seen in plantations, where it is remarkable for the bright
rosv tint of its young leaves in spring. When cultivated,
it freqjcntly grows to thrice its native size, in conse-
quence of being grafted upon the sycamore maple.

HO I r^i^^

3 A. titnricum. \la and b. A. rrrtlrum.
10. A» nu.ns|>« -4*111,11111111. 7a. A.O|mlus. m«. A. obtiu.itun

4. A. btriutum. 5. A. barlNitunu
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5. Acer barbatum, the bearded maple (Mich. Ft. Am. bar. 2.

252). Leaves heart-shaped, three-lobed, nearly equally
serrated ; the lobes of nearly equal size, or the lateral ones
much the smallest ; nearly smooth beneath. Clusters sessile

;

the stalks of the female flowers simple, of the male flowers
branched. Calyx bearded internally. Keys smooth, diverging
but little.—This rare and little-known species is a native,

according to Pursh, of deep pine and cedar swamps in

Jersey and Carolina, where it forms a small tree. Nothing
is known of its useful application, if any. In the nurseries
it is generally called A. trilobatum.

6. Acer tpicatum, the spike-flowered maple (Lam. Diet.,

2.381. A montanum, Att.). Leaves heart-shaped, smooth
above, downy and glaucous beneath, of an oblong figure,

with about five unequal, tapering, coarsely and unequally
serrated divisions. Flowers small, green, in upright racemes.
Keys short, rounded, a little diverging.—A small tree, of
rather inelegant appearance, found on mountains in the
United States ana in Canada. It is frequently seen in

plantations in this country among other exotic trees. The
red colour of its keys in the autumn forms its principal merit

7. Acer opnlus, the Gueldres-rose-leaved maple (Ait. Hort.
Ketr, 3. 436. A. rotundi folium, Lam. A. opulifolium,

VtUars). Leaves more or less heart-shaped, roundish, flve-

lobed, smooth beneath; the lobes generally obtuse, and
coarsely serrated. Flowers in drooping corymbs. Keys smooth.
—A small tree, ten or twelve feet high, found in France,
especially in Dauphiny, where they call it ayart, and also

in Spain. It is, in some respects, like A. obtxtsatum

;

but is readily known by its leaves being smooth beneath,
and is far inferior to that noble species. It is not un-
ciinuiDn in botanical collections. Its leaves are sometimes
very round, and sometimes have the lobes tapering ; both
arc figured.

8. Acer obtusatum, the Neapolitan maple (Wxlld. Sp.
pi. 4. y84. A. Neapolitanum, Tenore). Leaves heart-

shaped, roundish, five-lobed, woolly beneath ; the lobes

cither obtuse or pointed, and coarsely serrated. Flowers in

drooping corymbs. Keys smooth.—Hungary, Croatia, and
many parts of Italy, produce this beautiful species. On all

the hills and lower mountains of the kingdom of Naples ; in

Camaldoni, Castellammare, and the Abruzzi, it is found
abundantly, growing usually to the height of forty feet ; it is

extremely striking, with its reddish-purple branches in the
wood of Lucania, between Rotonda and Rubia ; and in the
Basilicate and Calabria it is said, by Tenore, to acquire co-

lossal dimensions. It is certainly very singular that so fine

a tree as this, occupying so large a tract of country, fre-

quently visited by English tourists, should be almost un-
known in this country; and yet, although it is perfectly

hardy, and very easily multiplied, it is scarcely ever met with
in any but botanical collections. Two forms of the leaf are

figured, one with blunt, and the other with pointed lobes.

9. Acer campestre, the common maple. (Linn. Sp. pi.

1497.) Leaves heart-shaped, with three or five deep segments
which are not serrated, but generally two or three-lobed,

and narrow at their base ; downy beneath, at least when
young. Branches covered when old with a corky bark.

Flowers in erect, branched, downy corymbs. Keys short,

smooth, with ' nearly parallel edges, diverging at right

angles.—Such appears to be the most general character ofthis

very common species, found in every hedge-row in England,
and spread over the greater part of Europe. It is said not
to be indigenous in Scotland, and on the Continent it does

not approach the north nearer than the southern provinces

of Sweden. It advances as far to the eastward as tne range
of the Caucasus, where it disappears. In England this is

either a bush or a small tree, of inelegant appearance, and
its wood is of little value, except for the use of the turner,

who makes it into cups, bowls, &c. ; in the southern region

of Caucasus, we are told by Pallas that it becomes a tree

of handsome aspect, with a trunk as thick as a man's body,

and that its wood is so hard as to be in request for the manu-
facture of musket-stocks : it must, however, be remarked,
that this writer states the keys of his plant to be covered

with down ; it is, therefore, to be suspected that the Cauca-
sian plant is distinct from our maple, in which the keys are

always smooth. It is much to be wished that this point,

which is of some importance, were cleared up. The com-
mon maple is sometimes planted by farmers upon bad land,

f>r the purpose of fencing, for which, however, it is ill

adapted.

There is a supposed variety of this, called Acer austri-

acum, found in the woods of Hungary and Austria, which
has the segments of the leaves always broadest at the base,

and scarcely lobed.

SO. A. sMcharinuai.
18a. A. caiftdatam.

94. A. rubrum.
6. A. ipicatanu

S2. A. Lobclii.

83. A. erioearpon.

10. Acer Montpessulanum, the Montpellier maple (Linn.

Sp. pi. 1497. A. trilobatum, Lam. A. trilobum, Mbnch).
Leaves deciduous, very slightly cordate, and downy at the

base, with three perfectly entire, nearly equal, diverging

lobes, slightly hairy beneath. Flowers in small, loose, erect

bunches, on long capillary stalks. Keys short, smooth, but
little diverging.—Found in dry, stony situations in Langue-
doc, Dauphiny, Provence, ana Piedmont ; it even occurs as

7*. A. opulvu, 15. A. $k?rculinc«uin. 8*. A. obttufttam.
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far north as the departments of the Rhino. A small tree of

rather handsome appearance, not uncommon in our shrub-

beries. It has in some respects the appearance of A. cam-
pestre. The little tuft of hair on the leaves at the point

whence the principal veins radiate, is a good characteristic

mark.
11. Acer creticum, the Candian maple. (Linn. Sp. pi.

1497. A. coriaceum, Hort.), Leaves evergreen, variable ir

form, wedge-shaped at the base, leathery, glossy, smooth,

with three entire or serrated lobes, of which the side ones

are the shortest, sometimes undivided. Flowers in small,

*rcct clusters. Keys small, broad, but little diverging.—

A

very handsome evergreen shrub, or small tree, saia to grow
twenty feet high, found on the mountains of Candia and
the Grecian archipelago ; it is frequently cultivated in the

South of Europe, but is apparently unknown in this country,

being probably too tender to bear our winters. The plant

usually called A. creticum in this country is A. heterophyUum.
12. Acer heterophyllum, the variable maple (Willd.Arb.

10. t. 1. f. 1). Leaves evergreen, ovate, unequally-serrated,

entire or occasionally three-lobed, very glossy.—This is the
plant sold in the English nurseries under the name of

A. creticum. It is rather delicate, and is seldom met with
in tins country more than seven or eight feet high, when
it becomes a scrubby bush, having little to recommend it

* except its rarity. No one has described either its flowers or

fruit. It is a native of the Levant
13. Acer pseudo-platanus, the sycamore maple (Linn.

Sp. pi. 1496.) Leaves heart-shaped, coarsely and unequally
serrated, glaucous and downy on the veins beneath ; with
five lobes, of which the lower ones are generally the smallest
Flowers ai short, pendulous, slightly divided racemes,

186. A.caadatum. 16. A. villoium. 85. A. circinatum.

seated upon a hairy axis. Keys hairy when young, smooth
when old, long, curved, and diverging.—This noble tree is

scarcely met with in a truly wild state beyond the limits of

middle and southern Europe : it is said to be wild on the

edges of the high moors of Northumberland, but this is

doubted ; it is occasionally seen on the lower ridges of Cau-
casus, and does not appear to extend much farther eastward.

In Italy »t is said to arrive at its greatest degree of perfec-

tion, acquiring the height of fifty and sixty feet Its En-
glish name has originated in an erroneous notion that this

•is the sycamore or Scripture,—a totally different tree, for

an account of which see Ficus. Although the wood of this

species is not particularly valuable, being chiefly used for

coarse work, where lightness and toughness are required,

yet there is scarcely any more universally cultivated for

the sake of the striking effect it produces, whether as a
single tree, or planted in avenues, or in masses. It thrives

upon poor, sandy, or gravelly soil, especially near the sea,

where few other trees will succeed ; and will even bear the

smoke of Loudon, although not so well as some others,

Many varieties are known to gardeners, of which the follow-

ing are the most deserving notice .

—

i. The Red or Gold-striped.—Leaves stained with yellow
and red.

ii. The Silver-striped.—Leaves marked with streaks of

white.

iii. The Golden.—Leaves having altogether a yellow tint.

iv. The Corstorphine Plane.—Distinguished by its broad
leaves, and more vigorous mode of growth.

There is also found in the woods of Hungary, near
Szanto, what botanists consider a variety, with the lower
lobes of the leaves as large as the upper. By some this is

called A. palmifolium.
14. Acer macrophyllum, the broad-leaved maple (Pursh^

Ft. Am. Bor. 267). .Leaves deeply heart-shaped, not ser-

rated, divided into five deep, spreading, slightly-lobed seg-
ments, the middle one of which is often narrow at its base,
and the lower ones generally smaller than the others-;

when young slightly downy, when old shining and perfectly

smooth. Flowers in drooping very compact racemes, large,
pale, yellowish green. Keys long, straight, diverging, co-
vered at the base with long stiff hairs.—This species, which
is probably the finest of tne genus, has recently been pro-
cured in a living state, by the Horticultural Society, from
the north-west coast of North America, where it forms a
very large tree, having a dense umbrageous head, and
yielding a timber apparently of considerable value ; speci-
mens of it, brought from North America, are scarcely in
forior in beauty of the grain to the finest satin-wood. It
proves to be a hardy tree, of very rapid growth, sometimes
making shoots six or seven feet long in a season ; and is

remarkable for the unusual size of its leaves, some of which,
on young vigorous shoots, have measured as much as ten
inches in diameter.

14. Acer macrophyllum.

15. Acer sterculiaceum, the shady maple {Wallich, /*
as. rar. 2. 3. 1. 1 05J. Leaves heart-shaped, downy on the m
der side, with five ovate, taper-pointed, serrated lobes. <
which the lowest are very small. Flowers in very sVioi
drooping racemes.—A large tree, with a trunk often tlrre
feet in diameter ; found in Nepaul, upon Mount Sheopor>
It is not yet in England.

16. Acer villosum, the shaggy maple (WaUich, Plm Q
rar. 2. 4). Leaves heart-shaped, three-lobed, occasionall
with two very obscure lateral lobes near the base, shaar«
beneath; the lobes ovate, taper-pointed, remotely t^
equally serrated. Flowers in copious, nodding, sha^c^
branched clusters. Keys downy.—A very large tree, foxrri
on the high Alps of India, approaching the limits of pei-r*
tual snow in Sirmore and Kumaon. This very distir*
species is one of the finest trees m the north of India.
would, no doubt, prove hardy in this country, and it is nivic
to be wished that it could be procured.

17. Acer cultratum, jthe curve-keyed maple (Wali^rii
PI as. rar. 2. 4).—A large tree, native of the regions %
wards the Himalaya, in Kamaon and Srinaghur.

18. Acer caudatum, the long-pointed maple (WalZ*^
PI. as. rar. 2. 4.)—Native of the highest regions of Ner>t**j
towards Gossain Than, of Sirmore, Kumaon^ and Sriaagl^
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19. Acer Plaianoides, the Norway maple (Linn. 9p.pl.

1496). Leaves heart-shaped, very smooth, except at tne
ixfll® of the veins ; five-lobed, the lobes taper-pointed and
diverging, with a few taper-pointed diverging teeth. Flowers
in loose, erect, stalked corymbs. Keys smooth, diverging.

—

A fine tree, with very handsome glossy deep-^reen leaves,
fur the sake of which it is a great deal cultivated. The
northern and midland parts of Europe, and the north of
jUia, as far as the Ural chain, produce this species. In the
Russian empire it passes from the state of a shrub, in the
northern provinces, to that of a handsome tree with a trunk
two feet thick, in the more southern districts. Its wood is

valued for turners' work ; from its ascending sap a kind of
4

coarse sugar has been procured, in the same way as from
the A. saccharinum, in America. Two varieties are known
fc> gardeners ; one, the silver-striped, irfwhich the leaves are
slightly stained with white ; ana the other, the cut-leaved,
in which the leaves are deeply and irregularly jagged.
When the foot-stalks of the leaves are broken they exude a
milky fluid.

20. Acer saccharinum, the" sugar maple (Linn, Sp. pi.

1496). Leaves heart-shaped, glaucous beneath, very smooth,
except at the axillae of the veins; five-lobed, the lobes
taper-pointed, and very coarsely toothed. Flowers in nodding
corymbs. Keys not much diverging.—From a little to the
north of Saint Jean, in Canada, to the woods of Upper
Virginia, and probably still farther South, this species

prevails; and it forms a large portion of the veeeta-
&« of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Vermont, and New
Hampshire, sometimes becoming as much as eighty feet

high. In the autumn the woods of those countries are
dyed of a crimson hue, by the changing leaves of the sugar
maple. The wood is hard, and has a satiny lustre, but it is

readily attacked by insects, and is not of much value, ex-
<vpt when its grain is accidentally waved, and then it is in

request for the cabinet-makers. The younger Michaux
states, that it may be at all times known from that of the
red maple by a very simple test. If you pour a drop or two
of solution of sulphate of iron upon the wood of the sugar
maple, in a minute it becomes of a greenish cast, while
that of the red maple becomes deep blue. The saccharine

matter contained in its ascending sap is the principal cause
of this species being in so much request. From this,

obtained by tapping the trunk in the spring, during the
spaee of six weeks, a very considerable quantity of a fine

brown sugar is procured ; as much, it is said, as 33 lb. per
tree. The sugar maple does not generally succeed very
iell in England, where it is rarely seen ; and even when in

health is not more than fifteen or sixteen feet high.

21. Acer nigrum, the black sugar maple (Michaux, Arb. ii.

p. 238. t 16).—This plant is a native of similar situations

with the last, of which perhaps it is only a variety. It

difas, however, in having leaves of a deeper green, whence
n name black, with their base much more heart-shaped,

and much more downy beneath. It appears to possess

the properties of the sugar maple, but in a very inferior

deeree.

22. Acer LobelU, Lobel's maple (Tenure Corso Botanico,

ir. 174). Leaves very slightly heart-shaped, imperfectly

and irregularly toothed, divided into five shallow, abruptly-

pointed lobes ; quite smooth beneath, except at the point,

whence the principal veins radiate. Keys smooth, very

much diverging.—This is a large tree, in some respects not

unlike A. Platanoides, with a perpendicular trunk, and a

handsome pyramidal head. It is found among the moun-
teins in the north of the kingdom of Naples ; at Avvocata

Dear Monte Vergine, Cerealto, Monte S. Angelo di Castel-

lamraare, &c.
23. Acer eriocarpon, Sir Charles Wager's maple (Mi~

etumz. Ft. Am. sept. vl. 253. A.dasycarpum,fFi7/rf). Leaves

truncated at the base, glaucous and smooth beneath, deeply

divided into five jagged, taper-pointed lobes. Flowers in thick

dusters, without any petals. Keys large, green.—Found in

mo*t part* of North America on the eastern side, where it

is commonly called white maple. It arrows with great rapi-

dity, especially on the banks of clear rivulets with a gravelly

bottom, and is perhaps one of the most ornamental of the

genus. It is extremely common in the plantations of all

Earope, where it is remarkable fop the deep crimson hue of

its leave* in autumn. Its wood is light, and of little or no

nlue except to the turner. It is said to make excellent

charcoal for gunpowder. The height of this species often

bears so little proportion to its other dimensions, that, ac-

cording to the testimony of the younger Michaux, trees are
found, especially at the mouth of the rivers Mononghahela
and Alleghany, as much as fifteen feet in circumference oi

their trunk, without corresponding height The nursery-
men usually call this species the cut-leaved scarlet maple.

24. Acer rubrum, the scarlet maple (Linn. Sp. pi. 1496.
A. coccineum, Hort.). Leaves slightly heart-shaped, glau-
cous beneath, divided into about three coarsely-toothed and
lobed segments. Flowers clustered, with petals. Keys small,

red.—The deep-red colour of the flowers in the spring, and
of the keys and leaves in autumn, have given rise to the
name of this species, which is found, from Canada to Flo-
rida, crowing in swamps along with alders. With us it is*

one of the first trees that nut forth their blossoms in the
spring; and it is delightful to see its slender branches
teeming with rosy life in the beginning of March, when
almost all Nature is elsewhere still. Its wood is far

more valuable than that of the Acer eriocarpon ; it is not
only constantly used by the Americans for articles of fur-

niture, but is also in request for the stocks of rifles,—for

which, when it is what they call curled, its toughness ren-

ders it well adapted. Two varieties of this species are cul-

tivated in this country, under the names oi A. coccineum
and A. intermedium.

25. Acer circinatum, the curled maple (Pursh, Fl. Am.
sept. i. 267). Leaves deeply cordate, roundish, divided into

seven shallow, sharp-pointed, serrated lobes. Flowers in

few-flowered corymbs.—On the north-west coast of North
America this grows in company with A. macrophyllum. It

is a small, scrubby, worthless tree. Specimens of it are

growing in the garden ofthe Horticultural Society ofLondon.
Besides the foregoing, the following are mentioned by

botanical writers, but little is known of them.
26. A. hybridum (Bosc, Diet Agr. 5.251). Origin un-

known : cultivated in France'
27. A. obtusjfolium (Fl. Gr&ca, t 361).

Sphaciote mountains of Greece.

28. A. ibericum (Bieb. Fl. Taur. Cauc).
like A. monspessulanum : found in Iberia.

29. A. aHssectum (Thunb. Jap. 160.)

30. A. Japonicum (lb. p. 161.)

31. A.palmatum (lb. 1. c.)

32. A. septemlobum (lb. p. 162.)

33. A. ptctum (lb. p. 162.)

34. A. trifidum (lb. p. 163.)

For A. Negundo, see NEGimno.
Cultivation.—The hardy maples, which are the only

kinds of any importance in this country, are all increased

either by seeds or layers. The European species readily

yield their keys, which should be gathered when fully ripe,

and immediately buried in heaps of river sand, where they

may remain till the following February ; they may then bo
sown in beds, rather thinly, and, when one year old, should

be transplanted and treated like other forest trees. They
ought never to be headed back, as oaks and Spanish chest-

nuts are. From layers they all .make excellent plants

very rapidly. They are occasionally budded upon tho

common sycamore, but this mode is little practised in Eng-
land.

ACERINEiB, a tribe of plants comprehending only

the maples (see Acer) and the ash-leaved maples (see

Nkgundo). They belong to the Polypetalous division of the

Dicotyledonous class, and are related to Tiliacece, or the Lin-

den tribe : they are also akin to a tribe of tropical plants called

Malpighiacece, which see. They are known— 1. by their

flowers being what is called unsymmetrical, that is, not

having the various parts agreeing in number : for instance,

while the calyx and corolla are divided each into five parts,

there are seven, eight or nine stamens, and three divisions

of the pistillum—2. by their stamens being hypogynous,

and inserted upon a disk—3. by their winged fruit or keys

—and, 4. by their petals having no appendages upon them.

The species arc all trees or shrubs, with opposite stalked

exstipulate leaves, and are found exclusively in the north of

Europe, Asia, America, and India. A sweet mucilaginous

sap is common in these plants, from which sugar can be

manufactured.
Character.

Flowers either unisexual (1) or bisexual (5). Calyx and

corolla (1) equal in the number of their parts, with an im-

bricated aestivation ; the corolla sometimes absent. Petals

(4) without appendages ; stamens (3) hypogynous, inserted

upon a disk (2.6), which arises from below tiie pistillum, not

Found on the

A small tree,

All natives of

Japan.
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agreeing m number with the divisions of the calyx and

corolla.
~

Pistillum (o) two-lobcd, cadi lobe having a wing

at its back. Style one. Stigmata two. Fruit (7) formed of

two samara? , or keys, with long wings at their back, each

containing one ceil and one erect seed (S). Embryo (9)

curved, with leafy, shrivelled cotyledons, and no albumen.

Trees or shrubs, with opposite leaves, without stipulce.

ACETATE, a salt resulting from the combination of the

acetic acid with an alkaline, earthy, metallic, or vegoto-

alkaline base. The acetates are prepared in different modes,

according to circumstances ; and indeed the same acetate

may frequently be made by various processes. The acetate

of soda, which is an alkaline acetate, may be formed, though
not advantageously, by single affinity, or saturating the acid

with the caustic soda : the acetate of lime, an earthy acetate,

is easily procured by single elective affinity and decomposi-

tion, as when carbonate of lime (chalk) is added to the acid

as long as it will dissolve ; and the acetate of zinc, which is a

metallic acetate, may be obtained by mixing a solution of

acetate of lead with one of sulphate of zinc : in this case

acetate of zinc is produced by double elective nihility and
decomposition. All acetates, and indeed all salts whatever,

arc the result cither of single, single elective, or double elec-

tive affinity.

It follows, from what has been stated, that the acetates

may be divided into four classes,—namely, the alkaline,

earthy, metallic, and vegeto-alkaline acetates : as an exam-
ple of each, and in the order mentioned, the following may
be enumerated:—acetate of soda, lime, lead, and morphia.

Although the classes of acetates possess some properties

in common, yet, from the very different nature of their bases,

it can hardly be expected that, the points of agreement
should be numerous. Thus, the acetate of ammonia is eva-

porable by heat, whilst the other alkaline acetates arc not

merely decomposed at a high temperature, but the acid itself

undergoes this change, and its carbon and oxygen, or a
portion of them, recombine so as to form carbonic acid : and
some acetates, that of soda for example, are converted by
heat into carbonates. Many of the earthy acetates suffer

similar changes ; thus, the acetate of lime is reduced by heat
to a carbonate, but if the heat be long continued, and stronger
than required for the formation of the carbonic acid, the car-

bonic acid is subsequently expelled, and pure lime remains
instead of the carbonate.

Some of the metallic acetates, when subjected to distilla-

tion at a high temperature, yield a large portion of acetic

acid of considerable purity. This is the case with the acetate

of silver, and also with that of copper, after it has been re-

distilled. But there arc other metallic acetates—as the acetate

of lead and of zinc—which, besides acetic acid, furnish a
peculiar volatile inflammable fluid called pyro-acetic spirit

:

this is derived from the decomposition of a part of the acetic

acid, and the recombination of its elements in different pro-

portions. In general those acetates which are easily decom-
posed give most acetic acid and least pyro-acetic spirit, and
vice versfi.

In the retort in winch the metallic acetates are decomposed
by heat during distillation, their bases, in some instances,

remain in the metallic state. This happens with the acetates
of copper, lead, and silver ; while the acetates of iron, manga-
nese, and zinc leave the bases in the form of oxide : in both
cases the residue is mixed with charcoal, which results from
the decomposition of a portion of the acetic acid ; and, derived
from the same source, there are evolved carbonic acid gas,

and carburet ted hydrogen gas.

The vegeto-alkaline acetates, such as those of morphia,
quina, &c\, are decomposed and totally dissipated when ex-
posed to heat in open vessels. As the affinity existing be-

tween the acetic acid ami the bases with which it combines

is but weak, all acetates are decomposed by the more powerful

acids. On this circumstance depends the preparation of

acetic acid from some acetates, especially those of :>oda and

lime, by tli£ action of sulphuric acid (oil of vitriol). This

stronger acid unites with the bases, and expels the acetic

acid, which is condensed in proper receivers.

Although most acetates arc artificial products, yet the

acetate of potash exists in the sap of some plants. The ace-

tates are, with few exceptions, readily soluble in water, and

manv of them are easily crystallized: they are a very import-

ant class of compounds*; some of them, as already noticed, arc

used in the preparation of acetic acid. The acetate of alumina

and the acetate of iron are largely employed by calico-

printers ; and many of the metallic acetates are used also bv

them, and by dvers and colour-makers.

ACETIC' ACID. This acid, sometimes called also

acetous acid, is the sour part of vinegar, and that to which

its peculiar and valuable properties are owing. Vinegar, in

whatever way made, is in fact, dilute acetic acid, mixed with

colouring matter, and some slight impurities. Acetic acid,

as will presently be more particularly mentioned, is a com-

pound of the elements oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon : these

bodies, however, cannot be made to combine by direct che-

mical action, but mu*t be separated from previous combi-

nation, either by the agency of fermentation or the action of

heat, and they then re-combine to form the acid in question.

The acetic acid exists in the juice of some plants, as will

be shown when the chemistry of vegetable substances is

treated of; at present it is to' be considered as procured,—

first, by the fermentation of saccharine or sugary matter,—

secondly, by the action of heat upon wood ; the product of the

former constituting vinegar, and of the latter, what was

formerly called pvroligneoiis acid, but which is now largely

employed, when purified, for most of the purposes to which

vinegar is applied.

It is well known that, when certain vegetable juices which

contain much sugar, such as that of the grape, are fer-

mented, the first operation, if the heat 1*3 not too great, is

that of causing the decomposition of the sugar, and the re-

combination of its elements, so as to form carbonic acid, or

fixed air, most of which escapes in the state of gas; and

alcohol, or spirit of wine, the greater part of which remains

with the fermented juice : this is called the vinous fermenta-

tion, the product being wine. Now sugar is a compound of

three elements, which also form spirit of wine or alcohol,

—

viz. oxvgen, carbon, and hydrogen ; and while a portion of

the two former unite to yield the carbonic acid, a part of

ihe three combine to form alcohol or spirit of wine.

When the fermentation proceeds farther, as it is apt to

do with very weak wines, if exposed to air, and a higher tem-

perature than that at which they were produced, a new
arrangement of the oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon, which

form the alcohol or spirit, again takes place, and it is con-

verted bv this into vinegar, or, in other words, the acetous

fermentation is produced. There can be scarcely a doubt

that vinegar, as its name implies, was first procured, and

most probably by accident, from the passage of the vinous

into the acetous fermentation ; and, in fact, it is now usually

prepared in wine countries, by exposing the wine in casks to

the action of the air, at a temperature of about 76
c
of Fah-

renheit's thermometer.

In this country \inogar is procured from an infusion of

malt, termed wort, which is fermented in the usual way. It is

then put into barrels, which are arranged in stoves, with their

bungs out, and kept in a temperature of about 84° of Fah-

renheit's thermometer. At this heat, which is considerably

higher than that required for the vinous fermentation, carbonic

acid is produced, which escapes as in the vinous fermenta-

tion : while a part of the oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon of the

sugar of the malt unite to form vinegar, or acetic acid.

Vinegar thus procured is a well-known reddish brown-

coloured liquid ; its smell is rather pleasant and refreshing,

and its taste is distinctly, but not intensely sour. The
strongest malt vinegar is termed by the maker No. 24, and
is calculated to contain 5 per cent, of real acetic acid : the

manufacturer is allowed to mix with it one-thousandth part of

its weight of sulphuric acid (oil of vitriol) : vinegar, therefore, is

not pure acetic acid, but is a mixture of a small portion of the

acid, much water, a little sulphuric acid, spirit of wine, colour-

ing matter, and mucilage.

Vinegar possesses the usual power of acids to redden

vegetable blue colours ; it combines with the alkalis, earths
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sad metallic oxides to form salts, which are termed acetates,

sjme of which are of considerable importance, being largely

used both in the arts and medicine.

Vinegar is purified from the sulphuric acid and colouring

matter by distillation, but its smell and taste are then less

agreeable : and although it is colourless, it cannot be conve-

niently or economically employed for the chemical purposes

to which purer and stronger acetic acid is applied ; not only

on account of its weakness, but because the mucilage, which
rises with it in distillation, renders the salts formed with it

extremely difficult to purify. When vinegar is exposed to

a law temperature, it is principally the watery part which
freezes ; and, although the fluid portion is thus rendered

stronger, it is unfit, on account of the presence of the colour-

ing matter and sulphuric acid, for use as acetic acid.

The second method of obtaining acetic acid is by heating

wood, as the dried branches of trees, in hollow iron cylinders,

with a proper arrangement of coolers or condensers and re-

ceivers.

The acid thus procured, is called pvroligneous acid, and
was at first supposed not to contain the acetic but a pecu-

liar acid, different from all others. It is of a dark brown co-

lour, has a strong burnt acid smell, is very sour to the taste,

and acts strongly on vegetable blue colours. It contains a
quantity of tar and oily matter; from these it is purified, in a
considerable degree, by redistillation, but it is still very im-
pure. It is then to be mixed with chalk or with lime ; and
when saturated, so as to be converted into acetate of lime, the

solution is evaporated to dryness, and then it is what is termed
pyrolignite of lime ; but it is, in fact, an impure acetate of
that earth.

In order to render the acetic acid sufficiently pure, or

rather to obtain an acetate fit for that purpose, the pyrolig-

nite of lime is dissolved in water, and there is added to it a
sufficient quantity of sulphate of soda (Glauber's salt) also

dissolved. Owing to the greater affinity existing between the

sulphuric acid contained in the sulphate of soda, and the lime
contained in the acetate or pvrohgnite, they combine ; and
tlie sulphate of lime formed being very sparingly dissolved by
the water, it is precipitated in the state of a bulky powder : the

soda of the sulphate then unites with the acetic acid of the

acetate of lime, and the salt which they form is acetate of
soda. This is readily dissolved by the water, and by proper
evaporation crystals are obtained, which, by re-dissolving in

water and again crystallizing, may be rendered much purer.

But if the salt should be still impure, it must be heated
pretty strongly in an iron vessel. If the operation be care-

fully conducted, the impurity only of the acetate of soda is

decomposed by the action of the heat ; it is then to be again
dissolved in water and crystallized, and the crystals, after

being once more pretty strongly heated to deprive them of
their water, give an acetate of soda fit for use, and yielding

pure acetic acid in a mode which we shall now describe.

Reduce seventeen parts of dried acetate of soda to coarse

powder, and put it into a glass retort; upon this pour gra-
dually ten parts of sulphuric acid, and subject the mixture
to slow distillation in a sand heat By the mutual action

of these substances, the sulphuric acid, on account of the

greater affinity existing between it and the soda of the ace-

tate, than between the soda and the acetic acid, combines
with die former and releases the latter, which comes over in

the form of vapour, and is to be condensed in a glass re-

ceiver. In the retort there remains sulphate of soda, which
is to be dissolved out and retained for a future operation, with

pyrolignite of lime.

The acetic acid thus procured has the following properties

:

it is fluid and colourless, its smell is exceedingly pungent,

and its taste very acrid and sour ; if applied to the skin it oc-

casions smarting, and even raises blisters upon it When
heated, the vapour which rises from it takes fire if a lighted

taper is exposed to it At about 45° of Fahr. a portion of

this acid becomes solid and shoots into beautiful crystals

;

these contain no sulphurous acid, even though the product

should not have been re-distilled ; but a portion of sulphur-

ous acid, formed during distillation, by the decomposition of

a port of the sulphuric acid, remains with the uncrystallizcd

aod, from which it may be separated by mixing it with a

small quantity of deutoxide of lead (red lead) and re-distil-

lation. The crystals of acetic acid melt at a little below
60* of Fahr.; and the specific gravity of the solution at 60°

Fahr., is 1.06296, water being 1. This crystallized acetic

acid is sometimes called radical vinegar and glacial acetic

acid.

Acetic acid cannot exist except in combination wifli water,
or a base, as the alkali soda, and when in the latter state of
combination, and quite dry, it consists of

three equivalents or atoms of oxygen 8 x 3 = 24
three do. do. hydrogen 1x3= 3
four do. do carbon 6x4 = 24

Equivalent or atomic weight 51

The crystals or glacial acetic acid above described con-
sist of

one equivalent or atom of acetic acid 51
one do. do. water 9

Equivalent or atomic weight 60

Acetic acid may also be obtained by the mere action of
heat upon the binacetate of copper, or, as it is sometimes
called, though improperly, distilled verdigris. The acetate
of copper is first to be dried, so as to expel the greater part
of the water of crystallization, and then subjected to a pretty
strong heat, in an earthen or glass retort to which a receiver

is to be properly adapted. The heat decomposes the salt
and the copper remains in the retort in the state of black or
peroxide. The acid when first procured has a greenish tint
owing to the admixture of some peroxide of copper ; it must
be rendered free from this by redistillation. This acid,

though not quite so strong as that procured by the former
process, is, however, still more concentrated than that re-

quired for general use. The following is a good process
for obtaining acetic acid, of sufficient strength for most pur-

Put into a glass retort 12 ounces of dry crystals of acetate

of soda, and pour upon it 44 ounces of sulphuric acid, pre-

viously mixed with an equal weight of water ; when the re-

ceiver is adapted, distil, either by the heat of an Argand"s

lamp, or of a sand heat; about 14 ounces of acetic acid of
specific gravity, 1.046 will be obtained, containing nearly 30
per cent of real acetic acid.

The uses to which acetic acid, in the state of vinegar, is

applied are too well known to require notice ; in the form of

pyroligneous acid it is employed to preserve meat, and to im-

Cto it the smoky flavour usually obtained by drying,

e acetic acid is used in chemical researches, and especi-

ally for preparing various acetates. In a less pure state it

is employed in the arts for preparing acetate or sugar of
lead, acetate of copper or verdigris, and acetate of alumina,
largely used by calico printers as a mordant
AGILE'A, one of the ancient great divisions of the Pelo-

ponnesus, now the Morea, extending from the river Laris-

sus, near Cape Araxus, along the coast of the Corinthian

Bay (Gulf of Lepanto), as far east as the small territory of

Sicyon, which separated it from that of Corinth. l*he

Sythas, a petty stream, separated Acha&a from Sicyonia.

The greatest length, in a straight line between the western

and eastern boundaries, is about sixty-five English miles.

The breadth of the province varies irregularly from about
twelve to twenty miles. Being, for the most part only a
narrow slip between the Arcadian mountains and the sea,

the courses of the numerous streams that flow into the

Corinthian Gulf are short; and many of them are quite dry
in summer.

This province contains many defiles and mountain
passes formed by branches of the great Arcadian ridge,

which, in some parts, run down to the Corinthian Gulf.

The coast is generally low, and has few good ports.

Before tins country was occupied by the Achsei, it was
called iEgialos, afterwards Ionia, and sometimes ^Bgialeian

Ionia, which probably means no more than * Ionia on the

sea-coast :'
it then contained twelve cities or states. The

same number of political divisions subsisted under the

Achsei in the time of Herodotus, and retained their names
under Roman dominion; at present Patrea, now Patras,

situated on the coast about six miles from the entrance of

the gulf of Corinth, is the only Achaean town that maintains

any importance. The very sites of some of them are, at

least doubtful or unknown. Vostitza is probably the an-

cient ,Egium, where the states of Achflea used to meet
Helice, on the coast was destroyed by an earthquake, ac-

companied by an irruption of the sea, B.C. 373. [Pausamat*
b. 7. chap. 24.] Bura, at the same time, was so violently

shaken, that the old statues in the templeswere destroyed, and
only those persons escaped who happened to be absent from

No. 11. [THE PENNY CYCLOPAEDIA.! Vol. I.—

M
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the town. Their descendants were the people who formed
one of the memhers of the subsequent Aclucan confederation.

After the Roman conquest of Greece, the term Achaja
received an extension in it^ signification, principally due to

the importance which the Achaean league had obtained.

The Roman province of Achaea comprehended all Pelopon-

nesus with northern Greece south of Thessaly, perhaps not

including Acarnania. But it is exceedingly difficult to fix

the precise limits of the Roman provinces of Macedonia and
Achroa. Nicopolis, a town which Augustus built near the

imrthern entrance of the Ainbraciot Gulf (Gulf of Arta) to

commemorate his victory at Actium, is included in the pro-

vince of Achcea, in a passage of Tacitus. (Annals, II. 53.)

The towns generally preserved their own internal adminis-

tration, except that the municipal power was put into the

hands of the richer citizens.

Achaea was also an early name of the south-eastern por-

tion of Thessaly. [See Ach/Ki.]

ACILK'l. The Achaei are first mentioned by Homer,
as the ruling people of the eastern and south-eastern part

of the Peloponnesus. Among the chief cities in their domi-

nions were Argos, Sparta, Mycenae (the capital of Agamem-
non.) Corinth, Sieyon, and the island of.Egina. Among
the followers of Achilles to the war of Troy, Achad are

mentioned as well as Hellenes ; the latter name, in course

of time, prevailed so far as to become the characteristic

name of all that people whom we call Greek. From com-
paring Homer with Strabo and Pausanias, we infer that the

Acha?i came from Thessaly, and that, at the time of the

war of Troy, according to Homer's notion, they were the

ruling nation in a large part of the Peloponnesus, and the

chief people in the war against Troy. The dominions of

Agamemnon comprised the whole country, afterwards called

Aehica, which then was probably peopled by Ionians.

The old tradition, as mentioned by Pausanias (vii. 1.), is,

that Archander (leader of men) and Architeles (leader of

bands) came to Argos from Phthia (otherwise called Phthio-

tis) and married two daughters of Danaus King of Argos.

From this time the name of Achaei prevailed in the Pelo-

ponnesus as a general name, though Homer also speaks of

Argeii and Danai : the last name clearly having a reference

to the ancient dynasty or royal family of Argos. The mean-
ing of this story is, that a tradition prevailed that Argos and
Mycenco were, at a period before the war of Troy, occupied

by military bands from Phthiotis, and the prevalence of the

name Achaei is to be attributed to the warlike character of

this people. According to the Odyssey we find the Achaai

also in Ithaca.

Eighty years after the war of Troy (B.C. 1104), a fresh

band of invaders from the north, the Dorians, drove the

Achaci from Laconia and Argolis. Those who did not

leave the country became an inferior caste, and entered

into the condition of a conquered people ; but a large part

retreated to the /Egialeian Ionia, and expelled the Ionians.

From this date the name of Aehsea was given to that pro-

vince.

The history of the Aehaeans forms an inconsiderable part

of the general history of Greece till about b.c. 2J1. Dur-
ing the invasion of Greece by the Persians, they took no
share in the battles of Marathon, Salamis, and Platan

;

nor, during the long war of twenty-seven years, did they

take anything more than a kind of forced part in this pro-

tracted struggle between Athens and Sparta. At the

commencement of this war (b.c. 431), they were, with the

exception of Pellene, neutral ; but afterwards favoured the

Lacedaemonian interest, in compliance with the general feel-

ing that prevailed in the peninsula. The cause of their taking

no part in the general affairs of Greece may probably have
been the want of union among the twelve little states : for

though they acknowledged a common origin, and had a kind
of connexion, they seem not to have had any complete

federal system. Yet they probably attained, at an early

period, a considerable degree of prosperity and internal good
policy, for we find that the Achaeans founded several flourish-

ing colonies in Southern Italy : and the political institutions

were considered preferable to those of most states, and were
often imitated as a model.

During the struggles of the Southern Greeks against

the successors of Alexander, the Achaeans still wished to

remain neutral : but, like all weak spectators of a contest

in which they refuse to engage, they became the prey of

the victorious party, and suffered under the Macedonians
all the oils of anarchy and civil war. Some cities were

compelled to icceive first the garrisons of Demetrius and
Cassander : and afterwards those of Antigonus Gonata?,

or to submit to tyrants. There would be little in the

whole history of the Achaean states to attract attention, were

it not for the federal union which arose out of these discord-

ant elements.

Four of the western states of Aehsea, Dyme, Patrae,

Tritrea, and Pharau (Pol)bius, ii. 41), seeing the difficulties

in which Antigonus Gonatas, King of Macedonia, was in-

volved, formed a union for mutual protection, b.c. 231. Five

years afterwards /ligium ejected its garrison, and Bura killed

its tyrant, which examples moved Iocas, who was then
tyrant of the neighbouring town of Ceryneia, to surrender

his authority, and save his life. These three towns joined

the new league. In b.c. 251, Aratus having delivered

Sic von, which was not an Aclucan town, brought it over to

the confederacy, of which he contrived to get himself elected

head. In 243, having succeeded in driving the Macedo-
nian garrison out of the strong hold of Corinth, which is the

key of Southern Greece, this town also joined the league.

Mcgara, Epidanrus, and Tnezcn, followed soon after. Our
object is not to write the hi>tory of the league, but to show
how it gradually rose to importance ; we, therefore, refer to

the article Akatvs for the events belonging to his period.

In the year b.c. 20^, five years after the death of Aratus,
Philopcpmen was elected general of the confederacy, to

which he gave a new life by his activity and wisdom (see

Phi lopckmen). As the Romans had now humbled Philip II.

of Macedonia (b.c. l'J7), and reduced him to the rank of a

dependent king, it was their policy to weaken the power of

the confederation, and this was easily effected by the Roman
and anti-Roman parties, which had been for some time

growing up in the Greek cities. In 191, however, Sparta
became a member of the Achaean league, and the design of

its leaders was to include all the Peloponnesus within its

limits. After the death of Philopcemen (B.C. 183) the

Roman party grew still stronger under the influence of

Callicrates, and the league remained, in ap|>earance at least,

on the side of the Romans in their final struggle with Per-

seus, king of Macedonia, which ended in the defeat and
death of the monarch (B.C. 1C>8). The influence of Calli-

crates was now almost supreme, and, so far from opposing,

he urged the Romans to demand 1000 of the noblest

Acrueans to be sent to Rome to answer for their conduct in

the late war. Callicrates and his party had named more
than 1000, of whose guilt, however, no proof was adduced;
his only object was to humble the party of his opponent
Lycortas. Among the accused who were sent to Home,
and there detained for seventeen years, was the historian

Polybius, the son of Lycortas, and the strongest support of

his father s party.

The last war of the league was with Sparta, which was
brought about (150 b.c.) through the influence of Critolaus,

one of those who had been detained at Rome. This, which
the Romans chose to consider as a kind of attack on them-
selves, joined to the contumacious treatment of the Roman
commissioners at Corinth, which will be presently men-
tioned, induced the Republic to send L. Mummius to

chastise the Acha?ans : and a fitter man for the purpose
could not have been found. The treatment of the Roman
commissioners did not tend to soften the ferocity of their

barbarian opponent. The Acha?an general Dia?us met
Mummius on the isthmus of Corinth, and fell an easy prey
to the Roman general, who, after the battle, burned Corinth
to the ground (b.c. 146). Mummius and ten other senators

then changed Greece into the Roman province of Achaea,
leaving, however, to certain cities, such as Athens, Delphi,

&c, the rank of free towns. Corinth afterwards received a
Roman colony.

To those who study the history of civil polity, it is a
matter of some interest to trace the formation of federative

systems, or those by which a number of states unite for

certain general purposes, while each maintains all its sove-

reignty except that portion which is surrendered to the sove-

reignty of the united states. The object of such associations

is two-fold—to secure peace and a ready intercourse between
all the states, and all the members of them : and, secondly,

to facilitate all transactions with foreign states, by means of

the sovereign power given to the united body. Defence
against foreign aggression is one of the main objects of
such a union : while foreign conquest is, strictly speaking,
incompahble with if.

The history of the Grecian states presents us with many
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example* of federal unions of various kinds, but none is

more familiar to the ear than the Achcean, about which,
however, our information is not complete, nor yet always
precise. We shall endeavour to state what is known in as
brief a way as possible.

Each state had an equal political rank, retained its inter-

nal regulations, and its coins, weights, and measures, as we
know from extant specimens, though the general govern-
ment also had its coins, Weights, and measures, which were
uniform. We are speaking of the league as it existed in

its completest state. The ordinary general assemblies were
held twice a year at Mgium (afterwards at Corinth), and they
deliberated for three days. Extraordinary assemblies might
meet at other places, as, for instance, at Sicyon. At the
Spring meeting, about the time of the vernal equinox, the
public functionaries were chosen ; the strategos, or head of
the confederation, was there chosen, with the hipparchus
or master of the horse, who held the next rank, and ten
functionaries called demiurgi. This was the time of elec-

tion, in the time of Aratus at least. In the earlier times of
the league they had two strategi and a secretary, as the
Romans had two consuls ; but, in b.c. 256, after twenty-five
rears' experience, it was found that one head was better

than two. The strategos appears to have been elected for a
single year, and not to have been re-eligible till he had
been one year out of office. We find that Aratus filled the
office of strategos seventeen times in thirty-three years, and
Philopoemen was elected eight times in twenty-four years

;

Marcus of Ceryneia was the first sole strategos. If the
strategos diedJn office, his predecessor assumed the func-
tions till the legal meeting ofthe congress. Tne functions of
the ten demiurgi we are not able to state satisfactorily ; they
probably possessed the legal right to summon and preside

in the ordinary meetings ; and certainly they must have pre-

pared the business which was to be so summarily despatched
in three days. It seems that they had the power, within
some limits, of referring matters to the public body or not,

according to a majority of votes in their own body : they
were, in fact, a committee, having a kind of initiatory

(Lrv. xxxiL 22). It may be asked how was the general

council composed, particularly after the League comprised
within itself so many states ? Did the states send deputies ?

Had they, in met, a representative government? It is diffi-

cult to answer this question, though we are inclined to think
there was no strict system of representation. The short

time for discussion, tne two yearly meetings, the general
character of Greek democracy, as well as most passages in

which the congress is spoken of, lead us to infer that this

deliberative body consisted of every citizen of the confede-

rate states who chose to attend. That this, however, could

only be the case with the wealthier class, and that the poor
could not attend to such business so far from home, must
be self-evident It is also certain that, on extraordinary oc-

casions, a much larger number of men assembled than was
usual when things were going on in a more regular course.

We read of one special instance (Polyb. xxxvii. 4) when
the Roman commissioners were kicked out of the congress,

then sitting at Corinth, with scorn (B.C. 147) ; and Polybius
adds, by way of explanation, ' for there was assembled a
number of the working class, and of those who followed

mechanical occupations, greater than on any former oc-

casion.* As Corinth, however, was one of the greatestmanu-
facturing towns of Greece, and the working class occupied

a higher station there than those in most other places,

it is possible that the regular meeting was disturbed by
a body of intruders, as we sometimes have seen at our own
elections. We are, however, inclined to adopt the opinion

of there being no representative system in the Achsean
congress. Another passage of Polybius tells us that

Eumenes offered the congress*then sitting at Megalopolis,

a large sum of money, that they might, with the interest of

it, pay the expenses of those who attended the congress

:

this would imply that the number was in some tuay limited,

but how we do not undertake to say. The offer of Eumenes
was rejected. Other matters relating to the Achaean league,

though curious to the scholar, are too little fixed to be ad-

missible here.—[See Polybius, Book ii. 4, &c. (Hampton's
Translation); Strabo; Pausanias, Book vii.; Schlosser g Uni-

versal History ; Hermann, Lehrbuch der Qriechischen

8taaisaiterthiimer.]

ACHAHD (FRANCOIS -CHARLES), a chemist

and experimental philosopher, supposed to have been of

French extraction, was born at Berlin in 1753 or 1754. and

died in 1821. He was the author of various works, written
in the German language, on experimental physics, chemis-
try, and agriculture ; and he was long an active contributor
to different scientific journals, particularly the Memoirs of

the Academy of Berlin. In 1780 he published, at Berlin, a
work entitled ChymischrPhysische Schrtften, which con-
tains a great number of experiments on the subject of the
adhesion of different bodies to each other. Tables contain-

ing the results of these experiments, which seem to have
been conducted with great care, may be seen in the Ency-
clopedia Methodique Chimie, torn. 1, p. 469.

Achard is, however, chiefly known for his proposal to

extract sugar from beet-root. Another Prussian chemist,
Margraff, had discovered the existence of a certain portion

of sugar in this root, as early as 1747. Se communicated
his discovery to the Scientific Society at Berlin ; but he
himself thought it of little practical importance, as he de-
clared he could not produce sugar under 100 francs the
pound. Achard, who in this particular appears to have
been somewhat of a visionary, on the contrary, described the
beet-root as 'one of the most bountiful gifts which the
divine munificence had awarded to man upon the earth*
He affirmed that not only sugar could be produced from
beet-root, but tobacco, molasses, coffee, rum, arrack, vine-

gar, and beer. 'The Institute of Paris,* in 1800, gave
Achard the honour of a vote of thanks ; but after a series

of careful experiments they reported that the results were
so unsatisfactory, that it would be unwise to establish any
manufacture of sugar from beet. But Napoleon, in 1812,
succeeded in forming an imperial manufactory of sugar at

Rambouillet, when his decrees had deprived France of the
produce of the West Indies. The sugar made at home was
sold at a great price; and, consequently, after the peace,

when foreign sugar was once more introduced, its cheapness'

put an end to the beet-root establishments. The govern-
ment of France, however, chose to levy high duties upon
the sugars of English colonies to protect those of Martinique,

Guadeloupe, and Bourbon ; and the tax upon English colo-

nial sugar, beingnow 95 francs the 1 00 kilogrammes, or about
half a franc per pound, amounts to a prohibition. The beet-

root manufacture, therefore, was revived, and is now flourish-

ing, for the sugar so produced pays no duty whatever. In
plain words, the manufacture is flourishing, because the
people of France are compelled to buy dear sugar instead

of cheap. Sugar in that country is only consumed by the
wealthy. The average yearly consumption of sugar in

France is 4 lbs. for each individual of the population ; in

the United Kingdom it is 20 lbs. The expectations which
Achard formed of the blessings which the beet-root was to

produce have not therefore been realised. His plan, like

all other plans for raising an article at home which could
be obtained better and cheaper by exchange, has only had
the effect of keeping the great body ofconsumers ill supplied,

that a few might thrive by a monopoly.
ACHELO'US (now Aspro Potamo, orWhite River)

is the largest stream in Greece, properly so called, and was
considered navigable in ancient times as far as Stratos, the
ruins of which town, if we trust Pouqueville, are about a
mile and a half south of a village now called Lepenu. The
Achelous rises in the lofty mountain range of Pindus,
which is the back-bone of northern Greece, and, after flowing

through a very uneven country, enters the level land of
Acarnania. Here it discharges itself into the sea; in

ancient times having near its outlet the town of (Eniada?.

Its general course is from north to south, and its length
may be from 120 to 140 miles. In the time of Thucydides
(b.c. 431) the lower waters of the Achelous were considered

as belonging to Acarnania, but at a later period this river

formed a boundary between Acarnania and iEtotia. At the

time when the present king of Belgium, Leopold I., had the

offer of the sovereignty of Greece from the three great

powers, this river was intended to form the north-western

boundary of the new state, as far as a point in its course

from which it struck eastward through the lakes of iEtolia

;

but the limits of Greece, it is now understood, will l.#.

removed farther north, and determined by a line running
fiom the Gulf of Arta to that of Volo.

The Achelous, flowing from a high mountain range, and
in the winter season being loaded with water, carries down
an immense quantity of earthy particles, which have formed
a number of sand-banks and small islands at its mouth,
called in ancient times the Echinades: this phenomenon
was remarked bv Herodotus one of the earliest observers of

M 2
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geological facts whoce writings have come down to us, who
compares the increase of the Egyptian Delta, from the

quantity of alluvium brought down by the Nile, with the

effects produced by the deposits of the Aehelous. In the

time of Thucydides these Ulanids were increasing so fa*t,

that he predicts (ii. 10*2) all of them will be shortly joined

to the main land ; some, he says, were already attached to it.

There is still, however, a great number of small islands near

the mouth of the Aspro Potamo, but whether some of them
have been formed since the time when Thucydides wrote

(which is above 2000 years ago), or are the same islands,

which the Athenian historian tells us were uninhabited in

his time, we do not know. Nothing but a much more
minute survey of these islands, and the lower course of the

Aehelous, together with the present workings of the river,

will enable us to come to any probable conclusion as to the

changes that have taken place about its mouth. It was a

tradition extant in the time of Thucydides that there were no
islands at the mouth of the river about a century before the war
of Troy

;
yet, in Homer, we find the Echinades mentioned as

sending troops to Troy, while the Echinades of Thucydides'

time were uninhabited. All this will tend to prove that the

term Echinades was not always used exactly in the same
sense as to the number of islands which it included, and
also that very great changes had taken place near the mouth of

this river. Were the localities examined by some competent

person, it might lead to important results as to the progress of

deltas within given periods and under certain conditions.

A'CHERON, a small stream of Elis, that runs into

the Alpheus ; better known for the importance assigned

to it in the Greek mythology, than for anything else. In
the neighbourhood of this river, says Strabo, they honour
Ceres, Proserpine, and Hades. The Acheron was one of

the rivers of the realms below, over which the dead had
to pass ; sometimes the lake is mentioned as the stream

which is to be crossed. There was also a river called

Acheron, in Thesprotis, a part of Epirus: this stream

rises in the mountain range of Pindus, forms, in its course,

a considerable lake, called Acherusia, and finally enters the

sea, forming a bay, called, by Strabo, Sweet-port (Glykys

Limen), and now Porto Phanari.

There was a third river called Acheron, in Southern
Italy. The name Acherusia was given to the Lucrine, or else

to the lake of Avernus, in Italy ; and the hot springs in

the neighbourhood were supposed to be near Pyrophlege-

thon, or the river of fire, in the infernal regions.

It is curious to observe how widely the name of Acheron
was diffused by the people of Greek stock, and was always

connected with the supposed character of the world below.

The origin of this appears to have been some local peculi-

arities, which fear, proceeding from ignorance in remote
ages, turned into objects of superstitious veneration. Even
on the coasts of the Euxine, near Heraclea (Erekli), we
find a peninsula called Acherusia, where Hercules is said to

have descended to bring up the dog Cerberus. The Greek
historian, Xenophon, who gravely reports this story, adds,

what is more important, that there is there a deep chasm or

ravine, extending several hundred yards in length.

ACHILLEA, a genus of plants, consisting of sixty or

seventy species, found exclusively in the colder climates of

the northern hemisphere. They are all herbaceous, perennial

weeds, of little importance, except to botanists, and are only

seen in cultivation in the collections of the curious.

ACHI'LLES. One of the most celebrated characters of

the mythic age of Greece ; a distinction due rather to his

having been selected by Homer as the hero of the Iliad, than
to the number or wonderful nature of the exploits ascribed to

him. He belongs to that intermediate period between truth

and fiction, during which it is generally hard to say how much
is real—how much imaginary. In the circumstances of his

life, however, as they are told by Homer, there is scarcely

anything impossible, or even improbable, allowing for a rea-

sonable quantity of poetical embellishment. Beyond Homer's
account, however, everything is fabulous ; and as poets seem
to have regarded these mythic stories as fair ground on
which to exercise their own taste and invention, careless of

making their additions consistent with what others had said

before, it is not wonderful that the accounts of this prince, as

of many others, abound in contradictions which it would be
fruitless to try to reconcile.

The story of Achilles, as we find it in Homer, is soon told.

He was the son of Peleus, king of Phthia, (see Achmi,) and
the adjoining parts of Thessaly, and of Thetis, a sea goddess,

(ban: liter of Kerens. He was educated by Phoenix, a re-

fugee, at his father's court. Fate had decreed that, if he fell

before Troy, he should gain everlasting renown ; ifhe returned

home he should enjoy a long but inglorious life. He chose the

former alternative, and joined the Grecian army, in which he
was pre-eminent in valour, strength, swiftness, and beauty.

During the first nine years of the war we have no minute
detail of his actions in the tenth a quarrel broke out between
him and the goneral-in-chief, Agamemnon, which led him to

withdraw entirely from the contest. In consequence the Tro-
jans, who before scarcely ventured without their walls, now
waged battle in the plain with various issue, till they reduced
the G reeks to extreme distress. The Greek council of war now
sent its most influential members to soothe the anger of

Achilles, and to induce him to return to arms, but without

effect. He allowed his friend and companion, Patroclus,

however, clothed in tho celestial arms which Hcphocstut
(Vulcan) gave his fattier, Peleus, to lead the Myrmidons, his

followers, out to battle. Patroclus was slain, and stripped of

these arms by Hector. Rage and grief induced Achilles now
to return to battle. Thetis procured from Hepha?>tus a fresh

suit of armour for her son, who, at the close of a day of

slaughter, killed Hector, and dragged him nt his chariot

wheels to the camp (not. thrice round the city, as in later

authors). Here ends the history of Achilles, so far as it is

derived from Homer, except that we may infer, from a pas-

sage in the last book of the Odyssey, that he was slain in

battle under the walls of Troy. But the genuineness of the

last book of the Odyssey has been disputed hoth by some ex-
cellent ancient and modern critics, and, as we think, on very
good grounds.

By later authors a variety of fable is mixed up with this

simple narrative. Thetis is said to have dipped him, while

an infant, in the Styx, which rendered him invulnerable
except in the heel, by which she held him, and he was killed

at last by a wound in the heel. The centaur Chiron is made
his tutor, instead of Phoenix, and feeds him upon the ir.arrow

of lions and other wild beasts, to improve his strength and
courage. From this singular instructor he learned music and
a number of sciences, even before the age of nine years, at

which Thetis, anxious to prevent his going to Troy, removed
him, disguised as a girl, to the court of Lycomedes, king of

the island Scyros. Here he became the father of Neopto-
lemus, or Pyrrhus, by the king's daughter, Deidamia, rather

precociously ; for he had not been a year on the island, when
Ulysses was sent by the confederate Greeks to seek him, in

consequence of an oracle, which declared that Troy could
not be taken without the help of Achilles. Ulysses ar-

rived at the island, discovered him among the females ot

Lycomedes' household, and carried him away to join the
army. He was betrothed to Iphigenia, daughter of Aga-
memnon. The manner of his death is variously told. Some
make him fall in battle ; others say that he was treacherously
slain in a temple, on the occasion of his nuptials with
Polyxena, daughter of Priam ; but it is generally agreed
that he was killed by Paris, Apollo aiding him, and directing
his arrow. He was entombed on the promontory of Siga*um,
and a mighty barrow raised over his remains, which still

rivets the attention of travellers; though it must alwa\s
remain doubtful to whose memory this mound of earth
was really raised. Here Alexander of Macedon celebrated
splendid games in honour of the hero whom he affected to

emulate.

The most valuable historical facts relative to Achilles are
contained in the following passage of Homers Iliad, book
II. 681, &c, where he is giving a list of the warriors who went
to Troy :

—

4
I will now tell of those who inhabited Pelas-

gic Argos, with Alus, Alopc, and Trechis; and those who
dwelt in Phthia and Hellas, famed for beautiful women, and
were called Myrmidons, and Hellenes and Achcn ; the
commander of their fifty ships was Achilles.' From this we
learn that there was a people in Thessaly called Achari, as
well as a people in the Peloponnesus ; and we see also that
the name of Hellenes, afterwards the generic name of

the Greek nations, originated, as far back as we can trace it,

in the basin of Thessaly.

ACHI'LLES TA'TIUS, a Greek astronomer, who lived,

probably, in the first half of the fourth century of our ncra,

and wrote a treatise on the sphere. There is still extant a
fragment of Achilles Tatius, entitled An Introduction to

the Phenomena of Aratus : it may be seen in the Uranolo-
gion of Petavius. Suidas, the lexicographer, confounds this

Achilles Tatius with another of the same name, called by
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him Achilles Statins, who lived later, and wrote a Greek
romance, The History of Leuchrpe and Clitophon. This
Achilles was a native of Alexandria in Egypt, and though

it is difficult to fix his era with any precision, we may assume
him to be later than Heliodorus, whose romance served as a

kind of model to all the subsequent Greek writers of that

clus, as well as to Achilles. Probably, Achilles Tatius

wrote near the close of the fifth century. His romance is in

eight books, and is preferred by some of the earlier critics to

that of Heliodorus, which latter, however, appears to us one

ofthe most insufferably tedious stories that ever was written.

Uter critics give the preference to Heliodorus. Those who
have not the opportunity of reading the Greek romance
•Titers, may form some idea of their subjects, and the mode
of treating them, by dipping into some of the older romances
of modern times, such as ApoUonius, King of Tyre, on which
the tragedy of Pericles, which, bad as it is, has been sup-

w*ed to have had some touches from Shakspeare, is founded.

The Greek romance writers give us no vivid picture of the

times in which they lived, but a distorted image of forms of

society far anterior to their own age, without being able to

infuse into them the spirit of historic truth. [Schoell, Hist.

Greek IMt.— See an article on the Greek Romances in the

hreign Quarterly Review, No. 9.]

ACHI'RI, in Ichthyology, a genus of flat-fish, belonging

Id the order Malacopterygii, and family Subbranchia, of

Cuvier. In external form these animals resemble the com-
mon sole : like the pleuronectes, in general, they have the

body and tail very much compressed, and the eves both on
the same side of the head ; but they are easily distinguished

from all other genera of flat-fish by the total want of pec-

toral fins. These organs, it is true, are very much reduced
is all the pleuronectes ; because, being placed in a different

notation from the fins of ordinary fishes, they no longer per-

form the same functions in relation to the medium in which
they move, but the stability of the animals equilibrium
b preserved, and its movements of locomotion performed, by
the dorsal and caudal fins, instead of by the pectoral and
ventral Hence it is that the former fins always acquire

wen an enormous development in flat-fish ; being gene-
rally continued in an uninterrupted line from the head to

the tail, and not infrequently surrounding the whole body.

t*'[_ [Achurus Mannor&tus.}

fte achin have no air-bladder, and consequently re

sin, for the most part, at the bottom of the sea ; being, in

fret, nngifted with the faculty of increasing or diminishing
(heir specific gravity, which the possession of this important
organ bestows upon ordinary fishes. Their power of loco-

motion in other directions is, however, considerable ; and,

notwithstanding the disadvantages of their form, and the

oblique direction in which this necessarily compels them to

Bove, their motions are frequently very rapid. Their
habits, as far as at present known, are similar to those of
the other pleuronectes. They are found in the warmer
"lions both of the East and West Indies, but not in deep
v&tar, or in situations far removed from land ; they abound
tbng the shores, and furnish a plentiful and wholesome food
to the inhabitants.

Ltcepedo and some other naturalists have divided the

*&iri into two subgenera; the first of which is distin-

guished by having the eyes on the right side of the head,
«ad the caudal fin distinct from the dorsal and anal ; the

teond, by having the eyes placed on the left side, and the
dorsal and anal fins joined to the caudal, so as to form but
a single uninterrupted line of fin around the entire body, the
fce&l alone excepted.
Various species of achiri have been enumerated by zool-

opts, the most remarkable of which appears to be the
oehirus Marmoratus of Lacepede. This species has the

*uoal fin distinct from the anal and dorsal, all of which are

of a pale bluish-white colour, sprinkled with enumerable
small black spots , the body is covered with very diminutive
scales, and the flesh is of a delicate flavour, and highly
esteemed : it inhabits the coasts of the Isle of France. But
the most remarkable fact relating to this species is reported
by Commerson, who informs us that there is a small pore at
the base of each of the rays of the fins, from which issues,

upon pressure, a milky fluid of the consistence of olive oil.

We are entirely ignorant of the purposes which this fluid

serves in the economy of the animal ; undoubtedly, it has
its uses, and probably is under the control of the creature's
volition, and may assist it, in some manner, either in captur-
ing its prey, or in eluding the attacks of its enemies. The
Achirus ravonicus is distinguished by the beauty of the
spots, which, like the eyes on the peacock's tail, cover its

body; and the Fascictdatus and Bilineatus are easily re-

cognized by the characters from which they respectively de-
rive their names. The former is found on all the coasts of
America and the West Indian isles : the latter inhabits the
shores of China, and feeds upon small Crustacea and mol-
lusca. It has a long intestinal canal, with numerous redu-
plications ; its jaws are armed with short obtuse teeth ; and
each of its nostrils has two distinct orifices. Various other
species are found in the Atlantic and Indian oceans : they
are enumerated in a note, vol. ii. p. 343, of the second edi-

tion of the Rssne Animal, and described at length by Lace-
pede, and other writers upon ichthyology. To these
sources we must refer such of our readers as are desirous of

further information regarding the external forms, and spe

«

ciflc differences of the achires. All that is' known of their

habits and economy has been brought together in the pre-

sent article

ACHMIN, or ACKMIN, a town in Middle Egypt. N.
lat 26° 38', on the right bank of the Nile, with which it is

connected by an ancient canal. Achmin contains above
3000 inhabitants, who manufacture some coarse cotton

cloth ; 2000 are Catholic Copts, who have a large church.
This town is the Chemmis of Herodotus and other Greek
writers, the Arabic name, Achmin, being formed by pre-
fixing the letter A, which we find to be the case in

many other names. Herodotus mentions a large temple
here with colossal statues. At present there are the rums
of two temples to be seen at Achmin, and on an architrave,

at this place, a Greek inscription has been discovered, which
contains a dedication to the god Pan ; thus confirming the
opinion that the Panopolis of the later writers was the old
Chemmis of Herodotus, a name which endures to the pre-

sent day. The nills in the neighbourhood of this town
are full of excavations, which perhaps originally served to

receive the mummies of Chemmis, and afterwards to

shelter the Christians during the cruel persecutions of

Diocletian. [See Egypt, Society—Ritter, Afric.]

ACHRAS, a genus of tropical plants belonging to the
natural order Sapoteoe. The name strictly belongs to the

wild pear, and seems to have the same root as Acacia, Acan-
thus, and other words indicating something prickly. Lin-
noeus, with a capriciousness too usual with him, gave it to

this West Indian genus, which has nothing whatever in com-
mon with the pear.

Generic Character.
Calyx divided into six parts. w

Corolla monopetalous, divided into six lobes.

Stamens twelve ; of which six are sterile, and fix fertile.

Ovarium with from six to twelve cells.

Fruit resembling an apple, with from one to twelve seeds,

contained in hard bony nuts, which have a shininff coat, s.nd

a long hard scar over the whole of their inner an^le.

The genus contains only one species, which yields a co-

Irious milky fluid when woundea. Its leaves are entire,

eathery, undivided, shining, of a lanceolate form, with-

out stopulss. The flowers are large, white, bell-shaped,

and grow singly from the axillro of the leaves. This is called,

in the West Indies, the SapodiUa Plum, and Nispero by the

inhabitants of New Spain. The fruit in size and shape
resembles a bergamot pear : like the medlar, it is only eaten

in a state of decay ; before that period it is austere and un-
eatable, but in the proper state it is so rich and sweet, as by
some to be considered only inferior to the orange. For other

presumed species of Achras, see Lucuma.
ACHROMATIC. An optical term, derived from the

Greek, and signifying * without colour/ It is used in

speaking of telescopes and other combinations of glasses, to

designate those which are so contrived that the light which
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is broken into various rays of different colours by one glass,

is re-collected, or nearly so, by another: so that the image

does not present those coloured fringes round its edge,

which are always observable in bad telescopes.

It is well known mat light is not a simple body, but is

di\ided or decomposed into various colours by pas>mg it

through glass, or any other transparent substance, the sides

of which are not parallel to one another. [See Society's

Optics, eh. viii. ix.: also the articles Prism, Spectrum.] That

is, whenever an object is seen through a common lens, there

are, in fact, several images which arise from rays of different

colours being collected at different points, as follows—
Fig. 1.

a n is the section of a double convex lens, which may be

made by the revolution of the figure a n about the axis or.

We suppose rays to fall upon it coming from a point in the

axis or so distant from the lens, that they may be consi-

dered as parallel. The light in passing through the lens is

refracted; that is, the rays of each separate colour are di-

rected nearly to the same point, the violet rays being

brought nearest to the glass at v, and the red rays being

farthest from it at r. Between v and R will be scattered a

succession of images of those colours which lie between the

violet and red. In this we observe two distinct effects.

First tiie general refraction of the rays, by which they are

bent so as nearly to meet in one point. This is usually

measured by the mean ray, or the colour which foils in the

middle between v and r; and of two lenses of the same
form, but of different substances, that is said to have the

greatest refraction which brings the mean image M nearest

to c, the centre of the lens. Secondly, the separation of

the images v R, which bears a certain proportion to c m,

is called the dispersive power of the medium. Thus, if two
lenses of the same form, but different substances, have v R
the same in both, it does not follow that the dispersive

powers of the two are the same. If c M should happen to

be in the first substance double of what it is in the second,

v R being the same in both, the dispersive power of the first

would be only half that of the second. The dispersive

power is found thus :—Divide the difference between the
refractive indices (see Refraction) for red and violet

rays, by the refractive index of the mean ray diminished by
unity. To make ab achromatic, we must find another
substance, differing from the substance of a b, so that some
lens of it, placed before ah, will collect the light scattered by
ah, without causing the rays again to become parallel to

one another. To do this we first lay down the following

rules for computing the distance of any one image from the
centre of the lens, or what is called the/on// distance of that

image. These may be seen more at length in the art. Lens.
I. There are six species of lenses, made by the revolutions

of the following figures about the axis :

—

A C H

III. To find the focus, that is, either the point at which

the ravs really do converge, or that from which they appear

to di\erg<\ diude the product of the radii of the surfaces bv

their sum, when both sides are of the same name (that is,

for the double con\ex and double concave); by their dif-

ference, when the sides are of different names (that is, for

the meniscus or concavo-convex), and divide the quotient by

the refractive index of the substance, diminished by unity.

The result is the distance of the focus from the centre

of the lens. "When one side is plane (as in the piano con-

cave and plano-convex), divide the radius of the other

side bv the refractive index diminished by unity. For

common glass the refractive index is nearly S, or, according

to Dr. Brewster, varies from l'o to 154 for plate glass,

from IT) -Jo to 1*563 for croirn glass, and from 1*576 to

1 -0-1-2 for flint glass. This, diminished by unity, is nearly \

in all cases, and dividing by £ is the same as multiplying by

2. Hence, for a double "convex lens, the radii of whose

surfaces are 6 and 8 inches, the product of 6 and 8 divided

by the sum of 6 and 8 is 3 inches, and $ of an inch nearly

;

and twice this quantity gives 0 inches and $, or 4 inches

nearlv, for \\\v focal distance of the lens.

\\\ When two lenses are placed close together, one of

which has sharp edges and the other Hat, and parallel rays

fall on them, the focus of the two together falls on the side

of the stronger, or of that which has the least focal distance.

When both edges are sharp or both Hat, the focus of the

two falls on the same side as that of either lens.

V. The focal distance of such a compound lens is found

by dividing the product of the single focal distances by the

sum, when both are sharp or both Hat : or by the difference

when one is sharp, and the other flat on the edge.

To make one lens achromatic by the addition of another,

involves a process of reasoning which we shall omit, and

merely give the result :

—

1. No such single additional lens can give entire achro-

matism or absence of colour ; all it can do is to bring some

two images of different colours into the same place. If we

thus choose to bring the two extreme images together, the

remaining ones, though not actually brought into the same

place with the two first mentioned, will yet come so near them,

that, for practical purposes, the object in view will be attained.

2. A lens of the convex species, a double convex for in-

stance, may be made very nearly achromatic, by applying

to it one of the concave species, which fits one side of it ex-

actly, so that the section of the double lens shall be one of

the following

—

Fig. 3.

l V H
(i)-is called double convex ; (2) plano-convex; (5) plano-

concave ; and (6) double concave. The two remaining ones

(3) and (4) might be called ronravo-cemvex ; but tins

name is usually applied to (4) only, in which the concave

side belongs to the smaller circle : while (3), in which the con-

cave side belongs to the larger circle, is called the menisrus.

II. Of these, in (1), (2), and (3), parallel rays are made
to converge as in Jig. 1,—that is, they are actually col-

lected on the other side ot the lens: in (4), (5), and (6), on

the contrary, they are made to diverge,—that is. they are

not collected at all, but proceed as if ihey came from some
point on the same side of the lens as that on which they

fell ; the general rule is, that those with sharp edges make
parallel rays converge, while those with Hat edges make
them diverge. It is usual to give the name of convex to the

sharp-edged, and of concave to the Hat-edged lenses.

provided the materials of the two lenses have different dis-

persive powers.

The rule is:—Let the focal lengths of the two lenses be

in the same proportion as the dispersive powers of their ma-
terial. The substances usually employed are croirn glass

and flint glass; the former for the convex, the latter for the

concave lens.

The dispersive power of flint glass is nearly double that

of crown class ; while the refractive powers of the two are

nearly the same for the mean image. Suppose we have a

convex lens of plate glass, of 10 feet focal distance for the

mean image, which we wish to achromatize by a lens of

Hint glass, the refractive indices being as follows

—

I'.-.l. Mean. Vu.let.

Crown . . . 1*526 1533 1*547

Flint .... 1*623 1 *637 1 666

The dispersive power of the crown glass, or, as before

explained, the quotient of *021, the difference between the

red and violet refractive indices, divided by '533, is "O'Ol.

That of the Hint glass, or *043 dhided by 637, is '0675.

Hence, 10 is to the focal distance of the lens required as

• 03!) 1 to * 0675, or as 304 to 675, which gi\es 17 feet 2

inches nearlv, so that the focal length of the whole lens,

found as in rule (5), is about 24 feet.

If the focal length of the concave lens be too short for the

purpose, the defect may be remedied by separating the lenses

a little, instead of putting them close together.

By the preceding account, some idea may be formed of
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the manner in which chromatic aberration is destroyed
in the object-glass of a telescope. Newton, who imagined
that the dispersive and refractive powers were always
in the same proportion, thought it would be impossible
to construct an achromatic glass. This was first done,
as far as we know, about the year 1730 by Mr. Hall,
a gentleman of Essex; but he concealed his discovery.
Dollond (see his life) was the first who publicly made
achromatic telescopes. Huyghens had accidentally con-
structed an achromatic eye-glass, in the course of an experi-
ment for a different purpose. On this part of the subject
consult the article Tklkscopb ; we also refer the mathema-
tical reader to Mr. Coddington s Optics, and to a paper by
Professor Airy, on achromatic eye-pieces, published in vol.

ii. of the Cambridge Phil. Trans.
ACIDS. The acids are a numerous and important class

of chemical bodies. As the word acid is, in common lan-
guage, almost synonymous with sour, it might be supposed
that the taste of a substance would determine whether it

was included among the acids. The term has, however,
been so much extended by chemists beyond its original

meaning, that some bodies, which are nearly or quite devoid
of sourness, are considered as acids because they agree
with them in some other qualities. The acids are gene-
rally sour; usually, but not universally, they have great
affinity for water,' and are readily soluble in it : they
redden most vegetable blue colotfrs, and combine readily

with alkalis and earths, and act upon and unite with most
metals, or their oxides, with great facility. These are the
properties of the greater number of acids; but the last

only—namely, great powers of combination—belongs to

them all. Many acids are entirely natural products, some
both natural and artificial, while others are altogether the
result of chemical agency. They are derived from various

sources, and, except in the few particulars above-named,
they vary greatly in their properties. Thus, under com-
mon circumstances of temperature and pressure, some are

gaseous in form, as the carbonic acid ; others are fluid,

as the nitrous, or solid, as the boracic acid ; some require

water or a base to retain their elements in combination,
which is the case with the nitric acid, while others, as the

sulphuric, may exist independently of either. Most acids

are colourless, but the chromic is red ; some are inodorous,

as the sulphuric ; others pungent, like the muriatic acid

:

there are acids which are comparatively fixed in the fire,

the phosphoric for example ; others are volatilized by a more
moderate heat, which is the case with the sulphuric acid

;

whilst those which are pungent to the smell, like the muriatic

acid, are, to a certain extent, volatile at all temperatures.

No simple or elementary substance has the properties of

an acid, and consequently all acids are compounds of two or

more of them. In almost every case one of these elements is

either oxygen or hydrogen ; those acids which contain the

former are sometimes termed oxacids, and those into the

composition of which hydrogen enters are called hydracids.

Oxygen in some instances gives rise to different acids, by
combining with the same element in various proportions

;

thus, oxygen and azote form three acids, which is also the

case with oxygen and sulphur, and oxygen and phosphorus

;

but hydrogen does not in any case combine with the same
element to form more than one acid. The oxacids greatly

exceed the hydracids in number.
Acids occur in all the kingdoms of nature ; the phospho-

ric acid existing in bone is of animal origiu ; the citric and
the oxalic acid are products of vegetation ; while the chromic

and the arsenic acid enter into the composition of certain

minerals. In many instances, however, acids are not ex-

clusively derived from one source, but are sometimes pro-

duced by them all, and may be also artificially formed. This

is the case with the phosphoric acid, which occurs in animals,

plants, and minerals, and is formed whenever phosphorus is

burnt the citric acid is produced only by the process of

vegetation ; but the oxalic acid, also found in plants, may
be obtained by chemical agency. The carbonic and the

iulphurie acid are very common m mineral bodies, and may
alao b\? artificially produced ; the former is also one of the

results of respiration, combustion, and of animal and vege-

table decomposition; and both the carbonic and sulphuric

acid may be obtained by combining their bases with oxygen.

The chromic and the arsenic acid are found only in mineral

bodies, but they may be formed by chemical agency ; and,

indeed, except many of the vegetable acids, there are but

few which cannot be so prepared.

Soon after Dr. Priestley's celebrated and important disco-

very of what he called dephlogisticated air, in 1774, it was
found that several substances, such as sulphur and phos-
phorus, were converted into acids by combining with this

elementary gas. On this account it was assumed, hastily

and incorrectly, that all acids contained dephlogisticated air,

and derived their acidity from it ; on this account the name
oxygen was given to it, signifying acid-making, and it was
regarded as tne universal acidifying principle ; not, indeed,
that it always formed an acid when combined with a body,
but that no acid existed without it. It has, however, sinco
been found that there are acids, the muriatic acid for exam-
ple, which contain no oxygen: and, further, it has also been
proved, by the brilliant discoveries of Sir H. Davy, that
oxygen, by combining with certain elementary bodies, con-
verts them into alkalis; a class of substances possessing
properties diametrically opposite to those of the acids.

Although, as already mentioned, oxygen or hydrogen is pre-

sent in almost every acid, yet on account of the very different

classes of bodies of which they frequently form a part, they
are not regarded as acidifying principles : acidity, like form,

colour, and other less obvious properties, is to be considered
as the result of chemical action and combination, and not
as derived from the agency of any peculiar principles.

The means adopted for preparing the acids, whether from
the natural compounds which contain them, or by the direct

combination of their component parts, are almost as various

as the acids themselves. For an account of the processes

employed in obtaining them, and of the numerous and im-
portant purposes to which the acids are applied in medicine,

science, ana the arts, or for domestic uses, we refer the
reader to each particular acid.

It may be here proper to notice the method adopted by
the framers of the French nomenclature, in giving names to

different acids. It has been already mentioned, that oxygen
was supposed to be the acidifying principle, and it was found
that, by combining in different proportions with the same
substance, it formed acids of very different properties ; but
it was not then known that oxygen combined with any one
body to form more than two acids. It was, however, proved to

unite with sulphur in two different proportions ; and in this,

and similar cases, the name ofthe acid which contained least

oxygen was made to end in ous, and that which contained

more in ic ; thus sulphurow* acid contains less oxygen than
sulphuric acid.

Cases have, however, occurred during the progress of
chemical science, requiring an extension of this principle

:

an acid has been formed which contains less oxygen com-
bined with sulphur than in the sulphurous, and this is

called Avposulphurous acid ; and another containing more
oxygen than tne sulphurous, but less than the sulphuric,

and this is termed Ayposulphuric acid. An acid has also

been formed which contains more oxygen than the chloric

—

this has been called perchloric acid : tne term is objectionable

for reasons hereafter to be stated ; artchloric is a better, and
hyperchlorie the best name. Although in the course of the

present work some acids of minor importance will occasionally

be mentioned, the following are those which, as being used
either in scientific researches, in medicine, or the arts, will be

more particularly treated of in their respective places •

—

ACIDS.

Acetic Fulminic Nitrous

Antimonic Gallic Oloic

Antimonious Hydriodic Oxalic

Arsenic Hyclrobromic Oxichloric

Arsenious Hydrocyanic Pectic

Benzoic Hydroselenic Phosphoric

Boracic Hyponitrous Phosphorous
Bromic Hypophosphorous Pyrophosphoric

Camphoric Jlyposulppuric Saccholactic

Carbonic Hyposulphurous Sebacic

Chloric Iodic Selenic

Chloriodic Kinic Sclenious

Chlorocarbonic Lactic Stearic

Chlorocyanic Uthic Succinic

Chromic Malic Sulphuric

Citric Manganesic Sulphurous

Columbio Manganesioui Sulphocyanic

Cyanic Meconic Sulpho-naphthalie

Ferrocyanio Molybdic Sulpho-ornic

Fluoboric Mucic Tartaric

Fluosilicic Muriatic Titanic

Formic Nitro-muxiatic Tungstic
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ACONITE, WINTER. [See Eranthis]
ACONI'TUM, a genus of poisonous plants belonging

to the natural order Ranunculacea. From very early times

it has home the same name, and has been known fjr

the dangerous properties of many of its species. They
are all hardy, herbaceous plants, many of them of great

beautv; and are so easily cultivated, that one of them, A.

N a pel'! us is found in every cottagers garden. The English

rail I hem IVotj"s-banr, which name corresponds with the

French tue-loiip (kill-wolf). From all other ranunculaceous

plants Aconitum is at once known by its having the very

lar_ro uppermost segment of its calyx overhanging the

petals and other parts in the form of a helmet.

The common species, A. Napollus, is one of those in

which the greatest degree of virulence has been found to

reside.

It is a native of Alpine pastures

in Switzerland and other moun-
tainous parts of Europe. Its

leaves are very dark green, deeply

cut into from five to seven long

segments. The stem is about

three feet high. The il»\vers are

in long stiff spikes, and of a deep
blue colour; they appear from

May to July. All the parts of

this plant are extremely acrid,

especially the roots, which are

scraped and mixed with food to

form a bait tor wolves and other

savage animals. According to ^\
the observation* of Orfda, the

juice of the leaves introduced into

the stomach occasions death in a

short time : the root is far more
energetic. The poison acts upon
the nervous system, especially the

brain, producing a sort of phrenzy. Acomtum Nn

These properties are probably found in all the

the genus. A. cammarum, lycoctominu and anthnra

certainly equally dangerous. None of them, however, not

A. Sapcllns itself, can be compared for fatal energy with the

dreadful Bikh or Btsh of Nepaul, the Aconitumfern.v, which
seems to possess the concentrated power of all the European
species.

ACO'NTIAS, in Zoology, the name of a genus of ser-

pents established by Baron Cuvier for the purpose of distin-

guishing certain species hitherto confounded with the An-
gucs* or common snakes, but which recent observations have
proved to differ from these animals in their habits and
internal anatomy. The family of serpents which M. Cuvier
denominates Anguis, differs from all other apodal (footless)

reptiles in certain peculiarities of osteology and internal

structure, whereby they approximate more nearly to the

lizards than to the true serpents. Some writers have even
gone so far as to include them among the genera of the

lizard family, whilst others are more inclined to consider

them as forming a distinct and separate family of them-
selves, intermediate between the two. In fact, the generality

of these animals, though externally deprived of feet, have
yet an imperfect pelvis and a complete sternum, omoplate
(shoulder-blade) and clavicle, concealed beneath the skin ;

their bodies are uniformly covered, both above and below, with
small scales, as in the common lizard ; and the osteology of
the head is*in all respects similar. But these characters, so

unequivocal in other genera of the family Anguis, are for the
most part wanting in the Acontias, which are thereby defi-

nitely distinguished, and form, as it were, the passage from
the common snakes to the true serpents. It was upon these
considerations that M. Cuvier was induced to establish this

new genus. It is characterised by the absence of all the
bones which represent the extremities in the other angucs,
while it retains the structure of the head common to these
animals and to the lizards, and has the body similarly

covered with small scales only, without the horny plates

which guard its under surface in the common serpents, and
protect them from injur}' in the various rapid motions which
they perform.

As might naturally be expected from this conformation,

the progressive movements of the acontias arc very different

from those of common serpents. They do not glide along the

surface like these animals, but boldly carry their heads and
breasts erect, and if closely pursued defend themselves cour-

ageously, anddarl with the velocity of an arrow against their

assailant. Thniigh dreaded in their native countries, because

confounded with their venomous congeners, these animals arc

perfectly harmless, and neither possess the means n r>rha\c

th.' desire of being injurious. They have no poison fai)Lr>,

and their cheek-teeth are so small as, in some species, to he

barely perceptible. Their habits are gentle ; and they arc

so timid that they generally lly at the least noise, or, upon the

slightest appearance of danger, conceal themselves under
some shrub or tuft of grass, or even bun' themselves under-

ground when no other refuue is at hand.

•

L
Aconti.i» Me.ea^ns.j

The -pecies belonging to this genus are, generally speak-

in «j, of a small size; and, as their mouths are not sus-

ceptible of the enormous dilatation possessed by the true

serpents they are incapable of swallowing any animal
approaching to their own dimensions, and feed upon w»tius

and insects. Different species of acontias are found in

almost every part of the old world. The arid plains of Syria

and Palestine produce a species which has been mentii mj
by the prophet Isaiah (e. xxxiv. v. IV), under the Hebrew
denomination Ki]>pnz, improperly translated the great r,i I

in our common version of the Sacred Scriptures, but which
the learned Bochart (Hicrozoiron, pars post. lib. iii. cap. xi.)

has shown to refer more properly to the acontias or anguis
jaculus, the arrow or dart-snake of the Greeks and Romans.
Other species inhabit Asia Minor, Eirypt, and Persia; their

singular mode of progression could not fail to attract the

attention of the ancients, who often mention them by the

appellation which M. Cuvier has lately revived. India and
China have also their acontias ; and the Cape of Good Hope
produces a species without e}es.

Of the common Egyptian Acontias many fables are re-

corded by ancient authors, principally arising from con-
founding this really harmless species with the more deadly
and venomous serpents of the same localities. Asrathar-
chides, Diodorus, and Strabo, call" the Acontias the most
poisonous of all serpents, and consider its bite to be abso-
lutely incurable : /Elian relates that it will occasionally

spring to the distance of twenty cubits ; Galen, Isidoru*,

and others, say that it lurks among the branches of trees,

from whence it darts suddenly upon whatever animal hap-
pens to come within its reach ; and Aviceuna even adds
that it propels itself with so much force in these formidable
springs, as to bury itself, like an arrow, in the body of its

victim. All these fables, and many others recorded of this

serpent, plainly arise, partly from the habits and mode of
progression peculiar to the Acontias, and partly from con-
founding it with the Cerastes, or horned viper, the Dipsas
Asp, and other Egyptian species. Nor have the poets failed
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to contribute their share to the genera* stock ofwonders re-

lated of this animal. Lucan, for instance, often mentions it

with many of the attributes above recorded ; and indeed its

natural habits, without the aid ofimaginary qualities, are too

remarkable to be overlooked, even by the most inattentive

observer.

It is no part of our plan to give a complete enumeration
of the species which have been described as belonging to

this or any other common genus of reptiles. Such a dry and
formal catalogue would possess few charms for the general

reader, and be of little use to the scientific zoologist. We
must, therefore, refer those who are desirous of further in-

formation concerning the names and descriptions of these

serpents, to the works of Merrem, Schneider, Lacepede, and
Daudin, where their curiosity will be amply gratified.

ACORIN^E, in Botany, a section of Aroidbjs, which
tee.

ACORN, the English name of the fruit of the oak. [See
Qukbcus]
A'CORUS, the botanical name of the plant that produces

the drug called in the shops Calamus aromaticus. It belongs

to the natural order Aroidece, in the acrid properties of

which it participates in a slight degree, and is found abund-
antly in the fresh-water marshes of many parts of Eng-
land. It has a perennial, creeping, horizontal stem, as thick

u the finger, the whole of the under side of which emits roots

into the mud or soft earth, in which the plant uniformly

grows. From this spring many deep-^reen, sword-shaped
leaves, about three feet long. In the midst of all is a leaf-

like stem, from below the point of which protrudes a cylin-

drical, or rather conical, spadix of greenish flowers, which
are so closely packed together, that the stalk is not to be
seen. The leaves when bruised are fragrant ; for which
reason they were formerly employed to strew the floors of

rooms, or of churches, under the name of rushes. This
practice is still maintained in some places, where the plant

is common, as at Norwich, the cathedral of which city is

strewed with sweet rushes upon certain high festivals. The
flowers are so seldom produced, that it is a common belief

that they never are borne. Calamus aromaticus is slightly

aromatic, and is occasionally used as a stimulant ; but is

of Tery little importance. The part employed is the dried

creeping stem, or, as it is improperly called, root

[Aoovut Calamot.]

ACOSTA (JOSEPH D'), a Spanish writer of the
•ttteenth century. He was born at Medina del Campo in
wn, about the year 1539; and, before attaining the age

of fourteen, entered the Society of the Jesuits, to which his
four elder brothers already belonged. He was remarkable,
while pursuing his academic studies, for his diligence and
his rapid progress both in literature and science ; and on
finishing his course, he became Professor of Theology at
Orafia. This situation he retained till 1571, when he was
dispatched as a missionary to South America. He was
eventually made provincial of his order at Peru ; and did
not return to Spain till 1588. During his residence in
South America, he had employed part of his time in writing
an account of that continent, which was published at Seville,
in 4to. in 1590, under the title of HistoriaNatural y Moral
de las India*. This work, which has been often reprinted
(the edition of 1591, in 8vo., having received considerable
corrections and additions from the hand of the author), is

highly esteemed as an authority on the early condition of
South America. It has been translated into French, Italian,

German, Dutch, and English. The English translation,
which appeared at London, in 4to., in 1604, and again in
1684, bears to be performed by E.G., supposed to be the
initials of Edward Grimestone. There is also a Latin trans-
lation of the work in Part ix. of De Bry's CoUectiones Pere-
grinationum in Indiam. Acosta, after his return to his
native country, became a great favourite of Philip II., and
had successively the dignities of Visitor of his order for Arra-
gon and Andalusia, Superior of Valladohd, and Rector of
the University of Salamanca. While holding this last

situation he died on the 15th of February, 1600. Besides
the work we have mentioned, he is the author of another on
the same subject, published in 1589 in Latin, under the title

of De Natura Novi Orbis Ldbri Duo, which was afterwards
translated by himself into Spanish, and inserted in his his-

tory. He is also the author of several theological treatises

;

and, among the rest, of a volume of sermons, in Latin.—
[Moreri— Biog. Univ.— Robertsons America— Biblioth.

Scriptor. Soc. Jesu, a Ribadeneira, Allegambe, et SotvelloA

ACOTYLEIXDNES, orACOTYLEDONEiE, the name
of tb<; first class in Jussieu's Natural System of Bo-
tany. It is derived from the circumstance of all the
plants which it comprehends vegetating without the aid of
the seed lobes called cotyledons. Such plants are also in
all cases destitute of flowers, and are in fact the same as
what Linnceus called Cryptogamous. It having been found,
by more recent and exact observations—1. That many
plants, that really do bear flowers, have no cotyledons ; and
2. that all flowerless plants are altogether destitute of seeds,

so that they might as well be named aspermous as acotyle-

donous, because cotyledons can only be present in seeds

strictly so called, the term Acotyledones has fallen into dis-

use, and Cbllularks has been substituted for it, which
see.

ACOUCHY, a small species of Cavy, sometimes called

the Surinam Rabbit—(See Agouti.)
ACOUSTICS, a word derived from the Greek, and

signifying, the science of hearing. In treating this, and all

other general scientific terms, we shall confine ourselves to

the elucidation of those first principles, without which the
applications cannot be understood ; noticing the application

only so far as their mention can be made serviceable in

explaining and referring to particular articles for more
specific information. Thus the reader must consult the arti-

cles Pipe—Chord—Vibration—Harmonic—Speaking*
Trumpet*—Ear—Larynx—Echo, &c., for many explana-

tions, which it would be necessary to insert here, if we were
writing a treatise on acoustics.

We need not say what sound is, or dwell on the fact

that some sounds differ only in intensity or loudness, as
the reports of a cannon and a musquet; others in mu-
sical pitch, as two notes of the same instrument; others

a^ain in character or tone, or, as the French call it,

hmbre, such as the same note sounded on a flute and a
irumpet. This being understood by all, we proceed to

inquire what is the agent in conveying these different sounds
to the ear; in what ways it is acted upon in sounds of dif-

ferent loudness, tone, or character; and how far we can
explain a most remarkable phenomenon, though not gene-
rally believed to be such, on account of the frequency ofits

occurrence, viz., that we can hear and distinguish, at the

same time, almost any number of different sounds. Un-
fortunately, our knowledge is limited by the nature of tha

question, which requires the improvement of one of the most
difficult branches of mathematical analysis ; and by our very
imperfect knowledge of the constitution of matter, and the

No. 12.

—

Supplement. [THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.] Vol. L—

N
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effect which putting in motion some particles of a body has
upon the rest. Strictly speaking, we ought to say that

sound has no existence except in the ideas of the hearer

;

but, in accordance with common phraseology, we shall speak

of a body as semnding when it is in that state in which it

would produce the impression of sound, if the proper me-
dium were placed between it and the ear.

No body can produce a sound, as we know from observa-

tion, unless its parts be put into rapid motion. We have
evidence of this in a tuning fork, the string of a musical

instrument, the parchment of a drum, &e. Neither will

any sound be perceived Unless there is a continual supply

of solid or fluid matter, possessed of a moderate degree of

elasticity, between it and the ear. Thus a bell, when rung
in an exhausted receiver, hardly yields any sound ; and the

small portion which it does give may be altogether destroyed

or materially diminished by tinini? the receiver with cotton

or wool. The air is generally the medium through which
sound is conveyed ; but only because this is most commonly
the one with which the tympanum or drum of the ear is in

direct communication. A bell rung under Mater has been
very well heard at a distance of 12U0 feet by an observer

with his head under the same body of water ; those who
work in one shaft of a mine can often distinctly hear the

sound of the pickaxe in another shaft through the solid

rock : and persons wholly deaf, who therefore are not at all

affected through the ear, have received pleasure from music,

by placing their hands upon a shutter or other solid body

near the instruments. We confine ourselves particularly

to what takes place in air.

The body of air which surrounds us produces no sound if

it be all moved together, that is, if the velocity of all its

particles be the same. The highest wind makes no noise

except when it is forced against some obstacle, and the

sound of a cannon is heard in whatever direction the wind
may blow. Neither does the strongest band of music pro-

duce any sensible wind in any direction. It is therefore unto
some other sort of motion that we must look for the agent
of sound, and the manner in which sonorous bodies move
immediately points it out. If a tuning fork or a string be
struck, a rapid succession of vibrations is the consequence,

which, as we shall see, causes the particles of air to vibrate

in a similar manner. And we find, that in order to produce
a note, not only must there be a succession, but a raj, id

succession, of vibrations; experiments show that the ear is

not capable of receiving the impression which we call sound,

unless the particles of air in contact with it vibrate at least

thirty times in a second. The \ibration produced in the

particles of air by a sonorous body may be distinctly proved

by the following experiment. Let a tuning fork be sounded,

and while yet in vibration, let it be stopped by the linger. A
sensation will be felt for an instant, for which we have no
name in our language, arising from the prong of the fork

rapidly, but gently, striking the finger, and very different

from that produced by merely touching the fork when at

rest. Now, blow into a common llutc, stopping two or three

of the higher holes, gently. The same sort of sensation,

though in a much smaller degree, will be felt on that part

of the fingers' ends which is in communication with the in-

terior air. The fingers should be warm, and if the observer

be not used to the instrument, the effect is made more cer-

tain by tuning the string of a violoncello to the note which
is to be fingered on the llute, and then sounding the former

strongly, while the latter is held over it, with the fingers

placed as before. That any very violent and sudden noise

produces a concussion in the air even farther than the sound
can be heard, is proved by the fact, that the explosion of a

large powder-mill will shake the windows in their frames for

nearly twenty miles round.

We now proceed to describe, as far as the same can be

simply done, the motion which takes place in the air when
the impression of sound is communicated ; and here we
stop to explain a method of making the eye help the

reason in many cases. Suppose we wish to register what
takes place in the vibration of a spring, of which the posi-

tion of rest is ab, but which, having been set in motion,

{Fig. 1,) passes through all positions between AC and

Fig. 1

ad. The spring being at ac, and the linger or other dis-

turbing cause being removed, the elasticity of the metal

makes continued efforts to restore it to its first position a b,

by which it is made to move, and with continual ac-

cession to its velocity, until it actually does arrive at a b

where, if the velocity were suddenly destroyed, it would

rest. But the velocity still continuing, the spring con-

tinues to move towards ad, with a change of circum-

stances, inasmuch as the elasticity, now opposing its motion,

gradually destroys the velocity by the same steps as it

was before gradually created ; so that when the spring comes

to ad, it will be again at rest, but will not continue so, since

the elasticity will cause the same phenomena to be repeated,

and the spring will move back again towards ac. But for

friction and the resistance of the air it would again rear

h

a c ; it does not, however, get so far, owing to these cau.*s

which always diminish, and never increase, velocity. This

alternation will go on until the spring is reduced to a

state of rest. Similar phenomena occur in the motion of

a pendulum, of the string of a harpsichord, and generally,

wherever small vibrations are excited ic a body, whirl)

remove it, but not much, from its position of rest. We
miuht, perhaps, conclude, that each successive oscillation

is performed in a shorter time than the preeedine:, seems?

thai a less space is described by the spring. But this is ii"t

the fact: it can be observed, as well as demonstrated, that

the oscillations which take place before a body recovers the

effects of a small disturbance and resumes the state of rest,

are several! v performed, if not in the same time, yet so

nearly in the same time, that the difference may be entirely

neglected in most practical applications: for the reason if

which, see Oscim. \tion. Such being the case, we may

omit the elfects of friction and resistance, so far as the time

of vibration is concerned, and consider the spring as de-

scribing exactly the same path in each successive vibration.

Let DC be the line described by the top of the spring, which

we may call a straight line, since it is very nearly so. and

while the spring moves from d to c, imagine acurveoyc

to be drawn, in such a way that, the spring beinsr at t, the

perpendicular xy is the rate per second at which the top of

the spring is then moving. A little attention will show that

the curve we have drawn represents the various changes of

motion just alluded to: thus tb, the greatest perpendicular,

is over the point b where the spring moves fastest; and at

d and c there is no perpendicular, the spring coming to re>t

when it reaches those points. During the return from c to

n, in which the motion is the same, but in a contraiy direc-

tion, let a similar branch c/n be drawn, on the other side

of cd. We will call the whole curve dtc/d the tffl?
of

the double vibration of the spring, the two branches beinu

the types of its two halves. Now, suppose a column of air

incloMsl in a thin tube a b, which is indefinitely extended

towards n, but closed ut a by a piston which moves biu'K-

wards and forwards from a to c, and from c to a, after the

manner of a spring, the type of its motion being represented

by the curves on ac. And first let the piston be pushed

forward from a to c. If the air were solid, we should say

that a column of air A c in length would be pushed out of t.'.e

end b of the tube {Fig. 2.), in the time in which the pision

Fig. 2

is driven in. As to how far we should be justified in saying

so, we refer the reader to the article Elasticity; we cer-

tainly can have no notion that such an effect would be pro-

duced upon a column of elastic fluid like the air. Experi-

ment, as well as mathematical demonstration, show us that

though every particle of the fluid will finally be put in mo-

tion, yet that those particles which are nearer the disturbing

piston receive their first impression sooner than thos*? whicli

are more distant ; and we find that this successive propaga-

tion, as it is called, of the disturbance, goes on unijorinlij

at the rate of about J 125 feet in a second, the tempera-

ture being 62° of Fahrenheit; for example, a second m^1

elapse before those particles, which are 1125 feet d^nt

from a, will have their first news, so to speak, of wjia

is going on at *a, and in the same proportion for other

distances. It is also shown that the velocity of communi-

cation is not affected by the greater or less degree of uo"

lence with which the air is struck, but remains the same wr
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mmf toct «f disturbance. With such a velocity, we may
1st (hat the column of air made up of all the particles which
feel, or have felt, the effects of the disturbance, must be very
long when compared with a c, the extent of an almost in-

sensible vibration ; so that it will lead to no sensible error

ifwe suppose that the effect of the piston at every point of
its course is propagated instantaneously to c, and from thence
only, with the velocity of 1125 feet per second. We will

now consider what this effect is. Divide the whole length
AC,/gr. 3, into a large number of very small parts, described
in equalpart*, and instead of the piston moving continu-
ously, ana with imperceptible changes of velocity, along ac,
let it move by starts from each point to the next, with the

proper increase or decrease of velocity. In the figure we
have divided A c into ten parts, but the same reasoning ap-

plies to any greater number, and the reader may refer to

Acceleration for an instance in which the truth* as re-

gards motion gradually increased, is come at by a similar sup-
position. We havemuch enlarged a c (Fig. 3)» to give loom

Rg.Z.

itti14 • • 1 9*0 P q a s

far the figure : the readermay help his ideas by supposing that

ac is viewed through a powerful microscope, and the rest of
the tube by the) naked eye. Whatever may be the common
time of moving through each of the parts a 1, 12, &c., the
portions of the column affected by the starts of the piston
will be of the same length, and each will be as much of
1125 feet as the time of each start is of one second. Set off

ths lengths cp,pq, qr, &c„ each equal to this length, and
fbr the present let us agree to call the common time m which
the piston starts through Al, 12, &c. an instant. The
leader must near in mind throughout that we intend to carry
the supposition of dividing AC into parts to its utmost limit,

by which we shall have to suppose cp, fq, &c. very small,
though still great when compared with Al, 12, &c. We
alio think it right to repeat, that all the figure on the left of
c it immensely magnified, and that the propagation is sup-
pose* to be instantaneous from 1, 2, &c. to c. In the first

rntant, the piston moves through a 1, with the velocity p 1

per second, and forces the column of air a 1 into c p, which,
thertibre, has its density increased, or is compressed, the air

whjch was held in cp and a 1 together being now confined
is c p. As the propagation has hot travelled farther than p,
tat effect is just the same as if there had been a solid obstacle
st t during the first instant The portion cp is then com-
pisssed, strictly speaking, unequally, that is, the parts near
to c are more compressed than those near to p ; but on ac-
extat of the small length of cp, and the rapidity of the
transmission, we may suppose all the parts equally com-
passed. Again, the particles near c begin to move towards
r, tad for a similar reason we may suppose the velocities
of all the particles the same ; this velocity being that of
a during the first instant The reader must not confound
the absolute velocity of the several particles, which is always
xaall, with the rate at which they transmit their velocities
*od compressions, which is very great We will use the
Phrase that the portion c p has received its first compression.
"the piston were stopped at the end of the first instant, the
whole effect upon cp would be transferred to pq in the
wcopd instant, both as to compression and velocity, and the
Particles of cp would return to their first state, and receive
no farther modification. But in the second instant, the
P«Uon CP receives its second compression, which is greater
wan the first since a column 1 2 longer than a 1 is forced
"toit Suniiarlv the velocity is increased, being 2 q per
*»ond instead of Ip. .If the spring were then stopped, the
ww instant would see the portion p q transmit its velocity
and compression to qb, op to pq, and cp would resume its

&*tnral state. But in this instant cp receives its third
**^rsa*ioa, which is greater than the former two, and the
tuns process eoes on. each nc. l goes on, each portion transmitting its velocity

•^compression to the succeeding one, receiving in its turn
**•thank parted with, from the preceding. This continues
Ural the piston has reached the middle point of ac, after
*hjeh the compression of cp still continues, but becomes
jjjtsnd less in successive instants, because 56, 6 7, &c.
**B to 9c decrease in length, in the same way as a 1, 1 2,
^memaasd. When the piston begins to return through
<9. m the eleventh instant, the portion cp receives itsfirst

'

if ft* the air in cpnow occupies cp and 09;

the parades in cp therefore move towards c instead of ftom
it and the preceding modifications are successively repeated
in quantity, but changed into their contraries ; that is, each
portion undergoes successive rarefactions, equal in amount
to the former condensations, and the particles move towards
c with the same velocities which they formerly bad from c.

This continues until the piston reaches a again, after which
the same phenomena recommence in the same order. Thus
it appears that the absolute velocity of each particle is in the
direction of the propagation so long as it is compressed;
but in the contrary direction, when it is rarefied, and that

each particle, during the progress*of a double series of com-
pression and rarefaction, moves forward in the direction of

propagation, and back again to its former place, where it

rests, unless a third vibration follows the first two. W^en we
talk of the compression ofa particle, we mean that it is nearer

the succeeding particle, than it would have been in its na-

tural state ; and vice versa* for rarefaction. We may repre-

sent these phenomena in the following table, which, to save

room, is made on the supposition that ac was divided into

four parts, and might be equally well constructed if the

number of parts into which ac was divided had been greater.

The numbers in the top horizontal line are the succes-

sive portions of the tube, those in the left vertical column
the successive instants of time, and under any portion of the

tube, opposite to any instant of time, will be found the state

in which that portion of the tube is at that instant of time

:

1 denoting its first compression; I' its first rarefaction;

these latter numbers recommencing when a complete cycle

of changes is finished. The blanks denote that the effect

has not yet reached the corresponding particles.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 16

1 1

2 2 1

3 3 2 1
*

4 4 3 f 1

5 1' 4 3 2 1

6 2' 1' 4 3 2 1

7 3' 2' 1
# 4 3 2 1

8 4' 3' 2' 1' 4 3 2 1

9 1 4' 3' 2' 1' 4 3 2 1

10 2 1 4' 3' 2'. 1' 4 3 2 1

11 3 2 1 4' 3' 2' 1' 4 3 2 1

12 4 3 2 1 4' 3' 2' 1' 4 3 2 1

13 1' 4 3 2 1 4' 3' 2' 1' 4 3 2 1

14 2' 1' 4 3 2 1 4' 3' 2' 1' 4 3 2 1

15 3' 2' 1' 4 3 2 1 4' 3' 2' 1' 4 3 2 1

16 4' 3' 2' 1' 4 3 2 1 4' 8' 2' 1' 4 3 2 1

On casting the eye down any vertical column, we see the

state of the same portion in successive instants of time : on

looking along a horizontal column, we see the state of all

the portions of the tube at the same instant, as far as the

effect has reached them. Doing the latter, we see that all

the successive states are continually repeated, in such a way

that whatever states two portions may be in, the interme-

diate portions have all the intermediate states. There is

also at the beginning an unfinished series in process of for-

mation. If we look down a column, we see that any one

particle successively undergoes the different states, from the

moment when the effect first reaches it. We shall now sup-

pose the division of a c to go on without end, and examine

the final result The different states of compression or

rarefaction will then become more and more numerous, but

the difference of quantity between each and its preceding

will become less and less, so that when we at last give to

the piston a continuous or gradually increasing and de-

creasing velocity, we must also suppose a continuous or

gradually increasing and decreasing compression or rare-

faction of the air Si the tube. This being premised, we

return to the figure, and construct the type of the mo-

tion of the piston, both backwards and forwards, and also

the type of the state in which the particles of air actn-

atty are for two or three several posakms of the spring;

N2
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os in the figure below, which we proceed to explain.

Fis. 4.

(1)

<2)

(3)
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In fig. 4 (1), the piston has travelled from A to the small

perpendicular, through something more than a quarter of a

vibration : the first disturbance has reached d, and the curve

d k is the type of the state of each particle as to velocity
;

that is, the perpendicular f o is the rate per second at which
the particle f is moving from c, and the same for every other

perpendicular.

If the piston be performing its third complete vibration,

or its second vibration forwards, there will have been a pre-

ceding series of compressions and rarefactions propagated
onwards, as in the figure 4 (1). In./fe". 4 (2), a vibration for-

wards has been completed ; the curve on c d now represents a

complete undulation, as far as the compressions are concerned.

lnfg. 4 (3), the return of the piston has commenced, and the

particles between c and d are rarefied, and moving towards

c ; this we explain by placing the type beneath the tube, and
dotting the curve; fg expressing the velocity per second of

the particle f towards c. The length of the whole wave c d is

easily calculated. If, for example, the single vibrations of

the piston are made in T$ 5 of a second, the first impulse will

have travelled through one hundredth part of 1125 feet, or

1 1} of a foot. This is the length of c n, in fg. A (2). The
complete series of compressions is called a wave of com-
press-ion; and that of rarefactions a wave of rarefaction.

And the same type which represents to the eye the velocities

of the various particles, will also serve to represent the

degrees of compression or rarefaction. For those particles

which are moving quickest from c arc most compressed,
and those which move quickest towards c are most rarefied.

In returning to figure 3, we sec that Al, 12, 2 3, &c,
are spaces described in equal times, and are therefore in

the»same proportions as the velocities, that is as 1/?, 2*7, 3r,

&c. But these spaces, in the preceding explanation, are

proportional to the degrees of condensation ; these latter

then are proportional to the velocities. If, then, we suppose
the series of compressions and rarefactions to have gone on
for some time, and an unfinished wave of compression to

have been formed at the instant we are considering, we may
represent the whole state of the particles in the tube at

that instant by the following figure

—

(Fig. 5):

—

h g n
is a line parallel to the tube, and therefore g f ks of the
same length for all positions ofF. It is to be made 1125
feet in length. Its use depends upon the following pro-
position : — That in the simple undulation which we are
now considering, so long as the disturbance is small, the
velocity of any particle bears to the velocity of pr<rpagation
(two very distinct things, as we have before observed) the
same proportion as the change in the density bears to the

Fig. 6

The types of the waves are different portions of straight
lines, one whole condensation and rarefaction taking place,
as indicated^ by Kan be in the first, and by Lppqq in the
second. We suppose the waves to commence together.
This supposition, of the condensation and rarefaction pro-
ceeding in such a way that their types shall be parts of
straight lines, is not to be obtained in practice, since, as we
have seen, such motion as that of a spring, and we may
add of a string or drum, would produce regular curves.
But it is as allowable in illustrating the effects of combined
undulations as any other; and if, moreover, we round the
corners of the types of the single waves, thus making them
present an appearance similar to that in the preceding
figures, a slight rounding of the corners of the broad line
will show sufficiently well what the combined wave would

density of undisturbed air. This follows from the investi-

gation attached to fg. 3 : for, in the fourth instant for ex-

ample, the column 3 4 of air is forced into c p, and 3 4 and

cp being spaces described in equal times with velocities

Fig. 5.
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A 8 and 1125 feet per second, are spaces proportional to these

velocities. And the compression will be the same if we in-

crease cp in any proportion, provided we increase the quan-

tity of air forced into it in the same proportion. A similar

proposition holds for rarefactions. Or. in other words, fk

being the velocity with which the particle at f is moving

towards/:, the rarefaction of the particles at F is that which

would be obtained by allowing the air naturally contained in

a tube gf, 1125 feet long, to expand into the length ok.

Similarly, the compression at l is that which would be

obtained by compressing the air in a tube nl into the

shorter tube nm. If we wish to see the state of these par-

ticles at any succeeding instant, let the curvilinear part of

the figure travel uniformly forward at the rate of 1125 feet

per second, new curves being continually formed and finished

at c : we shall thus have the state of the whole tube at any

succeeding moment. Before proceeding to apply this ex-

planation to the phenomena of sound, we must see what

will take place if the tube be agitated by several different

undulations at once.

All readers, however little acquainted with Mechanics,

are aware, that if a body be impressed by two forces in the

same direction, it will proceed with the sum of the velocities

produced by the two forces ; and with the difference of the

velocities, if the forces strike in contrary directions, the mo-

tion in the latter case being in the direction of the greater

of the forces. Hence, if there be different undulations ex-

cited in the same column of air, the velocities of each par-

ticle will be made up of the mm or difference of those

which it would have received from each undulation, had

each acted alone ; the sum when it would have been com-

pressed by both, or rarefied by both, and the difference

when it would have been compressed by one and rarefied by

the other. And the compressions or rarefactions being pro-

portional to the velocities, a similar proposition will hold of

them. Underneath we have represented the state in which

a column of air would be at a given instant from two differ-

ent waves, the types of which are drawn, and the broad

line is the type 'of their united effects. We know [see

Incommensurable] that any two lengths are either in

the proportion of two whole numbers, or if not, two whole

numbers can be found, which are as nearly proportional to

them as we please. We have, to take a simple case, drawn

the lengths of the waves in the proportion of 5 to 4. (Fig* 6.)

have been, if the preceding figures had been rounded. And
the supposition of rectilinear types facilitates the drawing of

such figures, (which we would recommend to our readers,)

since, as they will observe, the type of the combined wave

consists also of portions of straight lines which break off

only when the type of one of the single waves changes

from one line to another. The general rule for forming

the broad line, derived from a preceding observation, is

—let the perpendicular or ordinate [See Abscissa] be

the sum of the perpendiculars of the types of the waves,

when they fall on the same side of ap, and the differ-

ence when they fall on different sides ; observing, in the

latter case, to let the broad line fall on the side of that wave

which has the greatest perpendicular. Thus at the first v,

mt is the sum of m u and m v, and particles at M are in a
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greater state of compression than the first wave would give

them, which arises from the second ; similarly at the se-

cond m there is an increase of rarefaction. At n, the air

2i oompres8ed by one wave, and rarefied by the other, but
more compressed than rarefied. At p, b, q, c, &c, where
one of the waves causes neither compression nor rarefaction,

the broad line coincides with the other wave.
On looking at the figure thus produced, we see

—

1. That it is composed of a cycle of successive compres-
sions and rarefactions, in which, however, the rarefactions

differ in kind from the preceding compressions ; so that we
must not give the term wave to each set of compressions or

rarefactions, as we reserve this word to denote cycles of

changes, which are following by similar cycles of contrary

changes.

2. That when the lengths of two waves are as five and
four, four of the first will be as long as five of the second ; so

that the waves recommence together at w, but not exactly as
before, the wave of condensation from the first being accom-
panied by the wave of rarefaction from the second. This
difference, however, is not found at the. end of the second
similar cycle of four and five ; so that after eight of the first

wives, corresponding to ten of the second, the combined
wire begins again to have the same form as at first.

3. The complete cycle denoted by the broad line may be
divided into two, joining at w; in the second of which a
series of rarefactions is found similar to every series of com-
pressions in the first, and vice versa. We may, therefore, give

the name of wave to the part of the broad line intercepted

between a and w, consistently with our definition ofthis word.

4. If the waves had not begun together, a wave would
have resulted of the same length as the preceding, if

we began at any point where the compression from
one was exactly compensated by the rarefaction from the
other.

5. Ifboth waves had been of the same length, the result-

ingwave would have had that length ; or if the first wave had
been contained an exact number of times in the second, the

resulting wave would have been of the length of the second.

*fe.8.

neither compressed nor rarefied; for it is evident that, what-

ever condensation or rarefaction a particle experiences from

the wave moving to the right, there is a contrary rarefaction

or condensation from that which moves to the left. But every

particle has the velocity derived from either wave doubled

by the other. Again, the particular points a, b, c, d, &c,
are never put in motion ; for it is plain that by the time

toy point p comes over c, giving it the velocity of pp to

the left, the point Q, similarly placed on the other wave,

will also have come over c, giving it the equal and con-

trary velocity Q<? ; so that, as far as velocity is concerned,

all the impression produced on a, b, c, d, &c., is equivalent

to two equal and contrary velocities, or to no velocity at all.

But when p has come over c, the compression, answering

to pp, is doubled by that answering to Qq. So that the

particles at a, b, c, &c., undergo no change of place, but

only condensation or rarefaction. Also the particles at

a, b% &c., halfway between a and b, b and c, &c., never

We subjoin a cut, representing a wave contained three- times
in another wave, and the resulting wave. (Fig. 7.)

Fig. 7.

We have hitherto considered combined undulations as
propagated in the same direction : let us now take two waves
of equal lengths propagated in opposite directions, arising,

as we may suppose, from two pistons, one at each end of the
tube. After a certain time, depending on the length of the
tube, two waves will meet, by which we mean that the par-
ticles will begin to be affected by the motion of both pistons,

and the manner in which the joint effect is represented is

the same as before, though the phenomena are very differ-

ent. In the former case, having represented the resulting

wave at one instant, we could trace the change of state

throughout every particle of the fluid, by supposing the type
of that resulting wave, or a succession of such types, to move
along the tube at the rate of 1 125 feet per second; in the
present case, the waves are propagated in contrary direction,

so that any given effect from the first wave is no longer
continually accompanied by another given effect from
the second wave. We must also recollect, that the motion
of the particles in each wave of compression is in the direc-

tion of the propagation ; so that a particle under the action

of two waves of compression, has opposite velocities im-
pressed upon it, and therefore moves with the difference of
the velocities ; and so on.

Now let a, b, c, d, &c, be the points where the two series

of waves meet in the axis, and let us choose the instant of

meeting for the time under consideration. Let the con-

tinued line represent the waves propagated from left to

right, and the dotted line those propagated from right to left,

as marked by the arrows at the parts at which they end

;

the arrows above them representing the directions of the ab-

solute velocities which the waves over which they are placed

give to the particles. (Fig. 8.) All the particles are now

undergo compression or rarefaction, but only change of

velocity. For by the time any point r, from one wave,

has come over a, with the condensation answering to Rr,

s will have come over it from the other, with the equal rare-

faction answering to s#; so that the effect of the com-

bined waves upon a, is always that answering to equal con-

densation and rarefaction, or no change at all. But the

velocities answering to Rr and s* are equal, and in the same

direction ; so that the points a, b% &a, have the velocities

which one wave would have given them doubled by the

other. Hence at a, 6, c, &c, the particles suffer no change

of state, but are only moved backwards and forwards. Now,
let the time of half a wave elapse, in which case the types

of the undulations will coincide, and those parts will be

over the capitals on the axis, which are now over the small

letters, and vice versa
1

, as in fig. 9, wliere the coincidence is

denoted by a continued and dotted line together, the latter

being, of course, a little displaced. (Fig. 9.)

Fig. 9.

Half a wave smce, all compression and rarefaction had

disappeared throughout the tube, the velocity of every par-

ticle being double that which either wave would have caused.

The case is now altered ; no particle has any velocity, since

there are the signs of equal and contrary velocities at every

point of the tube ; but every particle is either doubly com-

pressed, or doubly rarefied, except a, b, &c, which, as we

proved, are never either compressed or rarefied. In one more

half wave, the phenomena of the first supposition will be

repeated; that is, all condensation or rarefaction will be

destroyed throughout, the particles, however, being all in

motion, except a, b, &o., but in directions contrary to those

they had at first ; while, at the end of a fourth half wave, the

phenomena of the second supposition will be repeated, that

is, all velocity will be destroyed, the particles being all con-

densed or rarefied, according as they were before rarefied or

condensed. The reader may easily convince himself or

these facts by drawing the corresponding figures. To put

the results before the eye, suppose the tube to be of a highly

elastic material (thin Indian rubber, for example), so as to

bulge outwards a little when compressed from the interior, or

to contract in diameter by the pressure of the outward air

when the inward is rarefied. Recollect, also, that a, b, c,

d, &c., remain without motion, their only change being con-
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dcnsation or rarefaction ; while a, b, c, &c, are never com-
pressed or rarefied, their only change being that of place.

We exhibit side by side the successive appearances of the

tube, and the relative situations of the types between a and

c, the arrows always representing the direction of the

motion of the particles. A half-wave elapses between each
two configurations. {Fig. 10.)

These phenomena will recur in the same order, and this

(1)

(2)

<3)

(4)

mode of undulation, though it is necessary to show how it

arises from the combination of two waves, is nevertheless

more easy to be explained by itself than either of these two.

For if we recollect that when particles of air move away on
both sides from a given point, there must be a condensation
in the parts towards which they move, and a rarefaction in

those which they quit, (2) will evidently follow from (1).

At this second period, the elasticity of the air will have
opposed and destroyed the velocities of the particles ; so that

there now only remains a tube of particles at rest for the
moment, condensed towards the ends and rarefied in the

middle. There will, therefore, immediately commence a
rush of air towards the rarefied parts, which will end by
producing the state represented in (3), where equilibrium
is restored, as far as compression and rarefaction are con-
cerned ; but where, at the moment under consideration,

nothing has yet taken place to deprive the particles of
the velocity which they received from the elasticity of the
air before the natural state was recovered. There is

now a motion of particles, in all directions, towards b,

which will go on producing compression at b, and rare-

faction at a and c, until all the velocity is destroyed.
This is the state represented in (4). from which (1) follows

again ; and so on. The states of tlie column intermediate
between the times of (I), (2), &c, are easily imagined.
Between (1) and (2) the compression at the extremities will

have begun : but not yet to the complete destruction of the
velocities. Between (2) and (3) the motion of the particles

towards the middle will have begun ; but will not yet have
placed them in their natural positions ; and so on. The
particle at b is evidently never in motion, being always
equally pressed on both sides. The same -would be seen of
a and c, if the tube were extended on both sides.

It is evident also, that except at the instant when com-
pression and rarefaction arc all destroyed, there must be
a point at which the transition occurs from condensation to

rarefaction ; and vice vend. It is not, however, so evident,

in this way of viewing the subject, that these points always
remain in the same position at a and b, which is the result

of our previous investigation. The reader must however
recollect, that, when we talk of the points a and b being
always free from condensation or rarefaction, we do not say
that it is the same air which is always uncondensed or un-
rarefied, but only that the different portions of air, which
pass by a and 6, are in their natural state at the instant of
the passage.

Now it must be evident, that if, in the motion of a fluid,

there be certain narticles which remain at rest, it is in-

different whether we suppose those particles to be fluid or

solid ; for all that we know of a solid, as distinguished from
a fluid, is, that the particles of the latter yield sensibly to

any applied force, while those of the former do not. Hence,
when such impulses are communicated to a fluid, that some
of its particles must remain at rest, the question never
arises, so to speak, as to whether those particles would, or

would not, move with the fluid, or resist, if the conditions of

motion were so altered, that forces, which did not counter-

balance, would be applied to those particles. Let us now

D

suppose that a solid diaphragm is stretched acros* the tube

at a ; the motion will still continue exactly as before ; and we

may produce this species of complex undulation by a piston

at one end only of the tube, provided the other end be closed.

For, on this supposition, all the successive states into which the

air at the end furthest from the piston is brought, cannot he

communicated to the outside air, and must, therefore, be either

retained, or returned back again through the column of air.

The latter effect results ; and the returning wave, which is

of the same kind as the advancing wave, produces the phe-

nomena just explained. If a and b were both closed during

an undulation, no piston would be necessary, if it were not

that there is no substance but what will vibrate in some

small degree, and the vibrations communicated to the tube

from the internal air gradually destroy the internal motion,

by the communication of motion to the external air.

We have hitherto considered only the motion of air in a

small tube, and have found that the velocity of the particles,

as well as the condensation and rarefaction, may be propa-

gated undiminished to any extent. The case is somewhat

different when we consider undulations propagated in all

directions at once. Imagine a small sphere, which is uni-

formly clastic in every part, and which, by some interior

mechanism, is suddenly diminished in its dimensions, and

afterwards as suddenly restored. A wave of rarefaction and

condensation will be propagated in every direction ; which

wave, at any instant, will be contained between two sphere*,

concentric with the sphere already mentioned, the radii of

which differ by the length of the double wave : at least,

unless there be some reason in the state of the atmosphere,

why the propagation should take place more quickly in

one direction than another. We have no reason, at first

sight, to suppose that the velocity of propagation would be

exactly, or even nearly the same as if a portion of the air

through which the waves pass had been contained in a tube,

unconnected with the exterior air. But it is found, both by

mathematical analysis and experiment, that the velocity of

propagation remains unaltered in both cases ; and also that the

absolute velocities of the particles diminish. This last is a

natural consequence of a very simple principle—namely, that

when one body, or collection of bodies, strikes a larger body,

or collection of bodies, in such a way that its whole motion

is destroyed, the velocity of the larger body will not be so

great as that of the communicating body, but less in the

same proportion as its mass is greater. The law of this

diminution should be, from theory, inversely as the dis-

tance ; that is, by the time the wave has moved from 3 miles

to 5 miles, the compressions and velocities should be as

5 to 3 : but we have no direct means of submitting this to

experiment, the absolute velocities being imperceptible.

We now proceed to the application of these principles.

We know that when the air is violently or rapidly propelled

in any direction, that undulations such as we have described

are produced, and that the impression called sound is pro-

duced also. When a gun is fired, the great elasticity of the

gases which are disengaged by igniting the gunpowder, forces

the air forward out of the gun, which the instant afterwards

is allowed to return. If feathers or dust be floating in th«
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aw, they have been observed to more towards, and then

back again, jttst as we have found the particles of air around

them would do in the course of a double wave. The inten-

nty or loudness of the sound seems to depend upon the

greatest absolute Telocity of the particles, and not at all

upon the velocity of propagation, which is found to be the

same for all sounds. Thus in a musical chord, spring or

drum, the harder the metal or parchment is struck, the

louder is the sound, but without any difference of tone, cha-

racter, or velocity of propagation. There is no instrument of

which the sound may not be made louder or weaker without

any other change than giving greater velocity to the imme-
diate cause of sound. We will not enter further into this

part of the subject than to observe, that, generally speaking,

we are not authorized to say that sound travels with equal
loudness in all directions. It might do so in the case where
it was communicated by the sudden contraction and ex-
pansion of an elastic sphere, as above supposed ; but this is

a supposition which we cannot put in practice. If a tuning
fork be sounded and turned round in the hand while held up
before the ear, very perceptible diminutions and augmen-
tations ofloudness will be perceived.

The immediate communicator of sound is the tympanum
or drum of the ear, an elastic membrane, which is set in

vibration by tbe motion of the particles of air against it, and
vibrates in the same time with them. The impression is

conveyed to the brain by certain neighbouring nerves. [See
Bar.] We might expect, that when the wave of sound is

of considerable length, we should hear its different parts,

that is, feel a difference between the beginning and end
where the velocities and compressions are small, and the
middle where they are greatest. This happens to a small
extent, in the difference, for example, between the ' roar' of
a cannon and the * report' of a musket. No explanation
can convey a better idea of the difference than these two
words. These simple uncontinuing sounds are the result of
few waves, there bein^ no cause for their continuance.

We have not room in this article for any discussion of the
Banner in which sounds are conveyed through other bodies

besides air, for which see Vibration. Noises conveyed
through solid bodies travel generally quicker and are heard
better; the scratch of a pin may be distinctly perceived

through a long spar ofwood, though inaudible by the person
who makes it With regard to gases, both theory and ex-
periment agree in enabling us to assert, that any two of the
tame pressure and temperature, (that is, in which the baro-
meter and thermometer would stand at the same height,)

convey sound with velocities which are inversely as their

densities. Thus, air being about thirteen times as heavy
u hydrogen, the velocity of propagation in the latter is about
thirteen times that in the former. Such a result cannot be
directly submitted to experiment ; but, as we shall see in the
article Pips, there are methods equally certain for ascer-
taining the truth.
The velocity of sound had been determined by experiment

before the time of Newton, who gave the first mathematical
station of the question, with the following result : that if

the atmosphere, instead ofdecreasing in density as we ascend
it, were all to be reduced to the density at the earth's surface,

but to be so diminished in height, that the pressure at the
earth's surface should not be altered, the velocity of propaga-
tion would be that acquired by a heavy body falling unresisted
from half the height of this homogeneous atmosphere. This
reasoning, however, gave the velocity nearly one-sixth too
snail ; and the cause of the difference was afterwards sup-
plied by the sagacity of Laplace. This we shall try to ex-
plain. We know that air and all gases resist compression,
and will expand themselves if the pressure of the superin-
cumbent atmosphere be removed. Tnis tendency is what we
mean by the elasticforce ofthe air or gas. Ifwe take a column
of air reaching from the earth's surface to the top of the
taoftphere, the elastic force at any one stratum is equal to
the weight of the superincumbent column, since it balances
that weight Moreover, it is observed, that, at the same
temperatures, the elastic forces of two different strata are as
tbctr densities, that is, for air of half the density of common
vr. the elastic force is only half as great, and so on. It is

*bo observed that any increase of temperature increases the
clastic force if the density remain the same, and also that
compression always increases the temperature; and vice
ctftd. I£ therefore, a vessel of air were pressed into half
^dimensions, it would double its elastic force from the con-
densation, which would also receive a further addition from

the increase of temperature^ Again* if tbe fame were
rarefied into double its first dimensions, the elastic force

would be halved by the rarefaction* and receive a further

decrease from the diminution of temperature. The increase

or decrease arising from temperature would not last long,

since the altered mass would communicate heat to the sur-

rounding bodies in the first case, and receive it from them in

the second ; but in calculating such instantaneous effects as

the propagation of sound, it is evident they ought not to be
neglected. The supposition on which Newton went was,

that the elastic forces of two strata of air are always in the

same proportion as their densities, which is not true, unless
the temperatures are the same. We may also here remark,
that an alteration in the barometer only, produces no altera-

tion in the velocity of air; for, if the barometer rise, though
the pressure of the air is increased, yet the density is in-

creased in the same proportion ; that is, the force which is to

set each mass in motion receives no greater increase in pro-

portion than the mass which is to he moved. But a rise in

the thermometer, accompanied by no change in the baro-

meter, increases the velocity of sound, for there is an increase

in the elastic force, without any increase in the density. A
very good measure of this velocity made near Paris in 1822,

under the directions of the Academy of Sciences, gave
1118 feet per second at the temperature of 61° of F<threnheit.

Earlier experiments had given 1130 feet, which, if the

French measure is assumed as accurate, represents the

velocity at a somewhat higher temperature. The number
which we have adopted, viz., 1125 feet per second, at 62° of

Fahrenheit, is shown by Sir John Herschel, in his masterly

treatise on ' Sound * in the Encydopeedia Metropolitans to

accord very nearly with the mean of the best experiments.

Every increase or decrease of temperature of 1° of Fahren-
heit, causes a corresponding increase or decrease of 1^ of

a foot in the velocity of sound, which gives about 1090 for the

velocity when the air is at the freezing point We may add,

that in the present state of our knowledge of the manner in

which tbe temperature and elastic force of the atmosphere
are connected, observation and theory give results which
differ from one another by about a hundredth part of the

whole.
When the exciting cause of sound is continued, as A>r ex-

ample, when a board is scratched with a pin, we have a con-

tinued sound, caused by the succession of waves which the

ear receives, which waves we have no reason to believe are

all of the same length. But whenever the exciting cause is

one, the vibrations of which can be shown to be performed in

exactly the same time, so that the waves caused by them are

all of the same length, we perceive a sound which gives

pleasure to tbe ear, and has the name of harmonious or mu-
sical. This, however, only happens when the vibrations

are at least thirty in a second, or the wave of a sound at most
about 38 feet long. This fact is so well established, that we
may consider it as certain that the pleasure arising from
musical sounds is a consequence of the perfectly equal times

of the vibrations which produce them, and of its result, the

equal lengths of the sonorous waves propagated from them
through the atmosphere. This will not appear so ex-

traordinary, if we consider the very delicate nature of our
organ of nearing. A person of tolerable ear can distinguish

between two sounds, which only differ in that the one is a
consequence of 400 vibrations in a second, and the other of

405. We must therefore grant to the ear a much higher
power of perception as to sounds than the eye has as to length

or surface. Some increase of the perceptive powermay arise

from the very great number of vibrations, since a result in

some degree corresponding is observed in vision. If we look

at a large number of parallel lines ruled close together at

equal distances, any little deviation from parallelism or

equidistance is much more sensibly seen than when the

number of lines is small. And even to the eye, any
moderately rapid succession of objects of the same kind is

much more pleasing when they follow at equal distances

and periods of time.

The difference between two musical sounds, which we
express by saying that one is higher or lower than the other,

is a consequence of the different number of vibrations per-

formed by the two in the same time, and the sound which
we call higher has the greater number of vibrations. And
some sounds, when made together, produce an effect utterly

unbearable, while others can be tolerated ; others again are

extremely pleasant, while some, though very different in

pitch, appeal so alike, that we call them the same, only
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higher. It is found by experiment that two sounds axe

more or less consonant, when heard together, according as

the relation between their vibrations is more or less simple.

Thus, when two vibrations of the first are made in one
vibration of the second, (which is the simplest ratio possible,

when the sounds are really different,) that similarity is ob-

served to which we have just alluded ; the first sound is

•called the octave of the second, and both are denoted in

music by the same letter. When the number of vibrations

of the two are as 3 to 2, the one which vibrates three times

while the other vibrates two, is caded a fifth above the other

;

because in the musical scale of notes

Q fies our assertion that the ear delights in the simplest com-

Jf binations of vibrations. It would be hardly possible to

Cn) CDEFGABC 1 D 1 &c. place between 1 and 2, six increasing fractions where nume-

}j rators and denominators should, on the whole, contain smaller^
t numbers. We find, in the six intermediate fractions, only

the vibrations of c and o are in this proportion, and o is the I 2, 3, 4, and 5 singly, or multiplied by one another, no pro-

fifih sound reckoned from c. If the ratio of the vibrations
|
duct exceeding 15. Neither has the whole of this scale

be that of 3 to 4, that is, if the higher note makes four I always been adopted. It seems to have been formerly uni-

is agreeable. The same may be said of c and its sixth a,

in which the ratio is that of 3 to 5, or of s and its tmnor
sixth (see Music) c», in which the ratio is that of 5 to 8; or

of b and its minor third o, in which the ratio is that of 5 to

6. We write underneath, the common musical scale in the

treble cle£ with the denominations of the notes and the

fraction of a vibration which is completed, while the first c
completes one vibration, which fraction is greater than
unity, as the notes are rising. Thus while c vibrates once, d
vibrates once and one-eighth ; or 8 vibrations of c take

place during 9 of those of d.

This is the musical scale pointed out by nature, since all

nations have adopted it, or part of it at least It fully veri-

vibrations, while the lower note makes three, which is the

case with c and ksfourth r ; or that of 4 to 5, which hap-

pens with c and its third b ; the combined effect of the two

versal to reject p and b, thefourth and seventh of the scale

;

as is proved by the oldest national airs of the orientals, the

northern nations, and even of the Italians. [See Scalb.]

•
"

c
1

•

D
1

K F
1

a
1

A
t

B
V 2 1

F«

1

G'
3

A* &c.

V &c

*te. ii.

Tho following table will represent the proportions of the

lengths of the sonorous waves which yield the preceding

notes. These lengths decrease, as we have seen, as the

times of vibration decrease, or as the numbers of vibrations

in a given time increase.

Now, let two of these notes be sounded together, for ex-

ample, c and o, in which two waves of c are equivalent to

three of o. The resulting wave is, as we have seen in the

preceding part of this article, twice as long as the wave of

c, and the curve which represents the condensation ana

velocity of the particles of air is compounded, as before de-

scribed, of those of the waves of c and o. The ear is able

to perceive three distinct sounds, one of which is almost im-

perceptible, and indeed inaudible, unless carefully looked

for. The two perceptible sounds are those of c and o from

which the wave was made ; nor are we well able to explain

how this can be. Undoubtedly, if the curve, which is the

type of the compound wave, were presented to a mathema-

*

1 c
* D
I K
I F
1 G
I A
* B
i C»

" T i i i i I i i i i

i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I IIII 1 i i I i 1 1

r i i i i i i 1 i i i i i i i

i i i i i i i I i i i i i i ii
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ii ii

i i ii i i i 1 i i i i i i i i. i i

l ( i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i'

tician, he would be able, with consideration and measure-

ment, to detect its elements ; and to make that resolution

which is done by the most unpractised ear. But we may,
perhaps, assert that a savage, or a person totally unused to

music, would not separate the sounds, but if c and o were
sounded separately, and afterwards together, would imagine

he had heard three distinct notes. The third sound, which

js very faint indeed, is that belonging to the whole compound
wave, which, being twice a3 long as the wave of c, belongs to

the note called c, an octave below the first c of the preced-

ing scale, which may be denoted by c». We may perhaps

give an idea of this combination in the following way :—Let
us suppose a series of eauidistant balls to roll past us at the

rate of two in a second
4

, and another series at the rate of

three in a second,—and let us moreover suppose that these

balls roll in tubes placed one over the other, so that we only

see each as it passes an open orifice in its tube, as in the

figure.

Fig. 13.

£ .^-g^^j
''

J I s
It is evident that we tnus obtain tnree distinct succes-

sions : 1, that by which we might count 3 in a second from

the lower tube ; 2, that by which we might count 2 in a
second from the upper tube ; 3, that by which we might
count single seconds, from observing when two balls pass

together, and waiting till the same happens again. Ana we
must recollect that any sound, however unmusical in itself,

produces a musical note, if it be repeated regularly and
often ; so that it is not from the phenomenon itself, but from

the frequency of its succession at equal intervals, that the

pleasant sensation is derived. Thus in a passage, which
has a strong echo, that is, where waves are reflected from
wall to wall, as in the tube closed at both ends, already de-

scribed, if the foot be struck against the ground, a faint

musical note is heard immediately after the echo has
ceased. By the action of the foot, shorter waves are

excited, as well as the long wave, by the reflection of

which the echo is caused. None of these would be repeated
were it not for the reflection ; but when the main sound is

weakened by reflection, the shorter waves begin to produce
the effect of a musical note, being, as we must suppose,
less weakened than the longer wave. And we may here
take occasion to observe, what will be further discussed in

the articles Pipe and Chord, that it is difficult to excite a

perfectly simple wave, unaccompanied by shorter ones, which
latter are always contained an exact number of times in the
longer. Thus, if the note called c,, or an octave below c in

fig. 11, be struck on a piano-forte, the sounds o and x 1

(see the figure) will be distinctly heard as c becomes
weaker, the waves of these notes being respectively one-
third and one-fifth of those of c. When two notes are
struck together, the effect is not pleasing, except when the
numbers of waves per second in the two bear a very simple
proportion.

We nave noticed all the cases which the musicians call

concords; the remainder, though contributing much to the
effect of music, being called discords. Thus, if p and o be
sounded together, in which (fg. 11) p makes | of a vibra-
tion while o makes }, or f makes 8 vibrations while o makes
9, the effect is disagreeable, at least if continued for some
time. On the piano-forte, in which the notes when struck
subside into comparative weakness, this is not so much per-
ceived ; but on the organ, in which the notes are sustained,
the effect is intolerable, and accompanied by an apparent
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shaking of the note, producing what are called beats, which
we shall presently explain. Nevertheless, it becomes en-
durable, ifnot too long continued, provided f, the discordant

,

note, as it is called, is allowed to para to the nearest sound,

which will make one of the more simple combinations of

vibrations with o. The nearest such sound is e, which
makes 5 vibrations, while o makes 6. For further informa-

tion, we must here refer to the article Harmony.
We now come to the absolute number of vibrations made

by musical notes ; all that we have said.hitherto depending
only upon the proportions which these numbers of vibrations

have to one another ; so that any sound might be called c,

provided the sound produced by twice as many vibrations in

a second were called c 1
, and so on. We do not know that

any measurements have lately been made in this country,

but, from the Memoirs of the Academy of Berlin for 1 823,

it appears that the middle a of the treble clef, or the a in

fig. 11, was produced by the following numbers of waves
per second in the following different orchestras, showing a
mall rariation between them, but one by no means insen-

sible to the ear.

Theatre at Berlin 437-rifr

Paris, French Opera 431 #&— Comic Opera 427 -}vo— Italian Opera 424-rV
1

*

From this we may form an idea how many vibrations are

necessary to create the sensation of a musical sound, and
also at what point of the scale the vibrations per second
would become so numerous that this effect should cease. If

we take one of Broadwood's largest piano-fortes, and recol-

lect that they are generally tuned (for private purposes) a
little below the nitch of the orchestra, we shall not be far

wrong in assuming that the a above-mentioned on these in-

struments is the effect of 420 vibrations per second. The
lowest note, which is almost inappreciable (that is, though
perfectly audible as a sound, yet hardly distinguishable from
the notes nearest to it), is the fourth descending c from this

a. and the highest is the third f above it, though the c
above that, or the fourth ascending c from the a, can be
well heard, and may be had by whistling into a very small
key. We must however remark, that the point at which a
series of undulations ceases to give a sound either from its

slowness or rapidity, is different to different ears; sometimes
so much so, that while one person complains of a note as too

shrill, another cannot hear it at all. We write the above
scale below, putting the a, whose vibrations we know, in its

proper place,

—

C, C t C, C A C« C» C» O.
On looking at Jig. 11, we see that a makes 5 vibrations

while c makes 3 ; that is, a making 420 vibrations per
second, c makes 252 ; therefore, c , makes the half of this, or

126 ; c, makes 63, and c, 31 £. Again, c 1 makes twice as
many vibrations per second as c, or 504 ; ca makes 1008, c a

201 6, and c 4 4032 vibrations per second. That is to say, in

round numbers, the ear receives a musical impression from
any sound which arises from a number of vibrations between
30 and 2000; and we may certainly say that, in every
orcbestra, the hearers are employed in distinguishing and
discriminating between various rates of succession in the

undulations of the air around them from 60 to 2000 per

second.

We have previously alluded to a phenomenon of sound, or

rather of combined sounds, called a beat. If two notes whose
vibrations are either nearly in the same ratio, or nearly in one
ofthe simple ratios above-mentioned, be sounded together, the
effect of their being out of tune is a tremulous motion of the
sound, the pulsations or beats of which can be counted if the
notes be not too high. For example, suppose two simultaneous
notes whose vibrations are 100 and 104 per second. Here
25 vibrations of the first are made during 26 of the second;
and the reader who has studied the preceding part of this

article will see that the resulting wave is as long as twenty-
sis of the second waves ; but that if the waves from the two
be much alike in their types, this resulting wave will consist

cf a cycle of rarefactions and condensations very much
membling the separate waves. The whole resulting wave
king twenty-six times as lon^ as the second wave, will run

through all its changes four tunes in a second, whioh is not

sufficient to give a musical sound, but will only add to the

sound of one of the waves the periodical tremulous sensation

*bich is called a beat, which may be imitated by ringing

ihc syllables who, ah* in rapid succession on the same note

of the voice. For information as to the use made of these
beats, see the article Temperament.

It only remains to consider the different character of
sounds. The same note, as to pitch or tone, may be sounded
by a horn and a flute ; nevertheless, each instrument has a
character of its own, which enables every one to distinguish
between the two. It is not to the different loudness of the
two, for either, by skilful players, may be made to give the
weaker sound ; neither does it depend on the number of
vibrations, for that, as we have seen, determines only the
pitch of the note : the only difference between one wave and
another of the same length, is in theform of its type ; that
is, in the different manner in which the air is condensed
and rarefied. There is also only this feature left, to account
for the difference between the tones which different players
will draw out of the same instrument; since both Paganini
and an itinerant street musician would make the same string
vibrate the same number of times in a second. The late
Dr. Young, to whom the world is xmuch indebted on this
subject, as on almost every other, examined the string of a
violin when in motion, and by throwing a beam ofligltf
upon it, and marking the motion of the-bright spot which it

made, he found that the string rarely vibrated in the same
plane, but that the middle point would describe various and
very complicated curves, corresponding to different manners
of drawing the bow. [Lectures on Natural Philosophy,
vol. ii. plate 5.]

We give three specimens, merely to show how much the
vibration produced by one player may differ from that of
another. The waves proceeding from all three will be of
the same length, the vibrations being performed in the same
time ; but the condensations and rarefactions will evidently
be such as to give very different relative states to contigu-
ous particles of air. The middle of the stretched wire de-

Fig. 14.

scribes the curve on whioh it is placed, during what we
have hitherto called two vibrations.

It might tend to throw light upon this part of the subject

if practical musicians would observe, in the same manner,
the curves which they produce, and describe the different

qualities of tone arising from them. As yet, we have no
direct experiments which tend to connect any particular

form of vibration with any particular quality of sound. We
shall enter upon the best method of doing this in the article

Chord.
Some confusion arise in books on this subject, from the

use which different authors make of the words vibration and
wave. Some mean, by a vibration, a motion to and fro,

which, in this article, we have called two vibrations ; and by
a wave, the complete succession of condensations and rare-

factions, which we have called two waves, one of conden-

sation, the other of rarefaction. For further information, we
refer the reader to Sir J. Herschel's article, already cited, to

Robison's Mechanical Philosophy, Biot's Precis Elementaire
de Physique, and Pouillct's Trafth de Physique.

ACQUAPENDENTE, a town in the Roman States,

near the confines of Tuscany, on the high road from
Florence to Rome. (Lat, 42° 46' E., long. 11° 52'.) The name
is derived from the fall of water from the rock on which it

stands. It is built on a steep hill which rises above the river

Pagha, and is surrounded by walls, Girolamo Fabrizio, a cele-

brated anatomist and professor at Padua in the sixteenth

century, was a native of this town. It was but an in-

significant place until 1650, when Pope Innocent X. having
razed to the ground the neighbouring town of Castro,

where a bishop had been murdered, transferred the sea to
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Acquapendente. The town looks ill-built and dull: it

belongs to the delegation or province of Viterbo, and is

seventy miles N.N.W. of Rome. It contains a cathedral,

and about 2400 inhabitants.

ACQUITTAL (from the French acquitter, to free or dis-

charge) signifies a deliverance and setting free of a person

from a charge of guilt ; thus a man who, upon his trial for a

criminal offence, is discharged by the jury, is said to be ac-

quitted. The acquittal by the jury has, however, no force

in law until judgment has been given upon the verdict by

the court in which the proceedings are instituted.

After judgment of acquittal, if the party be indicted a

second time for the same offence, he may plead his former

acquittal as a bar or a complete answer to the second charge,

ana upon such former acquittal being admitted or proved,

the person indicted will be entitled to be discharged, as the

law will not permit a man to be twice put in danger of

punishment for the same offence.

ACQUITTANCE is a discharge in writing of a debt, or

sum of money due. A general receipt or acquittance m full

of all demanas will discharge all debts, except such as are

secured by what are termed specialties, viz., bonds and in-

struments under seal ; which are considered by the law as of

too great force to be discharged by a verbal concord and

agreement, or any less formal and solemn acquittance than

a deed. Where an acknowledgment of satisfaction is by

deed, it may operate as a pood answer to an action on the

debt, even though nothing has ever been actually received.

Courts of equity, and even courts of law, will, in some cases,

order accounts to be gone into anew, notwithstanding the

production of a general acquittance or receipt in full of all

demands, upon proof that such acquittance was obtained by
fraud or given under a mistake, and that the debt or other

demand has not been in fact satisfied.

ACRE, a measure of land, of different value in the dif-

ferent parts of the United Kingdom. When mentioned

generally, the statute or English acre is to be understood.

Its magnitude may be best referred to that of the square

yard by recollecting that a square whose side is 22 yards

long is the tenth part of an acre ; whence the latter contains

22 x 22 X 10, or 4840 square yards. The chain with which
land is measured is 22 yards long ; so that ten square chains

are one acre. This measure is divided into 4 roods, each

rood into 40 perches, so that each perch contains 30j square

yards. Thus :

—

a^ n«^ P-w.>, Square Side of equivalent
Acre. Rood. Perch. "JJ^ gquarei In yard*

1 9 4 = 160 =* 4840 69.5701

L
l « 40 = 1210 34.7851

1 = 30J 5.5

The Irish acre is larger than the English, inasmuch as

100 Irish acres are very nearly equivalent to 162 English
acres. More correctly, 121 Irish acres are 196 Englis hacres

;

but the former ratio points out an easier arithmetical opera-

tion, and will not be wrong by so much as one acre out of 5 000.

The Scottish acre is also larger than the English, 48
Scottish acres being equal to 61 English acres. There are

also local acres in various parts of England, such as the

Cheshire acre of 8 Yards to the pole. The English statute

acre is used in the United States of North America.
The French Are is a square whose side is 10 metres, and

1000 English acres are equivalent to 40,466 ares.

For further information on the comparison of English and
other acres, we refer the reader to Kelly's Cambist, a very
useful work.
ACRE (ST. JEAN D), a town of Syria on the sea-

coast (N. lat 32° 54', E. long. 35° 4'), and on a small
promontory, which, with Mount Carmcl lying to the south,
forms a circular bay : it is sometimes called Acra and Acca.
Its oldest name was probably Acco, which was changed to

that of Ptolemais during the sovereignty of the Greeks in
Syria : the name of Acco was revived after it fell into the
hands of the Saracens. Acre is well known in the history
of the Crusades, having been taken in 1191 by Philip
Augustus of France and Richard I. of England. It was for

some time in the possession of the Knights of Malta, during
whose occupation it was strongly fortified, and filled with
churches. Acre was in a very ruinous condition in the
middle of the seventeenth century, when Thevenot visited

it, but it has since been improved, and is now said to contain
15,000 (some authorities say 20,000) inhabitants. Tins
restoration was due to Sheik Daher, who, in the middle of
the eighteenth century, strengthened the town and revived
its commerce. Jezzar Pasha, his successor, fortified the

?lace very strongly, and built a new mosque, according to

'urkish fashion adorning it with columns that once be-

longed to the old Greek edifices of neighbouring cities. The
streets of Acre are narrow, and the houses, which arc of

stone, have flat roofs. The port is small and not deep, yet

it is one of the best along this coast Europeans carry to

Acre cloth, lead, tin, &c, and receive in exchange some

cotton and rice. The great celebrity of Acre, in more

recent times, is owing to Bonaparte's attetnpt to storm the

Elace in the spring of 1799, when he entered Syria at the

ead of 12,500 men. The obstinate defence of the garrison

commanded by Jezzar, and aided by Sir Sidney Smith with

English sailors, saved Acre from the repeated assaults of

the French general, who, after spending more than sixty

days before it, and losing near 3000 men, retreated to Egypt
Since the siege in 1799 the fortifications have been repaired,

but, in the last year (1832), Acre has had to withstand

another siege, and is at present in the hands of the Pasha

of Egypt, who took it from the Sultan of Constantinople, bis

master, on the 2d of July.

Acre is also the name of one of the Syrian pashalicks,

which in late years has been bounded to the north by that

of Tripoli, to the south and east by the pashalick of Da-

mascus, and on the west by the Mediterranean. Its chief

ports are Acre and Beirout We propose to describe the

whole country under the more permanent and general name

of Syria.
ACRpCHO'RDUS (a word formed from the Greek,

which signifies a wart), in Zoology, a genus of serpents

discovered in Java by the traveller Homstedt, and de-

scribed in the Memoirs of the Stockholm Academy of

Sciences for 1787. This genus is easily distinguished from

others of the innoxious family of serpents by the innumer-

able small scales which cover every part of the head and

body both above and below, and which in preserved spe-

cimens, or when the live animal distends the lungs and

body with air, assume the appearance of so many granulated

warts or tubercles. This circumstance has suggested the

name of acrochordus, which conveys a pretty accurate idea

of the external covering of the animal described by Homstedt.

[Acrochordus, from Lacepede, Hist, des Ovipar.]

The acrochord, in fact, is covered with scales like all othe

serpents, though they are minute and separate from ow
another : each of them is marked with three small ridges, an<

it is only when the skin is inflated, and apparent between th»

scales, that these assume the granulated or warty appearand
expressed by the name. The head of the acrochord is fiat

the mouth provided with a double row of small, sharp teeth

but without poison fangs, and the throat capable of enormou
dilatation. Though deprived of the ordinary apparatu
by which venomous serpents convey their poison, zoologist

are not yet agreed in considering the acbrocord as ahogethe
innocent. MM. Appel and De Blainville affirm that the

have found a peculiar bone in the head of this serpent, whic
dioy conceive to supply the place of tiie poison fang
Cuvier, on the other hand, denies the existence of th
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bone altogether, and brings forward the testimony of M.
Leschenhault in favour of the harmless nature of the aero

chord ; and as the latter gentleman travelled for some time
in Java, and made various experiments upon the live ani-

mals, fur the purpose of ascertaining this point, there seems
to be no reason to doubt the truth of his report The tongue
of the acrochord is short and thick, the vent simple and
without the horny spurs which are common to many other

genera of serpents. The only species sufficiently known
at present is

The Oular Carron of the Javanese, the Acrochordus Java-
mcus of Lacepede and others. The scales of this serpent are

marked by throe small carinated elevations ; the body is black

above, greyish-white beneath, and the sides are marked with

black spots on a ground of the same colour as the belly. The
bead is covered with small scales, the mouth is contracted, and
the underjaw shorter and broader than the upper. This animal

averages from six to eight or ten feet in length, and its shape

is altogether peculiar ; the body does not gradually become
thinner from the middle towards either extremity, as in the

generality of serpents, but grows gradually thicker from the

head to the vent, and there suddenly contracts, so as to form

a very short, slender tail. In the thickest part of the body,

immediately above its junction with the tail, the individual

procured by Homstedt, of which the entire length was eight

feet three inches, measured three inches in diameter, whilst

the {greatest breadth of the tail did not exceed half an inch,

and its length was scarcely a ninth part of that of the whole

body. This individual was a female, and, when opened, was
found to contain five young ones perfectly formed, and about

nine inches in length. It was caught in a plantation of pep-

per-trees, and the Chinese, who accompanied Homstedt,

cooked and ate its flesh, and reported it to be of a most deli-

cious flavour. The stomach contained a quantity of half-di-

gested fruit, from which it hasbeen inferred that this serpent

is frugivorous, and, contrary to the habit of all other known
species, feeds upon vegetable substances. Cuvier is incre-

dulous upon this point : it is certainly a singular circum-

stance, and should be received with caution ; but, on the

other hand, we have no reason to doubt the testimony of

H Knstedt ; and the mere singularity of the fact does not

necessarily destroy its probability. We know, moreover, that

tortoises, turtles, some genera of fishes, and even certain

species of lizards,—aU ofthemcold-blooded animals, and some
approaching very nearly, in nature and organization, to the

family of serpents to which the acrochord belongs,—live

entirely upon vegetable food ; and the knowledge of this

fact ought to prepare us beforehand to expect the discovery

<>f similar habits among certain tribes of serpents, rather

than to reject them as impossible and as absurd fictions.

ACRO'NYCHAL (sometimes incorrectly written Acro-
cical, and Achronical), a word derived from the Greek, sig-

nifying ' that which determines the extremities, or the begin-

ning and end, of the night' It is only used in reference to

the rising or setting of the stars; and a star is acrony-

clial or rises acronycnally when it rises at or very near sun-

set, and consequently sets at or near sunrise. To deter-

mine what stars rise acronvchally on any given nifrht, elevate

the pole of a common globe so that the arc intercepted

between it and the horizon may be equal to the latitude

<f the place. Turn the globe until the suns place is on
the horizon at the western side, then will all stars which
iue either on or within a short distance of the horizon on
the eastern side be acronychaL
ACRO'POLIS, a Greek compound word signifying ' the

highest point of a city/ It was used to denote some hill, rock,

or natural elevation, such as we find forming part of the sites

of many ancient cities in Greece. It seems natural to con-

clude that such strong holds were among the places first

occupied, and that they served as the kernel of a larger city.

In course of time, when building spread, such eminences be-

rime strong posts analogous to castles or eitadels in modern

nties ; and in many instances the possession of such posts

was considered as equivalent to the possession of the cities

themselves. Religious edifices also generally formed part

of the structures of an Acropolis.

In modern times they have often served as places of refuge

to the inhabitants from the attacks of an enemy, or from

the incursions of corsairs. The term Acropolis is now most

<*>mmouly applied to the rocky eminence of Athens, on

whirh the remains of the Parthenon or Temple of Minerva

stand ; but -this is only a limited use of the word. Corinth

had an Acropolis called Acro-Corinthus, which it a much

loftier and more commanding eminence than that of Athens.
The view from the summit is extensive, and the temple on
the Acropolis of Athens, nearly fifty miles distant, is dis-

tinctly seen. An eminence close upon the modern Argos
in the Peloponnesus was the Acropolis of the ancient Argos,
and then it was called Larissa. A ruined castle of com-
paratively modern construction occupies the summit of this

rocky eminence, and shows in some parts traces of much
earlier building. The Acropolis of Messene in the Morea,
situated on Mount Ithome, is another remarkable specimen
of these natural bulwarks which were once fortified according
to the principles of Greek military science. [See Leake's
Morea, 3 vols. 8vo.—Society's Plan of Athens.]
ACROSTIC, a Greek term, signifying literally the be-

ginning of a line or verse. An acrostic'is a number of verses
so contrived that the first letters of each being read in the
order in which they stand shall form some name or other
word. According to some authorities, a writer named Por-
phyrius Optatianus, who flourished in the fourth century,
has the credit of being the inventor of the acrostic. It is

probably, however, of older date. Eusebius, the bishop of
Cffisarea, who died in a.d. 340, gives in his Life of Con-
stantino, a copy of Greek verses which he asserts to be the
composition of the Erythraean Sibyl, the initial letters of
which make up the words IH20Y2 XPI2T02 GEOY
YI02 20THP, that is, Jesus Christ, the Son of God, the
Saviour. These verses, which are a description of the
coming of the day of judgment, have also been translated

into Latin hexameters so as to preserve the acrostic in that

language, in the words Jesus Christus Dei Filius Ser-
vator. The translation, however, wants one of the wonder-
ful qualities of the original ; for it will be observed that the
initial letters of the five Greek words being joined together,

form the word 1X0Y2, that is, the fish, which St. Augus-
tine, who quotes the verses in his work entitled De Civttate

Dei, informs us is to be understood as a mystical epithet of

our Saviour, who lived in this abyss of mortality without

contracting sin, in like manner as a fish exists in the midst

of the sea without acquiring any flavour of salt from the salt

water. This may be therefore called an acrostic within an
acrostic. But there are also other ways of complicating

these ingenious productions. Addison, who notices tlus

along with other sorts of false wit, in his lively papers on
that subject in the first volume of the Spectator, says, • there

are compound acrostics, where the principal letters stand two
or three deep. I have seen some of them, where the verses

have not only been edged by a name at each extremity, but

have had the same name running down like a seam through

the middle of the poem.' There are even instances of the

same name being five times repeated in so many successive

columns. Such an acrostio has been designated a penta-

crostic. This species of elaborate trifling was extremely

fashionable among the early French poets, from the age of

Francis I. down to that of Louis XIV. Some also of our

English poets of considerable eminence used formerly to

amuse themselves m the same way. Thus, for instance,

among the works of Sir John Davies, are twenty-six short

poems entitled Hymns to Astresa, each of which is an
acrostic on the words Blizabetha Regina. These, which were

first published about the end of the sixteenth century, are

perhaps the most elegant compositions of this description in

any language. Afterwards such puerile ingenuity fell into

disrepute; and Dryden, in his Macflecknoe (published 1682),

contemptuously makes the dying monarch of the realms of

nonsense and dulness address his son and successor Shad-

well :—
* Leave writing play*, and ehooac fat thy command
Some peaceful province in acrostic Land.'

The acrostic, being addressed merely to the eye, and con-

veying no pleasure either to the imagination or to the ear,

cannot of course add to the poetical effect of the lines which

it onlaments—any more than would the printing of the

initial letters in a differently coloured ink. But it is some
times useful, as an aid to the memory, in recollecting such .

verses as are composed only to be got by heart, for the sake

of the facts of which they form a summary. Thus, in some
editions of the Latin dramatist Plautua, we find prefixed to

each play a few verses which contain at the same time an
acrostic on its name and a sketch of the plot. In this

case, the knowledge of the initial letter of each line must
help the memory to recover it, if it should be forgotten.

There are two epigrams in the Greek Anthology, one in

honour of Bacchus and theother of Apollo, which are called,
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acrostics, though of a somewhat peculiar fashion. Each
contains twenty five verses, of which the first introduces the

subject of the poem, and each of I lie twenty-four others con-

sists of four words, which are epithets of the god : all the

epithets in the first line begin with a. those in the second

with h, and so on. These poems, therefore, are merely acros-

tics on the alphabet, four deep. The Jews sometimes em-
ploy a sort of acrostic in designating many of their writers.

Thus the commentator on Maimonides, Rabbi Yoin Tof bar

Abraham, is commonly called Ritba. from the initial letters

of the five words composing his full title. ( See this explained

in the article entitled 'Literary Chronology/ in the Com-
juini<>7t to the Almanac for 1 832.) The initial syllables of the

verses of the Psalms were anciently called acrostics. The
following is a curious specimen of a Latin acrostic-—

S A T O R
A R E P O
TENET
OPERA
ROTAS

ACROTE'RION (in Architecture), a Greek term, sig-

nifying 'the extremity of anything.' It is used technically

to designate the statue or other ornament on the summit or

upper angle, and is sometimes applied also to the similar

ornaments over the feet, or lower angles, of a pediment ; in

the latter case they are all included under the plural acro-

teria. Some writers understand by this term only the bases

or pedestals on which the aeroterial ornaments are placed

;

for this restriction, however, there is no good reason, but

rather the contrary, as it would leave the ornaments them-

selves without an appropriate designation. It may, indeed,

with great propriety be used much more extensively than

has been the custom. The Jitrial on the apex of a spire,

pinnacle, or gable, in works of pointed architecture, is

an acroterion ; and in St. Paul's Cathedral in London,
although the pediments over the entrance fronts have
their acroteria, which are statues of some of the Apostles,

yet the acroterion of the edifice is the cross which sur-

mount* the grand central part of the compaction. This

term is not found in many ancient authors ; we derive it

from Vitruvius, who uses it in the plural sense above-

mentioned. Plutarch, in his life of Ca?sar, makes use of it

in the singular number, and in the purely architectural

sense as we have rendered it.

ACT OF PARLIAMENT.—Sec Statute.
ACT (in the Universities). An exercise to be performed

by students before they are admitted to their degrees. In

the University of Oxford it has almost fallen into disuse,

and in Dublin is a mere form ; but at Cambridge it is still

preserved as a preliminary test ofthe comparative merits of the

candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Arts, who aspire to

University honours. It is also performed by candidates for

the degrees in law, physic, or divinity. The student pro-

poses certain questions connected with his subject to the

presiding officer of the schools (the place in which acts are

kept), who thereupon nominates other students to oppose

them. The discussion is earned on syllogistieally and in

Latin, and terminates by the presiding officer questioning

the respondent or the person who is said to * keep the act/

and his opponents, and dismissing them with a short com-
pliment to each, in proportion to his deserts.

The severest exercise of this kind being that undergone
by candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Arts, with
honours, at Cambridge, we will describe it more particularly.

The moderator* or examiner for the year, gives notice to a

student that he is to keep an act ; who thereupon writes

three questions which he proposes to maintain and defend.

The first is always from Newton's Priwipia: the second
from any other mathematical subject : and the third from
some metaphysical or moral writer. The following is an
example of the form in which they arc given :

—

Recti' statuit Neictonus in Sectione prima libri primi.

Recti statuit Lagrangius iti capite prima libri de theoria

functionum.
Recti statuit Jjnckius de principiis vinatts.

The above signifies that the student intends to main-
tain the correctness of the first section of Newton's Prin-
cipia, the first chapter of Lagrange's Theory of Functions,

and the chapter of Locke on the Human Understanding
which treats of innate principles.

The moderator, on receiving these, nominates three stu-

dents, whose attainments, he thinks, will enable them to

propose arguments on the other side. On the day ap-

pointed, the moderator bavin e* taken his chair, the /Ya;-.-o-

denl reads a Latin thesis, usually on the third subject : after

which the opponents, in succession, propose their arguments
against the se\eral subjects, which, of course, are usually

inuenious fallacies. If the respondent can answer them, he
does so : if not, the moderator endeavours, by questioning

him, to find from what defect in his knowledge of the sub-

ject this arises. As each opponent is dismissed he is al.-o

questioned by the moderator, as above stated.

The syllogistic form is not strictly retained at present in

keeping an act; and the Latin spoken is very indifleient.

The chief purpose of an act now-a-days is to get a sort of

notim of the qualifications of the candidates, as the exami-
nation is proportioned in severity to their supposed capacities.

In older times an act was a very important feature in obtain-

ing a decree. The utility of the present form is doubted by
many persons.

ACT (in the Drama.) That portion of a play, which is

separated from the rest by an interval, during which the

stage is left empty, and the action is supposed to proceed
unseen by the spectators. In the Gneek drama there

were no acts ; although in some modern editions, such as

Burton's Pentalnoia, we find Greek plays thus divided.

The language does not possess a word answering to the

Latin and English Act. Among the Greeks the stage was
never left empty from the beginning to the end of the

performance; when the other actors retired, those forniimr

the chorus still remained, and continued the business «>f

the play by their songs. For these songs, it is important
to observe, were in general essential parts of the drama;
they were not of the nature of a piece of music, or a dance,
or any other extrinsic representation, thrown in merely to

fill up a chasm in the action ; they earned forward the
action in the same manner as the ordinary dialogue did.

For an exact copy of the form of a Greek drama in this re-

spect, the English reader may be referred to the Svmpsnn
Agonistes of Milton. In that play there is no division into

acts ; nor is there any such division in Buchanan's two
Latin tragedies, entitled Jejdithes and Raptistes, which are
also professedly composed upon the Greek model. The
latter poet, we may add, has followed the same plan in Ins

translations of the Medea and the Alcestis of Euripides.
From this constitution of the Greek drama, it naturally
followed, that the real duration of the action of anv plav
could not well be supposed greatly to exceed that of it*

theatrical representation. In other words, what has been
called the Unity of Time became a principle almost in-

variably observed in every dramatic composition. On the
Roman stage there was no chorus, and the play was
divided into acts, as on our own. But, although Plautns
has frequently in his comedies supposed a considerable
portion of time to pass between the close of one act and
the opening of another, the mosl famous of the Latin drama-
tists, Terence, has not availed himself of this liberty, but has
adhered closely to the practice of his Grecian models, in not
permitting the interval between the acts to form more tlmn
a very short interrupt!m of the progress of the story. By
modern dramatists, however, the practice of dividing a plav
into acts has generally been taken advantage of to extend
the time of the story greatly beyond the space to which
it was necessary to confine it on the Greek stage. Each act,

in fact, is now what the Greeks would have called a separate
drama, except that it does not contain a complete plot : and the
whole play maybe compared to those Trilogies of the Greeks,
in which three dramas, representing so many successive
separate parts of the same history, followed one another in

one theatrical exhibition. Perhaps it was this consideration
which made the Romans call each of the separate portions in

question an Act or Actus : for that word is exactly a trans-
lation of the Greek c/xl^ti, which was used to designate an
entire play. The term, therefore, may be taken as in its

original and proper sense, denoting a distinct, and, to a cer-

tain extent, independent theatrical action or picture, although
capable also of being introduced as one of a series of such
pictures, united by some common subject. And this is pre-
cisely what Shakspeave must be understood to mean, when,
in the famous speech which he puts into the mouth of Juquo
in As you like it, comparing the world to a stage, lie goes on
to say, * One man in his time plays many parts, his wis
being seven ages/ The infant, the school-boy, &c, are artt,

only in the sense of being so many separate pictures or ex
hibitions of human life, each complete in itself, although
follow iug each other according to a natural order of succes-
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sion, like the acts of a play. Viewed in this light, it will he
perceived, that the division into acts, is really that distinction

of the modern drama which more than anything else eives

to U its peculiar character. Dr. Johnson has observed, in

modern plays, ' The time required by the fable elapses, for

the most part, between the acts ; for of so much of the action

as is represented, the real and poetical duration is the same.
The drama exhibits successive imitations of suc-

cessive actions; and why may not the second imitation

represent an action that happened years after the first, if it

be so connected with it, that nothing but time can be sup-

posed to intervene. Time is, of all modes of existence,

most obsequious to the imagination ; a lapse of years is as

easily conceived as a lapse of hours/

—

Pref. to Shakspeare.

We may ^ere remark, that although the French dra-

matic writers vwe adhered to the principle of leaving the

stage empty only at the end of an act, many of the Eng-
lish have followed a different practice. In Shakspeare par-

ticularly, every successive scene uniformly presents a new
set ofcharacters, and most commonly a change ofplace also.

He rarely interrupts the action, however, for any consider-

able space, except during the interval between two acts

;

bat here he does not hesitate to pass over any length of time

be may find convenient In the Winters Tale, Perdita, who
who was a new-born infant at the end of the third act, is

grown-up a youngwoman at the beginning of the fourth. In
this instance, indeed, the dramatist introduces Time to ex-

plain and apologize for the licence he had taken tor
• Slide

O'er sixteen yean, and leave the growth untried-

Of that wide* gap.*

Time is here said to appear ' as Chorus ;' and in the begin-

ning of Henry V., Chorus is also brought forrard to request

the audience to allow their thoughts in the course of the

representation to pass from one place to another

—

* Jumping o'er time*

;

Tnrning the accomplishment ofmany ytan
Into an hour-glait.'

Neither of these personages, however, performs exactly the

office of the ancient chorus.

We may add, that the old English Mysteries and Mo-
ralities, the first produce of our national dramatic genius,

were long destitute of any division either into scenes or acts.

This is the case, for instance, with Parfre's Mystery entitled

Candlemas Day, or the Killing of the Children of Israel,

written in 1512, and first printed in Hawkins's Origin of the

English Drama. In this performance there are not even any
stare-directions. The Morality of Every Man, printed early

in the reign of Henry VIII., and that of Hycke Scorner of

the same age, are, in like manner, without either stage-direc-

tions or any division into acts or scenes. In the Morality of

Lusty Juvenilis, again, which was published in the reign of

Edward VI., there are stage-directions, but still no mention
of acts or scenes. The earliest of the Moralities which
assume the regular dramatic shape are not more ancient

than the beginning of the reign of Elizabeth. Moralities

continued to be both printed and acted long after this date.

We may mention, among others which appeared after Eliza-

beth came to the throne, Skelton's Life and Repentance of
Mary Magdalene, 1567 ; The Marriage of Wit and Science,

1570 ; The Coiiflict of Conscience, 1581 ; The Three Lords

of London, 1590 ; &c. Even Mysteries were performed in

the reign of Mary. Nay the Chester Mysteries were per-

formed in the year 1574. Down to this time there is every

reason to believe that the scene never was changed from the

beginning to the end of any stage-spectacle. As for the

Moralities, they were acted even in the reign of James I.,

and they are enumerated under the name of * Morals' in the

licence granted to the company of which Shakspeare was a
member in 1603. But even several of our early tragedies

and comedies, down to an era subsequent to this, were without
any division into either scenes or acts. There is no such

division in Preston's Cambises, the play to which Shak-
speare is supposed to allude in Henry V., and which the

author entitles A lamentable Tragedy mixedfull ofpleasant

Mirth, printed in 1561 ; nor in Peele's David and Bethsabe,

which appeared in 1579. In the tragedy of Soliman and
Perseda, 1599 (supoosed to be by Kyd), there are acts, but

not scenes ; but there are neither one nor other in Dckker s

Satiromastix, or the Trussing of the Humorous Poet, nor in

the comedy of the Wily Beguiled, both of which appeared

after the commencement of the seventeenth century, the

latter so late as 1623.

Much discussion has taken place among the critics on

the reasons of the rule which restricts a regular dramatic
composition to the extent of neither more nor less than
five acts; and which Horace, in his Art of Poetry, has
laid down in a peremptory and well-known verse. Upon
this subject the French writer, Marmontel, has delivered a
very sensible judgment :—

' The established usage of distri-

buting a tragedy into five acts, neither stands upon such a
foundation as to constitute it an essential law, nor is it so

unreasonable as to deserve to be banished from the theatre.

When the subject is such as to furnish that number, five

acts allow a desirable extension to the action ; in that space

freat events find room ;
great interests and great characters

ave freedom to develop themselves ; the situations lead in
each other ; one incident announces the next; the sentiments
are introduced without bluntness or harsh collision; the
movement of the passions has time to attain the requisite

acceleration, and the interest to grow to the highest degree
of pathos and intensity. It has been found by experience
that the attention, the Illusion, and the emotion, which a
spectacle of this duration excites, are not too great for the
audience. * * * But the subject may be naturally such,
as, not affording room for more than two or three points of
repose, not to be susceptible of more than the same number
of situations striking enough to form successive steps in the
action. Must the subject in that case be abandoned, al-

though pathetic, interesting, and teeming with beauties ? or
must it be overlaid with scenes and incidents that do not
properly belong to it? By no means. The action must
have its just extent given to it, and no more. The law of
nature must be followed, which is superior to that of art*

—

[Encyclopedia, Art Acie.]

ACT of FAITH.—[See Auto da Fk'.]

ACTA DIURNA (proceedings of the day) was the
title of a gazette, to use the nearest modern term, drawn up
and published daily at Rome both under the republic and the
empire. It appears to have contained an abstract of the
proceedings of the public assemblies, of the law courts, of
the punishment of offenders, an account of any public

buildings or other works in progress, together with a list of
births, deaths, marriages, and divorces, &c. In the very

earliest times of Rome provision was made under a re-

ligious sanction for the due registration of birth, assumption
of the toga virilis (or dress of manhood), and death, accom-
panied by the payment of a certain fee into the respective

treasuries of the goddesses Juno Lucina, Juvenias, and
Venus Libitina. From the registers thus formed such ex-
tracts as were important might be made for publication.

The law courts would furnish authority for the statement of

divorces ; and in this article of news there was no deficiency.

Not a gazette appears, says Seneca, without its divorce, so

that our matrons, from constantly hearing of them, soon

learn to follow the example. The due supply of informa-

tion on political and judicial affairs was to be obtained, as

now, by reporters (actuarii). In the celebrated debate of

the Roman Senate, upon the punishment of those who had
been concerned in the Catilinarian Conspiracy, we find the

first mention of short-hand writers, who were specially em-
ployed by Cicero to take down the speech of his friend

Cato ; and it is interesting to observe that this was the only

speech of that extraordinary man which still existed in the

age of Plutarch. But it must not be inferred from this

fact, that these reporters or any other persons were at liberty

to publish an account of any proceedings in the senate.

Until the first consulship of Julius Cssar the senate was a
close court This great man, by a ludicrously distorted view
of Roman history, has been generally represented as the

destroyer of his country's liberties, and he was doubtless

prompted by motives of personal ambition; yet he no
sooner entered upon his office than he made provision

for giving the same publicity to all the proceedings of

the senate which already existed for the more popular

assemblies; and this single act was, perhaps, the most
fatal blow which Caesar gave to the aristocratic interest

[Suetonius, Life ofJ. Ceesar, c. 20.] Under the despotism of

Augustus such an institution was inconvenient and, there-

fore, repealed. The Acta of the senate, though, of course,

still registered, were no longer published ; and, as all the

popular assemblies were now deprived of real authority, the

Acta Diurna henceforward can nave had little political in-

terest Even in its best days this state gazette was, no
doubt an extremely meagre document—conducted as it was
on government authority, without the advantages of compe-
tition* and what is still more important without the poetic
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bility of extensive circulation ; for what could a newspaper
have been before the art of printing was discovered ? Yet,

with all these disadvantages, the Acta Diurna were often

consulted and appealed to by the historians of after times, as

documents of the highest authority. [For a more minute
• account, see Lipsius in his Excursus on the Annals of

Tacitus. Lib. v. c. 4.]

ACTA ERUDITO'RUM, the title of one of the oldest

and most celebrated literary and scientific journals. It began
to be published at Leipzig in January 1682, under the con-

duct of the learned Otto Mencke, one of the professors of

the university, assisted by several of his brother professors,

and especially by Carpzov (Morhof, Polyhistor, i. 1 78. edit.

1747). The numbers, which were in 4to., appeared once a

month. On the death of its original editor in the beginning

of the year 1 707, the management of the journal was under-

taken by his son John Burchard Mencke ; on whose death,

in 1 732, the charge devolved on his son Frederic Otto. The
property of the work seems to have remained to the last in

the hands of the Mencke family, or their heirs ; but the

latter editors were not men of distinguished name. The last

was Charles Andrew Bel, professor of philosophy in the

university, who, after managing the publication from 1 754,

died on the 4th of April, 1782. The volume for 1776, was
only published in that same month. It was the last which
appeared; although the publisher intimates his hope that

the work will regain its ancient reputation, having thus got

rid of the editor who had allowed it to fall so sadly into arrear,

a matter, he remarks, concerning which the less that is said

the better. The Acta Kruditorum was the first critical

journal published in Latin ; and it did not confine itself

merely to reviews of books, but inserted also accounts of

scientific discoveries, and of the general progress of mathe-
matical and physical science. It was here that Leibnitz,

who was a frequent contributor in the early period of the

work, first announced his method of the differential calculus.

In the hands of its early editors, it was considered to be
admirably conducted ; and Morhof congratulates his coun-
trymen on having, in this publication, produced something
which even commanded the approbation of foreigners, ' who
rarely,' he is pleased to add, * find anything done by us (the

Germans) to their taste/ He mentions a translation of the

Acta into French, which had been undertaken; but this

undertaking does not appear to have proceeded beyond the
first volume, which was published in 12mo. at the Hague in

1685, under the title of Ouvrages des Savons, publiSz d
Leipzig. After the first fifty volumes, coming down to the

end of the year 1731, the journal took the name of the

Nova Acta, or the New Acts. The first series, besides the

fifty regular volumes, consists of ten supplementary volumes,
one having been published every five years. Occasional
supplements also appeared in the course of the new series

;

which, together with several volumes of Indices, make the

complete work amount to 1 1 7 volumes.

Many other journals established in imitation of that of
Leipzig also assumed the name of Acta ; as, for instance,

the Deutsche (or German) Acta Eruditorum, begun to

be published in 8vo., at Leipzig, in 1712, and which was
continued till 1740, the whole forming 20 volumes; the

Frankische Acta Erudita et Curiosa, a journal of French
literature, published at Nuremberg, from 1726 till 1732;
the Deutsche Acta Literana, which began at Leipzig in

1715, but did not last above a year or two ; &c. Under this

head also we may notice the English journal, entitled the
History of the Works of the Learned, of which the first

monthly number appeared at London, in small 4to., in

January 1699, and of which 13 volumes were published
under that title, when it was discontinued at the end of the

year 1711. The same title, however, was again adopted in

1737, by a periodical work which first appeared in 1735,

under the name of the Literary Magazine, or Select British

Librarian. It continued to flourish under its new designa-

tion till the year 1 743, when it closed with the publication of
its 14th volume. This publication is not to be confounded
with another critical journal which appeared at London in

4to., in 1691, under the title of The Works of the Learned,

by J. la Crose, a late editor of the Universal Bibliotheque.

It continued only for a few years. The Universal Biblio-

theque was an English translation, which was published for

a short time, of Le Clerc's Bibliotheque Unfverselle, begun
at Amsterdam in 1686. There was also a work called an
Historical Account ofBooks and Transactions ofthe Learned
World, which began to be published at Edinburgh in 12mo.,

in 1688. [See Watt's Bibliotheca Brit.'] The title Acta

has also sometimes been given to the published Memoirs or

Transactions of Learned Societies.— [See Academy, aud

Society.]
ACTiE'A. Under the name of bicrij, the Greeks de-

scribed a medicinal plant, which the moderns have ascer-

tained to be what is now called Sambucus ebulus. [See

Sambucus.] Linnaeus applied the name to a genus of

perennial herbaceous plants found in various parts of Europe

and the north of Asia, and America, belonging to the

natural order RanunculaoesB, and only in a slight degree

resembling the species intended by classical authors. The
genus thus understood is known from all others of the Ra-

nunculus tribe by its anthers being turned inwards, so that

when they burst, the pollen may immediately fall upon the

stigma, while its flowers have only four sepals and four

Setals. . All the species have their leaves in many broad

ivisions, and their blossoms arranged in tall, branched

panicles ; these are followed by little fleshy, berry-like fruits,

of a black, or white, or red colour. The properties of all the

species are nauseous and deleterious, as might be expected

from their affinity to the poisonous Aconite.

One species, Actcea spicata, a common European plant, is

found occasionally in the north of Yorkshire among bushes

;

it is popularly called Black baneberries and also Herb Chris-

topher. It has purplish-black juicy fruits, which would

be dangerous from their tempting appearance, if the fetid

odour of the leaves did not prevent their being touched.

Another species, the A. cimicifuga, a North American

plant, derives its name from the belief that its fend leaves

have the power of driving away bugs.

ACTTNIA, a genus of animals belonging to the sea

nettles (Acalepfus, Cuvier), and distinguished by the form

of their body, which is simple, cylindrical, soft, fleshy, and

susceptible of contraction and dilatation. The same aper-

ture, which serves for the mouth and time vent, is terminal,

and margined with one or more rows of tentacula. These

can be folded down into the aperture, and concealed under

the outer envelope. When thev are extended, they give the

animal the appearance of a flower, increased by the lively

colours with which they are adorned—a circumstance that

has given rise to the popular names of animalflowers and sea

anemonies, usually applied to the various species of actinia.

The internal structure of the genus has been carefully

investigated by Dr. Spix, a Bavarian naturalist, well known

by his travels in Brazil. Dr. Spix found in these animals an

alimentary cavity, ending in a single aperture, very large at

the lower end, and so elastic and contractile, that it could

easily be turned inside out. The cavity is surrounded with

flat muscles, running lengthwise and parallel. The nerve

knots, or ganglia, are situated in the lowest and broadest part

of the body. These have intercommunications, and are distri-

buted to the principal organs by filaments more or less obvious.

The egg organ (ovarium) in a female was found to be

filled with small eggs, and was composed of three or foui

tubes, cylindrical, cohering, and forming by their union a

sort of egg tube (oviductus), which opened into the stomach.

These tubes communicate with the tentacula in such a

manner that the eggs may either make their exit through

them, or through the mouth. M. Lamouroux, however,

thinks that these details require to be further investigated

before they can be implicitly adopted.

Baron Cuvier describes the parts in question as a rather

complicated and obscure organization between the inner

cavity and the outer skin, consisting chiefly of vertical and

fibrous plates (feuillets), to which the eg£ organs adhere,

similar to threads very much twisted. The intervals between

these plates communicate with the tentacula ; and it further

appears that water can enter and escape through the minute

Fis. 1.

Small leathery animal flower (Actinia ooriacea).
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Fig.*.
*

Vertical section of the above, to show its interior structure.'

a a a. Tlie skin.

h. The base, by which the animal is fixed to the rocks.

e. The Ujree rows of feelers (tcuUeula).

d. The South.
«. The stomach.

/. Longitudinal muscles.

/. Point in which they unite.

The ovaries, which open by their oviducts into the stomach.

Pig 3.

Cv c

a a. The ovaries greatly magnified.

6. The oviduct,

d. Ditto, with the first appearance of the embryo
«. Ditto, further advanced.
/ Ditto, ditto.

Fig. A.

Distribution of the nerves, at the base of the actinia.

a. The nervous ganglions.
If. Nerves.
». Nerres of communication between the ganglions.
d. The longitudinal muscles.

&g. 5.

Longitudinal muscles, with the feelers (magnified).

[These cuts are from the Annales du Museum, vol. xiii. plate 33.]

openings of these around the mouth ; at least, the animal

can thence squirt out water.

The Abbe Dicquemare studied the actinia in a manner
worthy of the highest praise, ha\ing observed them in all

their stages, and multiplied his experiments to a great

extent. It is not, therefore, to he wondered at that most

authors have contented themselves with copying his details.

He tells us that the forms of actinia vary according to their

contraction or expansion, presenting innumerable varieties.

Their expansion is « more certain indicator of fine weather

than the rise of the barometer ; but this cannot be practi-

cally taken advantage of except during summer, as the
cold of winter drives the actinia from the shore to the deeper
waters, where the temperature is more equable and mild.

On changing their place of abode, some abandon themselves
to the mercy of the waves, others creep along the bottom,
turning themselves inside out; and making use of their ten-

tacula as feet When they find a suitable place, they fix

themselves often so firmly, that they cannot be detached
without tearing their bodies. Dicquemare, and many others,

suppose that this adherence, continuing even after the death
of the animal can only be accounted for from a viscous fluid

secreted at pleasure; while others, with MM. Bosc and
Lamouroux, believe that it is caused by suction, producing
a vacuum.
Our distinguished English naturalist, Ellis, has given a

very minute and, so far as it goes, an accurate account of
these animals in the Philosophical Transactions, part of
which it may be interesting to quote :

—

* The lower part,* he says, ' of these bodies have a com-
munication with a firm, fleshy, wrinkled tube, which sticks

fast to the rocks, and sends forth other fleshy tubes, which
creep along them in various directions. These are full of
different sizes of these remarkable animals, which rise up
irregularly in groups near to one another.

* This adhering tube, that secures them fast to the rock or
shelly bottom, is worthy of our notice. The knobs that we
observe are formed in several parts of it by its insinuating
itself into the inequalities of the coral rock, or by grasping
pieces of shells, part of which still remain in it, with the
fleshy substance grown over them. This shows us the in

stinct of nature, that directs these animals to preserve them-
selves from the violence of the waves, not unlike the anchor-
ing of mussels, by their fine silken filaments that end in

suckers ; or rather, like the shelly basis ofthe serpula, or worm-
shell, the tree oyster, and the slipper barnacle, &c., whose
bases conform to the shape of whatever substance they foe

themselves to, grasping it fast with their testaceous claws,

to withstand the fury of a storm.
4 When we view the inside of this animal dissected length-

wise, we find like a little tube leading from the mouth to

the stomach, from whence there rise eight wrinkled small
guts, in a circular order, with a yellowish soft substance in

them ; these bend over, in the form of arches, towards the

lower parts of the bulb, from whence they may be traced

downwards, to the narrow part of the upright tube, till they

come to the fleshy adhering tube, where some of them may
be perceived entering into a papilla, or the beginning of an
animal of the like kind, most probably to convey nourish-

ment till it is provided with claws : the remaining part of these
slender guts are continued on their fleshy tube, without

doubt, for the same purpose of producing and supporting

more young ones from the same common parent
* The many longitudinal fibres that we discover lying paral-

lel to each other, on the inside of the semi-transparent skin,

are all inserted in the several claws round the animal's

mouth, and are plainly the tendons or muscles for moving
and directing the claws at the will of the animal : these

may be likewise traced down to the adhering tube.'

—

[Phil.

Trans., vol. lvii.]

A strong light incommodes the actinia, noise startles

them, they are affected by tfdours, and fresh water causes

them to die. These various feelings originate in their great

irritability, which appears to increase according to their suf-

ferings. They can support a temperature as low as 45°, and
up to 140°, Fahr.; but beyond these extremes they perish.

They are often left exposed to the air during spring-tides

;

but in such cases they always retain a great quantity of

water, which they squirt out with force when molested.

These singular creatures have a power of reproduction

equal to that so well known in the fresh-water polypus.

(Polypus viridis. Bony.) They may be cut perpendicularly

or across, and each cutting will give origin to a new animal.

The young actinia are seen issuing, already formed, some-
times from the mouth ; and sometimes the base of the old

animal is dissevered, a portion remaining attached to the

rock, where it continues to live, increasing in size, becoming
more and more rounded, while, in a short time, a mouth,
stomach, and tentacula are formed, presenting, to the sur-

prise of the observer, a complete actinia. At length, tlw

side portions of this base give out globules, which are de-

tached, fix themselves upon adjacent rocks, where they

grow, and produce a new colony like the parent animaL
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The actinia feed upon medusa*, and other small crusUx-

ceous and molluscous animals and fishes, which they seize

with their tentacula, and afterwards disgorge what they
cannot digest. They are found in every sea, some sus-

pended from the vaults of sub-marine reefs, others covering
the more exposed sides of rocks with a sort of flower-like

tapestry, and some confining themselves to the smooth
sands, on the surface of which they spread out their tenta-

cula, and even withdraw under the sand when danger
threatens. Each species, indeed, generally selects a pecu-
liar haunt. With the exception of the green species (Acti-

nia viridis, Forskal), none of them sting when touched in

the manner of the medusa?.

Many of the species are used as food in tropical coun-
tries, on whose coasts they are more numerous than in

colder climates. Of those found in a submarine rock-basin
at Barbadoes, we have a curious account by Hughes, in his

Natural History of the Island.
4 In the middle of the basin,* he says,

4 there is a fixed
stone or iv>ek, which is always under water. Round its

sides, at different depths, seldom exceeding eighteen inches,
are seen, at all times of the year, issuing out of little holes,

certain substances that have the appearance of fine radiated
flowers, of a pale yellow, or a bright straw colour, slightly

tinged with green, having a circular border of thick-set
petals, about the size of, and much resembling, thoie of a

single garden mangold, except that the whole of this seem-
ing llowcr is narrower at the discus, or setting on of the
leaves, than any flower of that kind.

4
1 have attempted to pluck one of these from the rock, to

which they are always fixed; but never could effect it : as
soon as my lingers came within two or three inches of it,

it would immediately contract close together its yellow
border, and shrink back into the hole of the rock; but, if

left undisturbed for about four minutes, it would come gra-
dually in sight, expanding, though at first very cautiouslv,
its seeming leaves, till at last it appeared in its former bloom.
However, it would again recoil, with a surprising quickness,
when I came within a little distance of it. Having tried
the same experiment, by attempting to touch it with my
cane and a small slender 'rod, the effect was the same.

4 Though I could not by any means contrive to take or
pluck one of these animals entire, yet I once cut off (with
a knife which I had held for a long* time out of sight near
the mouth of a hole out of which one of these animals
appeared) two of these seeming leaves. These, when out
of the water, retained their shape and colour ; but being
composed of a membrane-like substance, surprisinglv thin,
it soon shrivelled up and decayed. Many people coming to
see these strange creatures, and occasioning some inconve-
nience to a person through whose grounds they were obliged
to pass, he resolved to destroy the objects of 'their curiositv,
and, that he might do so effectually, caused all the holes out
of which they appeared to be carefully bored and drilled with
an iron instrument, so that we cannot suppose but their
bodies nuist have been entirely crushed to a pulp; neverthe-
less, they appeared in a few weeks from the very same places/

Twenty-live species of actinia have been described, but
many of them not with sutlicient distinctness, and it is pro-
bable many more will be ultimately ascertained. The fol-

lowing are not uncommon :—

•

The leathery animal-flower (Actinia senilis, Gmelin),

Fig.t

Giv.-;t"l«»nUVry animal flower (A. s.Miili-*).

<Thb, and tkc rejuaiijiug ij^urvs, are fiura tills l'liil. Trans., vol. hii.]

which is three inches broad, with a leather)', unequal enve-

lope of an orange colour: the tentacula in two ran gs, usually

marked with a rose-coloured ring. Its abode is usually in

the sand.

The purple animal flower (Actinia equina, Dicquemare),
which has a soft skin, finely striated, usually of a beautiful

purple, often clouded with green. The tentacula, to the

number of a hundred, vary much in colour. When the tide

retires, this species may be seen ornamenting the sea-nx'ks

with its beautiful colours— 4
purple, violet, blue, pink, yellow,

and green, like so many flowers,' says M. Lamouroux, *in a

meadow.

Purple animal flower (A. equina).

The white animal-flower (Actinia ptumota, Cuvier) is

four or more inches broad, of a white colour ; the margins of

the mouth expanded into lobes, all furnished with innu-

merable tentacula. There is an inner row of these, still

larger.

^c,t ;', 'v'-V;

-'""-""Vis<>*^

i'/if. 3.

White. animal flower (A. plumosa).

The brown animal-flower (Actinia c{]'ceta) is of a clear

brown, radiated lengthwise with white, and of a lonu:i>h

shape, oflcn contracted at the base. The skin is glistemiiL';

the tentacula numerous. When it contracts itself there

frequently issue from the mouth long filaments, which cuir.c

from the e^ organs (nvaria). It attaches itself chiefly to

shells, and is very common in the Mediterranean.
The carnation animal-flower (Actinia Jordaica, Linnrcus)

has very numerous tentacula, which are of a deep crimson,

and, when expanded, give the animal the appearance of a

tine double carnation. The inhabitants on the shores of the

Mediterranean, particularly the Italians, esteem this species

as very delicate for the table.

Dr. Riippel has recently divided from the other <r!i;i>i

those whose tentacula are branched ( T/ia/a$.vianf/ia % Ri)j>;i 1>,

and those whose tentacula are so short as to be scarcely

obvious (Discosoma, lliippel).

Ffsr.9.

Upper part. BaflC#
Animal sunflower (A, htlUalhe*).
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ACTTNOLITE, a crystallized mineral of a green colour,

a variety of hornblende, found in primary stratified rocks,

and occasionally in trap-rocks. The name is derived from
nctiv (aciin), a ray of light, and Xi'Oo? (litkos), a stone, from
the crystals being arranged in the form of rays.

ACTION (in law) is the mode of proceeding by which a
man seeks to recover, through the intervention of the law
that which is legally due to him : it has been defined by
some ancient writers to be • a lawful demand of ones ri^ht

;'

and by others, ' the right of a man to prosecute by a judi-

cial proceeding that which is his due.' The general object

of actions is to put a party into possession of a right ofwhich
he has been injuriously deprived by another. This may be
effected, where lands or goods are wrongfully withheld, by
the actual delivery of them to the legal proprietor ; but in

the case of assaults, slander, breaches of contract, or other

personal wrongs, the only possible remedy is to award
to the sufferer a pecuniary compensation for the injury

he has sustained. By the law of England, certain spe-

cific forms are appointed in which legal remedies are to

be enforced in the infinite variety of disputes and contro-

versies arising between individuals. The various modes and
instruments by which those remedies are pursued and ob-

tained are, in popular language, called actions or suits.

The principle of the law of England that for every wrong
sustained by an individual there should be a remedy, does

not, however, apply universally. Where the wrong is of
such a nature that the detriment to the public is of more
consequence than the injury to the individual, it becomes
the subject of a criminal prosecution; and no right of

action exists in the injured party for the remedy of his

private wrong, until the offender has been tried and un-
dergone punishment as a criminal. For those wrongs
in general done by one individual to another, which do
not amount to legal crimes, the proper remedy is by
action.

Actions in England are usually divided into three kinds,

according to the subjects of them ; viz. real, personal, and
mixed.
Real action* are so called because they exclusively refer

to real property, or subjects connected with land. The law
regards this as the highest kind of property, nnd distin-

guishes it from all other or personal property by the

name of real. Real actions are brought for the re-

covery of lands or tenements, rents, advowsons, or other

hereditaments. Real actions were, in the earlier periods of

the history ofEnglish law, of constant and daily occurrence;

and our ancient books of reports are principally occupied

with cases in pleas of land, which, before the country had
attained to commercial importance, was the most valuable

and ordinary species of property, and, consequently, the

most fruitful source ot litigation. From the nicety and in-

convenient length of the process they are at the present day
almost entirely discontinued ; and more simple and expe-
ditious modes of trying titles to land by mixed and personal

actions are generally introduced.

Personal actions are by far the most numerous class of

actions. It is by them that the innumerable differences

respecting debts, promises, and contracts are settled ; and
that compensation is sought for personal insults and in-

juries of almost every description, including even some of

the minor crimes and misdemeanours, which thus become
punishable both as crimes and as civil injuries.

Mixed actions partake of the nature of both the former

actions, being brought for the recovery of lands, and also

for personal damages,—either for some injury done to the

lana, or some other wrong, such as the illegal detention of

it from the proper owner. The action of waste is a good
example of this; the owner of the inheritance brings his

action against the tenant for life who has committed waste

on the land by cutting down trees or otherwise. In this

action, he not only recovers the place upon which the

waste was committed (which if it were the only effect

would make it a real action), but by the statute of Glouces-

ter he is entitled to treble damages as a personal compensa-
tion for the injury done to the land ; and thus both kinds of

action being joined together, give to the compound the de-

nomination of a mixed action.

The outline of the general course of proceedings in an

srtion at law is as follows:—The injured person (called

the plaintiff) obtains a writ against his adversary (the de-

fendant), who, upon being taken by virtue of the writ, gives

fa/ in order to secure his appearance at the trial. When

this is done, the plaintiff makes a written statement or decla-

ration of the ground of his action, and prays to be restored
to his right, or compensated for the injury which he alleges

himself to have sustained. The defendant then pleads, i.e.

answers the declaration by contradicting the allegations

contained in it ; asserting his own right, or justifying his

conduct : to this the plaintiffmay reply ; and thus the parties

may continue to altercate in legal language, or special

pleading, until one or more material questions of fact are
distinctly asserted by one party and denied by the other.

These questions, which are called the issues in the cause,
are then to be tried by the jury, who, after hearing the m-
dence of both parties, give their verdict either for the plain-
tiff or defendant. In pursuance of this verdict, the judg-
ment is pronounced by the judges of the court to which the
proceeding belongs, and the judgment is executed by the
sheriff or other proper officer.

For more particulars respecting actions, see Bacon's
Abridgment— Viner's Abridgment— Comyn's Digest—
Jacob's Law Dictionary.

A'CTIUM, a point of land at the entrance of the Am-
braciot bay, now the gulf of Arta, which derives its chief
importance from the sea-fight which took place near it

in the bay of Prevesa, between Caesar Octavianus#rafterwards
the Emperor Augustus, and Marcus Antonius, B.C. 31.

The latter was completely defeated, and tied with his

mistress Cleopatra, who was present at the engagement,
into Egypt.
The conqueror, to commemorate his victory, beautified the

temple of Apollo which stood at Actium, and erected Nico-
polis, or 'the city of victory,' on the northern side of the
gulf, a few miles from the present city of Prevesa. In the
article • Achtea' we stated that Tacitus includes Nicopolisin
the limits of the Roman province of Achasa ; and of course
Actium also would be comprised within the same political

division. We find it still impossible to fix the northern limits

of Achaea with accuracy ; but we may here remark that

what we called the Roman province of Epirus was probably
contained within the limits of the extensive government of
Macedonia.
The exact site of Actium has been a subject of dispute,

some placing it at La Punta, or Fort La Punta, and others
at Azio, as represented in the accompanying plan, which is

taken from a very recent survey. The plan shows only part

MILS*.

of the gulf of Arta (see Arta). The name Azio would
appear to favour the supposition of this point being the
ancient Actium, but it is merely a Venetian term, probably
given through some misunderstanding as to the locality of

Actium. Strabo says that Actium is that point which forms
one side of the entrance of the bay, and it is also clear

from what he further says, that he considered the entrance of
the bay to be between Prevesa and fort La Punta. He also

gives to this passage a width of a little more than four stadia,

or half a mile, which appears from the plan to be true when
applied to the first narrow entrance, but not to the second.

Anactorium, a place about four miles from the temple of
Apollo which stood at Actium, is described by Strabo as
* situated within the bay/ while Actium * makes the mouth
of the bay/ According to this statement Actium is La
Punta, and Cape Madonna is at or near Anactorium. To
make it still clearer to his readers, Strabo, after describing

the coast northwards of the entrance of the bay, comes to

the entrance itself, following the line of coast, and this word
entrance can only be applied to the strait of La Punta.
• Near the entrance on the right/ says Strabo, *is the sacred

place of Apollo of Actium, an eminence with a temple on
it, and below, a plain with a grove of trees and a dock-yard/
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Thi9 description is said by some to suit C. Madonna better

than La Punta, because Madonna is high and Punta low.

But Strabo says the temple is on an eminence, and this

eminence some distance from the sea ; he does not say that the

temple was on an eminence, which eminence was on the sea.

Actium is a name derived from a Greek word acte, which,

in a geographical sense, is worth explaining. An acte is a
piece of land projecting into the sea, and attached to another

larger piece of land, but not necessarily by a narrow neck.

Thus, the projecting land on which La Punta and C. Ma-
donna stand can both have the name of acte. Hero-
dotus calls Asia Minor itself an acte compared with the

whole of Asia ; and Africa itself (which he believed to be
much smaller than it is) an acte, projecting from the mass
of Asia.

ACTIVE MOLECULES, in plants, are extremely
minute, apparently spherical, moving particles, found in all

vegetable matter when rubbed in pieces and examined
under very powerful microscopes. In size they vary from
the Yslvif to ,sJ™ of an inch in diameter, and are only to

be detected with lenses capable of magnifying at least 300
diameters. Viewed under favourable circumstances, im-
mersed in water, and with transmitted light, they are seen
to have a rapid motion of an oscillating nature, so that a
minute drop of the fluid in which they swim seems to be
as it were alive. In the pollen of plants they are extremely
numerous, and perfectly distinct from each other, so that

a grain of pollen crushed in water is one of the best subjects

for the observer to select ; he will there find the active mole-
cules mixed with oblong or cylindrical particles, of a larger

size, and equally in motion; the latter are the spermatic
granules, by the agency of which the fertilization of plants

probably takes place, as will be hereafter explained under
the article Pollen. To find the active molecules in other
parts of plants, it is necessary that they should be crushed
and rubbed in water till it becomes greenish ; a drop of the
coloured fluid will be found to contain vast numbers of these
molecules moving about with great rapidity and exhibiting
every appearance of animal life. Curious as these circum-
stances undoubtedly are, it is still more singular that the
movements of the molecules do not cease with the life of a
plant; on the contrary, they have been witnessed by Dr.
Brown even in the fossilized remains of vegetables, and may
be readily seen by colouring water with the dead vegetable
matter called Gamboge, when the molecules are instantly

set at liberty and commence their motions.
It appears from these facts that if plants are reduced to

their organic elements, they are all composed of the same
simple molecular matter, in different states of combination

;

that the huge mahogany trees that form our furniture, and
the humble lichen that encrusts our ancient buildings, are
alike composed of similar particles, which are capable of
motion when at liberty; that they lose that power, and
apparently their separate life, when they are combined by the
irresistible laws of nature into other beings of a more com-
plicated structure, but still forming life ; that their inherent
vitality does not cease with that of the object into which they
have been combined, but endures through many ages even
when buried in the bowels of the earth ; and, finally, that
their original powers are restored to them the instant they are
liberated from their prison.

It has been thought by some, that the motions above de-
scribed could be accounted for by evaporation, or by the
unstable equilibrium of the molecules in the fluid in which
they are suspended, or by currents in the fluid, or by a slow
but gradual dissolution of the molecules, or by attractions

and repulsions among the molecules themselves ; but it is

difficult to reconcile with such hypotheses the following

ingenious experiments of Dr. Brown, the great observer of
these phenomena, to whom the world is indebted for the
most accurate information upon the subject. Take a drop
of water in which a small quantity of the molecules is known
to be floating ; mix it well, by shaking it violently, among a
much larger quantity of almond oil; the water will then be
divided into extremely minute globules, each of which will

be inclosed in a coating of oil ; if the smallest of the globules,
thus obtained, be examined, they will be found to contain
two, or three, or even one only of the molecules, caught, as
it were, in a trap, where they may be kept for many weeks
and observed. Under such circumstances, no alteration

whatever can be discovered in their movements, which con-
tinue the same as before the water in which they float was
coated with oil. The inversion ofthis experiment by mixing a

small quantity of oil, in like manner, among a large quantity

of water, produces drops no bigger than the molecules them-

selves ; but these drops, when mixed with the molecules and
observed under precisely the same circumstances, exhibited

no movements whatever.

For further information upon this subject, see Brown's

Account of Microscopical Observations, made in June, July,

and August, 1827.

ACTON, JOSEPH, the prime minister of the court of

Naples for several years, was the son of an Irish gentleman

who practised medicine at Bensancon, in France. He was

born in 1737. He was originally m the French naval ser-

vice ; but subsequently obtained the command of a frigate

from Leopold, Duke of Tuscany. In an unsuccessful expe-

dition against Algiers, in 1774, in which the government of

Tuscany co-operated with that of Spain, Acton commanded
the Tuscan vessels ; and by his gallant conduct succeeded

in saving three or four thousand Spanish soldiers, who must

otherwise have perished. His good conduct here was the

cause of his advancement. He was recommended to the

service of the king of Naples. His intriguing disposition

secured him the favour of the king and queen of Naples

;

and he was successively minister of the navy, of war, of

finance, and ultimately became prime minister. In his

policy he was constantly opposed to the French party in

Italy. Many of the persecutions for political opinions, and

the violations of justice, which occurred at Naples subse-

quent to the period of the French invasion, in 1799, are

ascribed to the power or the influence of Acton. He is said

to have died in obscurity in Sicily, in 1808.

ACTOR and ACTRESS.—[See Drama.]
ACTS OF SEDERUNT (in the municipal law of

Scotland) are statutes made by the Lords of Session, by

virtue of a Scottish Act of Parliament, passed in 1540, era-

powering them to make such constitutions as they may
think expedient for ordering the procedure and forms of

administering justice. These are called Acts of Sederunt

because they are made by the Lords of Session sitting in

judgment.
ACTS of the APOSTLES.—[See Apostles.]
ACTUARY, a word which, properly speaking, might

mean any registrar of a public body, but which is generally

used to signify the manager of a joint-stock company under

a board of directors, particularly of an insurance company;

whence it has come to stand generally for a person skilled

in the doctrine of life annuities and insurances, and who is in

the habit of giving opinions upon cases o»f annuities, rever-

sions, &c. Most of those called actuaries combine both the

public and private part of the character.

An actuary combines with the duties of a secretary those

of a scientific adviser to the board which gives him his office,

in all matters involving calculation, on which it may be

supposed that the members of the latter are not generally

competent to form opinions themselves.

The name has a legal character from its being recognized

in the statute 59 Geo. III. c. 128 (or the Friendly Societies'

Act of 1819), which enacts that no justice of the peace shall

allow of any tables, &c, to be adopted in any Friendly Society,

unless the same shall have been approved by ' two persons,

at the least, known to be professional actuaries, or persons

skilled in calculation,'—a definition much too vague to be any

sufficient guide. The Committee on Friendly Societies of

1825 reported that 'petty schoolmasters or accountants,

whose opinion upon the probability of sickness and the dura-

tion of life is not to be depended upon/ had been consulted

under this title, and recommended that the actuary of tbe

National Debt Office should be the only recognized authority

for the purposes above-mentioned ; in which recommendation
the Committee of 1827 joined. In the 10 Geo. IV. c. 56,

however, no alteration appears in the law on this point

We may further mention that, by the Act of 1819, no

Friendly Society can be dissolved, or any division of money
made otherwise than in the ordinary course, without the

certificate of two actuaries, that the interests of all the

members have been consulted in the proposed dissolution ox

payment.
ACU'LEUS, or PRICKLE, in Botany, is a hard, conical

often curved, expansion of the bark of some plants, such at

the rose, and is intended either for their defence agains
enemies, or to enable them to hook themselves upon thai

neighbours, so as to gain a more free access to light and ail

or for other purposes unknown to us. The prickle is com
posed entirely of cellular tissue, which is at first soft aw
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flexible, and only acquires its hardness and rigidity when
old. In some respects it may be compared to a hair, from
which it chiefly diners in its large size and greater perma-
nence. Care must be taken by the young botanist not to

confoond the prickle with the spine or thorn, which is of a
totally different nature. [See Spine.] They may be dis-

tinguished by the prickle breaking readily from the bark,

tearing a clean scar behind ; while the spine cannot be torn

off without rending through the bark into the wood itself.

Leaves are often metamorphosed into spines, but never into

iculei. [See Metamorphosis of Plants.]
ACUPUNCTURE, a term used to denote the insertion

of a needle into the skin or flesh. Acupuncture is an ope-

ration which has been long in use in eastern countries, and
which appears to have been adopted there from the notion

that several diseases attended with severe pain arise from air

or vapor pent up in the body, to which a puncture with a
noodle affords an outlet, and thereby removes the malady.
Europeans travelling in those countries several times wit-

nessed the practice, and were struck with the results ; but
either their reports were not credited, or the operation ap-

peared to the physicians and surgeons of Europe so unpro-
mising, that upwards of a century elapsed after the know-
ledge of it was familiar to many European practitioners,

before a single trial of it was made. As long back as the

year 1679, a medical officer in the East India Company's
service states that a guard of the Emperor of Japan, ap-

pointed to conduct tho English to the palace, was seized with
violent pain of the abdomen, attended with vomiting, in

oonseauence of having drank a quantity of iced water when
heated After trying in vain to relieve his complaint by
taking wine and ginger, and conceiving that his suffering

arose from air or vapor pent up in the walls of the abdo-

men, to which vapor the insertion of needles into the skin

would afford an exit, he underwent the operation of acu-

puncture in tne presence of the narrator, which was per-

formed in the following manner :—He laid himself upon his

back, placed the point of a needle upon his abdomen, struck

its bead with a hammer once or twice to make it pass
through the skin, turned it round between the forefinger

tad thumb till it entered to the depth of an inch, and then,

sfter about thirty respirations, withdrew it, and pressed
the punctures with his fingers, to force out the imagi-
nary vapor. After having made four such punctures, he
wis instantly relieved, and got well. Some years after-

wards, a physician, who accompanied a Dutch embassy to

Japan, confirmed this account, by the statement that the
Japanese are in the constant habit of performing this opera-
tion in various disorders attended with acute pain, and that
he himself frequently witnessed the instantaneous cessation
of the pain as if by enchantment. No further notice ap-
pears to have been taken • of this mode of treatment m
Europe for upwards of a century, when it was alluded to by
&* celebrated Vica-d'Azyr, in the Encyclopedic M6tho-
dique, merely for the purpose of congratulating the world
that the statements of Ten Rhyne and Kaompfer, the phy-
«riam who had given the first accounts of it, had not in-

deed any European physician or surgeon to practice it. In
teyear 1810, however, some trials of it were made by Dr.
jkrlioz, a physician of Paris, who found, or fancied he found,
it so efficacious a remedy, that he was induced to employ it

^extensively, and many French practitioners imitated
hi* example with the same apparent results. It has been
whsequently tried in England, and sufficient experience of
it hag now been obtained to prove that the operation itself is

attended with little or no pain, and that it may be employed
** least with safety, if not with advantage.
There are two cases in which it seems likely to be bene-

fekl,—first, in painful local affections unattended with
change of structure in the part diseased, and without local

inanimation or general fever,—and, secondly, in that
H*cie* of dropsy termed anasarca, in which the water is

?"*umalated in the cells of the cellular membrane that lies

^"nediately beneath the skin. It is probable that all the
•^es of the first class consist of disordered states of the
1*™** of the parts affected, technically termed cases of
Neuralgia. There cannot be a question that this remedy
** proved beneficial in cases of this kind sufficiently

J*
to warrant the trial of it, whenever these disor-

J*J
do not yield to the ordinary modes of treatment,

** nnder these circumstances there is the greater rea-

**J *» resorting to it, since the operation occasions no^ and since no evil consequence of any kind has ever

been known to result from it. But if the part affected

be inflamed, and more especially if there be any degree
of febrile action in the system, the acupuncture of the
part will certainly do no good, and will very likely produce
mischief.

In anasarca a few punctures made with the needle will

allow a ready exit to the fluid, which mav continue to drain
during several days in succession; and when this is the
case, it invariably affords relief, and sometimes saves, and
oftener prolongs, life. Scarification is a remedy of the
same kind in ordinary use, but the inflammation that re-

sults from this practice is sometimes severe, and occasionally
runs into mortification. Acupuncture is affirmed by many
who have made trial of it to be equally effectual, and to

be much less apt to be attended with these evil conse-
quences.

The needles employed in oriental countries are always
made of the purest gold or silver ; those of gold are pre-
ferred, and great care is taken to obtain them well tempered.
In China their manufacture is a distinct occupation, underr
stood by few, and those few are licensed by the emperor.
Some of these needles are fine, about four inches in length,
with a spiral handle, for the purpose of more easily turning
them, and are kept by means of a ring, or a piece of silk

thread, in grooves, each capable of holding one needle : the
grooves are formed in each side of a hammer, usually made
of the polished horn of the wild ox, ivory, ebony, or some
other hard wood; the hammer is rather longer than the
needle, and has a roundish head, covered on the side that

strikes with a piece of leather, and rendered heavier by a
little lead within. The needles employed in Europe are of
steel, long and fine, and furnished either with a knob of
sealing-wax at their head, or, what is more convenient, a
little handle of ivory or wood, screwing into a sheath for the
needle. They are best introduced by a slight pressure, and
a semi-rotating motion, between the thumb and forefinger,

and withdrawn with the same motion. In cases of neuralgic

pain the needle should be allowed to remain in from a
quarter of an hour to two hours. It would appear, that in

cases of this kind, a number of needles introduced, and
hastily withdrawn, is not as effectual as the introduction of
a single needle that is allowed to remain for the space of a
couple of hours. When the only object is to afford an exit

to tne fluid collected in anasarca, of course the mere punc-
ture is sufficient ; there is no use in allowing the needle to

remain.

AD LIBITUM (Latin, or ad lib. in Music), at discretion,

at pleasure, denotes that the performer is at liberty to pause,

or to introduce any cadence or addition of his own, according

to his judgment An accompaniment is said to be ad libitum,

when it is not essential, and may be either used or omitted,

as circumstances may require, without materially affecting

the composition.

ADA'GIO, in Music, an Italian adverb, signifying slowly,

leisurely, and used to indicate the slowest movement in

music : though some writers, and among them Rousseau,

have ranked Largo as a degree slower; but an examination

of the works of those who were the earliest to use both

terms, as well as of the practical interpretation of the best

and most correct composers, will be sufficient to shew the

error.

It is now, and has long been, the custom to point out the

quickness or slowness, as. also the manner or character, of a

piece of music, by some Italian word, placed at the beginning

of the composition. These are sometimes very inadequate

to the purpose, and much is commonly left to tne judgment
ofthe performer, which but too frequently cannot very safelv

be relied on. The use of the metronome [see Mktronomb J,

or, indeed, of any other kind of pendulum, which is gaining

ground in spite of prejudice, fixes the intention of the com-

poser as regards movement, that is to say, quickness or

slowness. With respect to style, to the passion meant to be

expressed, much must still depend on the taste and intel-

ligence of those to whom the execution of a work is en-

trusted.
,

The five principal terms denoting the degrees of motion,

beginning from the slowest and proceeding to the quickest,

are

—

Adagio, very slow.

Largo, slow.

Andante, a moderate time.

Allegro, quick.

Presto, very quick.
Jr *
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Other terms relating to slowness or quickness, are but modi-

fications of the above.

The word Adagio is also used substantively • thus we
say, an Adagio of Haydn.
The real knowledge and taste of a performer is best de-

veloped in his mode of treating an Adagio. What is com-

monly called execution, or the rapid motion of the fingers, is

purely mechanical, and demands neither sensibility nor

discrimination ; it is a kind of sleight-of-hand, which any
one by dint of animal labour may acquire : but to give

true effect to a slow movement, the performer must, in addi-

tion to considerable experience and a pretty extensive ac-

quaintance with the best schools of music, possess strong

reeling, must play, or sing, with ' the same spirit that the

author writ,' or he will find no willing hearers. In a word,

he will either charm or disgust his audience ; will shew that

he either understands his art, or is wholly incapable of

attaining its highest object, namely, that of touching the

heart.

ADAM, the first man, and progenitor of the human race,

whom God formed of the dust of the ground, on the sixth

and last day of the creation, as related in the first and se-

cond chapters of Genesis. The whole of the authentic history

of Adam is contained in the first five chapters of that book.

His loss of the state of innocence and felicity which he ori-

finally enjoyed, is commonly known by the name of the Fall.

t was after this event, and his expulsion from the Garden of

Eden, or the terrestrial Paradise, that his eldest son Cain
was born. His second son was Abel, and his third Seth, or

Sheth, who was born when he was a hundred and thirty

years old. But he is also stated to have had bther sons and
daughters, wbose names are not given. He died at the age
of nine hundred and thirty, and therefore, according to the

commonly received computation, in the year 3074 before the

birth of Christ. Many fables have been invented, and idle

questions raised, by the rabbinical writers and others, re-

specting Adam, for which there is no warrant whatever in

Scripture. The reader who may be curious to see some of

these may consult the articles in Bayle, and in Calmet's Dic-
tionary of the Bible. The word Adam means ' to be red,'

and it is supposed that in allusion to the signification of this

Hebrew verb, the earth out of which Adam was made was
called • Adamah;' while others think that the name 'Adam'
contains an allusion to the reddish colour of a healthy person.

See the use of the word • adorn' in the Song of Solomon,
v. 1 0. According to Ludolf, Adamah, in the Ethiopic, means
• beautiful, elegant,' &c; denoting man to be the chief
work of God, In the New Testament the expression, the
New Adam, is frequently used to designate our Saviour.

ADAM, ALEXANDER, LL.D., a late eminent teacher
of Latin, who was born in June 1 741 , at Coats of Burgie, in

the parish of Rafford, Morayshire. The station of his pa-
rents was very humble, but the parish school enabled them
to obtain for their son the rudiments of a good education,

nt an expense not beyond their scanty means. After
having acquired the ordinary knowledge of Latin here, young
Adam proceeded to Aberdeen, in the hope of obtaining one
of the small exhibitions, or bursaries, which are open for an-
nual competition at King's College, to persons proposing to

become students at that seminary. In this expectation, how-
ever, he was disappointed. He then resolved to enter him-
self at the University of Edinburgh, and to trust to his own
exertions and fortitude to enable him to struggle through
the usual course. This was in the winter of 1758. His dif-

ficulties and privations while attending college were very
great ; but he was of a character well fitted to contend with
the hardships which it was his lot to encounter ; and though
he was sometimes reduced to such destitution as not to know
where to obtain a mouthful of bread, he manfully persevered
in hard study till he gained the reputation of being one of
the best scholars in the university. His merits were at length
rewarded by his appointment, in 1761, to the office of one of
the teachers in Watson's Hospital, an institution in Edin-
burgh for the education and support of the sons of decayed
burgesses. This situation he held till 1 767, when the ability

and success with which he had discharged its duties caused
him to be chosen assistant to the Rector of the High School,
the chief classical seminary of the city. Finally, in 1771,
on the death of the rector, Adam was elected by the ma-
gistrates as his successor ; and in this honourable post he
remained throughout the rest of his life. The first years of
his rectorship, however, were somewhat stormy. In 1772 he
published a little work, entitled ' The Principles of Latin and

English Grammar,' and he introduced it into the school as

a substitute for Ruddiman's Grammar, which had been for

many years the established manual. The four under-raas-

ters resisted this innovation, and at last the dispute grew to

such a height, that it became necessary for the magistrates,

as patrons of the school, to interfere. The proceedings which

took place are very fully detailed in Chalmers* Life of Rud-
diman (pp. 91-96, and 390-403). From the statement there

given, it appears that the matter was first submitted to the

town-council by the Lord Provost, on the 2d of February,

1 785. when it was resolved to refer it to the decision of the

Principal, and two of the Professors of the University. These

learned persons took due time for deliberation, and on the

15th of October drew up a report, recommending thatRuddi-

man's should be the grammar regularly used in all the classes,

but permitting the rector to introduce into his own class

such additions from the rival work as he mignt deem neces-

sary or proper. This decision, however, it would appear, did

not settle the dispute. On the 7th of November we find the

business again brought before the magistrates by a remonr
strance from the- undcr-masters against the decision of the

Srofessors, and a petition that the old grammar alone should

e tolerated in the school. The magistrates, thus again ap-

pealed to, did not pronounce their judgment with precipita-

tion ; but at length, on the 23d of August^ 1786, they issued

an explicit prohibition against the rector's book, in conformity

to the under-masters' prayer. Adam now in his turn became

the remonstrant ; but a letter which he wrote only produced

a second order from the town-council, on the 29th ofNovem-

ber, repeating and confirming the former. After this he

no longer attempted to teach from his own grammar ; and

although the book has since gone through several editions,

it has not supplanted Ruddiman to any great extent in the

other schools of Scotland. Dr. Adam also published the

following works:—In 1791 a volume entitled ' Roman An-

tiquities,' which has gone through several editions, and been

translated into German, French, and Italian; in 1794, a

* Summary of Geography and History,' also several times

reprinted ; in 1 800 a Dictionary of Classical Biography ; and

in 1805 a Latin Dictionary, under the title of * Lexicon

Lingua) Latinso Compendiarium,' being an abridgment of

a larger work, on which he had been long engaged. A se-

cond edition of this last has been published since the authors

death, with very considerable alterations, both in the way of

addition and of curtailment. Both this dictionary and the

Roman Antiquities are much used in the schools of Scot-

land. No person filling a public situation was more univer-

sally respected and esteemed in Scotland than Dr. Adam in

his latter days. His character was one off great manliness

;

so much so as to make him sometimes perhaps indiscreetly

bold in the expression of whatever he felt. His political

opinions were of a strongly liberal complexion ; and he has

been accused of not scrupling sometimes to give them vent

with considerable emphasis in the presence of his class. But

such was the general regard which was felt for him, that

this charge which, especially at the time when it was made,

would have seriously injured almost any other schoolmaster,

scarcely affected his influence or usefulness. He was carried

off by apoplexy on the 18th of December, 1809, in his sixty-

ninth year, and was honoured by his fellow-citizens with a

public funeral. A memoir of his life was published in

8vo., in 1810.

Of the four works just enumerated, the most valuable and

the best known is the treatise on Roman Antiquities. Few
books in so small a compass contain so large a mass of use-

ful information, and the matter, multifarious as it is, is iu

general well digested and arranged. The chief defect per-

haps, and it is one which pervades many parts of the work,

is an inattention to the effects of time in changing the

customs of the Romans. If the habits of one people differ

from those of another, no less distinct is the character of the

same nation at distant periods of its existence. While the

distribution of political power and the signification of political

terms vary on the one hand, on tnc other, the whole face of

private life is changed by revolutions equally complete.

Thus, though Dr. Adam has collected a large mass of facts

connected with the political institutions of Rome, yet, not

perceiving how the meaning of terms varied in the different

ages, he has often so arranged tho passages extracted by

him from Latin authors on this subject, as entirely to mis-

lead both himself and his reader. Indeed, when Dr. Adam
wrote, the whole of this department of Roman Antiquities

was one confused chaos, which has been only reduced
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•gun to order by the extraordinary talent and learning of
Niebuhr and other writers. Again, some corrections and
many additions are required in the section on the Roman
year, particularly for the periods prior to the Julian correo-

Cion. No little caution, also, should be observed in reading the
remarks on Roman money, a subject of especial difficulty, in

which it is often more prudent to be satisfied with ignorance,

than to adopt tho ordinary interpretations. The value and
names of the Roman coins were constantly changing, and
this not consistently. Secondly, the numerical notation em-
ployed by the Romans is particularly liable to corruption in

the MSS. ; and, even where the text is not corrupted, the

interpretation is uncertain. Some other defective parts might
easily be pointed out Yet, with all these drawbacks, the
work is of great value to all who read the history or the
literature of Rome, and does great credit to Dr. Aaara. It

ought not to detract from his reputation that he has not
anticipated the important discoveries made by the Germans
in the last twenty years ; but undoubtedly it is to be desired,

and none would have desired it more than Dr. Adam himself,

that the substance of these discoveries should now be in-

corporated in the work, in the place of what is defective or

erroneous.

The treatise on Classical Biography is intended chiefly

for the illustration of Roman History, and within these

ltmitA has a decided superiority over any other work in

our language. It deserves a much more extensive

circulation than we believe it possesses in England. And
we may say the same of Dr. Adam's Latin Dictionary,

which has been prevented from superseding the octavo

edition of Ainsworth's Dictionary, perhaps only by the in-

convenient arrangement adopted by Adam, who often

neglects the alphabetical order, to bring together words
etymologically connected. The summary of History, and
Geography, published by Dr. Adam, has in parts great
merit, but it aims at much more than can be fairly executed
within the limits. We need only say that it professes to give,

l&t, A summary of all history, ancient and modern, Grecian,

Roman, Persian, English, French, German, Indian, Ame-
rican, &c, &c, with the manners and customs of these

nations ; 2dly, The mythology of the Greeks ; 3dly, The
geography of all ages and all countries, not excluding even
the local situations of remarkable cities ; 4thly, An account
of the progress ofastronomy and geography, from the earliest

periods to tho present time, with a brief account of the

planetary system. And not satisfied with all this, the pub-
lishers have added an extensive index of geography, and
thirteen maps of little value. Bulky as the volume is, there

is not, and cannot be, room for information of any value, on
so many points. Like a map on a small scale crowded with

names, its tendency is to confound rather than inform the

understanding. But when we look at all that Dr. Adam did,

we can fairly say that no writer in the British islands has ever

done more to assist the young student of Latin, or, what is

perhaps still more important, to connect that study with the

attainment of general knowledge.

ADAM, JAMES, an architect of the last century, who i3

not at all known but as the partner and associate of his

brother Robert, the subject of the following article. He
died in 1794.

ADAM, ROBERT, an architect who was extensively era-

nloyed both in England and Scotland, but more particularly in

London, in which city he also engaged in some very consider-

able building speculations. He was born at Kirkaldy, in Fife-

shire, according to some authorities, and, according to others,

at Edinburgh, in the year 1728, and was the son of William

Adam, Esq., of Maryburgh, near Kirkald), who is said to

have furnished the designs for Hopctoun House and the

Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh ; but whether he was him-

self professionally an architect or not, does not appear. Ro-
bert received his literary education at the Unh ersity of Edin-

burgh ; and, from his father, it seems most likely, he derived

instruction in the principles and practice of his future pro-

fession. During this period he had the advantage of

the society of many distinguished literary and scientific

men, who were the friends and companions of his father,

and among whom were numbered the great names of Hume,
Robertson, and Adam Smith.

When he was in his twenty-sixth year, Mr. R. Adam
went to Italy in pursuit of professional knowledge, and re-

mained there several years. His contemporaries, James
Stuart and Nicholas Rcvett, were, at the time of Adam's

residence in Italy, engaged in exploring, and preparing for

publication, the architectural remains ofAthens ; but so little

was Grecian architectureknown and appreciated, thathe went,
instead, to Spalatro in Dalmatia, to measure and delineate

the ruins of the palace of Diocletian there, a structure

indicating alike the decline of civilization and the pro-

gress of barbarism. In this tour he was accompanied by
Cllrisseau, a French architect, whose name is connected
with a work on the remains of a Roman temple at Nismes,
in Languedoc. Mr. Adam returned from the continent
about the year 1762, and settled in London, and shortly after

published there, in a large folio volume, engraved repre-
sentations and descriptions, with attempted restorations,

of the Dalmatian palace before mentioned. These, like

many other attempts of the kind, are not consistent, in
the more important particulars of architectural arrange-
ment, with the evidence afforded by the remains themselves,
and by the remains of other palatial and domestic edifices

of the same and earlier date ; some of these, however, were
not accessible when Mr. Adam wrote.

About the same time, 1 763-4, Mr. R. Adam was appointed
architect to the king. This fortunate position made him
what is termed fashionable, and he found extensive em-
ployment. In the course of a very few years he designed,
and, in conjunction with his brother James, executed a great
many public and private buildings in England and in Scot-

land. In 1 773 the brothers commenced the publication of then-

works, in large folio engravings, with letter-press descriptions

and critical and explanatory notes, in numbers, which were
continued at intervals down to 1778. The principal designs
included in these are, the screen fronting the high road, and
the extensive internal alterations of Sion House, a seat of
the Duke of Northumberland, near Brentford in Middlesex

;

Lord Mansfield's mansion at Caen-wood, or Kenwood, also

in Middlesex ; Luton House, in Bedfordshire, erected for

Lord Bute ; the screen to the Admiralty Office, Lon-
don ; the Register Office, Edinburgh ; Shelburne House,
now Lansdowne House, Berkeley-square, London ; the

parish church of Mistley, in Essex, &c. &c. At a later

period the Messrs. Adam designed the infirmary at Glasgow,
and some extensive new buildings in the University of Edin-
burgh, though their practice, after the year 1 780, lay prin-

cipally in London, where a great many of their productions
still exist, and are easily recognised by any one accustomed
to discriminate architectural design. \Ve may mention Port-
land, Stratford, and Hamilton Places, the south and east

sides of Fitzroy Square, and the buildings of the Adelphi as

the most extensive of their works. Much of what tho Messrs.
Adam did was in the capacity of speculating builders. The
Adelphi was a speculation of their's, and is understood to

have been an unsuccessful one. The substructions of build-

ings of such a kind, and in such a situation as those of the
Adelphi Terrace, were necessarily so expensive as almost to

preclude the possibility of an adequate return. It may be
further remarked that their interest in, and connexion with,

this last-mentioned expensive undertaking, is intimated by
the name ' Adelphi/ which is the Greek term for • brothers

;'

and by the application of their own name, ' Adam,' to the
principal street leading to the terrace, and of their respective

Christian names, ' Robert' and 'James,' to two of the minor
streets.

The Messrs. Adam were among the first, if they were not
themselves the very first, to make use in London of a stucco

in imitation of stone, for external architectural decorations

;

and that which they employed was an oil cement or compo-
sition, invented by Liardet, a Swiss clergyman resident in

this country, who had obtained a patent for the preparation

of it, which patent they purchased. This was infringed by
pretended improvers, ana the proprietors were thereby in-

volved in a troublesome and expensive suit to protect their

own interests, and were, moreover, involved in disputes with

rival builders and surveyors. Most of the works produced
by the Messrs. Adam in the course of their practice and
business, as architects and builders, where stone is not used,

are either faced entirely, or their architectural decorations

are formed, with this composition, which has endured, now
at the end of half a century, far better than was predicted

at the time.

The style of architecture introduced by the Messrs. Adam
was peculiar to themselves, and very faulty ; but there is

nevertheless an air of prettiness, and some good taste in it

;

and the credit may certainly be claimed for its authors of
having done much to improve the street architecture of
London, for which species of composition their style was
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better adapted than for detached and insulated structures.

Their taste seems to have been slightly affected, and in that

slight degree beneficially, by the Greek style of composi-

tion which Messrs. Stuart and Revett were then making
known, but they certainly were far from entering into the

spirit of it ; they departed moreover almost entirely from the

laws and usages of the Italo-Vitruvian school, which was
then called classical, and introduced many deviations alike in-

consistent with the styles of Greece and Home, with the laws

of the schools, and with sound sense and good taste. The
entire omission, or contraction, of an arcnitrave in their

entablatures, the extravagant breadth of their friezes,

the shallowness and almost universal meanness of their

cornices, and the still meaner and more tasteless style

of the decorative ornament with which they beplastered

their friezes and ceilings, are among the most glaring

faults of their peculiar manner. In their insulated com-
positions especially, the worst of these faults are aggra-

vated by varieties of them being introduced, not only

into different, but also into the same elevations of the

same structures, which should at least harmonize even

in their defects. Both Kenwood and Luton Houses are

examples of this ; they both have mean entablatures, which
are differently composed and proportioned, on the same
and on different wonts of the respective edifices. In
mere street-fronts the style of the Messrs. Adam, as we
have before intimated, is not only less offensive, but it is at

times made even pleasing. The front of the British Coffee-

house, in Cockspur Street, though a mere trifle, is by far the

best of their fronts with which we are acquainted ; and the

Admiralty screen has more beauties and fewer defects than

most things of the kind they executed ; but this last, it must
be confessed, is less after their own manner, and more in con-

formity with the rules of art.

Mr. R. Adam did not retain the appointment of architect

to the king more than four or five years, for he resigned it on
being returned to parliament for the county of Kinross in 1 768.

This latter circumstance, however, does not appear to have
interrupted his professional avocations, for we find that

he continued to be actively engaged in business down to the

period of his death, which took place in March, 1792, in

the sixty -fourth year of his age, in consequence of internal

hemorrhage, occasioned by the rupture of a blood-vessel.

He was buried in Westminster Abbey, in the south transept

of which is a tablet to his memory.
As an architect Mr. Adam displayed an original and inde-

pendent mind ; for it required, in his day, no small degree
both of originality and independence to break through the

trammels which had been imposed upon architecture. This
Adam did, nevertheless, and though the result was that he
became a mannerist, after a very peculiar, and, as we have
shown, not very elevated or classical style of his own, the

effect on English architecture was, on the whole, good.

With Mr. Adam, we believe originated the idea of giving to

a number of unimportant private edifices the appearance
of one imposing structure, by external architectural arrange-

ments ; and he certainly has the credit of having carried

this principle extensively into effect in several of the in-

stances we have mentioned.

As a member of society, Mr. Adam enjoys the reputation

of a kindly disposition, of great sweetness of manners,
and of a high moral character, which assured to him affec-

tionate regard in private life, and confidence and esteem in

public.

ADAM, (Sculptors.) There were three brothers of this

name, who all enjoyed some reputation as sculptors in

France in the early part of the last century. They were the

sons of a sculptor named Jacob-Sigisbert Adam, who lived

at Nancy. The eldest, Lambert- Sigisbert, was born there

on the 10th February, 1700* and made his first appearance
at Paris in 1719. After remaining in that city for four

years, he gained the first prize in the Academy, and pro-

ceeded to Rome on a pension allowed him by the king.

Here he spent about ten years, and among other works
furnished the design which was adopted by Clement XII.,
one of sixteen which were presented for the intended foun-

tain of Trevi, The offers of the French government then
induced him to return to Paris. On the 25th May, 1 737,

he was admitted a member of the Academy, and he was
afterwards appointed professor in that institution. The two
best known of this sculptor's productions are, a group of
Neptune and Atnphitrite, which he executed for the Basin
of Neptune at Versailles, ond on which he spent five years

;

and a figure of St Jerome* originally intended far the Hos-
pital des Invalides, but now placed in the church of St Rooh,

at Paris. They are fair specimens of the French school of

that age, which, however, was one of the least brilliant

periods in the history of modern art Adam published, in

1754, a work entitled Recueil de Sculpture* Antique*

Grecques et Romaines. He died of apoplexy on the 13th

May, 1 759. Nicolas Sebastian, the next brother, was born

on the 22d March, 1705. He came to Paris at the age of

eighteen, and went to Rome in 1726, where, two years

after, he obtained one of the prizes at the Academy of San
Luca. Having remained here for nine years, he returned

to Paris; and after some time was also, like his elder

brother, received into the Academy. Among the designs

which he produced was one for the Mausoleum of the Car-

dinal de Fleury. His two principal works were a tomb for

the wife of King Stanislaus of Poland, and his Prometheus
chained to a Rock (which has been commonly assigned by

mistake to his elder brother). For the latter work he had an

offerfrom the King ofPrussiaof30,000 francs ; but he declined

accepting it, on the ground that the sculpture belonged to

his own sovereign, for whom it had been at first intended.

He died on the 27th March, 1778. The third brother,

Francois-Gaspard, was born in 1710. He made his way,

like his elder brother, to Rome, and also on his return from

Italy fixed his residence in Paris. He worked for some

years at Berlin, in the service of Che King of Prussia, and

died at Paris in 1795. [Abridged from the BiograpMe
Umverselle.]

ADAMS BRIDGE, a series of sand oanks, which,

with two small islands, extend from a point in the

southern peninsula of India (140 miles north-east of

Cape Comorin) to the opposite island of Ceylon. The
width of the channel is about sixty geographical miles, and

there are only two navigable passages in it One, called

the Manaar passage, which separates the small island of

Manaar from the adjacent coast of Ceylon, has not more

than four feet water at flood-tide. The other, and more

northern passage, is called the Paumbeen, and separates

the main land from the island of Ramisseram, celebrated for

its great pagoda and extensive remains. The Paumbeen
passage is very narrow, and not more than six feet deep at

high water. The space between the two nearest points of

Manaar and Ramisseram, which is about thirty miles wide,

is a bank of sand, only covered at high water. Thus, if a

vessel of moderate size has occasion to sail from any one

point north of the Bridge into the Gulf of Manaar, it must

make the whole circuit of the island of Cevlon. The ninth

degree of north latitude passes through the southern part

of Manaar Island. [See Journal Educ. No. 6.]
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ADAMS PEAK, the highest point of the island of

Ceylon, and probably the centre of the mountain ranges in

which the largest river of that island, the Mavela Gunga,
takes its rise. The following description of it is by Robert
Knox, an Englishman, who was near twenty years a pri-

soner in the island. (London, 1681.)
* On the south side of Conde Uda is a hill, supposed U

be the highest on this island, called, in the Chingulay Ian

guage, Hamalell ; but, by the Portuguese and the Europear
natives, Adam's Peak. It is sharp like a sugar-loaf, and or

the top a flat stone with the print of a foot like a man's or

it, but far bigger, being about two feet long. The people o.

this land count it meritorious to go and worship this impres-
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son ; and generally about their new year, which is in March,
they, men, women, and children, go up this vast and high
mountain to worship.—Out of this mountain arise many fine

rivers, which run through the land, some to the westward,
some to the southward, and the main river, via. Mavelagonga,
to the northward.*

The print of the foot is supposed to be that of Buddha,
which he left when ascending to heaven. He has no temple
on this mountain, according to Knox, but ' unto this foot-

step they give worship, light up lamps, and offer sacrifices,

laying them upon it, as upon an altar/ Besides the foot-

step on the mountain-top, there was, in Knox's time, a tree

in the north part of the island at Annarodgburro, which was
annually resorted to at the same time with the footstep, and
was held in equal honour, as it was said to have come flying

over from the mainland, and to have planted itself. When
Buddha was on the earth, he used often to sit under this

tree.

The Greek geographer Ptolemy, who had some knowledge
of Ceylon, gives to Adam's Peak the name of Male, which
is evidently the same word as the Hamalell of Robert Knox.
Adam's Peak is in about 6° 50* N. L., 80° 35' E. L., and

45 miles B. S. £. of Columbo, which is on the west coast
The elevation of the mountain is about 7000 feet. The
principal materials of which it is composed are gneiss

and granite. Thick forests clothe the lower part of the
mountain, which is, as Knox describes it, very steep and
difficult of access. The path which leads to the summit is

the work of the devotees who go to pay their respects to the
sacred footstep.

A'DAMANT, a word no longer employed as a scientific

term, but used chiefly as a poetical expression synonymous
with diamond, or as descriptive of some other hard precious

substance, or merely to convey an idea of extreme hardness.

Milton, Pope, and Gray, make use of it in these different

senses, as well as the adjective adamantine. The real and
primary meaning of the word adamant, which is derived

from the Greek, is unbroken* or what cannot be broken.

ADAMANTINE SPAR, a simple mineral, more com-
monly denominated Corundum by mineralogists, the name
given to it in India, from which country it was first brought
to Europe. The first specimens of it were

t
sent by Dr.

Anderson, ofMadras, to Mr. Berry, a lapidary in Edinburgh,
as the substance used in India to polish masses of stone,

crystal and all other gems, except the diamond. It was ex-
amined by the celebrated Dr. Black, who ascertained its pe-

culiar nature, and from its great hardness, he called it ada-
mantine spar. With the exception of the diamond, it is the

hardest substance known. It contains about 90 per cent, of

alumine, a little iron, and a little silica, is usually of a pale
grey or greenish colour, but is also found of various tints of

red and brown. It is usually met with in rough ill-defined

crystals, in granite, and sometimes in primary limestone, and
is found in China, many parts of India, and occasionally in

different parts of Europe. Emery, the well known sub-

stance used in the cutting and polishing of glass, in polish-

ing steel, making razor-straps, and similar purposes in the

arts, is a granular variety of corundum, usually very much
mixed with iron ore. It is chiefly imported from the Isle of

Naxos, in the Grecian Archipelago, but is also found in

Saxony. The Sapphire is a remarkable instance how
the mysterious chemistry of nature in the mineral king-
dom produces from the same elements substances the most
different in external form; this beautiful precious stone

yielded by the analysis of Chenevix 94 per cent, of alumine

;

and Tennant found in emery, when freed from its admixture
of iron, 92 per cent of the same earth. The sapphire is,

after the diamond, the most valuable of gems ; it is usually

dark blue, but also occasionally colourless, and the precious

stones called by lapidaries oriental ruby, oriental topaz, ori-

ental amethyst, and oriental emerald, are red, yellow, violet,

and green sapphires* distinguishable from the other gems
of the same name which have not the prefix oriental^ by their

CTtatly superior hardness and greater specific gravity. Sap-
phires are found in gravel and sand in the island of Ceylon
and in Pegu, but they have never been seen in a matrix.

They are also occasionally found in gravel in different parts

of Europe, and they have been met with of a clear blue

colour and crystallized, in the lava of Nieder Mendig, near

Andernach on the Rhine.

ADAMS, JOHN, a distinguished American statesman.

He was born in the town of Braintree, near Boston, in Mas-
sachusetts, on the 19th October, 1 735, of a family which had

come from England at the first settlement of the colony. At
the usual age he was sent to Harvard College, in the neigh-
bouring town of Cambridge ; after leaving which, he pro-

ceeded to study the law, and was in due time called to the
bar. He soon raised himself, in the profession which he had
thus chosen, to great reputation, and extensive practice. In
1765 he published anonymously, in the Boston Gazette, a
series of papers under the title of an Essay on Canon and
Feudal Law, intended to expose the absurd and oppres-

sive character of these systems, which attracted considerable

notice, and were, in 1768, collected and reprinted in London.
In 1765, when the first opposition of the people of America
was excited by the Stamp Act, Mr. Adams took an active

part in those measures of constitutional opposition which
eventually forced the repeal of that obnoxious statute.

An offer of the lucrative office of Advocate-General in the
Court of Admiralty, made to him the following year by the

Crbwn, with the view of detaching him from the popular

cause, was instantly rejected. He was one of the select men,
or state-representatives, deputed by the several towns of the

province, who in 1770 met in convention at Boston, on the

announcement of the intention of the British Government to

station a military force in that town, in order to controul the

populace, exasperated by the new act imposing duties on
glass, paper, tea, &c, which had been passed in 1 767, and by
the other measures which indicated a determination in the

mother country to maintain at least the principle of her late

aggression. Soon after this, however, Mr. Adams gave a
proof both of his intrepidity, and of the moderation which was
associated with his zeal, by undertaking the defence of Cap-
tain Preston and his men, who, on the 5th of March, 1770,

had killed several of the people of Boston in a riot—a trans-

action which used to pass under the name of the Boston
massacre. He delivered a very powerful speech on this oc-

casion, when the jury acquitted all the prisoners of murder,
and only found two of them guilty of manslaughter. To the

honour of his countrymen, the part he had thus taken did

not diminish his popularity or influence ; and he continued,

during the remaining first years of the struggle, to exert

himself conspicuously in the front rank of the friends and
supporters of the colonial cause. In 1 773, and again in 1 774,

he was returned by the House of Assembly a Member of

the Council of the State ; but on both occasions the gover-

nor, General Gage, put his negative on the nomination. The
latter year, however, he was elected one of the four repre-

sentatives from the province of Massachusetts Bay, to the

General Congress, which met at Philadelphia on the 26th
of October, and which, among other proceedings, entered

into a resolution to suspend the importation of British goods

;

and he was also a member of the second assembly of the

same nature, held some time after, which took measures to

enrol the people in an armed national militia. In 1775 he
was offered the appointment of Chief Justice of his State

;

but this he declined, feeling that be could better serve his

country in another sphere. It had already become evident

to many, indeed, that the contest with Great Britain must
finally be decided by the sword; and Adams seems to

have been one of the first who adopted this conviction.

He was accordingly one of the chief promoters of the De-
claration of Independence, passed on the memorable 4th

of July, 1776. The motion was made by Mr. Lee of Vir-

finia, and seconded by Mr. Adams ; who, along with Mr.
efferson, was appointed the sub-committee to prepare the

declaration. It was actually drawn up by Mr. Jefferson. In
November, 1 777, Mr. Adams proceeded to Paris, as a Com-
missioner from the United States to that court ; and after

remaining for a short time in France, returned to America,

when he was elected a Member of the Convention for pre-

paring a new constitution for Massachusetts. In 1 786 he was
sent by the United States as their ambassador to Holland

;

from which country, about the end of 1782, he proceeded to

France, to co-operate with Dr. Franklin and his brother com-
missioners in the negotiations for peace with the mother

country. In 1785 he was appointed the first ambassador

from the United States to Great Britain ; and he had his

first audience with his Majesty in that character on the

2d of June. He remained in England till October, 1787.

In 1789, when Washington was elected President of the

Union, Mr. Adams was elected Vice-President, and he was
re-elected to the same office in 1 793. In 1797, on the retire-

ment of Washington, he was chosen President ; but he failed

to be re-elected on the expiration of his first term of four

years, his competitor, Mr. Je&rson, who had ako
*
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opposed to him on the former occasion, having a majority of

one vote. The general tune of the policy of Adams had
been opposed to that of the democratic party, which was re-

presented by Jefferson ; but he docs not appear to have

given complete satisfaction to the other great party whose

leading principles he espuised. On failing in being re-

elected president, he retired from public all'ahs to the quiet

of his country residence at Quiney ; declining, although

nominated, to stand candidate at the next annual election

for the governorship of Massachusetts. The rest of his life

lie spent in retirement. For some years before his death

his health had become extremely feeble, and at last little

more remained of the once active and eloquent statesman

than the mere breath of life. In this state he was when
the morning arrived of the 4th of July, lsj(j, the fiftieth

anniversary of the Declaration of Independence. Awakened
from sleep by the ringing of bells and other rejoicings of

that grand jubilee, the venerable patriot was asked if be

knew the meaning of what he heard. ' Oh, yes,' he replied,

the glow of old times seeming to return to him for a mo-
ment, 4

It is the glorious 4th of July !—God bless it—God
bless you all V Some time after he said,—* It is a great

and glorious day,'—adding, after a pause apparently of deep

thought, * Jefferson yet survives.' These were the last words

he was heard to utter. About noon he became alarmingly

ill, and at six in the evening he expired. The same day also

terminated the career of JetferM>n, his fellow-labourer in

laying the foundations of the independence of their common
country, and afterwards his successful rival. Except for a

short time, however, these two distinguished men were
friends throughout life. Besides the early publication that

has been mentioned, and many fugitive pieces, Mr. Adams
was also the author of a work first printed in .'> vols. Svn., in

1787, while he was in this country, under the title of 4 A
Defence of the Constitution and Government of the United
States,' but afterwards remodelled and reprinted in 17'J4,

with the new title of a 4 History of the Principal Republics

of the World.' It is designed to serve, by an ample in-

duction from history, as a vindication of the federal prin-

ciples of the American Constitution, an attachment to

which, indeed, has always been considered the distinctive

characteristic of this statesman and his party. Uis son,

John Quincy Adams, is still alive, having spent a large part

of his life in the service of the United States, and like his

father, having attained the honour of being ottrc elected to

fill the office of chief magistrate of the republic. [See F.nnj-

"Jopmlia Americana.)

ADAMS, SAMUEL, a conspicuous actor in the American
Revolution. He was born at Boston on the 27th of Sep-
tember, 1 722, and received his education at Harvard Col-

lege. After passing through the usual course of instruction

at that college, he applied himself to the study of divinity,

with the intention of becoming a preacher m the Calvinistic

communion, to which his family belonged. Although he
abandoned these professional views, probably his early theo-

logical studies had considerable influence in forming the

character of the man ; and he at any rate retained to the

end of his life a stern and somewhat intolerant attachment
to the religious principles in which he had been educated.

He was better fitted, however, for the rude contests of poli-

tics than the peaceful ministrations of a Christian clergyman.
Accordingly, on the first outbreaking in his native province

of the irritation and disturbances occasioned by the Stamp
Act in 17G5, Adams threw himself with zeal and determina-
tion on the popular side. From that moment the forwarding
and maintaining of the cause of his country's independence
became the business of his life. The same year in which
the Stamp Act was passed, he was deputed by his fellow-

citizens as one of their representatives in the legislature,

of which assembly he was immediately after elected clerk.

In 1774 he had the honour of being sent as one of the

four members from Massachusetts to the first Congress.
His name appears subscribed to the Declaration of Inde-
pendence in 1770. After the conclusion of the war he was
nominated a member of the convention for settling the con-
stitution of Massachusetts ; and he afterwards occupied a
seat in the senate of that state, and presided over it for some
years. In 17^9 ha was elected to the office of lieutenant-

governor, and in 1794 to that of governor, to which he was
re-elected annually till 1707, when he retired from public

life. He died at Boston on the 2d of October, 1803. Samuel
Adams was one of the firmest and most active patriots of the

Revolution, and powerfully contributed to the happy termi-

nation of the great cause to which he devoted his life. But

he was not a politician of very enlarged views; and u>efJ

as he proved in the subordinate sphere in which he acre;!,

there can be little doubt, from many parts of his concur,

that the national struggle would hardly have been br"Uir*,t

to the successful issue with which it was eventually crown,--*!.

if it had not been guided by wiser heads than his. He w .,

actuated in the whole course of his political career alnw
cxelusi\cly by one idea or feeling—jealousy of delegate!

power, however guarded. * Samuel Adams' said one «-f

his friends and admirers, ' would have the State of Mn>si-

chusetts govern the Union, the town of Boston govern Mas-

sachusetts, and that lie should govern the town of Best- n,

and then the whole would not be intentionally ill-governed.'

•— [Abridged from the Knrtfrbrjirr'ditt Americana.]
ADANSON, MICHAEL, a French naturalist of hi?h

reputation, was born at Aix in Provence, April 7, 17'27. He
was of Scotch extraction, but his family had become exile* in

consequence of the troubles that distracted Scotland in th--

early part of the lsth century. At a very early aue lie was

placed at the University of Paris, under the care of the cele-

brated Reaumur and «»f Bernard de Jussieu: and it ja

supposed that from tbe-e preceptors he imbibed that low-

of the study of Natural History, by which he afterwards 1h-

eame distinguished in so eminent a degree. His success in

carrying off the academical prizes from his competitors >o»n

attracted attention, ami Needham, the well-known uiieru>-

copie observer, Inning upon one occasion been witness to

bis triumph, presented bun with a microscope, accompanied,

it is said, by these prophetic words, * Young man, yon have

studied hooks enough : \»»ur future path will be among the

works of nature, not of man.* At this time great originality

of thought and a strong biiw for systematic arrangement

had already begun to develope itself. Emulous of the repu-

tation of Linnreus, which had already found its way anuiii:

the French, young Adanson is said, when only fourteen, to

have sketched out not less than four methods of closMlyiii::-

plants. His friends bad destined him for the church, hut *

feeling that bi> pur-nits, and perhaps liis temper, were but

ill-adapted to the duties of the priesthood, induced him to

resolve upon seeking some other employment, in case la-

slender patrimony shoold prove insufficient for his wants.

The genius of Adanson wa>> much too aeti\e to allow him

to remain in the walk> of quiet life. An opportunity emir-

ring of visiting the country whence ivory, and gums and

frankincense were procured, he eagerly embraced the occa-

sion, although at the expense of a considerable portion of lib

fortune. At that tune the natural history of Africa w.i%

almost unknown, except from such of its commercial products

as were brought to Europe. In 1 7 -is he embarked for Senegal,

being then twenty-one. Five years were spent by him in tisi>

colony, during which time he succeeded in forming consi-

derable collections in every branch of natural history. N<rt

only were botany and zoology the objects of his attention, but

he amassed a large store of meteorological observations :
be

made himself acquainted with the language of the native

tribes, and carefully preserved their respective vocabularies:

he traced the river Senegal to a considerable distance in the

interior, formed charts of the country, and filially returned

to Paris in 1753, rich in knowledge! but impoverished in

worldly means. His Natural History nf Senegal* published at

Paris four years afterwards, is a mass of original views, and

of valuable practical information. Among other things. i
f

contained the first attempt upon record of classifying shells

according to the animals they contain, instead of their ex-

ternal forms alone. The opinions that Adanson had earl)

held of the insufficiency of the classifications in natural his-

tory at that time received in Europe, had become confirmed

by his discoveries in Africa. He saw that however easy

and complete the systems of Linnaeus and Tournefort might

seem to those acquainted with the European Flora only,

they were both essentially defective when applied to vege-

tation in a more extended manner. He perceived that

the sexual system of Linnaeus was founded upon in-

complete and* partial views. To the method of Tourne-

fort the objections appeared fewer, and accordingly he de-

termined to attempt a classification of his own, of whica

that of Tournefort might serve as the basis. This ap-

peared in I7n:b in two volumes 8vo., under the name ol

Families of Plants. In this work Adanson particularly

insisted upon the indispensable necessity of a system hems

so far in accordance with nature, that all these objects

which most resemble each other maybe classed together;
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he demonstrated that, to effect this, it is absolutely necessary
for a system to be founded upon a consideration of all the
parts of the objects which it comprehends, and that it cannot
be confined to differences in the nature of a few organs
only ; the artificial system of Linnaeus he for that reason
most justly considered inferior to the method of Tournefort.
In many respects this work of Adanson's deserves the eulo-

gium passed upon it by one of his historians, who pro-
nounces it a production not more brilliant than profound

;

it is a collection of a great number of just views of the
analogies that exist among plants; it no doubt furnished
many important suggestions to Jussieu in the construc-
tion of his system ; and it is to this day consulted by those
who make the philosophy of botany their study. Unfor-
tunately for its author, and still more for science, his views
were more advanced than those of his contemporaries ; his

perceptions of botanical truths, however iust, were of a
nature not to be valued by those who had less experience
or acuteness than himself; he also attempted to introduce

a barbarous nomenclature, which, it must be confessed,

was at variance with common sense ; and what was worse
than all, he had unceremoniously rejected that system of
Linneeus which had become the basis of the botanical creed
of almost all Europe. For these reasons, notwithstanding
the high character of Adanson's Families of Plants, they
hare scarcely had any circulation beyond France ; and when,
in 1 789, the Genera Plantarum of Jussieu made their ap-
pearance, the utility of his work generally ceased.

From this period we have little to record concerning the
scientific career of Adanson. A few miscellaneous papers,

a chimerical project of a vast Encyclopaedia of Natural His-
tory to contain 40,000 figures, and a portion of the early

part of the botanical division of the Supplement to the
French Encyclopaedia, are all that he has executed. Up to

the period of the French revolution, he appears to have been
chiefly occupied in amassing collections for the stupendous
work he had in contemplation, and in making experiments
upon vegetable physiology. That political catastrophe
overwhelmed him in the ruin it brought for a time upon his

country ; the little that remained of his fortune was annihi-
lated ; he had the mortification to see his plantations of
mulberry-trees, which had been long the object of his simple
care, destroyed by a ferocious rabble ; and he fell into so

lamentable a state of destitution, that when upon the esta-

blishment of the Institute of France some years after, he
was invited to become one of the earliest members, he was
obliged to refuse the invitation to attend ' because he had
no shoes.* In his latter days he enjoyed a small pension
from the French government; but his constitution was
broken by the calamities he had undergone ; a complication
of maladies tormented him, a softening of the bones confined
him to bis bed, and on the 6th August, 1806, he was finally

released from his afflictions by the hand of death, in the
eightieth year of his age.

While the scientific character of Adanson has been, per-

haps, too highly estimated by his own countrymen, it has
been most unfairly depreciated by others. That he was a
man of a very comprehensive mind, of considerable learn-
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ing,much experience, great acuteness, and perfect independ-
ence of thought, is evident from his writings. This would
be clear from his miscellaneous memoirs, if we had not his

greater works to judge by. He is, however, a very instruc-

tive instance of the folly of eccentricity, and of the evils

to which a disregard of established ideas in unimportant
matters is sure to lead ; his example shows that the value
of the most useful discoveries may be altogether destroyed
by a capricious affectation of unmeaning singularity. Had
he been less absurd in his nomenclature, his popularity
would have certainly anticipated that of Jussieu, and might
have struck some twenty or thirty years off the reign of
the Linnsean school. It would have been impossible for

the great Swedish autocrat in science to have resisted

the attacks of so active and vigorous an assailant, who
had knowledge and truth on his side. Adanson has
been charged with being led by pique and wounded pride,

to the opinions he held regarding Linnaeus and his system

;

this has been inferred from a few complimentary expres-
sions in a letter dated not more than a year anterior to his

first attack upon the Linnean system—expressions which
have been thought to prove that the public declarations

of Adanson were at variance with his private sentiments:
it is, however, far more probable, as it surely is more cha-
ritable, to suppose that he was really led by that love of
truth and honesty of purpose, which we have ample evidence

to prove that he possessed. As a philanthropist, his name
will always be respected by every friend of civil liberty

;

for he was among the first to plead the cause of the slaves,

and to insist upon the impolicy, as well as injustice, of forced

labour. In 1753, a plan, very like that upon which the
new American colony of Liberia has been established, was
presented by him to the French government, for the whole
of the French provinces in Africa. The ministers of

such a sovereign as Louis XV. were not the men to

listen favourably to a project of this nature, and it fell to

the ground. Suchwas his love of his country, that although
his circumstances do not seem ever to have been very good,

he had firmness enough to resist offers from the Emperor of

Austria, Catharine of Russia, and the king of Spain, to

enter Into their service. Under the cruel misfortunes that

attended his latter days, he is represented to have exhibited

great patriotism and magnanimity ; which was the more to

be commended, because he was naturally of an impetuous
and irascible temper. [See Bibl. Univ., vol. i. Spreng. Hist.

R. herb. v. ii., art. Adanson, in Rees Cycl. SuvplJ]

ADANSONIA, so called in honour of Michael Adanson,
a French naturalist, the subject of the preceding article, is

an extraordinary tree found in Africa within the tropics, par-

ticularly in Senegal, where it is called Baobab.
The celebrated traveller Humboldt considers it as the

' oldest organic monument of our planet,' in consequence of
the calculations of Adanson that specimens, still found on
the north-west coast of Africa, are probably 5000 years

old ; these calculations are, however, open to many ob-

jections. [See Age of Trees.] In appearance, Adansonia
is unlike any other known tree : the enormous dimensions
of its trunk bear a striking disproportion to the other parts

;

compared to the very
malady of which its

celebrated discoverer

died,—a sort of soft-

ening of all the hard
parts, so that the least

storm is sufficient to
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Adamnnra belongs to the natural order IJomhacftr, among

which it is at once known by a broad tube of stamens and

deciduous calyx, combined with a woody closed-fruit, con-

taining a soft pulp.

The only species is Adansnnia digitata, the monkey-
bread, sour gourd, lalo plant, &.C., of the African negroes.

[Leaf and flower of Adansoma. digitata.]

The leaves arc deep green, and divided into five unequal
parts, each of which is of a narrow, lanceolate figure, and
radiates from a common centre, the outermost divisions being
the smallest. The flowers grow singly in a pendulous posi-

tion from the bosom of the leaves, are very large, white,

crumpled at the edge, and have the petals very much re-

flexed. The stamens are very numerous, and are collected

into a tube, which spreads at the top into a sort of umbrella-
like head, from the midst of which arises a slender curved
style, terminated by a rayed stigma. The fruit is an
oblong, dull green, downy body, eight or nine inches long,

containing several cells, in each of which there is a number
of bard, shining seeds immersed in a soft pulp, which i-i

scarcely juicy. From this pulp the negroes prepare an
acidulous drink, much used in the fevers of the countrv.

The bruised leaves, in a dry state, form a substance called

lalo, which they mix with their food and imagine is useful
in checking, or counteracting, the effects of profuse perspi-

ration. Like the rest of the order, Ada/i.\uttia is emollient
and mucilaginous in all its soft parts.

ADA PIS, in zoology, the name of a genus of fossil pachy-
dermatous (thick-skinned) mammals, described by M. Cuvier,
in his great work Sur /</\ Owmcns Fossiles, vol. iii. p. 265.

[Skull of U)c Fo$«il AdnpiO

The word is found in Gesncr, as a synonyme of the com-

mon rabbit (not, as stated in the reference just given, of

the /n/ni.t ), ami i- appropriated to the present genu*, bom
the presumed similarity in size, organization, and habits,

which probably existed Vietween the latter animal ami the

fossil species.

The remains, upon which M. Cuvier has founded tie

genus Adapis, the only specimen which he was able to procure

during a period of twenty- five years devoted to researches

after fossil bones, consist of three fragments of skulls, fuuni

in the plaster quarries of Montmartre, celebrated for the

enormous quantity and variety of the remains of extinct

animals which they have produced; and which, in thehamh
of M. Cuvier, nave effected such improvements in the kin-

dred sciences of zoology and geology. The first of tlie>e

fragments is a head, nearly perfect on the side imbedded in

the mass of gypsum which contained it ; and exhibit in u tie

dentition nearly in a perfect form. The general outline <t

this skull closely resembled that of the hedgehog, but it

was about one-third larger: there were four incisor teeth in

each jaw, trenchant or edged and oblique; followed, on each

side, by a canine tooth, of a conical form, but in other respe; b

differing little from the molar teeth in length and figure.

Of these latter, there appear to have been seven in c:u:h

side of each jaw. The first of the upper jaw was trenchant

;

the second and third surrounded by a small ridge: and

the remaining four tlat crowned, as in ordinary herbivo-

rous animals. In the under jaw the three first molars are

pointed and trenchant, and the other four tuberculous, and

similar to those which opposed them in the upper. Two

other fragments procured by M. Cuvier,—one a portion of a

lower, another of an upper jaw,—served to complete Ihis

description, by supplying some of the back teeth which

were wanting in the more perfect specimen.
The few facts here reported, the only details which we at

present possess concerning this extinct genus, arc still sulli-

cient to enable us to determine some c»f its most import an r

atlinities, and to assign its probable location in the system of

natural beings. In fact, we only require to know the form

of its feet and claws, to possess all the data necessary to

determine its general conformation, as well as its hah:t>

and economy. The facts, already known, show us that the

inhabitant of a former world must have belonged to that

tribe of animals which M. Cuvier denominates paehvdir-

matn, from the great thickness of their skins, and which

includes all hooted quadrupeds that do not ruminate or claw

the cud. Among recent, or existing animals, there »n

scarcely two do/en species appertaining to this group: ami

only eight different genera, all widely separated from one

another, and without any of those intermediate forms ami

modifications, which, in other natural orders, unite the

different genera by an almost imperceptible gradation of

characters. The horse, the elephant, the rhinoceros, the

hippopotamus, the tapir, the hog, all pachydermatous qua-

drupeds, have few characters in common : are allied to one

another by no intermediate forms among the existing rme

of animals : and, in fact, appear to be rather the types of >o

many distinct and separate families, than the genera of one

common order. This circumstance, so different fn»m vh.it

is presented by all other tribes of animals, it was resen^l

for M. Cuvier to explain : and it is not a little singular that

the fossil remains of animals which have long sinee ceased

to exist, but which this truly great man has restored aim

characterised, should be precisely those whieh are wanting to

complete the connexion among the existing genera of paeln-

dermata. Of eighty extinct species of mammals disco\ere<l

by M. Cuvier, and described in the Ossrmett.s Fossifew no

fewer than fifty appertain to this order; thirty-eight of

which belong to eleven distinct genera, whieh have ii"

representatives among living animals. These serve to con-

nect the existing genera of paehydermata with one another.

and to complete that gradation of character?, which, before

their discovery, was so imperfect in this order of animal*

This abundance of paelndermata among the fossil remain*

of extinct animals, compared with the very small proportion

which the existing species of this genus bear to the total

number of animals actually inhabiting the globe, at t!,<

present moment, is a most remarkable and curious fart:

whilst the singularity of their forms, and the number of new

genera which have been established upon their different

modifications, are extremely interesting; more particuluriy

when we arc told that, among all the fossil remains of otlrr

orders of mammals, no single fragment has been diseoxero!
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to indicate the former existence of a genus different from
those which subsist at the present moment.
ADAR, the twelfth month of the Hebrew year, as ap-

pears from Esther iii. 7 :
' The twelfth month, that is the

month Adar.' The name of this month is Chaldee, and
does not occur in the earlier books of the Bible, where the
months are usually designated by their numerical order.

In the Jewish Calendar, Adar is the sixth month. In
ecclesiastical computations, it is still the last of the year.

A year composed of twelve lunar months is shorter by
about eleven days than a true year, and, if unaltered
in length, would be perpetually changing the season of its

commencement. To avoid this inconvenience, all nations

using such a year (except the Mohammedans) occasionally

insert an additional month, to bring the beginning of the

5ear to the same season. The additional month in the
ewish Calendar immediately follows Adar, and is called Ve-

adar. This intercalation occurs seven times in nineteen years.

Adar may begin as early as the 1st of February, or as
late as the 3d of March : in 1833, it begins on the 20th of

February. In years of twelve months there are twenty-nine
days in Adar ; in those of thirteen months, there are thirty

days in the month.
A fast is observed by some Jews in memory of the death

of Moses on the 7th day of the month ; another on the 9th,

ibr the schism in the schools of Shammai and Hillel. On
the 13th day of the month, the fast of Esther is kept by the
whole Jewish nation. This fast is said to have been insti-

tuted in memory of the intended destruction of the Jews in

the Persian empire on that day (Esther, iii. 13). If the 13th
day should be a Saturday, the fast of Esther is celebrated

on the preceding Thursday; all other fusts (except the
Great Fast of Expiation, which is never postponed) are, in

similar cases, held on the Sunday following.

The Feast of Purim, which lasts two days, belongs to

the 14th and 15th of the month, in memory of the defeat of

the plans laid for destroying the Jews. This feast was cele-

brated in the mode and on the days appointed in the 9th

chapter of Esther, verses 15—21. It is made 'a day of

gladness and feasting, and a good day, and of sending por-

tions one to another. Two days were dedicated to tbis fes-

tival, because the slaughter of the enemies of the Hebrews
ceased on those two days in the different provinces of the

empire.
In the years in which the month Ve-adar is inserted, the

Purim and the Fast of Esther belong to that month ; and
the 14th of Adar is called the First or Little Purim. It

appears, then, that in the intercalary year, it is the first

Adar that is really the intercalary month, as the festivals

remain to Ve-adar. [See Ideler, Lehrbuch der Chronologie,
Berlin, 1831.]
The festival In honour of the dedication of the second

Temple, is kept by some Jews on the 16th, and by others
on the 23d of this month. There is no exact account of the
day of dedication ; the Temple was completed on the 3d
day of the month. Ezra vi. 1 5.

Adar is the name of the seventh month of the Syro-
Macedonian year, which coincides nearly with our March.
ADDA, or El Adda, the Arabic name of a small species

•f lizard, celebrated by the eastern physicians on account
of its pretended efficacy in the cure of elephantiasis, leprosy,

and other cutaneous diseases, to which the Arabs and inha-

bitants ofEgypt are peculiarly subiect ; and of which, accord-

ing to Bruce, they are more afraid than of the plague itself.

We are not informed of the manner in which these won-
derful cures are effected; whether the living animal is

applied externally, as toads have been to cancers, even in

our own country, or taken inwardly in the form of a pow-
der ; but, in all probability, its reputed virtues, in either

ease, have no better foundation than those formerly attri-

buted to the bezoars, rhinoceros-horns, and other animal

substances, which composed such an important part of the

pharmacopoeia of the Arabian school of medicine.

The adda, as described by Bruce, is about six inches and
* half in length ; the bod> and tail are cylindrical, the

latter thick at the base, and ending in a very sharp point

:

the head is conical, and the mouth provided with two rows

of small feeble teeth ; the face is covered with five black

lines, which cross one another like a net : the body is a

light straw colour, crossed with eight equi-distant bands of

black, and the scales are so finely polished, that they almost

appear as if they had been varnished. The adda is found

1n Arabia, Egypt, and Nubia ; tt is particularly abundant

in the neighbourhood of the ancient Meroe (near the Nile
about N. Lat 1 7°) ; and, in short, throughout every part
of the sandy deserts of Asia and Africa, wherever the
slightest traces of moisture exist ' It burrows,* says
Bruce, * in the sand, and performs the operation so quickly,
that it is out of sight in an instant, and appears rather to
have found a hole than to have made one: yet it often
comes out during the heat of the day to bask itself in the
sun ; and, if not very much frightened, will take refuge
behind stones, or in the withered, ragged roots of the ab-
sinthium, dried in the sun to nearly its own colour/
ADDA, the Roman Addua, a river of Lombardy, which

has its source in the Rhcetiau Alps above the town of
Bormio ; it waters the Valteline in its whole length, then
enters the lake of Coino, out of the south-eastern branch
of which it issues again below the town of Lecco ; it then
crosses the plain of Lombardy, passing by Cassano, Lodi,
and Pizzighettone, and falls into the Po about eight miles
above the city of Cremona. It was by forcing the bridge of
Lodi over this river, that Bonaparte won a decisive victory
over the Austrians, 10th May, 1796. Again, on the 27th
April, 1799, the French, under Moreau, were totally defeated
at Cassano, on the hanks of the Adda, by the Austrian and
Russian armies. Before the fall of Venice, the Adda formed
the boundary between the territory of that republic and the
Duchy of Milan. It is a rapid and wide stream, affording a
good military position, in advance of Milan on the east.

ADDAX, in zoology, a species of ruminating animal,
called by the ancients btrepsiceros, from the spiral or twisted
form of its horns. It was unknown to modern naturalists

till the recent journey of the German traveller Ruppel, who
discovered it on the barren sands of Nubia and Rordofan,
where it still retains its ancient Arabic name of Addas or
Abou-Addas. For a more particular account of tbis into*

resting animal, see Antklopjc.

[Addax.]

ADDER, a name of the common viper. See Vipkr.
ADDISON, JOSEPH. This eminent writer was the

son of the Reverend Lancelot Addison, a clergyman of con-

siderable learning, who eventually obtained tho deanery of
Litchfield, but was, at the time of the birth of his son, rector

of the parish ofMiIston, near Amesbury, in Wiltshire. Here
Addison was born on the 1st of May, 1G72. After having
been put first to a school in Amesbury, taught by the Rev.
Mr. Nash, and then to that of the' Rev. Mr. Taylor, at

Salisbury, he was sent to the Charter-House, at which semi-

nary he' first became acquainted with his afterwards cele-

brated friend, Steele, rrora this school he went about
the age of fifteen to Queen's College, Oxford, and re-

moved to Magdalen College, upon obtaining a scholar-

ship two years afterwards. He is said already to have ob-

tained considerable facility in the writing of Latin verse

;

and this talent, which he continued to cultivate and exercise,

first brought him into reputation at the university. Several
of his Latin poems, most of which were probably produced
before he had attained his twenty-sixth year, were afterwards
published in the second volumo of the collection entitled,

Musarum Anglicanarum Analecta. The first compositton
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which he gave to the world in his natjve language was a

copy of verses addressed, in 1694, to l)ryden, which pro-

cured him the acquaintance and patronage of that distin-

guished poet. Ho soon after published a translation in verse

of part of Virgil's Fourth Georeic; and he had also the

honour of writing the critical discourse on the Georgics,

prefixed by Dryden to his translation, which appeared in

1697. But before this, Addison had made himself known
to one of the most enlightened and influential patrons of

literature in that day, the Lord Keeper Soraers, by a poem
which he addressed to him, on one of the campaigns of

King William. He was also introduced by Congreve to

the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Mr. Montague, afterwards

Lord Halifax. The advantageous connexions which he had

thus formed seem, together with other considerations, to

have induced him to abandon his original intention of going

into the church. In 1699 Lord Somers procured him a pen-

sion of 300/. a-year from the crown ; and he then set out on

a tour to Italy. Here he remained till the death of King
William, in the spring of 1702, deprived him of his pension,

and also put an end to his expectation of being appointed to

a place near the person of Prince Eugene, then command-
ing the Imperial troops in Italy. Meanwhile he had ad-

dressed from that country his "well known poetical Let-

ter to Lord Halifax, which was greatly admired both in

England and Italy, and was translated into Italian

by the Abbate Salvini, Greek professor at Florence.

Soon after his return home he also published his Travels,

which he dedicated to Lord Somers. His friends being

out of power, he now remained for some time without

employment But at length the victory of Blenheim, in

August 1704, excited a wish in the ministers to find some
poet who might adequately celebrate its glories ; and the

Treasurer Godolphin having mentioned the matter to Lord
Halifax, the latter recommended his friend Addison as the

fittest person to execute the task. He was immediately ap-

plied to ; and the consequence was the production of his

poem, entitled The Campaign, which appeared before the

close of the year. Godolphin, upon seeing it when little

more than half finished, was so much pleased with the per-

formance that he immediately made the author a Commis-
sioner of Appeals. In the following year Addison accom-

panied Lord Halifax to Hanover; and in 1706 he became
under secretary to Sir Charles Hodges, on the appointment

of the latter as Secretary of State. He continued to hold

the same place under the Earl of Sunderland, by whom Sir

Charles was in a few months succeeded. But although he
had thus fairly entered upon a political career, he did not

desert literature. His next production was his English
opera, entitled Rosamond ; and he also assisted his friend

Steele in his play of the Tender Husband, not only with a
prologue to the piece, but with several of its most effective

scenes. In 1 707 an able anonymous pamphlet appeared,

under the title of The present State of the War, and the

necessity of an Augmentation considered, which has since

been printed among Mr. Addison's works, and was no doubt
the production of his pen. In 1 709 he went over to Ireland

as Secretary to the new Lord Lieutenant, the Marquis of

Wharton ; the queen also bestowing upon him the office of

Keeper of the Records in that kingdom, with an increased

salary of 300/. He was in Ireland when the first number of

the Toilerappeared on the 12th of April (o.s.) in that year

—

the happy idea of Steele, whose connexion with the publica-

tion Addison is said to have detected from an observation on
Virgil which he had himself communicated to his friend.

The active part which he immediately took in the conduct of

this periodical work is well known. The change ofministry in

1 710, by releasing him from his official duties, and allowing

him to return to England, enabled him to make his contribu-

tions still more frequent. In the course of this and the fol-

lowing year, he is also understood to have contributed several

papers to the political work, The Whig Examiner, which was
started about this time in opposition to the famous Tory print,

The Examiner, in which Swift exercised his powerful pen.
These papers, which are five in all, are printed among his

collected works. The Tatler terminated on the 2d ofJanuary,
1711 ; but on the 1st of March following appeared its still

more celebrated successor, the Spectator, which was con-
tinued till the 6th of December, 1712, and of which during
the whole of that time Addison was undoubtedly the chief

support. The Spectator was followed by the Guardian, of

which the first number was published on the 12th ofMarch,
and the 175th and last, on the 1st of October, 1713 ; and in

this also his pen was actively employed. An anonymous

pamphlet directed against the commercial policy of the

ministry, and bearing the title of The late Trial and Con-

viction (if Count Tariff, which appeared this year, is likewise

believed to be Addison's, and has been printed among his

works. The same year he acquired still greater fame than

any of his former, productions had brought him by his cele-

brated tragedy of Cato% which was received with extraordi-

nary applause, both on the stage and when it issued from the

press. It was played thirty-five nights in succession,—a run

of popularity for which it was doubtless in part indebted U
its political as well as to its poetical merits ; and it was also

translated soon after into French, Italian, Latin, and Ger-

man. On the 1 8th of June, 1714, appeared the first number
of a continuation of the Spectator, in which Addison also as-

sisted, till its termination on the 20th of December in the

same year. His elegant poetical address to Sir Godfrey

Kneller on his picture of the king, also was published about

this time. And on the 23d December, 1715, soon after the

breaking out of the Rebellion, he commenced a periodical

publication in support of the government, under the title of

The Freeholder, which he continued without assistance at

the rate of two papers a-week, till the 29th of June, in the

following year. He had now indeed for some time been
again engaged in public affairs, having, on the death of

Queen Anne, in August 1714, been appointed their secre-

tary by the Lords Justices ; and after the coming over of the

new king, having again rone to Ireland as secretary to the

Lord Lieutenant, the Earl of Sunderland. The earl was soon

after recalled, and Addison was then made a Lord ofTrade.

In 1716 be married the Dowager Countess of Warwick; and
in April the following year he was nominated one of his

majesty's principal secretaries of state. He soon, however,

found it necessary to resign this high employment,—retiring

professedly on the ground of ill health, but in reality, as has

been generally understood, in consequence of his entire in-

aptitude both for debate in parliament and for the ordinary

business of his office. It is related that his fastidiousness in

regard to expression would sometimes so embarrass him in

the preparation of an urgent dispatch, that he was obliged

to resign the task to one of the clerks, in order that it might
be expedited in time. His health, however, had also been
for some time impaired by attacks of asthma,—the effects of
which were probably in no slight degree aggravated by a
habit of over indulgence in wine, to which he had long been
addicted, but to which after his marriage he gave himself up
more than ever, seeking refuge in its baneful excitement
from domestic unhappiness. He left office in March 1718.
It was hoped at first that his release from business would
have brought about his restoration ; and for some time the
expected effect seemed to follow. In the course of the year
1719 he was so far recovered as to be able to engage in a
somewhat acrimonious controversy with his old friend Steele
on the subject of the bill for the limitation of the peerage,
then under discussion in parliament, which Steele had at-

tacked in a paper called the Plebeian. Addison's defence of
the measure appeared in two successive anonymous pamph-
lets, bearing the title of The Old Whig. They are not
printed among his collected works ; but arc undoubtedly his.

He again, however, fell ill, and after lingering for some time,
at last expired at Holland House, Kensington, on the 1 7th
of June, 1719, when just commencing his forty-eighth year.
He left a daughter by the Countess of Warwick.

Soon after Addison's death, his works were collected and
published in four volumes quarto, by his friend Mr. Tickell,
upon whom he had expressly devolved that duty. Besides
the compositions already mentioned, and some translations
from Ovid and other poetical pieces, this edition contains a
treatise on ancient medals in the form of dialogues, which is
understood to have been prepared by the author many years
before his death ; and a portion of a work which he had com-
menced in defence of the Christian religion, being that which
is commonly known by the name of his Evidences. The
comedy of the Drummer, or the Haunted House, which had
been published anonymously in his lifetime, with a preface
by Sir Richard Steele, was also soon after reprinted by Sir
Richard, and declared to be Addison's. Two other perform
ances have likewise been since attributed to him on some-
what insufficient evidence ; the first, a dissertation in Latin
on the most eminent Roman poets, which appeared, with.
an English translation, in 4to. in 1718; and the other a
tract, entitled a Discourse on Ancient and Modern Learning»
which was printed with his name in 1 739, having been Found,
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it was affirmed, among the manuscripts of Lord Somers.

This enumeration comprehends all his published productions.

Among the literary schemes which he is said to have formed,

but did not live to execute, were a tragedy on the death of

Socrates, an English Dictionary on the plan of that of the

Italian language by the Academy della Crusca, and a me-
trical translation or paraphrase of the Psalms. It does

not appear that any of these undertakings had been even
begun.

Addison, however, has been charged with having been
the author of a poetical translation of the first book of the

Iliad, which was published in 1715 by Mr. Tickell, then his

private secretary ; and by which it has been said he in-

tended to aim a covert blow at the popularity and suc-

cess of Pope's Iliad, the first volume of which had then

just issued from the press. The question of Addison's

concern in this affair is of more interest in reference

to his moral, than to his literary character. A story

has been engrafted upon the circumstance to the effect that

Pope, with whom he had been for some years in habits of in-

timacy and professed friendship, was so stung by what he
conceived to be the duplicity and baseness of his conduct on
this occasion, that he immediately broke off their inter-

course ; and never would be again reconciled to him. The
celebrated character of Atticus, now inserted in the Epistle

to Dr. Arbuthnot, is said to have been composed by Pope
after this, and sent by him to his former friend. The clearest

examination which this story has received will be found in a

long and elaborate note in Dr. Kippis's edition of the Bio-

graphia Britanmca, (vol.i., p. 86, &c.) which is known to

have been contributed by Sir William Blackstone. The
learned judge has undoubtedly sufficiently refuted many
points in the common statement ; but still it is certain that

a coolness did arise between Addison and Pope not long

after the appearance of Tickell's book, and there is also

reason to believe that their separation was not unconnected
with that somewhat injudicious and ill-timed publication.

As for the authorship of the translation, however, it was
probably Tickell's own.

The literary greatness of Addison in the estimation of his

contemporaries probably stood upon somewhat different

grounds from those upon which it is now usually placed,

lu his own day he was looked upon as a dramatist and a
poet of a very high order ; and appears to have been not so

much admired for anything else as for being the author of

Cato. That stately but frigid tragedy has long ceased to

give the same pleasure, by its sonorous declamation and well-

expressed common-places, which it seems to have afforded

to our ancestors. The taste which then prevailed in poetry

was the most artificial which has distinguished any age of

English literature. The quality which chiefly drew admira-
tion was a cold and monotonous polish—the warmth of

genuine nature was accounted rudeness and barbarism.

The return of the public mind to truer principles of judg-
ment in such matters has been fatal both to the dra-

matic and to the poetical fame generally of Addison
;

and although his verses are still read with pleasure as the

productions of an elegant and accomplished mind, they are

not felt to possess any high degree of that power which we
now look for in poetry. His glory is now that of one of our

greatest writers in prose. Here, with his delicate sense of

propriety, his lively fancy, and above all, his most original

ana exquisite humour, he was in his proper walk. He is the

founder of a new school of popular writing ; in which, like

most other founders of schools, he is still unsurpassed by any
who have attempted to imitate him. His Toilers, Spectators,

and Guardians, gave us the first examples of a style pos-

sessing all the best qualities of a vehicle of general amuse-
ment and instruction ; easy and familiar without coarseness,

animated without extravagance, polished without unnatural

labour, and from its flexibility adapted to all the varieties

of the gay and the serious.

ADDITION, from the Latin addo togive to, is the putting

together of two or more magnitudes into one. In Arithmetic

and Algebra it also signifies the most convenient method of

doing this, so that the sum or collection of added quantities

may be counted or reckoned in the same manner as the

parts of which it was composed. The sign of this operation

is 4~» ^rhich is generally pronounced plus, the Latin

for more. Thus a-\-b directs us to add the number de-

noted by b to that denoted by a, and represents the sum of

a and b.

Addition of whole numbers in arithmetic is performed

partly by memory, partly by the aid of the decimal system
of numeration. [See Numeration.] The sum of every
two numbers, each of which is not greater than 9, must
be remembered ; from whence the addition of such num-
bers as 28 and 9, 33 and 6, &c., can be performed in the
head. The further process is the same in principle, whether
the several quantities to be added together be tens, hundreds,
&c, pence, shillings, &c, or any other denomination. Pre-
suming that no reader will be ignorant of the ordinary

methods, we will show the general principle for all cases in

the following question, in which any line of headings may
be taken •

—

Hundreds. Tens. Units.
Shillings. Pence. Farthings.
Roods. Perches. Yards.

b e d
f g k
I m n

Add together d, h, and n, and if they be units, convert the
sum into tens and units; if farthings, into pence and
farthings, &c, meaning thereby, take the greatest number
of tens out of all the units, of pence out of all the farthings,

&c, in n-\-h+ d, and write what is left under n. Carry (as

it is called) the tens, pence, &c, to the next column on the
left, and add successively m, g, and c to them, taking out the
hundreds, shillings, &c, as the case may be, from the result,

and writing the remainder only under m. Carry the
hundreds, &c, to the next line on the left, and so on.

The addition of fractions is, in principle, as follows. We
cannot immediately express the sum of one-half of a foot and
one-third of a foot otherwise than by writing $+\ of a foot

But if we recollect that one-half is three-sixths, and one-
third is two-sixths, it is evident that the sum of one-half and
one-third isfive-sixths. The rule, therefore, is :—reduce the

various fractions to others of equal value, and having the

same denominator (see Denominator), add the nume-
rators, retaining the denominator: or, multiply every nume-
rator by every denominator, except its own ; add the results,

which gives the numerator of the sum: multiply all the

denominators together for the denominator of the sura.

Thus, for—

I + I + I which is \\\2X7X5= 70)3X3X5= 45}Add
4X3X7= 84)

199 numerator

3x7x5 = 1 05 denominator.

To add decimal fractions, arrange them so that the decimal

points shall fall under one another, proceed as in common
addition, and let the decimal point in the sum total be placed

under the other decimal points :

—

2'61 14103
•04 1-04
•118 118

2*768 133*143
To add algebraical quantities, write them all one after

another, without changing any sign, and connect the terms,

which before had no sign, with the rest, by the sign + . Thus
a+ b and a— 2b added, give a-v

b

+ a - 2b. This is the sum,
which may be reduced to a simpler form, by observing that

b subtracted twice and added once, is equivalent to b sub-

tracted once, and that a is added to a. The expression then

becomes 2a— b.

When the quantities are fractional, the preceding rule

follows the application of another similar to the rule in

fractional arithmetic. Thus, for

.the sum of which is

a + b a — b

a x (a - b) = a* - ab\ Add
b x (a + b) = ab ' " > Add

a* + b*

a« ~ P
— ab\

+ *r
a*- ab -f ab -f- b*

or a* -f- b* numerator

(a + b) x (a — b) = a* — &• denominator.

For further information, see Library of Useful Know-
ledge, Algebra, pp. 4, 22 ; Study of Mathematics, pp. 1 5,

22.

ADDITION of Ratios. A phrase which may, perhaps,

at first, puzzle the mathematical student who reads old

books, and which we therefore explain here. Take two
ratios or proportions, say 3 to 7 and 5 to 9 ; the ratio of

3X5 to 7 x 9, or of 15 to 63 was formerly said to be the

sum of the ratios of 3 to 7 and 5 to 9. Similarly the ratio of
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25 to 4 was said to he double of the ratio, or the duplicate

ratio, of :') to - ; that of l
l2j toM, triple, or the triplicate rutin,

and so on. [See Ratio, Logakiiiim.] The sum of the

fust, ratios in any more modern work would probably moan
S -f- ^; but the term 'sum of the fractions, would most likely

be used in preference.

A DEL, the name of a portion of eastern Africa, which it

is not possible to describe with much precision. The name
of Adaiel is sometimes given to that part of the African

coast which runs from the straits of Bab-el Mandcb, the

entrance of the Red Sea, to the bay and town of Zeila ; and
the name of Adel, or the land of the Somaulis, is extended

as far as cape Guardafui. The chief place of the Somaulis

is Berbera, to which the Arabs cross over from Aden and
from Mocha, between October and April, to purchase jjums,

myrrh, frankincense, sla\es, camels, horses, mules and
asses, for which they give in exchange Indian wares. The
inhabitants of unknown districts in the interior send caravans

to Bcrbera with ivory and gold dust ; and this is now the

only channel of communication between the interior of

central and southern Africa and the S.W. coast of Arabia.

The Somaulis, sometimes called Berberes, have, according to

some accounts, long hair and an olive complexion, but, accord-

ing to Valentia, woolly hair and a very black-skin, though they

are not negroes. They possess ships of their own, and arc active,

enterprising merchants: some of them have settled at Mocha
in Arabia." Zeila is in N. lat. 1 1 lb', E. Ion. 4 3* 3'

; and
this or Berbera is the best point from which a traveller could

set out to explore the southern boundaries of the Abyssinian

provinces, and the upper waters of the Bahr el Abiad; the

caravan communications already existing through Hurrur,

which borders on the territory of Zeila, and running west-

ward towards the supposed sources of the Nile, would render

an attempt to penetrate into the interior probably not very

hazardous. The horns of the cows of Adel arc said to be very

large, and probably the animal may be akin to the Gallaoxen
which Salt saw in Abyssinia, and which are brought from the

south. A species of large-tailed sheep exists in this country,

and the hair is rough like bristles.—[Valentia— Salt—Maltc-
Brun.]
ADELUNG, JOHANN CHR1STOPH, the well-

Known German grammarian and universal linguist, was
horn at Spantekon, a village near Anklam in l'omerania,

on the 8th of August, 1 732. He received his first education

at the town-school of Anklam, and at Kloster-Berge, near
Magdeburg ; and afterwards visited the university of Halle.

In 1739 he was appointed a professor in the evangelical

gymnasium at Erfurt : but he held thU situation only till

1 76 1 , when, in consequence of a dispute with the Catholic

town-magistrates about a point of difference in religion, he
found himself under the necessity of leaving Erfurt. Adelung
now went to Leipzig, where he continued to reside till 17.^7.

lie supported himself by literary labour--, and chiefly by trans-

lations of valuable works of foreign literature. The number
of volumes which he thus prepared for the press, and many
of which he enriched with extensive additions of his own, is

surprisingly great. Among them, his (jlos.sarium munuale
ad scriptures media* et infante Latinitatis. (Halle, 1 772-84,

G vols. 6vo.) founded upon the previous labours of Du
Gauge and Charpentier, deserves particular notice. Besides

these numerous translations and compilations, Adelung
found leisure to prepare his critical dictionary of the High-
German language. (Grammatisch-kritisches Worterbueh
tier Ilochdeutschen Mundart.) The plan of this work had
already been projected by Gottsched, whom death pre-

vented from following it up (1766), and who left but scanty
materials for its execution. Adelung now turned his whole
attention to the language of his native country, and several

valuable works (Deutsche Spruchte/ire fur Sc/tulcn, Berlin,

17 si, svo., Uuistandliclws Lehrgcbiiude der Deutscfwn
Sprnrhe, Leipzig. 1 7s2, 2 vols. Svo., kr.) were the result

of the profound study which he gave to this subject. In
17S7 Adelung was called to Dresden anil appointed prin-

cipal librarian to the electoral library there. The im-
portant documents for Saxon history and antiquities which
were now under his care, attracted his attention, and in-

duced him to publish several works of deep research on the

history and ancient institutions of the stale which he served.

Soon, however, his old predilection for philological and lin-

guistic inquiries returned, and he formed the plan of his

Mithridates, a work which he intended should contain a
succinct historical account of all the known languages of the

earth, with a translation of the Lords Prayer, given as a

specimen of as many as could be procured. Death prevent » d

him from carrying this vast project into execution. Adelung
died on the 1 Oth of September, 1 boo, only a few months afor
the first volume of the Mithridate\ % giving an account of \\ A

Asiatic languages, had appeared. The plan of the work
was afterwards taken up by Johann Severin Yator, who
completed the whole in four volumes.— [See the art me
* Adelung,' by Ebert, in Ersch und G ruber s Encychpiuh^
vol. i.]

ADEN, a town of Yemen, one of the great divisions . .f

Arabia, on the coast of the Indian Ocean, and nearl) due
east of the entrance of the Red Sea, N. lat. 1*2 40'. E.lnii.
44° 4b'. The town stands on the east side of a small pen in-

sula, or rather island, which is connected with the mainland
by a causeway on seven arches, through which the sea
rushes at high-water. The great gulf formed by that part
of the African continent terminating in Cape Guardafui,
and the opposite coast of Arabia, is sometimes called tht-

gulf of Aden. This town has declined from its former im-
portance, but is still the chief mart for the gums brought
from Atrica by the Somaulis, and is also noted for go**!

coffee. Salt (p. 10G) describes the place as a wretched heap
of ruins and huts, situated under a scorching climate and
inhabited by an unhealthy looking race of Arabs : the
lower classes are very depraved m their morals. On tLe
north and west sides of the town there is a very steep moun-
tain, on the highest pinnacles of which still stand some old
towers, erected by the Turks. The former more prosperous
condition of this place is shown by the large and deep
cisterns excavated in the rock, lined v\ith stucco, on the
N.AV. side of the town, to which the water was brought
from a ravine ui the mountain by a broad aqueduct that mav
still be traced. Salt saw another cistern entire higher up
the mountain, and backed by some large masses of granite.
Salt has given, in hi* * Voyage to Alnssinia,' a small sketch
of Aden, taken from outside the harbour, and also a map of
' Aden Back Hay.'

ADHESION. This term has generally been employed
to denote the property by which two solids, a solid and a
tlu id, two solids and an interposed tluid, or two lluids, re
main attached to each other when their surfaces are brought
into contact. Adhesion, in some instances, may be consi-
dered as little if at all different from cohesion, and de-
pendant upon the same cause, while, in other ca**es, it

appears to be connected with, and probably to a considerable
extent derived from, chemical affinity; when, for example,
two surfaces of lead are pressed together, the adhesion re-
sembles mere cohesion, it acts at insensible distances like
that power, and no change of properties ensues in the metal.
If, however, the surface of a piece of lead is put into contact
with mercury, the two metals act upon and combine with
each other, and an amalgam is produced by chemical
allinity. There are other instances in which the 'adhesion is

not distinctly to lie referred to cohesion, and in which it

certainly does not depend upon chemical allinity, as when
a plate of gla?>s adheres to the surface of mereurv, or
liquids rise in small tubes by capillary attraction.

Among the earlier attempts to determine the force of
cohesion are those of Dr. H. Ta\ lor, in a paper on magnetism
{Phil. Trans. 1721). He performed various experiments
to ascertain the force of adhesion between wood and water,
by determining the force in weight required to separate
them. He found it to be directly as the surface, and that
a square inch of wood required fifty grains to raise it from
the water.

M. Achard (Berlin Memoirs, 1770) made a vast number
of experiments on the force of adhesion between plates of
glass of different diameters, and many liquids, and upon the
adhesion of twenty ditferent substances with as many liquids.
It had been supposed that adhesion was derived from at-

mospheric pressure, but M. Achard found that by varying
the pressure no change occurred in the adhesive fvrve of
glass and water; and that the adhesion of fluids to solids
was uniformly in the inverse ratio of the temperature. The
diminution in the force of adhesion by increase of tempera-
tures was attributed by Guyton de Morveau to the rarefac-
tion of the tluid by heat, and the consequent reduction of
points of contact in the same space
As tho surfaces of the solids employed bv Dr. Ta>lor and

M. Achard must have been wetted by the liquids, it has
been objected to their experiments, and especially by M.
Dutour in the Journal de Physique, that fhev do not prove
any adhesion between tho solid and the liquid, but cohesion
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between the two portions of the liquid whioh have boon
separated. If this objection bo valid, then those only oan be
considered as proper cases of adhesion, in whicn no particle

of one substance remains with the other after the separation

of their surfaces, as when glass is separated from mercury

;

M. Dutour found that a disc of glass 1 1 lines (French) in

diameter adhered to mercury with a force of 194 grains.

M. Guyton published in 1777 in his Elhnen* <U Chymie,
a series of experiments on the force of adhesion between
eleven metals and mercury ; his method was as follows :

—

the metals were perfectly pure, circular, and one inch in dia-

meter ; they were all of the same thickness and suspended

from a ring in the centre at the arm of an assay-balance

and counterpoised ; the plates were then applied to the

surface of the mercury, which was changed in each experi-

ment, and the weights required to detach them were as fol-

low! :<*•

Gold..
8arer , .

Tin . . ,

Lead . .

Bismuth
Platina ,

Grataf.

446
429
418
397
372
282

Zinc . . . ,

Copper , ,

Antimony

,

Iron . . , .

Cobalt . . ,

Grains.

204
142
126
115

8

In these experiments the phenomena of adhesion appear

to depend upon the degree of chemical affinity existing be-

tween the mercury and the metals applied to its surface.

If the affinity be weak, the two surfaces will separate by the

application of a slight force. Indeed, M, Guyton himself

considers that the weight required to separate the different

metals from mercury may directly express their affinity for

it. It will be evident on a moments consideration that the

degree of adhesion is perfectly independent of the densities

of the different metals.

The sixty-third volume of the Philosophical Magazine

contains a paper by Mr. Bevan, in which the subject of ad-

hesion appears to be considered in a point of view which

had previously excited but little attention, viz., the real force

of adhesion of different nails when driven into wood of dif

ferent species ; the weight, without impulse, necessary to

force a nail a given depth into wood, and the force required

to extract the same when so driven. The term adhesion in

this case is applied to the force, whether arising from fric-

tion, or cohesion- nr t*wtlv from both, with which wood

resists the <3

given a table

nails when d

table it appet
inches long,

327 lbs. weigl
to drive the su

half into the c

was four bio*

inches, and th

was 400 lbs.

ried greatly, a
driven two inc

than half a toi

(Phil. Mag. s

also determine
ferent kinds oi

in length, .22

diameter at tl

being .035, ai

These screws

'

half an inch ii

dry woods by
790 lbs., ash 7

655 lbs., sycai

similar screwi

half the above
ADHESIC

much of the

one of the mc
doctrines of t

that many i

endless a dii

dom, originat

organs ; and t

of extremely i

of the way in

of a tree is no
perforated by

extrication of air in it when in a soft state, but is produced
by the adhesion of certain elementary bodies called Cellular
Tissue, Fibrous Tissue, and Vascular Tissue (see Elemen-
tary Organs), arranged in a definite manner, which varies

with species ; neither is a leaf, or a fruit, or a flower a mere
mass of pulp, or an expansion, like the horn of an animal,
but also consists of these same elementary organs in a state

of adhesion. To gardeners it has been long known that

the property of adhesion between contiguous parts exists to

a certain degree ; for the operation of grafting or budding a
portion of one plant upon another is dependent upon it.

They also know that if two cucumbers, or two apples, or

even two hard branches be artificially placed in contact
when in a crowing state, they will adhere, so as to become
what may be called vegetable twins; and that the same
phenomenon sometimes occurs constantly in certain culti-

vated plants, of which an instance is furnished by the clus-

ter golden pippin apple, whose fruit is usually twin.

Guided by these well-known facts, modern botanists have
discovered that the property of adhesion explains the true

nature of every organ that plants bear, and that there is

none so anomalous which cannot be shown to owe its ap-
pearance in a great measure to the union of contiguous
parts. As it is very important that this should be clearly

understood by all who make Botany their study, we shall

proceed to give several illustrations of it.

Some leaves are said to be stem-clasping or amplexicaul,

when their base partially surrounds the stem {fig, a) ; while

some stems are said to be perfoliate, when they seem as if

they pierced through the lea£ as in Bupleurum rotundi-

folium (fig. b) ; but the latter differ from the former only ii.

this, that in the first the lobes at the base of the leafembrace
the stem without adhering, while in the second they not only

clasp the stem but grow together whore their margins come in

contact. Some leaves are nollow, as in the pitcher plant, and
these were formerly thought to be special organs with which
no analogy could be discovered ; they are now known to be
leaves which have rolled up so that their opposite margins
come in contact and adhere. Other leaves, growing from
opposite sides of a stem, adhere in consequence of their

bases becoming connate {fig. c), as in the honeysuckle

;

and finally there are others, many of whioh grow, in what
botanists call a whorl, that is to say, all round a stem upon
tha enrnA nlnnA nnri adhera hv thftir mAroinm into a. ftheath
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in the ranunculus ; but they also often adhere by their edges,

into a sort of cup, as in the cherry. Botanists used to con-

sider the former as composed of many leaves, and the latter

as composed of hut one leaf, aut at the edge into a certain

number of lobes. In the corolla the petals are either all

separate, as in the rose, or they adhere by their edges into

a cup or bell, as in the different heaths, Campanula, and the

like; while the first was called many-petaled, the second

were called one-petaled, it being thought, as in the ease

of the calyx, that it was a single petal of a special kind,

cut into lobes at the margin.

Similar adhesions take place between the stamens. In

the rose they are all distinct from each other ; in the gera-

nium they slightly adhere at the base {Jig. e) ; in the mallow

they adhere into a tube, except near the upper extremity,

where they are not united, and have their ordinary appear-

ance (Jlg.fV, in other plants they grow together into a solid

tube in which no trace of separation can be discovered, as in

the genus Guarea (Jig. g).

Finally, in the pistillum there are certain parts called

carpella, each of which is a hollow body terminated by a st\ le

and stigma. These carpella are hollow, because they are

formed of a flat organ doubled up so that its edges come in

contact, and adhere to each other. Sometimes only one car-

polhun is present in atlower, as in the cherry (Jig.h); some-

times several, as in the rose ( Jig. /). The adhesions in the

latter case cause many of the ditferenccs we observe in

the structure of fruits ; for instance, an apple is composed of

live such carpella, adhering to each other and to the calyx ;

an orange is composed ofmany such carpella, each of its lobes

being one. In the nigella, the styles of the carpella are all

distinct (fig. A'), but in the lily and the myrtle (Jig. /), the

>t vies of the carpella adhere so completely that there seems

to be but one. In the apple, the calyx seems to grow from the

top of the fruit ; this is caused by the carpella having at a

very early period adhered to the inside of the calyx, which
afterwards grows with their growth, and, finally, leaves its

extremities in a withered state near the top of the carpella:

in the cherry, on the contrary, no adhesion ever takes

place between the earpellum and the calyx ; and, conse-

quently, when the fruit is ripe, there is no trace of the latter

upon its upper end. In the raspberry, the fruit is enabled

to slip like a thimble from off the receptacle, because the

carpella all adhere by their sides.

For further information upon this subject consult De
Candolle's Theorie Elemental re tU In Bo'unique, 2d edition.

Lindlev s Introduction to Botany. Dunal, Sur la Nature et

lex Rapports de quehpies-ujis des Organs* dc la Fleur. De
Candolle's Organographie Vegetable, &c,

ADIANTUM, a genus of dorsiferous ferns, so called by
the Greeks, because the leaves are of such a nature that

water will not readily moisten them. The plant described

by Hippocrates and his successors under this name, appears
to have been the A. Capillus Veneris, or the maiden- hair

fern—a rare European species, occasionally met with on
moist rocks, and old damp walls, even in this country.

From other genera of the same tribe it is known by its size,

or masses of reproductive particles, being situated upon the

margin of the leaves, and carried over by a thin curved
scale which separates from the leaf by its inner edge.

The number of species is very considerable, probably not

far from 80 or 90, and, as is the case in all extensive

genera of ferns, comprehend every degree of division of the

leaves, from perfect simplicity to what botanists call supra-

deeom position. All those in which the leaves arc much
divided, are remarkable for the very delicate clastic stalks

on which the broad leatlets are attached : it is to this circum-
stance that the name of maidens-hair has been given to

the European species. The genus is scattered over all the

world from Europe to New Zealand, but is not found in

any high latitudes in either hemisphere; by far the greater

pait of the species inhabit damp tropical woods.

A. CapHlus Veneris, is a dark green stemless plant,

found in damp, sharp, rocky places, by the side of water-

courses, and on the edge of weils, where the air is keen and
dry. Its leaves, which are from six to fifteen inches high,

have a blackish-purple, highly-polished stalk, divided into a

great number of very slender ramifications, from the extre-

mities of which proceed the thin, delicate, wedge-shaped
leatlets, which arc notched irregularly upon their upper
edge, and have the most graceful appearance imaginable

when growing a little above the eye, and gently agitated by
the wind. Wonderful inediciuai properties were once

ascribed to this species, but they have long since been dis-

covered to have no existence except in the exaggeration of

fanciful practitioners. All that can be discovered in it is, a

slight but pleasant aromatic flavour ; the French occasionally

use it in slight coughs. Capillairc is prepared by pounni;

boiling syrup upon the leaves of this species, or ofA.jwia-

turn, an American plant of larger growth and far less dnuk'd

leaves; a little llavoiir is afterwards given with oranjje-

tlowers.

AD1GE, the A thesis of the Romans, called by the

Germans Etsch, is a considerable river of North Italy, whi'-h

has its source in the Alps of Tyrol above Brixen ; it cntm
Italy by Bolzano ami the valley of Trento, Hows in a southern

direction by Rove redo, parallel to and for the most p;irt

about G miles from, the lake of Garda, then turning abruptly

towards the east, passes through Verona and Legnago; it

afterwards enters the great Delta between the Brenta ami

the Po, and forming several branches, empties its waters int>

the Adriatic Sea. Below Verona it is from 3 to 500 t« et

wide ; and from Legnago, its general course may be con-

sidered as parallel to that of the Po. It is a deep and rapid

stream, dividing by its course the old Venetian territories

from Lombardy proper. On its banks many a battle ha-.

been fought for the possession of Northern Italy.— [See

Arcolk.J
ADIPOCIRE. A substance so named from adeps far.

and corn wax, because it possesses the properties partly of fit

and partly of wax; it is a body of a peculiar nature, being

intermediate between fat and wax, and bearing a close re-

semblance to spermaceti. This name was given by M.

Fourcroy in 178»J, to the substance in question, which lie

discovered on examining a piece of human liver that had

remained for ten years exposed to the air in the laboratory "f

M. Poullicr de la' Salle. In the same year Fourcroy had

the opportunity of observing an accumulation of adipoeirvn

a >*-.\h> of prodigious extent, under circumstances of a pecu-

liar nature, which are highly curious. There was in Pans

an immense burial-ground, called La Chuctieredes InnorciK

This place had been the receptacle of the dead for a consi-

derable part of the population of Paris lor several centime.-.

On account of some improvements in the neighbouring] it

was determined to remove this cemetery. The number «•!

burials in this place had amounted to some thousands an-

nually. The bodies were deposited in pits or trenches abut

thirty feet deep ; each pit was capable oi* holding from twelu-

to fifteen thousand bodies ; and as the pits became full tin}

were covered with a few feet of earth. The extent of the

whole area was about seven thousand square yards, and tin-

space became at last occupied by a mass which consistcu

almost entirely of animal matter, rising several feet abo\e

the natural level of the soil. Scientific men were specially

charged by the government to direct the precautions requi-

site for securing the health of the workmen in removing tin

>

immense mass of putrefying animal matter: among whom

were Fourcroy and Thouret, the latter of whom has given a

most interesting account of the circumstances attending the

opening of the ground, and the former an analysis of ta^

new and singular object that presented itself for investiga-

tion. The most remarkable change was found in the bodies

that had been heaped together in the trenches. The hr>t

of these trenches opened in the presence of Fourcroy, had

been closed for fifteen years The coffins were in good

preservation ; the covers being removed, the bodies were

observed at the bottom, leaving a considerable distance

between their surface and the cover, and flattened, as il

they had suffered a strong compression ; the linen which

had covered them was slightly adherent to the bo<Ues

:

beneath the linen was found nothing but irregular masses

of a soft ductile matter of a grey -white colour, resem-

bling common white cheese, the resemblance being more

striking from the print which the threads of the linen

had made upon its surface. The bones, which were sur*

rounded by this matter, had no solidity, but were readilv

broken by sudden pressure. The head was environed with

this peculiar matter : the face was no longer distinguishable;

the mouth was disorganized : no trace remained o( the

viscera of the thorax and abdomen, which were all confuted

together, and converted into this fatty matter ; and this wa-»

also invariably the case with the brain. None of this matter

was found in bodies isolated from each other, but onlv in

those accumulated in the common graves. From vnnau-*

observations it was found that *his fatty matter was eapa-

bie of enduring in these burying-placei for thirty or forty
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years, but that ultimately it became corroded and was dis-

sipated.

This substance, thus presented for examination under
such remarkable circumstances, is considered by M.
Fourcroy as an ammoniacal soap, formed of a peculiar oil

combined with ammonia. Its properties arc, that it melts
at about 130° Fahrenheit ; by a strong heat it is decomposed
with the solution of ammonia. Alcohol acts but slightly

upon it at common temperatures, but when boiling dis-

solves about one-fourth of its weight, the greater part of
which separates on cooling in small acicular crystals. Lime,
potash, and soda decompose adipocire with the solution of

ammonia. It is decomposed by nitric acid with the produc-

tion of nitric oxide, and by sulphuric acid with the develop-

ment of charcoal. M. Chevreul (Recherches sur les Corps
gras) finds that adipocire consists of a large quantity of

msLrgaxic acid, and a small quantity of oleic acid, combined
with a little ammonia, potash, and lime.

Different opinions have been entertained as to the nature

of the operation by which adipocire is produced. From the
experiments of Dr. Gibbes (Phil. Trans. 1794), it would ap-

pear that muscular flesh, when buried in moist earth, is, by
a peculiar kind of decomposition, scarcely to be <considered

as putrefaction, converted into adipocire ; and this change
he found was expedited by exposure to running water.

M. Gav-Lussac has stated it as the opinion both of him-
self and Jl. Chevreul, that the apparent conversion of flesh

into adipocire is merely a deception ; and is nothing more
than the wasting of the muscular fibres, while the fat re-

mains. The experiments on which this conclusion are

founded (Arm. ae Chim. et de Phys. iv. 71) are these:

—

fibrin of blood was kept in water, renewed once every two or

three days for three months ; it all wasted way, and no fat

whatever remained. Muscle of beef and liver being treated

in the same way, some fatty matter remained. Dr. Thomson
states that a body which had lain in a moss in Scotland for

more than a century, was examined a few years since, and
found to be entirely converted into a hard saponaceous mat-
ter: a portion cut from the thigh was chiefly adipocire;

and the quantity of fatty matter was much too large to sup-

pose it to have pre-existed in the living body. To this may
be added another similar case observed by Sir E. Home
and Mr. Brande, and published in the Philosophical Trans-

actions for 1813.

By the action of dilute nitric acid upon lean flesh, Dr.

Gibbes obtained a substance which he considered as exactly

similar to the adipocire produced in the mode already de-

scribed. Dr. Bostock (Nicholsons Journal, 8vo. f vol. iv. p.

1 35) also formed adipocire by the agency of nitric acid ; it is,

however, moat probable that the result of the action of the

acid is essentially different from the true adipocire.

ADIPOSE SUBSTANCE, adeps, fat. ADIPOSE
TISSUE, Tela cuhposa, Latin ; Tissu g~aisseuxt Fr.

Adipose substance, or fat, is an animal oil, which re-

sembles, in its essential properties, the vegetable oils. It is

wholly inorganic, though contained in an organized tissue.

It varies in its consistence, or rather in the temperature at

which it becomes solid. In general, it forms a pretty firm

solid, constituting suet, which, when divested of the mem-
brane in which it is contained, is called tallow ; but there

are animals in which, at the ordinary temperature of the

atmosphere, it always remains fluid, as in the cetacea. At
the temperature of the human body, it is fluid. It is there-

fore conceived, that during life it must exist in a fluid or

semi-fluid state; though, when observed in the living

body, as when incisions are made through the adipose

membrane, either in the human subject or in animals, it

appears as a soft, yielding, compressible substance, with

a slight degree of translucence. There is reason, however,

to conclude that this degree of firmness, as well as the

general appearance which it exhibits in the living subject,

is wholly derived from the organized membrane in which it

is contained.

Human fat, when separated from the tissue in which it

is deposited, is of a whitish-yellow colour, and the colouring

matter, being soluble in water, is capable of being removed

by washing. It is white and transparent in proportion to

the youthiulness of the subject, the yellow colour increasing

with age. When purified, it is perfectly white, inodorous,

and of a mild, insipid taste. It is lighter than water, and

burns with rapidity. By exposure to air and light it becomes

rancid, and gives off a volatile acid, which has a strong

odour. It is one of the few animal substances which does

not contain azote ; its ultimate elements are carbon, hydro-
gen, and oxygen. B6rard has succeeded in producing,
artificially, a substance very analogous to animal fat. On
mixing together one measure of carbonic acid, ten measures
of carburetted hydrogen, and twenty of hydrogen, and
transmitting the mixture through a red-hot tube, several
white crystals were obtained, which were insoluble in water,
soluble in alcohol, and fusible by heat into an oily fluid.

Until recently, it was conceived that fat is a simple
principle, constituting one of the elements of the animal
organization: but M. Chevreul, who has examined this

substance with extraordinary diligence, has demonstrated
that it is not a simple principle ; but that it consists of
two substances which are capable of being separated from
each other, and obtained in a distinct form. Of these
substances, one, at the ordinary temperature of the atmos-
phere, is solid ; the other fluid. To the solid substance
he gives the name of stearine, from <Treap

t fat or suet, and
to the fluid substance ela'ine, from £\aiov, oil. Stearine,

the solid portion of fat, is a substance colourless, tasteless,

nearly inodorous, soluble in alcohol, separable from this

solution in the form of small, silky needles, and preserving
its solidity at a temperature of 99° Fahrenheit. Elaine,
the oily principle of fat, is fluid at the temperature of 60°

Fahrenheit ; it is of a yellow colour, without odour, lighter

than water, its specific gravity being 0*913, and easily

soluble in alcohol. The difference in the fluidity, or the
melting point of the fat of different animals, depends on
the proportions in which these two substances are combined;
in the more solid the stearine, in the less consistent the
elaTne, being in excess.

The chemical processes by which these substances are
obtained are simple. Adeps, tallow, or fixed oil, is dis-

solvable in very pure, hot alcohol ; the stearine separates
from the solution by crystallization, assuming the form, as
has been already stated, of fine silky needles, while the
elatne is procured by the evaporation of the spirit. There
is a still simpler process. Fixed oil is congealed by a low
temperature ; the mass is then pressed between folds of
bibulous paper; the elaTne soaks into the bibulous paper,
and the stearine remains in a separate form ; when the
bibulous paper is pressed under water, the oily matter which
escapes is pure elaTne. The changes that take place when
the constituent principles of fat combine with an alkali, as
potash, will be explained in the article Soap.
Animal fat is contained in a distinct membrane, termed

the adipose tissue. The adipose is formed of the Cellular
Tissue, but the arrangement of tfoe fibres is widely different

in the former and the latter. The fibres of the adipose

tissue are larger and tougher than those of the cellular,

and form a much coarser web.

According to the most eminent anatomists, the structure

of the adipose tissue consists of rounded packets, separated

from each other by furrows ; each packet is composed of small

spheroidal particles; each particle is again divisible into

still smaller grains, which present the appearance of
vesicles, or minute bags or sacs, and it is in these bags that

the frit is contained. The knife of the anatomist cannot
indeed demonstrate the membranous walls of these adipose

vesicles ; but, though too fine and delicate to be distin-

guished by the eye, there is reason to conclude that the

adipose tissue forms sacs which are completely closed, and
that it is so arranged as to render each vesicle a distinct bag,

having no communication whatever with any other vesicle.

For, if a portion of the adipose tissue, recently taken from

the body, be placed in warm water, of a temperature greater

than is sufficient to melt the fat, not a drop of oil will escape,

provided the temperature of the water be not sufficient to

injure the membrane ; but if incisions be made through the

tissue, the oil instantly begins to issue from it ; showing

that the walls of the oil bags are divided, and that conse-

quently the oil flows out. Again, though fat be fluid at the

temperature of the human body, yet the adipose masses

preserve a constant and definite form, which could not be

the case unless the oil were inclosed in a solid sufficiently

dense and resisting to maintain that form. Lastly, in how-
ever large a quantity the fat may be accumulated in any
part of the body, it cannot by any degree of pressure be

made to pass from one part to another ; while the facility

with which the cellular membrane permits the transmission

of fluids through its cells from one extremity of the body

to the other, is one of the most striking characters of that

tissue. Neither in the fullest distension of the cellular
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tissue with fluid does a single particle ever penetrate the

adipose vesicles; they never contain anything hut their

own proper substance.

There is reason to believe that the fat is immediately

formed out of the blood, without any glandular apparatus

for secreting it, by the capillary arteries of the adipose

vesicles. In the furrow between each packet is placed the

branch of an artery and vein. These vessels divide and
subdivide to an extreme degree of minuteness, penetrating

and terminating in the vesicles of which the packet is com-
posed. In these vesicles the ultimate or capillary arteries,

by a process, the nature of which is wholly unknown,
separate adipose matter from the blood which is flowing in

them, and deposit it in the vesicles. By chemical analysis,

the materials of fat, like those of all the other secretions,

are found to be contained in the blood ; but in what mode
the fat is separated from the blood we are wholly ignorant.

It is probable, however, that the blood receives the oily

principle of fat from the chyle, which is the nutritive matter

formed by the process of digestion, in which it is ascertained

to be present in large quantity.

As diffused over the body, the adipose membrane con-

sists of masses which vary considerably in their magnitude
and shape. In some places they are rounded, in others pear-

shaped, and in the median line of the abdomen, egg-shaped.

The distribution of the membrane is exceedingly unequal.

There is, in general, a considerable layer immediately be-

neath the skin ; and especially between the skin and the

abdominal muscles, where it occasionally accumulates in

enormous masses. Between the folds of the membranes
which form the omentum and mesentery, there is usually

a large quantity ; also around the heart and the kidneys

;

on the face, and especially on the cheeks, and in the orbits of

the eyes ; in the palms of the hands, the soles of the feet ; the
pulp of the fingers and toes, the flexures of the joints, the
fibres of muscles, and the sheath of vessels. In most of these
organs it never entirely disappears, whatever be the degree
of leanness to which the body may be reduced ; while in

the cranium, the brain, the eye, the ear, the nose, and
several other organs* there is none, whatever be the degree
of corpulency.

The function which the adipose substance performs in the
animal economy is not very apparent Being a bad con-
ductor of caloric, it cannot have much influence (though the
fat immediately beneath the skin may have some) in main-
taining the heat of the body, since the chief portion of it is

situated deep in the system, and is placed around the internal

viscera. Yet, it certainly accomplishes more than one pur-
pose of no slight importance. 1. In the first place, it is pro-

bable that its accumulation in the system serves as a reservoir

of inflammable matter for the generation of animal heat, and
that it often actually maintains a process of combustion no
less than the oil ofthe lamp. The phenomena of life present
nothing more curious and interesting than the provisions

which are made for the production and support of animal
heat, as will be fully shown hereafter. (See Heat,
Animal.) Animal heat is generated by the union of the
carbon of the blood with the oxygen of the air, and the
consequent formation of carbonic acid, the evolution of heat
invariably attending the formation of this acid. By the
process of digestion chyle is formed; chyle contains
a large portion of carbon : this carbon is poured into the
great venous trunks of the system, and, in a mode which
will be explained hereafter, is immediately carried to the
lungs by the great vessel that springs from the right heart.

In the lung it is consumed, in the formation of carbonic
acid gas, for the production of animal heat ; and the large

supply required for the continual maintenance of this

process is, under ordinary circumstances, afforded by the
chyle. But suppose this supply to fail ; then immediately
the absorbent vessels take up, from its various receptacles,

the adipose matter accumulated in the system, and
convey it to the veins ; the veins transmit it to the lung,
and thus the lung is supplied with the necessary quantity of
carbon for the generation of carbonic acid, and the conse-
quent production of animal heat. 2. In the second place,

it serves a most important use in obviating the effects of
excessive nutrition. When too much food is taken, or
when the secretions and excretions are suppressed, grievous
evils would ai ise, and often death would ensue, if there were
no pi ©vision for the removal of this superfluous matter.

One of the most important of these provisions is the deposi-

tion of fat, by which the system is lightened of a burthen

;

and the circulating system especially is relieved of a fulness

and tension of its vessels, which might induce in them a

fatal state of action. The secretion of fat from the blood,

and the deposition of it in its various receptacles, is thus one

of the safety valves of the constitution. The generation

of it under circumstances favourable to its formation, that

is, under circumstances which put the system in danger,

either from the quantity or the quality of the blood, is ex
tremcly rapid. In man, no other solid is ever formed as

quickly as this sometimes is; but in some animals, in

certain states of the atmosphere, a prodigious accumulation

of it is said to take place in the course of a few hours.

Bichat states that during a fog of twenty-four hours con-

tinuance, thrushes, wheat-ears, ortolans, and red-breasts,

are sometimes observed to become so fat that they are un-

able to fly from the sportsman.

A certain quantity of fat is a sign and an effect of health

;

an excessive accumulation of it is a sign and a cause of

disease. The quantity actually generated is influenced by
a great variety of circumstances. 1. By age. At the two
extremes of human life the quantity is always small.

Before birth, it is less than at any other period. During
the first half of foetal existence, there is no appearance of

it whatever. About the fifth month it begins to appear in

isolated grains under the skin. At the period of birth, it is

sometimes accumulated in considerable quantity ; but even
then, it is in distinct masses in no part of the body except-

ing beneath the skin ; in the internal organs, and in every

other part of the body, it is found only in small and separate

grains. As the period of maturity passes into that of de-

clining age, it is sometimes very abundant ; but as old age
advances, the quantity invariably diminishes ; and in ex-

treme old age it is very minute : this is one of the chief

causes of the thinness so characteristic of this stage of ex-

istence. It is remarkable, too, that the situation of the fat

in the aged is exactly the reverse of that in the infant In
the infant, as we have seen, there is scarcely any of this

substance in the interior of the body, but almost all of it

is accumulated immediately beneath the skin ; and this is

the cause of the plumpness and roundness of the external

surface of the infant : in the old, on the contrary, whatever
portion of fat remains in the system is almost all deposited

in the very substance of the organs, while there is scarcely

any on the external surface. 2. The quantity of fat is mate-
rially influenced by sex. In general, it is more abundant in

the female than in the male. 3. By constitution. There are
persons who never become fat at any period of life, however
sound the health, however good the appetite, however
favourable the circumstances for the formation of this

substance. And this habit is often hereditary, being
received from the parent and transmitted to the off-

spring for many successive generations. 4. By diet.

Nutritious and abundant diet, consisting especially of
animal food and malt liquors, conduces to its formation in
large quantities; while high seasoned, spiced, or acid
aliments, together with the immoderate use of spirituous

liquors, check its production. 5. By the condition of the
function of assimilation. If the power of assimilation (that
is, the power of converting chyle into blood) be diminished,
while the appetite remains unimpaired, a large quantity of
chyle is flowing in the circulating stream which cannot be
transformed into proper nutriment: this unassimilated, and
therefore useless and pernicious chyle, is deposited in the
adipose tissue, in the form of fat, and in this manner
the circulation is relieved of its load. An excessive ac-
cumulation of fat in persons otherwise in sound health
should therefore always excite attention ; it is often the
earliest indication of a diminution of the vital energy #

and not, as is often supposed, a sign of vigorous
health. 6. By the state of the secretions and excretions.
Suppression of the ordinary secretions and excretions
leads, in a way which can now be readily understood, to a
corresponding and a compensating deposition of fat ; while
a preternatural increase of the natural evacuations, as in
cholera, diarrhoea, diabetes, &c, and a preternatural increase
of the discharge from the mucous surfaces, especially from
those of the lungs and intestines, will prevent the de-
position, and even cause the absorption of the adipose
substance. 7. Active and long-continued physical exercise.
Walking, running, riding, whatever species of exertion
promotes the secretions and excretions, prevents the deposi-
tion of fat, as is exemplified in boxers, jockeys, and all who
go through a regular system of training, of which vigorous
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exercise always forms a part. 8. Long-continued and in-

tense mental exercise. Persons whose minds are acute,

active, a>nd vigorous, are seldom fat. There is no more cer-

tain or powerful means of becoming and keeping thin than
hard and continuous mental labour. Among the conditions

observable in all the remarkable instances on record of per-

sons who have changed rapidly from a state of enormous
obesity to a state of moderate thinness, vigorous mental ex-
ertion is one. Persons oppressed with an accumulation of

rat, and accustomed to lead an indolent and luxurious life,

when placed under circumstances which require great mental
exertion, are invariably found to lose many pounds of their

weight in a short time, and to undergo a sensible change in

their general aspect ; and this is owing chiefly to the ab-
sorption of the adipose substance. 9. But the accumulation
of nit is influenced still more by the character than by the

mere activity of the mental state. Cheerfulness and serenity

of mind are highly conducive to the deposition of fat, while
anxiety of mind not only suspends all further deposition, but
causes an active absorption of it The immediate cause of a
sudden change from fatness to leanness is the absorption of

the adipose substance. Thinness, too, is usually and justly

thought to be the general accompaniment of a sour, fretful,

and irritable temper. 1 0. Excessive sleep, together with the

absence of physical and intellectual exertion, and still more,
of mental anxiety, is highly conducive to the accumulation
of fcit. 1 1 . Organic diseases, especially those which impede
the formation of ehyle, or which impede the conversion of

it into blood, diminish the secretion of fat ; hence persons
who labour under organic diseases of the stomach and of

the small intestines are invariably thin, and generally

emaciated. This is also the case with those who are af-

flicted with diseases of the respiratory organs, such as the

deposition of tuberculous matter in the lungs, by which
the air-cells are choked up, and the air is prevented from
coming into contact with the venous blood, and with the chyle

contained in it. As the tubercles enlarge, the respiratory por-

tion of the lung diminishes, and part after part of the organ
being thus successively obliterated, the emaciation at length

becomes extreme. 12. But even long-continued disorder of
the system, without any organic disease, generally occasions

wasting of the body, from the absorption of the adipose sub-
stance ; because, in this state of the system, the processes of

waste are more active than those of supply. 13. Long and
intense heat, whether natural, as during hot summers, or ar-

tificial, as the heated temperature produced about furnaces,

hot-houses, &c. and, lastly, long-continued abstinence, tend
to diminish the quantity of fat.

Sometimes the accumulation of fat is enormous. The
average weight of the human body, when well nourished,

and of a medium size, js about 160 pounds, or between
eleven and twelve stone; yet instances are on record

>t its attaining, by the deposition of fat, the weight of
from thirty-five to forty stone. Dr. Cheyne mentions a case

in which the weight was 448 pounds, equal to thirty-two

stone. In the Philosophical Transactions are recorded two
cases, in one of which the weight was 480 pounds, and in the
other 500 pounds. The Breslau Collections contain two
other cases, in one of which the weight was 580, and in the
other 600 pounds. The inconveniences produced in the sys-

tem by these enormous accumulations of fat, and the means
to be adopted for preventing and removing them (for they
ran be prevented, and even removed, with absolute certainty,

provided tlie health be in other respects sound), will be treated

of under the term Obesity.
ADIT. [See Mining.]
A'DJECTIVE, in Grammar, the name of one of the parts

of speech, or one of those great classes into which, for the
sake of convenience, grammarians have distributed the

words of a language. The term adjective, which is of Latin
formation, signifies something that adds to precision in de-

scribing the nature of any object of which we are speaking.

An adjective, in our language, is most commonly prefixed to

the name of some thing, in order to mark some quality by
which it is distinguished from other things belonging to the

same class; thus, a bad man, a good man, a fat man, a
troublesome man, &c. ; a black horse, a white horse, &c.
Here the terms man and horse are the most general or

abstract (see Abstraction) terms by which we can express

the idea of man or horse ; but, by prefixing to them such
adjectives as bad, good, Sec, we limit, in some degree, the

rass of which we are speaking. Thus, when we speak of a

ukite man, we exclude the consideration of black men, or

men of any other colour. In like manner, when we say an
English man, we limit the signification still further ; and in

this way we may descend to a Cheshire man, a Chester man,
until we come to individuals indicated by a common name,
such as Thomson, Smith, &c. By the aid of other words
prefixed, such as John, William, &c, we at last come to

some certain individual. It appears, then, that in the ex-
pressions John Page, William Smith, &c, John and William
may have the names of adjectives as well as the words black,

white, &c. And this leads us to observe that frequently

noun* or names of things can be used like adjectives ; thus
we can say, a silver ring, a gold stick, salt water, sea water.

Many words in English are, in fact, used both as nouns and
adjectives. In the expression ' John's book,' Johns may be
considered as an adjective for the reasons just given. Some
grammarians have wished to introduce the term adnoun
instead of adjective, but though the word adjective is not a
very good name, adnoun is no better.

There are two ways in which an adjective can stand in a
proposition : we can say ' the horse is bad/ or ' a bad horse.'

In the first example, horse is called the ' subject,' is the
* copula,' or connecting link, and ' bad ' is the ' predicate * or

qualifying term. According to the true idiom of our lan-
guage, an adjective can stand at the end of any simple
proposition, as, he walks slow, he rides quick, he speaks
loud. It is true that usage is now beginning to be opposed
to this mode of expression, and the adverb in -ly is gain-
ing ground ; yet there are cases where it is not possible

to use the termination in -ly without making the spoken
language at least very stiff and formal. Some words are

used both as adjectives and adverbs.

Many adjectives are simple roots, such as good, bad, /tot,

&c, while others are formed by adding an affix or suffix to

a noun.
The following list of adjectives formed by affixes, or by

adding a complete word, belong to the Saxon part of our
language :

—

glad-some care-less for-ward

play-ful child-ish god-like

weight-y fore-most man-ly
wood-en fork-ed out-er

The following terminations are of Latin and Greek origin

act-ive coher-ent period-ical

passion-ate attend-ant station-ary

adamant-ine habit-able transitory

sulphur-ic aud-ible Belgi-an

angul-ar luc-id humor-ous
due-tile autumn-al verb-ose

There are other terminations of less importance, such as

ether-eal, advent-itious, &c., which agree with the examples
already given, as to the last syllable, but differ in having

an additional syllable or syllables between the first part of

the word and the termination.

ADJUSTMENT, in marine insurance, is the settling

and ascertaining the exact amount of indemnity which the

party insured is entitled to receive under the policy, after all

proper allowances and deductions have been made ; and fix-

ing the proportion of that indemnity which each under-

writer is liable to bear. The contract of insurance is an
agreement to indemnify the insured against such losses as

he may sustain by the occurrence of any of the events

which are expressly, or by implication of law, contained in

the policy. Thus, when a ship is lost, or any of those con-

tingencies arise against which the insurance provides, the

owner of the ship or of the goods insured, as the case may
be, or an authorized agent, reports the circumstance to the

insurers or underwriters. In London, this notice is given

by an insertion in a book kept at Lloyds Coffee-House in

the subscription-rooms, where the greater part of marine in-

surances are effected.

Before any adjustment is made, the underwriters require

to be informed of all particulars, that they may be satisfied

the loss has occurred through circumstances against which

the insurance was effected. In ordinary cases the task of

ascertaining these facts, and of examining the correctness of

the demand made by the assured, rests with the underwriter

who has first subscribed the policy. In complicated cases

of partial, or average losses, the papers are usually referred

to some disinterested party, who makes a profession of such

references, to calculate and adjust the per centage rate of

loss. Where the ship is wholly lost, of course little difficulty

occurs in this part of the inquiry ; but in cases of partial

losses, where the insured has not exercised bis right of aban-
R2
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donment (see Abandonment), very minute and careful

examination often becomes necessary. The quantity of da-

mage being ascertained, the amount which each under-

writer has made himself liable to by subscribing the policy

is settled ; and this being done, it is usual for one of the

underwriters, or their agent, to indorse on the policy, ' adj-

usted a partial loss on this policy of so much per cent/ To
this indorsement the signature of each underwriter must be
affixed, and this process is called the adjustment of the

loss.

After an adjustment has been made, it is not usual in

mercantile practice for the underwriter to require any further

proof, but at once to pay the loss ; and it has been said that the

reason for which adjustments have been introduced into the

business of maritime insurance is, that upon the underwriter

signing an adjustment, and thereby declaring his liability,

and admitting that the whole transaction is adjusted, time
should be given him to pay the money. As a question of law,

however, it is undecided how far the adjustment is conclusive

and binding upon the underwriters'; the better opinion

appears to be that the adjustment is merely presumptive
evidence against an insurer, and has only the effect of

transferring the burden of proof from the assured to the

underwriters ; that is, where an adjustment has taken place,

and the liability to pay the loss is disputed, the adjustment
alone, without further proof, will be sufficient to entitle the
insured to recover in an action on the policy, unless the
under-writer shows facts which may have the effect of re-

lieving him from liability. It is much to be lamented that

a question of such importance in commercial transactions

should not have received a solemn decision.—[See Selwyn's
Nisi Prius, title Insurance ; Park, on the Law of Marin*
Insurance, and a note to Campbell's Nisi Prius Reports,
vol. i., p. 276.]

ADJUTANT, a military officer, attached to every batta-

lion of a regiment. The office does not confer a separate
rank, but is usually given to one of the subaltern officers.

The duties of an adjutant are to superintend (under the
major of the regiment, and the adjutant-general of the
army) all matters relating to the ordinary routine of disci-

pline in the regiment; to receive and promulgate to the
battalion all general, garrison, and regimental orders, sign-
ing them in the orderly-book on the part of the command-
ing-officer ; to select detachments from the different com-
panies, when ordered ; to regulate the placing of guards,
distribution of ammunition, &c.
ADJUTANT-GENERAL, a staff-officer, one of those

next in rank to the commander-in-chief. He is to the army
what the adjutant is to a regiment; he superintends the
details of all the dispositions ordered by the commander-in-
chief, communicates general orders to the different brigades,
and receives and registers the reports of the state of each, as
to numbers, discipline, equipments, &c. Though in a large
army, the adjutant-general is usually a general officer, yet
this rank is not necessary ; and in smaller detachments
acting independently, the duties arc frequently entrusted to
an officer of lower rank.

ADJUTANT-GENERAL. Among the Jesuits, this title

was given to certain fathers who resided with the general of
the order. It was their duty to furnish him with infor-

mation as to what was going on in the different countries of
Europe, which was effected by means of emissaries employed
for that purpose. Each country had one of these offtgrs at-

tached to it ^
ADJUTANT, or GIGANTIC CRANE, {Ciconia ar-

eola, Temminck, Mycteria argala, Vieillot.) A singu-
lar bird, not uncommon in travelling menageries, being
easily tamed, and hardy, though a native of the warmer
parts of India and found near Calcutta. Its size may be in-

ferred from the fact of its wings, from tip to tip, measuring
about fourteen or fifteen feet when stretched out ; from the
tip of the bill to the extremity of the claws it is seven
feet and a half, while it is five feet high when standing
erect. Its upper parts are ash-grey, the feathers there
being stiff and hard ; the under parts are white, and there
the plumes are long; the head and ncck.are without fea-

thers, but the red callous skin there is furnished with
hairs ; a long slightly downy conical bag or pouch, like * a
large sausage/ (to use the comparison of Baron Cuvier)
hangs from the middle of the neck. The beak is very

large, thick at the base, and the gape is very wide.

Though this does not rank in systematic classifications as

a bird of prey, being properly placed with wading birds

(GraUaiores, Illigkr), it is one of the most voracious and
carnivorous birds known. The structure of its digestive

organs corresponds with this voracious habit; though
what comparative anatomists term the solvent or gastric

f
lands are differently formed from those of any other bird,

'heir usual position in other birds is round the upper por-

tion of the stomach ; but in the adjutant they form two
circular figures, about an inch and a half in diameter on
the fore and back part of it, each gland being composed of
five or six cells, and these opening into one common pipe
(ductus). The gizzard and digastric muscle are nearly of
the same strength with those of the crow, the gizzard being
lined with a similar horny membrane.
The adjutant is not only capable of digesting bones, but

it seems to be fond of them, swallowing every bone which
it can get down its gullet,— a circumstance which has led to

its being called the bone-eater, or bone-taker. It has been
stated by Sir Everard Home, that there was found in the
craw or stomach of a gigantic crane a land tortoise ten
inches long, and a large male black cat entire. [Ives* Voy-
age, p. 134. Phil. Trans. 1813, p. 77.] Its great voracity,

however, is extremely useful in the countries which it in-
habits, as it collects vermin from every quarter, such as
snakes, lizards, frogs, and other reptiles, devouring such
immense numbers of these as to prevent them from an-
noying the inhabitants, who, on that account, hold the bird
in as great estimation as the Hollanders do the stork.

[Adjutant, Ardoa Gigantea. From a specimen in the Zoological Ganlcm.}

Mr. Smeathman furnished Dr. Latham with an interest-
ing account of the adjutants from personal observations in
India. • They are,' says Dr L., ' met in companies ; and
when seen at a distance, near the mouths of rivers, com-
ing towards an observer, which they often do with their
wings extended, may well be taken for canoes upon the
surface of a smooth sea—when on the sand-banks, for men
and women picking up shell-fish or other things on the
beach. One of these, a young bird about five feet high,
was brought up tame, and presented to the chief of the
Bananas, where Mr. Smeathman lived ; and, being accus-
tomed to be fed in the great hall, soon became familiar,
duly attending that place at dinner-time, placing itself be-
hind its master's chair frequently before the guests entered.
The sen-ants were obliged to watch narrowly and to defend
the provisions with switches ; but, notwithstanding, it would
frequently seize something or other, and once purloined a
whole boiled fowl, which it swallowed in an instant Its
courage is not equal to its voracity, for a child of eight or
ten years old soon puts it to flight with a switch, though
at first it seems to stand on its defence, by threatening with
its enormous bill widely extended, and roaring with a loud
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voice like & bear or tiger. It is an enemy to small quad-
rupeds, as well as birds and reptiles, and slily destroys
fowls or chickens, though it dares not attack a hen openly
irith her young. Every thing is swallowed whole ; and so
accommodating is its throat, that not only an animal as big
as a cat is gulped down, but a shin of beef broken asunder
serves it but for two morsels. It is known to swallow a leg
of mutton of five or six pounds, a hare, a small fox, &c.
After a time the bones are rejected from the stomach, which
seems to be voluntary, for it has been known that an ounce
or two of emetic tartar given to one of these birds produced
no effect/ [Gen. Hist, of Birds, ix. 40, 41.]

Lord Valentia (now Lord Mountnorris), after mentioning
the amazing flocks of kites and crows which abound on the
house tops and in the gardens at Calcutta, and subsist on the
remains of the great profusion of food there dressed, which
the prejudices of the natives forbid them to touch, adds,

that in the office of scavengers the kites and crows are

assisted during the day by the adjutant bird, and at night
by the foxes, jackals, and hyeenas from the jungles in the
vicinity. [Trav. i. 519.]

Ives calls the bird a monster ; but says the natives re-

verence it so much that they were rejoiced when he was
unsuccessful in shooting one. They believe, according to

the strange doctrine of transmigration, that the souls of the
Brahms possess the birds, and render them invulnerable.

[/w' Voyage, London, 1773, p. 183.]

ADMINISTRATION and ADMINISTRATOR. An
administrator is a person appointed by the ordinary or

bishop of the diocose to make administration of, or to distri-

bute the goods of a person who dies without having made
a win. It is said that, in very early times, the lung was
entitled in such a case to seize upon the goods in his cha-

racter of general trustee of the kingdom, in order that they
mi^ht be applied to the burial of the deceased, the payment
of his debts, and to making a provision for his family. It

would appear that this power of the crown over the effects of

intestates was greatly abused, for, by Magna Charta, King
John granted that * if a freeman should die intestate, his

chattels should be distributed by the hands of his near rela-

tions and friends, under the inspection of the church/ This,

profoaHy, formed the foundation upon which the prelates

afterwards built their right to administer by their own hands
the goods of an intestate. There is, at all events, no doubt
of the fact, that the power of seizing the goods of an intestate

vas, at a later period, transferred from the crown to the

bishops. The whole property was, in the first instance,

placed in the custody of the ordinary, or bishop of the

diocese in which the intestate died ; and after the deduction

of what were technically called * partes rationabilesj that is,

two-thirds of the whole, which tne law gave to the widow
and children, the remaining third part vested in the bishop

upon trust to distribute that proportion in charity to the poor,

or in what were then termed ' pious uses/ for the benefit of

the soul of the deceased. This trust was greatly abused
by the prelates, who unscrupulously converted the whole
residue of the property to the use of their order, without

even paying the just debts of the deceased. To remedy this

injustice, the statute called 'the Statute of Westminster the

iSecond/ which was passed in the reign of Edward I., pro-

vided that the debts of the deceased should be paid by the

ordinary in the same manner as if he had been an executor

appointed by a will. The remainder, after payment of debts,

still continued applicable to the same uses as before. To
prevent the abuses of the power thus retained by the

ordinary, and to take the administration entirely out of

his hands, the legislature again interposed, and by the

statute of 31st Edward III., cap. 2, the ordinary was directed,

in case of intestacy, to depute ' the nearest and most lawful

friends' of the deceased to administer his goods ; and these

administrators are put upon the same footing with regard

to suits and to accounting, as executors appointed by will.

This is the origin of administrators ; they are merely the

officers of the ordinary, appointed by him in pursuance of

the statute, which selects the nearest and most lawful friend

of the deceased ; these words being interpreted to denote the

nearest relation by blood who is not under any legal dis-

ability. The subsequent statute of 21st Henry VIII., c. 5,

enlarges a little more the power of the ecclesiastical judge,

and permits him to grant administration either to the widow,

ot the next of kin, or to both of them ; and, where several

persons are equally near of kin, empowers him to select one

of them at his discretion.

If none of the kindred are willing to take out administra-
tion, a creditor is permitted to do so ; and in the absence of
any person entitled to demand letters of administration, the
ordinary may appoint whomsoever he may think proper, to

collect the goods of the deceased, for the benefit of such as
may by law be entitled to them.

Administrators may be nominated even in a case where
a wiU has been made, if by the will no 'executors are ap-
pointed, or if the persons named refuse, or if they are not
legally qualified to act ; and in any of these cases the ad-
ministrator only differs from an executor in the name of his
office and mode of his appointment. In practice, when the
executor refuses to act, it is usual to grant administration
to the residuary legatee, i. e. to the person to whom, by the
will, the remainder of the property, after payment of aebts
and legacies, is given.

In the case of a complete intestacy, it was formerly much
doubted whether an administrator, when appointed by virtue

of 3 1 st Edward III., could be compelled to make any distri-

bution of the effects of the intestate which remained in his
hands after payment of debts ; for though the administration
had been transferred from the ordinary to the next of kin of
the deceased, the latter stood in much the same position as
the former had occupied, and was consequently not legally

bound to administer. The spiritual courts endeavoured to

enforce distribution by taking bonds from the administrator
for that purpose, but these bonds were declared void by
the common law courts. These controversies are now
at an end, for the statute, commonly called the ' Statute of
Distributions/ 22 and 23 Charles II., cap. 10, explained by
29 Car. II., cap. 30, enacts that the surplus effects, after

payment of debts, shall, after the expiration of one year
from the death of the intestate, be distributed in the follow-

ing manner ;—one-third shall go to the widow, and the re-

mainder in equal proportions to the children of the intestate,

or, if dead, to their legal representatives, t. e. their lineal

descendants : or, if there be no children, or children's legal

representatives, then one moiety shall go to the widow, and
the other moiety to the next of kindred in equal degrees of

relationship, or to their representatives : if no widow, tho

whole shall go to the children or their representatives in

equal portions : if neither widow nor children, the whole
shall be distributed amongst the next of kin or tneir repre-

sentatives.

By the same statute, it is directed that no child of the
intestate (except it be his heir at law) on whom he settled

in his lifetime any estate in lands or pecuniary portion,

equal to the distributive share of the other children, shall

have any part of the surplus to be administered ; but if the

estates thus given him by way of advancement are not
equivalent to the other shares, the child so advanced shall

have enough to put him on an equality with his brothers

and sisters. This is a very reasonable provision ; for in the

absence of all expression of the father's intention by will, it

may be presumed that he had no intention of giving more
to one child than to another, unless it be his heir ; and as

he had advanced to one child his portion, it would not be
fair for that child, at the death of his father without leaving

a will, to obtain a share of the property equal to that obtained

by the other children who had received no advances in their

father's lifetime.

The statute of distributions expressly excepts and reserves

the customs of the city of London, of the province of York,
and of all other places having peculiar customs of distribut-

ing intestates' effects. These customs resemble, in some de-

gree, the provisions of the statute, though they differ from
them in some respects.

For further information upon the subject of administrator

and administration, which will comprise all necessary prac-

tical directions, see Executors.
ADMIRAL, the title of the highest class of naval officers.

Various fanciful etymologies of the word have been given

;

but there can be no doubt that it is merely a corruption of

the Arabic Amir or Emir, a lord or chieftain. The al

is nothing more than the Arabic definite article al, the,

without the noun to which it belongs. Eutychius, Patriarch

of Alexandria, writing in the tenth century, calls the Caliph

Omar Amirol Mumenim, which he translates into Latin

Imperator Fidelium (the Commander of the Faithful). To
form the word Admiral, the two first terms of some title

similar to this have been adopted, and the third has been
dropt. From this it appears that the word ought properly to

be written, or rather ought at first to have been written.
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Amiral,or Ammiral, as we find it in Milton s expression :

—

' The matt
Of some great Ammiral.*

Milton, holding to this principle of orthography, wrote in
Latin Ammiralatus Curia (the Court of Admiralty). The
French say Amiraly and the Italians Ammiraglio. The d
seems to have got into the English word from a notion that
Admiral was an ahridgment of Admirable. The Latin
writers of the middle ages sometimes, apparently from this

conceit, style the commander of a tlect Admirabilis, and also

Admiratus. The Spaniards say Admirante or Almirante.
Under the Greek empire, the term Emir or Amir (in

Greek characters Afirjp) was used most commonly to de-
signate the governor of a province or district, which was itself

called Apripahia*. Gibbon states that the emir of the fleet

was the third in rank of the officers of state presiding over
the navy ; the first being entitled the Great Duke, and the
second the Great Drungaire. [Decline and FaU, chap, liii.]

The holy wars of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries seem
to have first introduced the term Admiral into Europe. The
Admiral of Sicily is reckoned among the great officers of
state in that kingdom in the twelfth century ; and the Ge-
noese had also their admiral very soon after this time. In
France and England the title appears to have been unknown
till the latter part of the thirteenth century; the year 1284
being commonly assigned as the date of the appointment of
the first French admiral, and the Amiral de la Mer du
Roy dAngleterre being first mentioned in records of the
year 1297. The person to whom the title is given in this

instance is named William de Levbourne. Yet at this time
England, although she had an admiral, had, properly speak-
ing, no fleet ; the custom being for the king, when he en-
gaged in a naval expedition, to press into his service the
merchant-vessels from all ports of the kingdom, just as it is

still the prerogative of the crown to seize the men serving
on board such vessels. This circumstance is especially de-
serving of notice, as illustrating what an admiral originally
was. The King of England's admiral of the sea was not
necessarily the actual commander of the fleet ; he was rather
the great officer of state, who presided generally over mari-
time affairs. Sometimes he was not a professional person at
all ; at other times he was one of the king's sons, or other
near kinsman yet in his nonage, on whom the office was
bestowed, as being one of great dignity and emolument ; its

duties were performed by persons who acted in his name.
But these duties were usually, not to command ships in battle,

but merely to superintend and direct the naval strength of
the kingdom, ana to administer justice in all causes arising
on the seas. The former of these duties is now executed
by the department of government called the Admiralty, and
the latter by the legal tribunal called the High Court of
Admiralty,

Anciently, two or more admirals used often to be ap-
pointed to exercise their powers along different parts of
the coast. Thus, in 1326, mention is made of the Admiral
of the King s Fleet, from the mouth of the Thames north-
ward, and of another officer with the same title, commanding
from the mouth of the Thames westward. Besides these,
there were also Admirals of the Cinque Ports. It is the
opinion of some writers that the first admiral of all Eng-
land was appointed in the year 1387. Even the offiser bear-
ing this title, however, was not then the person possessing
the highest maritime jurisdiction. Above him there was the
King's Lieutenant on the Sea {Locum tenens super Mare.)
Also before the term Admiral was used at all, there was an
officer designated the Cuslos Maris, or Guardian of the Sea.
From the year 1405 (the 6th of Henry IV.) there is an

uninterrupted series of Lord High Admirals of England,
the office being always 4ield by an individual, till the 20th
November, 1 632, when it was for the first time put in com-
mission. All the great officers of state were the commis-
sioners. During the Commonwealth, the affairs of the navy
were managed by a Committee of Parliament, till Cromwell
took the direction of them himself. On the Restoration,
the king's brother, the Duke of York, was appointed Lord
High Admiral ; and he retained the place till the 22d of May,
1684, when Charles took it into his own hands. On the
duke's accession to the throne, in the beginning of the fol-

lowing year, he declared himself Lord High Admiral. On
the Revolution, the office was again put in commission ; and
it continued to be held in this form till 1 707, when Prince
George of Denmark was appointed Lord High Admiral, with
a council of four persons to assist him. On his death in No-

I vember, 1708, the Earl of Pembroke was appointed his sue-

cessor, with a similar council. The earl resigned the office in

1709, since which time, till now, it has always been in com-

mission, with the exception of the period of about sixteen

months, (from May, 1 827, till September, 1 828,) during which

it was held by tne present king, then Duke of Clarence.

The commissioners, styled the Lords Commissioners of the

Admiralty, were formerly seven, and are now six in number;
and the First Lord is always a member of the cabinet. It is

the First Lord, indeed, who principally exercises the powers

of the office.

Till the reign of Queen Anne, the salaryof the Lord High
Admiral was only 300 marks, the emoluments of the place,

which were very large, arising chiefly from perquisites, or

droits, as they were called, of various descriptions. Prince

George of Denmark resigned all these droits into the hands
of the crown, receiving in their stead a salary of 7000/. a
year. The salary of the First Lord of the Admiralty is at

present 4,500/. per ann., and that of each of the others 1 000/.

The title of admiral is also given in modern tiroes to naval

officers of the highest rank*; of which we have in England
three classes, namely, Admirals of the Red, of the White,
and of the Blue. Admirals of the Red bear their flag at the
main-top-gallant-mast-head ; those of the White, at the furc-

top-gallant-mast-head ; and those of the Blue, at the mizen-
top- gallant-mast-head. After the union with Scotland in

1707, the use of the red flag was discontinued, the urn n
jack being substituted for it ; tut it was resumed at the na\ al

promotion which took place in 1805, after the battle of Tra-
falgar. There are also vice-admirals and rear-admirals of
each flag, the former ranking with lieutenant-generals, and
the latter with major-generals in the army. A full admiral

ranks with a general, and an admiral who is actually the
commander-in-chief of a fleet with a field-marshal. The title

of Admiral of the Fleet is merely an honorary distinction.

There are also a vice-admiral and a rear-admiral of the
United Kingdom, which places are now sinecures, and are
usually bestowed upon naval officers of high standing and
eminent services. According to the official Navy list for

January, 1833, there were, in addition to the admiral of
the fleet, who receives sea-pay of 6/. per day, forty-eight

admirals, with the pay of 5/. per day ; fifty- eight vice-ad-

mirals, with the pay of 4/. per day ; and sixty-four rear-

admirals, with the pay of 3/. per day. In addition to this

pay, every commander-in-chief receives a further sum of
3/. per day while his flag shall be flying within the limits of
his station.

ADMIRALTY COURTS, in Law, are courts having
jurisdiction over maritime causes, whether of a civil or cri-

minal nature. In England, the Court of Admiralty is

held before the Lord High Admiral or his deputy, who is

called the judge of the court : when there was a Lord High
Admiral, the judge of the Admiralty usually held his place
by patent from him ; but when the office of admiral is exe-
cuted by commissioners, he holds his place by direct com-
mission from the crown under the great seal.

The Court of Admiralty is twofold : the Instance Court
and the Prize Court; the commissions to hold these courts
arc perfectly distinct, but are usually given to the same per-
son. Neither of them is a Court of Record.
The civil jurisdiction of the Instance Court extends

generally to marine contracts ; that is, to such contracts as
are made upon the sea, and are founded in maritime service
or consideration,— as where the vessel is pledged during the
voyage for necessary repairs ; and to some few others, which,
though entered into on land, are executod entirely upon the
sea,—such as agreements for mariners' wages. But if part of
a cause of action arises on the sea and part upon the land, the
courts of.common law exclude the Admiralty Court from its
jurisdiction ; and even in contracts made abroad they exercise
in most cases a concurrent jurisdiction. The Admiralty Cou rt
has no cognizance of contracts under seal, except where,
from the nature of the subject matter, it has exclusive juris-
diction; as in the case of an hypothecation bond, under
which a ship is given in pledge for necessaries furnished to
the master and mariners: this security, as it onlv binds tlie
vessel on which the money is advanced, and imposes nc
personal contract on the borrower, does not fall within trie
cognizance of the common law. The Instance Court like-
wise regulates many other points of maritime right, such as
deputes between part-owners of vessels, and questions re-
lating to salvage, that is, the allowance made to those whe
have saved or recovered ships or goods from dangers of the
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tea. It hat also power to inquire into certain wrongs or
injuries committed on the high seas, such as collision, or
the running foul of one ship against another, and in such
cases to assess the damages to he paid to the party injured.

This court is usually held at Doctors-Commons, like the
ecclesiastical courts, to which, in its general constitution, it

bears a great resemblance. The law by which its proceed-
ings are governed is composed of such parts of the civil law
as treat of maritime affairs, together with the laws of Oleron
and other maritime laws, with such corrections, alterations,

or amendments as have been introduced by acts of parlia-

ment or common usage. [Blackstones Commentaries,
vol iii pp. 68, 1 06.]

In criminal matters the Court of Admiralty has, partly

bv common law, partly by a variety of statutes, cognizance
or piracy and all other indictable offences committed either

upon the sea or on the coasts, when beyond the limits of any
English county ; and this (at least since the time of Ed-
ward 11L) to the exclusion of the jurisdiction of courts of
common law. With respect to certain felonies, committed in

the main stream of great rivers below Ihe bridges, the com-
mon law and the Admiralty have a concurrent jurisdiction.

The mode ofproceeding in the Admiralty courts in criminal

trials, like that in all other suits there, was anciently accord-

ing to the course of the civil and marine laws ; until, in the
reign of Henry VIII., a statute was passed which enacted
that these offences should be tried by commissioners of oyer
and terminer under the kings great seal, and that the pro-

ceedings should be according to the law of the land. In
pursuance of this and some later statutes, sessions of oyer
and terminer and gaol delivery, called the Admiralty
Sessions are held twice a year, namely in March and
Ortober, at the Old Bailey. The acting commissioners are

the judge of the Admiralty, (who, in point of form, is the

presiding judge,) together with two common-law judges,
and one or two civilians. [Blackstones Commentaries,
vol. iv. p. 268. Hales Pleas of the Crown, vol. ii. p. 16.]

By several recent statutes it is declared that offences com-
mitted within the jurisdiction of the Court of Admiralty shall

be liable to the same punishment as if committed on land.

The Prize-Court is the only tribunal for deciding what is,

and what is not, lawful prize, and for adjudicating upon all

matters civil and criminal relating to prize. By * prize,' is

to be understood every acquisition made jure betii (by right

ofwar) which is either itself of a maritime character, or is

made, whether at sea or by land, by a naval force. All
acquisitions by right of war are by the law of war vested

in the sovereign, but are usually, bv the municipal regu-
lations of each particular state, (as in England by several

acts of parliament,) distributed in certain proportions

among the persons who took or assisted in taking them.
But the property in the thing captured is held by Eng-
lish jurists, agreeably to the general practice of the
law of nations, not to be absolutely taken from the ori-

ginal owners, until, by the sentence of a properly autho-
rized court, it has been condemned as lawful prize. We
have, as it should appear, no court authorized to adjudi-

cate on property captured by land-forces, or booty, as it

is commonly termeu by writers on the law of nations;

(nit, when occasion requires, (as, for instance, of late

fears, when property to an immense amount was cap-

cured by the British army in the conquest of the Dec-
can.) commissioners are specially appointed for the pur-

pose. But property captured by the naval force forms
the peculiar province of the Prize-Court of the Admiralty.
m The end of a Prize-Court," says Lord Mansfield, " is

to suspend the property till condemnation ; to punish every

sort of misbehaviour in the captors; to restore instantly,

if upon the most summary examination there docs not

appear sufficient ground ; to condemn finally, if the goods

really are prize, against every body, giving every body a fiur

opportunity of being heard." [See Douglass Reports,

p. 572, &c.]
Every sovereign power has a right to erect Admiralty

Courts for the trial of prizes taken by virtue of the commis-

sions which it has granted ; but has no power to reverse the

sentences given by the tribunals of another state : the only

regular method of rectifying their errors is by appeal to the

superior court.

The Cinque Ports have an exclusive Admiralty juiisdic-

twn of their own : in Ireland, there has been an Instance

Court from time immemorial ; and there is an Admiralty

Court in Scotland with very extensive civil jurisdiction. In

several of our colonies there are courts of Vice-Admiralty

,

which not only have authority both as Instance Courts and
Prize Courts, but have also, in certain revenue cases, con-
current jurisdiction with the colonial courts of record.

[Stokes, On the Colonies, p. 357.] From the Vice-Admi-
ralty Courts of the colonies an appeal lies, in instance causes,
to the Court of Admiralty in England ; and from the Court
of Admiralty in England an appeal lie *, in instance causes,
(whether originating in that court or coming before it by
appeal) to the king in council. See statute 2 and 3 Will. IV.
c. 92. From prize causes, whether in the Vice-Admiralty
Courts, or in tue Court of Admiralty in England, the appeal
lies directly to certain commissioners of appeal in prize
causes, who are appointed by the king under tne great seal,

and are usually members of his privy council, and whose
appointment is generally regulated or recognized by treaties

with foreign nations.

For the law on the whole of this subject, see Dr. Browne's
View of the Civil Law, and the Law qf the Admiralty, and
Comyn's Digest, tit. Admiralty.
ADMIRALTY ISLANDS. A group of islands, con-

sisting of one larger and about 40 smaller, which are
generally classed in the division of Australia. They lie

south of the equator between the second and third degree
of latitude, and between 146° 18 ;

, and 147° 46' E. long.;
and were discovered by the Dutch in 1616. Captain
Carteret visited them in 1767, and the Spanish navi-
gator Morello in 1781. d'Entrecasteaux, who was de-
spatched to seo if any trace of La Perouse's crew could
be found, visited these islands in 1793. The soil and
climate are said to be good, but the landing is rendered
difficult by reason of reefs and breakers. A number of small
islands and reefs form a cordon round the large one, which
is difficult of approach, and no landing was made on it by
d'Entrecasteaux. Only those islands seemed to be inhabited
which had cocoa-nut trees on them. As they are very little

elevated above the level of the sea, water must necessarily

be scarce. The largest island is about 4 5 miles long, and
like most of them, principally covered with cocoa-nut trees

;

the inhabitants are of a dark colour with frizzled hair, and
they go naked. They are described as good looking and well
made. To the French navigator they seemed a tolerably

well-disposed people, though Carteret s account of them is

unfavourable. They point their lances with a species of
hard stone. When the French visited the island, the people
showed the greatest eagerness to possess iron, which it is

conjectured they first obtained from the Spaniards. [See
d'Entrecasteaux s Voyage, Paris, 1 808, 2 vols. 4to.]

ADMIRALTY ISLAND, on the N.W. coast of North
America, in the Archipelago of George III., and within that

part of the continent which, since the treaty of 1 825, be-

longs to what we call Russian America. Admiralty Island
is about 80 miles long, and, in some parts, 20 wide : it lies

between 57° 2', and 58° 24' N.lat, and 134° 52', and 135° 30'

W. long. The island was completely circumnavigated
by Vancouver, who considers it to be about 60 leagues in

circuit. With the exception particularly of the S.E. coast, the

shores are bold, and afford many convenient bays with fine

streams of fresh water running into them. The island is

moderately elevated and rocky, but covered with forests,

especially pine. The natives of the island carry on some
little trade with Europeans. [See Vancouver s Voyage,
vol. iii. p. 277.]

ADO'NI S, a river ofancient Syria, which rises in the moun-
tains of Lebanon. It has the same name with a personage
of considerable importance in Pagan mythology, of whose
story the following is a briefsketch :

—
' Adonis, son ofMyrrha,

daughter of Cinyras, King of Cyprus, was bom in Arabia,

whither his mother had fled in consequence of certain trans-

actions which it is not necessary to relate. Before the birth

of her son she was transformed into the tree which produces

the fragrant gum called by her name ; this, however, did

not hinder his being brought into the world in due season

:

he grew up a model of manly beauty, and was passionately

beloved by Aphrodite (Venus), who quitted Olympus to

dwell with him. Hunting was his favorite pursuit, until,

having gone to the chase against the entreaties of his

mistress, he was mortally wounded in the thigh by a wild boar.

After death he was said to stand as high in the favour of

Persephone (Proserpine), as before in that of Aphrodite ; but

the latter being inconsolable, her rival generously consented

that Adonis should spend half the year with his celestial,

half with his infernal mistress. The fable has been variously
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interpreted. One explanation makes the alternate abode of

Adonis above and under the earth, typical of the burial of

seed, wli ieh in due mumiu rises above ground for the propa-

gation of its specie^ : another, of the annual passage of the

sun from the northern to the southern hemisphere.—In

the time of Pausanias, in the second century of our a?ra.

there existed an ancient temple of Adonis and Aphrodite,

at Amathus, in Cyprus.

The story of Adonis appears to have been introduced into

Greece from Syria. According to Pausanias, Sappho sung
of Adonic: and his name, with allusion to his rites, occurs

in a fragment of AIcsdus. But it is by the Greek poets of

later date, and their Latin imitators, Theocritus, Bion, Ovid,

that his story has been probably expanded, and invested

with the elegance which is the peculiar character of Grecian

mythology. The Adonia are mentioned by Aristophanes

among the Athenian festivals, and this is (we believe)

the oarlie>t mention of them, except some notice in the

poems attributed to Orpheus, (the epoch of which is, how-
ever, too doubtful to be received as authority,) and the

songs attributed to Sappho and Aloa-us. The rites began
with mourning for the death of Adonis

—

(thus Ezekiel, viii.

l.'t, * He brought me to the door of the Lord's house . . . .

and behold, there sat women weeping for Thamniuz) : then

changed into rejoicing for his return to life and to Aphrodite ;

and concluded with a procession, in which the images of

Adonis and Aphrodite were carried, with rich offerings, in

separate couches : after which the former appears to have
been thrown into the sea. See Theocr. Idyll, xv. In the

time of Pausanias, the women of Argos, in the Pelopon-

nesus, lamented Adonis.

In Syria we know the worship of Adonis (if, according to

the received notion, he he the same personage as Thamniuz)
to lie probably of much older date. \Ve know, from the pas-

sage in K/ekiel already quoted, that the adoration of the

latter was one of the abominations of Judah six centuries

before Christ. Whatever resemblance there may have been
between the early Syrian and Grecian rites, the former

were far more deeply polluted by the atrocities of a brutish

superstition, to which the natives of Syria were unusually

prone. Byblos, a town near the river Adonis, was one of the

chief seats of this worship, which was intimately connected

with a peculiarity incident to the river. Its waters, at a

certain period of the year, assume a deep red, and were
said to be discoloured by the blood of Adonis.

' Thniumuz cam.- n« \t h.-luiul.

Whos»» annu.il wouinl in I.cUjukhi allured

The Syti.ui Uams.-U to lam.-ut his UiU:

In amorous dittir, all a Miiumcr's »!.tv.

While smooth Adonis, horn his naliv,'- ro,-k.

Kan purph- to tin- -••a, sappo^-d -v ilh Mood
Of Tlianimuz, \ early wounded.'

PartvlU,- Lust, x. 44C.

The phenomenon has been observed by modern travellers,

and is attributed to the rains, which bring a quantity of red

earth into the stream. [See Maundrell's Trunks.) This,

which probably is the true solution, was suggested even in

the time of Lucian. [Dc Dm Syria, § 8.]

ADO'NIS, in Botany, is a genus of plants belonging to

the natural order ranunculaceie, and containing many
species of very great beauty. The name is merely poetical

Adonis is distinguished from ranunculus by the want of a

little scale at the base of the petals, and from other genera
of the order by the numerous hard, dry, sharp-pointed grains

of which its fruit consists.

Botanists divide the genus into two sections, the first of

which comprehends all the annual kinds, the second all the

perennials. Ten species arc spoken of as belonging to the

first section, inhabiting corn-fields and similar dry exposed
places, chiefly in the .south of Europe and north of Africa.

Some of them have deep crimson flowers, as A. aufunuialis,

the common pheasant s eye of our gardens; in others the

blossoms are yellow: it is not improbable that they are all

varieties of the same species.

Of the perennial kinds, A. vcmali.s, which is common in

gardens in England, is found in a wild state abundanth on
all the mountains of middle Europe. Its flowers have from
ten to twelve petals of a. \ellow colour, and of a brilliancy

which is rendered the more dazzling by the deep green tuft

of finely divided leaves among which they expand. It is

only a few inches high, and is one of the early harbingers of

spring. Three others are described, all mountain plants,

ro>embling A. vrrna/i* in general appearance, but perhaps

still more beautiful. They seem to have been occasionally

brought to this country, but to have been soon lost again.

Nothing has been remarked as to the sensible properties

of these plants: they doubtless partake of the acridity so

prevalent in their tribe.

ADOPTION, (from (ylnpfnre, Latin.) means taking by
choice. By the Roman law if a person had no children "f

his own he might appoint any other person's, whether re-

lated to him or not, to be his children hy adrrjttinn. In
order to understand the ordinary mode of adoption and its

legal o fleets, it will be necessary to remember that at Rome
the relation of father and son was but little different from
that of master and slave, cither in the rights and duties at-

tached to it, or in the manner in which it was dissolved.

Hence, if a person wished to adopt the son of anuther, the

natural father sold the boy to him by a regular sale before a

magistrate, and, in order that he might be so completely

emancipated from his father's authority, as never to be lkibK-

to full under it again, it was requisite that this sale should

be formally repeated three several times. (See Eman-
cipation.) The lather thus conveyed away alibis paternal

rights, and the child, from that moment, became, to all in-

tents and purposes, a member of the family of his adopter
If the person to be adopted was his own master, the mode ->f

proceeding was by a bill (analogous to our private acts <T

parliament), proposed to the people in the eonhtia curiata.

This was called akuogation, from rogarc, to propose a bill.

In either case the adopted child became subject to the au-

thority of his new father: passed into his family, name, and
sacred rites, and succeeded to his property. Clod ins. tin-

enemy of Cicero, passed, by this ceremony of a bill, from the

patrician to the plebeian rank, in order to qualify him to l*

tribune. [Cie. Aft. ii. 7. Suet. Aug. 20.]

The history of Rome abounds with instances of adoption.

Thus one of the sons of Paulus /Emilius, the conqueror of

Macedonia, was adopted by the son of Scipio Afrieanus tie

.Elder, and thus acquired the name of Pub/ins Cfirtirims

Scipio: he was also called + Ernilianux, to point nut the

family of his birth ; and when he had destroyed Carthage in

the third Punic War, he received, like his adoptive grand-
father, the appellation of Afrieanus, and is usually spoken
of in history as Scipio Afrieanus the Younger.

Under the emperors the mode of adoption became the

subject of legal reform: and that which for so many ages
could be effected only by a circuitous course of arbitrary

forms, founded upon legal fictions, was allowed to be dune
by a short ami simple process before a magistrate.

There was also a custom in ancient Home of adopting
children by will: thus it was that Julius Casar adopt, d

his great nephew Oetavius, who was thenceforth called

Cains Julius Ca»sar Oetavianus ; but is most generally

known under the more pompous appellation of Aucjistls,
which he afterwards assumed.— [Ileineccius, Antiquita!*-*

RomaiuVy lib. i., tit. \i.] In like manner, several of

the Roman emperors adopted their successors : for instance,

Augustus adopted his step-sons, Tiberius, Nero, and Clau-
dius Drusus, the former of whom afterwards succeeded to

the empire. [Tacit. Ann, i, 3. Suet. Aug. 101.] So al>o

Tiberius, by the order, and during the life-time of Augustus,
adopted his nephew Germanieus, who died in the lifetime

of Tiberius; and on the death of Tiberius, Caligula, the son

of Germanieus, became emperor. At a subsequent period,

the emperor Claudius went so far as to adopt his step-son

Domitius, afterwards the emperor Nero, to the exclusion of

bis own son Britannicus. Tacitus remarks, that Nero wa*
the first stranger in blood ever adopted into the Claudian
family.— [Tacit. An rial. xii. 2.3.] At various periods of the

Roman history, great inconvenience was experienced in con-
sequence of the general disinclination to marriage anion £
the citizens. Before the times of the emperors, it is clear

that, in order to remove this inconvenience, rewards were
held out for the encouragement of marriage, and penalties
imposed upon celibacy. Immunities and exemptions from,

state burthens were also given to those who possessed many
children : and in order to obtain these, the adoption of chil-

dren became a great abuse. Aulus Gellius complains of

the mischievous custom prevalent in his time, that * an
adoptive son should entitle his adoptive father to privileges
in the state/— [Aul. Gel. Noct. Att. v. 19.] Under Julius
Ca?sar, after the wars, laws for the encouragement of popu-
lation were proposed, but not carried into effect: but in the
time of Augustus, the Julian law was proposed, a. u.c. *36,
which contained heavy penalties upon celibacy, and pro-
portionate rewards for the possession of children. Tins law
was so extremely unpopular, that, Suetonius says, it could
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not be executed, on account of the tumultuous opposition

raised to it—[Sueton. Aug. 34.] Afterwards, however,
a law passed, called from the Consuls who introduced it, ' Lex
Papia Poppasa;' by which many privileges were given to

those who possessed children ; and amongst others, it was
declared that, of candidates for praotorships and other offices,

those should have the preference who had the greatest
number of children. This occasioned an intolerable abuse
m the adoption of children. Tacitus savs, that in the time of
Nero, a * pestilent abuse was practised by childless men

;

who, whenever the election of magistrates or the allotment
of provinces was at hand, provided themselves with sons by
fraudulent adoptions; and then when, in common with
real fathers, they had obtained proetorships and provincial

governments, they instantly released themselves from their

adopted sons. Hence the genuine fathers betook themselves
with mighty indignation to the senate/ and petitioned for

relief. This produced a decree that in the pursuit of any
public employment whatever, no feigned adoptions should
be of any avail, nor in taking estate by will.—[See Tacit.

Armal. xv. 19.]

The eleventh title of the first book of Justinian's Institute*

is concerning Adoption. By this law it is declared that there
arc two kinds of adoption, one called arrogatio, when by a re-

script of the emperor, {principali rescripto,) a person adopts
another who is independent of parents ; the other, when by
the authority of the magistrate (imperio magistrates), he
who is under the control of his parent is made over by that
parent to another person, and adopted by him either as his

son, his grandson, or a relation in any inferior degree.
Female* also might be adopted in the same manner. But
when a man gave his child to be adopted bv a stranger,
none of the parental authority passed from the natural to

the adoptive lather ; the only effect was, that the child suc-

ceeded to the inheritance of the latter if he died intestate.

It was only when the adopter was the child's paternal or
maternal grandfather, or otherwise so related to him as
that the right of nature concurred with that of adoption,
tint the new connection became, in all respects, the same
with the original one. It was also ordained that the adopter
frhould in all cases be at least eighteen years older
than the person he adopted. Women, according to the
Justinian code, were not legally entitled to adopt ; but after

having lost children of then: own by death, they might by
the indulgence of the emperor be permitted to receive those
of others in their place. A slave, on being named a son by
bts master before a magistrate, became free, but acquired
do filial right.

The German system of adoption is derived from the Roman
law, though it cannot be said, according to the proper meaning
of the word, to have been in force before the fifteenth or
sixteenth century. Any adoption, in order to be strictly

and properly a legal process, must take place before a court,
or be confirmed by the proper authorities. The adopted
son retains his family name, and prefixes or adds to it that
of his adoptive father ; but in case a nobleman adopts a
commoner, the son does not succeed to the rank, unless
it is confirmed by the sovereign. The more modern Ger-
man institutes still keep to the principles of the Roman
system of adoption, though the whole is modified so as to

be more in harmony with German usages. The Prussian
law does away with all distinction between adoption and
arrogation ; and allows the adopted son who is of age
to manage his own property. The Austrian law does the

»ame. Both also agree in requiring the age of the adoptive

father to be fifty at least. Tlie Prussian law, with respect

to the adopted son, merely requires him to be younger than
the father; while the Austnan code requires him to be
eighteen years younger than the adoptive father. [Ersch and
Gruber's Encyclopadie, Art. Adoption.]

The French law of adoption is to be found in the eighth

title of the first book of the Code Civil. The following are

its principal provisions. Adoption is only permitted to per-

sons above the age of fifty, having neither children nor

other legitimate descendants, and being at least fifteen

years older than the individual adopted. It can only be ex-

ercised in favour of one who has been an object of the

adopter's constant care for at least six years during mino-

rity, or of one who has saved the life of the adopter in battle,

from fire, or from drowning. In the latter cases, the only

restriction respecting the age of the parties is, that the

adopter shall ue older than the adopted, and shall have

attained his majority, or his twenty-first year. In every case

the party adopted must be of this age. The form is for
the two parties to present themselves before the justice of
the peace (Juge depaix) for the place where the adopter
resides, and in his presence to pass an act of mutual con-
sent; after which the transaction, before being accounted
valid, must be approved of by the tribunal of first instance,
within whose jurisdiction the domicile of the adopter is.

The adopted takes the name of the adopter in addition to
his own; and no marriage can take place between the
adopter and either the adopted or his descendants, or
between two adopted children of the same individual, or
between the adopted and any child who may be afterwards
born to the adopter, or between the one party and the
wife of the other. The adopted acquires no right of suc-
cession to the property of any relations of the adopter ; but
in regard to the property of the adopter himself, it is de-
clared that he shall have precisely the same rights with a
child born in wedlock, and that, even although there should
be other children of the latter description born after his
adoption.

Adoption is still practised both among the Turks and
among other eastern nations. It is common for a rich Turk,
who has no children of his own, to adopt as his heir the
child of persons even of the poorest class. The bargain is

ratified by the parties going together before the Cadi, and
getting their mutual consent recorded ; after which the child
cannot be disinherited by his adoptive father. D'Herbelot
states, that, according to the law of Mohammed, a person be-
comes the adopted son of another by undergoing the cere-
mony of passing through his shirt ; whence the expression,
to draw another through one's shirt, signifies to adopt him
for a son. In India the same thing is said to be frequently
done by the two parties merely exchanging girdles. In the
Code of Gentoo Laws published by Mr. Halhed, the 9th
section of the 21st chapter is entitled • Of Adoption/ The
law permits a child under five years of age to be given up for

adoption by its father for a payment of gold or rice, if he
have other sons, on the parties going before a magistrate
and having a jugg9 or sacrifice, performed. A woman,
however, it is added, may not adopt a child without having
her husband's consent ; and there is even some doubt if she
may with that. ' He,' concludes the law, ' who has no son,
or grandson, or grandsons son, or brothers son, shall ' (may ?)
' adopt a son ; and while he has one adopted son, he shall

not adopt a second.*

ADOU'R, called by the Roman writers Atur, Aturis, and
Aturus, a river in France, which rises in the department of
Hautes Pyrenees (the Upper Pyrenees). Its course is first

in a northerly direction, past the town of Bagneres de Bigorre
(just above which there is a fall of one hundred feet);

then towards the west, and finally towards the south-west,

passing the towns of Tarbes, Aire, St. Sever (where it

becomes navigable), Dax, and Bayonne, and describing

in its whole course a semicircle, whose diameter, of about
100 miles, lies nearly N.N.W. and S.S.E. The whole length
of the river is estimated by Maltebrun at 70 French leagues,

or about 1 70 English miles. Its basin is bounded by the
Pyrenees on the south, and on the east by a range of hills,

extending from these mountains towards the sandy plains

of the department of Gironde. Many streams from the
Pyrenees, as the Gabas, Luy de France, Luy de Beam,
Gave de Pau, which receives the Gave d'Oleron and the
Bidouze, fall into the Adour on the left bank ; theMidouze,
and others, on the right. The current is usually rapid, and
the melting of the snows on the Pyrenees causes desolating

inundations. The Adour falls into the Bay of Biscay, about
three miles below the strong and flourishing town of Bay-
onne, having a bar at the mouth, upon which, at ebb tide,

there is sometimes less than three feet water.

ADO'WA, one of the chief places in Abyssinia in the
kingdom of Tigrd, and in the district of Adowa, which is a
part of Tigr6 proper (N. lat 14° 12' 30", E. long. 39° 5').

It is partly on the side, and partly at the foot of a hill,

an uncommon occurrence in Tigre, where most of the

towns are on eminences. The houses are all of a conical

form, and arranged pretty regularly in streets. The town
is well supplied with water from those rivulets which fall

into the Mareb, and grapes grow well in the gardens.

Adowa from its position is the great mart between the coast

and the interior provinces, and carries on a considerable

trade, which is mostly in the hands of Mohammedan mer-
chants. The population is probably not under eight thou-

sand. Mr. Bruce informs us that the Jews have the sola
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privilege ofthatching houses at Adowa, which* when rightly

interpreted, may mean that they are the only persons who
can do it well.

The chief manufactures of Adowa are coarse and fine

cotton cloths, made both of native cotton from the low lands

on the Tacazze, and from cotton imported through Massowa
on the coast of the Red Sea. Mr. Salt mentions the follow-

ing as.the chief imports which pass through Adowa for the

Gondar market: a small quantity of lead, block tin, copper,

and gold foil ; small and cheap Persian carpets, raw silk

from China, some velvets, French broad cloths, and coloured

skins from Egypt; Venetian glass ware and beads, and

such other small commodities as in various ways happen to

be taken to Jidda, the port of Mecca. The commodities

which mostly pass through the hands of the Adowa mer-

chants for export, are ivory, gold, and slaves. A large part

of the ivory comes from the province of Walkayt, which lies

on the Tacazze, and from the low lands north of Shire*, on

the Mareb river, which abound in elephants. The gold

is collected in the interior, but as to the amount that

passes through Adowa, Mr. Salt is unable to state it with

accuracy, owing to this branch of commerce being carried

on with great secrecy. He computes the slaves exported at

about a thousand annually. (Salt's Abyssinia* p. 424, &c.)

Mr. Bruce says that the word ' Adowa' signifies ' pass or

passage/ which therefore, we presume, he means to assert

is the correct interpretation of ' Adowa' in the Tigre

language. [See Abyssinia.]
ADO'XA Moschatellina, is a little inconspicuous plant

found in woods and groves in all parts of Europe. It is

common in Charlton and Hampstead woods, near London,
and in many other spots in England.

From a granular root, which when dry is white as snow,

arise, early every spring, a few leaves about four or five inches

high, divided into three principal divisions, each of which
is also three-leaved, with every lobe deeply cut into round-

ish segments. The stem that supports the flowers has two

opposite leaves, like those of the root, only thov have a short

stalk, and consist of but three leaflets. Tin ilowers have a

musky smell, are pale green, and are collected in little round
heads. Each one consists of a superior calyx of five lobes

;

there are no petals ; the stamens are ten ; the styles five

;

and the ovarium contains five cells. This last changes to a
succulent berry, having five compressed seeds.

In English this is called moschatel ; it is a pretty, in-

teresting plant, much sought after bv the curious for the sake
of its delicate, modest appearance. No known properties be*

lonp- to it : but it is remarkable as the only European plant

which can be compared to the celebrated ginseng of the

Chinese, that potent root, which is fabled to possess the
power of even restoring youth to old age.

A'DRIA, formerly Hadria or Atria, an ancient city,

situated between the mouths of the Po and the Adige,
first belonging to the Etrusci, afterwards a confederate city

of the Romans, and a municipium. It was a sea-port town,
carried on an extensive trade on the Adriatic, and was a
station for the Roman fleet under the emperors. After the

fall ofthe empire, the inundations of the Po and the Adige, in

consequence of the neglect of the dykes and the mischief

caused by the barbarians, rendered the country around
marshy and uninhabitable. The alluvial soil in the course of

ages gradually encroached upon the sea along this coast, and
thus Adria became first joined to the main land, from which
it was previously detached ; and the sea receding from it

gradually more and more, the town is now fourteen miles
inland. The same causes continuing to operate, the ground
was raised by the alluvions many feet above the former level,

so as gradually to cover the old forests. Adria, however,

although in a state of decay, was never totally destroyed.

In 430 it was subject to the Greek empire, having its own
magistrates. It made part of the Exarchate of Ravenna,
and afterwards came with it under the dominion of the

Roman See. In the ninth century we find it governed by
its own bishops, under the joint protection of the popes and
the emperors. It afterwards formed part of the Marquisate
of Este and Ferrara. In the War between Hercules, Duke
of Ferrara, and the Venetians, in 1482, Adria was besieged

and taken by the latter, and then pillaged and burnt. The
Citizens who had escaped, having made their submission to

the Venetian senate, were restored to their lands and houses,

which they began to repair or rebuild. After the war of the

league of Cambrai, Aoria was, by the peace of Bologna in

1529, definitively given up to Venice. The new town of

Adria by degrees arose out of the ruins of the old city, a
great part of which had been long before buried under the

successive alluvions. Its remains lie to the south of the

present town towards Ravegnano* where the old massive

walls, and the ruins of an amphitheatre, of baths, aqueducts

and mosaic pavements, and other Etruscan and Roman an-

tiquities, are found many feet below the surface of the

ground. There is an interesting collection Of antiquities

that have been dug up, in the house of Mr. BocchL The
present town of Adria is crossed by the Castagnaro, a
branch of the Adige ; it has about 9600 inhabitants, and
is a bishop's see, although, of late, the bishops reside

mostly at Rovi^o, which is fifteen miles to the westward

of it. The territory of Adria borders on the Roman Lega-
tion of Ferrara, the town itself being only three miles

north of the Po. Pliny the Elder speaks of the wines of

Adria with praise j the country still produces some tolerable

wine, and the town trades in cattle, grain, silk* flax, fire-

wood, leather, and earthenware* Under the republic of
Venice* Adria was annexed to the Dogado or province of
Venice proper, and was governed by a patrician with the
title of Podesta, having its own municipal councils and
statutes, which were printed in 1707. It now forms part
of the Lombardo-Venetian kingdom under the crown of
Austria. Luigi Groto, called also the ' blind man of Adria,'

a learned man of the sixteenth century, was a native of this
town. Adria lies 30 miles S.S.W. of Venice, N* lat 45° 3',

E. long. 11° 1'.

ADRIAN. [See Hadrian*]
ADRIAN I., Pope, born at Rome, succeeded Stephen

III. in 772. Like his uredecessor, he had to struggle

against the power of the Longobards, who had invaded the

Exarchate and other provinces bestowed by Pepin, king of

the Franks, on the Roman see* Devastating with fire and
sword Siniga^ha, Urbino, and other cities, they advanced as

far as Otricoh, on the Tiber, and threatened Home with the
same fate. Desiderius, king of the Longobards, had taken
under his protection the two sons of Carloman, the deceased
brother of Charlemagne, and he wished Adrian to consecrate
them as kings of the Franks, in opposition to their uncle.

Adrian refused to do this ; and hence arose the bitter enmity
of Desiderius. Adrian applied to Charlemagne for assistance.

The king of the Franks crossed the Alps by the way of Susa,
defeated Desiderius, and overthrew the kingdom of the
Longobards in Italy, in 774. Charlemagne then went to

Rome, where he arrived on Easter eve, and was received
bv Adrian with great honours. They repaired together to the
Basilica of St Peter, where Adrian acknowledged Charles
as king of Italy, and " Patrician of Rome," and the latter

renewed the grant of the provinces bestowed on the Roman
see by Pepin. The temporal authority of the popes, how-
ever, was far from being permanently established for a long
time after ; and there are repeated letters from Adrian to

Charles, complaining that Bologna, the Romagna, and
even Sabina, had not been restored to the jurisdiction of
St. Peter. Charlemagne paid another visit to Adrian at
Rome in 787, when his son Pepin was christened by the
pope. In 787, the seventh general council of the church
was held at Nicsoa, in Bithynia, where Adrian sent his
legates, and in which the worship of images was confirmed,
and the iconoclasts were excommunicated. In 791, there
was a dreadful inundation at Rome, caused by the over-
flowing of the Tiber, and Adrian exerted himself in sup-
plying with provisions the inhabitants, by means of boats,
which plied to the various parts of the city. He also re-
built the walls and towers of Rome, and was liberal to the
poor. He died after a long pontificate of nearly twenty-
four years, on Christmas-day, 795. Charlemagne was
much grieved at the news of his death, and wrote his epitaph
in Latin verses, in which he affectionately calls him
" father." Adrian was a man of talent and dexterity ; he
succeeded in gaining and preserving the friendship of the
greatest sovereign of his time, and he used his influence
for the security and prosperity of the people of Rome, and
its duchy or territory, without at the same time neglecting
the temporal interests of his see. Under him Rome began
to breathe again after the continual alarms caused by the
Longobards, the last of the barbarian invaders or the
Western Empire.—[See Anastasius in Muratori's Rerun*
Italicarum Scrwtores, torn, iii.]

ADRIAN II., born at Rome, succeeded Nicholas I. in the
papal chair, in 86 7. He had been married,and had adaughter
by his wife Stephania, from whom he afterwards separate^
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ia order to hve in celibacy. After his election, his wife

and daughter continued to live at Rome in a separate house,
when an unprincipled man, called Eleutherius, carried off

the girl by violence, and on the pontiff retaking his child,

the rmvisher forced bis way into the house and murdered
both mother and daughter. For this crime he was tried

aad sentenced to death by the imperial commissioners,
who still exercised the high judicature at Rome. During
the pontificate of Adrian, the emperor Ludovicus II. was in

Southern Italy, warring against the tiaracens, who had in-

vaded part of Calabria and Pugtia ; ho defeated them and
took the town of Bari, in 871. It was also during Adrians
Pontificate, that Photius, patriarch of Constantinople, with-

drew from the Church of Rome, from which time the schism
between the Greek and Latin churches dates, which con-

tinues to this day. Adrian died in 872, and was suc-

ceeded by John VIII.

ADRIAN III., born at Rome, succeeded Marinus in

684. and died the following year on his journey to attend

the imperial diet at Worms* after a pontificate of only
fifteen months.
ADRIAN IV., an Englishman, whose name was Nicho-

las Breakapeare, succeeded Anastasius IV. in 1 1 54. He had
been a monk, and was made bishop of Albano by Eugenius
IIL, who sent him as his legate, or apostle, as it was then
called, to Denmark and Norway. On his return he was
elected pope much against his inclination. Rome was then
in a very disturbed state. Arnaldo of Brescia, a monk and
a disciple of Abelard, had begun to preach a reform in

the church as early at 1139, but being driven out of
Rome by Pope Innocent II., had taken refuge at Zurich.

In 1143, however, he was recalled by the Roman peo-
ple, who had revolted against Innocent,- and had pro-

claimed a Roman republic, which Arnaldo contributed to

constitute. The new government consisted of a senate of
fifty-six members, who were annually chosen by an elec-

toral body composed of delegates, ten from each of the
tarteen districts of the city. This constitution lasted about
fifty yean. Arnaldo, who was an eloquent man, strongly

condemned the temporalities of the church, and wished
to restrict the pope's office to mere spiritual matters. Al-
thsngfe he preached no dogma in opposition to the canons,
he was eonoemned by the second council of Lateran, his

opinions being styled poHHcol heresy* Arnaldo partook
largely of the newly revived classical fanaticism of those

tones, which mistook recollections for realities ; and he seri-

owty maintained that Rome ought to be, and would again
became, the mistressof the world. Several successive popes,

Cekstin II., Lucius II., and Eugenius III. kept up a sort of
desultory struggle against this popular reformer. Lucius in

an affray was pelted with stones, and died of the injury re-

ceived. His Successor, Rugenius, was obliged to leave

Rome and retire into Sabtaa. During the confusion that

prevailed m the city, the populace plundered and afterwards

pulled down the houses of many nobles, cardinals, and citi-

zens, and committed other acts of violence. Adrian IV.,

after hie election, placed Rome under interdict on account of

these disorders, and caused all religious services to cease

;

*\ueh measure led the citizens to banish Arnaldo, who took
refuge with some barons of Campania : and Adrian then
raise to reside in the Lateran palace. Frederic of Hohen-
tfairifen, known in Italian history by the name of Bar-
baiossa, had lately been elected emperor by the German
Diet, and was on his way to Rome to be crowned. The
pope's legates met him on the road, and among other re-

monstrances, requested that the heretic Arnaldo should be
men up by the Visoovnt of Campania, in order to be tried.

Frederic assented to this, and issued orders in consequence

;

others say that Cardinal Gerard took Arnaldo prisoner, after

an obstinate resistance. He was brought to Rome, and
delivered to the prefect of the city, by whose sentence he was
Imaged, his body burnt, and the ashes scattered to the winds,

ia the year 1155. Meantime Frederic approached Rome
with has army, and Adrian went to meet him near Sutri,

here, en the latter dismounting, Frederic refused to hold

his stirrup, a ceremony en which the popes always insisted,

as a mark of respect for their spiritual supremacy. The
pope, on his side, refused to salute the emperor with the
* kiss of peace,** upon which the cardinals were terrified and
ran away to Civha Castellana. The question of the cere-

monial was debated for two days, when Frederic, having
ascertained that such had been the practice with his prede-

cessors, agreed to conform to H. They met, therefore, again

at Nepi, and Frederic having held the stirrup, Adrian
gave him the oeculum pads, and both proceeded towards
Rome. The senate and Roman people had on their part
sent orators to Frederic, offering him, with their allegiance,

the imperial crown, but demanding at the same time five

thousand lbs. of silver for the expenses of the coronation,

and that the temporal government of the city should be left

to them, to the exclusion of the pope. Frederic answered,
that he came to give and not to receive laws, and with his

army he took possession of the Leonine city on the north

bank of the Tiber, and of St Peters church, where he was
crowned by the pope on the following day. The Romans,
however, took no part in the ceremony, but after having held
a council in the Capitol, sallied out and attacked the German
soldiers unawares. A general battle took place, and con
turned with great slaughter on both sides, till night separated

the combatants. The city continuing in a disturbed state, both
the pone and emperor withdrew to Tivoli, whence Frederic re-

turned towards Lombardy. Adrian went afterwards to Bene-
vento, where he made peace with William I., king of Sicily,

whom he had excommunicated ; and upon their reconciliation

he agreed to give him the investiture of Sicily, Calabria, and
Apulia, in 1 1 56, on condition of the latter paying a yearly tri-

bute to the see of Rome. The pope returned loaded with
rich presents of silks, gold, and sdver, and passing through
Rome, went to reside at Orvieto, which was subject to the

Roman see. Frederic now complained that the pope had vio-

lated his faith, by receiving ambassadors and entering into

treaties with the king of Sicily and the Greek emperor, without
his participation. He also resented the pretensions of the pope
and his legates, who seemed to assume that the imperial

crown was granted as a benejicium, or fee of the see of

Rome. Adrian, on his part, complained of the exactions of

the imperial commissioners who were sent to administer

justice at Rome without his participation ; he maintained

that the patrimony of the church should be exempt from

paying/otferum, or feudal tribute to the emperor ; and, lastly,

he claimed the restitution of the lands and revenues of

Countess Matilda, of the duchy of Spoleti, and even of

Corsica and Sardinia. Thus arose that spirit of bitter hosti-

lity between the popes and the house of Hohenstauffen,

which lasted until the utter extinction of the latter. But
the seeds only were sown in Adrian s time. He died in the

beginning of September, 1159, in the town of Anagni, and
was succeeded by Alexander III. From the above sketch

it may be seen that Adrian IV. stretched the papal prero-

gatives as far as any of his predecessors had done, Gregory

VII. not excepted. [See Fleury, Histoire Ecclisiastique,

and Raumer, Gesckichte der Hohenstauffen una* ihrerZeH.]

ADRIAN V., a Genoese, succeeded Innocent in 1276,

and died five weeks after his election. He was succeeded

by John XX.
ADRIAN VI., born at Utrecht in the Netherlands, of

an obscure family, advanced himself by his talents to the

post of vice-chancellor of the University of Louvain. The
Emperor Maximilian chose him as preceptor to his grandson,

afterwards Charles V. Ferdinand of Spain gave him the

bishopric of Tortosa. After Ferdinand's death he was co-

regent of Spain with Cardinal Ximenes. He was elected

pope in 1522, after the death of Leo X., chiefly through the

influence of Charles V. whose authority was then spreading

over Italy. Adrian was a virtuous and austere clergyman
;

he endeavoured to reform the numerous abuses of the court

and clergy of Rome; he practised asevere economy, and lived

frugally. By so doing he displeased the Romans, who had
been accustomed to the luxury and prodigality of l«o ; and

when he died, in September, 1523, after a short pontificate,

the people could not conceal their joy. They styled his phy-

sician • the saviour of his country.' He was succeeded by

Clement VII. Adrian appears to have been an honest,

conscientious man, who fell upon evil times, and was unequal

to the difficulties which he had to encounter. He was de-

sirous of maintaining peace, and of stopping, if possible,

the schism of the Lutherans by reforming the church, but

he did not live long enough to effect any thing essential.

Burmann published his life at Utrecht, in 1727.

ADRIANCPLK, called Edreneh by the Turks, the

second city in European Turkey, is. in the province of

Romania or Rumelia, and on the river Maritza, the ancient

Hebrus, which is here joined by the Toonja and the Arda,

N. lat 41° 44', E. long. 26° 34', and 135 miles N. W. of Con-

stantinople. It takes its name from the Roman Emperor
i Adrian (properly written Hadrian) who restored and embel
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lished it, as he did so many other cities of his dominions.

Adrianople 'rises gently on the side of a small hill from the

banks of the Hebrus and Tunsa,' [Chishull.] and is about

five miles in circumference. When Chishull passed through
this city (in 1701 ) it was the occasional residence of the sul-

tan, whose seraglio stood on a low ground near the con-

fluence of the Maritza and Tunja, embosomed in trees : it is

now in a state of dilapidation. The streets of the town are

narrow and irregular, but it is well provided with mosques,
forty in number, and with baths. The number of inhabitants

is 130,000, of whom 30,000 are Greeks. Mr. Alexander, a

recent traveller, thinks there may be only 100,000. One of

the mosques, that of Sultan Mourad I., was once a Chris-

tian church, and another has a great quantity of porphyry
in its construction ; but the great boast of the town is

the mosque of Selnn II., built chiefly of materials brought
from the ruins of Famagosta, in Cyprus. It consists of one
great apartment like a theatre, terminating in a cupola, and
has four regular minarets, to the highest balcony of which
there is an ascent by 244 steps, or, according to other ac-

counts, 3S0. But one of the most important constructions

of Adrianople is the bazaar of Ali Pacha, near the mosque of

Sultan Selim : Chishull says, * the .sharsht<>s arc two long
and fair porticos walled with brick or stone on each side,

and securely arched over head so as to resist fire. The
shorter of these adjoins Sultan Selim, and is appropriated to

the shoemakers: but the other, being about 400 paces long
and G broad, is filled with shops of various trades.' Chisnull

mentions also a madhouse, kept very neat and clean, but the

unfortunate inmates were fastened close to the ground by an
iron chain round their necks. A large aqueduct supplies

the baths, mosques, and fountains with water. Many traces

of Roman building may be seen at Adrianople : and several

inscriptions have been lately discovered, as well as the trunk
of a colossal statue about 12 feet high. The river Maritza,
being; navigal.de as far as Adrianople for small craft, contri-

butes to the commercial prosperity of the town. The port

is Enos, which retains its ancient name, and stands on one
side of the bay, into which the Hebrus flows. The
manufactures of Adrianople are silk, woollen, and cotton

stuffs ; it has also establishments for dyeing, and distilling

rose-water and other perfumes, and for tanning leather.

Among its chief exports are fine wool, leather, wax, &c.
Chishull remarked in his time, 'that about Adrianople
grows an excellent red wine." In the campaign of 1829,
when the Russians invaded Turkey and crossed the Danube
and the Halkan, they advanced under General Diebitsch as
far as Adrianople, when peace was concluded in September
lft-29. [See Balbi, Abrcge de Geographic, 1833. Also,
Krseh and Gruber.]
ADRIAN'S AVALL. [See Roman Wall.]
ADRIATIC SEA, Iladrki, or more commonly called by

Latin writers the Upper Sea, (mare superum,) was the
ancient name of the Gulf of Venice. The term Adriatic
(or Atriatic, which Pliny says was the earlier form of the
name) was derived from the city Adria [sec Adria.]
The name Adria is used by Herodotus, but he seems to

apply it perhaps rather to the country on the coasts of this

gulf. The Adriatic Sea is called by Greek writers the
Ionian Bay or Gulf, forming part of the Ionian Sea : but
whence the epithet Ionian was derived, there is no satis-

factory account.

Horace makes the H adria wash the Calabrian coast, and
Thucydides says (I. 24.) that Epidamnus, now Durazzo,
lies on your right as you sail into the Ionian Gulf. Accord-
ing to this, the Adriatic and Ionian Sea would appear to be
co-ex tensive, at least towards the north.

The following is Strabo's account (Casaub. Ed. p. 31fi.)

—

* After Apollonia come Balliace and Orcon, and its port

Panormus, and the Ceraunian mountains (now Cape Lin-
guetta), which are the commencement of the Ionian Gulf
and the Adriatic. The mouth or strait indeed belongs to

both, but the Ionian is the name of the first part of this sea,

and the Adriatic of the inner part up to its recess; and now
it is the name even of the whole sea.'

ADULA'RIA is the name given by mineralogists to the
ornamental stone called by lapidaries mitonstojw, on account
of the play of light exhibited by the arrangement of its

crystalline structure. The term is derived from Mount
Adula, in the country of the Orisons, in Switzerland. It
is a very pure limpid variety of the common mineral,
ft/y/Hir, and is composed of G4 per cent, of silica, 20 of alu-

minc, 2 of lime, and 14 of potash, according to the analysis

of Vauquelin. It is found abundantly on the Alps, and on

Mount St. Gothard ; but the best are from Ceylon, and a

very fine specimen has been sold for as much as 30/.

ADU'LE corresponds to the modern Zulla, on the west

coast of the Red Sea [see Abysmnia]. Zulla is in the re-

cess of a small bay, named Annesley's Bay. and in N.lat. l.v

3.V. It is a matter of some curiosity to determine with preci-

sion what spot corresponds to the Adule of Cosmas. who wa>

a merchant of the sixth century of the Christian era, and has

preserved in his book, entitled Christian Typography, i\L'«\\\

of a Greek inscription which he found at this pkice. Adule

at this period was the port of Axum, where merchants

traded for ivory and slaves, just as they now do at Masxnva,

on the same coast— so little are things changed, in many

parts of the world, after the lapse of centuries. When
Mr. Salt was in Abvssinia he was prevented from victim?

Zulla ; a friend of his who went there was also prevented

by the jealousy of the natives from visiting the remains

All however agreed in saying that there were remain* at

this place. The name Zulla is sometimes pronounced Thulla,

and Adule may readily be admitted to correspond so far a>

to strengthen the probability of their both designating the

same place. Mr. Salt adds, that some of the natives pr>

nouneed the name Azoole, which is clearly the same a>

Adule. D'Anville, in his map of the Red Sea, places Adule

at Arkeekoon the same coast, and about 22' farther north

than Zulla. The inscription was found, according to Commas,

partly on a throne of white marble, and also on a tablet

which stood behind the chair, and, as far as we can collect,

was a different kind of stone. Till Mr. Salt discovered the

inscription at Axum, and compared it with the latter p3rto.

the inscription of Adule. it had been supposed that the entire

inscription on the latter monument referred to one and the

same personage, whereas it is now pretty certain that Cosroas

has made two inscriptions into one, and caused no little dith-

eulty to the learned world. These inscriptions are really

curious, considering the place where they were found and

the language in which they are written : they may be seen

in Montfaucon's Collectio Sova Patnun, Paris, 1 700, foli<\

vol. ii., p. 141, in Fahrieius' BibUotheca Grceca torn. ii.. and

Chishiill's Antiqiiitntes Asiatics.

The first part of the inscription refers to the third Ptolemy,

called Euergetes or the good doer, King of Egypt, who,

according to the testimony of the stone, was supplied 'with

elephants from the Troglodyta? and the Ethiopians, which

his father (Ptolemy II.) and himself first hunted in these

regions, and ha\ing taken down to Egypt, adapted to the

use of war.' This Ptolemy reigned fnvm B.C. 2-47 to 2—.

The second part of the inscription is in tl le first person (the

first part being in the third), and appears to record the

triumphs of some Ethiopian king, whose name does net

appear, over many of the people of Ethiopia, and as far as

the borders of Egypt. This passage alone is sullicient t<>

show that the second part of the inscription cannot refer to

the same person as the first part ; for Ptolemy's conquots

extended from Egypt to Ethiopia, and nut from Ethiopia to

Egypt. The second part commemorates also the conquests

of this Ethiopian king over some of the nations of Arabia:

and we find (which tends to confirm the (general accuracy ot

the facts) that several names are mentioned which we can still

recognize in Africa. Among others, the stone speaks of the

$eme)icfi or Samene, the people of humeri [see AhysninhJ.

*a nation dwelling beyond the Nile, in mountains difficult

of access, and snow-covered, wherein all through the year

there is ice and very deep snow, so that a man will sink up

to the knees—these, having crossed the river (says the

Ethiopian king), I subdued.' The mountains are clearlv the

Samen, and the river is the Tacazze. [See Clinton's Fasti,

part ii., p. 3*2.]

ADULT-SCHOOLS are establishments for instructing

in reading and other branches of knowledge those persons

who have not been educated in their youth. They are de-

signed to meet the wishes of people who are no lonucr con-

tented to remain uninstructed, and who do not think that

the privation of an early education should necessarily ennui

upon them the evil of perpetual ignorance.

It has generally been found that those who are desirous

of acquiring knowledge, and of attaining to a higher state ut

mental improvement, will better understand and practise

the duties of the social system. The results of actual ex-

perience on an extended scale have shown the advantages

of adult-schools to be even greater than eou\d have been

anticipated. They have uniformly worked good, by iuvprov-
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ing the intellectual and moral condition of persons under
tbeir influence.

The first school avowedly established for the purpose of
instructing adults was formed in 1811, through the exertions

of the Rev. T. Charles, a clergyman in Merionethshire.
Some grown-up persons had previously attended his parish

sunday-school, but they showed a disinclination to learn with
children, and this circumstance led to the adoption of more
extended views for their benefit. Considerable success both
in the number and progress of the pupils, and their improved
conduct and character, caused the establishment of other

adult^schools throughout Wales.
About the same time, and without any concert or con-

nexion with the schools in Wales, a school was established

at Bristol through the instrumentality of W. Smith. This
person* • who collected the learners, engaged the teachers, and
opened the two first schools in England for instructing adults

exclusively, in borrowed rooms, and with borrowed books*/
was the aoor-keeper to a dissenting chapel. He devoted

three out of eighteen shillings, his weekly earnings, to defray

the expense of giving to his brethren the means of studying

the Scriptures, and of obtaining knowledge from other

sources. A short time after these first efforts were made,
a society was formed for the furtherance of his benevolent

views. In the first report of this society, dated April, 1813,

it was stated, that 222 men and 231 women were already

receiving education. Adult-schools were soon afterwards

established in different parts of the kingdom, at Uxbridge,
Norwich, Ipswich, Sheffield* Salisbury, Plymouth, and other

places.

These institutions are in general conducted in an excel-

lent spirit The different committees for their manage-
ment are usually composed of individuals of various religious

persuasions. No party feelings are sought to be instilled

—

no particulai creeds are authoritatively imposed ; but means
are offered to the persons who attend for mauiring and judg-

ing for themselves, and their minds are left perfectly un-

it has been found that many of the uneducated are un-
voting to attend the public schools, in consequence of a dis-

like to expose their ignorance. To meet this difficulty, the

plan ofprivate schools has been adopted in Bristol and else-

where. A few individuals living near to each other meet
at their own dwellings, or at some more suitable place, where
they are instructed by their benevolent teachers. We have
had an opportunity of knowing how much pleasure and
profit has been gained from this mode of instruction in a
school at Bath now conducted by a few ladies, who, on stated

evenings in the week, devote two or three hours to teaching

some of the uneducated of their own sex. A poor widow
woman, sixty-six years of age, distressed in mind and body,

earning a precarious subsistence and wholly ignorant even of

the rudiments of reading, commenced attendance on this

school three years ago; in a few months she learned to

read, and is now unable adequately to express her sense of

the happiness she derives from this acquisition. This is not,

however, a solitary instance where a person has acquired the

difficult art of reading in old age. Many verging on the

grave have gladly availed themselves, in the last few months
of their existence, of the means afforded them of reading

for themselves the hopes and promises held out by the Scrip-

tures. In a few years, perhaps, by a system of mutual
instruction, these adult-schools may be made the means of

continuing the education begun in youth ; for there will, it

is hoped, soon be but a small number of adults who will

not nave acquired the art of reading in their childhood.

Scarcely twenty years back (1814), it was reckoned that

England alone contained 1,200,000 adults who could not

read. In the first annual report of the society in Edinburgh

for the support of Gaelic schools, it is stated that 300,000

persons in the Highlands and islands of Scotland could not

read either Gaelic or English; and that in the islands,

among a population of 14,056, only 1836 could read. We
are enabled to add the following particulars respecting an

experiment in adult education tried with success by Dr.

Johnstone, at Edgbaston Hall, near Birmingham. This

school was established about 1815 ; and the only expense in-

curred by the individual with whom the plan originated, is

that of providing a room once a week, with fire and candle.

There are now forty members—more than half the labouring

population of the parish—of all ages from eighteen to

seventy. The teaching is confined to reading and writing

;

• PoU*» Hictoqr and Origin of Adult£choob,

but there is a prosperous and well-conducted benefit society

connected with the institution. The management of the

school and the benefit society is in the hands of the men
themselves. This point has always been a great object with
the founder of the school. The men teach each other ; and
the affairs of the benefit society are directed by a committee
chosen by the members generally. The school assemble
once a week, on Sunday evening, for two hours ; but the
men often go on with their lessons at home in the week
days. It is found that a man who is quite ignorant of read-

ing will generally acquire sufficient knowledge to enable him
to read with pleasure to himself in the course of six months.
It may appear somewhat strange that the men are fonder of
writing than of reading. In truth, they show wonderful
perseverance in plodding through endless copies, from the
large text down to the small hand. In many instances the
members of the school have been able to turn their acquire-

ments, small as they are, to very good account. A man
who has had the office of standing overseer of Edgbaston
parish for seven years, was qualified in the adult school.

When he entered it he could neither read nor write. The
moral effect of the school has been most satisfactory. A
man who has been a leading member for several years, was
an habitual tippler before he entered the school ; he is now
always sober. Though the school has been in existence for

seventeen years, there have been only three or four cases of
members applying for parish relief during the whole time

;

and these cases happened in the first period of its establish-

ment One member has been even reclaimed from pau-
perism. He was formerly a constant burden on the parish

;

ne is now, however, quite independent of assistance, and
has lately opened a huckster's shop.

Adult-schools have likewise been established at Philadel-

phia and New York. In the latter city there is one opened
for adults among the black inhabitants.

ADULTERY is the offence of incontinence between
two married persons, or between two persons, one of whom is

married. In the latter case it is called single, in the former,

double adultery.

This crime was punished by the Jewish law with death

;

but it must be remembered that the kind of adultery which
by the Mosaic law constituted a capital crime, was not every
violation of chastity of which a married person, whether hus-
band or wife, may be guilty ; but only the sexual connexion
of a wife with any other man than her husband. This dis-

tinction was analogous to the whole system of the Jewish
marriage-law ; by which the husband and wife had not an
equal right to restrain each other from infidelity ; for the

former might marry other wives, or take concubines and
slaves to his bed, without giving his first wife a legal right

to complain of any infringement of her matrimonial rights.

The punishment, however, of incontinence in a married
woman with a stranger was, by the Levitical law, death by
stoning, both in the case of the stranger and the adulteress.

(Levit. xx. 10, and MichaeuV Mosdisches Recht.) By tho

Athenian law, the husband might kill the adulterer, if he
detected him in the act of dishonouring him (Lysias's

Oration on the Death of Eratosthenes). Under such cir-

cumstances, the Code Napoleon expressly authorizes the

husband to kill both the offenders.

The Roman law corresponds with the Hebrew law respect-

ing the distinction between the infidelity of the husband and
the wife. The civilians define adultery to be the violation of

another man's bed (molatio tori aiieni) ; so that it appears

from the definition itself, that the infidelity of the husband
could not constitute the offence. The more ancient laws of
Rome, which were extremely severe against the offence ofthe

wife, were silent as to that of the husband. By an old law, an
adulteress was to be slain by her husband and his relations

(adulterii convictam vir et cognati uti volent% necanto). At
a later period, by the Lex Julia, adultery in the wife was
punishable by her banishment or transportation into some
remote island ; she also forfeited half her dowry and a third

part of her goods ; and the adulterer forfeited half his goods

to the public use. But although by the Julian law adul-

tery was not punishable with death by a legal sentence, the

father of the adulteress was permitted to kill both her and
her paramour ; and in some cases, the husband had the

same power. In the reign of Constantine, adultery in the

wife became, by the Roman law, a capital offence ; and
continued to be so until the time of Justinian, who intro-

duced some mitigation of the punishment
By the canonical law, however, which is now more or less
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interwoven into the municipal laws of most Christian coun-

tries, adultery is defined to be the violation of conjugal

fidelity ; and, consequently, the incontinenoy ofthe wife and
husband stand upon the same foundation. Henoe arises

the distinction above alluded to between a single and double

adultery.

Double and single adultery are punishable with various

degrees of severity in most of the countries of modern
Europe; but it is believed that in none of themt at the

present day, is either of these offences capital.

There are some faint traces of the punishment of adultery

as a crime in very early periods of the history of English

law. Lord Coke says, that in ancient times it was within

the jurisdiction of the sheriffs' Journs and courts-leet, and
was punished by fine and imprisonment (3 Inst 306) s but

at the present day, adultery is not the subject of a oriminal

prosecution ; and in the temporal courts, this offence is ex-

clusively confined to the cognisance of the Ecclesiastical

Court, according to the rules of the canon law. Instances

of criminal prosecutions in the spiritual courts for adultery

are extremely rare ; and if instituted to the conviction of

the parties, the infliction of a slight fine or penance * for the

benefit of the offender s soul ' {in salutem a/um&\% as it was
termed, would be the only result. In the year 1004 (2

James I.) a bill was brought into parliament 'for the better

repressing the detestable crime of adultery/ This bill

went through a committee in the House of Lords; but,

upon being reported, it was suggested to the House that

the object contemplated by the measure was the private

interest of some individuals, and not the public good;
whereupon the bill was dropped. [See Pari. History, vol. v.

p. 8S.] During the Commonwealth, adultery, in either

sex, was made a capital felony [see Scobels Acts, part ii.

p. 121] ; but at the J^estoration, this law was discontinued.
Adultery, however, comes under the cognizance of the

temporal courts in England as a private injury to the hus-
band, though not as a public wrong. Thus a man may
maintain an action against the seducer of his wife, in which
he may recover damages as a compensation for the loss of
her services and affections in consequence of the adultery.

For the particular rules and limitations by which this action
is governed, see Selwyns Ifisi frius. title 'Adultery.'--
[See Divorce.]
ADVENT, literally, the approach or coming, is the space

of four weeks preceding Christmas, appointed in the English
and other christian churches to be kept holy in celebration
of the approach of our Saviour's nativity or manifestation.
Anciently, the season of Advent consisted of six weeks, and,
commencing therefore about Martinmas, used to be called
the Sancti Martini Quadragesima, or the Forty Days' Lent
of St. Martin. It is. still of this duration in the Greek
church. The first Sunday in Advent, commonly called
Advent Sunday, is now the Sunday, whether before or after,

which falls nearest to St. Andrew's day (the 30th of Novem-
ber). Marriages are not allowed to be solemnized from the
commencement of Advent to the end of the octaves of Epi-
phany, that is the 14th of January, except by special
license.

ADVENTURE BAY, is situated on the south-east coast
of New Holland, in latitude 43° 21' south, and longitude
147° 29' east. This bay was first discovered by Captain
Furneaux in 1773, and was named by him after the ship
which he commanded, and which formed part of the ex-
pedition under the orders of Captain Cook. The anchoring
ground is good and well sheltered, and the neighbouring
shore furnishes abundance ofwood and water which are easily

procured. At the head of the bay is a beautiful sandy
beach, two miles long, formed by particles continually washed
by the sea from a very fine white sand-stone that bounds the
shore. Behind this beach is a level plain, containing a lake
with brackish water, where abundance of bream and trout
are found. The shores of the bay in, other parts, are hilly,

and the whole district is very thickly wooded, presenting to
view in every direction, a perfect forest of tall trees,, with
thickets of shrubs beneath, which render it almost impass-
able. The soil is not deep but rich, consisting of blacky
vegetable mould. No considerable stream has been disco-
vered in the neighbourhood of the bay. Several small
rivulets trickle between the hills, and uniting together form
brooks. The spot is occasionally visited by some of the
wandering aborigines of the island, who never remain long
in one place, but move about in quest of food* having not
yet adopted the arte of cultivation, or of dftH^tJcajting

animals. The animal principally found in thesewilds is the

kangaroo, in hunting which the natives show considerable

activity. Brown hawks, crows, paroquets, pigeons, and a

variety of small birds, frequent the woods, which are also in-

fested by large black snakes and lizards. Insects are very

numerous and troublesome ; among these are musquitoes and

a large black ant, the pain of whose bite is intolerable for

a short time. The bay is visited periodically by an abun-

dance of fish of various kinds. Adventure Bay was visited

by Captain Cook in 1777, and subsequently (in 1788 and

1792) by Captain Bligh, for the purpose of obtaining wood

and water (see Cooks Third Voyage* vol. L, p. 93—117.

Flinders Voyage, vol. L, introduction. Blight Voyage to

the South Sea*, p. 44—54. VoyageD Enireccuteaux, re&ge

par M. de Rossel, torn, i, p. 48.

ADVENTURE, BILL OF, is a writing signed by a

merchant, stating that the property of goods shipped in his

name belongs to another, the adventure or chance of which

the person so named is to stand, with a covenant from the

merchant to account to him for the produce. In commerce,

an adventure is defined a speculation in goods sent abroad

under the care of a supercargo, to dispose of to the best ad-

vantage for the benefit of his employers.

ADVERB, in grammar, the name given to a class of

words employed with verbs, adjectives, &a, for the purpose

of qualifying their meaning, just as the adjective itself

is attached to substantives. In the English language

a very large majority of adverbs are distinguished by the

termination ly, which in the Anglo-Saxon has the fuller

form lice, and in German, hch. Our own language pos-

sesses the same suffix in the form like, as godlike, gentle-

manlike. These, however, and many other words in ly are

adjectives, as manly, ugly ; and it k difficult to draw the

line between these two classes, many words, especially in

the older writers, being used indifferently for both [see Ad-

jective}. The word to which the adverbial suffix hf it

added is generally an adjective, hut occasionally the adjec-

tive has become obsolete in the present form of our language,

and must he sought in the Anglo-Saxon. Thus early is de-

rived from the Anglo-Saxon aer, which indeed still appears

in the now poetical forms ere, and the superlative erst.

But though the termination ly is derived from the Teutonic

portion of our language, it has been applied most freely to

adjectives of Latin origin, as publicly, privately; and with

these may be classed the adverbs from adjectives in ble, ai

totribly, agreeably, in which the liquid belongs at once to

the adjective and the sufix. An important class of adverbs

are formed by prefixing the old Saxon preposition an or on

to nouns, in which a careless pronunciation afterwards left

nothing but the vowel a, as on foie, now a-foot. Lastly, we

have an interesting though ludicrous formation depending

upon alliteration, helter-skelter, hurry-skurry, peHrmeU,

higgledy-piggledy, &o. The same love of alteration, which

is said to have formed an important element in An^lo-

Saxon versification, has also given rise to eome adjectives

and substantives, as hum-drum, slip-slop, tip-top, tUUe-tat-

tie, hurly-burly.

ADVERTISEMENT. In the English, Scotch, and

Irish newspapers, and other periodical works, there are

annually published more than a million of announcements,

which, whatever be their peculiar character, are known by

the general name—Advertisement. Each of these Adver-

tisements now pays a duty of 3& 6<i ; and the gross produce

of the tax is about 170,000*. The charge for aa Advertise-

ment necessarily depends upon its length, and most news-

papers have a scale per line. The price of the shortest

advertisement, and the increasing price according to length,

are regulated, or ought to be, by the number circulated oi the

work in which it is printed. Advertisements* generally,

supply a fund by which newspapers are supported ; for*.m
most cases, the price at which the newspaper is sold is in-

sufficient to pay the cost of the stamp, the paper, the print-

; ing, and the expenses of management many newspapers

have greatly enlarged their size of late years, to allow of the

insertion of a large number of Advertisements. Thus one

copy of the Times in the whole of the year 1 831 contained

4,688 square feet, while one copy of the Star contained oaly

3,882 square feet ;—the Times is a great advertising paper,

and the profits of Advertisements allow the proprietors to

make their paper nearly twice as large as the Star, although

the price is the same. In the greater number of Advertise*

ments the duty of 3r. teL constitutes a tax of 100 per oast

I

upon the price received for their own benefit by the proprie-
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tors of a newspaper ;—and there is no doubt that if the tax
were materially reduced* the number of Advertisements
#ould be greatly increased. The increase would, however,
demand greater attention to classification ; and particular
publications would, probably, adapt themselves to particular
classes of Advertisements. If it were not so, the increase
would have an injurious operation upon the efficiency of
Advertising as a means of commercial information. The
first English Advertisement which can be found, is in the
•* Impartial Intelligencer," for 1649, and relates to stolen
horses. In the few papers published from the time of the
Restoration to the imposition of the Stamp Duty, in 1712*
the price of a short Advertisement appears seldom to have
exceeded a shilling, and to have been sometimes as low a*
sixpence. [See Nichols's Literary Anecdotes, vol. iv.]

ADVICE, in its legal signification, has reference only to
bills of exchange. The propriety of inserting the words as
per advice,' depends on the question whether or not the per-
son on whom tne bill is drawn, is to expect further directions

from the drawer. Bills are sometimes made payable ' as
per advice;* at other times 'without further advice;* and
generally without any of these words. In the former case
die drawer may not, in the latter he may, pay before he has
received advice.

Advice, in commercial language, means information giveti

by one merchant or banker to another by letter, in which the
party to whom it is addressed is informed of the bills or
drafts which have been drawn upon him, with the particulars

of date, &c., to whom payable, &c, and where.
ADVOCATE, from the Latin advocare, to call in aid.

Among the ancient Romans, an advocate was a person
skilled in the laws. The origin of advocates in Rome was
derived from an early institution, by which every head of a
patrician house had a number of dependants, who looked up
to him as a protector, and in return owed him certain

obligations. This law established the relation of advo-
cate, or patron, and client. As it was one of the principal

and most ordinary duties of the patron to explain the law to

&9 client, and to assist him in his lawsuits, the relation

was gradually contracted to this extent.

In early periods of the Roman republic, the profession of
an advocate was held in high estimation. It was then the
practice of advocates to plead gratuitously ; those who aspired

to honours and offices in the state taking this course to render
themselves distinguished amongst the people. As the sim-

plicity of ancient manners gradually disappeared, the services

of Roman advocates became venal. At first it appears that

presents of various kinds were given as voluntary acknow-
ledgments of the gratitude of clients for services rendered.

These payments, however, gradually assumed the character

uf debts ; and at length became a kind of stipend periodically

payable by clients to those of the patrician order who devoted
themselves to pleading. In this form, it became a heavy
oppression, ana was always considered to be an abuse. At
length the Tribune Cincius, about 200 years before Christ,

procured a law to be passed called from him Lex Cincia, pro-

hibiting advocates from taking money or gifts for pleading
the causes of their clients. At the time of Augustus, this

intended prohibition seems to have become inefficient and
obsolete ; and a decree of the senate was then passed by
which the Cincian law was revived, and advocates were
commanded to plead gratuitously, under a penalty of four

times the amount of the fee they received. Notwithstanding
these restrictions, it clearly appeared that the constant

tendency was to recur to a pecuniary remuneration ; for in

the time of Claudius we find a law restraining advocates from

taking exorbitant fees, and fixing as a maximum the sum
of 1 0,000 sesterces for each cause pleaded, which would be
equivalent to about 80/. sterling. [Tacit. Ann. xi. 5.1 Some
years afterwards, Pliny mentions a decree passed in his

time, that aU litigants in courts of justice, previously to the

hearing of their causes, should take an oath that they had
neither given, promised, nor secured any reward or money
to any person employed as their advocate.

In later periods, as the Roman law diffused itself over

great part of Europe, these restrictions upon the pecuniary

remuneration of advocates, which must always have been

bable to evasion, entirely disappeared in practice ; and the

payment of pleaders for conducting causes in courts ofjustice

resembled in substance the payment of any other services by

those who derived benefit from them. In form, however, the

fee was merely an honorary consideration (quiddam hono-

rarium), and was generally, but not necessarily, pre-nu-

merated, or paid into the hands of* the advocate before the
Cause was pleaded. It was a rule, that, if once paid, the
fee could never be recovered, even though the advocate was
prevented by death or accident from pleading the cause

;

and where an advocate was retained by his client at an
annual salary (which was lawful and usual), the whole
yearly payment was due from the moment of the retainer,

though the advocate died before the expiration of the year.

[See Heineccii Elementa Juris Civilis, p. 132.1 Manifest
traces of this practice are still to be found in all countries
into which the civil or Roman Isw has been introduced ; and
are also clearly discernible in the rules and forms respecting
fees to counsel at the present day in England.
In countries Where the Roman law prevails, the pleaders in

courts of justice are still called advocates ; their character,

duties, and liabilities, being extremely various under dif-

ferent governments. In Scotland, the faculty of advocates
consists of pleaders or counsel, admitted, upon an examina-
tion, to practise before the Courts of Session, Justiciary, and
Exchequer ; they are also entitled to plead in the House of
Lords in England upon appeals from the Scotch courts.

Advocates in English courts are usually termed counsel,

and we therefore refer to that title for a particular account
of their history, privileges, and duties.

*fhe Lord Advocate, or King's Advocate, is the principal

crown lawyer in Scotland. Previously to the tJnion, he
was one of the great state officers, and sat in parliament
by virtue of his office, without election. His duty is to act
as a public prosecutor, and to plead in all causes in which
the crown is interested, and particularly in criminal cases.

Originally this officer had no power to institute criminal

prosecutions, except at the instance of injured parties ; but in

the year 1597, he was expressly empowered to prosecute

Crimes at his own discretion.

ADVOCATES' LIBRARY. The idea of establishing

a library, for the use of the Faculty of Advocates in

Scotland, seems first to have been entertained a few years

before the Revolution. The author and active promoter
of the plan was Sir George Mackenzie of Rosehaugh.
Although we have before us that gentleman's inaugural

oration, which he pronounced When the library Was first

opened, as well as several other papers relative to the sub-

ject, we cannot well fix the precise date when Sir Georges
scheme was first approved and adopted by the faculty as a
body. In the Latin inaugural oration, which is said to have
been delivered in 1689, is the following passage :—

• This is

the fifth year since the Faculty of Advocates resolved, from
gifts of benefactors, and from subscriptions of candidates, to

found and establish a library, consisting merely of the

works of lawyers, and such other works as tended to the

advancement of jurisprudence/ We may conclude from
this that the idea was adopted by the faculty in 1684 or 5 ;

but Mr. Alexander Brown, who was librarian to the

Faculty of Advocates in 1 772, says in the preface to Ruddi-
man's Catalogue, which he edited, • The plan of forming a
public library appears to have been adopted by the Faculty

of Advocates about the year 1680/

At first, the Advocates Library had no fixed fund, but
subsisted and increased by means of donations, not from ad-

vocates only, but also from other individuals, and from such

sums as the faculty, from time to time, placed at the disposal

of the curators. Thus then it happened that although

the Advocates' Library, strictly speaking, belonged to the

Faculty of Advocates as an exclusive body, it stiff was early

considered as a public library, and was open to the public.

This Characteristic has rendered the institution Very popular,

and at the same time promoted its increase. In the year

1700 the greater part of the collection was consumed by fire.

During the first nine years after its restoration the library

must have increased considerably, since, in the eighth year

of Queen Anne's reign, it obtained the privilege of receiving

a copy of every new book which, by chapter nineteen of the

acts of parliament of that year, was conferred on it, with
eight other libraries. Of these, five were Scotch libraries

;

and the disproportionate privilege may have originated in

the desire of the legislature to grant some benefit to Scot-

land at the time of the Union. Shortly after the Union with
Ireland, the same privilege was granted to two Irish li-

braries.

The whole number of volumes now contained in the

library is estimated not to exceed 150,000. Still the Advo-
cates' Library is by far the largest, and also the most valuable
in Scotland. In Great Britain there are probably only two
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libraries, viz., the British Museum and the Bodleian, that

out-number it As might be expected, the collection of law
books is very large, but far more complete in ancient than
in modern works. Many important modern works of foreign

jurisprudence are stall wanting. The historical collection

is exceedingly valuable, containing almost every work of

importance that has been published in England, France,

Italy, Spain, Portugal, Denmark, and Sweden: the his-

torical department alone comprises upwards of 20,000 vols.

The collection of Greek and Roman classics is choice and
extensive ; the same may be said of that of modern poetry

and belles lettres ; there is also a very considerable divinity

collection, and one of voyages and travels. Science has

been much neglected in this library, and this department is

insignificant. A collection of Spanish books containing

nearly 3000 vols., was, in the year 1824, bought from a Lon-
don bookseller, at very great expense. There is also a
collection ofMS S., by no means a large one ; several of them
are said to be important and available for Scottish history.

They are, however, chiefly of local interest. In the year

1825 about 100 vols, of Icelandic MSS. were purchased

from Professor Magnuson of Copenhagen. In the following

year Mr. Erskine, late of Bombay, made a donation to the

library ofa few valuable Persianand SanscritMSS. There are

also a few MSS. of Latin classics, but ofno great importance.

There is a beautiful MS. of the Hebrew Bible lately pur-

chased in Germany : it is in two large folio volumes : the

Pentateuch has, besides the Original, also the Chaldaic
paraphrase.

The building which contains the Advocates' Library is

not only very confined, but also dark and inconvenient. The
historical department is at present separated from the rest,

and placed in a very large room built about twelve years ago
for tne use of the Advocates, but subsequently bought by
the writers to the signet, whose library is situated imme-
diately below. A new structure is now building for the recep-

tion of the historical department. As far as concerns this de-

partment, the building will be unobjectionable in most
* respects ; but the rest of the Advocates" Library is distri-

buted in eleven rooms, being for the most part vaults or

cellars below the old parliament-house, in which the court

of session is now held. Some of these rooms are completely
dark, and lighted by lamps ; others have only borrowed light

;

and only three are properly lighted. In addition to the

rooms we have mentioned, there is a warehouse belonging

to the Faculty of Advocates situate underground in the

north-west corner of the Royal Exchange : amongst other

things this warehouse contains a very valuable collection of

German Dissertations, for the most part productions of dis-

tinguished scholars, amounting to upwards of 100,000. This
collection was bought at a cheap rate for the library by Sir

William Hamilton, professor of history in the University of

Edinburgh.
The Advocates' Library is governed by five curators, of

whom one goes out of office by rotation every year, and
one is chosen in his stead from among the Dody of the

Faculty of Advocates. Under the curators there are, a
keeper of the library, an assistant keeper, and two or three

assistants. When the funds of the Faculty had somewhat
increased, by raising the fees of entrants, the Faculty

during a considerable period set apart 100/. from the fees

of each entrant, and placed the amount at the disposal of

the curators. The average of entrants each year has been
stated to be seventeen ; and thus the annual income of the

library at the period here alluded to, along with some addi-

tional fees, amounted to 1 780/. In the year 1 728 this system

was altered, and the treasurer of the Faculty was ordered to

pay 600/. annually out of the Faculty's income to the cu-

rators for the use of the library. This system still continues.

As to ease of access, there is no public institution in Great
Britain, and very few in Europe, managed with greater

liberality than the Advocates' Library; but we ought in

candour to admit that this is a somewhat equivocal com-
pliment. It is, however, surprising, that, although it has
become almost a sort of bazaar, or a common lounging-

place for a number of idle people, the library has suf-

fered very little in consequence. Any stranger arriving

in Edinburgh is admitted without introduction ; but some in-

troduction is required for habitually resorting to, and reading

in the library. Even borrowing of books is subject to very

slight restriction. Each advocate enjoys the privilege of

borrowing twenty volumes (formerly twenty-five) at a tune ;

if he wishes to favour an individual, who is not a member of

the Faculty of Advocates, with the loan of a book, he has

only to sign the initials of his name in the journal or re-

ceipt-book, as a security. As there commonly are about

two hundred Advocates residing in Edinburgh, and as they

are, almost without exception, remarkably liberal in lend-

ing books, it is in that city by no means difficult to obtain

a free use of a very extensive library.

Of the librarians, or, as they are called in Scotland,
' Keepers of the Advocates' library,' the two first only de-

serve to be mentioned as men of literary attainments, viz.,

Thomas Ruddiman and David Hume. The great philoso-

pher and historian succeeded Ruddiman in the year 1 757, but
resigned in 1757, and seems to have been but indifferently

pleased with his situation. The place of assistant-keeper of

the Advocates' Library was, in the year 1 825, offered to the

eminent philologist, the late Professor Rask, of Copen-
hagen, with a salary of 150/. a-year. This offer was de-

clined. It was likewise offered to several other persons,

amongst whom was Professor Benecke, of Gottingen.

While the court of sessions sits, the Advocates' Library
opens at nine o'clock in the morning, and shuts at four

o clock, p. ra. : during vacation it is open from ten till four.

ADVOWSON. The right of presenting a fit person to

the bishop, to be by him instituted to a certain benefice

within the diocese which has become vacant The person
enjoying this right, is called the patron of the church, and
the right is termed an advowson {advocation because he is

bound to advocate or protect the rights of the church, and
of the incumbent whom he has presented.

As this patronage may be the property of laymen, and
is subject to alienation, transmission, and most of the
changes incidental to other kinds of property, it is obvious
that it would be liable to be misused by the intrusion of
improper persons into the church, if the law had not pro-
vided a check upon abuse, by giving to the bishop a power
of rejecting the individual presented, for just cause. The
ground of his rejection is, however, not purely discretionary,

but is examinable at the instance, either of the clergy-
man presented, or of the patron, by process in the eccle-

siastical and temporal courts. [See Duplex Querela.
Quark Impbdit.J

According to the best authorities, the appointment of the
religious instructors of the people within any diocese for-

merly belonged to the bishop : but when the lord of a ma-
nor, or other considerable landowner, was willing to erect a
church, and to set apart from his possessions a sufficient

portion of land or tithe for a perpetual endowment of it, it

was the practice to give to the founder and his heirs, in
acknowledgment of his beneficence, the right of nominating
a person in holy orders to be the officiating minister, as
often as a vacancy should occur, while the right of judging
of the spiritual and canonical qualification of the nominee
was reserved, as before, to the bishop.

This seems to be the most satisfactory account of the
origin of advowsons and benefices, and it corresponds with
many historical records still extant, of which examples may
be seen in Selden's History of Tithes, It also serves to ex-
plain some circumstances cl frequent occurrence in the
division of parishes, which might otherwise appear ano-
malous or unaccountable. Thus the existence of detached
portions of parishes, and of extra-parochial precincts, and
the variable extent and capricious boundaries of parishes in
general, all indicate that they owe their origin rather to acci-
dental and private dotation, than to any regular legislative

scheme for the ecclesiastical subdivision of the country.
Hence, too, it is frequently observable, that the boundaries
of a parish either coincide with, or have a manifest relation
to, manorial limits. The same connexion may, perhaps,
have suggested itself to those who have had opportunities
of noticing the numerous instances to be seen in different
parts of England, in which the parochial place of worship
is closely contiguous to the ancient mansion of its founder
and patron, and within the immediate inclosure of his
demesne.
As an illustration of the respect inculcated in early ages

to the patron of a church, we find that the canons of the
church permitted him alone to occupy a seat within the
chancel or choir, at a time when that part of the building
was partitioned off from the nave, and reserved for the ex-
clusive use of the clergy. [See Kennett's Paroch. Antiq.
Glossary, tit " Patronus." ]
An advowson which has been immemorially annexed to

a manor, or to other land, is called an advowson appendant.
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and is transmissible by any conveyance which is sufficient

to pass the property in the manor or land itself. It may,
however, be detached from the manor, and is then termed
an advowson in gross, after which it can never be re-an-
nexed, so as to become appendant again.

An advowson is regarded by the law in the double light

of a temporal property, and a spiritual trust. In the former
view, it is a subject of lawful transfer by sale, by will, or
otherwise, and is available to creditors in satisfaction of the
debts of the patron. It may be aliened for ever, or for life,

or for a certain term of years ; or the owner may grant one,
two, or any number of successive rights of presentation on
future vacancies, subject always to certain restrictions im-
posed by the law, for the prevention of corrupt and simonia-
cal transactions.

On the other hand, the spiritual trust which is attached to

this species of property is guarded and enforced by very
jealous provisions. We have already seen, that the ap-
pointment of a duly qualified incumbent is secured,

as far as the law can secure it, by requiring the sanction of
the bishop to his admission ; and although this sanction is,

in fact, very rarely withheld, yet it cannot be doubted that

the existence of such a check is essential to the well-being
of the church. In order more effectually to guard against
the danger of a corrupt presentation, the immediate right

to present is absolutely inalienable, as soon as a vacancy
has actually occurred ; and on a similar principle, a purchase
of it during the mortal sickness of the incumbent is equally
prohibited. [See Simony.]
We have seen, that when the proprietor of an advowson

exercises his patronage, three persons are immediately con-
cerned: the proprietor, the clergyman who is presented,
and the bishop in whose diocese the living is situate ; or

(in the language of lawyers) the patron, the clerk, and the
ordinary. The presentation is usually a writing addressed
to the bishop, alleging that the party presenting is the
patron of a church which has become vacant, and request-
ing the bishop to admit, institute, and induct a certain

individual into that church, with all its rights and appur-
tenances. A period of time, limited to twenty-eight days, is

then allowed to the bishop for examining the qualification

and competency of the candidate, and at the expiration of
that time, he is admitted and instituted to the benefice by
formal words of institution read to him by the bishop, from
an instrument to which the episcopal seal is appended. A
mandate is then issued to the archdeacon or other officer to

induct, i. e., to put the new incumbent into the actual pos-
session of the church and its appurtenant rights ; and then,
and not before, his title as legal parson becomes complete.

It sometimes happens, that two of the three characters of
patron, clerk, and bishop, (or ordinary,) are united in one
person. Thus the bishop may himself be the patron; in

which case it is evident, that presentation is superfluous,

and institution alone is necessary. The bishop is then tech-

nically said to collate the clergyman to the benefice, and the
advowson under these circumstances is said to be collative.

So the clerk may be the patron, in which case, though he
cannot regularly present himself, yet he may pray to be
admitted by the bishop ; or he may transfer to another the
right of presentation, pro hdc vice, before the vacancy oc-

curs, and then procure himself to be presented.

Another instance in which the patronage and the par-
sonage are often found united is in appropriations, where,
by the concurrence of all parties interested, the advowson,
together with the church, its revenues and appurtenances,
have in former times been conveyed to some ecclesiastical

body, who thus became both the patrons and perpetual
incumbents of the living, and by whom the immediate duties

of cure are devolved on a vicar, or a stipendiary curate.

The nature and different sorts of appropriations are treated

of under that title.

There are instances of advowsons, the patrons of which
have power to appoint an incumbent without any previous

resort to the bishop for his aid or approbation. These are

called donative advowsons, because the patron exercises a
direct and unqualified privilege of giving his church to a
clerk selected by himself. The only check upon the conduct
of the incumbent in such cases is the power of the patron

to visit and even to deprive him, when the occasion de-

mands it ; and the right still residing in the bishop to pro-

ceed against him in the spiritual court for any ecclesiasti-

cal misdemeanour. It is the opinion of the most eminent
lawyers, that donatives hail their origin in the king, who

has authority himself to found any church or chapel exempt
from the episcopal jurisdiction, and may also, by special

licence, enable a subject to do the same.
Sometimes the nomination is distinct from the right to

present : thus, the owner of an advowson may grant to an-
other the right to nominate a clergyman, whom the grantor
and his heirs shall be thereupon bound to present. Here it

is obvious that .the person to whom the right of nomination
is given is substantially the patron, and the person who
presents is merely the instrument of his will So, where an
advowson is under mortgage, the mortgage creditor is

bound to present any person who shall be nominated by
the mortgagor.

It is sufficiently apparent that this species of property is

coupled with a trust, in the faithful performance of which
the public are deeply interested. Ifc therefore, upon the
vacancy of a living, no successor, or an insufficient one, shall

be presented, it is put under sequestration by the bishop,

whose care it then becomes to provide for the spiritual wants
of the parish by a temporary appointment, and to secure the
profits of the benefice, after deducting expenses, until an-
other incumbent shall be duly inducted. After a vacancy
of six months, occasioned by the default of the patron, the
right to present lapses to the bishop himself. On a similar

default by him, it devolves to the archbishop, and from him
again to the king as paramount patron ; the period of six

calendar months being allowed to pass in each case before

the right is forfeited to the superior. A donative advowson,
however, is excepted from the general rule ; for there the
right never lapses by reason of a continued vacancy, but the
patron is compellable to fill it up by the censures of the
ecclesiastical court.

When the incumbent of a living is promoted to a bishopric,

it is thereby vacated, and the king, in virtue of his preroga-
tive, has a right to present to it in lieu of the proprietor of
the advowson. This singular claim on the part of the crown
appears to have grown up since the Reformation, and was
the subject of complaint and discussion down to as late a
period as the reign of William and Mary. It is difficult to

reconcile it to any rational principle, although it has been
urged by way of apology, that the patron has no ground to

complain, because the king might, if he pleased, enable the

bishop to retain the benefice, notwithstanding his promotion,

by the grant of a commendam : so that the patron sustains

no other injury than what may result from the substitution

of one life for another. It is, however, certain that, by sue
cessive promotions, the crown may, in fact, deprive the pa
tron of his right for an indefinite time, and an instance is

known to have actually occurred wherein the patron of the

metropolitan parish of St. Andrew was prevented by several

such exertions of the royal prerogative, from presenting

to his own living more than once m 100 years. [See the

arguments in the case of the vicarage of St. Martin s, reported

by Sir B. Shower, vol. i. p. 468.] So that, as was truly ob-

served by the counsel in that case, the safest course that

could be adopted by an unconscientious patron, with a view
to retain in his own hands the future enjoyment of his right,

would be to present a clergyman whose qualities are not

likely to recommend him to higher preferment
The following cases may be selected as best illustrating

the peculiar nature of this sort of property.

Ifa man marries a female patron, and a vacancy happens,

he may present in the name of himself and wife.

Joint tenants and tenants in common of an advowson
must agree in presenting the same person ; and the bishop

is not bound to admit on the separate presentation of either.

Co-heiresses may also join in presenting a clergyman ; and
if they cannot agree in their choice, then they shall present

in turn, and the eldest shall have the first turn.

When the patron dies during a vacancy, the right to pre-

sent devolves to his executors and not to his heir : but where
the patron happens also to be the incumbent, his heir, and
not his executor, is entitled to present.

Where the patron is a lunatic, the lord chancellor presents

in his stead ; and he usually exercises his right in favour of

some member of the lunatic's family, where it can with pro-

priety be done.

An infant of the tenderest age may present to a living in

his patronage, and his hand may be guided in signing the

requisite instrument In such a case it is needless to say

that the guardian or other person who dictates the choice or

directs the pen is the real patron ; but the court of chancery

would doubtless interfere to prevent any undue practice.
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It is believed that the following table presents a tolerably

accurate synopsis of the distribution of ecclesiastical patron-

age in this country.

Rectores and Vicarages in the patronage of

The Crown 104g

Bishops 1301

Deans and Chapters 982

Universities . 697

Othor Colleges 146

Private Persons 6619

CJiapels in private patronage . • . 649

Total number of benefices in England and Wales 1 1 ,348

[See further, Burns Ecoles. Law, tit. Advowson, Bene-

fice, Donative, ' Selden's History of Tithes. Gibson's Co-

decc vol. ii.1

ADVOWSONS, VALUE OF. The following plain

rules for estimating the value of advowsons may be of use.

The bargains which are usually made with respect to

advowsons are, either for the advowson itself, i.e., the right

of presentation for ever, or for the right of presenting the

next incumbent, i.e., the next presentation. In both

these cases there may be circumstances peculiar to the

living itself, which fall under no general rule, but which

must be considered and allowed for in valuing the advowson
as a property. For example, a curate may be necessary

;

the parsonage-house may be in a state which will entail

expenses on the next incumbent ; and so on. Again, the

property itself is of a nature more likely to be altered in

value by the act of the legislature than the fee-simple of an
estate. The following rules, therefore, give the very highest

value of the advowson, and any purchaser should think twice

before he gives as much as is found by them.

To find the value of the perpetual advowson of a living

producing 1000/. a year, the present incumbent being forty-

five years of age, and money making four percent., we must
first find how many years' purchase the incumbent's life is

worth, and here we should recommend the use of the

government, or Carlisle tables, (see Annuitiks,) in prefer-

ence to any other. Taking the latter, we find the annuity
on a life of forty-five at four per cent., to be worth fourteen

and one-tenth years' purchase ; but at four per cent, any
sum to be continued annually for ever is worth twenty- five

years' purchase. The difference is ten and nine-tenths years'

purchase, or for 1000/. a year, lo,90u/., which is the value
of the advowson.

In finding the value of the next presentation only, other

things remaining the same, the seller will presume that the

buyer means to make the best of his bargain by putting in

the youngest life that the laws will allow, that is, one aged
twenty-four. The value of an annuity on such a life at four
per cent, according to the Carlisle tables, is seventeen and
eight-tenths years purchase. And as we are giving the

highest possible value of the advowson, omitting no circum-
stance which can increase it, we will suppose the next in-

cumbent to come into a year s profits of the living immedi-
ately on his taking possession. The present value of the
next presentation is the value of an annuity for 1 7*8 years,

beginning from the present vear. The rule is this : take
four per cent of the value of the present incumbent's life,

or 141 x-04, which gives '564; subtract this from 1, which
gives "436 ; divide by 1 increased by the rate per cent., or
1*04, which gives '419 ; add one years purchase to the pre-
sumed value of the next incumbent's life, (17'8,) which gives

188, multiply this by the last result, *419, which gives
18'8x'4l (J, or 788 nearly—the number of years' purchase
which the next presentation is now worth—whicn, if the
living be 1000/. a year, is 7880/.

For the Carlisle Table of Annuities, see Milne On Annui-
ties, vol. ii. p. 595. For the Government Tables, see Mr.
Finlaison's Report to the House of Commons, ordered to be
printed 31 March, 1829, page 58, column 6.

A'DYTUM, a Greek term signifying a place that may
not be entered, and applied to the innermost and secret
chamber of a temple.

In the ancient Egyptian temple, the Adytum is placed at

the end of a series of propylsa, porticoes, and vestibules, and
surrounded by galleries and chambers, which afforded every
facility for concealing the mysteries of the interior. In the
temples of the Greeks there is nothing corresponding to the
Adytum of the Egyptian temples, unless it be the cham-
ber which, in the Parthenon at Athens, has been called the
Treasury, but which is not commonly found in other struc-

tures of the same character. The temples of the Romans,
also, are without obvious adyta, though the exhumation
of Pompeii has discovered to us, in the temple of Isis there,

a small chamber behind and under the altar and statue of

the goddess, with means of secret access, from which pro-

bably the oracular responses were delivered. We may
fairly conclude that something of the same kind existed

wherever oracles were delivered and the deity was not sup-
posed to speak through an inspired representative, as in

the case of the Pythia at Delphi ; but no discoveries have
been made in the ordinary temples of the Greeks and Ro-
mans to confirm the opinion, beyond the instance we have
just mentioned.
The ' most holy place,' or the Sanctum Sanetorum, the

holy of holies, was the adytum of the temple of Solomon at

Jerusalem, which may reasonably be believed to have been
built in the form and after the manner of the temples of the
Egyptians.

iiiCI'DIUM* a genus of minute parasitic plants belonging
to the natural order Fungi, found in great abundance in

this and other northern countries. By some modern writers

it has been combined with Uredo and others ; but it appears
distinctly characterized by its peridium, or enveloping mem-
brane, having a tubular form, and being altogether distinct

from the cuticle of the plant on which it grows.

The species are universally parasitic upon the leaves, or

flowers, or bark of living plants, where they are generated
beneath the cuticle. Their structure is of the most simple
kind ; consisting of nothing more than a little mass of ex-
cessively minute sporules, or reproductive particles, much
smaller than the finest sand, inclosed in a thin bag, of

either a fibrous or reticulated structure, which in time
pierces the cuticle under which it lies, gradually assumes a

tubular appearance, and finally bursts at the "apex for the

purpose of enabling the sporules to escape.

A great many species are found upon the weeds and trees

of Europe, varying in colour, size, and form. Of these the
two following are among the most common.
JEcxdxum cancellatum, the Pear iEcidium {Pers. Synops.

[JEcidium cancellatum.]

CiEcldium BeriiCTidU.1

205). This plant is often very common, in the latter months
of autumn, on the back of the leaves of the cultivated pear-

tree, to which it gives a singularly warted aspect. It

makes its appearance crowded in little patches of a pale

brown colour, which» when examined with a microscope, are

seen to consist of numerous oval bodies, about a line long,

rather the broadest towards the upper end. These bodies

are, when young, slightly furrowed, but at a more advanced
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period they divide into tough parallel fibres, whioh open at
the sides, hut do not separate at the apex* Through the
passage* thus formed between the fibres ikll the sporules, or
seed- Like particles.

To inaccurate observers this species would appear an
aggregation of the nests of some minute insect, for which we
knew it to be often mistaken. It probably does not produce
any injurious effect upon the plants it attacks, for it generally

makes its appearance late in the season, when the leaves

have nearly completed their office for the year*

Fig. 1. in the accompanying wood-cut, represents the ap-
pearance of this species, of the natural size. Fig. 2. ex-
hibits four of the peridia in different states of growth, and
rery highly magnified.

/Eddium Berberidis, the Barberry Blight (Per*. Synops.

ft09. Greville, Scott. Crypt. Fl. t 97). Tho bright orange
powder that collects upon the leaves and flowers of the com-
mon barberry consists of the sporules of this species, which
are discharged from thousands of little tubular aperture*,

that spread in patches over all the tender parts. These
apertures are the open ends of the peridia in a state of
maturity, and are bordered at first by a ragged toothed

membrane, which finally falls away. Among the many
beautiful objects that are to be met with in the lower and
more imperfect tribes of plants, it is difficult to find one more
worth an attentive examination than this, which has been
well illustrated by Dr. Greville in his Scottish Cryp-
togctmic Flora; in that work we find the following remarks
upon the popular opinion, that barberry bushes blight corn.

' This minute gastromycUs has given rise to the vulgar
opinion that the neighbourhood of barberry bushes is ex-

tremely detrimental to fields of wheat. It is well known
that the disease called the rust in corn is highly injurious

;

but the colour of the rust and that of the present plant con-

stitutes the only similarity between them. They belong, in

fret* to two different genera, and of course cannot propagate
each other. I have, nevertheless, heard creditable people

affirm that they have seen the corn fail for a considerable

distance round a barberry bush, while it was strong and
fertile in the rest of the field. If this is in reality owing to

the barberry (which I do not think), it must be attributed

to some other cause than this parasitic plant* For an ac-

count of the species which really infests com, see Puccini a
graminis.

Fig. 3. is the appearance of iEcidium Berberidis to the

naked eye. Fig. 4. is a patch of the peridia very highly

magnified; Fig. 5. shows the sporules still more magni-

iEDI'LES, from odes, a building; the name given to

certain magistrates in ancient Rome. They were four in

number, two entitled curule eedilos* and two plebeian. It is

difficult to mark the limit between the duties of these magis-
trates. The former, however, must have been originally

connected with the patrician order, and elected by the

comitia curiata. Their insignia of office were the same as

those of the kings had been, viz., the purple robe called the

toga pr&texta, and the chair ornamented with ivory, or sella

curufis. They had the care of the temples, baths, porticoes,

aqueducts, sewers, and roads ofthe city . They presided at the

religious celebrations, of which theatrical exhibitions formed
an important part ; and, in performing this duty, the sediles,

under the republic, were often guilty of the most lavish ex-

penditure with the view of acquiring popularity, and thus

paving their way to the higher offices of the state. The
plebeian sedUes were, as their name imports, specially magis-

trates of the plebe* or commonalty. They were subordinate

tA the tribunes of the plebes, and acted as judges in such

causes as were referred to them by their superiors. The
temple of Ceres, which constituted the treasury of the com-

monalty, was under their peculiar guardianship. They here

received the fines paid for offences against the plebeian ma-
gistrates, and mads a distribution or bread among the poor

of their order. In the same temple, too, iliey preserved

(he public records connected with their own body, and the

decrees of the senate. The care of the public building and

Itreets on Mount Aventine and in the immediate neighbour-

hood, which in early times formed the chief residence of the

commonalty, and was Without the limits of the city, must

have been, We mav infer from their tkle, entrusted to the

plebeian aediles. Their persons, like those of the tribunes,

were inviolable. There were other duties connected with the

office of mdfle, whether curule or plebeian, such as the inspec-

tion ofthe markets, and the superintendence ofthe corn trade,

the examination of weights and measures, the registration of
courtezans, and perhaps the general management of all

matters of police in Rome and the suburbs: they had, of
course, their courts for inquiring into and punishing offences
connected with their office. The curule aedileship was the
second in the series of honours through which the Roman
candidate proceeded to the consulship ; and the laws required
an interval of a whole year after the close of the quaestor-
ship, before any one could be a candidate for the eedileship.

The title of cedile was known also in the municipal towns of
Italy.

iEGA'GRE (Capra Aegagra), a wild species of Ibex,
called Paseng by the Persians, and believed, with great pro-
bability, to be the original source of at least one variety df
the domestic goat. In the stomach and intestines of this

animal are found those peculiar concretions of Calculi called
Bezoar stones, to which European physicians of the middle
ages, the disciples of the Arabic school of medicine, im-
puted such wonderful properties ; and which still enjoy a
nigh reputation throughout the east, on account of their
supposed medicinal virtues, for an explanation of the na-
ture and composition of these concretions, as well as the his-

tory and description of the animal which produces them,
we must refer to the articles Bezoar and Goat.
-<EGE'AN SEA is the name given by the Greek ind

Roman writers to that part of the Mediterranean now called

the Archipelago. We shall here speak of it with refer-

ence to the terms used by the classical writers when they al-

lude either to the sea itself, the coasts that bound it, or the
islands that it contains. The JEgeoii Sea was bounded on the
north by Macedonia and Thrace, on the west by Greece, on
the east by Asia Minor, and comprised between the 41st and
36th degrees of latitude. The origin of the name is doubtful

;

geographers derive it from different islands, or places on its

shores, as iEgso, iEga, iEgsea ; or, more fabulously, from
/Kgsea, Queen of the Amazons, who perished there ; or from
i^geus, the father of Theseus, who threw himselfinto it ; or
it^may be derived, according to some, from the Greek word
ul^U, a squall, from the violent and sudden storms which
render it dangerous to sailors even in the present improved
state of nautical science. But the true origin of the name is

unknown, and we should rather refer it to old King .^geus
than to any one else. It contains numerous islands, many
of which are undoubtedly of volcanic origin. Of these the
more southern are divided into two groups ; one called the
Sporades, or scattered islands, lying along the coast of Caria
and Ionia ; the other called the Cyclades, or circling islands,

lying off the coasts of Attica and Peloponnesus, from which
they were separated by the Myrtoan Sea, and occupying
a large part of the southern Mgevm. Another portion of
the iEgean, lying about Icaria, one of the Sporades, was also

called the Icarian Sea. The northern part of the JEgesm
contains fewer, but larger islands ; the principal were
called Chios, Lesbos, Lemnos, Thasos, and Eubcea. At the

north-east corner, it communicates with the Propontis (Sea of

Marmara) try the narrow strait called the Hellespont, now
the Dardanelles : the Turks call it the White Sea, to dis-

tinguish it from the Black Sea ; it must not, however, be
confounded with the "White Sea in the north of Russia. [See
Archipklaoo.]
^GI'NA, an island in the gulf of E'ghina, which retains

its ancient name, with a very slight alteration. The 37e 47'

of latitude passes through the northern extremity of the
island ; its extent riiay be estimated by the scale attached to

the accompanying plan, from Captain Copelands recent

survey.

Strabo reckons ^Egina to he 180 stadia in circumference,

which, allowing nine stadia to ri mile, will fall considerably

short of the truth, if we reckon the numerous windings of the

coast. The western part of the island is a plain, which,

though stony, produces corn. A hill, called Mount St. Elias, or

Oros, with its offsets, occupies the southern part ofthe island,

and in the north-eastern we find a ridge, which, on one of its

eminences, has the remains cf the ancient temple of Jupiter

Panhellenius, as it is commonly ealled. In the north-west

part of the island there stand two columns, one of which is

entire, marking the site of an ancient temple, with whose
name we rire unacquainted. , To the south of these columns
the site of the ancient town is distinctly shown by the re-

mains of two artificial harbours, which have been formed, tfs

was usual with the Greeks, by projecting moles, With a nar-

row entrance between them. The walls on the litnd side,

which were about ten feet thick, can be traced through their

T2
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whole extent There were probably three principal gates,

the central one leading to the eminence in the eastern part

of the island, on which the remains of the ancient temple

stand. This temple is situated amidst pine trees, on the sum-
mit of a mountain, and separated by a narrow valley from

the hill on which the modern town of Eghina stands. The
position of this edifice is striking. Placed in the middle of

the gulf of Eghina, it offers a panoramic prospect of the

whole bay. Athens and its Acropolis are eighteen miles

distant N.N.E., and the towering Acropolis ofCorinth thirty-

seven miles to the N.W. (Leake's Morea, 3 vols. 8vo. 1830.)

JEGINA
BKOL1SH MILES.

On casting our eyes on this little island, we should almost
doubt the stories of its ancient importance, if they were not
as well authenticated as any part of remoter history. We
know nothing worth mentioning here of its inhabitants be-

x

fore it was occupied by the Achcoi (Homer's Iliad, ii. 562), and
afterwards by some Dorians from Argos—a nation that spread
over a large part of the Peloponnesus, and sent out colonies
to Italy and Sicily, and formed in fact one of the chief com-
ponent parts of that people known to general history under
the name of the Greeks. Like some small republics of mo-
dern times, such as Genoa and Venice, iEgina owed its im-
portance entirely to its naval superiority. It would however
be difficult to see how so small an island could becomo a
formidable naval power, if we did not know that its approach
was rendered difficult by numerous rocks, and that at an early
period it became a place of security for persons and their pro-
perty. It is impossible that a place like iEgina could ever
rise to importance except as an emporium or mart, which of-
fered the advantages of security and a central position.
Wealth being once introduced, would, by industry and per-
severance, be increased, and a navy once established, would
perpetuate itself by the profit derived from a carrying trade.
As early as B.C. 563, in the reign of Araasis, before any town
of European Greece had acquired great commercial wealth,
we find that iEgina had a factory established in Lower Egypt
for its merchants, which is exactly the same kind of thing
that we have seen so often repeated in modern times, where
the commercial towns of Europe have, by force or fraud, suc-
ceeded in establishing themselves in remote countries. In
this century, according to the testimony of Aristotle, this
little spot contained 470,000 slaves. This number is cer-
tainly extravagant ; but we may consider it as indicating
a very large population. jEgina was then one of the great
centres of the Mediterranean conrmerce, and in all proba-
bility a considerable slave market.
When Xerxes was on the banks of the Dardanelles in the

year b.c. 4ft 0, with his enormous army, previous to crossing
over into Europe, he saw, says Herodotus, the corn-fleet
sailing by, carrying the harvests of the fertile regions on the
Black Sea to the Peloponnesus and ^Egina. Sgina had
very early a silver coinage, and many of its coin3 still exist,
though we are not aware what is the remotest epoch to which
they belong. The most common type or figure on one
side is the sea-tortoise. The story is that Pheidon, King
of Argos, who also possessed yEgina, made a mint of
silver in that island about b.c. 894 ; and it certainly was a
tradition among the Greeks that, as early as that period,
iEgina was the centre of au extensive commerce. [See

an Essay on Money, Hatchard and Son. 1833.] When
Xerxes invaded Greece B.C. 480, the people of Mgui*.
took a brilliant part in the great sea-fight of Salamis.
They sent thirty ships, besides those which guarded their
own island, and were allowed to have acquitted themselves
better than any other Greeks; which tended to wipe off
the disgraceful imputation of previous treachery to the
common cause, of which they were apparently not alto-
gether guiltless. This event may be fixed as the latest pe-
riod of their great prosperity, which had probably lasted for
more than a century; and we must therefore assign the
building of the great temple ofJupiter Panhellenius to some
period in the sixth century before our sera. We may indeed al-

most with certainty fix it before b.c. 563, when the ^Eginetans
built a temple to their great national god, Jupiter, in Egypt

;

which they would scarcely have done before they had
erected one at home. After the Persian wars, the old jea-
lousies of Athens and iEgina again broke out, and finally

resulted in the more powerful state taking possession of the
island, b.c. 430, and expelling the iEginetans. A remnant
of them was restored by Lysander at the close of the Pelo-
ponnesian war, b.c. 404 ; but JEgina never after recovered
its importance. Sulpicius, one of Cicero's friends, when con-
soling the illustrious orator for the loss of his daughter,
enumerates ^Egina among the instances of the vicissitudes

of fortune, and as an example of fallen greatness. (Cicero's
Letters to various Persons, iv. 5.)

Of late years the situation of iEgina, as a secure and
central position, has made it the occasional meeting-place
of the Senate of Greece, and residence ofthe governor ; and
several schools have been established here. The latest report
that we have seen of their condition is not favourable.
In the central school of ^Egina, at the time of Pro-
fessor Thiersch's late visit, nothing beyond Greek and a
little mathematics were taught (See Journal of Education,
No. 6.) The orphan asylum established here by the late Pre-
sident Capo d'Istrias, in the little town of Eghina, is described
by the German professor as a failure. A previous account
said there were 1500 pupils in this island, and an extensive
Greek printing-house. But till Greece is in a more settled

state, it is impossible to give anything like accurate infor-

mation on the present condition of this island. Some ac-
counts say that the island has 4000 inhabitants. It is known
for the good almonds which it produces.

(.Front Elevation of the Temple of jEgina, as restored.]

jEgina TenvpU. The temple of Jupiter Panhellenius,
before referred to, or the Panhellenium ofiEgina, as it is often
called, was of the Greek Doric style or order, and of the ar-
rangement which is technically termed hcxastyle, peripteral,
and hypeothral ; that is, it had a portico of six columns at
each end, and ranges of twelve columns along each side, the
columns on the angles being counted both in flank and in
front; and internally it was divided into what may be termed
nave and aisles, by two ranges of columns, the space between
which was uncovered. The cell or body of the temple was
a regular parallelogram, inclosed by four walls : access was
given to the interior by doors in the cross-walls, from iunei
porticoes formed by the longitudinal extension of the flank
walls, the projecting shoulders of which are termed ant©,
and between which two columns stand, thus forming what
are distinguished as the pronaos and opisthodomus. The
columns of the peristyle on flie sides stand nearlv as far
from the walls as they do from each other ; and on the fronts.
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the space intervening between the outer columns of the por-

tkus and posticum (to use the technical terms by which the

front and rear-front porticoes are respectively distinguished),

and the inner ones and their ant®, of the pronaos and opis-

thodomus respectively, is somewhat more than a single in-

tercolumniation. Thus, a kind of gallery was formed on the

tloor of the peristyle around the body of the temple, and this

was raised by three deep steps from a nearly level platform

called a peribolus, in the midst of which the temple stood

;

this was partly hewn out of the native rock, and partly

constructed, and a low wall or parapet girded it on all sides.

The temple fronted east and west, the east being the en-

trance front before which the peribolus extended itself more
than 100 feet, while on the west it was not more than 50
feet wide. The extreme length of the temple in front, mea-
sured on the face of the lowest step of the regular stylo-

bate, is 49 feet 10*2 inches, and in flank 100 feet 7 '7

inches; and on the floor of the peristyle, that is, at the edge
of the upper step on which the columns rest, the correspond-

ing dimensions are, 45 feet 2*2 inches, and 9G feet.

The columns of the peristyle are a very small fraction less

than 3 feet 2*9 inches in diameter, and including their

capital, they are 17 feet 9*4 inches in height; the en-

tablature, without the crowning moulding of the pediments,

is rather more than two diameters of a column in height,

fOioiuid pUn or tbe Temple or ASgma.j

and the stylobate is 3 feet 7 * 7 inches high, or an eighth
more than one diameter. The height of the tympana of the
pediments to the soffit of the corona was, as nearly as it

can be determined, one diameter and four-fifths, and that of
the pediments to their apices, two diameters and two-sixths

;

making the whole height, from the floor of the peribolus to

the summit of the pediments, 35 feet 8 inches, above which
the acroterium rose nearly one diameter, or about three feet

more. Both the tympana were highly enriched with sculp-

tures, but it does not appear that there were any in the
metopes of the outer entablature, or on any part of that of
the inner ordinance of the pronaos and opisthodomus, as in
the cases of the Parthenon and the temple of Theseus at

Athens. It is true that Dr. Chandler discovered a sculp-

tured fragment among the ruins, which, from some indica-

tions, he fancied to have belonged to one of the friezes ; but
later examinations make it probable that what he found
belonged rather to the sculptures of the eastern pediment.

The columns of the Panhellenium arc within a small frac-

tion of five diameters and a half in height, and they diminish,

with an imperceptible entasis, in t)ie length of the shaft,

considerably more than one-fourth,—from 3 feet 2*9 inches

to 2 feet 4*6 inches. In the peristyle, and in the pro-

naos and opisthodomus, the columns have twenty flutes,

while those of the inner hypsethral ranges had but sixteen.

The annexed plan and elevation will convey a clear idea

of the arrangement of the structure. The darker tint on the

plan indicates the portions of the walls which remain, or

whose places are not obliterated, and also the sites of the still

remaining columns; the lighter tint shows the restora-

tions. The ends of the walls forming the ant® are restored

from analogy, and from displaced fragments discovered among
the ruins ;—the places of the deficient columns of the peri-

style admit of no doubt, and those of the internal ranges are

tolerably certain. Only one column remains of the internal

ranges, but this determines the diameter and the distance

from the walls of all the rest, and consequently the breadth

of the hypsethral part or nave ; but the number of columns
in each range, and therefore their distances from each other,

cannot be determined with certainty. However, the autho-

rity of the second volume of the Antiquities of Ionia would
decide this, as its authors profess to have ascertained the

position of five of the columns of these inner ranges, of

which three were in continuous succession. The principal

front of the temple would be sufficiently indicated by the

greater depth of the inner portico or pronaos, even if the

greater extent of the peribolus, and the superior merit of

the sculptures at the east end, did not determine it. The
meaning of the rectangular blocks of stone in the opistho-

domus, and of that within the cella in the hyp»thral range

by the western door, is not obvious ; nor does any reason

offer itself for the place of that door being out of the middle,

though its narrowness may mark its inferiority. Possibly,

however, these irregularities and discrepancies may have

been occasioned at some period during the middle ages,

when, according to the belief of some writers, the old

ruined temple was used as a church. A more graduated

ascent than the regular gradus to the floor of the peristyle

has been made, for more convenient access to the eastern

portico; for it may be noticed that the steps of the stylobate

are so deep as to make them inconvenient for use ; probably,

however, this too was the work of the later period before re-

ferred to. The elevation here given is applicable to either

of the two fronts, though the sculptures indicated are

those of the western pediment. The structure was built of

the fine white limestone of the island, but through long ex-

posure it has assumed a rich brown colour ; the tiles used in

covering were of the same material, but the sculptures ap-

pear to be of Parian marble. It may be remarked, too, that

the surfaces of the tympana were painted of a light-blue

colour to give the statues greater relief; and the statues

themselves were also partially painted for the same purpose.

The mouldings also appear to nave been painted.

The style of the architecture of the ifeginetan Panhel-

lenium would of itself indicate an earlier date than that of

the Athenian temples of the age of Pericles, but it would

hardly lead us so far back as the early part of the sixth cen-

tury before Christ ; though it is not at all inconsistent with

that period, which for another reason has been assumed for

it. Some antiquaries have referred the execution of the

sculptures which belonged to the Panhellenium to the latter

part of the same century ; but there is nothing in the reason-

ing by which they come to that conclusion that will not
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admit of these sculptures being referred to a remoter period.

The great diminution of the column* ; the great compara-

tive depth of the capital, and its peculiar boldness of charac-

ter ; the greater comparative heights also of the stylobate

and entablature, carry it back from the date of the Parthe-

non and the style of that period ; while the height of the

columns in proportion to their diameter, and the beauty of

contour of the mouldings, and of other details, sufficiently

remove it from the time of the heavy proportions and com-

parative rudeness of the older remains of Corinth. It differs

too from all the Grecian temples of later date in the number

of columns on its Hanks.

It is unknown when the Panhellenium fell into ruins.

Becoming neglected, and being exposed to the ravages of

time and the shocks of earthquakes, one part after another

must have fallen away until its dislocated joints offered

to view portions of metal cramps, which would induce barba-

rian spoilers to rack it into pieces, till at length it became

the ruin it now presents.

The subjoined sketch is a view of the temple in its present

state. It is taken on the west front, looking eastward and

northward ; the walls are thrown down, though their site is

not obliterated. A' reference to the plan will show that the

two columns in the foreground are the only remaining of

the west portico, and that the two couples which appear

within the external peristyle are those of the opisthodotnus

and pronaos. In the distance the view embraces the Saronic

Gulph and the mountains of Attica.

[Ruins of the Temple of jfigina.]

This sketch, with the foregoing plan and elevation, were
kindly furnished by Mr. W. Jenkins, Jun., architect, who
made the original drawings and actual measurements of

the remains on the spot, in October, 1820.

It is understood that Mr. Cockerell intends to publish a
work on the Panhellenium, to which we must refer for more
particular information than can be given here, and to the
second volume of the Antiquities of Ionia, published at the
expense of the Society of Dilettanti.

The sculptures which occupied the tympana of the pedi-

ments of the Panhelleniun were discovered in May, 181 1 , by
a party of English and German travellers, among whom
were Messrs. J. Foster, of Liverpool, and C. R. Cockerell,

of London, who were pursuing their studies as architects.

They were found buried under the ruins of the building and
accumulations of rubbish, nearly as they had fallen from
their places, especially those of the western front, the whole
of which were recovered ; but unfortunately not more than
half of those of the eastern front could be determined. They
are at present at Munich, having been allowed by the
Englisn government at that time, to fall into the hands of the

present king of Bavaria (then the Prince Royal), who had
them transported to the capital of Bavaria. Thorwaldsen
was engaged to restoie the statues. The ifSginetan, added
to the Athenian, and Phigaleian marbles which we possess

in the British Museum, would have formed a complete speci-

men of Grecian sculpture, as applied to the decoration of
temples. The Museum has not even a set of casts of the
/Egina marbles, the only one in England accessible to the
public being deposited in the Royal Institution at Liverpool.

Even the Academy of the Fine Arts at Venice possesses a
set of these casts, whieh the metropolis of the British empire
is without.

ifSGlNE'TAN STYLE OF ART. Several ancient

writers, particularly Pliny and Pausanias, make frequent

mention of iEginetan works of art ; and in such a manner,
as to show that the productions of the school of iBgina,

to use a modern and well-understood phrase, were highly
esteemed. Many names of iEginetan sculptors had thus
come down to us as almost synonymous with excellence

in their art, but the works of none of these could be
recognized among those which had escaped the ravages
of time and the desolation of barbarism; so that their

merits and reputation rested on report alone. The dis-

covery of the sculptures which adorned the tympana of the
Panhellenium, the national temple of the ifeginetans, has
furnished us with undoubted specimens of iftginetan arty

and of that period too, as some suppose, in which the most
celebrated iEginetan sculptors nourished. The latter con-
clusion has, we,think, been too hastily adopted. That the
sculptures of the Panhellenium are of great beauty and
merit, and are for many reasons highly interesting, will be
admitted by all; but that they are of the class and date
from which the school of iEgina derived its celebrity, may
fairly be doubted.

These principally consist of perfect statues, or statues

in the round as they are termed, somewhat smaller than
life, of men armed with spears, swords, shields, and bows

;

the bowmen have quivers of arrows suspended from their

waists ; most of the figures are helmed or bonneted, some with
greaves on the legs, and two or three with armour on the
body, or close-fitting garments on the body and limbs ; but
for the most part they are naked, except the head, and all

are either engaged in active combat or have fallen from the
effect of wounds. Besides the male combatants, one
helmed and draped female figure, with a spear and a shield
in her hands, and the helmed head of another, evidently-

belonged to the groups. These were all so distributed on
the ground with reference to the temple, and are of such
peculiar attitudes with respect to one another, and to the
places they occupied, that there appears to have been no
great difficulty in determining their original arrangement
in groups, after the fragments into which many of the figures

were broken, were once brought together ; especially as the
frames which inclosed the pictures they formed, were other-

wise determinable, and thus assisted materially in fixing

the relative positions of the parts composing the groups.

Thus, the perfect female figure, evidently a statue of Mi-
nerva, standing upright and in full face, occupied the central

position under the highest part of the tympanum of the
western pediment ; and the combating warriors of that end
arranged themselves on her right and left, in attitudes

upright and advancing, kneeling, stooping and falling, until

the inner acute angles terminated in the wounded and recum-
bent. The goddess stands in quiet dignity, prepared, never-
theless, for action, while the battle, of which she appears to

be the umpire, rages around her. Of this picture or group,
the arrangement is so fitting and complete, and the action

so perfect, that there is no reason to think, that any
essential portion of it is undiscovered. But unfortunately

it is not so with the group of the eastern of principal front

;

a few only of these figures can be restored, and it is only
from the analogy afforded by the western croup, that their

arrangement can be aptly determined. As far as the figures

can be made out, the persons seem to be nearly, if not quite,

identical, and another period of the same action appears to
be represented. The helmed female head is that of Minerva
again, and Mr. Cockerell restores her figure as in the act
of raising her spear and extending her vest, as if to stop
the contest, or to protect the fallen. The exact subject, or
subjects intended by these groups, is not known ; though
all the critics who have offered opinions seem to

agree that they represent some actions or the distinguished
iEginetan family of heroes, the iEacida?, or descendants of
yKacus, the mythological founder of the nation. Colonel
Leake 8 opinion, as given by Mr Cockerell, Journal of
Science and the Arts, [No. 1 2, p. 334—Note] is that they
represent two periods in the contest over the body of Pa-
troclus, from the Iliad, in which Ajax (one of the iEacidcB)

and Hector were the principal combatants. That something
connected with the Trojan war is intended, seems very
evident, from the Phrygian bonnet worn by one of the
warriors ; and the greaves on the legs of those who may be
supposed to be Greeks, in the eastern group, especially, and
the absence of this covering on the figures of the opposite
party, seem to intimate clearly that some national difference

is intended. Thiersch's opinion is, that the group on the
eastern pediment represents the expedition of Telamon, the
son of VEacus, and Hercules, against Laomedon, king of
Troy. The archer he considers to be the representation of
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Reroute. The other group, he thinks, may represent the

death of Achilles, and the struggles of Ajax to gave his

body from the Trojans. (See Thiersch's History of Greek
Sculpture, p. 249, note.)

There is nothing in the combination of sculpture and
architecture more admirable than the manner in which the

various actions and attitudes, in the more perfect group of the

figures, have been adapted to the situations which they oc-

cupied; and this too, without the slightest appearance of

constraint; they are all natural and graceful, and in per-

fect keeping with the design of the subject, and the character

of the architecture. The energy of action, the grace of atti-

tude, and the truth of proportion displayed in these works,

are also admirable, and the expression of many of the figures

is excellent Nevertheless, there is a degree of dryness and
rigidity observable in the bodies and limbs, which give the

works an archaic character, whilst the countenances, the

hair, and the draperies, clearly betoken their near approach

to. if not absolute connexion with, the archaic period.

The faces are entirely devoid of expression, the hair is

formally laid in tiers with convoluted ends, and the draperies,

though not devoid of grace, are heavy and monotonous : to

use the words of the writer before referred to in the Jour-

nal of Science and the Arts, p. 340, describing the sculp-

tures,
—

* A smile is seen on all the mouths, the cheeks are

rather hollowed, the lips are thick, the nose is short but

angular and prominent ; the eyes are protruded, the fore-

head is flat and retiring, and the chin is remarkably long

and rather pointed ; the hair and drapery are arranged with

the greatest precision/ Now these are peculiarities which
could not have existed in the works of men whoso names
are mentioned with those of Phidias and his compeers and
immediate successors ; but they clearly mark a more remote
period. Nevertheless the comparative fulness of form, and
freedom of action of the bodies and limbs, equally indicate

a date not far removed from excellence.

To the period when the archaic era was passing into that

which succeeded it, and not to the perfection of the latter,

we must then refer the Panhellenian sculptures ; they are to

the more advanced works of the Grecian schools what the

works of Giotto, Ciraabue, Ghirlandaio, Pietro Perugino,

[Giovanni Bellino, and others, are to the perfection of the

art of painting under Michael Angelo, Raphael, and Titian.

No one in describing the schools of Florence, Rome, and
Venice, would make reference to the simple and beautiful,

but still imperfect works of the earlier, but to the almost

perfect productions of the latter masters ; nor would Pliny

and Pausanias refer to the archaic sculptures of the Pan-
hellenium as the best specimens of the school ofjEgma, but

to such works as could be classed with the sculptures of the

Parthenon, and many of the statues and busts which now
adorn the galleries of the Vatican and the Capitol, or are

distributed among the various European capitals.

/ELFRIC, an eminent Saxon prelate. He is said to

have been the son of an Earl of Kent, but at an early age
he embraced a devotional life, and assumed the habit of the

Benedictines, in the monastery of Abingdon. In 963, when
Athelwold, the abbot of that house, became Bishop of Win-
chester, he took yElfric along with him, and made him one
of the priests of bis cathedral. Here he remained till 987,

when he removed to Cerne Abbey. Next year he was made
Abbot of St. Albans, and soon after was promoted to the

Bishopric of Wilton. Finally, in 994, he was translated to

the Archbishopric of Canterbury, over which see he presided

with great ability till his death, on the 16 th of Novomber,
1005. Mtfric was one of the most learned ecclesiastics of

that age, and distinguished himself* throughout his life, by
a very praiseworthy zeal and activity in the diffusion of

knowledge. The following are the principal works which
have been attributed to him : 1 . A Latin and Saxon Glos-

sary, printed by Somner at Oxford, in 1659: 2. A Saxon
translation of most of the historical books of the Old Testa-

ment, part of which was printed at Oxford, in 1698 : 3. A
charge to his clergy, in articles, commonly called his Canons,
which was published, by Spelman, in the first volume of his

English Councils: 4. Two volumes of Saxon Homilies,

translated from the Latin fathers : and 5. A Saxon Gram-
mar in Latin. There were, however, other Saxon ecclesias-

tics of his name, and it has been doubted if all the works
enumerated were the productions of the Archbishop of Can-
terbury.

/BGINHARD. [See Equchahd.]
iEGVPT. [SeeKwr,]

M'UA CAPITOLFNA, a name given to Jerusalem in

the time of the Emperor Hadrian, who, finding the Jews
very restless and unruly subjects, treated them as revolted

people, and took possession of the capital, Jerusalem, from
which the Jews were excluded under pain of death. Some
Roman colonists were sent to Jerusalem, which received the

name ofdEliaCapitolina ; M\iat from iElius, one of the names
of Hadrian ; and Capitolinus, from the temple of Jupiter

Capitolinus, which was built on, or near, the Holy Mount.
The history of all this transaction is very obscure. It

would seem, according to some opinions, that the attempt to

establish a Roman colony in Jerusalem, and the introduction

of heathen rites into the city, was the cause of the distur-

bances which led the emperor to treat Jerusalem as a con-

quered city . The founding ofa new town , and the desecration

of the holy places, led, probably, to the wars in which Bar-
chochebas headed the Jews, and which were as destructive

to the nation as their former resistance to Titus. The
name of JEXia. Capitolina continued in common use among
the Greeks and Romans till the time of the Christian Em-
perors. [SeeMannert, Syrien. p. 216. Schlosser, Universal

History\ vol. iii. part
1
J Several coins of Hadrian still

exist, which refer to the colony established by the Emperor.
They bear on one side the head of Hadrian, and on the

other, a Jupiter seated between two figures, or an eagle

perched upon a thunder-bolt, with an inscription, Col. Ael.
Cap. (See Valiant's Numismata.)
yKLIA'NUS, CLAU'DIUS, a Roman citizen and a

native of Prroneste (Palestrina), probably lived about the

middle of the third century of the Christian era. Like
Cicero, Atticus, and many other Romans, he made himself

so completely master of the Greek language, as to write it

with ease and correctness. There is extant a work of

his in fourteen books, entitled, Various or Miscellaneous

History, which is a compilation or collection of extracts

made by the author in his extensive reading. This work
may be considered as one of the earliest collections of Ana.
The value of it does not consist in what the compiler has

written, but in the passages of lost writers that he has been

the means of preserving. An edition of this work was pub-

lished at Paris in 1805, 8vo. with Heraclides of Pontus and
Nicolaus of Damascus, by the learned Greek Coray. There

is a French translation of ^Elian's work, by M. B. T. Da-
cier, Paris, 1772, 8vo. with notes.

Another work of Elian's, in sixteen books, also written

in Greek, is entitled On the Peculiarities of Animals.

Though the author cannot claim the merit of being a scien-

tific naturalist, like Aristotle, he has preserved to us in this

work a number of curious facts, which he had collected from

such works as he had read. Each of the sixteen books is

subdivided into small chapters or sections, like the Miscella-

neous History. Some critics are of opinion that the two

works belong to different authors. [Schoell, vol. ii. Greek

Lit.] J. G. Schneider published an edition of the work on

animals in 1784 ; but th- latest edition of the Greek text is

by F. Jacobs, Jena. We are not aware that there is any

English translation of this work. There are also twenty

Greek letters extant attributed to a person of the name of

JElmn.
i JELlA'NUS, another person of this name, wrote a book

on Tactics, which he dedicated to the Emperor Hadrian.

There are several editions and translations of this work. A
German translation, by A. H. BaumgUrtner, appeared in his

complete collection of the Greek writers on military tactics,

Frankenthal and Mannheim, 1779, 4to. There is a French

translation by B. de Bussy, Paris, 1757, 2 vols. 12mo.

[Schoell.]

iKMI'LH, the name of a patrician gens or clan in ancient

Rome, who pretended to derive their origin from Mamcrcus,
the Bon of Pythagoras. Of the different families included

in this gens, the most distinguished were the Pauli, or

Paulli, the Lepidi, and the Scauri. [For the two latter, see

Lkpidus and ScAuaus.] Among the Paulli, the most
worthy of notice was Lucius iEmilius Paullus, the son

of the consul bearing the same name, who fell in the battle

near Canneo (b. c. 216), after using his utmost efforts to

check the rashness of his colleague. Young j^Kmilius was
a mere boy at the death of his father, yet by his personal

merits, and the powerful influence of his friends.he eventually

attained to the highest honours in his country. His sister

iEmilia was married to Publius Cornelius Scipio, the con-

queror of Hannibal, who was consul for the second time, b. c.

194 ; and this very year JSmilius, though he had held no
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public office, was appointed one of three commissioners to

conduct a colony to Croton, in the south of Italy, a city

with which he might claim some connexion on the ground

of his descent from the Pythagoreans. Two years after, at

the age of about thirty-six, he was elected a curule eedile in

preference, if we may believe Plutarch, to twelve candidates

of such merit that every one of them became afterwards

consuls. His eedileship was distinguished by many im-

provements in the city and neighbourhood of Rome. The
following year (191 B.C.) he held the office of prcetor, and,

in that capacity, was governor of the south-western part of

the Spanish peninsula, with a considerable force under his

command. The appointment was renewed the following

year, but with enlarged powers, for he now bore the title of

proconsul, and was accompanied by double the usual num-
ber of lictors. In an engagement, however, with the Lusi-

tani, 6000 of his men were cut to pieces, and the rest only

saved behind the works of the camp. But this disgrace

waB retrieved in the third year of his government by a

signal defeat of the enemv, in which 18,000 of their men
were left upon the field. For this success a public thanks-

giving was voted by the senate in honour of Amilius. Soon

after, he returned to Rome, and found that he had been

appointed, in his absence, one of the ten commissioners for

regulating affairs in that part of western Asia which

had lately been wrested by the two Scipios from Anti-

ochus the Great. iEmilius was a member also of the col-

lege of augurs from an early age, but we do not find any

means of fixing the period of his election. As a candidate

for the consulship he met with repeated repulses, and only

attained that honour in 182 B.C., nine years after holding

the office of pro)tor. During this and the following year he
commanded an army in Liguria, and succeeded in the com-
plete reduction of a powerful people called the Ingauni (who
nave left their name in the maritime town of Albenga, for-

merly Albium Ingaunum). A public thanksgiving of three

days was immediately voted, and, on his return to Rome, he
had the honour of a triumph. For the next ten years we
lose sight of iEmilius, and at the end of this period he is

only mentioned as being selected by the inhabitants of

Farther Spain to protect their interests at Rome, an honour
which at once proved and added to his intluence. It was at

this period (171) that the last Macedonian war commenced,
and though the Romans could scarcely have anticipated a
struggle from Perseus, who inherited from his father only

the shattered remains of the great Macedonian monarchy,
yet three consuls, in three successive years, were more than

baffled by his arms. In 168 a second consulship, and with

it the command against Perseus, was entrusted to iEmiliuB.

He was now at least sixty years years of age, but he was
supported'by two sons and two sons-in-law, who possessed

both vigour and ability. By Papiria, a lady belonging to

one of the first families in Rome, he had two sons and
three daughters. Of the sons, the elder had been adopted

into the house ofthe Fabii by the celebrated opponent of Han-
nibal, and, consequently, bore the name of Quintus Fabius
Maximus, with the addition of iEmilianus, to mark his ori-

ginal connexion with the house of the iEmilii. The younger,

only seventeen years of age at this period, had been adopted

by his own cousin, the son of Scipio Africanus, and was now
called by the same name as his grandfather by adoption, viz.,

P. Cornelius Scipio, with the addition ofyEmiliamis, as in his

brother's case. The careless reader of Roman history often

confounds these two persons, and the more so, as the younger
also eventually acquired the same title of Africanus. By
the marriage ofhis daughters again, jEmilius was father-in-

law to Marcus Porcius Cato, son of the censor, and to iElius

Tubero. These four young men accompanied JEmilius to

the war in Macedonia, and all contributed in a marked
manner to his success. Perseus was strongly posted in the

range of Olympus to defend the passes from Perrhrobia into

Macedonia, but*he allowed himself to be outmanoeuvred,
iftmilius made good his passage through the mountains, and
the two armies were soon in view of each other near Pydna.
On the evening before the battle, an officer in the Roman
army, named Sulpicius, obtained the consul*s permission to

address the troops upon a point which was of no little im-
portance in those ages. An eclipse of the moon, it was
known to Sulpicius, would occur that night, and he thought
it prudent to prepare the soldiers for it When the eventful

moment arrived, the soldiers went out indeed to assist the

moon in her labours with the usual clamour of their kettles

and pans, nor omitted to offer her the light of their torches

;

but the scene was one of amusement rather than fear. In
the Macedonian camp, on the other hand, superstition pro-
duced the usual effect of horror and alarm ; and on the fol-

lowing day the result of the battle corresponded to the
feelings of the night. In a single hour the hopes of Perseus
were destroyed for ever. The monarch fled with scarcely a
companion, and on the third day reached Amphipolis.
Thence he proceeded to Samothrace, where he soon after

fell into the hands of the conqueror. The date of the battle

of Pydna has been fixed by the eclipse to the 22d of June.
Livy, indeed, assigns it to a day in the early part of Sep-
tember ; but it is not impossible that the difference may be
owing to some irregularity in the Roman calendar, which,
prior to the Julian correction, must often have differed

widely from the present distribution of the year. The Ro-
mans were careful in recording the day of every important
battle. After reducing Macedonia to the form of a Roman
province, iEmilius proceeded on his return to Epirus. Here,
under the order of the senate, he treacherously surprised
seventy towns, and delivered up to his army 150,000 of the
inhabitants as slaves, and aH their property as plunder. On
his arrival in Rome, however, he found in this army, with
whom he was far from popular, the chief opponents of his
claim to a triumph. This honour he at last obtained, and
Perseus with his young children, some of them too young to
be sensible of their situation, were paraded for three succes-
sive days through the streets of Rome. But the triumphant
general had a severe lesson from affliction in the midst of his
honour. Of two sons by a second wife, (he had long divorced
Papiria,) one aged twelve died five days before the triumph,
the other, aged fourteen, a few days after; so that he had now
no son to hand down his name to posterity. .ASmilius lived
eight years after his victory over Perseus, in which period
we need only mention his censorship, B.C. 164. At his
death, 160 B.C., his two sons, who had been adopted into
other families, Fabius and Scipio, honoured his memory in
the Roman fashion by the exhibition of funeral games ; and
the Adelphi of Terence, the last comedy the poet wrote, was
first presented to the Roman public on this occasion. The
fact is attested by the inscription still prefixed to the play.
iEmilius found in his grateful friend Polybius one willing
and able to commemorate, perhaps to exaggerate, his virtues.

Few Romans have received so favourable a character from
history. (See Polybius, Livy, Plutarch.)

iENE'AS, a Trojan princeofthe royal blood, son ofAnchises
and Venus. According to Homer he commanded the Dar-
danians ; and his name occurs frequently in the Iliad, but
not in the first rank of heroes. He owes his celebrity to
those stories which make him the reputed founder of the
Roman empire in Italy, and to his being the hero of Virgil's

poem. According to the Latin poets, on the night when
Troy was taken, or, as others say, before its capture, JEnenn
quitted the city, bearing on his shoulders his aged father, and
the images of his household gods; accompanied by his wife
Creusa, who perished by the way, and his son lulus, also
called Ascanius. The older authors do not speak of the mul-
titude of followers and number of ships with which Virgil has
adorned his n arrative. According to them he quitted theTro-
jan shores in a single ship to seek his fortune in the unknown
regions of the west. After many wanderings he reached the
coast of Latium with one hundred followers, and was favour-
ably received by Latinus, king ofthe country,who assigned a
small tract of ground as a settlement for the Trojans. But
war soon broke out between the strangers and the natives.
Turnus, prince of the Rutuli, joined Latinus to expel the
foreigners; but the allied princes were defeated, and La-
tinus was slain in the first battle. Lavinia, his daughter,
became the bride of the victor, and the citadel of Laurentum
fell into his hands. iBneas now built the city of Lavmium,
which was hardly completed, when Turnus again appeared
in arms, assisted by Mezentius, king of Caere. Another
battle ensued, in which Turnus fell ; but the Latins were
defeated, and iEneas was drowned, or at least disappeared, in

the river Numicius. He was afterwards adored as Jupiter
Indiges : a temple was raised to him on the bank of the
river ; and the Latins, and in later ages, the consuls ofRome,
offered yearly sacrifices to him under that name. lulus,
his son by Creusa, succeeded to the throne, and founded a
city, celebrated in the history of Latium, called Alba Longa.
He was succeeded by Sylvius, son of ^Eneas and Lavhna,
from whom a long line of Latin kings descended. lulus,
however, left progeny, though their claims seem to have
been set aside in consequence ofthe maternal title ofSylvius^
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since the Julian family, and among them the imperial house
of Ccesar, boasted their descent from the former. Such is

a sketch of the chief traditions about this reputed Trojan

prince and his settlement in Italy. [See Niebuhr's Roman
History, vol. i., p. 176- Hare and ThirlwalTs translation.]

The only allusion in Homer to the history of ^Eneas after

the Trojan war is, a prediction that he and his children shall

reign for centuries over the Trojans : nothing is said of the

place of their settlement. Some have supposed that he re-

mained in the Troad, and that the story of his emigrating to

Italy is entirely destitute of foundation.

/K'N E1D. The most celebrated epic poem of antiquity,

after the Iliad and Odyssey. It was written by Virgil in the

time of Augustus Csesar ; and relates the wanderings of

yfcneas after the siege of Troy ; his arrival in Italy, and his

adventures previous to his marriage with Lavinia, with his

final establishment in Latium. The poem, however, does not

carry its hero so far as this, but closes with a single combat
between iEneas and Turous, and the death of thelatter. In
some respects Virgil has deviated from the legend related

in the article iEneas. He has multiplied the Trojan ships

and increased the number of the Trojans ; he has carried

his hero to Carthage, though we do not know whether
Carthage existed at the supposed date of iEneas' wander-

ings ; he has made the death of Turnus precede the mar-
riage of /Eneas and the foundation of Lavinium, and has

allowed Latinus to survive, instead of making his daughter
wed the author of her father s death. Th^poem consists of

twelve books, of which the six first are occupied in relating

the wanderings of iEneas, and seem to be modelled on the

Odyssey ; the six last contain his descent into Italy, and the

war which ensued between the Trojans and the natives,

and seem to be modelled on the Iliad. In the minute details

ofornament as well as in the general notions of his work,

Virgil has borrowed largely from Homer. This poem was
written later than his other works, the Eclogues and
Gcorgics. It was commenced about the year a.u.c. 724,

or b.c. 30 ; and the author continued to labour on it till

his death, in B.C. 20 ; at which time he was so little satisfied

with the state of his production that, it is said, he gave earnest

injunctions on his death bed that it should be burnt, as too

imperfect to advance his fame. The order was not fulfilled,

at the desire of Augustus, who intrusted the publication

to two learned friends of the author, Tucca and Varus.

Many lines are left imperfect ; some suppose this to be one

proof that the finishing hand of the master was never ap-

plied ; but we doubt whether it is, and think it possible that

they were purposely left so. It called forth the enthusiastic

admiration of his contemporaries. Propertius wrote

—

Yield, Roman poeti ; lords of Gn«ce, give way

;

Ttie Iliad soon shall own a greater lay

;

and some writers, even in modern times, have expressed the

same opinion. The merits of these poets will be better dis-

cussed under their respective names. It is enough to say that,

compared with the Iliad, the iEneid is wanting in originality

and power: it is evidently the laboured performance of a

learned man, possessed of an elegant mind, who has availed

himself freely of the labours of those who have preceded

him. Virgil is characterized by Niebuhr as possessing 'a

genius barren for creating, great as was his talent for em-
bellishing/ The characters of the Mneid are deficient in

the individuality and freshness which mark the descriptions

of thot«e who have mingled in scenes, and been fami-

liar with characters such as they portray. The brave

Gyas, and the brave Cloanthus are hardly distinguishable,

except by name : Achates, the friend of iEneas, is a mere

shadow, always attending on his chief; and, indeed, with

the exception of Dido, no character is well defined. iEneas

himself, though the hero of the poem, neither excites any

strong interest nor leaves any powerful impression. In this

respect Virgil is immeasurably inferiorto Homer. The former,

from hisown imagination, or from the writings ofolder authors,

had to create characters and describe manners such as he had

never seen ; the latter was familiar with men and actions

such as he described them, or at least he embodied the vivid

traditions of an early and poetical age. The strength of

Virgil lay in the nathetic rather than in the sublime ; and

many passages of the jEneid, which admitted of the former

quality, are exquisitely beautiful.

The iEneid has been frequently translated into most

Enropean languages. In our own, we may notice one pe-

culiarly interesting to the literary antiquary ; a translation,

by Gawin Douglas, bishop of Dunkeld, of the whole iEneid

into the old Scottish dialect, about 1512; and said by Mr.
Warton to be the first translation of a classic into the lan-
guage of Britain. The Earl of Surrey translated the second
and fourth books, printed in 1577. There are complete
translations by Ogilby, Pitt, &c, but the energetic version
of Dryden has nearly superseded all others.

.ANI'GMA, a Greek term for what is commonly called a
riddle. It is the description of a thing by certain of its qua-
lities selected and disposed, with the object of hiding what
the thing is, and of occasioning its discovery to come as a
surprise.

An aenigma differs from a definition or other direct state-

ment, not in being false, but only in being obscure and mis-
leading. The one is an instance of the application of
language to make known our thoughts, and the other of its

application to the purpose of concealing them : but the words
of a good ronigma, when properly understood, are as true as

those of a good definition. It is also an indispensable quality

of the latter, as well as of the former, that it shall be intelli-

gible, in its whole import, only m one sense.

The object of a direct statement is to convey information

;

that of an aenigma is to exercise the ingenuity. The former,
in its simplest and most legitimate form, has only to be
received by the mind ; the latter demands to be solved. An
senigma, therefore, may be regarded as one of the complex or
ornamented modes of composition, that is to say, one of those
which do not merely appeal to the apprehension, but excite

and gratify other intellectual faculties.

In very ancient times, accordingly, the oenigma was a
common and favourite medium for the conveyance even of
truths of the highest importance. Formal composition in

the earliest state of society, that it might be the better distin-

guished from ordinary speech, naturally affected an elabo-

rately artificial character ; and the senigma or riddle pre-

sented itself among other devices for that end. It had,
besides, the peculiar recommendation of giving an air of

mystery to the sentiment which it involved, and so making
it seem to be something still more remote than it might
really be from common experience and speculation. The
term (enigma, indeed, was probably used originally to de-

scribe any short composition, such as an apologue, or fable,

or other portable sample of wisdom or entertainment.

iEnigma is something dark and obscure, and the corre-

sponding verb (alvlrreaOai) always means to speak {enig-

matically* according to our meaning of the word, or to speak
with a certain degree of mystery and obscurity.

In the progress of civilization and literature, it came to be
felt that obscurity and difficulty were qualities, which,

whatever pleasure they might convey to those who tried to

master them, were inconsistent with all the higher and
more appropriate objects of speaking and writing. Whether
the purpose be simply to communicate information, or

whetner it be to appeal also to the imagination and the

passions, a style is good exactly in proportion as it is expres-

sive, that is to say, as it conveys directly and completely

the thoughts of the writer or speaker. The amigma, there-

fore, the very end and nature of which is the reverse of

this, instead of being an ornament, must be regarded as

one of the wosst faults of style. Whatever approaches

towards the senigmatical, is, ior the same reason, a fault

in writing—whatever figure, for example, is introduced in

poetry or rhetoric more in order to surprise the reader by its

ingenuity than for any other purpose. Amongst those

writers who have vitiated their works by what may be called

an aenigmatic turn of phraseology, Young is an instance,

in his Night Thoughts.
MQflXAN HARP, a musical instrument, the sounds of

which are drawn from it by a current of air acting on the

strings ; hence it is named after JEolus, to whom in the

heathen mythology is given the command of the winds.

Rather before the middle of the last century, the iEolian

Harp was brought forward in London as a newly-invented

instrument ; and Dr. Anderson, in a note to Thomson's Ode
onMoluss Harp, ascribes the invention of it to Mr. Oswald,

(the composer of Scottish songs, we presume,) adding, its

properties are fully described in The Castle of Indolence

'

However, it is possible that an instrument of the kind

was very anciently known, for the Talmudists say that

the Kinnor, or harp of David, sounded of itself when the

north wind blew on it. But the merit of the invention

in the form it now takes, is due to Athanasius Kiroher, who,

in his Musurgia Universalis, (Uh. ix. 352,) thus describes it:

' As the instrument is new, so also is it pleasant and easy.to
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construct, and is beard in my museum to the admiration of

every one. It is silent as long as the window in which it is

placed remains closed, but when this is opened, a sudden

harmonious sound breaks forth which astonishes the hearers,

for they neither perceive whence it proceeds, nor what kind

of instrument is Defbre them, for the sounds do not resemble

those of a stringed or of a pneumatic instrument, but partake

of both. The instrument is made of pine wood, is five palms
long, (fifteen inches,) two broad, and one deep : it may con-

tain fifteen or more strings, all equal, and of catgut. The
method of tuning it is not, as in other instruments, by 3ds,

4ths, 5ths, &c., but all the strings are to be in unison or in

octaves, and it is wonderful that such different harmony
should be produced from strings thus tuned.'

A modern writer gives the following more detailed direc-

tions for the construction of the ^Eohan harp, and such as

we know, from experiment, are better calculated to produce

the intended effects. Let a box be made of as thin deal as

possible, of a length exactly answering to the window in

which it is intended to be placed, four or five inches in

depth, and five or six in width. Glue on it, at the extre-

mities of the top, two pieces of wainscot, about half an inch

high and a quarter of an inch thick, to serve as bridges for

the strings ; and withinside, at each end, glue two pieces

of beech about an inch square, and of length equal to the

width of the box, which is to hold the pegs. Into one of

these bridges fix as many pegs, such as are used in a piano-

forte, though not so large, as there are to be strings ; and
into the other, fasten as many small brass pins, to which
attach one end of the strings. Then string the instrument
with small catgut, or//** fiddle- strings, fixing one end of

them, and twisting the other round the opposite peg. These
strings, which should not be drawn tight, must be tuned in

unison. To procure a proper passage for the wind, a thin

board, supported by four pegs, is placed over the strings, at

about three inches distance from the sounding-board. The
instrument must be exposed to the wind at a window partly

open ; and to increase the force of the current of air, either

the door of the room, or an opposite window, should be
opened. When the wind blows, the strings begin to sound
in unison ; but as the force of the current increases, the
sound changes into a pleasing admixture of all the notes of

the diatonic scale, ascending and descending, and these

often unite in the most delightful harmonic combinations,
producing

M A certain n)a«ic, never known before.**

says Thomson, in his Castle of Indolence, who goes on
describing the instrument as one

'•From which, with airy fingen light.

Beyond each mortal touch the most ceflned.

The God of Winds draws sounds uf drep delight:
Whence, with lust cause, the b*rp of jKoIuh it hlght.
Ah me I what hand can touch the string so fine ?
Who up the lofty diapason roll

Such sweet, «uch sad. sjrh solemn airs divine.
Then let them down into the soul?

• • •
Wild-warbling nature &U, ••bore the reach of art I"

The learned Matthew Young, B.D., formerly of Trinity
College, Dublin, has entered deeply into the nature of the
iKolian harp, in his Enouiry into the principal Phenomena
of Sounds, Sec., and as his work is rare, we shall here avail

ourselves of his remarks on this subject :

—

' The phenomena of the ^Eolian lyre may be accounted
for on prinoip'es analogous to those by which the pheno-
mena of sympathetic tones are explained/ [See Sympa-
thetic Sounds.] * To remove all uncertainty in the order

of the notes in the lyre, I took off all the strings but one,
and on plaoing the instrument in a due position, was sur-

prised to hear a great variety of notes, and frequently such
as were not produced by any aliquot part of the strings

:

often, too, I heard a chord of two or three notes from this

single string. From observing these phenomena, they
appeared to me so very complex and extraordinary, that I

despaired of being able to account for them on the principle

of aliquot parts. However, on a more minute enquiry, they
all appear to flow from it naturally and with ease.

' But let us consider what will be the effect of a current of
air rushing against a stretched elastic fibre. The particles

which strike against the middle point of the string will

move the whole string from its rectilineal position ; and as
no blast continues exactly of the same strength for any con-

siderable time, although it be able to remove the string

from iU rectilineal position, yet, unless it be too rapid and
violent, it will not be able to keep it bent : the fibre will,

therefore, by its elasticity, return to its former position;

and, by its increased velocity, pass it on to the other side,

and so continue to vibrate and excite pulses in the air,

which will produce the toue of the entire string. But if the

current of air be too strong and rapid, when the string is

bent from the rectilineal position, it will not be able to re-

cover it, but will continue bent and bellying like the cordage
of a ship in a brisk gale. However, though the whole string

cannot perform its vibrations, the subordinate aliquot parts

may, which will be of different lengths in different cases,

according to the rapidity of the blast. Thus when the velo-

city of the current of air increases, so as to prevent tho>

vibration of the whole string, those particles which strike

against the middle points of the halves of the string, agitate

those halves as in the case of sympathetic and secondary
tones; and as these halves vibrate in half the time of the
whole string, though the blast ma> be too rapid to admit
of the vibration of the whole, yet it can have no more effect

in preventing the motion of the halves, than it would have
on the whole string were its tension quadruple; for the
times of vibration in strings of different lengths, and agree-
ing in other circumstances, are directly as the lengths ; and
in strings differing in tensions, and agreeing in other cir-

cumstances, inversely as the square roots of the tensions .

and, therefore, their vibrations may become strong enough
to excite such pulses as will affect the drum of the ear ; and
the like may be said of other aliquot divisions of the string.

In the same manner as standing corn is bent by a blast of
wind, and if the^vind be sufficiently rapid, it will have re-
peated its blast Wfore the stem of corn can recover its per-
pendicular position, and therefore will keep it bent But if
it decays in rapidity or strength, the stem of corn will have
time to perform a vibration before it is again impelled ; and
thus it will appear to wave backwards and forwards by the
impulse of the wind. Those particles which strike against
such points of the string as are not in the middle of the
aliquot parts, will interrupt and counteract each other's
vibrations, as in the case of sympathetic and secondary
tones, and, therefore, will not produce a sensible effect.'

With regard to those notes which cannot be produced by
any exact submultiple of the string, but which, notwith-
standing, are sometimes heard on the iEolian harp, Mr.
Young observed that they were always transitory, gradually
rising or falling to such notes, above or below them, as
would be produced by exact aliquot parts of the whole
string.

Mr. Young follows the principles here laid down, by a
series of experiments, which are of a very satisfactory nature

,

but for these we must refer the reader to the work itself.

jEO'LIAN ISLANDS, the ancient name of the eleven
small islands north of Sicily, now generally called the
Lipari Islands.

jEO'LIAN MODE, in ancient music, onp of the five prin-
cipal modes of the Greeks, which derived its name, not from
the iEolian isles, but from JEoMa, a country of Asia Minor.
What this mode was, it is now difficult, if not impossible, to
determine. Writers of all times and kinds differ most
essentially from each other on the subject. Rousseau savs
it was grave : the Abbe" Feytou contradicts him. Sir )f.

Stiles tells us that this mode was the same as our E fiat

:

Dr. Burney makes it F minor ; and Rousseau says F, mean-
ing, of course, F major. See Mode.
iEO'LIANS, the name of one of those various peoples,

whom we are accustomed to class under the general appella-
lartion of Greeks. We trace the name of JEplians to Thes-
saly, their primitive abode, as far as we know, where they
appear to have been closely related to the Phthiotic Achao-
ans of the same country. What was the nature of their
relationship to the Dorians who dwelt successively in Phthia,
Olympus, Pindus, Dryopis and the Peloponnesus, we can-
not determine ; but undoubtedly their languages were very
closely allied. The Achaoi of the Peloponnesus (the Achaci
of Homer) were also kinsmen, and, in fact, part of the
iEolians ; and the great emigration, commonly called the
iEolian, was an emigration of Achaean people. It seems
probable that the emigration from the Peloponnesus com-
menced before the Dorian invasion, ox return of the Hera*
elidsB, as it is often called* which eaused so great a re*
volution in the Peninsula; but it cannot be doubted that
this event contributed still further to the Achaean or
iEolian emigration under Penthilus the son of Orestes, and
others of Asamemnops descendants. This great revolu-
tion in the Peloponnesus, caused by an invasion of hardy
mountaineers ana conquerors from Northern Greece, took
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place, as the best-informed Greek historians believed,

eighty years after the war of Troy, or B.C. 1 104 ; and appa-
rently Caused a retrogression in the condition of southern
Greece, and drove out a more civilized race. Strabo says that

the iKolian settlements in Asia were four generations prior

to those called the Ionian. The iEolian colonies on the

Asiatic main land were widely spread, extending at least

from Cyzicus along the shores of the Hellespont and the

iBgean to the river Caicus, and even the Hermus. Many
positions in the interior were also occupied by them, as

well as the fine island of Lesbos, with Tenedos, and others

of smaller importance. Homer mentions all these parts as

possessed by a different people ; which would be a proof, if

any were wanting, that the race of new settlers came after

his time. There were twelve cities or states included in

the older settlements in that tract of Asia Minor on the

yfigean, which was known in Greek geography by the name
of iEolis, and formed a part of the subsequent larger divi-

sion of Mysia. Smyrna, one of them, which early fell into

the hands of the Ionians, the neighbours of the jEolians,

still exists nearly on the oW spot, with exactly the same
name, thus adding one to the many instances of the durable

impression made by Greek colonists wherever they settled.

But besides these twelve states, to which we have alluded,

(most of which were near the coast,) there were many jBolian

towns founded by the new comers along the Hellespont,

the range of the Ida mountains, and on the coast of Thrace.

The name iEolic is often applied to a branch or dialect

of the Greek language; but as we do not possess any
entire work written in this dialect, we cannot satisfactorily

compare it with the Attic, or that variety of the Greek
language in Which the tragedies of jEschylus. Sophocles,

and Euripides* the histories of Thucydides and Xenophon,
and the orations of >Kschines and Demosthenes are written.

There is no doubt, however, that it approached nearest to

the Doric dialect of the Greek language, such as it was
spoken in most parts of the Peloponnesus after the great

Dorian invasion already mentioned.

iBOLIPYLE, iEOLIPILE, Aeolipila, the ball ofMo-
lu*% an instrument made use of formerly in experimenting,
consisting of a hollow ball, with a small orifice in which a
tube might be screwed. It served to boil water in, for the

purpose of creating steam. This instrument is mentioned
by Des Cartes, in his treatise on Meteors, chap, iv., a3 used
in his time. It is now entirely out of use, unless we choose
to consider the boiler of a steam-engine as an roolipile. This
is by no means the first instance in which a philosophical

toy has been made of use to the arts.

MRA, a point of time from which subsequent years are

counted, and in some instances preceding years, as in the

Christian »ra. The origin of the word cera is very doubtful.

All nations who have any history to record have fixed

their sera at some remote period, in order to embrace in

their annals as large an extent of time as practicable.

The creation of the world would most naturally present

itself to those who might have any means of ascertaining
the time of its occurrence, and the Bible would be the
source from whence the information might be obtained.

But, unfortunately for ehronology, the Bible is not suffi-

ciently explicit on this subject ; and, although the Jews and
some Christian nations do date from the Creation, their

computations of the period at which this event took place
differ to the extent of nearly two thousand years. Those
whom this uncertainty has deterred, or who have had no
knowledge of the Scriptures, have contented themselves
with more recent periods. The ancient Romans adopted the
epoch of their first supposed political existence, and the
Greeks that of the first celebration or revival of the Olympic
Games, which wefe with them an important national festival.

Many nations have assumed some event closely connected
with their religious faith : thus, the early Christians of the
Rati dated from the persecution under the Emperor Dio-
cletian, and those of Europe and America, at the present
day, from the birth of Christ. All the followers of Moham-
med have adopted, as an sera, the retreat of their prophet
from Mecca to Medina, which they call the Hegira.
Many of these nras are arbitrarily and incorrectly fixed,

and even our own is erroneous by four years. But an error
at the commencement will not invalidate the dates of events
recorded subsequently, as any ©ra once assumed will be
sufficient to show the succession of time, however incorrectly

assumed to the period whose name it bears.

With one or two exceptions, all nations have reckoned

time in accordance with the course of the seasons ; they
have always begun their year at the same season, some-
times perhaps a little earlier, and sometimes later, 'but in-

variably keeping near the original commencement.
Here follows a list of the ceras which have been or are

most in use among the civilized nations of the world* with
the year of the Christian aira in which they began :

—

1. The year of the world according to the reckon-
ing of Constantinople, which was used in

Russia until the beginning of the eighteenth
century, and is still employed by the Greek
church ---- - b.c. 5509

2. The year of the world as reckoned at Antioch,
now used in the Abyssinian church - - - b.c. 5492

[The church of Alexandria originally assumed the year
B.C. 5502 as the year of the Creation, but in the year
285 a.d. they discarded ten years, and thus acceded to the
computation of Antioch.]

3. The year of the world used by the Jews - - b.c. 3761
4. The Caliyuga, employed by the learned through-

out India, may be called an ccra of the Crea-
tion, being considered by the Hindoos as the
commencement of the present state Of the
world, or 4 Iron Age * - B.C. 3102

5. The Olympiads ; the rora of the victory of
Coroebus at the Olympic games, used chiefly

by the Greek historians after the age of
Alexander ---- b.c. 776

[N. B. An Olympiad is a period of four years.]

6. The building of Rome : this is generally called

the Varronian mra ---. b.c. 753
7. The Catonian rera of the building of Rome is* b.c. 752
8. The ®ra of Vicramaditya, in common use

throughout India - - - B.C. 57
9. The Spanish sera, from the conquest of Spain

by Augustus, was employed in Spain, Por-
tugal, Africa, and the South of France. In
some provinces this rora was in use until the

middle of the fifteenth century B. C 38
1 0. The aira of Salivahana. in common use through

the southern and western states of India - - a. 1). 78

1 1

.

The B3ra of Martyrs, or of Diocletian, so called

from the persecution of the Christians in the

reign of that emperor, was much used by the

early Christians, and is still employed in the

churches of the East A.D. 284

12. The Hegira, used by all Mohammedans, dates

from the flight of Mohammed to Medina - - A.D. 622

13. The Christian sera dates from the birth of

Christ ; the year in which he was (erroneously)

supposed to be born is called 1 b. :., the fol-

lowing year 1 a.d. Many authors call the

year of our Lord's birth 0, and consequently

make the dates of all preceding events one
year less than by the common practice.

The following rules will serve to show the year of the

Christian ®ra corresponding with that of any given a>ra :

—

1. When the commencement of the given sera precedes

the birth of Christ, subtract from the given year the numl>er

affixed to the ®ra in the above list, and the remainder will

be the year of Christ in which the given year began.

If the given year be less than the affixed number, sub-

tract it from that number, adding oue ; the result will be

the date before Christ.

Examples.—Required the Christian date answering to

the year of Rome 1 754.

From 1754
Deduct 753

The year 1001 a.d. corresponds with the year 1754 A. u.c.

Required the year b.c answering to 707 a.u.c
From 753

Deduct 707

46
Add 1

The year 47 B.C. coincides with 707 A.u.c.

The reason is this: a.u.c 707 means that an event took

place tit that year; and therefore 753—706 or 47 years b.c.

remain, and as all the years b.c. before b.c 47 have expired,

the event must take place in the year b.c. *7.

• See Idelert Chronology, p. 334.
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Required the year of Christ in which the year of the Jews
55U1 began.

From 5591
Deduct 3761

Answer a.d. 1830

2. When the commencement of the given sera follows the

birth of Christ, add to the given year the number affixed to

the ©ra in the list, less one. The sum will be the year of

Christ in which the given year began.

Example.—Required the Christian year in which 1031 of

Martyrs began.
To the given year 1031

Add the number in the list \
2g3

less one J

The year a.d. 1314 answers to the year 1 03 1

.

All the above dates may be reduced to the Christian rora

by the same formula, except that of the Hegira, as the

Mohammedans allow only 354 days to the year. Moham-
medan reckoning is thus at variance with the course of

the seasons; their year now begins in May, changes to

March in 1840, and to December in 1850, and thus gains

at the rate of a little more than three years in a century.

It will, therefore, be necessary to prepare any given date

from the Hegira by subtracting three years for every hun-

dred, before reducing it to the Christian sera.

Required the vear of ) . n A .^
the Hegira/

1245

Subtract 3 years for every \ „
hundred/

61

1208

Add the number in the list 1
621

less one)

1829
The year of the Hegira 12 15 began in the year 1829 a.d.

3. The computation by Olympiads may be thus explained

:

for instance, 01. lx.3 means that an event took place in

the third year of the sixtieth Olympiad, and consequently

in the year that followed the expiration of 59 Olympiads
(or 59 periods of 4 years each), and 2 more years belong-

ing to the sixtieth Olympiad ; or after the expiration of 238
years, and therefore in the year b.c. 538.

AERIAL PERSPECTIVE, a term in painting, im-

Slies, in its simple definition, the receding of objects into

istance, as seen through the medium of air. In its general

application, however, it is to be understood in a more en-

larged sense. Linear perspective may be considered the

material guide of the artist, originating in, and governed
by, mathematical science ; but aerial perspective is, in what-

ever relates to effect, amenable to no positive law or esta-

blished rule, and depends for its application on the percep-

tions and capacity of the artist. Although entering into every

variety of subject, in graphic representation, it is in open
scenery that aerial perspective is exhibited in its proper sphere.

To feel this, it will only be necessary to recollect in how
different an aspect the same scenery may present itself under
different modifications of the atmosphere. A prospect, which
at noon day, or in a clear and bleak morning, appears tame
and uninteresting, shall assume an ideal character, and start

into combinations of beauty, if seen at sunrise or at sunset,

or under any temperature of the sky favourable to the deve-

lopment of picturesque effect.

It is, of course, in those schools of painting, wherein the

study of external nature, especially of landscape, has been
most cultivated, that we are to look for the finest examples
of aerial perspective. The Roman and Florentine masters,

whose object, almost exclusively, was human form and cha-

racter, seem to have felt or understood but little of it. The
Dutch and Flemish painters exhibit high excellence in

this particular, as is shown in the works of Rubens, Rem-
brandt, Teruers, Ostade, Cuyp, Ruysdael, Wouvermans,
Vanderveldt, &c. France, however, has the glory of having
produced the artist Claude Lorraine, who, in this great qua-
lity of art, has borne off the palm from all competitors.

He rarely painted any other effects than those of the rising

or the setting sun, well knowing their picturesque supe-
riority ; but whatever be his subject, an ancient port, or

ruins, or temples, the great and presiding charm of Claude
is his consummate skill in aerial perspective. If there be

Any artist who, in the treatment of aerial perspective, can

compete with Claude, that competitor, perhaps, is Cuyp.

His pictures are direct portraits of the scene before him,—

the willowy lake, the marsh, the meadow, the drowsy shep-

herd, and the ruminating cow. But, in spite of the sim-

plicity of these materials, and an horizon, in general, per-

fectly flat, he communicates to his works an effect of air

and distance, and consequently of reality, which must rank

them among the most astonishing efforts of art. To these

may be added a third, the English Wilson, whose breadth

and brilliancy of style, and whose conspicuous mastery in

the practice of aerial perspective, give him a right to rank

with Claude and with Cuvp in this quality.

AERO-DYNAMICS, 'signifies the science which treats

of the motion of the air, or of the mechanical effects of a*u

put in motion. In its widest sense, it might be taken to

include the effects of the motion of any gaseous substance or

vapour ; and even the properties of steam might be considered

as a part of the science. We shall, however, confine our-

selves to the explanation of the few general principles which

can be relied upon ; the applications of which will be found

in the articles Wind, Windmill, Air-gun, Sail, Bel-

lows, Resistance, Gunnery, &c.

The air is an elastic fluid,—that is, any portion of it can be

confined in a smaller, or expanded into a larger space, than it

would naturally occupy. In either case a force or pressure

is to be overcome ; the air itself resists compression ; and

the pressure of the superincumbent air is to be overcome be-

fore any expansion can take place. The natural state of the

air to which we have alluded, varies, as indicated by the rise

or fall of the barometer, which, at the level of the sea, is

usually between twenty-eight and thirty-one inches in

height, that is, the flat bottom of any vessel is pressed by

a weight, arising from the air, such as would be obtained

by filling it with mercury to a height of from twenty-

eight to thirty-one inches. This pressure is estimated at

from fourteen to fifteen pounds avoirdupois on every square

inch. [See Air.]
As soon as we begin to move, we feel, more or less, the re-

sistance of the air. At an ordinary rate of motion, thi9

is not very perceptible; but the jockey, who rides at the

rate of from thirty to forty miles an hour, feels it sensibly,

and is obliged to wear a cap which may cut the wind,

as the bow of a ship cuts the water, or otherwise it

would be blown off his head, though, in the common sense

of the word, there might be no wtnd stirring at the time.

Whenever we attempt to put any matter in motion, wo feel

what i3 denominated pressure or resistance, which is the

greater the greater the quantity of matter we attempt to

move, and the velocity we attempt to communicate to it

Thus, two violent pressures, of equal force, applied for an

instant to weights of ten and twenty pounds, will make the

weight of ten pounds move twice as fast as that of twenty

;

or, if we would have the two move equally fast, we must

apply twice as much pressure to the twenty pounds weight

as we do to that of ten pounds. If we now conceive a num-

ber of equal balls placed in a line, along which we move the

hand uniformly, so as to set them all in motion one after the

other, we might at first imagine that if we move the hand at

the rate of two feet in a second, and afterwards at the rate

of four feet in a second, that we exert twice as much force,

and encounter twice as much resistance, in the second case,

as in the first. Because, we say, we move each ball in the

second case twice as fast as in the first. But there is an-

other consideration : we not only move each ball twice as

fast, but we meet with twice as many balls in a second, so

that not only the velocity we communicate in a second is

doubled, but also the quantity of matter to which we com-

municate that velocity is doubled, or, there is four times as

much resistance to twice the velocity, as there was to the

single velocity. Similarly, at three times the rate of mo-

tion, we meet with three times as much matter, and com-

municate to each portion three times the velocity : whence

we meet with three times three, or nine times the quantity

of resistance. If we transfer this reasoning to the case of a

body moving through the air, we should infer, that the re-

sistance is, to speak mathematically, as the square of the

velocity : that is, if the velocity be suddenly made ten tunes

as great, the resistance is made ten times ten, or a hundred

times as great. And this, which was the first theory pro-

posed on the subject, is sufficiently near the truth for prac-

tical purposes, when the velocities are not very great ;
for

example, up to eight or nine hundred feet in a second.

But one circumstance has been neglected. The succes
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sve particles of air which the moving body strikes, instead

of being moved out of the way completely, are forced upon
those in front, so that there is a condensation of air before

the moving body ; which condensation, as we have seen in

Acoustics, is propagated onwards at the rate of about 1 125

feet in a second. In the meanwhile, the space through
which the body moves, or has moved, is, or has been, entirely

cleared of air ; and though the air is forced with great rapi-

dity into the vacant space, yet this is not done instanta-

neously, as we shall presently see from experiment There-

fore though, when at rest, the atmospheric pressures before

and behind the body counterbalance each other, yet when
in motion, there is an increase of the pressure before the

body, and a diminution of that behind it ; both which cir-

cumstances increase the resistance.

From theory, tolerably well confirmed by experiment, it

appears, that if air of the ordinary pressure be allowed to

rush into a vacuum, or space entirely devoid of air, it will be

<iriven in at first with a velocity of about 1340 feet per se-

cond; or, to avoid an appearance of accuracy of which we are

not actually in possession, we may say between 1300 and
1400 feet per second. If now, instead of rushing into a

vacuum, the air which comes through the orifice meets with

other air of a less density, say one-fourth of its own den-

sity, the velocity above-mentioned will be diminished in the

proportion of 1 to the square root of 1 - i, or of 1 to

V?t or of 2 to V3» or of 100 to 87, very nearly. By a si-

a milar process any other

case may be computed.
— Let us now imagine a

ball, a b, made to move
* forward in the direction

B A, with an initial velocity less than 1 000 feet per second.

Let B be the last point of its track at which the air has com-
pletely recovered its former state. The air in the cone Ba b will

not have entirely recovered its state, but will all be more or less

rarefied ; so that in addition to the loss of motion arising from

communication to the particles of air, there is a part of the

atmospheric pressure on the front ofA B, uncounterbalanced

frum behind. The condensation in front of A B is propa-

gated, as in Acoustics, quicker than the ball moves ; so

that the air in front continues, if not entirely, at least very

nearly, in its natural state. We cannot say that the cases

of air rushing through an orifice into a vacuum, and filling

up the space left by a ball, have any decided similarity ; nor

an we say the contrary, owing to the very imperfect

state of the mathematical analysis of this part of the subject.

We may, however, conjecture that when the ball moves
irith a velocity greater than that of sound, thereby condens-

ing the air before it, and leaving a perfect vacuum behind

it, or nearly so, the resistance will be much greater than

the theory in the first part of this article would lead us to

expect. And this proves to be the case at even less velo-

cities than the one just specified; for though up to 1000

feet per second, or thereabouts, the resistance increases very

nearly with the square of the velocity, yet from that point it

increases in a much quicker ratio ; so that to a ball moving

at the rate of 1 700 feet per second, it is three times as great

as we should obtain from our first hypothesis. The resist-

ance to an iron ball of twelve pounds weight, moving at the

rate of twenty-five feet per second, is equivalent to a pres-

sure of half an ouuce avoirdupois ; if we increase twenty-

five feet per second to 1700 feet per second, or multiply the

first sixty-eight times, the square of which is 68x68 or

4624, we might, from the first part of this article, expect a

resistance of 4624 half ounces, or 144$ pounds; instead of

which, it is found to be 433 \ pounds ; about three times the

preceding, as we said. At a velocity of 1 600 feet per second,

the resistance was found to be more than twice that given

by the theory. Without entering further into details, for

which the reader may consult the article Gunnery, to

which they particularly apply -and also without considering

the cfFect which the different forms of bodies have upon the

resistanck, (to which refer)—we give some of the conclu-

sions to which Dr. Hutton was led by a long and careful

repetition of the experiments of Mr. Robins, his celebrated

predecessor in tbe same track. For the method of conduct-

ing these experiments, see Whirling Machine, Bal-

listic Pendulum.
I . The resistance is nearly in the same proportion as the

Furface exposed, but a little greater than this provortion on

the larger surface. That is, if we take twobooies of the

same figure and material, (two iron spheres for example,)

the surface of the second being twice that of the first, the
resistance to the larger sphere is a little more than twice
that of the smaller, the velocities being the same in both.

2. The round ends and sharp ends of solids suffer less

resistance than the flat ends of the same. Thus, the sharp
end or vertex of a cone is less resisted than the flat end or
base.

3. Two solids, having the parts presented to, or which
push the air, the same, are not equally resisted unless the
hinder parts are also the same.
Though we have hitherto considered the resistance offered

to a body moving against still air, and the pressure which is

necessary to maintain it at a given velocity, yet the problem
is exactly the same, if we suppose the body to remain still,

and the air, or as we now call it, the wind, to move against
it with the same velocity. Suppose the body to move 1 00
feet in a second, and that the spectator is carried along with-
out his knowledge at the same rate. He will, therefore,

always be in the same place with respect to the body, and
will at the same time imagine that the air or wind is coming
towards him at the rate of 1 00 feet per second. The force

which, when he imagined the body moving, he called the
pressure necessary to maintain its velocity, ne will now say
is the pressure necessary to steady it against the wind.

If we suppose both the wind and the body in motion, the
resistance is variously modified, according to the direction of

the motions of the two. If the wind and the body move in

the same direction, with the same velocity, there is no resist-

ance, for no air is displaced by the body. If the wind move
50 feet per second, and the body 100 feet, the pressure on the
body is the same as if it were at rest, with a contrary wind
of 50 feet per second blowing on it. If the wind and the
body move in contrary directions, with velocities of 1 00 feet, the
resistance is that of a wind of 200 feet per second ; and so on.

If the spectator move with the body unknowingly, the mag-
nitude and direction which he will assign to the wind is that

which will produce such a pressure on the body at rest, as it

really sustains when in motion. [See Apparent Motion.]
The following well-known table, first given by Mr. Smea-

ton in the Philosophical Transactions for 1759, and con-

firmed by the experiments of Dr. Hutton, shows, in pounds
avoirdupois, the pressure which different winds will exert

upon a square foot of surface exposed directly against them.
The first column is a rough representation of the second.

Velocity of Wind.

Miles per I Feet per
Hour. second.

1

2

3

4

5

10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
60
80

100

1-47

293
440
5-87

7.33

1467
22-00

2934
36*67.

4401
5134
5868
66-01

73*35

88-02

11736
14670

Force on one
squnre foot in

]»otin<ls avoir.

lUl|H)tS.

Character of the Wind.

•005

•020 1

•044 /

•079l
•123/
•492 l

1-107/
1968 )

3075 J

4-429 1

6027 /

7873 l

9*963 /

12*300

17715
31*490

49*200

Hardly perceptible.

Just perceptible.

Gentle, pleasant wind.

Pleasant, brisk gale.

Very brisk.

High winds.

Very high.

Storm or tempest.

Great storm.

Hurricane.

Destructive hurricane.

For the method of obtaining these results see Anemo-
meter.

Let us suppose the square foot of surface placed obliquely,

so as to make an angle ABU,
with the direction A B of the wind.

Let DB represent the velocity of

the wind per second. Then, ifDE
be drawn perpendicular to B C (see

Composition ok Velocities) the
wind which strikes the plane at B
does not strike it directly with its

whole velocity, but only with the velocity D E ; it being the

same thing as if we supposed the wind to be carried direct

against the plane with the velocity D E, and at the same time

shifted on the surface from C towards B with the velocity E B.

This last will only make different particles of air strike the

point B, but not with different forces. This line D E is in
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trigonometry proportional to the sine of the angle D BE.
Again, if we draw E F perpendicular to D B, the whole of

the velocity D E is not in the direction of the wind, A B, but

only the part of it D F ; the other component, F E, being

employed in moving the plane in a direction perpendicular

to that of
1

the wind. This line, D F, which represents the

effective velocity of the wind in the direction A B, is, as the

Square of the sine of the artgle AC B. The line, D F, is a

third proportional to D B and D E, so that if we suppose the

wind to move at the rate of 100 feet in a second, and the

plane to be so inclined that it strikes the plane directly with

only eighty feet of velocity, we have, for the real effective

Velocity loo : 80 tt 80 : 64* or we must consider this

plane as resisting a wind of only 64 feet of velocity. This

theory is liable to the objections of the former one, as it does

not allow for any condensation, but supposes the particles to

disappear after they have struck the plane. Nevertheless,

it is found in practice to answer well enough when the plane

is not very oblique to the wind. For the mathematician, we
may state that the following empirical formula is found from
Smeaton's experiments to be much nearer the truth, which,

as he will see, is nearly equivalent to the square of the sine

of the angle of inclination, when the latter is nearly a right

angle. Let the angle of inclination of the surface be 0, and
the Velocity of the wind V, then the effective velocity is

Vsin0 |,64,eo-# nearly.

For further information! we should recommend the trea-

tise on Pneumatics, written for the Encyclopedia Metropo*

Htanat by Professor Barlow, in which the experiments re-

ferred to in this article will be found clearly detailed : and
also to the articles Ricsi&TANtfE, Wind, Anemometer, in

Dr. Huttons Mathematical Dictionary.

AEROLITES* called also Meteoric Stones, are bodies

which have fallen on the earth from the atmosphere, and are

named from hrfp (aer), atmosphere, and \ivos (lithos\

stone. We possess historical records from very remote an-

tiquity, and numerous writers in all agos have mentioned
instances, of the remarkable phenomenon of stony bodies

having been seen to fall from the sky ; yet, till within the last

thirty years, all such accounts were treated as tales of the

ignorant and superstitious. The history of aerolites affords

a most useful lesson how cautious we ought to be not to

reject too hastily the narratives either of early authors or of

living witnesses', however extraordinary they may be, solely

on the ground that they arc inconsistent with our experience

of the laws of nature. When the official notice from the

local authorities, of the shower of stones at L'Aigle in Nor
mandy, in 1803, was received at Paris, it afforded a subject

of merriment to the wits of that day ; and the newspapers
expressed their compassion for the good people of L'Aigle,
who were governed by a mayor so silly as to give credit to

such nonsense as that stones had fallen from the clouds.

The first man of science who directed attention to the

subject of aerolites was Chladni, a German philosopher,

who, in a tract published at Riga and Leipzig, in 1794,

upon the mass of native iron found by Pallas in Siberia,

maintained the credibility of the traditions of that and
other stony bodies having fallen from the air. His sagacious

inductions, although they failed at the time to make any
great impression, prepared philosophers for a more willing

reception of the evidence as to two instances of the same
extraordinary event, which were shortly afterwards brought
under their notice. In 1796, a stone was exhibited in

London, weighing fifty-six pounds, which was said to have
fallen in Yorkshire, in December of the preceding year;
but, although the fact was attested by several credible

witnesses, the possibility of such an occurrence was still

doubted. It was remarked, however, by Sir Joseph Banks,
that there was a great resemblance between the York-
shire stone and one in his possession, sent to him from
Italy, with on account of its having fallen from the clouds,

along with many others of a similar nature, near Sienna, in

July, 1794. In the year 1799, Sir Joseph Banks received

a circumstantial account, accompanied by specimens, of a
fall of stones from the atmosphere, which was said to have
taken place near Benares, in the East Indies, in the pre-

ceding December ; and as these specimens were also nearly

identical with the Yorkshire stone, incredulity began to give

way. It was not, however, until the appearance of the cele-

brated paper of Howard, in the Philosophical Transactions

for 1802, giving an account of his analysis of the Benares

stone, that men of science declared their belief in the phe-

nomenon, supported, as the evidence then was, by the

researches and opinion of §0 cautions' and accurate an

inquirer; and the fall of stones at L'Aigle, above alluded

to, which took place in the following year, at the time the

memoir of Howard was in the hands of the public, removed

all doubt The Institute of France deputed the celebrated

Biot to examine, on the spot, the whole circumstances at-

tending this remarkable event ; and the result of his labours

will be found in his report, in the seventh volume of the

Mcmoires de tlnstitut. He satisfied himself of the authen

ticity of the facts which had been narrated ; and the speci-

mens he collected on the ground, being analysed by Vau-

quelin and Thenard, yielded the same result as the analysis

of the Benares stone by Howard. Thus was the ingenious

induction of Chladni, in 1 794, confirmed beyond dispute

;

and Cuvier, in his Report, in 1809, of the Progress of

Scienee during the preceding ten years, states * that the

phenomenon of stones fallen from the atmosphere, known

both in antiquity and during the middle ages, had only

been established as truths in physical science, during that

period, by the conjectures of Chladni, the analyses of

Howard, Vauquelin, and Laugier, and the researches of

Biot/ Chladni was entitled to far more honourable mention

than to have his sound inductions designated as conjectures.

By this series of observation and experiment, not only was

the truth of the recent occurrences established, but the

instances recorded by the writers of past times, which had

been rejected as the delusions of a credulous and ignorant

age, received so high a degree of probability, as to entitle

them to be olassed among the authentic documents of past

events in the physical history of the earth*

An account of the circumstances that attended the fall

of stones at Benares and at L'Aigle will convey the best

idea of the phenomenon, not only as it occurred in these two

cases, but in most other instances of which a circumstantial

description has been preserved. They are always accom-

panied by a meteor, which at night appears like a burning

fiery ball, surrounded by a brilliant vapour, and with a tail

like a comet; in the day, on account of the strong light of

the sun, and the smoke and vapour evolved, the meteor looks

more like a small cloud of different colours, and of a singular

form, which, after a powerful explosion, seems to burst and

scatter its oontents*

At a short distance from Benares, on the 1 9th of Decem-

ber, 1798, a very luminous meteor was observed in the

heavens, about eight o'clock in the evening} in the form of

a large ball of fire ; it was accompanied by a loud noise,

resembling that of thunder, which was immediately followed

by the sound of the fall of heavy bodies. On examining

the ground, it was observed to have been newly torn up in

many places, and in these stones were found of a peculiar

appearance, most of which had buried themselves to the

depth of six inches. At the time the meteor appeared, the

sky was perfectly serene, not the smallest vestige of a cloud

had been seen since the lltti of the month, nor were any

observed for many days after. It was seen in the western

part of the hemisphere, and was only a short time visible.

The light from it was so great, as to cast strong shadows from

the bars of a window upon a dark carpet, and it appeared as

luminous as the brightest moonlight Many of the stones

were collected, and some of them weighed two pounds each.

On the 26th of April, 1803, at one o'clock in the after-

noon, the sky being clear, with the exception of a few light

clouds, a ball of fire was observed in Normandy, in many

places far distant from each other—namely, Caen, Falaise,

Alencon, Verneuil, and Pont Audemer, which moved

rapidly from south-east to north-west | and about the same

time, in the district of L'Aigle, loud explosions were heard,

which lasted from five to six minutes, resembling the sound

of cannon and musketry, and were followed by a long-con-

tinued noise, like that of many drums. The meteor from

which the noise proceeded appeared not so much like a ball of

fire, but rather like a small rectangular cloud, which, during

the phenomenon, seemed not to move ; but the vapour of

which it consisted, was sent out, after each explosion, in all

directions. It seemed to be about half a league north-west

from L'Aigle, and must have been at a very considerable

elevation, at it appeared to the inhabitants of two villages

more than a league distant from each other, to be imme-

diately over their heads at the same instant. Throughout

the whole district over which the cloud hung, there was

heard a hissing noise, like that of a stone from a sling, and

a vast number of stones fell to the ground. The space on

which they fell formed an ellipse of two leagues and a half
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tag by one broad, the larger diameter being from south-
east to north-west, the direction in which the meteor moved

:

the largest stones were found at the south-east end of the
ellipse, and the smallest at the opposite extremity. Above
too thousand were collected, and they varied in weight from
tvo drams to seventeen pounds and a halt
Aerolites, when taken up soon after their fall, are ex-

tremely hot They are generally angular, of prismatic and
pyramidal forms, the angles being rounded; their broken
irregular surface is coated with a fused black cniBt, like

varnish, seldom exceeding a quarter of a line in thickness.
When broken, they differ a little in appearance j but they
axe, for the most part, composed of a collection of small
spherical bodies, of a grey colour, imbedded in a gritty sub-
stance, and often interspersed with yellow spots. One of
the most remarkable circumstances i& the great similarity of
composition of all the meteoric stones, on whatever part of
the earth they have fallen. Iron is found in all, and in a
considerable proportion, partly in a malleable state, partly in

that of an oxide, and always in combination with a greater

or less proportion of the rare metal called nickel : the earths

filica and magnesia and sulphur constitute the other chief

ingredients ; but the earths alumina and lime, the metals
manganese, chrome and cobalt, together with carbon, soda,

and water, have also been found in minute and variable quan-
tities, but not in the same specimens. The variations discovered

by analysis are never, however, sufficient to destroy that af-

finity of external character by which they are instantly recog-

nized. No new substance, nothing witn which we were not
already acquainted, has ever been discovered in their com-
position. But, although all the constituent elements are

found in different mineral substances, no combination of
them, similar to that in meteoric stones, has ever been met
with, either among the stratified rocks of any period of

formation, or among the unstratified rocks, or among the
products of any volcano, extinct or in activity. Their spe-

cific gravity is about 3.50, but varies according to the pro-

portion of iron which they contain. They are sometimes
to? friable, sometimes very hard ; and some that are friable

vhen they first fall, become hard afterwards. In siae they
vary from two drams weight to three hundred pounds. One
of the stones which fell at L'Aigle yielded by the analysis

ofThen&rd,

—

Silica .... 46 per cent
Magnesia ... 10
Iron . . . . 45
Nickel .... 2
Sulphur ... 5

and Laugier afterwards discovered the presence of chrome
in it Frequently small detached portions of malleable

iron are disseminated through the mass, and the black crust

acts powerfully on the magnet.
The appearance of these bodies is not periodical, nor con-

nected with any particular state of the atmosphere, nor of

the weather ; and they have fallen in all climates, on every

part of the earth, at all seasons, in the night and in the day.

Chladni has compiled a very copious catalogue of all

recorded instances, from the earliest times : of which twenty-

seven are previous to the Christian era ; thirty-five from the

beginning of the first to the end of the fourteenth century ;

eighty-nine from the beginning of the fifteenth to the date

of the fell at L'Aigle at the beginning of the present cen-

tury ; and it appears from Chladni's list, and Van Hoff 's

continuation, that during the last thirty years, since the

attention of scientific men has been directed to the subject,

above sixty different eases have been recorded. Numerous
as these may appear, they can fbrm but a small proportion

of the whole amount, when we compare the small extent of

surface occupied by those capable of keeping a record of

such events, with the wide expanse of the ocean, the vast

uninhabited deserts, mountains, and forests, and the coun-

tries possessed by savage nations. Many of those which

occur in the night must also escape observation even in civi-

lized countries.

Among the more remarkable instances to be met with in

sneient authors, the following may be mentioned. Livy

states that, in the reign of Tullus Hosnlius (about 654

years b. c). a shower pfstones fell on the Alban Mount, not

far distant from Rome. Plutarch, in the Life of Lysander,

describes t stone that fell at ifigos Potami, in the Hellespont,

near the modern Gallic^, about 465 B.C., which is also

mentioned by the elder Pliny (Book II.), who says that it was

to be seen in his time, that is, five hundred years afterwards,

and that it was as large as a waggon, of a burnt colour, and
its fell was accompanied by a meteor. It is also recorded

in the Parian Chronicle. The mother of the gods was
worshipped at Pessinus, in Galatia, under the fbrm of a
stone, which was said to have fallen from heaven ; and that

stone, in consequence of a treaty with Attalus, king of
Pergamus, was solemnly brought to Rome by Publius
Scipio Nasica, about 204 years b. c, and placed in the
Temple of Cybele. The sun was worshipped at Emesa, in

Syria, under the form of a large, conical, black stone, which,
as the people about the temple reported, fell upon the earth.

It was afterwards brought with great pomp to Rome by
Elagabalus, who had been high-priest of the temple ; and
the description of it, given by Herodian, (Book V.) accords
with the appearance of a meteoric stone.

One ofthe cases ofmore modern date, most circumstantially

described, is that of the stone which fell at Ensisheim, in Al-
sace, in 1492. The Emperor Maximilian being there at the
time, ordered an account of the event to be drawn up. It

weighed 270 pounds ; and was afterwards suspended by a
chain in the church at Ensisheim for three centuries. During
the French revolution, it was carried off to Colmar, and many
pieces were broken from it One of these is in the museum
at the Jardin des Plantes, near Paris; it is identical in

composition with other meteoric stones, and contains native
or malleable iron. What remained of the precious relic has
since been restored to the good people of Ensisheim, and it

now stands near the great altar m their church.
Besides aerolites properly so called, masses of malleable

iron, often of vast size, have been found in situations, which,
together with their composition, leave no doubt as to their

being of meteoric origin. An immense mass, seen by
Pallas in Siberia, which forms the subject of Chladni s

tract in 1794 above alluded to, was found quite insulated,

at a great elevation on a mountain of slate near the river

Jenesei, removed from everything that could excite suspicion

of its being a production of art, and totally different from any
ore of iron seen either before or since that time. The tradi-

tion was, that it had fallen from heaven, and, as such, was
held in veneration by the Tartars ; but it was removed in

1 749 to the neighbouring town of Krasnojarsk by the in-

spector of the iron mines there. The mass, which weighed
about 1400 lbs., was of an irregular form, not solid, but
cellular like a sponge, the cells containing small granular
bodies of a glassy nature, afterwards found to be the simple

mineral olivine, so common in basalt. The iron was tough
and malleable, and, according to the analysis of Howard,
yielded 1 7 per cent, of nickel , but Klaproth and John found
a much smaller proportion of nickel, and Laugier found by
another analysis silica, magnesia, sulphur, and chrome.

The disagreement of such skilful operators shows that the

mass was not uniform in its composition. Another vast

mass of meteoric iron was found in South America, in the

jurisdiction of Santiago del Estero, about 500 miles north-

west from Buenos Ayres, and is described in a memoir in

the Spanish language, printed in the Philosophical Trans
actions for 1 788, by Don Rubin de Celis, who was sent by

the governor of the province to examine it. It lay in a vast

plain of above a hundred leagues in extent, half sunk in the

ground, and the size was such as, estimating it by the specific

gravity of iron, would give a weight of more than thirteen

tons. According to the analysis of Proust and of Howard, it

contains 90 per cent, of iron, and 1 0 of nickel. Specimens of

this mass, which were sent to the Royal Society by Don
Rubin de Celis, are in the collection of the British Museum.
A mass of meteoric iron at the Cape of Good Hope, men-
tioned by Barrow in his Travels in Africa, as an artificial

?
reduction, is described by Van Marum in the Haarlem
'ransactions, a large portion of it having been sent to the

public museum there by the governor of the colony. The
mass, when found, was equal to about 177 lbs., but much
had been carried away. The specific gravity is 7.604.

Tennant found it to contain 1.10 per cent, of nickel, and a

trace of carbon, and Stromeyer detected cobalt in it, which
last metal has also been found by Dr. Turner in some
meteoric iron from Buenos Ayres. Another mass was
found in Brazil, about fifty leagues from Bahia, the weight
of which was estimated at 14,000 lbs. ; a fragment of this.

analysed by Dr. Wollaston, yielded 4 per cent, of nickeL

Many other instances of similar masses of iron might be
mentioned, which ait, evidently of meteoric origin ; but the

only instance on record of iron having been actually seen to

fall from the atmosphere, h that whicn took place at Agrara,
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in Croatia, in 1 751. On the 26th of May, al>out six o'clock

in the evening, the sky being quite clear, there was seen a

ball of fire, which shot along with a hollow noise from

W. to E., and after a loud explosion, accompanied by a great

smoke, two masses of iron fell from it, in the form of chains

welded together.

Aerolites and meteoric iron are not the only products of

meteors which have fallen upon the earth after explosion.

Numerous instances are mentioned of black and red dust,

which has covered great tracts of land ; and it is remark-

able that such dust has generally been found to con-

tain small hard angular grains resembling augite. There

have also been cases of the fall of a soft gelatinous matter

of a red colour like coagulated blood, which have given rise

to the stories of the sky having rained blood. Such appear-

ances have not unfrequently accompanied the fell of stones.

On the 15th November, 1 755, rain of a red colour fell around

Ulm and the Lake of Constance, and on the same day in

Russia and Sweden. The red water was of an acid taste,

probably from the presence of sulphuric acid ; and the pre-

cipitate, which was flaky like snow, when dried, was at-

tracted by the magnet In the night of the 5th March, 1 803,

a red dust, in some places accompanied by rain, fell in dif-

ferent parts of Italy. In Apulia, there was first a very

high wind with much noise, and then a reddish black cloud

appeared coming from the S.E., from which there fell a

yellowish-red rain, and afterwards a quantity ofred dust. It

continued the whole of the following day and part of the

succeeding ; the dust was examined, and was not found to be

volcanic. Fabroni, in the Annales de Chimie, torn, lxxxiii,

says, that near Arezzo, in March, 1813, the ground being

then covered with snow, there was a shower of fresh snow

of a red colour, which continued for many hours, accom-

panied the whole time with a sound like that of the violent

dashing of waves at a distance ; the greatest fall was ac-

companied with two or three explosions like thunder. The
red snow being melted, a precipitate was obtained of a

nankeen colour, which yielded silica, lime, alumina, iron,

and manganese.
The origin of this remarkable class of natural phenomena

is involved in great obscurity, and many different theories

have been proposed to account for them. By some they

have been supposed to be bodies ejected from distant vol-

canos belonging to our earth,—a conjecture which is refuted

by every circumstance connected with them. No substance

in the least resembling aerolites has ever been fovxA in or near

any volcano; they fall from a height to which no volcano can

be supposed to have projected them, far less to have given

them the horizontal direction in which meteors invariably

move for a considerable part of their course. Another hy-

pothesis is, that meteoric bodies are formed in the atmos-

phere, which is equally untenable ; for, in the first place,

there is no ground for supposing, from any discoveries yet

made in chemistry, that the elements of which they are

composed exist in the atmosphere ; and even if they did,

the enormity of the volume of the atmosphere, attenuated

as it is at the great height from which the meteors fell,

which would be required to produce a solid mass of iron of

thirteen tons weight, places the conjecture beyond all credi-

bility. But even granting so extravagant a proposition, and
supposing the mass to be formed, what force could exist in the

atmosphere to project it with the velocity with which meteors

move, which has been calculated to be often greater than

that of the earth in its orbit? A third hypothesis is, that

they are bodies thrown out by the volcanos which are known
to exist in the moon, with such force as to bring them within

the sphere of the earth's attraction. This hypothesis was
so far entertained by Laplace, that he calculated the degree

of lunar volcanic force that would be necessary for this pur-

pose. He calculated that a body projected from the moon
with a velocity of 7771 feet in the first second would reach

our earth in about two days and a-half; but Olbers and
other astronomers are of opinion that the velocity of the

meteors, which has been estimated in some cases to be at

first equal to some miles in a second, is too great to admit

of the possibility of their having come from the moon.
The theory which is most consistent with all known facts

and laws of nature is that proposed by Chladni, viz., that

the meteors are bodies moving in space, either accumulations

of matter as originally created, or fragments separated from

a larger mass of a similar nature. This opinion has also

been advanced by Sir Humphrey Davy, at the conclusion of

one of b\s papers in the Philosophical Transactions for 1817,

giving an account of his researches on flame. ' The lumi-

nous appearances of shooting stars and meteors cannot,* he

says, ' be owing to any inflammation of elastic fluids, but

must depend upon the ignition of solid bodies. Dr. Halley

calculated the height of a meteor at ninety miles, and the

great American meteor which threw down showers of stones

was estimated at seventeen miles high. The velocity of

motion of these bodies must, in all cases, be immensely
great, and the heat produced by the compression of the most
rarefied air from the velocity of motion must be probably

sufficient to ignite the mass ; and all the phenomena may
be explained, if falling stars be supposed to be small solid

bodies moving round the earth in very excentric orbits,

which become ignited only when they pass with immense
velocity through the upper region of the atmosphere, and if

the meteoric bodies which throw down stones with explosions

be supposed to be similar bodies which contain either com-
bustible or elastic matter.'

Those who wish to investigate this curious subject will

find it most ably and copiously treated in Chladni's work,
' Ueber Feuer-Meteore, und uber die mit denselben herabge-
fallenen MassenS Vienna, 1819. He continued his re-

searches to the time of his death, and published them in

Gilbert s Annalen der Physik, since which time the subject

has been taken up by his friend Von Hoff, in Poggendorf s

continuation of Gilbert The ' Lithologie Atmospherique'
of Izarn may also be consulted ; and there is a good com-
pilation by Bigot de Morogues, entitled 'Mcmoire historique

etphysique sur les Chutes des Pierres," Orleans, 1812.

AERONAUTICS. From two Greek words, signifying

sailing in air. [See Balloon.]
AEROSTATICS, AEROSTATION, derived from two

Greek words signifying, standing in air, is the science

which teaches the equilibrium of bodies supported in air,

gas, or vapour. For every essential point not explained in

Hydrostatics, refer to Barometer, and Balloon.
iE'SCHlNES, commonly called the Orator, to distinguish

him from another of the same name, was born at Athens
B.C. 393. At this period of Athenian history, orator and
statesman may be considered as almost synonymous terms,

for, without some superiority in the art of speaking, it was
impossible to attain any great eminence in political life. In
all communities of a democratic character, the power of

public speaking, which too often includes the power of deceiv-

ing large numbers, has been to the adventurer one of the
surest passports to political eminence, and to a people one
of the causes of national misfortune . sophistry and words
have often had the victory over honesty and wisdom. These
remarks are suggested by reflecting on the history of

iEscbines and his rival Demosthenes, both of whom ele-

vated themselves by their oratorical talents to the most pro-

minent stations in the Athenian democracy ; and though
they have, by mutual recrimination, east grievous imputa-
tions on the character of each other neither of them has
been so fortunate as to free himself from the well-grounded
suspicion of political, if not private, dishonesty.

The name of iEschines' father was Atrometus. Accord-
ing to the account of his enemies, he had been a slave, and
had obtained his freedom, but his son asserts that he was
a true-born Athenian. However this may be, he was poor
enough to be a schoolmaster, with which Demosthenes
upbraids his rival as if it were a low and sordid profession.
• While a boy/ says Demosthenes, ' thou wast brought up in
great poverty, attending thy father m the school, making
ink, cleaning the benches, and sweeping the school,—occu-
pations such as befit a slave, and not a free-born youth.*
The imputations which this great proficient in the art of
abuse cast on the mother of iEschines were of a still less
equivocal character. iSschines, when he was a little older,
if we trust the testimony of Demosthenes, became a kind
of clerk to some of the inferior magistrates, an occupation
perhaps not unlike that of a clerk to a country justice. His
next step was somewhat bolder : having a good voice and a
fine person, he tried his fortune on the stage, though his
success was probably not great. Whether he stepped from
the stage direct into the more busy theatre of public life,

we do not know ; but he did finally come forward, though
not at an early age, as a public man. iEschines had two
brothers, one of whom, Philochares, like himself, had been
a clerk or secretary ; the other, Aphobetus, is said by Demos-
thenes to have got his living by painting alabaster vases or
vessels; but .flfschines denies this too. Demosthenes as-
serts that ^Eschines and Philochares served also as public
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clerks for two years. By having discharged his functions
as a clerk, and having been in the service of the orators
Aristophon and Enbulus in some similar capacity, he had
acquired some knowledge of the laws of his country. In
short, he was a bold adventurer, gifted with many of those
qualities that are calculated to ensure success in the dubious
game of political warfare.
Only three orations of iBschines are extant, all of which

relate to important events in his public life. He was ac-
cused by Demosthenes, one of his fellow ambassadors, of
malversation and corruption in his second embassy to
King Philip, the object of which was to obtain Philips
ratification of the treaty of peace, and to this attack he-
replied in his oration entitled ' On Malversation in his
Embassy.* Timarchus, a friend of Demosthenes, had joined
in the attack on Machines; but the orator speedily rid
himself of this adversary by prosecuting him for a dis-
reputable course of life. iBschines gained his cause, and
Timarchus, according to some accounts, concluded the affair

by hanging himself. The oration on this subject is called
• Against Timarchus/ The delay caused by the prosecution
of Timarchus deferred the prosecution of iBschines till

about three years after his return from the second embassy,
which was no doubt favourable to the accused, as it tended
to destroy the popular feeling against iBschines, who finally
escaped from a verdict against him. The third oration is

eutitled • Against Ctesiphon,' but is, in fact, an attack on
Demosthenes, who replied in his famous oration called 'The
Crown.' The pretext on which iBschines attacked Ctesiphon
was this :—For some public services which Demosthenes had
rendered to the state, it was proposed by Ctesiphon that he
should receive a golden crown, but this proposition was con-
sidered by iBschines to contain clauses contrary to existing
laws. He also denied the claim of Demosthenes on the
ground of public services. As early as B.C. 338, iBschines had
declared his intention to prosecute Ctesiphon, but the cause
was not tried till b.c. 330, after the death of Philip, while
Alexander was in the midst of his Asiatic conquests.
iBschines lost his cause, and not having obtained one-fifth
part of the votes of the jury, he was compiled to leave
Athens, being unable to pay the penalty m that case re-
quired by the law. He retreated to the island of Rhodes,
where, it is said, he resumed the profession of his earlier
days, by opening classes for instruction in elocution, and
became the founder of a school of eloquence. He is said to
have died at Samos, b.c. 317.—[See Dbmosthbnbs.]
To convey by description any exact idea of the style of

this or any other great orator, we feel to be almost impos-
sible ; and, instead of a number of general remarks, which
might only mislead, we must refer our English readers to the
translations of iBschines, inadequate as they are, and as all

translation must be, to reflect a faithful image of a language
no longer spoken in its purity, and of a train of events be-
longing to a different system of social life. The Greek and
Roman critics considered the Rhodian school of eloquence,
of which iBschines was the reputed founder, to be charac-
terized by a happy mean between the florid Asiatic and
the dry and more sententious Athenian style. To us, of
the present day, the style of iBschines appears distinguished
by great perspicuity and correctness of language. His
narrative and descriptive powers deserve high praise, nor
are we disposed to undervalue his powers of abuse, though
in this he falls far below his great rival. We have the
strongest testimony to his personal qualifications as an
orator, in the reluctant, but unambiguous manner in which
Demosthenes acknowledges his own inferiority.

There are numerous editions of iBschines * the latest and
best, as far as the mere text is concerned, is included in

Bekker s edition of the Attic Orators, Oxford, 1822. One
of the best editions of iBschines alone is by J. H. Brcmius,
1824, 2 vols. 8vo. The Abbe Auger translated the orations

and letters of iBschines into French, and inserted them in

the second volume of his Demosthenes. The oration of

iBschines against Ctesiphon, with the reply of Demosthenes,
was translated into Latin by Cicero, and into German by
Fr. Raumer, 1811.

There are tweke letters extant attributed to iBschines,

the genuineness of which, we fear, would not stand the test

of a thorough examination. It was usual, in the later ages

of Greek literature, for rhetoric masters to employ them-
selves on fictions of this kind. [For a specimen of the

style of iBschines, see the Penny Magazine, No. 63, p. 1 1 7],

iB'SCHlNES the Philosopher was one of the scholars of

Socrates, and, as the story goes, the son of a sausage-maker.
Three dialogues, still extant, that have usually gone under
his name, after passing through the furnace of modern cri-

ticism, have been declared not to be written by him. The
language of these dialogues proves them, however, to belong
to an age when Greek was still written with great purity.

iB'SCHYLUS, the son of Euphorion, and a native of

Eleusis in Attica, was born about b.c. 525, and died in

Sicily probably about b.c. 456. As the great father of the
Atheman drama, iBschylus occupies one of the most pro-
minent places in the history of the literature of his country.

Like most of the great writers of antiquity, however, the
particulars of his life that have come down to us are few
and unimportant, with the exception that the warrior-poet

fought bravely in the great struggles against the power
of Persia, in the battles of Marathon and Salamis. In
the later years of his life he visited the court of Hiero,
king of Syracuse in Sicily, who, being a patron of poets and
learned men, had collected around him the most illustrious

writers of that day, such as Pindar and Simonides. An odd
story is told of the cause of the poet's death : an eagle that

was carrying off a tortoise let it fall on the great dramatists
head, mistaking the bald pate, as the story rather humour-
ously concludes, for a stone.

Seven tragedies of iBschylus, out of a very large num-
ber that he wrote, still remain, entitled, respectively, The
Prometheus Bound; The Seven against Thebes; The
Persians; The Female Suppliants; The Agamemnon;
Cho'ephori (libation-bearers) ; and Eumenides, or Furies.

The three last form a continuous drama or action, which
contains (1) the return of Agamemnon from Troy, and his

murder by his wife Clytemnestra ; (2) the revenge of Orestes,
the son of Agamemnon, who kills his mother and the adul-

terer JEgisthus ; and (3) the persecution of Orestes by the
Furies, and his release therefrom by the sentence of the
high court of Areopagus at Athens, and the casting vote of
Minerva. It was usual with the candidates for the dramatic
prize at Athens to write three tragedies on some connected
subject, to which they added a fourth, called asatyricdrama,

on some subject treated in a tragi-comic style. The Pro-
metheus Bound of iBschylus belongs to a set of this descrip-

tion, for we know that there was a play entitled Prometheus
the Fire-ttealer, and a third named Prometheus Loosed.

The Greek drama, in its origin, consisted simply of a
chorus or company, who celebrated the festivals of some
deity or hero by appropriate songs and dances. The intro-

duction of a personage to tell some story or history was an
innovation, and the connecting this narrator more closely

with the chorus was a still further step towards the drama,
a Greek word which signifies an actkm, or, in its more tech-

nical sense, the representation of a seriesof events ending in

some striking catastrophe. But iBschylus carried improve-

ment still further, by introducing a second speaker, and thus

making the dialogue, as it really is, the essential part of

tragedy. To the chorus, however, iBschylus still allowed a
great degree of importance, as we may see from his extant

plays, in which the choral songs occupy a large part. He
added also to stage effect by improving the dress of the

actors, and giving them masks : in this latter respect our

notiou of good acting, which requires the expression of the

countenance to be seen, is at variance with the usage of the

Athenian stage. Our practice of painting faces comes
nearer to that for which the invention of iBschylus was a
substitute ; for we are told that Thespis, his predecessor, went
about the country in a waggon, and daubed the faces of his

company with lees of wine.

It is difficult to convey an exact idea of the character of

iBschylus as a dramatist, to those who have not read the

original. The plot or plan of his plays is exceedingly simple

;

the personages are few in number, and the events follow one

another without any complexity or occasioning any great

surprise. His language is always forcible, and the dialogue

No. 20.

clear where the Greek text has escaped damage ; but un
fortunately, in the frequent copyings to which the works of

ancient writers have been subjected, they have often suffered

serious injury, and few have sustained more corruption than

the plays of iBschylus. In consequence of this* the choral

parts are often exceedingly obscure, and this obscurity is

increased by the wild, unrestrained, and gigantic conceptions

of the poet, which seem as if they often strove with the im-

perfections of language, and endeavoured to find utterance

by a superfluity of expression, a heaping together of strong

epithets, and the use of long compound words. In spite of

[THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.] '^938
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these defects, which often make the poetry of /Eschylus

hordcr on bombast, and afforded a fair subject of ridicule to

Aristophanes in his play railed the Frogs, we may often

admire in this noble writer a real sublimity of conception, a

boldness of imagination, and a power to paint what is grand

and terrific in language, that for force, simplicity, ami truth,

we can venture to say, has never been surpassed. The reader

may see a specimen from the play of Prometheus in the

Penny Magazine, No. 41), p. 2, and another from the Per-

sians, in No. 51, p. IS.

The play of the Persians derives a peculiar interest from

being the only extant Greek tragedy which treats of a sub-

ject contemporaneous with the age of the writer. It wa>

written or acted probably about eight years after the battle of

Salamis, and may be considered as the most durable monu-

ment, created by Grecian genius, to commemorate the defeat

of the Asiatic invader. The poet writes as he fought, with a

noble spirit of patriotism, such as animates every brave man's

bosom when he sees an invader dare to tread on the hearth

of his beloved home. yEschylus is one of those brilliant exam-

ples from antiquity, in modern times but rarely seen, of a

man whose greatness in action was accompanied by an

equal greatness of intellectual powers.

There are numerous editions of the works of /Eschylus.

The first was printed at Venice in la 18, Hvo., in the press

of Aldus, after his death: but the Agamemnon and Choc-

phori are both incomplete in this edition, and what there is

of the Agamemnon is oddly enough tagged to the Chucphori,

which has lost its beginning; consequently this edition

contains only six plays. Perhaps the best edition of the

text of /Eschylus is by Wellauer, 2 vols. 8vo. 1S23.

There is an English poetical version of /Eschylus by John

Potter, and also several poetical \ersions of the Agamemnon.
The Germans have several poetical translations of .Eschylus

;

the latest is by Voss, 18*26. William Humboldt's translation

of the Agamemwm (1810) is highly spoken of.

/ESL'ULA'PIUS, or more properly, according to the

Greek form of his name, Asclk'pius, was the god of medi-

cine in ancient mythology. Agreeably to the intricacy and
confusion which prevails on that subject, several /Esculapii

are said to have existed ; and it would not be easy to deter-

mine whether tradition really pointed to so many distinct

persons, or had merely handed down different versions of

the parentage of the same man. Cicero mentions three:

tile first, son of Apollo, invented the probe, and the art of

bandaging wounds; the second, son of Mercury, was struck

dead by lightning ; the third was of mortal parentage, son
of Arsippus and Arsinoe, and first practised purging and
tooth-drawing. The Egyptians also had their ylisculapius

(as the Greeks call him), the son of Hermes. Of these the

son of Apollo was by far the most celebrated. It is he who
was worshipped in splendid temples at Epidaurus, Cos, &e.

;

and it is to him that the tales current among the poets and
mythologists refer. Of the most important of these we pro-

ceed to give a brief sketch.

Aselepius was the son of Apollo by Coronis, daughter cf

Phlogyas. His mother, having succeeded in concealing her
pregnancy, exposed the child upon Mount Myrtium, after-

wards called Titthium, in Argolis, near Epidaurus. A shep-
herd, missing his dog and one of Ins goats, sought the wan-
derers throughout the country ; and at last found them, the
dog keeping watch over a child enveloped in llanies, which
the goat was suckling. The hercWman, * thinking that it

was something divine,' and being frightened, went away :

but he spread the marvel abroad, and it was soon noised
over all the globe, that Aselepius could heal every disease,
and, besides, bring the dead to life.

Another version of the story says, that. Apollo, in a fit of
jealousy, having caused the mother's death, the unborn
child was snatched by Mercury (or, according tc Pindar, bv
Apollo himself) from her funeral pile. This circumstance
may ho connected with the other story, which assigns the
parentage of /Ksculapius to Mercury.

According to Pindar, Apollo sent the child to he edu-
cated i>y the Centaur Chiron, who instructed him in medi-
cine, as at an after-period lie did Achilles. Having readied
manhood, he went with Castor and Pollux on the Argonau-
tie expedition. Returning to Greece he practised with emi-
nent success, not merely curing all diseases, but recalling
the dead to life. Among others, he did this service to Hip-
polytus, son of Theseus. • The gods regarded this as an in-

vasion of thoir privileges, and at last Zeus (or Jupiter)
struck the bold practitioner dead with lightning, in consc-

|

quenco of a complaint lodged by Pluto, tluK, ihe infernal

regions were entirely depopulated by these new proceed in 'J.,.

Apollo revenged the death of his son by killing all the

Cyclopes who forged thunderbolts for Zeus. Finalh As
clepius was raised to heaven, and maclo a constellation,

under the name of Ophiuchus, the serpent-holder; though
some say that Ophiuchus is Hercules.

In the later ages of paganism, when scepticism was very

prevalent, and it was the fashion to see allegory in every

mythological story, the whole was thus explained: Mt*\\-

lapius signified the air, the medium of health and life.

The sun was Ins father, because tne sun, shaping his course

agreeahl) to the changes of the seasons, produces a healthy

state of the atmosphere. The same spirit is visible in tin?

name-, given to bis daughters, which all but one bear re-

ference to the father's art : Hygieia, health; Panakeia, uni-

versal remedy; laso, healing ; Aigle, splendour.

In Greece, the original seat of Asclepius's worship was

in the neighbourhood of his birth-place, at Epidaurus;

where a splendid temple was erected to his honour, adorned

with a c/tri/S'elephantine (gold and ivory) statue, half the

size, uf the statue of Olympian Jupiter at Athens. He was

represented sitting; one hand holding a staff, the other

resting on a serpent's bead; a dog couched at his feet.

In coins and other ancient remains, he is commonly seen

with a long beard, holding a statf with a serpent twined

about it. Often h.e is accompanied by a cock; sometimes

by an owl. The cock was commonly sacrificed to him,

as is familiarly known from the last words of Socrates, a>

reported by Plato, * Criton, we owe a cock to Aselepius."

These animals seem meant to typify the qualities which a

physician should possess; the owl being emblematic of

wisdmn, the cock of vigilance, the serpent of sagacity,

and, besides, of long life. The latter was especially sacred

to Aselepius. At Epidaurus there was a peculiar breed

of yellowish-brown snakes, of large size, harmless, and

easily tamed, which frequented the temple, and in the form

of which the god was supposed to manifest himself. In

this shape be was conveyed to Sicyon, and at a later period,

B.C. about 'loo, to Rome, when that city, being afflicted by

pestilence, sent an embassy, at the command of an oracle,

to fetch Aselepius to their help, with due respect. On the

ambassadors being introduced into the temple, a serpent

came from under the statue, and glided through the city,

and on board their ship. This, of course, was the god, who,

in tins bodily shape, signified his willingness to accompany

them. Arriving in the Tiber, he swam ashore to the island

upon which bis temple afterwards was built. A few inscrip-

tions have been found in tins island relating cures, and the

means employed. The means are of such a nature that the

cures must have been impostures, or have been wrought

by the force of imagination: most likely the former, 1/

was customary to place similar inscriptions in nil temples ot

Aselepius. At Epidaurus, there were stones in the sacred

precinct, erected in commemoration of cures performed by

the god, recording, in the Doric dialect, the names and

diseases of the patients, and detailing the method of curts

employed. Six of these remained when Pausanias visited the

place : and, besides, on ancient pillar, commemorating the uitt

of twenty horses by Hippolytus, in gratitude for his restora-

tion to life. Similar testimonials of superstition may still

be seen even in our own country. At least such did exM,

a few years ago, at the well of Holywell, in Flintshire.

Of 'the extent of Asclepius's knowledge, and of his me-

thod of practice, or rather of that which prevailed in the

early ages before the Trojan war, we know little. His sons.

Macbaon and Podalirius, who Ibugbt before Troy, and are

often mentioned in Homer, seem only to have meddled with

external injuries. Pindar, in a passage of rather douhth.l

meaning, seems to confine the father's skill within the same

limits, when he speaks of him as healing those atllicted *iih

self- produced ulcers, wounds from brass or stone, or iujunc*

from summer heat, or cold. His remedies, on the same au-

thority, were incantations, soothing drinks, external appli-

cations, and the knife. There is a remarkable passage in

which Plato (Rep. hi. $ 11), inveighing against the ettt'-

minacy of his own times, contrasts the attention ot ph>^"

ciaus to diet, exercise, &c, with the negligence of the S'" 1 *

of Aselepius in these respects; quoting a passage trow

Homer, in which Machaon, returning from battle sevwen

wounded, partakes immediately of a mes^ of nical an

cheese, mixed up in strong Pramnian \vn ic (Ik A*'
^?. \

He continues, that it is not to be supposed iAsclepiu* tm»
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through ignorance to teach his tons gymnastic medicine, by
which he means diet, exercise, and every sort of care by
which a weak constitution can be strengthened ; but rather

that the god meant medicine to profit those only who had
some accidental ailment, but sound constitutions. This was
the reason that Machaon and Podalirius paid no attention

to their patients, except to dress their wounds ; if the men
were sound, wine and cheese would not hurt them ; if not,

let them die, and make room for better men. The argument
is well suited to the general tenor of Plato's book : a sim-

pler inference is, that Asclepius did not give precepts rela-

tive to diet, and the treatment of internal diseases, because
he knew nothing about the matter. The passage is, at

least, good evidence as to what the Asclepian practice was
supposed to be in Plato's age. Gymnastic medicine was in-

troduced by Hetodious, b.c. about 440.

For some centuries after the Trojan war, medical science,

if it deserves that name, seems to have been confined to the
temples of Asclepius, in which his descendants, the Ascle-
piadss, who formed the priesthood, were alone allowed to prac-

tise : until, in later times, pupilswere admitted into the brother-

hood, having been solemnly initiated, and sworn to conform to

its rules. Probably they made a large profit of the credulity

of their patients. Their presumed impostures have been
roughly handled by the Athenian comic poet Aristophanes
in his play of the Plutus. The most celebrated temples,

besides that at Epidaurus, were those of Rhodes, Cnidos,

and Cos, where Hippocrates* a native of the island, is

said to have profited by the records preserved in the
temple. Groton and Cyrene also possessed schools of

medicine. The practice seems to have been intended
chiefly to work on the imagination. The god often gave
his own prescriptions in dreams and visions, and the patients

were to be nrepared by religious rites for this divine in-

tercourse. Bathing, abstinence* and tranquillity, assisted

by a confident hope of benefit, may often have produced
very beneficial effects ; and, in a long course of experience,

it is more than probable that some valuable knowledge of
symptoms and remedies must have been collected. Of the
progress which the Asclepiadce appear to have made, we
shall speak more fully under the article Hippocrates.

iE'SCULUS, or the HORSE-CHESTNUT, is a genus
of plants belonging to the natural order Hippocastanere. It

consists of trees found in the temperate parts of America
and Asia, remarkable for the beauty of their flowers and
leaves, and for their forming in some sort a type of tropical

vegetation in northern latitudes. It must not be confounded
with the ittsculus ct the Romans, which was a kind of
oak. See Otfsncus. The best known species is the common
horse-chestnut, iEsculus Hippocastanum, a very handsome
timber tree, formerly much used for avenues, and still ex-
tensively planted wherever round masses of wood, or gay
dowering trees, are reauired. Its bark and its nuts are also

among the more useful products that the hardy trees of this

climate afford. It is very singular that the native country
of this species should be unknown. One writer says it in-

habits the northern parts of Asia ; another, that it is found
in the cold provinces of India ; and a third assigns it to the

mountain chains of Asia Minor ; while all the positive in-

formation that books really afford is, that it was brought to

Vienna from Constantinople in the beginning ofthe sixteenth

century, and was thence dispersed through all Europe. No
trace of it has been met with by the botanists who have ex-

plored Nepal and the Himalaya mountains ; so that India

may be considered as certainly not producing it, although

plants resembling the horse-chestnut (see Pavia) have been
detected by Dr. Wallich, Mr. Royle, and others, among the

noble vegetation of that Indo-Siberian region. It is more
likely that some of tlie almost unknown provinces, lying

between Casbin in Persia and Balk, will prove to be the

native country of the species in question. The popular name
of horse-chestnut has arisen from the custom among the

Turks of grinding the nuts and mixing them with the pro-

vender given to horses that are broken-winded. Starch is

also yielded in very consideiablc quantity by the nuts ; but
they are not used in the preparation of the starch of com-
merce. They contain, moreover, so large a quantity of pot-

ash as to be a useful substitute for soap; on the latter

account, they were formerly employed extensively in the

process of bleaching yarn, but are now seldom used. The
powder of the dried nut excites sneezing ; the bark, which
contains a great deal of tannin, is not a bad substitute for

Peruvian bark in fevers; and, finally, the itamh of the nuts,

deprived of its bitterness by maceration in weak ley, has been
recommended as excellent nutritious food for horses, goats,
oxen, and sheep. The general characters of the horse-chest-
nut are too well known to require description. As a forest

tree, it is well adapted to light lands, upon which it will thrive,

although they may be very sterile ; m tenacious clay, it is

always stunted and unhealthy, as in the Regents Park

;

in rich alluvial soil, it acquires its greatest beauty. The
timber is soft and spongy, and therefore of Utile value. There
are no very old specimens in this country, the species having
been introduced, as it is said, only in 1683 ; one of the most
ancient is now growing opposite the Roebuck Inn, in the
village of Lewisham, in Kent, of which the following is a
view.

[iEsculus, or the Horse-Cheatnut]

Two varieties of the horse-chestnut are cultivated by gar-
deners ; namely, the gold- striped and the silver-striped, but
they are mere curiosities.

A second species, the Msculus OHotensis, is found wild

in North America, on the banks of the Ohio, between Pitts-

burgh and Marietta. In stature it varies from ten to thirty-

five feet ; and differs from the common kind in having larger

and much more undulated leaves. In America, it flowers

very early in the spring, producing large bunches of blossoms
of a pure white. It has been cultivated for some years in

this country, but has never flowered.

Besides these, a third species, Msculas cornea—or, as it

is sometimes called, Aisculus tubicunda, or rosea—is occa-

sionally met with in gardens. Its origin is unknown; it

diners from the common horse-chestnut in not attaining so

large a size, and in having deep rose-coloured blossoms of

striking beauty. For all purposes of ornament, this is much
superior to the common kind.

Under the genus iEsculus it is customary to include tho

bucks-eye chestnuts of North America; but, as these species

have a peculiar habit, and a fruit the surface of which is

destitute of the spines with which tho shell of the horse-

chestnuts is armed, they are now distinguished by the generic

name of Pavia, which see.

The two first species of horse-chestnut are propagated by
sowing their seeds eitherin the autumn at such a depth below
the surface as to be secure from the attacks of mice, or else

in the spring ; but in the latter case fhey must be preserved

during the winter in heaps of sand. The seeds should not be

{>laced less than six inches apart in the beds, because the

eaves are so large as to require more than usual space to

expose themselves to light The last species, and the

varieties of the first, not yielding seeds, are multiplied by
budding upon the common horse-chestnut

.flSSO'PUS, now commonly called iEsop, a Grecian

author, who lived about tho middle of the sixth century

X 2
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«. c, contemporary with Solon and Pisislratus. Ho is

usually acknowledged as the inventor of those short moral

fictions to which we especially appropriate the name of

fables. The popular stories of him are derived from a Life,

written and prefixed to a collection of Fables, bearing the

name of /Ksop, by Maximus Planudes, a Constantinopolitan

monk, about the" middle of the fourteenth century. This

contains a distorted view of the few incidents in his history

which can be said to be known, mixed with a long series, of

dull buffoonery, and improbable or impossible adventures,

and represents /Esop himself as a monster of personal de-

formity, apparently for the sake of contrasting his wit and

acuteness with his bodily defects. This life is now given

up, by general consent, as totally unworthy of credit; yet

jiisops ugliness is still commemorated in almost every

account of him, although it depends for its acceptation

solely, as wc believe, on the justly-contemned authority of

Planudes, and probably was devised to attract readers by a

strong dose of the marvellous. There is no allusion to

these personal peculiarities in any classical author, and

strong negative reasons have been urged for believing that

none such existed. See Bratley * Dissertation upon .7±.so/>,

subjoined to that upon Phalaris.

Rejecting these idle and vulgar fictions, if we seek for

information in elder writers, there is little to be found re-

lating to the personal history of yEsop. The place of his

birth, like that of Homer, is matter of question ; Samos,

Sardis, Cotijcum in Phrygia, and Mosembria in Thrace,

laying claim alike to that honour. The early part of his

life was spent in slavery, and the names of three of his mas-

ters have been preserved: Dinarchus, an Athenian, in

whose service he is said to have acquired a correct and pure

knowledge of Greek; Xanthus, a Samian, who figures in

Planudes as a philosopher, in order that the capacity of the

slave may be set off by the incapacity of the master ; and

Iadmon, or Idmon, another Samiatu by whom he was
enfranchised. He acquired a high reputation in Greece for

that species of composition which, after him, was called

/Ksopian, and, in consequence, was solicited by Croesus to

take up his abode at the Lydian court. Here ho is said to

have met Solon, and to have rebuked the sage for bis un-

c uirtly way of inculcating moral lessons.

He is said to have visited Athens during the usurpation

of Pisistratus, and to have composed the fable of Jupiter and

the Frogs for the instruction of the citizens (Pha?drus, 1. 2).

Being charged by Crcesus with an embassy to Delphi, in

the course of which he was to distribute a sum of money to

every Delphian, a quarrel arose between him and the citi-

zens, in consequence of which he returned the money to his

patron, alleging that those for whom it was meant were

unworthy of it. The disappointed party, in return, got up a

charge of sacrilege, upon which they put him to death. A
pestilence which ensued was attributed to this crime, and
in consequence they made proclamation at all the public

assemblies of the Grecian nation, of their willingness to

make compensation for ./Esop's death, to any one who
should appear to claim it. A grandson of his master
Iadmon at length claimed and received it, no person more
closely connected with the sufferer having appeared. This
singular tale rests on the authority of Herodotus, and as it

must have taken place, if not within his own knowledge, at

least within the memory of many with whom he might have

conversed, wc cannot doubt the truth of the relation.

The time of .Esop's death is uncertain. Some place it

as early as the 53d Olympiad, about 5f>5 n.c. If, however,

there be any truth in the scattered notices which we have
combined, he was at Athens during the usurpation of Pisis-

tratus, and met with his death in the service of Cnesus,
and, therefore, before the capture of Sardis and fall of the

Lydian kingdom. This, according to Newton's chronology,

would fix his death in the 5 7th or 58th Olympiad, between
the years 550 and 514 B.C. The Athenians erected a statue

in his honour, from the hand of the celebrated sculptor

Lysippus.

There is abundant proof that fables, passing under the
name of yEsop, were current and popular in Athens during
the most brilliant period of its literary history, and not much
more than a century after the death of the supposed author.

The 4 drolleries of yEsop' {Atiiic7rtKa^c\o7a) are mentioned
by Aristophanes in terms which lead us to suppose that they
were commonly repeated at convivial parties. Socrates, in

prison, turned into verse 4 those that he knew ;' and Plato,

who banishes the fictions of Homer from his ideal republic,

speaks with high praise of the tendency of those of jEsnp.

Demetrius Phalercus made a collection of ^Esopean fables

,

and we hear of two metrical versions of them, of still later

date, one by an anonymous author, the other by Balnus.

Phcedrus published a collection of fables in Latin verse, in the

time of Tiberius, the materials of which he professes to have,

taken from >Esop ; and it is not improbable that the nearest

approach to the substance of the original apologues may
there he found. There is another collection, written in

elegiac verse, in the fourth century, by Avienus,
There is no ground whatever for believing that the Greek

prose fables, which pass under the name of yEsop, are reailv

of his composition, at least that they came from his hands

in their present state. Those which are substantially the

same with the fables of Pha*drus, the oldest to which wc can

assign a certain date, may be believed, for the realms

already assigned, to have originally emanated from tint

Grecian author. The total number of them is about 290 .»:

300, and they may be divided into two principal parcels:

those published by Planudes, in number 14 1, which contain

internal evidence that, as far as composition is concerned,

they are of late date, and probably written by Planu«k>

himself; and a second collection, of 13G, first published in

1010 by Neveletus from manuscripts at Heidelberg. It n

to be observed that not one of these MSS. contains the

fables published by Planudes ; and that the editor express

his belief that they are the work of different hands. Seme

he attributes to the monks, because they contain allusions t.»

the monastic life; which is, at least, sufficient evidence <•/

their late date. This edition, which is a sort of cor}<u>

fubularwn, contains 2'J7 fables ascribed to /Esop, and 4d of

the rhetorician Aphthonius, who lived in the third century;

besides various metrical versions in Greek and Latin.

The eastern philosopher and fabulist Lokman is sup-

posed by many to have been the same person as yEsop. The

former, by the Mohammedan authorities, is made contem-

porary with David and Solomon ; but his history is t»o

uncertain for us to speculate upon it. It is, at least, certain

that the same fables are to be found current under the

names of each, and that the correspond ence between their

personal histories, as commonly told, is too close to he

entirely accidental. [See Babrius, Luktman.]
/ESTHETICS Utsthrtik) is the designation given by

German writers to a branch of philosophical inquiry, the

object of which is a philosophical theory <»f the beautiful, or,

more definitely expressed, a philosophy of poetry and the

fine arts, and which has by them been raised to the rank of

a separate science. The word JUthctik is derived from the

Greek verb ai<7.>th'oufti
t ( 1 feel, or I am sensible,) and was

first used as a scientific term by Alexander Baumgarten, a

disciple of Christian Wolf, who in his Jis/hetiai (Frankfort.

1750-08, 2 vols. Svo.) considered beauty as a given property

of objects, of which we are becoming .sensible. Wc percent

beauty, says Baumgarten, wherever we meet with perfection

manifested in reality, and a thing is perfect if it is adequa-

te its notion : beauty, accordingly, is the perfeetness ot an

object manifested in its appearance. The impulse fc) a

deeper research into the essence of beauty was given by

Winkelmann, who, without embodying his views in a regular

system, developed them chietly in reviewing and appreciating

the remains of ancient sculpture. He adopted neither Baum-

garten 's ' adequatcness of an object to its notion,' nor the

sensual principle which had been proposed by Edmund

Burke as the criterion of beauty ; but considered the idea of

beauty as dwelling in the divine mind, and as passing over

from that source into individual objects. Kant denied the

possibility of a strict science of beauty, inasmuch as beauty,

according to him, is not a property of objects, but has its

origin in the disposition of our mental faculties. We pre-

suppose, says he, that some notion is contained in the appa-

rent object, though we are unable abstractedly to express

that notion : we assume that a tendency towards some pur-

pose has presided over the formation of the manifold varief)

displayed before us, though we cannot precisely define that

purpose,—and this supposition or assumption forms the basij

of our perception of beauty. Schilling's view of beauty ana

art it is ditlicult to state concisely. His * System of tran-

scendental idealism' establishes the principle, mat mind ana

nature, or conscious and unconscious existence, are primarily

identical ; that the laws discoverable in nature must aceonl-

inely be traceable to the laws of consciousness, whilst, w*
ver\a, the laws ofconsciousness must admit ofbeing recognizee

as being likewise the laws of nature * in the divine mmd
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both exist in absolute identity. The artist is to produce in

his mind an intellectual intuition analogous to this identity,

and the expression which he gives to the identity thus ar-

rived at is the work of art. Beauty, according to Schelling,

a that manifestation of the principle of art where the infinite

appears contained in, or represented by the finite, or where,

in the very object, the difference between the conscious and
the unconscious (mind and nature) is annulled
The above meagre definitions may serve in some measure

to characterize the points from which some of the principal

German philosophers have started in their respective sys-

tems of aesthetics. We think it not irrelevant to remind
our readers that it is almost impossible to condense within a
few words what it would require a dissertation fully to ex-

plain and to discuss ; and also, that the opinions of any phi-

losopher reported in a foreign language are always apt to

appear to disadvantage, but more particularly so when the

language in which they were originally expressed affords

such wonderfUl facilities for the utterance of speculative

thought as the German.
Most German writers, who have published systematic

treatises on esthetics, have, with greater or less independ-
ence, followed the principles laid down by Baumgarten,
Kant, or Schelling. They commonly divide their systems
into a general part, or a discussion of the essence of beauty
and art, and a special one, or an inquiry into the peculiar

character and predominant principles of the several branches
of poetry on the one hand, and the fine arts (chiefly sculp-

ture, architecture, painting, and music) on the other.

The following are some of the most popular German
works on aesthetics. .• Krug's Geschmackslehre oder JEsthe-
Hk, in his System der theoretischen Philosophie, Kbnigsberg,
1806-10. Ast's System der Kunstlehrey Leipzig, 1805 ; also,

Grundriss der mstheiik, Landshut, 1807, and Grundlinien
der /Esthetik, Landshut, 1813, by the same author. Jean
Pauls (F. Richters) Vorschule der JEsthelik, 2d cd. Stut-

gart, 1813. Bouterwek's jEsthetik, 2d ed. Leipzig, 1815.

Solger's ErtPtn : vier Gesprache iibrr das Schone und die

Kurut. Berlin, 1815, and his Vorlesungen iiber jEsthetik,

hermsgegebenvon K. W, L. Heyse, Leipzig, 1829.

iESTUARY, a term sometimes used in geographical
description, and generally in the sense of ' a wide opening
it the mouth of a river, in which the tide rises and falls/

Thus, the outlet of the Mersey at Liverpool, that of the
Humber at Hull, and the Solway frith, may be called

ftstuaries. The name has been derived from a Latin word
«tfw, which sometimes signifies ' a violent motion of the
iea-water.'—[See Bay and Gulp.]
iETHER, a Greek word now used to signify a highly

volatile, penetrating, and combustible fluid, several kinds
of which may be produced by the action of different acids

upon spirit of wine or alcohol. That which was first

prepared, and which is still most employed, is the sulphuric
&tber, procured by distilling a mixture of sulphuric acid and
alcohol. This rather we shall first describe, as affording an
example of the most perfect kind, for it consists, like the
alcohol from which it is made, entirely of oxygen, hydrogen,
and carbon, but in different proportions. It contains none
of the acid used in its preparation, whereas some kinds of
Ether, presently to be noticed, owe their peculiar properties
to an admixture of the acid employed in forming them.

Sulphuric rather may be obtained by the following pro-
cess, pour a pint* of alcohol into a retort, add gradually to it

a pound of sulphuric acid, occasionally shaking the mixture,
and distil, with a fire rather quickly raised, into a cooled
ftceiver, about ten ounces ; add half a pint of alcohol to the
fjfcidue in the retort, and distil about nine ounces, or continue
uio operation until the contents of the retort begin to froth,

* tbe product becomes considerably sulphurous ; mix the
j*o products, and if the mixture consist of a light and a
heavier fluid, pour off the former, which is a mixture of
&ther, alcohol, and water, and add potash to it as long as it

j*n be dissolved. A dense liquor is formed by the solution
tf the potash in the alcohol and water, and upon this the
fcther floats, which is to be poured off into a retort, and about
tone-tenths of it are to be distilled. This product is sulphuric
^titox* still containing, however, some alcohol ; it possesses
jne following properties : it is a colourless, transparent

V?*
°f a pleasant smell, and a pungent taste, extremely

«Xn\larating, producing a degree of intoxication when its

^Pour is inhaled by the nostrils. Its specific gravity is .750,

fciii*^? dumical articles in this work the pound directed to bo need
"•aTOtaiqpoig.andtlu, pint the imperial.

but it may be procured as low as .700, and, according to
some authors, still lower than this by distillation from chlo-
ride of calcium. iEther is extremely volatile, and when
poured from one vessel to another, a considerable portion of
it evaporates. During evaporation much cold is produced,
as may be experienced by letting some fall on the hand. Or
if we put some into a small glass vessel surrounded with
cloth, and containing water, and after clipping it two or
three times into rather, allow the rather after each immer-
sion to evaporate, the water in the glass freezes by the cold
produced. In the open air rather boils at 96°, and in a vacuum
at 20° below zero ; were it not, therefore, for the pressure
of the atmosphere, it would always exist in the gaseous state.

The density of the vapour of rather is to that of atmospheric
air, about as 2.5844 to I, consequently it is a very dense
elastic fluid. iSther remains liquid even when exposed to'

a cold of 58° below zero, or 90° below the freezing point of
water. It combines sparingly with water, but with alcohol
in all proportions, .rather, and the vapour which rises from
it, are very inflammable, and during combustion, water and
carbonic acid are formed by the union of its hydrogen and
carbon with the oxygen of the air. When rather is admitted
to any gaseous body it increases its bulk, and with oxygen
gas thus expanded, it produces an inflammable and very
explosive mixture. When the vapour of rather is passed
through a red hot porcelain tube it is decomposed. If a
small portion of rather is put into chlorine gas, the gas is

absorbed, and a peculiar compound is formed in which muri-
atic acid is perceptible ; and if the rather be inflamed, char-
coal is deposited, and muriatic acid gas is evolved. When a
little rather is poured into a large jar of warm chlorine, it

sometimes occasions considerable explosion, the force of
which the jar should be strong enough to withstand.

The resins, several of the fixed, and almost all the volatile

oils, are dissolved by tether ; it dissolves a small portion of
sulphur and of phosphorus : the latter solution becomes lu-

minous in a dark room, when poured on the hands or on hot
water. The fixed alkalies, potash and soda, are insoluble in

rather, but readily soluble in alcohol, and upon this differ-

ence of power depends the process of separating these fluids

as already described. When rather is added to a solution of
gold or platina in an acid, the metals are dissolved by the
rather, and the greater part of the acid is separated. These
solutions have been employed for coating steel instruments
so as to protect them from rust. Though the deposit formed
upon the steel from a solution of gold is more beautiful, that

yielded by platina is stated to be most effectual. The pur-

pose, however, to which rather is principally applied is, that

of a stimulant and antispasmodic.

To render intelligible the process of ratherification by
sulphuric acid, it will be requisite to exhibit a comparative
statement of the composition of

Alcohol and ASther.

Four atoms of carbon 6 x 4 = 24 Four atoms carbon 24
Two atoms of oxygen 8X2 = 16 One atom of oxygen 8
Six atoms ofhydrogen 1X6= 6 Five atoms of hydrogen 5

46 37

It appears then that 37 parts of rather contain as much car-

bon as 46 of alcohol, and the difference between their com-
position will be shown, by the annexed view, to be derived

from the separation ofthe elements of an atom of water from
the alcohol.

Carbon, Oxygen. Hydrogen.

Alcohol 24 + 16 + 6 = 46
iEther 24 +8 + 5 = £7

leaving 8 + 1 = 9 an atom of water.

It was supposed by MM. Fourcroy and Vauquelin, that in

this process, as actually occurs in some others, the oxygen
and hydrogen were separated from the alcohol by the direct

action of the sulphuric acid, on account of its affinity for

water, and although water is really formed in the operation,

yet it has been shown by Mr. Hennell, that its production is

not direct but intermediate ;—he found that, when sulphuric

acid is merely mixed with alcohol, a portion of the acid im-
mediately undergoes great change of properties, by com-
bining with the carbon and part orthe hydrogen of the alco-

hol. The new compound thus formed was first accurately

examined by Vogel ; it is called sulphovinic acid, and con

sists of— Two atoms of sulphuric acid 40X2 = 80
Four atoms of carbon 6 X 4 = 24
Four atoms of hydrogen 1x4= 4

108
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It will appear, from the annexed statement, that the

formation of sulphuric acid is necessarily attended with that

of water, thus*

—

Cailvui, Hydrogen. Oxygon.

Alcohol 24 + 6 + 16= 46

Sulphuric acid 80 + 24 + J = 108 sulphovinic acid.

Consequently there remain 2 + 16= IS two atoms water.

When the sulphovinic acid is heated, decomposition ensues,

and the sulphuric acid in its original state remains in the

retort, while the carbon and hydrogen with which it consti-

tuted sulphovinic acid, combine with the elements of one of

the two atoms of water formed from the alcohol, and ather

results from their union, thus :

—

Four atoms of carbon 6 X 4 = 24 j from the sulphovinic acid

Four atoms of hydrogen 1 x 4 = 4J decomposed

One atom of hydrogen 1

l

One atom of oxygen 8 [from the water formed

One atom of aether 37

One atom of water, formed from the oxygen and hydro-

gen of the alcohol, remains in the retort with the sulphuric

acid, which, although unchanged in its nature, is so weak-

ened by this addition, that it cannot, in the second operation,

form as much ather as in the first ; on this account it will

he observed that we have directed only half a pint of al-

cohol in the second, instead of a pint, as in the first dis-

tillation.

The elements which form jether may he regarded as

existing in two modes of combination— first, as constituting

a ternary compound of oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon ; and
secondly, as resulting from the union of two binary com-
pounds, viz., water and bicurburetted hydrogen (olefiant

gas) : thus Sj parts of oxygen and 1 ofhydrogen form (

.» of water,

and 24 of carbon + 4 of hydrogen constitute 2s of olefiant

gas. Although it is entirely hypothetical, } et some plausi-

bility is given to this view of the subject by comparing the

specific gravity of the vapour of tether (which, as has been
already stated, is nearly 2.5S44) with that which would
result from the condensation of one \olume of the vapour of

water and two volumes of olefiant gas into one volume ; the

specific gravity of this compound would by calculation be

2.56'J, which certainly comes very near the experimental

specific gravity of the vapour of ather.

Sulphurous acid has been mentioned as arising during the

action of the sulphuric acid and alcohol upon each other ; and
as its production is not accounted for in the explanation which
has been given of the formation ofiether, it is proper to state

that i( is an accidental and not a necessary revolt. When more
sulphuric acid is used than is required to convert the alcohol

into sulphovinic acid, the excess decomposes and is decom-
posed by the alcohol, so as to leave charcoal in the retort,

and evolve sulphurous acid. Mr. Ilennell found, after an
opiTiition in which the proportions of acid ami alcohol had
been nicely adjusted, that only 1 -75th part of the sulphuric

arid was lost, no charcoal was depo»ited in the retort, nor
was any sulphurous acid cvohed. Mr. Ilennell also proved
that sulphovinate of potash and sulphuric acid, if but little

water was present, yielded rether, without using any alcohol

:

but if more water was employed, then the product was alco-

hol, without any rclher.

Phosphoric ather is prepared by the action of phosphoric
acid upon alcohol : the phosphoric acid appears to be con-

verted intophosphovinic acid, as the sulphuric is into s.ulpho-

\iiiie; the a'ther produced :s precisely similar to sulphuric
al her.

Arsenic acid also fums aether when distilled with alcohol;

the acid probably undergoes changes similar to the sulphuric

and phosphoric acids, and the resulting a'ther is of the same
kind. (Lassaignc, Annales de Chimie et dc Phys. t. xiii.

p. 204.)

Thenard and Gay-Lussac \RccJierrhes Physico-Cki-
miqupSt ii. ,10) discovered that tluoboric acid and alcohol pro-

duced ather by their mutual action ; the product is of the
same nature as the foregoing, but the acid appears to ab-

stract the elements of water from the alcohol by direct action,

and without undergoing the changes suitered by the sul-

phuric, phosphoric, and arsenic acids : this, there foie, must
be considered as the simplest case of the formation of

rother.

It will be observed, that the acids which occasion the

formation of the tethers already described do not enter at all

into their composition : but. in those now to be mentioned,

.be fletherizing medium generally forms a part of the product.

Chloric ODther may be obtained by heating in a retort a

mixlure of 10 parts of alcohol, 10 of sulphuric acid, 13 of

common salt, and 0 of peroxide of manganese; the distilled

product is to be mixed with water, and the aether which floats

on it is first to be washed with a weak solution of potash,

and then with pure water. Chloric Aether thus obtained is

colourless, of an agreeable odour, and an acrid taste. Its

specific gravity is 1*134. It boils at a lower temperature
than water, is very combustible, burns with a green flame,

yields muriatic acid during combustion, and leaves a residue

of that acid after it. It is composed of 55*45 parts of chlorine

and 14 55 of bicarburetted hydrogen in 100 parts. This
tether is applied to no use.

Muriatic ather is prepared by distilling a mixture of

strong muriatic acid and alcohol. It is colourless, and has a

strong penetrating athereal smell; its taste is slightly

sweet : its specific gravity is 774, according to Thenard, but

other authorities make it heavier. It is extremely volatile,

and consists of muriatic acid and the elements of olefiant

gas. Although it does not redden litnius paper so as to

evince the presence of an acid, yet when it is burnt a large

quantity of muriatic acid is developed. Hydriodic and hy-

drobromio author appear to be analogous in nature to mu-
riatic a'ther: they arc not applied to any use.

Nitric a'ther is prepared by distilling a mixture of equal
weights of nitric acid and alcohol; the acid must be gra-

dually added to the spirit, in order to prevent the violent

action which would otherwise ensue. The distillation is to

he carried on with a slow fire, and the product redistilled

from lime. Its properties are, that it is of a yellowish co-

lour, and quite neutral when freshly prepared, but it becomes
acid by keeping ; its smell is peculiar and a?thereal, and its

taste pungent. Its specific gravity about 0'886. It is ex-

tremely inflammable. MM. Dumas and Boullay state its

composition to be equivalent to an atom of sulphuric aether

4- an atom of hyponitrous acid, or 100 parts consist of

Carbon 32'C9

Azote 19*00

Hydrogen 0*88

Oxygen 4143

100

The acids of vegetable origin, as fhe acetic, benzoic,

citric, gallic, oxalic, and tartaric, are capable of converting

alcohol into a'ther, and they all enter into the composition

of the ather which they form. The only one of any import-

ance is the first nam.d, viz. the acetic ather, and this only

will be describe...;. Acetic ather may lie prepared in several

modes, tlu lollowing is perhaps, one of the best:—put into

a retort three parts of acetate of potash, three parts of alcohol,

and two parts of sulphuric acid : distil to dryness, and mix
the product with one-fifth of its weight of sulphuric acid, and
distil with a gentle heat three parts of ather. This a?ther is

colourless, it has a smell of sulphuric ather and acetic acid;

it does not change litmus paper, its taste is quite peculiar,

and its specific gravity is 0'sf,f>. It burns with a yellowish

light, and acetic acid is developed. When mixed with

potash and subjected to distillation, its odour and taste arc

lost, alcohol is condensed in the receiver, and acetate of

potash remains in the retort. It is composed of

Carbon 54 'C 5

Oxygen 30-28

Hydrogen !)'07

100

It is sometimes, though rarely, used in medicine.

/ETHIOPIA. [See Ethiopia.]
^TIIU'SA is a genus belonging to the natural order

Umhellifera, which includes among its species one of the

most poisonous plants known in Europe. As many fatal

accidents have occurred from the incautious use of its leaves,

we shall give a minute description of it, for the purpose of

enabling our readers to recognise it with certainty.

.1-lthiisa Cynapium is a little annual plant, found com-
monly in gardens and fields, resembling the Common
Parsley so much, that it has acquired the vulgar name of

Fool's Parsley. From a taper whitish root arises an erect

branchy stem, about a foot high, generally stained with
purple near the ground. This is covered by finely cut

shining leaves of a deep green, much resembling those of

Garden Parsley, from which they are known thus: in the

true Par,s/ty % the leaves are twice pinnated or divided, and
the leaflets are broad, and cut into three wedge-shaped
tojthcd lobes ; in the Fool's Parsley, on the other hand, the
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leaves aio thrice pinnated, and the leaflets are narrow,

iharoer, and jagged; besides which, the leaves of Fool's

Parsley have a disagreeable nauseous smell, instead of the
fine aromatic odour of Common Parsley. When in flower,

iBthusa has its principal umbels destitute of involuera, while
the partial umbels are furnished with an involucrum, con-
sisting of four or five narrow, sharp leaves, hanging
down from one side only of the common stalk ; this last

circumstance will distinguish it when in flower, not only
from parsley, but from all other British umbelliferous
plants.

[JSthtua Gynaptum.]

Many dangerous accidents have occurred from mistaking
this plant for parsley. In one case, a person, who had
eaten it with salad, died in little less than an hour ; and in

another of recent occurrence, the patient, although the sto-

mach was emptied at a very early period, sank gradually,
and died at the end of a few days. The symptoms attendant
upon poisoning by iBthusa are, swimming of the head,
nausea, cold perspiration, and chilliness at the extremities.

To counteract its effects, emetics are recommended, and the
immediate use of weak vegetable acids, such as lemon-juice,
vinegar, or sour wine.

jBTNA, a celebrated burning mountain, or volcano, in

8icily ; it is situated in the north-eastern part of the island,

close to the sea-coast, between the towns of Taormina and
Catania, distant from one another twenty-five English
miles, and is encircled on the north, west, and south by the

rivers Alcantara and Simeto. It was called by the Arabs,
after the conquest of the island, Jebelen nar, or 'Mountain
of Fire :' the modern Sicilians call it Mongibello, which is

evidently derived from the Italian Monte and the Arabic
Jebel, both signifying mountain. The division of Sicily in

which iBtna is situated is called Val Demone, in allusion to

the popular notion that the mountain fires issue from the

region of demons. It is the greatest volcano in southern

Europe, and affords not only a most instructive field for

studying that remarkable class of geological phenomena,
but exhibits some of the most striking instances of the

later revolutions which the crust of the earth has under-

gone, previous to the historical era; as well as of those

changes which arc in a constant state of progress, to a

greater or less extent, on every part of the earths sur-

face. To convey a just idea or the structure of this re-

markable mountain, it is necessary to bejjin with a brief

sketch of the geological formation of the adjoining country.

Sicily, and especially iUtna, has been described by many-

naturalists, but we are indebted to Mr. Lyell for the most

comprehensive general views respecting this volcano, and

his observations, from having been recently made, an mens
in accordance with the present state of science.*

The Val di Noto, or southern division of Sicily, is com
posed of a series of strata, belonging to what geologists term
the tertiary period ; that is, such as have been deposited

while some of the species of animals now found in our seas

were in existence ; all the animal remains occurring in the
strata that lie under the tertiary rocks belong to species

ofwhich there are now no living analogues. These strata

in Sicily are associated with lavas and other volcanic pro-

ducts, but these last are not visibly connected with any
source, as no volcanic vent exists in any part of the Val di

Noto. The uppermost of the strata consist of limestone,

full of shells, their united thickness being sometimes as

much as 800 feet; beneath these comes a slaty sandy lime-

stone with pebbles of limestone, then a blue marl containing

numerous shells, called in Sicily Crefa,—under that, a white
laminated marl, and lowest of all, that is to say, the lowest

discoverable, a blue clay containing muoh gypsum, sulphur,

and sulphate of strontian, all of them often in beautiful crys-

tals. The great limestone deposit is found at a considerable

elevation in the very centre of the island, for the summit of

the hill of Castro Giovanni, 3000 feet above the level of the
sea, is composed of it. AH the strata, except the lowest,

abound in shells, and, what is truly remarkable, these shells,

with very few exceptions, can be identified with species now
living in the adjoining sea. Thus, as we find shells im-
bedded in the solid rock, at a height of 3000 feet above the

Mediterranean, belonging to species inhabiting that sea at

this moment, it follows, that those parts of Sicily must have
been raised from the deep to that great elevation after

the time when the Mediterranean became inhabited by
many of the same species of animals as those now living

in it. During the time that these strata were in the

course of being deposited at the bottom of the sea, there

must have been considerable volcanic activity in the

same region, for layers of hard compact lava, and of that

mixture of ashes and limestone called by the Italians titfb

and peperino, are interposed between the calcareous and
clay strata; and after the whole series had been consolidated,

the mass must have been violently rent asunder, for there

are cracks that traverse all the beds, and these are filled

with hard lavas, presenting those appearances called dykes

by geologists. That these strata were deposited gradually,

and thatlong intervals occurred between the volcanic erup-

tions, is proved by the following remarkable fact In the

neighbourhood of Vizzini, which is twenty-five miles in the

interior of the island, Mr. Lyell observed a bed of oysters,

identifiable with our common eatable species, no less than

twenty feet in thickness, resting on a current of lava, and
covered by a second mass oflava and peperino.

The Val di Noto is separated from the Val Demone and
the region of iEtna by the extensive plain of Catania, which

is watered by the Simeto and its tributary streams. On the

northern side of the plain, as we approach .Atna, we discover

a low line of hills, which are composed of the inferior clay

stratum of the Val di Noto, and the same argillaceous

formation may be traced round the base of the mountain on

the south and east, the strata dipping in various directions,

sometimes towards the mountain, so that, in their prolonga-

tion, they would lie under the volcano. These suh-iEtnean

strata do not rise in any part to a greater elevation than 1 000

feet above the sea, and are usually much lower ; in some

places they are 300 feet thick without any mixture of vol-

canic matter ; in others, as in the vicinity of Catania, they

are composed of volcanic tufo, thinly laminated, and form

there a steep inland cliff from 600 to 800 feet high, separated

from the sea by a low flat, composed of recent lava and vol-

canic sand. The sea-cliffs, northward of Catania, are

formed of the same sub-iEtnean marine strata, as are the

rocky islands lying off this coast, the Faraglioni, the cele-

brated Cyclopean islands, hurled by Polyphemus against

Ulysses and his crew. The largest of these is 200 yards

from the land, about 300 in circumference, and 200 feet in

height, and is formed of strata of marl resting on a mass oi

lava, in regular basaltic columns, like the Giant's Causeway

in Ireland, or Fingal s Cave in Staffa. This lava appears

to have heaved up the stratified marly clay, for it is contorted

in the most extraordinary marner, and is in some places

• A considerable part of our information ii derhred from the third roJume• A considerable part or our tnronnauon 11 aertrea rrom tne tnrra TMume
of the Principle of Otology, which, perhaps, may not be pubUahed when thle

articlo appears. The author liberally permitted ua to refer to the printed
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.hardened by the action of heat. These islands, therefore,

have not been formed, as has been sometimes supposed, by

a stream of lava from iEtna, for the lava of the islands un-

derlies a stratum which underlies the volcano.

Such, therefore, is the nature of the soil from out of which

the stupendous volcano has arisen. Whether it has been

formed by successive eruptions subsequently to the elevation

of Sicily above the level of the sea, the observations hitherto

made do not enable us to decide ; it is more probable that it

was partly formed prior to that elevation, and rose at the

same time ; and it may have projected as a cone from the sur-

face of the water, vomiting forth volcanic matter, as Strom-

boli now does. But this will be better understood when we

have described the structure of the volcano as it now pre-

sents itself, and have given an account of some of the most

remarkable eruptions.

[Plan of uEtna, from Captain Smyth's survey.]

The base of iEtna covers an area of nearly ninety miles in

circumference, and, according to the late measurement of

Captain Smyth, the highest point is 10,874 feet above the

level of the sea. Owing to this great elevation, the higher

parts of the mountain have a climate almost as different from

the valleys at its foot, as are the polar from the equatorial

regions ; and from this cause, together with the difference in

the nature of the soil, there are tliree great natural divisions

or zones in the mountain, the fertile, the woody, and the

desert The lowest is called the Parte Piemontese, merely

expressing that it lies at the foot of the mountain : it is a

beautiful, rich, and populous country, covered with luxuriant

fields of corn, vines, and fruit trees. The limit cannot be

very well defined, as it insensibly blends with the next, the

Regione Selvosa, or the woody, which is covered by im-

mense forests ofchestnuts, oaks, beeches, and pines, forming a

zone six or seven miles in width, the superior limit being about

6300 feet above the sea. The third and highest region, called

the Parte Scoperta, the bare or desert, rises nearly 4600 feet

higher. About 1100 feet from the summit there is an irre-

gular plain, which, when Sir W. Hamilton visited it, about

sixty years ago, was estimated to be nine miles in circum-

ference, and from this plain rises the steep terminating cone,

at the summit of which is the great crater or opening, con-

tinually throwing out sulphureous vapours. The dimensions

of the crater have been very variously stated by different tra-

vellers, the circumference from two and a half to four miles,

and the depth from 600 to 800 feet ; but the height of the cone,

the diameter of the crater and its depth, are liable to con-

stant change from the eruptions. The cone has more than

once fallen in and been reproduced* in the year 1444 it was

320 feet high, and fell in after the earthquake of 1537. In

1693, when a violent earthquake shook the whole of Sicily

and killed 60,000 persons, the cone lost so much of its

height, that it could not be seen from several places in Val

Demone, where it was before visible. Although, taken as

a whole, ^Etna forms a cone which is in general of a very

symmetrical form, when examined in detail it is found to be

studded on its flanks, and particularly in the woody region,

with numerous minor cones ; small when compared with the

great mass, but of a magnitude that would make them rank

as mountains, if detached. One of the largest, called Monte

Minardo, near Bronte, is upwards of 700 feet in height, and

the Monti Rossi near Nicolosi are 450 feet high, and have a

base of two miles in circumference, although ranked among

the cones of the second magnitude. There are about eighty

of these considerable cones, and they have all been produced

by lateral eruptions of lava and ashes. By subsequent erup-

tions a cone is often surrounded by a lava stream or by

ashes, and thus its height is diminished : a repetition of the

process often causes its entire disappearance under the ac-

cumulated mass of new ejections. The sections exposed to

view in many parts of the mountain show that the greater

part of it has been formed in this way. The eastern side is

broken by a deep valley of colossal dimensions, called the Vol

di Bove. This is a vast amphitheatre four or five miles in dia-

meter, surrounded by vertical precipices, varying from 1000

to 3000 feet in height, and which, taken in connexion with

other valleys that lead into it and each other, descends from

near the summit to the confines of the fertile region, and

exhibits a great part of the internal structure of the moun-

tain, to the depth of from 4000 to 5000 feet. In these sec-

tions are seen layers of tufo interstratified with lava, and,

towards the summit, these layers are broken up by fresh

eruptions of lava from below, and are disturbed by the suc-

cessive intrusion of lateral cones. We also see in the Val di

Bove the beds of lava traversed in all directionsby enormous

dykes : they project from the precipices, towering vertically

to a great height, and varying from two to twenty feet in

breadth. The Val di Bove forms one of the grandest fea-

tures of the sublime scenery of iEtna. It is thus described

by Mr. Lyell : ' The great plain which is inclosed by the

magnificent circle of precipitous rocks has been deluged by

repeated streams of lava, and although it appears almost

level when viewed from a distance, it is, in fact, more uneven

than the surface of the most tempestuous sea. The face of

the precipices is broken in the most picturesque manner by

the vertical walls of lava which travexse them. These

masses usually stand out in relief, are exceedingly diversified

in form, and often of immense altitude. In the autumn,

their black outline may often be seen relieved by clouds of

fleecy vapour winch settle behind them, and do not disperse

until mid-day, continuing to fill the valley while the sun is

shining on every other part of Sicily, and on the higher re-

gions of yEtna. An unusual silence prevails, for there arc

no torrents dashing from the rocks, nor any movement of

running water in this valley, such as may almost invariably

be heard in mountainous regions. Every drop of water that

falls from the heavens, or flows from the melting snow and

ice, is instantly absorbed by the porous lava ; and such is

the dearth of springs, that the herdsman is obliged to supply

his flocks during the hot season from masses of snow laid

up in hollows of the mountain during winter. The strips of

green herbage and forest land, which have here and there

escaped the burning lavas, serve, by contrast, to heighten

the desolation of the scene. When I visited the valley, nine

years after the eruption of 1819, 1 saw hundreds of trees,

or rather the white skeletons of trees, on the borders of tho

black lava, the trunks and branches being all leafless, and

deprived of their bark, by the scorching heat emitted from

the melted rock. This vast cavity in the mountain has

none of the characters of a crater, but has probably been

produced by a combination of different causes : by great

subsidences, by lateral explosions, and by the great floods by

which, even in historical times, it has been known to have

been devastated, when a fiery torrent of lava had suddenly

overflowed a great depth of snow in winter. The pheno-

mena of the V al di Bove, as well as tho position of the

sub-^tnean strata, are quite at variance with Von Buch's

theory of the elevation of volcanoes from craters of eleva-

tion ; a theory which, like another of that celebrated geo-

logist, has not stood the test of rigid examination, and

which has been too hastily adopted by m^nv eminent

naturalists, from the faith wo are naUirall/ inclined to
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repose m an authority, which we know to be entitled to
great respect.

The records of history supply no materials from which we
can arrive at any knowledge of the gradual growth of the
mountain, for the additions to it from the accumulated pro-

duce of all the eruptions that have taken place within the
period of history, great as they are, become quite insignifi-

cant when contrasted with the entire mass of the volcano.

But if we compare the time that has elapsed since that
comparatively thin covering began to be formed, with that

which must have been required to produce, by a similar pro-

cess, the remaining part, we shall form the most exalted

notions of its remote antiquity. We have no ground for

supposing that the altitude of iEtna has materially varied

within the last 2000 years. Of the eighty most conspicuous
lateral cones, not one ofthe largest has been produced within
the period of authentic history. Every eruption does not
produce a lateral cone, for one in three takes place from the

crater at the summit ; also when an opening is made in the

flanks, a cone is not always produced, and many eruptions

must have taken place from the sides, besides those which
raised the eighty cones above-mentioned. We know, also,

that there have been great intervals of rest between the
eruptions, almost a century in some instances; so that,

according to all probability, we must date the origin of the

earliest of these cones, some thousand years prior to the his-

torical era. But we may reasonably carry our views of the

antiquity of the volcano much beyond even that remote date.

If we were to remove the wbole of the cones as well as

the entire matter which has been ejected from them and
from the highest crater during the period of their growth, we
should cut off several miles of the diameter of iEtna at its

base, and diminish its elevation by some hundred feet ; but
we should still leave a mountain more lofty than any other

in Sicily. That stupendous mass of volcanic matter must
have been ejected subsequently to the formation of stratified

nicks containing the remains of animals identifiable with

those now living in the adjoining seas ; rocks, be it remem-
bered, among the most recent of the whole series of strata of
which the crust of the earth is composed.
There are not more than sixty eruptions recorded in his-

tory, from the earliest to the present times. Of these, ten

happened before the Christian era, twelve in the next fifteen

hundred years, seventeen during the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries, and twenty-one from that time to the pre-

sent; the most recent having taken place in November,
1832. The most remarkable would alone be noticed, and it

is probable that many occurred in the second period of which
we have no record ; although a cessation for the whole period

of fifteen hundred years would be in no degree at variance

with the history of other and neighbouring volcanoes, for

the island of Ischia enjoyed an interval of repose from the

devastation of its internal fires for seventeen centuries. Dio-

dorus Siculus (lib. v. c. 2.) speaks of old eruptions of iEtna,

said to have taken place long before the Trojan war, and to

have occasioned the emigration of the Sicani, the earliest in-

habitants of the island, who were afterwards replaced by the

Siculi from Italy. An eruption is recorded to have occurred

in the time of Pythagoras, who is believed to have died 496

B.C. Another took place 475 B.C., and it is to this eruption

that Eschylus and Pindar most probably allude, the one in

his play of Prometheus, the other in the following passage

of his first Pythian ode.—It was a poetical fiction or a popu-

lar superstition that the great giant Typhos was buried

beneath Sicily, and, according to Pindar, the outstretched

monster spread as far as the volcanic regions about Cuma
and Naples.

• The sea-girt heights above Cuma. and Sicily too, press

upon his shaggy breast ; and the pillar of heaven, snowy

ifitna, the perennial nurse of sharp pinching snow, holds him
last. From the recesses of iEtna are vomited forth the

purest streams of fire, immeasurable in extent By day the

fiery current pours forth a burning torrent of smoke, but by

night, the red flame, rolling along masses of rock, plunges

them with loud crash into the surface of the sea. That

monster sends up such horrid streams of Hephsstus
(Vulcan)—a sight wonderful to look on ; wonderful, too, to

hear of from those who have seen it/

An eruption is mentioned by Thucydides 425 B.C., which

did some damage to the lands of Catana, as Catania was

then called ; and he adds, that this was the third eruption of

lava on record since the Greeks had been settled in Sicily.

Diodorus Siculus (lib. xiv.) mentions an eruption 396 B.C.

which stopped the Carthaginian army in their march from
Messina to Syracuse, and obliged them to go round the
whole base of the mountain in order to reach Catania. This
stream of lava may be seen on the eastern slope of the moun-
tain near Giarre, extending over a breadth of more than two
miles, and having a length of twenty-four from the summit
of the mountain to its final termination in the sea. There
are similar notices of later eruptions which we do not think
it necessary to particularize ; for a mere list of dates would
afford no interest to the general reader, and there is such a
similarity in the phenomena, varying only in intensity, that
it would be tedious and unprofitable to give a description of
the several instances of activity in the volcano. We shall

content ourselves with a notice of some of the most remark
able eruptions of which detailed accounts have been pre-

served. In 1537, after violent rains and great devastations

occasioned by the flooding of the river Simeto, iEtna was
rent in several places, and from the openings there poured
forth deluges of liquid lava. They directed their course
towards the monastery of St. Nicholas d Arena, destroyed the

gardens and vineyards, and proceeding towards Nicolosi

burnt two villages and destroyed most of the inhabitants.

When the conflagration ceased, the summit of the moun-
tain sunk in with a terrific noise. These agitations of the
mountain continued throughout the whole year. The smoke,
noise, and shocks of earthquakes affected the whole island.

In 1669 an earthquake had levelled to the ground all the
houses in Nicolosi, a town situated near the lower margin
of the woody region, about twenty miles from the summit of
Etna, and ten from the sea at Catania. Two gulfs then
opened near that town from whence sand and scoria? were
thrown up to such an amount, that, in the course of three or

four months, the double cone we have mentioned in a pre-

vious part of this article, called Monti Rossi, was formed.

It is about 450 feet high, and two miles in circumference.

In the plain of S. Lao, a fissure six feet broad and of un
known depth opened with a loud crash, and ran in a some-
what tortuous course to within a mile of the summit of Etna,
traversing a length of twelve miles, and emitting a most
vivid light. Five other parallel fissures of considerable length

opened one after the other, and sent forth smoke and bel-

lowing sounds, which were heard at the distance of forty

miles. The light emitted from the great rent of S. Lio ap-

pears to indicate that it was filled to a certain elevation

with incandescent lava, probably to the height of au orifice

not far distant from Monti Rossi, which at that time opened
and poured out a lava current This stream, after overflow-

ing fourteen towns and villages, some with a population of

between 3000 and 4000 inhabitants, at last reached the walls

of Catania, which had been purposely raised to protect the

city ; but the burning flood accumulated till it rose to the top

of the rampart, which was sixty feet in height, and then

fell in a fiery cascade and overwhelmed a part of the city.

The wall, however, was not thrown down, and the solid lava

may still be seen curling over the top of the rampart like a
cascade in the act of falling. This great current had per-

formed a course of fifteen miles before it entered the sea,

where it was still 600 yards broad and forty feet deep.

The eruption of 1 792 is thus described by Ferrara :—On
the first days of March the mountain emitted thick clouds

of smoke, and at night flames were seen to rise to a consi-

derable height. On the 8th it shook violently, and for

several days awful roarings were heard, which appeared to

proceed from the innermost cavities of Etna. During
April the mountain was tolerably quiet, except that smoke
and flames were occasionally seen issuing from its summit
In the beginning of May immense masses of smoke rose

in perpendicular columns, and on the 11th lava was seen

to flow from the great crater. Meantime shocks of an
earthquake were felt at Messina ; and on the morning of the

12th the internal roaring was repeated, the black smoke rose

in the air in the shape of a gigantic tree, spreading its top

to an immense extent around, and in the midst of these dense

masses of black smoke were seen numerous globes of white

smoke as fleecy as cotton. Towards eleven o'clock a.m. of

that day, an explosion, like the discharge of heavy artillery,

was heard and felt all around the base of Etna, followed bv
a hollow rumbling noise, and the black smoke arose with

fresh violence. In the evening the lava flowed down the

sides of the mountain in several streams, one westward
towards Aderno, and another ran to the south-east into the

valley of Trifoglietto, and stopped at Zoccolaro, ten miles

from the crater. On the 13th, the mountain became more
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quiet, and remained so till the '.Mrd, only sending forth a

shower of ashes and hot sand, whicdi fell all around its sides.

On the 4

<!:ird the Muck sinokc ro-appoarod : and the next day

a new mouth opened it.-elf in the plain Del I -ago. about three

miles south-east <>f the great crater, and lV"in it, for >e\eral

days. Mocks of old la\a and scoria' were thrown to a ureal

height, as well as masses of clay, moist and soft. On the

Ufith, another mouth opened in the same direction, and

vomited a stream of lava which fell into the valle\ of Trilb-

gliotto, and soon atler all the old lava dill- abn\c tumhled

down, and nearly tilled the valley. On the 1st of dune, a

large mouth opened itself half-way up the southern side of

the cone of the mountain, on the heights called Del Solfi/io,

facing Catania, and from it a huge torrent of lava ^sued

forth, ran down the immediate slope henealh. then, turning

eastward, rushed against the hase of Mount Arcinii-a, one of

the numerous conical hills which ri>e round .Ktna. Tin'

stream was then forced round into a valley 400 feet deep

which had heen formed hy the waters, and which sloped

down to the eastward into the cultivated plain and the vine-

yards. The lava soon filled up the \ alley, where it began to

'harden : hut the liquid stream fromtl>e heights still pouring

in pressed against it, so that now and then an enormous

mass of hall-hardened lava would detach itself, and having

slidden some distance down the declivity would break up with

a tremendous crash into a thousand fragments, andeo\er a

fresh extent of ground. The lax a stream covered, in this

manner, the vineyards of Zalfarana, and approached the

village of that mime, when it fortunately stopped close to

Ihe houses from whence the inhabitants were all rcad\ to Hy.

The sight is described by Ferrara as extremely awful and

grand, especially by night. The eruption continued for a

whole year, till May, 17'.I3. The stream of lava, in its fluid

state, was often thirty feet high. The la\a that llowcd first

cooled, and became condensed at a certain distance, and
thus formed a dyke against the current of fresh lava which

swelled up and o\orllowod its own bed, increasing in height

at evcrv fresh o\erllowing. Thus in mam places strata of

lava have heen formed more than :)m\ feet high.
r

l'h.e stream

of lava sweeps the ground on which it Mows, earning along

with it the earth, stones, tree-*, and other substances which it

finds in its passage. At a short distance iroi the mouth
the lava becomes co\cred with a cru-t of sc. ria\ whi<h
increases in thiekne-s progressively, t!:e lower ]>art of the

stream continuing to How underneath life a liquid pa-to.

The scoria* sometimes form bridge-. o\er the lier\ stream

sutlicientlv strong to bear a person.

In lsl!h three lame mouths or ea\erns opened vcrv

near those formed in an ernpti *n eight \e;«rs before, from

which Haines, reddiot cinders, and sand were thrown up.

with loud expl—ions. A lew minute, al'ierwards another
mouth opened below, from winch tianie- .u 1 smoke issued :

and finally, a litih, lower still, from v uonv a current

of lava ttnwod, which spread itself with great velocity out
the Val di Hove. The three original m-aiths at lengih

united into one large crater, and sent forth la\a, as did the

inferior apertures, so that an enormous torrent poured down
the "Teat valley. When it arrived at ava-t, and almost jxr-

pendieular precipice, at the head of the \alley of t alauna, it

poured over m a cascade, and, being hardened in it- deseeni,

made a tremendous crash as it was da-hed against, the

bottom. So immense was the column of dust rai-ed hv

the abrasion of the tufa-cons lull oxer which the hardened
mass descended, that the ('atanians were in great alarm,
supposing a new eruption t<> have hurst forth in the \\ood\

region, exceeding in wolence that near the summit of ,1'jiia.

The following account of the eruption in the beginning
of November, l&.'VJ, is by Professor Gemiuellaro, of Catania.

whose letter is dated the loth of November. ' On the olst

of October, at half past two in the afternoon, several trem-

blings of the earth, accompanied with fearful subterranean
noises in the woody region of 'Ftna. announced an eruption :

but as the mountain was enveloped in clouds, the place

could not be exactly ascertained. In the middle of the

night, however, it appeared very evident that the volcano

had broken out in two places, one of which was at the tbot

of the highest cone towards the S.W., at a height of 'J.nm

feot. From several small orifices of the crater, ashes, sand,

and cinders were thrown out: and one of them poured tbrth

an inconsiderable stream of lava, in the direction of the Casa
Gemmellaro, but the old lava stream of 1 7 87 served as a d\ ke,

and caused it to change its direction. The lava now tlowed

into the valley of Trifoglietto, towards the Cone San

Simone (eruption of 1S11), the distance it had travelled

from its source being about two miles. But these apj>ear-

ances were of minor importance, in comparison with an

eruption which took place in the neighbourhood of Monte
Lepre, N. W. of the crater, eight miles distant from

Bronte, and at an elevation of <j2U0 feet in the upper

part of the woody region, near where it ends. Here four

mouths of fire were opened, out of which, not only a-hes,

sand, and cinders, were projected to a vast height, but alvj

enormous red-hot masses : the earth shook during these

catastrophes without ceasing, and the subterranean noises

were fearful. The explosions from the highest of the

openings were very powerful, and continued without inter-

missioii. A pillar oi' Hame rose to the height of 1*20 leet,

which, falling at some distance, formed an arch of fire:

and what was particularly remarkable, there was a dark

I

blue stripe which rose upwards to a great height, ami

was a constant accompaniment of the eruption » :

several days. The four other mouths were not less acme
a stream of lava hurst forth from the lowest of them, which

now threatens to be fearfully destructive : in five da\s it

extended to the. distance of four miles : it threatened first the

woods of Maretlo, hut turned afterw ards to those of Bronte.

In the course of its rapid descent, the lava soon began t->

spread itself over cultivated fields, and did considerable

damage: it is at this time only three miles distant from

Bronte, a town of 13,000 inhabitants, which it threatens

with destruction. The terrified inhabitants see the most

dreadful fate awaiting them : part have lied in the greatest

de-pair, others have been endeavouring, like the people of

Catania at the time of the terrible explosion of 1 G»»*J, to

make the lava stream take another direction, but it is im-

possible to approach it within a quarter of a mile. At the

moment I am (losing this letter. I nm told that the la\a is

within two miles of Bronte, and that to-morrow night the

fate of the unhappy town will be decided: for the stream has

reached a point from which it must cither How into a Mile

\alley, or inevitably overflow Bronte. On the 11th of thi<

month, the live mouths united into one, the violence of the

eruption increased, and the quantity of ashes and cimhrs
thrown out was enormous ; the finest ashes have Urn
carried a- far as this place. The la\a is aiigitic, and con-

tains \erv few crystals; the cinders are light, s|>ongy, and
haif-\ it nlied.' The distance of Catania from Bronte i*>

Iwcnty-lhe miles in a direct line. Happily, the de-

struction of Bronte has, for the present, been averted, f-r

!
we learn bv a letter dated the J.'nd of Nov., the following

further particulars. * On the 1Mb, the alarm of the in-

habitants began to diminish. Nothing could be more terrific

than tin- lii's l appearance. A stream of lava, dividing itself

into two branches, eighteen miles long, including all its

winding-, a mile broad, and thirty feet high, threatened to

overwhelm the defenceless land. There was also a great

alarm le-t it should fall into the bed of the Simeto, and
cause a fright fid inundation of the neighbouring country.

j

The greater purl of the lava has poured into a large gulf
previously opened, and the earthquakes have ceased. A

'• new cone has been thrown up. similar to those around the

Hanks of , Ktnn, which attest its former eruptions. The
low n of Bronte has la-en sa\od, no lives have heen lost, ami
altogether the damage done is less than was at first appre-
hended."

For more than half the year, the upper part of the

mountain h covered with snow: and it tonus the great store

from whence Sicily and Malta are supplied in summer with

that necessary of lile in a hot climate, yielding a consider-

able ro\enue to the hish.-pnf the diocese, and constituting

I

a great article of commerce. *A remarkable discover),'

sa\s Mr. L\ell.
4 ha> lately been made on ylitna, of a

great mass of ice, preserved for many years, perhaps for

centuries, from melting, by the singular accident of a

|

current «>f red-hot lava having flowed over it. The follow-

ing are the facts in attestation of a phenomenon which
must at first sight appear of so paradoxical a character. The
extraordinary heat experienced in the south of Euroj^e
during the summer and autumn of 18*28 caused the sup-
plies of snow and ice which had been preserved in the
spring «>f that year, for the use of Catania and the adjoining
parts of Sicily, and the island of Malta, to fail entireh.
(Jreat distress was telt for the want of a commodity regarded
in these countries as one of the necessaries of life, rather than

,

as an article of luxury, and on the abundance of which, in

1 the large cities of Sicily, the salubrity of the water, and the
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general health of the eommmiitv, are said in some degree to
depend. The magistrates of Catania applied to Signor M.
Gemmellaro, in the hope that his local knowledge of ifitna
might enable him to point out some crevice or natural
grotto on the mountain where drift snow was still preserved.
Nor were they disappointed; for he had long suspected that
a mass of perennial ice at the foot of the highest cone was
part of a large and continuous glacier covered by a lava
current Having procured a large body of workmen, he
quarried into this ice, and proved the superposition of the
lava for several hundred yards, so as completely to satisfy

himself that nothing but the subsequent flowing of the lava
over the ice could account for the position of the glacier.'

Mr. Lyell thus accounts for this extraordinary phenomenon.
* We may suppose that, at the commencement of the
eruption, a deep mass of drift snow had been covered by
volcanic sand, showered down upon it before the descent of
the lava. A dense stratum of this fine dust, mixed with
scoria*, is well known to be an excellent non-conductor of
heat: the shepherds in the higher regions of iEtna are
accustomed to provide water for their flocks during summer,
by strewing a layer of volcanic sand a few inches thick over
the snow, which effectually prevents the sun from pene-
trating. Suppose the mass of snow to have been preserved
from Liquefaction until the lower part of the lava had con-
solidated, we may then readily conceive, that a glacier thus
protected at the height of 10,000 feet above the level of the
sea would endure as long as the snows of Mont Blanc,
unless melted by volcanic neat from below/
Every one is aware that, in lofty mountains, the tempera-

ture of the air diminishes as the elevation increases, and that
even under the equator there are regions of eternal snow.
So in iEtna, he who ascends from the sea-shore to the sum-
mit, passes through all the gradations of climate which he
would meet with, were he travelling from the country of
the date and the sugar-cane to the arctic circle. His own
feelings would not enable him accurately to mark the
transitions, but the botanist can trace the lines of separation,
drawn by the hand of Nature, with unerring precision. We
have said that iEtna is divided into three regions, the fertile,

the woody, and the desert % these zones are defined by the
presence or absence of certain great classes of the vegetable
kingdom, but each of them is susceptible of subdivisions, de-
termined by the constitutions of certain families of plants,

which can only thrive within certain limited ranges of tem-
perature ; ana thus the mountain is divisible into seven
distinct botanical regions. We can mention only a few of
the plants that are characteristic of each, and must refer

the reader for fuller details to special works on the subject.

Theyfrsi, or what may be termed the sub-tropical region,

doea not rise more thanone hundred feet abovethe level ofthe
sea. Heregrow the palm-tree (Phoenix), the banana (Musa),
the Indian fig, or pricklyrpear (Cacius opuniia), and the
sugar-cane ; and there may be seen in open gardens tree-

cacalise, and euphorbia*, together with varieties of mimosa
and aeacte, which, in the northern parts of Europe, are

nursed in our hot-houses and conservatories. The second*

or hilly region, extends to the height of about 2000 feet,

where the culture of the vine ceases. Here we find many
plants of the South of France, Spain, and Italy, and cotton,

maiae, the orange, the lemon, and the shaddock. From
the great dryness of the atmosphere, mosses and lichens are

extremely rare, and the mushroom tribe (fungi) are only

met with in winter. The third, or woody zone, lies between
the elevations of 2000 and 4000 feet : it is the region of the

cork-tree (Quercus sober), and other kinds of oak (Q. pe~

duneuiala, Q. robttr, Q. congesta), the maple (Acer), and,

especially on the eastern aide, of luxuriant chestnut-trees,

often of extraordinary size. The fourth region, which lies

between the elevations ef 4000 and 6000 feet, is cha-

racterised by the presence of the beech (Fagus sylvestris),

Scotch fir (Pinus sylvestris), birch (Betula alba), and, among
small plants, clover (Trtfolium roseum), sandwort (Armaria
condenseUa\ mouse-ear ohickweed (Cerastium album), dock
{Rumex artfblius), and plantain (Plantagovictorialis). The
pflh, or sub-alpine region, lies between the elevations of

6000 and 7500 feet, and produces the barberry (Berberu
ts4nensis\ soap-wort (Saponaria depressd), toad-flax (Ldnaria

purpurea), and juniper (Juniperus hermsphtcrica). The
sixth region he* between the elevations of 7500 and 9000

feeC With the exception of Berberis tetnensis, Astragalus

siculus, and Juniperus hendsphctrica, almost all the plants

aftlw fifth re|n^aie also fouW in this; but the Saponaria

depresses the Rumex Gtnesuis, and the fleshy and jagged
groundsel (Senedo carnosus and & incisus), are character

istic of it The seventh region is very narrow, its upper
limit not rising above 9200 feet; and it only produces a few
lichens, among which the Stereocaulon paschale is the most
common. Beyond that elevation utter sterility prevails.

It is very remarkable that the Flora of Sicily produces
scarcely any, if any, peculiar indigenous species, the plants
being common, almost without exception, to Italy or Africa,

or some of the countries surrounding the Mediterranean,
whereas there are several indigenous plants in Corsica and
some other Mediterranean islands. Mr. Lyell supposes the
plants of Sicily to have migrated from pre-existing lands ; and,
as the remains ofliving species of shell-fish and zoophytes are
found imbedded in the strata at the summits of lofty moun-
tains in the island, he brings us to this curious result, that
the families of plants and animals of the Val di Note, and
some other mountainous regions of Sicily, are of higher
antiquity than the country itself; that is, that these species

flourished elsewhere before the island was raised from the
depths of the sea, and even before the materials of its

strata were deposited beneath the waters.

We cannot allude, even thus briefly, to the vegetable

productions, ofMXoa, without noticing the gigantic chestnut-

tree,—one of the most celebrated wonders of the island ; it

occurs in the third region, and is known by the name of
the Castagno de Cento CavaUi, because it is said to be
capable of sheltering a hundred horses under its boughs.
It appears to consist of five large and two smaller trees,

which, from the circumstance of the barks and boughs being
all outside, are considered to have been one trunk originally.

The largest trunk is thirty- eight feet in circumference, and
the circuit of the whole five, measured just above the ground,

is one hundred and sixty-three feet It still bears rich foliage,

and much small fruit, though the heart of the trunk is

decayed, and a public road leads through it wide enough
for two coaches to drive abreast In the middle cavity a hut
is built for the aecommodatian of those who collect and pre-

serve the chestnuts.

This is said, by the natives, to be 'the oldest of trees.*

From the state of decay, it is impossible to have recourse to

the usual mode of estimating the age of trees by counting

the concentric rings of annual growth, and therefore no
exact number of years can be assigned to the age of this

individual. That it may be some thousand years old is

by no means improbable. Adanson examined in this

manner a Baobab tree (Adansonia digitata) in Senegal,

and inferred that it had attained the age of five thousand
one hundred and fifty years ; and De Candolle considers it

not improbable that the celebrated Taxodium of Chapul-
topec, in Mexico (Cupressus disticha, Linn.), which is one
hundred and seventeen feet in circumference, may be still

more aged.
The ascent of iEtna is a work of great fatigue, especially

in the upper or desert region, both on account ofthe heat and
of the feet sinking and receding at every step in the loose

ashes. But under favourable circumstances of weather,

the labour is amply rewarded by the magnificence of the

vast prospect, varied as it is by the view of Sicily itself,

spread out like a map, by the islands with which the

surrounding sea is studded, Stromboli pouring forth volumes
of smoke, and by the distant shores of Italy. If to this we
add the grandeur of the scenery of the mountain itself,

so diversified and majestic in all its features, the splendour

of the heavens at night, and of the rising of the morning
sun, the whole presents a combination perhaps not to be

found on any other spot of the earth. The best accounts of

y£tna are to be found in the following works: Ferrara,

Descrizione dell Etna; Palermo,— 1818. Gemmellaro,
Quadro Istorico dell Etna, 1824. Daubeney, On Vol-

cano*, 1826. Scrope, On Volcanos, and Principles of
Geology, by Charles Lyell, 1832,3; and for the botany of

iEtna. Presl, Flora Sicula, Prague, 1826.

iETO'UA, according to the ancient geographers, con-

sisted of two chief divisions, one on the coast, extending
from the mouth of the Achelous eastwards along the north,

shore of the Corinthian gulf as far as its narrow entrance at

Antirrhium—the other, called Epiktetos, or the acquired,

was the northern and mountainous part. The length of

sea-coast, as Strabo incorrectly gives it from the mouth of

the Achelous to Antirrhium, is 210 stadia, or about 21 miles

;

the same line of coast according to the best modern charts,

is about 42 miles, measuring in straight lines from one pro-

Y2
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jecting point to another. If the great recesses of the sea

about AnatoHco and Me9olunghi were included, the dis-

tance would be much greater. The south-eastern boundary

of iEtolia, which separated the province from that of the

Locri OzoIeb, was a mountain range named Chalcis, after-

wards, in its north-eastern course, taking the name of Corax.

The north and extreme north-eastern boundaries of iEtolia

were the small territory of Doris, the branches of Pindus,

and part of the western line of (Eta ; but as no ancient geo-

grapher has given anything like a definite boundary to

Sstolia, and as we are still only imperfectly acquainted with

the mountains of northern Greece, any further description

is impossible. The western boundary was the Achelous.

[See Acarnania.]
The only considerable river of jEtolia, besides the Ache-

lous, is the Fidari, formerly the Even us, which rises in the

N.E. part of ^Etolia, in the range of Corax, which is some
distance south of the great chain of Pindus. Its course is

south, inclining in its lower course considerably to the west
iEtolia contains several lakes in the interior, two of which,

as they are marked in our maps, communicate with one
another and with the Achelous ; but there is some difficulty

in identifying these with the lakes mentioned by the ancient

geographers and historians. Indeed, nearly the whole an-
cient and modern geography of central iEtolia is one heap
of confusion. One of the lakes is called in our maps Angela
Castro, and the other Vrachori.

The principal ancient positions in iEtolia were, Thermum,
in the interior; Trichonium, on the lake Trichonis, now
Vrachori ; Calydon, the oldest establishment of the iEto-
lians, and Antirrhium, at the entrance of the Corinthian
gulf.

The Leleges in the north, and the Curetes, probably a
kindred race, in the level plains of the south, are the oldest

inhabitants of this country that we can trace. The name of
iEtolia and iEtolians was introduced, according to tradition,

by iEtolus and his followers from Elis, in the Peloponnesus,
six generations before the war of Troy. In course of time
the original inhabitants and the strangers formed one people,

and increased by the intermixture of JEolians and Boeotians
from Thessaly, they* became in part, though not altogether,

a Grecian people. In the time of Thucydides, one of the
most numerous divisions of the iEtohan nation was charac-
terized by that writer as ' speaking a language not under-
stood, and being in the habit of eating raw flesh/ [ThucycL
iii. 94.]

The history of the iEtolians, as a nation, is closely con-
nected with that of the Acarnanians, but, like the latter, they
were a people of little importance during the most flourish-

ing periods of the commonwealths of European Greece.
After the death of Alexander the Great, B.C. 323, they
came into notice by their contests with the Macedonian
princes, who allied themselves with the Acarnanians. In the
reign of Philip II. of Macedon, (which commenced B.C.

220,) the iEtohans, after seeing their chief town, Thermum,

S
hindered by this king, and reeling themselves aggrieved
y the loss of all they had seized from the Acarnanians,

applied to the consul Valerius Lavinus. (B.C. 210.) Though
this produced no beneficial effects, they formed a second
treaty with the Romans (about B.C. 1 98) after the end of the
second Punic war. The immediate object of the Romans
was the conquest of Macedonia, but it proved eventually that
this fatal alliance of the iEtolians was the first step that
led to the complete subjugation of all Gfreece by the Romans.
A series of sufferings and degradations led the way to the
occupation of all iVtolia, when it was made part of the
Roman province of Achroa. Under Roman dominion,
the few towns of iEtolia almost disappeared : many of the
inhabitants were transplanted to people the city of Nicopolis,
which Augustus built at the entrance of the Ambracian gulf,
opposite Actium, where he had defeated Antony. Since
the time of the Romans it is probable that the face of this
country has undergone as few alterations, or received as few
improvements from the hand of man, as the most remote
parts of the globe. The Romans themselves under the em-
perors had not even a road through Acarnania andiEtolia,but
followed the coast from Nicopolis to the mouth ofthe Achelous.
Under the Turkish empire, iEtolia was partly in the pro-

vince of Livadia. According to the original arrangements,
only the part east of the Achelous and south of the two great
lakes, was to belong to the new kingdom of Greece, but these
boundaries are now extended towards the north and west, as
far as the gulf of Arts,

The earliest traditions of iEtolia, properly known by that

name, speak of a monarchical form of government under
iEtolus and his successors ; but this form of government
ceased at a period earlier than any to which historical notices

extend, and we find the iEtolians existing in a kind of

democracy, at least during the time of their greatest political

importance. This period extended from about B.C. 224, to

their complete conquest by the Romans, B.C. 168, a period

of about 50 years. The TEtolian league at one time compre-

hended the whole country of i£tolia, part of Acarnania and
of South Thessaly, with the Cephallenian isles ; and it had
besides, close alliances with other places in the Pelopon-

nesus, especially Elis, and even with towns on the Helles-

pont, and in Asia Minor. This alliance with Elis would

tend to confirm the tradition of the early connexion already

alluded to. Following, probably, the example of the Achrcan

league, the different parts of iEtolia formed a federal union,

and annually chose a general or president, a master of the

horse, a kind of special council called Apokletoi (the select),

and a secretary, in the national congress held at Thermum
about the autumnal equinox. Such scattered notices as

we possess about their history and constitutional forms

are found principally in the Greek writer Polyoma, (books

ii. iv. xvil, &c.) Though the iEtolian confederation, such

as it was in its earlier times, was anterior to the Achaean

union of Dyme, Patra, &c, yet its more complete organiza-

tion was most probably an imitation of the Achaean league.

A minute account of this confederation, which, after all,

would be little more than conjecture, is not within our plan.

SSee Schlosser, Univ. Hist. vol. ii. p. 1. Hermann, Lehr-

uch, &c]
AFFETTUO'SO, (Ital. affectionate) in music, signifies a

tender, expressive style ; ana slowness is invariably implied.

In regard to movement it may be considered as equul in

degree to larghetto. See Larghetto.
AFFIDAVIT, in Law, is a statement of facts in writing,

on oath. The word is the perfect tense of the barbarous

Latin word affido, to pledge faith to, and is taken from the

eld Latin form of a declaration on oath, which commenced
thus :

' Affidavit /. S.,' « J. S. hath sworn, &c.' By the

law of England affidavits are necessary in a variety of eases,

in order to bring facts under the cognizance of courts of

Justice all evidence of facts must be given on oath, either

by oral testimony or by affidavit. Where evidence is to be

acted upon by juries, it is given as oral testimony ; where it

is to inform a court or judge, it is usually reduced into the

form of an affidavit.

In point of form, an affidavit is usually made as follows

'

if made in a cause', the name of the court in which the cause

is pending, and the names of the plaintiff and defendant, are

written at the head of the paper. The name, description,

and residence of the deponent, or person making the affi-

davit, are written at length, and the individual making the

affidavit signs his name at the foot of it. The paper is then

shown to him, and ho is requested to swear to his name and
handwriting, and that the contents of the paper are true.

And, lastly, the jurat (a term derived from the Latin word
juratum, ' sworn ') expressing the officer before whom, and
where, and when, the affidavit is made, is signed by such
officer. If the affidavit be sworn in open court, that circum-
stance is mentioned in the jurat, and no officer is named.
AFFINITY. Chemical affinity, sometimes called chemical

attraction, is that power by which bodies combine and form
compounds always possessing some properties very different

from those of their constituents, and frequently diametrically
opposite to them. It differs from the attraction of gravita-

tion in not acting on masses, and only at sensible distances.
In this last property it resembles cohesive affinity, but is

distinguished from it by occurring only between the particles

of dissimilar bodies. Thus, the particles of a mass ofsulphur
are held together by cohesive affinity, and so also are those
of a mass of copper ; but if a particle of sulphur be brought
into contact with a particle of copper, the two particles

being different, and possessing chemical affinity for each
other, unite by this power, and form sulphuret of copper.

Chemical affinity, then, can be exerted only between the
particles of dissimilar bodies ; and when these are placed in

contact, the proportions in which they combine are fixed
and definite. It is, indeed, true, that there are some bodies,
and especially fluids, which mix and appear to combine in
all proportions. Thus, any quantities of water and alcohol
(spirit of wine) may be mixed, and no separation afterwards
ensues ; yet though they thus mix in ail proportions, it is
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probable that they combine chemically only m definite

quantities. When common salt is added to water a certain
portion of it is dissolved, dependent upon the affinity existing
between the solid and the fluid.. The solution of salt is said
to be saturated when the water refuses to dissolve more of it

;

but with water the solution will mix to any extent, for no
repulsive power exists between them as between oil and
water : we may, however, consider the water which is so
added as merely in a state of mixture, and not of chemical
combination.

Although none but dissimilar bodies unite by chemical
affinity, mere dissimilarity will not of itself ensure combina-
tion : thus, water and mercury, water and oil, mercury and
oil, though very different fluids, cannot be made to unite

;

and hence it is concluded that they have no chemical affinity

for each other.

The simplest cases of chemical affinity are those in which
two elementary bodies unite into a binary compound, as

when iron combines with oxygen to form oxide of iron. This
is the result of what is termed single affinity, and this power
may be exerted between two elementary or two compound
bodies ; and also, though it occurs more rarely, between an
elementary and a compound substance. For example, sul-

phur and copper, both elementary bodies, readily unite when
heated : sulphuric acid and oxide of copper, both compounds,
combine with great readiness; but no combination of sulphur
and oxide of copper, or of sulphuric acid and copper, is at

present known. There is then a greater disposition to com-
bination between two elements or two compounds, than be-

tween an element and a compound - the rule is, however,
by no means without exception, for cyanogen, a compound
body, combines with mercury, an elementary one, to form
cyanuret of mercury.

It has been mentioned that, when bodies combine by che-
mical affinity, they undergo great change of properties : it

might, however, be supposed that a compound would possess

qualities intermediate between those of its constituents. This,

however, is by no means the case ; nor, even though we may
be well acquainted with the properties of the elements, can
we at all tell, d priori, what kind of a compound they will

form : sulphur is vellow, copper is red, but ttie sulphuret of
copper, resulting from their union, is black. Again, sulphuric
acid has great affinity forwater, and, when diluted, turns vege-
table blues red : potash has also great affinity for water, and
renders vegetable blues green. The acid and potash are also

both extremely acrid, and they have great affinity for each
other ; butcombinethem by single affinity, and a salt, called sul-

phate of potash, is produced, which has very slight affinity for

water, does not act upon any vegetable colours, and, instead

of being acrid to the taste, like both its constituents, is

merely bitter and saline. In this case of chemical affinity

an almost total reversal of properties has occurred; but
there are cases in which it is far from being so complete,

and in which one or both of the ingredients still exert some
of their original powers : thus, the sulphate ofpotash, above
alluded to, is capable of combining with an additional quan-
tity of sulphuric acid. This salt, which is called bisulphate

of potash, resembles both its constituents in having affinity

fur water, as is shown by crystallizing in combination with

it, and by being readily soluble in it ; and it resembles sul-

phuric acid in having a sour taste, and turning vegetable

bines red.

We have stated a few examples of the changes pro-

duced in bodies by a combination effected by chemical affi-

nity. The alterations, in many cases, are more striking

ana complete ; the properties of the substance formed by
the combination being altogether different from those of

the bodies from which it has originated. Sulphuret of

copper, as already noticed, differs in colour from both its

elements, yet it resembles both in being solid ; but there

are numerous cases in which the form, colour, smell, taste,

density, and other physical qualities, and the chemical pro-

perties of fusibility, volatility, solubility, and tendency to

combination in the compound, bear no resemblance to its

constituent parts.

Although, when speaking of the action which is induced

by chemical affinity, chemists are frequently in the habit

of stating merely that one substance has affinity for another,

yet it is to be understood that the force with which bodies

unite arises from mutual and equal affinity : thus, sulphuric

acid and potash combine, not merely on account of the affi-

nity of the acid for the alkali, but of the alkali equally for

the acid Chemical affinity, then, is mutual and equal

between those substances which combine by its power.

Many different compounds may be formed by uniting one
substance, an acid, for example, with various others, as

with the alkalis, earths, and metallic oxides; these are

called bases ; and the force of affinity of any acid for any
base differs in every instance. Now, this difference consti-

tutes what has been termed elective affinity,—the existence

of which is easily proved, and the results of its action are

of the highest importance, both in a scientific point of view,

and with regard to chemical agency as connected with the
most common processes in the chemical arts and manufac-
tures.

Nitric acid is capable of combining by single affinity with
lime or with magnesia ; and if some dilute nitric acid, con-

taining 54 parts of real acid, be mixed with 28 parts of lime,

the earth will be dissolved in the acid, and a neutral solu-

tion of nitrate of lime is obtained. A similar quantity of
this acid forms a neutral solution of nitrate of magnesia by
combining with 20 parts of that earth. Now, if we mix
together 54 parts of nitric acid, 28 of lime, and 20 of mag-
nesia, it might be supposed that the acid—which is of course

incapable of dissolving the whole of both of the earths

—

would dissolve them in the proportions of 14 of lime and 10
of magnesia: it is found, however, that this is not the case,

for the whole of the lime is dissolved and the magnesia
entirely left.

It appears, then, a greater mutual affinity, or an elective

affinity, exists between nitric acid and lime, than between
nitric acid and magnesia. There is another mode in which
elective affinity acts, and is employed in a vast number of

chemical processes. It has been just stated that 54 parts of

nitric acid combine with 20 of magnesia by single affinity.

Now, if to the solution of nitrate ofmagnesia thus obtained

we add 28 parts of lime, and boil the mixture, the lime sepa-

rates the magnesia from the nitric acid; and being dis-

solved instead of it, we procure a solution of nitrate of lime,

instead of nitrate of magnesia: this operation is termed
single decomposition, and it is produced by single elective

affinity. It is therefore evident, that this power may not

only prevent one substance from combining with another

when three are mixed, but supposing two to have been
previously combined, it is capable of effecting a separation

between them.
On the action of single elective affinity producing single

decomposition, depends the process of preparing acetic acid

from acetate of soda by means of sulphuric acid ; and the

production of ammoniacal gas by distilling a mixture of lime,

sulphate of ammonia, and water.

To exhibit the degrees of elective affinity, tables were con

structed by Geoffroy, a French chemist, about a century

ago. In these the substance whose affinities are to be ex-

pressed is placed at the head of a column, and is separated

from the rest by a horizontal line ; beneath this line aro

arranged the bodies with which it is capable of uniting in

the order of their respective forces of affinity ; the substance

which it attracts most strongly being placed nearest to it,

and that for which it has the least affinity at the bottom of

the column • thus, in the case of sulphuric acid, the affinities

are exhibited in the following order :

—

Sulphuric Acid.

Barytes,

• Strontia,

Potash,

Soda,
Lime,
Magnesia.

It would appear from this table, that barytes separates

sulphuric acid from combination with all the substances

placed below it, and that magnesia is separated from sul-

phuric acid by all that are above it There are, however,

many circumstances which interfere with the accuracy of

tables thus constructed, and diminish their utility, since

affinity is not an absolute force, but subject to anomalies

and to modifications from various disturbing causes.

In the above, and many similar tables, the affinity of an
acid for different bases is expressed ; but on other occasions,

the affinity of the same bases for different acids is required.

In this case the alkali, earth, or metallic oxide, is placed at

the head of the column, and the various acids are arranged

according to their affinity for it.

There is yet another mode in which elective affinity is

exerted. Certain compounds can scarcely be obtained at all,
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or with great difficulty, either by single affinity or tingle

elective affinity, but are readily obtained by what is termed
double elective affinity. There is a well-known mineral
body called sulphate of strontia, which consists of sulphuric

acia and the earthy base (or strictly speaking, metallic

oxide) strontia, and they are combined by single affinity.

Now potash has great affinity for the sulphuric acid of the

sulphate of strontia ; but if we mix them, no decomposition

takes place, the potash being incapable, by single elective

affinity, of detaching the sulphuric acid from the strontia.

Again, carbonic acid and strontia have great affinity for

each other, but if carbonic acid gas be passed through water
in which powdered sulphate of strontia is diffused, it does not

by single elective affinity separate the strontia from the sul-

phuric acid.

That decomposition, however, which single elective affinity

cannot in this case perform, may be effected by double

elective affinity, producing double decomposition. If, instead

of acting upon the sulphate of strontia with the carbonic

acid and potash separately, we combine them and boil the

powdered sulphate of strontia in a solution of the carbonate

of potash thus formed, double elective affinity ensues, and
two new compounds are formed,—namely, sulphate of

potash, which remains in solution, and carbonate of strontia,

which, being insoluble in water, is precipitated in the state

of a white powder. The double elective affinity which pro-

duces double decomposition will be illustrated by the an-

nexed diagram

.

Sulphate of Potash.

( Potash.

Carbonate of

Potash.

Sulphuric"

Acid.

Sulphate of
t Strontia.

Carbonic

I Acid.
Strontia.

Carbonate of Strontia.

Double elective affinity and decomposition are extensively
employed in chemical operations ; the preparation of various
acids, such as the nitric and muriatic, and of a great number
of saline compounds, depends upon the application of these
modifications of chemical affinity. We shall now illustrate

a position already stated, viz., that chemical affinity is not to

be considered as an invariable power, but subject to causes
which prevent, increase, or reverse its action ; and it is on
this account that tables of affinity express merely the order
of decomposition, and not that of attraction under every cir-

cumstance. The causes now alluded to may be compre-
hended underform and proportion, and the modifying effects

of heat, electricity, and light.

With reipect toform, it may be observed, that the solid

state is unfavourable to the exertion of chemical affinity

;

and it was once supposed that two solid bodies could not act

chemically upon each other. That this is not the case may
be proved by adding lime to muriate of ammonia, for by
their mutual action ammoniacal gas is plentifully evolved.

Division is, however, in all cases favourable to chemical affi-

nity : thus, a mass of marble dissolves slowly in muriatic
acid, but when reduced to powder the action is extremely
rapid. In some cases mechanical division, however minute,
is insufficient to allow combination : thus, if finely pow-
dered pipe-clay be added to dilute sulphuric acid, no
chemical affinity is exerted between them, the cohesive affi-

nity of the particles of clay exceeding that of their chemical
affinity for the sulphuric acid. If, however, we take a so-

lution of alum and add ammonia to it, the clay is precipi-

tated from it in so minutely divided a state that the acid im-
mediately dissolves it.

When a jet of hydrogen pas is thrown upon a mass of
platina, no effect whatever is produced, but when the pla-

tina is very minutely divided, then chemical affinity is ex-
cited ; the platina becomes first red-hot, then inflames the
hydrogen, and water is formed during its combustion.

Minute division, then, so as to reduce the cohesion of a
body, is in many cases necessary to the exertion of chemical
affinity, and in all cases it increases the rapidity of its

action.

Fluidity is always favourable to chemical action, and in

most oases it is requisite that one body, at least, should be in

that form. Thus galls and sulphate of iron, though both are

reduced to fine powder, do not aot upon each other : dissolve

either of them and add the other in powder to the solution,

and chemical affinity will be exerted ; but if they are both

dissolved, then the action is instantaneous.

There are some instances in which affinity is but feebly,

if at all exerted, unless both bodies be so finely divided ai to

be exposed to each other in the aeriform state : thus sulphur

is capable ofcombining with alcohol. Little of it is, however,

dissolved by the spirit when it is merely powdered ; but

if the sulphur and alcohol be heated in separate vessels, and

their vapours be suffered to mix, they then unite.

The nascent state of bodies is one which is extremely

favourable to the action of chemical affinity. Chlorine has

affinity for silver, and the compound which they form, called

chloride of silver, is white and insoluble in water; hydrogen

has great affinity for chlorine, and they combine to form mu-
riatic acid. If, however, hydrogen gas be passed into water

holding chloride of silver in suspension, no change occurs,

for the hydrogen has not, under these circumstances, the

power of separating the chlorine from the silver.

If the hydrogen be evolved in the vessel which contains

the suspended chloride of silver, it has then an opportunity

of coming into contact with it in its nascent state, that is at

the moment of its separation from combination, and before

it has assumed the state of gas. Under these circumstances

the hydrogen separates the chlorine from the silver, muriatic

acid is formed, and metallic silver separated. It is, however,

easy to combine chlorine and hydrogen gases by exposing a

mixture of them either to the suns rays, the taper, or the

electric spark. But the gases which constitute ammonia,

viz., hydrogen and azote, do not unite unless one of them,

at least, is in the nascent state ; thus if iron filings moistened

with water are exposed to exotic gas confined over mercury,

ammonia is produced, for the water is decomposed by the

iron, its nascent hydrogen unites with the asote to form am-

monia, and its oxygen with the iron to form the oxide of

that metal.

The nature of the compounds, arising from the chemical

affinity and action of their elements, is greatly influenced

by the proportion of the substances employed to produce

them. When equal weights of sulphuric acid and alcohol are

subjected to distillation, the product is sulphuric »tker;

double the quantity of acid, and oil of wine is obtained ; use

ten parts of acid to one of alcohol, and olefiant gas is formed

by their mutual action. Again : if a mixture of two parts

of nitre and one part of sulphuric acid be distilled, there are

produced nitric acid and sulphate of potash ; but if a part of

the sulphate of potash be dissolved in the nitric acid, nitrate

of potash will be again formed, accompanied with bisulphate

of potash.

There are several other cases which prove that the pro-

portions of the substances which act chemically upon each

other, greatly influence the nature and proportions of the

new compounds formed: thus, when 100 parts of sulphate

of barytes are boiled in a solution of 59 parts of carbonate of

potash, 23 of the sulphate are decomposed and converted

into 19 3 of carbonate. When also 85 parts of carbonate ot

barytes are boiled in a solution of 74 of sulphate of potash,

decomposition also takes place, and there are formed 67 of

sulphate of barytes, and 40 of carbonate of potash. In

these experiments, then, it appears that decomposition can-

not in either case be entirely effected, while the new com-

pounds formed remain in mixture with the portions of the

original salts which remain undecomposed. In other words,

there takes place a partition of bases between the acids

whose action is opposed to each other.

Heat, according to its degree and under various circum-

stances, produces very different effects on chemical affinity,

and causes, increases, reverses, or prevents its action. If

we mix oxygen and hydrogen gases, they will remain in a

state of mixture for an indefinite period without combining ;

but if flame be applied to them they combine with explosion,

and water is formed. Water dissolves certain salts, but to a

limited extent only when cold ; boil it and the solvent power

is greatly increased. When mercury is moderately heated in

atmospheric air it is converted into peroxide, by combining
with the oxygen of the air: heat the compound thus

formed more strongly than was required for its production,

and the affinity is destroyed ; oxygen gas is given out. and
the mercury returns to its metallic state. Mix solutions of

chloride of calcium and carbonate of ammonia; double
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decomposition ensues ; carbonate of lime and muriate of
ammonia result Evaporate the mixture to dryness, and
beat the residue; the order of affinities is reversed, and
chloride of calcium and carbonate of ammonia are repro-

duced : in this case, heat reverses the order of affinities.

There is one instance, however, in which heat produces
effects that are quite anomalous and irreducible to any idea
of their dependence upon degree of temperature ; it is this :

—

when the vapour of boiling water is passed over ignited iron,

the water is decomposed ; hydrogen, one of its elements, is

evolved in the state of gas ; and oxygen, the other, combines
with the iron and converts it into oxide. Now if we ignite

this oxide of iron and pass hydrogen gas over it, the oxide
is decomposed, its oxygen combines with the hydrogen, and
water is re-formed. No satisfactory explanation of the laws
of affinity, by which these opposing results are obtained, has
hitherto been offered. These facts afford an illustration of
the disturbing causes which very much limit the usefulness
of tables of affinity. According to the first experiment, oxy-
gen and iron combine in preference to oxygen and hydrogen,
whereas it appears from the second that the affinity of oxy-
gen for hydrogen exceeds that for iron. But it is evident

that these statements are irreconcilable with each other;

and as the temperature is in both cases the name, no varia-

tion of it can account for the incompatible results of the

experiments.
Electricity possesses remarkable power over chemical

affinity : if the electric spark be passed through a mixture
of oxygen and hydrogen gases, it causes them to combine,
and water is formed by their union. It is, however, pro-

bable that this and some similar effects are producea by
the heat which accompanies the electrical spark ; but there

are other cases of combination which must perhaps be
attributed to specific action, as, for example, when nitric

acid is formed by the agency of electricity upon atmos-
pheric air.

The action of electricity is much more remarkable in

causing decomposition than combination, and especially

that form of it which is termed voltaic electricity, or gal-

vanism ; the first substance decomposed by it was water.

When two platina wires are connected with the poles of a
voltaic trough, and their unconnected ends are immersed in

water, hydrogen-gas is evolved at the negative, and oxygen-
gas at the positive wire. Many other compound bodies

have been similarly decomposed : their elements separate at

the opposite poles, and the same body always appears at

the same pole : thus in all decompositions, oxygen, cnlorine,

and the acids go over to the positive surface, while hy-
drogen, the metals, inflammable substances in general, and
the alkalis, are found at the negative surface.

In common electrical attraction, the bodies attract each
other in consequence of their opposite electrical states ; and
in the same manner, in the electro-chemical theory pro-
posed by Sir H. Davy, it is supposed that acids and other
substances which are attracted in electrical decompositions
to the positive pole, are negatively electrical at the moment
of their separation from combination ; and on the contrary,

the alkalis, which are found at the negative extremity, are

positively electrical.

It has, however, by no means been proved that chemical
affinity is identical with electrical attraction ; and we must
yet consider it as a peculiar species of attraction, subject

indeed to the control of electrical agency, which is capable,

not merely of decomposing compounds, but of suspending
chemical action and reversing the order of affinities.

If sulphate of soda be dissolved in a blue vegetable in-

fusion and subjected to voltaic electricity in a glass tube,

it is soon found that the fluid at the positive pole becomes
red, indicating the presence of an acid, while at the nega-

tive it is green, showing the action of an alkali. In this

case the sulphate of soda is not only decomposed, but its

constituents, while under electrical influence, appear to be

incapable of recombining ; for, by reversing the position of

the tube, or the places of the wires, the fluid which was red

will become green, and the green red : thus proving that,

while under electrical influence, chemical affinity is sus-

pended, for the acid and the alkali must have passed through

the same solution without combining.

That affinity may be controlled by altering the elec-

trical state of a body, is also proved by Sir H. Davy's very

curious experiments on copper-sheathing, which, though

they failed from unforeseen causes, are worthy of his

genius. It appeared to Sir H. Davy that the copper was

oxidised by the atmospheric air in the sea-water, and tnat
then it took muriatic acid from muriate of magnesia and
formed with it submuriate of copper, and hence ensued the
destruction of the metal. Now, as metals combine with
acids only when oxidized, it occurred to Sir H. Davy, that
if he could render the copper negative, which is the elec-

trical state of the oxygen, they would not combine. This
he effected by bringing the copper into contact with zinc or
iron ; these being rendered positive, the copper became ne-
gative, scarcely combined at all with oxygen, and was so
little acted upon by the muriate of magnesia in sea-water,

that when protected by only t -1000th part of iron, oxidize-

ment and conversion into submuriate were, to a certain ex-
tent, prevented.
The following will also serve as an example of the re-

versal of chemical affinity by electricity. Immerse a piece
of copper in a solution of nitrate of silver ; the copper is

dissolved and the silver precipitated: if we reverse the
experiment, and put a piece of silver into a solution of
nitrate of copper, no change is effected ; if, however, the
silver while immersed be touched by a piece of iron, a vol-

taic circuit is formed, the order of affinity is reversed, the
copper is precipitated, and the silver is dissolved.

Light is capable of controlling chemical affinity both
with respect to decomposition and combination . If a mixture
of hydrogen and chlorine gases be exposed to the sun's
rays, they combine with explosion, and form muriatic acid *

this effect does not appear to be produced by the heat which
accompanies the light, for a considerably higher tempera-
ture is not capable of producing the combination. With
respect to the decomposing agency of light, it is well known
that if pale nitric acid be subjected to it, it suffers decom-
position to a certain extent, oxygen gas being evolved : it

is also found that some metallic oxides which retain the
oxygen with but slight force of affinity, evolve it and are
reduced to the metallic state by the agency of light.

In concluding the subject of chemical affinity it is to be
observed, that substances often combine in more than one
{>roportion of each, and the quantities are governed by certain

aws, which will be considered under Atomic Theory.
AFFINITY, in Law, means a relationship by marriage.

The husband and wife being considered, in law, as one per-

son, those who are related to the one by blood, are related

to the other in the same degree by affinity. This rela-

tionship not being the effect of nature, but the result of

civil institution, the persons between whom it exists are

said to be related in taw ; the father or brother of a mans
wife being called hisfather or brother-in-law. Almost the

only point of view in which affinity is a subject of any im-

portance in the English law is, as an impediment to matri-

mony ;—persons related by affinity being forbidden to marry
within the same degrees as persons related by blood. [See

Marriaqk.] It is in consequence of this rule that a man
is not permitted, by our law, after his wife's death to marry
her sister, aunt, or niece,—those relations being all within

the prohibited degrees of consanguinity; and therefore, ac-

cording to the principle just laid down, the prohibition

extends to the same relations by affinity also. This rule,

which excludes from marriage relations by affinity within

certain degrees, is founded upon the Levitical law ; and doubts

have been entertained by very learned writers, whether its

introduction into the municipal laws of modern countries is

necessary or useful. [See Michaelis, Mosaisches Recht.

b. iii. c. 7j
AFFIRMATION, in Law, is the solemn asseveration

made by individuals belonging to the class of Dissenters

called Quakers, in cases where an oath is required from

others. This indulgence was first introduced by the statute

7 and 8 Wil. III., chap. 34, which enacts that the solemn
affirmation of Quakers in courts of justice shall have the

same effect as an oath taken in the usual form. The pro-

visions of this statute are explained and extended by
8 Geo. I., chap. 6, and 22 Geo. II., chap. 46, sect. 36 ; but in

all these statutes there is a clause expressly restraining

Quakers from giving evidence on their affirmation in

criminal cases. This absurd exception, which Lord Mans-
field called • a strong prejudice in the minds of the great

men who introduced the original statute ' (Cowper's Reports,

p. 390), has been entirely removed by a recent enactment
(9 Geo. IV., chap. 32) : and Quakers and Moravians are

now entitled to give evidence in all cases, criminal as well as

civil, upon their solemn affirmation. A curious question

arose during the present session of parliament (1833), re-
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sporting tlio sufficiency of the affirmation of a Quaker, in-

stead i.if the customary oaths, on his taking his seat in the

House of Commons; the subject was referred to a com-

mittee, upon whose report the House resolved that the

affirmation was admissihk'.

AFFIX, a term in Grammar, to which the name of sujfi.r

»lvi is sometimes given. It signifies a syllable attached to

the end of a word hy which the form and signification of the

word are altered. Tins will he best explained by some ex-

amples front our own language. Thus m the words wealth-y,

tcemht-if, bulk-y, and in gnd-ly, odd-ly, kc, the syllables //

and /// are fhe 'affixes, which qualify the meanings of the

words to which they are attached, and fit them for a new
and different use ; as 'This man loves wealth ; 'That is a

wrultluf merchant.' Verbs are in this way made from adjec-

tives, as from the adjectives sharp, quirk, thick, we ha\o

sharpen, quicken, thicken respectively ; and adjectives and

adverbs from nouns, as in the examples just given. The *v,

which marks our possessive ease, is an atlix, having ori-

ginally been a distinct syllable, as we see from our old books

in such expressions as Goddes w ill : marines duty. Some
persons arc of opinion that this '$ has arisen from the pos-

sessive pronoun his, as in such a phrase God his trill, ?na?i

his duty; but we are of opinion that this final *s is to be re-

ferred to the German and Anglo-Saxon genitive termina-

tion es. "When we hear people vulgarly say hisn, hern, for

his, her, the n is the remnant of the syllable en, which in these

instances marks a kind of pronominal adjective, akin to the

genitive or possessive ease :—as we may still observe in the

German forms d'ssvn, ko.
In the Latin and Greek, and many other languages, there

is the same system of allixes of which we have given ex-

amples in the words weighty, bulky; and in these languages
the different cases of nouns, and adjectives, and the different

tenses and persons of the verbs, are also formed by affixes.

Thus the nominatives Pindaru-s, Ilomeru-s, Liriu-s, Anfo-
it/u-s, are the true Roman forms of these names, which, in

the accusative, form Pindaru-m, Hnmeru-m, kc, respec-

tively, and so on in the other cases. With the English, it is

the common practice to shorten all these words to Pindar,

Homer, Livy, Antony ; and yet we are not consistent in this

practice, for we say T/bullus, .EntiHus, kc. keeping in these

instances the genuine tbrm just as it is in the language to

which the^e names belong. The irregularity depends upon
the greater or less familiarity of the names. With the
French, the changes are still more violent.

AFGHANISTAN is a country of A?ia, extending from
the Indus on the east to Persia on the west, and from
the great chain of Ilindoocoosh on the north towards the

Indian ocean on the south. Taken in its largest accepta-

tion, and including the nominally dependent provinces of

Balkh (the ancient Haetria), Cashmere, Herat, Heloochis-

tan, kc, the limits of the empire are the 2 Ith and 37th de-

grees of nort-h latitude, and (>2 and 17 east longitude. This
great territory includes a varied population of above fourteen
millions, consisting chiefly of Afghans, Persians, and In-
dians.

The name is Persian, and, though not unknown to the
Afghans, is not used by them. They have, in fact, no
name for their country : they call themselves Pushtaneh.
An enormous table-land of high elevation extends from

the coast of Korea to the Black Sea, varying considerably

in its breadth from north to south between these two limits.

It consists of two portions, of which the eastern is the higher
This elevated table-land has also its elevations, or mountains :

of which the Himalaya range forms the great southern boun
dary, the western part of which is called the Hindoo Koosh.
The higher ridges of the Hindoo Koosh are bare rock, per-

fectly free from verdure, and in many parts covered with
perpetual snow. The gentlemen of the British embassy, in

June, lSU'J, saw no diminution of snow on this ridge, though
at Peshawer, within fifty miles, the thermometer stood at

1 13 . It is much intersected with narrow but fertile valleys,

and is finely wooded near its base. Its general height is

very great, and some of its peaks are supposed to be higher
than those of the principal ridge, which runs about gnu miles

farther north, and is there called the Mooy. Tagh, or Ice

mountain. It enters Afghanistan to the north of Cashmere,
crossing the Indus, which rises in the principal ridge to the

N.K., and proceeds chiefly with a western direction to the

high peak of Hindoo Koosh, N.W.ofCabul (long. i\H , lat. 3 3 ),

where it loses its name and character. About 71 long, the

range sinks suddenly to receive the river Kama, which rises

in the chief ridge. With this exception, all the streams which

join the Cabul on the north have their sources in the Hindoo

Koosh. From long. f>t>
0

a range of mountains of a lower

character extends 300 miles to the west, reaching nearh 2no

miles from north to south. These mountains are called by

European geographers the Paropamisan mountains; they are

generally c Id and barren, difficult of access, and very link*

known. Their northern lace is a rapid descent into jhlkh,

part of the ancient Bactria.

Another chain, inferior in height to the first mention,..],

extends from the Cabul river, immediately oppose tl;.-

great chain, to the 29th degree of latitude. This range is

called the mountain of Soliman ; it runs parallel to, ai:<l

near the Indus, to which river it has a very ?teep dc«-er.i.

It is traversed by the river Gonuil, whose source;, arc faru

the west, and its continuity is doubtful in other parts. Ex-

cept its northern extremity, where snow is found throughout

the year, no part of the Soliman range has snow beyond the

spring.

Beyond these our accounts of the mountain courses <f

Afghanistan are founded chiefly on conjecture. Scu-m!

branches appear to extend westward from the Soliman. and

they are said to join the Paropamisan : but their ranges an-

unknown. The southern country appears full of mountain-,

which reach from the south of the Soliman in parallel rolgo

westward to the table-land of Kclat in Beloochistan.

The whole of Afghanistan, extending soutIi from the great

ridge, is a lofty table-land, considerably elevated abou* the

neighbouring countries. lis northern boundary looks uV,w;

on the low land oi' Balkh or Bactria, and its eastern limit

on the valley of the Indus: towards the west it si »pes

gradually to the desert, and on the south sinks rapidly h

Beloochistan and the Indian ocean.

The rivers of Afghanistan, though of considerable length.

are not large, and are all fordable during the greatest part

of the year. Although many give great promise on is-

suing from the hills, so much of their water is drawn off f.r

the purposes of irrigation, and so much exhausted hy

evaporation, that, excepting in the rainy season, scan elv

one reaches the end of its channel, 'l'he Cabul, the chief

of the rivers flowing eastward, is formed hy various streams

uniting to the east of Cabul, the capital :*the rivulet winch

gives its name in our maps to the w hole river, rises twenty-

five miles west of Cabul. about 3-1 N. Int., (»y E. long.^ It

is joined a little below the city by a much larger stream Ir.-u

the west of Ghizni : and farther east, at 70 K. long., hy t!u-

united streams id' Ghorthund and Puuj sheer, from th<:

mountains of Hindoocoosh. At Kama (71 E.long.bncar.hl

lalabad, it receives the great river of Cash gar, called in car

maps Kama, which issues from the Pooslnikhur, in the IV

loor Tagh, near the source of the Oxus, 3s
c
N. lat., 7.VK. l* 1 ^'-

This is the most important of all the branches of the Cabul

.

the united stream falls info the Indus about three nnV»

above Attoek, in 34 N. lat., and 7'/ 20' E. long. The nuw>

here given are those of our maps : in fact, there appear t
l

be no general name for any mer of Afghanistan; cu-iy

branch has its separate appellation, and the same stream

rarely retains the same name above fifty miles of its course.

The principal river of those that run westward is the Hel

mund, (the Erymandrus or Ilermundrus of the ancient

geographers,) which rises in the same range that contains

the sources of the Cabul. Alter running about two linn

dred miles through mountains, the Helmund continues its

course across the western desert, until it reaches the great

lake of Sejestan,commonly called Zcrrali.

The Helmund overllows every year like the Nile, and, like

that river, spreads fertility over its hanks ; for though the

lower part of its course is through a perfect desert, the im-

mediate shores of the river form a fertile, populous, and well-

cultivated country, called Gurmzeer.
The climate is very variable, and a region hot as India

may be found within a days journey of a perpetually frozen

country. The east is generally much hotter than the wH.
and in the plains of Peshawer a thermometer in the shade

rise* to the height of ljs in July. In the same place, fr<> t

lasts to the beginning of March. The spring is very rapid

;

before the end of March, plum-trees and apple-trees are

in full foliage; barley is in the ear; the heat is alrea'h

disagreeable, and in May the very wind is hot. In the h"l

parts ».f the country, the simoom is felt occasionally: this is

a hot wind, which lasts but a few minutes, but its effects are

terrible; a person exposed to its full influence drops senseless,

and rarely recovers its approach is known by a peculiar
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smell, on perceiving which, everjr living being runs to seek
shelter. It is conjectured that the hydrophobia, which at-

tacks dogs, wolves, and jackals, is caused by the simoom.
The season of rains, called in India the south-west mon-

soon, is felt in the eastern parts of Afghanistan, though not
so violently as in India. It commences about the end of

July, when the earth, which has been parched by the sum-
mer heat, resumes the appearance of spring with miraculous
rapidity ; at other times there is little rain, fogs and clouds
are rare, and the air is usually dry. The average heat is

less than in India ; and the difference oftemperature between
day and night, and winter and summer, is much greater
than either in India or England. The climate generally is

healthy ; the most common diseases are fevers, colds, and
ophthalmia ; and occasionally the small-pox is very fatal, in

spite of inoculation, which has been long practised.

The mineral resources of Afghanistan are not much de-
veloped. No gold is found, with the exception of some
grains in the torrents near the great northern mountains,
and but little silver ; mines of lead and iron are wrought,
and fine rock salt is dug in the north-west Whole cliffs of
lapis lazuli exist in the mountains.
The western country is mostly high and bleak, much fitter

for pasturage than agriculture, and is generally inhabited
by shepherds who dwell in tents.

The animals of Afghanistan are like those of India ; the
lion is small and very rare. Tigers and leopards are found
in the eastern parts, and hyaenas, jackals, wolves, and foxes,

everywhere. There are many bears, but they rarely descend
into the plains. Horses are common, and in some parts

very fine. Asses are much used in the labours of agricul-

ture ; but the chief beast of burden is the camel, the same
long-legged animal used in India. The stout short camel,
with two humps, is sometimes used, but more rarely. The
principal stock of the rural population consists of sheep

;

a fine handsome animal, with tails of solid fat a foot broad.
Goats, dogs, and cats, with long silky hair, are all in abun-
dance.

Two or three sorts of eagles frequent the mountains, and
several species of falcons, many of which are used in hawk-
ing, to which the Afghans are much addicted ; their game
is chiefly the same as in Europe : wild ducks, swans, quails,

partridges, &c. &c.
The trees are generally the same as in Europe, and our

finest fruits grow wild in the plains and valleys. The pro-
ducts of agriculture are wheat, barley, rice, Indian corn,

millet, pulse, tobacco, &c, &c, carrots, turnips, cabbages,
and garden vegetables in general. In the eastern parts,

dates, ginger, turmeric, cotton, and sugar-cane, are cultivated

in favourable situations.

In a government so unsettled as that of Afghanistan, the
political divisions are necessarily variable. When the British

embassy was at Peshawer, in 1809, the kingdom was divided
into twenty-seven provinces or governments, the eighteen
most important of which were superintended by resident

hakims, who collected the revenue and commanded the
troops. Many of these provinces, as Sind, Mooltan, Cash-
mere, &c. &c, are now quite independent; others, as

Balkh, Herat, Seestan, &c, though nominally connected
with the government, do not come within our object, which
is only to describe Afghanistan, and not its dependencies.
On crossing the Indus at Attock, the first province is Pesh-
awer, in the valley of the Cabul river ; the provinces of Jel-

lalabad, Lughmaun, and Cabul, follow in regular succession

westward along the same river, and at its sources is the
united province of Bamian and Ghorebund. All these pro-

vinces lie immediately south of the great chain of the Hin-
doo Koosh, and though small, they are the most important of

the kingdom, by their fertility and population. South of

Cabul is Ghizni ; Candahar lies considerablv to the south-

west of Ghizni ; and Furrah much farther to tne west, within

the country of Khorassan. In all these the chief town has
the same name with the province.

The remaining nine divisions are composed of countries

almost wholly inhabited by Afghans, or pastoral tribes,

where there are few towns. There is a governor appointed to

each, whose authority is little more than nominal, as he
never resides, but generally leaves the government wholly to

the heads of tribes, subject, perhaps, to occasional control.

These nine provinces comprise almost the whole surface of

the kingdom ; the others, though politically most important,

being only small populous districts, chielly inhabited by
people of foreign origin, and intersecting the nine large divi-

sions. The most important of these diviionS are the tribes

of Damaun, inhabiting the countries between the rightbank
of the Indus and the Soliman mountains ; the Gmljies,
stretching over the centre of the country, from the neighbour-
hood of Candahar to the mountains of the north, and in-
closing the provinces of Ghizni, Cabul, Lughmaun, and Jel-
lalabad ; the Eimauks form a province in the west of the
Paroparaisan mountains ; and the eastern part of the same
range is the province of the Hazaurehs. The remaining
include all the Afghan tribes subject to the government of
the king.

The capital is Cabul, the chief city of the province of the
same name, which forms the eastern half of Afghanistan.
Cabul is situate on the Cabul, in a large well-watered plain,

filled with villages. The town is surrounded on three sides
by low hills, on one of which, to the north, is the king's pa-
lace. The tomb of the Emperor Baber, on a hill near the
city, surrounded by large beds of flowers, commands a noble
prospect. The town is not large, but is handsome and com-
pact ; and the houses are mostly built of wood, to avoid the
consequences of the frequent earthquakes. Beautiful
gardens surround the town, which is celebrated for its fine

climate, though the proximity of the mountains causes great
varieties of temperature. N. lat. 31° 10', E. long. 71° 43/

Peshawer is situated in a plain nearly circular, about
thirty-five miles in diameter, and surrounded by mountains
on every side, except a slip of fifteen miles width to the
east. The plain is well watered and always green ; it is

in high cultivation, and produces plums, peaches, apples,
pears, pomegranates, and mulberries, with a few dates.

The city is about five miles round, and contains 100,000 in-

habitants. The houses are built of brick, about three
stories high : the streets are narrow and slippery, but are
paved, and have a gutter in the centre. Part of the town
is flooded during the spring rains, which make it then an
unwholesome residence.

Ghizni was once the capital of an empire reaching from
the Tigris to the Ganges, and was adorned with the most
splendid buildings in Asia ; but it is now reduced to about
1500 mean dwellings. Some remains of its ancient gran-
deur are still to be seen in its neighbourhood ; among the
rest the tomb of Sultan Mahmood, the conqueror of India.

This structure is about three miles from the city, and is

spacious, though not magnificent, and covered with a cupola.

The doors, which are very large, are of sandal-wood, and
said to have been brought as a trophy from the temple of
Somnaut in Guzerat On a tombstone of white marble lies

the mace of Mahmood, of such a weight that few men can
wield it. Mohammedan priests are still maintained, who
constantly read the Koran over the grave. Ghizni is in 30°

11' N. lat. and 68° 57' E. long.

Candahar is on the site of an ancient city, conjectured to

have been one of those founded by Alexander the Great.

The present city fs quite modern, and was founded by
Ahmed Shah in 1754. That king made it the capital of

his dominions ; but on the accession of Timour Shah in 1 774,

the seat of government was removed to Cabul. Candahar is

large and populous, supposed to contain 100,000 inhabitants.

Its form is oblong, and its plan perfectly regular; four

streets meet in the centre, in a circular place, fifty yards in

diameter, surmounted by a dome. This is called the Chaursoo

(sharshee), and is a public-market place, surroundedby shops

;

the four principal streets are fifty yards in width, are lined

with shops, and extend to the gates of the city. The
smaller streets are narrow, but straight, and all cross at right

angles. The town is well watered by canals from the

Urghundaub, a tributary of the Helmund; and a small

stream runs through almost every street. The tomb of
Ahmed Shah, covered by a gilt cupola, stands near the
kings palace, and is held as a sacred asylum, the king
himself not daring to take a criminal from it Candahar,
unlike any other city, is ehiefly inhabited by Afghans, who
have conformed externally to the habits of Persians. Its

situation is in 32° lO* N. lat., 66° 30' E. long.

All the large towns are inhabited chiefly by Persians and
Indians ; an Afghan never keeps a shop or exercises any
trade. The only Afghans found in towns are the officers of
government ana their followers, soldiers, priests and, per-

haps, a few labourers. The houses of the rich are inclosed

by high walls, and contain three or four courts, with gardens

and fountains. Each court contains a building, with seve-

ral small apartments, and three or four large halls, reaching

to the roof, supported by wooden pillars, carved and painted.
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The apartments open on the halls, and are fitted up with

paintings and looking-glasses. One room at least has

glazed windows, and several have fire-places. The doors

are carved, and covered in winter with velvet or brocade.

The floors are covered with handsome carpets, and thick felt

seats go all round the room, close to the wall, covered with

silk or velvet. The houses of the common people are of one

story, and usually of a single room, about twenty feet long

by twelve broad : they have little ornament and scarcely any

furniture. Neither tables nor chairs are used ; their place

is supplied by coarse woollen carpets and thick felt cushions.

The Afghans, who compose little more than a third of the

dwellers in Afghanistan, are of moderate stature, but re-

markably hardy and athletic. Their high cheek bones and
prominent noses distinguish them essentially from the Tar-

tai's, with whom some persons have confounded them.

Their complexions are various ; men as fair as Europeans
being found in the same places with others dark as Indians.

The western tribes are fairer than those of the east. Their

hair and beard are mostly black ; occasionally brown or red.

The usual dress is a sort of frock, reaching below the knee,

and loose dark cotton trowsers. The head is covered with a
low liat-sided cap of black silk, with a coloured or brocaded

top. They wear half boots, laced in front. The dress of

the western tribes resembles that of Persia, and the people

of the east imitate their neighbours of India.

The manners of the Afghans are frank and open ; they

pay little respect to rank, but show great reverence for old

age. They are very sociable, and give frequent dinner

parties, which are accompanied by singing, dancing, and
music. Any game of chance or skill, however childish, that

may lead to a dinner, is played with great zest ; marbles,

prison-bars, hunt-the-slipper, hopping, &c. &c. and the

loser treats his opponent. They are also fond of sitting in

a circle, conversing, or listening to story-tellers. The people

of the east notice the attachment of the Afghans to truth,

in which they are much superior to their neighbours of India

and Persia, though Europeans will not rank them very high
in that respect. They are filled with family pride, and fond
of recounting long genealogies, scarcely allowing a man to

be a genuine Afghan who cannot prove six descents. They
are very jealous of attentions paid to others, and can be
more easily wrought upon by kindness than threats.

Hospitality is the great characteristic of Afghans ; it is

with them a point of honour : and a greater affront cannot
be given to an Afghan than by inviting his guest to another

dwelling. A man may travel without money from one end
of the country to the other, and the bitterest enemy is safe

if he claim the protection of hospitality. A person who has
a favour to ask of any person goes to his house, and refuses

to sit down or partake of food until the boon be granted.

This custom is called nannawatee, and it brings disgrace on
a man to reject a petition under such circumstances.

Another resemblance to the Arabs of the desert, so cele-

brated for their hospitality, is the practice of robbery by the
ruder tribes of Afghans. A traveller passing through cer-

tain districts must expect to be plundered, ifnot under strong

protection, while a stranger coming to settle amidst them is

perfectly safe. These robberies, however, are never accom-
panied by murder, and where the government is powerful

the traveller is safe.

The good qualities of the Afghans have been summed up,

by stating that they are faithful, hospitable, brave, frugal,

laborious, and prudent. Their bad qualities are revenge,

avarice, envy, rapacity, and obstinacy.

Among the western tribes, the pastoral character is much
retained ; many tribes live entirely in black coarse woollen

tents, and migrate with their flocks from place to place, as

convenience directs. But although the larger extent of

ground is occupied by the dwellers in tents, the dwellers in

houses are the more numerous body. Agriculture is very
generally on the increase : many parts of Afghanistan are

highly cultivated, and the most remote regions are not
without marks of human industry.

The religion of the Afghans is the Mohammedan of the
Sunite sect, though accompanied with less bigotry than usual.

Hindoos and Christians live peaceably and respected among
them : and even Persians, who are of the dissenting Shiite

sect, and, therefore, more abominated by the orthodox than
even infidels, hold high official stations among them, upon
the simple condition of abstaining from curses on the three
first caliphs, the denial of whose right to the commandership
over the Faithful forms the chief reason of their dissent

Social intercourse with women is less restrainedthan among
other Mohammedans, though in towns the females of the
upper ranks live secluded, and never go out without a covering
from head to foot. In the country, women go out unveiled

.

in the lower ranks, they do the work of the house, and in
some of the inferior tribes assist the men in the labours of agri-
culture. Their marriage ceremonies are like those of the
Persians.

The language of the Afghans is called Pushtoo ; half the
words of the language are Persian, but almost all the par-
ticles and verbs are from some unknown root Many words
have been said to be identical with those of the Zend and
Pehlevi, the ancient languages of Persia, and with those of
the Sanscrit, the ancient language of India; and this in
cases where the words are Quite obsolete in the modern
dialects of these countries. This, however, is doubted by
some. The structure of the Pushtoo refutes the old opinion
that the Afghans are descended from the Jews. The
sound of the language is rough, but not disagreeable
to persons accustomed to oriental tongues. They use
the Arabic alphabet, with points over and under certain
letters to represent sounds unknown to Arabic. The only
original Pushtoo authors are poets ; their compositions are
chiefly lyrics, of a spirited and bold cast, breathing a strong
attachment to liberty. No Pushtoo authors are above a cen-
tury and a half old; but Persian works are as familiar to the
educated Afghans as their own, and the Persian language
is that chiefly used in composition.

The education of the Afghans is not neglected ; every village

has its school, generally kept by a priest, and almost every
boy attends it In some tribes, boys are sent to a distant
village, where they live in the mosque, and are under the
sole guidance of their schoolmaster. The most celebrated
university is at Peshawer.
Many females are acquainted with Persian literature, and

almost all those of a certain rank can read ; but writing is

not commonly taught there.

The whole nation is divided into tribes, which continue
much unmixed, each under its own peculiar government, with
little interference from the royal power. The internal go-
vernment of the tribes is republican ; they are divided into
separate clans, and each clan has its chiefor khan, chosen
from the oldest family. The khans administer justice in
most cases, but rarely without the concurrence of a council
of the heads of families. The clans are eminently exclu-
sive, and are often at feud with each other. They appear
to be little attached to their chiefs, but very strongly to their
tribe. They are very jealous of interference, and their re-
publican spirit has preserved the country from degenerating
into the ordinary oriental despotism. The reply made to an
English traveller, who expatiated x>n the freedom from
alarm, blood, and discord, which must ensue from a more
steady government, was ' We are content with discord, we
are content with alarms, we are content with blood, but we
will never be content with a master/
The land is cultivated by tenants, who pay rent, or by

persons who give half the produce to the landlord, receiving
seed and instruments of agriculture from him. Many small
proprietors cultivate their own land by the aid of hired la-

bourers, or slaves attached to the soil.

The trade of Afghanistan is small, and only carried on
by caravans. The most important trade is with India*
whence they import cottons, muslins, ivory, indigo, tin, wax*
sugar, and spices. The exports are horses, furs, shawls,
tobacco, and fruits.

The government is a limited monarchy, The king may
make peace and war ; he has the control of the revenue,
and appoints to such official situations as are not hereditary.

He cannot increase the revenue, which arises from a fixed
assessment on lands, and amounts to about 2,000,000/. ster-

ling. He is, in fact the Khan of the Duranees, the prin-
cipal tribe ; and although his power has infringed upon the
republican institutions of his own clan, his right over other
tribes extends only to the levying troops, and the collection

of revenue. Over those of his subjects who aro not Afghans,
his power is less limited, but it is rarely exercised with seve-
rity. The Duranee lords control the king, who can rarely
act without their concurrence. The crown is hereditary in
the family, but elective as to the person.

The administration of justice is corrupt, as in every other
Asiatic government A cadi is appointed to every large
town, before whom causes are brought and whose awards
are rarely disobeyed : death is very rarely inflicted! and the
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horrid mutilations so common in Persia are unknown. The
cadi never interferes unless called upon; most cases are

decided by the heads of tribes, as the Afghans dislike all

application to law ; and even a murder, if in retaliation, is

rarely inquired into. The police generally is defective;

vatcnmen are appointed in all large towns, paid by the in-

habitants of the different wards. Parties are stationed in

dangerous places for the protection of travellers, who find,

however, the purchase of security from the clans a more
efficient guard.

The military may be about thirty thousand. One-third of

these are Gholams, or military adventurers, who enlist for

life ; about ten thousand are furnished by land-owners at a
stated rate; and a large contingent is supplied by the

Dnranee clan, as the condition on which they hold their

lands. Their soldiers are chiefly horsemen, and their arms
are swords and matchlocks.

The history of the Afghans cannot be traced to a remote
period. In the ninth century they were possessed of the

north-eastern part of their present empire, and at the close

of the tenth a chief of Khorassan conquered the country,

and made Ghizni his metropolis. For two hundred years

ms family governed the empire ; but although the plains

were conquered, the Afghans maintained their independence
in the mountains. At last, under the conduct of Moham-
med of Ghore, a descendant of their ancient princes, they

dethroned the king of Ghizni, and burned his capital, a.d.

1159. The new dynasty extended the empire from the

Tigris to the Ganges ; but while making conquests abroad,

their own territories became the prey of a stranger ; and
while Afghans were seated on the throne of India, Jenghis

Khan and his descendants ruled in Afghanistan. The
Mongol dynasty reigned over the plains, and the Afghans
dwelt in the mountains. After the death of Tamer-
lane, in 1405, the country appears to have been inde-

pendent for a century. In 1506, the Emperor Baber, a

descendant of Tamerlane, conquered Cabul, and made it the

seat of empire : the plains of Afghanistan were then divided

between India and Persia, but the Afghans still preserved

their precarious independence. At the death of Aurungzeb,
in 1707, when the Mogul empire lost its power, the Afghan
tribe of Ghiljie grew strong, conquered Persia, and founded

an empire of vast extent, but little duration. This dynasty

was overthrown by Nadir Shah of Persia, who conquered

the Afghans, and annexed their country to his empire. At
his death in 1747, Ahmed Shah, an officer of an Afghan
troop, in the service of Persia, fought his way back to his

own country, and founded the present monarchy. From
that time to the death of Tiroour Shah in 1793, the empire
maintained its splendour, but on that event, a civil war
broke out between the ions of the deceased king. Four
brothers in succession gained the throne, the Persians in-

vaded Khorassan, and several dependent rulers threw off

their allegiance. The monarchy is still in the same un-
settled state, and is, in fact, little more than a name ; but
the peculiar organization of the tribes obviates the evils

which elsewhere result from civil war. The people take

but little part in it, considering it merely a quarrel of kings,

to whom they have not much attachment, and content them-
selves with defending their mountains, where they are rarely

molested: and although the cities and great roads occa-

sionally suffer from the disputes of contending factions, and
the plunder of marauding armies, the country has lost few

of its resources, and none of its enjoyments.

The chiefauthority forAfghanistan is Elphinstone's Cabul.

The readermay also consult Foster, Rennell, and the Asiatic

Researches: for the sixteenth century, see the Ayin-i

Akbarioi Abul Fail. See also Hamilton's History of the

RohtUa Afghans, in the country east of the Ganges, Lon-

don, 1 787 ; and Bernhard Dorn's History of the Afghans,

part L, London, 1829.

AFIOUM, or OFIUM KARA HISSAR, (that is, the

Black Castle of Opium,) is, according to D'Anville, situated

on the spot where formerly Apamcia Kibotos stood. At
Afioum are remains of temples and palaces decorated with

black marble. The site of Afioum is fixed in 38° 45' N. lat.

30° 46* E. long.

The original name of Apameia was Celama*, under which
denomination it is described by Xenophon, Herodotus, and

Aman. Antiochus Soter gave it the name of Apameia, as

Strata informs us, who also describes the place. Notwith-

standing all this, it is not yet certain whether Afioum Kara

Hissar, or some other town, represents Apameia ; and this

fact, when we consider the minuteness of the ancient de
scriptions, is one among other proofs how little we know of
the interior of Asia Minor. Taking into account that
Apameia was the centre of a great commerce, as Kara
Hissar now is, and combining this with the resemblance of
name and Pococke's description of the citadel, as compared
with Arrian s account of Celam©, it seems most probable
that Afioum is Apameia. [But see Rennell's Geography
of Western Asia, ii. p. 144.]

The following extract is taken from Pococke's Travels,

whose opinion as to the ancient site differs from ours:
' Carahissar is distinguished among the Turks by the name
of Aphioum Carahissar, on account of the great quantities of
ophioum, or opium, which is made here. 1 had great satis-

faction in finding, by an inscription, that Carahissar is the
ancient Prynesia of Ptolemy, because it is of great use in

making conjectures as to the situation of other places men-
tioned by that author. It is situated at the foot of the
mountains round a very high rock, about half a mile in cir-

cumference, on the top of which they have built a fortress.

The work is a sort of bastard, brown granite ; it is of
a black hue, from which the town is called Carahissar
(the Black Castle) ; it is so very steep that it would be im-
pregnable if supplied with provisions and water, and it seems
to be half a quarter of a mile in perpendicular height. The
town is near three miles in circumference, and it is a great
thoroughfare, has much trade, and good shops provided with
all sorts of things, being in a plentiful country, and many
caravans pass through it. It is the residence of a pasha.

There are in the city ten mosques ; one of them is a noble
building with a portico before it, the whole being covered
with domes. There are neither Greeks nor Jews in the city,

but about fifty Armenian families, besides several mer-
chants and tradesmen, who stay here part of the yeir as

they do in other towns, living in khans ; they have two
churches, and of late they have had a bishop, whom they
call metropolitan. In the country between this and Smyrna
they make most of the Turkey carpets/ &c.
The population of this town is stated at 50,000 or 60,000.

It is of some importance for its fabrics of wool, tapestry,

fire-arms, and sabres. But the chief article of commerce is

the opium cultivated in the neighbourhood. Afioum is also

the rendezvous of the caravans from Constantinople and
Smyrna,which from this place proceed further into the interior.

AFRICA. In treating of one of the great divisions of
our globe, it is necessary to say a few words on the plan
which we have adopted as most suitable to a work of this

kind. If we were to attempt a complete geographical

description of Africa, it would have little value from being
compressed within such narrow limits as we should be
compelled to assign to it. Twenty numbers in succession

would not be sufficient to enable us to give a satisfactory

view of this continent, if we were to enter into details.

We have, therefore, determined to present our readers with

such a sketch or outline, as will show generally the present

state of our knowledge with respect to Africa ; and by turn-

ing to the separate articles, such as Alexandria, Cape of

Good Hope, Egypt, &c, they will find under each head of

city or country, the latest and best information that we havo
been able to collect. The following are the heads that we
propose briefly to treat here :

—

I. Africa as known to the Greeks and Romans.
II. Circumnavigation by the Portuguese, and their set-

tlements. French and English discovery.

III. Short notice of what coasts have been surveyed.

IV. General remarks on the figure of Africa, its' surface,

mountain chains, plateaus, rivers, mineral productions, &c.
V. Varieties of the human race in Africa.

VI. Zoology of Africa.

VII. Botany of ditto.

VIII. Chief divisions, and foreign settlements.

I. The name Africa, which is no doubt of native origin,

was probably first introduced into Europe by the Romans,
who gave this appellation to one of their African provinces,

which comprehended the city of Carthage. Africa was,

therefore, properly the name of a limited district, which has
since been extended to the whole of this vast continent

:

the same thing has constantly taken place in modern times,

and the name of a remote spot or tribe has been magnified

into that of a country or a nation. But the real name for

this continent, both in the Greek and Roman writers, is

Libya. Herodotus, the earliest extant Greek author who
has transmitted to us any information about Africa, has

Z2
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giVen a proof of his limited acquaintance with it by the

very simple division which he makes of its inhabitants.

All the native tribes in the northern part he calls by the

general name of Libyans, and those in the south Ethiopians.

Egypt, according to his system, hardly belongs to Africa,

but lies like an isolated slip between the two adjacent con-

tinents. He was evidently puzzled about assigning a

boundary to Asia and Africa, and he is often led, almost

unintentionally, though with perfect correctness, to give the

name of Arabia to the part immediately east of the Delta

and the Nile. Herodotus asserts that Africa is surrounded

with water, except at the narrow neck now called the

Isthmus of Suez ; and one reason for his belief was appa-

rently the story of Africa being circumnavigated by the

Phoenicians in the reign of Pharaoh Necho, (as he is called

in Kings iL chap. 23,) King of Egypt, and between the

years B.C. 610 and 594. The circumstances of the voyage

as reported by Herodotus are very meagre, and when faith-

fully presented will enable the reader to form his own opi-

nion of the probability of the voyage having been made.
Nechos, King of Egypt, (Herod, iv. 42,) despatched some
Phoenicians in vessels, with instructions to sail round Libya

and through the pillars of Hercules (straits of Gibraltar)

into the northern (Mediterranean) sea, and so to return to

Egypt. The Phoenicians set out from the Red Sea, and
navigated the southern ocean. When the autumn came
on, it was their practice to land on whatever part of the

coast they happened to be, to sow the ground and wait for

the harvest. After reaping it, they would again put to sea;

and thus after two years had elapsed, m the third they passed

through the pillars of Hercules and arrived at Egypt. And
they said, but for my part I do not believe the assertion,

though others may, that in their voyage round Libya they

had the sun on their right hand/
This Phoenician voyage is the only direct statement as

to the ancient circumnavigation of Africa that deserves a
particular examination, and the best critics are divided in

opinion upon it We do not believe the circumnavigation

was effected, and for the following reasons. Herodotus vi-

sited Egypt about 150 years after the event, a time long

enough to allow the original story (for we believe the whole
to be founded on some facts) to have become much per-

verted from the truth. The phenomenon of the sun being

to the right hand, or to the north of the voyagers, would be
observed during part of the year, if they never went beyond
the straits of Bab el Mandeb. The time allowed for the cir-

cumnavigation is too short; and the difficulty of sowing and
reaping on an unknown coast, to say nothing of the opposi-

tion which the natives might offer, and the dangers of the

voyage itself, are serious objections: and, finally, the

notion which Herodotus had, and which was long the

prevailing one, that Africa did not extend so far south
as the real equator, is decisive against the truth of the
voyage. If it ever had been made, it is impossible that so

erroneous a notion as to the southern extent of Africa

would not have been corrected. We refer the reader to

Mannert's Geography of the Greeks and Romans, vol. i., for

further examination of this question, and other supposed
circumnavigations. Compare also Gosselin, Giograpme des

Grecs Analyses, p. 108, &c.
Another ancient voyage is somewhat better authenti-

cated. Hanno, one of the ruling men of Carthage, or king,

as he is termed, sailed from that city through the straits of

Gibraltar, to establish some colonies along the Atlantic coast

of the present empire of Marocco. He took with him a large

fleet, and 30,000 settlers, whom he left at various places, and
then bent his course further south. He passed a river with

crocodiles and river-horses in it, and it has, therefore, been
concluded that he went at least beyond the Senegal ; but it is

not easy to fix with any precision the extent of the voyage,
though it must have been considerably to the south of the
Senegal, according to the statement of the voyager. Yet it

could hardly be farther than the Sierra Leone coast, and
it may have extended not so far. Major Rennell, whose
opinion is entitled to the greatest respect, gives this extent
to the voyage ; but he also advocates the truth of the Phoe-
nician circumnavigation of Africa, which makes us some-
what more scrupulous than we otherwise should be in re-

ceiving his interpretation of the voyage of Hanno. M.
Gosselin, who is more sceptical than the English geogra-
pher, does not carry Hanno further than the latitude of
the Canaries. Polybius, the Greek historian, was sent by
Scipio 4Jroilianus to explore the same coast, {Pliny, v. 1.)

but it is impossible to state how far he went, from so de-
fective an extract as that contained in Pliny. The time at
which this voyage of Hanno was made is uncertain, though
we are inclined to place it before B.C. 500. Herodotus, how-
ever, who lived after this date, says nothing about it

; yet
this is not so strong an objection as it might appear at
first, since Herodotus, consistently with the plan of his his-

tory, never mentions the Carthaginians, except inciden-

tally; though it is certain that he knew much more
about them than he has told us. The voyage of Hanno,
which was originally written in the Punic language, has
come down to us in a Greek translation, though probably
mutilated ; and may be seen in Hudson's Collection of the
Minor Greek Geographers, vol. i.

When the Greeks were settled in Egypt under Pto-
lemy, the son of Lagus, one of Alexander s captains,

(b.c. 323,) they necessarily became better acquainted with
the Red Sea and the course of the Nile ; and from this

epoch we may date the extension of that trade with India,

by which the products of the great Asiatic peninsula and
of Ceylon were more generally diffused over the western
world. This trade existed in great vigour under the Ro-
man emperors, and we have an example of it as late as the
sixth century of our rora, in the work of Cosmas. Indeed
the origin of the trade between the Indian peninsula and
Arabia, and Eastern Africa, belongs to a period anterior

to any history ; and this commerce has probably never been
totally interrupted at any time since its commencement.
One of the most curious documents with respect to

ancient navigation on the east coast of Africa, is con-
tained in the Periplus of the Erythrean Sea, which goes
under the name of Arrian. This work, which was probably
compiled from various log-books and journals, may be
assigned to about the time of Pliny the elder, or perhaps
to an earlier period. It has been illustrated, generally in a
very satisfactory way, by Dr. Vincent. The Periplus contains

much valuable information on the Red Sea, and also a de-
scription of the coasts of Arabia, Persia, the western coast of
India, and the eastern coast of Africa. The extreme south
point mentioned on the African coast is Rhapta, which Dr.
Vincent thinks to be identical with Quiloa. It would seem
as if this work was intended for the use of merchants, as the
compiler has carefully mentioned the articles of export at

each place of importance, and also has informed his readers

what kind of commodities would meet with the readiest

sale.

From the tables of Ptolemy, the Greek geographer, it

appears that the coast of western Africa was known, pro-
bably though the navigation of the Carthaginians and the
Romans, as far as to 11° north of the line. It is a curious
question whether the ancient geographers were acquainted
with the countries south of the Great Desert, and with the
upper part of the river Quorra, commonly called the Niger.
Herodotus tells a story, which he heard from some people
of Cyrene, of some young men of the Nasamones, a tribe

near the present gulf of Sidra, crossing the desert in
a westerly direction, and coming to a great river which ran
towards the rising sun, and had crocodiles in it, and black
men living on its banks. It is very hard to pve implicit

credit to all the circumstances of this narrative ; and yet
it deserves great respect, because there are real facts cor-

responding to the description. The nature of the narrative,

however, is such as to render it impossible to demonstrate
satisfactorily either the truth or falsehood of this early dis-

covery. But there are other considerations which must not
be omitted in forming an opinion as to the knowledge which
the ancients had of central Africa. It can hardly be ima-
gined that the powerful state of Carthage, which employed
so many elephants in war, and carried on so extensive a
commerce, could be altogether ignorant of the countries
south of the Great Desert. The elephant, we have no rea-
son to believe, was ever an inhabitant of the Atlas regions,

except so far as it was domesticated among the Carthagi-
nians, and therefore must have been brought to Carthag*
from central Africa ; while the articles of commerce, which
the interior now furnishes to the coast of Tripoli, were com-
modities in which the Carthaginians used to deal, such as
slaves, ivory, gold, &c. As to any objections raised to tliis

statement about the elephant, from Pliny's assertion that it

was found in Mauritania, we well know how to estimate that
writer's evidence on such points ; it is indeed of very little

value, even though supported by Strabo, and the Periplus
of Hanno. Seleucus Nicator kept a stud of 500 elephants
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(Strabo, xvi. p. 752) at Apameia, and he had to bring them
a greater distance than the Carthaginians would have, if they

procured them from central Africa. The Carthaginians them-
selves had extensive elephant stables and grounds near the

city. (Strabo, Casaub. 832.) When the Romans became
masters of North Africa, we might expect to find them at-

tempting, according to their usual policy, to enlarge their

empire or their influence to the south ; and we have, in fact,

in Pliny, a distinct account of Suetonius Paullinus, a.d. 41,

crossing the great mountains of Atlas, and going some dis-

tance south ; and, in Ptolemy, we have an account of a Ro-

man officer, Maternus, who set out from the neighbourhood

of Tripoli, and went a four months* march in a southern

direction. This route must have brought him into the la-

titude of Timbuctoo, and into the neighbourhood of the

Tchad; and if the story is true, the great river, now

commonly called the Niger, might have been thus known
to the Romans. In examining the tables of Ptolemy, in

which the positions of places are laid down according to

their. latitude and longitude, we find no reason to doubt
their general accuracy along the western coast as far as

N. lat. 1 1°. He has also given the position of a number of

places in the interior, on a river which he calls Nigir;
and the direction thus assigned to the river will come as

near the truth as we could expect it to be, even if we knew
Ptolemy's tables to be constructed upon real observation,

such as was practicable at that time. A complete discus-

sion of this question is given in the second Number of

the Journal of the Royal Geographical Society of London,
by Col. Leake, who is in favour of the opinion that the
Joliba of Park, commonly called the Niger, was known to

the Romans, and to Ptolemy, who constructed his tables

10 10 20 30 40 50

39

from all the materials accessible to him in the rich com-
mercial city of Alexandria, where he lived.

The Fortunate Islands (now the Canaries) were known to

Ptolemy, and he reckons all his eastward distances or lon-

gitudes from them, or from some one point in them ; for he

does not appear to have known anything accurate as to the

relative position of these islands. And as coasting voyages

bad considerably extended the knowledge of the east coast

of Africa, without however showing any termination of the

land, Ptolemy concluded that the southern parts of Africa

joined the eastern parts of Asia, and thus he converted the

Indian Ocean into an inland sea.

The Greek and Roman writers mention the following

remarkable African animals with which they were ac-

quainted :—the crocodile and the hippopotamus, both in the

Nile and the rivers of western Africa ; the giraffe, or ca-

melopard ; the elephant ; the two-horned rhinoceros ; and

the ostrich. With the exception of the hippopotamus, all

these animals were at different times seen in the Roman
capital. The camel is not mentioned as being found in
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Africa by any ancient writer, we believe, except Herodotus

(viL 69, 86, in. 9), and it is therefore concluded that it was
introduced into this continent by the Arabs : this opinion

will be noticed under the head of African Zoology.
On the occupation of Egypt by the Arabs in the seventh

century of our »ra, and the spreading of this conquering

people through Africa, the regions south of the Sahara
soon became known to them, and felt the influence of their

religion and their arms* The Moors have now for centu-

ries been in the habit of sending caravans across the Desert

to Sudan, as the country south of the Sahara is often called,

and they accordingly possessed some knowledge ofthese cen-

tral regions long before they were visited by any Europeans.

But the accounts of the Arabic writers cannot be said to

add much to the information contained in the Greek and
Roman writers, if we admit that the evidence is satisfactory

as to the acquaintance of the latter with the regions south

of the Great Desert. With the exception of Leo Africanus

and Ibn Batuta, the latter of whom, in the fourteenth cen-

tury, visited the banks of the Joliba, it does not appear
that any of the extant Mohammedan writers were per-

sonally acquainted with Sudan ; and their accounts must
therefore have been derived from the merchants who accom-
panied the caravans.

Edrisi, who studied in Cordova, and wrote his book in

Sicily (about A. d. 1153), can only be considered as a geo-

grapher, and not a discoverer. He was a native of Ceuta
in Africa, but never travelled in that country, as far as we
know. Ibn Batuta, who was a wanderer for thirty years

in Asia and Africa, crossed the Sahara from Segelmessa,
and visited Sego and Timbuctoo. The work of Ibn Batuta,

which is very imperfect, has beon translated by Professor

Lee of Cambridge. John Leo, an Arab of Granada, com-
monly known by the name of Leo Africanus, also crossed

the Desert in the early part of the sixteenth century, and
visited the cities on the banks of that great river which has
given rise to so many conjectures. Leo wrote his work on
Africa at Rome, during the pontificate of Leo X. Accord-
ing to some accounts, it was already written in Arabic
when he was taken prisoner by the Christian corsairs and
presented to Leo, at whose request he translated it into

Italian during his residence at Rome.
Though the descriptions of the Arab geographers are

often vague and unsatisfactory, they soil show in some di-

rections a more extensive knowledge of Africa than the

Greeks and Romans have left on record ; and indeed their

accounts have been sometimes singularly confirmed by the

inquiries of our own age. As an example, we mention the

description given by Ibn-el-Wardi of the natives on the

east coast of Africa, of their selling their children for slaves,

filing their teeth to a point, and other peculiarities still found
among the people of that coast. [See Salt's Abyssinia, p. 56.]

II. The only portion of the west coast of Africa

with which European navigators were acquainted at the

beginning of the fifteenth century was that between the

Straits of Gibraltar and Cape Nam, or Nun, or Non, in lat.

28° 40 r
, an extent of not much more than six hundred

miles. From this point commenced that career of discovery,

by the Portuguese, by which the entire coast of Africa has
been made known to the modern world. The history of the

Portuguese navigations has been written by various authors

of that nation, whose accounts do not perfectly agree in all

particulars. The most voluminous and elaborate work on
the subject is the Asia (otherwise entitled the Decades) of

John de Barros, which has not, we believe, been translated

either into English or French, although a very brief abstract

of part of it in the latter language, professing to be a trans-

lation, is to be found in the Collection of Voyages by Mel-
chisedech Thevenot. The other principal authorities are

Osorio's History of the Portuguese during the Reign of
Emanuel (of which there is an English translation), the

Asia Portuguesa of Manuel de Faria y Sousa (also trans-

lated into English, as well as into Italian r.nd French), the

History of the Discovery and Conquest of t/ie East Indies,

by Castaneda, (part of which has been translated into Eng-
lish,) and the Tratados of Antonio Galvam, of which there

is an English version in Hakluyt.
The original promoter and for a long time the director

of these expeditions was Prince Henry, a younger son of
John I., commonly called the Bastard, King of Portugal,

and of his wife PhiUppa, daughter of John of Gaunt, and
sister to Henry IV. of England. The curiosity of Prince

Henry had been first excited about the unexplored parts of

Africa, by the accounts of the country of Guinea, and the

kingdoms in its neighbourhood, which he had received from
the Moors. Animated by the desire to acquire further infor-

mation respecting these mysterious regions, he took up his

abode, in his twenty-first year, at Tercanabal, in the Bay
of Sagres, not far from Cape St. Vincent, the point of his

native country nearest to the coast of Africa, and prepared

to devote the remainder of his life, as in fact he did, to the

task of achieving the circumnavigation of that vast continent.

Before this, however, a single ship appears to have beensent
out, in the year 1412, by King John, which had doubled Cape
Nun, although other accounts say that this exploit dia

not take place till 1415, when it was accomplished by two
small vessels dispatched by the Prince. The navigators

advanced for about sixty leagues farther along the coast,

which was found continually to trend to the south-west;

when at last they came upon a point which projected so far

into the sea, and was lashed by the waves with such fury,

that they were afraid to attempt to pass it, and returned home.
This formidable promontory, since known by the name of
Cape Bojador, that is, Projecting or Round Cape, (in lat.

26 20',) does not appear to have been doubled till 1432, or

1433, when, after several attempts, it was at length doubled
by Gilianez, by whom also its present name was given to it.

Meanwhile the isle of Porto Santo, one of the Madeira group,
had been accidentally discovered in 1418, by Zarco and
Tristan Vaz, who had come upon it in a storm.

In 1419, the island of Madeira itself (properly written
Madera) was discovered by the same navigators ; but this

island had been visited long before, both by the unfortunate
English captain, Macham or Macliin, in 1344, and by the
Spaniards m 1421. It was first called St. Laurence, and
afterwards Madera, from the Spanish word for wood, having
been covered with forests, which, being set on fire, are said
to have burned for seven years.

In a second expedition, in the year 1434, Gilianez ad-
vanced about thirty leagues beyond this cape, and landed
on a coast, where he saw men and flocks, and to which,
from a fish which he found there, he gave the name of the
Angra de Ruivos, or Bay of Gurnets. In 1440, Antonio
Gonzalez proceeded as far as to Cape Blanco, in lat 20° 47'.

which, however, was only in 1443 doubled by Nunno Tris-
tan. The latter navigator also discovered at the same time
the isles of Adegct and las Garcas (or the hawks), two of
the Arjmim or Arguin group, lying immediately to the
south of the oape. The Portuguese afterwards formed a
settlement in these islands.

In 1444, a number of individuals in the town of Lagos in
Portugal formed themselves into a company for the pro-
secution of African discovery ; and an expedition, fitted

out at their expense the same year, discovered and took
possession of two of the other' Arguin isles, named Nar and
Tider. In 1446, Dinis Fernandez sailed as far as to Cape
Verde, in lat. 14° 48', along a coast running nearly due
south from Cape Blanc. Next year, Lancelot (or Lanc^arote,
as he is called by the Portuguese writers) discovered, between
Cape Blanco and Cape Verde, a great river called by the
natives Ovcdec, but to which he gave the name of Sanaga
or Canaga, being, say Barros and Sousa, that of a Moor whom
he put ashore at the place. But it was doubtless the name not
of the individual, but of his nation, which he gave to the river

;

which was really, therefore, named, as Rennell, apparently
without recollecting the statement of these writers, has
conjectured, from the Senhaji or Assanhaji, in our maps the
Zenhaga, and the Sanhagrc of Edrisi and Abulfeda, who
inhabit its northern bank.—(See Geography of Herodotus,
vol. ii. p. 28, note. Edition of 1830.) It is the same which
is called in English maps the Senegal.
Lancelot also on this voyage touched at the isles of Palms

and Gomera, two of the Canaries, which group, however,
was known to the ancients, and had been re-discovered and
in part taken possession of by the Spaniards about a century
before this time. In 1447, Nunno Tristan advanced about
sixty leagues beyond Cape Verde, along a coast now trending
to the south-east, and discovered the Rio Grande, in sailing
up which he was attacked by the natives, and killed, with
the greater part of his men. The following year, the Azores

—

which, although lying nearly due west from Lisbon, have
been considered by Malte-Brun, and other geographers,
to belong properly to Africa—were discovered by Gonzalo
Velio, and about twelve yeara after colonized under the aus-
pices of Prince Henry, to whom a patent or charter was
granted for that purpose by his nephew King Alphonso V.
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In 1449 (Sousa says 1460, and other authorities 1462) the

Cape Verde islands, the nearest ofwhich lies about 300 miles
west from that promontory, were discovered by Antonio di

Noli, a Genoese in the service of Prince Henry. The prince

died in 1 463, at the ago of sixty-seven ; but the zeal for

African discovery, which, in the face of long-continued ridi-

cule and opposition, he had so far fostered, was now become
a national passion, and the work of prosecuting what had
been so well begun was taken up by the government
Trie coast of Sierra Leone, about 200 miles south of the

Rio Grande, was reached in 1467. By the year 1469 the

navigation had advanced as far as to the portion of northern

Guinea, called the Grain Coast from the cochineal (then, and
for a long time afterwards, erroneously supposed to be a
vegetable seed) thence obtained ; and in the course of that

>ear Fernando Po discovered the island in the Bight ofBiafra,

now known by his name, but at first called Uermosa (the

Fair). Fernando Gomez now obtained from tho government,
at a rent of 500 ducats, a monopoly of the commerce to

Guinea for five years, binding himself during that period to

explore 500 leagues more of the coast. Soon after were dis-

covered Prince s Island (about lat. 1° 50' N.), that of St.

Thomas (nearly on the line), and that of Anno Bom (about

r 40' S.). In 1471, John de Santarem and Pedro de Esca-
lona advanced as far as Cape St. Catharine, in lat. 2° 30' S.

This was the farthest point reached during the reign of

Alphonso, who died in 1481, and was succeeded by his son

John II. That same year the Castle or Fort of St. George
of Elraina (the mine) was built by the government near the

mouth of the river called Oro da Mina, on the Gold Coast,

and became henceforth the capital of the Portuguese settle-

ments ; and soon after the new king added to his other titles

that of Senhor de Guine (Lord of Guinea). After this the

circumnavigation of Africa was prosecuted with renewed
spirit. The deep Gulf of Guinea had now carried the coast

about 27°, east of the meridian ofCape Verde, and it was not

found again to recede westwards. In 1484 took place the

voyage of Diego Cam. Ho sailed from Elmina, and ad-

vanced as far as the River Congo or Zaire, the outlet of

which is about lat. 6° S., after having ascended which for

some miles he returned, and pursued his way along the coast

till he reached first what he called Cape St Augustine (in

lat. 13° S.), and after that Cape Cross, or de Padrono (in

lat. 22° S.). At each of these points he set up a great cross

of stone, having inscribed upon it the king's name and his

own, with the date and other particulars of its erection.

The next was the celebrated voyage of Bartholomew Diaz

,

who, setting out with three ships, was commanded, if pos-

sible, to pursue his course to the south until he should

arrire at trie extremity of the continent. Having accordingly

passed the farthest point reached by Diego Cam, he pro-

ceeded until he came to what is now called Sierra Parda (in

lat 24* S.), where he erected his first cross, calling it Padrad
de Santiago. He then passed on till he reached Cape das
Voitas (about lat. 29° S.), where he was detained for five

days. On leaving this station he was driven out to sea,

when, attempting to regain the coast, he came to what he
named the Angra dos Vagueiros (or Bay of Herdsmen),
and found the land stretching to the north. He had, in

fact doubled tho terminating point of the African conti-

nent without knowing it He continued his voyage past

the Bay of Herdsmen till he came to a small island in the

recess of Algoa Bay, which he named Santa Cruz, or the

Holy Cross (in lat 33° 45' S.)t where his crew, accord-

ing to Barros, compelled him to put back after he had
erected his second cross. Other accounts, however, state

that he proceeded for about twenty-five leagues beyond this,

when he found himself at the mouth of the river Del Infante,

» called after the second captain, by whom it was first per-

ceived. On his way back, Diaz came in sight of the long-

sought promontory which we now call the Cape of Good
Hope, tne name given to it by the Portuguese king ; but

Diaz himself had named it Cabo Torraentoso (the Cape of

Tempest*), from the stormy sea which he encountered in its

neighbourhood. The Cape ofGood Hope was also sometimes

called at first the Lion of the Sea, and the Head of Africa.

The beginning of the year 1493 was signalized by the

return of Columbus from the discovery of America, then

imagined to be the western termination of India with respect

to Europe, and thence named the West Indies. But this

Va* not the only great achievement in navigation which

marked the close of this century. John II. of Portugal

*fced in 1495, and was succeeded by bis cousin Emanuel,

surnamed the Great, who, with the throne, inhemted all tho
zeal for maritime discovery which had distinguished its late

possessor. Under his direction Vasco de Gama set sail on
the 8th of July, 1497, to attempt the passage to India by the
course around the extremity of Africa discovered bv Diai. In
the prosecution of this enterprise, De Gama, after having
doubled the Cape of Good Hope on the 19th of November,
and put in at the bay of San Blaz, sixty leagues beyond it,

left that station on the 8th of December, and on the 16th
passed the island or rock of Santa Cruz, where Diaz had
erected his last cross. He then came to the mouth of a
river which he named Dos Reis (the River of the Kings),
from having discovered it on Epiphany day. The part of

the coast to the south of this he had called Tierra de Natal, in

allusion to the season of Christmas. To the portion beyond,
where he had some intercourse with the natives, he gave the
name of the Land of Good People. The next place at

which he touched was the Cabo de Correntes (that is, the
Cape of Currents), near the tropic of Capricorn ; from which
keeping out to sea, he passed the river and rather deep
of Sofala, without having observed the town there si-

tuated. Continuing his course to the north-east, he next
arrived at the Port of Mozambique (in lat. 1 5° S.), but did
not land, having discovered a plot of the Arabs there esta-

blished to effect his destruction. By mistake he passed Quiloa,
at which he had intended to put in, having been falsely in-

formed that its inhabitants were Christians ; and the force

of the currents preventing him from making his way back,
he pushed forward for the town of Mombaca, which stands
upon a projecting point of the coast in lat. 3° 30' 8. From
this station he was also induced to take his departure after

remaining about a week, on discovering reason to believe

that some treachery was intended him ; when he set sail,

and the same day arrived at the town of Melinda, about fifty

miles farther to the north. Here he remained for some days,

and then, leaving the coast of Africa, steered right across

the ocean to India. On his return from this great expedi-

tion he passed in sight of the town of Magadoxa (more cor-

rectly Mukdeesha), in lat. 3° N., and also, in proceeding
along the coast, touched at some other places besides those

which he had visited in his voyage out. The ships of Portu-

gal had now, therefore, navigated the whole extent of the
African coast, from the Straits of Gibraltar to the Straits of
Bab el Mandeb at the entrance of the Red Sea, with the
exception of the space of about a thousand miles from
the latter straits to Mukdeesha. They had ascertained the

general shape of the continent to this extent, and the posi-

tion, at least, of most of the principal rivers and headlands.

To the nations of Europe the whole of the coast the line of
which had thus been traced, had been before entirely un-
known, excepting, as already mentioned, the six hundred
miles, or thereabouts, extending as far as to Cape Nun. But
the Arabs had long been acquainted with the greater part
of the east coast, along which Vasco de Gama passed after

doubling the Cape of Good Hope ; and the several great

towns which he saw or heard of, from Sofala onwards to

Magadoxa, were, in fact, for the most part settlements which
they had established, and where they possessed, in all cases

really, in some cases also nominally, tne supreme authority.

The chief of these Arab settlements was the town of Quiloa.

But, in addition to this acquaintance with the coast the

Portuguese, in course of time, also acquired considerable

knowledge of the inland country, partly through the esta-

blishments which they soon began to form at different

points, and partly by means of information that was brought
to them from other parts by the natives. One of the main
objects kept in view in their early expeditions was the dis-

covery of the residence of the mysterious personage known
under the name of the Priest Johu (Preste Joa6) or Prcster

John, as it has been Englished, of whom wo shall only say

here that, whoever he may have really been, he was, from

the first intercourse with Abyssinia, taken to be the Emperor
of that country. About the time of Diego Cam's voyage to

the Congo, commercial relations were entered into by the

garrison of Elmina with the King of Benin, the region

lying at the head of the Gulf of Guinea ; and from the

people of this kingdom, intelligence was received of a great

potentate whom they called King Ogane", living at a place

250 leagues in the interior, from whom each sovereign of

Benin, on his accession to the throne, was said to receive a
sort of investiture. It was immediately concluded by the

Portuguese, that this could be nobody but Prester John

;

but Ogane was, no doubt, merely one of the great mo
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narchies iu the interior, in all probability that called Ghana
by Edrisi, and Kano by Clapperton, which, although

now much reduced, is represented as having been formerly

one of the most powerful in Africa. In 1487, also, two

persons were sent out from Lisbon to attempt to find out

the dominions of Prester John, and a route to India by land

;

and one of these, proceeding by Cairo and Aden, reached

Goa in India, returned thence by Sofala, and afterwards

penetrated into Abyssinia, where he was detained for some
years. At Sofala he heard of the great island of Mada-
gascar, called by the Portuguese at first St. Lawrence, the

existence of which, however, had been long before made
known to Europe by Marco Polo. Several natives of Africa,

likewise, were at different times induced to visit Lisbon.

Immediately before the adventurers we have just mentioned

set out on their enterprise, a negro prince named Bemoi,

from the nation of the Jaloflfs or YaloflFs, to the south of the

Senegal, arrived in that city to solicit the assistance of the

Portuguese to replace him on his throne, from which he had
been driven by some rival. This application afforded those

to whom it was made a favourable opportunity of introducing

themselves into this part of Africa, of which they immedi-

ately took advantage. They soon formed various establish-

ments in the space lying between the Senegal and the

Gambia, and along the banks of these rivers ; but although

they eventually spread themselves to such an extent in this

district as to create a large population of mixed Portuguese

and African blood, it is not exactly ascertained how far they

actually penetrated into the interior. They, also, however,

in course of time, acquired important settlements further to

the south, along the banks of the Zaire, and in other parts of

Congo ; and the information which was obtained dunng the

earlier period of their domination here respecting the geo-

graphy of that and the neighbouring regions has been
more fully given to the world. It was derived principally

through tne successive missions which were sent out, in the

course of the seventeenth century, to attempt to christianize

the inhabitants ; and the greater part of it is to be found in

Labat's Relation Histonque de tEthiopie Occidentals

published at Paris, in 5 vols. 1 2rao., in 1 732, with maps by
b'AnvUle. The country actually traversed by the mission-

aries may be generally described as extending alortg the

coast from Cape Lopo Gonzalves, in lat. 0° 44' S., to the

town of San Felippe de Benguela, in lat. 12° 14' S., and as

far in the interior as to Concabella, on the Zaire, about

400 miles from the mouth of that river, and to Massignan,
about 100 miles up the more southerly river called the

Coanza. They also obtained some information respecting

parts beyond these points, which they did not visit. Finally,

this nation very soon, also, established themselves along the

east coast of Africa by the conquest of Quiloa, Mombaza,
and Melinda from the Arabs, effected in 1505, and by the

forts which they subsequently built on the island of Mozam-
bique, (which became the capital of their eastern settle-

ments,) and along the banks of the river Zambezi, a short

distance to the north of Sofala. From these positions they

obtained accounts more or less accurate respecting the whole

coast of Zanguebar and Ajan as far north as to Cape Guar-
dafui, which may be found in Barros. They had also some
intercourse with the Macooa or Makooana, whose territory,

lying some days' journey from the coast, is described as

extending from behind Melinda as far south as to the Zam-
bezi. On that river they have still factories at Tete, nearly

400 miles from its mouth, and at Zambo, which is almost twice

that distance inland. The most recent account which has
been given to the world of the Portuguese settlements both

on this and the opposite coast, is Mr. Bowdich's work entitled

An Account of tne Discoveries of the Portuguese in the

Interior of Angola and Mozambique* Lond. 1824. This

volume, the information presented in which was derived

partly from original , manuscripts and partly from the com-
munications of Count Saldanha de Gama, who had been for

some time governor-general of Angola, contains maps of the

country between the two seas, as far as it is known. In
Mr. Bowdich's map, Manica, which is the principal mart for

the trade carried on with the natives by the settlers on the

east coast in gold, ivory, and slaves, is placed nearly on the

19th parallel of latitude, and in long. 31° 30' E. from Green-
wich.

It has been maintained by some writers that, long before

Cape Nun was passed by the Portuguese, settlements had

been formed on the coast of Africa by the French, very far

to the south of that Cape. The Abbe Labat, to whom

we have just referred, and after him the Abbe" Demanet, in

his Nouvelle Histoire de VAfrique Francaise* 2 torn. 1 2mo.,

Paris, 1767, assure us that so early as the middle of the

fourteenth century, the merchants of Dieppe had establish-

ments and a trade at Rusisque, three leagues south from
Cape Verde, and that by 1364 they had extended their in-

tercourse as far as to the river of Sierra Leone. In 1365,
these writers go on to say, a company was formed at Rouen
for African commerce, which, the following year, founded
depute at Rusisque, on the Niger (by which is meant the
Senegal), on the Gambia, on the Sierra Leone river, and
along the Grain coast. One of these settlements, it seems,
was called Little Paris, and another Little Dieppe. In 13*2,
the company built the Fort of La Mine d'Or, on the Gold
coast, and also those of Aeora, Cormentin, and others. All
these establishments, however, they after some time aban-
doned, except those on the Senegal. As the authority fur

this history the Norman chronicles are appealed to; but
still we cannot yield it our unhesitating belief. What
is more certainly known with regard to the early intercourse

of the French with the west coast of Africa, is that they ap-
pear to have been in the practice of sending four or five ships
annually from Normandy to the river Gambia, soon after the
middle of the sixteenth century. This is mentioned by the
writer ofthe account of an English voyage to the Guinea coast,

in 1 591 , printed in the second volume of Hakluyt's Collection.

The company to whom these vessels belonged were certainly
also possessed of some settlements in the neighbourhood of
the Senegal, when, in 1664, they were compelled to sell

them to the West India Company, that year established by
royal charter. This association, however, broke up in 1673,
when its African establishments fell into the hands of a new
company. The Dutch had by this time obtained possession
of the isles of Goree and Arguin ; but they were driven
from both in 1678 and the following year, by an armament
sent from France under the conduct of the Count d Estrees ;

and at the peace of Nimeguen these conquests were retained
by the French king, who gave them up to the company.
Demanet states, that, by treaties with the native princes,
possession was subsequently obtained of all the coast from
Cape Verde to the river Gambia,—being an extent of about
fifty leagues— and to the depth of six leagues inland. French
Africa, however, eventually comprehended much wider limits
than these, stretching from Cape Blanco to Sierra Leone, or
over about thirteen degrees of latitude, and going back also
into the interior along the Senegal for some hundreds of
miles. We do not mean that the company had acquired the
sovereignty of all this territory ; but that theii settlements
were spread from one extremity of it to the other.

The French African Company, however, repeatedly failed
as a commercial speculation ; and besides the one formed
in 1673, which became bankrupt in 1681, two others had
been successively associated and dissolved, when, in 1717,
the trade was, by an edict of the crown, transferred from a
third to the famous Western or Mississippi Company then
newly established. On the failure of this short lived scheme
the African settlements were taken possession of by the
crown, and the trade left free. France still possesses, in this
part of Africa, some inconsiderable settlements.

Several journeys into the interior were undertaken by the
French residents at the mouth of the Senegal about the
close of the seventeenth and the commencement of the
eighteenth century, accounts of which are given in Labat"s
Nouvelle Relation de VAfrique Occide?italet 5 vols. 12mo.
Paris, 1 728. The most important of these were the voyng.es
performed up the Senegal by the Sieur Brue, the manager of
one of the companies, in 1697 and 1608. In the former
year he ascended the river for about 400 miles, when he
landed at Ghiorel, on the north bank, and proceeded across
the country to Gourael, the capital of the king of the Fou-
labs, about thirty leagues distant. On his return from this
journey he established a factory at Ghiorel. The following*
year he again proceeded up the river, and visited several
more remote parts of the kingdom of Gallam. The town
of Dramanet, the principal port of that state, he found to
contain 4000 inhabitants, who traded with Timbuctoo, which
they described as lying about 500 leagues further inland
The French afterwards established a factory at Dramanet*
He extended his voyage up the river as far beyond this point
as to the cataract of Fclu, and then leaving the water pa&^4*d
that barrier by land, intending to proceed to the cataract of
Govinea, forty leagues higher up. But the apprehension of
the water becoming too shallow from the heat of the «.<i~
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y&nring season to carry him back, induced him to return
without accomplishing that object. He heard, however,
while in Gallara, of the kingdom of Kasson, situated to the
north-east of it, and of Bambarra beyond that East of
Bambarra, he was told, lay Timbuctoo, and beyond that the
kingdom of Ghingala. He was also positively assured by
some of his informants (although the statement was contra-

dicted by others) that the Niger, which he supposed to be
the same with the Senegal, flowed not towards the west, but
towards the east, as it passed Timbuctoo.

It was not till some years after this time, that the French
appear to have heard of the kingdom of Bambouk, lying to

the south of Gallam, although it had formed part of the con-
quests of the Portuguese, whom, however, tne natives had
expelled after long experience of their oppression. But no
sooner was intelligence obtained of the gold dust and mines
in which it was said to abound, than the avidity of the new
colonists of the Senegal was powerfully awakened, and every
effort was employed to penetrate its frontiers, an attempt
rendered infinitely difficult and hazardous by the vigilant

jealousy of the inhabitants, who had not yet forgotten the
miseries of European tyranny. The perilous undertaking,
however, was at length accomplished in 1714, by M. Com-
pagnon, who contrived to traverse nearly the whole of the

territory. It was afterwards repeatedly visited by others of
the French residents; and, in 1802 a full account of it

was given in the first volume of M. Golberry's Fragment
dim Voyage en Afrique, from the communications of the

negroes and of the English established on the Gambia,
from a work which he describes as printed in England in

1782, and from the memoirs of Governors Levens, David,
and others, who had repeatedly been in the country between
1730 and 1744. M. Golberry's book has been translated

into English. The kingdom of Gallam was also visited in

1 785 by M. Saugnier, an account of whose journey has been
published. The kingdom of Hoval, likewise, from which gum
Senegal is brought, and which occupies the space between
the Senegal and the Sahara, was early explored by the French
settlers. An account of a journey thither by the Sieur
Brae is to be found in Labat; and much additional in-

formation respecting the country is given in the work of M.
Golberry.
Settlements upon the west coast of Africa were also early

made in imitation of the Portuguese and French, first by the
English and afterwards by the Dutch ; and some of the
English traders repeatedly ascended to a considerable height
on the Gambia. The Danes have also some small establish-

ments on the Guinea coast. But it is since the formation of
the African Association, in 1788, that the chief efforts

have been made in the prosecution of discovery in the inte-

rior. The expeditions sent out by the Association and by
Bovernment, and those undertaken by individual adventurers,

nave sought Timbuctoo and the Niger from various points.

But no considerable progress was made till the first journey
in 1795 and 1796 of Park, who on that occasion proceed-

ing from, the west coast in the direction of the Gambia, till

he left it and turned to the north at Medina, after passing
through the kingdoms of Bondou, Kasson, and Kaarta,

reached Sego, the capital of Bambarra, and there beheld
the Niger (called by the natives the Joliba, or Great
Water) • flowing slowly to the eastward.' Park advanced
beyond this point to another town named Silla, on the

same river, and also acquired some valuable information

respecting the further course of the Niger and 'the po-

sition of Timbuctoo, which he was told was not more than
200 miles from Silla. He returned to the Gambia by a
more southerly tract, following the course of the Niger as

far up as Bammakoo, which was stated to be about ten days*

journey from its source, and then proceeding through the

mountainous districts of Manding, Konkodoo, and Dindikoo.

On his second expedition, which was undertaken at the

public expense, in 1805, this adventurous traveller, after

again reaching Silla, embarked on the Niger at Sansand-

ing in its vicinity, with the purpose of sailing down the river

to its mouth, wherever that might be. He is ascertained

to have passed in succession the cities of Jenne\ Tim-
buctoo, and Yaour, or Yaouri, and to have been killed in

the river at Boussa, a short distance below the last ; but

no part of his journal after he left Sansanding has been
recovered. Meanwhile, now that the interest taken in

African geography had become strong and general, a

good deal of information was collected from a variety of

sources respecting both the regions in the interior and some

parts nearer the coast. Hornemann, who, in 1 799, penetrated
from Cairo to Mourzouk, in the desert, and on the line

of the common route from Tripoli to Timbuctoo, learned
many particulars which had not before been known in Eu-
rope respecting the countries tb the east of Timbuctoo, and
especially the kingdom of Bornou, then the most powerful
state in Central Africa. Mr. Riley, supercargo of an Ame-
rican vessel, who had been taken captive by the natives in

1815, and carried into the interior, obtained from the in-

formation of an Arab merchant by whom he had been pur-
chased, an account of the course of the Joliba, to a greater
distance beyond Timbuctoo than previous notices had carried

it ; but his statements were evidently not to be altogether

depended on. In 1816, an expedition sent out by govern-
ment under the command of Captain Tuckey, to the Congo,
in the idea that it would be found to be the same with the
Joliba or Niger, ascended that river for about 280 miles, and
also examined partof the adjacentcountry. At the same time,
Major Pcddie, and after his death Captain Campbell, con-
ducted another party from the mouth of the Senegal through
the Foulah territory as far as Kakundy. In 1817, Mr. Bow-
dich explored a part of the extensive territories of the
Ashantees, surrounding, on the north, east, and west, the
district of the Fantees, who occupy that part of the coast of
Guinea where the English settlement of Cape Coast
Castle is established. In 1820, very considerable additions

were made to the knowledge formerly possessed both of the
geography and the people of interior Africa, by the publica-

tion of Mr. Jackson s account of the territories of Timbuctoo
and Houssa, from the communications of El Hage Abd
Salam Shabeeny, a Mussulman merchant, who had visited

these states. This year also appeared at Paris the account
of a journey made by M. Mollien to the sources of the
Senegal and the Gambia, in which, setting out from the
isle of St. Louis, at the mouth of the Senegal, he traversed

the country in a south-easterly direction as far as the town
of Timbo, nearly in 1 0° N. lat. and above 14° W. long, from,

Greenwich. Some further information was also obtained

by means of the expedition of Messrs. Ritchie and Lyon, who,
in 181 9, penetrated from Tripoli to Mourzouk ; and from the
journey performed, in 1821, by Major Laing, from Sierra

Leone, through the Timannee, Kooranko, and Soolima
countries.

But a more important and successful attempt than any
which had been hitherto made to explore the interior of

Africa was that of Major Denham and Lieutenant Clapper-

ton in 18212. These travellers, setting out from Tripoli along

with a caravan of Arab merchants, crossed the desert and
reached the great inland sea or lake called the Tchad,
the coasts of which, to the west and south, were examined
by Major Denham, while Lieutenant Clapperton proceeded

to the westward through the kingdom of Bornou and the

country of the Fellatahs, till he arrived at Sackatoo, si-

tuated on a stream which probably runs into the Joliba. A
great mass of information respecting these hitherto unvisited

regions, lying to the east of Timbuctoo, was obtained in the

course of this expedition ; but not much that could be de-

pended on was learned as to the remaining course of the

Niger, or the Quorra, as it was found to be called at Sackatoo.

It was very generally stated to flow into the sea at Funda, but

where that place was could not be exactly ascertained. Soon
after Clapperton's return to England, however, he was sent

out by the government in the command of a new expedition,

the plan being that he should endeavour to penetrate to the

scene of his former adventures from the coast of Guinea.

He accordingly set out for the interior from Badagry, a short

distance to the east of Cape Coast Castle, and taking a north-

easterly direction proceeded through the kingdom of Yar-
riba, or Eyeo, till he reached the Niger at Boussa, where
Park perished. Crossing the river, he entered the kingdom
of Nyffe, after traversing which, and some of the adjoining

districts as far as the great commercial city of Kano, the

capital of Houssa, where he had been in his formerjourney,

he turned again to the west, and, reaching Sackatoo, there

died. His servant, Richard Lander, afterwards returned to

Kano, and proceeded thence through the kingdom of Zeg-
zeg, a considerable way towards the south, intending to em-
bark on one ofthe branches of the Niger, and, if possible, to

solve the grand problem of its termination by sailing down
the stream. But he was stopped by the natives, and com-
pelled to turn back when he had got as far as Dunrora,

which he understood to be due west of Funda, and at no
great distance from it. Meanwhile, Major Laing, already
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mentioned, had succeeded in making his way across the

desert from Tripoli to Timbuetoo, in August, 1826, and
had transmitted some brief notices of that famous city,

w here lie spent some weeks. But he was murdered on his

return, in the desert, and none of his papers have yet been

recovered. There has also been lately published an account

of a journey from Sierra Leone to Timbuetoo, performed by

a M. C'aille, a native of France; but although the truth of

his narrative in its principal statements is now generally

admitted, it is so extremely loose- in its geographical de-

tails, that it cannot be said to have added much valuable in-

formation to our knowledge of the countries to which it relates.

The discovery of the long-sought termination of the Joliba,

Quorra, or Niger, however, has since been effected by the

fortunate and well-conducted enterprise of Richard Lauder
and his brother. Leaving Badagry on the 22d of March,
1S3U, these two travellers, following nearly the same route

which had been taken by Clapperton through the kingdom
of Eyeo, reached Boussa, on the 17th of June. They after-

wards ascended the river as far as Yaouri, from which
they returned to Boussa, where they remained for some
time, and then embarked on the river which they hoped
would conduct them to the sea. In this expectation

they were not disappointed. After various adventures,

Richard Lander had at last the happiness, on the even-

ing of the lsth of November, to find himself at the

mouth of the greater branch of the river, here called

the river Nun, or the First Brass River, from the negro
town of Brass which stands upon its banks a short distance

inland. There is another great branch entering the sea a

few miles more to the south, called the second Brass River.

The traveller was afterwards joined by his brother; and the

two reached Portsmouth together on the (Jth of June, ls.'Jl.

They left England agaiu with two steam-vessels and a

transport, which were built and fitted out by some spirited

merchants of Liverpool for the purpose of attempting the

ascent of the Niger, if possible, as far as to Sackatoo or

Timbuetoo. This expedition sailed on the 27th of July, and
the latest accounts that have been received of it were dated
the 11th of October, 1832, at which time it had safely

reached Cape Coast Castle.

The zeal for discovery in Africa, which has been so

strongly felt within the last half century, has also sent out
a succession of travellers to explore the southern regions of

that vast continent. The principal settlement in this quar-
ter, that of the Cape of Good Hope, was founded by the

Dutch about lbjO, and remained in their hands till it was
finally taken from them by the British in 1 son. For mure than
a hundred years after the establishment of this colony, it oc-

cupied only the extreme angle of the African continent, or a
part of the narrow stripe between the sea and the nearest

mountains ; nor does much information seem to have been
obtained with regard to any of the native tribes, except the

nearest Hottentots, lying beyond that boundary. The first

traveller who penetrated any considerable way into the inte-

rior was Captain Henri Hop, who was sent out on an expe-
dition of discovery by the Dut<-h governor in 1701, and
traversed a considerable part of the country of the Nama-
quas. He was followed by the Swedish naturalist Sparr-

man, and by Vaillar.t, whose journeys were made between
1775 and 1785, and extended to the territory of the Bosjes-

mans, three or four hundred miles north from Cape Town.
In 179 7, the regions l)ing in this direction were tra-

versed by Mr. Barrow from the territory of the CaflVes
in the east, to that of the Namaquas in the west, includinir

the desert of the Great Karroo, and as far north as the
foot of the Sneuwberg, or Snow mountains. In ImH,
the great barrier formed by this range was for the first

time passed by Messrs. Trutter and Somerville, who,
crossing the Gariep or Orange River, penetrated as far as

Leetakoo, or Lattakoo, the capital of the Boshuanas. .Soon

after another party, under the conduct «f Dr. Cowan and
Lieutenant Donovan, was sent out from Cape Town to cross

the country to Mozambique, or Sofala, and accounts were
received from them when they had advanced eleven days'
journey beyond Lattakoo. But here, in the country of the
Wanketzens or Wanketchies, the unfortunate adventurers
appear to have been destroyed by the natives. A few
years after, Dr. Henry Liechtenstein penetrated as far as
Lattakoo, and brought back much more complete infor-

mation respecting the Boshuanas, and the other tribes whose
territories he traversed, than had been before obtained. Mr.
Borchell also reached Lattakoo in 1812 ; and in the follow-

ing year it was visited by Mr. John Campbell, the mis-

sionary. In 1820 the same gentleman returned to that

capital, and proceeded thence as far east as to the hitherto

unvisited city of Mashow, from which he directed his cuuix-

northward till he reached Kureechanee, about latitude :j ;

South-west from this last town he found himself un the

borders of a desert which he was informed extended an im-

mense distance to the westward. No traveller has since

penetrated so far to the north as Mr. Campbell did in tins

journey: but in 1823, Lattakoo was once more visited by

Mr. George Thompson, whose accounts of many parts of

the country lying between this point and the colony, as

well as of some of the Caffre tribes to the east, are much

more complete than any that had before been given to tie

public. The map of South Africa, which is given in the

second volume of Mr. Thompson's travels (Loud. 1 S27> is

also, we believe, the fullest that has yet been publhhru;

but it is unfortunately so unskilfully lithographed as tu k-

in many parts nearly illegible.

Our limits render it impossible to give even a brief sketch

of the history of modern discovery in the Nile Valley, ur.d

other north-eastern parts of Africa not included in the abou-

outline. We should not omit, however, the journey uf

Mr. Brown to Dar-Fiir in 170.1, where he was detained

nearly three years. Though his movements within Dar-

Fur were confined to a very limited space, his work con-

tains a great deal of curious information on a country belure

that time totally unknown.
The cNpodition of the Beecheys in 1821 and 1822, from

Tripoli eastward to the Great Syrtis and the Cyrcnaica, ha*

made us more intimately acquainted with a most interesting

region, only imperfectly known from the earlier accounts uf

Delia Cella and others.

Of Egypt we shall speak more particularly under that

head, and for a brief notice of discovery in Abyssinia, we

must also refer to that article. At the present time one of

the missionary societies has its agents in Abyssinia. who, it

is hoped, besides fullUling the more important object of

their mission, will add to our stock of information on that

country, and thus by facilitating commercial intercourse,

contribute still further to the social improvement of the

numerous nations on this part of the continent. The

travels of Caillaud to Chendy and into the kingdoin of

Sennaar ( ls-jj), and the travels of lUippcl in Nubia, Kor-

dofan, &c.
f
have added considerably to our knowledge of

the>e regions. The latest expedition with which we are

acquainted up the Bahr-el-Abiad, or main stream of the

Nile, is that by Adolphe Linant, who, in 18*27, advanced

up this stream beyond Aleis. [Sec Journal of London

GV'otr/-. vsY"\, vol. ii.]

The large island of Madagascar will require a separate

notice. Our accounts of it are yet very incomplete, but we

hope that the missionary settlements made in that island

(since m *) will gradually bring us still further acquainted

with it. [See Missionary Gftzritrer.']

111. The extent of the African coast, and the portions

surveyed by each navigator, will be seen from the following

tabular view :--
Fi.-. Miles. , .

FmrnFl Arish.33'- ."VV1 K (a \ There has Wn no actual surveyor "'•*

villaLV u.-:ir tlieeotiv.-nlio- I part of the cast, Captain Gauhet Ol tto

u .1 boundary line ot Africa |
Frmch navy merely sail.-l alomt and t<\«-

and Am.i,> to Alexandria -3S J mined a low pvints on the roast.

Vly^n^T '°.
:

IU

:uoo} ^neycd»>vCar,.W.irSnmh,B.N

Fr.-m the Feat. Hi Rocks to ) Partly survoved t,y Cap' NN H *">

Cane Si.;irtol .... 830 Und the coast of Alters bv the French.

( This rart of the .nasi is hut imrrfrct.>

O.w Spartel to Cape Bo- J known. The tn-li-h ..nd S^iumM* fn»'

jador 3?51 occasionally suneved detached jvition* ol

I it

( Capo Hojador to Cane Hlaneo u* sur-

vived l>v Capt.Nnldv, R N ; and from' .,j.-

Cape Hojador to Cape Mirik .W Blanco to Cape Mirlk. the enter edjjr j»!
H.'

I Bank ofA r^iiin only. »a< surveyed la b^

( Roussia: the line of wast iiol l--ini: vjmOv

.....
t 0 v . 0„ r j Suneved by BarouRtnj<*in oft lie Fnnri

( ape Mink to Cape Verde 3,5j N{nv • '

Cape Verde to Cop- Roxo. lf><> By Captain Boteler.

( •;.]».• Roxo toTnicItt Point 3n0 Sun-eying by Cant. Belcher. R.r*.

Tuinha Point to the south » Bv Ca t w p W 0wen .

sid.- of Sh.nl.nro Island . IdOJ r
. „ ,

S,...ihs.deof SherlK.ro U. \ Suneved by Mr. Anthony dc Mu>n'.

! and to Cape Formosa . 1470 j Master R.N.
Fioin the Caj.e Formosa to I Surveyed by Capt. W. F. W. Owen, R >

the C ;ipe of Good Hope . 3010 j
' J *

From the Cipe of Good 1 Ditto, ditto.
lbme to Cape Guardulm 4ao0 J i,...,,

, „ „. „,^ f This i»art of the co«*t ha* mmr
Cape Guardafui to Ras Bir 610

^ suneyed.
Has Bir to S.Ala Ka . . . f>'.>0 \ Now sun eying by the East India C vo-

Salaka to Suet .... HUO » pany's Marine.
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IV. Thii enormous peninsula is attached to the Asiatic

mass by the isthmus of Sues ; hut at two other points, the
straits of Bab el Mandeb, and those ofGibraltar, it approaches
close to the respective continents of Asia and Europe. The
equator outs it into two masses ofunequal magnitude ; though
the extreme southern and northern coasts are, on an average,
pretty nearly removed the same distance from the equi-
noctial line. The latitude of Ras el Krun near Bizerta is

37° 20' N., and that of Cape das Agulhas, (Cape Needles,)
the most southern part of the continent, is about 34° 50'S.

The distance between these two points is about 5000 miles.

The most remarkable projection of the African coast is that

which terminates in the bold headland, called by the Por-
tuguese Cape Guardafui, in N. lat 11° SO', £. Ion. 51° 22';

this is the most eastern point of Africa. Its extreme
western point is Cape Verde, N. lat. 14° 45', W. Ion. 17° 32':

the distance between these two capes, in a direct line, is not
much less than 5000 miles.

The geographical position and coast line of Africa are
characterized by lying for the most part within the tropics,

and by the comparatively few deep indentations of the coast.

Its northern shores are washed by the Mediterranean, and
are the most irregular part of the African coast, presenting
the indentations of the Arabs gulf, the large gulf of Sidra,

and that of Cabes. Many parts of this shore, especially

about the Sidra gulf, are low, but neither so sandy nor barren
as some writers represent them ; while the Cyrenaio regions,

and a large part of the coast west of the Sidra, as for as the
straits, is considerably elevated, and, perhaps, with the re-

gions of Morocco, form the most favourable part of the whole
African coast for the habitation of man. Only one river

of any considerable magnitude, the Nile, flows from the
African continent into the Mediterranean, but this is one of
the most singular streams in the world, whose course the
traveller may follow from the coast into the interior for

above 1 200 miles, without meeting with one single current
that adds its waters to those of this mysterious river. The
streams of the Atlas regions that enter the Atlantic,

though numerous, are inconsiderable as to the volume
of water: the chief is the Mejerdah, the ancient Ma-
grades or Bagradas, which flows into the sea near Tunis,
and is subject to periodical inundations in the lower part
of its course; and the perhaps larger river Molooyah,
which belongs to the empire of Marocco. The Atlantic
washes the western coast of Africa, which, within the
dominions of Marocco, presents a coast generally low, suc-

ceeded in the interior by fertile plains of immense ex-
tent Numerous streams, some with a considerable length,
of course, such as the Wad Seboo, Oom er begh, &c, flow
from the Atlas into the Atlantic ocean within the limits of
the empire of Marocco. South of this region, the arid

character of the Sahara is found extending even to the
shores of the ocean, and hardly disappearing before we
arrive at the Senegal. From the Senegal to the Cape of
Good Hope, the coast is now pretty well known, but the
same minuteness of survey and of observation has not been
applied to all parts of it The great characteristic in its

outline is the gulf of Guinea, the northern shores of which
have a general direction east and west through 20° longitude.

With the numerous rivers that flow into the Atlantic between
the Senegal and Cape Negro, (N. lat 16° ,) we are still

imperfectly acquainted; and the numerous openings that
are observed on many parts of this coast indicate outlets of
rivers, or channels formed by islands, which yet remain to

be explored. The Senegal, Gambia, and Rio Grande, are
the three largest rivers north of Sierra Leone, though the
precise nature of the lower channels of the last-mentioned

is not yet ascertained. Captain Belcher suspects the ex-
istence of an archipelago of islands between the Rio Grande
and the Nunes. The late expedition of the Landers has
determined the long doubtful question of the outlet of the
Qoorra in the bight of Benin ; and the river Nun is now
ascertained to be one of the several channels by which the
Joliba of Parke discharges its waters into the Atlantic.

The great African river, smith of the equator, is the Zayre
or Congo, which is found, on ascending its stream, to show a
leas volume of water than would be inferred from its appear-

ance at the mouth ; but this is the case with other large

African rivers, and leads to no safe conclusion as to its

course being comparatively short. Between the Congo and
Cape Negro there are numerous streams, such as the great

Coanza, and others which are of minor importance when
compared with the Congo and Coanza, which appear to be

the great rivers of south-western, as the Zambezi is of south-
eastern Africa. From Cape Negro or the Bambaroughe to
the Orange river, we have a coast of 800 or 900 miles almost
without fresh water. The Orange river is a large stream,
perhaps the fourth or fifth among African rivers, whose
course to the Atlantic is determined, though its numerous
tributaries rise far in the interior, by the general slope of
this part of the surface from east to west.

The Cape colony, within the limits now assigned to it, is

now so far known, that its geographical features need not
be noticed in this general sketch ; but we may remark, that
the common notion of Africa terminating in a point re-

quires correction. The mountain ranges, and extensive
plains which run east and west within the limits of the
colony form a series of heights and terraces, which are
bounded on the south by an extensive line of coast running
in the same direction. From False Bay to the extremity of
Algoa Bay, we have a line of coast above 400 miles long,

running nearly due east and west, and presenting to the
southern ocean as broad a front as the Spanish peninsula
offers to the Atlantic.

The great known river of the eastern coast is the Zambezi,
which, though low in the dry season, is provided with pro-

digious channels to receive the floods of the rainy months.
Further north on this coast near the site of Melinda, we
find the outlets of streams from the interior ; and it is 00*-

sible that the Zebee here finds its way to the ocean ; but,

unlike the other south African streams, we are acquainted,

from the narrative ofFernandez, with its upper course, which
lies north of the equator, but not with its lower course near
the coasts of the Indian ocean.

The great currents on the coast of Africa are too re*

markable to be entirely passed over ; but as those which
are best known belong to the North and South Atlantic* a
brief notice of that round the Cape will be all that is neces-

sary here.

The great bank which lies off the coast of South Africa,

and takes its name of Agulhas, or, as it is often incorrectly

called, Lagulhas, from the cape of that name, has probably

been partly formed by the action of currents. It is, indeed,

probable that the main mass of it owes its existence to the
same phenomena which produced the terrace lands of the

Cape ; but it has also received great accessions of sand and
weed from the action of the currents. Two main streams,

one from the Mozambique canal, the other from the open
Indian Ocean, impelled by the S.E. trade-wind, unite

nearly opposite to Cape Padron (26° 20' E. long.). From
the meridian of Cape Recif (25° 36' E. long.) the main
stream gradually turns to the west, and strikes on the great

bank (in about 35° 30' lat., 23° long.), by which its course is

changed successively to W. 36° S. to S.W., and finally (in

lat. 38°) it becomes rather east of south. The greatest

portion of this current is actually turned round by the

east edge of the bank, and finally mingles with a South
Atlantic eastern current, and, impelled by it, thus returns

into the Indian Ocean by a line nearly parallel to its

original course. A part of the stream passes over the deep
water at the southern extremity of the bank and turns

towards the N.W., and then uniting opposite the Cape of

Good Hope with another part of the main stream, (which

crosses the northern part of the bank in a western direction,

between 34° 45', and 35° 40',) forms a wide stream run-

ning to the N.W. as far as 25° S. lat., where it joins the

N.W. current formed by the S.E. trade-wind. The ex-

istence and course of these currents are indicated net only

by their actual motion, but also by their temperature. Off
Cape Recif (Reef), where the temperature of the Mozam-
bique stream was found (in June) to be somewhat lower than
it was further north and east, it was still 68°, or 8° above the

ocean temperature. On the bank, in lat. 35° 45', it has

been found 7° above ocean temperature ; and diminishing
westward towards the edge of the bank, it becomes of the

ocean temperature for some distance before attaining its

western extremity. But what is singular, and eon-

firms the statement above made as to the current that

rounds the Agulhas bank joining that which crosses it

—

the temperature rises again to 4° above the ocean tempera-

ture, west of the bank, as soon as the junction with the

southern branch is effected. For further information on
this current, the reader may refer to our authority (Major
Rennell, On the Currents of the Atlantic, London, 1832).

Salt, in his voyage up the Mozambique channel, found the

current between Capes Correntes and Sebastian, setting

2A2
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strong to the south, so as 'to impede the course not less

than sixtv miles in twenty-four hours.' And further north

(12 :*/' S. lat., 11° 24' K. long.), Mr. Saltspeaks of * a

strong current setting to the southward at the rate of thirty

miles in twenty-four hours.'

On doubling Cape Guardafui the same writer experienced

along the coast, a strong current that headed the ship ; but

the information which he gives about it leads to no con-

clusions. This current has no connexion with that just

described.

The only other phenomenon of African currents, that re-

quires a .short, notice here, is that part of the North African

current, as Major Rennell calls it, which sets into the Medi-

terranean through the straits of Gibraltar. The great loss

which the Mediterranean experiences from evaporation is

supplied by a constant current pouring in from the Atlantic.

This current is most obvious to the east of a line joining

Cape St. Vincent in Spain, and Cape Cantin C)l 3;VN. lat.)

in Africa. The form of the coasts is like the wide part of a

funnel, and the straits of Gibraltar are the pipe. It is pro-

bably owing to this rush of water towards the straits that an

eastern current has been perceived, in summer, as far as the

Azores, increasing in velocity eastward from the meridian of

Cape Vincent. South of the latitude of the Canaries and

Cape Hojador, the current, instead of pointing to the straits'

mouth, sets upon the coast of the Great Desert, which is

sandv and low. This current, from whatever cause it arises,

is that which has brought so many ships on this inhospitable

shore, navigators having been deceived in their reckoning by

not estimating the three of the stream. Ships' crews that

have had the misfortune to be cast on this savage coast, in-

habited by a brutish race of barbarians, have frequently

either perished of hunger, or been sold into slavery. [See

Rennell.]
Africa seems to be a land of terraces, as indeed all widely

extended portions of the earth's surface probably are. It

would appear in general to rise from the coast into the inte-

rior by successive steps, which are spread out in widely ex-

tended plains. These are known to exist in some parts,

such as in the Cape Colony, and are indicated in others by

a regular series of falls in the beds of the great rivers—the

Nile, Quorra, Congo, &c. We know from Turkey's expedi-

tion up the Congo, that mountains of considerable elevation

are found at no great distance in the interior; and the late

expedition up the Zambezi, (see London Geographical

Journal, vol. ii.,) in addition to former accounts, has con-

firmed the opinion of the country rising into considerable

elevations in the interior. The numerous tributaries of the

Zamlx?zi, and the immense body of water which it brings

down, indicate sufficiently its extensive course and the ex-

istence of elevated regions in the interior. But we are almost

entirely ignorant of the conformation of all Southern Africa,

with the exception of the Cape colony, and our limited know-
ledge of the coasts. The existence of a large chain like the

Andes, as some have imagined, running north and south, is

not only unproved, but improbable. The existence of elevated

table-lands is, however, certain. There is no account of

cither native or European having crossed this immense
continent south of the Sahara : nor have the Portuguese

ever effected a line of communication between their settle-

ments on the Angola and Mozambique coasts, though en-

terprising individuals and traders have on each side advanced
far into the interior: and an instance is recorded of a per-

son having crossed the country from Angola, on the west
coast, to Tete, on the Zambezi river, at both of which places

he had seen the Portuguese (lag. [See Bowdieh's Account

of the Discoveries of the Portuguese in Angola and Mozam-
bique.]

The mountain system of Africa must, in many cases, be
inferred from the course of the great rivers. The high lands
of Abyssinia, in which the Tacazze and the Bahr-el-Azrek
rise, are in all probability continued westward, if not at so

great an elevation, at least at a very considerable one. But
whether these western regions run step by step to a central

mountain range, or spread out in wide plateaus or deserts,

we do not know. From this remote region the waters of the
Bahr-el-Abiad, or true Nile, descend : aivl from a somewhat
lower elevation, probably the Misselad and other streams that
find their way into interior lakes. It seems now pretty certain

that a range of land stretches across the continent, so as to

separate the basin of the Congo from that of the Tchad Lake
and its affluents, whib: the basin of the Quorra i> again sepa-

rated from that of the Tchad by a ridge of small elevation run-

ning in a northerly direction. But the distance from the sup-

posed sources of the Bahr-el-Abiad to the high lands seen by

the Landers from the Quorra in the neighbourhood of Funda

is so great, that it would be a hasty assumption to supple a

mountain chain continuous across the continent. The hiuli

lands east of the Quorra, about Funda, seem to belong to the

same elevation which runs west of the Quorra, and thru

north, and supplies on one side the water of the Senegal.

Gambia, and other streams to the south, and on the other

feeds the Joliba or Quorra.

The expeditions of Denham and Clapperton have made in

acquainted with a large internal lake, the Tchad, which,

from its extent and position, forms one of the most remark-

aide features in the ph\sical geography of this continent.

Africa, as far as we yet know it, contains comparatively It v.

lakes. The lake of Maravi, about sixty leagues north ••{"

Tete, is still unexplored, hut this has been no obstacle to

assigning it a most prodigious length: that of Deinbea in

Abyssinia, Kcroun in Lower Egypt, Dibbie. through \\\\y\\

the Joliba Hows, Fittrie, and the lakes of the Atlas regions

are all inconsiderable when compared with the Tchad, whu-h,

though its dimensions are not yet ascertained, mustoceia\

a very extensive surface, especially during the rainy sei-oM.

The elevation of the Tchad above the sea may proband) nut

be more than from -100 to GOO feet.

The interior country watered by the Quorra, by the tri-

butaries to the Tchad, and by other unknown stream* that

probably exist, may be in general described as a fertile

region, well suited to the habitation of man. and apparently

not possessing a climate unfavourable to life, either for the

natives, or Europeans who know how to take cure of them-

selves. This country, known by the general name of Soudan,

cannot be accurately defined. Dar-Fur would seem to be

properly included in it, though it partakes also of the Hki-

raetcr of the neighbouring Sahara, and forms a kind < I

oasis ; but the periodical rains from before the middle of

June to the middle or end of September, and the preseu«v

of the elephant and hippopotamus in some partsof theeountn,

mark these at least as belonging to the Soudan regions. The

winds that till Dar-Fnrwitli thick dust blow constantly from

the south, and are the hot winds,—thus indicating a consi-

derable extent of southern country of a low and sandy cha-

racter.

The great characteristic feature of Northern Africa, the

Sahara or Great Desert, would form a complete physical

barrier between the Mediterranean and the interior hut t< :

the long and narrow valley of the Tv*ile: which, in fad,

bounded as it is in many parts on the west by a high reeky

barrier of limestone, from which the traveller descends to the

lower region of the western desert, may be considered as a

separate portion of the continent. The broad belt ofthe desert

stretching across the continent seems as if it were only inter-

rupted by the Nile, to recommence with the same arid cha-

racter in the broad wastes of Arabia and the Syrian desert.

Arabia, in fact, in its physical conformation, belongs rather

to Africa than Asia. But this extensive waste is not so uni-

form in its appearance as to be one mass of sand. Its surface

is in various parts of very unequal elevation. Occasionally it

rises into rugged barren ranges of hills, some of which, of lime-

stone formation, contain marine shells ; and sometimes, parti-

cularly in the eastern part, it is diversified with springs ofwater,

both warm and cold, which give fertility to the small spots

around them, which were called by the Greeks, oases, the same

word as the modern w adv. The Sahara, indeed, may be divided

into two great divisions, of which the eastern is far more diver-

sified with springs and habitable spots: the western portion,

through which the traders from Marocco make their way to

the Joliba, is the most barren, parched, and terrific waste en

the surface of our globe. The abundant supply of natron

(sesqui-earbonate of soda) and common salt contained in the

salt lakes of the Sahara, ami some which is found in a fo^u

state, has always furnished an imjwrtant article of trade

between the people of the desert and Soudan, where this ne-

cessary of life is wanting. The western portion of this desert

is less known than the route from Mourzouk to Bornou. and

presents, as we have said, a far more fearful and extended

waste than the eastern division : it stretches westward t<>

the very shores of the Atlantic, displaying on the coasts of

the ocean the same desolate and sandy appearance. Vw>

have yet no observations sufficiently accurate or lunnenuis

to determine the general elevation of the Sahara, flu"'^ 1

there can be little doubt that it contains many uninterrupted

levels of considerable height. (See Sahara.)
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The countries north of the Sahara from the southern
limits of the empire of Marocco, nearly as far as the Gulf of
Sidra, are sometimes.comprehended under the general name
of the Atlas regions, so called from the predominant moun-
tain range to which thatname is given. The various branches
and the geological character of this range will be described

under the head of Atlas. This region contains on the

Atlantic coast fertile plains, bounded to the east by moun-
tains covered with eternal snow. On the Mediterranean
coast the level country is of much less extent, and the inte-

rior is a region of elevated ground filled with hills and
mountains. Our imperfect knowledge of this interesting

region will, no doubt, soon receive extensive accessions from
the French and others who have settled in the territory of

Algiers. The Arab geographers considered this tract as

more European than African in its character and position,

an opinion which the physical features ofthe opposite Spanish
peninsula, with its Sierra Nevada, its climate and productions,

rally justify. We cannot yet assign satisfactorily any eastern

limits to the physical region, which may be considered as
belonging to the Atlas country. The gulf of Cabes, or

rather the promontory of Cape Bon, may perhaps be assumed
as its extreme limit along the coast, while, in the interior,

a mountain range, the Ghurian, of no very great elevation,

extends at least as far eastward as the western side of the

coast of the gulf of Sidra. To avoid these mountains, the

Fezzan caravans sometimes take the route through Mesu-
rata on the coast.

The high lands of the ancient Cyrenaica, now included
within the limits of what is often incorrectly termed the

desert of Barca, form a separate system, and will require a

distinct description.

It has been often remarked that Africa shows few, if any,
traces of volcanic action within historical periods, and the
occurrence of earthquakes is not established on record, except
within the limits of Egypt. But undoubted traces of the
former action of subterraneous fire are to be found ; for in-

stance, on the west coast on the banks of the Nunez, and
most particularly in the Canaries, the Cape Verde archipe-

lago, the small islands at the mouth of the Rio Grande, and
those in the bight of Biafra. Jebel Teir, a small island in

the Red Sea, is an extinct volcano.

The mineral treasures of this immense continent are of
course very imperfectly known. Salt is perhaps one of the
most universally diffused, being found from the salt lakes
of the Cape colony to the northern coast, and yet extensive
districts, as we have already remarked, such as the Soudan,
are without it. But it occurs again south of the equator,
and is plentifully procured from tne salt quarries of Angola

;

and Brown mentions it also as being found in a fossil state

in Dar-Ftir. It will probably be found on inquiry that the
mineral treasures of Africa are nearly as various as those
of other parts of the world, though at present less im-
perfectly known, and in many cases only observed at

spots widely removed from one another. The mineral
wealth of Egypt alone is considerable ; and that of the inte-

: ior west of the Mozambique coast is also abundant. Gold
dust, however, is that which has the most excited the
cupidity of Europeans ; and this mineral is found in the
sands of the upper streams of nearly all the great African
rivers.

The following are the chief African minerals and earths

known to commerce, or the useful arts, with some of the
countries in which they are found. It should be remem-
bered that they are found in other places than those here
enumerated.
Gold.— Central Nigritia, Guinea coast, Mozambique

coast, &c.
Silver.— Mines said to be at Chicova, up the Zambezi

ri7er. (See Bowdich, Account of Discoveries, &c.) ; Elala

in S.W. part of Marocco.
Copper.—Mines of Fertit, south of Dar-Fdr ; Atlasmoun-

tains ; Egypt, &c. ; the Moolwas ; Zumbo, on the Zam-
bezi, &c.

I ron.—Egypt ; Dar-Fdr ; on the banks of the Lucala, a
branch of the Coanza ; in the territory of the Cazembes, &c.
Tin.— Loango. (Bowdich.)

Salt.— Egypt, Tunis, Sahara, Angola, the Cape of

Good Hope, Abyssinia, Dar-Fdr.
L.KAD.—Loango. (Bowdich.)

Chalk.—Dar-Fdr.
Sulphur.— Benguela; Cassandama? Kebrit on the

Tripoli coast. (Beechey.)

Coal.—Zumbo. (Bowdich.)

V. THEMAN OF AFRICA. This extensive continent
is characterized by certain varieties of the human species,

which it will be useful here to distribute into their proper fa-

milies as accurately as we can, in order to obviate that con
fusion which is often found in common treatiseson geography.
We propose merely to give such a general outline of the dis

tribution of the human race in this continent as may show
the large masses into which it divides itself: the subdivi

sions of nations and tribes will be found under other heads.
The following sketch is founded chiefly on those physical
differences, which characterize the animal man in Africa.

The reader may see in Balbi's Abrige de Geographies the
classification of the people according to languages, of which
we will only remark, that we consider it at present impos-
sible to make a classification of African languages without
running the risk of almost endless error.

The southern regions of Africa are occupied by two nations,

the Hottentots and Caffres. The Hottentots, under different

names, were once spread over the territory now called Cape
Colony, and at the present day may be considered as gene-
rally within its limits, though they have been driven from
the southern parts by the European colonists. They occupy,
also, the basin of the Orange River. The Hottentot pre-

sents some varieties both in physical appearance and moral
character ; but in his lowest state he is one of the most
indolent, helpless, and dirtiest of the human family : his

form, though spoken of by some travellers as not positively

ugly, would appear from the best accounts to be revolting to

our ideas. His hair is black, sometimes brownish, very
short, and woolly ; his profile is hideous, and remarkable for

the prominence of the lips, over which the nose is flattened,

displaying the open nostrils ; the foot is so singularly formed
that he can be tracked by his marks. The colour of the
skin is dark brownish, or yellowish, but not black. The
Caffres differ both from the Hottentots and those whom we
call negroes. The nose approaches to an arched form ; yet
they have thick lips, and hair curly, but less woolly than
the negro. Their colour is a blackish grey ; and they are

generally well made and of rounded hmb. The females

are among the handsomest of the black race of Africa. In
the useful arts of life, the Caffres are far above their Hot-
tentotneighbours. They extend from Natal, on the southern

coast of Africa, into the interior, probably as far as the tropic,

but it is not possible to fix their limits with any precision.

The most widely-extended race in Africa is the Negro*
which some writers denominate the Ethiopian. The term
Ethiopian is indeed often used, but, as it appears to us,

rather vaguely, to include all the black-coloured races of

Africa. "We here understand by it only the true negro races,

which, whatever resemblance they may bear to tne other

dark races of Africa, still differ from them considerably in

physical character and geographical distribution. Varieties

of language, shades of complexion, or other differences cer-

tainly subsist among them, (and they are by no means in-

considerable;) but we must still recognize the whole Ethiopian
race as forming a distinct and widely spread family. Begin-
ning on the west coast with the Senegal River, which is the

southern limit of the arid deserts and the commencement
of the fertile regions, we find a race essentially different

from those of Northern Africa. In the woolly hair, black

skin, the profile of the face and forehead, the oblique inser-

tion of the incisive teeth, the form of the pelvis, and the
legs, we see the undoubted characteristics of a race peculiar

to the African continent. But it is still difficult to say

what parts of Africa must be considered as their proper

country, as war and {he slave trade have often transplanted

the negro from his localities in Africa, just as they have
given him a new home in Europe and America, and
made his form and character familiar to our every-day ex-

perience. We may safely assume, that the negro is on his

native soil in all the regions that extend from the Senegal
southwards, along the gulf of Guinea, and south of the

equator as far as tne sixteenth degree of latitude. On the

eastern side the negro race hardly extends south of the tropic,

for they must not be confounded with the Caffres who dwell

from Natal northward. The natives whom Mr. Salt saw
as far north as Sofala bay near lat. 20°, he conceived to be
nearly allied to the Caffres, whom he also considers to be a
race ' perfectly distinct from either that of the Hottentot or of

the negro.' We may, therefore, consider the Caffres as stretch-

ing nearly as far north as the Zambezi river, where the

negroes commence. It is quite impossible to fix the limit

between the Caffres and negroes in the interior. The
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latter may, perhaps, be considered the aboriginal inhabit-

ants of the Mozambique coast, from that coast westwards
into the interior : the Mackoua, whom Salt saw at Mozam-
bique, are described by him as the most genuine thick-lipped

negroes that he had ever seen ; and the expeditions into

the interior inform us that the people are negroes, though
some of them are described as of a superior appearance and
character to those on the coast. This may be attributed to

the want of communication with the white man of Europe,
who, wherever he has been allowed freely to settle himself,
has, for the most part, destroyed or demoralized the people
among whom he has come. We cannot at present state

how far north on this coast the negro tribes extend, but cer-

tainly not beyond Cape Guardafui. The Somaulis of Adel
are not negroes.

We know very little of the interior of Africa, south of the

points to which Brown, and Denham, and Clapperton ad-
vanced ; but we may reasonably conjecture these unknown
regions to be occupied by black tribes, which indeed is proved
to be true, for a considerable distance at least, by the negro
slaves whom the traders bring to Dar-FQr. The cultivable

countries which commence south of the Sahara, and are
watered by the Joliba and the various tributaries of Lake
Tchad, are the region of the negroes, and known among the
Arabs by the general name of Sudan or the country of the
blacks. But we cannot say how for eastward the proper
negro extends. The natives of Dar-Fur (whose capital

Cobbe is in 14° 11' N. lat, 28° 8' E. Ion.) are described by
Brown as having hair generally short and woolly, and a
complexion for the most part perfectly black

;
yet he says

they differ in their persons from the negroes of Guinea, and
from the black and genuine negro slaves introduced among
them by traders from the south and west. The negro
races of the Nuba have, however, spread as far north and
east as Sennaar, where a negro dynasty of the Fungi (con-
querors) established itself in 1504. and has mingled itself

with Arab blood, and adopted a Mohammedan creed. The
Shangalla, who also belong to the Nuba, have spread east-

ward as far as the Tacazze and Mareb, and to the coast of
the Red Sea. It is, however, not improbable that there
were negro tribes on the upper waters of the Nile during
the period of the Pharaohs. The negro is easily recognized
in the procession in the tombs of the kings at Thebes. (See
Belzom's plates, and Burton's Excerpta.)
The desert of the Sahara, and the southern limits that

border on Sudan, swarm with innumerable tribes, of whom
the greatest number are included under the general name
of Moors. They are a mixed race, and live a wandering
life ; they are not Arabs, but they have adopted the religion

of Mohammed. They are found spread toward the regions
of Fez and Marocco, towards the arid Atlantic coasts that
bound the western Sahara, and their dominion is fixed on
the stream of the Mid-Senegal and Mid-Joliba ; they form
in fact, a narrow belt or slip stretching from the Atlantic
along the southern limits of the Sahara into the interior,

probably as far as the Bahr el Abiad. The Tibboos are a
wandering tribe, who conduct caravans from Fezzan to

Bornou, and are considered by some to speak a kind of Ber-
ber dialect But the roost numerous and widely-spread
race of the deserts are the Tuaricks, who possess the chief

trading ports from Ghadamis eastward, through Fezzan,
Augila, and Siwah. They are said to speak a Berber lan-

guage, and to be mixed on the north with Arabs, on the east
with Tibboos, and on the west with Berbers.
The mountain regions of the Atlas, which by their position

and character hardly belong to the continent of Africa, as

well as the whole shores ofthe Mediterranean from the straits

of Gibraltar to the Cyrenaic regions, have been subject to

the invasion of conquerors ever since the earliest periods of

history. The Phoenician, Greek, and Roman, Vandals
and Goths, and Arabs from Asia, have at different periods

possessed portions of these regions, and mixed their blood

with that of previous races. The Arab invasion has pro-

duced the most permanent effects, and that nation now
occupies the most fertile parts of the Atlas region and
the towns on the coast, and are generally known to us by
the incorrect appellation ofMoors ; the subsequent conquests
of the Turks (also an Asiatic race) have done little more than
establish a despotic power on a few isolated spots, under a
military chief. But it seems not unlikely that, after all these

violent revolutions, the Berbers and Shelluhs of the Atlas
mountains are the descendants of the primitive inhabitants,

and that they retain their original language in all its

substantial parts. It has been well remarked by Ritter,

that as the Atlas regions differ in character from the rest of

Africa, so its primitive inhabitants have*a different character

also; and, however, their language or usages may have
changed during the lapse of many centuries, we can hardly

doubt about assigning them to the wide spread Arabic

family, which there is good reason for considering indige-

nous in northern and north-eastern Africa as well as in

the great Arabian Peninsula. The wide diffusion of this

race, across the continent as far as the waters of the Nile

and the Gulf of Aden, according to some opinions, will be

examined more particularly under the head of Berber, a

term applied, we believe, with no great precision, by many
writers on African ethnography. We reserve to the pr-
ticular descriptions of each subdivision of Africa, a snort

notice of the political revolutions that have affected the

physical and moral character of its present inhabitants, or

we shall refer for such information to the best authorities.

We need only remark, in order to complete this general

sketch of man in Africa, that the ruling race of Amhara,
and Tigre, who are included under the name of Abyssinians,

must either belong to Arabic stock, or, if they be considered

as a separate, they are still a nearly related family. But at

present we cannot attempt to classify the various peoples

who occupy the widely spread Abyssinian provinces ; it is

probable that they contain many varieties of the human
species, the remnants of nations become extinct, or the result

of the intermixture of different races. The Galla, whose in-

vasions of Abyssinia from the south may be compared with

the movements of the Nomadic tribes or Asia, have not yet

been identified with any other nation, and must for the

present be considered as a separate family. The Arab race

which sometimes has mingled with negro and other races,

now occupies a large part of the countries north of Abyssinia

as far as the Mediterranean ; but thepopulation of the Nile

basin is of a very motley character. Tlie Copts, or descend-

ants of the Egyptians, are reduced to a small number; and

of all the conquerors or settlers in Egypt, none have

stamped their physical and moral character so strongly on

the country as the followers of the Prophet. The Arabs

have carried their faith as far as Dar-Fftr, and even to the

banks of the Tchad ; and the Fellatah empire acknowledges

the precepts of the Moslem faith. Even in Comassie, the

capital of Ashantee, Arabic is taught. The Mohammedan
religion has spread ever at least one-third of the continent

;

and some of its precepts and practices seem well adapted

to win the favour of the indolent and pleasure-loving negro.

When the Portuguese commenced their settlements at

Mozambique, they found the Arabs in quiet possession of

the coast, and though they succeeded in killing them all,

and getting possession of the navigation of the Zambezi

river, yet as some of the sovereigns of the interior had at

that time adopted Mohammedanism, it is not unlikely that

this form of religion exists in these parts of Africa still un-

known to us.

Hie only African countries where Christianity is now

established, excepting the few European settlements, arc

Egypt and Abyssinia. In Egypt it is confined to the Copts,

and in Abyssinia both its doctrines and precepts are as ill

understood as they are obeyed.

The Arabic is the only character that is now used in

Africa by those who wish to read and write, except those

employed by the people of Tigre and Amhara. Its use is,

however, limited to very few in Sudan, where it is only

great doctors who can read and write.

The Jews, a nation now dispersed over almost every part

of the world, are found also in the Saroen of Abyssinia, in

Egypt, and indeed scattered as far west as the kingdom of

Marocco. They do not seem to have established them-

selves south of the Sahara.

The great island of Madagascar, yet so little known, is

occupied on the west side by negroes, who have at various

times furnished large supplies of slaves to the Cape of

Good Hope and the Mauritius. Whether the negro is

aboriginal in this island, we do not know. Madagascar at

present is to a great extent occupied by a race of Malay

stock, whose arrival in the island is not recorded by any

historical document. Some Caffres are found on the south

coast. Many Arabs also are found in Madagascar, parti-

cularly the northern part, of the period of whose arrival

there we are entirely ignorant.

VI. ANIMALS OF AFRICA. In the animal king-

dom, at least, Africa is as rich in the number of its peculiar
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species, Of they are not so remarkable for the singularity and

anomalous forms which they exhibit,) as any other quarter

of the globe. The^eculiar difficulties which have at all

times opposed the progress of European discovery in this

part of the world, have hitherto prevented us from ac-

quiring so satisfactory a knowledge of its zoology as could

be wished; but enough is already known to enable us to

form a general idea of its productions, and to infer, with

a tolerable degree of accuracy, their most prominent fea-

tures and characters.

Of three nundred different species of mammals which are

known to be inhabitants of Africa, upwards of two hundred

and fifty are peculiar to that continent and the neighbouring

island of Madagascar ; and of these a vast majority are to

be found only to the south of the great desert. The fol-

lowing table exhibits the relative numbers of the species of

African mammals belonging to each of the orders of the

Cuvierian system, compared with the whole number of spe-

cies belonging to the particular order, and it distinguishes

those which are peculiar to Africa from those which are

common to it and other continents.

ORDERS.

1. Qaftdnimann (Aper. Monkeys
)

and Lemurs) . )

II. Clieiroptera (BaU) .

III. Carnivore fCarnivorous Mam- \
oials) . ]

IV. Rodentia (Gnawing Mammals)
V. EdentAU(Slotks.Anteatera,&c.)

VL. Pachydermata (Hog, Horse, 1

Elephant, Ac) . . 1

VII. Rnmiaantla ^Ruminating \

Mammals) . . )

VI U. Cetaoea (Whales)

Whole No.
of known

186

199

83

80

157

76

Whole Mo.
of African
tpocie*.

55

30

66

48
3

15

73

10

No. of spo-
No.of#pe-t cietrnm-
oe« fwtu- ! mon to Af-
llnr to Af- ric« and

ric*. other Con-
tinents.

48

86

59

38
3

19

7

4

14

10
0

10

2

An inspection of this table will at once show the relative

number of species in each order, as well those which are

proper to Africa alone, as those which are common to that

and the adjoining continents of Europe and Asia. It will

be remarked among other things, that Africa is riehest in

the number of its pachydermatous and ruminating animals,

and most deficient in the number of its rodentia and eden-
tata, compared with the whole number of known species

belonging to each of these several orders ; though it must
be observed in regard to the rodentia in particular, that we
have at present but a very imperfect knowledge of the Afri-

can species, as well from their diminutive size and timid

character which cause them to be less frequently met with
than larger and bolder animals, as from the danger and dif-

ficulty which have nearly always attended scientific researches
of all descriptions among the Arab and Negro nations.

This remark with respect to the great abundance of pachy-
dermatous and ruminating animals in Africa will not be
considered devoid of importance, if we reflect that it is prin-

cipally from these two orders of mammals that the animal
food, not only of man, but likewise of the lower tribes of
carnivorous animals, is derived. We proceed to give a
brief sketch of the most remarkable species of African
animals.
The quadrupeds of burden are highly valuable. The

Arabian camel {Camelus dromedarius) is now spread over
all the northern and central parts of the continent, and is

indispensably requisite in crossing the long arid deserts

which cover so great a portion of its surface north of the
equator. Some writers suppose that the camel was not in-

digenous in Africa, but we have no historical account of its

introduction into this continent. It is mentioned in the book
of Genesis, as being used by the merchants who traded to

Egypt, and of course must have been well known at that

period on the banks of the Nile. The head of the camel is

found on obelisks and other ancient Egyptian monuments
from the city of Alexandria as far south as 18° 25' of N. lati-

tude. Camels' heads are cut on the plinth of one of the

two granite lions which Lord Prudhoe brought from Jebel

Barkal in Dongola, in 1832. As to the horso, it is spoken
of in the Bible, and is represented on some of the oldest

specimens of Egyptian sculpture; but we cannot assert

that it is indigenous in Africa, nor on the other hand can
we mention any period at which it was introduced. Leo
Africanus relates that there are wild horses to be met with

in Africa, but this report has not been confirmed by any

modern traveller, and there is strong reason to doubt its

truth. However this may be, it is certain that the soil and
climate of Africa are peculiarly adapted to develope the

physical and mental qualities of these quadrupeds. The
horses and asses of Barbary, those of the Bedoweens and
of Egypt, yield in no respect to the finest Arabs either in

beauty of form or spirit. The first of these races was in-

troduced into Spain during the ascendancy of the Moorish
power in that country, and from it the noble Spanish breed
of modern times is descended.

Of horned cattle there are a great many different varieties

in Africa. The most remarkable are the Sanga or Galla

oxen of Abyssinia, with immense horns nearly four feet in

length, and a kindred race in Bornou, the horns of which
measure upwards of two feet in circumference at the base,

and yet scarcely weigh two pounds a-piece. Of sheep,

the most remarkable varieties are the broad-tailed kind,

whose tails grow so fat and heavy that, according to Shaw's
report, they are frequently obliged to be supported on
little wheel-carriages, as Herodotus says of the Arabian
sheep. This variety is common in Barbary, at the Cape of

Good Hope, and in other parts of Africa. The edimain, a
very tall variety, with long legs, small tails, and drooping

ears, is common in Egypt, Sennaar, and Nubia. Both
these breeds are covered with short coarse hair instead of

wool, and their flesh is very inferior in quality to our Euro-
pean mutton. Goats are in many parts of Africa more com-
mon than sheep, as they subsist better on the dry aromatic

herbs of the desert, yield a more abundant supply of milk,

and are generally preferred for the table. Of these also there

are many different varieties ; among others, a dwarf species,

with short smooth hair and very small horns, which has
been introduced into South America, where it has multi-

plied prodigiously.

The domestic cat is very rare in Africa, but dogs are nu-

merous, and of many different varieties. Among the

Mohammedans* it is well known that these animals are con-

sidered unclean; but though they refrain from keeping

them in their houses, all the large towns of Egypt and Bar-

bary maintain public troops or dogs, which perform the

offices of common scavengers, establish themselves in parti-

cular quarters of the city, maintain a kind of government
among themselves, and are extremely watchful to prevent

strangers from intruding into their particular districts. It

is no uncommon thing for the wealthy Mussulmans to leave

considerable legacies for the support of these animals ; and
it is very remarkable, that notwithstanding the great heat of

the climate, and the constant scarcity of water, an instance

of canine madness is never known to occur in Africa.

Domestic poultry are common enough in every part of

Africa, though they also are of foreign introduction. Every
one has heard of the artificial mode of hatching chickens

which has been so long practised by the Egyptians, and of

which an exhibition on an extensive scale was some years

since afforded to the inhabitants and visiters of this metro-

polis. Turkeys have, of late years, been introduced about

the neighbourhood of Sierra Leone, but they have not yet

become numerous, and, perhaps, the country is not well

adapted to their habits. It does not appear that the Guinea
hen, though indigenous to Africa, is at present domesticated

among the inhabitants: in Dar-Filr, the Guinea fowl is in-

digenous. Geese and ducks are not extensively distributed,

and even where they are found, are reared in small num-
bers, and held in very slight estimation. Probably, the

extreme dryness of the climate may have a considerable

influence in depreciating the utility of these birds.

Among the wild animals of Africa the first and most re-

markable is the chimpanzee or pongo, the timia troglodyte*

of naturalists. This extraordinary animal, of which there is

good reason to believe that more than one variety exists m
Africa, approaches much nearer to the human form than the

orang outang, or wild man of Borneo Sumatra, and the other

large islands of the Indian Archipelago. Its arms are not so

disproportionately long as in that animal ; its neck is not so

short and deformed, nor are its shoulders so high ; and it

has altogether a much greater facility of standing and walk-

ing upright, and of using the anterior extremities as hands,

properly speaking. Its organization, however, determines

its general habit of walking on all fours ; and the hinder

extremities are, as in all the order, marked by a thumb—a
finger opposed to the other fingers. The adult chimpanzee

has never been brought into Europe. Of the inferior tribes

of quadrumanous animals, the greater number of the cyno-
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cephali, or baboons, are found only among the rooks and
mountains of Africa. Many of these, such as the mandril

(Cynocephalus maimon) and the tartarin (Cyno. hamadryas),
attain a very considerable stature, and, from their great

strength and malicious disposition, are much dreaded by the

negroes. The monkeys, properly so called, (Cercopitheci,) are

likewise an African genus. These playful and harmless little

animals, of which there are a great many different varieties,

many of them marked with the most brilliant and varied

colours, swarm overthe whole continent, living in large troops

and enlivening the woods with their gambols and chattering.

All the various and beautiful species of lemurs also, the

tardier and slow lemurs (nycticebi) alone excepted, belong
either to the continent of Africa or to the neighbouring

island of Madagascar. In the latter country, so completely

insulated from the rest of the world, and of which the na-

tural productions are, for the most part, singular and anoma-
lous, the different species and varieties of lemurs are ex-

tremely numerous, and even entirely replace the apes,

baboons, and monkeys of the adjacent continent, none of

wnich, as far as we are at present aware, have ever been
found in this island.

The cheiroptera, bats, or winged mammals of Africa, are

not so well known as some of the other tribes, though it is

probable, from the physical nature of the country and cli-

mate, that they are quite as various and abundant here as in

Asia and America. Of those which we do know, the most
remarkable is the common roussette (Pteropus vulgaris),

which inhabits Madagascar and the Isle of France, grows to

the size of a small fowl, feeds on fruits, and is eaten by the

inhabitants, who compare its flesh to that of the pheasant and
partridge.

Carnivorous and ferocious animals are extremely nume-
rous in all parts of Africa. The lion, the panther, and the

leopard, lurk in the vicinity of the rivers and fountains to

surprise the different species of gazelles and antelopes, but,

unless pressed by hunger, rarely attack the inhabitants

;

though it is said that the lion will often pursue the Hot-
tentot in preference to all other prey. In some parts,

however, these animals are so numerous, that the natives

will not venture to travel through the woods unless in large

parties and well armed. Major Laing informs us, in his

•ourney to the $oolima countries, that he passed through a
country which had formerly been well inhabited, but in which,
at the period of his visit, there was not a single village to be
met with for a space of twenty-five miles along his path, the
former populousness of the country being alone indicated

by the sites and ruins of several large towns : the inhabi-

tants of these had been forced to remove to other provinces

on account of the great numbers and constant attacks of the

leopards and panthers. The whole genus of hyaenas are,

properly speaking, African animals. The common hycena,

indeed, (Hycena vulgaris,) is likewise found in India ; but
the other two known species (Hycena crocuta et villosa) are

found only in the peninsula of Africa. Besides these,

th*re is another animal described by Mr. Burchell, in his

Travels in Southern Africa, which is intermediate in its

habits and organization between the hyama and the dog,

and which has been associated with both these genera
under the names of hycena venatica and cants picta. All

these different species of hyama live entirely upon offal

and cariion, and are of singular importance in the economy
of nature, by preventing the accumulation of putrescent

matter, and devouring dead carcasses and other garbage,

which, under the influence of a tropical sun, would soon

corrupt and produce the most noxious and unwholesome
vapours. Like feline animals, the hycenas are nocturnal,

and nightly visit the towns and villages, where they

prowl through the streets till morning, eating the garbage
and off-castings of the shambles, and devouring any tame
animal which the inhabitants may have neglected to secure.

The true civet ( Viverra civetta) is found in a state of nature
m most parts of Africa. Great numbers of these animals
are kept by the natives for the sake of their perfume.
Nearly allied to the civets are the animals which naturalists

call ichneumons (Herpestes), of which Africa contains four

or five distinct species, and which wage incessant war
against the numerous serpents and other reptiles which
infest every part of the country. As far as our present

information extends, there are no bears in Africa. The
older African travellers, indeed, often mention having
had their dromedaries and mules bitten by bears during
their nigat encampments, but their relations are always

to be understood of the hyena, which is usually called a
bear in the north of Africa, as he is called a wolf in the
south. %

Of the Rodent mammals (Rodentia) of Africa, it has been
already observed that we have no very extensive knowledge.
Two or three varieties of hares, differing little from our
common European species, are found throughout every
part of the continent ; and the common rabbit, which is

now so abundant in all the temperate countries of Europe,
is said to have been originally introduced from Bat oary.

Eight or ten distinct species of jerboas (Dipus) inhabit the
desert, where they burrow among the loose sand, and feed

upon different bulbous roots, which in certain situations are
very abundant. Beautifully-variegated squirrels inhabit

the woods, and rats and mice, of many different species, are
as numerous as in other countries. Among the latter, one
species in particular, the Barbary mouse (Mus Barbaras),
is remarkable for the beauty of its colours, being marked
on the back with ten longitudinal white lines ; and another
(Arvicola pumilio), having four black stripes along the
back, is thought to be the smallest of all quadrupeds,
weighing, according to Professor Sparrman, not more than
four scruples.

Though South America is the chief residence of Edenta-
lous mammals, two species are nevertheless found in Africa.

These are the aardvark (Orycteropus Capensis) and the
long-tailed manis (Manis Afncana), Both feed upon ants,

and burrow beneath the surface of the earth ; the latter is

totally deprived of teeth, but its body is defended in every
part by a thick covering of hard, trenchant scales, which
protect it, like a coat of mail, from the assaults of its ene-
mies. It has likewise the faculty of rolling itself up into

a round ball like a hedgehog ; and in this position it is safe
even from the teeth and claws of the lion and panther.

The elephant necessarily occupies the first rank among
the wild hoofed quadrupeds of Africa. The African elephant,
though long confounded with the Asiatic, is now well
known to be a distinct species ; its forehead is more con-
vex, its ears larger, the markings of its molar teeth are of
a different form, and it has only four hoofs on the fore feet

and three on the hind, whilst the Indian species has five

before and four behind. In magnitude, intelligence, and
docility, however, it does not yield to its Asiatic congener ;

and if we were to credit the exaggerated statements of
travellers, it would even appear that tho African elephant
occasionally attains the height of seventeen or eighteen
feet. However this may be, it is at least certain that the
tusks of ivory imported from the coast of Guinea are consi-

derably larger than those which are obtained from India

—

often weighing from one hundred and fifty to one hundred
and eighty pounds, whilst the latter rarely exceed one hun-
dred or one hundred and twenty pounds. These animals
inhabit all the woody parts of Africa south of the Sahara,
and are found in Dar-Ffir : they live in immense herds of
from one hundred and fifty to two hundred individuals

;

and are said to be so numerous throughout the whole
extent of middle and southern Africa, that we could
scarcely credit the reports of travellers, were they not con-
firmed by the immense quantities of ivory annually im-
ported into Europe from the western coast of Africa alone.

A considerable quantity of this ivory is said to be found in
the woods, being either broken by the animals in their

combats with one another, or in their attempts to uproot
different kinds of trees for the purpose of feeding upon
their roots and branches ; but much the greater part of it

is the produce of the chase, whole tribes often devoting
themselves to this employment. Various modes of captur-
ing this huge animal are resorted to by different tribes.

Major Laing informs us that the inhabitants of Soolimana
attack him in the open field, and kill him with a spear
having an iron head, formed like an equilateral triangle, and
fired from a long Danish gun. The colonists ofthe Cape of
Good Hope attack this animal, as well as the rhinoceros
and hippopotamus, with simple fire-arms, only mixing a
little tin with the lead, for the purpose of hardening their

balls, and preventing them from flattening against the
tough hides of these beasts ; and it is no uncommon thing
for the expert and experienced hunters to bring down their
game at a single shot. Among the Shangalla, Biuce
informs us that the elephant is attacked by two men
mounted on the same horse, who ride round the beast till

the hindmost hunter gets an opportunity of suddenly and
secretly dropping down behind him, when, with a single
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stroke of a sharp double-edged sabre, he severs the tendon
Achilles immediately above the heel ; and by this means
to completely disables him, that the hunters can afterwards
despatch him at tKeir leisure. During these hunting
expeditions, which often last three or four months, the
hunters live entirely upon the flesh of the slain elephants,
and frequently collect as much ivory as enables them to
live in what they consider affluent circumstances for two
or three years afterwards. The African elephant is not now,
as far as we know, employed in the service of man ; though
the Ptolemies undoubtedly obtained elephants of war from
Ethiopia. In the sixth century, Cosmas says that the
Ethiopians could no longer train them for war [see Adulb].
Of the rhinoceros, one species at least, and probably more,

inhabits the middle and southern parts ofAfrica, frequenting
the same localities as the elephant, and hunted as ardently
by the people, though ms hide and horns are the only part
of him that can be turned to account. Of this shields are
made :n some parts, and in others traces and harness ; for

all of which purposes its great thickness and durability

render it extremely appropriate. The African rhinoceros,

like that of Sumatra, has two horns, but it is distinguished
from the latter species by having no front or incisor teeth.

The horns, as in the East, are highly esteemed for their sup-
posed medicinal virtues.

The hippopotamus is found in the large rivers and
lakes of Africa south of the Great Desert ; and from being
less hunted and more difficult to come at than either the
elephant or rhinoceros, is in many parts extremely com-
mon. This animal appears to have kept possession of the
fresh-water lakes and rivers of Africa, and to have inha-

bited the very same localities which he now occupies from
the earliest ages. The Greek and Roman writers fre-

quently mention him as an inhabitant of the Nile ; and
Hanno, the Carthaginian Admiral, in his voyage along the
western coast of Africa, informs us that he came to a large

river—which, it is supposed, must have been either the

Senegal or the Gambia, or the Rio Grande—in which
the hippopotami were very numerous. At the present day
the hippopotamus is never seen below the second, and per-

haps not below the third cataract of the Nile ; but on the
opposite coasts of the continent, in the Senegal, the Gam-
bia, and the Niger, they are numerous, and extend south-

ward as far as the Cape. Within the boundaries of the
latter colony, indeed, this animal is at the present day
rarely met with ; but it was formerly as abundant as in

other parts of Africa, and still exists on the northern and
eastern frontiers.

The engallo or wild boar of Africa (Phascochcero*) is a

very different species from that of Europe, though the
latter is likewise said to be found in Egypt and Barbary,
as it certainly is in India and other parts of the East. The
engallo is, perhaps, the most hideous of all mammals in

appearance. It resembles the elephant in the form and
structure of its molar teeth. Of these there are never more
than two in each jaw ; they are* not renewed as in ordi-

nary quadrupeds by the new one growing under the old,

and gradually pushing it out of the socket ; but the young
tooth is formed in this case behind the eld one, and gra-

dually advances forward and assumes its situation, as the

latter is worn down by constant use.

The zebra, the dow, and the quagga (Equus Zebra, du~

plivirzatu&t and quaccha) are found in most parts of

southern and central Africa which are known. These
beautiful animals, equally remarkable for the symmetry
of their forms, the rapidity of their course, and the bril-

liancy and wonderful regularity of their colours and
markings, associate in large herds upon the open plains

and gentle declivities, and are the frequent prey of the lion,

which is said to prefer their flesh to the dry and tough
venison of the various species of gazelles and antelopes

that inhabit the same localities, ft has been repeatedly

remarked by African travellers, that these animals and the

ostriches seem to have a natural predilection for each

other s society, and that the flocks and herds of these very

different species are constantly found intermixed, though
they refuse to associate with other animals. It is not a
little remarkable, that the same was observed by Xeno-
phon, during the expedition of the ten thousand Greeks,

with respect to the ostrich and quagga or wild ass, on the

plains or Syria and Mesopotamia. The fact may probably

De accounted for by the mutual security which each feels in

the other's company, the long and flexible neck of the

ostrich enabling it to take notice of the most distant ap-
pearance of danger, and the well-known courage of the wild

compelling beasts of prey to respect their quarters.
It is to be lamented that no judicious attempts have ever
been made to domesticate these beautiful animals.

Among ruminating animals, Africa is chiefly remark-
able for the immense numbers of different species of
antelopes which it contains ; no fewer than si*ty species,

out of eighty which have been enumerated in this ex-
tensive genus, being proper to that continent. This is a
very peculiar feature in the zoological character of Africa,
especially when we consider that there have been only
two species of deer (one of which is our common fallow
deer, which has been ascertained to be indigenous to North
Africa) hitherto discovered throughout the whole extent
of the continent. Asia, on the contrary, whilst it abounds
in many different species of deer, contains, comparatively,
very few antelopes, being thus completely opposed, in an
important zoological feature, to the neighbouring continent.
For a more detailed account of the habits and external cha-
racters of these animals, see Antelope, Of other wild
ruminating animals indigenous to Africa, the most re-

markable is the giraffe or camelopard, which is found from
the banks of the Gariep to the southern borders of the
Great Desert. Two or three wild species of buffalo also in-

habit the woods and marshy grounds of the interior, but we
know little of their forms or habits. The bos caller, or Wild
buffalo of the Cape, has the base of the horns extending all

over the top of the head and forehead, in the manner of a
helmet; he is a savage, dangerous animal, and much
dreaded by travellers.

Among the cetaceous mammals which inhabit the seas
and coasts of Africa, we need only mention the lamantin,
(manatue Senegalemis,) which frequents the mouths of the
great rivers on the Atlantic and Indian Ocean, and feeds
upon the aquatic plants that it can reach along the shores.
It was this animal which, from the pectoral situation of its

mammas, and from the habit of raising itself half out of
the water, especially when in the act of suckling its young,
gave origin to the fable of the mermaid, by which name
it is often mentioned by ancient African voyagers and tra-

vellers.

Ofthe ornithology of Africa, we cannot undertake to give
more than a very general account. Indeed, from the phy-
sical conformation of birds, they are not so confined and
limited in their geographical distribution as quadrupeds

;

and, consequently, the ornithology of particular countries

is never so peculiar nor exclusive as its mammalogy. Birds,

possessing powers of locomotion which quadrupeds want,
often migrate to the most distant climates. Thus many of
our European species, such as the common quail, the land-

rail, the cuckoo, and the different varieties of swallows
which spend the summer and autumn in northern climates,

migrate for the winter season to Africa ; and others of our
common species are found distributed over the whole eastern

hemisphere without presenting any sensible difference,

even in the colour of a feather, in the most remote localities.

The ostrich has already been incidentally mentioned as an
inhabitant of Africa. At the present' aay, indeed, it would
appear to be exclusively confined to that continent, though
in the age of Aristotle and Xenophon it was found in the

deserts of Syria and Mesopotamia. Captain Lyon informed
us that the best ostrich feathers imported from Barbary
are not procured from the wild birds of the desert, but

from semi-domesticated individuals which the Arabs take

young and breed up in stables, where they are well sup-

plied with soft bedding to prevent them from wearing or

injuring the feathers. Similar to the ostrich in many of

their habits, and even somewhat in appearance, are the

bustards, many different species of which inhabit the Kar-
roos and arid plains of Africa. Of gallinaceous fowls,

adapted to the poultry-yard, Africa possesses but a single

genus, the Guinea-hens, (numida,) which, however, are

found in no other part of the world. These birds, of which
there are three or four distinct species, go in large flocks of

400 or 500, and are most frequently found among under-

wood in the vicinity of ponds and rivers. There are, besides,

many species of partridges and grouse in different parts of

Africa ; but as these are not fitted for domestic purposes,

and have otherwise nothing remarkable in their habits or

economy, it will be sufficient at present to indicate them
thus generally. Wild fowl of various species are also abun-
dant on the lakes and rivers, as are likewise various species
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of owls, falcons, and vultures, the latter of which, like the

hyeenas among the quadrupeds, are highly useful in con-

suming the offal and carrion which might otherwise taint

the air and produce disease. The exquisite sense of smell

possessed by these birds is truly surprising. One of the

most remarkable and useful birds of prey peculiar to

Africa is the secretary (serpentarius), which may be not

improperly described as an eagle mounted on the long
naked legs of a crane. This bird preys exclusively upon
serpents, which it pursues on foot, and destroys in amazing
numbers.
Among the smaller birds of Africa are many species re-

markable for the gaudiness and brilliancy of their plumage,
or the singularity of their manners and economy. Of the

former kind may be mentioned the innumerable varieties

of parrots and parroquets, which, from the Bize of a sparrow
upwards to that of a raven, swarm in all the forests, and
make the woods resound with their hoarse unmusical
screams. Of the latter kind, it will be sufficient to mention
the honey cuckoo (cuculus indicator, Lin.) and the little bird

called the republican (loxia socio, Lath).

Lizards, serpents, and other reptiles abound in every part

of Africa. The crocodile inhabits all the large rivers of the

tropical parts, and is still abundant in the Nile below the

first cataract ; different species of chameleons may be seen
on every hedge or shrub ; and the enormous python, a ser-

pent of thirty feet long, lurks in the fens and morasses.

Among the venomous species, the dipsas, the asp, and the

cerastes, or horned viper, are frequently mentioned by the
ancient classical writers ; whilst the garter snake, the puff

adder, and other species, are at present employed to poison

their arrows by the Bosjesmans, the only African tribe who
use this deadly and cowardly weapon.
Of the insect tribes, Africa also contains many thousand

different kinds. The locust has been from time immemo-
rial the proverbial scourge ofthe whole continent ; scorpions,

scarcely less to be dreaded than the noxious serpents, are

everywhere abundant ; and the zebub or fly, one of the in-

strumentsemployed by the Almighty to punish theEgyptians
of old, is soil the plague of the low ana cultivated districts.

For a particular account of the ravaces of this dreadful in-

sect, the reader is referred to Bruce s Travels, (4 to. edit.)

vol. L p. 388, and Appendix, p. 188, where there is also a
good figure.

VII. PLANTS OF AFRICA. The nature of African

vegetation will be best understood by tracing geographically

the changes it undergoes between a state but little different

from that of the south of Europe, and the singular Flora

of the Cape of Good Hope. To the traveller who passes

from the south of Europe to Tangier, the appearance of the

African coast presents nothing remarkably different from
what he has left in Europe ; and along the whole of the

moat northern shores so great a similarity continues to be
preserved, that if it were not for a few striking objects, he
might fancy himself still in Spain or in France. Groves of

oranges and of olives ; wide plains covered with wheat and
barley ; thick woods of evergreen oaks, cork trees, and sea

pines (Pinusmaritima), intermixed with cypresses, myrtles,

arbutus, and fragrant tree heaths (Erica aroorea), form the

principal features of the landscape; while the plains are

covered with the gum cistus, and the hills and rocks with
odoriferous rock-roses, palmetto trees, and the wild caper.

In January and the early months of the year, when the

climate is like that of the warm days of our spring, the plains

are green with grass, and embellished with innumerable
little flowera of the monocotyledonous class, and the gar-

dens are gay with the blossoms of the almond, the apricot,

and the peach. Even in the summer season, when all the

more delicate plants have been dried up beneath a scorching

sun, there is still the oleander, with its brilliant bunches
of rosy flowers, by which are traced from afar the courses

of the rivers on the banks of which it loves to dwell, and
those humid spots which, from accidental circumstances,

being never dried up, are then a kind of vegetable oases.

On this northern coast the date palm is first found ; but its

fruit does not arrive at perfection, and it is chiefly valued as

an object of ornament to gardens and houses.

The principal objects of cultivation in the Barbary States

are a kind of wheat, (Triticvm durum,) the stems of which
are solid, and the grain horny rather than farinaceous;

barley which the Moors give their horses instead of oats,

maize, caffre corn, (Holcus sorghum,) rice, tobacco, olives,

oranges, and figs of the most delicious quality
; pomegra-

nates, grapes, and jujubes, together with sweet melons and
water melons. They also grow the white mulberry for silk-

worms, a kind of indigo, (Indigofera glauca,) cotton, sugar-

cane, and most European esculent vegetables. It is in the

mountainous country, south of the Barbary States, in the

chain of Atlas, that grows that famous timber (Thuja arti-

culata) called, from the substance it produces, the sands-

rach tree, which is almost imperishable, from which the

ceilings ofthe mosques are exclusively constructed, andwhkh
is supposed to have been the shittim wood of Scripture.

As soon as the chain of Atlas is passed, the scene hegins

to change; the excessive dryness of the climate on the

northern borders of the Great Desert is such, that few trees,

except the date, can maintain an existence. It is, however,

in this arid region, where rain seldom falls, where wheat

refuses to grow, and even maize, barley, and caffre corn,

afford the husbandman a miserable and uncertain crop-
where the blasts from the south are scarcely supportable

by the native himself, that this invaluable gift of Providence

finds its fitting station. It is here that the groves of date

palms form a screen impervious to the rays of the sun, and

cherish beneath their shade, the orange, the lemon, the

pomegranate, and the vine, the latter of which climbs to the

summit of their trunks by means of its twisted tendrils.

Although reared in constant shade, all these fruits acquire

a more delicious flavour than in what would seem a more

favourable climate.

Egypt exhibits a scene intermediate, as it were, between

the first and the last of these descriptions ; but also present-

ing more the appearance of a tropical country. European

plants begin to disappear; in the districts still watered by

the Nile, we find all the richness of vegetation of the spring

months of Barbary; abundance of rice, barley, and wheat;

rich fields of sugar-canes; olives, figs, vines, and plan-

tains that have been introduced; while in the hotter or

drier, or more southern, the date is the chief object of the

scenery. Nothing but stunted and miserable looking

bushes are able in the open plains to contend with the accu-

mulating sand for the possession of the soil. In the richer

parts of the country we find the acacias which produce gum
arabic, large tamarisk trees, called atl£, great quantities of

the senna plant (Cassia obtusifolia and other species), inter-

mixed with various herbs belonging to tropical genera, all

of which are either unknown or very rare in the more north-

ern parts ofAfrica, Cotton, coffee, indigo, and tobacco are cul-

tivated with the greatest success. At Thebes first begins to

appear a third race of palms different from the date and tho

palmetto; viz., the forky-branched doo»m palm (Cuctfsra

Thebaica) of Upper Egypt, which is most remarkable as

being almost the only species in the whole palm tribe in

which the stem is not perfectly simple and unbranched : and

in Abyssinia are first found species of the ginger tribe iSdtar

minece), in the form of cardamoms, which afterwards become
a feature of African vegetation within the tropics.

The deserts that occupy the interior of this continent,

like inland oceans of sand, are scarcely inhabited by any

plants except of the most stunted character; one of the

most remarkable is a grass called kasheia (Pennisetum di-

chotomum), which wholly covers immense districts, and is

said to cause intolerable annoyance to the traveller by its

prickly involucrum ; another is the agoul (Alhagi mauro-

sum), which furnishes a grateful food for the camel.

In the equinoctial parts of Africa all trees of European
vegetation, and even the date tree itself, disappear ; whero

moisture exists in sufficient abundance to favour vegetation,

the flora partakes in a certain degree, particularly on the

east side, of the plants of India, but is to a much greater ex-

tent composed of species peculiar to itself. The landscape

is characterized by masses of the unwieldy Baobab (Adan-

sonia), the fruit of which affords the natives a grateful drink,

huge cotton trees (Bombax pentandrum), the trunks of

which project at the base into great buttresses, shrubs of

richest verdure, large gramineous plants with branching

stems, impenetrable thickets extending into the water, with

thick groups of oil palms {Elais Guineensis), sago palms

(Sagus raphia), and others of the same majestic tribe. In

the thickets numbers of combreta, of bindweeds, and of

other climbers twine among the branches of the trees, wbich

they adorn with flowers of white, or scarlet, or orange. On
the branches of the forest trees grow sparingly various

genera of epiphytes; the laburnum of the colonists

(Cathartocarpusfistula) expands its branches of golden

flowers, and replaces the senna of Alexandria; in some
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planes the woods abound in pine-apples, which, although
not natives of the continent, have established themselves as
completely as in their native stations in tropical America

;

the plains are often covered with immense quantities of
the papyrus plant, to the exclusion of all others ; and in

the regions near the line a new feature is introduced by the
chandelier tree (Pandanus candelabrum), which rises singly
in the plains, and divides its grotesque branches into

repeated forks, the extremities of which are crowned with
long, rigid, channelled leaves, like those of the pine-apple.

With the general nature of the vegetation change also

the species that are cultivated for the food of man. In the
tropical regions of Africa, no waving fields of corn reward
the labours of the husbandman ; the vine is unknown,the figs

are of other and of useless species, and of all the northern
fruits the orange and the lime alone remain. In their stead
the cassava (Iatropha manihot), the yam (Dioscorea), the
pigeon pea (Cytisus cajan), and the ground-nut (Arachis
nypogcea) are the farinaceous plants ; the papaw (Carica
papaya), the tamarind, and the nitta or doura tree (Parkia
4/rtcancz), are the fruits in some places; the Senegal
custard apple (Anona Senegalensis), the grev plum (Pari-
narium), and the Safu, in others; and the bread fruit

of Polynesia is represented by a large tree called mu-
sanga, the seeds of which are as agreeable as hazel-
nuts. Besides these, we have in Sierra Leone and along
the same coast, the remarkable cream fruit, which, al-

though of a most poisonous family, yields a wholesome
and pleasant saccharine juice; the water-vine (Tetracera
potatoria), the stems of which are a sort of vegetable foun-
tain, discharging, when cut across, a cool, limpid, and
refreshing fluid; the negro peach (SarcocephalusAJricanus),
a brown succulent fruit, said to taste like a strawberry ; the
monkey apple (Anisophyllea laurina), the drupe of which
is, in Savour and size, between a nectarine and a plum

;

and various species of pigeon plums (Chrysobalanus), toge-

ther with the roammee apple (Mammea Africana), pisha-

mins {Carpodinus), and star-apples (ChrysophyUum obova-
tum).

As we approach the southern point of this continent, a new
change passes over the face of nature ; tropical forms disap-

pear as tney have formerly appeared, and we lose the scenery

of the cotton tree, the baobab, the palm, and the chandelier

tree ; not however to find their places occupied by the plants

of Barbary and the north, but to contemplate an order of

vegetable beings so different, that their very genera had
been previously unseen : still the same wilderness of sand
and drought occupies the centre of the country, but it is no
longer covered with prickly grasses or waving thickets of
papyrus. The karroos of the Cape Colony are the residence

of fleshy, leafless, distorted, shapeless tribes of Stapelias, of
Meaembryanthemums, Euphorbias, Crassulas, Aloes, and
other succulent plants, each holding to the soil by the weak
rapport of a single, wiry root, and feeding rather upon the
dewa of heaven than the moisture of the soil,—a situation

to which they are admirably adapted by the want or imper-
fect state of their evaporating pores, so that whatever humi-
dity they are able to collect is parted with as slowly as the

limited supply is furnished to them. Among these grow
stunted bushes of endless species of heath (Erica), and
succulent geraniums (Pelargonium), strong-scented Bucku
plants (Diosma), and a great variety of shrubby Composite.
The hills and rocks are scattered over with a remarkable tribe

of plants called Cycade©, intermediate, as it were, between
ferns and palms ; the plains are permanently clothed with
patches of a rush-like plant called Restio; while the whole
country, after the rains, teems with the fugitive but lovely

blossoms of the /no, the Gladiolus, the Disa, the Saty-

rtum, and the Oxalis. Plants of the Protea tribe also, of

which there are very many species, for the first time appear
since the country of Abyssinia, and under the name of

Witteboom (Proiea argeniea) supply the inhabitants ofCape
Town with fuel.

At Cape Town itself has been introduced the American
aloe, which, with its spiny rigid leaves of six feet in length,

forms impenetrable hedges, more resembling chevaux-de-

frise than any living barrier ; and the oaks and stone-pines

of Europe have found a congenial climate.

Such are the more prominent features of the vegetation

of Africa. Its islands partake more or less of the nature of

the flora of tfee adjacent continent, modified chiefly on the

test side by the cooling breezes of the Atlantic, and on the

tut by the wide expanse of the Indian and southern oceans.

In these spots we have usually a total absence of African
sterility, in consequence of their insular position ; and from
their luxuriant vegetation we may judge what that of
Africa would be if either nature or the skill of man could
succeed in conducting rivers and streams where there are
now only barrenness and drought

VIII. The following view of the great divisions of Africa,
according to our present incomplete knowledge, will show
under what particular heads further information will be
found. This division is one of convenience, and may be
liable to objections, but it is impossible to attempt, in a
limited space, any complete division of Africa.

1

.

The region from the Orange river southwards, com-
prehending the Cape colony, its mountains, elevated
plains, European settlements, and native population ; and
extending eastward to the Great Fish River.

2. The eastern coast of Africa, from the Great Fish
River to the neighbourhood of the Portuguese settlements,
near Da Lagoabay ; comprehending the sea-coast occupied
by the Cafprks, or Natal. In the interior the Caffre
race is widely diffused in the high table-land, and has been
found also, occasionally, on the coast as far as Quiloa.

3. From Da Lagoa bay to Cape Guardafui, the northern
part of which coast is very little known ; comprehending
Sopala, the settlements on the Zambezi river, Mozam-
bique, and the native tribes of the coast and the interior,

as far as they are known. From the neighbourhood of
Cape Delgado north, we find the names of Zanguebar
and Ajan ; the last-named coast terminating at the great
eastern cape.

4. The Abyssinian countries, with which may be grouped
the almost unknown regions that border on them to the
south ; with the Galla, the Somaulis, Danakil, and other
tribes, as far north as Masuah on the Red Sea [see

Adel].

5. The country of the Bahr-bl-Abiad, or great western
branch of the Nile, and the countries north of Abyssinia,
comprehending the Nile Valley and the eastern deserts,

between the Nile and the Red Sea. Darpur and Kor-
dopan may be most conveniently arranged in this division.

Darfur is connected by some geographers with eastern
Soudan. Sennaar, Donoola, Nubia, and Egypt,belong
to this division. The term Nubia, since the conquests of
Mohammed Ali, is sometimes used as a general name to

comprehend all the countries south of the first Nile cata-

racts, which are subject to the Pacha. The Bejas,
Bishareen, Ababdes, and other tribes belong to this

division.

6. The region west of Egypt, known to the Arabs by the
general name of Maghreb, or the West, and extending to

the extremity of the Atlas chain, comprehends the great
political divisions of Tripoli, including Barca, Tunis,
Algiers, and Marocco. This extensive region is often

included by Europeans in the general term of Barbary.
The chief Oases westward from Fezzan may be classed

under this head, and placed in the division of Belad-
el-Jerid, or Land of Dates, according to some interpre-

tations.

7. The Sahara, or the great desert ; with some of the
oases.

8. Soudan or Central Nigritia, comprehending the
regions watered by the Quorra and its tributaries, and by
the tributaries to the Lake Tchad.

9. As a subdivision of No. 8, we may reckon the coast

from the Senegal to the outlets and delta of the Quorra, in-

cluding the countries watered by the Senegal, Gambia, Rio
Grande, &c. &c, and the coast of Guinea, with the states in

the interior. A name is wanting for this division: we
shall use that of Western Nigritia, under which the sub-
divisions of this region, as far as they are known, will be
given. The term of Senegambia was once in use, to signify

the country from the Senegal to the neighbourhood of
Sierra Leone.

1 0. The region from the Bight of Biafra to Cape Negro,
which may be named Southern Nigritia, comprehending
a long line of coast little known, and an interior still less

explored. The names of Loango, Congo, Angola, and
Bbnguela, are the chief great divisions hitherto adopted by
those who have described tnis region.

These divisions of Nigritia, which are here adopted for

the sake of convenience, are those of Balbi in his AbrisS
de Geographic except that he makes a fresh division of the

Guinea coast, which comprehends the two great states of
2B2
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Ashantee, Dahomey, &c., and calls it by the name of

Maritime* Nigritia.
The African islands, not immediately bordering on ihe

coast, consist of the following chief groups, or single

islands.

North Atlantic Ocean.
The Madeiras—Archipelago of the Canaries—the ten

Cape Verde Islands—Islands in the Bight of Biafra ; Fer-

nando Po, Prince's Island, St. Thomas, Anno Bom, &c.

—The nine Azores, or Western Islands, are considered by
some geographers as belonging to Africa.

South Atlantic Ocean.
St. Matthew—Ascension—St. Helena.—The three small

islands of Tristan d'Acunha.
The South Indian Ocean.

Madagascar, which may be considered as the centre of

an Archipelago of small islands, to which belong the Mau-
ritius and Bourbon, the Comoro Islands in the Mozambique
channel, the Sechelles, with the Amirantes ; and the islands

on the coast of Zanguebar.
The North Indian Ocean.

The islands of Socotra, off Cape Guardafui. The islands

of the Red Sea are generally small and inconsiderable, and
partake of the character of the Arabian and African coasts,

to which they may be respectively assigned according to

their degree of proximity.

European Possessions in Africa.
Portuguese.—The government of the Madeiras—of

the Cape Verde Islands ; and the small posts of Cacheu
on the San Domingo, Bissao, Zinghicor, Farim and
Geba—of St. Thomas, and Prince's Island—the post of

Whidah in Dahomey—the captaincy or government of
Congo and Angola, consisting mainly of a few towns and
posts— the Mozambique government, on the coasts of
Sofala and Mozambique, extending from the bay of Da
Lagoa to Cape Delgado : it is divided into seven captain-
cies, but the real possessions of the Portuguese are now
few and insecure ; the chief are, the little island of Mozam-
bique, and the settlements of Quilimantj, Senna, Tette,

Manica, on the Zambezi river. Melinda, once a flourishing

Bortuguese settlement on the Zanguebar coast, is now
deserted by that nation.

English.—Bathurst, on a small isle at the outlet of the
Gambia, and a few posts dependent upon it—the establish-

ment of Sierra Leone—the establishments on the Gold and
Slave Coast, all, except one, within the Ashantee territory.

Cape-Coast is the chief position : the rest are of little

importance—the islands of Fernando Po, occupied in

1828, Ascension, St. Helena, and the islands of Tristan
d'Acunha—the colony of the Cape of Good Hope—the
Mauritius, and a number of small islands belonging to the
Madagascar Archipelago.

French.—The state of Algiers on the northern coast of
Africa, conquered by the French in 1830—on the Senegal
and Gambia coast, the district of St. Louis, and that of
Goree—the isle of Bourbon, and St. Marie, near Mada-
gascar, with a few posts on the latter island.

Spanish.—The Presidios, near the straits of Gibraltar in

the empire of Marocco, which contain the towns of Ceuta,
Melilla, &c.—the Archipelago of the Canaries, consisting of
seven larger and about thirteen smaller islands.

Dutch.—The only Dutch possessions now in Africa are
some posts or forts on the Gold Coast, and chiefly within
the limits of the Ashantee empire : the principal place is

Elmina, the residence of the governor-general.
Danish.—These are a few unimportant posts, also on

the Gold and Slave Coasts, and within the Ashantee do-
minion. Christiansburg is the chief place, and the residence
of the governor-general. Only one vessel went from Den-
mark to these settlements in 1830, and this after a lapse of
several years.

American.—The colony of Liberia near Cape Mesurado,
founded by the American Colonization Society. It is a
private enterprise, and has for its object the settlement in

Africa of free negroes from the United States. The chief
places are Monrovia and Caldwell.
Ottoman.— These are really foreign possessions, being

held by Turkish authorities, who are nominally dependent
on the Sultan of Constantinople. They are Egypt, the
eastern desert, the Wadys of Siwah, Khargeh, &c, Nubia,
Sennaar, Kordofan, &c. Tripoli and Tunis can be no longer
considered as at all dependent on the Sultan.

AFRICAN ASSOCIATION. A society formed in

London, in the year 1788, with the design of encouraging
men of enterprise to explore the interior of Africa; of ac-

quiring by their means a knowledge of the character of the
native inhabitants ; and ofbeing enabled to introduce among
them the arts of civilization.

At its first formation, the Association consisted of ninety-

five members, many of whom were men distinguished by
their zeal in the cause of science. The management was
intrusted to a committee of five persons elected from among
the members. This committee administered the funds,

conducted the correspondence, and appointed the persons to

whom the accomplishment of its objects was confided. Sir

Joseph Banks was one of the first and most efficient mem-
bers of this committee.

The first person commissioned by the Association was

John Ledyard, an American, who had already gone round

the world with Captain Cook, and had given other proofs of

his adventurous disposition. The task assigned to him was

that of traversing the widest part of the continent of Africa,

from east to west, in the supposed latitude of the river

Niger. While preparing himself for this undertaking, and

making the necessary inquiries at Cairo, where he had arrived

in August, 1 788, Mr. Ledyard was seized with a bilious

fever and died.

The committee lost no time in supplying his place ; and

in October of the same year despatched Mr. Lucas, whom
they selected on account of the knowledge which he had

acquired in previous travels of the language and customs of

the Arabs. The instructions of the committee to Mr. Lucas

were, to proceed from Tripoli over the great desert of Sa-

hara, and to return homeward by the way of the Gambia

or the coast of Guinea. To fulfil these instructions Mr.

Lucas proceeded from Tripoli to Mesurata, where he re-

mained about a month collecting information, when, owing

to the difficulties and dangers, caused by a state of warfare,

which constantly opposed themselves to his undertaking,

he was induced to retrace his steps to Tripoli, and thence

returned soon after to England.
The next person engaged by the Association was Major

Houghton, an officer who had acquainted himself, in the

course of former journeys, with the customs of the Moors

and Negroes. He arrived at the mouth of the river Gambia

in November, 1790, and ascended the stream to Medina,

the capital of the kingdom of Woolli, on the north 6ide of

the river. He next crossed the river Faleme, and arrived

at Ferbanna, sixty-five miles S.E. of Bambouk. Endeavour-

ing thence to penetrate the kingdom of Ludamar, Major

Houghton engaged with some Moorish traders at Jarra to

accompany them to Tisheet, but was treacherously plun-

dered by them and left in the desert. After severe pri-

vation, he returned to Jarra, and there died, in Septem-

ber, 1791, not without strong suspicions of having been

murdered.
Without being discouraged by these repeated disappoint-

ments, the Association sought for some other person to pro-

secute their plans, and were fortunate in meetingwith Mungo
Park, who sailed in May, 1 795, and arrived at Jillifree, on

the banks of the Gambia, and near to its mouth, in the

kingdom of Barra. In December he set out from Pisania,

accompanied by two negro servants and four other natives,

and advanced into the kingdom of Woolli. He then went

through Kajaaga, crossed the river Senegal, and proceeded

through the kingdoms of Kaarta and Ludamar to Jarra.

Mr. Park afterwards successfully explored the banks of the

river Niger, here called the Joliba, which till then had

been thought identical with the Senegal,—proceeding as

far as the populous city of Sego, the capital of Bambarra,

and to Silla. This last place (in lat. 14° 48' N., long. 1° 34'

W.) was the extreme limit of his first journey, the parti-

culars of which were communicated to the Association in

1 798. The second journey of this adventurous traveller in

1 804 was undertaken at the expense of Government
In July, 1797, Mr. Hornemann, a German, left London

under an engagement with the Association. This gentle-

man had previously endeavoured, by much study, to qualify

himself for the task of exploring Africa, and with the same
object remained some time at Cairo. Here, while waiting

the departure ofthe caravan to Gassina, Mr. Hornemann was

seized, together with other Europeans, but was released by

order of General Buonaparte, who, on learning his desti-

nation, supplied him with passports and other facilities for

his journey. He commenced his travels westward with

the caravan in September, 1798, and arrived at Moorxouk,
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in Fezian, in November. Here he remained for a consi-

derable time ; and in April, 1800, set out for Bornon. His
last despatches were previously sent off by way of Tripoli,

and expressed the confident hope of being able to penetrate

farther to the southward and westward than any preceding

European traveller. From that time no certain intelligence

of 'his fate was ever heard. Vague rumours, received eight

years afterwards, stated the probability of his being still

alive in the interior of the country. According to one

report, he was living, in June, 1803, in Cashna, where he

had assumed the character of a Marabout or Mussulman
saint, and was highly respected.

Mr. Nicholls was next engaged by the Association. This

gentleman, who was instructed to proceed to Calabar, in

the Gulf of Benin, arrived there in November, 1804, and
died shortly after from the fever of the country.

A young German, named Roentzen, recommended to the

Association by Professor Blumenbach, was next despatched

to Africa. To fit himself completely for the journey,

he acquired a competent knowledge of the Arabic lan-

guage, put off his European dress, and assumed the cha-

racter of a Mussulman. Great part of the year 1809 was
spent by him at Magadore, that he might perfect himself

in the part he was to act : he then set out, with two guides,

to join the caravan proceeding to Soudan, but before he
could accomplish this object, he was barbarously mur-
dered,—a deed to which his guides were most probably

incited that they might possess themselves of his property.

The last missionarv of the Association was John Lewis

Burckhardt, a young Swiss of good family, who visited Eng-
land in 1806, and in 1808 offered his services to proceed to

Africa. Between this time and March, 1809, when he
sailed for Aleppo, Mr. Burckhardt remained at Cambridge
studying Arabic. On his arrival at Aleppo he assumed the

name of Ibrahim Ibn Abdallah, together with the eastern

costume, and all the outward characteristics of a Mussulman.
He remained in Syria two years and a half, which time was
spent in acquiring a knowledge of all the spoken dialects of

the country, and in habituating himself to the customs of

the people. At the expiration of this time he set off for

Nubia, crossed the Red Sea, and after visiting Mecca and
Medina, arrived at Cairo in June, 1815. In the following

spring he visited Mount Sinai, and returned to Cairo, where
he remained until October, 1817, when he was seized with

dysentery and died. The journal of his travels in Syria to

the time of his arrival in Cairo was transmitted to the As-
sociation, and published. His papers of a later date, which
are believed to have been highly interesting, have not

hitherto reached this country, and it i3 feared are lost.

These repeated failures appear at length to have discou-

raged the Association from engaging other missionaries.

A great deal of information, connected with the geography
of Africa, was collected by them from various sources

during the period of their active labours; and this informa-

tion was communicated to the public in the occasional

printed reports of their proceedings.

The Association has recently merged in the Royal Geo-
graphical Society, into which body its few remaining mem-
bers were admitted in 1831. [See Proceedings of the Asso-

ciation, from 1794 to 1805; Leyden's History of Voyages
and Discoveries in Africa, edited by H. Murray ; and Jour-

nal of the London Geog. Soc. vol. i. p. 257.]

AFRICAN COMPANY. A regulated Company esta-

blished by the act 23 Geo. II. cap. 31, (1754,) which was
first charged with the maintenance ofall the British forts that

lie between Cape Blanco in lat. 20° 47' N., long. 16° 58' W.
and the Cape of Good Hope, and afterwards with upholding
those only which lie between Cape Rouge and the Cape of

Good Hope. Previously to its incorporation, four other joint-

stock companies had been successively established for prose-

cuting the African trade. The last of these, the Royal
African Company, had an exclusive privilege by charter,

under which it carried on a losing trade of conveying ne-

groes to the plantations, and of importing gold-dust, ele-

phants' teeth, and dyeing drugs from the inland parts of

Africa. By the act which established the African Company
this exclusive charter was recalled, and their forts and gam-
sons were vested in theregulated company. The fine which en-

titled any merchant to be admitted a member of this corpora-

tion was limited to forty shillings. The Company was prohi-

bited from trading in its corporate capacity, or upon a joint

stock ; from borrowing money, or from laying any restraints

upon the trade, which might be carried*on freely from all

places and by all persons, being British subjects, who should
pay the fine. The government was vested in a committee
of nine persons, who were elected annually by the freemen
of the Company resident in London, Bristol, and liverpool

;

three members being returned from each ofthe places, who
held their sittings in London.

For the purpose of maintaining the forts and garrisons,

an annual sum of about 13,000/. was voted by Parliament, for

the due disposal of which the committee were responsible to

Government The salaries of their clerks and agents, with
all other expenses of management, including compensation
to the members of the committee for their trouble, were
allowed out of the sums received as fines of admission from
the freemen. In the course of time it happened that the
whole expense of the Company came to be defrayed by the
public, and for this reason tne charter of its incorporation was
recalled by Parliament in 1821 (1 and 2 Geo. IV. cap. 28);
his Majesty being empowered to grant allowances to the
officers and servants of the Company. The possessions of

the Company on the west coast of Africa were by this act

annexed to and made dependencies upon the colony of
Sierra Leone.
AFRICAN INSTITUTION. A society established in

London, in April, 1807, whose declared objects were, to col-

lect accurate information respecting the natural produc-

tions, as well as the agricultural and commercial capabilities

of the African continent, and, also, respecting the condition,

intellectual, moral, and political, of its inhabitants : to cul-

tivate friendly relations with the African people, and to

promote among them the diffusion of useful knowledge :

—

to introduce among them the arts of civilization ; to promote
the pursuit of agriculture, furnishing for that purpose seeds

and plants, and implements of husbandry. Another ob-

ject announced by the promoters of the institution, was that

of introducing useful medical discoveries among the in-

habitants—an object of the highest benefit when the nature

of the climate is considered. In order to accomplish these

aims, the institution proposed to employ suitable agents, to

establish correspondences, and to reward the exertions of

individuals in promoting its purposes. It was another prin-

cipal object to obtain a knowledge of the African languages
most extensively used, and to reduce them to writing, with

the view of facilitating the spread of information among the

natives. As an important instrument for promoting these

ohjects, the members of the institution were invited to devote

their individual attention and united influence to obtain the

enforcement of the law, then recently passed, for abolishing

the African slave trude, and to expose all attempts to evade
its provisions.

Among the early patrons of these laudable objects, were
to be found many of those members of both Houses of Par-

liament whose exertions had procured the passing of the

abolition law.

The institution disclaimed all projects of a colonising or

commercial nature, and did not profess the intention of

imparting religious instruction to the African people.

To provide the funds required for the prosecution of its

plans, four classes of contributors were invited to associate

themselves; viz., hereditary governors, whose qualification

was a donation of sixty guineas and upwards ; life gover-

nors, whose donations amounted to thirty guineas
;
gover-

nors, who subscribed annually three guineas and upwards

;

and members, who contributed each one guinea a-year.

The affairs of the institution were to be administered by a

patron, president, twenty vice-presidents, and thirty direc-

tors ; the latter body being chosen annually from among the

governors.

Plans so extended required, for their accomplishment, the

possession of very ample funds, if, indeed, success could

be reasonably hoped from any efforts, however powerfully

supported, where the directing body was so far removed
from the sphere of action, and must necessarily intrust the

execution of its schemes to agents whose views and interests

might not coincide with those of the London directors. The
subscriptions obtained at the first establishment of the insti-

tution were considerable both in number and amount, but

they very soon fell, short of the sum required, so that in 1815

its permanent income was already considerably below 500/.

In the first year of its establishment, the institution

sent out to Sierra Leone three African youths, who had
been instructed on the plans of Dr. Bell and Joseph Lan-
caster; it gave directions for engaging persons qualified

to teach the Arabic and Sowsoo languages ; conveyed
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various seels and plants to different parts of the coast, and
distributed them among the natives, together with proper

instructions tor their culture and management; it provided

machines for cleaning cotton, and a press fur expressing the

oil of the castor-nut; and it ottered premiums to the importers

of cotton, rice, indigo, and cotlee of African production. With
all this, its vigilance was unceasing to detect infractions of

the abolition law, and the exertions of the directors were
successfully applied towards the obtaining of an act of par-

liament declaring the slave trade a felonious crime.

II* the success of the institution as regards its benevolent

views of enlightening the natives has not hitherto been ren-

dered very apparent, we must not thence conclude that its

exertions have been altogether abortive. Men in a state of

savage nature have never all at once Income convinced of

the benefits of the arts of civilization; and it appears in-

evitable, that in every effort to that end, much exertion

must bo employed fruitlessly, or to the production of a

seemingly inadequate good. However small that portion of

immediate good may be, we may yet hope that in the pre-

sent, case its ultimate effects will be such as not to disap-

point the sober and rational hopes of the philanthropist.

AKRICA'NUS, LEO. [See Leo Africanus.]
AFRICA NUS, SEXTUS JULIUS, a Christian writer

of the third century, is considered by some authors to have
been a native of Africa, and was, according to Cave,
bishop of Emmaus, A.n. 232. Clavier, in the Biographic
Univenrtte, makes him the descendant of an African family,

and born in Palestine. Between the years 2 1 8 and 222, a. d.,

Africanus was employed in an embassy to the Emperor
Heliogabalus for the restoration of Emmaus, which city, in

consequence of his entreaties, was rebuilt under the name of

Nicopolis. He attended the lectures of the bishop Heraclius
at Alexandria, some time before the year 231.

Eusebius ascribes to Africanus a work which contains,

under the title Kesti, a collection of passages from various
authors, chiefly on physical, mathematical, and other topics

which belong to domestic economy, medicine, botany, mi-
neralogy, and the military sciences. Fragments of this

work arc printed among the Mathematici Veteres, Paris,

lf>93. folio, and reprinted in the 7th volume of the works of
Mcyrsius, Florence, 1 74fl, but it is not quite? certain whether
this work contains the real Kesti of Africanus. It has been
translated by Guischardt, in his Mem<>ire$ Militaircs des
Grecs et des Rnmains, 1758, in 4 to. There exists, also, a
translation by Africanus of the book of Abdias of Babylon,
under the title Hi\toria Certaminis Apostoliet\ 15i)f>, svo.

The word Kestos signifies in the Greek language a girdle

of various colours. Probably the title Kesti alludes to the

different hues of an embroidered girdle, or to the magical
power of the girdle of Venus. The Kesti teach, among other
tilings, how to grow fruit in tho shape of animals, or of the
human countenance, and low to produce pomegranates with-
out kernels, and figs of various colours, &c.

Valesius, Scaliger, and others, considered the contents
of the Kesti to be unworthy of the Christian ehronologer,
Africanus, and attribute them to a pagan philosopher called

Sextus ; and Jerome omits the Kesti in his list of the works
of Africanus. But Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. vi. 31 . ed. Vales, p.

29.3, Suidas, Vossius, Wetstein,and others, ascribe the Kesti
to Africanus. Compare Ilambergers Zuverlaessige Narh-
richten, torn. ii. p. 525.

Africanus wrote a chronological work in five sections under
the title of Penfabibhjs, containing, as some learned men
think, an abridgment and a continuation of Manetho's work.
The Ptmtabiblos contained a sort of universal history, com-
posed to prove the antiquity of true religion and the novelty

ofpaganism. Fragments of this chronology are extant in the
w«»rks of Eusebius, Syncellus,Malala,Theophanes, Cedrenus,
and in the Chmnierm Paschale. The Poitabiblos commences
with the Creation, 5-11)0 n.c. and closes with 221 a.d. The
chronology of Africanus places the birth of Christ three
years before the commencement of our acra. But under
the reign of Diocletian, ten years were taken from the
number which had elapsed, and thus the computation of
the churches of Alexandria and Antioch were reconciled.

[See /Era.]
According to Fabricius, Bill. Gr.ed. wora, viii. p. 9, there

exists at Paris a MS. containing an abstract of the Pnnta-
biblos. Scaliger has borrowed, in his edition of FMsehius %

the chronology of Africanus extant in Geo. Syncelli, Chro
nographia ub Adamo ad Diociesianum, d Jac. Guar, Gr. et

hat. Paris, 1G52, fol.

Africanus wrote a learned letter to Oripen, in which he
disputes the authenticity of the apocryphal history of Susan-

nah. This letter has been printed at Basle, in Greek and
Latin, 1G74, 4to.

A great part of another letter of Africanus to Aristides,

reconciling the disagreement between the genealogies of

Christ in Matthew and Luke, is extant in Eusebiu*'s Ecde-
sia-stiral History. In order to reconcile the difference be-

tween the genealogies, he has recourse to the law of adoption

among the Jews, by which brothers were obliged to marry
the wives of their brothers who died without children.

The fact of a man so learned and intelligent as the ehro-

nologer Africanus being a Christian, refutes tho error of

those who think that all Christians in the first centuries of

our ai ra were illiterate. The criticisms of Africanus upon the

apocryphal books seem to attest that he did not receive the

canonical writings of the New Testament without previous

examination ; and from his manner of reconciling the dif-

ferent genealogies of Christ, it appears certain that he
recognised the authenticity of the Gospels in which tlu-y

occur.

AFTER-MATH is the grass which grows after the hay
has been made ; it is also called latter-math, rowen, or

rowett, and when left long on the ground it is called f"iin
in some places. Where the land is rich and hay valuable,

the aftermath is often mown and made into hay. Tins
hay is inferior in value and nourishment to the lir^t crop,

which contains the tlower-stalks of the grass. It is not

good for horses, especially those which are driven fast and
work hard : it is thought injurious to their wind. Cows and
sheep are fond of it, and with them it is not liable to the same
objection. Whether it be more profitable to cut a second
crop of hay, or to feed off the aftermath, must depend on

circumstances and situations. Unless the meadows can l»e

irrigated, or well manured, taking off two crops of hay in

one year exhausts them, and is apt to produce moss, which
the tread of sheep and cattle prevents.

There is a practice with some farmers to leave the after-

math on the ground from hay-making time to the next

spring; this is then called ,/og\g; and the young grass,

springing up through the old, makes it palatable to young
cattle. Arthur Young mentions this practice with some
commendation, as a resource in spring ; hut it docs not

accord with a well-regulated system of husbandry, in which
all food should, if possible, be given in its most perfect

state. The fogg, half rotten by a wet winter, cannot be

wholesome food; besides, slugs and various insects breed

in it. The aftermath should be fed off clean before winter.

A good farmer should have hay, straw, and roots sufficient

for his stock. Swedish turnips, mangel wurzel, carrots, &c,
can be stored in winter and strewed upon the pastures in

spring, by which the stock will be better fed, and the land

improved.

AGA, the name of a dignity, and also an epithet of

respect, among the Turks. It signifies literally a great

man, a lord, or a commander. Some etymologists assert,

that the original meaning of the word is a baton, taken as

the ensign of command. In Turkey, the Aga of the janis-

saries, while that corps subsisted, was their commanding
officer or colonel, who^e place was one of high authority and
dignity in the state. There is also the spahilar-aga, that is,

the colonel of the spahis, or cavalry. Aga is likewise the

common epithet of civility iwed in addressing or speaking
of the eunuchs employed in the seraglio; and their chief is

distinguished by the title of Capi Aga. The Capi Aga, or

Capi Agassi, as he is often called, is one of the principal

officers of the court of Constantinople.

AGAME'MNON, King of Mycenae, and commamhr-m-
chief of the Grecian army at the siege of Troy. According
to the fabulous genealogies of the poets, he was fourth in

descent from Jupiter, and grandson to Pelops, who came
from Asia into Greece, and laid the foundation of a new-

dynasty of princes, which soon supplanted the older race

of the Danai. Pelops acquired the kingdom of Pisa by mat
riage. Atreus, son of Pelops, being banished from his

fathers house for having slain his brother Chrysippus, fled

to Mycena?, where his sister's son, Eurystbeus, grandson of

Perseus, then reigned. He ingratiated himself so much
with the people, that he was chosen king on the death el

Eurystbeus, and left the sceptre to his eldest son, (or, some
have said, grandson,) Agamemnon. The dominion of My-
cena* comprehended the northern part of Argolis, Corinth,

and Sicyon, with the territories annexed to theni, and
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iBgialos, afterwards called Achaia ; thus including the whole
northern coast of Peloponnesus. Menelaus, second son of

Atreus, obtained the kingdom of Lacedsemon by marriage
with Helena, daughter ofTyndareus and Leda. The south*

era and larger portion of Argoiis, though governed by a
monarch, of its own, was probably dependent to a great

degree on its more powerful neighbour or Mycense. It does

not appear who inherited the kingdom of Pisa after Pelops

:

none of the four chiefs who led the Eleians to Troy
were of his family, so that the .degree of influence whicn
the Pelopid princes possessed over Elis can hardly be ascer-

tained. A large portion of Messenia, according to Strabo,

was occupied by colonists who followed Pelops from Asia.

Thus, in at least four, probably in five, of the six principal

divisions of Peloponnesus, (Arcadia beinff the one excepted,)

the house of Atreus had a direct family interest and in-

fluence. The exact nature of the influence is not easily

defined : but the best authorities concur in bearing testi-

mony to its existence. Homer mentions the sceptre of

Agamemnon as the emblem of authority ' over all Argos
(Peloponnesus) and many islands:

1

and Thucydides ex-

presses his belief that the above-named monarch ' assembled
the Grecian forces, not so much through favour, as fear.*

In the earliest and most credible authors, Homer and
Hesiod, we find no trace of the long train of horrors which
laid waste the house of Pelops, according to later writers, and
especially the tragedians. At present we shall confine our-

selves to relating what bears some mark of historical truth.

The history of Agamemnon, before the Trojan war, is com-
prised in two sentences : he was the son of Atreus, whence
ne and his brother were called Atridro, according to the

Grecian custom of giving to the son a patronymic name,
or a name formed according to certain rules from the name
of thefather ; and he married Clytemnestra, sister of Helen.
The Trojan war arose out ofthe abduction of Helen by Paris,

otherwise called Alexander, son of Priam, King ofTroy. It

is commonly said, that a number of the princes of Greece
having been drawn together as suitors by the extraordinary

beauty of Helen, Tyndareus exacted an oath from them, that

on whomsoever the choice should fall, if the maid should be
carried off, all the rest should unite to recover her : and that

in virtue of this oath, the confederate princes assembled
under the command of Agamemnon. In reference to this

story, Thucydides has expressed his belief, ' that Agamem-
non got together that fleet, not so much for that he had
with him the suitors of Helena, bound thereto by oath to

Tyndareus, as for this, that he exceeded the rest in power/
In continuation, the historian lays great stress upon his naval

power, as evinced by his being, in Homer's words, • king of

many islands/ and by his lending sixty ships to the Arca-
dians, besides conducting a hundred filled with his own
followers, a larger number than was led by any other chief.

The assembled fleet was detained at Aulis by contrary

winds. The seer Calchas, being consulted how the anger
of the gods might be averted, and the delay obviated,

declared that Iphigenia, daughter of Agamemnon, who had
incurred the displeasure of Diana by lulling her favourite

stag, must be sacrificed to the goddess. The natural re-

luctance of the father was overcome by importunity and
ambition ; and the intended victim was summoned to Aulis,

under pretence of betrothing her to Achilles. At the point

of death she was miraculously saved by Diana, whose
priestess she afterwards became among a savage people of
Asia, called the Tauri. This story is related neither by
Homer nor Hesiod : it rests, however, on the early autho-

rity of Pindar, Pyth. ii„ and ^Eschylus ; and is pregnant with
too important consequences to be omitted, since the alienation

of Clytemnestra from her husband is said by those authors

to have originated in her horror of this unnatural action.

The siege of Troy was protracted for ten years. The
most memorable event of it is the Quarrel between Aga-
memnon and Achilles, the subject of the Iliad ; in which
the former placed himself very completely in the wrong.

Homer represents him as brave, and expert in arms,

insomuch that when a Grecian warrior was selected by
lot who should contend with Hector in single combat,

it was the general prayer that the lot might fall on Ajax,
J)ioinedes, or Agamemnon. Still it is as the commander,
tather than as the soldier, that he is presented to our

notice, and usually with some reference to his wealth and
"power; 'king of men' is the distinguishing epithet con-

stantly added to his name, as • swift footed* is to the name
of Achilles. Hesiod also (Fragm. 48) says that the

Olympian god has given strength to the descendants of
iEaeus, wealth to those of Atreus. Returning from Troy he
was treacherously murdered by his wife ; who, during his
absence, had formed an adulterous attachment to iEgisthus,
son of his uncle Thyestes. This catastrophe is the subject
of the Agamemnon of iGsohylus, one of the most sublime
compositions in the range of the Grecian drama. Orestes, son
of Agamemnon, then a child, was saved by the care of his
tutor, and timely flight. After passing seven years in
exile, he returned in secret, avenged his father s death
by the slaughter of his mother and of iEgisthus, and re-
covered his paternal kingdom, which he ruled with honour.
These legends of the house of Agamemnon formed a fa-

vourite subject with the Greek tragedians. Three of the
seven remaining plays of ifischylus are founded an it, the
Agamemnon, the Chophor'ei, which has for its subject the
revenge of Orestes, and the Eumemdee, which relates the
remorse and madness of Orestes, and his trial and acquittal
before the Athenian court of Areiopagus. The Electra of
Sophocles has the same subject as the Chophorei. Euri-
pides has two tragedies on the story of Iphigenia ; and one
called the Electra, which has the same subject as the Cho-
phorei and Electra of Sophocles, but is much inferior
to both of them* The Orestes of the same author relates
the history of Orestes subsequent to the death of Clytem-
nestra.

A'GAMAT in zoology, a genus of reptiles belonging to
the order of saurians, and family iguanians, as established
by Baron Cuvier in the Rlgne Animal. The division to
which this genus appertains is one of the four natural orders
into which M. Brogniart distributed the whole class of rep-
tiles or amphibia of Linnaeus, and in which he has been fol-

lowed by the most judicious subsequent zoologists. The
earlier division by which Linnrous proposed to arrange the
amphibia in two orders, reptiles ana serpents, or those with
and those without feet, though plausible in appearance, and,
to a certain extent, readily applicable to practical purposes,
is, in reality, but little conformable to the physical nature
and zoological conformation of these animals ; because its

principles do not comprehend all the characters which direct
and influence their habits and economy. M. Brogniart, in
joining to the Linneean principle of division taken from the
organs of locomotion, the additional consideration of the
comparative quantities of respiration in this class, has laid

the foundation ofa distribution more agreeable to the system
of nature, and, as far as it goes, perhaps, more satisfactory,

than the primary divisions in any other class of animals.
The four orders thus established by M* Brogniart, and now
generally admitted by naturalists, are, 1st the Cheloniane,
(or tortoises and turtles,) which have two auricles in the
heart, four legs* and the body defended by two large plates

or bucklers, the upper formed by the union and dilatation of
the ribs, and the lower by the sternum : 2d. the Saurian*,
(or lizards,) with two auricles in the heart, four, or, in a few
instances only, two legs, and bodies covered with scales j

3d. the Ophidians, (or serpents,) with two auricles in the
heart, no feet, and bodies generally covered with scales:

and 4th. the Batrachians, (or frogs, toads, salamanders, &c.,)

which have only one auricle in tne heart, four, or rarely two
legs, and naked bodies ; and which, moreover, like the in-

sect tribes, are subject to a metamorphosis, passing, with
age, from the state of a fish which respires through gills, to

that of a quadruped breathing air by means of lungs. The
example of this last order presented by the tadpole or young
frog, and of the transformation which it undergoes upon as-

suming its perfect reptile form, are familiar to every one.

Having given this general preliminary view of the prin-

ciples of classification established in this class of animals, in

order that the reader may be enabled to comprehend the

precise import of the terms which we are obliged to employ,
it is only necessary to observe farther, that Baron Cuvier has
subdivided the order, saurians, into six natural families, dis-

tinguished from one another by peculiar and influential cha-
racters. Of these the iguanians are the third in order ; they
differ from the other families chiefly in the nature of tho
tongue, which is thick, fleshy, and attached to the under-
jaw ; consequently, without the power of being protruded,
as in the generality of reptiles. The tongues of the croco-

diles and alligators, indeed, are of the same form ; but from
these destructive reptiles the iguanians are zoologically dis-

tinguished by their long flexible toes not united by mem-
branes, and generally by their diminutive size, round tails,

and small imbricated scales. M. Cuvier again subdivides
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the family iguanians into two smaller sections, or sub-
families ; the iguanians, properly so called, which, besides the

ordinary series of maxillary or jaw-teeth, have likewise two
small additional rows on the posterior margin of the palate;

and the agamians, which want these additional or palatic teeth.

To the latter sub-family, of which, indeed, it is the type, be-

longs the genus agama, the subject of the present article,

and of which we proceed to describe the characters, and a
few of the principal species.

In the form of their heads and teeth the agamas resemble
the common lizards, but differ in the imbricated scales which
cover their tails. These animals have the body thick and
shorter in proportion than the generality of the saurian
family ; the skin is lax and capable of being distended or

puffed out with air at the will of the reptile : the whole body,
as well as the head, neck, and feet, is covered with minute
rhomboidal or hexagonal scales, often prolonged in the form
of little spines, and bristling when the body is inflated with
air. The head is short, broad, and flat, particularly towards
the occiput ; the neck also is short, and the tail seldom
longer than the body. These proportions give the agamas
much of the hideous and disgusting appearance of toads,

and, indeed, Seba and other authors have occasionally

confounded them with these reptiles. In many parts of
South America they are called chameleons, from their power
of dilating the skin with air, and thus, to a certain extent,

imitating these animals in the various hues which they are
capable of assuming. In other respects the various species
of agamas differ so considerably from one another, as to

have induced Baron (Juvier to arrange them in separate
subgenera, distinguished by the form of their scales and
the presence or absence of pores in the thighs. Spix,
and sonic other writers, are inclined to regard these distinc-

tions as real generic characters, but they are obviously of
too little importance, and exercise an influence too confined
over the habits and economy of the animals, to warrant us
in adopting the ideas of these zoologists. We shall there-
fore follow the more judicious sentiments of M. Cuvicr, in

regarding these subdivisions as of no intrinsic value in

themselves, but merely useful, as a practical means of dis-

tinguishing the species. It will be sufficient at present to

indicate these different subgenera, and to refer to the works
of the above-mentioned naturalists for a more particular ac-

count of their several and respective characters. Generally
speaking, the agamas have no thigh pores ; some, however,
are provided, as is the case with many other saurian reptiles,

with a row of these pores along the inner surface of each
thigh. ; some species have the toes so short and rigid as to

compel them to live entirely on the surface of the earth,

where they reside among rocks and heaps of stones, and
conceal themselves in the crevices; others again, which have
h'lig and flexible toes, ascend trees with great facility, and
sport among their branches with the utmost security. All
are of a dhninuti/e size, and, like most other reptiles, feed
upon insects and other small animals : one or two species,

nevertheless, are reported to be herbivorous. Their geogra-
phical distribution is very extensive, and embraces all the
hot and temperate parts of the known world : Asia, Africa,

Australia, and South America have each their appropriate

species, which often differ from one another so slightly, that

much confusion still prevails among their characters and
synonyma. The most remarkable species are, of those

without pores on the interior face of the thighs,

—

The nmricated agama (A*?. Muricata, Cur.), first de-

scribed bv the celebrated John Hunter in the zoological

part of White's I'nya^f* /o Xrtr Smtfh Wales. It is one of

the most common lizards of that colony ; measures upwards
of a foot in length, comprehending the tail, which is twice

as long as the body, and, from the great length and perfect

division of its toc>. readily ascends trees, and lives entirely

in the woods, where it hunts about for insects and caterpillars.

Its general colour is a brownish grey, marked with dusky
bars, which run in a longitudinal direction on the body, but

transversely on the legs and tail. The scales which cover the

upper and outer parts of the trunk and extremities are rhom-
boidal, and carinated, or elevated into sharp-pointed ridges,

forming parallel lines or rows of spines upon the back and
sides, from the shoulders to the very point of the tail. The
head is covered with similar scales, all directed backwards and
prolonged upon the occiput into a crest of weak spines. The
toes of all the feet are well separated, and furnished under-

neath with small pointed scales ; the two middle toes of the

hind feet arc nearly twice the length of the others.

L \ r-.-im.i nun ii\it.V

T/ir Ainimn Jhtrlmtii of Cuvier is another species from the

same locality. It is rather-larger than the muricated agama,
but preserves the same relative dimensions, and lives in the

forests in the same manner. A range of large spinous

scales passes in transverse bands over its back and tail, and
the throat is covered with long-pointed scales, forming a

sort of beard, though neither so strong nor so conspicuous as

in the guanas. Similar scales cover the sides and form two

oblique crests behind the ears ; the belly is spotted with

yellow, and the throat is capable of being distended at the

will of the animal. This species is likewise figured and de-

scribed in Whites I'oyuift*, p.
4

2jf>, hut was considered by

Mr. Hunter as a mere variety of the former.

Other species of this division, having pores on the inner

surface of the thighs, are the Ln< hyis (A. Guttata) of

M. Cuvier, of Cochin China, with white rays and spots on a

bright blue ground ; the Troftiiin/epi* (A. Undulata), of a

uniform dark blue colour with a white cross on the throat,

and which, as well as the kindred species. A. Xigri-Coftaris

and A. Cyctunts, described by Spix, inhabits various parts of

[Agama aculcala.]

South America ; the Brachylophes (A. Vittata), which seems

to form the connecting link between this genus and the
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guanas, from which latter it is dvstAnguished only by the

absence of teeth in the palate ; it is found in India, and has

light blue bands upon a dark blue ground : and, lastly, the

Physignathes (A. Cocincinus), from the Malayan peninsula,

remarkable for its large size, uniform blue colour, but more
particularly from being one of the Very few specie'sof saurian
reptiles which feed upon vegetable substances ; Baron Cuvier

assures us that it lives entirely upon fruits and nuts. - Of the

agamas without pores in the thighs, the principal species

are, the &»«ott* Agama (A. Aculeata) of a yellowish grey

colour with numerous transverse 'brown 'bands. -All the

upper parts of the body are covered with elevated scales,

forming small pointed pyramids of four sides ; the body is

short and thick, the tail likewise short, the head broad and
flat, and the belly protuberant. Excepting in the length of

the tail and the body being covered with scales, the whole

animal has much of the form and appearance of a frog or

toad: it is found at the Cape of Good Hope, and is of

larger size than the generality of the other species.

The Tapayaxin (A. Orbicularis), of Mexico, is very

similar to the species last described in its form and pro-

portions, but is still shorter and thicker. The extraordinary

figure of this reptile, approaching almost to the form of a

perfect sphere, its broad Hat head, its skin covered with

small tubercles or warts interspersed among the scales, and

the faculty which it possesses of distending its body with air,

and to a certain degree assuming different shades of colour,

have caused it to be sometimes compared to a toad, and
sometimes to a chameleon ; but the truth is, that it has no

actual relation or affinity to either of these animals, but is

indebted solely to its naturally disgusting aspect, for the

calumnies which the early Spanish writers have heaped

upon it The scales of this species are small, pointed and

rough on the upper parts, smooth and flat beneath ; on

various parts of the back they are elevated into insulated

spines, ranged in six or eight longitudinal rows, but without

much regularity : the ground colour is dark grey above,

with irregular brown blotches, and beneath yellowish red,

speckled with small black spots. The legs are short and
thick and the toes of equal length, both before and behind.

The tapayaxin inhabits the mountainous and rocky parts of

South America, from the Isthmus of Darien to Patagonia

;

according to Ray, it is capable of domestication, and even

recognises and shows a kind of attachment to those who
feed it

Other subgenera and species belonging to this division of

the agamas are Trapelus (A. iEgypticus), remarkable for its

change of colour,' even more sudden than that of the true

chameleon ; the A. Calotes, of a bright blue colour with

transverse white marks on the sides, from the Mollucca

Islands ; the Lophyres (A. Gigantea, Kuhl), with a crest of

long elevated spines on the neck ; and the Lyriocephalus

(A. Scutata), which has a similar elevated crest along the

back, and the tail keel-shaped. This latter species, in many
respects a most singular reptile, inhabits Bengal, and lives

upon fruits.

In the short account which we have here given of this

extensive genus, we have confined our remarks principally

to the general characters and most remarkable habits of

these animals, as far as the latter have been observed ; but

it is to be regretted that we possess fewer authentic obser-

vations upon the manners and economy of reptiles, than of

almost any other class of animals. Of the many thousand

different species of reptiles enumerated in the most complete

catalogues of zoologists, it may be safely affirmed, that we
do not know the habits of as many dozens

;
yet this defect

of information is to be attributed only to the inattention or

ignorance of travellers, for these animals afford at least the

game facilities for observation and experiment as mammals
and birds, and much greater than fishes or insects. For

ample details concerning the specific differences of the

agamas, we refer the reader to the works of Cuvier, Dandin

and Merrem.
A'GAMiB, in botany, is a name given by some authors

to the large division of the vegetable kingdom, called

Flowerless, and may be considered equivalent to the older

term, Cryptogamic plants. The word, which means sex-

less, has been proposed upon the hypothesis that the whole

of the flowerless class is absolutely destitute of stamens

and pistilla. Although few persons can now be found

who entertain any doubts as to such a fact, yet the invention

of a new term in consequence, has been generally con-

sidered superfluous. It may be perfectly true, that ferns,

and mosses, and lichens, and confervse, and fungi, are wholly
destitute of sexual organs, and yet the term agamse may
be unnecessary : for this reason it is seldom employed.
A'GAMI (Trophia crepitans, Latham), an interesting

bird, sometimes also termed the gold-breasted trumpeter,
classed by Pallas among cranes, by Brisson among phea-
sants, and making the first genus in Teraminck's Alectvrides.

It is the • size of a pheasant or large fowl, . being twenty-two
inches in length, but appears larger from having a long
neck, and from standing high on its legs. It'bears some
slight resemblance to the pheasant in the glossy iridescent

green on the breast, and in a space round the eyes
naked of feathers ; but has a very short tail, consisting of
twelve black feathers, over which the long, loose, silky sca-

{mlary rump plumes hang droopingly. Its long greenish
egs assimilate it to wading birds (Gi'allaiores), but it is said
not to have the habits of these, never visiting fens and the
margins of water, and living wholly in upland forests and
arid mountains. It inhabits the forests of tropical America,
and never visits the cleared grounds or the settlement -..

According to M. Monoucour, it is very gregarious, being
found in numerous flocks, which walk and run, but rarely
fly, and, when they do, seldom rise more than a few feet

above the surface of the ground. Even when pursued they
trust most to their speed m running.

[Agami.]

Several naturalists have given accounts of the Agami in

a domestic state. Its docility and attachment toman are

remarkable. 'The Agami,' says Monoucour, ' is not only
tamed easily, but becomes . attached to its benefactor with
all the fondness and fidelity of the dog ; and of this disposition

it shows the most unequivocal proofs. When bred up in the

house, it loads its master with caresses, and follows his mo-
tions ; and if it conceives a dislike to persons on account of

their forbidding figure, their offensive smell, or of injuries

received, it will pursue them sometimes to a considerable

distance, biting their legs, and testifying every mark of dis-

pleasure. It obeys the voice of its master, and even an-
swers to the call of all those to whom it bears no grudge.
It is fond of caresses, and offers its head and neck to be
stroked; and, if once accustomed to these familiarities, it

becomes troublesome, and will not be satisfied without con-
tinual fondling. It makes its appearance as often as its

master sits down to table, and begins with driving out the
dogs and cats, and taking possession of the room ; for it is

so obstinate and bold, that it never yields, and often, after a
tough battle, can put a middle-sized dog to flight. It avoids

the bites of its antagonist, by rising in the air, and retaliates

with violent blows with its bill and nails, aimed chiefly at

the eyes ; and after it gains the superiority, it pursues the

No. 25. tTHE PENNY CYCLOPAEDIA.]
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victory with the utmost rancour, and, if not parted, will

destroy tho fugitive. By its intercourse with man, its in-

stinct became moulded like that of the dog ; and we are

assured that it can be trained to tend a flock of sheep.

It even shows a degree of jealousy of its rivals; for, when
at table, it bites fiercely xhe naked legs of the negroes, and
other domestics, who come near its master/

The peculiar noise which these birds make, without open-

ing the bill, is one of their most remarkable characteristics.

This noise is no doubt produced by a peculiar conformation

of the organ of sound. According to Pallas, the larynx,

which is on the outside of the breast, is about as thick as

a swan's quill and almost bony, becomes much more slender,

loose, and cartilaginous when it enters within the breast,

where two semicynndrical canals of a membranous texture,

and capable of being extended, proceed from it The air-

bag on the right side descends to the pelvis, and within

the breast it is divided into three or four cells by transverse

membranes. The air-bag on the left side is narrower.

Vosmaer tells us that the sound is sometimes preceded by
a wild cry, interrupted by a call somewhat like 4 soherck,

scherck/ and then follows the characteristic noise somewhat
resembling the cooing of pigeons. It utters, in this way,
five, six, or seven times, with precipitation, a hollow noise

nearly resembling the syllables ' too, too, too, too, too, too,'

resting upon the last a very long time, and sinking the

sound gradually till it terminates. During this, the breast

is seen to heave, as in birds, while singing, though the bill

remains shut. It is, no doubt, produced t>y the air pressed

up from the lower air-bags on the right and left above de-

scribed, which meeting with the transverse membranes in

its passage, causes them to vibrate and sound, and this is

communicated to the surrounding muscles, and by these to

the external air ; so that it is, m fact, a sort of ventrilo-

quism, and requires not the bill to be opened in order to be
heard.

The Agami, like the rest of the aledtorides, builds no nest,

but scratches a shallow place at the root of a tree where it

deposits its eggs, from ten to sixteen in number, and of a
light green colour. They are somewhat larger than a hen's

egg, and of a rounder form, The down remains a long time
on the young, and grows into long silky plumes very close,

like fur, and it is not till they are one-fourth the size of the
adult birds, that the true feathers appear.

Dr. Latham tells us, that ' one of these Agamis, a young
bird, found its way into a farm-yard in Surrey, and asso-

ciated with the poultry. It was perfectly tame, and, on one
occasion, accompanied the hounds for three miles, and kept
up with them. It was last in the possession of Lord Stanley,

but died on its way into Lancashire/
A'GAlMi, the plural of the Greek n^aitfi % {agape,)

which signifies love, or charity. In the history of the
Christian church, the agapro were those meetings of the

early believers, where tney sat and ate, at a common
table, of food which had been provided by the voluntary

contributions of the members of the society, the enter-

tainment being concluded with the holy kiss. These meet-
ings, which were usually held in the same house or

apartment in which they assembled for divine worship, are

at least mentioned once in the New Testament, namely, in

the 1 2th verse of the epistle of Jude, where it is said of cer-

tain unworthy brethren, € these are spots in your feasts of

charity:' the Greek word here is agape. It is probable
also that St. Paul alludes to the same tiling in 1 Cor. xi. 20,

where his language would seem to imply that the agapft3

had been originally instituted chiefly tor the purpose of

celebrating the sacrament of the Lord s Supper. But whe-
ther they arose in this way, or from those feelings of brother-

hood and that charity towards their poorer brethren which
were so strbngly inculcated upon the first followers of Chris-
tianity, both by the religion they professed and the circum-
stances amidst which they were placed, it is certain that even
in the days of the apostles these meetings had been occasion-

ally pervertedfrom the purpose of their institution. St. Paul,
in the passage to which we have just referred, charges the
Corinthians that, when they came together into one place,
• in eating every one taketh before other his own supper ; and
one is hungry and another is drunken.* And he continues,
' What? have ye not houses to eat and to drink in?' con-
cluding, after an explanation of the solemn and spiritual

manner in which the holy supper ought to be partaken of,

with the general direction, • Wherefore, my brethren, when
ye come together to eat, tarry one for another. And if any

man hunger* let him eat at home/ These love-feasts also

gave great occasion of scandal to the enemies of the faith.

The reader may find an account of the accusations of which

they were made the groundwork by some of the pagan writers

in the sixteenth chapter of Gibbon's History. They seem,

however, to hare continued to be generally celebrated for

several centuries. Ecclesiastical writers mention three kinds

of them,—first, those which took place at marriages, called

the nuptial or connubial agape, to which the bishop or pastor

was usually invited : second, the anniversary, or, as they

were called, natal agapsa, which were held in the churches

on the festivals of the martyrs: and, third, tho funeral

agapas, at the interments of members of the congregation.

The celebration of the love-feasts in the churches was at

length expressly forbidden by the 25th canon of the council

of Laodicea, in a.d. 364; although the enactment would

seem for a considerable time not to have been quite effectual,

since we find it repeatedly renewed by subsequent councils.

Nor does the practice under improved regulations appear to

have been discontinued in all circumstances by the heads of

the church. In the sixth century, as we arc informed by

Bede, Pope Gregory, in his instructions to Austin when he

sent him to Britain to convert the Saxons, advised him to

allow the new converts to feast together on saints' days, and

the anniversaries of the dedication of the churches, not in

the churches themselves, but in sheds fashioned with green

boughs close by them, to the glory, he says, of God, as they

had formerly done to the honour of the devil. A great deal

of ingenious speculation has been expended in the attempt

to discover traces of the Christian agape?, both among the

Jews and pagans before the institution of our religion,

and in the latter times of the church. But the only thing

exactly corresponding to the primitive love-feast is the prac-

tice which has been introduced under the same name by

certain modern sects, especially the Moravians and the

Sandemanians.
AGAPHITE. TSee Turquoise.]
AGARI'CIA, (Lamouroux.) The mushroom madrepore,

a genus of coral madrepores, so called from its resemblance

in form to mushrooms (Agarici). The animal inhabitants

of agaricia are unknown, with the exception of a single

species observed by M. Lesueur on the shore of St. Thomas

in the Antilles. Lamarck enumerates five, and Parkinson

seven species.

AGA'RICUS is the generic name by which all the

species of mushrooms properly so called are collectively

known. It comprehends such plants of the fungus tribe,

as have a cap (or pileus) of a fleshy nature, supported upon

a distinct stalk, and a number of parallel unequal vertical

plates or gills arising out of the cap, and inclosing the par-

ticles by which the species are reproduced
;

particles which

the vulgar call seeds, and the learned sporules. This genus

consists, according to the latest writers, of not fewer than a

thousand species, inhabiting meadows, and heaths, and

rocks, and masses of decaying vegetable matter, in all

Europe, and in many other parts of the temperate regions

of the earth. Among them, a large proportion arc poison-

ous, a few are wholesome, but by far the greater are alto-

gether unknown in regard to their action upon the human
constitution. The species are often extremely similar;

there is no means of distinguishing botanically the tribes

that are poisonous from such as are wholesome, but in

every case practice is requisite to determine that point inde-

pendently of general structure. It is for this reason that

the use of wild mushrooms is so dangerous, and that a

French botanist, of no little celebrity, would never suffer any

to be brought to his table that had not been raised by art in a

garden. Indeed there is this most remarkable fact con

nected with their qualities; a fact which seems to show
that their properties depend upon climate and situation, and
accidental circumstances, rather than upon any specific pecu-

liarities ; those kinds which are wholesome in one country are

not so in another ; thus, in Great Britain, the common mush-
room (Agaricus campestris, fig, \.J t the fairy ring agaric

(A. pratensis, fig. 2.J, and the A. Georgii, are the only

sorts that it is quite safe to eat; while the Fly agaric

(A. muscariw, fig. 3.) and A. virosus (fig. A.) are ex-

tremely poisonous. But in other countries of Europe it is

different. In France, in Italy, and especially in Russia,
a usual aliment is afforded by a great variety of species

which, although very common in this country, it would be
extremely dangerous to eat ; and, on the other hand, even the

dangerous A* muscarius is a species of food in Kamtschatka.
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We propose to point out in this article what the distinc-

tions are, by which it has been supposed that the eatable

and poisonous species may be recognized, because the reader

of such a work as this would he more likely to be misled

by imperfect descriptions than benefited by speculative

distinctions. We shall therefore confine ourselves to a few

easy, plain, and intelligible observations, [which it is to be
hoped cannot possibly lead to error.

Of the thousand species thus much is certain, that all

having the following characters are poisonous :

—

1. Such as have a cap very thin in proportion to the

gills.

2. Such as have the stalk growing from one side of the

cap.

3.

4.

6.

Those in which the gills are all of equal length.

Such as have a milky juice.

Such as deliquesce ; that is, run speedily into a dark
watery liquid.

6. And lastly, every one that has the collar that sur-

rounds the stalk filamentous, or resembling a spider's web.

As to the rest, the only eatable kinds that can be safely

employed in Great Britain are the following :

—

A. campestris, the common mushroom, (fig. 1 ,) the species

that is so commonly raised artificially for food. This is

readily known in any state by it3 fragrant odour, by which
alone it may be always recognized, and the absence of which
is extremely suspicious. When in a very young state, it

resembles little snow-white balls, which are called buttons;

afterwards it acquires a stalk, separates its cap, and becomes
shortly conical, with liver-coloured gills, and a white thick

fleshy cap, marked with a few particles of grey. At a more
advanced age the cap is concave, the colour grey, and the gills

before commencing their experiments, we would recommend
to their attention the following circumstance.
A lieutenant in the French army ate some mushrooms

supposed to be of a wholesome kind, at ten in the morning.
At seven in the evening he was attacked with severe colic ; at
ten his wife began to experience the same sensations, at-
tended with nausea. In the course of the night they were
both attacked with violent vomiting and purging, accom-
panied by intense thirst This was succeeded by severe
cramps, and the pulse became hard, weak, rapid, and
irregular. At ten the next morning the husband aied, and
the wife at six in the evening. But the person from whom
the agarics had been procured, as well as all his family, had
eaten abundantly of them without inconvenience. Upon a
careful inquiry, it appeared that the latter had well salted,
then boiled for some time, and afterwards pressed the
agarics before eating them,—precautions which the unfor-
tunate lieutenant had neglected.

AGA'SIAS, a Greek sculptor of Ephesus, whose age is

not accurately known. The statue now at Rome called the
Borghese Fighter, which is a fine specimen of skill in re-
presenting a figure in action, and also shows a careful study
of external anatomy, is the work of this Agasias. On the
support behind the figure is the following inscription in
Greek.—Agasias the son of Dositheus of Ephesus made it

A'GATE, an ornamental stone used in jewellery, and for
some purposes in the arts: it is sometimes called Scotch
pebble. Thename is derived from the Greek ax«™/ 9 (achates),
a stone described by Theophrastus, and which, he says, came
from the river Achates, m Sicily ; now the Drillo, in the
Val di Noto. It is one of the numerous modifications of
form under which silica presents itselt almost in a state of
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were filled l>y the sublimation of the silica and other mate-
rials from the rest of the mass by the action of heat. Each
hypothecs is supported hy particular eases, which it satis-

factorily explains, hut there are probably as many against as
in favour of each ; all of them imply conditions of chemical
action different from am thing of which we have had expe-
rience. We frequently find, it is true, masses of siliceous

petrified wood in which hollows of the tree have been filled

with agate, not to he distinguished from many nodules found
in the trap rocks : and that the matter of "the auate must
have been introduced into the wood by aqueous infiltrations

there can he no doubt . but, in this case, the whole substance
of the sustaining m;i>s, the wood, is penetrated bv silieeous

matter: and the ditliculry of the theory of infiltration, in the
case uf the trap rocks, consists in the absence of ;inv trace
in the rock of the channel by which the solution of siliceous
matter could have arrived ' at the cavity. The following
section of ;m agate i> a good example of the filling up of a

cavity by infiltration, for it i> evident that the siliceous matter,
in whatever way it may have arrived, was introduced at the
point a, and that there was a gradual deposition of it. Such

[Apitc]

examples would be more frequently met with, if there was
anything in the external coat to tell us in what direction to

slit the stone: this same specimen might have been cut in

many directions without throwing any light upon its mode of

formation, and the section we now see was an accidental cut

in the right direction. An attentive consideration of the pro-

ducts of volcanos mav lead to some satisfactory conclusion:

for although agates have not been found in lavas, cavities

in them are often partially or entirely filled with minerals

distinct from any in the rest of the rock.

Agates are often found as loose pebbles in the beds of

rivers, or in gravel, hut in those cases they have been derived

from the disintegration of Amvgd.doids, the base of which is

very often subject to decomposition when exposed to air and
moisture, and then the siliceous nodules fall out. They
vary in size from that of millet seed to a foot in diameter:
but one, two, and three inches in diameter are the most
common.
The stones distinguished by mineralogists and lapidaries

by the names of carnclian, calcedony, onyx, sardonyx, Mocha-
stone, blood-stone, chrysoprase, and plasma, are so closely

allied to agate, that they may be conveniently described

under this head. In chemical composition they are not dis-

tinguishable, except in the case of the chrysoprase by its

colouring matter.— Carnelian. so called because some
kinds are of a tlesh colour {rurnis, Latin for ilesh), is that

variety of a uniform colour which is of most common occur-

rence : carnehans are never figured or striped. The colours

arc shades of red and yellow, the deep near red being the

rarest and most valuable. The great supply of carnehans
is from Japan, where they exist in vast quantities, and
they are also imported from Bombay, being collected in the

province of Guzzerat: but the best, according to Niebuhr,
come from the gulf of Cambav. Many of the antique gems
are engraved in carnelian. and it is now much used for seals.

—Calcedony, so called from having been earlv found at

Calchedon (sometimes incorrectly written Chalcedon) in Bi-

Miynia, opposite Constantinople, is also of a uniform colour,

generally of a milky white or pale yellow, like turbid jelly,

often with an internal wavy structure in the form of stalac-

tites, and very generally with a peculiar mammillary surface.

It is found in great abundance in the Faroe Islands, in

Iceland, in Cornwall, and many places of Great Britain, as

Well as other countries : sometimes in large masses, from

which cups and other vessels are formed. Pliny describes
it as being found in the neighbourhood of Thebes in Egv pt

and as brought to Rome from Carthage.

—

Onyx. In this

agate the siliceous particles are arranged in alternating ho-

rizontal layers of opaque white and translucent blue, grey, or

brown : and because these have a resemblance to the mark*
on the human nail, the stone was called from the Greek
word for nail, owl (onyx). It was known to the ancients
and was employed by them, as it is now, for those beautiful

gems called cameos, the figure being cut out of the opaque
white, the dark part forming the ground, or the contrary.

It is most valuable when the contrast of colours is strong,

and when the layer is thick enough to give a high relief to

the object to be engraved. In the royal library at Paris,

there is an antique cameo cut out of an onyx with four layers,

representing the apotheosis of Augustus, eleven inches by

nine, which is supposed to he the finest in existence.

Agates with an onyx structure are not uncommon, par-

ticularly among calcedonies, but the finest are brought
from India. Cameos are sold at Rome which are made
from a thick shell, having different coloured layers like

an onyx.—Sardonyx is a variety of onyx which is sup-

posed by some to have received its name from having been
brought from Sardes. in Lydia. By others it has been saul

that the name comes from Sardo, the Greek name ef

Sardinia, there being some reason for thinking that the

Carthaginians brought the stones from that island, and ex-

ported them during their occupation of it. In this the opaque
white alternates with a rich deep orange brown ofeonsideral.de
trauslucency, and as this is of rare occurrence the sardonyx
is of greater value. The finest are brought from the east,

and some antique gems are formed of them.— Mocha-
ston'ks and moss aoatks arc semitransparent calcedony,
including various ramified forms, produced by iron, manga-
nese, bitumen, and chlorite or green earth, "but sometimes
also, as has been proved by Daubenton and Mac Culloch,

produced by the presence of real vegetable bodies, such as

conferva' and mosses. The first are found in Guzzerat, but

received their name from having been brought from Mocha,
in Arabia.

—

Blood-stone is a green agate coloured by

chlorite, with numerous bright red spots like drops of blood;

called also heliotrope and oriental jasper.— Chrysoprase
(from -\i>v<7i'o<-, c/iriixf.'ox, beautiful—and vpa*iov

% prawn,
a leek) is a rare apple-green calcedony, found in Silesia,

which owes its colour to the presence of the metal nickel ;

—

and Plasma is another scarce green semitransparent calce-

dony, but of a dark tint, which, in the opinion of Mae Culloch,

is coloured by chlorite.

The great supply of the figured agates of commerce is

from Oberstein, in the old Palatinate, about thirty miles

east of Treves, and forty-five miles south of Cohlenz. AVhen
they were \ised as buttons, knife handles, &c, the trade

was more extensive than at present. They are found in

many parts of Scotland, especially at the Hill of Kinnoul.
near Perth, where there is an amygdaloidal trap very full of

fine specimens.

AGATHA'RCIIIDES, a Greek writer on geography, a

native of Cnidos, in Asia "Minor. He lived in the time of

Ptolemy VI., called Philometor, king of Egypt, (who reigned

from b.c. 1*1 to 14"),) and wrote numerous works on geo-

graphy, and among them, one on the Erythra?an Sea.

This work is now only known to us by extracts from the

first and fifth books preserved by the Greek patriarch Pho-
tius, and some extracts in the compiler Diodorus. The
works of A gat b arch ides doubtless contained a great deal

of useful information, as we may fairly infer from the cha-

racter of the fragments which remain. He is the earliest

extant writer who attributes the annual rise of the Nile to

the periodical rains in the upper regions of that river:

(Diodorus, i., 41.) he has left a very minute ami curious
account of the mode of working the gold mines which lay

between the Nile and the Red Sea; and he is the first

extant writer who has mentioned the giraffe or camelo-
pard (Camelojmrdalis), a singular quadruped peculiar to

the African continent.

His remarks on the mode of hunting elephants, and on
the inhabitants of the Red Sea coasts, are curious, and prove
him to have been an inquisitive and careful writer.

"What remains of Agatharchides may be seen in Hudson's
Miwtr (ircrk (frntrrftphrrs, vol. i. The description of the
gold mines is also to be found in Diodorus, hi., 12.

AGATHE'MERUS, a Greek writer who lived about tho
middle of the third century, and wrote a short treatise ou
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general geography. The Greeks seem to have applied them-
selves for many centuries from the time of Herodotus down-
wards to geographical inquiry, and the nation was at no
period deficient in men who laboured to give precision to the

science, and to arrange all the known facts in systematic

treatises. What we are now labouring to do at the present

day, Agathemerus attempted for his age ; though bis work,

is we now possess it, is merely a collection of short heads,

or rather a kind of syllabus for a set of lectures. There are

two books extant, of which the second is so confused and
contradictory, that critics are disposed to assign it to a pupil

of Agathemerus. The remains of Agathemerus may be

seen in the second volume of Hudson's Minor Geogra-
phers. His first chapter contains a very short sketch of the

history of Geography up to that time, with the names of

those who had rendered the most eminent services to the

science. His sixth chapter treats of the spherical figure

of the earth, and what is now called the doctrine of the

sphere, &c.
A'GATHIS is the generic name given by botanists to the

trees, known in common language by the name of dammar
and kawrie pines. These plants belong to the natural order

Coniferce, from all other species of which they are known,
firstly, by their broad, lance-shaped, leathery leaves, the

veins in which are numerous and nearly parallel, diverging

a little at the base, and converging at the apex; and,

secondly, by their seeds having a wing on one side instead

of proceeding from the end.

The dammar pine {agathis loranthifolia), or the pinus

dammara of Linnaeus, is a large tree found on the very sum-
mits of the mountains of Amboyna, Ternate, and in many of

the Molucca Islands. When young it has something of the

aspect of a young cedar, the wood of which it is said to re-

semble. It is occasionally cultivated in the hot-houses of

curious persons ; but is of little value except for its resin,

which, when pure, is white, clear, and brittle as glass, but in

time becomes amber coloured.

Its timber is represented to be light and of inferior quality,

wholly unfit for any situation exposed to wet, but answerng
tolerably well for in-door purposes.

The kawrie pine (agathis Australis) grows only in New
Zealand, in the forests of which it attains a considerable

height, with a straight clean stem, which, from its lightness

and toughness, has been found well calculated for the masts
of ships. It is distinguished from the dammar pine by its

narrower and more acute leaves, and by its more rapid mode
of growth.
AGA'THOCLES, a Syracusan of low extraction, who

became ruler of Syracuse, and great part of Sicily. The prin-

cipal events in his life range between the years 330 and 289

B.C. He was the son of a potter, and is said to have worked at

his father s tsade. He was remarkable for beauty, strength,

and capacity for enduring labour. In the outset of life, he
belonged to a band of robbers ; afterwards he served as a

private soldier, and in that capacity gained the favour of a
patron named Damas, who, being chosen general of Agri-

gentum, advanced him to the rank of chiliarch, or com-
mander of a thousand men. On the death of Damas,
who bequeathed his great wealth to his wife, Agathocles

married the widow, and became one of the richest citizens

of Syracuse. In this state of his fortune, he distinguished

himself by his eloquence in the assembly of the people. But
his conduct now was as seditious, as his former life had been
profligate. Not content with wealth and popularity, he
returned to his early habits, and committed continual acts of

piracy against his countrymen.
The constitution of Syracuse, as established by Timoleon,

was democratical : but, in the outset of Agathocles' political

life, the aristocratical party, headed by Sosistratus, a per;

sonal enemy of his own, drove him into exile ; and he re-

treated into Italy, where for some time he lived as a soldier

of fortune. The restoration of democracy, and the banishment
of Sosistratus and his friends, enabled him to return. The
Carthaginians interfered in behalf of these new exiles ; and

a war ensued, in which Agathocles bore a distinguished

part : hut he was suspected of aiming at the tyranny, and
was a second time compelled to quit Syracuse. In banish-

ment, he collected an army which overawed both Carthage

and Syracuse. After frequently defeating the troops of the

former, he was recalled, under the pledge of an oath that he

would attempt nothing against the democracy ; and he was
chosen general and protector, for the ostensible purpose of

reconciling or putting down faction, f^rong in the support

of his own mercenary troops, united with some of the poorest
and most desperate of the citizens, he proceeded to arrest
and execute by military process the leaders of the aristo-

cratical party, and gave up their adherents to the fury of
his soldiery. In the massacre which took place, four thousand
persons are said to have been murdered, and six thousand to
have fled. The wives and children of the latter, those of
them who were unable to accompany the fugitives, fell vic-
tims to the soldiery.

Agathocles now professed to have fulfilled his duty in
clearing the city of the oligarchy, and declared his intention
of retiring into private life : but he knew that the partners
of his crimes could not maintain themselves without his
countenance. At their call he consented to retain his office,

on condition of holding it without a colleague (b.c. 317).
He did not assume the state of a monarch, but exercised
the powers of the most absolute king, with the title of
autocrator, that is, ruler according to his own pleasure.
He had risen as the champion of the poor ; and he fulfilled

his former promises by the abolition of debts and the distri-

bution of lands. His whole career shows him to have been
a bold bad man : but his government was able, and in quiet
times not severe. It was not till the jealousy of the discern-
ing rendered his situation difficult,. or his unbounded ambi-
tion prompted him, that he incurred universal hatred by the
renewal of sanguinary acts. He aimed at the dominion of
the whole island ; and succeeded in reducing all except the
subjects of Carthage. But the Carthaginians made a strong
effort to crush him, and they nearly succeeded. He was
defeated with great slaughter (b.c. 309), his subjects nearly
all revolted, and a siege being expected, he was obliged to

shut himself up in Syracuse. In the following year he
adopted the bold plan of carrying the war with his whole
disposable force into Africa : but money was required for this

purpose; and his contrivance^ for raising it seems borrowed
from the habits, of his early life. He offered to let those
who feared the hardships of a siege retire from Syracuse,
and he sent an armed force after them to plunder and mur-
der those who availed themselves of the permission. By
this atrocious act he at once gained supplies, and revenged
himself upon his enemies.

On his first landing in Africa, the bold measure of

Agathocles appeared to prosper. He burnt his ships, that his

soldiers might have no opportunity of retreat, and no hope
but in victory. He advanced inland, took several towns, de-
feated a powerful Carthaginian force sent to oppose him,
and threw Carthage itself into great alarm. Meanwhile
the Carthaginians prosecuted in vain the siege of Syracuse

:

but a new danger threatened the rule of Agathoc\es, from
the powerful city of Agrigentum ; which profited by the ex-

haustion both of Carthage and Syracuse to invite the Sici-

lians to shake off the dominion of both. Agathocles re-

turned home in haste, and reduced some of (he
v
revolted,

cities. But the forces of the rest, united under the command
of Deinocrates, a Syracusan, formerly general of the Greeks
in the Carthaginian army, proved too strong for him.
Moreover, his presence was again required in Africa, where
the Carthaginians had repaired their losses, and regained
their ascendancy. In this dilemma, he resorted to one of

those infamous measures which disgrace his talents as a
soldier and statesman. He saw the probability that the
Syracusans might call in Deinocrates in his absence. A
public festival took place shortly before his intended return

to his African army. Being a man of popular manners, he
affected to mix gaily in the mirth, and by plying the people

with wine, encouraged them to open their hearts. By this

insidious device, he ascertained who were his friends and
who his enemies, and put to death the chief men of the

latter, to the number of five hundred.
Whether in Sicily or Africa, the affairs of Agathocles

never prospered in nis absence. He was received on his

return to the latter country by a mutiny among his troops,

in consequence of his son Archagathus having been dila-

tory in furnishing their pay. On that occasion his popular
eloquence saved him : he harangued the soldiery, saying
that they must get their pay from the enemy, and that the

booty, like the victory, should be in common. But the neces-

sity of recovering the goodwill of his army betrayed him into

imprudencies. He attacked the Carthaginians unadvisedly,

and lost the battle, and a large portion of his men. He was
compelled to retreat to his camp, where he saw that his

rashness had set the soldiers against him, and he had reason

to fear that they would renew the mutiny on account of the
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arrears of pay. He therefore fled in the night, accompa-

nied hy Arehagathus. They were pursued, and the son

was taken: the father, with better fortune, readied the

ships in which he had returned from Sicily, and ex-aped.

All his sons were murdered by the enraged soldiers, who

then made terms with the Carthaginians. Agathoclcs

avenged himself in kind on the murderers of his sons, by slav-

ing the kindred of those who had served with him in Africa.

On his return to Sicily, he found that a large portion

of the troop>, and several of the cities, had gone over to

Deinocrates, who himself aspired to sovereignty. lie there-

fore made peace with the Carthaginians, and commenced
a war against the exiles; whom he defeated, and treacher-

ously slew U> the number of seven thousand, idler they had

laid down their arms under assurance of safety. But he

received Deinocrates with favour, and appointed him his

general; nor did any enmity thenceforth occur between

them, although both were equally ambitions and faithless.

When all questions were settled between himself, the Car-

thaginians, and Deinocrates, Agathocles found it easy to

reduce the revolted cities of Sicily. But he was not of a

temper to be contented within the narrow boundaries of the

island. He undertook an expedition into Italy against the

Brutlii, laid the Li pari islands under contribution, and

plundered their temples, but was obliged, by severe ill—

ness, to leave his main designs uncompleted. WT

hile in

Italy, lies made himself master of Crotona, and on the

whole, with mingled prosperity and adversity, maintained

the character of a mighty potentate, but a severe scourge of

mankind. The final object of bis ambition was to render

Sicilv a great naval power ; and he bad advanced far and
successfully in the prosecution of this attempt, when he

died, by one account, in consequence of a miserable and
wasting illness,—by another, inconsequence of poison admi-
nistered by Mamon, one of his associates, in concert with

his own grandson. His death took place in the year 2V) n.c,

at the age of seventv-two, alter a reign of twent\ -eight vears.

AGATIIOIXK'MON, of Alexandria, a map-maker, and
apparently the author of the maps found in the oldest MSS.
of the geography ofClaudius Ptnloma?us. There can be no
doubt that Ptolemy's work was accompanied by maps : and
indeed it is impossible that a tabular system of Geo-
graphy, like his, could be without them. Maps on plates

of copper are mentioned by Herodotus, who wrote above

500 years before Ptolemy. But, as we know nothing at

all about the age of 'Agathoda/m >n, we cannot conclude, as

some do, that he constructed Ptolemy's maps for him. It is

more likely that he was a later editor or amender of them.

In the Vienna and Venetian MSS., the following note in

Greek is found at the end of the maps:— * According to the

eight books of the geographical works of Claudius Ptole-

ina?us, Agathodcomon of Alexandria delineated the whole
earth.* It has been inferred from this that Agathoda?mon
was a contemporary of Ptolemy. But this does not seem
to be quite conclusive. The shape which Agathodrcmon
gave to the different countries of the earth, maintained its

ground on modern maps till the system of regular surveys

became in use : and indeed till of late years, many features

of our maps were only the traditional delineation •; of the old

map-makers of Alexandria. [See Schocll, vol. ii. Hceren.
Defrmtibus Ptolemcci. Ptolkm.kus, Claudius.]
AGA'VE, in Botany, comprehends those plants which

gardeners call American aloes. It consists of species pro-

ducing clusters of long, stiff, fleshy leaves, collected in a

circle at the top of a very short stem, and bearing flowers in

a long terminal woody scape. AVith doryanthes and yucca
it forms in the natural order Amaryllidcie an instance of

high developement both in vegetation and fructification, com-
pared with what is more generally characteristic of that

tribe. If a crinum or an amaryllis had the stem elongated

into a woody trunk, instead of being contracted into a short

disk, lying at the bottom of a scaly bulb, the allinity between
them and agave would at once be obvious.

There are many species of this genus, one only of which
requires to be mentioned.
Aisum Americana, or the American aloe, is a plant which,

when full grown, has a short cylindrical woody stem, which
is terminated by hard, fleshy, spiny, sharp-pointed, bluish

green leaves, about six feet long, and altogether resembling
those of the arborescent aloes. Each of these leaves will

continue to exist for many years, so that but a small number
have withered away by the time the plant has acquired its

full maturity. It is commonly supposed that this occurs

only at the end of one hundred years : but this, like many
other popular opinions, is an error: the period at which thy

agave arrives at maturity van ing, according tocircuin>t;iii<v5|

from t'-n to fifty, or even seventy years. In hot ur otherwise

favourable climates, it grow* rapidly and soon arrhos at the

term of its existence ; but in colder regions, or under the

care of the gardener, where it is frequently impracticable to

attend to all the circumstances that accelerate its develope-

ment, it requires the longest period that has been assigned

to it. Having acquired its full growth, it finally produces

its gigantic flower stem, after which it perishes. This stem

sometimes is as much as forty feet high, and is surrounded

with a multitude of branches arranged in a pyramidal form,

with perfect symmetry, and having on their points clusters

of greenish yellow Mowers, which continue to be produced lor

two or three months in succession. The native country of

the American aloe is the whole of America within the tropics,

from the plains nearly on a level with the sea, to stations

upon the mountains at an elevation of between 9U00 ami

1 0,001) feet. From these regions it has been transferred U

almost every other temperate country ; and in Italy. SmU,
and Spain, it has already combined with the date and I he

palmetto to give a tropical appearance to European sccrerv.

[A pave]

Independently of its beauty and curiosity, this plant is

applicable to many useful purposes. Its sap may be made

to flow by incisions in the stem, and furnishes a fermented

liquor called by the Mexicans pulque ; from this an agree-

able ardent spirit, called vino mercal, is distilled. The fibres

of its leaves form a coarse kind of thread : the dried flowerine

stems are an almost imperishable thatch ; an extract of the

leaves is made into balls, which will lather water like soap;

the fresh leaves themselves cut into slices are occasionally

given to cattle ; and finally the centre of the flowering stem

split longitudinally is by no means a bad substitute for a

European razor strop, owing to minute particles of sili<»

forming one of its constituents.

AGE. In legal acceptation, a person is said to be of aue

when he has passed those periods of his life at which he ?s

supposed to have acquired sufficient discretion to enable

him to do certain acts and enter into certain contracts, of

which, before those periods have arrived, he is presumed to

be incapable by reason of the immaturity of his understand-

ing. The common law of England appoints certain specific

times in the life of a man or woman before either is per-

mitted to form contracts and incur municipal obligations.

Thus, at the age of twelve years, a man may take the oath

of allegiance; at foittecn, which for many purposes is con-
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ndered the age of discretion, a person of either sex may
choose a guardian, and may also, according to ancient
authorities, he a witness in courts of justice ; in the latter

case, indeed, the rule is at the present day considerably
relaxed, ibr children of much tenderer years are frequently

permitted to give evidence, having been previously found
competent upon examination to understand the nature of
an oath. A female at the age of twelve years, and a male
at the age of fourteen years, may make a valid will of per-
sonal estate, if proved to have had sufficient understanding
at the time the will was made ; hut it is particularly provided

£ statute that no person under the age of twenty-one years

all make a will of lands. At the age of seventeen years,

a person of either sex may he an executor or executrix.

With respect to matrimony, a woman may by law con-
sent to marriage at twelve, and a man at fourteen years of
age : though, by Beveral statutes, parties under the age of
twenty-one years cannot actually marry without the express
consent of their respective parents or guardians. [See
Haraiaob.] The age of twenty-one years is, for most
civil purposes, the full age both of a man and woman, at

which period persons of either sex may enter into the entire

possession of their real and personal estates, may manage
and dispose of them at their discretion, and form contracts

and engagements of all kinds upon their own account. A
man cannot, however, be ordained a priest till twenty-four,

nor be a bishop till thirty years of age.

With respect to criminal offences, the law of England
regards the age of fourteen years as the age of discretion, at

which the human mind is competent to distinguish between
right and wrong; a person of either sex, therefore, who
has attained that age is liable to prosecution and punish-
ment for crimes. Under the age of seven years, a child is

not in any case responsible by law for an offence committed
by him ; but, above that age, and under the age of fourteen

years, if it clearly appears that a child is conscious of the
nature and wickedness of the crime he commits, he may
be tried and punished for it. A very singular instance
is related by Mr. Justice Foster of a boy nine years old,

who, under circumstances of malice and premeditation, had
killed his companion, and hidden the dead body with much
care and cunning, and who was tried for murder, and found
guilty. The case was afterwards considered by the twelve
judges, who thought that the circumstance of hiding the
dead body proved the fact of consciousness of guilt, and
therefore a capacity of distinguishing good from evil, incon-

sistent with the presumption of innocence arising from the
tender age of the child; and they unanimously agreed that

he was a proper subject for capital punishment. Foster's

Croum Cases% p. 72. For more particular information on
the whole of this subject, see Infant.
AGE (Physiology). The term of human existence is

divisible into distinct periods, each of which is distinguished

by characters peculiar to itself. These characters, as far

aa they are external, are obvious to every one ; but these

external characters depend on internal states which are

not obvious, and which have been discovered only by
careful and persevering research. And the curious and
interesting facts which those researches have disclosed, show
that the different epochs into which life is divided are not

arbitrary distinctions, but arise naturally out of constitutional

differences in the system, dependent on different physio-

logical conditions. The natural epochs of human life are

six* namely, the period of infancy, childhood, boyhood or

girlhood, adolescence, manhood or womanhood, and old age.

The space of time included in the first four of these periods

is fixed. In all persons after the lapse of a certain number
of years, a definite change in the system uniformly takes

place, in consequence of which the peculiarities which dis-

tinguish one period give place to those which characterise

the succeeding. Thus the period of infancy, commencing at

birth, extends to the end of the second year, the point of

time at which the first dentition is completed : the period of

childhood, commencing at the close of the second year, ex-

tends to the termination of the seventh or eighth year, the

point of time at which the second dentition is completed

:

the period of boyhood or girlhood extends from the seventh

or eighth year to the commencement of the age of puberty

;

that is, in general, in this country, in the female, from the

twelfth to the fourteenth year, and for the male, from the

fourteenth to the sixteenth year : the period of adolescence

extends from the commencement of the period of puberty to

tl t twentieth year of the female, and the twenty-fourth of

the male : the period of womanhood extends from the
twentieth, and of manhood, from the twenty-fourth year, to

an age neither determined nor determinable with any degree
of exactness ; because the point of time at which mature
age lapses into old age differs in every individual. It differs

in many cases by a considerable number of years ; and it

differs according to primitive constitution, to the manage-
ment of early infancy and childhood; according to regi-

men, exercise, occupation, physical and mental, and the

several other circumstances included under the general term
'mode of life'

It is an observation familiar to every one, that some per-

sons are older at fifty than others are at seventy, while in-

stances every now and then occur in which an old man who
reaches his hundredth year retains as great a degree of
juvenility as the majority of those who attain to eighty.

The period extending from the age of thirty or forty to that

of extreme old age is then the only variable period in the

term of human existence ; the only period not fixed by
limits which it is beyond the power of man materially to

extend or abridge—a fact abounding with the most interest-

ingpractical suggestions.

The changes which take place in the system at the dif-

ferent epochs of life consist of changes in the physical con-

dition or the body which it will be useful briefly to trace.

These changes are intimately connected with, and are

mainly dependent on the operation of a principle of consoli-
dation, the influence of which, commencing at the first

moment of existence, continues, without intermission, until

the last moment of life. By this principle the body is

changed, first from the state of a fluid into that of a solid

;

and next, from a soft and tender solid, into a solid which
slowly, imperceptibly, but nevertheless uninterruptedly, in-

creases in firmness and hardness.

When first the human embryo becomes distinctly visible,

it is almost wholly fluid, consisting only of a soft, gelatinous

pulp. In this gelatinous pulp solid substances are formed,

which gradually increase and are fashioned into organs.

These organs, in their rudimentary state, are soft and tender,

but, in the progress of their development, constantly acquir-

ing a greater number of solid particles, the cohesion of which
progressively increases , the organs at length become dense
and firm. As the soft solids augment in bulk and density,

bony particles are deposited, sparingly at first and in de-

tached masses, but accumulating by degrees: these, too, are

at length fashioned into distinct osseous structures, which,

extending in every direction, until they touch at every

point, ultimately form the connected bony frame-work of

the system. This bony fabric, like the soft solid, tender

and yielding at first, becomes by degrees firm and resisting,

fitted, as it is designed, to be the mechanical support of the

body, and the defence of all the vital organs.

While the osseous system is thus extending in every

direction, and everywhere increasing in compactness, the

progressive consolidation of the body is equally manifest in

all the tissues which are composed of the cellular membrane
as well as in all those which possess a fibrous nature. The
membranes, the ligaments, the tendons, the cartilages,

gradually increase in firmness and elasticity, and pro-

portionally diminish in flexibility and extensibility ; and this

change takes place, to a considerable extent, in the muscular

fibre also, as is manifest from the toughness of the liesh of

animals that are used for food, the degree of which every

one knows is in proportion to the age of the animal ; and from

the conversion in extreme old age, in many parts of the

body, of muscle into tendon, a denser material being sub-

stituted for the proper muscular fibre.

The steady and increasing operation of the principle of

consolidation is still more strikingly manifest in the deposi-

tion, as age advances, of bony matter in tissues and organs

to which it does not naturally belong, and the functions of

which it immediately impairs and ultimately destroys. The
textures in whieh these osseous depositions most commonly
take place are membranes, tendons, cartilages, and the

coverings of the viscera, but above all the coats of the blood-

vessels, in consequence of which these highly flexible, elastic,

and moveable organs become firm, rigid, and immoveable.

But even when not converted into bone, several of these

structures lose their flexibility with advancing age, and ac-

quire an increasing degree of rigidity. This is strikingly

manifest in all the parts of the apparatus of locomotion ; in

the joints, the mechanical contrivances for facilitating mo-
tion, and in the muscular fibre, the generator of the power
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bv which motion is produced. The joints in old age are less

pliable, less elastic, and more rigid than in youth ; first, be-

cause the ligamentous and cartilaginous structures of which

thev are composed are more dense and firm ; and secondly,

because the oily matter which lubricates them, and which

renders their motions easy and springy, is secreted in less

quantity, and of inferior quality. Induration and propor-

tionate deterioration take place then in the muscular fibre,

the origin of the motive power, and in the joint the in-

strument by which the operation of the motive power is

facilitated; and consequently the movements become slower,

feebler, less steady, less certain, and less elastic.

But among all the changes induced in the body by the

progress of age, none is more remarkable, or Iras a greater

influence in diminishing the energy of the actions of the

economy, and in causing the ultimate termination of all

those actions in death, than the change that takes place in

the minute blood-vessels. The ultimate divisions, or the

smallest branches of the arteries and veins, the capillary

vessels, as they are termed, are exceedingly abundant in the

early periods of life, and are as active as they are numerous.

The capillary arteries, the masons and architects of the

system, by the agency of which all the structures are built

up, and all the parts of the body grow and are developed,

are numerous and active in the early stages of life, while

they are carrying on and completing the organization of

the frame. But from infancy to childhood, from child-

hood to youth, from youth to maturity, and from maturity to

old age, the number and the activity of these vessels pro-

gressively diminish. Their coats, like other soft solids, in-

crease in density and rigidity ; their diameter contracts,

many of them become completely impervious and ultimately

disappear. The diameter of the capillary veins, on the con-

trary, enlarges. The coats of the veins, originally thinner

than those of the arteries, instead of thickening and con-

tracting, seem rather to grow thinner and more dilatable
;

hence their fulness, their prominence, their more tortuous

course, and their greater capacity. At the two extreme
periods of life the quantity of blood contained in these two
sets of vessels is completely inverted. In infancy, the pro-

portion of blood contained in the capillary arteries is greater

than that contained in the capillary veins : in youth, this

disproportion is diminished : at the period of maturity, the

quantity in one set, nearly if not exactly balances that in the

other ; in advanced age, the preponderance is so great in

the veins, that these vessels contain probably two-thirds of

the entire mass. This difference in the distribution of the

blood, at the different epochs of life, affords an explanation of

several important phenomena connected with health and with

disease. It shows, for example, why the body grows with so

much rapidity at the early periods of life ; why it remains
stationary at the period of maturity ; why it diminishes in

bulk as age advances ; why a plethoric state of the system
affects the arteries in youth, the veins in age ; why haemor-
rhage, or a ilow of blood, is apt to proceed in the young from
the arteries, and in the aged from the veins ; and so on.

The growth of the heart does not keep pace with the ex-

tension of the sanguiferous system, nor docs its force increase

with the augmenting density and resistance of the solids

;

hence there is a disturbance of the balance between the

forces of propulsion and of extension which increases with
advancing age ; the diminished energy of the heart being
indicated by the languor and slowness of the f u'se, often not
exceeding fifty pulsations in a minute, and sometimes sink-

ing even lower than this. Hence, not onty is less blood sent

to the several organs, but that which is sent is less com-
pletely acted upon by the air in respiration on account of

the diminished quantity which is transmitted through the

pulmonary system of vessels ; hence, the diminution of all

the secretions, and hence, finally^ the failure of the function

of digestion, the source of the materials from which the
blood itself is prepared and its losses replenished.

Upon the whole, then, it is clear that two great changes
take place in the physical condition of the body in the pro-

gress of age: first, a gradual diminution in the quantity of

the fluids, both of the entire mass contained in the system,
and of the proportionate quantity contained in each organ

:

and, secondly, a progressive augmentation and induration of

the solids. With this change in the physical condition of

the body is uniformly combined a no less important change
in its vital action. Progressively and proportionally as the

solid parts increase in density and rigidity, they decrease in

irritability and mobility ; that is, they are less sensible to

the influence of stimulants, and the power of contraction

resident in the muscular fibre is less excitable. Now the

knowledge of this two-fold modification of the system sug-

gests practical applications of the greatest importance in the

management of health, in the prevention of disease, in se-

curing the attainment of perfect maturity, corporeal and
mental, and consequently in promoting a general extension

of the term of lile.

In each of the epochs of life the health is peculiar; the

diseases to which each is prone have also a specific character.

A degree of energy in the vital actions, constituting a state

of healthy vigour in one period, may be destructive violence

in another; and a degree of intensity in the physical

agent upon which those actions depend, merely sutlicient to

produce moderate excitement in one, may produce fatal sti-

mulation in another.

It has been shown, that in the human infant by far the

greater proportion of its body consists of lluids ; and that this

state of the system is characterized by an extreme degree of

irritability and mobility. The capillary arteries, especially,

are not only more numerous in this age than in any other,

but they arc also far more irritable ; far more easily and
dangerously excitable. And this is most particularly the

case with the capillary arteries of the stomach and intestines;

with those of the lungs ; with those of the external skin

;

with those of the spinal cord and brain : and a consideration

of the manner in which these vessels are acted on, for ex-

ample, by aliment and by temperature, two agents which
exert the most important influence over the health and life

of the infant, will suffice to illustrate the value of knowledge
of this kind.

The chief organ by which the function of digestion is per-

formed is the mucous membrane that lines the stomach and
intestines. Food, when in contact with the inner surface of

this membrane, acts upon it as a stimulus and excites it to

the performance of its office. Now so irritable is this mem-
brane in the infant, that, it can bear the contact only of one
kind of aliment, namely, the milk formed by the mother.
For this food, and only for this food, has nature specially

adapted the organ, and the adaptation of this food to tin*

organ is in its turn equally specific ; and this relation cannot
be disturbed or disregarded without preventing the due per-

formance of the function, and thereby endangering health

and life. Even the blandest substances, the milk of other

animals, which, at a more advanced age, can be readily con-

verted into nutriment, over excites the delicate digestive

organ of the infant, producing first grievous irritation m
the system, and, ultimately, exhaustion and death. From
large experience it is found, that of the infants who are de-

prived of this their natural nourishment, not more than one
in seven reaches the more advanced periods of life. Without
doubt circumstances may justify a mother in abandoning her
infant, but she ought, at least, to know the extent of the

sacrifice she makes when she withholds from it the only

food by which it can live ; she ought to be fully aware that

by this act she does abandon it.

Cold acts upon the lining membrane of the air-passages

of the lungs, as injuriously as improper diet upon the

mucous surface of the alimentary canal ; and it also acts

most energetically and deleteriously upon the whole external

surface of the skin. The new-born infant has been kept for

months in a constant and unvaried warmth. Both its ex-

ternal and its internal surfaces have been completely shielded

from the contact of foreign bodies. But at the moment of

birth its condition is wholly changed; both surfaces are fully

exposed to agents, to the influence of which it is acutely sen-

sitive. Air surrounds the external skin and rushes to the

lung and expands it,; cold acts simultaneously and power-

fully on both organs. If the cold be severe, or if the

changes of temperature be great and rapid, inflammation is

sure to be excited in the lung ; and this is one of the chief

sources of the mortality of infancy. The injurious action of

cold upon the external surface is two-fold ; first, upon the ves-

sels, and nerves of the skin ; and, secondly, upon the vessels,

and nerves of the internal organs ; for the cold, constringing

the external vessels, causes the blood diffused over this ex-

tended surface to rush to the internal parts, and especially

to the brain, in which it often produces dangerous and
fatal disease. The mother should never forget that

a degree of cold which the child can bear with impunity
may excite a mortal inflammation in the infant ; and that

an intensity of cold which may only invigorate the adult may
kill the child. Were an accurate record kept of the number
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of children annually destroyed in England by improper
exposure to cold, the sum would fill the country with dis-

may. The proper management of the period of infancy

consists essentially in causing the infant to subsist on the

milk of the mother only, at least during the first months

;

in keeping it in an equal and moderately warm temperature

;

in surrounding it by night as well as by day, when asleep as

well as when awake, by a large bulk of fresh air ; in fre-

quently washing the entire surface of its body first with
warm, then with tepid, and towards the latter months of the
period, in perfectly cold water, followed immediately by
rigorous friction.

There is one caution in relation to medicine which cannot
be too frequently kept in view. The same state of the sys-

tem which renders the infant so susceptible to the influence

ofordinary physical agents, renders it at least equally sus-

ceptible to the influence of irritant drugs ; and especially of

those which act primarily on the mucous surface of the ali-

mentary canal, or on the nervous system. The regulation

of the bowels by aperient medicine is often necessary ; but
a tea-spoonful of castor oil, or from four to six grains ofmag-
nesia, is all that the mother or the nurse should venture to

give unless under the superintendence of a medical friend.

The aperients often given are far too irritating ; while of an
opposite class of meaicines it may be truly said, that every

preparation of opium, even in the very minutest dose, is, in

the early period of infancy, highly dangerous. Opiates act

on the nervous system of the infant most energetically and
banefully, and many is the new-born infant whose life is

suddenly cut short by quack medicines, soothing as they are

called, (and soothing indeed they are !) which often contain a
concentrated dose or a powerful narcotic, and which, accord-

ing to the dose, excites either an inflammatory action of the

capillaries of the brain, or an accumulation of blood in the
cerebral vessels, one or other of which co-operating with the

irritable state of the system, for the quieting of which the
opiate was given, produces the quiet of death.

From the seventh month to the end of the second year,

the consolidation and development of all the tissues and or-

gans proceed with rapidity. The process of ossification ad-

vances : the soft solids grow firmer : the muscles enlarge in

bulk and increase in strength: the brain especially be-

comes more developed, and its functions more active

and more extended: consequently, sensation not only

increases in acutcness and exactness, but embraces a
wider range ; hence perception becomes more perfect ; the
phenomena of mind appear ; speech commences ; affection

ts generated
; passion induced ; moral habits, good or bad,

acquired, each of which events introduces into flie economy
a new power which ever afterwards exerts over it a prodi-

gious influence for good or for evil, for pleasure or for pain,

for health or for sickness.

As infancy passes into childhood, the brain, the spinal

cord, the bones, the muscles, and the other soft solids, pro-

gressively acquire bulk, cohesion, firmness, and strength.

All the capillaries of the system still continue exceedingly
active and highly irritable. For the support of their action

a large supply of nutritious food is indispensable. There is

scarcely an organ that is not still to be completed, and the

magnitude of which is not to be augmented. Aliment
is the material by which these results ore to be effected,

and the consequences of privation at this period arc truly

deplorable. Not only is the growth of the body checked for

a time, but the physical and mental constitutions are irrepa-

rably injured. From the beginning to the end of this pe-

riod every effort should be directed to the development and
mvigoration of the physical, and the formation and direction

of the moral powers ; as yet the development of the intellec-

tual is of little consequence. The health, the strength, the

longevity, the physical, the intellectual, the moral qualities,

the usefulness or the mischievousness, the happiness or the

misery of the future man, depend essentially on the manage-
ment of these two periods of human existence. For this

reason we have endeavoured to direct attention to their para-

mount importance, and to the value ofthat knowledge which

teaches in what their proper management consists. We
shall have other occasions to return to the subject, and to

state more in detail the regimen proper to these earlier, as

well as to the more advanced stages of human life. In the

mean time we earnestly intreat the attention of women to

subjects of this class. The health and life, and what is of

much more importance, the virtue and happiness of their

children are far more deeply involved in the soundness of

the knowledge they acquire on subjects of this kind, thai*

they have hitherto been taught to believe.

AGE OF LIFE. [See Mortality.]
AGE OF ANIMALS. It is often a matter of great

importance to possess some means of determining the ago
of organized bodies, both in the animal and vegetable king-
doms. It is to be regretted, however, that for our guidance
in these matters we possess but few general principles derived
from well-regulated observations and experiments. As far
as regards animals, indeed, it has been said, that the dura-
tion of life is generally between seven and eight times the
period which elapses from birth till they become adult ; but
this rule, besides being vague and indefinite, is quite use-
less and inapplicable in practice, because it affords no scale

of gradation which would enable us to ascertain the precise

age of individuals, the only inquiry of real importance or of
practical application to the interests of society. More cer-

tain and scientific principles are derived from observing the
growth and decay of the teeth ; and if we were acquainted
with the various phenomena which attend the development
of these organs in all quadrupeds, there is no doubt but that
we should be enabled to obtain general and, in a great mea-
sure, certain rules, not only applicable to individual cases,

but likewise to the speculative philosophical problem of the
duration of life in each separate species. At present, how-
ever, we do not possess a series of observations sufficiently

extensive to enable us to solve this problem generally ; and
we shall, therefore, confine ourselves to the few individual

cases in which it has been determined, and which relate

only to the most important domestic animals.

The age of the horse is known principally by.the appear-
ance of the incisive teeth, or, as they are technically called,

the nippers. Of these there are six in each jaw, broad, thin,

and trenchant in the foal, but with flat crowns marked in

the centre with a hollow disk in the adult animal. The
foal or milk teeth appear fifteen days after birth ; at the age
of two years and a half the middle pair drop and are replaced

by the corresponding permanent teeth ; at three years and
a half the two next, one on each side, fall and are likewise

replaced ; and at the age of four years and a half the two
external incisors of the first set drop and give room to the
corresponding pair of permanent teeth. All these perma-
nent nippers, as we have already observed, are flattened on
the crown or upper surface, and marked in the centre with

a circular pit or hollow, which is gradually defaced in pro-

Sjrtion as the tooth wears down to a level with its bottom,

y the degree of this detrition or wearing of the teeth, the

age of the animal is determined, till the eighth year, at

which period the marks are generally effaced ; but it is to l>e

observed that the external incisors, as appearing a year or

two after the intermediate, preserve their original form pro-

portionally for a longer period. After the eighth year the

age of the horse may be still determined for a few years

longer by the appearance and comparative length of the

canine teeth or tushes. These, it is true, are sometimes
wanting, particularly in the lower iaw, and in mares are

rarely developed at all. Those of the under jaw appear at

the age of three years and a half, and the upper at four

;

till six they are sharp-pointed, and at ten they appear blunt

and long, because the gums begin about that perioa to recede

from their roots, leaving them naked and exposed; but

after this period there are no further means ofjudging of the

horse's age, excepting from the comparative size, bluntness,

and discoloured appearance of the tushes. The duration of

the horse's life seldom surpasses thirty years, though there

have been instances recorded in which it is said to have ex-

tended to double that period.

In horned cattle the age is indicated more readily by the

growth of these instruments than by the detrition and suc-

cession of the teeth. The deer kind, which shed their horns

annually, and in which, with the single exception of the

rein-deer, they are confined to the male sex, have them at

first in the form of simple prickets without any branches or

antlers ; but each succeeding year of their lives adds one or

more branches, according to the species, up to a certain

fixed period, beyond which the age of the animal can only

be guessed at from the size of the horns and the thickness

of the burr or knob at their roots, which connects them with

the skull. In the common stag, the pricket or first horn

falls during the second year of the animal's life, and is re-

placed by one with a single antler, and called, from this cir-

cumstance, the fork. This again falls during the third year,

and is replaced by the third horn, which, as well as the
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fourth or following pair, have commonly three or four, and
sometimes even five hranches. In the same manner the

number of antlers goes on increasing till the eighth year of

the animal's life, beyond which period they follow no fixed

rule, though they still continue to increase in number, par-

ticularly towards the summit of the horn, where they are

often grouped in the form of a coronet, and in this state they

are called royal antlers. The fallow-deer, the roe-buck, and

others of this genus, present similar phenomena ; the num-
ber of the antlers increases according to certain fixed rules

up to a certain period, beyond which the age can only be

determined, as in the stag, by the comparative size and deve-

lopment of the burr and shaft, or that part of the horn from

which the antlers grow. In the former species, the prickets

of the second year are replaced by horns bearing two antlers,

and already beginning to assume the palraated form which

distinguishes them from the antlers of most other deer.

Afterwards this palm increases in breadth, and assumes an

indented form on the superior and posterior borders : these

are the fourth horns, which are shed in the animal's fifth

year, and are replaced by others in which the palm is cloven

or subdivided irregularly into distinct parts, so that the horns

of old animals frequently assume a great diversity and sin-

gularity of form. From this period the horns begin to

shrink in size, and arc even said to end in becoming simple

prickets as in the first year.

The horns of oxen, sheep, goats, and antelopes, which are

hollow and permanent, are of a very different form, and

grow in a different manner, from those of the deer kind.

These, as is well known, consist of a hollow sheath of horn,

which coveis a bony core or process of the skull, and grows

from the root, where it receives each year an additional knob

or ring, the number of which is a sure indication of the ani-

mal's age. The growth of the horns in these animals is by

no means uniform through the whole year, but the increase,

at least in temperate climates, takes place in spring, after

which there is no further addition till the following season.

In the cow kind, the horns appear to grow uniformly during

the first three years of the animal's life ; consequently, up to

that age they are perfectly smooth and without wrinkles,

but afterwards each succeeding year adds a ring to the root

of the horn, so that the age is determined by allowing three

years for the point or smooth part of the horn and one for

each of the rings. In sheep and goats the smooth or top

part counts but for one year, as the horns of these animals

show their first knob or ring in the second year of their age

;

in the antelopes they probably follow the same rule, though

we have very little knowledge of their growth and develop-

ment in these animals.

There are very few instances in which the age of animals

belonging to other classes can be determined by any general

rules. In birds it may be sometimes done by observing the

form and wear of the bill ; and some pretend to distinguish

the age of fishes by the appearance of their scales, but their

methods are founded upon mere hypothesis and entitled to

no confidence. The age of the whale is known by the size and
number of laminje of whale-bone, which increase yearly, and,

if observation can be relied upon, would sometimes indicate

an age of three or four hundred years for these animals.

AGE OF TREES. Every thing connected with the

growth of timber-trees, their duration, and the causes which
conduce to their decay, bears so directly upon points not

only of general interest, but of great practical importance,

that we have thought it advisable to devote an article to its

separate consideration.

Plants, like animals, are subject to the laws of mortality,

and, in many cases, have the period of their existence deter-

mined by nature with as much exactness as that of an in-

sect. But at the same time, not only their structure, but

their vital actions are so peculiar, that little analogy can, in

any case, be traced between the more perfect of them and
the animal world, and a very large proportion appear to be

capable of an almost indefinite period of existence, if it were
not for accidents and disease, independent of old age.

It is chiefly to annual and biennial plants that what may
be called a precise period of duration is fixed; a period

determined by the production of their fruit, and not capable

of being prolonged beyond that event, except by artificial

means. Dismissing all such from our consideration, the

remainder of the more perfect part of the vegetable king-

dom, whether herbaceous, or shrubby, or arborescent, con-

sist of plants which may be classed under two principal

modes of growth.

One of these modes is to increase, when young, in diame-
ter, rather than in length, until a certain magnitude is obtained,

and then to shoot up a stem, the diameter of which is never
materially altered. The addition of new matter to a trunk
of this kind takes place by the insinuation of longitudinal

fibres into the inside of the wood near the centre ; on which
account such trees are called Endogenous ; they also bear
the name of Monocotyledons.

The other mode is, from the beginning, to increase simul-
taneously in length and diameter, but principally in length.

The addition of new matter to a trunk of this kind takes
place by the insinuation of longitudinal fibres into a space
beneath the bark, and on the outside of the wood near the
circumference ; on which account such trees are called

Exogenous ; they also bear the name of Dicotyledons.

Some modifications of these two modes are known to

exist, but it would only confuse the subject if they were
adverted to on this occasion.

To the first of these classes belongs the palm-tribe, and
some other tropical trees. There is scarcely any well-attested

evidence of these plants ever acquiring any considerable
age. It has, indeed, been supposed, that certain Brazilian
cocoa-nut palms may be from 600 to 700 years old, and that
others probably attain to the age of something more than
300 years. But the method of computing the age of palms,
which is either by the number of rings externally visible

upon their rind between the base and the summit of the
stem, or by comparing the oldest specimens, the age of which
is unknown, with young trees of a known age, is entirely

conjectural, and not founded upon sound physiological consi-
derations ; besides which, the date-palm, which is bestknown
to Europeans, does not at all justify the opinion that palms
attain a great age; the Arabs do not assign it a greater
longevity than from two to three centuries. Independently of
this, the mode of growth of such endogenous trees as palms
seems to preclude the possibility of their existing beyond a
definite period of no great extent The diameter to which
their trunk finally attains is very nearly gained before they
begin to lengthen, and afterwards all the new woody matter,
which every successive leaf necessarily produces during its

developement, is insinuated into the centre. The conse-
quence of this is, that the woody matter previously existing
in the centre is displaced and forced outwards towards the
circumference ; as this action is constantly in progress, the
circumference, which in the beginning was soft, becomes
gradually harder and harder, by the pressure from within,

outwards, till at last it is not susceptible of any further com-
pression. After this has occurred, the central parts will
gradually solidify by the incessant introduction by the leaves
of new wood which thrusts outwards the older wood, till at
last the whole stem must become equally hard, and no
longer capable of giving way for the reception of new mat-
ter ; for what has once been formed always remains, and is
never absorbed by surrounding parts. As soon as this oc-
curs, and occur it must in trunks which rarely exceed a
foot, and, perhaps, never a foot and half in diameter, the
tree will perish ; because its vitality is dependent upon the
full action of all the functions of the leaves, and the cessa-
tion of one is the cessation of all. It is for these reasons
that we feel justified in considering it probable that endo-
genous trees, such as palms, attain no considerable ago,
and that the duration of their existence must be absolutely
fixed in each species by the power they may respectively have
of permitting the descent of woody matter down their centre.
But in exogenous trees, it is quite the reverse : to their exist-

ence no limited duration can be assigned ; on the contrary,
there is nothing physically impossible in the notion that
some individuals now existing may even have been silent
witnesses of the Noachian deluge. In consequence, first,

of the new woody matter which is constantly formed by the
leaves of such trees being insinuated beneath the bark near
the circumference of their trunk, and, secondly, of the bark
itself being capable of indefinite distention, no compression
is exercised by the new parts upon those previously formed

;

on the contrary, the bark is incessantly giving way to make
room for the wood beneath it, while the latter is, in conse-
quence, only glued, as it were, to what succeeds it, without
its own vital powers being in any degree impaired by com-
pression. It is in the newly-formed wood that the greatest
degree of vitality iesides: in the old wood near the centre
life in time becomes extinct ; but as each successive layer
possesses an existence in a great degree independent of
that which preceded it, the death of the central part of an
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The famous sweet-chestnut trees onMount Mini, especially

hose called the Castagna de Cento Cavalli, 180 feet in cir-

cumference at the bottom of the trunk, de Sta. Agatha,
•eventy feet in circumference, and delta Nave, sixty-four

eet in circumference, must be of high antiquity ; but no*
hing precise is known upon this point, and it is almost cer-

ain that the first mentioned has been in reality formed of
ive or six trunks grown together.

Equally unknown is the age of an immense oriental plane
ree now growing in the valley of Bujukdere near Constan-
inople, which is 150 feet in circumference, with an internal

»vity eighty feet in circumference.

The walnut sometimes attains a prodigious size, conse-

quently a great age. Scamozzi, an Italian architect, men-
ions his having seen at St. Nicolas, in Lorraine, a single

)lank of its wood twenty-five feet wide, upon which the £n>
peror Frederick III. had given a sumptuous feast.

Eight olive trees still exist in the Garden of Olives at

Jerusalem, which can be proved by historical documents to

lave existed anterior to the taking of the city by the Turks,
ind consequently to be at least 800 years old.

Of ancient yews several authentic instances can be named.
At Ankerwyke House, near Staines, is a yew older than the

meeting of the English barons at Runnymede, when they

compelled King John to grant the Magna Charta.

[The Ankerwyke Yew.]

This tree, at 3 feet from the ground, measures 9 feet

3 inches in diameter ; and its branches overshadow a circle

of 207 feet in circumference. The yews of Fountain's

Abbey, in Yorkshire, are probably more than 1200 years 0I4,

and to others an age of from 2500 to 3000 years has been

assigned.

Even this degree of antiquity is, however, much less than

that of the Baobab trees of Africa, estimated by Adanson at

5150 years; and the deciduous cypress of Chapultepec in

Mexico, which the younger De Candolle considers still older.

The way in which the age of some of these specimens has

been computed is twofold . firstly, by comparing them with

other old specimens, the rate of growth of which is known

;

and secondly, by cutting out a portion of their circumference

and counting the number 01 concentric rings that aj»

visible. For in exogenous trees the woody cylinder of one

year is divided from the succeeding one by a denser sub-

stance, which marks distinctly the line of separation of the

two years.

The first of these methods is sufficiently correct to give at

least an approximation to the truth, and the latter would be

absolutely correct, if one could be quite sure that observer*

provided against all possible causes of error. But it has

been shown, (see Dr. Lindley's Introduction to Botany,

p. 66,) that in consequence of the extreme inequality in

thickness of the annual layers of wood on opposite sides of a

stem, a person who judged of the whole age of a tree by the

examination of the layers of the stunted side only, would

commit errors to the amount of sixty per cent and more

It is by no means impossible that the great age assigned to

the deciduous cypress and the Baobab may be connected

with an error of this nature.

In the course of the inquiry into the method of computing

the age of ancient trees, a discovery has been made of somt

importance to timber growers, inasmuch as it shows thai

those who plant for profit alone should not allow their trees

2D2
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to grow beyond a certain number of years, varying accord-

ing to species : for it has been found that so far are exo-

genous trees from continuing always to increase in diameter

at the same rate, that every kind diminishes in its rate of

growth after a certain age ;—the oak, for example, between

its fortieth and its sixtieth year, the elm after its fiftieth,

the spruce fir after its fortieth, and the yew probably after

its sixtieth. With reference to this subject, Professor

De Candolle has constructed a table of rate of growth, which

we subioin.

Table of the rate of Increase in Diameter ofcertain Exogenous Trees,

expressed in lines.

Yrt.

1 to

10 .

SO .

30 .

40 .

50 .

CO .

70 .

80 .

90 .

100 .

110 .

120 .

130 .

140 .

150 .

160 .

170 .

ISO .

190 .

900 .

210 .

*90 .

930 .

240 .

950 .

960 .

8:
990 .

300 .

1310 .

390 .

Yn.
10
90
30
40
50
GO
70
80
90
100
J10
1-20

130
140

150
160

170
180
190
900
310
990
930
940
950
960
270
280
990
300
310
390

pedunru*
lata, ISO
yean eld.

Qucn-us Qi
Kftftillflora.'feMlUflorg,

SlOToai
old.

54
6J
54
60
43
44
56
44
39
32
30
86
30

"off*"

Larch Plr,

£35 years
old.

10
16

93*
13

i?

9*

5
1

9

10

84
9
10
9
9
9

IS
33
394
38
23
12*
9

9k
84

ii

8»

8
8
7
8
7
6
8
8 '

V
8
8*
8*
9

43
61
58
73
46
57
46
99
30
94
33
36

20ft
22
23
21
20
19
18
21
S3
22*
21
29
20*

Elm,
835 tc*r»

old.

16
44
58*
73
88
74
78*
66
59
45
30
30
84
24
18
19

17*
23
30
34
34
26
36
28
86
94
17*
96
28
99
16

16*
21

Spruce
Fir, l£0
yean old.

Yew,
71 yean

41
54
52
43
35*
36
13

17
13
13
92
22

11*
12

10*

7
18*
8

It is very much to be wished that observations of this kind

should be multiplied, as they would probably lead to some
very important conclusions, and, at all events, would throw

light upon a part of botany that is at present very obscure.

It, however, would be of little use to And the diametrical

measurement of trees less than 100 years old.

AGES OF THE WORLD. In the mythology of the

Greek and Roman poets, the history of the world was divided

into four ages, the golden, the silver, the brazen, and the iron

;

as for instance, Hesiod in his poem entitled Works and Days,
and by Ovid, in his Metamorphoses. The golden age, when
Saturn reigned, is represented as having been that of perfect

innocence and happiness ; from which the others have

gradually degenerated more and more,—the iron age, or that

which now subsists, being the most wicked and miserable of

all. Sometimes these ages are spoken of as merely so many
successive periods in the history of Italy. Saturn having
been driven out of heaven by his son Jupiter, is supposed to

have sought an asylum in that country, where, in return for

the protection he received from King Janus, he taught him
and his people agriculture, and the other arts of cultivated

life. According to this latter mode of telling the story, it

will be observed, the golden age is represented as consisting in

the triumph of civilization over previous barbarism ; whereas
the other version seems intended to indicate that the pri-

meval state ofman was that in which he enjoyed the greatest

felicity and purity, and that he has been rather corrupted

than improved oy what is called civilization. The two state-

ments, therefore, may be taken as expressing two opposite

theories or opinions which have divided speculators upon this

subject down even to our own day. The disagreement
among the fabulists, however, is only with regard to the
original condition of man ; it seems to have been admitted
on both sides that a gradual declension both of the happi-
ness and virtue of the world has been going on ever since
the acre of gold. The golden age is that of which the most
complete pictures have been drawn ; indeed it may be said
to be the only one of the four of which the description is at

nil distinct The age of iron was deemed to have com-

menced long before Hesiod's day, who lived probably at

least twenty-six hundred years ago ; it was, in fact, merely

a general name for the existing order of things, as distin-

guished from some imaginary previous state. But neither

that immediately preceding state, designated the age of

brass, nor it3 forerunner, the age of silver, is to be found dis-

criminated in the poetic painting by anything more than

some slight varieties of shade. Of the golden age, when
universal harmony prevailed throughout the living creation,

and the bounteous earth yielded her increase untilled, we
have various descriptions from the pens of modern as well as

of ancient poets. The reader of Italian poetry will recollect

in particular the celebrated chorus at the end of the first act

of Tassos Aminta, and the imitation of it at the end of the

fourth act of Guarinis Pastor Fido.

AGENEIO'SES, in Ichthyology, a genus of abdominal

Malacopterygious fishes, separated from the silures by La-
cepede, and containing two species, both from the fresh-

water lakes and rivers of Surinam.
AGENT. An agent is a person authorized by another

to do acts, or make engagements in his name ; and the per-

son who so authorizes him is called the principal.

An agent cannot be appointed to bind his principal by
deed, otherwise than by deed ; nor can an agent be appointed

by a corporation aggregate (unless it be for certain ordinary

and inferior purposes) otherwise than by deed: and for

the purpose of making leases and other acts specified in

the first, second, and third sections of the statute of frauds,

the authority of the agent is required to be in writing. In
all other cases no particular form is necessary : in commercial

affairs agents are most usually commissioned by a letter of

orders, or simply by a retainer ; but a verbal appointment is

quite sufficient; and even the mere fact of one person's

being employed to do any business whatever for another

will create between the parties the relation of principal and
agent.

An agent's authority (unless it is an authority coupled

with an interest, such as a power of attorney granted as a
security for a debt) may, in general, be revoked by the prin-

cipal at any time. It also ceases upon his death or bank-
ruptcy.

There are numberless kinds of agents, answering to the
endless diversity of modes in which one person may be em-
ployed to act for another. Many of these are known by
specific names, such as bailiffs, factors, brokers, &c. The
particular rights, duties, and liabilities of each of these will

be found under their respective heads. The object of this

article is to state the general principles of law, which are ap-
plicable equally to all.

Whenever the relation of principal and agent exists be-
tween two persons, the law fixes upon them certain rights

and duties as the result of such relation ; or, (as the same
thing is sometimes differently expressed,) the law implies a
certain contract between the parties, and points out what
shall be the consequences of that contract with respect to

third persons.

In the first place, we shall explain what are the rights
and duties with respect to one another, resulting from the
relation of principal and agent.

And secondly, what are the rights and duties with respect
to third persons, resulting from the relation of principal and
agent, or, in other words, what is the effect of the contract
implied by law between them, as far as regards third persons.

I. First, of the relative rights and duties of principal

and agent.

1 . The first great duty of an agent is to use faithfully*

and in its full extent, the authority which has been given
him.
An agents authority is said to be limited, when he is

bound by precise instructions ; and unlimited, when he is
not so bound. Where his authority is limited, an agent is

bound to adhere strictly to his instructions in every particu-
lar. Thus, if instructed to sell, he has no right to barter;
nor if instructed to sell at a certain price, is lie authorized to
take less.

"When the agent's authority is not limited by precise in-
structions, his duty is to act in conformity with what may
reasonably be presumed to be the intentions of his employer.
And in the absence of all other means of ascertaining what
these intentions are, he is to act for the interest of his prin-
cipal* according to the discretion which may be expected
from a prudent man in the management of his own business.
Thus, if he is authorized to sell, and no price is limited by
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his instructions, it should be his endeavour to obtain the
best price which the goods are fuirly worth. If there have
been other transactions of the same nature between the par-
ties, it is to be presumed that the principal intends that the
same mode of dealing should be pursued, which, in former
cases, he had either prescribed or approved of.

In mercantile transactions it is a rule of universal applica-

tion, that, in the absence of other instructions, the pnncipal
must be presumed to intend that his agent should follow the
common usage of the particular business in which he is em-
ployed. This, therefore, is the course wluch it is the agent's

duty to pursue ; and he will, in all cases, be justified in so

doing, even though, under the particular circumstances, he
might have acted otherwise to the greater advantage of his

principal.

Thus a factor of common right is to sell for ready money,
but if he is employed in a dealing or trade where the usage
is to sell upon credit, he will be authorized in selling to a
person of good credit, and giving such time as is reasonable
and customary.
An authority is always to be so construed as to include all

necessary or usual means of executing it with effect An
agent is, therefore, authorized to do all such subordinate
acts as are either requisite by law, in order to the due per-

formance of the principal objects of its instructions, or are

necessary to effect it in the best and most convenient man-
ner, or are usually incidental to it in the ordinary course of
business.

Thus it is the duty of an agent employed in the receipt or

dispatch of goods, to take care that the custom-house duties

are satisfied, and the proper entries made ; and he will be
authorized in making any advances, as well for such inci-

dental charges as warehouse-room, as for any other expense
necessarily incurred for the preservation of the property.

2. The next duty of an agent is, in the execution of
his trust, to exercise a proper degree of diligence and skill.

He is required to use, in the concerns of his employer, the
same diligence and care which would be expected from a
prudent man in the management of his own business ; and
he is bound, without any particular instructions, to take
every precaution ordinarily used for the safety and improve-
ment of property intrusted to him.
He is also expected, in common with every professional

man who holds himself out as ready, for a proportionate re-

muneration, to transact any particular kind of business for

another,—to possess and exercise such a competent degree
of skill and knowledge, as may in ordinary cases be adequate
to the accomplishment of the service undertaken.

If an agent does an act which is not warranted by his

authority, either express or implied, or if he does an act

within his authority, but with such gross negligence or un-
skilfulness that no benefit can accrue from it, the princi-

pal may, at his option, either reject or adopt what he has
done. But if he rejects it, he must do so decisively from the

first, and give his agent notice thereof within reasonable

time ; for if he tacitly acquiesce in what has been done, and
still more if he in any way act upon it, he will be presumed
to have adopted it

Thus, if an agent puts out his employer s money at inte-

rest without his authority, or if a factor, employed to purchase,

deviates from his instructions in price, quality, or kind;

or if he purchases goods which he might at the time have
discovered to be unmarketable, the principal may dis-

avow the transaction ; but if, in the first cases, he knowingly
receives the interest, or, in either of the others, if he deals

with the property as his own, he adopts the act of the agent,

and takes upon himself all responsibility for the conse-

quences.
But if he does not afterwards either expressly or impliedly

adopt the act, the whole hazard of it lies with the agent,

even though he did it bonftfide, and for the interest of his

employer. Any profit or advantage that may accrue from

it he must account for to his principal ; and if loss ensues, he

is bound to make it good to him. An agent is likewise

answerable to his principal for all damage occasioned by his

negligence or unsfcilfulness. This responsibility applies in

all cases, not only to the immediate consequences of his mis-

conduct or neglect, but likewise to all such losses, as, but for

his previous misconduct or neglect, would not have occurred

:

such, for instance, as the destruction of goods by fire in a

place where he had improperly suffered them to remain

;

but it does not extend to such losses by fire, robbery, or

otherwise, as are purely accidental, and happen by no de-

fault of his own ; and his responsibility extends to the whole
amount of the damage suffered by the principal, either by
direct injury occasioned to his own property, or by his being
obliged to make reparation to others.

If an agent's negligence is so gross, or his deviation from
his authority so great, as to amount to a breach of the duty
created in law, by the relation of principal and agent, or
(which is the same thing) to a breach of the contract, which
(if none exist) the law, as we have before seen, will imply
between them, the agent is liable to an action for such breach
of duty or of contract, whether any injury has been sustained
by it or not ; but if no injury has been in fact sustained, the
damages will be merely nominal.

3. The third general duty of an agent is to keep a clear

and regular account of his dealings on behalf of his princi-

pal, including as well what he has received as what he has
paid ; to communicate the results from time to time ; and to

account when called upon, without suppression, concealment,
or overcharge.

An agent is not in general accountable for money until

he has actually received it, unless he has, by improper credit,

or by other misconduct or neglect, occasioned a delay of pay-
ment. But an agent acting under a commission Del credere,

that is, one who has undertaken to be surety to his principal

for the solvency of the persons he deals with, is, in their de-
fault, accountable for the debt ; and in all cases where an
agent has actually received money on behalf of his principal,

he is bound to take care of it according to the general rules

which regulate his conduct ; and if any loss is occasioned by
the fraud or failure of third persons, he will, unless his con-
duct be warranted by his instructions, or the usage of trade,

be bound to make it good ; if a stranger, for instance, calls

upon him by a written authority to transfer the money in his

hands, and the authority is a forgery, he will remain account-
able for all that is transferred under it

The principal is in general entitled not only to the bare
amount of what has been received by his agent but to all

the increase which has accrued to the property while in his

possession. The agent is, therefore, accountable for the inte-

rest, if any has actually been made, upon the balance in his

hands ; and likewise for every sort of profit or advantage
which he may have clandestinely derived by dealing or spe-

culating with the effects of his principal.

4. It is also the duty of an agent to apprize his principal,

with all convenient expedition, of all material acts done or

contracts concluded by him.
5. An agent, confidentially intrusted and relied on for

counsel and direction—as an attorney, for instance—is rarely

allowed, in equity, to take a gift from his employer ; espe-

cially if it is a grant of the property which he has been em-
ployed to manage ; and it is also a general principle, that an
agent cannot make himself an adverse party to his principal

— if he is employed to sell, he cannot make himself the pur-
chaser : such a transaction is liable to be set aside in a court of

equity, unless it be made clearly to appear that the principal

gave his express consent to it and that the agent furnished
him with all the knowledge he himself possessed : and in

like manner, an agent employed to purchase cannot be him-
self the seller ; if he acts as such, he is accountable to his

principal for all the profits he has made by his indirect

dealing.

We are now to consider what are the obligations of the
principal with respect to his agent ; in other words, what are

the rights of an agent.

1. The first right of an agent is to his commission ; that is,

the remuneration to be paid to him in return for his sen-ices.

The amount of commission is sometimes determined by po-
sitive agreement between the parties ; sometimes it is regu-
lated by the usage of trade ; and in some few cases, as of bro-

kerage for the procuring of loans, &c, the amount of com-
mission is limited by act of parliament
An agent has no right to commission for doing any act

not within his authority, unless it is afterwards adopted by
his principal. He may also forfeit his right to commission
by misconduct : as, if he keeps no account ; if he makes
himself an adverse party to his principal ; or if, in conse-

quence of his negligence or unskilfulness, no benefit accrues

to the principal from the services performed.

2. Besides his commission, an agent is entitled to be re-

imbursed all such advances made on behalf of his principal,

as are justified by his authority, whether express or implied,

or subsequently sanctioned by his principal. And cases may
sometimes occur of urgent danger, without means of refer*
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ring for instructions, in which an agent, acting for the best,

is justified in making advances without particular directions,

and under exigencies not provided for by regular rules of

business. Thus if, on account of the lateness of the season,

or other good cause, he insures the cargo without orders, he

is entitled to charge his principal with the premium, and in

such a case even the assent of the principal would be inferred

from very slight circumstances. But an agent is not en-

titled to fee reimbursed payments that are merely voluntary

and officious ; nor expenses occasioned by his own negli-

gence or unskilfiilness.

An agent has also, as a further security, a lien upon the

property of his principal ; that is, a right to retain it in his

Sossession in the nature of a pledge for the satisfaction of his

emands. Lien is either particular or general. A particular

lien is a right to retain the thing itself in respect of which

the claim arises. This right is very extensively admitted

in our law, and is possessed by bailees in general, and con-

sequently by all agents in the nature of bailees. [See Likn.]

General lien is a right to retain any property of the prin-

cipal which may come into the agent's possession in the

regular course of business. This, being an extension of the

general right, exists only where it is created by express con-

tract, the previous dealings of the parties, or the usage of

trade. Factors, packers, where they are in the nature of

factors, insurance-brokers, and bankers, have, by usage, a

general lien in their respective employments.
This right may in general be exercised in respect of any

claim to commission or reimbursement, which the agent may
have acquired in the due execution of his authority ; but it

does not extend to demands arising from transactions not

within his course of dealing as such agent. An agent can,

therefore, have no lien for debts due to him as agent for a
third person, nor, as it should seem, for any demands which
originated before the commencement of his agency.

An agent's lien does not attach unless the property is

actually in his possession : a consignee has, therefore, no
lien on goods consigned to him, if the consignor stops them
before they come into his hands : nor unless it has come
into his possession in the ordinary course of business ; he
has consequently no lien on property which has been casually

left in his office, which has been deposited with him as a

pledge for a specific sura, or which he has obtained posses-

sion of by fraud or misrepresentation. And if an agent

parts with the possession of the property, the lien, being a

personal right, is in general lost : but by stat 6 Geo. IV.
c. 83. (the factor's actJ if a factor pledges the goods or com-
mercial documents of his principal as a security for advances

made, with notice that they are not his own ; or if, without

such notice, he pledges them for a pre-existing debt due
from himself, tbe lien of the factor on such goods or docu-

ments is transferred to the person with whom they are

pledged ; that is to say, in other words, he acquires the same
right upon them which the factor, while they remained in

his possession, could have enforced against the principal.

The right of lien may also be destroyed by the special

agreement of the parties ; and if the agent enters into a
contract with his employer inconsistent with the exercise of

the right, (as if he stipulates for a particular mode of pay-
ment,) he must be understood to waive it.

We have hitherto considered only the case of hired or

paid agents ; between whom and gratuitous agents there

exists nearly the same difference with respect to their rela-

tive rights and duties as between bailees for hire and gra-

tuitous bailees. [See Sir W. Jones, On the Law of Bail-
ments.']

The responsibility of a gratuitous agent (the mandatary
of the Roman law) is much less than that of one who is paid

for his services. He will in general incur no liability, pro-

vided he acts with good faith, and exercises the same care

in the business of his employer as he would in his own. But
if he is guilty of gross negligence, or if, having competent
skill, he fails to exert it, he will be answerable to his em-
ployer for tbe consequences. He has of course no right to

commission, but he is entitled to be reimbursed for any rea-

sonable payments made, or charges incurred in behalf of his

employer. [For the principles of the civil law as to the

rights and obligations of principal and agent, see Domat's
CHvil Law, book 1 , tit. xv.]

II. Having considered what are the legal consequences

of the relation of principal and agent, as far as regards the

parties themselves, it now remains to explain the conse-

quences of this relation as between the parties and third

persons ; and, first, as between the principal and third per-

sons ; and, secondly, as between the agents and third per-

sons.

First, then, as between the principal and third persons

:

it is a general rule that the act of the a^ent is to be consi-

dered as the act of the principal
;
giving him the same rights,

imposing on him the same obligations, and subjecting him
to the same liabilities as if he had done it in his own proper

person.

A bargain or agreement entered into by an agent is there-

fore binding upon his principal, whether it tends to his

benefit or his disadvantage ; and, in order to have this effect,

it is not absolutely necessary that it should actually be within

the agent's real authority, either express or implied, provided

it be within what may most properly be called liis apparent
authority,—that is, provided it is such as the person dealing

with the agent might, from the conduct of the principal,

reasonably presume to be within his authority.

An authority may be presumed, first, from the principal's

having previously authorized or sanctioned dealings of the
same nature. Thus, if a person has been in the habit of
employing another to do any act,—as, for instance, to draw
or indorse bills,—he will be answerable for any subsequent
acts of the same nature,—at least, until it is known, or may
reasonably be presumed, that the authority which he had
given has ceased. An authority may likewise be presumed
from the conduct of the principal, witn reference to the sub-
ject-matter of the transaction in question. For if a person
authorizes another to assume the apparent right of engaging
in any transactions, the apparent authority must, as far as
regards the rights of third persons, be considered as the real

authority. Thus, a broker employed to purchase has no
authority to sell ; and if he does, Ins employer may (unless
the sale was in market overt) reclaim the goods so sold, into
whatever hands they may have come. But if the principal

has permitted the broker to assume the apparent right of
selling the goods, he will be bound by a sale so apparently
authorized.

Upon the same principle, where a general agent is em-
ployed,—that is, an agent authorized to transact all his em-
ployer's business of a particular kind, as to buy and sell

certain wares, or to negotiate certain contracts,—he must
be presumed to have all the authority usually exercised by
agents of the same kind in the ordinary course of their em-
ployment : and though the principal may have limited his
real authority by express instructions, yet he will not thereby
be discharged from obligation incurred in tbe ordinary
course of trade, towards persons who have dealt with the
agent without any knowledge of such limitation. Thus
where an agent purchases goods on credit, the seller may
come on the principal for payment : and this right cannot be
affected by any private agreement between the principal and
agent, by which the agent may have stipulated to be liable

to the seller.

Although the agent is, in all these cases, ultimately
answerable to his employer for any damage that may follow
from his having entered into an engagement not within his
authority ; yet the principal is, in the first instance, bound
to keep an engagement so entered into by his agent upon a
reasonable presumption of authority.

But in the case of a special agent (that is, of a person ap-
pointed merely to do certain particular acts), as no presump-
tion of authority can arise from usage of trade, so the prin-
cipal will not be bound by any act, not within the real
authority of the agent,—and it lies upon those who deal
with the agent to ascertain what that authority actually is.

Thus, in order to illustrate more fully the difference in this
respect between general and special agents,—If a person
employs a stable-keeper, whose general business it is to sell

horses, to sell a particular horse for him ; and he warrants
the horse to be sound, inasmuch as the giving such warranty
is within the ordinary course of his employment, the owner
will be bound by such warranty, even tnough he may have
directed expressly that none should be given ; but if he
employs another person to sell his horse, whose ordinary
business it is not to sell horses,—then, although, if he has
given no orders to the contrary, tbe agent will be justified in
giving a warranty, as being a thing incidental to the main
object of his employment ; yet if he has given express orders
that no warranty should be given, and the agent gives a
warranty in opposition to his orders, he will not be bound
by it

As the agreement made by an agent, so likewise all his
4
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dealing* in connexion with it, provided they are within his

real or apparent authority, are as binding on the principal,

as if they were his own acts.

Thus the representations made by an agent, at the time
of entering into an agreement, (if they constitute a part of

such agreement, or are in any way the foundation of, or in-

ducement to it,) and, in many cases, even the admissions of

an agent as to anything directly within the course of his

employment, will have the same effect, as if such represen-

tations or admissions had been made by the principal him-
self [See Evidence.]
So also if notice of any fact is given, or if goods are de-

hvered to an agent, it will be considered as notice or delivery

to the principal. And in general, payment to an agent has
the same effect as if it had been made to the principal, and
in such cases the receipt of the agent is the receipt of the

principal. But such payment is not valid if it is not war-
ranted at law by the apparent authority of his agent.

Thus, if money is due on a written security, as long as

the security remains in the hands of an agent, it is to be
presumed that he is authorized to receive the money, and
payment to him will therefore discharge the debt : but if the

agent has not the security in his possession, the debtor pays
bun at his own risk, and will be liable, in case the agent
should not account for it to his principal, to pay it over

again.

So also if the principal gives notice to the buyer not to

pay the money to the factor with whom he made the bargain,

he will in general not be justified in doing so ; but if the

factor had a lien upon the goods for his general balance,

then, inasmuch as his lien will attach upon the price of the

goods when they are sold, he has a right to require the
buyer to pay him instead of his principal : and such pay-

ment to the factor, notwithstanding any notice given by the

principal, will operate as a discharge of the debt
A principal is in general civilly liable for all damage occa-

sioned to third persons by the negligence or unskilfulness of

his agent within the scope of his employment; and for

any misconduct or fraud committed by him, if it be either

at his express command or within the limits of his implied

authority.

From this liability, however, it is reasonable that those

persons should be exempted, who, though they appear in

some degree in the character of principals, yet have no
power in the appointment of those who act under them.
Thus the post masters-general, and persons at the head of

other public offices, have been held not to be liable for the

conduct of their inferior officers.

And, on the same principle, the owness and masters of

Teasels are by statute released from all liability to third

persons from the negligence or unskilfulness of the pilots

by whom they are navigated into port.

It now remains for us to state what are the effects of the

relation of principal and agent, as between the agent and
third persons.

An agent is not in general personally responsible on any
contract entered into by him on behalf of his principal : to

this rule, however, there are several exceptions.

First If an agent has so far exceeded his authority that

his principal is not bound by his act ; as for instance, if an
agent without any authority undertakes for his principal to

pay a certain sum, or if a special agent warrants goods, con-

trary to his instructions ; and the principal refuses to adopt

such undertaking or warranty, the agent alone is liable to

the person to whom it was given.

Secondly, an agent is liable where the contract was made
with him individually. And, therefore, if in any contract

made on behalf of his principal, the agent binds himself by

his own express undertaking ; or if the circumstances of the

transaction are such that the credit was originally given to

him and not to the principal, (whether such principal were

known at the time or not,) in either of these cases he will

be liable, in the first instance, to the persons with whom he

has so dealt

And for the same reason, when an agent takes upon him-

self to act in his own name, and gives no notice of bis being

employed in behalf of another person—as if a factor delivers

goods as his own and conceals his principal—he is to be

taken, to all intents, as the principal, and the persons who
have dealt with him are entitled to all the same rights

against him as if he actually were so. They may, for in-

stance, in an action by the principal on demand arising

from such transactions, set off a debt due from the agent

himself; which they could not have done, if they had,
known that he acted onlv as an agent. And if he afterwards
discloses his principal, he is, nevertheless, not discharged
from his liability,—those with whom he has dealt may, at

their option, come either upon him on his personal contract,

or on the principal upon the contract of his agent.

And even where it is known, that the agent acts in a re-

presentative character, yet if the principal is not known, or

if there is no responsible principal to resort to,—as may be
the case with the committee of a club, or the commissioners
appointed under a navigation act,—the agent will be per-
sonally liable on all the contracts he enters into.

An agent is likewise responsible to third persons for any
wrongful acts, whether done by the authority of his principal

or not ;—and in most instances the person injured may seek
compensation either from the principal or the agent, at his

option.

An agent cannot delegate to another the authority which
he has received, so as to create between his employer and
that other person the relation of principal and agent : but
he may employ other persons under him to perform his en-
gagements, and the original agent is responsible to his

principal as well for the conduct of such sub-agents, as for

his own : but with respect to damage sustained by third per-
sons from the wrongful acts of such sub-agents, the case is

different ; such damages must be recovered either from the
person who in fact did the injury, or from the principal for

whom the act was done. The original agent is responsible

to third persons only for his own acts, and such as are done,

at his command.
The misconduct of an agent, besides the civil responsibility

which it imposes on him, amounts in some cases to a mis-
demeanor, subject to very severe punishment For if an
agent intrusted with any money or valuable security, with
written directions to apply the same in any particular

manner, in violation of good faith converts it to his own use *

f—or if an agent intrusted with any chattel, valuable secu-

rity, or power of attorney for the transfer of stock, either for

safe custody, or for any special purpose, in violation of good
faith, and without authority, sells or pledges, or in any
manner converts the same to his own use, he is in either

case guilty of a misdemeanor punishable with fourteen years*

transportation. [See Embezzlement.] But this does not
extend to prevent his disposing of so much of any securities

or effects on which he has a hen or demand, as may be re-

quisite for the satisfaction thereof. It is also a misdemeanor,
punishable in the same manner, if a factor or agent em-
ployed to sell, and intrusted with the goods or the documents
relating to them, pledges either the one or the other, as a
security for any money borrowed or intended to be borrowed,

provided such sum of money is greater than the amount
which was at the time due to the agent from the principal,

together with any acceptances of the agent on behalf of his

principal. Stat. 7 and 8 Geo. IV., cap. 29, sect. 49, &c.
AGESILA'US, younger son of Archidamus, king of

Lacedcemon, succeeded his brother Agis, B.C. 398, to the

exclusion of his nephew Leotychides, who laboured under
the stigma of bastardy, being believed to be the son of Alci-

biades, and not of Agis, his reputed father. As the crown
descended in direct line from father to son, the succession of

Agesilaus seemed, in his youth, to be barred; and his

education was conducted as that of a private person, in all

the strictness of Spartan discipline. He was lame, and
advantage was taken of this to excite a prejudice against

him : yet so high was his personal character, or so general

the belief in the spurious birth of Leotychides, that by a
vote of the general assembly, the heir-apparent was passed

over, and Agesilaus was appointed king.

In the first year of his reign, a plot was formed to effect

a change of government The political constitution, esta-

blished by Lycurgus, had degenerated into an oligarchy of a
peculiar kind. Almost all political power, with the exclu-

sive right to hold high civil or military office, was engrossed

by those families who boasted to be of pure Spartan blood,

the term Spartan being opposed to Lacedaemonian, This

Spartan caste is supposed to have consisted of the legiti-

mate and unmixed descendants of the original Dorian con-

querors : the Lacedaemonians are conjectured to have been

the progeny of enfranchised Helots, strangers associated

into the citizenship, a remnant of the Acbeei, and in a word,

all who could not trace an unblemished line of Spartan

descent to the early ages of the monarchy. Foreigners

might become members of the community and Lacedaj-
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monians : but they could never become Spartans ; at least,

Herodotus only knew of two instances up to his time

(Lx. 33, 35). The consequence was, that the bulk ofthe popu-

lation became constantly more Lacedaemonian ; in the time of

Agesilaus, the number of Spartans had so dwindled, that they

could not be spared for foreign service in any rank below that
of commanders. The ephori, and all the leading officers of

administration, civil and military, were taken from this pri-

vileged caste. The object of Cinadon's conspiracy, who
complained that he counted only forty Spartans in the

agora, or place of assembly, and that these were all official

persons, was to extend the right of holding these high
offices to all citizens. As happens in a majority of cases,

the plot was discovered before it was ripe; Cinadon, the

author and ring-leader, was executed, and the Spartans
held fast their monopoly.

In order to prosecute more effectually the war with Persia

(b.c. 396), Agesilaus was sent to command in Asia. At set-

ting out, he pledged himself either to conclude an honourable
peace, or to press his enemies so as to disable them from
giving any further disturbance to the Greeks. His first object

was to conciliate the Asiatic cities by prudent management
and liberality ; and he succeeded in reconciling their factions.

It may be doubted whether the design of Agesilaus was
limited to the protection of the Greek states of Asia. The
recent example of the successful retreat of the ten thousand
(see Anabasis), the powers with which Agesilaus was in-

vested, and the disorganized state of the Persian monarchy,
would perhaps have tempted him to penetrate as far as Susa
and Ecbatana, had he been allowed to follow up his suc-

cesses. But the war that broke out in Greece, after he had
been about two years in Asia, saved the Persian monarchy
for a time, and reserved the triumph of its overthrow to the
Macedonians and Alexander.
The intrigues of the Persians and the hatred of the

Spartan influence had occasioned a dangerous league to be
formed against Sparta ; nor were the Spartans sorry to have
an opportunity for going to war, especially against the
Thobans, whom they detested for various causes (Xenophon
Hellenic, iii. 5). Thebes, Arsos, and Corinth declared
against the Lacedaemonians, and Athens followed the ex-
ample at the pressing instance of the Thebans. The ephori
ordered Agesilaus home : in the height of his glory, and
with the prospect of victory, he instantly obeyed. The Lace-
daemonians and their enemies met near Coroneia in Boeotia,

and a fierce battle took place (August, B.C. 394). The
Thebans alone made a gallant resistance ; and the Spartan
king was wounded, who obtained only a doubtful victory. He
returned to Sparta, not importing with him the luxuries of
Asia, but adhering to the temperance and frugality cha-
racteristic of his country's discipline. Those virtues were
peculiarly Spartan : and that nation was not exempt from
the meanness of jealousy. The probability of Athens re-

covering her former power after her walls were rebuilt (b.c.

392), induced the Spartans to send Antalcidas (b.c. 387)
with proposals to Persia, favourable to themselves, but dis-

advantageous to the rest of Greece. The bearer of these
offers was the personal enemyof Agesilaus, and was supposed
to have a mean pleasure in lessening his power and tarnishing
his glory. The Persians dictated the treaty in the language
of conquerors (Xen. Hellen. V., i. 31 ). All the Grecian cities

ofAsia were to be subject to the king of Persia : all the rest

to be independent: the king was to keep possession of

Cyprus and Clazomense ; and the islands Lemnos, Imbros,
ana Scyros, were given to the Athenians, to whom they for-

merly belonged. Artaxerxes concluded with denouncing war
against those who should not submit to his terms. The The-
bans refused; but their steadiness was shaken by prepara-

tions for coercion on the part of the ephori, invidiously recom-
mended by Agesilaus, in revenge for a former affront. Thus
the bad policy of the Greeks, arising from their foolish

dissensions, annihilated the advantages which should have
been the fruit of victories and military virtue of no common
stamp. Sparta had now, though not worthily, recovered
her power in Greece. Her virtues, indeed, were to be found
rather in adversity than prosperity ; nor did she profit by
her own experience, that tyranny leads to the destruction of

the tyrant. Phabidas, one of her generals, on his march
into Thrace against Olynthus, was encamped in the neigh-
bourhood of Thebes, while parties were so nearly balanced,
that Ismenias and Leontiades, the heads of opposite factions,

exercised the chief magistracy together. Leontiades, who
courted the friendship of Laceduemon, secretly introduced

Phsebidas and his troops into the Cadmeia, the citadel of

Thebes (b. c. 382). This at once gave the superiority to that

party of which he was the head: Ismenias was appre-

hended, and 400 of his friends immediately fled to Athens.

Complaint was made at Sparta of this treacherous aggression

in time of peace. Agesilaus was, in general, more just and
liberal than the rest of his countrymen ; but be contended

that it was necessary to examine whether the possession

of the Cadmeia was of advantage to Sparta, to which every

other consideration must give way : and in this instance,

he not only discredited, but contradicted his better thoughts.

On a former occasion, speaking of the king of Persia,

he said, ' Can this king, whom you call Great, be more so
than I, if he be not more just?' : this anecdote rests on
Plutarch's authority. The decree of the Spartans was, as
we might expect, in their own favour. The assembly re-

solved to keep the citadel, and to bring Ismenias to trial,

who had been seized and imprisoned by his opponent, osten-

sibly on the vague charge of seeking Persian connexions,
but really for the vote which he had carried, forbidding any
Theban to join the army of Phcebidas. But a counter-revo-

lution was soon effected ; and the Spartans were compelled
to evacuate the citadel.

That the Lacedaemonians, when now at the height of
power, were all at once involved in a train of misfortunes
which effectually broke that power, is ascribed by Xeno-
phon to the divine anger against their perfidious seizure of
.Thebes. Agesilaus probably had come round to the same
opinion ; for he excused himself from the command of the
array sent to reduce the Theban revolutionists, on the plea
of being weighed down by age. His colleague, Cleombrotus,
was appointed in his stead. The events which occurred
during the absence of Agesilaus, form no part of the present
subject. On returning home, Cleombrotus left Sphoarias at
Thespiae, in command of part ofhis army. Sphodrias,whether
from his own folly, or, as many believed, induced by Pelo-
pidas, made a most unwarrantable and faithless inroad upon
Attica. The Athenians complained to Sparta, and Spho-
drias was recalled, and brought to trial. Unfortunately,
Agesilaus was persuaded to exert his influence in the delin-
quent's favour and he was acquitted ; at which the Athe-
nians were so much offended, that they immediately con-
cluded an alliance with Thebes against Sparta. Agesilaus
then resumed the command, and held it through two suc-
cessive campaigns, till obliged to resign through failing
health.

The battle of Leuctra, (b.c. 371 ,) in which the Lacedaemo-
nians under Cleombrotus were overcome by inferior numbers,
produced a striking instance of Spartan character. The news
arrived at Sparta during a religious festival, but the ephori
did not allow the celebration of it to be interrupted. The
list of the slain was sent to the houses of their kindred, and
the women were told to bear their sorrows in silence. Those
parents whose children had met with a glorious death went
abroad the next day to receive congratulations ; the friends
of the sunivors kept their houses, as if in shame and sor-
row. On this occasion, anumber of the combatants having
fled, Agesilaus was allowed to suspend the law, which visited
cowardice with disgraceful punishment. He prudently an-
nounced that it might sleep for one day only, and then
resume its power.

There was a proverb, frequently repeated by Agesilaus,
' That a Spartan woman had never seen the smoke of an
enemy's camp :' but he had the mortification to see his pro-
verb belied. The Theban army increased daily by the defec-
tion of the allies of Sparta : it penetrated into Laconia, and
laid waste the whole country ; the city, however, was saved
by the prudence of Agesilaus, who shut himself up in Sparta,
and avoided an engagement Epaminondas did not venture
to assault the city ; and at last, his allies growing weary
of the service, the winter approaching, and relief coming to
Sparta from Athens, the Theban general found it necessary
to retreat.

After the death of Epaminondas, at the battle ofMan
tinsoa, (b.c. 362,) the weariness of all parties produced a par
tial cessation of hostilities. Agesilaus was now above eighty
years old, but he had still vigour enough left to lead an
army into Egypt, to assist the Egyptians who had rebelled
against the Persian king. According to Plutarch, Agesi-
laus went expressly to helpTachos against his master King
Artaxerxes II.; but a rival to Tachos starting up in the per-
son of Nectanebos, another Egyptian, Agesilaus found it eon
venicnt to change sides. That his motives were not of the
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purest kind, may very safely be asserted. Alter establishing

Nectanebos in the government of Egypt, the old king so

out on his voyage homewards, loaded with money and pre-
sents, the reward of his services and his treachery. Being
driven by contrary winds on the coast of Africa, he died there

at the advanced age of eighty-four. His attendants pre-

served the body in melted wax, and took it to Sparta to be
buried, consistently with the usages of their country, which
did not allow the body of a king to rest in a foreign land.

The character of Agesilaus is exalted by Xenophon far

above its merits. The historian was on terms of personal

intimacy with the Spartan king, and was besides no great

admirer of the constitutional forms of Athens, his native

city,which he loved to contrast disadvantageously with those

of Sparta. We may admire the energy and vigour of Age-
silaus, and grant him a full share of those peculiar virtues,

as they are termed, which characterized his country. He
may also have been temperate in his habits, kind to his

friends, and not cruel to nis enemies ; but more than one
public act of his life is of such a description as to throw sus-

picion on his integrity as an individual and a statesman.

(See Plutarch's Life ofAgesilaus; Xenophon's HeUenica,

and Panegyric on Agesilaus; Pausanias, iii. 9.)

AGGERHUUS, a name of one of the five great divi-

sions of the kingdom of Norway, better known under that of

Christiania.
AGGERZEEN, the name of a species of large ante-

lope, mentioned by Pearce, in his Account ofhis Residence
in Abyssinia. Unfortunately he gives no account of its

form, nor description of its characters, and the only informa-

tion which he affords of its habits is, that it occasionally

mixes with the herds of domestic cattle which graze in the

vicinity of the forests, and that the natives esteem its flesh

for making brind, that is, meat cut into long slices of the

breadth and thickness of a man's hand, and dried in the

sun. This meagre account is insufficient to enable us to

identify the species ; but if, as we suppose, the aggerzeen of

Pearce be the same animal which Salt mentions in the

Appendix to his Second Journey, under the name,of agayen,
it would appear, according to the report of that traveller, to

be the koedoe of the Cape, the antelope Strepsiceros of natu-

ralists ; a species which inhabits moist, woody situations, and
to which the physical characters of the low parts of Abyssinia
are in all respects well adapted. We have not been able to

find the name in Lobo, Poncet, Bruce, or any other traveller.

(See Antxlopb, Strepsiceros.)

AGHRIM, a village in the county of Galway, in Ireland,

famous for the great victory obtained in its neighbourhood,

on the 12th of July, 1691, by the forces of King William,

commanded by General Ginkell, over those of King James,
commanded by General St Ruth. The latter were 25,000

strong, and very advantageously posted; the former

amounted only to 18,000, and had to march to the attack

through a bog, in which they sunk up to the middle. The
result was in a great measure owing to the circumstance of

General St. Ruth being killed by a cannon ball in the early

part of the action ; and the officer who took the command
having, through a jealousy which subsisted between them,

been left in ignorance of the dispositions of his superiors.

The attack of the English, however, was singularly bold in

conception, and the impetuosity with which it was com-

menced was sustained in a manner which has probably

never been surpassed. The victors, not satisfied with gain-

ing the battle, followed up their success with a terrible

slaughter of the defeated and flying enemy, whom they

pursued till night-fall : no fewer than 7000 are said to have

been destroyed. Only 450 prisoners were taken. The loss of

the English did not exceed 700 killed, and 1000 wounded.

All the enemy's baggage and ammunition fell into their

hands ; and the victory was followed by the immediate and

complete submission of Ireland. The accounts of this battle

mention an old castle of Aghrim, which was occupied by a

party of the Irish infantry. In Archdall's Monasticon Hi-

bernicum it is stated, that there was formerly here a priory

of canons regular of St. Augustine, which was said to have

been founded in the 13th century. Aghrim, which is a

vicarage, in the diocess of Clonfert, had, in 1806, a church

in good repair, with a glebe house, and above twenty acres

of glebe. [See Carlisle's Topographical Dictionary of Ire-

land, 1814.] It is in the barony of Clonmacow, and is

situated twenty-eight miles east from the town of Galway, and

seventy-five miles west from Dublin. The village is now

much decayed, There is another Aglirim in Wicklow,

(sometimes mistaken for that at which the battle took place,)
which is a market-town, situated on the banks of the Ovoca,
or Avoca, thirty-five miles from Dublin. There is also a
village named Aughrim in the county of Roscommon.
AGINCOURT, or AZINCOUR, a village in the depart-

ment of Pas de Calais, France, in the ancient province of
Artois, celebrated for a great victory obtained by the English
under Henry V., over a French army vastly superior in
numbers. Encouraged by the distracted condition of France,
where the imbecility of Charles VI. had allowed the quarrels
of the nobility to reach a great height, prompted by his own
ambition, and perhaps desirous of finding employment for

the turbulent spirits of his own court, the English monarch,
in 1415, conveyed over to Normandy (the hereditary posses-
sion at one time of his ancestors) a considerable army, and
having reduced the town of Harfleur near Havre, set out for

Calais. The siege of Harfleur occupied thirty-six days;
and the loss sustained by the English, principally by sick-
ness, during this period, was immense. Upon reaching
Abbeville and Amiens, Henry found the passes ofthe Somrae
guarded, and the bridges broken down ; but, having erected
a temporary bridge, at a place called Nesle, he passed his
army over, and, pursuing his route, came to an engagement
with his opponents on the 25th ofOctober in the year above-
mentioned. The disparity of forces was very great : the
English army, at the commencement of the invasion, con-
sisted of about 2500 men at arms, 4000 archers on foot and
as many on horseback, and other troops to the number of

1000; but the attendants of the men at arms and other
followers swelled the whole to about 30,000. The loss during
the siege, the garrison left to defend the conquest, the ra-

vages of disease (the dysentery), and the desertion of several,

reduced this force exceedingly. An ancient muster-roil, still

extant, gives 812 as the number of men at arms who were
with the king at Agincourt, and 3071 archers ; so that, al-

lowing two attendants to each man at arms, we have a total

of rather more than 5500. No ancient English writers

make the number more than 1 0,000 ; and two French wri-

ters, one of whom was with the English army, say it was
about 1 1,000 or 12,000. Other French writers make it 15,000,

18,000, or even 20,000. The accounts of the number on the

other side differ as widely, varying from 50,000 to 150,000.

The previous night was passed by the English near the

village of Maisoncelles, in preparing their weapons, confess-

ing themselves, and receiving the sacrament ; by the French,
who were posted a mile off, between Ruissauville and Agin-
court, in gaming and drinking. The descriptions of Shak-
speare, in which these circumstances are mentioned, are sup-

ported by the contemporary chroniclers. In the morning
the armies were formed. The English archers were posted

in front, supported by the main body under the king in per-

son, and flanked by the wings under the Duke of York and
Lord Camoys respectively. The baggage had been left

under a guard near Maisoncelles, and with it several priests

on horseback, who put up their prayers for the success of

their countrymen. The archers, to whom the victory was
mainly owing, wore little armour, but, in addition to their

bows, they had hatchets or swords hanging from their girdle

;

many were barefooted and had no hats, while others had
leather caps crossed with iron. Henry had, during the

march, ordered them to provide themselves with long stakes,

which they might plant before them to resist the charge of

cavalry.

The French were drawn up in three lines ; the first under
D'Aibret, Constable of France (who commanded in chief),

accompanied by many noblemen; the second under the

Duke of Alencon, the Duke of Bar, and others ; and the

third under Counts Marie, Dampmartin, &c. The ground,

being between two woods, was too narrow for them to avail

themselves usefully of their superior numbers ; and a heavy

rain which had fallen the night before, and the trampling of

the horses, who were kept moving all night by the pages,

had broken it up.

Henry, who had heard mass in the morning, addressed

his little army ; and after an unavailing negotiation (com-

menced by the French), Sir Thomas Erpingham, who had
drawn up the archers, threw up his truncheon, and gave the

signal for the attack. The volleys of arrows did fearful exe-

cution among the French, while the stakes of the archers

enabled them to repel the attack of some cavalry on their

flanks. They gave way, indeed, for a minute, to the charge

of the French line under the Constable, but, rallying, they

cast aside their bows, and made havoc with bill-hooks and

y*o.27. [THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.]
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hatchets. The French pressed on over the dead until they

were piled up almost to the height of a man, and then the

English mounted on the heaps, and slaughtered their ene-

mies, whose heavy armour and crowded array rendered them

almost incapahle of resistance. The first and second lines

of the French were routed, notwithstanding a brave attempt

of the Duke of Alencon to rally his forces. That nobleman

exchanged blows with the king himself, and was slain, as

were a vast number of knights and noblemen. The third

line fled, with the exception of their leaders and a few others,

who were either killed or taken : and, after a contest of three

hours, the victory remained with the English. During the

battle the baggage of the victors was plundered by some
peasants and a few men at arms ; and upon a report of this,

and of the rallying of the French rear, Henry ordered the

prisoners taken to be slain. This cruel order was, except

with respect to a few men of rank, complied with.

The loss of the respective armies is variously stated : that

of the French was probably 10,000, including the Constable,

three Dukes, five Counts, and ninety Barons. The victors

lost probably 1200, including the Duke of York, the Earl of

Suffolk, and one or two other persons of rank. Henry con-

tinued his march to Calais, which he reached on the 29th,

and from thence proceeded to Dover and London, which last

he entered, with great pomp, on the 23rd of November. The
immediate consequences of the battle were by no means im-

portant It was a useless display of valour, prompted by per-

sonal ambition. Upon such fearful scenes of carnage man-
kind will, one day, look with astonishment and shame, in-

stead of admiration. [See Nicolas s History of the Battle of
Agincourtt 1827.]

AGIO, a term generally used to denote the per oentage

difference existing between the values of the current and
standard monies of anv place. The metallic currency of

wealthy states generally consists of its own coin exclu-

sively, and it is in the power of the state to prevent the

degradation of that coin below the standard, so that no cal-

culations of agio, strictly so called, are rendered necessary.

In smaller states, the currency seldom entirely consists of

their own coin, but is made up of the dipt, worn, [and dimi-

nished coins of the neighbouring countries with which the

inhabitants have dealings. Under these circumstances,

banks were, at different times, established by the govern-

ments of Venice, Hamburg, Genoa, Amsterdam, &c., which,

under the guarantee of the state, should be at all times

bound to receive deposits and to make payments, accord-

ing to some standard value. The money, or obligations of

thesebanks being better than the fluctuating and deteriorated

currency of the country, bears a premium equivalent to the

deterioration, and this premium is called the agio of the

bank.
To facilitate his money dealings, every merchant trading

in a place where the deterioration of the currency is thus

remedied, must have an account with the bank for the puis

pose of paying the drafts of his foreign correspondents,

which drafts are always stipulated to be paid in bank or

standard money. The practice being thus universal, the

commercial money payments of the place are usually

managed without the employment of coin, by a simple

transfer in the books of the bank from the account of one
merchant to that of another. The practical convenience,

which this plan of making their payments affords to mer-
chants, who would otherwise be obliged, when discharging

obligations incurred in standard money, to undergo trouble-

some and expensive examinations of the various coins in

use, causes the money of the bank to bear a small premium
above its intrinsic superiority over the money in circulation,

so that the agio of the bank does not usually form an exact

measure of that superiority.

The term agio is also used to signify the rate of pre-

mium which is given, when a person having a claim which
he can legallyaemand in only one metal, elects to be paid

in another. Thus in France, silver is the only legal stan-

dard, and payments can be demanded only in silver coin, a
circumstance which is found to be so practically incon-

venient* that the receiver will frequently pay a small pre-

mium in order to obtain gold coin, which is more easily

transportable ; this premium is called the agio on gold.

AGIS. Four kings of Sparta have borne this name.
The first was the son of Eurysthenes, and grandson of Aris-

todemus, to whom Laconica was allotted after the Heracleid
invasion. Aristodemus had two sons, Eurysthenes and
Proclea • and this Agis was, therefore, tho second in one of

the series of that double race of kings, which reigned con-

jointly. No certain dates can be assigned to these early

times. The other kings bearing this name were of the race

of the Proclidae. (See Pausanias, iii. 2.)

AGIS II. the son of Archidamus, reigned from B.C. 427
or 426 to 397, and was actively engaged in the Peloponne-
sian war* In the fourteenth year of the Peloponnesian war,

the Lacedemonians endeavoured to recover their influence

in Peloponnesus, and marched out with all their force under
Agis. His generalship was so skilful, that the Argeian army,
against which his operations were directed, was completely

hemmed in, and exposed to great danger. Two Argeians
went privately to Agis, and pledged themselves to effect &
reconciliation between their country and Lacedfemon, if he
would grant a truce of four months. To this he consented
on his own authority. The order to retreat was heard with
astonishment by the army of Agis, and the Argeians, on
their part, were highly incensed against their countrymen
for having defrauded them of an opportunity, as they
thought, of destroying the enemy* The Lacedemonians
were loud in their displeasure against Agis for his retreat

He was called to account, and it was proposed to fine him,
and demolish his house ; but his humble demeanour and
earnest entreaty prevailed, and he was allowed to resume
the command, under the mortifying restriction of a super-

intending council. But he made amends, a short time after,

by defeating the Argeians, and their allies the Athenians,
in a great battle. [Thucydides, v.—Pausanias, iii. 8.]

In B.C. 42 1 , the Eleians had been involved in a dispute with
Sparta, which afterwards led to their taking a part in the war
just alluded to, as allies of the Argeians. Agis conducted
an army into Elis, which yielded him abundant spoil, since it

had usually been accounted sacred ground, as the scene of
the Olympic festival, and therefore exempted from the ra-

vages of war. The resort of strangers to the games also

brought a great accession of wealth. The city of Elis, as
neutral ground, was unfortified ; and Xenophon says, that

Agis was supposed rather to be unwilling than unable to

capture it • At the Biege and surrender of Athens, accom-
panied With the mortifying demolition of the long walls, and
the fortifications of Peiraeeus, Pausanias and Agis, the two
kings of Sparta, with the whole strength of the Feloponne-
sian allies, conducted the operations by land, while Lysander
blockaded the city with his fleet Agis was succeeded by
his brother Agesilaus. [See Aoesilaits.]
AGIS III., the son of another Archidamus, reigned from

a.c. 338 to 331 or 330. At the time of the battle of Issus,

(B.C. 333,) Agis was communicating with the Persian naval
commanders in the iEgean, to obtain supplies for the war
against the Macedonians. While Alexander was engaged
in his fourth campaign in Asia, (B.C. 331,) an action between
Agis and Antipater, whom Alexander had left governor of
Macedonia, took place in Peloponnesus. Authorities differ

as to the precise date of the battle : Plutarch ascribes it to
the year here mentioned ; Diodorus places it one year later.

The Lacedaemonians had formed the siege of Megalopolis,
which however held out till the arrival of Antipater to its

relief. A bloody battle was fought in which the Lacedae-
monians behaved with their accustomed gallantry, but were
overpowered by superior numbers. Agis, their king, fell

after this phalanx was broken, and with nim more than five

thousand three hundred of the Lacedaemonians and their

allies. After this defeat they sued for peace, and obtained
it : giving hostages that they would submit to Alexander**
decision on their fate. (Pausan. iii. 10. Arrian, ii. 13.)

AGIS IV., son of Eudamidas II. (n.c. 244). On his
accession to the throne, at the age of twenty, at a period
when the public manners had degenerated from their an-
cient severity, Agis undertook the task of restoring the insti-

tutions of Lycurgus. His system carried with it its best
recommendation, and the sure pledge of its sincerity, in
his own personal example. But unfortunately, both for
himself and his country, his colleague, Leonidas, had formed
his habits in the luxurious court of Seleucus, king of Syria,
The manners of the mass of the people, as well as of the
rich, had become tainted, and so wide as well as general
had been the departure from the original pattern of conduct,
that it seemed hopeless to attempt a general correction of
abuses. The privileged class, to whom the name of Spartans
was confined, was now reduced to seven hundred heads of
families, of whom not more than one hundred enjoyed
wealth ; such was the effect of the inequality introduced by
intercourse with strangers, and especially the Persians, and
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by the gains attendant on success in war. The oligarchy

was rich, haughty, and licentious ; the noor were oppressed

and burdened with oebc These considerations suggested

the immediate adoption ot measures, sanctioned by the

venerable authority of Lycurgus ; but the event proved the

hopelessness of reform, when the evils of corrupt govern-

ment had worked their way into the sentiments and habits

of the people. The two great features of the proposed re-

formation were, the renewal of the partition or the lands,

and the abolition of all debts ; the latter measure, which
must in all cases necessarily be one of injustice, throwB sus-

picion on the character of Agis, who otherwise might pass

for an honest reformer. But the rich and luxurious, as Plu-

tarch has it, shuddered atthe very name ofLycurgus, like run-

away slaves about to be led back to their masters. Agis also

proposed adopting as an act of the legislature, what Cinadon,
in the reign of Agesilaus, (see Agssilaus,) had attempted to

effectby conspiracy ; namely, to abolish the distinction between

Spartans and Lacedaemonians, retaining that between the

Lacedaemonians and the Pericaci, or people of the smaller

towns. These latter, however, were to be trained in the strict

discipline of Lycurgus, and to succeed to the privileges of

citizenship as vacancies occurred. In laying his proposals

before the senate, Agis recommended them most strongly

by the offer of the first personal sacrifice, in the contribu-

tion of his own lands and money to the common stock. His
mother and his kindred followed his example. The mul-
titude applauded : but Leonidas and the rich men opposed

the plan, and persuaded the senate to reject it : the question

was lost only by a majority of a single vote. To rid himself

of Leonidas, Agis contrived to get Lysander appointed one

of the ephori ; who forthwith accused Leonidas of having

violated the laws, by marrying a stranger, and residing for

a time in a foreign land ; two acts forbidden to the race of

Hercules. Leonidas could not venture to make bis appear-

ance : he was therefore deposed, and his crown devolved to

his son-in-law, Cleombrotus, who co-operated with Ajjis in his

measures of reform. On the expiration of Lysander s office,

a reaction took place. As the reformers now despaired of

succeeding by mUd means, Agis and Cleombrotus went to

the place of assembly, plucked the ephori, now of the anti-

reforming party, from their seats, and placed others in their

room. This violence was not followed up by personal injury.

The life of Leonidas, who had returned into the city during

the short triumph of his faction, was threatened ; but Agis

himself protected him from assassination, meditated against

him by Agesilaus, who was the uncle of Agis. The want
of sincerity in this unworthy relation of the reforming king

occasioned the failure of the scheme, when all its difficulties

seemed to have been nearly overcome. Agesilaus was
deeply involved in debt: he therefore persuaded the two

kings to burn all deeds, registers, and securities in the first

instance. When the division was proposed, he devised

repeated pretexts for delay. Before the first measure, owing

to these underhand practices, could be completed, the

Achseans, who were allies of Sparta, applied for assistance

against the ^Stolians, who threatened to lay waste the

country of Peloponnesus. Agis was, therefore, unavoidably

sent to command the army, and exhibited the same repub-

lican virtues in his military office, as in his civil administra-

tion. His popularity was deservedly great ; and it enabled

him, notwithstanding the licentious spirit of the times, to

preserve the strictness of ancient discipline. He now joined

his forces to those of Aratus, whose over-caution left no room

for enhancing the glory of the Lacedomonian soldiery : but

the conduct of the troops, and the rigid performance of every

duty en the part of their commander, impressed both the

allies and the enemy with respect for the commonwealth.

On the return of Agis, he found that a change had taken

place in the condition of his eountrv. The poor had been

disgusted by finding, that although Agesilaus was again one

of the ephori, the lands were not divided according to pro-

mise. Their anger was natural enough, but they directed

it unjustly and unwisely. They threw themselves into the

party of their own enemies, and suffered them to dethrone

Cleombrotus and restore Leonidas to power. The tide ofpo-

pular fcvour had turned against Agis, and he was compelled

to fly to sanctuary. Some treacherous friends entrapped him,

got possession of his person, and dragged him to prison.

Being questioned by the ephori, whether he did not repent

of having introduced innovations into the state ? he replied,

that in the face of death, he would not repent of so worthy

an enterprise. He was condemned, and executed with in-

decent haste ; the plea for this was, the danger of a rescue.
One of his executioners was moved to tears. Agis, observ-
ing this mark of feeling, said, « Lament me not; though I
suffer unjustly, I am happier than my murderers.' The
cruelty of the victorious party did not end here : his mother
and grandmother were strangled on his body. His reign
lasted only four years. His widow was forcibly taken out of
her house by Leonidas, and married against her will to his
son Cleomenes. Though a husband by compulsion, Cleo-
menes was attached to his wife, whose conversation inspired
him with the desire of accomplishing the projected reform.
[See Clsombnks.] (Plutarch's Life qfAgts.)
AGISTMENT. This word is taken from an old French

word gistert
* to lie down/ The original application of the

term will appear from the explanation of the legal meaning
of agistment. When the owner of land depastures the
cattle of another person at a certain rate per week or month
upon his ground, he is said to agist such cattle: and this
contract is so called because the stranger's cattle are per-
mitted agister, that is, to he down, or be domiciled in the
land appropriated to them.
AGNA'NO, a remarkable lake near Naples, not far from

the road leading to Pozzuoli and Bajse. Its bed is supposed
to have been formerly the crater of a volcano ; it is about
two miles round, and entirely surrounded by hills rising in
the form of an amphitheatre. Some antiquaries have started
the supposition, that this lake was originally the fish pond
of Lucullus' villa, that wealthy Roman having had a mag-
nificent residence in this neighbourhood. The banks of
Agnano present a striking scene of solitude; hardly any
habitation is to be seen on the slope of the hills ; the coun-
try is very unwholesome in summer, and the malaria is

increased by the practice of the country people steeping
large quantities of flax in the water of the lake. The pesti-
lent effluvia reach high up the hills, even to the convent
at the summit of Mount Camaldoli, from which there is

perhaps the finest view in all the neighbourhood of Naples.
Tradition says, there was formerly a town on the site of
Agnano, which was swallowed up in some earthquake, the
epoch of which is unknown. Near the banks of the lake
are the natural vapour-baths of San Germano, which are
beneficial in cases of rheumatism and gout. On the oppo-
site side is the famous Grotta del Cane, a small cave in the
rock from the ground of which a mephitic vapour issues,

which has the power of depriving a dog or other animal of
all sensation in a few minutes. There is no mention in the
ancient writers, either of Agnano or of the Grotta, only
Pliny the Elder says in his Natural History, that in the
country about Puteoli there were vents in the ground from
which deadly vapours arose. Traces of ruins of mosaio
pavements, and stoves for baths, are found scattered in the
neighbourhood. On the western side ef the lake rises the
volcanic hill of Astroni, the extinct crater of which, nearly
three miles in circumference, has been converted into a
royal park and preserve, planted with large trees, and
abounding in game of every description.

AGN ESI (Maria Gaetana) was born at Milan in 1718.
When very young, she distinguished herself by the acqui-
sition of various languages; she is said to have under-
stood Latin, Greek, Hebrew, French, German, and Spanish.
She then turned her attention to mathematics and philo-

sophy, and at the age of 19, wrote in defence of 191
theses which were published in 1738, under the title of
Propositiones Philosophies?. In 1748, she published her
celebrated work, Instituzioni Analitkhe ad uso dellaQio-
ventxi Italiana, in two volumes, 4to. The first volume con-
tains the elements of Algebra, with the application of
Algebra to Geometry; the second contains an excellent
treatise on the Differential and Integral Calculus. In 1 760,
her father, who was then a professor of the university of

Bologna, being HI* she obtained permission from the Pope
Benedict XIVTto supply his place. She ended her career,

but in what year we cannot ascertain, by retiring into a con-
vent, and taking the veil. She died in January, 1799,
aged 81.

The second volume of the Analytical Institutions was
translated into French by D'Antelmy, with additions by
Bossut, and pubUshed at Paris in 1775. The whole was
translated into English, and pubUshed at the expense of
Baron Maseres in 1801.
There is an cloge of Ajjnesi by Frist, translated into

French by M, Boulard, which we have not been able to

obtain.
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AGNOLO, BACCIO d, a Florentine, was at first a

wood-ei
i

graver, and afterwards an architect. He was born

in 1-biO, and had already acquired considerable reputation

in the practice of his earlier profession at Florence, when
he was attracted to the study of architecture, and went to

Rome to pursue it among the remains of antiquity there.

He appears, nevertheless, during his residence in Rome,
to have continued to employ himself in his art and business

as a wood-engraver, probably for the means of subsistence,

and his study or shop was frequented by the most eminent

men of taste and learning then in Rome. Among these

were Raffaelle, Michael Angelo, Simsovino, and the brothers

San gal lo.

On settling himself as an architect in Florence, Baccio

was engaged in several works of importance there, and ac-

quired notoriety of a disagreeable nature through deviations

from the ordinary practice of the time. He adorned the

windows of a mansion or paluzzu, (as the Italians term

the large town-house of a distinguished person,) in the Piazza

di Santa Trinita, with frontispieces, and put a frontispiece,

consisting of columns with a regular entablature, to the

porial, in the manner, indeed, which has been so commonly
practised ever since, and is at the present time in vogue,

hut which had been restricted to churches up to this time.

All the wits in Florence set upon poor Baccio, who was
lampooned and ridiculed in ever) possible way, for making,
as it was said, a palace into a church; indeed, he was
almost induced to retrace his steps, but being conscious

that he had done well, * he took heart and stood firmly. * It

was a novelty, and as the biographer of all the architects

says, 'like almost all other novelties, it was at the first

scorned and afterwards worshipped.' But the same writer

is somewhat severe on him for making, perhaps, too bold a

crowning cornice to the front of this identical edifice, saying,

that it looked like a boy with a huge hat on his head

!

Baccio had been engaged to complete the architec-

tural arrangements about the thoh'bate or drum of the

cupola of the metropolitan church of Santa Maria del Fiore,

which were left incomplete by Brunelleschi, and whose
design for that part was lost. Baccio was about to supply

what was wanting after his own invention, and had begun
to cut away the toothings left by Brunelleschi in the work
because they did not suit what he proposed to do. At this

juncture Michael Angelo happened to come to Florence

from Rome, and attacked him so violently on the unfitness

of his design, that Baccio was stopped, and in consequence
of subsequent disputes on the subject, the edifice, in that

particular, still remains incomplete.

Baccio dAgnolo died in 1543, being eighty-three years

of age, and left a son Giuliano, an engraver and architect,

who succeeded to the direction of his father's works. The
most esteemed of Baccio's productions are the villa Borghe-
sini, near Florence, and the campanile or bell-tower of the

church di Santo Spirito (a production of Brunelleschi s), in

Florence. By some writers, the great palazzo Salviati, in

the Transtiberine portion of Rome, is attributed to this ar-

chitect, hut it is more commonly referred to Nanni di Baccio
Bigio, a man of far inferior merit and reputation to Baccio
dAgnolo.
A'GONUS, in Ichthyology, a genus of Aeanthoptery-

gious fishes, first separated from the Cotti by Block, and
afterwards adopted, by Lacepede and Pallas, under the dif-

ferent names of Aspidophorus and Phalangistes. The
greater number of the species belonging to the genus
Agonus are found in the northern Pacific ocean, particu-

larly along the coast of Japan, and northwards as far as

Behring s Straits. They are all of diminutive size, never
exceeding nine or ten inches in length, and are no where
used as an article of human food. One species only, the

[A conus Acripenserinus.]

Pogge, (A. Europeans,) inhabits our own coast, as well as

the coasts of France, Holland, Iceland, and even Green-
land ; it is also found in the Baltic, but according to Baron
Cuvier, never in the Mediterranean, though Brunnich ex-
pressly atiirms the contrary.

The reader who desires a detailed description of the cha-
racters of this genus is referred to Schneider's edition of

Block's Sy&tema : the Spicj'lezia Zonhgtca of Pallas; an
excellent monograph of the genus by Tilesius, in the fourth

volume of the Memoirs of the Academy of Srienres of Peters-

burg, and more particularly, the Htstoire Saturelle ilcs

Pofssorts, of the late Baron Cuvier ami M. Yolenciennes.

AGOSTA, or AUGUSTA, is a sea-port town on the

south-east coast of Sicily in the Val di Nolo. The tow u

was built in the 13th century, by the Emperor Frederick the

Second, on alow peninsula. On its north side the peninsula

is connected with Sicily by a long narrow causeway, ha\mg
considerable salt ponds on each side. The harbour formed

by this projection is one of the safest and most sheltered in.

the island of Sicily. This town suffered from an earth

quake in the year 1003, by which it was nearly reduced

to ruins ; during the shock, the powder magazine in the

citadel exploded, and the light-house was thrown into the

sea. Various accounts agree in stating, that one-third part

of the inhabitants were crushed to death by the falling

buildings. The town has since been rebuilt on a regular

plan, and in order to mitigate the evils of any similar \ i^ita-

ti m in future, the houses are all made very low. The place is

slightly fortified on the land side, and is protected towards

the sea by three forts, built on as many small islands at the

entrance of the port. Agosta has never reco\cred the de-

cree of importance which it enjoyed previous to the earth-

quake. The knights oi' Malta, during the time of their

prosperity, had a considerable establishment and exteiisise

magazines at this port. The trade of Agosta is in wine,

(lax, olive-oil, salt, and sardines. The remarkable caves ot

Tim pa are in its vicinity. The town is situated eighteen
miles north of Syracuse in 37" 8' N. lat., and I j 8' K. loiiLr .

Population said to be about 15,000.

AGOUTI, (Das-yprncta, Uliger : Chlnromys, F. Cuvier.)

in Zoology, a genus of animals belonging to the class Mam-
malia and order Rodentia. The peculiar and appropriate

character of the Rodentia consists in having two long in-

cisors, or front teeth, in each jaw, with which they not only
mince and triturate the hard substances which serve them
for food, hut which they likewise apply to a great variety «.!"

other purposes, such as the formation of subterraneous bur-
rows, hollowing out artificial habitations in the trunks or

among the roots of trees, sometimes even cutting down very
large timber, as in the instance of the beaver, and generally
in gnawing and destroying whatever they happen to en-
counter. To enable them to perform these operations, the
incisor teeth, which, with these animals, are also the most
important organs of mastication, are shaped something like

a chisel. They are extremely sharp on the external
edge, and slope abruptly towards the internal, so that
the plane of the outer surface makes with the crown ot

the tooth a very acute angle. Neither is the enamel
or hard flinty principle of the teeth dispersed through the
body of these organs in waving irregular lines, as in the
molar teeth of all animals which feed upon vegetable sub-
stances, but it is here accumulated in a particular part, cover-
ing the external surface of the tooth like a thin crust, so
that the heart and inner edge, being composed of softer

substances, (viz., common bone or ivory,) wears much more
rapidly than the external surface, and thus continually pre-
serves the sharp-edged, chisel -shape of the tooth, so essen-
tial to the economy of the animals. Leading as they do a
peaceful, harmless life, and feeding principally upon vege-
table substances, the rodentia are destitute of canine teeth :

but in the number, form, and composition of their molar
teeth, as well as in the number, separation, and moveable-
ness of their toes, they present an almost infinite variety,
and it is upon these diilerenees that their generic characters
are principally founded.
Though zoologists have not succeeded in subdividing the

rodentia into natural families, distinguished by the same
definite and logical characters as have been developed in
some of the other orders of mammals, they admit of being
distributed into small natural groups, the component parts oi
which are very intimately allied among themselves. Among
these groups, certainly one of the most natural is that which
composes the genus Cavia of Linnams, at present di\ided
into five natural genera, differing equally in the conforma-
tion of their organs of mastication and of locomotion.
These are the capybara, (Hydrocheerus, Brisson,) the
pacas, (Cir/ogrnys, F. Carter,) the moco, {Kerodou. F. Cuv.)
the common cavies or guinea-pigs, (Curia, Cuv.) and the
agoutis, {Dasyproet(P and Chhromys of Naturalists.) Bo-
sides the large incisor or rodent teeth, the genera of thi*
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group have universally four molars in each side ofeach jaw,
destitute of real roots, and penetrated by lamina of enamel,
which assume various forms, snd appear marking the crowns
of the teeth with divers irregular figures. This character,
indeed, is not peculiar to the caviform rodentia, but is

equally apparent in the porcupines, couendous, and other
genera of the same order, but the number and form of the
toes is, as far as we are aware, altogether peculiar to the pre-
sent group. These are, four on the fore feet, and three on the
hind, a combination only found in one other mammal, the
tapir ; and so invariable and essential does this character
appear to be among the cavies, that the only instance in

which the general rule admits of exception, is the case of
the pacas, which have two small additional toes before and
one behind : the supernumerary toes are mere rudiments, of
no use in the functions of locomotion and prehension. Even
in the qualities of their hair, these animals agree with one
another, and differ from the generality of other rodentia ;

and their habits and economy are in most respects alike : the
hair is universally of a coarse, bristly quality ; they inhabit
the hotter Darts of South America and the West Indian
Islands, ana are most especially fond of low, marshy situa-

tions, and the banks of inland lakes, and rivers.

The most prominent zoological characters of the Agoutis
are found in the nature and conformation of the feet and
toes. The toes are provided with large powerful claws, and
yet the animals make no use of them in digging or burrow-
ing ; they are pretty long and perfectly separate from one
another, enabling them to hold their food between their

fore-paws, and in this manner to convey it to their mouth.
Like all other animals which are thus accustomed to use
the fore-paws as hands, they have a habit of sitting upright
upon their hind quarters to eat, aud frequently also assume
the same position when they would look around them, or
are surprised by any unusual sound or occurrence. Their
food is exclusively of a vegetable nature, and consists most
commonly of wild yams, potatoes, and other tuberous roots

in the islands of the different West India groups, they are
particularly destructive to the sugar-cane, of the roots of
which they are extremely fond. Tne planters employ every
artifice for destroying them, so that at present they have
become comparatively rare in the sugar islands, though on
the first settlement of the Antilles and Bahamas, they are

said to have swarmed in such countless multitudes, as to

have constituted the principal article of food for the Indians.

They were the largest quadrupeds indigenous in these islands

upon their first discovery. The same rule of geographical

distribution holds good generally in other cases ; viz., that

where groups of islands are detached at some distance from
the mainland of a particular continent, the smaller species

of inhabitants are usually found spread over both, whilst

the larger and more bulky are confined to the mainland
alone, and are never found to be indigenous in the small
insulated lands.

Though the Agoutis use their fore-paws as hands to hold

their food whilst they eat, yet their toes are nevertheless

rigid and inflexible, and their claws large, blunt and nearly

straight. They are consequently deprived of the power of

ascending trees ; and as they also do not construct burrows
they wander at large among the woods, sheltering them-
*eh'es beneath fallen timber, or in the hollow of some de-

cayed tree. Here they produce and nurture their young,
bringing forth, according to some accounts, three or four

times in the year ; according to others, never having more
than a single Utter in the same season, and even that con-

sisting of not more than two or three individuals. It is pro-

bable, however, from the amazing numbers of these animals

found in all the hotter parts of South America, notwith-

standing the destruction made among them by small car-

nivorous animals, as well as by the Indians, and likewise

from the close affinity which they bear to the hare and
rabbit of our own country, that the Agoutis are tolerably

prolific. The young are brought forth with the eyes closed,

as in the case of most of the rodentia and the carnivora : but

they are covered with hair, or rather small bristles, of the

same colour as the mother: they soon acquire the use of

their limbs and members, and learn to shift for themselves.

The hind legs of the Agoutis are considerably longer than

the fore, and their pace is tolerably rapid for a short distance.

But they seldom trust to speed of foot for their safety, but

seek for shelter and security in the first hollow tree, or

under the first rock they meet with. Here they allow them-

selves to be captured, without any ether complaint or resist-

ance, than the emission of a sharp plaintive note. The
head of the Agouti is large, the forehead and face convex;
the nose swollen and tuberous, the ears round, short, and
nearly naked, and the eyes large and black. The hair is
annulated in different degrees, with black, yellow, and green

;

it is generally coarse and bristly, like the weak spines of a
hedgehog, though in one species it approaches in fineness
to the fur of the rabbit ; the tail is most commonly a mere
naked stump or tubercle, which in the acouchy alone at-
tains any apparent length, and is covered with a few
short scattered hairs. The teeth are twenty in all ; namely
two incisors and eight molars, four on each side, in each
jaw. The latter are all nearly of the same size, oval in
figure, and with flat crowns, which exhibit the different con-
volutions of the enamel, as it penetrates the softer materials
of which the body of the tooth is composed. It is impossible
from mere description to convey an idea of the intricate
figures which these convolutions assume ; and we, therefore,
refer to the annexed figure, where a and b represent respec-
tively the upper and lower jaws, and the figures 1, 2, and 3,
the appearances of the teeth at different ages, or after dif-

ferent degrees of trituration : No. 3, representing the teeth
shortly after they begin to wear. No. 2, their intermediate
state, and No. 1, when very much worn. This system, it

a b

[Teeth of the Agouti, from Carier'i Dealt dt$ Mtarnm/hrn.)

will be observed, is exclusively adapted to a vegetable food

;

it is essentially formed for grinding and bruising, not for

cutting and tearing - the stomach and intestines, therefore,

which are always in harmony with the organs of mastica-
tion, are fitted only for the digestion of vegetable substances.

The flesh of these animals is white and tender; it is a
very common and favourite article of food in South America,
and is dressed like hare or rabbit There are four species

distinctly known, and one alluded to by M. F. Cuvier in his

treatise Des Dents des Mammiferes, but of which we have no
further knowledge nor description.

1. The common Agouti, (Dasyprocta Acutt.) sometimes
called the olive cavy, from the prevalent colour of its back
and shoulders, is the size of a middling hare, being one foot

eight inches in length, and about eleven or twelve inches
high at the croup. The head resembles that of the rabbit,

the nose is thick and swollen, the face arched, the upper
lip divided, the ears round and naked, the eyes large, the
upper jaw considerably longer than the lower, and the tail a
naked flesh-coloured stump. The hairs of the upper and
fore parts of the body are annulated with brown, yellow, and
black, which give the animal a speckled yellow and green
appearance on the neck, head, back, and sides; on the
croup, however, they are of a uniform golden yellow, much
longer than on any other part of the body, and directed

backwards ; the breast, belly, and inner face of the fore-

arms and thighs are light straw colour, and the moustaches
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and feet black. Tho general length of the hair on the upper

and anterior parts of the body is about an inch, that of the

croup is upwards of four inches long, and all. excepting the

short coarse fur of the legs and feet, and that on the breast

and belly, is of a still*, har.^h nature, partaking more of the

quality of bristles than of simple hair.

2. the black Agouti, {Dasyjn-orta CristntiO is rather im-

properly culled the crested agouti, by M.Geoil'roy St. llilaire,

in Guyana it is* more common, though less so than the

Agouti, and according to the report of De la Borde is there

called a rabbit, whilst the Agouti is denominated the hare.

It also inhabits the islands of St. Lucia and Grenada, h\es

in the woods like the Agoutis, but its llesh is said to be in-

sipid and dry.

[. The Mara or Patagonian Cavy (Dasijprocta Patarho-

nied) is an animal as yet but imperfectly known to na-

turalists, and seems, from many details of its description, to

Conn the connecting link between the present genus and the

Chinchillas and Lagostomys. It is considerably larger than

l he Agoutis, measuring two feet six. inches in length, arnl

one loot seven or eight inches high at the croup. The ears

also are essentially different, being three inches and a hnltri

length, erect and pointed; and this circumstance, toguibr

with the length and elevation of the legs, gives the man

[P.it iiroii'urt Cavy, from Lt-csou.]

more the appearance of a small stag or antelope, than of a

r ulent animal. The hair aUo is materially different fruiii that

oi* the Agoutis, and approaches in texture and quality to the

fine rich furs of the Bisehaco and Chinchilla. On the head,

shoulders, and back, it is greyish-fawn colour mottled with

white, darker on the loins and hips, and terminating in a

well defined curve over the croup, -within which the colour is

almost a jet black. All the under parts of the body are

white ; and this colour is separated from the greyish-fawn of

the back and sides by a yellowish band, which passes along

the Hanks as in certain antelopes and gazelles. Under the chin

and on the throat the colour is white, and there is a band of

the same colour, and of a semicircular form, situated between

the back and the hinder part of the thigh, above the groin,

and surrounding the dark colour of the croup. The male

and female are in all respects alike; the latter has tour

mamma;, and is said to bring forth but two young ones at a

litter, which she conceals in the warrens of the Bisehaco,

till they acquire strength to follow her abroad and learn to

shift for themselves.

This species inhabits the open plains and wilds of Pata-

gonia, as far south as the Straits of Magellan, where, accord-

ing to M. Less- hi, it is called Mara by the natives. It U

often mentioned as a hare in the voyages of Sir John Nar-

borough, Commodore Byron, and other navigators, who

found it in great plenty about Port Desire, on the eastern

coast, and to whom its l'lesh was a welcome and wholesome

substitute for t lie dried and salt provisions, which formerly

composed the only food of the sailor. The maras are said to

go in pairs, to keep entirely in the open pampas or plains;

they never form burrows, but couch in a lair by the side of

some plant or shrub, run with great velocity for a short

distance, but are easily fatigued. In the pampas, south of

Buenos Ayres, Azara informs us that they are pursued on

horseback, and killed with two heavy iron balls connected by

a long cord, which the natives are very expert in throwing

and seldom miss their aim.
AGRA, City. The capital city of the province of

Agra is situated on the south-west bank of the river

.Jumna, 27° VI" N. lat. and 77 5G' E. long. It was ori-

ginally an inconsiderable village, but in the bo^inning of

the sixteenth century was much enlarged by the Emperor

Sekunder Lody, who bestowed on it the rank of an imperial

city and made it the capital of hi* dominions, under the

name of Badulghur. Half a century later, the city was

further enlarged by the Emperor Akbar, who built here an

extensive palace, and again changed its name to Ak-

barahad. This city continued to be the seat of the Mmrul

government until the year 1G4 7, when Delhi was declared

the capital by the Emperor Shah Jehan, from which po-
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liod the decline of Agra may be dated. Shah Jehan,
during his residence at Akbarabad, built a most superb

mausoleum, as the cemetery of his favourite wife the Begum
Noor-Jehan, about three miles from the city. This build-

ing* which is called the tdge-mahal* or crown of edifices, is

composed of white marble, and is raised on an elevated

terrace of white and yellow marble. It contains a central

hail, within which are the tombs of the Begum and of Shah-
Jehan himself, and around this hall are several smaller

apartments and corridors. This mausoleum, the finest pro-

bably in the world, is said to have cost 760,000/. ; it is kept

by the British government in excellent order, together with

its beautiful garden of trees and flowering shrubs. In this

respect it contrasts favourably with the condition of the

city, which is, for the most part, in a ruinous state,—the

splendid palace of Akbar ' being used as warehouses,

armories, offices, and lodging-rooms for the garrison/

The houses in Agra are built of stone, and are very lofty,

while the streets are so narrow as scarcely to allow a carriage

In pass through them. The city contains many public

baths, caravansaries, and mosques.
Agra was taken, in 1784, by the Mahratta chief Madajee

Scindiah, and was retained by him until 1803, when it was
captured, after a siege, by the forces under Lord Lake. It

is now the seat of British government for the province.

The Hindoo inhabitants hold the city in great veneration,

ss the place of the avaidra, or incarnation of Vithnu, under
the name of Parasn Rama. Agra is one hundred and thirty

miles, travelling distance, from Delhi, and eight hundred
and thirty miles from Calcutta by way of Berbhoum.
AGRA, Pftovmc*, a soubah or province of Central

India, bounded, on the north, by Delhi ; on the south, by
llalwah ; on the east, by Oude and Allahabad ; and on the

west, by Ajmeer. It lies between 25° 35' and 28° 1 8' north

latitude. Its length is about 260, and its breadth about

180 miles, The province is divided into thirteen circars, or

districts, vis., Agra, Calpy, Kanage, Cowl, Gualior, IreJ,

Sanwan, Narwar, Mundlayer, Alvar, Tejareh, Narnoul, and
Sehar ; and these districts are subdivided into 203 pergun-
aahs, or hundreds, containing, together, 40 considerable

towns and about 340 villages. The chief towns and for*

tresses are Alvar, Bhurtpoor, Deeg, Mathura, or Muttra,

Etaweh, Gualior, Gohud, Calpy, and Narwar. In the

Intttfute* of Akbar, compiled by Abul Fazl, in 1582, it is

stated, that the revenue of the soubah of Agra amounted to

about 1,615,625/. sterling, and that it furnished 50,600

cavalry, 477,570 infantry, and 221 elephants. The chief

rivers of the province are the Ganges, the Jumna, and the

ChumbuL There are also some smaller streams
; yet the

country is but ill-supplied with water, and except in the

immediate neighbourhood of the rivers, the water required

for agricultural purposes must, in the dry season, be pro-

cured (torn wells. For this reason rice is but little culti-

vated. North of the Chumbul, the country is, for the most
part, flat and badly timbered ; but, on the other side of that

river, and towards the north-western quarter of the province,

the surface is somewhat hilly and more plentifully covered

with trees. The climate, during a part of the year, ap-

proaches to temperate, and in the winter months may
even be pronounced cold ; but during the prevalence of hot

winds, to which the whole of Central India is occasionally

liable, the heat is insupportably great, and the climate, in

consequence, unfavourable to European constitutions. These
winds are seldom of long continuance.

The soil is, in general, particularly well adapted for the

production of indtgo, the cultivation of which may be ex-

tended almost indefinitely * the same may be said of sugar

and cotton. The country between the Ganges and the

Jumna, called the Dou-ab, is the most fertile part of the

province, and furnishes all these articles for export.

There are but few mineral productions to be noticed in

the province. It is said that copper has been discovered,

but not under circumstances favourable to the working of

the mines. There are marble quarries in the vicinity of

Futtehpore. The breed of horses is superior to those of

Bengal, and the more southern and eastern provinces. A
good deal of coarse cloth is manufactured, principally for

home use, in several of the circars ; fine muslins and silks

were formerly made, but these branches of industry have

now much diminished.

Agra is not so thickly peopled as Bengal. It is said to

contain not more than 6,000,000 inhabitants. All the ter-

ritory which lies to the east of the Jumna, together with the

city of Agra and a small district round the same, an in the
immediate possession of the East India Company. The
country north of the Chumbul is held by rajahs or native
chiefs, in strict alliance with the British. South of that
river, the territory is mostly held by, or tributary to, the
Mahrattas. The natives are, for the most part, a hand-
some and robust race, and superior, in these respects, to the
Bengalese. They are composed of a mixture of Hindoos
and Mohammedans. Hindostannee is the language used
in common intercourse, but the Persian is the official

tongue, and is spoken by the higher class of Moham-
medans.
AGRAM, a fortified town on an eminence near the Save,

46° 49' N. lat., 16° 1' E. long. It is about 150 miles nearly
due south of Vienna. Agram is the chief town of Austrian
Croatia, and the residence of the Viceroy of Croatia and
Slavonia. The town consists of three parts, the upper, the
lower, and the part called Opatowina. It is the seat of a
bishop, has an academy, a grammar-school, and a convent
of Franciscans. Agrara carries on some trade along the
Save, which joins the Danube at Belgrade ; and is also the
great market fbr the sale of Hungarian wheat and tobacco,

and Bosnian pigs. The population is stated at above 17,000.

AGRARIAN LAW was the general title of any law
among the Romans which related to the ager publictts, or

public domain. As the subject of agrarian laws constitutes

perhaps the most important element in the history of the
Roman republic, and as an utter misconception of their ap-

plication has pervaded, till of late years, every work upon
the subject, especially the popular writings of Hooke, Fer-*

guson, &c, it seems desirable to place before the general
reader a brief account of those more correct views which have
been established by the researches of Heyne, Niebuhr, and
Savigny.

Ever since the revival of letters it has been a uni-

versal error to look upon the agrarian laws, with which
the names of the Gracchi and others were connected, as at-

tempts to limit the amount of landed property that any in-

dividual might hold ; and such an interference with private

rights would indeed afford strong ground for condemning
any statesman who could be the author of such a proposition;

and any state where such a proposition could be favourably

received. In the frenzy of the great French Revolution,

there were indeed political fanatics, who, following the
advice ofMacchiavelli and Montesquieu,were willing to enact

an agrarian law of this extravagant nature ; and so much
stress was laid upon the examples of Roman history, that

Heyne, in March 1793, availed himself of the opportunity

offered to him by the installation of a new prorector in the

University of Gbttingen, to address to that body a paper
entitled Leges agranee pestifertg et execrabiles, (see his

Opuscula, vol. iv. p. 351,) in which he successfully contended
that the laws so called among the Romans, instead of inter-

fering with private property, solely applied to the lands of

the public domain. Heeren and liegewisch carried the in-

quiry further ; but for the fullest and most satisfactory inves-

tigation of the whole subject we are indebted to Niebuhr and
his friend Savigny.
As the victorious arms of the Romans extended their

authority oirer one state of Italy after another, the right of

conquest gave them a title to the lands of the conquered

;

but, except in cases of strong provocation, as in the defection

of Capua in the second Punic war, it became the clemency
of the conquerors to restore a part of the territory to the un-
fortunate owners. Yet a portion would perhaps always be
reserved and added to the public domain. With regard to

the disposition of the territory so acquired, we will not go
buck to an earlier date than the Servian constitution, which
gave to the plebes or commonalty a share in the govern-

ment, though an inferior one, with the patricians. The dis-

position of the conquered land was then, we may perhaps
say, fourfold. Part was given in full property to religious

useB, and part was sold by the quaestors for the supply of the

treasury. The plebeians, who constituted the most important

part of the army, received assignments of fixed ana equal
portions in full ownership, never perhaps exceeding seven

jugers (i. e. between four and five acres) to each individual.

These lands were often given under the form of a colony, the

parent state sending a body of the citizens to occupy soma
conquered town, or to found a new one. In all cases the

boundaries of lands so assigned were marked out according to

the strict principles of Roman limitation, and placed under
the religious sanction of the augury. But a large portion of
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•the territory which fell into the hands of the conquerors in

the issue of a successful war must often have been in a state

of utter desolation, for devastation by fire and sword was a

constant and leading feature in ancient warfare ; and in a

country where the olive and the vine form an important

branch of agriculture, such desolation was not easily re-

paired. Thus large districts were unfit for distribution

among the plebeians, or for sale by the quaestors. Moreover,
much of the mountain land, and even of the unhealthy
plains in Italy, was, as it still is, adapted solely for pas-

turage, and therefore equally unfit for partition, though far

superior in immediate value. The disposition of this unap-
propriated land, which constituted the permanent public

domain, led to a singular mode of occupation. An edict was
issued, giving authority, most probably to the patricians

alone, to cultivate these lands, but with the full understand-

ing that the state reserved to itself the ownership, and might
at any time resume possession,—a right which was from time

to time exercised. Yet, thougb the occupants had no title

whatever as against the state, they appear to have been
protected against individuals by the interdicts of the protor,

and a branch of law entitled caussee possessionum. Under
this protection these lands often passed from father to son by
a species of permitted inheritance, or as dowries to daughters,

or were even transferred to other citizens by purchase ; and
in this way even plebeians, it would appear, might come into

the occupation of them. But, no matter through how many
hands the lands might pass, the tenure to the last occupier

was as precarious as to the first ; and, of course, this was
always taken into account in estimating the value. On the

other hand, the occupier was subject to certain restrictions

and payments. He could not legally hold, at least after the

Licinian law, more than 500 jugers (about 333 acres) of this

Eublic land ; on the public pastures he was limited to 1 00
ead of great, and 500 of small cattle; and he was bound to

employ a fixed number of freemen. Some of these restric-

tions indeed did not always exist, but it seems highly impro-

bable that some regulations of the kind should not have
existed from the very beginning, if only to protect one patri-

cian from another. But whatever doubt there may be on
this subject, the state was always entitled to the payment of

a tenth upon all grain, and a fifth on the olives and the

wine, besides some charge, we know not how determined,

for the use of the common pasture land. The technical

terms used with regard to these possessions were as follows

:

the lands themselves were called agri occupati, a. occupa-

torii, a. possessi, a. concessi, a. arcifinales, or generally pos-

sessiones. The holder or possessor was said to have the usus

of them ; and the payment he made to the state was the

fructus or vcctigal. Instead of collecting this branch of the

revenue directly, it was the practice to farm it out, which was
expressed by selling or letting the jus vectigalis oxfructus;
and in the same sense they used the phrase agrumfruendum
locare, or even more briefly, though somewhat ambiguously,
agrum locare.

It must be confessed, indeed, that in this view of the first

occupancy of the public domain, there is still something to

be cleared up ; for a mere edict, such as we have spoken of,

without qualification or restriction, would have been little

better than an invitation to a general scramble. Yet, how-
ever this may be, it is established incontrovertibly that the

possession was simply permissive. If the original occupancy

was founded in collusion, the case against the patricians will

only be the stronger.

In the various usurpations of the patrician body the re-

strictions enumerated above were little attended to. The
vectigal was rarely paid. While the plebeian was serving

in the army abroad, the portion of the public domain pos-

sessed by him—and this could only be through purchase

—

was violently or fraudulently seized by a powerful neighbour.

Large districts were monopolized by single holders. It was
by them found more profitable to cultivate the land by slaves

than by freemen, who were always liable and often called

upon to perform military service. Those who held the chief

power in the government conspired to deny the title of the

state to resume their possessions ; and even when new con-

quests added to the domain, the most desperate efforts were
made to resist all further assignments ofland to the plebeians,

that is, to the very veterans who had effected the conquests.

To redress these grievances, or rather to moderate them,
agrarian laws were from time to time brought forward ; but*

we repeat, these laws never interfered with private property.

The wealthy might hoJ4 land really their own to any

amount. The sole object which the reformers had before

them was to check usurpations of the public domain.
We cannot trace the subject historically through the whole

existence of the republic, but a few remarks may still be
useful. If we look at the birth, the station, the conduct, and
the character of the distinguished men whose names are
connected with the promulgation of agrarian laws, we
shall find little reason for considering them as demagogues.
Spurius Cassius indeed lived in a time when we can place
little reliance upon the truth of Roman history ; but he was
himself a patrician, he had thrice been consul, and had
thiice triumphed ; and though he was eventually tried and
executed for treason, the trial took place not before a plebeian
court, as is generally stated, but, as Niebuhr has established,

in the Comitia Curiata, where the patricians themselves,
whose usurpations he had contended against, were at once
his accusers and his judges. For understanding the true
character of Licinius Stolo, and the wisdom and justice of his
legislation, we will only refer to the forthcoming number of
Niebuhr s third volume. In the time of the Gracchi, it may
be thought by many that injustice and tyranny had obtained
a title by prescription ; but though there may be a question
about the policy of the reforms they were endeavouring to
introduce, no candid reader of Roman history can doubt the
purity of their intentions, or the baseness of the majority
among those who resisted them by revolution and assas-
sination. Except the presumed guilt of supporting these
agrarian laws, not even their enemies could find a blot in
the characters of the two sons of the virtuous Cornelia.
Velleius was no friend to democrats, but he says, speaking
of the elder Gracchus, Vir alioqui vita innocentissimus, in-
genioflorentissimus, proposito sanctissimus, tantis demquc
adornatusvirtutibus, quantas per/ecta et natura et industria
mortalis conditio recipit.—(* A man in other respects (t. e.

except in his opposition to the usurpations of the patricians)
as to his life most blameless, in ability most distinguished,
in principle most upright, in fine adorned with every virtue
in as high a degree as man can attain to, when the best gifts
of nature are improved by discipline.')—At the same time his
opponent Octavius, and his murderer the Pontifex Maximua,
Scipio Nasico, were actually offendersunderthe very lawwhich
Tiberius was endeavouring to enforce. On the other hand,
the consul Opimius, who headed his party in the premedi-
tated massacre of the younger Gracchus and three thousand
of his defenceless countrymen, and then erected a temple to
Concord, was afterwards convicted of sacrificing the interests
of his country for the gold ofJugurtha. For a full examina
tion of the agrarian laws of Rome, see Niebuhr's History,
translation by Hare and Thirlwall, vol. ii., pp.129

—

173;
and among the ancient writers, Appians Civil Wars, book i.

c 7

—

27; Plutarch's Lives of the Gracchi; Dionysius and
Livy ; Cicero's speech against Rullus, &c.
AGREEMENT, a mutual bargain, contract, or covenant.

In its most extended sense, it comprehends a large propor-
tion of the transactions of civilized man in the mutual inter-
course of society, and may even be said to form the basis oi
civil society itself. In a more limited sense, it gives rise to
those obligations which it is the object of all government to
enforce. The following is a short outline of the law of Eng-
land, in reference to the latter class of contracts : it may.
however, be noticed that, as it appears to be founded, for the
most part, on the obvious wants of society and the ordinary*
maxims of natural justice, its provisions will be found to
coincide, in their general features, with the laws of civilized
communities.

1. Assent is the essence of an agreement : hence the par-
ties to a legal and valid contract must be in a situation to
testify their free assent to it. Thus lunatics, infants, and
married women are, for obvious reasons, deemed incapable
of binding themselves by any engagement In some few
transactions of urgent necessity,— as in the purchase! for
example, of those articles which nature, or the conventional
usages of society, have rendered fit and necessary, the con-
tracts of the two former classes of persons are obligatory oa
them ; or, in the case of a married woman, on her husband.
In the same manner, fraud, intimidation, or other undue
advantage taken by the party who has attempted to secure
to himself a benefit by an agreement, will discharge tho
party who, from ignorance or the operation of external force,
has yielded an apparent assent to it.

2. The subject of agreement must not be tainted with
illegality ; for it would be evidently repugnant to common
sense that the law should be called upon to enforce perform,
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ance of any act which it has expressly forbidden, or which
contravenes its general policy.

3. An agreement, in order to secure the aid of the law in

carrying it into effect, must have certain Qualities mutually
beneficial to the parties, or must be entered into with certain

prescribed solemnities. Courts of justice cannot be called

upon to give effect to every idle or inconsiderate promise.

An agreement must either be contracted by a formal instru-

ment in writing, sealed and openly acknowledged by the

party who has bound himself by it, and which is technically

called a deed, or specialty contract ; or if contracted in a less

formal manner, by word or otherwise, it must appear that

the parties derive from it reciprocal benefit. This is the

meaning of lawyers when they affirm that a parole agree-

ment (t. e. an agreement not contained in a deed) cannot be
legally enforced, unless there be a sufficient consideration

to support it. Thus A. cannot found legal proceedings

against B., in respect of any promise made by B. to A., unless

by the terms of the original agreement A. was either to con-

fer some reciprocal advantage upon B., or was to put himself

to some specific disadvantage at B.'s request. Upon this

principle it is that, by our law, a promise to make a voluntary

gift can never be enforced ; but there is a continuing right,

in the party promising, to retract his promised donation,

until the gift is actually completed. An agreement, thus
defective for want of consideration, is called a ' nudum pac-
tum,*— a phrase borrowed from the Roman law, though used
in a sense somewhat different from that which it bears in

the Roman code.

4. Theform of agreements has in some cases been regu-
lated by positive law. The most remarkable instance is that

which was introduced by the Statute of Frauds, in the reign
of Charles II. ; by which it is enacted that contracts, in cer-

tain cases, shall not be available, unless there be some me-
morandum or note of them in writing, duly signed by the
parties to be charged, or their agents. Doubts have been
entertained on the efficacy of this provision in the prevention

of frauds; yet similar precautions have, we believe, been
adopted in other countries, and the legislature has, in our
own time, been induced to extend its application to cases

not within the scope of the original statute.

The rules respecting the construction of agreements ; the
various modes by which parties may be released from the
performance of them ; and the circumstances under which
they may excuse or justify non-performance, belong rather

to works exclusively adapted to .egal students than to a
sketch like the present.

With regard to the mode of enforcing agreements, the

law has provided two different remedies, to which the injured

party may resort, according to the nature of his case. He
may either seek a pecuniary compensation for the breach of

the agreement in the courts of common law ; or, in cases

where such compensation is inappropriate, he may obtain

from the courts of equity a decree that the party offending

shall perform his agreement specifically.

See further Blackstone's Comm.* b. ii., c. 30.—Fon-
blanque's Treatise ofEquity, vol. i.—Bacon's Abridgment, tit.

4 Agreement'
AGRICOLA (CNjEUS JULIUS) was born on the 13th

of June, in tho year 38 a. d., at Forum Julii, now Frejus, a

city at that period of considerable celebrity. (See Frkjus.)
The father of Agricola was Julius Gracinus, a writer of some
eminence on agriculture, and distinguished, as a senator,

both for his eloquence and his integrity. But his virtues

were the cause of his destruction. The emperor Caligula

being desirous to get rid of his father-in-law, M. Silanus,

called upon Gracinus to undertake the accusation which
was to be the pretext for his destruction. This disgrace

Gracinus refused to incur, and consequently he met with

the same fate as the unfortunate Silanus. Agricola was an

infant at the time of his father's death. His mother was
Julia Procilla, and thus on both sides Agricola was con-

nected with the Julian house. This fact, however, affords

no evidence of any connexion by blood; and it is most

probable that the name was originally obtained by the an-

cestors ofAgricola as freedmen ofJulius Csesar, or Augustus.

We find them at any rate connected with a colony, Forum
Julii, which appears to have been founded by the former,

for it existed in the time of Cicero ; and again the grand-

fathers of Agricola on both sides held the dignity of pro-

curator or chief fiscal officer in the provinces, which was

not uncommonly bestowed on the favourite freedmen of tho

Caesars. After receiving his education at Massilia, (Mar-

seilles,) the principal seat of learning in Gaul, he was sent

to Britain, where he served under the immediate eye of Sue-
tonius Paulinus, one of the ablest generals of Rome ; and his

service in this island included perhaps the most critical

period during the whole Roman occupancy, viz., the grand
insurrection under Boadicea (61 a. d.), when, availing her-

self of the absence of Suetonius in his attack upon the

sacred island of the Druids (Anglesey), she fell upon the

three chief settlements of the Romans—Camalodunum
(commonly supposed to be Maldon in Essex), St. Albans,
London, and massacred seventy thousand men ; for which
Suetonius soon after exacted ample vengeance. In 62 he
returned to Rome, where he married Domitia Decidiana, a
lady belonging to one of the first families. He was now
elected quaestor, and received Asia for his province, the

wealth of which too often tempted the cupidity of Roman
officers : and, on the present occasion, the Proconsul
Salvius Titianus (a brother of the future emperor Otho)
would willingly have made a compromise with his quaestor

for mutual impunity; but Agricola did not yield to the

temptation. During the latter part of Nero's reign dis-

tinction was dangerous, and Agricola, well knowing the
jealousy of the emperor, endeavoured—even when holding
the offices of tribune and prator—to avoid all appearance
of ostentation and ambition. On the accession of Galba
(68) he was selected as a commissioner to examine the state

of the treasures belonging to the temples, and to restore to

them whatever had been taken away; for under Nero the

valuable gifts consecrated in the temples had been repeat-

edly seized to fill the empty coffers of the prince. How far

Agricola was engaged in the civil contests which ensued
between Otho and vitellius does not appear. At the outset

of this war his mother was murdered by a detachment from
Otho's fleet which landed in Liguria, and ravaged the pro-

perty of the family near Intemelium (Vintimiglia). As
Agricola was hastening to pay the last offices to his mother,

he learned that Vespasian had been proclaimed by the

legions in the east. He instantly declared in his favour,

and was soon rewarded by the command of the twentieth

legion in Britain. On his return to Rome (about 73) he
was enrolled by the emperor among the patricians, and
soon after appointed governor of Aquitania, a province

which, since the distribution of the empire made by Au-
gustus, included all the south-western part of Gallia, from
the Pyrenees to the Loire. This appointment he held for

nearly three years, and his successful administration of this

peaceable province proved him to possess abilities beyond
those of a mere soldier. He was recalled to receive the

still higher honour of the consulship. His daughter, born

during his quffistorship in Asia, was now betrothed to the

celebrated historian, C. Cornelius Tacitus, and the next

year she was given to him in marriage. Agricola, at the

expiration of his consulship, was appointed governor in

chief of the island where he had already twice served in an
inferior capacity. He proceeded thither about the year 78,

but the date cannot be fixed with any certainty. During
his last absence from Britain the command had been in

the hands of Petilius Cerialis and Julius Frontinus, the

former of whom had subdued a part of the territory of the

Bripantes (Yorkshire, Lancashire, &c), and the laUcr had
entirely reduced the Silures in South Wales. Agricola

passed seven or perhaps eight summers in Britain : in the

first of which he added North Wales and the sacred island

of Anglesey to the Roman province. By the end of the

fourth campaign, the whole island south of the Clyde and
the Forth was secured to the Romans by a line of forts

running from the one actuary to the other. Ever)* summer
extended the dominion of the Roman arms, but it was only

in the last year of his government that he entirely broke the

spirit of the Britons, by the defeat of Galgacus on the

Grampian hills. At the close of this campaign, a Roman
fleet, for the first time, sailed round the island, as if to mark
the extended boundary of the Roman empire. The splendid

successes of Agricola were, however, unpalatable to the sus-

picious Domitian, who could not fail to observe how ready

the people would be to contrast them with his own pretended

victories over the Germans. Apricola was honourably

recalled, under the pretext of being sent as governor to

Syria. By order of Domitian he entered Rome at night,

and after a cold reception by the emperor he quietly

retired into private life. When his consular rank a few

years after entitled him to the proconsulship of Asia or

Africa, he wisely declined an appointment which had been
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fetal to the previous possessor. He died on the 1st of

Beb'terhber, a. n. $3, in the iftfly-sixth vear cf his age, not
Without some knsoicfoh of poison, flis property was left

between his wife Domitia, his only child, (married, as we
have already said to Tacitus,) and the emperor Domitian.
The latter "appeared highly pleased at this mark of esteem,
but, as the historian observes, a good father never bequeaths
his pronertV to a good prince. All that we know of Agri-
cola, with the exception of a single chapter in Xiphilin
(6*6. 20) wnich is very inaccurate, is from the pen of Tacitus.

AGfuCOtA (ftODOLPttUS), one ofthe most learned

and remarkable men of the fifteenth century, was born at a
village, variously written fcafflon, Baffeln, Baftien, Baffel, or

batHo, two or three miles from Groningen in Fricsland,

about tne end of August 1443, not in 1442 as often stated

(see the inscription oh his tombstone as given in M. Adam's
Apograph. Monumeht. Haidelburgens. p. 11). In a short

notice of Agricola by M. Guizot, in the Biographie Univer-

telle* ft is Said, hut We do not know upon what authority,

tofat his name was properly Huesmann. His first master
is alstt there said to have been the famous Thomas a
Ketripfe. After distinguishing himself at school, he pro-

ceeded to the college Of Louvain, Where he remained till he
took his 'degree of M. A. He was then solicited to accept a
professorship in that college ; but he declined an office which
would have prevented him from visiting the chief seats of

teaming in oVhet countries. According to a custom com-
mon witn the students Of that age, he set out on his travels

and came to tarns. After remaining here for some time,

he proceeded to Italy, and arrived at Ferrara in 1476, where
he resided during that and the following year, and attended
the prelecti6ns of Theodore Gara oh the Greek language.
Ho also extended his own reputation by givinga similar

course on the language and literature of Rome. The favour

of the duke, Hercules D Este, and the admiration of the
most famous scholars of Italy were liberally bestowed upon
the accomplished foreigner, who used to contend, we are

told, in araicaote rivalry with the younger Guarino in

writing Latin prose, and with the Strozzrs in Verse. After
visrtihg Rome and some of the other cities of Italy, he left

that country, probably in 1479. On his return to Holland
he appears to nave occupied a chair for a short time in the
university of ^Groningen, and he was also chosen a syndic of
that city, In which capacity he spent about half a year at the
court or tli2 emperor Maximilian I. In the year 1482 he
removed to Heidelberg on the invitation of Joannes Dal-
burjrius, the bishop of Worms, whom he had taught Greek,
and by whom he was appointed to one of the professorships

in the university of Heidelberg. The remainder of his life

seems to have been spent partly at Heidelberg and partly

at Worms, where he lodged in the house of his friend the
bishop. At the request of the Elector Palatine, who
greatly delighted in his conversation, he composed a course
of lectures on ancient history, which he delivered at Heidel-
berg, the Elector beingone of his auditors. He also after

coming to reside in the Palatinate, commenced the study of
the Hebrew tongue, under the tuition of a converted Jew,
whom his friend the "bishop kept in his house for that pur-
pose. In this new study Agricola had mode great progress,

when a sudden attack of illness carried him off at Heidel-
berg, on the 28th of October, 1485, at the early age of forty-

two. There was certainly no literary name out of Italy so

celebrated as that of Agricola during his age ; and, if we
except Politian and Mirandola, perhaps not even Italy

could produce a scholar equal to him. The most eminent
cultivators of classical learning in the next age have united
in placing Agricola among the first of his contemporaries.
We need only mention Cardinal Bernbo, Ludovico Vives,
the elder Scanger, and, above all, Erasmus. Agricola in-

deed may be regarded as the immediate forerunner of the
last great writer, and in tome degree as the model on which
he was fortfled. Agricola, in the same manner as Erasmus,
appears to Wve cleariy diScempd many of the ecclesi-

astical abuses of tils time, and to have anticipated the revo-
lution m the opinions of men that was at hand, although he
refrained from doing 'anything to urge on the crisis. If
Agricola did iiik write Latin with all the exactness of Eras-
tnuS, his compositions are not less distinguished by a na-
tural ea& and perspicuity of style, and often by an eloquence
which is altogether classic in spirit at least, if not in form.
Erasmus has himself told Us that in beauty of diction he
placed hfm oil a level with Politian, and in majesty before
him. Besides his skill in ttneient learning, Agricola was a 1

skilful practitioner of the arts bf music and painting. Hte
collected works were published, as it fc Commonly stated,

in two volumes 4to. at Cologne, In i5$9, under the title of

#. Agricolae Litcubratiortes Afiqttot, &<?. According to Ces-
ner's Bibftothech Universalis, and tne BibHothecb Belgica

of Foppens, the principal contents of this collection arc his

three books De Inventiohe Dialectics, some letters, oration*,

and poems, and some translations rroYnAphthohitts, Luciari,

Isocrates, and other Greek authors, it does not appear to

contain, as commohlV stated, his abridgment t>f Universal

History. The work De Invehtfone Dialectica is the most
celebrated of Agricola's performances. It has been re-

peatedly printed with ample Scholia; in 1534 a compen-
dium of it, by Joannes Visorius, appeared at Paris ; and an
Italian translation of it waS publftnied in 4to. at Venice, in

1567, by Oratio Toscanella. It is considered to have been
one of tne earliest treatises which attempted to change the
scholastic philosophy of the day. Morhof speaks of it as
having anticipated m several respects the Logic of Peter
Ramus. In the injunctions given by Henry vlll. to the
University of Cambridge, in 1535, the Dialectics of Agricola
and the genuine Logic of Aristotle are ordered to be taught
instead of the works of Scotus and Barlceus ; and in the
statutes of Trinity College, Oxford, founded some years la/er,

we find a similar recommendation. Besides the works al-

ready mentioned, the following authorities may he referred

to for further information respecting Agricola; Bayle, Dic-
tionnaire ; ftaillet, Jugemens des Savons ; Vita Germano-
rum Phitosophorum, a Melchiori Adamo;

—

Vie d 'Erasrne,

par Burijrny, Paris, 1757, vol. L, p. 17; Vita R. Agricola*,

autore Ger. GeldcnhaurioNoviomago.in Vxrorum eruditivne

et dfjetrina illustrium vitis, Francfort, 1536, p. 83, &c. See
also an interesting letter on the habits and character of
Agricola, from Melancthon, dated Frankfort, ?8 March, 1 539,
in the edition of Agricolas works published at Cologne.
AGRICULTURE. The important subject of the culti-

vation of the earth may be conveniently regarded in throe
distinct points of view, namely, practically, historically, and
politically.

Ifwe were to attempt, as is done in several Cyclopedias,
to give a connected account of the practice, the nistory,

and the statistics of Agriculture, many Numbers of this

publication would be insufficient even for a slight skcU-Y
We shall, therefore, only point out here some of the largeY
divisions in which the subject will be arranged.

1. The Practice will be found principally under the head*
Arable Land, Draining, Farm, Gra*s Land, Lit*
Stock, Orchards, Woods.

2. The History win be treated 'under fee head Btm-r%ft
Husbandry, which will include to, comparative account *>t

the progress of other nations,

3. The Statistics and Political Economy wiH chie?ly 'be

embraced under the heads Corn-Laws, Attack A i.t.ot-

mknts, Food of Labourers, French Ecoftotoiifs, Mar-
kets, Poor-Laws, Rent, Titles.
AGTttGENTUM, now called GirgcYirl, a Sicilian cfty,

distinimmied hy the tnagniflcencc and gigantic size of itJt

ruins, which bear certain testimony that the stories related of
its extraordinary wealth in old times are not entirely without
foundation. It was called by the Greeks AcragaS, and Wy
the Romans Agrigentum. It & situated on the southern
coast of Sicily, about two and a half tnites from 'the sea,
37° 1 7' N. lat. 13° 28' E. long, and was a colony from Gela,
another city lymgon the same coast, to the eastward, founded
about Ol. 50,* b.c. 580. We first hear of it in connexion with
the well-known name of Phalaris, tyrant of Agrigentum,
of whom many improbable stories are told. The miration
of hi3 power, variously stated by ancient authors, 1s placed
by Dr. Bentley from Ol. 53, 4, to Ol. &7, 3 (b.c. 565 'fo 550).
It seems that he was a prince of considerable ability, who,
having made himself master of the tfate, like Pfcrfstraftte 6*
Dionysius, was called tyrant, a word having in itself no ^reu-

nification of crttelty, but merely expressing the as^unYptidh
of unconstitutional or absolute pdWeY. He was destroyed irt

a popular tumult, by a general attack tif the jteople, (Cic.Off.
ii. 7,) and aftet his death a deinocratical government was
established for about sixty years, dtrritrg Which we 'ftfld {ft

extant history no mention of AgrigerrWrh.
Anterior to the year 480, we imd Thertm rutfttg 'flfe city,

with the title of prince, (Swdenip, btod. xO Vrtowh by two
odes of Pindar, composed in bdnotfr of Victories gained W
his chariots in the Olympic games. Theroft was RThrTd and
popular ruler. He reduced H<meA» *a town on {he northern
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coast of Sicily, the tyrant of which, Teriilus, sought help at

Carthage, and gave occasion to the first important attempt
of that city to extend its dominions in Sicily. A large army
of Carthaginians passed over, and besieged Hiraera, but was
defeated with great slaughter by the combined force of

Agrigentum and Syracuse. A vast number of prisoners

were taken and made slaves on this occasion, insomuch that

it is stated, probably with some exaggeration,, that 400 fell

to the share of many individual citizens, and yet the greatest

part were retained for the public use, and employed in those

stupendous buildings, of which we still admire the remains.

Theron died Ol. 77
', 1, B.C. 472, and Xhrasydseus, his son, a

man of licentious and cruel temper, succeeded. He pro-

voked a war with Syracuse, in which he was defeated, and
his power probably being shaken, he was expelled by the
Agrigentines, who again established a democracy.
When the Athenians invaded Sicily in the Peloponnesian

war, Agrigentum remained neuter. We find few notices

of it again till b c. 4 08. At that time the city flourished,

according to Diodorus, in wealth and luxury, such as no
other state but Rome itself had exhibited. Of the means
by which such wealth was acquired, we know nothing, ex-

cept that extraordinary fertility is ascribed to the soil, and
that the resort of foreigners makes it likely that it was a
great commercial depot. The number of cilizens is stated

by Diodorus (xiii.) at 20,000, and of foreigners settled

there I 8<>,0o0 more, a number probably much exaggerated.

In m.c. 4»6, this prosperous city was again attacked by Car-
thage. The residents were supported by a body of Italian

mercenaries, commanded by a Lacedaemonian, Dexippus

;

and a powerful diversion was made from without by Syra-
cuse, nut civil discord and insubordination rendered fruitless

a resistance, which for some time was spirited, and might
have been successful. The Carthaginians completed lines

of circumvallation ; and when the place was reduced to ex-

tremity by hunger, the bulk of the citizens passed the ene-
mies' hnes in a winter night, and reached Gela in safety.

The town was preserved by Hamilcar or Imilcon, the Car-
thaginian general, for winter quarters, but razed in the fol-

lowing spring: the pictures, statues, and most valuable
spoil was taken to Carthage, the rest sold. The vacant
town and territory of Leontini was given by the Syracusans
to the fugitives.

^oaioiprruif, from Caj>L Smyth.

Of the subsequent history of Agrigentum only scattered

notices remain. It is said, by Plutarch, to have been re-

built by Timoleon, whioh must have been between the years

B.C. 344 and 337. We find it stated, indeed, that the Agri-

gentines united with Diouysius the elder, when he declare*}.

war against Carthage, Ol. 95, 4. B.C. 397 : but this may,
perhaps, refer only to the Agrigentines established in Leori-

tini. Ol. 1 17, 4. B.C. 309, they made an attempt to recover
their ancient power in Sicily, and for a time seemed to
prosper, but desisted from the attempt in the second year, in

consequence of experiencing a defeat from the Syracusans.
The prosperity of the city at a somewhat later period is ren-

dered probable by a statement in Diodorus, (xxii. eel. 14,)

that Pyrrhus received from the Agrigentines 18,000 foot and
800 horse ' equal to the Epirot troops,' when they admitted
him into their city, about b.c. 280. In the 6rst Punic war
the state adhered to Carthage. During the struggle in Sicily

between the Carthaginians and Romans, it was taken, re-

taken, and taken again ; and suffered very severely in all

these changes. Lit lie more is known of its history, and there
would be no profit in attempting to combine the scattered

notices of a city which never again filled an important part.

For an account of the modern town, see Gikcjknti.
The situation of Agrigentum is said by Mr. Wilkins to

be one of the most beautiful in Sicily. * At the foot of the
high mountains which bound the plains of the Acragas, a
low ridge of hills extends from east to west The southern
side gently slopes towards the river, while the northern and
western sides fall much more steeply towards the Hypsa,
which still Hows, though with a current much diminished.'

(Magna Grcecia.)

The most remarkable objects mentioned by Diodorus in

his account of the town, (Book xiii. c. 8'2.) are the temple of
Jupiter Olympius; and an artificial lake, seven stadia, or

near a mile in circumference, and twenty cubits, or thirty

feet deep, fed constantly by running streams, well stocked
with fis»h, which were eaten at the public entertainments : the
pond was also a favourite haunt of swans. This, before

the time of the historian, was filled with mud, in conse
quence of neglect, and turned into orchard or garden ground,

which afforded a considerable revenue to the town. He
also mentions the tomb of Theron as a considerable work.

The temple of Jupiter is said by Diodorus to have been
the largest in the island : indeed, except the temple of

Ephesus, it was the largest Grecian building applied to

sacred purposes. Its dimensions, as given by him, are

—

height, exclusive of the platform, 120 feet; length 34U;
breadth 60. It was of the Doric order, but apteral, that is,

it had no external portico, the interval between the columns
being filled up by wall. This deviation from the general

practice arose probably from the impossibility of finding

stones large enough to serve as epistyles ; for the distance

from centre to centre of the columns being 30 feet, a series

of masses of stone of that length, and ofcorresponding depth
and thickness, would have been required, had not the su-

perincuml>ent entablature been sustained by a continued

wall. As it is, many blocks of the entablature weigh eight

tons and upwards. The columns are engaged, that is, little

more than half their mass projects from the wall. The cir

cumference of the external and visible part is '20 feet, the

diameter, as given by Mr. Cockerill, 13. Their proportions

cannot be exactly ascertained ; they are conjectured by Mr.
Cockerill, from other examples at Agrigentum, to have been
4$ diameters in height. The echinus of each (that is, the

swelling part of the capital) was formed by two stones, each a
quarter of the whole capital, had the pillar been disengaged.

Two of them at least remain, each weighing (by computation

we presume) 2
1
J tons. These enormous masses were raised

to tne height of 70 feet from the ground. To Jhe inside of
the building, as Diodorus expresses it, they are square,

and 12 teet in diameter, that is, there is a series of pilaster^

within, 1 .' feet broad, corresponding in position with the ex-

ternal columns. The columns were built in courses, of
masonry, not single blocks, so that in fact they formed an
integral part of the wall. The tiutings are said by Dio-
dorus, and the account is verified by recent travellers^ to be
wide enough to contain a nrm in their hollow, as in a niche.

When the town was first taken by the Carthaginians, thq

temple was completed except the roof, and this deficiency

was never supplied. In the eastern pediment was sculp-

tured the war of the Giants : in the western, the siege of
Troy. Within, the temple was divided into what we may
call a nave and two aisles ; and it may assist the reader's

comprehension to state, that according to Mr. Cockerill 8

measurements, (whose description of the temple, in the 4th

vol. of Stuarts Athens, is the latest and best,) the height of

the nave was 18 feet more than that of the nave of St
Paul's, and it3 breadth 2 ft 2 in. greater. The walls of thf

2F2
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interior were strengthened by massive pilasters, supporting

an entablature upon which stood a row of Atlantes, as the

Greeks called male figures when thus applied. These co-

lossal figures were about 25 feet high, and supported an

upper entablature, which rose about 1 1 u feet above the floor

of the temple. Fragments enough to restore one of these

giants were collected by Mr. Cockerill. The width of the

chest is more than 6 feet, the head is 3 ft. 1 1 in. high, and

3 ft. wide. The style of sculpture approaches that of the

iEginetan marbles: the giants must, however, be consi-

derably later in date. Fazellus says, that * one part con-

nected with three giants and some columns was long standing,

but fell, December 9, 1301, and the common people still call

the spot the Palace of the Giants/

A thin coating of plaster, resembling the finest marble,

covered the whole building. The breadth, as given by Dio-

dorus, is clearly wrong, unless we suppose him to mean the

cell, or nave of the building, in which case he is not very

far from the true dimensions as ascertained by measure-

ment. We may here remark, that some modern works give

the height, as stated by Diodorus, at 220 feet Wesseling,

however, reads 120, and the other is so glaringly out of pro-

portion, that there can be no doubt which is right. The di-

mensions, given in English feet by Mr. Cockerill, are

—

ft. In.

Extreme length of basement 369 5

breadth 182 8

of cell 68 6

temple within the walls . . 142 6

Height of podium or basement . .96
From the basement to the top of the capitals 6 1 6

Entablature 25 6

Tympanum 23 6

Total height 120

Of this splendi4 building, with the exception of the base-

ment, scarce one stone remains above another. Traces of

the walls, however, have been discovered by excavation,

enough to enable the skilful architect to determine the

ground-plan with accuracy. Not a single column remains
standing, but two capitals are still visible on the ground,

—

one with a portion of the entablature attached,—which excite

the wonder of the visiter by their gigantic size.

We have described at length this the most remarkable of

the Agrigentine ruins in size and construction : of the

others, we must speak very briefly—they differ little from
other Greek remains. At the south-east angle of the ancient

city, stood the remains of a temple formerly dedicated to

Juno Lucina. Further to the west, stands the temple of

Concord, in better preservation, owing to its having been
converted into a Christian church. More recently it was
restored according to the original design, by the late king of
Naples. The portico is perfect, and the columns in good
preservation. Both these temples are of the Doric order,

and nearly of the same size and plan. Both are peripteral,

or surrounded by a portico, consisting in each of six columns
in front and thirteen on the side, and their dimensions are

about the same—length 124 feet, breadth 54. They are

situated on the immediate edge of an abrupt rock, and form
most striking objects from the plain below. A good view
of them and the surrounding scenery is to be seen in Mr.
Wilkins' Magna Greecia. Of the temple of Hercules but
one pillar remains ; of that of ^Esculapius, only three. The
area of the fish-pond is still visible ; it is now a garden, as in

the time of Diodorus. The form is traceable, and the di-

mensions seem to be larger than those given by the his-

torian. Other remains of antiquity exist, and among them,
one is said to be the tomb of Theron ; but there is nothing
further to call for particular description.

Many stories of the extraordinary wealth and profuseness
of the Agrigentines are told, which are not without interest;

they may be summed up in the pithy observation of Empe-
docles, himself a native of the city, that ' the Agrigentines
built as if they were to live for ever, and feasted as if they
were to die on the morrow/
AGRIMO'NIA is the name of a plant of the rose-tribe, to

which the English give the name of herb agrimony. It is

known from all the other genera of the same tribe by its

having only two or three pistilla enclosed in the deep tube
of its calyx, from seven to twenty stamens, and small-
notched petals.

The common species, Agrimonta eupatorta, is an erect,
hairy, herbaceous plant, frequent by the sides of hedges in
fields, on the skirts of woods, and in similar situations all

[Agrimonia Eupatoria.]

over England. Its lower leaves are interruptedly-pinnated,

with the leaflets of an oval form, and coarsely serrated.

When bruised, they yield a slight, but pleasant aromatic
odour. The stem is nearly simple, and a foot and half or

two feet high. The flowers, which are small and yellow,

are succeeded by little bur-like fruits.

The leaves, which are astringent and aromatic, have been
found useful in the preparation of fever-drinks, and for the
cure of slight inflammation in the mouth or throat ; on this

account agrimony is always reckoned one of our wild medi-
cinal plants, and is often employed as an ingredient in herb
teas.

AGRIOPES (Agriopus, Cuv.), in ichthyology, a genus
of acanthoptcrygious fishes, belonging to the family which
M. Cuvier denominates Joues Cuirasses, and which are dis-

tinguished from other families of the same order, by having
the suborbital plates extending backwards over the cheeks,
so as to cover either the whole or the greater part of them,
and thus defending them, as it were, with a buckler or
cuirass. But what particularly distinguishes the Agriopes
from most other genera of fishes, is that they have only nine
rays in the pectoral fins, a number very rarely found in
this class of animals. Three species are enumerated by
MM. Cuvier and Volenciennes.

1. The Agriopus Tortms. This fish inhabits Table Bay
and the seas around the Cape of Good Hope, where it is

called by the Dutch colonists Zee-paard, or Sea Hor3e.
This fish exceeds two feet in length, and is common in the
markets of Cape Town.

2. The Warty Agriope, (A. verrucosus,) is so called from
having the skin of the head and body entirely covered with
prominent conical tubercles, surrounded at the base with
small papillae. It grows to the same size, and inhabits the
same localities, as the preceding species.

3. The Agriopus Peruvianus is found in the neighbour-
hood of Lima, and grows to the length of eight or nine
inches.

AGRIPPA (HENRY CORNEOUS) a remarkable
personage, who may be ranked with his contemporaries,

Paracelsus and Cardan, as at once a man of learning and
talent, and a quack. It may be added that each of the
three was probably to a certain extent the dupe of his own
pretensions. Agrippa was born at Cologne, of a noble and
ancient family, on the 14th of September, 1486. His first

employment was as secretary at the court of the Emperor
Maximilian, after which he served in the wars in Italy,

where, having repeatedly signalized himself by his bravery,

he obtained the honour of knighthood. About his twentieth

year he seems to have assumed the character of a scholar,

and to have commenced a wandering life. The profession

which he took up was that of a physician ; but he allowed

himself also to be regarded as an alchemist, an astrologer,
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and even as a practitioner of magical arts. Not satisfied even
with this extensive range, he thought proper to set up like-

wise for a great theologian, as well as to indulge himself
with occasional excursions into other departments of litera-

ture and science. The effect^ that age of all this preten-

sion, supported as it was
%
w^inquestionable talent and hy

real acquirements of great extent, was to raise Agrippa, for

a time at least, to high estimation and importance. Pressing

invitations were sent to him by several crowned heads that

he would enter into their service—by our Henry VIII.

among the rest He appears to have visited England before

this, one of his pieces being dated from London in 1510.

His excessive imprudence, however, was continually involving

him in difficulties ; and especially, having hy some of the effu-

sions of his satiric spirit provoked the enmity ofthe monks
and the church, he experienced the consequences to the end
of his days. After having led for many years what may almost

be called a fugitive life, this singular character died at Gre-

noble, in 1535. He had been thrice married, and had several

children. The works of Agrippa were published in two vo-

lumes, octavo, at Leyden, in 1550, and also at Lyons in

1600. The most remarkable of them, and the only one
which is now remembered, is his Treatise On the Vanity of
the Sciences, which is a caustic satire on the kinds of learn-

ing most in fashion in that age. Bayle has dedicated a very

long article to Agrippa, to which we refer those of our readers

who wish for more information respecting him. See also

Gabriel Naude"s Apology for the Great Men tvho have been

suspected of Magic.
AGRIPPA (HEROD, son of Aristobulus), king of Judea.

[See Hsrod.]
AGRIPPA (HEROD) son of the above. [See Hkrod.]
AGRIPPA (MARCUS VIPSANIUS) was born about

the year 63 n. c, and thus was within a few months of the

same age as Octavius, afterwards the emperor Augustus, with
whom his whole destiny was so intimately united. When
the assassination of Julius Crosar led to a renewal of civil

distractions, it was extraordinary to see the young Octavius,

only in his twentieth year, boldly stepping forward into pub-
lic life, and proving himself superior at once to the ablest

generals and the most subtle statesmen of Rome. Not less

extraordinary was it that he should find in a youth of his

own age one so able to second him both by his counsel and
his energies. Agrippa is already named in history as the

companion of Octavius, while yet at Apollonia. The death of

Cflesar brought them both to Rome, and Agrippa appears

for the first time in public life as the promoter of an accu-

sation against Cassius, one of the assassins. Again, in

40 and 41, when he was still only twenty-two years of age,

we find him playing a highly important part in the war
against Lucius Antonius ; and indeed the capture of Peru-
sia, which brought that war to a conclusion, was in a great

measure due to the exertions of Agrippa, who covered the

siege, on the eastern side, against the united forces of Ven-
tidius, Pollio, and Plancus. In his consulship, 37 b. c. (or

perhaps the year before his consulship,) he added to his

reputation by a considerable victory over the Aquitani, and
rivalled the glory of Julius Ceesar by leading a second Ro-
man army across the Rhine. A large portion of this year
was employed on the part of Augustus in preparing a fleet

to oppose Sextus Pompeius, whose decided superiority at sea

enabled him to blockade the whole coast of Italy, so that it

was difficult for Augustus to provide a fleet, much more to

train a body of sailors to the manoeuvres of naval warfare.

The fertile genius of Agrippa was able to meet the difficulty.

By cutting a passage through the celebrated barrier of Her-
cules, which separated the Lucrine Lake from the sea, he
converted that lake and the interior lake of the Avernus
into a serviceable harbour, giving it the name of Portus

Julius. In the following year he commanded the fleet of

Augustus, in the victory off Mylsa ; and afterwards in that

more decisive contest which annihilated the power of Sextus
Pompey, and gave to Augustus the full possession of Sicily.

In the year 33, though already of consular rank, he held

the office of cedile, his administration of which was distin-

guished by the restoration of the numerous aqueducts, and
the erection of fountains throughout the city. In the naval

victory off Actium, (a. c. 31,) which left Augustus without

a rival in the empire, Agrippa was again the admiral of the

successful fleet In reward for these services he shared with

Maecenas the full confidence of Augustus, who associated

him with himself in the important task of reviewing the

senate ; and in b. c. 28 again raised him to the consulate,

giving him, at the same time, in marriage his own niece, the
sister of the young Marcellus. Agrippa had indeed been
previously married to the daughter of Cicero's friend, Atti-
cus, by whom he had a daughter. Vipsania, afterwards the
wife of Tiberius. Attica may have been dead, or it is not
improbable that he divorced her to make room for Marcella.
A third consulate awaited him the year following, in which
he dedicated to Jupiter, in commemoration of the victory
near Actium, the celebrated Pantheon, which remains to

the present day, perhaps the most beautiful specimen of
Roman architecture. It is now called, from its form, Santa
Maria delta Rotonda, but still bears the inscription, M.
Agrippa L. F. Cos. tertium fecit. In 25 he assisted Au-
gustus in the reduction of the Cantabri, and afterwards had
the honour of representing the emperor at the marriage
between the unfortunate Julia and Marcellus, who seemed
thus marked out as the successor of Augustus. Yet the
notion of any claim, founded upon hereditary descent, was
not vet established among the Romans; and the splendid
deeds of Agrippa, independently of his connexion with Mar-
cella, gave him in some respects a superior title. A rivalry

sprang up between them, which was encouraged by the
ambiguous conduct of Augustus, more especially during his
severe illness in 22, when, apparently on his death-bed, he
publicly sent his ring to Agrippa. On the recovery of the
emperor, Marcellus regained his influence, and Agrippa
was sent by Augustus into honourable exile, as governor of
Syria. Death in a few months removed his rival, and he
was not merely recalled to Rome, but, at the request of the
emperor, divorced his wife Marcella to marry the young
widow Julia. In 19 he finally subdued the Cantabri, who
had again been in arms for more than two years. Agrippa
was now looked upon as the undoubted successor of Augus-
tus ; and in the following year was so far associated in the
imperial dignity as to share the tribunicyan power with the
emperor for five years. In 1 7 he proceeded a second time
to the East, where his administration seems to have given
general satisfaction, more especially among the Jewish na-
tion, who benefited largely by his protection. On his

return from that part of the world, his last military duty
was to quell an insurrection among the Pannonians, for

which his presence was sufficient. In Italy he received a
renewal of the tribunician power for a second period of five

years, but lived only a few months. He died in March,
B. c. 12. His family, by Julia, were the two young Caesars,

Caius and Lucius, Julia, Agrippina, and Agrippa Postu-
mus, born, as his name imports, after the death of his

father ; and it has been observed that every one of these
came to a premature end. (Appian, Plutarch, Dion,
Suetonius, &c.)
AGRIPPINA, the daughter of M. Vipsanius Agrippa and

Julia, the only child of Augustus, married Gerraanicus, the
son of Drusus, and nephew of Tiberius, to whom she bore
nine children. Of these three died in their infancy, but
among the remaining six were Caligula, afterwards emperor,
and the second Agrippina, the mother of Nero. On the
death of Augustus (a. n. 14), Germanicus and his wife were
with the army on the banks of the Rhine, where they had
much difficulty in restraining the mutinous soldiery from
proclaiming Germanicus in opposition to his uncle. On this

occasion Agrippina, by her determined bearing, shewed her-
self worthy of her descent from Augustus, and the following

year she had again an opportunity of evincing the same
spirit, in a general panic occasioned by an exaggerated re-

port, that tne army of Caecina had been cut off by Armi-
nius, and that a large body of the successful Germans were
on the point of crossing the Rhine, and inundating the
Gallic provinces. A proposition was made to destroy the
Roman bridge over the river, but Agrippina, in the absence
of her husband, prevented this disgraceful expedient. In the

year 17, the disturbed state of tne East afforded the em-
peror a pretext for recalling Germanicus from the scene of
his successes in Germany. Agrippina accompanied her
husband, and was with him in Syria when he fell a victim,

at least such was his own conviction, to the arts of Piso and
Plancina. Germanicus was not without suspicion that Piso
and his wife had been urged on by the emperor and his

mother, Livia, and under this feeling he implored his

wife to restrain her proud temper, and submit to the evil

times. Disregarding his prudent advice, she at once pro-

ceeded to Italy, and at Brundisium seemed to court the at-

tention of the people as she left the vessel with the youthful

Caligula and her youngest infant, bearing herself tne fune-
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ral urn of Germanicus. The whole tenor ofher conduct was

such as to call upon her the anger of Tiberius, and when
her cousin Claudia Pulchra (a. d. 26) was about to be the

object of a prosecution encouraged by the emperor, she ven-

tured to express her resentment to him in person in no
measured terras. Agrippina had now remained in widow-

hood for seven years, when she requested the emperor to

take pity on her single state and give her a husband. But
Tiberius knew too well that the husband of Agrippina would

be a dangerous enemy, and he parted from her without

giving any answer to her pressing entreaties. The artifice*

of Sejanus completed the breach between them. By his

agents he induced her to believe that there was an inten-

tion on the part of Tiberius to remove her by poison, and
Agrippina, not accustomed to conceal her feelings, for ever

offended the emperor, by plainly exhibiting to him her sus-

picions. She was banished to the island of Pandataria,

and at last closed her Ufe bv starvation, October 18th, in the

year a. d. 33. Her two eldest sons, Nero and Drusus, were,

also the victims of Tiberius. (Tacitus, Suetonius.)

AGRIPPINA, the daughter of Germanicus and the

Agrippina of the preceding article, was born in the chief

town of the Ubii, which she afterward raised to the rank of a

Roman colony, calling it after herself Colonia Agrippinensis

(now Cologne). She was but fourteen years of age when
Tiberius gave her in marriage to Cn. Domitius 4inobar-

bus, by whom she had a son, who at first bore the name
of his father, but afterwards under that of Nero became
Emperor of Rome. After the death of Doraitius, her dis-

graceful conduct was made by her brother Caligula a
pretext for banishment ; but on the accession of Claudius,

she was recalled from exile and became the wife of Crispus

Passienus. There seems to be some doubt whether Pas-

sienus was her first or second husband, though the pro-

bability is in favour of the latter supposition. By assas-

sinating her husblmd Passienus she soon made herself

again a widow, and now directed her efforts to gaining

the affections of her uncle, the Emperor Claudius. Such
a connection was held to be incestuous even among the

Romans, but on the death of Messalina, the complaisant

senate, influenced by the intrigues of Agrippina, affected to

threaten the emperor with compulsion if he refused to take

a step so essential to the welfare of the state (a. d. 50).

Claudius yielded, and for the fifth time entered the state of

matrimony. The control of the beautiful Agrippina over

her aged nusband was unbounded, and her first object was
to secure to her own son those expectations to which Britan-

nicus, the son of Claudius by the infamous Messalina, was
more equitably entitled. The marriage of Domitius to

Octavia, daughter of the emperor, and his adoption by the
emperor himself, from which he derived the name of Nero,
at once placed him above Britannicus ; and in the year 54,

Agrippina completed the object of her ambition by poison-

ing her imperial husband. Her son, now at the head of the
empire, was not willing to allow his mother that share of the
authority which sfie was desirous of assuming. Her power
over him disappeared; and though for a time she partially

recovered it by means of an incestuous intercourse with him,
the beauty of Poppoea finally destroyed even this influence;

and in the sixth year of his reign Nero determined under the
encouragement of Poppsea to remove his mother from the
world by her own arts. But it was not easy to poison one,

who, familiar herself with poison, was ever on her guard.

Nero, therefore, changed bis course. After an unsuccessful

attempt to effect her death near Baise by means of a vessel

with a false bottom, which had been prepared for the pur-

pose, she was openly dispatched by assassins (March, 60
a. d.). Her last words as she presented herself to the sword
of her murderer were Ventremferi, Strike the womb which
gave birth to such a son. To enumerate all her de-

baucheries, all her murders, and other crimes, would re-

quire a much larger apace than we think it necessary to

assign to them. We will only add, that she wrote some
commentaries of winch Tacitus availed himself lor hie

historical writings. They are also quoted by Pliny, vk. 8.

(Tacitus, Suetonius, Dion.)
AGRO'STIS is a genus of grasses, consisting of a con-

siderable number of species with loose-branched, capillary

panicles of flowers, and a creeping habit. Among British

grasses, it is at once known by the glumes <a), or outer
scales of each tiower, being two in number, unequal in size,

of a membranous texture, and containing but a single

floret; while the pales, or inner scales, are short, very thin,

almost transparent, and $wo in number; the larger of them
occasionally naving an awn at its back.

Two species only are natives of this country,—one of

which, A. vulgaris* is found everywhere in dry, exposed,

barren situations, and is of very little value to the farmer,

except for its earliness ; the other, 4> P&a, is equally abun-
dant in marshy places, where it forms a valuable pas-

ture. Under tlje name of Irish florin grass, this species

has been the object of much attention (rom experimental
agriculturists, some ofwjiora, as Pr. Richardson, have ex-
tolled its qualities very highly 9» a marsh-fodder; but
the experience of others does not confirm their opinion

;

nor does it appear to thrive in England to the degree that

is represented in Ireland, where its vigour is such as to

have led to the belief that the Irish plant is a distinct

species, called A- stolonifera. In England it is best known,
along with A. vulgaris, under the name of quitch, or quicks,

and is generally extirpated us a troublesome weed, in con-

sequence of the rapidity with which, by means of its creep-

ing, rooting, vivacious stems, it spreads and overruns pas
ture and garden-ground.

[A^ro»ti« Alba.]

AGUE. In treating of the individual diseases to which
the human body is subject, it would be out of place in this
publication to enter into the details which are proper and in-
deed necessary in works purely medical. All at which we
can aim is to endeavour to convey a clear and correct con-
ception of the nature of each disease, the signs by which its

approach is denoted, the symptoms which demonstrate ite

existence, the circumstances which predispose to it, the
causes which actually excite it, the precautions by which ite

attack may he averted, and the remedies which experience
has shown to he the most effectual in curing it.

With the exception of those who have studied medicine
as a profession, even the educated class in this country an
grossly ignorant of everything relating to this subject. Yet
there is no reason why sound knowledge may not he acquired
by every man on this subject as well as on chemistry, lor in-

stance. That any one who does not study medicine with a
view ofpractising it as a profession, should make himself so
familiar with its details, as to be able to dispense with the
assistance of the physician when either himself, or any one
in whom he takes an interest, is afflicted with a serious

disease, is not indeed to be expected, and the attempt would
be quite absurd. But the more real knowledge any person
can acquire on subjects of this class, the better he will he
able to guasd against the ordinary causes of disease ; the
more surely he will know, at the very first moment of its

attack, when any serious malady assails him ; the better he
wili he aible to communicate with his physician and lus

physician with him ; and the more effectually he will be
enabled to co-operate with whatever plan of treatment may
he adopted for the removal of bis disease.

For these reasons we conceive that there is no part of our
undertaking likely to be attended with greater benefit to die
public, than Uhat ofrendering intelligible, in all its practical

bearings, to the unprofessional reader, the nature, the causes,
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And Ihe treatment of the more important disease! which
afflict, and shorten, and destroy human life.

Of these diseases, die first of which we have to treat, is

that termed Ague, a disease Of no slight importance, though
haptSity the peculiar interest whfch once attached to it, at
least in this country, from its continual recurrence and
general prevalence, is now greatly diminished. Ague belongs
to the class df febrile diseases, and is indeed commonly con-
sidered as a paradigm or example of fever in general.
Fevers are divided into three great classes. In the first the
morbid phenomena that constitute the disease continue for a
certain length of time ; then they wholly disappear: after

having been some time absent they again recur, and this

repetition and return of thtephenomena alternate with one
another for many times. Tne period that elapses between
the cessation of the febrile phenomena and their recurrence
is called an intermission. Such fevers, then, as are attended
with a cessation or intermission of the febrile symptoms for

an observable space of time, are for this reason called inter-

mittent fevers or agues, This is the first class. In the
second class the febrile symptoms do not altogether dis-

appear, hut merely diminish in Violence ; they do not tfi-

tcrmity they only remit ; for this reason this second class of
fevers are called remittent fevers. In the third class,

during the whole course of the disease, there is toot only no
retrocession of the symptoms, hut Wo notable diminution of
their violence. Such as the phenomena are when the fever
is completely formed, such they continue to be with scarcely
any variation until its close. For this reason this class of
fevers is denominated ctmtirrited.fevers.
The concourse and succession of phenomena which con*

stitute a fever is called a paroxysm. An intermittent fever,

or an ague, is therefore a fever consisting of a succession of
paroxysms, between each of which there is an mtermission
more or less complete.

The phenomena which constitute a paroxysm of fever are
the following: The person is affected first with a loss of
mental vigour, commonly indicated by inaptitude to attend
to his usual avocations, or by dullness or confusion of mind.
If not simultaneously with, very shortly after this mental
debility there comes on a sense of physical weakness. The
patient is languid, listless, disinclined to move, While every
movement is performed with difficult}', and the effort to
move is exhausting. The muscles or organs of motion are
not merely Weak—they are, at the same time, the seat of
several uneasy sensations ; the muscles of the extremities,

and of the back especially, are affected with the sensation of
soreness, as if they had been over-exercised, and this soon
increases to decided pain, which is often very severe.

The next train of symptoms are ushered in by pallidness

of die face and extremities : the features shrink'; the mrfk of
the external parts is diminished; and the skin over the
whole body is in a morbid state, as if drawn tight Some
degree of coldness is now felt, which at first is so slight as
scarcely to he noticed, but at length the patient is fully con-
scious of a sensation of cold, which he commonly feels first

in his hack, but which thence extends over the whole hody.
This sensatioti of coldness increases until it becomes so

severe as to produce a tremor in the limbs, amounting some-
times to trembling and shaking, and almost always pro-

ducing; distinct shivering.

Froth^he first approach ofthe mental and physical languor,

(he ptrrse becomes weaker than in health. As the sense of
cold comes on the weakness of the pulse is still greater, and
it is at the same time always more frequent than natural

;

often irregular, and sometimes intermittent. The respiration

also is shorter, feebler, and more frequent than in a state of
health. The appetite fails; there is sometimes even an
aversion to food : frequently the loss ofappetite is succeeded
by a sense of nausea and sickness, which occasionally in-

creases to vomiting, and with the matter vomited there is,

for the most part, a mixture of bile. Prom the commence-
ment of the paroxysm there is generally some degree of'

thirst, which increases in urgency as the sensation of cold

advances, being always proportioned to, and probably arising

from, the dryness and clamminess of die mouth and fauces.

Not the secretions ofthe mouth alone, but all the secretions

of the system are diminished. The excretions also are

lessened in quantity, and especially the urine, which is

scanty and nearly colourless, and the alvine evacuations are

usually altogether suppressed. £ven in this stage, head-
ache may come on, but it usually does no* appear untHthe
following.

^hese symptoms having continued for some time, at

length disappear, and a remarkable change takes place in

the character of those that succeed. The sensation of cold

gives place to that of heat, and a temperature far greater

than that of health prevails over the whole body. The face

which had been pallid now becomes flushed and red. The
eyes which had been dull and heavy, are now more bright

and glistening than natural The features of the face and
the other parts of the body recover their usual sire and be-

come even more turgid. The pulse becomes more regular,

strong, and full, the respiration fuller and more free, and the
nausea and vomiting are less urgent: if before there were
pain in the head, ft now increases in severity; if there

were none, it is now sure tocome on, and white the sensibility

is increased, the intellectual operations are more and more
disordered.

By degrees these symptoms also pass away, and are suc-
ceeded by a different train. A moisture now breaks out
first on the forehead, which by degrees extends over the
whole body. As the perspiration flows, the heat abates; the
pulse becomes slower and softer ; the respiration more free

;

the nausea and Vomiting cease ; the thirst diminishes ; tine

secretions and excretions are restored ; most of the functions

return to their ordinary state, and the patient is left compa-
ratively free from disease, feeling only weak and exhausted.
Such are the phenomena that constitute a febrile pa-

roxysm, and such is the order of their succession, and they
obviously constitute three distinct states, or, as they are called,

stages or fits; vis., the cold, the hot, and the sweating
stage.

After one such paroxysm has remained for a certain

length of time it ceases ; after it has ceased for a certain

length of thne, the same series of phenomena again arises,

and observes the same course as before, and this alternation

is repeated many times. It has been already stated, that the

length of time from the end of one paroxffctn to the begin-

ning of another is called an intermission, while the length
of time from the beginning of one paroxysm to the beginning
of the next is termed an interval.

Different names are given to the different varieties of this

fever according to the length of the interval. If one pa-

roxysm be succeeded by another within the space cf twenty-

four hours, the ague is termed a quotidian ; if after forty-

eight hours, a tertian ; if after seventy-two hours, a quartan

;

if after ninety- six hours, a quintan. Those with longer in-

tervals "are usually termed erratic. The most common
form is * tertian ; the tiext most common a quartan ; the

nexit a unotidian ; the least frequent a quintan. Agues
are likewise divided into vernal and autumnal, the vernal

beginning fc February, and the autumnal in August.
There is a great difference in their character. The vernal in

general are milder and easily cured, while the autumnal are

often severe andebstinate.

It sometimes happens that two hrtermittents attack the

same person at the same time, and the ague is then said

to be complicated. The most common complication is the

case in which two tertians or two quartans attack simul-

taneously. What is called the double tertian, for example,

consists of two tertians, each of which attacks at its regular

thne, and consequently the paroxysm occurs every day.

This form of ague is extinguished from the quotidian, by

comparing the paroxysms with each other. Though a pa-

roxysm occur every day, yet if they be carefully observed

it will be found that the alternate paroxysms only -resemble

each other, while if the paroxysm of a preceding day be

compared with that of a succeeding day, some manifest

difference will be observable. There may also be an-

other form of the double tertian ; namely, with two pa-

roxysms on one day, and another on the following day : or

there may be a triple tertian, with two paroxysms on each

alternate day, and one only in the intervals. The double

quartan also varies. It may occur with two paroxysms on

tne first day, none on the second or third, two again on the

fourth day, or with a "paroxysm on the first day, another on
the second, but none on the third.

But whatever he the form of fever, the nature of it is es-

sentially the same : yet the form is of some consequence,

as denoting the severity and tendency ^>f the disease; for

a quartan is far more obstinate than a tertian, while a quo-

tidian is apt to change into a continued fever. Quartans, for

the most part, appear in autumn, while tertians are themost
common m spring.

Whatever he <&e form iff fever the duration df the pa
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roxysm is different in almost every different case. The
longer the paroxysm the shorter the intermission ; the

shorter the intermission the longer the paroxysm. An ex-

tension of the period of the intermission, or a postponement

of the period of attack, is in general a favourable event,

denoting that the disease is declining ; on the contrary, a

prolongation of the paroxysm, or an anticipation of the

period of attack, marks an increase in the severity of the

disease, and is a sign that the intermittent is about to lapse

into a remittent or into a continued fever.

From the preceding history of the disease it is clear, that

the distinguishing character of intermittent fever is the re-

gular return of the paroxysm at a fixed period, the entire

cessation of it after a certain time, and the renewal of it after

a specific interval, according to the species of the ague.

Nevertheless, though these distinct intermissions and acces-

sions are always apparent when the a^ue is regular, yet in

the most severe ana formidable cases it entirely loses its in-

termittent character and assumes a remittent, or even a con-

tinued form.

Innumerable cases, which are commonly considered and
treated as continued fevers, are really of the nature of inter-

mittents, and of this the older physicians, who had so many
more opportunities of witnessing this malady in its more
formidable aspect than the physicians of the present day,

were fully aware. ' Intermittents,' says Sydenham, • take

their names from the intervals between the fits. This is

sufficient to distinguish them, if the seasons of the year

wherein they happen, namely spring or fall, be considered

;

but some of these have no very visible character whereby
they may be distinguished from continued fevers, though
they really participate of the nature of intermittents. In
general the character of spring intermitting fevers is suffi-

ciently obvious ; but when autumnal intermittents come
early, namely, in July, and are common, these do not imme-
diately assume their own proper shapes, for they imitate

continued fevers so well, it is hard to distinguish them. But
the violence of the constitution of the season being a little

quelled, about the end of autumn, they put off their disguise,

and then openly appear to be intermittents, either tertians

or quartans, as indeed they reallv were at first And if this

be not carefully observed we shall be deceived in our pre-

scriptions, while we mistake fevers of this kind which are to

be accounted intermittents, for real continued fevers/

The apparent change of character or type here stated,

dependent on the severity of the disease, is constantly ob-

served. If a fever, truly of an intermittent nature, be of a

bad kind, it often commences with the form of an alarming

and dangerous continued fever, but as the disease declines

and becomes milder, the intermission becomes apparent, and
the true nature of the malady manifest, while, if an inter-

mittent commences under its own form, but in its progress

becomes severe, it often changes into a disease which cannot

be distinguished from a continued fever.

There is nothing in the nature of disease more curious

and inexplicable than this property of periodicity. During
the intermission what becomes of the malady ? Why after

a specific interval does it uniformly recur? Physicians have
endeavoured to refer this singular phenomenon, which, if it

were not so clearly seen would not be credible, to the prin-

ciple of habit Dr. Cullen endeavoured to show that there

is in the human constitution a diurnal exacerbation, occur-

ring towards evening, very analogous to the febrile state, and
that the recurrence of the febrile paroxysm is referrible to

this diurnal habit But were this diurnal exacerbation fully

established as a fact, which is not the case, it would not

account for the regular return of the paroxysm of an inter-

mittent fever, which, as we have seen, is commonly of the

tertian type, and which, therefore, returns not every day, but

every alternate day, and not in the evening but at noon.

The regular return of the appetite for food at a givon hour

;

the regular return of the desire for sleep ; the regular return

of the alvine evacuation, which it is so important to the

health to cherish ; even the facility with which articulate

speech is pronounced, and the formation of the gait or air of

a person by which each individual is distinguished from
every other, these among innumerable others are examples
of that law of the animal economy by which, when any mo-
tions, whether voluntary or involuntary, are performed two
or three times in succession, the same motions are easily

excited again. But to no such law can the phenomenon in

general be referred, for the difficulty is not to account for

the renewal of motions once excited, on the reapplication of

the cause that produces them, but to explain why a cause
which is always present, that of the malady, acts vehemently
for a given time, ceases to act at all for a given interval, and
then regularly commences at the termination of that interval.

We have not advanced a single step towards the elucidation

of this matter beyond the point at which Sydenham left it

200 years ago.

Cf the Exciting Cause of Ague.—That the effluvia which
arise from stagnant water or marshy ground are the imme-
diate or the exciting cause of this disease is now universally

admitted. What the nature of these effluvia is, is not
known. Neither their physical nor their chemical properties

have been ascertained. Even their presence is known only

by their effects on the human constitution. No other test

of their existence has as yet been ascertained. The most
distinguished chemists have applied all the resources of their

art to the investigation of this subject but hitherto with so

little success, that all which they have ascertained is the mere
fact that in certain situations an aeriform substance is gene-
rated capable of producing intermittent remittent and con-

tinued fever, together with several other painful and dan-
gerous diseases. Some conjecture that this poisonous gas is

carbonic acid ; others that it is azote ; others again that it is

hydro-carburetted gas, or hydro-sulphuretted gas, or an un-
discovered compound of azote and oxygen called septon.

But chemistry has yet to discover even whether this poison

be a simple substance or a compound body, as well as by
what test, other than its action on the human body, its pre-

sence may be determined.

Though this poison be generated in the greatest abun-
dance and intensity in marshy and swampy ground, yet

without doubt it is also produced in situations which have
none of the characters of a marsh. Wherever the ground
is moist and contains decaying vegetable matter, this poison

is capable of being generated. Woods afford it in almost as

large a quantity as marshes, because in woods the ground
remains a long time damp, and always abounds with decay-

ing vegetable matter. Hence in all the densely wooded
parts of England both intermittent and remittent fevers are

rife. This is especially the case in the woody districts 01

Kent Sussex, Hampshire, Wales, &c. The jungle of India

consists of a low and dense brushwood, or a thicket of reeds

and grass ; and intense heat acting on the wet and decaying-

vegetation, with which it abounds, the poison is here pro-

duced in the highest degree of concentration. Rice grounds*

for the same reason, are notoriously productive of it. But it

is curious that the clearing of woods sometimes increases the
evil. Dr. Rush states that in Pennsylvania, epidemics in-

variably follow the clearing and cultivation of forest lands,

and that they do not disappear until after many years o*

continued cultivation. The same remark has been made in

France ; and the district of Bresse, (Lyonnais,) which was
comparatively healthy when full of woods, has become nearly
depopulated since they were cut down. The shade of the
trees kept the sun in a good measure from the wet ground

;

but the removal of the trees exposes the wet ground to the
full action of the sun. Meadow land, imperfectly drained,
contains in abundance the two conditions, moisture and de-
caying vegetable matter, and is in England a frequent and
extended source of this poison. It is commonly considered
that a large space of land in the condition of a marsh, a
swamp, a thick and damp wood, or an undrained meadow
is necessary to the production of the poison ; but while it is

not easy to' fix the minimum of the space that is requisite,

it is quite certain that an exceedingly small space is suffi-

cient. These facts show, in a striking manner, the danger
and folly of creating artificial marshes as ornaments in
parks and gardens. * Hereafter,' says Dr. Macculloch,
* perhaps an English gentleman will be as much surprised
that his neighbour should dig a sleeping canal before his
door, as that nis feudal ancestor should have built his castle
in a marsh, and inclosed it with a putrid moat The pond
which has been constructed for a few gold fishes, or the
river which meanders through the woody valley, is often
the death spring of diseases; and the produce of a few
bunches of rushes, or even a splendid display of water-lilies,

are dearly purchased at the cost of the fevers and the tooth-
aches which are the torments of the owner's family, the
ailing wife who is his own torment and the sciatica which
is the torment of his poorer neighbours.'

Wherever generated, this poison, either mechanically
mixed or chemically combined in the air, is capable of being
conveyed in unimpaired power to a considerable distance by
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currents of wind. The influence of the Pontine marshes,
situated at the distance of fourteen miles from Rome, is often
felt in that city.

In warm climates, where this poison is generated in the
highest degree of intensity, it sometimes proves suddenly
fatal to individuals of a ship's crew when the vessel is several

miles from land. It is brought with the land-wind. It

seems certain that the poison can be carried as far as the
smell of the land is perceptible. A memorable instance of
this occurred in a vessel that was five miles from shore.

The wind suddenly shifted ; the smell of land was percep-
tible ; the nature of the neighbouring coast was known to

the people on board, and the danger duly appreciated ; every
one that could do so hastened below to save himself from the
noxious breeze. Some of the crew, however, were unavoid-
ably employed on deck ; the armourer of the ship was
detained a few minutes in order to clear an obstruction in

the chain cable, and was seized with fatal cholera in the very
act in which he was engaged. Of Che men that remained
on deck, several died of the same disease in a few hours,

—the attack having been simultaneous with the very first

perception of the land smell ; and in our own country it is

often conveyed by currents of wind to a distance of several

miles. It frequently proceeds to the hills of Kent, for

example, several miles distant from the marshes of Erith,

Northflect, or Gravesend. The watery vapour that is so apt
to arise in situations most favourable to the generation of
this poison appears to be an exceedingly formidable conductor
of it Sir John Pringle,»who had many opportunities of
observing this fact in the campaigns in Flanders, about the
middle of the last century, uniformly found that the number
ofmen who were seized with sickness during the prevalence
of a fog, far exceeded the number attacked when the wea-
ther was clear, though he did not attribute to the fog the
production of the poison, but justly considered it as merely
the conductor of it

But to whatever distance a current ofwind or a dense fog
may be capable of conveying this poison in sufficient quan-
tity and concentration to produce disease, yet there can-
not be a question that the poison is most intense the nearer
to the marsh and the closer to the ground. Persons who
live within a certain distance of an unhealthy spot often

suffer severely, while those who reside at a somewhat greater

distance escape. Persons who live in the basement story

of a damp and undrained house, and especially those who
sleep there, are constantly attacked with fever, while those
who live in the upper apartments of the same house remain
free from disease.

There are spots in which this poison is generated in such
quantity and intensity as to be capable of killing instanta-

neously whoever is exposed to it Exposure to it in certain

situations has proved fatal with a rapidity and certainty

equalled only by a mortal dose of Prussic acid. Exposure
to it in other situations produces what may appear to be, and
what is sometimes mistaken for, apoplexy—an affection of
the brain causing death more rapidly than almost any other

disease to which the human body is subject Exposure to

it when less concentrated produces malignant fever of a

continued form, destroying hfe in a few days or hours. Ex-
posure to a still smaller concentration produces remittent, and
to a yet smaller, the milder form of intermittent fever. And
it may be so minute in quantity or so destitute of virulence

in its own nature, as to be incapable of producing even in-

termittent fever, in its regular and well-marked form, and
yet sufficiently potent to produce a long catalogue of
grievous maladies. The secondary diseases which have this

origin, and which have been much overlooked, consist for

the most part of those painful affections of the nerves,

which have been lately classed together under the ge-

neral term of neuralgia. The exquisitely painful, and too

often unmanageable diseases called tic douloureux, the dis-

ease called sciatica, the toothache, and more especially

periodical headache, are oftentimes clearly traceable to this

poison, and are as certainly produced by it as the most dis-

tinct and regular ague. Persons who live in situations

where this poison is generated in abundance may never
have ague, but at the same time they never enjoy a mo-
ment's health ; while it is certain that long-continued expo-

sure to it, though it may not produce any specific disease,

included in the catalogue of the nosologist, fearfully

abridges the term of life. Few persons in such situations

attain the age of fifty. In some parts of America, few of

the inhabitants formerly lived beyond the age of forty;

those who survived thus long had, at that early period, all

the characters of extreme old age ; already in those very
situations, by the clearing, draining, and general cultivation

of the land, the average term of life has been extended fif-

teen or even twenty years. There can be no question that
the value of life which, in modern times, has increased so
much in our own country, and which has improved in the rural

districts in proportion to the better cultivation and the more
complete draining of the land ; and in the larger towns and
cities to the better ventilation and the greater cleanliness

for which they have been remarkable, has been mainly
owing to these causes. So recently as the beginning of the
present century, a celebrated physician, who had large expe-
rience of this matter, states, as a fact that came within
his own observation and experience, that in small villages,

in which the annual number of persons attacked with ague
amounted to 200, not one case had occurred for several

years.

Dr. Macculloch gives a vivid and but too faithful picture

of the external appearance and of the constitutional disorder

of the people who constantly reside in the midst of this poi-

son, and who are not suddenly cut offby it under some acute
form of disease.

Of the remote or predisposing Cause. It has been stated4

that the remote, or the predisposing cause of disease is that
which brings the system into a condition capable of being
affected by the immediate or exciting cause. Whatever
diminishes the vigorous action of the organs, impairs their

functions, and so weakens the general strength of the sys-
tem, is capable of becoming a predisposing cause of fever

;

and every predisposing cause acts in one or other of these
modes, and becomes a predisposing cause only and in pro-

portion as it lessens the energy of the system, or disturbs
the balance of its actions, which in fact is to render some
portion of it weak. During a state of vigorous health the
body is endowed with the power of resisting the influence of
noxious agents, which in a less perfect state of health are
capable of producing intense and fatal disease; and the
action of all predisposing causes is to lessen this resisting

power, or to weaken the energies of life.

Of all the predisposing causes of ague the most powerful
is the continued presence, and the slow operation of the im-
mediate or the exciting cause. The manner in which the
immediate or the exciting cause of fever operates as a pre-
disposing cause has been amply illustrated by Dr. South-
wood Smith. • It is a matter of constant observation/ says
this author, • that the febrile poison may be present in suffi-

cient intensity to affect the health, without being sufficiently

potent to produce fever. In this case the energy of the
action of the organs is diminished, their functions are lan-

guidly performed; the entire system is weakened, and this

increases until at length thepower of resistance is less than
the power of the poison. Whenever this happens, fever is

induced ; not that the power of the poison may be at all in-

creased, but the condition of the system is changed, in con-
sequence of which it is capable of offering less resistance

to the noxious agent that assails it
' We have seen that the vegetable or animal poison may

exist in sufficient intensity to produce fever on the slightest

exposure to it, without the operation of any predisposing
cause, in a body in the state of the soundest health, and en-
dowed with the greatest degree of strength. Examples of
this kind are but too frequent in tropical climates. In coun-
tries where the temperature never rises so high, and seldom
continues so long, it is rare that fever is produced immedi-
ately on exposure to the exciting cause. Concentrated and
potent as that poison is in many parts of Flanders, yet Sir
John Pringle states that, " on removing to an unhealthy
situation, the men rarely became ill at once ; that they
generally continued in tolerable health for some days ; and
that recruits recently arrived in the country resisted the
noxious agent longer than the men who had been long
there." Dr. Potter gives a remarkable example of the same
fact, with regard to the yellow fever, which fell under his

own observation, and states other facts strikingly illustrative

of the influence and operation of the predisposing causes.

Strangers, from certain countries, he informs us, are insus-

ceptible of yellow fever in America. In the most malignant
and protracted epidemics which afflict that country, these
strangers uniformly escape; emigrants from the West
Indies, and other warm latitudes, for example, invariably

resist the cause which produces these maladies in the native
* See Treatiie on Fever by Dr. Southwood Smith.
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inhabitants. But the curious fact is, that such persons are

unable permanently to resist the operation of the exciting

cause ; for, after a residence in America of some years, their

constitution is so completely assimilated by the influence of

the climate to that of the American, that they become equally

sensible to its febrile miasma, and are as exquisitely im-

pressed by them as the American citizens themselves. The
illustration is equally striking and instructive if the position

be reversed. The natives of northern climates are extremely
susceptible to the influence of these miasma ; that suscepti-

bility is in exact proportion to the latitude of their country

:

those from the north of Europe scarcely ever escape an at-

tack ; the natives of Great Britain are nearly as susceptible

to the influence of the poison, wlule persons even from the

fcnore northern countries of the United States are more liable

to the disease than the citizens of the southern and middle
states/

Among the other predisposing causes may be reckoned the

period of life. All persons between the age of puberty and
that of thirty-eight are peculiarly predisposed to this disease.

After the disease has once existed, there remains in the
constitution a remarkable susceptibility to its recurrence;

and that from very slight causes, as from the prevalence

of an easterly wind, or exposure to a very minute quantity

of the poison that originally produced it, such as would not
affect a person who had never been the subject of the dis-

ease. Ilence, persons who have been once or twice, or

oftener affected with ague, are most delicate tests of the
presence of the exciting poison. Deficient and poor diet

;

intemperance
;
physical and mental fatigue ; anxiety, cold,

damp, debility, however induced—all these are extremely
powerful predisposing causes. They enable a less dose of
the poison to produce the fever, and they increase the in-

tensity of it when established. They all act by weakening
the resisting power inherent in the constitution, that is, by
enfeebling the powers of life. In a vigorous state of the
health, exposure to the poison, even in a concentrated state,

may occasion no mischief, because the resisting power of
the constitution may be greater than the power of the
poison, but no human strength can resist a continued ex-
posure to it ; for, as has been already stated, if such long-
continued exposure do not produce disease in the form of ,<

ague, it will certainly produce it in some other shape;
which, if it do not immediately kill, will assuredly shorten
life.

Of the Cure.—The first object in the treatment of a per-
son affected with ague is to remove him from the influence
of the poison by taking him out of an unhealthy, and
placing him in a healthy situation. Unless this can be
done, every remedy employed must act at a great disad-
vantage, and the power of the poison, or the debility of the
Satient, may be such as to render every effort to cure the
isease unavailing without a change of residence. Often,

however, circumstances will not admit of the removal of the
patient. Whenever this is the case, the sick person must
at least be put and kept in an apartment the most remote
from the noxious spot, and it is a good and important gene-
ral rule to place him in the highest part of the house.
When this precaution is neglected., remedies constantly fail

which readily and completely succeed when it is observed.
A vast variety of medicines have been recommended as

sovereign remedies in this disease, and such an enumera-
tion may be useful to the experienced and judicious prac-
titioner, because he knows how to select, and he may find
in the catalogue what may suggest the precise modification
adapted to any individual case of peculiarity and difficulty
which he may chance to have in hand. But the student
and the young practitioner require more precise direction,
and the mode of procedure which proves the most effectual
in the great majority of cases cannot be too clearly and
definitely pointed out.

Passing by the treatment adapted to the severest cases
that occur in hot climates, in wnich, indeed, human art is

too often of no avail whatever, we are fortunate in possess-
ing three remedies, the proper employment of which seldom
fails to cure the most formidable and inveterate intermittent
which ever occurs in this country, namely, ipecacuanha,
bark, and arsenic.

The treatment of ague includes tbe management during
the paroxysm, the intermission and the convalescence.
None of these remedies is suitable to all these periods,
and what will effectually cure in one, may prove positively
injurious in another.

First of the treatment during the paroxysm. The ap-

proach of the paroxysm should De carefully watched. The
moment the first indication of its accession is apparent,

whether that indication be afforded by a return of languor,

or listlessuess, or pain of the head, or a sense of confusion,

or, above all, of coldness or chilliness, an emetic, consisting

of twenty grains of the powder of ipecacuanha with one
grain of the tartar emetic, should be given. The operation

of the emetic may be promoted by drinking freely warm
water, or warm chamomile tea after (but not previously)

the first act of vomiting has occurred. As soon as the ope-

ration of the emetic is over, a draught should be taken, con-

sisting of forty drops of laudanum in an ounce and a half of

camphor julep. This plan, in almost all cases, will com-
pletely stop the coming on of the cold fit ; in a great num-
ber of cases it will also prevent altogether the accession of

the hot fit, inducing at once the sweating stage, that is, the

stage which constitutes the solution of the paroxysm. But
if it should not actually stop the accession of the hot stage,

it will assuredly diminish its violence and shorten its dura-

tion ; and as soon as the hot stage is formed, the laudanum
should be repeated in smaller doses, namely, in doses of

from ten to twelve drops, repeated every hour, and continued
until the sweating stage is completely established.

As soon as the cessation of the sweating stage terminates
the paroxysm, and the latter is succeeded by the stage of
intermission, the bark should be freely taken. Of all the
preparations of bark, the sulphate of quinine is incompa-
rably the best. The dose is from two to four grains, and
the most convenient mode of administering it is in the form
of pill. During the whole period of the intermission, the
dose of quinine should be repeated ever)' hour, or every two
hours, according to the urgency of the case. If the biliary

secretion be unhealthy, which it almost always is, it will be
useful to combine with every alternate dose ofthe quinine, from
the sixth to the fourth part of a grain of blue pill, together
with two grains of the extract of gentian. If the bowels be
constipated, the addition to each pill of from one to two
grains of the extract of rhubarb will form an excellent ape-
rient. Given in this mode, the extract of rhubarb moderately,
but in general effectually, stimulates the alimentary canal,
gently increasing its action, without producing purging.
If, however, the bowels be constitutionally torpid, or be
rendered so by the disease, a more active aperient must be
substituted, and such will be found in the compound decoc-
tion of aloes, or the infusion of senna with camomile. The
condition of the bowels must never be neglected, for a state
of constipation will powerfully counteract every remedy.

This plan should be continued without intermission Until
the recurrence of the symptoms which denote a fresh acces-
sion of the paroxysm. Then the quinine, &c. should T>e
suspended, and the emetic should be again repeated, which,
as scon as its action has ceased, should be followed by the
opiate, and this, on the solution of the paroxysm, by the bark,
and so on in a constant series, until the paroxysm return
no more. By this method of treatment the disease is
usually cured after the third accession, consequently it is

seldom necessary to repeat the emetic more than three
times, and often twice and even once is sufficient. For-
merly there was a great difficulty in exhibiting the bark.
From one to two drachms of the powder was prescribed
every hour, and nothing was thought to be accomplished
unless from one to two ounces Were accumulated in the
stomach before the expected return of the paroxysrfi.
There were few stomachs which could bear this quantity,
and accordingly all sorts of combinations with arematics*
and spirits were tried, but commonly tried in vain, to enable
the stomach to retain it. The system, besides being op-
pressed by the disease, was thus still further harassed by
the disorder of the stomach and bowels occasioned by the
remedy. The preparation of quinine has obviated all these
difficulties, and the science of medicine owes a large debt of
gratitude to chemistry, for the wonderful simplification and
concentration of the most potent remedies which it has ef-
fected. One grain of quinine will accomplish more than a
dram of the bark. The 'necessity of taking fifty-nine drams
of useless matter which oppressed and irritated the stomach,
already in a weak and irritable state, is obviated, and conse-
quently the cure is much more easily and rapidly effected.

Bark, however powerful and effectual during the inter-
mission, is commonly conceived to be useless and even per-
nicious (during the paroxysm. But this is the period when
opium is most effectuaL It has now been tried on a verv
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Jarge scale, and the favourable report of it by those who first

tried it has been fully confirmed by subsequent experience.

Extended opportunities for observing ague do not occur in

London, and when they do occur, the cases are never, perhaps,

the m >st formidable. Cases, however, are continually oc-

curring, and we have witnessed more than enough to satisfy

us of the speedy and most beneficial effects of opium,

especially when the exhibition of it has been preceded by an
emetic. It has, however, been given with success as the

sole remody. Dr. Trotter, who had an opportunity of

observing its effects on a large scale in the Channel fleet,

under Earl Howe, states, that whenever the sick felt the

first approach of an attack, he prescribed from thirty to

forty drops of laudanum ; that if this dose did not bring on
some warmth in the course of ten or fifteen minutes, he
gave from twelve to fifteen drops more ; that it was seldom

necessary to increase the quantity beyond sixty drops in the

space of an hour, decided relief being always afforded in

that time ; that in a few minutes from the exhibition of the

opiate the spirits became exhilarated; the constriction on

tne skin was removed, and was followed by relaxation ; the

countenance looked more animated; a flush spread itself

over the cheek ; the pulse, from having been weak, quick,

irregular, and sometimes intermittent, became less frequent,

and more full and more equal ; an agreeable warmth was
diffused over the whole frame, and every unpleasant feeling

vanished sometimes in a quarter of an hour. As soon as

any symptoms indicated a return of the paroxysm, the lau-

danum was repeated in the same manner as at the accession

of a former fit, and always with equal success, so that the

patient seldom experienced much trembling and shaking

;

it was observed that the second paroxysm was commonly an

hour or two later in the day than the preceding, and but

few instances occurred of a return of the disease after the

third paroxysm. The patients themselves were so satisfied

of the efficacy of this remedy, that the moment they felt the

first approach of an attack, they were sure to run to the

cockpit for relief.

Dr. land, who also tried this remedy on a large scale,

states, that, according to his experience, the good effects

of opium are more uniform and powerful in intermittent

fever than in any other disease, and that it affects the dis-

ease more rapidly than any other medicine ; that if taken

during the intermissions, it has no effect either in prevent-

ing or mitigating the succeeding paroxysm ; that when
given in the cold fit, it occasionally removed it ; but that

when administered half an hour after the commencement of

a hot fit, it almost always afforded immediate relief. 1 . It

abated the violence of the fit and shortened its duration.

2. It relieved the head, put an end to the burning heat, and
brought on a profuse sweat, which was more copious than

when not occasioned by opium, and attended with a soft-

ness of the skin instead of the intense burning sensation

common in the sweating stage. 3. It constantly produced

a tranquil and refreshing sleep, from which tne patient

awoke bathed in sweat, and in a great measure free from all

complaint. From the speedy and complete solution of the

attack, it is contended that this remedy not only shortens

the duration of the disease more than other medicine, but

more effectually preserves the constitution from injury, in-

somuch that, after its use, it is seldom that dropsy, jaundice,

or ague, disease of the liver, spleen, or any other viscus, is

witnessed. According to this physician, opium is the

best preparative for the bark ; since it not only produces a

complete intermission, in which case alone the bark is

effectual or even safe, but it occasions such a copious and

salutary evacuation by sweat, as generally to render a much
less quantity of bark requisite.

The names just cited are both good and independent

authorities, their statements are the result of observation

and experience, and they show in a striking manner the

efficacy of the practice we have recommended, which is also

derived from ample experience.

When the intermittent is of long continuance, or when
the patient is advanced in years and weak, or when the

season is rainy, or the situation damp, it will be advisable to

add serpentaria to the quinine, ana to combine some aro-

matic with both. Thus the quinine may be given in two

ounces of the infusion of 6erpentaria, with a dram of the

compound tincture of cardamom, and a scruple of the aro-

matic confection.

It is not sufficient that the recurrence of the paroxysm

has been stopped once or twice by the use of the remedies

prescribed. It should be borne in mind that there is in this
disease a great tendency to relapse, and this tendency con-
tinues through the whole period of convalescence, and for

some time after. The quinine should be continued in smaller
doses for some weeks after the last paroxysm has supervened,
especially if the weather be damp or easterly winds prevail.

If aperients are necessary, they should be warm and aro-
matic, and given during the intermission, so that their
operation may be over before the accession of the paroxysm.
"When an ague is severe, obstinate, neglected,, ill treated,

or attacks a person whose constitution was previously un-
sound, organic disease is occasionally produced, which always
renders the treatment difficult and the cure uncertain. The
organs that are most liable to be diseased are the liver and
the spleen ; these become enlarged and hardened, schirrous,
as it is technically termed. The tumors occasionally press
upon the great veins of the liver, and prevent the blood
from passing freely from the abdominal viscera; the passage
of the blood being retarded, the scrum or the fluid part of
the blood is exhaled into the cavity of the abdomen in
greater quantity than the absorbents can take up, conse-
quently it accumulates and thus forms dropsy.

These tumors may also press upon the ducts that cany
the blood from the liver into the duodenum, or the small
intestines which receive it ; it may, therefore, be taken up
by the absorbents and carried into the blood, diffused over
the system and so produce jaundice.

In the same way diarrhoea may he produced. The blood,
not passing freely through the abdominal viscera, may be
determined in larger quantity than usual upon the in-

testines; the capillaries of the mucous membrane of the
intestines thus loaded with blood secrete actively, and pour a
larger quantity of fluid than natural into the canal, which is

excreted in the form of diarrhoea. This diarrhoea is always
colliquative, that is, weakening and exhausting to the sys-

tem, without diminishing, but rather increasing the disease.

Astringents must be given cautiously. Mild aromatic
aperients combined or alternated with opiates are the most
effectual remedies. But the diarrhoea may be the conse-
quence of inflammation of the mucous membrane; then
bleeding or leeches may be necessary, and the oleaginous
aperients are the only safe ones, as the oil ofalmonds, or castor

oil wi h mucilage of gum arabic, combined with a few drops
of laudanum, or a few grains of Dover's powder. During the
paroxysm, the only food of the patient should be arrow-root,

sago, panada, barley-water, and the like. During the in-

termission, animal food may be allowed and a moderate use
of wine.

Change of situation is a most powerful remedy ; 1st, be*

cause it may remove the patient out of the sphere of the
poison that produces the malady ; 2ndly, because this is

one of the diseases in which mere change of air is beneficial.

This disease is peculiarly apt to return. Relapse is brought
on by very slight causes ; a very small dose of the poison

will renew it

It is probable that errors in diet, or constipation will also

do it It is certain that cold, and that the east wind will

do so ; but it is probable that in the cold and moist air, and
in the east wind, there is diffused some of the malaria.

The patient should not go out in damp or cold weather, or

during the east wind.

In protracted and obstinate cases which do not yield

readily to quinine, arsenic, without doubt is a very power-

ful remedy, and its efficiency is increased by its combi-

nation with opium or quinine. The proper dose of the

arsenic is from two to three or ten drops of the liquor arseni-

calis three times a day. This remedy should always he
given soon after a meal ; for if taken when the stomach is

empty, It is apt to produce pain and vomiting. The opera-

tion of the remedy should also be carefully watched day by
day ; for, like other mineral poisons, it is apt to lie latent in

the system for a considerable time, producing no apparent

effect, and then suddenly to produce violent symptoms.

Even the physician is not warranted to have recourse to a
remedy of this kind, when a milder medicine will accom-

plish the cure with equal efficiency and rapidity ; but when
the disease does not yield to ordinary remeoies, the cautious

and judicious employment of arsenic will seldom fail to

remove it. In no case, however, should this most active

poison be administered without constant watching on the

part of the medical attendant and, of course, the employ-

ment of it without medical superintendence is altogether out

of the question.
262
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AGUESSEAU (HENRI FRANCOIS D), a chancel-

lor of France. He was born November 27, 1668, at Limoges,
the principal town of the then province of Limousin, and now
the chief town of the department of Haute-Vienne. His
father, who was intendant of that province, devoted himself

to the education of his son. The sober judgment and the

cultivated taste, which Henry displayed through life, reflect

the highest honour upon his paternal teacher.

The abilities of Aguesseau brought him early into notice.

At the age of 21 , he was admitted an advocate at the Ch&telet

;

and, three months after, he was made one of the three advo-

cates general. It has been said, that this high office was
conferred upon him through the recommendation of his

father, in whom Louis XIV., the then reigning monarch,
placed great confidence. During ten years that he filled

the situation, he obtained that great reputation which se-

cured his future elevation.

In the year 1700, he was appointed Procureur General
(Solicitor General). His opposition to the registration in

parliament of the papal bull Unigbnitus, which he con-

sidered as an assumption of the papacy inconsistent with the

rights of the French nation, and destructive of the inde-

pendence of the Gallican church, had nearly caused his

disgrace with the king. But he maintained his position by
the force of his talents and integrity. He employed Ins au-

thority as Procureur General in most cases wisely and
honestly. He reformed the system of the management of

public hospitals ; improved the discipline of courts of justice

;

and instituted a quicker mode in the investigation of criminal

cases previous to their being brought to judgment.
Aguesseau aspired through life to the high but difficult

reputation of a legal reformer;—and it is in this parti-

cular that his character has the greatest claim upon our
respect. His principal objects were to define the limits of
particular jurisdictions; to introduce uniformity in the ad-

ministration of justice through the various provinces ; and
to secure the right to the subject of a just testamentary dis-

position of his property. His praiseworthy attempts were
resisted no doubt by all those whose mistaken interests sug-
gested to them that the attainment of justice ought to be
kept expensive and uncertain, instead of being rendered

cheap and secure. He is said to have confessed that he did

not go so far as he wished, because he did not like to reduce
the profits of his professional brethren. This was a mis-
take even in mere worldly policy ; for when law, as well as

any other article of exchange, is dear and worthless, the pur-

chasers will be few. D'Aguesscau was not much before his

age, probably, in the knowledge of political economy, or he
yielded to popular clamour. During the famine which af-

flicted France in 1709, he carried on vigorous prosecutions

against what were called forestallers ana monopolists, that

is, holders of corn—a class of persons who, by equalizing the

price of corn, by buying in times of plenty, and selling at a
profit in times of scarcity, have done the only thing which
could relieve the pressure of bad harvests upon the people.

In 1717, Aguesseau succeeded Voysin in the chancellor-

ship. His appointment to this high office by the regent,

(Due d* Orl6ans,) in the minority of Louis XV., gave general
satisfaction. However he did not retain it long, for he was
dismissed and exiled the following year, on account of his

opposition to Law's financial system. His perception of the

fallacy of this adventurer's schemes for substituting ficti-

tious wealth for real capital, showed that, in some points

of political philosophy, his views were sound. His recall,

two years afterwards, at the moment of the great crisis

brought about by Law's system, was a signal triumph for

Aguesseau. His high sense of integrity and justice would
not allow him to hear of a national bankruptcy : he insisted

on making good the government obligations, or at least

allowing those who held its paper to lose only a propor-

tionate part ; and, by thus preventing a bankruptcy, he
contributed in some degree to restoring general confidence.

New agitations were again raised on account of the

bull Unigenitus, the registering of which parliament still

opposed. Aguesseau, by endeavouring to conciliate both
parties, exposed himself to the charge of a change of opinion

in this matter. The parliament were on the eve of being
exiled to Blois, when they at last consented to register the

bull with modifications.

Cardinal Dubois, the unworthy favourite of the Regent,
claimed precedence in the council ; and Aguesseau retired

from office in 1722, rather than yield to him. He lived

quietly at Fresne until 1727, when he was re-appointed

chancellor. During the five yean of his retirement he
assiduously cultivated those literary tastes which so greatly

distinguished him amidst the mass of mere lawyers. From
his re-appointment to office, till 1750, he continued to

administer justice uninterruptedly ; he was then eighty-

two years of age, and feeling himself unable to discharge

the high duties of his station, he sent in his resignation to

the • king, who accepted it, but granted him an annuity of

100,000 francs. This he did not enjoy long, as he died

the following year, on the 9th of February. Aguesseau
was buried by the side of his wife, in the churchyard of his

parish church. . He desired, after her example, that nothing

should distinguish his tomb from those of his humbler fel-

low-parishioners ; but the king and the public resolved upon
doing greater justice to the memory of so great and excel-

lent a man. A suitable monument was therefore erected

in front of the church; but it was destroyed during the

horrors of the French revolution : the remains of the chan-
cellor were even disturbed, and removed to another place

into which they were thrown with the bones of thousands.

A statue, representing him, is now in front of the Palais

L6gislatif, (Chamber of Deputies,) by the side of the one
erected in honour of l'Hdpital. It was placed there in

1810, under the reign of Napoleon.
The principal features of Aguesseau's character, says

the Due of St. Simon, were much natural talent, appli-

cation, penetration, and general knowledge ;
gravity, justice,

piety, and purity of manners. According to Voltaire, he
was the most learned magistrate that France ever possessed.

Independently of his thorough acquaintance with the laws

of his country, he understood Greek, Latin, Hebrew, Italian,

Spanish, Portuguese, &c. His knowledge of general lite-

rature, assisted by his intimacy with Boileau and Racine,
gave an elegance to his forensic speeches which was previ-

ously unknown at the French bar. His works, now extant,

form 1 3 vols. 4to. ; they consist principally of his pleadings

and appeals, (riquisitoires,) when aavocate and solicitor

general, and of his speeches at the opening of the sessions

of parliament
AHANTA, the name of a small district lying along the

Gold Coast, in Africa, which has been sometimes con-

founded with Ashantee. It is now, however, like the whole
of the Gold Coast, subject to the sovereign of that kingdom.
In Mr. Bowdich's map it occupies the space along the coast

lying between 3° and about 2 10' W. longitude from Green-
wich ; and its breadth from north to south is very inconsi-

derable. On the west of it is the river which the Portuguese
call Ancobra, and the natives Seenna, beyond which is the
district called Amanahea; to the north is Warsaw; and to

the east are the districts of Assin and Fantee, from which it

is divided by the river Boosempra. Ahanta is itself divided
into three districts, Amanfoo, Adoom, and Poho. Its chief
town is Boossooa. At the town of Succondee, on the coast,

there used to be an English settlement ; but it has now, we
believe, been abandoned. There are, or were, also two or
three Dutch forts at other places. The principal projection

of the coast is Cape Three Points. The district of Amanfoo
is stated by Mr. Bowdich to abound in fine gold. Bowdich's
Mission to Ashantee, p. 216, &c. [See Ashantbes.1
AHASUERUS or ACHASHVEROSH, is the name of

the Persian monarch whose feastings, revelry, and decrees
are recorded in the book of Esther. The apocryphal additions
to that book, as well as the Septuagint, and Josephus, call

him Arthasastha or Artaxerxes ; he is probably the same
king as the Artaxerxes Longimanus of the Greek histo-

rians, whose reign commenced b.c. 465. His favourable
disposition towards the Jews (Esr. vii.) might be owing to
the influence of the Jewish woman, Esther. The name
Achashverosh occurs also, Dan. ix. 1, where some interpre-
ters take it for Astyages, king of the Medes ; and Esr. iv. 6,
where Cambyses seems to be meant by it (See Eich-
horn's Repertoriuni fur biblische und Orientalische Lite-
ratur, vol. xv. : p. 1. seq.) The word Achashverosh has
been explained by means of the modern Persian as signi-
fying * an excellent or noble prince' (see Winers Learic.

Hebr. s. v.) : this would nearly agree with the explanation
given by Herodotus (vi. 98) of the name Artaxerxes, which
according to him means ' a great warrior/ The significa-

tion of the name accounts for its being given to various
monarchs.
AHAZ or ACHAZ, the son of Jotham (2 Kings, xv. 38,

xvi.&c.) a king of Judah,who reigned 743-728 B.C. andWas
contemporary with the prophets Isaiah, Hosea, and Michah.
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(See Is. i. 1.; vii. 1. Hoe. i. ). Mich. i. 1.) He made the dial

mentioned Is. xxxviii. 8. Another Achaz is mentioned,
1 Chron. viii. 35. ; ix. 42.

AHAZIAH, also written ACHAZIAH or AHA-
ZIAHU. the son of Ahab, a king of Israel, who reigned
897-896 B.C. (I Kings, xxii. 40. 2 Chron. xx. 35.) Another
Ahaziah, the son ofJehoram, was king ofJndah 884-883 B.C.

(2 Kings, viii. 24.; ix. 16.) who occurs also under the name
of Jehoahaz (2 Chron. xxi. 17.) and Azariahu (xxii. 6.) The
name, according to its Hebrew etymology, is interpreted

as signifying * the property or possession of the Lord/
AHMED I., the fourteenth sultan of the Ottoman em-

pire, was the son of Sultan Mohammed III. He came to

the throne in the year 1603, and, contrary to the practice of

many of his predecessors, spared the life of his brother Mus-
tafa. He was unfortunate in a war with Shah Abbas of
Persia, during which he lost the important town of Erivan.

(See Abbas.) He at the same time supported an in-

surrection in Hungary and Transylvania against the German
Emperor, Rudolph II. : in 1606, however, a treaty of peace
was concluded at Komorn and Situarok between the two
monarchs. The efforts of Ahmed's government were then
directed towards the suppression of revolutionary movements
in the Asiatic part of the Ottoman dominions, which had
been instigated chiefly by two daring adventurers, Kalender
Ogli and J anbulad-zade : both were finally subdued, and in

1609 tranquillity was restored in the interior of the empire.

Ahmed I. died in 1617- He was of a mild and moderate
disposition, and fond of the enjoyments of a quiet and luxu-
rious life : it is said that his seraglio contained 3000 women,
and that not less than 40,000 falconers were in his pay. A
magnificent mosque, which he built at Constantinople, and a
richly ornamented curtain which he sent to the sanctuary at

Mecca, attest, at the same time, that he was not indifferent

about the Mohammedan religion.

AHMED II., the son and successor of Sultan Soleiman
III., occupied the throne of the Ottoman empire from 1691
till 1 695. He owed his elevation to the throne chieflv to the
influence of the celebrated grand-vizir Kiuprili or Kiuperli,

who soon afterwards fell in a battle against the Austrians
near Salankemen or Slankement. Ahmed II. was a weak
and superstitious prince. His reign is marked by many
disastrous events. The plague, a famine, and an earthquake
desolated the empire, and the capital was afflicted with a
destructive fire. The Bedouins of the Arabian desert, in de-
fiance of the imperial safeguard, dared to attack the caravan
of the Mecca pilgrims ; and at sea the Turkish empire was
infested by the Venetians, who took possession of the island

of Chios, and even threatened Smyrna. Ahmed II. died,

it is said, from grief, in 1695, at the age of fifty years. His
successor was Mustafa II., who reigned from 1 G 9 5 till 1702,

AHMED III., the son of Sultan Mohammed IV., was
raised to the throne of the Ottoman empire in consequence
of a revolt of the Janizaries, in 1 702. When, after the loss

of the battle of Pultawa (1709), King Charles XII. of Swe-
den took refuge at Bender in the Turkish dominions, he was
well received by Ahmed, who even made him a present of

ready money to the amount of 16,000 ducats. Charles XII.
succeeded in kindling a war between the Ottoman Porte

and Russia, which turned out favourable for the Turks.

During several days Czar Peter the Great was cut off and
placed in a most embarrassing situation on the banks of the

river Pruth, almdst within the grasp of the Turkish army

;

and though the unskilfulness of the Turkish commander
Battaji Mohammed let him escape from this difficulty, he
was yet soon afterwards obliged to resign to the Turks the

important town of Azof. Ahmed III. was also fortunate in

a war with the Venetians, who were compelled to quit the

Morea, and to give up the islands of Cerigo and Cerigotto,

and their possessions in Candia. But he failed in an attempt

to take Hungary from the Austrians. Prince Eugene of

Savoy won an important victory over the Turks near Bel-

grade, and by the subsequent peace (made at Passarowitz,

in 1718) that town, as well as Orsowa, and part of Servia

and Wallachia, came under the Austrian dominion. In 1 723

Ahmed entered into a treaty with Russia, and soon after-

wards commenced a war with Persia, which brought the

frontier towns and provinces of Erdilan, Kermanshah, Ha-
raadan, Urmia, Ardebil, and Tebriz into the possession of

the Turks, and a peace subsequently concluded with the

Persian king, Ashraf Khan, secured to the victors the pos-

session of their conquests : but Nadir Shah, the successor

of Ashraf Khan, disregarded these stipulations, and by de-

grees retook the conquered provinces. The news of the cap*
ture of Tebriz by the Persians caused a revolt at Constanti-
nople, in consequence of which Ahmed III. abdicated the
throne in favour of his nephew, Mahmud I. (1730). He
died six years afterwards in prison, at the age of seventy
four.

AHMEDABAD, a fortified city, situated in a district

of the same name in the province of Gujerat, or Guzzerat,
and presidency of Bombay. This city is of great antiquity

;

it was formerly the Mohammedan capital of the province,
and was celebrated, as well for the number and beauty of
its religious and other public buildings, as for the extent of
its commerce and manufactures. This prosperity it lost

under the sway of the Mahratta chieftains, who ruined its

trade by imposing enormous duties upon every branch of
its commerce, and oppressed the inhabitants by taxing to

the utmost all articles of consumption which were brought
within the city.

In the year 1818, Ahmedabad came into the permanent
possession of the East India Company, immediately upon
which the exorbitant rates of duty exacted by their pre-

decessors were abolished, and a uniform tax upon its

commercial products was established in their stead; at

the same time all articles of consumption were declared free

of duty, with the exception of tobacco and opium, as to

the trade in which the company maintains a profitable mo*
nopoly.

The city, which is estimated to contain a population of
100,000 souls, is favourably situated on the banks of the
Subermatty river, in 23° 1', N.lat., and 72° 42', E. long.

It suffered considerable damage from an earthquake in

1819.

The distance of Ahmedabad from Bombay, by the usual
travelling route, is 321 miles. From Poona the distance is

389, from Delhi 610, and from Calcutta 1234 miles. Ren-
nell's Memoir of a Map of Hindostan ; Sir John Malcolm's
Memoirs of Central India; Pari. Papers ; Hamilton's E. I.

Gazetteer.

AHMEDNUGGUR, a strongly fortified city in the pro-

vince now known as Aurungabad, in the presidency of
Bombay.
This city was founded in 1493, by Ahmed Nizam Shah,

who, having established the independence of the state, gave
his own name to it and to the infant city, and made the

place the capital of his dominions. He resided here until

his death in 1508.

Following the common fate of the native states of India,

Ahmednuggur was, from this time, the scene of a series of

revolutions, until, in 1634, it became a part of the Mogul
Empire, and so continued until after the death of Aureng-
zebe in 1 707. It was then seized by the Mahrattas, and
remained under the dominion of the Peshwa until 1797.

In that year the city, together with the surrounding district,

was captured by Dowlut Row Scindia, from whom it was
wrested by General Wellesley in 1803, and at the conclu-

sion of the war, shortly after, was restored to the Peshwa.
Ahmednuggur has since reverted to the possession of the

Company, and is now the head station of a civil, military,

and judicial establishment of Europeans.
About half a mile from the city stands a fort of an oval

shape, one mile in circumference, built of stone, and flanked

by numerous round towers. The city is also surrounded
by stone walls. It contains a handsome square or market-
place, and numerous well-built streets. The palace of the

former sultans is a massy pile of building, surrounded by a
broad moat faced by solid masonry. The fortress is alto-

gether one of the strongest in India.

The city is supposed to contain about 20,000 inhabitants.

It is situated in 19° 5' N. lat. 74° 53' E. long, distant 83
miles from Poona, 181 from Bombay, 830 from Delhi, and
1119 from Calcutta. Rennell's Memoir of a Map of Hin-
dosmn; Sir John Malcolm's Memoirs of Central India;

Hamilton's E. I. Gazetteer.

AHWAZ, or AHWUZ, is a town situated about 1 00 miles

north-east of Bassorah, and 48 miles south of Shuster.

The name of Ahwaz occurs early in the annals of Islam,

but the date of its foundation is unknown. It was probably
founded by the first Khalifa of the Ommiade dynasty ; or,

perhaps, these monarchs raised an insignificant town to its

subsequent splendor. The zenith of its prosperity was at-

tained under the earlier Khalifs of the house of Abbas, nor
did it long survive their fall. Although the architectural

decorations of the ruins of Ahwaz are Moslem, bearing
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Arabic inscriptions in the early Cufic character, some in-

taglios on cornelian or oriental onyx, brought from thence,

are of a higher antiquity than Mohammed. The city of

Abwazlies on the banks of the river Karun (31° 20' N.lat.
48° 5 u\ E. long.) in a Hat and uncultivated country, abandoned
by its former inhabitants to rapacious animals, and hordes of

ferocious Arabs, who occasionally pitch their living camps
here, when in search of pasturage or plunder. The modern
town of Ahwuz occupies but a small portion of the site of

the old city, on the eastern bank of the Karun, and exhibits

a mean and solitary appearance when contrasted with the

immense mass of ruius. Its houses are almost entirely built

of stone brought from the ruins, and it can only boast of

one decent building, a mosque, apparently modern. The
population at present does not exceed 1G00 souls. Con-
siderable traces are discernible of the bund or dyke that

was thrown across the river, chiefly, if not entirely, to

favour irrigation, by thus making a head of water. A part

of this stone wall is still standing, remarkable for its state

of preservation; it is in many places ten feet high, and
nearly as many in breadth; while it extends upwards
of one hundred feet in length, without any intermediate

breach. Many single blocks in it measure eight and ten

feet. The river dashes over the bund with great violence,

and, being accelerated by the strong current of the Karun,
the sound of the fall is heard from a considerable distance.

Boats of every description are obliged to unload previous to an
attempt at passing over, and even then the passage is attended
with much danger, and they are frequently swamped. The
river is one hundred and sixty yards in breadth at each side

of the dyke, and o * great depth. The shallowness below
the town is caused by the great mass of masonry under
the surface. Towards the south end of the town, there are

several singular cavities, and a few water-mills erected

between the rocks, the latter, probably, constructed since

Kinneir's visit. Behind them are the remains of a bridge,

and here, too, commences the mass of ruins, extending to

least ten or twelve miles in a south-easterly direction, while
their greatest breadth covers about half that space. All the

mounds are covered with hewn stone. One of them is nearly
two hundred feet high. In many parts flights of steps are
in good preservation. At the base of this mass of ruins are
graves, in which are found stones measuring five or six feet

in length, several with Cufic inscriptions, and others with
fret-work, indicative of an era subsequent to the Moham-
medan. In every direction are found heaps of circular flat

stones perforated in the centre, four, five, or six feet in

diameter, and some with characters upon them—they have
apparently been used for grinding. These circular stones

appear in some places to have been used for the conveyance
of water, and may be traced for great distances in suc-

cessive rows in small dry rivulets, placed so firmly together,

that it would require days to remove any of them. The
above-mentioned large mound extends as far as the eye
can reach, varying in height and breadth, and is the first

in magnitude upon the plain. To the west of this is a
mound entirely of stone, fifty feet high, and twenty feet

broad, with several flights of steps traceable to its sum-
mit, but much mutilated and injured by the weather.
About a mile to the east, separated by a deep ravine, stands

an immense pile of materials, consisting of bricks, stone,

and tile of various colours. The Arabs call it kasr orpalace.

Its ascent is gradual, but fatiguing from the numerous
furrows, which have been apparently worn by water. The
height is, at the lowest estimate, one hundred and fifty feet

above the plain. At the summit are several floorings of

stone, as fresh as if only recently laid down ; together with
several rounded troughs, some of which arc of Persepolitan

marble in its rough state. From numerous cavities start

packs of jackals, and porcupine quills are strewed in every

direction. One side of this mound is nearly perpendicular,

so that it is impossible to descend. At its base the ca-

mel's thorn is plentiful, which, by its green appearance*
relieves the landscape from the general gloom or sterility

and dreariness. The kasr is about three miles from the
cast bank of the river. About half a mile north-west from
the kasr is a circular mound measuring two hundred yards.

At its base, a wall of masonry may be traced for twenty-one
feet, the face of which is perfect and unbroken, and appears
to have been the front of some building. To this mound
is joined another ruined heap, covered with fragments of

f
lazed tile, a coarse kind of crystal, pieces of alabaster, and
its of glass.

Several mounds form one connected chain of rude, mv
shapen, flaked rock, lying in such naturally-formed strata,

that the very thought of any part of the materials having

been accumulated by human labour is scarcely admissible.

The soil on which these ruins rest appears to be so(t and

sandy. Perhaps the site was naturally elevated before the

city was built. Glass of all colours is found in abun-

dance, and the fragments of pottery arc remarkably fresh.

Many of the burnt bricks that he on the surface of the

mound appear to have borne some written character; but

exposure to the weather, and probably occasional inunda-

tions, caused by the melting snows of the mountains in

the upper country, have nearly effaced all traces of it. On
the hewn stone, some characters are as fresh as from the

sculptor's hands. No bitumen was observed on the bricks.

The villagers say, that they find sometimes, when digging

for bricks, small intaglios, generally denominated seals, ana

probably used as such, similar to those found at and near

Babylon. The Arabs are always digging up and removing

stones for the purpose of building ; but a large city might

be erected from the materials still remaining. The rums

of Ahwuz extend also on the west bank of tne river in a

northerly direction, exhibiting the same appearance as the

mounds on the east side, but less in magnitude. Ahwuz
is generally supposed to be much lower in antiquity than

either Babylon, Perscpolis, or Susa. Alexander navigated

the Karun, but his historians do not mention Ahwuz.

It appears from the extracts from oriental writers made by

Captain R. Taylor, that the sugar-cane was once largely

cultivated round Ahwaz, and the sugar was exported to all

parts. Ahwaz, in the height of its prosperity, belonged to

the Khalifs, from whom it revolted. Ali-ibn-Mohammed

took the field against them, and after a long and destructive

war, the Khalifs triumphed ; and from that time we may

date the ruin of this great city. (See Transac. of the Lon-

don Asiatic Soc. vol. ii.)

AI (Bradypus, Illiger), in zoology, a genus of mammals
belonging to the order Edentata of the Regne Animal,

and, together with the genus Unau or Cholaepus, composing

a small family to which Baron Cuvicr has given the appel-

lation of TardSgrada, from the peculiar conformation of their

extremities, and the remarkable slowness of their pace.

Both these genera were formerly included by Linnaeus in

the same group, under the common name of Bradypus or

Sloth ; but later zoologists have separated them, on account

of certain anomalies in their organic structure, which will

be explained, and which certainly deserve to be considered

as' important generic characters. With this difference, how-

ever, it must be confessed, that the two genera of Sloths

are closely approximated to one another in many essential

details both of structure and economy ; and this fact is the

more remarkable and interesting, since the modifications

upon which their generic distinction has been founded, are

greater and, as we might naturally presume, more influ-

ential, than those which frequently characterize two different

families.

[Fi£UWoftheSk*b.]
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The orde* Edentata comprises a number of genera, per-

haps the most singular and anomalous among mammals,
differing widely from all other quadrupeds, but unfortu-

nately possessing so few natural affinities or relations of re-

semblance among themselves, that we cannot help regarding
the order edentata as the most arbitrary and artificial of all

the primary groups into which MM. Cuvier and Geoflroy

have divided the mammalia. In other respects, every thing
which relates to these animals, their habits and economy, but
still more particularly their osteological structure, is in itself

exceedingly interesting. The family of tardigrada, or

sloths, are more especially deserving of attention, as well

from the singularity of their physical structure, and the

mistakes which have hitherto prevailed among naturalists

concerning the habits and manners of these singular ani-

mals, as on account of the relation which they present in

their osteological details to the megatherium, the most cu-

rious and anomalous of extinct animals. This family is

distinguished from the other edentata by a short round
head, and the presence both of molar and canine teeth, the

incisors alone being deficient ; but, above all, by the great

length and singular structure of their arms, which, adapting

them to a mode of progression altogether peculiar to them-
selves, and consequently disqualifying them for the exer-

cise of that species of locomotion common to ordinary qua-

drupeds, has caused them to be considered as the most
miserable and unfortunate of beings, imperfect monsters of

creation, equally remarkable for their disgusting appearance
and helpless condition. The valuable observations of a
recent traveller have at length dissipated the obscurity

which so long prevailed upon this subject, and have shown
in this instance, as in all others, that every modification in

nature is adapted to a wise and useful end ; and that defor-

mity and imperfection appear only when, from our own
imperfect knowledge, we fail to discover the adaptation of

organic structure to the habits and economy of particular

beings.

To enable us clearly to comprehend the nature and func-
tions of these animals, it will be necessary to enter into a
short description ofparts of their osteological structure. The
next view of the skeleton of the Ai seems to indicate a dis-

tortion of certain parts, and proportions altogether opposed
to freedom of motion, at least of that kind of motion which
we are familiar with in ordinary quadrupeds. The arm and
fore-arm taken together are nearly twice as long as the leg
and thigh, so that if the animal attempts to walk on all-

fours, it is obliged to trail itself painfully and slowly on its

elbows, and if it stands upright on the hind legs, the arms
are so long that the fore-fingers touch the ground. This
disproportion between the anterior and posterior extre-

mities, obviously deprives these animals of the power of
moving on a plain surface with that speed which is so ad-
mirable in the generality of quadrupeds ; and, accordingly,

we are assured by all observers, that their mode of progres-

sion, under these circumstances, is of the most slow and
painful nature. The sloths, however, are not terrestrial

animals, but live entirely among the thick branches of
trees in the most extensive and solitary forests. This re-

markable disproportion of their fore-arms is common to

another genus of arboreal mammals, the real apes, in which,
far from retarding their motions, this peculiar structure is

of the most essential importance in adding to their agility.

But the sloths partake of none of the accessory advantages
which the apes possess. They have no opposable thumb

;

their fingers are short, and so perfectly rigid that the joints

ossify at a very early period of the animals life, leaving them
totally incapable of individual motion, whilst they are at the
same time so completely enveloped in the common inte-

guments of the hand, that nothing is to be seen externally

except the immense crooked claws with which they are

provided. The wrist and ankle, also, are articulated or

joined to the fore-arm and leg in an oblique direction ; so

that the palm or sole, instead of being directed downwards
towards the surface of the ground, as in other animals,

[Skeleton of the Skrth.]

is tnroed inwards towards the body, in such a manner as to

render it impossible for the sloth to place the sole of its

foot straight down upon a level surface, but to compel it,

under such circumstances, to rest upon the external edge of

the foot. This "position is obviously but ill-adapted for ease

or facility of motion. But there is still another singularity

in the structure of the foot of this animal which materially

increases its difficulties of progression on a plain surface.

This arises from the peculiar form ofthe last phalanx or joint

of the fingers and toes, that, namely, which gives insertion

to the claws, and which is articulated with the second pha-
lanx in such a manner as to permit the fingers and claws to

be strongly bent inwards along the palm and arm, but at

the same time prevents the animal from raising them up-
wards or Opening the hand beyond a certain position. This
structure is exactly the reverse of what we observe in the

common cat, which has the phalanxes of the toes formed in

such a manner as to keep the claws habitually retracted or

drawn up, so that it requires a considerable degree of mus-
cular force to extend or depress them. In the sloths, on
the contrary, they are naturally depressed in the position

represented in the figure of the skeleton, and the muscular

force is exerted to expand or open them. The claws them-
selves are of a size altogether enormous, surpassing the
entire foot in length. They are so sharp and crooked that

they readily seize upon the smallest inequalities in the bark
of the trees and branches among which the animals habi-

tually reside ; and united to the great muscular strength

and rigid formation of the extremities, furnish the most
powerful weapons of defence. Nor are the form and arti-

culation of the posterior extremities less singular than those

of the anterior. The formation of the pelvis alone is of such
a nature as to render it impossible for the sloths to walk after

the manner of ordinary quadrupeds ; and the mode in which
the hind legs are articulated With the pelvis, to use the

expression of Baron Cuvier, seems almost expressly arranged
for the purpose of depriving the animal of the use of its

legs altogether. 4
If,' says M. Cuvier, ' we consider the sloths

in the relations which they bear to other animals, the general

laws of organization at present existing apply so little to

their structure, the different narts of their body seem so com-
pletely contradictory of those laws of co-existence which wo
have found established in the rest of the animal kingdom,
that we might be almost tempted to consider them as the
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remains of a former order of things, the living relics of that

precedent nature of which we arc obliged to seek the other

[Fjrmation of Pelvis.]

ruins beneath the surface of the earth, and that they escaped,

by seine miracle, the catastrophe which destroyed their con-

temporary species.'

The false and exaggerated opinions which have been
entertained concerning the functions and condition of these

animals, arise from preconceived notions which do not apply

in any manner to the conformation of the sloths. If placed

upon a plain surface, the sloth moves indeed with great pain

and ditliculty and only by seizing upon the little asperities

which he finds in his way, and by that means dragging his

body slowly forwards, just as we may observe a bat to do
under similar circumstances. But this is a situation equally
foreign to the habits and economy both of the sloth and of the

bat: and we are no more justified in judging of the nature
of the one under these circumstances, than we should be in

reasoning upon the habits of the other. The sloth is emi-
nently an arboreal quadruped : it is produced, it lives, and
it dies in the trees; it never voluntarily descends to the sur-

face of the earth, and those, therefore, who observe it in that

situation, have not a favourable opportunity of judging of

its nature and functions.

Vet if we attentively consider the organization of the ex-
tremities as already described, it will appear that the amazing
disproportion between the hind and fore legs in point of
length, the immoveableuess of the toes, the reversed position

of the claws, the oblique articulation of the feet, and the
great rigidity of all the members, are circumstances which
should equally disqualify this animal for moving along the
branches of trees with anything like the ea*c and security of
the squirrel or monkey. We are indebted to the valuable
observations of Mr. Waterton, during his 4 wanderings' in

South America, for a final and satisfactory explanation of
all these apparent dilliculties and inconsistencies in the
structure and habits of the sloth. ' The -loth,' says this

traveller, * in its wild state, spends its whole life in the trees,

and never leaves them but through force or accident; and
what is more extraordinary, not itjxm the branches like the
squirrel and monkey, but under them. He moves suspended
from the branch, he rc>ts suspended from the branch, and
be sleeps suspended from the branch. Hence his seemingly
bungled composition is at once accounted for; and in lieu

of the sloth leading a painful life and entailing a melancholy
existence upon its progeny, it is but fair to conclude that it

just enjoys life as much as any other animal, and that its

extraordinary formation and singular habits are but further
proofs to engage us to admire the wonderful works of Om-
nipotence.' Nor are the motions of this animal so slow
while suspended in this strange position, nor his habitat so

circumscribed as naturalists have hitherto imagined. ' The
Indians,' continues Mr. Waterton, 4 have a saying, that
when the wind blows the sloths begin to travel. In fact,

during calm weather they remain tranquil, probably not
liking to cling to the brittle extremities of the branches,
lost they should break whilst the animals are passing from
one tree to another; but as soon as the wind rises the
branches of the neighbouring trees become interwoven, and
then the sloth seizes hold of them and pursues his journey
in safety. He travels at a good round pace, and \v>re you
to sec him, as I have done, passing from tree to tree, you I

would never think of calling him a sloth.' Though the

merit of explaining and accounting for the many apparent

inconsistencies and anomalies observable in the conformation

of these animals is undoubtedly due -to Mr. Watertcn. vet

their habit of resting suspended from a branch or pcrHs.w.is

long since noticed by different authors, and is purticularU

described in a communication to Buffon from the Manp.*
de Montmirail, in whose menagerie a sloth was preened
for upwards of three years. Stedman, in his Ili\t<>nj o/>V
rimwu has an engraving of a sloth in this portion, \\\.w\\

we have copied, as illustrating its singular mode of pn»-

gression.

[MouVuf l'.ovjr.-si,,:, ]

The conformation of the extremities is not the only part

of its anatomy in which the sloth differs from ordinary mam-

mals. The number and form of the bones which compose

the trunk, the nature of its teeth, and the conformation of its

stomach and intestines, are all peculiar. The stomach is

divided by transverse ligatures into tour separate compart-

ments, which bear a distant resemblance to the four stomachs

of ruminating animals: they do not, however, exercise the

functions of these organs, nor do the sloths regurgitate their

food, or subject it to a second process of mastication like the

ox and the sheep. The intestines, also, are unusually short

for an animal which lives entirely upon vegetable substances

scarcely equalling twice the length of the body, whilst those

of ruminants frequently exceed ten times those dimension?.

Their simplicity and diminutive size in the sloths appear to

be compensated by the superior and unusual complication

of the stomach,—which, retaining the food for a longer pend

than in ordinary non-ruminating animals, allows it to he

more perfectly macerated, and prepared for the action of the

absorbent vessels which imbibe its nutritious particles in it>

passage through the intestines. The number of vertebra?

in the necks of mammals is generally seven, so that the

whales and dolphins, which have scarcely any neck at al\

as well as the giraffe and camel, which have it developed \\\

a most unusual degree, are all found to agree in this parti-

cular, however widely they differ in other respects : the At

alone forms an exception to this otherwise universal rule in

having nine cervical vertebrae. What renders this circum-

stance still more surprising is, that the neck of the Ai. not-

withstanding its two supernumerary vertebras, is far from

long,—being, on the contrary, much too short for its l>i)i,
T

fore-legs, if it were compelled to seek its food on the ground,

like other animals. But this defect is compensated, as veil

by the nature of the situation which it habitually occupies

suspended from the horizontal branches of the trees, as by

its power of using the f« ire-paw as a hand in convening the

food to its mouth, which, notwithstanding the rigidity of it>

members, it does with great address with one paw, whil>t it

clings firmly to the branches by means of the other three.

The dental system of the sloths is the most simple that

can well be conceived. They have no incisor teeth, but

canines and molars only ; and in the Ai the canines are

diminutive, and in all respects very similar to the other

teeth. The molar teeth are universally eight in the upper

jaw and six in the lower, four and three on either side

respectively. Their construction is most simple, consist-

ing merely of a cylinder of bone, enveloped in enamel,

and hollow at both ends,— at the upper by continual detn-

tion, and at the under by default of ossification. They hare

no lamina of enamel penetrating the body of the tooth, as

in other herbivorous animals, which renders them such

effective instruments in grinding and masticating vegetable

substances. Hence it results that the mastication o( the

sloth must be extremely imperfect, though the defect of
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dentition is probably compensated, in some degree, by the
superior complication of the stomach.
The genus Ai, for which the name of Bradypus has been

more properly reserved, differs from theUnau, Choicepus, in

many respects, but at the same time approximates more
nearly to it than any other known animal : these two genera,
together with the extinct fossil animals which have been
called Megatherium and Megalonyx, and which, with the
form and organization of a sloth, nearly equalled the elephant
in size, constitute the Cuvierian family, Tardigrada. Be-
sides the difference of the canine teeth, which are completely
developed in the Unau,and in the Ai of the same form and
subject to the same detrition as the molars, these two genera
are distinguished from one another by the number of toes

on the fore-feet, which are three in the Ai and only two in

the Unau ; by the comparative length of the fore-arms, which
are much longer in the former than in the latter ; by the
number of cervical vertebra in the Ai, as already men-
tioned ; by the equally-unusual number of ribs in the Unau,
which amount to no fewer than forty-six, the greatest num-
ber hitherto found in any mammal, the Ai having but thirty-

two ; and by numerous other modifications which it is unne-
cessary to enumerate.
The sloths are known to bring forth, and suckle their

voung like ordinary quadrupeds. For this purpose they
have two mammra, which are situated on the breast ; and
the young sloth, from the moment of its birth, adheres to

the body of its parent till it acquires sufficient size and
strength to shift for itself. The head of the Ai is short,

the face small and round like that of the American mon-
keys, the ears concealed in the long hair which surrounds
them, the eyes small and deeply sunk in the head, and the
tail a mere rudiment. The Ai is found only in the most
gloomy and retired tropical forests of South America.
The Indians like his flesh, and are in continual pursuit of
him.

Naturalists reckon two distinct species of the Ai, and
three or four varieties, some of which may probably be
found to be specifically different, when they come to be
dissected and carefully compared with one another. 1 . The
Common Ai, (Bradypus Communis,) has a short round
head, furnished with coarse shaggy hair, disposed on the
crown in verging rays, like that of the human species

:

the face is of a yellowish colour, covered with very short
hair, whilst that of the body and extremities is universally
long and shaggy ; the eyes are encircled by a brown ring

;

the hair of the body varied with irregular patches of dark
and light brown, or silvery while : between the shoulders
there is an oval patch of short orange-coloured hair, of a
finer quality than that found on other parts of the body, and
divided in the centre by a longitudinal black stripe ; the
throat and breast are frequently of a light straw colour.

The texture of the hair is altogether peculiar, and more
nearly resembles dry hay, or grass shrivelled and withered
by the sun, than the hair of ordinary quadrupeds. It is

coarse and flattened at the extremity, but as small at the
root as the finest spider's web ; and its dry and withered
appearance forms the Ai's principal security against its

pursuers, as it renders it extremely difficult to detect it

whilst at rest among the branches covered with bark and
moss of the same colour ; it is only when in motion that it

can be readily distinguished from the trunk beneath which
it hangs suspended. In other respects, different individuals

of this species differ considerably from one another, in the
shades and disposition of their colours, and in the intensity

ofthe mark between the shoulders ; some even want this lattet

mark altogether, others are of a uniform ash colour over the

whole body, and there are others still, which have the hair

of the head parted in the centre, and hanging down upon
each side ; but whether these constitute distinct species or

mere varieties of the common Ai, is a point hitherto unde-
termined ; the cabinets of Europe do not afford sufficient

materials for an extensive comparison, and no naturalist

has ever examined the Ais with this view in their native

regions.

2. The Collared Ai (Bradypus collaris), is a very distinct

species, even in the bony structure of its cranium. Its face

is naked and of a black colour ; the hair of its body less

flattened, and withered-looking than in the common species

;

the forehead, temples, chin, throat, and breast covered with

reddish or rust-coloured hair, slightly frizzled ; on the crown

of the head it is long and yellow, and on the rest of the body

pale orange: but the most distinguishing mark of the

species is a large black collar which completely surrounds
the neck, and from which its specific name of couaris is de-

rived. Beneath this outer coat there is an inner one of very
fine fur, which is of a dark brown colour on the collar, but
gradually diminishes in intensity towards the croup, where
it is entirely white.

Both these species feed upon the leaves of trees, and
bring forth but a single young one at a birth. When in

motion in the forests they emit a feeble, plaintive cry, re-

sembling the word Ai, and which is the origin of the name
they bear among the Europeans settled in America. They
are extremely retentive of life, and have been seen to move
their legs and exhibit other symptoms of vivacity, a
full half hour after being deorived of the heart and other

viscera.

A1A-SOLOUK, or AIA-SALUK, a small village of
Asia Minor, on the banks of the Kitchik Minder, the old

Caystrus ; many remains are found there, which have given
rise to the supposition that it occupies the site of Ephesus.
But the remains of Ephesus are two miles lower down the

river. [See Ephesus, for an account of both places.]

AIDE-DE-CAMP, a French term, denoting a military

officer usually of the rank of captain, one or more ofwhom is

attached to every general officer, and conveys all his orders

to the different parts of his command. A field- marshal
is entitled to four, a lieutenant-general to two, and a
major-general to one. The king appoints as many aides-

de-camp as he pleases, and this situation confers the rank
of colonel.

AIDS, called by ancient legal writers auxilia, were a
kind of pecuniary tribute paid by a feudal vassal to his supe-
rior or lord, on occasions of peculiar emergency. The kinds
of aids of most usual occurrence were, 1st, when the lord

made his eldest son a knight ;—this ceremony occasioned

considerable expense, and entitled the lord to call upon his

tenant for extraordinary assistance: 2d, when the lord

gave his eldest daughter in marriage, he had her dower to

provide, and was entitled by law to claim a contribution

from his tenants for this purpose. The amount of these

two kinds of aid was limited to a certain sum bv the statute

Westminster 1. c. 3G, namely, at 20*. for a knight's fee,

and at 20*. for every 20/. per annum value of socage lands,

and so on in proportion. The third species of aid, which
was to ransom the lord's person when taken prisoner, was
of less frequent occurrence than the other two, and was of

necessity altogether uncertain in amount ; because, if the

lord were taken prisoner, it was absolutely necessary to

restore him, however exorbitant the required ransom might
be. In the more ancient treatises on feudal tenures, there

is a vast collection of abstruse learning upon the various

kinds of aids ; but as aids for knighting the lord's son and
marrying the lord's daughter are expressly abolished by
the stat 12 Car. II. c. 24. and as the aid for ransoming the

lord's person is now become obsolete, the learning upon
these subjects has long lost all practical utility, and is be-

come merely matter of historical curiosity.

AIKIN, JOHN, M.D., was the only son of the Rev.
John Aikin, D.D., for many years tutor in divinity at the

dissenting academy of Warrington in Lancashire. John
was born at the village of Kibworth-Harcourt in Leicester-

shire, on the 15th January, 1747. Here, and afterwards at

Warrington, he received a classical education under his

father, from whom he imbibed that love of letters for which
he was distinguished through life.

Having made choice of the medical profession, he was at

an early age articled to a surgeon and apothecary at

Uppingham, in Rutlandshire, where he remained for

three years, and then went to pursue his studies at the

University of Edinburgh. Having continued here during
two winters, he returned to England in May, 1 766, and
after paying a short visit to Warrington, renewed his medi-

cal studies at Manchester. After a residence of three years

in Manchester, he proceeded to London, and joined the

class of Dr. William Hunter.
The first field which he chose for his professional exer-

tions was the city of Chester, where he settled in the au-

tumn of 1770, and here his earliest medical work was pub-
lished. This was entitled Observations on the External
Use of Preparations of Lead, with some general Remarkson
Topical Medicines. This work met with a satisfactory re-

ception from the members of the medical profession, and is

still held in esteem. Not meeting with sufficient encou-

ragement at Chester, in little more than a year he re-
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moved to Warrington, where lie immediately succeeded in

obtaining a moderate amount of practice. Shortly after

this time, he published a pamphlet entitled Thoughts on

Hospitals, which was well received both by the medical pro-

fession and by the public generally. Mr. Aikin's earliest

publication, unconnected with his profession, was a small

volume, entitled Essays on Sons Writing; this was first

published in 1772, and was speedily carried through a se-

cond edition. Very many years afterwards this little work

was remodelled, and published with additions, under the

title of Vocal Poetry.

In the year just mentioned, Mr. Aikin married Miss

Martha Jennings, the daughter of his maternal uncle, a

unijn from which he derived the truest domestic happiness

during the remaining years of his lengthened life. In

17 73, he assisted his sister, Mrs. Barbauld, in the composi-

tion of a small volume of Miscellaneous Pieces in Prose,

and in the following year published a translation of The Life

of Agricola, by Tacitus, with copious notes, which was soon

followed by a translation of The Manners of the Germans,

by the same author. His next was A Specimen of the

Medical Biography of Great Britain, and this essay meeting

with considerable attention from many professional and

literary persons of celebrity, by whom he was incited to pur-

sue the subject, he published, five years after, an octavo vo-

lume of Biographical Memoirs of Medicine in Great Britain

from the Revival of Literature to the Time of Hervey. It

was Mr. Aikin's intention to still further extend the work,

but it was found impossible for him, as then situated, to

procure materials for completing his purpose in a satisfactory

manner.
To these literary occupations, and to the labour attendant

on an extensive medical practice, were at this time added
the task of delivering chemical lectures to the students at

the Warrington academy, and the charge of privately in-

structing a iew medical pupils.

The next publication of any consequence which we owe
to Mr. Aikin appeared in 1 784. This was a much en-

larged and corrected edition of Lewis's Experimental

History of the Materia Medico, in 1 vol. 4 to., the prepara-

tion of which had occupied him during a large portion of

the preceding year. About the same time was published

the first of his works composed for the benefit of young
people. This, which was entitled The Calendar of Nature,

contained an instructive sketch of many striking circum-

stances in animal and vegetable life, and of the changes

attendant upon the revolution of the seasons in our latitude.

This little piece was republished fifteen years after, and
entitled The Natural History of the Year.

Having lost his father by death, and the breaking up of

the Warrington academy having scattered the literary and
scientific society of that town, so much in accordance with

his tastes, Mr. Aikin determined, upon the advice of manv
professional friends, to take his degree as a doctor of medi-
cine, and to seek some more promising field than Warring-
ton for the employment of his professional talents. With
this view he proceeded, in July, 1784, to the Univer-

sity of Leyden, where, having gone through the necessary

examinations, he received his degree, and returned to Eng-
land.

At the end of some months spent in inquiries after a
suitable opening for practice, Dr. Aikin was persuaded that

such an opportunity presented itself at Yarmouth, in Nor-
folk, from many of the inhabitants of which place he re-

ceived promises of support. The experiment of a year con-

vinced the doctor, however, that the ground he had chosen
was too far pre-occupied as a medical station to offer reason-

able expectation of success, and he then removed to Lon-
don, where he appeared to be rapidly making his way, when
the retirement from practice of one of his former competi-

tors at Yarmouth occasioned an invitation for his return to

be forwarded to him from so large a number of the respect-

able inhabitants, that he felt it impossible, with prudence,

to hesitate, and returned to that town after only a very few
months absence.
In 1 788, Dr. Aikin wrote his popular little work, England

Delineated, and also produced a new edition of Lewis's
MateriaMedico, with all the alterations called for by the then
recent progress of medical science. Two years afterwards,

upon the refusal of the legislature to repeal the Test and
Corporation acts, Dr. Aikin, who was bound by the ties of
birth and connexions, as well as by principle, to the dissen- J

tern, employed his pen as their champion, and published two

strongly-expressed pamphlets on the question. This act of
partisanship produced him many enemies. The clergy

with their connexions, as well as the members of the cor-

poration, chose toconsider themselves thereby absolved from
their promises of support, which they secretly transferred to

another physician, who was invited by them to settle in the

town. Dr. Aikin's situation was, m consequence, ren-

dered so much less lucrative and agreeable, that early in

1792 he again removed his family to London, where he re-

commenced his medical practice.

In the same year, Dr. Aikin, who had before assisted

Howard in preparing his works for the press, published, in one

small octavo volume, A View of the Character and Public

Services of the late John Howard, Esq., LL.D., F.R.S. This

work comprises an account of the principal events of Mr.

Howard's life, and of the origin and progress of his inquiries

into the state of prisons, hospitals, and lazarettos, and it

gives a summary of his character and exertions ; a task for

which Dr. Aikin was peculiarly qualified, as well by the

continual and unreserved intercourse which had passed be-

tween Howard and himself, as by the peculiar turn of his

own mind, which led him to view with interest approaching

to enthusiasm every scheme which promised in any way to

diminish human suffering.

The first volume of Evenings at Home, the most popular,

and probably also the most useful of all Dr. Aikin s works,

was published very soon after he had settled in London.

The volumes of this work appeared successively, the sixth

and last in June, 1 795. This work was the joint produc-

tion of Dr. Aikin, and his sister, Mrs. Barbauld, whose

contributions, however, did not exceed half a volume in the

whole. The object of these volumes was a favourite

one with their authors, who desired to teach things rather

than words. In the execution of the task, thev presented,

in a manner sufficiently attractive to engage the attention

of young persons, a good deal of natural history, with some
of the elements of chemistry and mineralogy ; but the prin-

cipal charm and value of the work consist in its just views

of human character, and in the uncompromising integrity

visible in every line. 'Things by their Right Names' is

the title of one of the papers inserted in these volumes,

which might, with great propriety, have been adopted for

the entire work. At the expiration of nearly half a century

from its first appearance, • Evenings at Home' is still in

possession of public favour, and the work has been trans-

lated into almost all the European languages.
In the beginning of 1794 Dr. Aikin published a volume

of Lettersfrom a Father to his Son on various Topics rela-

tive to Literature and the Conduct of Life. This may be

characterised as an original work ; as it was not designed
for children, it is less elementary than the • Evenings at

Home/ The chief aim of these letters, thirty in number,
appears to be to obviate prejudices, to lead the person who
shall study them to judge and enjoy and act for himself,

inculcating freedom of thinking on all occasions, lest the

deference to authorities on small matters ' should induce
the same habit of passive compliance in affairs of capital

importance.*

In 1 795 Dr. Aikin published in a large quarto volume, A
Description of the Countryfrom thirty to forty Miles round
Manchester. The author brought considerable local know-
ledge to the execution of this task, which is written with

much clearness and animation, and displays throughout the

doctor's characteristic good sense and freedom from vulgar
prejudices.

On the establishment of the Monthly Magazine, in the

beginning of 1796, Dr. Aikin became its literary editor, the

political portion being placed in other hands. This office

the doctor retained for ten years with considerable credit to

his literary reputation. At the close of the same year (1 796)
Dr. Aikin engaged in his greatest work, the General Bio-
graphy, which employed a large portion of his time during
nineteen years, and was extended to ten quarto volumes.
In this undertaking he had the assistance, first of Dr. En-
field, and, after his decease, of the late Dr. Thomas Morgan.
The portion of matter contributed by Dr. Aikin amounted
to nearly one half the contents of the volumes.
His health, which had been declining from the summer

of 1796, became so seriously bad in the spring of 1798,
that Dr. Aikin was then obliged to have recourse to the

relaxation of a country life; and he passed four months
at Dorking, in Surrey. Even under tnese circumstances,

however, lie gave evidence of the activity erf hit mind by
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producing * second volume of Lettersfrom a Father to his

Son.
So little benefit to his health was derived from this resi-

denoe at Dorking, that a total renunciation of London and
of his profession became a matter of necessity, and he accord-

ingly removed, in October, 1798, to Stoke Newington, where
he continued to reside during the remainder of his life. Dr.

Aikin did not, however, by any means relax in his literary

exertions, but, on the contrary, undertook, in addition to the
* Monthly Magazine* and the * Biography/ to superintend a
new edition of Dr. Johnson's poets, and in the execution of

this engagement he supplied several critical prefaces and
biographical notices which had been omitted by Dr. Johnson.

During 1801 Dr, Aikin wrote an instructive little volume
for the use of young persons, entitled, The Arts of life. In
this work a clear view is given, under the three heads of

food, clothing, and shelter, both of the arts of first necessity

and of those which minister to our comfort and convenience.

This volume was followed in a very few months by The
Woodland Companion, or a Brief Description of British

Trees, with some Account of their Uses. In 1803 appeared
his Letters to a Young Lady on a Course of English Poetry.

In 1 806, when his connexion ceased with the ' Monthly Ma-
gazine,* Dr. Aikin was engaged in establishing a new perio-

dical work, which was called The Athenaeum, and he conti-

nued to be its editor during the two and a half years that

the publication was continued.

Towards the close of 1 8 1 1 Dr. Aikin accepted the office

of editor of Dodsley's ' Annual Register,' an undertaking
which occupied a considerable portion of his time, so that he
had now ample occupation without any attempts at original

composition. Constant employment appears to have been a
necessary condition of his existence, and on the completion
of the General Biography, in the spring of 1815, he formed
a collection entitled Select Works of the British Poets, to

which he supplied short biographical and critical notices.

He was also a contributor to the Annals of the Reign of
George 111, which were published in two vols. 8vo. The
first edition of the work ended with the peace of Paris, in

1815, but, in a second edition, the Annals were brought
down to the death of George III.

Early in the spring of 1817, a few months after the ap-
pearance of the Annals, Dr. Aikin experienced a dangerous
stroke of paralysis, which for a time deprived him of his fa-

culties. After a few months he partially recovered, and
survived more than five years. He died of a stroke of
apoplexy, December 7. 1822.

Dr. Aikin s temper was naturally cheerful and affectionate,

a disposition which he cultivated as a principle. His attach-

ment to the cause of rational freedom was ardent and uni-

form. His diligence in the performance of whatever he
undertook was unwearied. His moral purity was unble-
mished.
AIMOIN, a benedictine monk, and an historian. He

was a native of Ville Franche, in the province of Perigord.

He wrote, or rather began, a history of the French, which
he dedicated to his patron and principal, Abbon, Abbot of

FLeuri-sur-Loire. It is said in his preface, that he intended
to give an account of the origin of the French nation, and
to bring his narrative down to Pepin le Bref, father of
Charlemain (741;; but, either he aid not accomplish his

task, or some part of it has been lost, for what we have of
him brings us down only to the sixteenth year of Clovis II.

(650). Two books were afterwards added by an unknown
writer. This history of Aimoin is not esteemed ; it is in-

correct, and he does not dwell sufficiently upon the events
which he has to relate. His best work, ana also the most
interesting, is an account of the life of Abbon ; it contains a
great number of anecdotes, and frequently alludes to the
political and public circumstances of the times. Aimoin
died in 1008.

AIN, a river in France which, rising among the slopes of

4 the Jura, pursues a S.S.W. course into the Rhone. Its

length is more than ninety miles, and its junction with the

Rhone takes place about twenty miles above Lyon. Although
not a stream of any great importance, it serves to give name
to a department pretty nearly coincident with the district

of Bresse, Bougey, Dombes, &c., sub-divisions of the former
province of Bourgogne (Burgundy). This river separates

the department into two parts of nearly equal extent, com-
prising, between them, about 1727 square miles, and con-

taining, at the end of 1826, a population of about 342,000

person*. Jt sends five deputies, and is subdivided into five

arrondissements. The district on the western or right bank
of the Ain, though marshy in some parts, produces harvests
sufficient for the inhabitants, whose chief occupation is agri-

culture : the eastern district, which is crowned by the ridges
of the Jura and the intervening vallies, affords pasturage
for a great number of horses and sheep, and yields iron and
stone, which the inhabitants work. The best lithographic

stones in France are procured here. The Lake of Nantua,
which is about the middle of the department, is not less than
1300 feet above the level of the sea. In the S.W. of the de-
partment are numerous pools or ponds, which are made dry
during part ofthe year for cultivation ; but they are very inju-

rious to the health of the people. Among the manufactures
carried on in different places, are those ofcloth atMontluel, near
the Rhone, a town ofabout 4000 inhabitants, and at the capital

of the department, Bourg (see Bourg) ; of linen and paper at

Nantua (population 3700), in one of the passes of the Jura

;

and of watches at Bourg and Femey, the latter celebrated

as the residence of Voltaire, by whom this branch of industry

was introduced there. The chief towns beside those already

noticed are Belley (population 5300), near the S.E. comer
of the department; Gex (population 2600), at the N.E.
extremity; and Trevoux (population 3000), on the Sa6ne.
These, with Nantua, are the seats of sub-prefects; and we
may add to them Thoissey and Pont-de-Vaux, near the
Saone. Bourg, the capital, is on the Reyssouse, a feeder of

the Saone, and contains between 8000 and 9000 inhabitants.

The Saone bounds the department on the west; the Rhone
(on the right or French bank of which is the Jura) limits

it on the south and east, and the tributaries of these two
streams water it ; on the north it has the departments of

Jura, and Saone and Loire.

AIN-TAB, a town of Syria (about 37° N. lat., and perhaps
about 37° 35' E. lone.), near the sources of the Kouaik or

river of Aleppo ; and hence its name, from the Arabic Ain,
eye or fountain. It is about seventy miles N. by E. from
Aleppo. It is a large town, inhabited both by Mohamme-
dans, Greeks, and Armenian Christians. The Turkish is

the common language. The houses are built of stone,

which is found in the neighbourhood : some of the streets

are refreshed by streams of water, and the air is wholesome.
On the north is a castle standing on an artificial elevation.

The extensive burying-ground, looking at a distance like a
large suburb, lies to the south of the town. The manufac-
tures are, leather made of goat's skin dyed red and yellow,

cottons, and various coloured woollens. The chief trade U
in leather and raw hides.

Ain-tab is supposed, but without any reason, to have
been anciently called Antiocheia ad Taurum. It was taken
by Tamerlane in 1400. The population was computed at

about 20>000 some years ago, [See Browne's Travels,

p. 411.1

AINSWORTH, ROBERT, the author of a well-known
Latin Dictionary. He was born at Woodyale, about four

miles from Manchester, in September, 1660. Having re-

ceived, or at least completed, his education at Bolton, he
afterwards taught a school for some time in that town. He
then came to London, and formed an establishment at

Bethnal Green, from which he removed, first to Hackney,
and afterwards to other villages in the neighbourhood of the

metropolis. It is said to nave been about the year 1714
that he was induced by the offers of the booksellers to com-
mence the compilation of his Dictionary ; but the execu-

tion of the work was frequently suspended, and it did not

appear till 1736. He tells us himself, indeed, that it had
been begun more than twenty years before. The first edi-

tion, which was dedicated to Dr. Mead in a well-written

Latin address, was in one volume quarto ; and it was the only

one published during the lifetime of the author, who died at

London on the 4th of April, 1 743, and was buried at Poplar,

where an inscription of his own composition, in Latin verse,

was placed over his remains and those of his wife. Having
acquired a competency, he had retired from teaching for some
time before his death. These particulars are given in a no-

tice prefixed to the second edition of his Dictionary. Dr.

Kippis, in his edition of the Biogranhia Britannica, adds,

from private information, that in the latter part of his life he
used to be fond of rummaging in the shops of the low bro-

kers; by which means he often picked up old coins and
other valuable curiosities at little expense. He is said to have
written some Latin poemB; and he also published Proposal*

for making Education less Chargeable, and some other

treatises, the list ofwhich may be seen in Watts BibHothecQ;
2H2
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but his Dictionary is the only work for which he is now re-

membered. A second edition of it, edited by Mr. Samuel
Patrick, appeared in two volumes, quarto, 1746, and it has

since been frequently republished. One edition, which came
out in 1752, is in two folio volumes, and used to be in some
request as a handsome specimen of typography. It was su-

perintended by the Rev. William Young, the supposed ori-

ginal of Fielding's Parson Adams. Another, in two volumes,

quarto, was published in 177*3, by Dr. Thomas Morell, the

author of the Lexicon of Greek Prosody. Both Young and
Morell also edited Abridgments of Ainsworth's Dictionary,

which, until lately, were much used in schools. There is

also an abridgment of the work, published in two volumes,

octavo, in 1759, by Mr. Thomas. The latest and best edition

of the larger work is that which appeared in 1810, in one

volume, quarto, under the care of Dr. Carey. This Dic-

tionary, regarded as a mere word-book, is a laborious and
useful work ; but it has no claim to be considered as a phi-

losophical exposition of the etymology of the Latin language,

or as anything like a complete exhibition of the usage of

words by Latin authors. Notwithstanding the corrections

which it has received from the labours of its successive edi-

tors, it still remains disfigured by many errors and deficiencies,

which could scarcely have been avoided when it was first

compiled, but which leave the book a great way behind the

present improved state of philological learning.

AIR. This word is derived from the Greek and Latin

aer. Though generally applied only to the material of the

atmosphere, this term was, about the middle of the last

century, extended to all the gases, as they were successively

discovered, with a distinctive name for each. Though we
confine ourselves here to the properties of atmospheric air

onlv, we give the references to the modern names of the

principal airs, as they were then called, which will be found
mentioned in the chemical works of the last century.

Dephlogisticated Air,
j

Empyreal Air, > see Oxygen.
Vital* Air, J

Phlogisticated Air, see Nitrogen.

XT ., .. [Nitric Oxide.
Nitrous Air, see

| Deutoxi(le of Nitrogen .

Dephlogisticated Ni-1 (Nitrous Oxide.

trous Air, 1
ee

i Protoxide of Nitrogen.

Inflammable Air, see Hydrogen.
Fixed Air, see Carbonic Acid.

Alkaline Air, see Ammonia.
The air which envelops the globe is a mixture of two of

these simple substances, to which chemists have given the

name of elementary ; viz., oxygen and nitrogen, with a very

small proportion of carbonic acid, and water in the state of

vapour. The two last are considered as accidental ingre-

dients, and not constituent parts ; as well on account of

the smallncss of their quantity, as because they occur

in different proportions at different times. Speaking ac-

cording to the language of the atomic theory, air is

composed of one equivalent of oxygen and two of ni-

trogen, or its atom is one atom of oxygen united with

two of nitrogen. The atomic weights of oxygen and ni-

trogen being as 8 to 14, the proportion between the

weights of the two contained in any quantity of air will be

that of 8 to 28 or 2 to 7, that is, nine grains of air contain

two grains of oxygen, and seven of nitrogen. The best

experiments are found to agree very nearly with this, when
the air is perfectly pure. In measuring these proportions

by volume, as it is called, that is, ascertaining the relative

spaces which would be occupied by the gases which form

air when at the same pressure and temperature, it is found

that one cubic inch of oxygen, mixed with four of ni-

trogen, in a vessel containing five cubic inches, will fill it

with air of the same pressure and temperature as the oxygen
and nitrogen.

The quantity of carbonic acid gas found in air, varies

from thFee to eight parts out of a thousand in weight ; and
the quantity of water in a state of vapour is very variable,

but is not generally more than 1 4 per cent, of the whole
weight. The proportions of oxygen and nitrogen are found
not to vary sensibly either throughout the whole globe, or

the heights of the surrounding atmosphere. This was tried

by M. Gay Lussac on air which he brought down with him
from a height of 22,000 feet above the level of the sea.

[See Balloon.]
A thousand cubic inches of dry air, the barometer stand-

ing at thirty inches, and Fahrenheit's thermometer at 60°,

weigh about 303 grains. This result is at present consi-

dered as, perhaps, too small by a number of grains not

exceeding six ; that is, the weight of the above volume of

air may possibly be as much as 311 grains. Biot and The-
nard agree in stating the latter, and the former has been

long used by British chemists, on the authority of Sir G.

Shuckburgh. The same bulk of water, at the same pres-

sure and temperature, weighs 252,525 grains; that is, water

must be reckoned as about 828 or 812 times as heavy as air,

according as we prefer the first or second determination

above- cited.

We have stated that the air is a mixture of oxygen and

nitrogen, and not a chemical cmtibination. In what the

difference consists, it is impossible at present to say; but

the distinction may be illustrated by the following experi-

ment, which we introduce the more readily, as we shall after-

wards have occasion to refer to it. If eight grains of oxygen

gas, and one grain of hydrogen, be confined in a glass tube

from which the air has been previously excluded, they mavbe
mixed in that state, and the mixture thus formed will not pre-

vent either gas from separating from the other, and combining

with any third body. That is, the oxygen, for example, will

combine as readily with any substance which has agreatafti-

nity for it, as if the hydrogen were not present. But if a

succession of electric sparks be passed through the tube, a

new substance is formed out of the oxygen and hydrogen,

by some species of mutual connexion very different from the

former one, and which has the name of chemical combina-

tion. Nine grains of common water are formed from the

eight of oxygen and one of hydrogen. The oxygen will not

now easily be separated from the hydrogen by the applica-

tion of a third substance, and there are few for which the

oxygen has a greater affinity than for the hydrogen. The

general characters which distinguish chemical combination

from simple mixture, arc, that in the former there is usually

an alteration in the specific gravity, refractive power,

law of dilatation from heat, &c. ; that is, the specific gra-

vity for example, of the compound, docs not follow the rule

for determining the specific gravity of the mixture (which

see) from those of the ingredients. It is therefore argued

that when, as happens with regard to the air, no change

takes place in any of the above-mentioned phenomena, other

than might be directly inferred from our knowledge of the com-

ponent elements, the compound should receive the name of

a mixture, and not of a chemical combination.
We have seen in the experiments already cited, that two

elements which, when properly combined, produce a sub-

stance very different from either, may be placed in juxta-

position (such as is produced by mere mixture) without

any such consequence following. If nitrogen and oxygen

formed no other compound except atmospheric air, we

might, perhaps, call the latter a chemical compound ; but

we should then be obliged to say, that the affinity of nitro-

gen for oxygen was singularly small. But the contrary of

this is the fact. One equivalent of nitrogen may unite with

one, two, three, four, or five equivalents of oxygen, forming

the nitrous and nitric oxides, the hyponitrous acid, and the

nitrous and nit?'ic acids : all of which have every character

of chemical combinations. It must be acknowledged, how-

ever, that it is difficult to account for the constant proportion

of the oxygen and nitrogen in every part of the atmo-

sphere and in every part of the globe. The explanations

which have been proposed seem inconclusive.

The composition of air may be ascertained either synthe-

tically or analytically. Synthetically, by mixing the propor-

tions already noticed of oxygen and nitrogen ; in which case

it is found, that the mixture differs in no respect from com-

mon air. Analytically, by an experiment similar to the one

already cited ; in which, however, it is presumed, that we

know the composition of water. If hydrogen be added to or

mixed with a portion of common air, and the electric spark be

passed repeatedly through the mixture, it will be found that

the hydrogen has combined with eight times its weight of

oxygen, (if there be so much.) and has produced nine times

its weight of water. In this way, by trial, the quantity of

hydrogen may be found which will combine with all the

oxygen in the mixture, and the remainder is then found to

be simply nitrogen.

Such are the principal chemical properties of air. For

its effects upon animal life, see Respiration.
We have already observed that the air, in common with

all other bodies, has weight. This is proved by weighing a

bottle which contains nir in a very delicate balance, and
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then by repeating the process after the air has been ex-

hausted from the bottle by the air-pump. From this we
are immediately led to conclude that, like all other heavy
fluids, it exercises pressure upon all substances which are

in contact with it but this was not the order of discovery.

The pressure was ascertained long before there was any
other reason except analogy for inferring the weight, and the

latter discovery was a consequence of the former. It is true,

that Aristotle (Stanley's History of Philosophy, Aristotle,

part 2, chap, vii.) expressly mentions that air has weight,

and even cites the experiment of a bladder, which he asserts

weighs more when filled with air than when empty : but his

followers of the middle ages entirely abandoned the doctrine.

We shall speak more at length of the discovery, under the

heads Baromrtkr and Atmosphkrk. It is here sufficient

to observe, that the density of the air depends upon, and is a
consequence of, the pressure of the superincumbent atmo-

sphere. For the air is an elastic fluid, that is, its bulk in*

creases, and its density diminishes, whenever the exterior

pressure is wholly or partially removed. Let a loose blad-

der, tied at the mouth, and not so full of air as to be dis-

tended, be placed under the receiver of an air-pump, so that

the air which presses the outside of the bladder can be ex-

hausted. The interior air will expand so soon as the

exhaustion begins, will presently distend the bladder to its

fullest dimensions, and in some cases will even burst it.

On the re-admission of the air into the space surrounding

the bladder, the latter will gradually resume its former di-

mensions, and its withered or flaccid appearance.

As we ascend the atmosphere, the superincumbent co-

lumn of air becomes of less weight, and the density becomes
less ; that is, a cubic foot at the height of 1000 feet above

the ground is not so heavy, or does not contain so much air,

as a cubic foot at the surface of the earth : which is thus

explained. The air having in itself a force which tends

to separate the particles from one another, or to ex-

pand the whole bulk, but which force grows less and less

as the particles are more and more separated, that is, as

the bulk increases, the state of rest will always be that

in which the elaatio force upon a square inch of the sur-

face of air, arising from its own constitution, just balances

the external pressure upon that square inch. To illustrate

this, suppose a vertical tube, A B C D, ^^^^^
open at both ends, atfirst, and filled with a C7 "^ c
air, which communicates with the exterior

atmosphere. Place a slight membrane,
£ F, across it, which can be moved up
and down the tube, so that, except for

friction, it would be displaced if the pres-

sures of the air above and below it were
in the least degree unequal. At present

there are two equal and contrary pres-

sures on the two sides of £ F, arising

from the weight of the column of air

above £ F. For if the pressure from un- h

derneath were less than that from above,

£ F would move downwards, and vice

vend. Now cover the end 8 D of the tube, so that the air

in £ FD B shall have no communication with the exterior

air. The membrane, £ F, still remains at rest; that is, the

air K FD B, without being pressed by the exterior atmos-

phere through the section BD, exerts the same force upon

E F from below as the exterior atmosphere does from above.

This is what we mean by the elasticforce of the atmosphere,

as distinguished from the weight of the superincumbent

column of air. The two being always equal, may easily be

confounded ; we only wish to impress upon the reader, that

this repulsive force of the particles of air, of which we know
nothing but its effects, is a counterbalancing force from

within, so to speak, to the pressure from without, and is

greater or less according to the less or greater nearness of

the particles, as we shall proceed to exemplify.

To get a more distinct idea of the superincumbent pressure

on £ F, suppose the air to be entirely removed from above

£ F, so that the membrane must be held down in order to

prevent the uncounterbalanced force beneath from driving

it up. and exhibiting the phenomena of the air-gun. Let a

liquid, mercury for example, be poured into the tube, until

there is no longer any occasion to hold down E F, or until

the weight of the mercury will just counterbalance the pres-

sure of the air from below. In the average state of the atmo-

sphere, this will require about thirty inches of the tube above

£ F to be filled with mercury. Now let half the mercury

cr>

be removed, that is, let it only stand fifteen inches above£ F.
This is not sufficient to counterbalance the pressure from be-
neath, and the membrane will rise to twice its height above
B D, that is, the air will now occupy twice the space which it

did before. But this will not happen immediately, for it

will settle at first at something less than the height we have
mentioned, and attain that height by degrees. The reason
would be manifest if a thermometer were placed in the space
E F B D ; for it would be found that the thermometer would
fall when the expansion began, and would gradually regain
its original height as the membrane acquired its full dis-

tance from B D. Similarly, if the quantity of mercury were
doubled and made to stand at sixty inches above £ F, the
pressure on E F would be greater than that from beneath

;

the membrane would descend, the thermometer rising at
the same time ; and by the time the thermometer again in-

dicated the same temperature as at first, the membrane
E F would stand at half its original distance from B D. If
any other quantities of mercury were added or taken away,
ssnilar results would be found, so soon as the alteration of
temperature was balanced by the surrounding atmosphere,
which, in the first case, imparts heat to the apparatus, and,
in the second, receives heat from it. Thus, if only one-third
of the mercury were left, the air would overbalance it until it

had expanded into three times its dimensions. If the mer-
cury were increased five-fold, the air would never furnish a
counterpoise until it was reduced to one-fifth of its former
dimensions. This remarkable law, which holds for all gases
as well as air, may be expressed as follows : at the same
temperature, the elastic forces of two portions of air (or, which
is the same thing, the weights of mercury they will balance)
are in direct proportion to the densities, or in inverse propor-

tion to the spaces occupied by these portions. In the appa-
ratus above described, we do not pretend to show a good
practical method of actually performing the experiment For
this purpose we must refer to Air-pump.
The very great pressure of the atmosphere is illustrated

by the following experiment Two hollow hemispheres are

loosely placed one upon the other as in the figure : the lower
communicates by a tube, in which is a
stop-cock, (open for the present,) with
the exhausting apparatus of an air-pump.
At present there is no impediment to lift-

ing the upper from the lower except its

weight; the pressure of the air from
within counterbalancing that from with-
out. But if the air be withdrawn from
the interior, and the stop-cock closed so
that the apparatus can be unscrewed
from the air-pump without allowing the
air to enter, it will require an enormous
force to separate the two hemispheres.
If the diameter of the circle be fourteen
inches, the least force that will separate

them will be equivalent to about half a ton. Such being the
external pressure, it may appear extraordinary that the hu-
man body is capable of supporting it without being crushed to

atoms. The pressure on the body is computed at several tons.

But the cause of wonder is purely imaginary. In the words
of Dr. Robison, * the human body is a bundle of solids, filled

or mixed with fluids, and there are few or no parts of it

which are empty. All communicate either by vessels or

pores ; and the whole surface is a sieve, through which the
insensible perspiration is performed. The whole extended
surface of the lungs is open to the pressure of the atmo-
sphere ; everything is therefore in equilibrio ; and if free or
speedy access be given to every part, the body will not be
damaged by the pressure, however great any more tlian a
wet sponge would be deranged by pressing it any depth in

water.' (Mechanical Philosophy, vol. iii. p. 54 1 .)

The temperature of air, as already noticed, influences its

elastic force. We have every reason to conclude, that the
principal properties of this and all other gases are a conse-

quence of the presence of heat though we do not know
what the latter is. It is probable that air would become,
first liquid, and then solid, if it could be made sufficiently

cold. Like all other substances, air gives out heat when it

is compressed, that is, raises the temperature of surrounding
bodies, and vice versa. This is strikingly illustrated by the

fact that tinder can be set on fire when the air in which it is

contained is suddenly and violently compressed.

From careful experiments it appears, that air and all

other gases, as well as vapours, and also all mixtures o*
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gifts and Tapours, obtain an increase of elastic force for

every increase of temperature, and expand, therefore, if ex-
pansion be possible, in the vessel which contains them. The
quantity of this expansion, when the temperature passes

from the freezing to the boiling point of water, (that is, from
32° to 212° of Fahrenheit's, from 0° to 80° of Reaumur's,
and from 0° to 100° of the Centigrade, thermometers,) is 375
parts out of a thousand of the bulk which it had at the freez-

ing point. That is, in the apparatus of the preceding part

of this article, form a graduated scale along B A, and sup-

pose that B S contains a thousand parts, and that, the upper
air being removed, as much mercury is poured in above
£ F as will cause the membrane £ F to stand at £, when
the temperature of the air is at the freezing point of water.

Then, if the air be gradually heated from tne freezing to

the boiling point of water, either more mercury must be
poured in, or the membrane with the superincumbent mer-
cury will rise through 375 divisions more of the scale, and
E will stand at 1375. And this dilatation is uniform : that

is, whatever expansion arises from an increase of 12° of
temperature, half as much arises from an increase of 6°,

twice as much from one of 24°, and so on. This re-

markable law, which holds, with perhaps a slight variation,

at very high and very low temperatures, was discovered nearly
at the same time by Dalton in England, and Gay-Lussac
in France. Now, in Fahrenheit's thermometer there are
212°—32°, or 180° between the boiling and freezing points

of water; 80° in Reaumur's, and 100 in the Centigrade.
Consequently the whole increase of bulk, or -£JZ%, will give

tiVV&tt. Mfa, and rAVus* for the variations of bulk corre-

sponding to a rise of one degree of temperature on each of
tne three thermometers ; that is, ,|?, i \ Zt and j§ 9 , respec-
tively. But in applying these rules, it must be recollected,

that, taking Fahrenheit's thermometer, for example, the
expansion is ,J f of the bulk which it had at the freezing
point. Suppose, for instance, we have a bulk of air which
occupies 1000 cubic inches at the temperature of 62°

Fahrenheit, and we wish to know how much it would oc-

cupy under the same pressure at 82° of the same. The
first temperature is 30° above the freezing point, so that
the 1000 cubic inches are composed of—firstly, the bulk
at the freezing point, secondly, fa% or JM of that bulk due
to the additional 30° of temperature. Therefore, the 1000
cubic inches are 1-rV or ri <" the bulk at the freezing point,

which latter must, therefore, be {? of 1000 cubic inches,
or * VV 0

. It is 7 | v of this which is added for every degree
between 62s

and 82° or ,y„ that is ,»T, for the whole 20°.

Now 9', of ^V^ 0 is 39f} cubic inches, whence 1039 If cubic
inches is the bulk at 82°.

This law appears not to be quite exact at very high or
very low temperatures. We subjoin the results ofthe experi-
ments of MM. Dulong and Petit upon the relative expan-
sions of air and mercury. [Pouillet, EUmens de Physique,
first edition, voL i. part i. p. 259.]

Temperatuwf by Centifrade Thermometer.
ir.1B11j.i Air Tltcrm. contetofl ttyt
Mercurial. ^4^^^ of the g]u§%

—36° —36°
0 0
{Boiling
point of 100
water.

150 148-70

200 197*05

250 24505
300 29270

360
[Boiling

{ point of
I mercury.

350*00

mm of air,

8650
10,000

13,750

15,576

17,389

19,189

20,976

23,125

From the first two columns of which we see that the dilata-

tions of air and mercury are not exactly in the same propor-

tion at high temperatures. The third column is derived
from the first two, thus : if, in passing through 100° on the
air thermometer, the bulk 1 0,000 increased to 13,750, what
accession of bulk will arise from supposing a further acces-

sion of 48*70 degrees? We see that when the mercury is

dilated so as to increase half as much as it increased from the
freezing to the boding point of water, (from 1 00° to 1 50^,) the
air does not gain quite so much (from 1 00° to 1 48°* 70).

That is, either the mercury expands more, or the air less,

above the boiling point of water, than below. Certain
theoretical considerations, into which we cannot here enter,

make it highly probable that it is the mercury which takes

a greater rate of expansion, and that the law above stated is

rigorously true for air and gases at all temperatures.
On the properties of air with regard to other bodies, we

may notice that probably there is a slight adhesion of air to

many, if not to all, surfaces. A small needle may be made
to swim on water, and in this state the water evidently re-
tires from around it, leaving it, as it were, suspended over a
hollow in the fluid. This is attributed to the adhesion of a
coat of air, which, with the iron, makes the whole speet*

fically lighter than the water. Recent experiments on the
pendulum, the most delicate of all philosophical instruments,
have led some to suspect, that in addition to the resistance
of the air, a slight coating of this substance travels with tlie

pendulum, and thereby causes an irregular addition to its

weight [See Pendulum.]
In this article we have considered only the chemical and

mechanical properties of air. The constitution of the whole
mass will come under the article Atmosphere. To com-
plete the subject, refer to Oxygen, Respiration, Com-
bustion, Ventilation, Acoustics, Aerodynamics, and
also to Turners Chemistry, fourth edition, p. 231 ; Biot,
Precis de Physique, 207 ; and the various articles on the
subject in the Encyclopcedia Metropolitan.
AIR-GUN. An instrument for projecting bullets, in

which the moving power is the rush of condensed air allowed

c

to escape, instead of the formation of gases arising from the
ignition of gunpowder. The air-gun and the common gun
are therefore the same in principle, and it is only necessary

to describe the peculiarities of its mechanism.
We have given above the section ofone of the earlier species

of air guns.
In the stock of the gun is a condensing syringe, the pis-

ton of which is M S, by means of which air is condensed
into the cavity C 8, which has a valve opening inwards, just
behind the bullet K. The barrel, K A, is open, and the
bullet (which should just fit the barrel) is inserted in the
usual way. The trigger, O, opens the valve behind the
bullet, and permits the rush of the condensed air, which
propels the bullet forward. The moment the finger is with-
drawn from the trigger, the air closes the valve, and remains,
somewhat less condensed than before, for the next discharge.
The same principle has been variously applied. In the

xine air-gun, there is a reservoir of bullets, in a channel

r the barrel, one of which it turned in by a cylindrical

cock pierced by a tube, which in one position is a continua-
tion of the reservoir of bullets, and in another, of the barrel.
Thus by turning the gun upside down and turning the
cock, a bullet fails into it from the reservoir, which, on re-
turning the cock, is of course in the barrel. In some air-
guns, the cavity containing the condensed air is a hollow
copper ball, which can be screwed on to the gun after con-
densation. The air-cane is so called because it is usually
in the form of a walking-stick. The handle contains the
condensed air, and can be unscrewed and filled by a separate
condensing syringe. There is some mention of an instru-
ment similar in principle to the air-gun among the ancients ;

and it is said that Ctesibius, a celebrated mechanical philo-
sopher, who lived, b.c. 120, at Alexandria, constructed an
instrument, in which the air, by its elastic force, discharged
an arrow from a tube. (Montucla, Histoire des Math&na-
tiques, vol. i. p. 267.) The invention, such as we have de-
scribed it, is ascribed to Marin, a native of Lisieux, in France,
who is said to have presented an air-gun to Henry IV*
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No power, but only a convenient adaptation of power, is

gained in an air-gun, since the condensation of the air re-

quires force. If the arm which condenses the air into the

cavity could, without exertion, follow the bullet, and employ
its force only in pushing the latter onwards, it would com-

municate the velocity which the bullet would receive from

the gun, before as much force had been expended as would

be required for the condensation ; for the whole force em-
ployed in overcoming the friction of the piston would be

saved. This consideration will be more fully discussed in

the article Machine.
The elastic force of the gas produced from gunpowder is

stated by Dr. Hutton to be about 1000 times that of com-

mon air, at the moment when it is produced. And the

velocities which are produced bv different forces are not as

the forces themselves, but as the square roots of the forces.

Attending to this consideration only, a compression of forty

a'mospheres, as it is called.—that is, a condensation of forty

equal bulks of air into one,—would give a velocity bearing to

that of gunpowder the proportion of the square root of 40

to that of 1000, or one-fifth. But there is another circum-

stance to be attended to. The gas generated from gunpow-
der quickly expands itselfinto many times its first dimensions,

thereby diminishing its elastic force in the same proportion

;

whereas, if the cavity be large, the expansion of the air in

the cavity, when it has also filled the barrel, will not mate-

rially alter its elastic force. Attending to this, we find, by
a rough calculation, that, from the preceding supposition, we
might expect to have more than naif the velocity of gun-
powder. The air-gun has never been used in war, on
account of its expense, and the force which must be exerted

to condense the air. The latter objection has disappeared

since the use of steam : a few very small and portable en-

gines kept constantly at work would provide ammunition
for a large army. For great guns, the use of condensed air

has never, to our knowledge, been attempted : in fact, the

air-gun itselfhas always been considered as a toy, unless in

a very few cases, where it has been the instrument of private

and cowardlv revenge.

AIR-PUMP. A philosophical instrument for removing
the air out of a vessel. We shall also include under this

head the apparatus for forcing more air into a vessel, better

known by the name of the Condensing Syringe, as the two

differ very slightly in their main principle and simplest con-

struction.

fc-l yfc.2-

Above we have the sections of the simplest forms of an ex-

hausting and of a condensing syringe. Both consist of a

tul>e closed at one end, excepting an orifice to which a valve

or lid is attached. A piston, with a rod and handle, enters

at the other end, and can be moved up and down the tube.

The piston is not entirely closed, but has a valve opening

the same way as the other valve. Both are attached to

vessels, the air of which is to be rarefied or condensed. In

fig. 1, or the exhausting syringe, both valves open upwards

;

or let air only out of the vessel and the piston : in fig. 2, or

the condensing syringe, both open downwards, or let air only

into the vessel and the piston.

Let the whole content of each vessel be, for example, six

times that of the tube of the syringe, and let both pistons be

pushed down. We first take the exhausting syringe. The
instant the piston begins to rise, there is no air between

a and b, the valve A is kept shut by the pressure of the ex-

terior air, while the air in the vessel, pressing on B from un-
derneath at the rate of about fifteen pounds to the square
inch, raises it, and the air in the vessel is thus distributed

between the vessel and the tube. If we call the tube one
measure, the vessel is six measures; so that the air which
occupied six measures now occupies seven, or is only six-

sevenths of its former density. When the piston is returned
again, the air in the tube is compressed, but cannot return
into the vessel, because b does not open inwards. By the
time the piston has returned through one-seventh of its

descent, the equilibrium between the air in the tube and the
external air will be re-established ; and by the time the piston
has descended so much farther that the additional elastic

force acquired from compression will suffice to lift the valve

a, the latter will open, and the air will rush out This con-
tinues until the piston has quite returned to b. That is to

say, after every stroke of the piston, the air in the vessel has
only six-sevenths of the density which it had before the

stroke, since the air contained in six measures is expanded
into seven by the rise of the piston. Therefore at the end of
the second stroke, the density is 8 of f or |£, that is, 36
measures of common air would weigh as much as 49 of the

air we have now got inside the vessel. At the end of the
third stroke the density is $ of -Jf , or H$. Without going
farther, suffice it to say, that at the end of the twentieth

stroke, the density of the rarefied air is about fa ; and at

the end of 100 strokes, it would take about five million of
measures of the rarefied air to weigh as much as one of com-
mon air. But long before this time a limit would be put to

the exhaustion, in the present state of the apparatus. The
air in the vessel cannot escape into the tube unless it has
force sufficient to lift up the valve B ; which after a certain

number of strokes will not be the case, for the elastic force

of the air diminishes in the same proportion as its density,

being at first fifteen pounds to the square inch ; so that by
the time the density is reduced to ,|i> the valve, if it present

a surface of one square inch, will not rise, if it be so heavy
as half an ounce. Let us, then, suppose b to be fastened to

the piston by a loose string, so long that it becomes tightened

just before the piston reaches its greatest height. The string

will then open the valve, and the rarefaction will take place

as usual.

The condensing instrument will now be easily understood.

Let the piston be raised, the valves will then be open ; but
the moment the piston begins to descend, the rush of air out-

wards will shut c, and the whole of the air in the tube will

be forced into the vessel, which admits it, since d opens in-

wards. If this be done quickly, so that hardly any air

escapes, seven measures of air, after the stroke, will occupy

the space filled by six measures before it, so that the density

of the air in the vessel will be J ; or six measures of con-

densed air will weigh as much as seven of common air.

When the piston returns, air rushes in through c, and
presses the valve d, which nevertheless, unless made too

heavy, does not open, because it is pressed with a greater

force from within. In every succeeding stroke an additional

measure of common air is added to the stock already con-
tained in the vessel. At the end of the second stroke the
density is £ ; at the end of the third J, and so on. Every
succeeding stroke will be more difficult; for the air con-
tained between c and d in the descent of the piston, will not
force d open, until it is more compressed than the air within

the vessel. Also the condensation increases only in arith-

metical progression, while the corresponding rarefaction in the
exhausting syringe takes place in geometrical progression.

It would take 30,000,000 of strokes, all but one, to produce a
condensation, the corresponding rarefaction to which is

gained in a hundred. It is needless to say that no materials

we could put together would bear such a pressure, and no
force we could exert would create it

The exhausting syringe we have described, is, in principle,

the common air-pump. We shall now proceed to describe

Cuthbertsons air-pump, containing the most recent material

improvements.
The circular plate at the top is metal ground to a perfect

plane surface, on which is placed an inverted glass jar, from
which the air is to be exhausted, called the receiver, the
bottom of which is also carefully ground : so that if the

plate be slightly smeared with grease and the receiver placed

upon it, the junction of the two is air-tight The hole in

the middle of the plate is the end of a tube, which extends
vertically downwards until, curving at the bottom, it passes

through the front beam below the barrels, with the interior
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in our first exemplification are performed. A little higher

up the barrel we find the piston, as better shown in the ad

joining figure. The external part is a partial piston not

connected with fhe piston-rod, but

fitting closely to the barrel. The
piston-rod, when rising, fits this ex-

actly, renders it air-tight, and causes

it also to rise. But when the piston-

rod is descending, it will not cause

the descent of the exterior, and, as we
have called it, partial, piston, until the

projecting shoulders aa (in the figure)

come upon it; and, as these shoulders

do not go all the way round, the pis-

ton in descending is not air-tight

This apparatus supplies the place of

Ihe upper valve, being air-tight in

the ascent, but not so in the descent
Looking above the piston, we find

that its rod works in metal shoulders,

the interval bet* een which is occu-

pied by stiff leathers. The space

above the leathers opposite to g is

filled with oil, which is communicated
slowly to the leathers, and also to the

barrel beneath. From the latter,

however, it is immediately expelled

by the rise of the piston, which forces

Iit, as well as the air in the barrel,

through the channel aa. The oil and
the air then force up the Tod in the

cavity r, which rod, working in collars,

answers the purpose of a valve. The
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oQ is there lodged until it U collected in sufficient quantity
to flow again into the reservoir at t. The air escapes into
the exterior atmosphere.
Having shown that we have here an under valve shut

during the descent, and open during the ascent ; with an
upper valve open during the descent and shut during the
ascent, we need not repeat the manner in which the rarefac-

tion is produced. We have only further to notice, that a
branch from the main tube which enters the receiver is

carried through the under wood-work in front, and emerges
at b. It is here stopped by a screw ; but when the operator
desires to restore the air under the receiver, he opens this

screw, upon which the communication between the exterior

atmosphere and the receiver is restored, and the air rushes
in. In the perspective figure, a cross bar, in which the
upper parts of the barrels are enclosed to strengthen them
in their position, is omitted for clearness.

The following experiments are among the most common
of those shown with the air-pump:— I. If the receiver be
open at both ends, and the upper orifice be stopped by the

' hand,—on exhaustion, the pressure of the exterior air will

prevent the removal of the hand. If a piece of bladder be
tied tight over the orifice, as the exhaustion proceeds, the
bladder will be pressed inwards, and will finally burst with
a loud noise. The pressure of the air is also proved by the
experiment of the hemispheres, described in the article

Air.
2. The weight of the air is proved by exhausting a copper

ball furnished with a stop-cock, which is shut before the
ball is removed from the air-pump. It will then be found to
weigh less than before the exhaustion was made.

3. The presence of air in various substances may be de-
tected. A glass of liquid placed under the receiver will give
out bubbles of air as soon as the exhaustion begins. A
shrivelled apple will be restored to apparent freshness by the
expansion of the air which it contains ; but will resume its

original appearance when the air is allowed to return.
4. The elasticity of air may be shown by placing a*bladder

under the receiver, not distended, and the mouth of which
is tied up. On exhausting the receiver, the air contained in
the bladder will expand it more and more, as more of the
Sressure from the exterior is removed ; and the bladder will
nally burst from the interior pressure. If a hole be made

in the smaller end of an egg, which is placed under the re-
ceiver, the small bubble of air, which is always found in the
larger end, will, by its expansion, force out the contents of
the egg.

The first vacuum was made by Torricclli (see Torri-
cblli, Barometer), but the first air-pump was constructed
by Otto von Guericke, who exhibited it publicly at the Im-
perial Diet of Ratisbon in 1654. It was an exhausting
syringe, attached underneath a spherical glass receiver, and
worked somewhat like a common pump. The syringe was
entirely immersed in water to render it air-tight. Shortly
afterwards, Boyle constructed an air-pump in which the
syringe was so far improved that the water could be dis-
pensed with. He also first applied rack work to the syringe.
The second syringe and the barometer-gaugewere afterwards
added by Hawksbee, and several minor improvements were
made by Gravesande and Smeaton. All the alterations
which have been made since the time of the invention, how-

ever important, relate to the mechanism only, and not to the

principle on which the pump acts.

We give, in the preceding column, a drawing of a more
portable and less expensive species of air-pump, winch, after

what we have said, will need no description.

The Bmall plate behind the receiver is for another small

receiver in which a gauge is placed. This gauge is nothing

more than a common barometer, which falls with the dimi

nution of pressure from the air in the receiver, in the same
way as the common barometer when the pressure of the exte-

rior air is lessened by a change of weather.

For further details see Hutton's Mathematical Dicttonary,

Encyclopedia Metropolitana, article * Pneumatics.' Lard-

ner's Cyclopaedia, article * Pneumatics.* Biot, Trait* a>
Physique, i. 127.

AIR, in music, signifies Melody; the terms are synoni

mous; it being understood that by both words is meant
succession of single sounds in measured time.

The etymology of this word is very uncertain. The Delia

Crusca Dictionary quotes Redi. who died in 169^, as ihe

first who used the term in a musical sense ; but had the

compilers of that ponderous work been more diluent in their

research, they would have discovered that an eminent writer

of their own country, Zarlino, in his Isiitutioni Harmoniche
(Venetia, 1 589), had employed it more than a century and
a half earlier. It is fo:ind in Morley's Introduction and in

Bacon's Essays, both of which were published in 1597;
and, about the same time, Shakspeare introduced it in his

Tempest.

The term air, as employed in music, is most likely not

derived from any word that bears the same meaning, but had
its origin, we have ventured to surmise, in a pure meta-
phor, which owed its birth to the perception of a certain

resemblance between elemental air and melody (or musical

air) in the qualities of lightness and buoyancy, elemental air

occupying the upper part of our sphere, as melody occupies

the upper part in music. And here it is necessary to our

hypothesis to state, that the term air certainly was not ap-

plied to musical purposes till long after harmony, or music
in parts, was commonly practised, and treated as a most im-
portant branch of the art.

Rousseau says that the name of air is given to all melo-
dies, to distinguish them from recitative. M. Suard, in the

Encyclopedic Methodique, mildly censures this opinion,

and, witn some hesitation, offers the following definition :
—

a piece of music, composed of a certain number of melodious

phrases, united in a regular symmetrical form, and termi-

nating in the key in which it began. Sulzer has followed

M. Suard ; so has Pictro Lichtenthal ; but, without objecting

to his definition, we consider the common and simple ono
the best,—namely, that succession of single sounds, regu-
lated by the laws of musical rhythm, which constitutes what,
in homely language, is called a tune. [See Rhythm.]

Air is, allowedly, the most important of the constituents

of music. A composition may be replete with learned and
ingenious harmony, may abound in fugue, in imitation, and
all the contrivances of science, but without good melody will

never appeal to the heart, and seldom afford any gratification

to the ear. Haydn carried this opinion so far as to say,
' Let your air be good, and your composition, whatever it

may be, will possess beauty, and must certainly please/

Air is in music what design and outline are in the sister art

of painting : harmony is the filling up, and the colouring. (See
Marcello's Pre/ace to his Psalms, quoted in an article on An-
cient Greek Music, in No. V. of the Philological Museum.)
The Greeks had many kinds of airs, which they called

nomes, or songs ; and we learn from the work of Philodemus
on Music, recovered from the ruins of Herculaneum, that
every trade and occupation had its No/*o«, or appropriate

airs, which were played or sung to the workmen while they
laboured.

The various kinds of airs, instrumental as well as vocal,

will be found under their different heads. [See Allkmano,
Barcarolle, &c] In music composed for the theatre,

and which is constantly introduced into the concert-room,
are the following varieties of air, designated by Italian

denominations, viz.

—

1

.

The Aria di Carattei'e (characteristic air), which is

distinguished by force and energy of expression, and by
dramatic effect.

2. The Aria Parlante (speaking air), which is rather
declaimed than sung, and is best suited to the buffo, or
comic performer.
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3. The Aria di Cantabilr (xingijisc air), a tender, pathetic

air, calling forth the expression and taste of the singer.

4. The Aria- di Bravura (literally, air of roura^p, or a

dathiwx air), an air in which the performer displays his

powers of execution, and seeks rather to astonish than please.

AIR-BLADDER, in ichthyology, a peculiar organ with

which the great majority of fishes are provided, and hy
which they are enahled to adapt the specific gravity of their

bodies to the various pressures of the superincumbent water

at different depths. Generally speaking, the specific gravity

of the muscles, cartilages, &c., or, if we may be permitted to

use the expression, of the (lesb, of lishes, differs in no sen-

sible degree from that of the element in which they reside :

but it will be observed, that this specific gravity cannot be
altered at the option of the animal: hence arises the ne-

cessity of some peculiar contrivance to enable the individual

to adapt itself to the varied and rapid change of circum-

stances, to which fishes, above all other animals, are parti-

cularly subject. This important object is accomplished by
means of the organ usually called the air-bladder, because
it serves as a receptacle for a certain quantity of air, by the

increase or decrease of which the alteration in the animal's

weight, compared with that of the surrounding fluid, is ac-

complished. The vessel itself is composed of a lengthened
sack, sometimes simple, as in the common perch, sometimes
divided into two or more compartments by a lateral or trans-

verse ligature, as in the trout and salmon, and, at other

times, furnished with appendices, more or less numerous
according to the particular species. In all cases, it is com-
posed of a thick internal coat of a fibrous texture, and of a

very thin external coat; the whole being enveloped in the

general covering of the intestines.

The modifications of this organ are infinitely varied in

ditlerent genera and species of fishes. In the greater num-
ber of instances, it has no external opening, and the air

with which it is found distended is belie\ed to be produced
by the secretion of a certain ghuidulous organ, with which
it is in all these cases provided. In fresh-water fishes, the

air-bladder communicates sometimes with the oesophagus,
and sometimes with the stomach, by means of a small
tube; and it Ls observable, that in the greater number of

these instances, in which it has a direct external communi-
cation with the intestines, the secreting glands above-men-
tioned do not exist; thus giving us strong reason to believe

that its functions and uses are not uniformly the same in

all the different classes of fishes. A very limited number of

species, among others the common eel, have air-bladders,

not only opening by an external duct, but likewise provided

with secreting glands; and thus occupying an intermediate

station between the two larger classes, at least as far as the

nature and functions of this organ are concerned.

In general, all fishes which enjoy great powers of loco-

motion, and leave occasion to pass through various degrees of

superincumbent pressure in their rapid transitions from the

surface to the bottom of the ocean, are proxided with this im-
portant organ; and so indispensable is it in their economy,
that those which, for the sake of experiment, have been de-

prived oi' it, have sunk helpless to the bottom, ami then 1

remained incapable of moving, or even of maintaining their

equilibrium. But to fishes whose habits and organization

confine them either to the surface of the water or to the bottom
of the sea, and which, therefore, do not require to pas*^

through ditlerent depths, or to encounter different degrees of

pressure, the possession of an air-bladder is by no means so

essentially requisite. Accordingly we find, that all the dif-

ferent species of rays and plouroneetes or flat fish, such as

skates, soles, turbots, brills, &e., which live only upon the

coasts and sand-banks at the bottom < f the ocean, as well

as the mackerel ami others which find their food entirely

at the surface, have no air-bladder ; and so small is the rela-

tion of this otherwise import .mtorgan to the general conforma-
tion of fishes* that we sometimes find it present in one species
and wanting altogether in another of the same genus.

Some zoologists have supposed, that the air-bladder may
be connected with the respiration of fishes, and have ad-

duced facts in support of this opinion, which certainly render

it extremely probable. At present, however, nothing cer-

tain is known upon the subject. Fishermen are well ac-

quainted with the nature and functions i-f the air-bladder,

or. a^ they most commonly call it, the a//-////. They are ac-

customed to perforate this vessel with a fine needle in cod,

and other species which require to be orought fre.di to

market, sometimes from a very great distance. By this

operation, the confined air is allowed fo escape, and the fish

constrained to remain quiet at the bottom of their well-boats,

where they live for a very considerable period. Cod-sounds,
which are brought in great quantities from Newfoundland,
are nothing more than the salted air-bladders of these fishes.

The Iceland fishermen, as well as those of America, prepare
isinglass of a very excellent quality from cod sounds, though
they are not acquainted with the method of clarifying it,

which the Russians practise in preparing that article from
the sound of the sturgeon. [See Isinglass.]
AIR-CELLS, in plants, are cavities in the leaves or stems,

or other parts, containing air. In water- plants they have a

very definite form, and are built up of little vesicles of cellu-

lar tissue, with as much regularity as the walls of a house;
they, no doubt, enable the plant to float. Their anatomi-
cal structure frequently exhibits one of the most beautiful

of microscopic objects. In plants winch do not lloat, their

form is less definite ; they often appear to be mere lacera-

tions of a mass of cellular substance, and their object is

unknown ; well-known instances of their presence are the
chambers in the pith of the walnut-tree, and the tubular
cavities in the stem of the bamboo, and other grasses.

AIR-PLANTS are so called because they possess the
power of living for a considerable time if suspended in air

without being in contact with any substance from which they
can absorb food. It is, however, a mistake to suppose that
these plants are naturally suspended freely in the oir ; and
that such a situation is that in which they will thrive; they
will only exist in air for a shorter or longer period, according
to the species and to other circumstances, but in the end they
will perish.

There are two ditlerent tribes to which the name of air-

plants lias been applied; of which one, containing the mo»-
like Tilltindsia usttrnide.*, which bangs in festoons from the

branches of trees in the hot damp forests of tropical America ;

and the fragrant T. .riphioidw. which adorns the balconies

of the houses in Buenos Ay res, is called by botanists Bronte-
Jiiirw: the other, abounding in species of the most different

nature and appearance, is named Orchidrrr. It is to the

latter, almost exclusively, that the gardener has hitherto

turned his attention, and that the following remarks apply.

Till within a tew \ears the cultivation of air-plants of the

()rrhis tribe was supposed to be attended with insuperable

difficulties; and of the many hundreds of beautiful species

that are found in foreign countries, scarcely any were known
in Kurope, except from drawings, bad descriptions, and im-

perfect dried specimens. The method of growing them was
so entirely unknown, that no one e\er expected to preserve

a species beyond a few months alter its importation. The
application of physiological principles has, however, at length

overcome all ditiieulties to so great a degree, that vrrhideou*

air-plants have become comparatively common in the hot-

houses of the lours of beautiful How ers : and there appears
little reason to doubt that in a few years it will be as common
to see them suspended in the drawing- rooms of the richer

inhabitants of this country as they long have been in the

houses of the Chinese : a purpose for which the surpassing
beauty and delicious fragrance of many render them particu-

larly well adapted.

The native country of these curious plants is wherever a

climate is found in which beat and moisture are in excess.

Within the tropics in Asia, Africa, and America, in damp
and shady forests, by the side of fountains, within reach of

the spray of waterfalls, perched upon the branches of trees,

or clinging to rocks and stones by means of their long and
writhing roots,—creeping among moss, rearing their tlowers

in the midst of brakes and other moisture-loving tribes,—

m

all such situations they are found in abundance. But in

those regions where the heat is accompanied by periodical

dryness, as the open plain* of India, and the sandy deserts
of Arabia and Africa, they are almost entirely unknown.
The principal stations lor them are the woods of Brazil and
Peru, the lower mountains of Mexico, the West Indies, Ma-
dagascar, and the adjoining islands, the damp jungle oi

Nipal, and the whole of the Indian Archipelago; in Ja\:i

alone nearly three hundred species have been discovered. In
that country they are described as overrunning the trees bv
thousands in mountain forest* choked up by huge climbers
and a rich undergrowth of gigantic grasses, while not a rav
of sunlight can enter to dispel the damp and gloom.

Such are the conditions under which air-plants, of the

kind now described, naturally thrive; 1. high temperature :

J. diffused light, like that of a shady grove, and not direct
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solar tight ; 3. a great degree ofdampness ; and, 4. a perfect

freedom from stagnant water round their roots : for on the
trunks of trees or on stones and rocks no water can lodge,

and all the moisture they receive must necessarily he in the
form of vapour or of falling rain. And it is to circumstances
of this nature that the gardener has chiefly to attend. Damp,
shade, heat, and good orainage will he his objects ; the three

former will cause him no trouble, but the latter will require

him to alter entirely his usual mode of cultivation. Instead
of considering in what kind of soil his air-plants are to be
placed, he will endeavour to dispense with soil, and to supply
its place with bits of rotten wood, chopped moss in very
small quantities, fragments of half-baked pottery, such as
garden-pots, and the like.

These are the points which enable modern gardeners to

obtain a certain degree of success. But equal at least in

importance to all of them is a circumstance of which they are

only just beginning to be aware, namely, that air-plants and
all other tropical plants require a season of repose and cessa-

tion from vigorous growth. If a gardener were to be told that

he ought to keep his vines or his peaches growing incessantly

without any season of rest, he would consider his adviser either

a madman, or an ignorant pretender ; and yet he himself
commits the same capital error with his hothouse and green-
house plants. He is incessantly endeavouring to maintain
the perpetual spring of the poets, and he wonders that his

plants are sickly and barren. This arises from misunder-
standing the well-known fact, that there is no winter in hot
countries. It is true that in equatorial regions there is

neither frost nor snow, and that in many climates there is

no cold season—but it does not, therefore, follow that plants

have no season of repose. The fact is, that within the tro-

pics, or in those latitudes where frost and snow and periodical

cold are unknown, the season of rest is the dry season. At
this time of the year vegetation is arrested by a parching air

and a fervid sun ; the current of life in the trees of the forest

becomes languid, herbs lose their stems and disappear, leaves

drop from the branches, scarcely a blossom can burst through
the hard scaly rind that encompasses it, and all nature wears
an air of desolation

;
plants aj& then in a state of rest ana-

logous to that to which they are subjected by the winters of
Europe. But after a season rain begins to fall, at first

rtly, as if to excite the nascent buds and to prepare them
the rapid development which they are presently to un-

dergo ; as it becomes more abundant, the dry ana heated
ground reeks with the ceaseless showers ; the whole country

is enveloped in vapour; grass and herbs start up in the fields

and clothe them with verdure, leaves burst forth upon the

trees, flowers expand—and the air- plants, which had hung
during the dry season from the branches like withered,

shapeless things, are roused from their slumber, fill them-
selves with moisture, and rapidly participate in the general

force of vegetation.

This it is to which the gardener should attend ; it is this

which explains the difference between the success of one
cultivator and another ; and it is to a knowledge of this,

taken in conjunction with the circumstances before explained,

that we owe the remarkable improvement that has taken
place in the mode of cultivating these plants in Great
Britain.

For further information upon this subject, see Dr. Iindley's

Observations in the Transactions of the Horticultural So-

ciety, vol. i., New Series, p. 42, and the latter volumes of the

Botanical Register. [See Orchidk^.]
AIR-VESSELS, in plants, are what botanists call spiral-

vessels. It is supposed by some that these are the only

parts through winch air is conveyed into the vegetable sys-

tem, and it has been proved that, in some cases at least,

the air that they contain consists of a larger proportion of

oxygen than atmospheric air. But it is doubtful whether
the action of these vessels is more than local, and it is certain

that air has tolerably free access to many parts, as the leaves,

for example, by means entirely independent of the spiral

vessels. [See Tissuk op Plants.]
AIRE, a river which rises on the north side of Malham,

a village in the parish of Kirkby in the West Riding of

Yorkshire, and about.six miles east of Settle. The source

of this river is a sheet of water about a mile in circum-

ference, called Malham Tarn. From this basin the stream

rushes in a torrent down a highly picturesque rocky chasm,
and falls through a distance of 150 feet to the valley of Aire
dale. Flowing then in a south-east direction for about thirty

Bites, it pastes through Leeds, where it becomes navigable;

and twelve miles farther en, at Castleford, a village three
miles north-west of Pontefract, it forms a junction with the
river Calder. The united stream holds then an easterly

course to the immediate vicinity of the market-town of
Snaith, when it runs nearly north-east for five miles to its

confluence with the river Ouse, a little below the village of
Armin, Thus augmented, the stream then takes the name
of the Humber, and flows past the town of Kingston-upon
Hull into the German Ocean.
AIRE AND CALDER NAVIGATION. [See Cal-

dirJ
AIRE, a town in the former province of Artois, and the

present department of Pas de Calais (Straits of Calais),

stands on the Lys, (which joins the Scheldt at Ghent,) and
is about nine or ten miles S. E. of St. Omer, with which it

communicates by a canal. It is a neat town and well paved,
but situated in a low marshy soil. It is adorned with foun-
tains, which are so many natural jets; the water, on dig-

ging to the depth of 150 feet, rises rapidly to the surface.

The chief trade of the town is in linens and fustians : it also

makes tiles and soap. The population of Aire is about 9000,
and its distance from Pans 132 miles N. Aire was the
birth-place of Mallebranche. It is in 50° 38' N. lat., 2* 23'

E. hug.
There is another town ofthe same name in the department

of Landes, on the River Adour ; but it is now a place ofsmall
importance, with a population of above 3500. This place

was once the residence of Alaric, king of the Goths ; and is

the ancient Vicus Julii, or Atures. It is 468 miles from
Paris S.S.W., 43° 43' N. lat 14' W. long.

AISLE, or AILE, (in Architecture,) indirectly from the
Latin word ala, a wing, through the French oils, which has
the same signification. In French, this term is applied to

the outlying and returning ends of a building, which we
distinguish by its English equivalent, wing; such are the
columned ends of the front of the Post-Office, and the ad-

vanced flanks of the Pimlico palace in London. We apply
the term aisle to the lateral divisions or passages of the in-

terior of a church,—those parts which lie between the flank
walls and the piers, pillars, or columns, which flank the

nave, or grand central division,—when the structure is so

arranged. Sometimes, but incorrectly, with reference to

modern churches and chapels in this country, the mere pas-

sages or corridors which run between, and give access to

the pews, are called aisles. Still more incorrectly, some
writers, and even ecclesiastical writers, have called all the
longitudinal divisions of the body of a church, aisles, thus
including the nave under a designation which belongs only
to its adjuncts and accessories.

The division of a church into what we term nave and
aisles arose simply out of the difficulty which existed
of spanning a great breadth with a roof without some in-

termediate support; and thus the greater Constantinian
churches or basilicas of Rome were built with four rows of
columns, forming five longitudinal divisions ; that is, with
two aisles on each side of the nave. This was imitated in

subsequent structures, and the metropolitan churches of
Milan and Paris were built in five divisions, or with four
aisles, as they exist at the present time. That the custom
of arranging the interiors of churches with aisles, continued
long after the necessity for using the props which form them
ceased, may be rendered clear by reference to the following

fact. Most of our cathedrals and greater churches in this

country are of later date than the roof of Westminster Hall,
which, without intermediate support, spans a greater

breadth than most of them can boast of; and vet they are,

as a general rule, all divided into nave and aisles.

In some English books, though perhaps in none of the
present century, this term will be found written without the
a

—

isle.

AISNE, in France, one of the many streams whose
waters ultimately swell the current of the Seine. It rises

just to the west of a chain of hills which form the western
boundary of the basin of the Meuse ; and, after a course of
above 150 miles, first to the north by west, and then to the
west by south, joins the Oise, just above Compicgne. It

flows past St. Menehould, Vouziers, Rethe1, (just below
which it becomes navigable,) and Soissons. The chief com-
modities floated down it are wood for fuel, and timber. It

has been attempted, but in vain, to unite the Aisne to the
Meuse by a canal. This river gives name to a department
which lies between those of Ardennes and Marne on the east,

and of Sonune and Oise on the west ; and is bounded on
212
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the south by that of Seine and Marne, and on the north

(except where it touches the frontier) by that of Nord. It

contains 219r, square mile*, and liad in 13*20 a population

of about 400,000 person*. It send* six deputies, and is

subdivided into five arrondissements. It includes portions

of the ancient Picardy, Isle of France, and Champagne

;

and is traversed by the Oise in the north, the Aisne in the

centre, and the Marne in the south. Various tributaries

of these streams water it, and the Sambre, the Somme,
and the Escaut (Schelde) also rise in this department. The
surface generally consists of undulating plains : there arc

no hills more than 500 or 600 feet above the level of the

sea. The most fertile parts are the high table lands. Chalk
in the south, rock Mutable for millstone, building stone,

slates and turf, Sec. are found in this department. The
quantity of forest land is considerable, and the oil of

the beech mast brings in, in some years, as much as

'20,000/. The agricultural produce of the department is

abundant. The inhabitants export two-thirds of their har-

vest ; and more oxen, horses, and sheep, compared with the

extent of the district, are reared than in most other depart-

ments. Excellent cheese is sent to different parts of France.

The vine is not cultivated to any great extent.

Amonfj* the manufactures arc that of glass at Nouvion-
en-Thierache, Folembray, and St. Gobain (the last of which
places is knowii for its mirrors) ; cotton, at Guise on the

Oise (population 3500) ; and linens, cottons, shawls in imita-

tion of Cachemire, soap, and vitriolic acid, at St. Queutin.

The capital is Laon (see Laon), near the centre of the

department, with a population of above 7000 ; it also con-

tains St. Quentin on the Somme (population 17, GOO);

Soissons on the Aisne (population 7500)—(see the articles

upon those towns);—Chateau Thierry on the Marne (popu-

lation 4300) ; and Vervins, about twenty miles N.E. of Laon
(population 2700) ; all which are sub-prefectures. To these

may be added La Fere (population 2500), a fortress on the

Oise : and La Fertc Milon (population 2300), the birth-

place of Racine, on the Ourcq.
AIX, a considerable town of France, in the department

of the Benches du Rhone, (mouths of the Rhone,) situated

just to the north of the River Arc, in a plain surrounded with
hills which produce good oil, wine, and fruit. The town owes
its origin and its name to the Romans; for the Proconsul, C.

Sextius Calvinus, having defeated the Salluvii, a Gallic tribe,

founded a colony here about 120 n.c.and gave it, on account
of its medicinal springs, the name of Aqua? Sextia? (the

waters of Sextius)—whence the name of Aix. These springs

have been discovered in modern days, and identified by
medals and inscriptions dug up : the water is clear, light,

and moderately warm, without much taste or smell ; and is

now in small repute for its virtues. From altars of the god
Priapus discovered near, it has been thought the Romans
ascribed the efficacy of the springs to his inlluence. There
are now few remains of antiquity at Aix. In the middle
ages, this town was the residence of the Counts of Provence.

Aix is a handsome place; the streets arc straight and well

paved and lighted; and the public buildings handsome.
It is surrounded by a wall, but is not fortified, and lias

eight gates. Among the public buildings may be men-
tioned the cathedral, a noble structure, which suffered less

during the revolution than the other religious edifices, of

which there were previously a great number. Among the

chiefornaments of the cathedral are the baptistery constructed

with the remains of a Roman temple :—and the gate

of carved walnut tree, which is a curious specimen of the

state of art at the commencement of the sixteenth century.

The town-hall, though situated in a narrow street, is built

with some taste; and contains a collection of articles of an-

tiquity, and a library which is occasionally open to the

public. The clock tower, near the fountain in the market-
place, was erected in the middle ages, and is remarkable tor

machinery which puts in motion some figures when the
clock strikes. The *^w/A «'.*,' :.n ancient building, contains

several large halls, in one of which the parliaments of Pro-
vence formerly met. It occupies one side of the 4 Place des
Precheurs —a square of 500 feet, planted with elms, and
adorned with a jet dean in the centre. But the finest public

place in the city is the * Orbitelle,' a cours or promenade,
planted with avenues of trees, and adorned with fountains.

Aix possessed, previous to the revolution, a university,

founded in 1409 by Pope Alexander V. ; and has now many
institutions for the promotion of learning, which, with its

valuable libraries and collections of the objects of art or

science, public or private, render it an eligible place of study,

and have obtained for it the title of the* Athens* of the

south of France. It possesses an academy and schools of

theology and law. The public library, one of the richest ir.

France, contains 80,000 volumes. Amongst the charitable

institutions are three well-conducted hospitals, those of Li
Trinite, La Charite, and Hotel Dieu, the last for lunatics.

It is the seat of an archbishopric, of a cour royale, ami of

some other public boards. The procession of the Fe'te Dieu,

one of the relics of the religious ceremonies of the middle

ages, is still kept up ; though the friends of religion did

little service in reviving it after its abolition at the revolution.

It is a singular masquerade, in which the clergy and the

municipal officers take part.

The population of Aix amounts to 23,000—or, according

to other accounts, 27,000—persons, who carry on a consider-

able trade in hardwares, fish, and the productions of the

neighbouring country, such as wool, silk, wine, brand),
almonds and other fruits, ami oil. This last is much
esteemed, but the trade has been decaying since the destruc-

tion of many olive trees in 17*8. Among the manufactures
are silks, velvets, woollen cloth, and printed calicoes. Its

industry and commerce have much increased within the

present century.

Aix is in 43
i
32'N. lat., and j''27' E. long., of Green-

wich, It is 478 miles S.S.E. of Paris, and 10 N. of Mar-
seilles.

AIX, a small town of Savoy, with upwards of 2000 inha-

bitants. It is a place of great antiquity, as is proved by the

Roman remains that have been found there, but owes its pre-

sent importance to two hot springs, which annually attract a

great number of visitors. Their temperature is from 112°

to 117° Fahrenheit. In the time of the Romans it was
called Aqua? Allobrogum, and Aqua? Gratiana? or Domi-
tiana?, and its inhabitants, according to an ancient inscription,

were called Aquenses. The origin of the name is the Celtic

term Ar, * water,' which is the same word as the Latin Aqua?.
The town stands in a pleasant and healthy valley, on the

east side of the Lake Bourget, and at an elevation of 823
English feet above the level of the sea. It is seven miles

N. by E. of Chamhery, the capital of Savoy, and was included

in the French department of Mont Rhine, in the vear 1810.

AIX-LA-CHAPELLE. called by the Germans, Aachen.
or Acken, is now the chief city of the district of Aix-la-Cha-
pello, one of the three divisions of the Prussian province of

the Lowkr Rhjnk. It stands in *)<r 47' N. lat. 6 3' E.

long, and 75 miles E. by S. from Brussels, the capital of

Belgium. The situation of the city is agreeable : it stands

on uneven ground, surrounded by hills of moderate elevation,

generally covered with wood. The style of building is en

the whole pretty good, and the ramparts, which serve as pro-

menades, add to the convenience and beauty of the place.

The city consists of two parts, the inner and outer; and
contains seventy-five streets, the handsomest of which is

that called the New Street; with three monasteries and
eighteen churches. There arc many public buildings in the

city deserving of notice, either for their antiquity or beauty.

The town-house is an old building in the Gothic style, con-

taining the portraits of the plenipotentiaries who made the

peace of 1 748. The minster, which is said to have been com-
menced by Charlemagne, contains the tomb of this monarch,
a great number of relics, and doors of bronze. The empe-
ror-; of Germany were once crowned here ; and, indeed, as

long as the Germanic empire lasted, this city claimed the

privilege of being the place of coronation, as it was also the

proper residence of the emperor*. The number of empe-
rors and kings crowned here varies, according to different

accounts, from forty to fifty. The imperial insignia were
carried from Aix-la Chapelle to Vienna in 1794. There is

a handsome theatre at Aix-la-Chapelle, a public library of

10,000 volumes, a gymnasium, three hospitals, and other

charitable foundations.

Aix-la-Chapelle once possessed a much more extensive
commerce than it has at present. This decline has been
caused both by the change in the political circumstances of

the city, and, perhaps, more particularly, by the springing
up of other rival seats of industry all around it. It is, how
ever, still a considerable place, with 2730 houses, and (1823
30,S00 inhabitants. It has manufactures of woollen-cloth,

kerseymeres, pins, needles, hats, and Prussian blue ; and one
establishment for refining sugar. The chief fabrics of Aix-
la-Chapelle arc, however, woollen-cloths and needles. Its

manufactures have licen promoted by the coal which is found
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and worked near the town. The noodle manufactory has
maintained itself better than any thing else under the
changed political circumstances of this city : in 1818, there
were eleven establishments. The needles of Aix-la-Cha-
pelle are said by the Germans to be equal to those of Eng-
land for fineness and polish : the steel wire of which they are

made is chiefly brought fromAltona. Pin-making, in imi-

tation of the English manufactures, was introduced from
Upper Alsace.

The Latin name of Aix-la-Chapelle, is said to be Aquis-
granum ; and the foundation of the first known town on this

spot is most generally assigned to Severus Granius, a com-
mander among the Belgse, under Hadrian ; he is supposed
to have founded the town about a.d. 125. The remains
found in modern times undoubtedly show that it was known
to the Romans. Though the place had probably been at

least the occasional residence of the Frank kings before the

time of Charlemagne, the political importance of the city

certainly does not date earlier than his time. Charlemagne
is said to have resided there regularly after 768, whenever
he was not engaged in war. He built a palace, a town-
house, a part of the present cathedral, and fitted up several

baths. In themarket-place is a fine spring, and a gilded bronze
statue of the great emperor, who did so much to beautify this

place of his favourite residence. The fountain has a bronze
basin twenty-four feet in circumference.

In 882 the Normans ravaged the city. From 1794 to

1814 it belonged to France, during which time it was the

capital of the department of the Roer.
Though reduced in rank from an imperial city, once the

first in the empire* Aix-la-Chapelle still maintains some
importance, and attracts many visitors to its mineral waters,

which have given the place its name. The word Chapelle,

signifying chapel or church, has reference, it is supposed, to

the cathedral which Charlemagne commenced in 773. The
hot springs have a temperature of about 143° Fahrenheit,

andcontain a large portion of sulphur : eight bathing-houses
are provided for the accommodation of strangers. That
called the Emperor s spring is the strongest impregnated
with sulphur, and most used by invalids. These waters, like

others of the same kind, are both used for bathing in, and
are drunk by invalids. (See Monheim and Reumond, Ana-
lyse des Eaux Sulphureuses dAix-la-Chapellev 1810.)

About 500 paces E. of Aix-la-Chapelle, on the slope of a
steep hill, is the little town of Burtscheid, with near 5000
inhabitants. This has both hot and cold springs without
any sulphur in them. The two hot springs have respectively

a temperature of 158° and 127° of Fahrenheit's scale. The
higher springs send forth such a copious stream of water,

that they form a considerable brook called the Warm Brook,

which, with the addition of other streams, forms the Worm,
a tributary to the Roer ; the Roer flows into the Maas. In
the neighbourhood, on an eminence, stand the ruins of the
old castle of Frankenberg. This town manufactures and
polishes needles, apd also has fabrics of woollen cloth. See
Lower Rhine. [See Cannabich's Geographic Ersch
and Gruber, &c]

Treaty oj\ 1668. A treaty was concluded at Aix-la-

Chapelle between France and Spain, on the 2nd of May,
1668, by which an end was put to a war between those

powers, arising out of the following circumstances:—On
the death of Philip IV. of Spain, in 1665, Louis XIV.
thought proper to make a claim to certain possessions of

Spain, comprising the Spanish Netherlands (now Bel-

gium) and Franche Comt6, alleging the right of his

wife Maria Theresa, notwithstanding her formal renun-
ciation of all claim to those provinces on her marriage.

To enforce his demand, he declared war in 1667, and
by the spring of 1668 the whole of Franche Comte
and much of the south and west of Belgium were in his

power.
The preservation of the Spanish Netherlands was con-

sidered by Holland essential to her security as a barrier

against France ; and by her influence an alliance with Eng-
land and Sweden was formed to induce the Spanish court

to listen to terms of accommodation, rather than to provoke

further aggression on the part of France. The two powers

were soon brought to acquiesce, and Aix-la-Chapelle was
the place of a congress, which ended in a treaty. France
consented to restore to Spain the whole of Franche Comte\
on condition of being allowed to retain her conquests in the

Netherlands. A portion of these states, including the

towns of JLille, Armentieres, and Bergues, has evei since

formed part of France ; the other provinces were restored to

Spain by the treaty of Nimeguen in 1678, when Franche
Comtd was given to France, in whose possession it still

remains.

Treaty of 1748. A congress was opened at Aix-la-
Chapelle in March, 1 748, between France, England, Hol-
land, Austria, Spain, Sardinia, and Modena, in order to

adjust the political interests of those powers, which had
suffered from a war arising out of the failure of the male
branch of the house of Austria, by the death of Charles VI.
in 1740. Five princes had started forth to dispute the suc-

cession with Maria Theresa, the daughter of the late

emperor. France sided with the elector of Bavaria, the
chief claimant, and England aided Maria Theresa.

In the course of the war, the Elector of Bavaria seized

upon Upper Austria and Bohemia, and was crowned
emperor in 1 742, while, in the mean time, Maria Theresa

§lined possession of Bavaria, and soon after recovered
ohemia. The king of Prussia occupied Silesia, and

compelled the queen formally to renounce all right to it
England fought with little success in Europe, but she
gained the celebrated battle of Dettingen, and in America
took Louisberg and Cape Breton. In India, she lost

Madras which the French took. France had great success

in the north, but was beaten out of Italy.

All parties at length wished for peace, and each sent a
plenipotentiary to Aix-la-Chapelle to treat on the terms.

It being found impracticable to accord so many divided

interests, France, England, and Holland agreed to sign a
separate treaty on the 18th October, and to gain subse-

quently the assent of the other powers ; all of whom, ex-

cept Spain, came successively into the terms of the treaty.

The provisions of several former treaties were confirmed,

stipulating the balance of power in Europe, the inde-

pendence of Switzerland, the free navigation of the Rhine,
the security of the Protestant succession in England, and
the disunion of the French and Spanish crowns. All the

conquests made by the contracting powers were restored,

and the state of affairs in the Indies was to remain as it was
before the war.

The terms of this treaty produced much dissatisfaction

both in France and England, and the vagueness of the last

stipulation gave rise to the seven years' war, which began in

1755.

Congress of 1818.—The occupation of France by foreign

troops had continued nearly three years, when the submission

of the French to the new political arrangements seemed to

warrant the allied sovereigns in delivering the nation from its

burden before the expiration of the term of five years, origin-

ally provided by the treaty of 30 Nov. 1 81 5. The emperors of

Russia and Austria, and the king of Prussia, repaired to Aix-
la-Chapelle in September 1818, and the plenipotentiaries of

Great Britain and France were sent thither by their re-

spective governments. The Conference was opened in Sep-

tember, and a treaty was signed on the 9th of October, by
which it was stipulated that the foreign troops should

evacuate France on or before the 30th November following.

In pursuance of this arrangement the cantonments in

France broke up on the 1 7th November, and the territory

was free before the end of the month. It was settled by the

same treaty (Art. 4), that the sums remaining due by
France to the allied powers, amounted to 265 millions of

francs; of which 100,000,000 should be liquidated on the

evacuation of the territory, and the remainder paid by nine

monthly instalments, beginning with the 6th January, 1819.

AJACCIO, the chief town of the island of Corsica, and
the capital of this department. It has about 7700 inhabit-

ants. It stands on the western coast of Corsica, on the

northern side of the gulf of Ajaccio, and is surrounded by
high mountains, which shelter it from the northern and
easterly winds. The port is spacious and commodious.

The town consists of two broad streets intersecting each

other at right angles, and other inferior streets and lanes

which are very narrow and dirty. Napoleon Bonaparte was
born hero the 15th of August, 1769. The register of his

baptism is to be seen in the books of the parish. The
house in which he was born is one of the best in the town,

and forms one side of a little court branching out of the rue

Charles ; it is now inhabited by his maternal relations of the

name of Ramolini. Ajaccio is a bishop's see, and has a
cathedral. The climate of Ajaccio is extremely mild, owing

to the situation of the place being open only to the west

and south ; there is no winter deserving the name, and the
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fall of a few flakes of snow is an extremely rare occurrence.

The cactus, the myrtle, and the palm tree grow freely in the

open country. The summer is very hot, hardly any rain

falling tor six months: and the climate is considered un-

healthy from the beginning ofJuly till the end of Septem-
ber. A fine and fertile plain called Campo di Loro extends

from the recess of the gulf between two ranges of high

mountains, of which Monte Rot undo and Monte dell Oro
are the highest summits. The former is 90(H), and the

latter 7u(>0 feet hitrh. Snow is to be seen on them even in

summer. The trade of Ajaccio is in oil and wine: and it

also carries on a coral fishery about the straits of Bonifacio,

and on the north coast of Africa. Ajaccio contains a col-

lege, a library of about 12,000 volumes, a botanical garden,

and an agricultural society. Ajaccio is sixty miles S.W. of

Bastia, s- -it/ E. long. 41*5*)' N. lat.

AJAN, the name by which an almost unknown tract

of the coast of east Africa is dc-ignatcd. It extends
from near Matiadozo, which is included within the limits of

Zanguehar, northwards to Cape Gnardatui, a distance

roughly estimated at about ten degrees of the equator. But
the extent of the coast of Ajau cannot be accurately deter-

mined, as the name itself is very indefinite. The southern

coast is sandy, barren, and low: but the northern is higher
about Cape Delaqua and Cape dOrfni. Between these two
capes there is a dee]) l»ay. D'Orfui has 4 a blutf point It-

wards the sen, and is backed by lofty and singular-shaped

mountains' (Salt). It is in N. lat. 10 ;jo', K. long. .01 12'.

Cape Guardafoi, the most eastern part of Africa, is also a

bold promontory with high mountains in the background :

it is in N. lat. 1 1 50', E. long. 51 22'. No great river is

described as entering the sea on the coast of Ajan. The
neighbourhood of d'Orfui is inhabited by a tribe of Soniaulis.

(See Salt's Abyssinia.)

The name Azania occurs in the Periplus. and compre-
hends not only the modern Ajan, but the coast of Zanguehar
as far as Quiloa ; provided this place be the Rhapta of the

Peri pi us.

Rhapta is the most southern point described on this

coast by the author of the Peripht\ % but Ptolemy mentions
the promontory of Prasum as lying still farther south than

Rhapta. The Per/plus was certainly not written later than
the middle of the second century, and at this period we find

the Arabs carrying on a brisk trade with the natives of

Azania, and intermarrying with them. This coast was at

that time almost entirely under Arab intiuence : Rhapta
traded with Muza (near the present. Mocha), and sent ivory,

rhinoceros horns, tortoise shell, &,c. (See Vincent's Perivlus

of the Erijthrcan Sea ; and the Penj'/us, Hudson's Slin.

Grn<r. vol. i.)

A.IAX. Sou of TV-i Miion. and third in direct male de-

scent from Jupiter, was. one of the most renowned heroes of

the Trojan war. According to Homer and Pindar, he was
next in warlike prowess to Achilles. He is said by later

poets to have been invulnerable: but as in the case of

Achilles, this story is not found in Homer. It is fully told

by Pindar, Isth. (>. Hercules going, to .Hirina to invite

Telamon to join him in besieging Tro\, found the hero at

table. Being ottered a cup of wine, to make a libation, he
prayed to Jupiter that Telamon. who was then childless,

might he gifted with a son. whose body should be as invul-

nerable as the skin of the Nemean lion, and whose spirit

should be of corresponding temper and fortitude. An eagle

appeared on the instant, which he accepted as a sign that

the prayer was heard, and directed that the child should be

named Aias, (the Greek form of the name Ajax), from
Aietnti, the Greek name of an eagle. Returning to /Egina
after the birth of the child, Hercules made him invulnerable
by wrapping him in the lion's skin, which he always wore.

One place, however, (as in the case of Achilles,) remained
unprotected, where there was a hole in the skin, through
winch Hercules slung his quiver. Telamon, being banished
from /Egina by his father /Eacus, for killing his brother
Phocus, retired to the island of Salamis, and was chosen
king. During his father's life, Ajax led the forces of Sala-
mis to Troy, in conjunction with the Athenians: unless we
admit the story that Pisistratus, in order to strengthen the
claims of Athens to the possession of the island, interpolated

the line of the second book of the Iliad, (55s.) which says that

Ajax placed his ships alongside of the Athenian-. 'Of the
adventures of Ajax hei'oiv the Trojan war we can give no
account. His chief exploit*, recorded in the Iliad, are his

duel with Hector, in the 7th book, when the Trojan prince

challenged any of the Greek army to single combat: and
his obstinate defence of the ships, in the protracted battle

described in the 13th, 1 1th, loth, 16th, and 17th books. In
the funeral games of Patroclus he contended for three prizes:

in wrestling with Ulysses, single combat with Dioniedes, and
throwing the quoit ; but without obtaining the prize in anv.

Blunt in manners, rugged in temper, and somewhat obtuse

in intellect, his strength and stubborn courage made him a

most valuable soldier, but no favourite: and his confidence

in these qualities induced him to despise divine aid, bv which

he roused the anger of Pallas, the author of his subsequent

misfortunes. After Achilles's death, the armour of that

hero was to be given as a prize to him who had dcserivd

best of the Greeks. Ajax and Ulysses alone advanced their

claims; the former depending on bis pre-eminence inarms:

the latter, on the services which his inventive genius had

rendered : the assembled princes awarded the splendid nrue

to llysses. Ajax was so much mortified at this, that he

went mad, and in his fury attacked the herds and Hocks of

the camp, mistaking them for the Grecian leaders, by whom
he thought himself so deeply injured. On recovering his

senses, and seeing to what excesses he bad been transported,

he slew himself: ami it was observed by Grecian supersti-

tion, that the ^ifts which Hector and Ajax interchanged

after their duel proved fatal to both. Hector gave Ajax n

sword, which was the instrument of Ins death: Ajax tiavc

Hector ;>n embroidered belt, the same with which Achilles

hound him to his chariot. The hyacinth is said to have

sprung from bis blood, as before from that of Hyacinthus:

and in the spots which ornament it, fancy traced the letters

Ai, Ai, which signify Alas, Alas; and at the same time

compose part of the Greek form of Aias. This catastrophe

is the subject of that noble tragedy of Sophocles, Ajax the

Scourge-bearer, so named because the hero is described a$

cruelly scourging a ram, which he mistakes for Ulysses, be-

fore putting him to death. The rivalry of the chiefs is related

at length in the 14th book of Ovid's Metamorphoses. Allusion

is also made to it in the xith Odyssey. The circumstances

of his death are differently told by other authors ; but it i*

not necessary here to do more than notice the discrepancy,

very common in these semi-historical tales. The Greeks

honoured him with a splendid funeral, and raised a \a>t

tumulus on the promontory of Rhm-teum, corresponding

in position with that of Achilles, on the opposite pro-

montory of Sigeum. He left a son named Eury>>ace>, who

succeeded Telamon on the throne of Salamis. It i? said that

Philams, son of Eurysaees, resigned the sovereignty to

Athens, on condition that he might be admitted as a citizen

of that state. Through him, Miltiades was descended

from Ajax. The /Kaeida?, or descendants of /Eaeus.

were held in high reverence as demigods in Attica. One of

the tribes was named Aiantis, after Ajax : who, in conjunc-

tion with Telamon, and other heroes of the race, was so-

lemnly-invoked to the assistance of the Athenians, lx?iore

the battle of Salamis: and they were believed to ha\e

obeyed the call. See Ilfi'od. \iii. 04, f>.">.

A.IAX. Son of Oilous, another distinguished leader in

the Trojan war, remarkable for swiftness of foot, and skill

in using the bow and javelin. He fills a less important

part in the Iliad than his namesake, though he is dis-

tinguished by his defence of the ships in company with

Ajax, son of Telamon. His notoriety is ehietly derived

from events subsequent to the close of the Iliad. At the

sack of Troy he offered violence to Cassandra in the temple

of Pallas. Indignant at the profanation, the goddess rai>ed

a tempest, which wrecked his vessel on its voyage home,

and many others of the Grecian lleet. Ajax escaped toil

rock, ami might have been preserved, but that he blasphe-

mously defied the gods, and said he would escape in spite of

them : whereupon Neptune cleft the rock with his trident,

and tumbled him into the sea, where he perished. (Od. iv.

;302.) Virgil relates his death differently, /En. i. 39. Some

authors say that the charge of violating Cassandra wa* a

fiction of Agamemnon's, who wished to secure her for

himself.

A.JEMEER, or AJMEER. [See Rajpootanah]
A KHAR (i.e. the Great), the son of the Mogol Emperor

Huniayun, was bom on the 14th of October, la-1'2, at Amor-

kote, in the irivat sandy- desert east of the Indus ; and

on the death of his father, succeeded him in the govern-

ment of Delhi, in the fourteenth year of his age, (Kb.

loll), l.j.'.(i). Feeling diffident on account of his youth and

inexperience, he conferred the temporary dignity of khan
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babad.e regent and parent, or protector) on Beiram Khan,
a Turkoman, and one of the most distinguished officers of
the Mogol court, who had already rendered important
services to Humayun against the Afghans. The aid of an
experienced minister and military commander was of par-
ticular importance for the youthful sovereign, as the empire,
about the beginning of his reign, was much disturbed,

partly by revolts in tho interior, and partly by a long con-
tinued contest with an Afghan pretender to the throne,

Mohammed Shah Adily. The general ofthe latter, Heraoo,
a Hindu by birth, had taken Agra, and had now actually

seated himself on the throne of Delhi, with an army of
100,000 horse around him. So doubtful were the Mogol
nobles, in Akbar's army, of the possibility of subduing
Heraoo, that they even proposed to quit India entirely, and
to remove the seat of government to Kabul. This measure
was, however, rejected by Beiram Khan, who insisted on an
immediate attack upon Hemoo. The result was, that He-
moo was defeated in a decisive battle near Paniput, (Nov. 5,

1556,) in consequence of which Akbar and Beiram Khan
entered Delhi without opposition. The Mogol dynasty was
thus re-established mainly through Beiram Khan's courage
and presence of mind : but several arbitrary measures pur-
sued by Beiram Khan excited the jealousy of Akbar, and
he removed him from office. Beiram Khan quitted the
court, and made a revolt in Malwa. Akbar sent an army
under Pir Mohammed Khan against him, before whom
Beiram Khan retreated to the Panjab, and afterwards into

the mountains of Sewalik ; where he was at last obliged to

surrender, (December, 1560.) Akbar pardoned him, and
even assigned him a sum of 50,000 rupees (5000/.) annually
for his support Beiram Khan was proceeding on a pilgri-

mage to Mecca, when he was murdered near Puttun in

Guzerat, (January, 1561.)

In 1561, Akbar accomplished, through his general Pir

Mohammed Khan, the recovery of Malwa from the hands
of its usurper Baz Bahadur. Soon afterwards, Shir Khan,
a son of Mohammed Shah Adily, advanced from Bengal
with an army of 40,000 Afghans to support his title to the

throne of Delhi, but was defeated by a comparatively small
army of the Mogols.

In 1564, Akbar had again to quell a rebellion in the inte-

rior of his empire, which had been excited in Behar and
Jooonpur by the Usbek chiefs, Assuf Khan Herwi, Khan
Zeman, and Sekander Khan. Shortly afterwards (1566),

Akbar was obliged to proceed with an army to the Paniab,
where his own brother, Mohammed Hakim Mirza, had
usurped the government ; and another disturbance was, at

the same time, excited in Guzerat by the sons of Mohammed
Sultan Mirza. The Usbeks were vanquished after a despe-

rate conflict (June 6, 1566) : Khan Zeman, and many other

chiefs, suffered death; and it was not till July, 1567, that
the Mogul army returned to Agra. In 1572, Akbar invaded
the province of Guzerat, where he met with vigorous oppo-
sition from the sons of Mohammed Sultan Mirza, but even-

tually succeeded in expelling them ; and he prevailed on the

king of Guzerat, Mozaffir Shah, to reside as a pensioner at

Agra. In 1575, Dawud Khan, the ruler of Bengal, excited

a war in that direction : he was subdued by Akbar's generals,

Raja Todar Mai and Monayyim Khan, and the kingdom of

Behar and Bengal became finally annexed to Delhi.

In 1579, Akbar's brother, Mohammed Hakim Mirza,

occupied the Panjab a second time ; but he was defeated by
an army sent by Akbar, and reduced to submission. He
died in 1583. In the same year, Akbar caused the fort of

Allahabad to be built at tho confluence of the Ganges and
Jumna. About the same time, Mozaflir Khan fled from

Agra to Guzerat, in order to make an attempt to regain his

dominion. But he was beaten in a sanguinary battle, near

Ahmedabad (Jan. 29, 1584), by Mirza Khan, the son of

Beiram Khan, and also failed in several successive attempts

Undertaken for the same purpose. In 1585, Akbar's pre-

tence was required in the Punjab, where the Afghans had

cut off all communication between Kabul and India. He
Appointed Kuwar Khan Singh as governor of Kabul, while

he himself held his court at Lahore, in order to restrain the

Afghans and the Usbeks, who still fomented disturbances

iu the northern provinces. In 1590, Akbar's son, Mirza

Khan, invaded and conquered Sind. Soon after, Mozaffir

Shah, the king of Guzerat, was defeated and taken prisoner

;

and Murad Mirza went as governor to Guzerat, whence he

subsequently proceeded to the Deckan.

In 1595, civil disturbances broke out in Ahmednagar,

or Ahmednuggur, in oonsequenoe of which the interference
of Akbar was requested. His son, Murad Mirza, besieged
Ahmednagar ; and a negotiation, which was ultimately
entered into, secured to Akbar the possession of Berar, while
Ahmednagar remained in the hands of its former sovereign,
Burhan Nizam Shah the Second. Murad Mirza died in
1599 ; and some years afterwards, also, another of Akbar's
sons, Daniel Mirza. Grief for the loss of the latter accelerated
Akbar's own death, which occurred on the 1 3th of Oct. 1 605.
The above sketch of the reign of Akbar is abridged

from the account given by Ferishta, (Briggs' Translation,
vol. ii. p. 182—282,) who quotes as his authority a detailed

Memoir ofAkbar's Life and Government, written by his

minister Abul Fazl. Notwithstanding his being almost con-
tinually occupied with enemies abroad, and revolutionary

movements at home, Akbar found time to cultivate the arts

of peace, and devoted his attention, with the utmost anxiety,
to whatever appeared calculated to promote the happiness of
his empire. The mildness of his character, his strict im-
partiality to the different classes of his subjects, the magna-
nimity which he showed to his enemies, and his great per-
sonal courage, are mentioned with praise even by tne Jesuits
who visited India during his reign ; and the memory of his

many amiable virtues still survives among the Hindu as well

as the Mohammedan population of India. He encouraged
trade and commerce, reduced taxation, and kept a strict

watch over the conduct of the officers of his government
But what sMl more distinguished him was his spirit of tole-

ration, a virtue seldom possessed by Mohammedan sove-

reigns, which led him to show the same benevolent atten-

tion to the interests of.all his subjects, whether they professed

his own or tho Hindu religion. In his endeavours to advance
the prosperity of his empire, Akbar was powerfully assisted

by his celebrated vizir Abul Fazl, [see ;Abul Fazl,1
who, besides the memoir of Akbar s reign already referred

to, wrote an excellent statistical and political account of

the state of the Mogol empire during his administration.

This, which is one of the most remarkable works in Ori-
ental literature relative to India, will be noticed in a sepa-

rate article. [See Ayin-i-Akbari.1
AKENSIDE, (MARK,) a poet of considerable reputation

in the last century. He was the son of a butcher at New-
castle upon-Tyne, and born November 9, 1721. His pa-

rents were Presbyterians, and intended to bring him up as a
minister of that persuasion. With this view they sent him,

in 1 739, to the University of Edinburgh : but he soon turned

his attention to the study of medicine, and after remaining
three years in the Scottish capital, went to Leyden; where
he finished his education, and took the degree of M.D. in

1744. It should be mentioned to his honour, that having
been assisted, while he was destined for the ministry, from

certain funds set apart by the English dissenters for the edu-

cation of their clergy, he repaid in after-life the money which
had been thus bestowed upon him. His principal poetical

work, the only one by which he is now much known, the

Pleasures of Imagination, appeared in 1744. It excited

considerable attention, and on the whole was received with

great applause. The first place in which he settled, after

his return to England, was Northampton ; but he found no
encouragement to remain there, and soon removed to Hamp-
stead, and thence finally to London. Here he acquired several

professional honours, but he never obtained any large share

of practice. He received the degree of M.D. by royal mandate,

from the University of Cambridge, and thus became quali-

fied to be a fellow of the College of Physicians : he was also

elected one ofthe physicians of St. Thomas's Hospital. He
died June 23, 1 770, aged forty-nine. His principal medical

work is a treatise On Dysentery, 1 764 : he also contributed

several papers to the Philosophical Transactions, and to the

Medical Transactions, published by the College ofPhysicians.

The ' Pleasures of Imagination' is written in blank verse,

with much power of versification and splendour of language.

The subject and design of it cannot be more briefly given

than in the author's language : it is to give a view of the

various pleasures founded on the exercise of the imaginative

powers, ' so that, whatever our imagination feels from the

agreeable appearances of nature, and all the various attain-

ments we meet with, either in poetry, painting, music, or any
of the elegant arts, might be deducible from one or other of

those principles in the constitution of the human mind, which

are here established* and explained/ As a philosophical

work, the reader is not likely to derive much benefit from it;

but its roetical merits are considerable. Dr. Akenside pi*
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posed entirely to rewrite the poem ; but death interrupted

nim when he had only completed the first and second books,

with portions of the third and fourth. Both the original and
the amended poem are contained in the quarto edition of

Akenside's Poems, 1772, published by his friend Mr. Dyson.
For a fuller account of it, the reader may consult an Essay
by Mrs. Barbauld, prefixed to the duodecimo edition of 1795,

in which Ins genius is characterised as lofty and elegant,

chaste, classical, and correct, not marked with strong traits

of originality, not ardent, nor exuberant
Of his other poetical works, the principal are the Hymn to

the Naiads, and two books of Odes. Many of these are

written on political subjects, in which he took a great in-

terest, and are distinguished by zeal in the cause of liberty.

In consequence, he was accused of republicanism, a charge
which has often been employed as a topic of abuse, and
that with very considerable success. Akenside was well

read in the literature and especially in the philosophy of

Greece; and he has employed images, drawn from this

source, with an unsparing, and rather a pedantic hand.
[Kippis's Bios. Britan. Barbauld*s Essay.]

AKERBLAD, (JOHN DAVID,) a late Swedish scholar,

who distinguished himself by his researches in Runic, Phoe-
nician, Coptic, and Hieroglyphic literature. He enjoyed
in early life an opportunity of travelling over several coun-
tries in the East inconsequence of being appointed Secretary

to the Swedish embassy at Constantinople. While holding

this appointment, he made a journey to Jerusalem, in 1792.

In 1 797 he visited the Troad. Some years after he was ap-

pointed Charge* d'Affaires to the King of Sweden in France.

He spent his last days in Rome, where he was supported by
the bounty of the late Duchess of Devonshire, ana other ad-

mirers of his talents ; he died in that city at an early age,

on the 8th of February, 1819. The following are the titles

of some of his publications : Lettre a M. Silvestre de Sacy
sur FEcriture cursive Copte, published in the Magasin En-
cyclopedique for 1801. Inscrtptionis Phoenicia Oxoniensis,

nova Interpretation Paris, 1 802 ; thirty-one pages, octavo.

Lettre sur IInscription Egyptienne de Rosette, adressee a
M. Siliiestre de Sacy, Pans, 1802; seventy pages, octavo.

Notices sur Deux Inscrivtions en Caracteree Runiques,
trouvies d Venise, etsur les Varanges ; avec les Remarques
de M. dAnsse de Villoison, Paris, 1804; fifty-five pages,
octavo. Inscrizione Greca sopra una lamina dt Piomoo tro-

vato in uno Sepolcro nelle vicinanze dAtene, quarto, Roma,
1813. He was preparing a new and enlarged edition of this

work at the time of his death. Lettre sur une Inscription

Phinicienne trouvee d Athenes, Rome, 1817; twenty-three
pages, quarto. M. Akerblad is said to have been able to

speak as well as read various eastern and European lan-

guages. He was a corresponding member of the French
National Institute, and a member of several other learned
societies

AKERMANN, AC-KERMAN, or AKEIRMAN, a
fortified town in the Russian province of Bessarabia, near
the outlet of the Dniester into the Black Sea: 46° 12' N.
lat., and about 30° 22' E. long.

The town stands on a point of land which projects into the
liman or gulf of the Dniester, and is defended on the land
side by deep ditches, and in the parts bordering on the gulf
by a thick wall. The town and port, which is a good one,

are commanded by a castle on an eminence. The inha-
bitants, probably exceeding 13,000 in number, chietly con-
sist of Greeks, Armenians, and Jews, who carry on some
trade. Fish, which is caught in abundance in the gulf of
the Dniester, and salt from the salt lakes of the district of
Akermann, form the principal articles of commerce. A
short time ago, a fair was established here. Akermann con-
tains a handsome Armenian church, with some mosques and
Greek churches. The streets are dirty and the town ill-

built

Treaty of, is the convention concluded in September,
1826, between Russia and Turkey. By this treaty, the
terms of which may be considered as having been dic-

tated by Russia, Turkey agreed to confirm in all its parts the
treaty of Bucharest, (concluded in 1812,) to permit the two
principalities of Wallachia and Moldavia to be governed by
native boyars, elected by the divan of each, to restore the
former privileges of the Servians, and finally, to pay the
claims of Russia on account of losses incurred by the Bar-
bary corsairs, and to allow that power the liberty of naviga-
tion and commerce in all the states of the Sublime Porte,

and especially free passage by the canal of Constantinople.

By these conditions the important provinces of Moldavia,

Wallachia, and Servia, may be regarded as having been re-

leased from all but a nominal dependence on the Porte,

and made over to the protection, if not to the sovereignty, of

Russia.

ALABA'MA, one of the southern states of the North
American Union, bounded on the north by Tennessee, on
the east by Georgia, on the south by part of the territory of

Florida and the Gulfof Mexico, and on the west by the state

of Mississippi. It derives its name from one of the rivers

called Alabama. The sea-coast of Alabama is very limited

when compared with the extent of the state : it commences
ou the Gulf of Mexico, at a point about midway between the

mouths of the Pascagoula and Mobile rivers,, and running
eastward terminates at the outlet of the Perdido river. The
real coast-line, not including the bay of Mobile, is not above

fifty miles in length. The thirty-fifth parallel of latitude

forms the northern boundary, and American authorities

assign 30° 1
0' as the southern limit. It lies between the

meridians of 85° and 88° 30' W. of Greenwich. The area is

roughly estimated at 52,000 square miles. Its mean length,

from north to south, is 336 miles; breadth, from east to

west, 194 miles. Alabama originally belonged to the State

of Georgia. In 1798, the country, including the present

states of Mississippi and Alabama, was formed into a terri-

tory ; and the part of Florida between Pearl and Perdido
rivers being taken possession of by the United States in

1812, and annexed to this territory, immigration into it

immediately commenced. During the years 1813 and 1814
it was harassed by the attacks of the Indians, who were
reduced to submission by General Jackson. In 1817, the

west portion of the territory became the • state of Missis-

sippi/ and the east the ' territory of Alabama,'—which, by
an act of Congress, March 3, 1819, was admitted into the

Union as a separate State. Since that time the population

has rapidly increased, as is shown by the following state-

ment :

—

1810 less than 10,000
1816 29,683
1818 70,542
1820 127,901, including 41,879 slaves.

1827 244,041 „ 93,008 „
1830 308,997 „ 117,294 „ and

1572 free blacks.

Previous to the census of 1830, when the rate of appor-
tionment was 40,000 (in which number three-fifths of the
blacks are counted), Alabama had three representatives in

Congress : under the new census, and new rate of apportion-

ment (47,700), she is entitled to five ; the representative

population being 262,507. She has besides two senators
in Congress, the number to which each state is entitled.

Rivers.—The principal rivers of this State are the Ala-
bama, Tombigbee or lombeckbee, Mobile, Black Warrior,
Coosa, Tallapoosa, Tennessee, Chatahooche, Perdido, Ca-
hawba, and Conecuh. The general direction of the great
rivers of Alabama, and of the Chatahooche, which forms
part of its eastern boundary, is from north to south. We
find, accordingly, after leaving the sandy alluvium of the
Gulf of Mexico, that the ground rises gradually into the
interior as far as 33° N. lat.. where it begins to be hilly.

The greatest elevation lies still further north, and is formed
by the termination of the Appalachian range, which
makes in the northern part of the state a circular sweep
from east to west, bending somewhat to south. We are
not able to state with any precision the elevation of the
highest points of these mountains above the level of
the sea ; some authorities giving 3000 feet, which is pro-
bably too much, and others, only 1000. The direction in
which the high land is continued westward, as the se-
parating line between the basin of the Tennessee and the
head waters of the Tombeckbee is, perhaps, not yet accu-
rately laid down on the maps. Alabama then, as it ap-
pears, consists of two distinct physical portions considered
with respect to its water system : the northern comprises part
of the basin of the Tennessee River, (see Tunnksseh,) and
contains a large proportion of very fertile soil. This river
makes a great bend between the two points where it is inter
sccted by the 35th degree of lat. The chief river of the
state is that called the Mobile river in the lowest part of its

course, where it passes the town of Mobile, which is on the
west bank of the river, and enters the spacious bay of Mo
bile. Mobile bay is about thirty miles long, and varies from
three to eighteen miles in breadth: the main entrance,
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which is between Dauphin Island and the western cape of

Mobile Point, has sixteen feet water. This bay receives

through the Mobile river the drainage of a basin of about

37,120 square miles. The Mobile is formed by the union of

the Tombeckbee and the Alabama, which meet about

thirty miles, measured in a straight line, nearly due north

of Mobile. The Tombeckbee itself consists of a western

branch, the Tombeckbee, and an eastern, the Tuscaloosa,

or Black Warrior. The Tombeckbee rises in the N.E.
ingle of the state of Mississippi, in the country of the

Cmckasaws, (34° 40' N. lat,) arid after a southern course of4

100 mOes enters the state of Alabama, (33° 16' N. lat.,)

five miles below Columbus in the state of Mississippi, where

it is a navigable river. Steam-boats ascend theTombeckbee
as far as Columbus, and sometimes farther. It is joined by
the Tuscaloosa in 32° 31' N. lat The Tuscaloosa rises in

the N.E. angle of the state, (34° 20' N. lat.) or rather, per-

haps, just within the limits of Georgia, and within ten miles

of the channel of the Tennessee river at the great bend

in Decatur county, Tennessee. It pursues a general course

8.W. for 150 miles, passing Tuscaloosa, the capital, to its

junction with theTombeckbee. There is steam navigation as

tar as Tuscaloosa. The united stream then pursues a winding

course, but in a general direction, about W. of S., for ninety

miles, when it is joined by the Alabama, (31° 9' N. lat)

The Alabama has two main branches ; of which, the Coosa

rises in the north part of Georgia, (35° 05' N. lat,) and
enters Alabama near Fort Armstrong ; from which point

its stream, after making several deviations, unites with the

Tallapoosa at a point about W. by S. from Fort Armstrong

;

the Tallapoosa, which also rises in Georgia (34° N. lat),

and has a general course, something like that of the Coosa,

unites with it (at the village of Coosawda 32° 28' N. lat)

after having made a sudden turn to the west about twenty-

five miles long. Fifty miles S.W. from Coosawda the Ala-

bama receives the Cahawba from the north, at the town of

Cahawba, and after a S.8.W. and very tortuous course of

200 miles, joins the Tombeckbee about thirty miles above

Mobile, as before stated. The direct distance between

Cahawba and the junction of the Alabama with the Tom-
beckbee is not more than 100 miles. The Alabama is

navigable for steam-boats most of the year to the falls of the

Coosa, about 450 miles from its mouth. Here the rapids

commence, and continue at intervals for sixty miles : they

are passable for boats during high water. Above these

rapids die river is deep, smooth, and perfectly navigable for

200 miles, nearly as far as its source in the valley of the

Tennessee River,—a navigable branch of which almost com-

municates with it The Alabama, like most of the large

American rivers, differs very considerably in its volume of

water at different seasons, below the junction of the two

main streams, the Tombeckbee and Alabama, the river does

not flow in one channel, but in two main, and numerous
smaller channels, for more than thirty miles direct course

through a low wet country, to the head of Mobile Bay.

The rivers of Alabama are highest in the spring of the

year, and it is not uncommon for them to rise eighty or

ninety feet above low water. The banks, when they

present a recent surface, exhibit a beautiful appearance,

striped with alternate layers of gravel and different-coloured

clays. The clays commence about twenty feet above low

water. The layers are of different thickness, from one inch

to several feet, and of various colours, from red and deep

blue to a delicate white. Steam-boats were first introduced

on these rivers in 1820.

The Chatahooche rises in the northern part of Georgia,

and is part of the boundary line between Alabama and
Georgia. It communicates with Flint River to form the

Apalachicola, and is navigable for steam-boats to the falls

of Columbus, above 300 miles. The Perdido separates Ala-

bama from Florida.

The Tennessee runs through the northern part ofthis state.

It enters Alabama on the east, running south-west ; it then

runs west-north-west and again enters the state of Ten-
nessee. It empties into the Ohio, in Kentucky. The part

of the state north of the river is called Tennessee Valley,

and contains a population of about 70,000. This river is

navigable for large steam-boats 250 miles, to Florence in

Alabama, which is below the mussel-shoals, where the river

spreads out from one to three miles in width, with a rocky

bottom, and is so shallow, that boats can neither ascend nor

descend, except at high water during floods. A canal is

contemplated round these shoals ; and the United States

have made appropriations of land to the state of Alabama to

effect its construction. Above the shoals, steam-boats may
ascend the Tennessee and Holston to Knoxville, 700 miles
from the mouth of the former.

Pensacola Bay is entirely within the limits of West
Florida, but as this territory here only consists of a com-
paratively narrow slip along the Gulf, the sources and
the main body of the streams that enter Pensacola Bay
are within the state of Alabama. The main stream that
discharges into Escambia Bay (one of the upper bays of
Pensacola Bay) is the Escambia ; but the chief branch of
this river is the Connecuh, though the name of the Es-
cambia prevails in the lowest part of their united course.

The alligator abounds in the Alabama and Tombeckbee
rivers.

Soil, Products, #c.—Besides the Alleghany or Appala-
chian range, there are no other eminences which can be
dignified with the name of mountains. In the northern part
the country is hilly, with elevations of three or four hunared
feet above the valleys : in the middle it is also hilly, with
some tracts of open land or prairies. The south part, which
borders on the Gulf of Mexico, throughout a space of fifty or

sixty miles in extent, is low and level, covered with pine and
cypress. The coast of Alabama appears at present to be
receiving no increase, but on the contrary, some diminution
from the action of the waves. The forest trees, in the middle
and northern divisions, are post black and white oak, hickory,

poplar, cedar, chestnut, pine, mulberry, &c; the elm
nourishes on the river banks. The chief wild animals are
the deer, bear, wolf, panther, fox, &c. : the rattle-snake

abounds in this state. The soil is various, but the greater
part of it is excellent ' In the south it is generally sandy
and barren ; and a part of the high lands are unfit for culti-

vation. A large portion of the country which lies between
the Alabama and Tombigbee, of that part watered by the
Coosa and Tallapoosa, and of that on the Tennessee, consists

of very excellent land. On the margin of the rivers (in the
southern part) there is a quantity of cane-bottom land of
great fertility, generally from one-half to three-quarters of
a mile wide : on the outside of this is a space which is low,

wet and intersected by stagnant water ; next to this river-

swamp, and elevated ten or fifteen feet above it, succeeds
an extensive body of level land, of a black, rich soil, with a
growth of hickory, black oak, post oak, poplar, dog-wood,
&c. After this come the prairies, which are wide*spreading
plains, or gently-waving land, (resting on a soft limestone
rock, abounding in shells,) clothed with grass, herbage, and
flowers, and exhibiting, in the month of May, the most
enchanting scenery.' (Encyclop. American) There is ge-
nerally wood enough on the prairies to fence them. It is

arranged in lines and clumps on the lower and moister por-
tions, dividing them into open spaces of several hunared
acres. The soil is of variable depth, and rests on a uniform
bed of limestone. In some places the rock juts out on the
surface, where it easily decomposes. There is a great defi-

ciency of water, and what there is of it is very bad : good
water can be obtained by boring to the depth of three or four
hundred feet and in many cases this water rises to the
surface.

The long-moss region commences below 33° lat The
moss hangs in festoons from the trees, giving to the forests

the most dark and gloomy aspect. It is much used for

making mattresses. Cotton is the staple product, and is

laised in great quantities ; the land produces from 400 to

1800 pounds of seed cotton to the acre. The annual crop
of the state is estimated at 200,000 bales, and is increasing

every year ; the greater part of it is carried to Mobile—that
from the Tennessee valley only being taken to New Orleans.

The land is tilled almost entirely by slaves. The men slaves

are hired at from 100 to 150 dollars a year. A great deal

of Indian corn is raised for domestic consumption, and con-
siderable quantities of oats, but not much wheat The
sugar-cane is beginning to be cultivated in the southern
parts. There is a constant tide of immigration to this state*

particularly to the southern districts, from Virginia, North
and South Carolina, and Georgia. The immigrants are ge-
nerally planters, bringing with them their slaves to cultivate

the land. The price of the best land varies from ten to

twenty dollars an acre, but is rapidly rising in value—public
land may be entered at one dollar and twenty-five cents
per acre. Not more than one-twentieth of the Btate is yet
in cultivation.

Iron ore is found in several places, and fossil coal abounds
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on the Black "Warrior river; marble is found on the Ca-
hawba. Gold also has been found, but not in sufficient

quantities to render the business profitable.

Climate.—The mean temperature of the state is about
65° F., or, perhaps, less. Although the summer continues

longer, yet the heat is very little greater than in the north
part of the United States. The thermometer seldom exceeds
yu°. June is the hottest month in the year. The llg and
peach arrive at great perfection below ,'U° lat., and the cli-

mate and soil are supposed to be well-adapted to the grape,

but not to the olive. The fruit trees blossom between the

middle of January and first of March, according to the ele-

vation of the place. Snow neither falls deep nor lies long ;

a thin sheet of ice sometimes covers the stagnant waters

at the coldest period: the rivers are never frozen over. The
climate is healthy, except in the bottom land bordering on
the rivers. In the elevated country it is delightful, the

heat of summer being tempered by the breezes from the

gulf of Mexico. The prevailing diseases in low situations

are intermittent and bilious fevers. Mobile has been several

times ravaged by the yellow fever, but it has not been severe

of late years.

Indians.—The Cherokee* occupy the north-east corner of

the state, and extend into Georgia and Tennessee: the

Creeks, the east, with part of Georgia : and the Chickasaws
and Choefarrs the west, extending into Mississippi. The
whole number within the slate in \s:\\ was estimated at

19/2(10, but they are last emigrating west of the Mississippi,

where a large tract of country has been ceded to them by the

United States in exchange for their own. The C'herokees,

most of whom reside within the limits of Georgia, are the

most civilized. They have a written and printed language,
the alphabet of which was invented by a native Cherokee:
it consists of eighty-five characters, and may be railed a mi//-

labir alphabet. It is said that an active Cherokee hoy mav
learn to read in a day : and not more than two or three davs
are ordinarily requisite : he has only to repeat successively

the names of the several letters, so that when he has learned
his alphabet he can read his language. There are remains of

mounds and roads in the state, respecting which the present
Indians have no tradition.

Counties and Towns.— h\ 1S20 the state was divided into

twenty-four counties : in 1 S^S, thirty-six : and in 1 S3 ^ ten new
counties were made in the Creek, and one in the Chocktaw
country. The chief towns are Tasealaasa, the present capi-

tal, situated at the falls and head of sieam-boat navigation

on the Black Warrior river: 3.T \'l' N. lat. s7 4°.' W. long.,

2">f) miles N. of Mobile by land, and -100 by water, 1 fill S.S.W.
of Huntsville, s.vs S.W. of Washington," and :*r.s N.N.E. of

New Orleans.* Tu*caloo»a takes its name from the Chocktaw
appellation of the Black Warrior river. The situation of the

town is healthy and pleasant, being on an elevated plain of

several miles in extent. The university of Alabama is about
one mile from the town. Coal is found on the banks of the

river, and in the vicinity abundance of materials for building,

particularly stone, and pine timber. Population about
2000. Mobile, the principal port, is situated at the influx of

Mobile river into the bay of the same name : Mr 40' N. lat.

S.-T '21' W. long. : 511 miles by land from IVnsacola, 10.H
from Washington, and 1'iO E. from New Orleans. In 1*13 it

came into the possession of the United States, and then
contained about 300 inhabitants; in 1 s J J . l'suo : and in

J8.U), :mu. The back country is dependent on Mobile for

a market. The principal exports from Mobile consist of

cotton, of which upwards of Hhi.uimi bales are shipped annu-
ally to Europe and the north part of the United Stales.

Steam-boats and schooners run regularly to New Orleans, the

lakes Pontehartrain aic! Borgne. Hnntsrille, in the north
part of the state, is the next town in importance. It has a

considerable trade in cotton with New Orleans, and a com-
munication with the Tennessee ri\er by a canal ten miles in

length. Population in ism, '20(10. Montgomery, on the
Alabama ri\er, is a flourishing town. Cahawba was the

former capital of the state.

Gnr>rrim<>?/t.—By its constitution, adopted in July, 1*19.
the legislative power is vested in two branches, a Senate and
House of Representatives, which together are styled the
General A^eir.blij of the Stale of Alahawa. The repre-

sentatives are elected annuafiy. and are apportioned among
the different counties in proportion to the white population

;

tl*e whole number cannot exceed 100, nor fall short of GO.

• These brut :Nt m< o<? we tvtieve are calculated along the road, the direct
ou the iu.m' l

i'u' im'.ch less.

The senators are elected for three years, *iid one-third of

them are chosen every year ; their number cannot be more
than one-third, nor less than one-fourth of the number of

representatives. At present the Senate consists of tw tut v-

two, the House of Representatives of seventy-two members
the pay of the members of both houses is four dollar* a-day

each. They meet annually at Tuscaloosa on the fourth

Monday of November, and remain in session ab»ut tso

months. The executive power is vested in a Governor, who
is elected by the people for two years, and is eligible four

years out of six ; he possesses a qualified negative on legis-

lative acts; and the pardoning power: in cases of trvasm,

the consent of the Senate is necessary. In caso of his death,

absence, &o. the president of the Senate acts as governor ; the

salary is 'JaOO dollars. The qualifications required fur mem-

bers of the legislature are, citizenship, two years' state, ai.d

one year's district residence: a senator must be twenty-

seven years of age: a governor mast be thirty years old, a

native citizen, and must have resided four years in the state.

A voter must be twenty-one years of age: one years state

and three months' district residence are required. Blacks

in all cases are excluded. Two-thirds of the General As-

sembly may propose amendments to the Constitution, which,

if ratified by the people at the next election, and by two-

thirds of the subsequent legislature, become valid.

Judiciary.—The state is divided into seven circuits, to

which an eighth has been lately added, in each of which

there is a circuit-judge ; and, until the session of 1831-2, the

Supreme Can't was formed by a union of these seven

judges. In that session, however, the legislature esta-

blished a sejmrate Sufrreme Court, consisting of three

judges, who meet at Tuscaloosa twice a year, and reraaiiun

session from six to eight weeks each time. The judges are

elected by the joint vote of both houses of the General As-

sembly ; the tenure at first was during good behaviour, till

seventy years of age. In 1830, the constitution in this re-

spect was altered, and after Nov. 1833, tliey are to be elected,

by the same body, every six years. They are removable by im-

peachment and by the governor, on the address of tvvo-thir<l>of

the General Assembly—the judge must be heard in defence.

Salary of judges of Supreme Court is 1750 dollars; of Circuit

Court, 1500 dollars.

There are also sucn inferior courts as the general assembly

may, from time to time, direct and establish. The ether

public officers are the secretary of state, comptroller of public

accounts, state treasurer, and attorney-general: the first

three receive a salary of 1000 dollars a year each, and the

last A2H dollars, with perquisites.

Laws.- The laws in this state differ but little from those

of the other states of the Union. The punishments are

tine, imprisonment in the county jail, standing in the

pillory, branding, -whipping, and death by hanging. The

crimes punishable with death are murder, treason, rape,

man-stealing, slave-stealing, arson, robbery, burglary, coun-

terfeiting, and forgery. The penitentiary system has not

yet been introduced into this state. The consequence

of making so many otfences capital is that many go un-

punished, or are pardoned by the executive. Very severe

laws have been passed against duelling ; killing in a duel is

wilful murder, and as such punishable with death :
members

of the general assembly, officers of government, civil and

nnlitarv, and attorneys at law, are required to take the

duelling oath. The legal rate of interest is 8 per cent. \i

more than that is taken, it is usury, and the lender forfeits

the amount, with all interest thereon.

Kdiieatian.—The constitution declares that * schools ami

the means of education shall for ever be encouraged in this

state.' By an act of the Congress of the United States, in

1S10, one section of land (M0 acres) was granted to the in-

habitants of each township in the state for the use of whoote:

and seventy two sections, or two entire townships, for the sup-

port of a xemiyinrt/ of learning, which were vested in the leui>-

lature of said state, to be appropriated solely to the u-e vf

such seminary by the said legislature.* In conformity with

the above grant, an institution, styled the Unnentfy ''/

the State of Alabama, was incorporated by the legislature

of ihe state' in December, 18*J0. In 1821, two trustees Irom

each judicial circuit were elected by joint vote of both

house's. The governor of the state is, ex officio, president

of the beard of trustees. They hold their office for three

* A In-A it-s|,i|» contains 4
J3.'.»4<> acres, is <-ix English or AmrritHn ir»ile«Mj»-*i*.

Mi'! i> sul»i:\iil.-'i into iliiti\-six e<|U;il division* or squnrn n.iUs, by im«'«

cm-m;_ i-jm-Ii ..Hu:r at liyht angles; thc«j diviaioni arc calkd acetous; eacb

kwlioii contains G4U acrvs.
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jean. AH the imitersity lands wert Tested In these trus-

tees to be sold at public auetioti ; such as were not sold were

to be let on rent The funds of the university consist of the

Sroceeds of these lands. According to a report of the pres-

ent of die board of trustees, dated January 14th, 1830,

21,845 acres had been sold for the sum of 304,651 dollars,

of which 111,712 had been rested in 6 per cent, stock;

and 24,234 acres remained unsold. In the session of 1 827-8,

the university was located about one mile east of Tuscaloosa,

in a fine healthy situation. It opened on the 1 8th of April,

1831 : the average number of students has been about

ninety ;
price of tuition, including room, rent, fuel* &c.,

40 dollars for the collegiate year (nearly ten months). Board

80 dollars for the same time.9

Religion,—The Baptist* in this state have 12 associa-

tions, 219 churches, 130 ministers, and 8953 communi-
cants; the Methodists, 44 preaohers, and 13,504 members

;

the Presbyterians, 38 churches, 27 ministers, 6 licentiates,

and 1669 communicants ; the Roman Catholics, 9 ministers

;

the Episcopalians, 2 ministers.

Banks.— 1. One private stock bank at Mobile, capital

500,000 dollars. 2. A branch of the United States bank at

Mobile. 3. A state bank at Tuscaloosa, capital about 880,000

dollars. Branch of the state bank at Montgomery, incorpo-

rated in 1832, capital 300,000 dollars: capital authorised to

be increased by sale of state stock, bearing 5 per cent

interest, to 500,000 dollars. 4. Branch of state bank at De-
catur, incorporated in 1 833, capital to be raised by sale of

state stock 1,000,000 dollars. Branch of state bank at Mo-
bile, incorporated in 1833, capital to be raised as above,

2,000,000 dollars. The state is the sole proprietor of the

state bank and its branches. The capital of the state bank
is composed of the university and other public funds, and of

funds to the amount of 200,000 dollars, raised by the sale

of state stock, bearing 6 per cent interest The capital of

the branch is raised, and to be raised, by the sale of state

stock bearing 5 per cent interest [Communication from

Tuscaloosa. See also Darby's Geography of the United

States.]

Trade.—Years ending 30th September.

Imports in American
Tlllfll . . .

Foreifn

Eipotts — Domestic

Foreign

Skipping Entered—
American . .

Foreign

8ktaptag Departed—
American • •

Foreign •

IMS.

142.SJ*

833J90

1M73

11,81

5,«
!?,»•

P4.4S4
4*S

10,447

1830.

dollars, dollars.

88,900
••315

144,883

-3,394,954

10,41

4.1!

1M16

WJ77
4.SSO

8o\3S0

1831.

dollars, dollars.

14M30
81.115

834,435

1,418388
1,033

2,413,804

itt,i$

11,408

U.6S6

14.7*7
10.350

85,060

ALABA'MA Ritbil [See Alabama.]
ALABASTER, a whit* stone used for ornamental pur-

rasa. The name is derived from Alabastron* a town of

fegypt, where there appears to have been a manufcetory of

small vessels or pots, made of a stone found in the moun-

tains near the town. These teasels were employed for

eentaining certain kinds of perfumes, used by the ancients

in their toilets, and with which it was the custom to anoint

the beads of their guests* as a mark of distinction, at their

feasts. There are m Horaee many allusions to this cus-

tom. In like manner, Mary, the sister of Lazarus; poured

upon the head of our Saviour, as he sat at supper, " very

precious ointment '* from an alabaster-hem.

The terms SkafkioTpev among the Greeks, and alohas-

Irwvt among the Romans, were applied to those vessels,

•von when they were not made of the white stone ; for al-

though they may have imitated the original form of the ves-

sels made at Alabastron, they appear from Theocritus (Idyl.

zv.) to have been sometimes made of gold. They were of

a tapering shape, and without handles; and from this cir-

cumstance, Adam, in his Latin Dictionary, gives as the

etymology of Alabastrum, a without, and Xa/9iy handle, a

• In account of education in this state, containing a fall statement of all

Stlsjlh in tihtisi to the uaftf*rtity. acadamita, and schools, will bo published

E^of the forthcoming nnm^ See

derivatton'which certainly cannot be* assigned" to It consis-
tently with the formation of the Greek language.

It appears from a passage in Demosthenes, (Oration on
the Embassy, chap. 68.) that one of the brothers of
iCschines, the orator, was employed in painting these ala-
baster-boxes. Pliny says, (lib. xxxvi. 1 2, and xxxvii. 54,)
that the stone, which he calls alabastrites, was got from
Thebes; but Mannert (Geographic der Griechen und
Rbmer) places the town of Alabastron in Heptanomis, or
Middle Egypt, in the hills between the Nile and the Red
Sea, about thirty English miles east of Acoris ; and states,
tmrt the stone of whicn the alabastra were made was brought
from Mons Alabastrinus, about thirty miles S. E. of the
town. Mr. James Burton, who has been long resident in
Egypt, has determined the site of Alabastron to be latitude
27° 43', longitude 31°, not far from the east bank of the
Nile, a few miles south of the ruins of Antinoe.

There are two kinds of white stone to which antiquaries
and artists give the name of alabaster : the one is a car-
bonate of lime ; the other is gypsum, or sulphate of lime.
Many of these ancient perfume vessels are made of the
compact crystalline mass deposited from water holding car-
bonate of lime in solution, which is found in many places
in almost every country. When the deposition takes place
on the ground, it forms what mineralogists call a stalagmite,
from a Greek word signifying a drop, and it is often com-
posed of layers distinguishable by different decrees of trans-
lucency Riving the stone the appearance of the striped
agates, called onyx, (see Agate.) Hence, according to
Pliny, the alabastrites was sometimes called onyx. But it

is easy to ascertain of which of the two kinds a vessel is

composed, for carbonate of lime is hard, and effervesces if it

be touched by a strong acid ; but sulphate of lime does not
effervesce, and is so soft that it may be scratched with the
nail. The term alabaster is now generally applied to the
softer stone. This last, when pure, is a beautiful semi*
transparent snow-white substance, easily worked into vases,
lamps, and various other ornaments, but it is seldom found
in masses lar^e enough for statuary; and, indeed, artists

would be unwilling to execute any great work in a material
so very liable to injury. The finest quality known is found
in the neighbourhood of Volterra in Tuscany, and it is cut
into a variety of works of great taste and beauty at Volterra,

Florence, Leghorn, and other places in that part of Italy*

which are sent all over the world, and sold at very rea-
sonable prices.

Alabaster is found in Derbyshire and Staffordshire, and
is manufactured into small ornaments and toys at Derby,
which are also to be bought in London, The natural history

of the stone will be treated of under the head Gypsum, the
general term under which all varieties of sulphate of lime
are usually classed by mineralogists.

ALABES, in Ichthyology, a genus of fishes belonging
to the order Malacopterygii, and family Apodes. This
genus, which consists of a single species of small size, a
native of the Indian Ocean, resembles in most respects the
common conger-eel (Muraena) of our own seas.

ALAIS, a town in France, in the department of the Gard,

Eart of the ancient province of Languedoc. It is on the
ank of one of the streams called the Gardon, which is dis-

tinguished by the name of the Gardon of Alais. Alesia*

mentioned by Csesar in bis Commentaries (vii. 68), which
was compelled to surrender to the Roman commander after

an obstinate resistance, is not the modern town of Alais, as

stated in some books. (See thctionn. Giog.) The Alesia

of CaDsar is St. Reyne, about twenty-three miles south of

ChStillon sur Seine.

Alais was formerly the capital of the district of Cevennes,
and lies at the foot of the Cevennes mountains. It suffered

much during the dragonnades* in the reign of Louis XIV.,
who built a citadel in 1689 to overawe the Protestants. The
injuries it sustained have been, however, repaired, and Alais

is again a thriving place. It has several manufactories, and
carries on a considerable trade in raw and dressed silk, as

well as in the produce of the neighbouring country. The
Protestants have still a place of worship there. The popula-

tion is given by Malte Brun and Balbi at more than 10,000.

The town is In 4° 4' E. long., and 44° V N. lat, and is about
forty miles north of Montpellier.

Alais is the capital or an arrondissement of the same
name, containing about 480 square miles, 96 communes*

• The persecution of the B«gMMls> «r FwttustoK in vfcleh dafwes
were the chief instruments.
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and above 70,000 inhabitants. It is fertile in grain, mul-

berries, awl olives. There is coal, and also considerable

iron mines in the neighbourhood.

A LAKANAN DA, a river of Hindostan, which rises

in the Himalaya Mountains. This river is considered sacred

by the Hindoo inhabitants : it ilows from north-cast to

south-west, through the province of Gurwal, receiving in its

course the waters of the Mandakini, the Pinden, the Man-
dacoki, the Birkc, and the Dauli, all streams of inconsider-

able size. The last-mentioned of these tributaries, which
proceeds from the base of the highest ridge of the Himalaya
chain, forms the remotest source of the Ganges. At Deva-
prayuga {the junction of the gad*), a small town in 30 9'

N. lat ., and 78
J
3 V E. lung., and twelve miles to the west-

ward of Serinagur, the Alakananda forms its junction with

the river Bhagirathi, when the united streams receive the

name of the Ganges. At a short distance before it reaches

Bhadrinath—a much-frequented temple, eighty miles north

from Almorah, the capital of Kumaon— the Alakananda U
not more than twenty feet wide, and its actual source is con-

cealed under an accumulation of perpetual snow. At Deva-
pravaga the width of the river is increased to one hundred
and forty feet: during the rainy season it rises from forty-

five to fifty feet above its lowest level.

The Alakananda contains a great number of fish, four or

five feet long (the Ci/prinus dentieulntus) % which nrc held in

reverence by the Brahmins; and, being fed by them daily,

become so familiar as to take bread from the hand. Asiatic

Researches* and MS. Documents at the India Board, quoted
in Hamilton's East India Gazetteer.

ALAND, a small archipelago at the entrance of the

Gulf of Bothnia, consisting of one principal island which
gives name to the whole group, and of a great number of

smaller islands, such as Ekeroe, Fogloc, Vordoe, Lemland,
&c. Some authorities state that as many as eighty of the
islands ^ are inhabited. The word Aland is properly
written Aland, and pronounced Oland, which signifies the
* Land of Rivers or Waters.'

The principal island has its northern point intersected by
the parallel of C0

J
15' N. lat: the meridian of 20' passes

through the island. It is very irregular in its shape, so that

it is difficult to state its dimensions : the greatest length from
N. to S. may be about 18 miles; the greatest breadth from
E. to W. about 14. Its coasts are deeply indented, and offer

several excellent ports, of which the best is Yttemas. The
island is mountainous, and of calcareous structure, with
some good quarries ; it has also a few streams. The grains
that succeed best are rye and barley, with a little wheat

:

the trees are pine, fir, and beech, in sufficient quantity
to furnish fuel for the inhabitants. There is also pasturage
for cattle. The inhabitants, who are Swedes, are skilful

seamen, and in a great measure employed in fishing, and
catching seafowl. They are stated at "l 3,340 as far back
as twelve years ago. Aland is divided into five parishes. On
a small island near Ekeroe a telegraph is established. One
advantage which arises to the Russians from the occupation
of these islands, is the possession of ports which are less frozen
during the whiter season than others in the same latitude,
owing to the strong current from the Bothnian Gulf, which
tends to keep the sea open. This island is said to have
once had a king of its own. In the later times of the Swedish
possession, it was included in the government of Abo and
Biorneborg in Finland ; it was finally ceded to Russia in

1809. The neighbourhood of Aland is noted for being the
scene of the naval victory obtained by Peter I. over the
Swedes, a.d. 1714, the first great event in the history of the
Russian marine. (Dictionn. Geograph.)
ALARCON, JUAN RUIZ DE, a Spanish dramatic

writer, who lived about the middle of the seventeenth cen-
tury. Though an author of great merit and well-deserved
reputation, very little is known of his life. Nicholas Anto-
nio says, that he believes him to have been born at Mexico,
of Spanish parents, and that he was both an actor and
a dramatic writer, scarcely equalled by any of his contem-
poraries, for purity of diction, elegance, fluency, and co-
piousness. The following plays were published in his life-

time. La ind a.stria y la suerte ; Lass paredes oyert ; El setae-
janted xt mismo ; La cueva da Salamanca : Madarse par
mtjorarse; Todo es ventura; and El desdichado en Jinjir.
Ganar aminos ; Los empehos de un engatio ; Quien engaua
mas a quien ; La verdad sospechosa, and several others
appeared after his death.

It is by the Verdad sospechosa (suspicious truth) that he

is best known to us. Corneille, who translated it into French

under the title of Le Meriteur, speaks of it in the highest

terms. * The argument," says he, ' is, in my opinion, so

ingenious and so well treated, that 1 have said many times,

that I would willingly give two of my best plays to have the

merit of the invention of this. I have seen nothing equal

to it either in the ancients or moderns/ Moliere in one of

his letters to Boileau says, that he is greatly indebted to La

Verdad sospechosa. • When it was performed,' says he, ' I had

already a wish to write, though I was not decided on what

subject ; my ideas were confused, but this work fixed them.'

Alarcon is undoubtedly one of the best dramatic writers of

the genuine Spanish school. His plots are ingenious, au4

conducted in a masterly manner, his characters highly ro-

mantic. He is not so fertile as Lope in his productions

but is more correct and equal ; he is as pure and elegant

in his diction as Calderon, but less metaphysical; and, in

general, more free from the extravagance of Gongorism, so

prevalent in his age. All his compositions have more or

less a moral tendency ; and it is our opinion, that if the

Spaniards would aim at the possession of a real national

drama, it is Alarcon whom they ought to study as their

model. [See Nicolao Antonio, Bibliot. Hitpan. ; Martinez

de la Rosa, Obra.s.']

ALARIC. One of the most eminent of those northern

chiefs who successively overran Italy, during the decline of

the western empire, and the first of them who gained pos-

session of imperial Rome. He learned the art of war under

the celebrated emperor of the East, Tiveodosius, whonirhcd

the depredations of the Goths, settled them in different pro-

vinces of the empire, and recruited his armies from the

youth of the nation. But they threw off the yoke, as soon

as the powerful hand which had imposed it ceased to hold

the sceptre, and Alaric, born of one of the noblest families

of the nation, was chosen by his countrymen as their leader.

Under his guidance, the Visigoths, the division of the Gothic

nation to which he belonged, issued from Thrace, where they

had been settled, and overran Greece, a^.d. 396. Alaric took

Athens, but, instead of treating it with severity and destroy-

ing its edifices, as has sometimes been asserted, it is mc*t

probable that he did very little damage to its works of

art, although he carried off such as were moveable. The

Goths were soon compelled by Stilicho to evacuate that

country : and to return into Epirus. From time to timctbet

entered into a temporary reconciliation with the empire, and

took engagements in its pay ; but as they were inconstant

and arrogant, and the Greeks were timid and fraudulent,

this state of friendship was never of long duration. About

the year 398, Alaric, on the ground of his high military cha-

racter, was proclaimed king of the Visigoths ; and just about

the same time Areadius, the successor of Theodosius in the

Eastern empire, alarmed at his repeated successes, at-

tempted to identify his interests with those of the Empire

by declaring him master-general of the eastern Illyrian

prefecture. * Thus he commanded a large part of the vast

country situated between the Danube, the Adriatic, and the

Black Sea. The Visigoths who obeyed his orders were

thoroughly organized as an army, but as yet had few claims

to the civil character and stability of a nation. They

threatened both empires equally at the same time, and sold

their alliance to each alternately. Alaric at last determined

to make his way into the empire of the West, for the pur-

pose of establishing a kingdom by conquest.
We cannot trace minutely the motions of the Gothic army.

Early in the year 403 it appeared before Milan, which

was immediately evacuated by the Emperor Honorius.

Besieged in the fortress of Asta, he was on the point of sur-

rendering, when Stilicho came to his assistance, with an

army hastily recalled from the frontiers of Gaul and Ger-

many. On Easter-day, a.d. 403, was fought the battle of

Pollentia. The testimony of historians varies as to the

event of it : but the advantage seems to have been on the

side of the Romans. It is certain, however, that in a sub-

sequent battle near Verona, Alaric was completely defeated

by Stilicho; and was compelled by the voice of his people

to accept, terms which his pride would have rejected,—to

ratify a treaty with the empire of the West; and to retire

from Italy with the remains of his once powerful army. (See

Claudian, De Bella Getieo.)

After his retreat from Italy, Alaric concluded a precarious

peace with Honorius, and even entered into his service,

Vn.ir.Lr nominated master-general of the Illyrian prefecture.

In this capacity, Le was required to enforce the claims cf the
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court of Ravenna to certain provinces held by the eastern

empire : but his efforts were ineffectual ; and at the end of a
few years, when his army was recruited by the German
youths who were attracted by his fame, he renewed his de-
sign of establishing himself in Italy. Claiming an extra-

vagant reward for the services which he had performed, he
plainly intimated that war would be the consequence of
a refusal The demand was made in the year 408. The
emperor was then at Rome, and it was debated in the
senate what steps were proper to be taken. The majority
were for war ; but by Sulicho s advice, it was determined to

buy off the enemy, by a contribution of four thousand pounds
weight of sold. One of the senators exclaimed, in the lan-

guage of Cicero, ' This is not a treaty of peace, but a con-
tract of slavery/ The minister maintained the demand to

be nothing more than just, as Alaric had remained three

years in Epirus for the service of Honorius. While the
Visigoths were at the foot of the Alps, the cowardly and weak
Honorius procured the assassination of Sulicho, the only
man who could still have defended the empire. His son
and almost all his officers were murdered along with him.
Those Visigoths who were serving in the pay of the empire
had left their wives and children in the Roman cities : tney
were all massacred at the same time. All the treaties

concluded by Sulicho with Alaric were annulled ; and the
court of Ravenna seemed to take pleasure in provoking an
enemy whom it was unable to resist. Alaric crossed

Yenetia without encountering any Roman soldiers; with
the rapidity of a traveller who meets with no obstruction,

he advanced under the very walls of Rome, and formed the
siege. An application for terms was made on the part of

the Romans, with an intimation that if once they took up
arms they would fight desperately. Alaric returned this

pithy answer : ' The closer hay is pressed, the more easily

it is cut* He demanded all the wealth of Rome. The am-
bassadors asked what he would leave to the inhabitants

—

1 Their lives.* He at length, however, consented to retire,

on condition of receiving a heavy ransom. But Honorius,
although he had taken no measures for the defence of his ca-

pital, constantly refused to ratify all the treaties by which
it might have been saved. This obstinacy was mistaken by
him for a noble pride ; but it had disastrous consequences,

for it brought back Alaric. He laid siege to Rome a second
time in 409. The imposing name of the Eternal City seemed
to inspire the barbarian with involuntary respect. He
endeavoured to save it from the consequences to which he
was otherwise pledged, by erecting; a new emperor in the

person of Attalus, prefect of the city ; but the weakness of

Attalus rendered it necessary for the Visigoth conqueror to

undo the work of his own hands ; and Honorius was re-

instated on a powerless throne. A treacherous attack on the

Goths at Ravenna, while the conferences were still open,
exhausted the patience ofAlaric. The city was a third time
besieged ; and Alaric entered at midnight on the 24th Au-
gust, 410, when he gave the town up to be pillaged for six

days, but with orders to his soldiers to be sparing of blood,

to respect the honour of the women, and not to burn build-

ings dedicated to religion. After the limited period of
plunder and vengeance, he hastened to withdraw his troops,

and to lead them into the southern provinces of Italy. But
he died in the course of a few months, after a very short

illness, while besieging Cosenza in Calabria. His death
produced a temporary reconciliation between the Visigoths

and the emperor. His wife's brother, Ataulphus (Adolph),
was chosen as his successor by the unanimous suffrage of

the army. Ataulphus was a friend to peace, and wished for

nothing beyond a settlement in the empire and the hand
of Placidia, the sister of Honorius, who had been the cap-

tive of Alaric. He obtained both those objects ; but in a
short time was assassinated by one of his equerries. Zosi-

mus.—Claudian.—Jornandez, De Rebus Geiicis.—Gibbon,

ch. xxix. xxxi.

ALATAMA'HA, a large river of Georgia, (one of the

States of the North American Union), entirely comprised

within the limits of that State. [See Georgia.]
ALAUDA (Lark), a genus of granivorous birds, ofwhich

upwards of sixty species have been enumerated, though the

pipits, among which is our titlark, be excluded. Linnssus,

Latham, and Uliger, included the latter among the larks,

on account of their longish hind claw ; but their slender

bill, and several other circumstances, sufficiently distinguish

them.
Adhering, then, to this distinction, we characterize the

larks by the hind-claw, which is like the fore-claws, some-
what straight and longer than in the pipits and the wag-
tails. The bill is straight, and rather short and strong, the
upper mandible being arched without any notch, and not
longer than the under. The nostrils, situated at the base
of tne bill, are oblong, and protected by small plumes and
bristles directed forwards. The feathers on the back part of
the head can be raised up at the will ofthe bird into the form
of a crest.

Various species of larks are found in all parts of the globe,
and are everywhere distinguished by their vigilance and
their singing. They are peculiarly birds of the fields, mea-
dows, and other open places ; the conformation of their feet,

except in a few instances, such as the woodlark, has not
adapted them to perch upon trees. They accordingly always
build on the ground, making in general a rather slight
though neat nest, and laying about five eggs, usually of a
greyish white, with specks ofa brown colour. They frequently
rear two broods of young during the summer.
They are almost all birds of passage ; for even in Britain,

where some remain during the winter, the greater number
flock together and migrate, either southwards or to the sea-
coast During these migrations immense numbers ofthem are
caught in nets for the table, particularly on the Continent,
where small birds are more sought after for this purpose
than in Britain.

We shall give particular details of the several species
under Lark.
ALAVA, one of the old Basque Provinces in Spain.

(See Basque.)
ALBA (FERNANDO ALVAREZ DE TOLEDO,

Dukk of), General of the Imperial army, and Minister of
State of Charles V., was born in 1508. He was the son
of Don Garcia, and grandson of Don Fadrique, or Frederic,

who was first cousin of King Ferdinand the Catholic, and
the second Duke of Alba de Tormes. His father lost his

life in an engagement against the Moors at Gelvez. His
grandfather superintended his education, which was calcu-

lated to fit him both for the field and the cabinet He
entered very young into the service of the Emperor, and
accompanied him in his expeditions to Algiers, Tunis, and
Pavia. He afterwards followed bim to Hungary ; and it is

said that the emperor promoted him to the first rank in the
army, more as a mark of favour than from any consideration

of his military talents. His reserved disposition, and the
peculiar bent of his mind to politics, had at first given an
unfavourable idea of his talents as a general. On the
Emperor wishing to know his opinion about attacking the
Turks, he advised him rather to build them a golden bridge

than offer them a decisive battle. Through his wise mea-
sures, however, the emperor obtained a complete victory

over Frederic of Saxony at Muhlberg, where the elector

was made prisoner. He was tried by a court-martial, of
which the Duke of Alba was president, and was condemned
to death. The duke, it is said, urged the emperor to carry

the sentence into execution ; but this was not the object of
Charles. Alba subsequently commanded at the siege of
Menti.
About 1556, Pope Paul IV. had deprived the house of

Colonna of their states, and added them to the territory of
the Church. The French favoured the Pope ; and the Duke
was ordered by Philip II. to proceed thither against the
united French and papal army. Having obtained the title

of Lieutenant of all tne Austrian dominions in Italy, with
unlimited power, he entered the Italian territory. In this

important mission he fully answered his masters most san-
guine expectations. Immediately upon his arrival, he obliged

the Count of Brisac to raise the siege of Ulpian
; placed

Milan in a state of security ; and, proceeding to Naples,
where the Pope by his intrigues had caused serious distur-

bances, he restored tranquillity, and secured respect for

the Spanish authority. He then entered the papal states,

and made himself master of the Campagna of Rome, with a
determination to humble both the Pope and the French ; but
having received fresh orders from his court, he was obliged

to conclude an honourable treaty of peace with the Pope,
not without telling his master that timidity and scrupulous-

ness were incompatible with the policy of war. This proud
warrior, before whom the bravest trembled, was subjected
to the humiliation of asking the Pope's pardon ; and, as he
himself confessed, was so struck with awe at the ceremony,
that he could scarcely utter a word.

About 1560 the Flemish provinces of Spain began to
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manifest symptoms of discontent. Philip, being a bigoted

Catholic, was determined to maintain the Roman religion

in all its purity throughout his dominions. He disliked the

Belgians as much as his father had been well-disposed

towards them ; and his whole conduct was calculated rather

to alienate than to gain their affection. He attempted to

destroy their liberty and privileges, and establish the In-

quisition, at any hazard. "When one of his ministers repre-

sented to him, that if he did not abolish the inquisitorial

edicts, he exposed himself to the risk of losing the states,

he answered, that he * woidd rather have no subjects at all

than have heretics for his subjects.' A rebellion was the

result of this ungenerous policy. When the news of the

revolt reached Spain, the king summoned a council of state,

and asked the opinion of his ministers as to the measures to

be adopted towards the refractory provinces. The Duke of

Feria objected strongly against the adoption of violent mea-
sures. The Duke of Alba, on the contrary, was for severity.

Philip remained a moment perplexed between these two
advisers ; but soon decided in favour of the opinion that

most accorded with his own.
Alba was furnished with troops and money, and invested

with unlimited powers, for the purpose of crushing the liber-

ties of the Belgians. He set sail from Spain in 1507, and
landed at Genoa, where he strengthened his army with some
Italian troops, and proceeded to Brussels. On his arrival,

the country which, through the mild and conciliatory mea-
sures adopted by the amiable regent, Margaret of Parma,
Was comparatively tranquil, became full of alarm. Events
proved that the fears of the people were not unfounded. The
Prince of Orange tied to Germany, and in vain urged the

Counts of Egmont and Horn to do the same. Alba sum-
moned a council of state to his house, to consult about the

best means of restoring tranquillity and repressing sedition.

The two counts came as councillors, when Alba seized them,
with the secretary, Cassenbrot, and put them in prison.

The princess-renent, seeing herself deprived of her autho-

rity, retired to Italy, and left the government of the country
in the hands of the Duke.

Immediately upon the imprisonment of D'Egmont, Alba
instituted a council, composed of twelve judges, whom he
named * Judges of the Tumults :' by his victims they were
called the Court of Blood. He was himself president. He
summoned the Prince of Orange, and all the other nobles
and citizens who had tied from the country, to appear before

his tribunal, under the penalty of confiscation of their pro-

perty. All the prisons were filled with victims, who were
speedily condemned and executed. The principal cities were
fortified and filled with soldiers ; and a country, which had
hitherto enjoyed all the benefits of rational liberty, under one
of the mildest governments of Europe, was now converted
into a military camp. More than thirty thousand persons
sought refuge in the neighbouring countries. All the laws
which curb the strong, and protect the weak, were vir-

tually abolished : there was no other rule but the will of
the tyrant.

The Prince of Orange had collected an army in Germany,
with which he advanced into Friesland, and defeated a body
of Spaniards nt Groningen. The news of this reverse ex-

asperated the Duke. He hurried the trials of the Counts
of Egmont arul Horn to a speedy conclusion. They were
condemned and beheaded ; and the secretary of D Egmont
Was torn alive by four horses. The Prince of Orange was
desirous to give battle to the Spaniards, but the Duke avoided
an engagement; and by his prudent movements, without
losing a single man, be caused the patriot army to disband.

Alba returned to Antwerp to carry on the fortifications of

the citadel. The works were soon finished; and in the

middle of the fortress the Duke caused his own statue, in

brass, to be erected. This statue represented him in full

armour, and at his feet, a two-headed monster, referring alle-

gorically to the nobility and the people. The whole was
supported by a pedestal of marble, with the following inscrip-

tion :
—

' In honour of the Duke of Alba, for having restored

the Belgians to their allegiance to the king and the church,
and the country to tranquillity, peace, and justice/ This
insult was greater than a nation could endure. It was so

revolting, that it alienated even his friends; and from that

moment his dictatorship was virtually ended. His fall was
hastened by the cruelty practised towards the inhabitants

of Haarlem, where he caused more than two thousand
persons to be executed, after having led them to expect for-

giveness if they surrendered.

He now began to encounter misfortunes and disappoint-

ments on every side. His health was in a weak state;

the greater part of Holland had openly revolted, and pro-

claimed the Prince of Orange stadtholder ; his armies had

ceased to be invincible; and he earnestly requested to be

recalled. In December, 1573, he published a general par-

don, and left a country which he had rendered desolate; in

which he had delivered into the hands of the executioners

eighteen thousand victims, and kindled a war which ra«ed

for thirty-seven years, and cost Spain the blood of her best

troops, immense treasures, and the final loss of some of her

richest provinces. The first act of his successor's authority

was to demolish his statue ; so that nothing: remained in

Flanders after his departure but the memory of his cruelty.

On his arrival in Spain, far from being well received at

court, he was sent as a prisoner to his castle of Uceda. Fur
years after his arrest, Henry II. of Portugal died, leaving

no rightful heir. Philip II. of Spain put in a claim, which

he enforced by the sword. Alba was now summoned from

his retirement, and at the head of twelve thousand men

entered Portugal by Elvas. In two weeks he placed Philip

in possession of the crown of Portugal. Three years after,

138>, he died at Lisbon at the advanced age of seventy-four.

The Duke of Alba was, undoubtedly, the ablest peneral

of bis age. He was principally distinguished for his skill

and prudence in choosing his positions, and for his nvid

enforcement of the strictest discipline in his army. He often

obtained by patient stratagem those advantages which would

have been thrown away, or dearly acquired by a precipitate

encounter with his enemy. Being at Cologne, and avoidiny.

as he always did, an engagement with the Dutch troops, the

Archbishop urged him to tight.
4 The object of a general,'

answered the Duke, ' is not to tight, but to conquer: he fights

enough who obtains the victory." During a career of so many

years' warfare, he never lost a battle. The firmness, energy,

and caution, of such a character as Alba, surrounded as lie

was by all the evil circumstances which belong to intolerance

and despotism, were only instruments to render the bigot

and tyrant more dangerous and odious. Under more fa-

vourable states of society, they might have produced a just

and benevolent statesman. [See Mariana, Hist, de E«jk

Bentivoglio, Guerr. di llandr. Do Campo, Hist, de Por-

tugal.]

ALBA LONGA, ALBANO, ALBAN MOUNT and

LAKE. The old fabulous traditions of ancient Rome speak

of the city of Alba as being founded by Ascanius, son of

.'Kneas, about 100 years before the foundation of Rome itself.

They also give a succession of kings of Alba, from Ascanius

down to Numitor, grandfather of Romulus, But this story

evidently cannot be considered as historical. The truth is,

that Alba was a considerable city anterior to Rome, and

the centre of a confederation, distinct from that of the Latins

but combined with it. [Sec Niebuhr's History of Romt>

vol. i.] The site of Alba was a long narrow ledge between

the lake and the mountain, on the south-eastern bank of

the former, where now1 stands the convent of Palazzolo.

This is the opinion of most antiquarians, among others of

Venuti and Father Eschinardi. Sir William Gell, we un-

derstand, is of a different opinion ; but his work on the To-

pography of the Campagnahas not been published. On the

mountain above, now called Monte Cavo, was the citadel

where stands at present the villago of Rocca di Papa.

Alba was engaged in a war with Tullus Hostilius, king of

Rome, to terminate which the famous combat of the Horaui

and Curiatii was resorted to. Owing, however, to some sub-

sequent treachery of the Albans, the Roman king razed

Alba to the ground, and removed its inhabitants to Rome,

where they settled on the Ctrlian hill. This is at lca.-t

Livy's narrative : but Niebuhr has strong doubts ahout the

time as well as the manner in which Alba was destroyed;

and it appears that the territory of Alba was taken pos-

session of in the first place by the Latin confederacy, and

not bv Rome. There seems to be no question that many

of the inhabitants of Alba, after its fall, came to settle at

Rome : the afterwards celebrated family or ^ens of the Julii

were among those who referred their origin to Alba. Of

old Alba no vestiges whatever remain. A second town

was built afterwards by Roman colonists in the time oi

the first emperors : it originated probably with the ca^trnm

jirrr-torium, or camp, which was stationed in that neighbour-

hood. This second Alba is mentioned by Suetonius in the

Life of Nero: it was destroyed after the fall of the empire,

in the wars between the Romans and the people of Tuscu-
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lum. Of this Alba tome subterraneous remains are still to

be seen.

Under Urban VIII., in tbe seventeenth century, the Ro-
man nobility began again to frequent the neighbourhood of
the Alban Lake, and the present town of Albano gradually

arose. It stands at a short distance from the lake, about fif-

teen miles from Rome, on the high-road to Naples, within

the territory of the Church, and is built on the site of the old

pleasure-grounds of Pompey. It consists chiefly of one long
street, with several palaces of the Roman nobles ; it is a
bishop's see, and contains more than 4,000 inhabitants.

Above the town are the fine villa and gardens of Prince
BarberinL The country around is delightful and salu-

(

brious, being raised high above the unhealthy plains of the *

Campagna. The wines of Albano maintain their ancient

reputation. On the banks of the Alban Lake is Castel Gan-
dolfo, the country residence of the Popes, and farther on is

the pretty town of Marino ; at a short distance from the

latter is the abbey of Grotta Ferrate, inhabited by Greek
monks of the order of St. Basilius, and supposed to stand

on the ruins of Cicero's Tusculan villa : fine avenues of

shady trees lead to these several places. The Alban Lake
is seven miles in circumference, and its surface is 918 feet

above the level of the sea ; the shore is high, lined with

trees, and covered with gardens and orchards : the water is

dear, and its depth very great; some accounts say 1,000

feet An emissary, designed to prevent the sudden over-

Hearings of the lake which threatened the plain below, was
constructed by the Romans in the year 358 after the foun-

dation of the city ; and it remains unimpaired to this day,

—

a striking monument of the genius and perseverance of that

extraordinary people. They bored the mountain for the

r»
of more than a mile, mostly through the solid rock :

tunnel is six feet high and about four feet in breadth.

It was completed in less than one year. The water of this

emissary flews into the Tiber below Rome. The Alban
Mount, nearly 3,000 feet high, towers far above the sur-

rounding hills, commanding the whole Campagna, or

Latiura, and forming the most striking feature of the hori-

zon of Rome. * The road which we took,' says Mr. Eustace,
in his Tour, ' leads alone the Alban Lake, and climbs up the
declivity to the village ofRocca di Papa. Above that village

is a plain called Campo di Annibale, because that general is

said, I know not upon what authority, to have been en-
camped there for some days. The hollow sweep formed in

the mountain beyond this plain has given it the modern
appellation of Monte Cavo. Above this plain we proceeded
through the woods that clothe the upper region of the moun-
tain, and sometimes on the ancient pavement of (he Via
Triumphalis that led to its summit. From this grove came
the voice that commanded the continuation of the Alban
rites ; and on the summit stood the temple of Jupiter Latia-
ris, where all the Latin tribes, with the Romans at their

head, used to assemble once a year, and offer common sacri-

fice to the tutelary deity of the nation. Hither the Roman
generals were wont to repair at the head of their armies after

s triumph ; and here, in the midst of military pomp and
splendour, they presented their grateful acknowledgments
to the Latin Jupiter. The effect of this temple, towering
above the sacred groves, must have been unusually grand,
not only in the towns and villages at the foot of the moun-
tain, but in Rome itself, and over all the surrounding plain/

Of the temple no certain vestiges remain ; the ground is

occupied by a church and convent of monks of the Passion,

whose chants alone break the silence of these lofty soli-

tudes.

The Alban Mount is in the Roman poetical mytho-
logy what Mount Ida is in that of Homer—the seat of the

gods who watch over the destinies of the fated city. The
view from the summit is truly magnificent, extending inland

over a gradation of wooded hills, as far as the barren and
notched ridge of the Sabine mountains to the east, and
Mo*nt Soracte to the north ; the latter rising alone over the

plain through which the Tiber and the Anio slowly wind
their course : farther westward the view is bounded by the

rampart of Mount Cimino, the country of ancient Veii. Be-

tween these great outlines lies a vast undulated tract of

country, whose softly-swelling slopes sink gradually towards

the west, and merge at last into tbe blue line of the sea ; the

shore of which, eirt with a dark stripe of woods, relieved here

and there by white watch-towers, spreads without intermp-

lio& before the eye for a space of more tban sixty miles, from

Civitavecchia to Antium, embracing the double mouth of the

Tiber, the marshes of Ostia, the ruins of Ardea, Lavinhim,
and Laurentum,—the whole scenery, in short, of the last six

books of the iEneid, as well as that of the first struggles and
achievements of infant Rome. Hovering over the silent,

dusty plain below, where immense farms now occupy the
place of former cities, the eve, following the greyish lines of
aqueducts and roads, is led to rest on the hundred domes,
and towers, and palaces of modern Rome—St. Peters ball

and cross rising proudly above the rest ; the whole encircled

by a narrow zone of gardens and vineyards, like an oasis in
the midst of the desert

The Alban Mount is of volcanic formation ; and the basin
of the Lake of Albano, as well as that of the neighbouring
smaller Lake of Nemi, are evidently extinguished craters.

The whole of this delightful region is healthy, well culti-

vated, and thickly inhabited. It is a convenient place of
resort for the nobility and gentry of Rome in summer, and
especially in the autumn. [See Piranesi, Antichitd di
Albano e di Castel Gandof/o.']

ALBANI, a patrician Roman family, originally from the
town of Urbino. One of its members, Cardinal Gian Fran-
cesco Albani, was raised to the papal see in 1 700, when he
assumed the name of Clemens XI. Since that time the
Albani have been classed among the Roman princes, and
have furnished the Church of Rome with a succession of
cardinals, who have been in general men of taste and abi-

lities, and have exercised considerable influence at the
papal court. Cardinal Alessandro Albani, in the last cen-
tury, was known as a patron of the arts, to which he devoted
his fortune. During the course of fifty years he enriched
his villa outside of Porta Salaria with a magnificent collec-

tion of statues, marbles, relievos, and other precious objects
of art, which rendered the Villa Albani one of the most in-

teresting snots about Rome. When the French republican
army invaded Rome in 1798, this villa was stripped of all

its treasures ; Cardinal Albani having shown himself averse
to France, and having urged the pope to form a league
with the other Italian states to oppose the French arms.
The cardinal, however, escaped to Naples. After the death
of Pius VI., Cardinal Albani repaired to the conclave at

Venice, which elected Pius VII., and soon after died at an
advanced age. The lay representative of the Albani family
is possessed of the estate of Soriano near Viterbo, and of other
domains in the papal states. [See Clbmkns XI.]
ALBANIA, a country of European Turkey, stretching

along the coast of the Adriatic and Mediterranean Seas.
It is difficult to define the exact limits of Albania, but the
following account is, perhaps, nearly correct. It is bounded
on the N. by the mountainous district of Monte Ne&ro,
(from which die river Moroka divides it,) and by the ridges
which connect this district with the great central chain, an-
ciently known by the name of Scardus. The eastern boundary
is uncertain. It nearly coincides, however, with the line of
the mountains running southward from lat. 42°, not far from
the 21st meridian, east from Greenwich. From lat 40° it

runs S.W. and meets the sea-coast a little to the northward
of Prevesa. Albania thus has Hcrtsek, or Turkish Dal-
matia, with the territory of Monte Negro on the N.W.;
Bosnia and Servia on the N. ; Roumili or Roumelia on the
£. and S.E., and the Mediterranean Sea on the W., along
which the coast runs for more than 200 miles. It will be
seen to coincide with the southern parts of ancient Iilyria,

and the northern of Epirus. These are the limits of Albania
properly so called, (t. e. of the country in which the Alba-
nian language is the vernacular tongue), and they exclude
the districts of Joannina, Arta, Konitza, and Paleo Pog-
6neana ; but as these districts formed part of the territories

of the late Ali Pasha, in whose times this country has been
most frequently visited, and as they will hardly come into

any of the great territorial divisions of Turkey, they will be
spoken of as parts of Albania in this article. The eastern

frontier must then be considered as advanced to tbe ridge of
mountains, between the river Aspropotamos [see Achklous]
and the river of Arta; and southward to the gulf ofAbta.
Albania is a mountainous region; ridges intersected by
deep ravines cover the southern part of the country : the
northern part is not so well known, having been less visited

by travellers. The Acro-Ceraunian mountains, now called

Khimara, after running north-west nearly parallel to the
coast, form a bold headland just at the entrance of the
Adriatic. The rugged rocks heaped one upon another,
with their summits hidden in the clouds, and their base
washed by a sea continually agitated, were regarded with
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apprehension by ancient navigators. The hills of Za<*ori

running S.E. near the frontier of Albania and Macedo-

nia, have Hat summits spreading into extensive plains.

A semicircular chain of lofty mountains, once known by the

name of Seardus, and nw called Glmbotin and Nissava

G >ra, incloses the basins of the Moroka an<l the Drin ;
and

a continuation of it runs southward, under the denominations

of Tzuincrka and Mot/.ovo, uniting with the ancient Pin-

dus ; but l*indus itvelf cannot be considered as within the

limits of Albania, &c Tlie character of this ran Lie is hardly

determined. It is doubtful if it forms a continuous chain,

or an elevated ridije, crowned at different distances by lofty

hills. The mountains of Khimara and T/.umerka are not

less than 4000 feet above the level of the sea.

The rivers of Albania are not of any great size or im-

portance. They ttow from the eastern frontier into the

Adriatic or the Mediterranean. Th? Moroka and i'askola

unite their streams, and pass through the lake of Skutari

(SkiVlre), or Zenta, into the Adriatic, assuming between the

lake and the sea the name of Boyana. The general direc-

tion of the Moroka is S. ; of the Paskola S.W. ; and ihe

distance from the source of the Moroka to the mouth of the

Boyana, following the winding of the stream, and including

the length of the lake Scutari, is more tlun 100 miles.

Two streams, one, the black Drin, flowing in a northerly

direction, or from L. Okhrida (ancient Lychnitis); the

other, the white Drin, proceeding from the mountains on

the frontier, and flowing S., meet and run westward

into the Adriatic. The windings of this stream, mea-
sured from either source, render its course equal to about
1*>0 or lfiO mile*, and make it the chief of the Albanian

rivers. Farther to the south, we meet with the Skoinbi

(ancient Genusu>), the Beratina, or Krevasta (ancient

Apsus), and the Boius^a or Voiussa, in whose modern ap-

pellation we may trace the ancient one of Anns or Aiu*.

This last-mentioned stream is about 130 miles long; but

these measurements, founded on the most recent maps, must,

in the present state of our knowledge, be received with

caution. The river Calamas, the ancient Thyamis, falls

into the sea opposite Corfu ; and farther to the &outh we
have the ancient Acheron, and the little river of Arta, which

falls into the gulf of Arta on the north side. The prin-

cipal lakes are those of Scutari or Zenta ; of Okhrida,

the ancient L. of Lychnitis, of Joannina, which has been

confounded with the ancient Acherusia ; and of Butrinto.

Of these, the second, according to the map published by the

Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, is the

largest: that of Joannina is given by Hobhouse as 10 or

12 miles long, and 3 broad.

The climate of Albania in th.> lower regions is, perhaps,

about as warm as that of Italy, but droughts, and sudden and
violent north winds, render it less agreeable. In the part

which lies south of lat. 40
J

, and which corresponds to the

ancient Epirus, the climate is colder than in Greece. The
spring does not set in before the middle of March : in July

and August, the oppressive heat often drains the streams

and rivers, and withers the plants and grass : September is

the time of vintage ; and the rains of December are suc-

ceeded by frosts in January, which, however, seldom last

long. The country is in general healthy. Tertians indeed

prevail at Joannina in spring and autumn, owing, probably,

to the vicinity of so large a sheet of stagnant water as the

lake on which the town stands.

Of timber trees may be mentioned many species of oak,

among them the tjuerrns rerris, with its broad indented

leaves, and large hairy-cupped acorn, allbrding timber of

good sizx* and quality; and the Vallonea oak (tjuereu-s rrgi-

tups), the acorns of which are deeply set in a thick scaly cup
used in dyeing, and supply an article of export from many
parts of Turkey : the plane, the cypress, the ash, the cedar,

the pine, and the larch may be added. The last three ap-

pear in the mountains of Pindus, together with the chestnut

;

the three which precede them are mingled on the sea-coast

with the laurel and the lentisk. The wild \ine and the

elder arc also frequent on the mountains, and the woods and
wastes nourish the Amphiloohian peach, the Arta nut, and
the quince. The cultivated fruits a>o the olive, which might
be rendered more productive by better care; the vine, the

pomegranate, the orange, the lemon, the mulberry, and the

fig. The agricultural produce consists of barley, oats,

maize, and other grains, tobacco, and cotton ; some portion

of it is exported. The horses are spirited and active, but

not large ; asses arc also used ; the oxen arc ill-shaped and

stunted ; flocks of sheep and goats* are numerous. Con-

siderable numbers of all these animals were, and probably

continue to be sold into the Ionian islands. The dogs

which Mr. Hobhousc saw on his road from Arta to Joannina,

were not unlike the true shepherd breed in England ; but

were larger, (being nearly as big as mastiffs,) with sharper

heads and more curled and bushy tails.

Fowls and esig* are abundant. Mr. Hobhouse, in one of

his journeys through the country, speaks of these two, with

wine, being his constant meal. Among the wild beast* are

the bear, the wolf, and the jackal. The lakes abound with

water-fowl.

The inhabitants of Albania consist chiefly of Greeks and

Albanians properly so called, with some few of other nations

intermingled with' them. Wc shall here confine ourselves

to the Albanians, who have attracted considerable attention

in modern times, from the celebrity of thG late Ali Pasha,

and from the accounts of them given in the travels of Mr.

(now Sir John) Hobhouse in 1800, and of Dr. Holland in

181 -2 and 1813, and in the Researches in Greece of Col.

Leake, who resided in Albania a short time previous to the

date of Mr. Hobhouse's journey. These writers, with M.
Malte Brum we have taken as our chief guides, and we
refer to their works for more particular information. It

may be mentioned, that the two men who have attained the

greatest eminence under the Turkish sway in modern times

have been Albanians ; viz., Bairacter, whose successful re-

bellion placed the present Sultan Mahmoud on his throne,

and Mohammed Ali, Pasha of Egypt, who has nearly ex-

pelled him from it.

The lllyrians were probably the original stock from which
the Albanians sprung. Ptolemy mentions a tribe of Albani,

in the district with a town called Albanopolis ; but they ap-

pear to have been insignificant, and till the 12th century

we lose sight of them. At that period wc read of their town
under the name of Albanon, Arbanon, or Elbanon, and it

is said to have commanded the passes from the country

around Lychnitis to the coast. From this people, the By-
zantine Greeks gave to the inhabitants of these mountain*,
who spoke the same dialect, the name oVAXfiavip^ (Alba-

netes), 'AXftai'oi (Albanoi), or Wpftuvi/T^ ( Arbanetes) : and

to the country that of 'AXpavta (Albania),
'

Wfiavtjna
(Albanetia), or 'A/»/:J«w/7m (Arbanctia). Hence the Euro-

pean names of the country. The Albanian, however, calls

himself Skipitar, and hi* native land Skiperi.

The hypothecs of the Albanians being descended from
the lllyrians, cannot receive confirmation from comparing
it with the old Illy rum tongue, because we know nothing
about the latter. Still the Albanian language, whatever
may be its basis, has received accessions from the Greeks,
the Romans, the Goths, the Sclavonians, the Franks, and
the Italians; with whom, at different times, the Albanians
have been connected and intermingled.

Some writers have assigned to the Albanians a different

origin ; supposing them to be the descendants of the Album
of Asia, who dwell between the Euxine and the Caspian
seas, and who may (it is conjectured) have retired before

the advance of the Sclavonian nations, that for some cen-

turies followed the track marked out by the Huns, when
they broke into Europe. Mr. Hobhouse, who adopts the

above hypothesis, describes the modern Albanian* as a

mixture of Greeks, Ronruis, Goths, Vandals, Spaniards,

Italians, Bulgarians, and Ottoman Turks, and supposes

(though we believe it to be a mere supposition) the basis of

their language to be the Sclavonian. Pouqueville asserts

the existence of a belief among the Albanians themselves
that they are descended from the French: and Meletius, a

geographer of the last century, says they are descended
from Celts who crossed over from lapygia, now the Terra
di Otranto, in the kingdom of Naples.

In the ninth and tenth centuries, Albania was included
in the great Bulgarian kingdom, established south of the

Danube, of which Lychnitis was the capital. In a sub-

sequent period we find the Normans of Sicily and Tarento
in permanent possession of some places on the coast. Du-
razzo was at once their depot and place of shelter. On the

capture of Constantinople by the Franks [a. d. 1*204],

Michael Angelus, a bastard of the family of the Comneni.
founded, what was called the Despotate (AcaTrorarov, Lord-

ship), a principality, comprehending the ancient /Etolia,

• The milk of the?»? animals is made into chectt, a small quantity of which
:<• rxjiorhui ; an<1 thoir skins serve to hold wine (to which, howevc*, the) im-

j

yurt a strong flavour) ; Uuj flesh of Hit kids is cooshUred c^ual to hunb.
*
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Acamania and Epirus, including the towns of Joannina
(which became the capital), Arta, and Nepakto (or Nau-
pactus). The despots were sometimes tributary to the
emperors of Constantinople, at other times independent, or
even hostile. The town of Albanon was, in 1257, subject
to a governor sent by Theodore Lascaris II. emperor of
Nice, (one of the sovereignties which sprung up on the
above-mentioned capture of Constantinople;) but as the
Albanians preferred the sway of the despot, the governor
retired. It was probably about this time that the Albanian
name was extended to all those mountaineers of IUyricum
and Epirus, who were united by community of language
and manners ; and, as it should seem, they constituted a
separate and independent community, which formed al-

liances at will with the Greek emperors, the Franks, or the
despots of Epirus. Durazzo was in their hands, but Berat,
in the heart of their country, was subject to Constantinople.

In the fourteenth century the power of the Albanians
was so far increased as to lead them to attempt conquests
distant from their mountains, but they could not retain
their acquisitions. Some of their northern towns were
taken by the Venetians ; and the nation ultimately bowed
to the supremacy of the Turks. The valour of the cele-

brated George Kastriote, or Castriot, called by the Turks
Iskander (Scanderbeg), could only delay the subjugation of
his countrymen. He died in 1466 or 1467; and the Turks
completed the conquest of Albania in 1478. The people, in-

deed, were never entirely subdued, nor does it appear pro-
bable that the sultan ever had more authority than at
present, when he cannot appoint a governor who is not a
native of the province : but the conquest, though imperfect,
was the cause of considerable changes. In the days of
Castriot the Albanians were Christians, and most of them
continued to be so till the middle of the seventeenth century.
They are now half Mohammedan, but their conversion is

probably owing to policy, that they may attain to high
dignities ; and their adherence to the usual practices of the
Moslems is bv no means of a rigid character. They inter-

marry with Christian women, and the children are divided
between the opposite creeds of their father and mother, the
boys going to the mosque, and the girls to church. Their
laxity is a subject of ridicule to the more consistent Turks.
The Albanians of the coast are mostly Christians, and some
of them of the Latin church.
The Albanians are about five feet and a-half high,

muscular and straight in their persons. Their activity and
the tight girdles which they wear render them small round
the loins : they have broad full chests, long necks, lone
oval faces, with prominent check bones, and flat raised
foreheads, arched eyebrows, blue or hazel (rarely quite
black), lively eyes, tbin straight noses, thin but open nos-
trils, and small mouths, furnished with good teeth. Their
complexions are white in youth, but get tinged or dusky in

old age. They wear mustachios, but shave off the rest of
the beard. Their features show a mind unsubdued by
slavery, and their stately walk and carriage may be denomi-
nated a strut. The women are tall, strong, and not ill-

looking; but their appearance indicates wretchedness, ill

usage, and bard work. They are not so early marriageable
as the women in southern Greece, but they retain their

looks longer, and give birth to children at a more advanced
period of life.

The dress of the better sort consists of an outer mantle,
made of coarse woollen stuff, bordered and variously figured

with red threads, which, falling loosely from the shoulders
behind, reaches as low as the knees ; of two vests (the rich

sometimes adding a third), the outer one, open, the inner,

laoed in the middle and richly figured ; of a broad sash or

belt, with one or two pistols, the handles of which are often

long, and curiously wrought with silver ; of a coarse cotton

shirt, the lower part descending from beneath the belt like a
highland kilt, with drawers of the same materials ; and of
variously coloured stockings, or high socks, and sandals.

They wear also a small red skull-cap, and metal greaves or

coverings for the knees and ancles. The most remarkable
part of an Albanian s dress, is the capote or cloak, a coarse

shaggy {garment, either of a gray or white wool, or black
horse hair, with open sleeves, and a square flap or cape
behind, which serves sometimes for a hood. The richer

Albanians often add to their dress a shawl tied on the head
like a turban.

The dress of the common people is usually composed of

materials which once were white ; but the clothes of an

Albanian, owing to his scanty wardrobe (which rarely con-
tains more than two shirts), and to his habit of sleeping

dressed on the ground, present avery unsavoury appearance.
They are, in fact, very filthy in their persons, and infested

with vermin, which they brush from their clothes without
shame for themselves or consideration for others. The poor
seldom wear their sandals.

The Albanians are fond of ornaments. They wear silver

chains round the neck with amulets, silver snuff-boxes, or

watches, with shagreen cases, at the end. Of one ornament
in particular they are very proud and careful. It is a copper,

or sometimes a silver pencase, a quarter of an inch thick,

(some say as much as an inch and a half,) and ten or eleven

inches long, with an inkstand at one end. This they often

wear in their girdles, adorned with a silver chain, even when
unable to use it. The poor all carry at least one pistol in their

girdles; and are especially proud if they can have tho

handle of silver, being comparatively careless about the

barrel or the lock.

The dress of the women is fantastical, but they are more
cleanly than the men. The women at Cesarades, a town
which Mr. Hobhouse passed through, were chiefly clothed

in red cotton, but he never observed this colour elsewhere.

Their heads were wrapped in a shawl, so arranged as to

look like a helmet and crest, with clasps under the ears. At
Ereeneed, a place not far from that last mentioned, the

garments of the women were of white woollen, and the

younger ones wore a kind of skull-cap composed of silver

coins. Their hair also, which fell down in long braids, was
strung with money, so that the young girls thus carry their

portions (as they collect them) on their heads.

The food of the Albanians consists of wheaten or barley

bread, but principally of cakes of boiled or roasted maize

;

of goats-milk cheese, rice, butter, eggs, dried fish, and ve-

getables. The proportion of animal food is but small. On
holidays they kill sheep, or kids, or fowls. Their diet is

usually spare ; but this arises from parsimoniousness, as
they will eat voraciously when they can do it at the cost of
others. They all drink wine, as well as rackee, a spirit dis-

tilled from grape husks and barley, and not unlike whiskey.
They drink also abundance of cold water, (and that when
they are hot, without finding any inconvenience,) some
coffee, the Italian rossoglios, the liqueurs of Corfu and Ce-
phalonia, and a little milk. The wine, made in quantities

and kept in casks in Joannina and other large towns, is

mixed with fine resin, lime, and water. The resin is to

impart strength, but is counterbalanced by the water ; the
lime is intended to refine the liquor. This process, however,
imparts a harsh flavour.

Their habitations are for the most part very neat. The
cottages have seldom more than one floor and that of mud,
which is regularly swept, and is quite dry. The rooms are

commonly two, one of which is appropriated to the store of
maize in the stalk, and of grapes which are sprinkled with
salt. The fire is made on the floor, and as they have only
a hole to serve as a chimney, it is not surprising that their

apartments are sometimes smoky. Their furniture is very
simple. A large circular tray of thin iron or tin, is used for

eating on, and is kept well scoured and very bright. They have
also a pan to mix meal in, a wooden bowl or two, some horn

nns, jars for oil and wine, and a small copper coffee jug.

rass lamp, three or four white rush mats, and a block of
wood about a foot high, serving as a stand for the eating

tray,—all which articles, as well as those previously men-
tioned, are kept in a deal cupboard or wooden chest,—com-
plete the list of an Albanian's domestic utensils.

Their houses are detached with a garden to each. The
house in which Mr. Hobhouse lodged, at Ereeneed, had be-

longing to it a tobacco patch, a vineyard, and a fruit and
vegetable garden, all surrounded by a stone wall. The house
was in an inner yard, so walled as to form a sort of fortifi-

cation, with holes in the wall, placed at regular distances,

and said to be intended for guns.
Their villages have a green with a large tree for holiday

sports. On this green is the circular paved threshing-floor,

where the corn is trodden out by horses, who are fastened

by a cord to the post in the centre of the floor, and driven

round, sometimes to the number of eight or nine abreast
A distinguishing feature in the character of the Alba-

nians is their nationality. Their answer, when asked what
they are, is not, as in other places, ' I am a Mohammedan/ or
• I am a Christian,' but ' I am an Albanian.' In fact, their

independence and love of country have almost entirely
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removed that distinction between the professors of the two

religions which prevails so much in other parts of the

Turkish empire. The laxity of the Mohammedan portion of

this singular people has been already noticed. Their nation-

ality accompanies them when they leave their native land.

In foreign parts they will go out of their way to visit a coun-

tryman, although he may be personally a stranger to them.
They are proud of their prowess ; and, indeed* thev are a

nation ofwarriors, being all capable of using the sword or the

long gun. The latter (and, indeed, the sabre too) is to be
found in almost every cottage. The imperfection, however*

of its make (for the locks are usually rude, and the barrels

thin and badly manufactured), and the coarseness of the

powder, render it far from an efficient weapon, and prevent

the Albanian from acquiring much skill as a marksman.
As all carry arms, it is difficult to distinguish the peasant

from the soldier.

Although the poorer classes among the Albanians will

not steal, or, at any rate, are less addicted to theft than the

same classes among other people, yet open robbery, upon a
large scale, is not considered disgraceful. Men will com-
monly, in reference to a past event, speak of it as occurring

when tbey were robbers. It is impossible to avoid observing

the strong points of comparison between the habits of the

ancient Greeks, among whom robbery and piracy on a large

scale were honourable professions, and those of the inha-

bitants of modern Greece, and other parts of European
Turkey. Early in the summer, bandits leave the towns and
villages in whioh they have passed the winter, and, forming

large bands of two, five, or seven hundred, or even a thou-

sand men, retire to the tops of some mountains—those of

Metzovo, for instance—and there live in caves or in the

open air ; making Greece, however, and not Albania, the

scene oftheir depredations. The shepherds are often in league

with them, and their flocks supply these predatory bands
with meat; they procure bread from the peasantry. A gentle

tap at the cottage door is heard in the stillness of the night,

and the well-known word ' Psome ' (bread), informs the

inmate of the nature of an application with which he imme-
diately complies. These robbers arc very cautious in making
their attacks. They lie quietly in wait, and suffer their prey

to get Quite into the midst of them. If tho party to be
attacked is strong, they fire without rising from their

covert until either they are repelled, or have obliged their

victims to cry quarter. The prisoners are gagged, bound,

and plundered ; and, if wealthy, detained until they are ran-

somed. If there is no expectation of resistance, the robbers

start up from their place of ambush without firing. Resist-

ance is frequently, however, made with success : the assailed

getting behind stones and returning the fire of their oppo-

nents,—who are very slow, unless they have great advantage
in number, in attacking with the sabre.

The population of Albania lias always been of a warlike

character. They were the soldiers of Pyrrhus, one of the

most formidable opponents whom the Romans encountered;

and under Scanderbeg they arrested for awhile the tide

of Turkish conquest. At present, under the denomination

of Arnauts, they rank among the flower of the Ottoman
army, and are found as mercenaries in all parts of Turkey
and in the Barbary States.

,

They take the field without

baggage or tents, and are far more active than the gene-

rality of the Turkish soldiery. Abstemious in their habits,

a ration of one or two pounds of wheat or maize flour, with

a few black olives or salted pilchards, suffices for their wants.

While daylight continues, they are engaged in wrestling or

other warlike exercises. If wounded, they leave their corps

and go home to get cured, after which they return to the

field. Many of thorn know how to set a bone in their rude

manner ; and thev will even attempt some of the more deli-

cate operations of surgery. They follow the profession of

arms till they become decrepit. Besides the annual resort

of the robbers to the mountains already mentioned, the

migrations of some of the shepherds require notice. These,

with their flocks, their horses, their moveable houses, their

goods, their wives and children, remove at the commence-
ment of summer to the mountains, and return when the

approach of winter renders the milder climate of the plains

more desirable.

Their agricultural skill is not great Their plough is of

simple construction ; and in time of harvest they reap their

corn, though with little skill, and they never mow it The
business of sowing and reaping is left to the women and to

the aged. The young men fell timber or dress the vines

:

nor are they averse to the occupation of shepherds, as it

enables them to indulge that idleness to which, when not

engaged in war, they are so prone. Their indolence, how-
ever, does not give them that grave and torpid air which
distinguishes the Turks.
They look upon the female sex as cattle, make them

labour, and beat them : yet all marry who can ; marriage
being in itself a sign of wealth. Mr. Hobhouse witnessed
a nuptial procession at Joannina, during his abode in that

city. The marriage had taken place in the morning, and
the bride had returned to her own apartments, in the harem
of Ali Pasha, where, while unmarried, she had been a slave.

In the evening, the bridegroom, a Christian Albanian, an
officer in Ali's service, went to fetch her, being accompanied
by a party of men, some with fiddles and others with lanterns
of coloured paper. On the return, the bridegroom with his

party went first; then came six young girls, splendidly

dressed, two of them carrying infants. After these followed
a woman, in still richer attire, bearing a small red trunk, in
which was the portion given by Ali to the bride, as having
been attached to the harem. The bride herself came next,
bearing, in dress and in rigidity of muscle, a closer resem-
blance to the wax figure of Queen Elisabeth, in Westmin-
ster Abbey, than to anything else. Her face was painted,
and her high cap studded with pieces of gold money.
Most of the Albanians speak Greek, which is also the

common written language in use among them, for their own
vernacular tongue is unwritten. Very few of them, even
though Mohammedans, can speak Turkish. The Greeks of
Joannina, of the better sort, are well instructed in the man-
ners and languages of Christendom; and that town once
furnished a residence to travellers both safe and agreeable.
At the present moment the town is in a most ruinous con-
dition, having suffered a great deal at the time of Ali's
assassination in 1820, and having been plundered five tunes
since by the Albanians. (Sketcfw in Greece, &o. London,
1833.)

Dancing is one of their most common amusements.
The musical instrument in general use among them is a
kind of guitar, with three strings, a long neck, and a small
round base. They strike the chords, not with the hand, but
with a piece of quill, half an inch long. Its sound, as may
be supposed, is monotonous. It is just sufficient as an accom*
paniment to their songs and to mark time.

A distinction of character may be observed between the
Albanians of different districts. In the northern part of the
country, which is better adapted for cavalry, the national
character is alloyed by the dulne&s of the Bulgarian. It is
in the narrow vales and on the barren mountains of the
south that we must look for that character in its full develop-
ment There the hardy natives, ignorant of horsemanship,
and constituting an irregular infantry of the hardiest and
most active character, are constantly seeking to be engaged
in war ; and, when their own feuds do not open to them a
field, they seek employment as mercenaries with the Pashas
of other provinces. They may be compared, in point of
character, with the independent mountaineers of Greece,
whom they excel in evenness of conduct, in prudence, and
in faithfulness to employers ; while they surpass them, also,
in avidity, selfishness, and avarice. The same activity,
keenness, and enterprise, and the same hardy, patient, labo
rious habits, mark both races.

The Albanians have few arts or manufactures. A con-
siderable number of capotes are exported annually; and
they produce some embroidery on velvet, stuff, and cloth,
for which the country enjoys a better reputation than any
other part of European Turkey ; but this is the work of the
Greeks of Joannina, who are an industrious people, rather
than of the Albanians. The physicians in large towns axe
Greeks, but the surgeons are commonly Albanians : their
practice is, however, of a very inartificial and somewhat
violent character.

The country is under the government of the different
Turkish Pashas in whose territories it lies,— as those of
Joannina, Scutari, Okhrida, A\16na, and Delvino. But
in a country of such character, and inhabited by such a
people, the power of the Pashas, unless wielded by a hand
like that of Ali, may be regarded as very small. The
local authorities are constituted very differently in different
places. Here a district or town is under the control of one
man, bearing the Turkish title of Bolu Bashe, or the Greek
title of Capitan, or else some designation borrowed from
Europe : here an Aga or Bey becomes a petty chieftain of
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the villagers ; while in other placet, as in" the town of Ar-
gyro-Castro, there are no local authorities. (See Hob-
house's Travel*.) How far this state of things has been
affected by the overthrow of Ali Pacha, we have not at pre-
sent any means of learning. The authority quoted in the
preceding page leads us to suppose that Albania is in a
most disorderly condition.

The population of a country such as Albania cannot be
estimated with any tolerable accuracy. Upper Albania,
beginning either at Delvinaki or Tepellene, is generally
more populous than the districts to the south. The popula-
tion of Ali's dominions was estimated, by Dr. Holland,
at 2,000,000 ; but these dominions stretched far beyond
Albania, regarded even in the wide extent in which we
have been speaking of it We do not see how any calcu-
lation worth trusting can be made.
The trade consists mainly in the exchange of natural pro-

ductions for the manufactures of nations more refined. Oil,
wool, wheat, maize, and tobacco, are sent to the ports of the
kingdom of Naples, or to the Ionian Isles and Malta ; and
sheep, goats, cattle, and horses, to the Ionian Islands.

Cotton-wool and timber are exported from the Gulf of Arta;
but the cotton is brought chiefly from Theataly, and the
timber from ancient Acarnania, on the south side of the
Gulf. The manufactured goods which they export are
capotes ; gun and pistol stocks, mounted in chased silver,

plain and gilt ; and embroidered velvets, stuffs, and cloths.

They import some coffee and sugar from Trieste ; knives,
sword-blades, gun-barrels, glass, and paper from Venice;
and gold and silver thread, for embroidery, from Vienna.
French and German cloth, of coarse, thin texture, ill dyed,
and altogether inferior to the wont English cloth, is sent
from Leipsic, probably through the medium of Greek houses
at Trieste. Caps are brought in from Trieste, Leghorn, and
Genoa ; and various articles from the Ionian Isles and Malta,
which being landed at the ports of Prevesa, Sallora, Avlona,
and Durazso, are conveyed on horseback to the greatannual
fair of Joannina. (See Hobhouse's and Holland's Travel*;
since which time things may have changed.) Linen, velvet,

gunpowder, fire-arms, and iron wares* are also imported.
The want of ready means of communication is a great impe-
diment to traffic. Goods are conveyed by pack-horses ; four
or five of which are attached to each other by cords, and
guided by one man. The vigorous government of Ali, by
the suppression of robbers and the construction of roads,
afforded facilities for internal traffio which did not previously
exist.

The revenues of the late Ali Pasha arose from a land-tax,
irregular in its assessment, but averaging probably ten per
cent, of the produce ; an arbitrary tax on cities and towns,
depending on the necessities and will of the Vixier ; duties

on exports and imports ; the assumption ofa right to all pro-
perty when there are no male heirs, founded on the general
custom of the Turkish empire ; a tax on decisions upon liti-

gated property, equal to about ten per cent, of the value ofthe
property ; requisitions, on particular places* to aid in build-

ings or other works carried on by the government ; and a
partial monopoly of the corn trade. The actual contribution

to the imperial treasury at Constantinople is not known.
Ali had immense private revenues, and also considerable

hoards of treasure.

The Albanians, as might be expected from their imper-
fect civilization and their peculiar habits, are divided into

tribes, each having its proper designation, and distinguished

in some particulars from the adjacent tribes. The most
northern, and, if we may judge from the extent of country
occupied by it, the largest tribe is that of the Ngege, Gue-
gnes, or Red Albanians, who inhabit the country watered
by the branches of the Drin. The Mirdites, from whom Scan-
derbeg arose, and who owe to their priests a degree of

civilisation which distinguishes them favourably from their

neighbours, appear to be a subdivision of these. South-
ward from the Ngego, are the T6ske. The Liape, notorious

for poverty, dirt, and pilfering ; and the Tzami, succeed

these as we advance towards the south ; and other tribes,

either detached from the more important ones, or else en-

tirely unconnected with them, occupy small portions of the

country. (See Leake.) Among these, the people of the

district of Khim&ra may be noticed for their indulgence of

revenge, which they regard as a sacred duty, and which
converts their different villages or towns into hostile stations.

Some Bulgarian, and some Wallachian colonies may be

found scattered along the eastern frontier of Albania. This

division by tribes is purely Albanian, and was probably
in use before the Turkish conquest. Upon that event
several of the chief towns, as Deivino, Berat* El Ba*4n,
Avlona, Skodre, and others, became the seats of Turkish
provincial governments.
Some notice of the chief towns of Albania will be found

in the articles under their respective names. No one of
them can be designated as the capital ; for the country is

not under the government of one Pasha. Joannina, which
is indeed beyond the boundaries of Albania strictly so

called, is the most important: and after it may be men-
tioned Skodre, Okhrida, Berat* Durasso (the ancient Dy-
racchium), Deivino, Argyro Castro, Avlona, Prevesa, and
Arta. Parga was, till delivered up to the Turks, a town of

considerable size, having 8000 inhabitants. These were
Christians of the Greek and Latin churches. The people of
Antivari and Dolcigno are chiefly Mohammedans. Their si-

tuation on the coast leads them to become sailors, and they
are the only Albanians who have any acquaintance with
shipping. They enter into the service of the Barbery States,

or follow piracy at home. This last is the case, at least,

with the people of Dolcigno, which has a town with 6000
inhabitants.

Albanian colonies are to be found in different parts of
Turkey and Greece, especially in the ancient Attica, BoBotia,

Argolis, Elis, and Laconia ; but these are labourers. The
warlike character of the nation is retained only by those

who remain at home ; and in the Motea the language is

nearly lost, while in the Attio villages it is retained ; these
being probably colonies of later date. The people of Hydra
are descended from Albanian colonists, but are scarcely dis-

tinguishable from their neighbours. But the most remarkable
colony is in Calabria, where the Albanians settled upon the
Kastrioti receiving a Neapolitan dukedom. Their descend-

ants, when Mr. Swinburne travelled in 1780, amounted to

100,000, and retained the Albanian dress. The women
could only speak Albanian. The men could, however, speak
the Calabrese also ; and their original language seemed to be
gradually yielding to that of their adopted country. There ate

also Albanian colonies in the Abrussi. [See Abrvzzi.]
ALBANO (FRANCESCO), was born at Bologna, March

17, 1578, and was destined by his father* a respectable silk-

merchant, to follow his own profession ; but bis uncle, who
happened to be aman of taste and a judge ofart, perceiving in

the youth such indications of genius for painting as to warrant

the expectation of future eminence, prevailed on his lather

to change bis intentions, and he accordingly was placed under
the tuition of Denys Calvert Guide Reni was studying at

the same time under that master, a circumstance extremely

fortunate for young Albano, with whom Guide formed a
strict intimacy ; and being more advanced in art, he was
enabled to afford him effectual assistance in his studies.

The two youths quitted Calvert, and placed themselves under
Ludovico Carracci, whose school began about this time to be
conspicuous in Lombardy, and under that great master they

pursued their studies with an emulation advantageous to

both. Having made considerable proficiency in the prin-

ciples ofthe eclectic school* Guido proceeded toRome, whither
he was followed by Albano, whose talents soon excited atten-

tion in that metropolis of art Annibeie Carracci had been

employed to ornament the chapel of San Diego* in the Na-
tional Church of the Spaniards; but being disabled by

illness, he recommended Albano to continue the work,

which he finished so successfully as to obtain universal ap-

plause. He was next employed by the Marquis Giustiniani

to embellish his villa at Bassano, where he painted the

story of Neptune and Galatea, and the Fall of Phaeton*

He executed also* in the Verospi palace, several mytholo-

gical subjects, chiefly from Ovid, which exhibit great learn-

ing, taste, and ingenuity. His fame now began to spread

throughout Italy, and he was invited by the Duke of Mantua

to his court, where he remained a considerable time, and

painted several pictures. Two from the story of Diana and
Actaoon, and Venus and Cupid, were considered particularly

successful.

Among the large works executed by Albano, after his

return to Rome, are an altar-piece in the church of St.

Sebastiano, representing the martyrdom of that saint; and

a picture of the Assumption, painted in conjunction with

Guido. Some subjects are also in the tribune of Madonna
della Pace. The best, at Bologna, are the Resurrection, in

Santa Maria de Galeria; the Baptism of Christ, in San

Gregorio ; and in San Bartolomeo, the Annunciation. It
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is on his small pictures, however, that Albano's reputa-

tion is chiefly founded. He had neither power of concep-

tion, nor vigour of execution adequate to the performance

of large works. Some of those last-mentioned, however,

are tolerably successful, having been painted while he was
fresh from the 'impression of the school of the Caracci, or

excited by immediate competition with Guido ; but the na-

tural bent of his mind was towards subjects of feminine

and infantine softness, to high finishing, rather than bold

effect. All his latter works are small and elaborate ; they

became extremely fashionable during his day. Yet even

in his favourite class of compositions, Albano is bv no means
entitled to high praise. It is strange that in his delineations

of infantine character, studied from models immediately

before him, (his own children,) and in the familiarity of do-

mestic intercourse, he should not occasionally have caught

some of those happy accidents, those momentary graces of

action and expression, which children, when free from con-

straint, continually exhibit. But Albano's grace is entirely

conventional. This species ofaffectation, however, has always

had its admirers, and Albano is extolled for it by Malvasia

in a ludicrous strain of criticism ;
' Albano did not,' says he,

4 feign Cupid heavy and sleeping as Guido did, but repre-

sented him majestically seated on a throne, &c.' The
same artificial character pervades the landscape back-

grounds of Albano. There is, nevertheless, in these land-

scapes, an occasional association of classical imagery which
has an agreeable effect. Albano was well acquainted with

antique sculpture, but displays no indication of such know-
ledge in his male figures ; his women and children are better

drawn. He might have become a good colourist, but for that

anxious and elaborate mode of finishing which impairs the

brilliancy of his tints, and gives his flesh the appearance of

ivory. With all these deficiencies, the pictures of Albano
have an originality, or rather a peculiarity, by which they

are immediately recognized. There are, at Burghley-

house, the seat of the Marquis of Exeter, some tapestries

from his designs. Three of his pictures ; viz., the Three
Marys at the Sepulchre, and two Holy Families, are well

engraved by Sir Robert Strange. Albano died Oct. 4,

1660.

ALBAN'S, St., a borough-town in Hertfordshire, situated

close to the site of the ancient Verulamium (Verulam),

being separated from it by the small river Ver, a feeder of

the Coin. Verulamium was probably at first a British town,

and then a municipium under the Romans ; a term which
implies that its inhabitants possessed some of the privileges

of Roman citizens. The Roman road, called by the Saxons
the Watlino Strbbt, was also called Werlaem Street,

because it first went direct to Verulam, passing close under
its walls, (See Gibson's Camden, vol. i. 79.) Verulam was
the scene of dreadful slaughter in the great rebellion under
Boadicea, who destroyed here and at Londinium (London),
and at other places, about 70,000 Roman citizens and their

allies. The town was, however, restored, and continued to

be a principal Roman station while that people possessed this

island. Here an eminent citizen, Alban, is said to have
suffered martyrdom in the persecution under Dioclesian.

In his honour a monastery for one hundred Benedictine

monks was erected in 793 by Offa, king of Mercia, one of
the Saxon kingdoms established in Britain.

Ulsinus, or Ulsig, the sixth abbot, may be regarded as the
founder of the modern town of St Alban's ; for he (about

a.i>. 948) erected three churches on the three principal

roads leading to the monastery, laid out a place for a market,
and encouraged the people of the neighbourhood to build

by supplying them with money and materials. In the years
1455 and 1461, during the wars between the rival houses of
York and Lancaster, two fierce battles were fought in the
neighbourhood ofthe town;* whioh must have been growing
into considerable importance, as it obtained a charter of in-

corporation from Edward VI., a.d. 1553, and the elective

franchise (which had been very long suspended) was restored
before that time.

The town is well situated on the summit and northern
declivity of a small hill, the abbey church being at a point
where the three principal streets meet. It is well paved and
lighted, and has a supply of good water. The part on the
old line of the north road (which runs through the town) is

narrow, and has many ancient houses. The other parts are
more spacious and well built ; and the new line of the north

• In the first of these, Henry VI. fell intothe hands at the Yorkists, and in
the last was rescued by his wile, Margaret of Anjou.

road is adorned with neat villas and one of the most com
modious inns in the county. The churches are, the Abbey
Church, a rectory in the patronage of the mayor and bur-

Sftses; St. Peter's, a vicarage in the patronage of the
ishop of Ely ; and St. Michael's, which is on the opposite or

S.W. side of the Ver, and contains the monument of the

great Bacon, who bore the title of Viscount St Alban's :

there are also several dissenting meeting-houses. The
grammar-school was founded by Edward VI.; there is

besides a Blue-coat school, supported by some property in

the funds, and by subscription, for educating about thirty-

five boys in the principles of the established church, and
clothing them ; and also a girls' school, supported by the
Grimston family. There are several alms-houses ; the prin-

cipal, called Marlborough-buildings, or simply ' the Build-
ings,* for thirty-six persons, half of each sex, were built and
endowed by Sarah, Duchess of Marlborough. Some remains
of the walls of Verulamium are still discernible.

But the principal object in St. Alban's is the abbey church,
which is part of the ancient abbey, purchased by the inha-
bitants ofEdward VI. for a parish church, at the price of 400/.
and a fee farm rent of 1 0/., which last payment was in 1684
redeemed for 200/. The abbey itself had been granted by
Henry VIII. to Sir Richard Lee, upon the seizure of the
religious houses by that unscrupulous tyrant. The church
is built in the form of a cross. It is in length more than 600
feet from E. to W., including a chapel at one end ; and the
extreme breadth is more than two hundred at the intersec-

tion of the transepts. From the intersection arises a square
tower, divided by bands into three stages, and crowned by-

battlements and a spire, both of later date than the tower
itself, which is one of the most perfect parts of the building

;

an advantage which it probably owes to a thick coat of
plaister which once covered it. The vast extent of the
church gives it an imposing appearance ; but the effect is

somewhat diminished, upon a nearer approach, by the hete-
rogeneous materials of which it is composed ; viz., Roman
tiles from Verulam, flints, bricks, &c. The architecture,
too* is far from uniform : the pointed arch and the round are
to be seen on opposite sides ; and, indeed, so great is the
variety, that the style of every age may be traced in succes-
sion from the time of the Normans to that of Edward IV.
The most central parts are the most ancient. The choir is

separated from the nave by St. Cuthberts screen. There is,

also, a richly-carved screen over the altar ; and several re-
markable monuments, including those of Humphrey, Duke
of Gloucester, and of the Abbots Ramryge ana Whetham-
sted. The church suffered considerably during the Parlia-
mentary war from the prisoners confined in it, and from the
rapacity or zeal of the parliamentary troops. On the 3rd of
February, 1 832, a part of the wall on the south-west side fell

down, and in its fall did considerable injury. This accident
having drawn the public attention to the dilapidated state
of the building, has led to a subscription for its preservation.
The amount required is 15,000/.

The gateway of the abbey is still standing ; and contains
the entrance to the house of correction on one side, and the
gaol for the liberty of St. Alban's on the other. The re-
venue of the abbey at the dissolution is estimated to have
been 25 10/.,*—a large income at that time. The abbot pos-
sessed also many privileges, and had a grant of precedence
over all other abbots, from Pope Adrian IV. (Nicholas
Breakspeare), the only Englishman who ever sat in the
chair of St. Peter.

The population of the borough, according to the census of
1831, was 4772 ; but if the parts of St Michael's and St.
Peter's parishes had been added, which lie beyond the
limits of the borough, the population would have been con-
siderably larger. The additions made to the borough by the
Boundary Bill, supplementary to the Reform Bill, have in-
creased the population to 5771. The poorer people are
chiefly employed in making straw plat, or in a silk-mill and
a cotton-mill which have been established here. It has a
market on Saturdays ; and two annual fairs, one on the 25th
and 26th of March, and a cattle and holiday fair on the 1 0th,
1 1th, and 12th Oct. There is a statute fair for hiring ser-
vants on the 29th Sept.

The borough returns two members to parliament ; and is
governed by a corporation, consisting of a mayor, high
steward, recorder, twelve aldermen, and twenty-four as-
sistants, with a town clerk and subordinate officers. The
gaol delivery is four times a-year, the town having a sepa-

• So Stow and 8peod ; 8100/, Dugd,
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rate jurisdiction. The family of Beauclerc takes the title of
duke from this town, and the family of Grimston that of earl
from the ancient town of Verulam.

St. Albans is 20 miles N.W.by N.of London, and 12)
W. by S. of Hertford. [See Chauncy's Hertfordshire;
Newcome's History of St. Albans; Boundary Reports.]

ALBANY, LOUISA (Countess of), daughter of Prince
Stolberg Gedern, in Germany, was born in 1 753, and married
in 1 7 72 to Charles James Edward, called the young Pretender,

grandson of James II. They resided at Rome, and had a
tittle court, by which they were addressed as king and queen.
In 1 780, Louisa left her husband, who was much older than
herself, and with whom she did not agree, and retired to

a convent She afterwards went to France ; but upon
her husband's death in 1788, she returned to Italy, and
lastly settled at Florence. She was then secretly married
to Count Alfieri, the Italian poet, who died at her house in

1803. She, however, went by the name of Countess of Al-
bany, as the widow of the last of the Stuarts, up to the time

of her death, which happened at Florence only a few years

since. She was fond of literature and of the arts, and her
house was resorted to by the most distinguished persons at

Florence, natives as well as foreigners. She caused a fine

monument to be erected by Canova in 1810, in the church
of Santa Croce, to the memory of Alfieri. [See Alfieri.]
ALBANY, a district situated at the eastern extremity of

the colony of the Cape of Good Hope in South Africa. This
district, which has been recently established, was formerly

part of the district of Graaf Reynet.

Albany is bounded on the north and north-east by Caffraria

—its natural boundary in those quarters being the Great
Fish River. On the east and the south it is bounded by the

Indian Ocean ; and on the west by other portions of Graaf
Reynet—its natural boundary on that side being the Zondag
or Sunday River. The length of the district, from west to

east, is seventy miles, and its average breadth is about

twenty-five miles. It contains, according to the Government
survey, 1792 square miles, or about 1,200,000 acres of sur-

face ; but little more than 3000 acres of this have hitherto

been brought under cultivation. The district was formerly

inhabited by the tribe of Ghonaqua Hottentots ; but this race,

whose numbers are now very much diminished, has retreated

into Caffraria, leaving the European settlers in possession of

the territory.

The principal stream of the district is the Great Fish River,

which rises in the Snecuwbergen or Snowy Mountains,

and falls into the Indian Sea in 33° 30' S. lat, and 27° 20/

£. long. The Portuguese formed a settlement on its banks
soon after 1498, when the commander of their Indian fleet

gave his own name to the river, calling it Rio d'Infante.

This settlement was soon abandoned, owing, it is said, to the

constant and harassing inroads of the natives. The entrance

to the river is obstructed by a bar of sand formed at its

mouth ; but within this, the depth of water is sufficient to

float ships of the largest size. A settlement, named Gra-

ham's Town, was formed a few years ago on the bank of the

river, and has already become a trading-place of some con-

sequence to the colony. The chief magistrate of the district

resides in the town. " The river next in importance is the

Zondag, which likewise has its source in the Snowy Moun-
tains, and which, after flowing through a great part of Graaf

Reynet, enters the Indian Ocean at Algoa Bay, formerly

known as Zwartkop's Bay, in 33° 56' S. lat., and 26° 53' E.

long.

A large natural saltpan is situated near to the Sunday
River, and to this the inhabitants of the colony resort. The
salt is formed in this pan in masses which are from four to

five inches thick : that part of the produce which is taken

from near to the margin of the pan, where it has been accu-

mulated by the winds, is the most esteemed for its quality.

The remaining rivers of the district are not of much magni-

•—de : they are the Bosjesmans, the Karuka, the Kasowka,

ind the Kowie or Buffalo River.

The bays and inlets along the coast are frequented by

abundance of excellent fish fit for curing ; and in a more

advanced state of the colony, when the market has become

tnore extensive, fisheries will doubtless be established. At
present the farmers are in the habit of repairing occasionally

to the sea-coast, and of taking and curing a quantity of fish,

with which they return home for the consumption of their

families.
. .

The general appearance of the country is agreeable, it

oeing diversified by hill and dale, and in many places orna-

mented by timber trees, so as to wear the appearance of an
immense park. Numerous springs and rills are met with
in the valleys ; and aloes, euphorbias, and some other succu-
lent plants, are commonly found in such situations. The
soil in many places produces an abundant spontaneous crop
of coarse, sour grass, to which the district owed its old DutCh
name of Zuurveldt (Sour Field). It is said that the cereal

grains and pulse grown in Europe, as well as most culinary

vegetables and artificial grasses, succeed well on the plains

;

while the slopes of hills are adapted to the culture of the
vine. The vineyards and gardens of the district occupied
695 acres in 1831, when 3046 were planted with grain and
potatoes, 1495 of which were producing oats.

Lions, wolves, and the Cape leopard, are met with in this

district, but are not in sufficient numbers to render them
formidable enemies to the settlers : neither are buffaloes to

be found in any great numbers ; and elephants, which for-

merly abounded, are now less frequently seen.

The population of the district in 1820 amounted to 1623
Europeans, 566 Hottentots, and 353 slaves ; but the encou-
ragement given, about that time, by the British government
to emigrants proceeding thither from this kingdom, has
occasioned a very considerable increase to these numbers ;

and the inhabitants were found, at the last census in 1831,

to amount to 6416, of whom 6277 were Europeans and free

persons of colour— the latter class numbering about 250
souls—and only 139 slaves. The decrease in the latter class

is accounted for by the fact, that grants of land have been
uniformly made to' the settlers on the condition that slaves

shall not be employed in cultivating the soil. The district

contains four free-schools, supported at the public expense,

where 192 scholars were taught in 1831.

The most important part of the trade of Albany consists

in the traffic carried on by licensed traders with the native

tribes beyond the boundary-line of the colony. This trade

is carried on through a very wide extent of country in the

Caffre territory, and is conducted in perfect harmony with

the natives, whose attention has been successfully directed,

not only to increase the quantity, but also to improve the

quality of the goods which they give in barter for European
productions. The principal articles, procured in this manner,
are hides, horns, and ivory, together with a considerable

number of hve cattle. The sale to the natives of arms, am-
munition, and spirituous liquors is prohibited, and such goods

are declared liable to seizure as contraband. The raw pro-

duce shipped from the district in 1830 was valued at more
than 50,000/.

The attention of the settlers has been drawn of late to the

improvement of their growth of wool ; and great hopes are

entertained of turning the extensive pastures of Albany to

a profitable account in this manner, so that wool may in a

few years become the staple production and export of the

district.

Some quarries of indurated limestone have been opened

between Bathurst and the Fish River. The stone from

these quarries is easily worked, and hardens on exposure to

the atmosphere. The houses in Bathurst are built of this

material, and have a neat and substantial appearance. Some
indications of the presence of iron have been met with ; and
manganese has been seen in various parts of the district.

Some few manufactories are established in Albany

;

among the rest are six tanneries, a woollen-hat manufactory,

numerous grist-mills, a manufactory for blankets and coarse

woollen cloths, and two establishments for making candles,

of which article shipments are constantly made to Cape-

Town.
In addition to Graham's Town, the capital of the district,

three towns, or rather villages, have been formed. These

are Bathurst, Port Frances, and Salem. Report of Com-
missioners of Enquiry upon the Trade, Navigation, and
Harbours of the Cape of Good Hope, printed by order of the

House of Commons.
ALBANY, the seat of legislation for the state of New

York, is situated on the west bank of the Hudson river, 42°

39' N. lat., and about 73° 13' W. long., and about one hun-

dred and forty miles nearly due north from the city of New
York. The tide-water rises as far as Troy, which is about

five mile3 above Albany and on the opposite side of the river,

up to which place there is a sloop navigation. Vessels of

eighty tons ascend as far as Albany ; and there is a daily

communication between this town and New York by means
of steam-boats, except during the severest part of the winter

season. The average length of the voyage is from twelve
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to thirteen hours ; but it is sai<l to have been sometimes
accomplished in a little more than eleven hours.

The town consists of one priii«*i}Kil street, of considerable

length, parallel to the river, with other streets, some of which
run down to the stream nearly at right angles to it. From
the main street the ground rises abruptly, so that the rest of

the city is on the side of a hill, and presents a very tine

appearance from Greenbush, on the opposite side «»f the

river. The principal building is the Capitol, a stone edifice,

which contains the chambers both of the Senate and Mouse
of Assembly: it stands on the top of a steep but wide and
handsome street, called State Street. Albany contains, also,

a state-hall for public othVes an arsenal, a theatre, a prison,

and twelve churches. The houses are built of brick and stone:

and the older dwellings, with their gables turned to the

street, of which we still observe some traces in the city of

New York also, indicate the Dutch origin of both places.

The principal supply of water to the town is from a source

about two miles and a half distant.

Albany, from its central position, is a place of great "and

increasing trade, forming a kind of natural entrepot between
New York and a vast extent of interior country, comprising
the Canadas part of Ohio, on the one side, and parts of the

New England states on the other. The Erie and Champlain
canals unite at a place which bears the Dutch name of

Watervliet (eight miles north of Albany), and then run in

one united channel to the large canal basin at Albany, which
is said to cover thirty-two acres. Flour and other agricultural

products form the staple of the exports. The following are

pretty nearly the population of this town at different periods

since" the close of the last century :— 1 sOO, about 4000 ; 1 810,

'•T'Ui ; 18 JO, 12.G13; lb2', 1 5 ,
'J 7 1 . and I SOU houses. A com-

pany was incorporated, April 1 7, 18'.»*2, to connect New York
with Albany by a rail-road terminating opposite Albany on
the E. side of the river.

Albany wa* originally a Dutch fort, erected in 1G12 or

1014, called Fort Orange, and is therefore the oldest town in

the United States, except J ames-town, on the James riven
which dates from 11.507. Somewhat later it took the name
of "Williamstadt, which it retained till 100 1, when the colony

fell into the hands of the English. Its present, name is

derived from James II., to whom, when Duke of York and
Albany, Charles II. granted the proprietorship of the colony.

Albany is also the name of the county of which Albany
is the chief town. [See Darby's Go>igrajJnj ; Hall's Travels

in the United State*; Stuart's, &.e. ; Encuclnp. American.']

ALBATROSS iDi<>me,Jea), a genus of web-footed birds,

comprising three species,—the albatross of China (J), ftt/i-

gino-Mi* Latham) ; the yellow and black-beaked albatross

(Z>, chlororynchos, Latham) ; and the common albatross

[ All.ulros, IVomc.l.M rxul.in^

(J). C.///A//M-, LinnaMis). The genus is principally distin-

guished by the following characters: a very strong, hard,
long beak, which is straight to near the extremity, when it

suddenly curves. The upper mandible appears composed
of many articulated pieces, furrowed on the sides, and crooked
at the point ; the lower mandible smooth and cut short;

the nostrils lateral, and placed, like small rolls, in the furrow

of the mandible ; the feet short ; tho three toes long un<l mm-
pletclv webbed: the wings very long and narrow. The nume
Albatross is a word apparently corrupted by Danipier from

the Portuguese Alcatraz, which was applied by the early

navigators of that nation to cormorants and other large sea-

birds. Grew wrote the word Albitros, and Edwards, Alhatrn*.

The common albatross is the species which is most fre-

quently met with in the seas of Southern Africa. It is t] )e

largest sea-bird known. On account of its size and colour it j*

often called the Sheep of the Cape,— a name under which it

is found in several voyages. The top of the head is a ruddy

grey ; the rest of the plumage is white, with the exceyiiMi

of several transverse black bands on the back, and a few .f

the wing feathers. The feet and membrane are of acWp

llesh colour: the bill a pale yellow.

The weight of tins bird has been variously stated from

twelve to twenty-eight pounds: and a similar difference

appears to exist in authors with respect to tho distance

between the extremity of the extended wings. Forster

says above ten feet,— Parkins, eleven feet seven inches,—

Cook, eleven feet ; another says twelve feet ; a specimen in

the Leverian museum measured thirteen feet; and Ives (p. 5)

mentions one, shot oif the Cape of Good Hope, which mea-

sured se\enteen feet and a half from wing to wing. Dr.

Arnott, in his Physics, says,— * How powerful must be the

wing muscles of birds which sustain the mselves in the sky

for hours together ! The great albatross, with wings ex

tending fourteen feet or more, is seen in the stormy solitude

of the Southern Ocean, accompanying ships for whole <h\$

without ever renting on tho waves.'

We can, from this circumstance, readily understand tho

extensive range in which the albatross is found; not being

confined, as Button imagined, to the Southern Ocean, hut

being equally abundant in the northern latitudes, though

Forster says he never observed it within the tropics. These

birds are seen in immense llocks about Behring's Straits

and Kamtschatka about the end of June, frequenting chiefly

the inner sea, the Kurile Islands, and the Bay of Pentschi-

nensi, whereas scarcely a straggler is to bo seen on the

eastern or American shore. They seem to be attracted

thither by vast shoals of fish, whose migratory movements

the albatrosses follow. On their first appearing in thow

seas, they are very lean, but, from finding abundance uf

food, they soon become fat. Their voracity is so great, that

they will often swallow a salmon of four or five pounds

weight, and then, being half choked, and unable, in conse-

quence, to move, the natives easily knock them down wiih

a stick.

They do not, however, confine themselves to fish, but will

prey on any other sea-animal; and Cooks sailors caught

them with a line and a hook. The Ramtschadales take

them by fastening a cord to a large hook, baited with a

whole fi*»h, which the birds greedily seize. Their usual food,

however, seems rather to be fish-spawn and small mollusetv.

M. Querhocnt never found in their stomachs anytb.ng

besides a thick mucilage.

Notwithstanding their strength, they never venture to

attack other sea-birds, but are, on the contrary, attacked by

the gulls. Several large grey gulls,' says Cook,
4 that

were pursuing a white albatross, afforded us a diverting

spectacle: they overtook it, notwithstanding the length »t

its wings, and they tried to attack it under the belly, that

part being probably defenceless: the albatross had now no

means of escaping but by dipping its body into the water;

its formidable bill seemed to repel them.'

Their llesh is tough and dry ; but the Knmtschadales take

them for the sake of their entrails, which they blow ami ik

as buoys for their nets. They employ the wing hones, abo.

which Edwards says are as long as their whole body, *or

tobacco pipes.

ALBEMARLE (DUKE OF). [See Monk ]

ALBEMARLE, a county in Virginia, bordering on the

east side of the Blue Ridge, and partly watered by the Jawr*

Rncrandits tributary the Rivanna. It is remarkable hr

the natural beauty of'its scenery and its general salubrity.

The University of Virginia, an institution which opened

in ls_T), and Moiiticvllo, the residence of the late President

Jefferson, arc in this, county, and adjacent t*> Charlottc»s\ilIe.

the county town, and the only town. [See Charlottks-

vi i.ik.]

ALBEMARLE SOUND is an inlet of the sea on the

eastern coast of North Carolina. It is bixty miles in length,
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and its breadth Tories from four to fifteen miles. The waters
of the Roanoke and Chowan rivers fall into this Sound,
which may be considered as the actuary of those streams.

The first-named of them is navigable for more than thirty

miles from its mouth by vessels of considerable burthen

;

and boats of from thirty to forty tons ean proceed to the foot

of the Falls, seventy miles from its mouth. The Chowan
river is three miles wide at its entrance, but speedily becomes
much contracted. Albemarle Sound communicates with the

Atlantic by a narrow channel, called Roanoke Inlet, in

35° 50* N. Ut, and 75° 35' W. lon^. It has also a commu-
nication with Pamtico Sound, which lies to the south, and
with Currituck Sound to the north. A navigable canal, cut

through the Dismal Swamp, connects the waters of the

Pasquotank, which fall into Albemarle Sound, with those of

Elizabeth River, whence a communication is obtained with
Chesapeake Bay.
ALBERONI (Cardinal GIULIO) was born in the

state of Piacenza, in May, 1664. He was bred to the church,

and became curate of a country parish. The Duke of Ven-
dfane, who commanded the French army in Italy during

the war of the Spanish succession in 1 702-4, happening to

be in the states or Parma, and being in want of corn for his

troops, sent for Alberoni. The curate had become personally

known several years before to Campistron, the poet, one of

the Duke's followers,when the latter, travelling through Italy,

and being stripped by robbers in the same neighbourhood,
was kindly taken home by him and his wants supplied. Albe-

roni, who was a man of natural abilities and quickness,

rendered himself useful to the French general ; on which
account, however, he became obnoxious to the opposite, or

imperial party. When Vendfime was recalled from Italy,

he took Alberoni with him, and obtained for him a pension
of one thousand French crowns from Louis XIV. Alberoni
followed the Duke into Spain, where the war was then raging
in Catalonia. Venddme employed Alberoni in his negotiations

with the court of Philip V.,where at that time the Princess des

Ursins enjoyed,the greatest influence. Alberoni found favour

with the princess, whose intriguing mind was congenial to his

own, and he became her confidant. Through her means he
was constituted agent of the Duke of Parma at the court of

Madrid ; in which capacity he was instrumental in bringing

about the marriage of Philip V. with Elizabeth Farnese,

daughter of the frince of Parma. He set off for Parma to

stipulate the marriage-contract in the king's name. In the

mean time, the Princess des Ursins having understood that

the character of the nature bride was not so mild as it had been
represented bv Alberoni, and that she was likely to endan-

ger her own influence at court, prevailed on the king to de-

spatch a courier to Parma, with orders to Alberoni to suspend

the negotiation. The courier arrived on the eve of the day
appointed for affixing the signatures. Alberoni, it was said,

by threats or bribe, prevailed upon the man not to make his

appearance until the day after. The marriage-contract was
signed in December, 1714, and the new queen set off for

Spain. The first favour she asked of her husband, in writ-

ing, was to dismiss the Princess des Ursins from court. The
latter, who had set off from Madrid to meet her, received an

order from Philip to qui* Spain immediately. The new
queen, in gratitude to Alberoni, had him appointed a mem-
ber of the king's council, Bishop of Malaga, and, lastly,

prime minister of Spain. He now devoted all his energies

to rouse Spain from the state of weakness into which she

had fallen during the preceding century, and make her act

a principal part in the affairs of Europe. Alberoni was not

scrupulous about means. In violation ofthe peace ofUtrecht,

ne suddenly invaded the island of Sardinia, which had been
secured to the emperor, and afterwards, in like manner, con-

quered Sicily,—the Duke of Savoy being then at peace with

Spain. All Europe was astounded at this new war stirred

up by Alberoni : England, France, and the emperor, resented

his conduct ; and an alliance was formed against Spain in

1719. Alberoni defied them all : he favoured the Pretender,

in order to find employment for the English at home ; he tried

to excite disturbance in France, especially among the Pro-

testants in the south, by claiming for Philip V. the regency

of that kingdom during the minority of Louis XV. ; and he

even corresponded with Ragotski or Transylvania, and with

the sultan, in order to divert the attention of the emperor.

The latter sovereign was, in consequence, obliged to recall

Prince Eugene, in the midst of his successful campaigns

against the Turks, and to conclude with the latter a disad-

vantageous peace at Passaiowitz, The clamour against

Alberoni, en account of these intrigues, was universal. Pope
Clement XI., who had been induced by Philip V. to make
Alberoni a cardinal, was loud in his remonstrances against
him. The fall of Alberoni was resolved by the allied powers
as the only means of restoring peace to Europe. The Duke
of Parma was prevailed upon to use his influence with the
court of Spain, and especially with the queen, who being
already weary of the haughty, overbearing tone of the car-
dinal-minister, induced Philip V. to write with his own hand
an order for Alberoni*b deposition, and his banishment from
the Spanish territories. This happened at the end of 1 7 1 9,
after Alberoni had been minister about three years. Albe-
roni repaired to Italy, where he had transmitted large sums
of money. Orders had been given by the Pope for his arrest,

which Alberoni, however, evaded. A process was instituted,

at the same time, against him at Rome, which he also con-
trived to protract Pope Clement XI. having died in March,
1721, Alberoni suddenly repaired to Rome to attend the
conclave, to the astonishment of the people, who crowded to

see this famous personage. The new-elected Pope, Innocent
XIII., quashed the proceedings against him.
Some time after, Alberoni was sent as legate to Romagna.

But he had not yet totally forgotten his habits of intrigue

;

and being now unable any longer to disturb the peace of

Europe, he contrived to embroil the diminutive republic of
San Marino, which unfortunately was placed in the neigh-
bourhood of his government. Under the pretence of reme-
dying some discontents, he entered the town of San Mari-
no, and called upon the citizens to swear allegiance to the
Pope. Some ran away, others refused, and the rest com-
plied through fear. The Pope, however, disapproved of
Alberoni's conduct, and sent another legate, who reinstated

the republican government This occurred at the beginning
of 1 740. Alberoni, after this, retired to Piacenza, his native

country, where he lived in affluence, and built a large reli-

gious house. He remained in retirement, forgotten by the
world, till the 26th of June, 1752, when he died at the
advanced age of eighty-eight.

Alberoni left a quantity of MSS., from which a work,
called his Political Testament, published at Lausanne in

1 753, was said to be derived. He is remarkable as one
of the most prominent examples of that class of statesmen
who rose to power by the most pitiful intrigues ; and who,
being uncontrolled by public opinion, thought their own am-
bition and their pretended zeal for their despotic masters a
sufficient motive to plunge the people of Europe into conti-

nual wars, in which they had no real interest ; and whose
effects have so long retarded the natural progress of man-
kind in civilization by the efforts of peaceful industry.

ALBERT DURER. [See Durbr.]
ALBERT I., Duke of Austria, and afterwards Emperor

of Germany, was the son of Rudolf of Hapsburg, the foun-
der of the imperial Austrian dynasty. Albert married the
heiress of the former Dukes of Austria. After his father s

death in 1291, he assumed the imperial title, in opposition to

the votes of the electors, who had chosen Adolphus of Nas-
sau. After several years' war between the two competitors,

Albert defeated Adolphus, who was killed in battle in 1298.
Albert then ascended the imperial throne, and received, after

many difficulties, the confirmation ofthe Pope Boniface, VIII.
He was next engaged in wars with the Bohemians, whose
country he attempted to conquer, but without success. Soon
after this, the Swiss forest cantons revolted, on the 1st of
January, 1308, against Albert's lieutenants, whose govern*
ment was arbitrary and oppressive : this was the beginning of
the Swiss confederation. [See Switzerland.] Albert, full

of indignation, came with troops to chastise them : he ad-

vanced as far as Baden in Aargau, where he summoned his

vassals and held a council for the reduction of the revolted

cantons. On the 1st of May, 1308, Albert left Baden to

return to Rheinfelden, where the Empress Elizabeth was.
As be crossed the river Reuss at Windisch in a boat, he was
separated from the greater part of his suite, his nephew,
John of Hapsburg, and three other noblemen only, crossing

over with the emperor. John, who had lately come of age,
had been importunate with his uncle to restore to him his
father's estates in Suabia, which Albert seemed determined
to keep in his own possession. The nephew, despairing of
justice, had formed a conspiracy with the three noblemen
already mentioned, and as the party landed on the opposite
bank of the Reuss, the conspirators fell upon the emperor
and murdered him, in sight of his attendants on the other
side of the river, who could give their master no assist
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ancc. Albert expired in the arms of a poor countrywo-

man who happened to pas* that way. The murderers lied;

two of them were afterwards taken and executed, as well

as a number of other persons, mostly innocent, who were
suspected t » have been concerned in the conspiracy. Agnes,
Albert's daughter, and Queen of II miliary, carried her ven-

geance tor her fathers death to a most dreadful extent.

Nearly one hundred noble families, and one thousand per-

sons not noble, of every age and sex, were involved in

this inhuman proscription. The executions lasted several

months. After this butchery, Agnes built a monastery on

the spot where Albert had been murdered, which w as called

KoniizsfrldeJty and here she shut herself up for the rest of

her days. The remains of this monastery and church are

still to be seen, as well as the apartments which Queen
Agnes occupied. Koiiigsfelden is on the high road from

Basle to Baden and Zurich in Switzerland, and in sight of

the Castle of Hapsburg, from whence the House of Aus-
tria originally sprung.— Johann Muller, Gesehiehte dcr

Schweitzer.

ALBERT II., King of Hungary and Bohemia, and Duke
of Austria, succeeded Sigismund as Emperor of Germany
in 14. is. He held a great diet at Nuremberg, in which the

Vehmie or secret courts were suppressed. He died the fol-

lowing year, as he was preparing to take the field against

the Turks who were ravaging Hungary.
ALBERT, Archduke of Austria, son of the Emperor

Maximilian II., was made a Cardinal and Archbishop of

Toledo. He was appointed by Philip II., in l.VJi'J, governor
of the Low Countries, and succeeded the Duke of Parma in

the difficult task of carrying on the war against the Dutch,
who had revolted from Spain. lie resigned the cardinalship

and married Elizabeth of Austria, daughter of Philip II., who
brought him Flanders and Franche Conite as her dowry : he
thus became sovereign, nominally at least, of the Belgie pro-

vinces. In July, 1G0O, he fought the battle of Nieuport against

the Dutch under Maurice of Nassau: this engagement, in

which Albert was defeated, decided the independence of Hol-
land. Albert next besieged Ostcnd, which he took after a long
and murderous siege, in which one hundred thousand men are

said to have lost their lives on both sides. In 1(>0!), Albert

concluded a truce with the Dutch for twelve years, before

the expiration of which he died, in lfi-Jl. He left no children ;

and the dominion of Flanders reverted to Spain.

ALBERT, Prince of Mecklenburg, was called to the

throne of Sweden in 13fi4, by the nobility who had deposed
King Magnus. The partisans of the latter, joined with Ila-

quin, King of Norway, carried on the war for several years;

at last Magnus formally gave up the crown to Albert in

1M71. Waldcmar, King of Denmark, dying in 1370, his

daughter Margaret, widow of Haqnin, King of Norway,
became queen of both Denmark and Norway, and soon after

the Swedes, being dissatisfied with Albert, who favoured his

German countrymen at their expense, offered to Margaret
the crown of Sweden. After several more years of war, a

decisive battle was fought at Talkoping in West Gothland,
in which the queen's forces defeated Albert, and took him
prisoner in 13SH. Peace, however, was not re-established in

Sweden till I'VJd, when Albert consented to give up his

claims to the crown. He then retired into Mecklenburg,
where he died. Margaret of Waldcmar thus united the

three northern kingdoms under one sceptre.

ALBERT, Margrave of Brandenburg, and first Duke of

Prussia, was born in 1490. He was elected, in 131 1, Grand
Master of the Teutonic order, who held dominion over

Prussia proper, that part of the present kingdom of Prussia

which borders on the Baltic Sea. He fought against Sigis-

mund, King of Poland, for the defence of his order, who
had been for ages at war with the Poles. Peace was made
in 1.32J at Cracow, in which Albert managed to have the

duchy of Prussia secured to himself and his descendants as

a fief of the crown of Poland, thus laying aside the rights

of the order. Albert some time after embraced the Pro-

testant faith, and married a Princess of Denmark. One of

his descendants, Frederick William, elector of Brandenburg,
threw off the allegiance of Poland, and bis sun, Frederic I.,

changed the title of duke into that of King of Prussia in

17U1. [Sec Brandenburg.]
ALBERTI, (LEON-BATTISTA,) a distinguished ma-

thematician, hut more celebrated as an architect, and hardly

less so as a philosopher, poet, painter, and sculptor. He
was of the ancient and noble family of the Albcrti of Flo-

rence, in which city he was horn about the *%sar 14U0.—
[

Milizia says, in 1 .108. He was nephew of the Cardinal Albert

of the Alberti, and he himself became a canon of the ni»'tr<>

j) ditan church of Florence, having adopted the clerical pr >!e>-

sion it is understood, that he might have leisure to giu'lniiK'h

up to useful learning. To his father Lorenzo, (Laurem.vj

be was indebted tor great care and attention in his filia-

tion ; and hence study oeeame so much the habit of In*

life, that he is said never to have spent an hour in idlenesN
nor even to have passed a day without reading. Ha\m^
devoted much of his attention to the acquisition of the prin

ciples of architecture, by the observation and adineaMirnmit

of the remains of ancient edifices in various parts of hah,

and the study, it may be presumed, of the writings of Ynru-

\ ins, Alberti became distinguished among the promoter* (.

the then new style, which has been called a restorntinti .»

the ancient and classical. This he practised in all the

works on which he was employed, but not always with tin.-

effect which the admirers of the style require. When at

Koine, Alberti was employed by the then Pope, Nicholas

V., to repair the ancient aqueduct of the Aqua Yerjrme,

and to construct the fountain in which one of its conduits

issues. This is the great Fontana di Trevi, which stan'\

at the foot of the Quirinal; but the structure was so much

decorated by Salvi in Hie pontificate of Clement XII., that

not a vestige now remains of the design of Albcrti, or <!

its former simplicity. It is understood that Alberti wa>

commissioned by Pope Nicholas to rebuild the Vati«an

Basilia, but that he had hardly commenced his preparations

for the construction of an immense tribune, beyond the

upper end of the ancient structure, when the pope died, and

the undertaking was for that time abandoned. For the

same pontiff he had made a design for covering the bridge

of St. Angelo, so as to protect those who passe«l over it. in

their way to and from St. Peters, from the intense heat of

the sun : but it was nevei carried into execution.

At Florence, Alberti succeeded to the direction of several

works which had been commenced by Brunelleschi and left

unfinished at his death. He designed and executed in Flo-

rence, of himself, the Palazzo Kucellai, the choir and tribune

of the church of the Annunciation, which latter he made in

the manner of an ancient circular temple : and some attri-

bute to Alberti, hut, it would appear, without sufficient

reason, the principal front of the church of Sta. Maria

Novella. At Mantua, for the Duke Lodo\ ico Gonzapa. ho

executed several edifices ; the most important and im»t

meritorious of which was the church of St. Andrew, the

interior of which, however, has been very much injured hy

later alterations and additions. But the most esteemed ar-

chitectural work of Alberti is the church of St. Francis at

Rimini, which he was employed to decorate by Sigismomlo

Malatosta, lord of that city. This he did by remo\ing, as

much as he could, the picturesque peculiarities of a fine old

church of the middle ages, and substituting the common-

places of the Italian style of his time in their stead.

At the early age of twenty, Alberti had composed the

comedy Plfilndn.rinx % in which he imitated the style of the

Latin comic poets so nearly as to impose upon Aldus Manc-

tius, the younirer, who himself edited, printed, andpubbshni

it, as from an original and recently-discovered manu-enpt.

Alberti tried to introduce the Latin rhythmusinto Italian

poetry, but did not succeed. He wrote a work on sculpture

—Delln Stat mi—which was followed by another on painting

—De Piettira—which he calls ' prrrdilectismna et nunijumn

satix landntd arte ; but his last and most esteemed work i»

his treatise on architecture, De Pe Jidijicatoria. This was

not published until after his death, when it was edited by

his brother Bertram!, and, at his own desire, dedicated to

Lorenzo de' Medici, who had been his kind and constant

friend in life. Milizia says of it, that * it is a work excellent

for architects, though o\erloadcd with useless erudition."

Alberti was highly estimable as a man and a member of

society. He is reported to have been amiable and ejenerou*:

to have never disagreed with his competitors, because he

did not dispute for profit with them. He lived pearenhh.

esteemed as his merit desencd, and died in his native city

at an advanced age, though the exact period of his death i-

not known. The monument of his family yet exists in the

church o\" the Holy Cross idflla Sattta Cn^e) in Florence,

under which it is probable that lie too lies buried.

ALBERTUS MA ON IS. so called because his family

name was (imot. which, in Dutch, means 4
great.' The ad-

miration of an ignorant age transformed into a laudatory

epithet the sirname, which had been latinized in conformity
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to the then prevailing fashion. He was born in Suabia in

1203, and entered the order of Dominicans. Pope Alex-
ander III. invited him to Rome and bestowed on him several
dignities, with the bishopric of RatUbon, which he afterwards
abdicated, and returned to live at his convent at Cologne
as a plain monk. He there gave public lectures which
were much frequented by the principal scholars of the
age. Thomas Aquinas was among his disciples. Pope
Gregory X. called him to the general council held at Lyons
in 1274, where several important decrees were passed for the
reformation of the church, and concerning the future elec-

tions of popes, for which purpose the conclave or council of
cardinals was then first instituted. Albert died at Cologne
in 1282, aged 77 He was a most prolific writer; his works,
collected and published at Lyons in 1651, fill twenty-
one thick folios. But most of these have been long since

forgotten. His physics were taken chiefly from Aristotle,

and his Arabian commentators. The Hutoria Animalium
is, perhaps, the most remarkable for the time in which
Albert lived, and he seems to have had access to ancient
authorities which have since been lost. Several prodigies

have been absurdly attributed to Albert, among others, that

of having constructed a head of brass which had the faculty

of answering questions. There are also collections of sup-

posed secret*, which have erroneously been published under
his name ; among others, one, De Secretis Mulierum et Na-
turce, printed at Amsterdam in 1655, which is believed to

have been written by one of his disciples.

ALBIGENSES, a religious sect which appeared in the

South of France in the twelfth century, and was the object

of long and cruel persecutions and wars. The denomination
of Albigenses has been used by historians and other writers

in two senses, and often indiscriminately. In its more re-

stricted and appropriate sense, the Albigenses were a branch
of the Cathari, who were themselves the descendants of the

Paulicians, a branch of the Manicheans, from the East; and
who, being persecuted by the Greek emperors and clergy, took
refuge during the eleventh century in Italy , from whence they
spread into the South of France, Spain, and other countries.

They were called, in Italy, Cathan, or pure ; also Paterini,

from a place in Milan where they held their meetings ; and
Gazari, from Gazaria or Lesser Tartary, the country from
which they came ; they were called, in France, Bulgares for

a similar reason ; and afterwards Albigenses, from Albiga,

Albi, the town where their tenets were condemned by a
council in 1176. But the Cathari were divided into two
sects, one of which held the old Manichean doctrine of two
eternal beings, one the God of Light, who was also the Father
of Jesus, and the other, the Principle of Darkness, who was
the creator of the material world. This sect was also called

Albanenses. The other division of the Cathari believed in

one eternal principle, the Supreme God and Father of

Christ, by whom the/irst matter was created ; until the Evil
Being\ after his rebellion against God and his subsequent
fall from heaven, arranged this original matter according

to his own fancy, and gave it its present form and attri-

butes. They believed that human bodies in particular were
the production of the evil principle. The Albigenses be-

longed to this latter sect, which was also called Bajolenses

or Bagnolenses. They had bishops, vicars, and deacons ; they

preached abstinence, mortification, and celibacy ; their com-
munity,however,was divided into two classes, the Consolaii,

or comforted, who lived in perpetual celibacy, abstained from
meat and wine, and practised other austerities; and the Con-
federates, who, being unable toendure this mode ofexistence,

lived apparently like the rest of the world, but bound them-
selves to enter before their death into the class of the • Com-
forted,' by a ceremony of inauguration. But, in the more
extended sense, the name of Albigenses was given in the

twelfth and thirteenth centuries, not only to all the Cathari

indiscriminately, but also to the other sects which existed in

the South of France at the time, including the Waldenses,

who were very distinct in their tenets from the others, and had
no taint of Manicheism in them. They all agreed, however,

in considering the authority assumed by the Popes in spiri-

tual matters, as well as the discipline and ceremonies of the

Roman Church, as unlawful and erroneous. Pope Innocent

III. sent two legates, Peter of Castelnau and one Rainier or

Raoul, both Cistercian or Bemardine monks, as his legates

to France, in order to extirpate all these heresies. Dominic,

a Spaniard, and the founder of the order of Preachers, re-

turning from Rome in 1206, fell in with the legates, and
volunteered his services in the same cause. These cham-

pions, who, without asking for the advice or tne concurrence
of the local bishops, and upon the sole authority of the Pope,
inflicted capital punishment on those heretics whom they
could not convert by argument, were called, in common dis-

course, Inquisitors ; but the famous tribunal of that name
was not established until 1233 by Gregory IX., who en-
trusted it to the Dominicans. In 1208, Castelnau, one of the
legates, who had become odious by his severities, was mur-
dered near Toulouse ; and Innocent III. on this proclaimed
a regular crusade against the Albigenses, and against Ray-!
mond VI., Count of Toulouse, who supported them. All the
French barons were summoned to take the field ; and Simon,
Count ofMontfort, was appointedchiefofthe expedition, under
the direction,however, ofArnald, Abbotofthe Cistercians, and
the Pope's new legate. The war began in 1209, and lasted
many years, attended by circumstances of the greatest fero

city. At the taking of Beziers a general massacre of the
inhabitants began. The legate being asked by some of the
military leaders how they were to distinguish the Albigenses
from the orthodox Catholics, of whom there were many in
the town,—• Kill them all,' was the reply ; • God will find out
his own.' Montfort lost his life at the siege of Toulouse, in
1218, and Raymond, his adversary, died in 1222. The war,
however, was resumed by the sons of the two antagonists ;*

until Pope Honorius III., alarmed at the successes of Ray-,
mond VII., induced Lewis VIII., King of France, to take the
field in person. At last the Count ofToulouse, pressed on all

sides,made peace with the king in 1229. This was a mortal
blow to the Albigenses. The Inquisition was now perma-
nently established at Toulouse to try those heretics who had
escaped the sword. Raymond himself died some years after

;

and in him the house of the Counts of Toulouse became
extinct, and its territories reverted to the French crown.
The extermination of the Albigenses in the South of France
was complete ; the country was devastated ; and the language
and poetry of the Troubadours became also extinct, the bards
themselves being obliged by the terrors of the Inquisition to

fly to other lands. Langlois, a Jesuit, has written a History
of the Crusade against the Albigenses ; but the best account
of them is found in the General History of Languedoc,
published at Paris in 1730. (See Mosheim, Ecclesiastica*

History* thirteenth century, part ii.)

ALBI'NOS, a word of Portuguese origin, by which the
Portuguese voyagers denominated the white negroes whom
they found on the coast of Africa. These negroes were also

termed Leucathiopes,—* term signifying white negroes.

Both names are now used, but the former popularly, to

designate individuals who exhibit characters similar to those

observed in the white negroes, among whatever race or in

whatever country the variety may arise.

These singular beings are distinguished from other indivi-

duals of the human race by remarkable characters, which
are invariably the same among whatever people or under
whatever external circumstances the variety is found. Their
most striking peculiarities consist in the colour of their skin

and in that of their hair and eyes.

Their skin is of a pearly whiteness, without any admixture
whatever of a pink or a brown tint. In the snow-white skin

of the fairest European woman there is always some tint of

a pink or brown colour, but in the Albinos the skin is wholly

destitute of either tinge, and is of a dull pearly white-

ness. It is often not soft and smooth in proportion to its

whiteness, as is generally the case with the blonds of the

European race ; but, en "the contrary, is rough, dry, and
harsh, sometimes to such a degree that it has been compared
to the skin of persons labouring under the disease called

lepra, or leprosy.

The whiteness of the hair always corresponds to the white-

ness of the skin. Not only the ban: of the head, but also that

of the eyebrows, eyelashes, beard, and even the soft down that

covers the external surface of the body, has the same unna-
tural whiteness. And this whiteness of the hair is not like

the soft, snowy whiteness of the hoary hair of old age, and
still less like the delicate yellow or flaxen tint of the fair-

haired European woman, but is rather like that of the white
horse.

With this whiteness of the skin and hair is connected a
still more striking peculiarity,—namely, a disagreeable red-

ness of the eyes. That part of the eye called the iris is of a
pale rose colour, while the pupil is intensely red : in a word,

the eye is exactly similar to that of the white rabbit and the

ferret

In all persons there is a correspondence between the colour
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of the skin and that of the hair and eyes ; and the close

connexion of those parts, in regard to colour, is strikingly

illustrated in the Albino,—in whom the colouring principle

common to them all is absent, and in whom this deficiency

of colour is never found in one of these parts singly.

Some inconvenience certainly arises from the conformation

of the eye peculiar to the Albinos. A strong light cannot

be borne, and even the full glare of day appears to excite

some degree of uneasiness. Hence the eyelids are usually

more drawn over the ball of the eye than is common with

other persons, and the eyes are generally weak, tender, and

watery ; while vision is more agreeable and more perfect in

twilight But the inconvenience of an ordinary degree of

light, and the advantage of imperfect darkness, have been

exaggerated.

The physical, intellectual, and the moral qualities, asso-

ciated with this singular conformation of the body, have not

been stated with distinctness and accuracy. It would seem

that the Albino is both physically and mentally somewhat

weaker than other men. All accounts agree in representing

his physical strength as inferior to that of persons of the

ordinary conformation. Saussure, in his Voyage dans les

Alpes, expressly states, in relation to two boys whom he

examined with much attention at Chamouni, that, when they

were of a proper age, they were unable to tend the cattle like

the other children ; and that one of their uncles maintained

them out of charity, at a time of life when others were capable

of gaining a subsistence by their labour. Wafer, the old

voyager, in his account of the Indian Albinos in the Isthmus

of Darien, while he represents them as being as nimble in

the moonlight as the other Indians, states that they are not

so strong and lusty. But in what degree their intellectual

powers are confined, or whether indeea there be any decided

inferiority, we have at present no means of forming an accu-

rate judgment
It would seem that there is a greater tendency to the for-

mation of this variety in some parts of the world than in

others. It is more common among the African and the

Indian tribes than among the European people. In the

Isthmus of Darien, and in some of the oriental islands, it is

bo frequent that some writers have conceived that those

persons form a distinct and peculiar tribe; but for this

opinion there is no foundation. Mr. Bowdich, however,

states that the king of Ashantee, who seems to have consi-

dered persons of this description as a great curiosity, and to

have indulged his taste for collecting them in a truly oriental

manner, had assembled about him nearly a hundred white

negroes. Blumenbach states that he has himself seen six-

teen Albinos in various parts of Germany ; and examples

have been not unfrequently found in Denmark, England,

Ireland, France, Switzerland, Italy, the Grecian Archipelago,

and Hungary*. It is common in both sexes, but it would

appear to be somewhat more frequent in males than in

females.

In order to form a just conception of the anatomical con-

ditions on which the peculiar character of the Albino de-

pends, it is necessary to understand the structure of the

skin, and in part, also, that of the eye. The human skin

is composed of three distinct parts, the cuticle, or the scarf

skin; the cutis vera, or the true skin; and a third sub-

stance interposed between these two parts termed the corpus

or the rete mucosum. The cuticle or the scarf skin is the

external covering of the body. It is commonly conceived

to be altogether destitute of blood-vessels, nerves, and ab-

sorbents ; that is, it is supposed to be wholly insensible and
inorganic ; while the cutis vera or the true skin is highly or-

ganized, abounding with blood-vessels, nerves, and absorb-

ents, and is acutely sensible. The cuticle then is an insen-

sible covering or sheath, every where spread out over the

exquisitely sensible cutis in order to defend the latter, and
to soften and modify the impressions made upon it by exter-

nal bodies. Now among all the varieties of the human race

in all climates, both the cuticle and the cutis are colourless,

or nearly so ; but there is interposed between them the sub-

stance already mentioned under the name of the corpus or

the rete mucosum, on which the colour of the body depends.
This substance is not distinguishable as a distinct body in

the European and the other white varieties of the human
race ; at least the most careful anatomists declare that, with
all the pains they have taken to discover it they have been
unable to demonstrate its existence. But in the Negro, the

Caifre, the Malay, and so on, the existence of this sub-
* Sf Lawrence's Lecture* on the Natural Hbtory ofMas, fee, p. 889i

stance as a distinct body is clearly demonstrated. In these

tribes it assumes the form of a black or exceedingly dark

membrane interposed between the cuticle and the cutis.

This membrane is about as thick as the cuticle itself and
even thicker in the Negro, and its colour is darker on the

surface next the cutis than in that next the cuticle. By dis-

section, especially when aided by a slight degree of putrefac-

tion, it is easily separated both from the cuticle and the cutis.

It is this membrane which is termed the rete mucosum, and
it is this which is the seat of the different shades of colour of

the human race. It is composed of a delicate cellular tissue

containing a dark substance on which its colour depends.

Every variety of tint with which the human skin is dyed,

whether it be white, yellow, red, brown, or black, and every

intermediate shade of colour, from the snowy whiteness of the

most delicate European female to the deep ebony or jet

black of a Gold-coast Negress, depends on the darkness or

the lightness of the colouring matter contained in the rete

mucosum. Now in the Albino, this substance, if it exist at

all, is wholly destitute of colouringmatter, and hence the

dull pearly whiteness of the skin. The colour of the hair is

generally admitted to depend on the colour of this same rete

mucosum ; and hence, when this membrane is wholly de-

prived of colour, the hair is reduced to its simple organic

ground work, and is also destitute of colour.

But the peculiar redness of the eye is owing to the absence
of the colouring matter from certain memCranes of the eye.

The posterior surface ofthe iris, and the surface of the mem-
brane of tho eye termed the choroid coat, are both, in the
natural state, covered with a dark-coloured pigment termed
the pigmentum nigrum. The blood-vessels that enter into

the composition of the iris and the choroid membrane are

exceedingly numerous ; but when the eye is natural, these

blood-vessels are concealed by the black pigment of which
we have just spoken. When, however, this pigment is ab-
sent, there is nothing to conceal these vessels from the
view ; they are soon filled with red blood, and they are so
numerous as to give to these parts of the eye the appearance
of intense redness. In the Albino, the colouring matter of
the eye, like that of the skin, is wholly absent, and the eye
appears intensely red because the blood-vessels of the most
highly vascular part of the organ are left entirely naked
and exposed to the view.

Such is the modification of the organs so singularly af-

fected in this curious variety of the human species. But of
the cause of this peculiar affection of the organs in question
we are wholly ignorant ; and the speculations of Buffon on
this Bubject afford a striking example of the absurdities into
which men, even of acute minds, fell when they substitute
conjecture for investigation, or deem it consistent with the
spirit of philosophy to place trust in fancy, when they are
without knowledge. Thus, assuming that white is the pri-
mitive colour of nature, he says, that this colour may be
varied by climate, food, and manners, to yellow, brown, or
black ; that these colours may, under certain circumstances,
return to the primitive colour, but so much altered, that it
has no resemblance to the original whiteness, because it has
been adulterated by the causes that have been assigned.
Nature, he tells us, in her most perfect exertions, made men
white ; and this same nature, after suffering every possible
change, still renders them white ; but the natural or specific
whiteness is very different from the individual or accidental.
It is useful, occasionally, to recur to what was formerly con-
sidered, and is still sometimes considered, as an explanation
of the phenomena of nature.

Some writers represent the peculiarities which distinguish
the Albinos as altogether the result of disease. They found
this opinion on the roughness and harshness of the skin, on
the tenderness of the eyes, and the comparative physical
weakness of these individuals. But the harsh and almost
leprous appearance of the skin, though sometimes found, is
by no means universal ; the tenderness of the eyes arises
from the increased sensibility of the organs in cousequence
of the abstraction of the dark-coloured substance by which,
in the natural state, they are defended from the light ; and,
even admitting it to be a fact, which, however, does not ap-
pear to be fully established, that these persons are physically
weaker than other men, it would not follow that this weak-
ness is the result of disease. As far as can be judged from
external appearance, and from their accounts of thel own
feelings, the white Negroes appear perfectly healthy ; and
we know that European Albinos exhibit not a single mark
of any disease whatever. It is also certain that domestic
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animals which exhibit varieties perfectly analogous to those

of the human Albinos are free from disease, as is familiarly

known with respect to the sheep, pig, horse, cow, dog, cat,

rabbit, &c.—for the Leucsthiopic constitution occurs both
in domestic and in wild animals : it has been observed not

only in the sheep, pig, horse, &c. but also in the mouse,
ferret, monkey, squirrel, rat, hamster, guinea-pie, mole,

opossum, martin, weasel, roe, fox, rhinoceros, elephant,

badger, beaver, bear, camel, buffalo, and ass ; and even in

the crow, blackbird, canary-bird, partridge, common fowl,

and peacock. It is remarkable, however, that it has never

been seen in any cold-blooded animal. In all the mam-
malia and birds just enumerated, the nature and characters

of the deviation seem to be perfectly analogous to those of

the human Albino. The pure whiteness of their skin and
other integuments, and the redness of the iris and pupil,

mark the same deficiency of colouring matter. A white

mouse, possessed by Blumenbach, exhibited the same ina-

bility to bear the light which has been observed almost
universally in the human examples : the animal kept its

eyelids closed even in the twilight.

ALBI'NUS (BERNARD SIEGFRIED), one of the

most celebrated anatomists of the eighteenth century, was
born at Frankfort, in the year 1697. He gave early promise
of extraordinary ability which he did not disappoint in his

riper years. From his father, who was professor of the
practice of medicine in the University of Frankfort, but
who subsequently filled the chair of anatomy at Leyden,
then the most celebrated school of medicine in Europe, his

•on imbibed a taste for the art whieh he afterwards pursued
with such splendid success. The position of his lather

afforded him the advantage of studying from his early

youth under the greatest masters of the age— Boerhaave,
Ruysch, and Rau—and after completing the usual course

of education at Leyden at a very early period, he visited

France, where he formed an intimate acquaintance with
Winslow and Senac. So well did he avail nimself of these

opportunities of acquiring knowledge, that his attainments

gained him the respect and friendship of each of these

eminent men, and by their influence, and more especially

by that of Boerhaave,he was elevated, at the age of twenty,
to the anatomical professorship of Leyden. This chair he
occupied without interruption and with extraordinary cele-

brity for the space of half a century. He is said to have
taken great pains with his lectures, and to have possessed

the happy art of communicating whatever knowledge he
possessed in a clear and interesting manner to his pupils.

He was a most laborious and indefatigable dissector ; and
excelled in making anatomical preparations, and especially

in the art of injecting, the mode of performing which he
had probably learned from his master Ruysch. But the
circumstance by which he was most distinguished was
the application of painting to the illustration of anatomy.
When not occupied in teaching, his hours were devoted to

the careful dissection of different parts of the body, the faith-

ful representation of which he secured by engaging the most
excellent painters that he could procure, and by constantly

superintending and directing their drawin gs. In this manner
be obtained admirable drawings of the muscles and bones
of the human body, the arteries and veins of the intestines,

*nd the bones of the foetus. But though he surpassed all

other anatomists in the description, no less than in the deli-

neation of the bones and muscles, and added much to anato-

mical science by the originality of his observations, yet he
did not disdain to edit the works of his illustrious predeces-

sors, but published correct and elegant editions of the works
of Harvey, the Anatomy of Vesalius, and of Fabricius of Ac-
quapendente, and the fine Anatomical Plates of Eustachius.

By this means he directed the attention ofhis contemporaries

to what was most valuable in the labours of those who had
preceded him in his favourite pursuit The circumstance
most to be regretted in his public life was the bitter con-

troversy in which he engaged, respecting a claim to a dis-

covery to which neither was entitled, with the illustrious

Haller, who had been his domestic pupil. The field of

science is not yet wholly free from contention and strife

;

but it is gratifying to observe that in the present day among
the cultivators of philosophy, in all its departments, there is

no example of such rancorous hostility as was frequent in

a former age. (For a list of the works of Albinus, see Watt's

BMiutheca Britannica, vol. L p. 14. z.)

ALBION, the oldest name by which the island of Great

Britain was known to the Greeks and Romans. Great

Britain and Ireland were known by the general appella-

tion of the Britannic Islands, while the former was de-
signated by the particular name of Albion or Alwion, and
the latter by that of Ierne, Iouernia, or Erin. Csesar does
not use the word Albion : his name for England is Britannia.

Pliny says (iv. 1 6), * the name of the island was Albion,
the whole set of islands being called Britannic* The
word Albinn is still the only name by which the Gaels of
Scotland designate that country ; and the word signifies in
the Gaelic language white or fair island. The word alb
itself is not now m use in the Gaelic, but is probably the
same root that we find in the Latin adjective atb-ust and in

the word « Alps.* Alb, however, is found in Armstrong's
GaeUc Dictionary. The termination t, inn, or mms* sig-

nifies ' island.*

The name of ' Albion* was probably given to England by
the Gaels of the opposite coast, who could not fail to be
struck with the chalky cliffs that characterise the nearest
part of Kent. Settlers from Gaul probably came over to

Britain ; and their descendants, as we presume the Gaels of
Scotland to be, though now confined to the northern part of
the island, still retain among them the name of Albinn* by
which the whole country was once designated. [See Eng-
land. See Thoughts on the Origin, $c. of the Gad, bf
James Grant, of Corrimony. Armstrong's Gaelic Dic-
tionary.']

ALBION, NEW. Tftiis name was given by 8ir Francis
Drake to the entire province of California and part of the
adjoining north-west coast of North America, which he
visited in the month of June, Id 79. The part of this coast

now known as New Albion is less extensive, and is limited,

by Humboldt and other modern geographers, to that portion

of the country Which is situated on the mainland, between
43 and 48 degrees of north latitude.

After Drake's visit, this region remained for a long time
unexplored. Cook was there during his third voyage in 1 778*
but it was not until April, 1792, that the coast was minutely
surveyed by Vancouver. The part of the country inland,

which was most particularly described by this navigator, was
in the neighbourhood of Port Discovery, in the Supposed strait

of Juan de Fuca, and the position of which is stated by
Vancouver to be in 48° 7' N. fat, and 122° 40' W. long. He
represents this country as being of a moderate height near
to the shore, but bounded on the east by mountains covered
with snow, to which the land from the water's edge rises in
a pleasing diversity by hills of gradual ascent, covered with
pines to their very summits. The soil he found to be, for

the most part, a light sandy loam, in several places of con-
siderable depth, and abundantly mixed with decayed vege-
tables. The forest trees, which appeared to grow very luxu-
riantly, consisted principally of silver pines, the Turamahae
and Canadian poplar, arbor vita?, common yew, black and
common dwarf oak, American ash, common hazel, sycamore,
sugar maple, mountain and Pennsylvania^ maple, American
alder, and common willow. These trees were for the most
part encumbered With a luxuriant growth of underwood.
Vancouver considered that the country was capable of high
improvement in an agricultural point of view. The sponta-
neous productions, which he found in the vicinity of the
woods, were nearly the same and were growing in equal
luxuriance with those under a similar parallel in Europe.
He found but few esculent vegetables ; the white or dead
nettlc^and samphire were most common : he likewise observed

the wild orache, two or three sorts of wild peas, and the
common hedge mustard. The two last-mentioned species

were found to be excellent of their kind. He likewise

gathered some gooseberries and roses.

The only living quadrupeds seen, were a black bear, two
or three wild dogs, a few rabbits, several small brown squir-

rels, rats, and mice, and the skunk, the effluvium from which is

described as being most intolerably offensive. Aquatic birds

were seen on the coast in great numbers. Among them
were some species of the tern, the common gull, the sea-

pigeon of Newfoundland, curlews, sandlarks, shags, and
black seapies, like those found on the coasts of New Hol-
land and New Zealand. The number of birds in the woods
was not great : a few spruce partridges were seen, and of
smaller birds but very few either in number or variety of
species. Some considerable numbers of white headed and
brown eagles, ravens, crows, American kingfishers, and
woodpeckers, were observed about th* water-side ; and a bird,

with light-brown plumage, of the crane or heron species, was
frequently seen ; its eggs, which were considerably large*

•
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than those of a turkey, were of a bluish east and had a plea-

sant taste. These birds, whose bodies were about the size of

the largest turkey, were not less than four feet high when
standing erect. Some blue and some nearly white herons

of the common size were also seen.

Only a few reptiles were observed, and none of them were
troublesome. A small common black snake, a few lizards

and frogs, together with a variety of common insects, were
the only animals of this description noticed.

The mineral productions generally found were iron ore,

quartz, agate, common flints, and compounds of siliceous,

with calcareous, nvagnesian, and argillaceous earths.
]

The native inhabitants of the eoa^t are not numerous.

They adorn their persons with paint, in the same manner,
but not to so great a degree, as the inhabitants of Nootka,

whom they much resemble in their general appearance.

Some few of those seen by Vancouver wore dresses made
with bark, others were dressed in the skins of animals, of the !

species usually found in the north-west part of North Ame-
rica, while the greater number were clad in woollen garments,

—and the whole were made with a considerable degree of

neatness. These people further showed their desire of con-

sidering their personal appearance by their fashion of wear-

ing the hair, which was generally combed and tied behind.

Their spears and arrows were fashioned similarly to those

of the inhabitants of Nootka : they were generally barbed

and pointed, sometimes with Hint, agate, or bone, but more
commonly with thin flat iron. It is remarked as an extra-

ordinary circumstance by Vancouver, that, in their purchases,

they were more ready to part with weapons pointed with

iron, than with others. Their bows were all made of yew,
and of superior construction. They were strengthened, some
with a strip of an elastic hide, others with the skins of ser-

pents, neatly and firmly atllxed to the wood by means of a

cement, the adhesive property of which is described as being
so great that it is impossible to effect a separation between
the two substances without destroying both. This cement
is not affected by cither damp or dry weather. The bow-
string is made of the sinews of marine animals.

The inhabitants do not remain long in any one spot.

Several deserted villages were seen, the huts being made of

a few crossed sticks, which could be covered with mats; and
these latter the natives easily carried with them in their

migrations.

These people have a curious method of disposing of their

dead, by depositing the bodies of adults in canoes, and those

of children in baskets, which are then suspended between
two trees, about twelve feet above the ground. In some of

the baskets were found small square boxes containing food.

It is probable that the course thus described is followed only

with the bodies of persons of consideration among the tribes,

as great numbers of skulls, ribs, &c, of human bodies, were
seen promiscuously scattered about the shore. Some bodies

were found, which appeared to have been then recently depo-

sited in the earth, and slightly covered over; rendering it

probable that the bones found on the beach had originally

been thus deposited, and had become uncovered by the

washing of the sea.

The natives were uniformly civil and friendly in their

deportment to their European visiters, without manifesting

the least sign of fear or suspicion. Their language is said to

be wholly different from that spoken by the inhabitants of

Nootka.
Port Discovery, already mentioned, is a perfectly safe and

convenient harbour, with exceedingly good holding-ground,

and free from rocks, but rather deep. It is a mile and three-

quarters wide at the mouth, and ten or eleven miles long.

The entrance is formed by low, projecting points, extending

on each side from high woodland cliffs, and corresponding

with points proceeding from an island lying off the mouth of

the harbour, and to which, from its position, Vancouver gave
the name of Protection Island. A stream of very fine water
discharges itself into the harbour about five miles from its

mouth. (Vancouver's Voyage.)

ALBOIN, one of those northern princes who esta-

blished kingdoms in Italy upon the ruins of the Roman
empire. He was the son of Audoiu, king of the Lombards,
(see Lombards,) one of the bravest, the most proud, and
the most free of the German nations. Tracing their origin

from Scandinavia, they were settled, at the time of which we
speak, about the middle of the sixth century, in Pannonia.
Here they became engaged in hostilities with the rival

monarchy of the Gepida? ; and in the earlv stage of this

contest, Alboin, then a youth, signalized his courage,

strength, nnd skill in arms, and the prince of the Gupida*

fell by his hand. After his accession to the Lombard thnne,

he became enamoured of Rosamond, daughter ofCuni-

mond, king of the Gepida?, and brother of her whom he

had slain, and sought her in marriage. His suit bemj;

rejected, he carried her off by force. War in consequent
broke out afresh ; and the Gepida?, supported by a Roman
army, were strong enough to compel the restoration of the

princess. But the love or resentment of Alboin led to the

renewal of hostilities : he obtained the assistance of the

Avars; the Romans abandoned the Gepida? to their fate;

they were defeated with great slaughter (a. d. oGti), and

their name and nation passed away. Cunimond fell by the

hand of Alboin, and Rosamond became the bride of the

victor; whose savage temper led him to fa>hion the skull of

the deceased monarch into a drinking-cup, long preserved

as a trophy by the Lombard princes.

In the year .jGs Alboin led the Lombards into Italv.

Narses, the imperial general, long the protector of Italv

and scourge of her northern invaders, is reported to have in-

vited him to this step. Be this as it may, the death of

Narses removed the man best qualified to oppose such an

enemy; and when Alboin crossed the Julian Alps (the

Tyrol), he overran the whole inland district of Italy, to the

gates of Rome and Ravenna, without meeting with an .Trun-

in the field. Milan opened its gates on the 4th of Septem-

ber, 569. Before Pavia he was detained more than three

years : and in anger he vowed to put all the inhabitants of

every age and sex to the sword. The city yielded at length

to famine. As he entered the gate his horse fell and could

not be raised again from the ground ; and the humanity of

one of his attendants, who interpreted this accident as a

token of Heaven's wrath against his bloody design, induced

him to countermand the intended massacre. Delighted with

the situation, he fixed his abode at Pavia, and it remained

for some ages the chief city of the Lombard dominions.

By the justice and mildness of bis government, Alboin

secured the a mictions of his people; and it is possible that,

had not his reign been limited to the short space of three

years and a half, he might have mastered the whole penin-

sula. The conquest <>f the Lombards was in some sort the

epoch of the regeneration of the people. Independent prin-

cipalities, communities, and republics began to be formed on

all sides ; a principle of life was infused into the country,

which had been so long buried in lethargic slumber. The

series of monarchs who succeeded Alboin were lonjr dis-

tinguished by their prudence, and by making the laws their

rule of conduct.

Alboin's life was terminated by domestic treachery.

Having drunk deep at a feast with the chief of his country-

men, he called for the cup of victory, the skull of Cuni-

mond : and when it had passed round the circle, ordered it

to be carried to Rosamond, with his request that she would

taste the wine, and rejoice with her departed father. Hie

queen obeyed, but she determined on revenge. One even-

ing, when Alboin, oppressed by wine and sleep, had retired

to his chamber, she unbolted the door to her paramour, the

kings armour-bearer, after she had herself fastened his

sword to the scabbard. Alboin was the best and bravest of

the Lombard warriors ; but, unarmed and surprised, he fell

an easy victim. His valour, generosity, and successes were

celebrated in the songs of the German nations even to the

age of Charlemagne. Paul Warnefrid, De Ge&lis Lanso-

oa/v/o;7///L--Muratori.— Gibbon, chap. xlv.

AL BORAK, the name of an imaginary animal, on

which, according to the Mohammedan tradition, the Arahian

prophet performed his journey from the temple at Jerusalem

through the heavens. It is conceived by them to have been

of a middle stature and size, between that of a mule and of

an ass, and to have received its name in allusion to the

shining whiteness of its colour.

ALBORNO'Z, GIL CARRILLO DE, was born at

Cuenca, about the beginning of the fourteenth century, of a

noble and wealthy family. He was educated at Sarago^a

under the care of his uncle, Don Zirneno, Archbishop of

that church, and studied law at Toulouse. King Alphon=w

XL made him one of his privy council and Archdeacon of

Alcantara. At the earnest request of the king, the chapter

of Toledo elected him archbishop of that city. In )'3W he

accompanied the king in his expedition against the Moors

to Tarifa, and saved his life in that engagement. Three

years after he was at the siege of Algcsiras, was dubbed a
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knight by the king himself, and sent with an important

mission to France. Alphonso was succeeded by his son,

Peter the Cruel, with whom Albornoz could not enjoy the

same degree of favour. This worthy prelate strongly re-

monstrated with him about his amours with Maria de Padilia,

but the king, far from listening to his admonitions, endea-

voured to sacrifice him to the vengeance of his favourite.

Albornoz sought refuge in Avignon, where Clement VI.,

who at the time occupied the papal see, received him with

the greatest demonstrations of esteem and respect, and
created him a cardinal. Upon this he renounced the arch-

bishopric of Toledo, saying, ' I should be as blameable in

keeping a wife with whom I can no longer live, as King
Peter is for abandoning his lawful wife in order to live with

a mistress.* In 1353 he was appointed legate, and entrusted

with the important mission of the reconquest of the papal

states. With a handful of men, and the pledging of his own
plate and jewels, he set out from Avignon. Upon entering

Italy, he treated the inhabitants with so prudent a policy,

that he gained them over to his side. He obtained a passage

through Tuscany, and interested in his favour the republic

of Florence. He then entered the papal states, and by

the exertions of Colas Rienzo, whom he brought from

Avignon, and by publishing indulgences for the faithful

and excommunications against the rebels, caused the Ro-
mans to tlock to his camp. He entered Montefalco and
Montefiascone in triumph, gained over Gentile Magliano,

the tyrant of Ferno, and reduced to obedience the Mala-

testi. In 1357 an intrigue raised against him at Avignon
made the pope recall him ; but the truth being discovered,

the order was countermanded, and Albornoz, proceeding

in his conquest, defeated Francesco Ordelafi of Forli,

the most powerful of all the petty tyrants of Roraagna, and

after a long war placed the popes in possession of their

state, not acquired by the old titles of worm-eaten parch-

ments, but by the right of conquest. When Urban V. came
to Italy, Albornoz went to meet him at Viterbo, and the

pope called his legate to give him an account of his admi-

nistration. The cardinal ordered a cart loaded with old keys

and locks to be brought into the court of the house, and

showing it to the pontiff, said, ' I have spent all my funds

in placing your Holiness in possession of all the towns and

castles, the keys of which I present to you/ The pope, sen-

sible of his ungrateful mistrust towards a man who had done

so much for him, embraced him cordially, and always after

entertained for him the greatest esteem. Having been ap-

pointed legate of Bologna, he gave to that city a new consti-

tution, and at his own expense founded there a college for the

Spaniards. This college is composed of a rector, thirty stu-

dents, and four chaplains, all Spaniards; one Portuguese

only may be admitted. They are all subject to the rector,

in civil as well as in criminal matters, and all enjoy the same
privileges as the nobility. Cardinal Albornoz died at Vi-

terbo, in 1364. The pope felt his loss so deeply, that for the

space of three days he would not see any body. The remains

of the cardinal were conveyed to Toledo, where he desired

to be buried. The pope granted a plenary indulgence, as

in the day of jubilee, to every person who should assist in

carrying the litter in which the body was conveyed ; and the

people accordingly flocked in great numbers from towns and
villages to meet the funeral procession of the illustrious de-

ceased, and thebody was literally carriedupon men's shoulders

from Viterbo toToledo. Albornoz left behind him awork, which
is extremely rare, On the Constitution of the Roman Church,

printed at Jesi, in 1473. Sepulveda, a collegian of Bologna,

published a short account of the life of Albornoz, in Latin,

at Bologna, 1623, without mentioning dates. Mariana, in

speaking of this celebrated personage, expresses himself in

the following terms :
' at all periods of his life he was equally

inflexible in matters ofjustice, a despiser of riches, constant,

without weakness in moments of difficulty, and it is bard

to say, whether he was more noted for his prudent govern-

ment in time of peace, or for his skill and valour in war/

[See Mariana ; Garibay.1

ALBOURS or ALBURZ. [See Elburz.]
ALBUERA, or ALBUHERA, a village on a small river

of the same name which falls into the Guadiana above Ba-

dajoz. The village is situated on the main road from

Seville to that fortress, and is distant from the latter about

sixteen miles. On the 1 6th of May, 1811, Albuera was the

scene of a desperate conflict between a French army, under

Marshal Soult, and an allied force of British, Portuguese,

and Spanish, under Marshal Beresford, Soult was advancing

from Seville to compel Beresford to raise the siege of Badajox,
and the latter prepared to receive him at Albuera. The
allied army consisted of 30,000 infantry (but of these little

more than 6000 were British), somewhat above 2000 cavalry,

and 38 guns. Soult commanded 19,000 chosen infantry,

with 4000 cavalry, and 50 guns. The position of the allies

was on a ridge parallel to the river, with the British in the

centre above the village, and the Spaniards on the right

wing. The French, on the other side of the river, were
concealed by the woods. Soult commenced by an attempt
to force a bridge leading to the village ; but this was only to

draw away the attention of the British from the real point
of attack. Fifteen thousand men and forty guns crossed the
river opposite to, or rather above, the extreme right of the

Spaniards, and gained a position, which not merely pro-

mised an easy victory, but threatened the retreat of the
allies. Thus Beresford found it necessary completely to

change his front when the battle was already commenced,
for nearly the whole of the French force was directed upon
the right flank, and not a British soldier was there. The
Spaniards could not be induced to advance against them

;

and the first division of the British that was brought be-
fore the French troops suffered so severely, that Beresford
was already meditating a fatal retreat, when Colonel Har-
dinge took upon himself to order the advance of the remain-
ing British infantry. Tins order was nobly obeyed ; and at

the very moment when the victory seemed to be m the hands
of the French, the British infantry advanced, and not giv-

ing the French time to open their heavy masses— for they
had imprudently charged in column— drove them, with
tremendous slaughter, from their position. This movement
decided the day. The French, protected by their superior

cavalry, re-crossed the river, and the allies remained masters
of the field. The loss of the French in killed and wounded
was 8000 ; that of the allies, 7000, besides 500 unwounded
prisoners who remained in the hands of the French. The
whole brunt of the battle had fallen upon the British, of
whom not more than 1500 out of 6000 were left standing.

Had Soult repeated the attack on the following day, nothing
could have saved the allies, as Beresford himself confessed

;

but the French general was deceived by the bold front which
Beresford presented, and commenced a retreat on the 1 8th,

leaving part of his wounded to the generosity of the British

The victory of Albuera added little to the reputation of Beres-
ford ; but never was better evidence given of the stubborn
courage of British infantry. (Napier s War in the Peninsula*
vol. in.)

AL-BUFERA, the name of several lagunes on the
southern coast of Spain and Portugal. It is derived from
the Arabic article at and boheira, the diminutive of bahr,
water or lake. Among these, the most remarkable is Albu-
fera de Valencia, which, commencing five or six miles to

the south of that city, covers a surface twelve miles in

length, from north to south, and four in breadth. A narrow
strip of land separates it from the sea, with which there is a
communication by a small opening. It abounds in wild-fowl

and fish, and is a source of considerable revenue. This re-

venue, in 1808, was attached to the crown; and was after-

wards given to the Duke of Wellington as a reward for his

services during the war with France. It is almost superflu-

ous to say that the neighbourhood of these lagunes is gene-
rally the seat of intermitting fevers. (Minano.)

ALBUM, a Latin word signifying any thing white. The
prsBtor s album was probably a board, either having the
surface or the letters white, on which the acts and edicts

of that functionary were inscribed and publicly exhibited.

The opinion of some writers who have supposed that it

was the room or place where such notices were hung up
is undoubtedly erroneous. Among the later Latin authors
we read of the album of the judges, the album ofthe senators,

and even the album of the citizens, which seem to have
been books or registers in which the names of persons of those

orders were enrolled. In the middle ages we find album,
and albus, and albo, (as an indeclinable noun,) used for a
register of saints, a muster-roll of soldiers, or, in general,

any list or catalogue of names. Album, also, sometimes
signifies a letter or epistle, in allusion to the white surface

of the paper or parchment. (See the Glossaries of Ducange
and Carpentier.) An album, in modern times, is a book
appropriated usually to receive the signatures or other ma-
nuscript contributions of authors, travellers, or any other

persons of whom it is thought worth while to collect such
memorials; but sometimes, also, merely as a repository
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of drawings, prints, verse?, and other miscellaneous frag-

ments. On the continent the note-book of a tourist, in

which he makes on the spot His memoranda of places and

occurrences, is often called his album; but. such a use of

the word is not, we believe, known in this country.

ALBU'MEN, from the Latin word AI0umen*\\\e white of

an egsj. The peculiar substance designated by this term,

forms a constituent principle of urbanised bodies. It h
common to plants and animals: and its essential properties

are found to be the same from whichever kingdom of the

organised world it is derived.

Vegetable albumen is found in the green fecula? of plants

in general; in the fresh shoots of trees, in the sap of many
plants, in the bitter-almond, the sweet-almond, and the

emulsive seeds in general; but it exists in the greatest

abundance in such vegetables as ferment without yeast, and
aflbrd a vinous liquor.

Vegetable albumen is coagulable by heat ; before co-

agulation if is soluble in cold water; after coagulali m it is

insoluble in water : it is insoluble in alcohol; sparingly so-

luble in acids ; abundantly soluble in alkalies, and from the

alkaline solutions it is precipitated by acids. Vegetable
albumen is one of the few vegetable substances, into the

composition of which nitrogen enters as a component prin-

ciple.

Albumen exhts much more abundantly in animals than
in plants. It forms a constituent both of the animal fluids

and solids. Of the animal (luids, it forms an essential part

of the serum of the blond; it abounds in the fluid that

moistens the surface of the internal cavities of the body and
of the organs they contain, anil it exists in large quantity
in the watery fluid poured out into those cavities in the
disease termed dropsy. In the animal solids it forms the

principal part of all membranes: of the skin, of fibrin, the
basis of muscle or ttesh, and of the organs called glands.

Animal albumen then exists in the animal body in two
states, in the thud and the solid form. The best example of

lluid albumen is the white of egg. The white of egg con-
sists entirely of albumen held in solution in water, and
combine I with a small quantity of saline matter. It is,

therefore, nearly pure albumen. In this state it is a thick

glairy thud, denser than water, insipid, without odour, mix-
ing readily with cold water, in a large quantity of which it

is completely dissolved. Exposed in this lluid form to at-

mospheric air, it runs rapidly into putrefaction ; but if a thin

layer of it be exposed to a current of air it dries and is eon-
verted into a solid, hard, and transparent substance re-

sembling horn, and in this condition it may be preserved
for any length of time without change.
The most remarkable character of albumen is the pro-

perty it posses >f changing from a fluid to a solid state
on the application of heat. This process is termed coa-
gulation. If the white of an o<^^ be exposed to a heat
of about 131 of Fahrenheit, white fibres begin to appear
in it: if the heat he raised to lf.o°, the lluid substance
is converted into a solid mass: if the heat be still fur-

ther increased to %212 , it dries, shrinks, and assumes the
appearance of horn. In proportion as albumen is diluted
with water, it requires a higher temperature to coagulate
it; but if water hold in solution only the one-thousandth
part of its weight of albumen, the water is rendered opaque
by b<almg. Before coagulation albumen is abundantly
soluble in cold water; after coagulation it is no longer so-

luble in water.

But heat is by n^ means the only agent capable of coagu-
lating albumen. Fluid albumen is changed into a solid bv
alcohol, and one of the readiest modes oi' obtaining solid

albumen is to agitate while of c^ {S with ten or twelve times
its weight of alcohol. The alcohol unites with the water
which held the albumen in solution, and the albumen is pre-

cipitated under the ibrm of white filaments.

Albumen is also coagulated by a!" the stronger acids, the
sulphuric, the muriatic, and the nitric: but not by the
acetic. It is also coagulated by the metallic salts, such as

muriate of tin, subneetate of lead, muriate of gold, fee.
;

and ?o delicate a test of the presence of this substance is the

bichloride of mercury, or, as it is commonlv called, corrosive

sublimate, that if a single drop of a saturated solution of

corrosive sublimate be let fall into water containing onlv

the two-thousandth part of albumen, it will occasion a

milkiness in the water, and produce a curdy precipitate.

If a slight excess of the mercurial solution be added t > the

albuminous Kquid and heat applied, the precipitate which

falls on being dried is found to contain in every seven parts,

five of albumen.
Galvanism also coagulates albumen. If an albuminous

lluid be exposed to the agency of galvanism, pure soda will

make its appearance at the negative wire ; while the albu-

men will coagulate around that which is in connexion with

the positive pole of the battery. (See Lessaigne, Annates

cf<> Chimic)
The process of the coagulation of albumen by heat is

not clearly understood. When this substance is coagulated

bv a chemical agent, such as a metallic salt, it is con-

ceived that the albumen is thrown down in consequence

of forming an insoluble compound with the substance evn-

ploved. This is also supposed to be the mode by \v*i ,r:h

acids coagulate it : but when heat is the agent by which i!*

coagulation is etfected, the operation is conceived to con»>t

mainlv in the abstraction of the alkali contained in the

albumen. According to this account, liquid albumen k
supposed to be a solution of solid albumen in alkali ; heat

abstracts the alkali, and, consequently, the albumen can no

longer retain the lluid form. But to this explanation Dr.

Bostock objects that it is proved by direct experiment, that

the quantity of alkali in albumen is too minute to retain it

in solution, and that the alkali may be neutralized and the

albumen still retain its lluid form.

Albumen, like most other animal substances, is composed
of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen. According to

the analysis of Gay-Lussac and Thenard, the proportions are,

Carbon . . 52'8S3

Hydrogen . . 7'540

Oxygen . . 23"87'2

Nitrogen . . 15-705

100

According to Dr. Prout, the proportions are the following

Carbon . . 50
Hvdrogen . . 778
Oxygen . . 26'67

Nitrogen. . . 1555

100

Animal albumen, as well as vegetable, furnishes ammonia
when decomposed by heat. This fact shows their probable

similarity, although vegetable albumen has not been ana-
lyzed.

Albumen, from its property of coagulating by heat, is of

great use in the clarification of liquids. The albumen, as it

is rendered solid by the application of heat, entangles all the

substances not held in solution by the thud, and carries them
with it to the surface in the form of scum.

But the most interesting application of albumen is its em-
ployment as an antidote against one of the most virulent of

the mineral poisons. Corrosive sublimate, or bichloride of mer-
cury, is scarcely second in the violence and certainty of its

poisonous properties to arsenic itself. For this poison, albumen
is a sure and effectual antidote. The world is indebted to

Orlila,the celebrated Parisian toxioologist, for this discovery

This distinguished man has instituted many experiments
by which he has established the fact, of which the following

may serve as an example. He gave twelve grains of corro-

sive sublimate to a small-sized dog; the poison was allowed
to act for four minutes, by this time there were unequi-
vocal indications of the commencement of its ordinary effects

The antidote was then administered, the white of eggs being
freely given. After several fits of vomiting, the animal l>e-

eamo apparently free from pain, and in five days was quite
well. Another experimentalist gave a dose of the poison to

a rabbit ; he allowed it to act uncontrolled : the rabbit was
dead in seven minutes. He then gave a similar dose to an-
other rabbit ; he administered albumen in the form of white
of eggs just as the first indications of uneasiness com-
menced, and in this oa«e no serious symptom of any kind
ensued. It would seem as the result of several expe-
riments, that the white of one e^g is required to render
four grains of corrosive sublimate innoxious. The effi-

cacy of this antidote has been fully established in the
human subject. Several cases are on record in which this

poisun was taken both by accident and design, in which the
immediate and free administration of the white of eggs dis-

armed it of all noxious influence. A man took half a drachm
of corrosive sublimaTe. and was attacked with the usual
symptoms. The white of eggs was immediately and freelv

administered The symptoms were at once arrested, ancl
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the patient recovered without sustaining any material in-

convenience. This remedy once saved the life of Thenard,
the celebrated chemist. While at lecture this gentleman
one day inadvertently swallowed, instead of water, a mouth-
ful of a concentrated solution of corrosive sublimate. He
instantly perceived the fatal error he had committed ; but

he was aware of the remedy. He sent immediately for

eggs, which he was so fortunate as to procure within the

space of four minutes. He swallowed the white of eggs
freely. At the time when he began to take the remedy he
had not vomited ; neither did vomiting occur at all j conse-

quently the whole of the poison must have been retained,

and yet he sustained no material injury. There cannot be
a doubt that without the prompt use of the albumen he
would inevitably have died.

ALBU'MEN, in plants, is the substance which in some
seeds is interposed between the embryo and their coat. It

varies very much in density, and other characters, and is

often the most valuable part of a plant. In the cocoa-nut, it

is the meat, the milk being a fluid, uncondensed portion of

it ; in the coffee-seed, it is the part that is roasted ; and in

corn, it is that which is ground into flour. The oil of the

castor-oil plant, and of the poppy, the aroma of the nut-

meg, and the greasy* nutritious substance that forms choco-

late, are all the produce of albumen.
This substance in the beginning is of a "pulpy nature, and

is the matter in which the young embryo first makes its ap-

pearance ; in this state it is present in all plants, but as the
embryo, for the nutriment of which it is destined, increases

in size, the albumen is gradually absorbed by it, either

wholly, as in the turnip, the pea, the bean, and the like; or in

part only, the residue being of a consistence varying between
softness, as in the poppy, and extreme hardness, as in the
date palm.

Botanists find its presence in abundance, or its total or

almost total absence, a character of very great importance in

distinguishing the different tribes of plants.

ALBUQUERQUE, ALFONSO, (or, as the Portu-
guese write his name, Affonso Alboqubrqub,) the greatest

ofthose captainswho built the short-lived fabric of Portuguese
empire in India, was born at Melinda, in Africa, a. d. 1452.

He was the second son of Gonzalvo d'Albuquerque, lord of

Villaverde, descended of a bastard branch of the royal family

of Portugal. In his youth he was first esquire to king
John H. ; but he first becomes well-known to us in the year

1503, when, in conjunction with Francisco Albuquerque,

his cousin, or uncle, he conducted a fleet to India, and se-

cured the king of Cochin on his throne, which had been
endangered by his powerful neighbour, the Zamorin of Ca-
licut. These two cities were situated on the coast of Ma-
labar, both to the south of Bombay, in lat. 9° 57' 30", and
11° 15' respectively; E. Ion. 76° 16' 15", and 75° 50'. In
gratitude for their services they obtained leave to build a
fort at Cochin, which, according to the Portuguese authors,

is to be considered as the foundation of their national em-

Eire in the East. Francisco Albuquerque was wrecked on
is voyage home. Alfonso reached Lisbon safely, July 16,

1504, and was favourably received by the king, who sent

him out to India again, in 1506, in command of a squadron
of five ships, composing part of a fleet of sixteen, under the
orders of Tristan da Cunha. For a time the generals car-

ried on a prosperous warfare against the Moorish cities on
the eastern coast of Africa. Da Cunha, sailing for India,

left Albuquerque to command in the Arabian seas ; who,
weary of the petty piratical warfare in which he had hitherto

been engaged, conceived the project of taking the small but
important island of Ormuz, in lat 27° 8', at the mouth of

the Persian Gulf, which, being admirably situated for com-
merce, was at that time one of the great emporiums of the

East. Accordingly he appeared before Ormuz, Sept. 25,

1507, having already in his course reduced most of the chief

trading towns between the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf.

The terms of his message to the prince whose territory he
invaded are worthy of attention. He came, he said, not to

bring war, but peace,—peace, however, to be obtained only

by paying tribute to the kingof Portugal, instead of the

king of Persia ; but then the Portuguese monarch was so

great a lord, that it wa3 better to be his vassal than to

command empires. Zeifadin, king of Ormuz, was a youth,

and the government was really in the hands of a eunuch,

named Cogi-Atar, who underrated the advantage of being

subject to the Portuguese, and plainly said that their de-

mands were impudent and unreasonable. But their cannon

proved cogent arguments ; and he was obliged to submit,
after the shipping and part of the town had been burnt,
Cogi-Atar was deeply mortified when he saw to what a
handful of men he had yielded. He concerted a revolt,

which proved successful. Albuquerque was compelled to
evacuate the place ; and after an unsuccessful attempt to
reduce it by famine, returned to the island of Socotra, off

Cape Guardafui, leaving his chief purpose unaccomplished.
Being joined by three ships bound to India, he set sail for

the Malabar coast, in 1508. He carried out a secret com-
mission, authorizing him to supersede Don Francisco d*Al-
meida, governor of the Indies, when the period of his com-
mission should have expired. On arriving at Cananor he
informed Almeida of this ; but the governor, already pre-
judiced against him by the reports of some officers, who had
treacherously sailed away from his squadron, and thereby
caused his failure at Ormuz, received him very coldly, de-
clined either to surrender the government or to accept his

services in anv subordinate capacity, and finally threw him
into prison, wnere he remained three months. The arrival

of the Grand Marshal of Portugal, with a powerful fleet, re-

stored him to liberty. Almeida returned home ; and Albu-
querque was acknowledged General and Commander-in-
Chief in India.

This fleet was intended to act against the Zamorin of
Calicut, whose long-continued hostility had made him very
obnoxious to the Portuguese. The Marshal entreated Al-
buquerque to entrust him with the command in this service,

and Albuquerque reluctantly consented ; but only by halves.

The fleet accordingly was divided into two squadrons. A ve-
teran officer augured ill from this arrangement, and said that
there was little good to be expected from one body with two
heads. His prediction was verified: jealousy of Albu-
querque, whose division had gained the start in landing,

and foolhardy courage, induced the Marshal to venture too

far with a small number of followers, in hopes of gaining

possession of the Zamorin s palace. He succeeded in this

;

but the Indians rallied, and he was surrounded and slain,

with most of his principal officers. Albuquerque, in at-

tempting to rescue him, was desperately wounded ; and the

Portuguese were forced to return to their vessels with
considerable loss, having done much injury to the town
and shipping.

The commission of Albuquerque was far less extensive

than that of his predecessors in the Indian government,
which had extended from the Cape of Good Hope to the

farthest regions of India. The court of Portugal now di-

vided this mighty charge into three portions—one compre-
hending the eastern coast ofAfrica and the coast of Asia,

from the tropic of Capricorn to Cambay , the second, Hin-
doostan, which was allotted to Albuquerque ; the third, the

rest of India east of the Ganges. Its chief object was to

prosecute its conquests in the Red Sea, and to monopolize

the Indian trade by destroying that carried on between India

and Egypt. With this view the greater part of the reinforce-

ments sent to the East were ordered to act in the Red Sea,

under the command of George d'Aguiar ; and Albuquerque
thus seemed placed in a secondary command : but by good
fortune and good policy he succeeded in frustrating, in some
degree, the designs of the court, and contrived to gain nearly

as extensive authority as his predecessors had held. Diego
Lopez de Silveira, who was sent out to the eastern division

witn an independent command, failed in establishing a set-

tlement at Malacca, lost some of his ships, and returned to

Europe, leaving two of them with Albuquerque. D'Aguiar
perished in a storm, and of his scattered snips some went
to India, which Lemos, the successor of D'Aguiar, sent to

demand. For some time he got nothing but fair words : at

last the general, assembling a council of his officers, told

them, that by the orders of his court he was to send ail the

succours which he could to Lemos, and that he was deter-

mined to go in person. The whole force under his com-
mand set sail from Cochin, ostensibly for the Red Sea;
but before they arrived off Goa, they were met by Timoia,

prince of Onor, who urged the impolicy of going, to the

Red Sea to attack the Caliph of Egypt. He added, that,

in the absence of the prince of Goa on other wars, the

present was a most favourable moment for the enter-

prise. The statement of Timoia was laid before a mili-

tary council, and the governor gravely remarked on the in-

expediency of disobeying express orders, unless on very sure

grounds of advantage. It is not certain whether this scene

was previously arranged with the Indian prince, or whether
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Albuquerque had been sincere in his proposed intention of

•ailing for the Red Sea. His ambition, and jealous care of
4

his own glory, would lead us to believe the former ; and the

change seems too important to be so hastily made, had it

not been contemplated beforehand. In fine, it was resolved

to sail to Goa ; and that rich and prosperous city fell into

his hands almost without resistance. His energy may be
judged from the rapidity with which his enterprises were
conducted. He appeared before Calicut January 2, 1510,

and though severely wounded there, he entered Goa the 1 7th

February following. But he was unable to hold it. That
town, in name belonging to the Decoan, was governed by a
Mpor named Idalcan, who, like other powerful Indian sub-

jects, paid little obedience to his nominal sovereign. He
was absent when Albuquerque took his town, but he lost no
time in collecting a powerful force, and by dint of numbers
regained possession of it, and shut the Portuguese up in the

citadel. Albuquerque's difficulties were increased, and in

great measure produced, by the discontent, mutinous con-

duct, and almost treachery, of his officers. At last he was
reduced to the alternative of abandoning the citadel and
taking to his ships, or suffering the river to be blocked up,

and all chance of escape lost. He chose the former. But
the bar being impassable during the south-west monsoon,
which had already set in, he was obliged to remain in the

harbour, compelled by the enemy's fire constantly to shift

his place, and exposed to all the evils of famine. His energy
and the bravery of his troops triumphed over their em-
barrassments ; and they maintained their ground, though
not without much loss and suffering, till the navigation

was again open. Finally he left the harbour August 15,

1510. The history of this siege of Goa is full of interest,

and will repay the trouble of perusing it at length. 8

In the course of the year strong reinforcements were sent

out from Portugal, and, at the same time, Lemos was re-

called, and his command made over to Albuquerque. The
same autumn Albuquerque attacked Goa a second time, and
carried it by storm, Nov. 25. Early in the next year he
meditated new conquests. A detachment of the fleet which
had been sent out in the preceding year, was especially or-

dered to proceed to Malacca under the command of Diego
de Vasconcellos. Albuquerque, as he had done before in

the case of Lemos, detained this squadron for his own use

;

by fair means while he could ; but when Vasconcellos ex-

pressed at length his resolution to proceed forthwith to his

appointed destination, he hesitated not expressly to forbid

his doing so, under pain of imprisonment to himself, and
death to all inferior officers under his command. Vascon-
cellos, undeterred by these threats, set sail, but he was stopped
by a superior force, and was himself sent back to Portugal,

while three of his officers were put to death. It is possible

that the letter of Albuquerque's commission might justify

him in exacting obedience to his own orders from all persons
in his government, even to the disobedience of orders received

from the king. Still the act was cruel and selfish, and
highly illustrative of his character. Looking to the circum-
stances, there can De no doubt but that the motive for it was
not the maintenance of discipline, but a resolution to mono-
polize every opportunity ofacquiring fame and power in India.

As soon as Vasconcellos was removed, Albuqueraue sailed

himself on the expedition against Malacca, flat. 2 12', long.

102° 5' 15",) which hitherto he had put off on different pre-

texts, and, with some difficulty, captured the town, which was
given up to plunder. Immense wealth was obtained. The
fifth of the booty, which was set apart for the king, was
valued at 200,000 gold cruzadoes, exclusive of naval and
military stores, among which 3000 cannon were said to have
been found. In this expedition his troops amounted only to

800 Portuguese, and 200 Malabar auxiliaries : the Malayan
prince is said to have had 30,000 men under arms.

Albuquerque had it much at heart to establish the Portu-
guese power as firmly at Malacca as at Goa. He built a
citadel, coined money, established a new system of law and
police, and lost no opportunity of conciliating the natives.

He received and sent embassies to the kings of Siam, Pegu,
and other neighbouring princes, who were deeply impressed
by the rapid growth of the power ofthese European strangers.

After remaining at Malacca near a year, he set sail for Goa.
On his voyage he encountered a violent storm ; his ship was
wrecked, and he himself, washed into the sea, narrowly
escaped with his life. He reached Cochin with the scattered

remains of his squadron at the end of February, 1512. His
first object was to proceed to the relief of Goa, which in his

absence was hard pressed by Idalcan. But the Portuguese
force in India was never large ; and owing to the casualties

of war and shipwreck, and the loss of the troops left in gar-

rison at Malacca, he was obliged to wait for the arrival o*

the annual reinforcements before he could bring his favourite

city effectual help. Moreover he found much to be remedied,

and much that required his presence at Cochin, where the
extortion of the principal Portuguese, and the scandalous

lives of all, had very much alienated the good will of that

friendly city. Having obviated these evils as well as he
could, he sailed for Goa, September 13, 1512. He was
received with lively joy ; His presence soon removed all cause

for disquietude, and established the power of the Portu-

guese more firmly than ever. He relaxed the king's dues,

and gave every encouragement to commerce, and Goa
soon became the most flourishing city of the Portuguese
dominions. It was observed, even then, that the king's

revenue was increased, instead of suffering, by the reduction

of duties. Idalcan and the Zamorin of Calicut, thinking

further resistance hopeless, sued for peace, and die Portu-

guese influence was effectually and surely established along
the Malabar coast from Cape Comorin to Goa.

The orders of the court were still urgent to prosecute the
war in the Red Sea ; and seeing India quiet, he, now, in

1513, directed his efforts to the reduction of Aden [See
Aden], a considerable commercial town of Arabia. His
force, much larger than usual, consisted of twenty ships,

1000 Portuguese, and 400 Malabar troops; (Barros, Decad.
II. lib. vii. cap. 9.) but he reaped neither honour nor profit

by this voyage. Repulsed at Aden, he entered the Red
Sea, leading the first European fleet that ever sailed in its

waters ; but he experienced much hardship and danger from
heat, want, and difficulty of navigation, and returned to

India without striking a blow.

His last enterprise was a second attempt upon Ormuz, in

which he succeeded (1507) without recourse to arms, by the

effects of terror and negotiation ; and the place remained
in the hands of the Portuguese till it was taken from them
in 1 622, by the English and Shah Abbas. [See Abbas.]

Albuquerque, after his first failure, vowed never to cut
his beard till he had regained Ormuz, and it is said that he
wore it till he could knot it to his girdle. Soon after the
accomplishment of this favourite wish he fell sick, and was
obliged to return to Goa. At the mouth of the Gulph he met
a vessel bearing despatches from Europe. They signified his

recall ; that Lopez Soarez d'Albergaria was nommated his

successor ; and that Diego Pereira and Diego Mendez de
Vasconcellos were appointed to high offices. His proud
spirit was deeply hurt. ' What

!

' he said, • Soarez governor

!

Vasconcellos and Pereira, whom I sent home as criminals,

sent out again in posts of honour ! I have gained the hate of
men for the love of the king, and am disgraced by the king
for the love of men. To the grave, miserable old man ! to the
grave, it is time !

' He might have seen something more in

this,—a just return for his unworthy treatment of Vascon-
cellos. His illness, aggravated by vexation, proved fatal.

He died December 16, 1M5, in lus 63rd year. His body
was conveyed to Goa, and buried in the church of Our
Lady, which he had built ; and in future years—a touch-
ing testimony to the uprightness of his government

—

Moors and Indians repaired to his tomb, as to that of a
father, to implore redress from the injustice and tyranny of
his successors. His bones, more than fifty years after his
death, were transported to Portugal.

Albuquerque has undoubted claims to the name of a
great man. To his country he rendered most important
service : and if, in the irresponsibility of a distant command,
he presumed sometimes to contravene or neglect the orders
of nis king, he was actuated by no more ignoble motive
than the love of glory, and ever had in view the welfare of
his country, and next to that, his own honour. As a public
servant he was scrupulously honest ; as governor of an obe-
dient people, scrupulously just; though his temper was aus-
tere and arbitrary, and his punishments were awfully severe.

His views as a statesman were enlarged and judicious, his
skill great as a general, his courage as a soldier daring to
rashness. On the other hand, where territory was to be
gained to his country, or renown to himself, he was stopped
by no considerations of right or wrong. The attack on
Malacca admits ofjustification ; but the capture ofOrmuz and
Goa were provoked by no acts of hostility, and can be sanc-
tioned by no law but that of the longest sword. His cha-
racter is well exemplified in a scheme which ho is said to
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have proposed to the Emperor of Ethiopia for destroying
tho commerce of Egypt by turning the course of the Nile
into the Red Sea, ana thus converting that fruitful land
into a barren desert. The project is called grand by his-

torians . it is certainly great ; but the very idea of such an
impossible undertaking throws some discredit upon the Ge-
neral's knowledge. And it seems never to have occurred
either to them or to him, that there would have been any
moral guilt in blotting out from the earth a fertile, popu-
lous, and extensive country, to gratify the grasping thirst

for monopoly of a second-rate European kingdom.
The second decade of Barros's History of the Portuguese

Conquests in the East is entirely occupied by the transactions

of which we have here given a short sketch, from the sailing

of Da Cunha and Albuquerque to the death of Albuquerque.
Those who do not read Portuguese may consult MafTei,

Historia Indira; Lafltau, Hist, des Conauctes des Portu-
gal dans le Nouveau Monde; and the Modern Universal
History.

ALBURNUM, in plants, is that part of the stem of trees

which timber-merchants call sapwood. It is the newly
formed, unchanged wood lying immediately below the bark,
and is always of a very light colour. It is the principal

channel through which the crude sap is conveyed from the
roots into the leaves, and is, therefore, an indispensable part

in all exogenous trees. [See Age of Trees.] It consists

of little besides vegetable tissue ; in which respect it differs

from heartwood or duramen, which is vegetable tissue com-
bined with solid secretions, the nature of which varies with
species. It is probably on the latter account that heartwood
is so much more durable than sapwood ; for all vegetable
tissue is in itself equally perishable, and it only ceases to be
so in consequence of (he presence of secretions of a less de-
structible character.

While many plants have the alburnum and heartwood
distinctly separated, there are others, technically called

whitewooded trees, which consist of nothing but alburnum.
This arises from their not forming any solid secretions which
can give durability to the central parts ; hence all such trees

are quickly perishable, and are generally unfit for any but
temporary purposes.

ALBY, or ALBI, a town in France, the capital of the de-

partment of the Tarn, and upon the left or south bank of the
river which gives name to the department It is an archi-

episcopal see, and perhaps the worst built of all places of

similar rank in France. It is not, however, without objects

worthy of notice. Tho cathedral is remarkable for boldness
and elegance ; the interior is adorned with old paintings

;

it has one of the best organs in France, and a fine choir

;

and it contains a silver shrine, in which were said to be
preserved the relics of St. Clair, the first bishop of the
see. The revenue of the archbishop is computed at about
20,000 francs (less than 850/.) ; his palace is on the banks
of the Tarn, in a pleasant situation, and with an extensive
prospect. The village of ChSteauvieux, on the side towards
Montauban (tne west), forms a suburb of the town. Albi
possesses a fine promenade planted with trees, called La
Lice, just outside the city, formed by a terrace, and com-
manding a view of the adjacent country. The number of
inhabitants is about 11,000; they have some manufactures
of linen, cotton, hats, cord, and wax-lights. A library of
1 1 ,000 volumes, a museum of natural history, and a society

of rural economy, trade, and statistics, contribute to the
improvement of the place. There is also a theatre. Albi
is 350 miles south of Paris: 43° 55' N. lat., 2° 8' E. long,

from Greenwich.
The arrondissement of Albi contains 566 square miles,

1 05 communes, and above 75,000 inhabitants. The neigh*
bourhood of the town, formerly the district of Albigeois, is

fertile in corn, grapes, plums, and saffron ; many sheep are

fed ; and a considerable trade is carried on in dried fruits,

wine, and coarse cloth. This district is well wooded.

The name Albigeois, abovementioned, is derived from the

Latin form of the name of the town, Altriga,—from which,
likewise, it is said, the early reformers of this part took the

rumo of Albigenses ; whether from their prevalence in this

neighbourhood, or because their opinions were condemned at

the council of Albi, is uncertain. Some, however, derive

the name Albigenses from Albigesium, the general denomi-

nation of Narbonese Gaul in the middle ages.

ALCA (Cuvier), the auk, a genus of web-footed sea-

birds, which has a singularly-formed bill, being very broad

When viewed laterally, straight towards the base, but much

curved towards the point. Both the mandibles are half
covered by projecting feathers, and furrowed near the

point. The upper mandible is crooked, and the under
forms a projecting angle. The nostrils are towards the middle
of the sides of the upper mandible, beinp very narrow and
almost closed by a membrane covered with feathers. The
legs are short, and placed far back, so that the birds when
standing have their backs nearly perpendicular. There
are only three toes fully webbed, the back toe being want-
ing. The claws are somewhat pointed. The wings are

shoit, and the first quill is as long as the second, or perhaps
a little longer.

There are only two species known, the great auk and the
razor-bill, both natives of the British Isles.

ALGA2US, one of the most celebrated lyric poets of

Greece. Of his compositions, once so much admired,
nothing but fragments remain, consisting for the most part
only of a few lines, or even words. These have been pre-

served in quotations by later authors. Among them we find

two passages, which Horace evidently has imitated, in the
two first stanzas of the eighth, and the two first stanzas
of the fourteenth, odes of the first book. Horace makes
frequent mention of him, and always in terms of the highest
admiration. Alcoous was a native of Mitylene, in Lesbos

;

and wrote about the forty-fourth Olympiad, or B.C. 600*
being the contemporary and countryman, and, it is said, the
admirer also, of the celebrated poetess Sappho. Of his life

but one anecdote worth relating is preserved, that, in a battle

with the Athenians, he threw away his armour, (a mortal
disgrace according to Greek notions of honour,) and sought
safety in ftigrft : a species of nervousness to which great

poets seem to be addicted, to judge from the similar mishaps
of Archilochus and Horace. The victors dedicated his ar-

mour in the temple of Athene, at Sigeum. From Alcieus,

the Alcaic, one of the most beautiful of lyric metres, derives

its name. His poems, we learn from Quintilian and Horace,
were more severe and elevated in style and subject than
those of most of the followers of the lyric muse : of the frag-

ments preserved, however, many are in praise of wine. The
most striking is one which has been finely expanded by Sir

W.Jones. Alearns aspired to be the poet of liberty ; and
directed the full vigour of his genius against Pittacus, who
had raised his power above that of his fellow-citizens, or in

Greek language, made himself tyrant of Mitylene. The best

collection of the fragments of Alcoeus is in the Cambridge
Museum Criticum, vol. i. p. 421, and in Gaisford's Mnor
Poets, Leipzig, 1823.

Other persons of the name of Alcsous are named by an-
cient wnters. We shall only mention two,—an Athenian
tragic poet, and a comic poet who contended with Aristo-

phanes for the prize, when he produced the Plutus, 01. 98-1.

B.C. 388.

ALCAIDE or ALCAYDE, a Spanish word derhred from
the Arabic kdyid from the verb kdda, which means to head.

The alcaide was formerly the governor of a fortress or a
castle, and also the keeper of a jail. This name is fre-

quently mistaken by foreigners for that of alcalde. The
offices of these two functionaries, however, differ very widely,

as the one is a military officer, and the other a civil ma-
gistrate. (Covarrubias. Diccionario de la Acadetnia.)

ALCALA', a very common name in the southern parts

of Spain, where the empire of the Arabs was of the longest

duration. It is derived from the Arabic El-Calaat, which
means a castle.

ALCALA' DE HENARES, a town of Spain, in New
Castile, situated in a fine plain on the river Nares or Henares,

whence it derives its name. About a mile from its present

situation, stood an ancient Roman colony, at the confluence

of the small rivers Camorma, Camdrmilla, and Torote, and
probably to this circumstance it owed its name of Complutum,

ni Compluvium, or a 'flowing together: This town was
•oyed about the year 1000 of the Christian »ra. The

present city was rebuilt in 1083, and surrounded with a strong

wall. It is also called Alcalade San Justo, on account of
the saint of this name having suffered martyrdom there

under the the pnetor Dacianus. The Moors possessed it

until the beginning of the twelfth century, when it was con-
quered by Don Bernardo, Archbishop of Toledo. It if

celebrated for its university, which was founded in 1510,
and richly endowed by Cardinal Ximenez de Cisneros. The
plan was taken from that of Paris, and embraced the study of
divinity, law, astronomy, and languages. It was in this

university, and at the expense of its founder, that the famous
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Polyglot Bible was edited. The acquisition of seven He-
brew manuscripts alone cost 7000 gold crowns, and the
most eminent philologists of the age contributed their talent

to this undertaking. At the distance of about a mile from
the city, stands a bridge upon the river Henares, from which
the towers and domes of thirty-eight churches and nineteen
colleges present a magnificent appearance. The Archbishop
of Toledo has in this town a superb palace ornamented by
the celebrated artists Berrugnete and Covarrubias. The
cathedral is a fine gothic building in imitation of that of

Toledo. In the college of St. Ildefonso is seen the sepulchre
of Cardinal Ximenez, wrought in alabaster, with his reclining

statue upon it, by Domcnico Fiorentino. In the cathedral
and the other churches are found excellent paintings by
Arco, Sevilla, Carducio or Carducho, Ribera, and Gonzalez.
The environs of AlcaKi are pleasant and productive. Its

climate is mild but rather cold in winter, owing to the want
of trees, and the elevation of the city, which is about 2000
feet above the level of the sea. This city is the birth-place

of the Emperor Ferdinand, the brother of Charles v., of
Cervantes, of the poet Kigueroa, of the historian Solis, of
the famous divine Teodoro Bcza, and several others.

The population is stated to be 5000. Alcala is in 40° 29'

N. lat. and about 3° 25' W. long. See Minano, Dice.

Geogrtifico-Estadistico de Espaua. Ponz, Viage de Espatia.

Mariana.

ALCALA' LA REAL, a town in the province of Jaen,
on the Gualcoton. The district around is productive in wine
and fruits ; it has an elevation of more than 2700 feet

above the level of the sea, and is the highest elevation be-
tween the Guadalquivir and Grenada. This territory sepa-
rates the small streams that run southward to the Genii
from those that run northward to the Guadalquivir. Alcala
has an abbey, two churches, a convent, and an hospital : its

popu ation is stated at 9000. It lies about eighteen miles
W.S.W. from Jaen. General Sebastiani defeated the Spa-
niards under Areizaga near Alcala, (January 28, 1810,) in

consequence of which Grenada opened its gates to the con-
queror. (Napier's Peninsular War, iii. 115.)

ALCALDE, in Spain, is ajudge appointed by the govern-
ment, or elected by the towns to administer justice within
the district under his jurisdiction. The word is a corruption
of the Arabic El-Cadi, which means judge or governor, or,

according to Alcala, from Cahid, which comes from the root

calede, to preside. There are several denominations of alcal-

des. The Alcalde de alzadas is a judge appointed by the go-
vernment or the lord of the district, to whom the parties may
appeal from the decision of the Alcaldes pedaneos or justices

of the peace. The Alcaldes de casa y Corte, is a bench of

judges, who singly or jointly try all criminals within the court
and twenty miles from it, or sixty, in cases of robbery. From
the decisions of one of these alcaldes an appeal may be made
to their tribunal. When the king travelled, one of these

alcaldes was formerly obliged to assist the mayordomo in

fixing the price of provisions on the road. In the chancil-

lerias of Valladolid and Granada the criminal judges are

called Alcaldes de Crimen to distinguish them from the civil

ones called Oidwes. The limit of their respective jurisdic-

tion is the Tagus, t. e. those of Valladolid take cognizance
of all criminal cases on their side of the Tagus, and those

of Granada on the other.

The Alcalde Mayor is a judge appointed by the king or

by the lord of the town to act as an assessor to the Alcaldes

or CorregidoreSt who are not men of the law. The Alcaldes

Pedaneos are elected by the people yearly ; they preside at

the common-council orAt/untamienlo,and act as magistrates.

The parish-officers are also called Alcaldes, and are distin-

guished by appellations expressing their office, such as

Alcaldes de Barrio, or parish, de Calle % of the street, de Noche,

of the night, because they patrol and watch during the

night. As there is no jury in Spain, all the judges both

give the verdict and pronounce the sentence. It is, however,

worthy of observation, that in thefuero of Toledo granted in

1083, it was ordered that all the cases should be tried by the

book of the judges, in the presence of ten individuals of the
most worthy and most wise of the city elected annually, who
were always to sit at court with the judge. A sort of jury

existed formerly in the Balearic islands, but so beneficent

an institution no longer remains in any part of the peninsula.
{Diccionario de la Acad. Garibay. Covarrubias.)

ALCAMO, a city of Sicily, situated in a district of the
same name in the province of Mazzara. The city is built

in a beautiful spot under Mount Bonifacio, about twenty-

five miles S.W. from Palermo, and a league from the Gulf
of Castello a Mare ; it is considered healthy, and is said to

contain 12,000 inhabitants. During the short period that

Sicily possessed a constitutional government, Alcamo sent

three representatives to the Sicilian House of Commons, two
of whom were chosen for the district and one for the city.

The first Italian who attempted to write poetry in the lingua
volgare was a native of Alcamo ; some fragments of his

poem are to be found amongst the ancient Italian authors

under the title of * Ciullo dAlcamo: Ciullo lived and died

about the end of the twelfth century.

ALCA'NTARA (signifying in Arabic the bridge), a for-

tified town in Spanish Estreniadura, on the southern bank
of the Tagus, near the frontier of Portugal, 39° 44' N. lat

about 6° 4 3' long. It lies 55 Spanish leagues (about 230 miles)

by the road W.S.W. from Madrid, but in a straight line not
so much as 1 70 miles. The number of inhabitants is about
3300. Under the Romans, Akantara bore the name ofNorba
CoRsarea, and was distinguished by a beautiful bridge of six

arches over the Tagus, built in the reign of Trajan. When
the Arabians became masters of this part of the peninsula,
the Roman name was exchanged for Al-cantarat-al-seif,

(see Edrisi, translated by Conde, p. 49,) the Bridge of the

Sword ; and hence the modern name. The position of the

town upon the Tagus has always made it important in a
military view, and in the year 1809, (June 10,) during the
French war, the bridge was destroyed under an order of the
British general. When this order was issued, the French
were acting on the offensive, and a British detachment
was stationed at Alcantara to break off the communication,
should the French attempt a passage. Soon after, the
state of affairs changed, the allied army began to advance,
and the French in their turn wished to impede the move-
meuts of the former. Aware of the order under which the
British officer was prepared to act, for by some error this

order had not been countermanded, they made a false at-

tack, which produced the effect they desired, and thus was
the bridge of Trajan sacrificed, after having • tood for seven-
teen centuries. Before the separation of Portugal, Alcantara
enjoyed a considerable commerce on the Tagus, but this has
altogether disappeared. (Minano. Napier's Peninsular
War.) Alcantara and Alcantarilla are the names of several

unimportant towns in Spain and Portugal. There is also

an Alcantara in Brazil.

ALCANTARA, THE KNIGHTS OF (la Caballeria

de Alcantara), a military and religious order of Spain, so
called from the town upon the Tagus. About the year 1156,
Ferdinand II. received from his father the kingdom of
Leon with Galicia and Asturias. Of the first of these, a
large portion was in possession of the Moors, especially the
valley of the Coa (the river which passing near Almeida
runs northward into the Douro). In this state of things,

two brothers, with a body of knights from Salamanca, seized
a hermitage in this valley called San Julian del Pereyro,
which they converted into a fortress. Their efforts from
thence against the Moors were equally distinguished by
courage and success, and accordingly, in the spirit of the
age, they were constituted by the bishop of Salamanca a
half religious, half military order of knights, under the rule

of Saint Benedict ; and the institution was confirmed by
the Pope Alexander III., in 1177. When Alcantara was
recovered from the Moors in } 2 13 by Alonzo IX. of Leon,
the defence of it was at first assigned to the Grand-master
of Calatrava. But it was not easy for the same person to
guard two points so distant as Alcantara on the Tagus and
Calatrava, near the sources of the Guadiana ; and, there-

fore, under certain restrictions, the defence pf the former
was transferred to the knights of San Julian del Pere> ro

This title was soon absorbed in that of Alcantara. 1 hirly-

seven masters in succession commanded the noble order of
Alcantara ; and, like those of Calatrava and Santiago, they
were at times almost too powerful for the monarchs of Spam
In 1494 or 1495 Ferdinand, the husband of Isabella, who
had already assumed the command of the other two orders,

prevailed upon Juan de Zuniga, son of the Duke of Ait'-

valo, to resign the grand-mastership of Alcantara. Frun
that time the dignity has remained in the crown of Spam.
A full account of the order has been given by RauVz de
Andrada in his Chronicles qfAlcantara, and by Zapater in
his Cister MiUtante.
ALCARRAZAS. [See Cooler.]
ALCARRIA, a district of Spain on the northern boun

daries of New Castile, It is bounded on the east by Molina,
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on the south by the mountains of Cuenca and La Mancha,
on the west by the territory of Alcala de Henares, and by
the mountains of Cogolludo, Jadraque and Sigiienza on the
north and north west. According to the signification of its

name, which comes from the Arabic, and means a collection

of farmhouses, its population consists of a multitude of small
villages, the largest of which are Guadalajara, Huete,
Brihuega, and Cogolludo. The territory is mountainous,
but very productive, through the industry of its inhabitants.

Its thick forests of oak supply Madrid with charcoal. It

produces also wines, the best of which are those of Sacedon
and Payos. The lofty hills enclose beautiful and fertile

valleys, watered by innumerable rivulets, which spread
fertility and abundance throughout the plains. The olive

likewise enriches it with its fruit. Both the mountains and
the valleys are covered with nutritious herbs, which supply
with food the numerous flocks of Merino sheep, that in the

summer months leave the scorched plains of Estremadura
to seek the green and rich pasturages of the mountains of
Castile. The shepherds of that part of Spain are persuaded
that the fineness of the Merino wool would be lost if they
were kept in the same place all the year round, and thus
they make their cattle travel to the south in winter, and back
to the north in summer, from which circumstance they are

called ganados transhumantes or travelling cattle. The
valleys of Alcarria as well as its mountains abound in flower-

plants on which the bees feed, that produce the famed Al-
carrian honey. The meat, game, and fish are of exquisite

flavour. The inhabitants of Alcarria are, by far, richer and
happier than their neighbours. It is true that very few
large proprietors are found, but every one has some landed
property, which he himself cultivates, and mendicity is here
unknown. They are simple, industrious, and robust. The
men are employed in cultivating the ground, and the women
preside over the household concerns, and spin hemp and flax,

with which they provide their families with clothing. Be-
sides the brooks which spring from the mountains of Alcar-
ria, the Nares or Henares, the Tagus, the Tajuna and
Guadiana, cross and water its grounds. There are also in

this district many springs ana baths of mineral waters

:

the best known are those of Trillo and Sacedon. Its industry
is confined to some manufactures of paper. (Mifiano, Dicct-
onario Geogrdfico.)

ALCEDO, a Spanish officer, best known to the world
hy the publication of a Geographical and Historical Dic-
tionary of America and the West Indies. Of his private his-

tory we have met with no trace, except that it may be in-

ferred from the dedication of his work that he was a South
American by birth ; and it is stated in the title-pa^e

that he was Captain in the Royal Spanish Guards. His
work was originally published, in five small quarto vo-

lumes, at Madrid, 1786-9. It was immediately suppressed
by the government, from jealousy at the mass of information
concerning their Spanish settlements thus communicated to

the public; and is now, in the original form, of extreme
rarity. An English translation, however, has been published
by G. A. Thompson, Esq., with additions and corrections,

in five quarto volumes, 1812-15.

ALCJE'DO (Linn&us), king-fisher, a genus of birds of
which the characteristics are,—the bill long, straight, qua-
drangular, thick, and pointed ; the tongue short, fleshy, flat,

and slightly arrow-shaped at the point ; the nostrils at the
side of the base of the bill running obliquely, and nearly
closed by a naked membrane ; the legs with the shank
(tarsus) short; the feet with three toes forward, the outer
joined to the middle one as far as the second joint; the
inner one similarly joined as far as the first joint. The hind
toe is broad at the base. The wings have the first and se-

cond quills nearly equal, but these are shorter than the
third, which is the longest in the wing.

There is only one species of king-fisher indigenous to

Britain, but more than sixty species have been described ty
naturalists, chiefly natives of Asia and Africa, and all dis-

tinguished by the splendid colours of their plumage.
ALCES. [See Elk.]
ALCESTER, written also Aulcester* Alencester, Alna-

cester, Alceter, Awseter,—not to mention several other

variations,—and commonly pronounced Auhter or Auster,

and by some of the inhabitants, in Camden's time, Ould-

cestsr, a parish and market town in the western part of the

county of Warwick, situated at the confluence of the Arrow
and the Alne, from which last it takes its name. It is 1 03

miles N.W. from London, and 16 miles W.S.W. from War-

wick. Alcester is a place of great antiquity, and the name
would indicate that it had been a Roman station ; a suppo-
sition which is confirmed by the great numbers of Roman
coins and other remains which have been found on the spot.

It has been held by some to be the ancient Mandnessedum;
but this is more probably Manceter on the Anker, in the
north-east of the same county. Alcester has been generally
supposed to be the Alanna of Richard of Cirencester. It
stands on the old Roman way, formerly called Ykemild
Street^ and still popularly known as Ickle Street. An abbey
was founded here in 1140 by Ralph Boteler of Oversley, on
a piece of ground about half a mile to the north of the town,
surrounded by the Arrow on the north and east, and by a
moat on the other two sides. It was hence called the
Church of our Lady of the Isle. Dugdale, in his Antiqui-
ties of Warwickshire, (published 1656,) says that, by that
time, the ruins of this abbey had been dug up and the
ground sown with corn. Britton, however, in his Beauties
of England and Wales, (1814,) states that the moat was
still traceable. The abbey, although at one time possessed
of a considerable revenue, had, by means of alienations,

become so poor about the middle of the fifteenth century,
that it was found necessary, in 1465, to unite it to the neigh-
bouring abbey of Evesham. The letters-patent issued by
Edward IV. for this purpose, state that * there then was not,

nor of a long time had been, any monks to bear the abbot
company/ The spot on which the abbey stood is still called
the Priory Cross (or, according to Britton, the Priory Close).

Leland, in his Itinerary, says, ' The town hath been a great
thing. Some say there hath been three parish churches in
it/ lie remarks that, although it stands now chiefly on the
Arrow, it must, as its name denotes, have anciently extended
eastward to the Alne. It was formerly very famous for its

wheat fair ; but the principal branch of business which is

now carried on in it, is the manufacture of needles, which,
in 1814, employed about six hundred persons. Alcester is

not noticed in Domesday Book, nor is there any written
record of its existence before the reign of Henry I. It con-
tains many old houses ; a fine church, of considerable anti-

quity ; and a handsome town-house, in which courts are
held by the Marquess of Hertford, the lord of the manof.
It has also two stone bridges, one over the Arrow, and the
other over the Alne. A free-school was founded here in
1594 by Walter Newport, in a field south from the town.
About a century ago, when Dr. Thomas published his edi-

tion of Dugdale, Aicester contained 1 76 houses paying, and
167 not paying, church and poor rates. In 1811, the inha-
bited houses were 401 ; and there were 10 uninhabited and 5
building. In 1821, there were 465 houses inhabited, 31
uninhabited, and 11 building. The population in 1801,
1811, 1*21, and 1831, was, respectively, 1625, 1862,2229,
and 2405. The annual value of the real property in the
parish in 1815 was 6354/. In 1821, there were 139 families

employed in agriculture; 220 in trade, manufactures, or
handicrafts ; and 1 06 not comprised in cither of these classes.

Alcester lie3 in the hundred of Barlichway, and in that one
of its four divisions called the Alcester division.

ALCHEMY, the pretended art of making gold and
silver. The name appears to be derived from the Greek
Xrjfiieia, chemistry, but the al prefixed to it denotes the pro-
bability of the Arabic origin of the imposture. Another,
and subsequent object of alchemy was the preparation of a
universal medicine. Those alchemists who were supposed
to be skilled in the art were termed adepts, or the adepts.

In the opinion of the alchemists, all the metals are com-
pounds, the baser of them containing the same constituents
as gold, but mixed with various impurities, which, being re-

moved, the common metals were made to assume the pro-
perties of gold. The change was effected by what was
termed lapis philosophorum, or the philosophers' stone, which
is commonly mentioned as a red powder possessing a pecu-
liar smell.

It is not quite certain either at what period or in what
country alchemy arose ; and different opinions on the sub-
ject are expressed by authors. Dr. Thomson {History of
Chemistry, vol. i. p. 14) supposes that it originated among
the Arabians when they began to turn their attention to
medicine, after the establishment of the Caliphs ; or that,

if it had been previously cultivated by the Greeks, as there
is some reason to suppose, it was taken up by the Arabians
and reduced by them into regular form and order. This
conclusion is rendered extremely probable, on account of the
prefix of the Arabic article a/.
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Hermes Trismegistus is generally mentioned as one of the

earliest alchemists; but the writings bearing his name
are undoubtedly spurious. In 1692, Dr. Salmon, in his

Clavis Alchymice, published a translation of the Tractatus

Aureus attributed to Hermes, with the works of some other

alchemists. The translation is accompanied with notes

which rival the original in absurdity. The word hermetic*

still in common use, is derived from Hermes. Geber, an
Arabian physician who lived in the seventh century, is

one of the earliest alchemists whose works are extant;

but some doubt of their genuineness is entertained. Dr.

Thomson (History, vol. i. p. 15) remarks, that though
the principles which lie at the bottom of alchemy were im-

plicitly adopted by him, he does not attempt to make gold

artificially, nor admit the possibility of converting the baser

metals into gold. In Dr. Salmon's work, however, the fol-

lowing passage occurs, translated from Gebers Alchemy of
Sol. ' Whatever metal is radically citrine, and brings to

equality and cleanses, it makes gold of it ; from whence we
discern, that copper may be transmuted into gold by arti-

fice/ &c. &c.
Geber also treats of the Medicine, Tincture, Elixir, or

Stone of the Philosophers in general. Dr. Johnson sup-

poses that the word gibberish, anciently written geberisn,

was originally applied to the language of Geber and his

tribe ; many of the quotations given by Salmon would cer-

tainly justify the etymology. Although it is also apparent that

Geber was an alchemist in the most comprehensive sense of

the word ; and although his works abound with the most
absurd and mystical phrases, yet his chemical labours were
directed to the improvement of medicine. He has also

described and depicted various furnaces, crucibles, alembics,

aludels, and other useful chemical apparatus, of which he
was probably the inventor; and he treats of distillation,

sublimation, calcination, and various other chemical opera-

tions.

Omitting any mention of less celebrated alchemists, we
Proceed to notice Albert Groot, usually called Albcrtus

lagnus, a German, who was born at Bollstaedt in 1282.

He was acquainted with all the sciences usually taught in

that age, and his works were published at Leyden in 1651,

in twenty-one folio volumes, among which are seven tracts

on alchemy. According to Dr. Thomson, Albertus, in his

treatise De Alchemia, gives an account of all chemical sub-

stances known in his time ; was well acquainted with che-

mical apparatus, and with the methods of purifying the

precious metals. He imagined that the metals were com-
posed of mercury and sulphur, and accounts for the diver-

sity of them, by the difference in the proportion of their

constituents and their purity. His writings are in general

plain and intelligible. Thomas Aquinas is asserted to have
been the pupil of Albert ; he wrote three works on alchemy
which are said to be always obscure, and often unintel-

ligible ; the word amalgam, signifying a compound of mer-
cury and another metal, occurs, and probably for the first

time, in his writings ; which contain also some other terms,

still used in chemistry.

The alchemist next to be mentioned is Raymond Lully,

who was born at Majorca in 1235. He was a very singular

person ; he travelled to various kingdoms to preach Cnris-

tianity, and died in 13 J 5, on his passage from Africa, where
he had been on this service.

Lully is stated to have been the scholar and the friend of

Roger Bacon ; his reputation as an alchemist was very

high, and his works, which are generally obscure, amount
to nineteen. He obtained nitric acid by distilling a mix*
ture of nitre and green vitriol, observed its power of acting

upon metals generally, and of dissolving gold when mixed
with sal-ammoniac. He appears also to have known various

other chemical compounds, and their action upon each other.

Roger Bacon, frequently called Friar Bacon, a Francis-

can monk, was born atllchester, in Somersetshire, in 1314.

Notwithstanding the great learning and scientific acquire-

ments of Bacon, he was deeply imbued with the mystery
of alchemy ; this is the more remarkable, because he ex-

poses the absurdity of believing in magic, necromancy, or

charms. His chemical and alchemical writings amount to

eighteen, a list of which may be seen in Dr. Thomson's
History of Chemistry, vol. i. p. 35. Bacon appears to have
been acquainted with the composition of gunpowder, and,
by some, he is thought to be the inventor of it. It was,
however, probably introduced into Spain by the Moors;
and, Bacon, from his acquaintance with Arabic, might

have acquired information of its composition from some
writing in that language. Bacon has hinted at his know-
ledge of the ingredients of gunpowder, in his Epistola de
Secretis Operibus Artis et Natures et de Nullitate Magice%

in the following enigmatical sentence :
' Sed tamen salis

petite Luru. Vopo. Vir Can Vtriet sulphuris; et sic facias

tonitrum et coruscationem, si scias aruficium.' Saltpetre

and sulphur being distinctly named, we have only to sup-
pose charcoal to be concealed under the enigmatical terms
quoted, and then all the substances contained in gunpowder
are mentioned as capable of producing thunder and lightning

when properly used.

It is not to be wondered at, in a barbarous age, that one who
was skilled in so many sciences should be accused of witch-

craft ; we accordingly find, that Bacon was imprisoned on
this charge, and narrowly escaped starvation, or being burnt
as a magician. The real ground of his offence appears to

have been his exposure of the immorality of the priesthood.

He died either in 1284 or 1285 ; his Opus Majus, edited by
Dr. Jebb in 1733, and the Epistola, already quoted, are

the works of this author most worthy of perusal. In the

list of Bacon's works already referred to, there are several

professedly on alchemy. Dr. Salmon has translated one
which is not among them, called Radix Mundi; another
work on alchemy, called Speculum Alchemia, mentioned in

the list above referred to, is also translated by Dr. Salmon.
Arnoldus de Villa Nova was not only an alchemist, but

an astrologer and magician. He is said to have been bora,

in 1240, at Villeneuve, a village of Provence : he was edu-
cated at Barcelona, which place he was obliged to leave in

consequence of foretelling the death of Peter of Aragon.
When he left Barcelona, he went to Paris, and travelled

through Italy ; and afterwards taught in the university of

Montpelier. He acquired high reputation as a physician ;

and was well skilled in several languages and in the sciences

of his time.

He wrote about twenty different works, some of which
are professedly on alchemy : the book entitled Rosarium is

Srobably the most curious, it being intended as a compeu-
ium of the alchemy of the day. The second part of this

work, which professes to treat of the art of making the phi-

losophers' stone, is stated to be quite unintelligible. Like
his predecessors, he considered mercury as a constituent of
metals ; and professed that he could increase the philoso-

phers' stone at pleasure. He died in the year 1313, on his
way to visit Pope Clement V., who lay sick at Avignon.
Raymond Lully and Arnoldus de Villa Nova are stated

to have inspired men of all ranks with a taste for alchemy
Pope John XXII. was one of them : he professed and de-
scribed the art of transmuting metals ; and boasts, in the
beginning of his book, that he had made two hundred
ingots of gold, each weighing a hundred pounds.
The fourteenth century produced a considerable number of

alchemists,—as Nicholas Flammel, Pierre le Bon of Lom-
bardy, the monk Ferrari in Italy, Cremer, abbot of West-
minster, the disciple and friend of Lully, John Daustein and
Richard, in England, practised and wrote upon hermetic
philosophy. The work attributed to Flammel is generally
reckoned spurious. The fifteenth century- was more productive
in adepts even than the preceding. About 1408 nourished
John Isaac Hollandus, and his countryman ofthe same name,
who were either brothers or a father and son. They were
born in the village of Stolk, in Holland. Few circumstances
are known respecting them. They wrote several treatises

on chemistry, which are remarkable for clearness and pre-
cision, considering the time at which they appeared. In the
opinion of Boerhaave, they were very distinguished chemists.
Paracelsus and, subsequently, Boyle repeated many of the
experiments contained in their works ; they related, however,
principally to the transmutation of metals". In this century
was born George Riplev, who was canon of Bridlington, in
Yorkshire : he published a work, called Medulla Alc/iymi<*,
which is translated by Dr. Salmon, in his Clavis. This
work is replete with tne same sort of unintelligible jargon
which usually abounds in such productions; He wrote
another work, in rugged rhyme, called the Compound qf
Alchemie, which was dedicated to Edward the Fourth.

Basil Valentine, a Benedictine monk, of Erfurt, in Ger-
many, was born at the latter end of the fourteenth century ;

and, with the exception of Paracelsus, he wa*, perhaps, the
most famous professor of the hermetic philosophy : but he
possessed, at the same time, very considerable merit as a
chemical experimenter, and was much occupied in the pre-
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paration of chemical medicines. He first introduced anti-

mony into medicine : his work on this subject is entitled

Triumph-wagen Antimonii, which was translated from the

German into Latin, under the title of Currus Triuntphalis

Antimonii, by Kerkringius, in 1671. In this book he
strongly advocates the chemical sect ; and treats the prac-

tice and theories of his opponents with great severity,

because they are unable to prepare their own medicines :

' they know not whether they be not or dry, black or white

;

they only know them as written in their books, and seek

after nothing but money. Labour is tedious to them, and
they commit all to chance ; they have no consciences, and
coals are outlandish wares with them; they write long
scrolls of prescriptions, and the apothecary thumps their

medicine in his mortar, and health out of the patient.'

Basil Valentine was of opinion that the metals are com-
pounds of salt, sulphur, and mercury, and that the philoso-

phers* stone was composed of the same ingredients. He
was acquainted with many of the properties of several metals,

and with the effects they were capable of producing by their

chemical agency. He was, however, more particularly

informed with respect to antimony, and knew most of the

preparations of it which at present exist in the pharmaco-
poeias of Europe. Twenty-three different publications have
been ascribed to Basil Valentine, but it is uncertain how
many of them were written by him. His works contain the

first accurate mention of the nitric, muriatic, and sulphuric

acids, with intelligible directions for preparing them ; and
he was acquainted with a very considerable number of me-
tallic salts and compounds.
We have now mentioned the principal writers on alchemy.

There arose, however, from time to time, various authors,

who appear to have been rather believers in the possibility

of the transmutation of metals than pretenders to have
accomplished it A list of alchemists, from Hermes, who is

represented as having flourished nearly 2000 years before

the Christian cera, down to Mathieu Dammy, in 1739, may
be seen in the Encyclopedic Methodique : it is copied from
Dufrenoy's Histoire de la Philosophie Hermitique. This
list contains names which are more familiar as chemists

than as adepts; such, for example, as Paracelsus (who
applied the philosophers' stone, not to the making of gold,

but to the preparing of medicines), Libavius, Van Helmont,
Glauber, and Kunckel.
To these believers in the art may be added Bergmann, a

celebrated chemist of very late date, who, after summing up
the evidence for and against the possibility and probability

of transmutation, observes, respecting the numerous relations

that have been given by writers of apparent veracity, that,

* although most of them are deceptive, and many uncertain,

some bear such character and testimony, that, unless we
reject all historical evidence, we must allow them entitled

to confidence.'

The later Peter Woulfe, who was a Fellow of the Royal
Society, and died in 1805, is reported to have been a believer

in alchemy. His name is associated with chemical opera-

tions on account of the apparatus which bears his name,
but which had been previously described by Glauber.

The last person, at least in this country, who professed to

convert mercury into silver and gold, was Dr. Price of

Guildford : he is said to have convinced some persons of the

possibility of the transmutation ; his experiments were to

have been repeated l>efore competent judges, but he pre-

vented detection and exposure by destroying himself with

laurel water. This happened in 1782.

For an account of that mysterious substance, the philo-

sophers' stone, by which the wonders of transmutation were

worked, and a detail of the process for preparing it, given in

the words of an adept, we refer the reader to Dr. Thomsons
History of Alchemy* p. 23.

Dr. Thomson states, that the philosophers' stone, pre-

pared by the elaborate process above referred to, could

hardly have been anything else than an amalgam of gold

;

and * there is no doubt/ he adds, ' that amalgam of gold, if

projected into melted lead or tin, and afterwards cupellated,

would leave a portion of gold; all the gold, of course, that

existed previously in the amalgam. It might, therefore,

have been employed by impostors to persuade the ignorant

that it was really the philosophers' stone ; but the alchemists,

who prepared the amalgam, could not be ignorant that it

contained gold.'

In the Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences for 1772, M.
Gcoffroy published an account of the verious modes in

which the frauds of the adepts were carried on ; sotne of

these we shall mention. He observes that, instead of the
mineral substances which they pretended to transmute,
they put oxide (chaux) of gold or silver at the bottom of
the crucible, the mixture being covered with some pow-
dered crucible and gum-water, or wax, so that it might
look like the bottom of the crucible. On other occasions,

they made a hole in a piece of charcoal, filled it with
powdered gold or silver, and closed the hole with wax;
or they soaked charcoal in a solution of these metals, and
threw the charcoal, when powdered, upon the material to

be transmuted. They used, also, small pieces of wood,
hollowed at the end, put filings of gold or silver into tfie

cavity, and stopped it with fine sawdust of the same wood,
which, on burning, left the metal in the crucible. Some-
times they whitened gold with mercury, and made it pass
for silver or tin ; and the gold, when melted, was exhibited as
gold obtained by transmutation. They had a solution of

nitrate of silver, or of muriate of gold, or an amalgam of
gold and saver, which, being adroitly introduced into the
crucible, furnished the necessary quantity of metal. A
common exhibition was to dip nails into a liquid, and to take
them out apparently half converted into gold : these nails

consisted of one-half iron, neatly soldered to the other half,

which was gold, and covered with something to conceal the
colour, which the liquor removed. Sometimes they had
metals made of gold and silver soldered together ; the gold
side was whitened with mercury, dipped into some trans-

muting liquid, and then heated ; the mercury being dissi-

pated, the gold portion of the metal appeared.

Bergmann, in his Essays, vol. iii. p. 93 (History of Che-
mistry during the Middle Ages), has given a number of

cases in which gold had been supposed to be formed by tlie

use of the philosophers stone. They were unquestionably
the results of some of the abovementioned tricks ; but Berg-
mann states it as his opinion, that some accounts of transmu-
tation are ' entitled to a greater degree of credit* than
others. ' For, doubtless,' he adds, ' if a person, who has no
faith in the changes of alchemistry, should obtain by chance
a small piece of the philosophers' stone, and, on making the
experiment alone in his closet, procure a quantity of gold
heavier than the stone, will it not be difficult to explain in

what manner he was liable to be deceived ?' Before the

difficulty is required to be explained, the fact must be placed
on incontestable evidence.

The question has sometimes been asked, whether the
labours of the adepts have been favourable or otherwise to

the progress of chemical science ? This question we should
be inclined to answer in the negative, on account of the dis-

repute into which the jargon of their writings and the frauds

of their experiments must have brought, not only their

authors, but the [science which they abused. On this sub-

ject, 1>. Thomson, however, remarks (History, p. 30), • As
the alciaymists were assiduous workmen—as they mixed all

the metals, salts, &c., with which they were acquainted, in

various ways with each other, and subjected such mixtures
to the action of heat in close vessels, their labours were
occasionally repaid by the discovery of new substances, pos-

sessed of much greater activity than any with which they
were previously acquainted. In this way they were led to

the discovery of sulphuric, nitric, and muriatic acids. These,
when known, were made to act upon the metals ; solutions

of the metals were obtained, ana this gradually led to the
knowledge of various metalline salts and preparations, which
were introduced with considerable advantage into medicine.

Thus the alchymists, by their absurd pursuits, gradually

formed a collection of facts, which led ultimately to the esta-

blishment of scientific chemistry.' It may be also stated

in favour of the alchemists, that phosphorus was discovered

by an adept of the name of Brandt, at Hamburgh, in 1G77

this he procured from urine, while searching for some sub-

stance capable of transn uting silver into gold.

Gibbon (Decline and Fall, vol. ii. p. 137), speaking

of alchemy, says that, ' congenial to the avarice of the

human heart, it was studied in China as in Europe, with
equal eagerness, and with equal success. The dark-

ness of the middle ages insured a favourable reception to

every tale of wonder ; and the revival of learning gave new
vigour to hope, and suggested more specious arts of decep-

tion. Philosophy, with the aid of experience, has at length

banished the study of alchymy ; and the present age, how-
ever desirous of riches, is content to seek ttiem by the hum-
bler means of commerce and industry.'
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ALCIBI'ADES, the son of Cleinias, was one of the most

distinguished statesmen and generals of Athens, during the
eventful period of the Peloponnesian war. Descended on
b >tli sides from the most illustrious families of his coun-
try, born to the inheritance of great wealth, endowed
with extraordinary beauty of person, and with mental quali-

fications no less brilliant, it seemed evident from his early

youth that he would exert no slight influence over the

counsels and the fortunes of Athens. This marked him out

to Socrates, as one on whom his moral influence might be
exerted with beneficial results. The faults of Alcibiades

were those of a spoilt child of fortune: he was fickle,

selfish, overbearing, and extravagant. But these faults

clouded, not concealed his nobler qualities. Passionately

fond of show and splendour, a frequent victor in the Olym-
pic games, and possessed of a more criminal notoriety as a

favoured suitor among the most dignified matrons of Athens,
he never lost sight of more manly objects of ambition ; and
he met the proffered friendship of Socrates with eagerness,

as the surest means of acquiring that mental cultivation

which at Athens was the best, though not the only key to

political power. The philosopher soon acquired over his

wayward pupil that influence which he seems to have exer-

cised over all who came within his circle ; and the close

intimacy which arose between these opposite characters,

was cemented by a singular reciprocity of benefits. In a
battle fought near Potidsea, Socrates saved the life of Alci-

biades, and the latter repaid the obligation by a similar ser-

vice at the battle of Delium. But the influence of Socrates

was insufficient in this case to work a permanent change of

character ; and the political life of Alcibiades proves that

he had not profited much by the moral instructions of his

master.

He became an orphan at an early age, and was placed
under the wardship of his uncle Pericles. After the death
of Pericles, Alcibiades being then but a child, Nicjas and
Cleon succeeded to a divided influence in the state: but
with increasing years, Alcibiades was naturally regarded as

one likely to take a leading part in politics, and he was not
slow to assert the influence which seemed his due. At
first he was inclined to cultivate the goodwill of Sparta

;

between which, and his own family, an ancient hereditary
friendship had existed : but the Spartans, whose national

character was utterly alien from that of the impetuous and
volatile Athenian, chose rather to connect themselves with
Nicias. Alcibiades readily changed his politics, when he
found that, in that connexion, he could not be the leading

man, and became as violent in enmity, as he might have
been in friendship to Sparta, had his advances been more
favourably received.

His first opportunity of thwarting the wishes of Sparta,

and his first prominent appearance in public life, occurred in

the year 42 1 B.C. A truce had been concluded between Sparta
and Athens: but considerable difficulty arose in executing
the terms of the treaty : much dissatisfaction arose in conse-

quence at Athens ; and it seemed a good opportunity to en-

gage the people in a connexion with Argos, always jealous

of Sparta, and then at the head of a strong confederacy of

Peloponnesian states. Ambassadors arrived from both these

cities at the same time ; the Argians to solicit Athens to join

their alliance : the Spartans with ample power to settle all

disputed points : for it was of first-rate importance to them
to prevent a junction between Athens and Argos. The
prospect of accommodation with Sparta was far from suiting

the views of Alcibiades ; and he was not scrupulous as to

the means by which it might be prevented. The ambassa-
dors came with full powers to settle all points in dispute,

and had made a statement to this effect before the council

of five hundred. But before they were introduced to the

general assembly of the citizens, Alcibiades persuaded them,
that on account of the grasping temper of the Athenians, it

would be better not to state the frill authority with which
they were vested. They followed his advice, to the great

astonishment of Nicias, his party, and the whole council

;

and were in turn equally surprised when Alcibiades attacked
them violently, reproached them with prevarication, and
made an animated appeal to the people in favour of the
Argian alliance. After some hesitation, his proposition was
agreed to : and thus Athens was placed at tne nead of the
principal confederacy of Peloponnesus, and Alcibiades be-

came the leading political character, not only of Athens, but
of Greece. His age at this time is not certainly known, but

it was from five-and-twenty to thirty. Thucydides calb him

4
still young.* In 419, he was made Strategos, or chief

military officer of Athens, and during the next three years he

took a prominent and active part in the complicated struggle

of intrigue and war carried on in Peloponnesus during that

period. It is said by Plutarch, but apparently on uncertain

report, that he was principally concerned in the detestable

massacre of the Melians.

About this time the Athenian people were chiefly in-

fluenced by three men, each of whom was the leader of a
strong party ; Alcibiades of the war, or anti-Laconian party,

Nicias of those who wished for peace, and a sincere accom-
modation with Sparta. The third, Hyperbolus, a mob-
orator of the meanest class, influenced a large proportion of

the poorest citizens, who were numerically formidable in

the general assembly. This man threw out no obscure

hints of the expediency of banishing Alcibiades, as a per

son dangerous to the commonwealth from his wealth,

power, and ambition ; and in the divided state of parties he
might, perhaps, have effected this, had not Alcibiades been
assisted by Nicias, who dreaded and detested Hyperbolus
as cordially upon political, as Alcibiades upon personal

grounds. By their united efforts sentence of exile, under
the form called ostracism, was passed on Hyperbolus.
But the coalition lasted only till this was accomplished.

Diametrically opposite in temper, as well as in politics,

these rival statesmen could not bear divided power; and
that Alcibiades might be supreme, it was necessary to ex-

cite some war in which his own versatile talents might find

scope for their display, and by which the cupidity of the

Athenians for both gain and glory might be gratified.

Such an opportunity was afforded by an embassy from

Egesta, a small town in Sicily, which had become opposed

to Syracuse, by far the most powerful city of that island.

The Syracusans, a Dorian people, were attached te the Spar-

tan interest, although hitherto they had interfered little in the

affairs of Greece proper. But they had trenched materially on
the independence of the Ionian cities of Sicily ; and it was a

plausible argument for taking part against Syracuse, that if

no power remained capable of balancing hers, she might,

at some future period, be inclined both by temper and by
blood to unite with Lacedsemon against Athens. Alcibi-

ades proposed, therefore, to send an armament to protect the

Egestans, and to take any further measures which might
strengthen the Athenian interest in Sicily. The measure
was in vain opposed by Nicias, and a decree passed, that a

powerful fleet should be despatched thither. This was done

;

and the armament which sailed from the Poirceus B.C. 415,

under the joint command of Nicias, Lamachus, and Alci-

biades, was the most splendid that ever left a Grecian port.

Popular enthusiasm was strongly excited ; the undertaking
seemed to promise wealth and victor)', and neither public nor
private expense was spared to make the equipment as com-
plete as possible. There sailed from Athens 100 ships, con-
taining, besides their crews, 2200 heavy-armed Athenian
citizens; and the tale of 134 ships, and 5100 heavy-armed
soldiers, besides slingers and bowmen, was made up by the
allies and subject-states. But on arriving in Sicily, it was
found (as probably Alcibiades well knew) that little help
could he had from the Egestans. Nicias was for returning,
Lamachus for laying siege at once to Syracuse. Alcibiades
proposed to enter into negotiation with all the cities except
Syracuse and Selinus, m the hope of securing a powerful
party in the island, before commencing hostilities with those
two states. This plan was finally adopted; and had the
genius of Alcibiades continued to direct it, this unfortunate
expedition might perhaps have terminated gloriously for

Athens. But party-strife at home led to his recall, and of
the two generals who remained, Lamachus, a mere soldier,

Nicias timid, and disinclined to the whole business, neither
was qualified to execute the plan of their enterprising col-

league. But we must return a little in the order of time, to
explain the cause of Alcibiades' recall.

It was usual to place a square block of stone, surmounted
by a head of Mercury, before the doors of temples and
houses in Athens, a renc of more simple times in which the
presence of the god was expected to guard the entrance
from violence. Of these Hernia?, as they were called, from
the Greek name of the god, the greater part were defaced
in one night. The next morning anger and tumult spread
through the city. The act was generally believed to bode ill

to the important expedition to Sicily, then in preparation ;

it was even thought to indicate a design to overthrow the
democracy. High rewards were offered for any information
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concerning the guilty persons ; and it came to light that a
party of intoxicated young men had been concerned in the
mutilation of a few statues some time before. Alcibiades
watt implicated in this charge, which, however, was en-
tirely distinct from the act which had given such alarm and
offence. But this, and his other irregularities, gave a colour

to the accusation, which his enemies laboured to fix on
him, of having contrived the mutilation of the Mercuries.
He came forward freely and eagerly to court an immediate
trial, urging the inexpediency of sending out any man in

a command of high importance with such a charge hanging
over his head. Hut the oligarchal party at present pos-

sessed the ear of the people, and it did not suit their pur-

C either to grant this reasonable request, or to deprive

of the command. No immediate investigation was
made, and a vote was obtained that he should proceed on
the voyage. But the agitation was kept up, and rose to an
extraordinary height during his absence, and the influ-

ence of his enemies was powerful enough to procure that

decree of recall of which we have spoken. Alcibiades obeyed
the summons, and quitted the fleet in his own trireme ; but
believing that his death was resolved, he disappeared at

Thurium in Italy, in company with other accused persons,

and betook himself first to Argos, then to Sparta.

By the injury which he did to his country after his exile,

Alcibiades proved how much he might have done for her
benefit, had the command of her yet unbroken resources

been continued in his hands. Restrained by no principle

of patriotism (a feeling not very common in Greece, where
no party hesitated to call in foreign arms to strengthen their

own hands), he yet felt it necessary, in offering his services

and counsels to Sparta, to make some apology for this step,

and, as given by Thucydides, it is a very lame one :—
' I

love not my country as wronged by it, but as having lived

in safety in it. Nor do I think that I do herein go against

any country of mine, but that I far rather seek to recover

the country I have not. And he is truly a lover of his coun-
try, not that refuseth to invade the country he hath wrong-
fully lost, but that desires so much to be in it, as by any
means he can he will attempt to recover it.'— (Thucyd., vi.

92.) The value of his services was soon shown. The Athe-
nians had laid siege to Syracuse, and it seemed probable that

it would fall into their hands. But at his suggestion a

Lacedaemonian force commanded by a Spartan general was

sent to Syracuse ; and in consequence of their timely aid

the besieging force was totally destroyed. He also advised

attacking the Athenians more vigorously at home, and at

his suggestion Deceleia, a town of Attica, within fifteen

miles of Athens, was fortified and permanently occupied by
a Lacedaemonian garrison. Hostile and injurious as this

conduct was, his professions of patriotism probably were so

far sincere, that he was actuated by no love for Sparta, and
no hate for Athens, though altogether careless of all na-

tional or individual misfortune, so long as he promoted his

own views of returning home in power and authority, and
not as an arraigned criminal.

It was the general belief of Greece, that the maritime

ascendency of Athens was utterly destroyed by the ruin of

the Sicilian armament. The Ionian cities, which had felt

the harshness of her command, and for the most part con-

tained a strong oligarchal party, eagerly seized the favour-

able opportunity of revolt. The Persian satraps, or gover-

nors of provinces, on the coast of the iEgean, were also

eager to crush a power which, in addition to old grudges,

maintained against the barbarians the integrity and inde-

pendence of many valuable Grecian cities, wpich otherwise

would probably have passed into Persian hands. It so

chanced that, b c. 412, Tissaphernes, satrap of Lydia, and

Pharnabazus, satrap of the Hellespontine provinces, both

sent to invite the alliance of Sparta- It is not necessary to

detail the intrigues by which Alcibiades caused the former

to be preferred ; at the same time it was determined to sup-

port Chios and Erythr© in a proposed revolt. The usual

supineness of the Spartan government nearly prevented

this important blow being struck, nor would the design

have been accomplished but for the activity of Alcibiades,

by whom Chios, Erythr», Clazomen®, Teos, and Miletus

were induced to revolt from Athens, and a treaty, by no

means honourable to Sparta, was concluded with Tissa-

phernes.

In the annual change of Spartan magistrates at the end

of die year, those who had been most closely connected with

Alcibiade* went out of office, and were succeeded by the

party of Agis, one of the reigning kings, who had personal
reasons forlooking on the Athenian refugee with no friendly

eye. [See Agksilaus.] The connexion with Persia
was utterly repugnant to the principles of Lycurgus's in-

stitutions ; the terms of the late treaty with Persia were
highly objectionable; and in addition to those reasons for

disliking the course of policy suggested by Alcibiades, there
was ground to suppose that he who had been so ready to

ruin bis country, would not scruple to betray the interests

of his adopted home, and there was something like a cer-

tainty that he would betray them if the direction of affairs

were taken out of his hands. To prevent this, recourse was
had to a measure not unfrequent in Spartan councils, and
the Spartan general in Asia received instructions to have
Alcibiades assassinated. Aware of his danger, Alci-
biades left the camp, and repaired to Tissaphernes. Pro-
bably it was his aim from the first to establish an inde-
pendent interest with the satrap, so as to make himself
the channel which should turn Persian gold at pleasure
into the treasury of Sparta or Athens, and thus obtain
sufficient consequence to prescribe to either party the terms
on which his services might be purchased. It was with this

view that he recommended to the satrap a line of policy,

which should give no decisive advantage to either of the
contending parties. By the ruin of Athens his services

would become useless to Sparta ; by the relieving Athens
from the fear of Sparta his restoration to his home would
become hopeless.

The exertions of Athens, ever since the fatal expedition
to Sicily, had been wonderful, and her success propor-

tionate ; but they had nearly drained her treasury, and it

seemed impossible to hold out much longer against Sparta,
backed by the wealth of Persia. It was probably the
knowledge of this which guided the policy of Alcibiades,

and induced him to hold out hope of an alliance with Per-
sia, on terms which a few years sooner would have been
rejected with scorn. These were, his own restoration, cou-
pled with the establishment of oligarchy. The negotiation

was commenced with the citizens in the Athenian army,
then quartered in great strength at Samos. A large pro-

portion of the trierarchs, or captains ofships, who, under the

Athenian system, were men ofwealth, were favourable to the
change. When they had secured a decided majority in the
army, it was resolved to send delegates to Athens, to ac-

quaint the people with the proposals of Alcibiades, and the

opinion of the army that they should be accepted. The
deputation succeeded in reconciling the people to the

change with singular rapidity, and in return a body of ten

commissioners was sent out to treat with Alcibiades and
Tissaphernes. But whether the former thought the revo-

lution thus brought about unfavourable to his private views,

or that he found it impossible to make Tissaphernes fulfil

the expectations of assistance, which he had held out as the

price of his return, he so managed matters that the com-
missioners broke off the conference in anger, convinced that

at all events Alcibiades meant nothing friendly to them.
Still the revolution proceeded. By the new constitution,

the supreme authority was vested in a body of five thousand
select citizens, and a council of four hundred was appointed

to supersede the old council of five hundred. The council

was nominated, but not the select body. No one dared to

complain, for the practice of secret murder was carried to a
frightful extent, and those who did not favour Ihe govern-

ment were satisfied to remain quiet, when they saw the

numbers who were daily slain without inquiry or notice

on the part of the magistrate. But in the absence of the

leading oligarchists, the temper of the army at Samos
changed. Thrasybulus and Thrasyllus, two officers of

high character, but subordinate rank, were appointed

to take the command ; an oath of adherence to the demo-
cracy was exacted from all, and as the general assembly

at Athens had been dissolved, the citizens in the army as-

sumed the supreme power, and considered the resolutions of

their own assembly as the acts of the commonwealth. One
of their first measures was to recall Alcibiades, and appoint

him their general. In this capacity he did his country the

signal service of preventing a civil war between the oli-

garchy at home, and the army, who were on the point of sail-

ing to Athens to restore the old constitution by force . Mea n-

while a schism had arisen, which led to the desired event

without confusion or bloodshed. The violent oligarchists

were suspected* and with good reason, of a plot to deliver

the city into jjje hands of the Peloponnesians ; a cry was
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raised to uphold the authority of the five thousand against

the four hundred ; the supreme authority was vested in the

former body, who were appointed to be taken from s»ich

citizens upon the muster-roll ofthe heavy-armed foot as were
then in Athens ; and one of its first acts was to decree the

restoration of Alcibiades, and all who had absented them-
selves from Athens on account of the mutilation of the

Mercuries. This revolution and counter-revolution were
comprised in the year 411, four years after the recall and
condemnation of Alcibiades.

The promises of Persian assistance, which Alcibiades had
made so confidently, were not fulfilled. Tissaphernes had
learnt so much from his wily counsellor, that he was as un-
willing to break entirely with the Spartans, as formerly

with the Athenians. But the able conduct of Alcibiades,

seconded by Thrasybulus and Thrasyllus, soon brightened

the prospects of the Athenians. At Cynossema(411) the

Peloponnesian fleet was defeated ; at Abydos, in the same
year, a further success was obtained ; at Cyzicus (4 1 0) a still

more brilliant victory was gained, in which every ship of

the Peloponnesians was taken or destroyed. In the two
following years a train ofequally important successes marked
the ability with which the Athenian affairs were conducted.

Chalcedon, Byzantium, and the whole Hellespont and Pro-

pontis were regained to the alliance or subjection of Athens

;

and thus the control of the Euxine, and the power of levy-

ing duties on all ships passing the straits, a very lucrative

branch of revenue, was recovered. Alcibiades had hitherto

abstained from visiting Athens, though the decree against

him had been reversed for four years. He now probably

thought that his brilliant successes ensured a favourable

reception, and he led home his victorious armament in 407.

He was received with distinguished favour, elected com-
mander in chief, with a new title, and apparently with
greater powers than those belonging to the office of strate-
gos, and soon found an opportunity of gratifying the people,

by conducting the annual procession from Atnens to Eleusis,

under safeguard of the army, which had never ventured to

traverse the country since the establishment of a Laconian
garrison in Deceleia.

After staying four months in Athens, he returned to the
scene of action. The Athenians seem to have thought that
he could command success at will, and grew angry that no
brilliant success immediately waited on his arms. The
defeat at Notium, where his second in command gave battle

during his absence, contrary to his commands, completed
their alienation. He was superseded, and the command
vested in a board of ten. It is not said that any steps were
taken against him, but he evidently thought it would be
unsafe to return to Athens, and retired from the fleet to the
Thracian Chersonese, where he had large possessions. Here
the history of his public life ends, and of his future history few
certain notices are preserved. He still resided in the Cher-
sonese in 405, and endeavoured to prevent the defeat of
./Egospotamoi, which he foresaw from the negligence and in-
competence of the Athenian commander; but his inter-

ference was disregarded. Athens was taken in the fol-

lowing spring, and Alcibiades, thinking himself no longer
safe in the Chersonese, retired into Bithynia, with the in-

tention, it is said by Plutarch, ofrepairing, like Themistocles,
to the Persian court, to request assistance in restoring
the independence of Athens. During his abode in Asia,
his house was surrounded and set on fire by a body of armed
men. They dared neither enter the house, nor await the
assault of Alcibiades, supported only by his servants, but
overwhelmed him with missile weapons. He appears to

have died in 404, being then at least forty-four years of
age.

The intellectual eminence and moral depravity of
Alcibiades are alike placed beyond the reach of doubt.
His conduct however subsequent to his recall seems to

have been unexceptionable ; and the ingratitude of his
countrymen was justly punished by the issue of the war.
The rashness and petulance of his youth were tempered by
experience, and his measures appear to have been equally
vigorous in execution, and prudent and mature in concep-
tion. Singularly gifted with the faculty of adapting him-
self to all men, it was observed that, when at Sparta, he
equalled the Spartans in austerity of manners ; in Asia
surpassed the pomp of the Persians themselves ; and he is

said, by Plutarch, to have been materially indebted to his
powers of pleasing in society, which were such, that • no man
was of so sullen a nature but he would make him merry,

nor so churlish but he would make him gentle.' Had he
been suffered to retain the direction of the counsels of

Athens, there can lie no doubt but that the temporary fall of
that city would have been long delayed, and a strong pro-

bability that the event of the Peloponnesian war would have
been altogether different (Thucydides ; Plutarch, Ufe of
Alcibiades.)

ALCOHOL. This word is probably of Arabic origin,

and is the chemical name of what is sometimes termed ardent
spirit. It is a fluid compound of oxygen, hydrogen, and
carbon, not obtainable by direct chemical action, but pro-
duced by the vinous fermentation, during which the elements
separated from combination re-unite in new proportions to
form it. Alcohol is the intoxicating principle of beer, wine,
and fermented liquors in general ; and when they are sub-
jected to distillation, the alcohol and a considerable quantity
of water are vaporized and condensed together. The dis-

tilled products have different names and properties according
to the substances yielding them : thus, brandy is obtained
from the fermented and distilled juice of the grape; rum
from that of the sugar-cane ; whiskey, and what is termed
spirit of wine, are usually obtained from barley, which is

generally malted previously to fermentation.

On account of the chemical affinity existing between al-

cohol and water, it is not possible to obtain the former free

from the latter by simple distillation, though frequently
repeated ; the specific gravity of the product is never less

than 0*825, and the rectified spirit of wine of commerce and
of the London Pharmacopoeia has a specific gravity of 0*835.

It will be more particularly mentioned under Fermenta-
tion, that sugar, during its operation, is decomposed, and
that its elements, which are the same as those of alcohol,

combine to form two new compounds, viz., alcohol, the prin-

cipal part of which remains in the fermented liquor, and
carbonic acid, which is mostly evolved in the state of gas.

Sugar is composed of one atom or equivalent of each of its

constituent elements, and when it is fermented three atoms
appear to be decomposed ; the whole of the hydrogen taking
two-thirds of the carbon, and one-third of the oxygen of the
decomposed sugar, they unite to form alcohol ; while the
remaining atom of carbon and two atoms of oxygen combine
and yield carbonic acid ; the annexed illustration will, per-
haps, render these changes more intelligible

:

Three atomt of Svgar = 3 at hydr. 3 at carb. 3 at. oxvg. decompoted.

One atom of Alcohol = 3 at hydr. 2 at. carb. 1 at oxyg. formed.

One atom •/ Carbonic Acid= 1 at carb. S at oxyg. formed.

According to this statement it is evident that alcohol is

constituted of

three atoms of hydrogen 1X3= 3
two atoms of carbon 6x2 = 12
one atom of oxygen = 8

atomic weight=23
The methods by which this result was obtained, will be

stated presently ; and it is to be observed, that this is the
composition of what is sometimes termed absolute alcohol,
that is, perfectly free from water ; and various methods for
procuring it in this state have been proposed. According to
M. Soemmering, the water may be entirely separated from
alcohol by the following process : put the spirit into an ox's
bladder coated with isinglass, and expose it to a temperature
of 105° to 120°; the interior of the bladder is moistened by
the water of the spirit, and whilst the exterior coat dries, fresh
portions of water continue to penetrate the bladder and to
evaporate from its surface, while but little of the alcohol
escapes with it. Spirit put into a wide-mouthed bottle and
tied over with bladder suffers a similar evaporation of tho
water, and concentration of the alcohol. Geiger and Pla-
niava assert, however, that the remaining alcohol still retains
three per cent, of water. Pajot Descharmes proposed to
place spirit in a flat vessel beside fragments of chloride of
calcium under a closed receiver; the air contained in this
soon becomes loaded with the vapour rising from the spi-
rituous liquor, the salt combines with it, and the alcohol is
gradually concentrated ; some, however, is lost, being va-
porized and condensed with the water. Berzelius, Traitc d*
Chimie, t. vi. 448.

Dr. Graham proposes a process upon a similar principle,
viz., that of placing a shallow vessel of spirit over another
containing coarsely-powdered lime, under a bell glass, upon
the plate ofan air-pump ; the air is exhausted till the alcohol
begins to boil, and the lime absorbs the water onlv of the
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upour which rises. If sulphuric acid be substituted for

lime, then both the water and spirit evaporate and are totally

absorbed. Edin. Phil. Truns., 1628.

Although these are curious processes, yet they are scarcely

applicable on an extensive scale. The best methods depend
upon adding to the spirit some substance which has affinity

for the water, and none or but little for the alcohol ; thus car-

bonate of potash is a deliquescent salt, and has consequently

great affinity for water, but unlike most salts of this descrip-

tion, it has no affinity for alcohol, and is totally insoluble in

it Wheu then dry carbonate of potash in powder is put

into rectified spirit of wine of specific gravity 0*835, the water

which it contains dissolves the alkaline salt, and forms a

dense solution, on which the alcohol floats, not, however,

quite free from water, for when separated and distilled, its

specific gravity is reduced only to 0*815, and therefore it re-

tains about 5 per cent, of water.

Caustic potash, having still greater affinity for water than
the carbonate, has been recommended to be substituted for

it ; but it appears to alter the properties of the alcohol to a
certain extent. Lime aho has been used ; it is to be pow-

dered, mixed with the spirit, and put into a stopped bottle

and occasionally shaken for three or four days ; after which
the clear liquor is to be poured off and cautiously distilled.

Chloride of calcium, (sometimes called dry muriate of

lime,) which has been melted so as to render it free from

water, is an extremely deliquescent salt, and is more power-

ful than most substances in separating water from alcohol.

Mix equal weights of spirit and pieces of the fused chloride

in a stopped bottle ; when the salt is dissolved, pour off the

clear solution into a distilling apparatus, and continue the

operation until the product is equal to half the bulk of the

spirit employed. If the distillation be properly conducted,

me alcohol obtained is perfectly free from water, and has the

following properties. It is a limpid, colourle fts liquid, of an
agreeable smell, and a hot pungent taste. Its specific gra-

vity is 0791 at 68°, or 0/947 at 59°. It has never been
frozen, although exposed by Mr. Walker of Oxford to 91°

below zero, or 123° below the freezing point of water. It is

extremely volatile, producing considerable cold during eva-

S
ration ; the degree of cold is proportional to its purity,

eat expands alcohol in a greater degree than it does water,

for 100,000 volumes become 104,168 by being heated from
3*2° to 1 00° ; whereas an equal bulk of water heated to the

same degree is increased only to 1 00,908. Under the average

atmospheric pressure alcohol boils at about 1 73°, but in the

vacuum of the air-pump, ebullition occurs at 60° and
even below it. In becoming vapour, alcohol absorbs only
0*436 of the heat required to evaporate an equal weight of

water ; and, according to Gay-Lussac, (Ann. de Chim. et de

Phys. xv.) the density ofthe vapour of anhydrous (waterless)

alcohol compared with that of atmospheric air, is as 1613 to

1000. When the vapour of alcohol is strongly heated, as by
beingpassed through a redhot porcelain tube, it is decomposed,
and there are obtained, carburetted hydrogen, oxide ofcarbon,

and a small quantity of charcoal. Alcohol, and the vapour
arising from it, are extremely inflammable ; it burns with a
lambent flame, the colour of which depends upon the strength

of the alcohol ; the blue tint prevails when it is strong, and
the yellow when weak. Although the flame of alcohol

yields but little light, its heat is intense ; it burns without

any smoke, and the only products of the combustion, under
common circumstances, are water and carbonic acid. When,
however, alcohol is burned in the lamp without flame, in the

wick of which a platina wire is kept ignited, then acetic acid

also is produced. It has been also called lampic acid, and
appears to contain resinous matter, to which some of its

peculiar properties are owing. There are several substances

which communicate colour to the flame of alcohol : boracic

acid and cupreous salts impart green, barytic salts yellow,

and the salts of strontia an intense and beautiful red

colour.

Alcohol may be fired by the electric spark, which when
passed through a mixture of the vapour of alcohol and oxygen

gas, causes it to it take fire and explode violently. The vapour

of alcohol requires three times its volume of oxygen gas to

be perfectly burned, and it then yields water and twice its

volume of carbonic acid gas ; theoretically, 23 parts of alco-

hol = 1 atom should yield 27 parts = 3 atoms of water ; but

according to Saussure a larger quantity is obtained.

At low temperatures, alcohol suffers but little change by

exposure to the air ; the portion which does not evaporate is

rendered weaker by attracting water, and it absorbs at the

same time some air. According to Saussure, alcohol and

water take up similar proportions of oxygen and nitrogen, but

the former fluid dissolves 0*1625 of its volume of oxygen,

while water takes up only 0065 ; it is on this account that

there is always a slight disengagement of gas when these

liquids are mixed, part of the oxygen contained in the spirit

being expelled by tlie water.

Alcohol has great affinity for, and readily mixes with

water in all proportions, and during their combination heat

is excited ; if, for example, equal measures of water and

of alcohol of specific gravity 0*825, both at 50°, be suddenly

mixed, the temperature is raised to 70°, and the specific gra-

vity of the mixture when cooled exceeds its calculated den-

sity ; if, however, the alcohol be weak, then, although heat

is excited, the mean density is diminished.

The following table, by Gay-Lussac, shows the quantity

of absolute alcohol in mixtures of alcohol and water of dif

ferent densities, at 59°.

Alcohol Specific Gravity.

100 . • • 07947
95 • . , 0*8168

90 m . . 0*8346

85 . . , 0*8502

80 # . 0*8645

75 • m . 0*8799

70 # m • 0*8907

65 • i . 0*9027

60 • • . 0*9141

55 m , * 0*9248

50 . . , 0*9348

45 • # m 0*9440

40 • • . 0*9523

35 • • . 0*9595

30 • •' . 0*9656

The solvent power of alcohol is great ; and it has beett

long known and extensively applied. Dr. Graham (Transi

Roved Soc. Edin. t) has shown, that, like water, it combines

with bodies in definite proportions ; these compounds he

terms alcoates ; not many of them have been formed, and

they were obtained simply by dissolving the salts constituting

their base, and previously rendered anhydrous, in absolute

alcohol, with the assistance of heat. On cooling, the alcoates

were deposited in the solid state; the crystallization was
generally confused, but in some cases regular forms appeared.

The crystals are transparent, soft, and easily fusible by heat

in their alcohol of crystallization ; their formation is pre-

vented by the presence of a small quantity of water. Chlo-

ride of calcium forms an alcoate consisting of 2 atoms of

the salt and 7 of alcohol ; nitrate of magnesia 1 atom salt

-}- 9 atoms alcohol ; alcoate of nitrate of lime consists of 2

atoms salt and 5 atoms alcohol. Several metallic salts were

also converted into alcoates and analysed by Dr. Graham

;

the alcohol of some alcoates is retained with so great force

of affinity as not to be expelled at a temperature of 400° to

500°.

Alcohol is capable of dissolving the resins, and many
similar bodies, upon which water has no action ; hence its

use in varnish-making. With the fixed oils, except castor

oil, it does not readily unite ; but it dissolves the essential

oils and camphor with great facility, and hence its use in

pharmacy and perftunery. Some substances which are

soluble in water are precipitated from it by alcohol—gum,

for example ; while, on the other hand, water precipitates

resinous bodies from solution in alcohol. Alcohol combines

with sulphur and phosphorus, but not with the earths nor

their carbonates : it dissolves sugar, soap, the oxalic, tartaric,

gallic, benzoic, and some other acids. Alcohol is largely

used in the preparation of various kinds of sether, as already

described. The results of its action with sulphuric acid are

very different according to circumstances : thus, by varying

the proportions, we may procure sulphovinic acid, eether, on

of wine, or olefiant jzas As it remains fluid at the lowest

temperatures, it is advantageously employed in filling ther-

mometer tubes, in experiments on artificial cold ; its anti-

septic properties are great, and hence its use in preserving

anatomical preparations ; on account of its ready inflamma-

bility, the purity, and the intense heat of its flame, it is

conveniently, but not economically, employed in chemical

lamps, usually termed spirit lamps.

It readily dissolves ammoniacal gas ; and as the caustic

alkalis, potash and soda, are taken up in large quantity

by alcohol, and as it does not dissolve their usual impurities,

the solution, by distillation, yields these alkalis in a state
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of great purity. In chemical investigations it is frequently

employee! to separate various salts, both of which are soluble

in water, and only one in alcohol : thus sea-water contains

both sulphate and muriate of magnesia ; and the latter only
being soluble in alcohol, it affords a ready method of sepa-

ration.

Although we have mentioned the composition of alcohol,

we have not vet stated the modes in which the analyses
have been performed. Saussure {Nicholson's Journal, xxi.)

passed the vapour of alcohol through a red-hot porcelain

tube, terminating in a glass tube, six feet long, and sur-

rounded by ice : all the products were carefully collected

and analyzed; the result was, that 100 parts of alcohol con-
sist of

Hydrogen • . 13*70

Carbon . . , 5V98
Oxygen . . 34'32

10029
Dumas and Boullav (Ann. de Chim.et de Phys., t. xxxvi)
have since analyzed alcohol by passing it over ignited oxide
of copper ; they obtained

Hydrogen . . 13*31

Carbon . . . 5237
Oxygen . . 3461

160-

A compound of 3 atoms of hydrogen, 2 of carbon, and 1

atom or oxygen, already stated as the atomic constitution of
alcohol, on the authority of the abovenamed chemists, would
give, in 100 parts,

Hydrogen , • l3'04
Carbon . . . 5217
Oxygen , . 3479

100-

It will further appear by calculation, that the vapour of
alcohol is equivalent to acompound of one volume ofaqueous
vapour and one of oleflant gas, condensed into one volume.
ALCORAN, or ALKORAN. [See Koran.]
ALCOVE. This term is found in most of the modern

European languages, and is similarly applied throughout to

a recess in a room intended for a bed, or in which a bed may
be placed. It is not, however, necessarily restricted to this

meaning; and in England, where such recesses are not
so common in bed-chambers as they are in some other coun-
tries, and particularly in Spain and France, alcove is applied

to a similar recess in a room of any kind, and yet more com-
monly to an ornamental covered garden-seat. What, indeed,
in an ecclesiastical or public civil structure would be deno-
minated a tribune, or an apsis, is in domestic edifices called
an alcove.

The term is originally from the Arabic language, in which
it means, simply, the cave, hollow, or recess ; and it passed
into the other European languages through the Spanish,
which acquired it during the occupation of a part of Spain
by the Arabs.

ALCUIN, or, as he called himself in Latin, Flaccus
Albinus, was one of the most learned persons of the
eighth century. He appears to have been born about the

C734,
and probably in the city of York or the neigh-

hood, though tome authorities make him a native of
Scotland. He tells us himself, he received his education
at York, where he had successively for his masters Egbert
and Elbert, who were afterwards successively archbishops of
that see. He there acquired a knowledge of the Latin lan-
guage, and some acquaintance also, it would appear, with the
Greek and the Hebrew. He afterwards became himself mas-
ter of the school, and taught with much reputation. He was
also appointed keeper of the library which Egbert bad founded
in the cathedral; of the contents of which he has given
us a minute and curious account in one of his poems. Being
equally eminent for piety as for learning, he was likewise
ordained a deacon of the cathedral ; and we may mention
here, that through modesty, as is stated, he never afterwards
would accept of any higher rank in the priesthood. Having
been sent by Elbert's successor, Enbalde, to Rome to pro-
cure for him the pallium, Alouin on his return passed
through Parma, where the Emperor Charlemagne then was.
At the invitation of the emperor he consented, as soon as he
should have executed his mission, to come to France ; and
•ooardingly, in the same year, (780,) he proceeded to that

country, Soon after his arrival, his patron bestowed upon

him the abbeys of Ferrteres in the GAtinois, and of St Loup
at Troyes, and the little monastery of St Josse in Ponlhteu.
But the principal occupation of Alcuin was as a public

teacher of what was then called the totum scibite, or entire

circle of human learning. In this capacity he was frequently

honoured with the attendance at his lessons of the emperor
himself, his children, and the lords of the court. The place
where he principally taught was, probably, Aix-la-Chapelle,
which was the chief residence of the emperor. The school
thus established by Alcuin is considered by French anti-

quaries as the germ from which the University of Paris ori-

ginated ; and the example and exertions of this foreigner

were undoubtedly mainly instrumental in rekindling in
the country of his adoption the extinguished light of science
and literature. Mucn of Alcuin's time was also occupied
in theological controversy, and other labours connected
with his clerical calling. In 796, on the death of Ithier,

abbot of St Martin of Tours, the emperor gave him that
abbey also; and some time after, having obtained leave to

retire from court, he established a school here, which soon
became greatly celebrated. In his old age Alcuin gave
himself up almost exclusively to theological studies ; and
besides composing many treatises in that department,
copied with his own hand the whole of the Old and New
Testament, introducing numerous corrections as he pro-
ceeded. This edition came to be looked upon as a standard,
and many transcripts were made from it. There is still to

be seen in the library of the Fathers of the Oratory of St
Philip of Neri, at Rome, a Bible, which is believed to be,

as some verses written on it state, a copy given by Alcuin
to Charlemagne. Alcuin died on the 19th ofMay, 804, and
was buried in the church of St. Martin. Over his remains
was inscribed, on a plate of copper, an epitaph composed by
himself, of which the following are two of the lines

:

Quod nunc ci, fueram, famosu* in orbe, viator

;

Et quod nunc ego sum, tuque futurui cria.

Of the writings of Alcuin several have been printed sepa-
rately, both in France and England ; but the first edition of
his collected works was that published at Paris in 1617, by
Andr6 Duchesne, (Andreas Quercetanus,) in one volume,
folio. A much more complete edition, however, appeared
at Ratisbon, in two volumes, folio, in 1777, under the super-
intendence of M. Froben, the Prince Abbot of Ratisbon.
It contains many pieces which had never before been pub-
lished, but which were found in manuscript in the libraries

of France, England, and Italy.

ALCYONEiE (Savigny), a group of marine produc-
tions somewhat similar to the sponges, but more distinctly

belonging to animated nature. We are indebted to Pal-
las, Gaertner, Savigny, Spix, and Lamouroux, for what is

known of their singular structure. Both in the fresh and
the dried state they are of much greater specific gravity and
solidity than the sponges, and frequently emit a disagreeable

odour. They vary much in form, some being in a shapeless

mass or crust, and others lobed, fingered, branched, or with
rounded mushroom-like projections. The interior substance
is spongy or corky, surrounded by tube-like rays inclosed in

a leathery sort of membrane.
The tentacules or arms (tentacula) of the animal inhabit-

ing these productions are eight or more, which distinguishes

them from the complex Ascidice of Savigny, which have six.

These are almost all pectinated and furnished with papilla?.

The contractility of these arms varies with the age of the
individual, as well as with the season and the particular ex-
posure.

The cells in which the animals lodge are round, unequal
in diameter, and about a sixth or a fifth of an inch in depth,

separated from each other by thin partitions, which are ren-

dered opaque by a great number of solid globules.

The alcyonesD are found in all seas and at various depths,

subsisting, it would appear, on marine plants. They do not,

however, seem to like places which are often left dry by the
ebbing of the tide, and hence we have never met with them
recent, except about the low water-mark of spring-tides;

and they seem to delight in places sheltered by rocks from
tho sweep of currents, or the agitation of the waves, and
where the light is rather obscure. They are found, there-

fore, to be most numerous in deep water.

M. Lamouroux makes nine genera, of which we shall

here only notice the three, whose names are formed from
that of the group—the akyonium, the akyonella, and the
alcyonidium.

Alcyonium fobalum, or Lobularia digitata, which is not
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uncommon in the European seas, and is frequently found
on the British coasts. It consists of a tubular mas3 con-
tracted at the base, and terminating in a varying number of
finger-shaped lobes. The colour varies from white tinged
witn pink to a very deep orange, which forms a fine con-

trast with the invariable white colour of the inhabiting ani-

mals.

AlcyoneUa stagnorwn, a fresh-water species, found in

ponds and springs about Paris, by Bosc and Bruguidre,
attached to aquatic plants. It has been ranked by Lamarck
among fresh-water sponges, but, as M. Lamouroux thinks,

improperly.

Alcyonuhum gelatinomm is very variable in form ; thick,

branchy, the branches being blunt. It is found attached to

solid sands or upon rocks by means of a sort of paste, from
which arises a short cylindrical footstalk about the thickness
of a crow's quill. It is phosphorescent in certain seasons.

It only lives in deep water, and is never found except when
drawn up in the nets of fishermen.
ALDBOROUGH, a parish in Yorkshire, with a popula-

tion of 2447 inhabitants, comprehending the boroughs of
Aldborough and Boroughbridge, on the south bank of the
XJre, both disfranchised by the Reform Bill. Aldborough
is a place of great antiquity, and has been supposed by some
to have been the capital of the Brigantes, the most powerful
of the nations of Britain before the conquest of that people
by the Romans. But, however this be, the remains, wbufli
attest the former greatness of the place, go no higher than
the Roman dominion. Under that people Aldborough had
the name of Isurium, which it lost upon the invasion of the
Saxons, who gave it the appellation of Ald-burgh (Old Bo-
rough or Town). The ancient walls are stated by Drake
(Hist, and Antiq. of York) to have been about a mile and a
half in circuit and inclosing a space nearly square. Many
Roman antiquities have been dug up, including coins, sig-

nets, pieces of urns, &c. : and there have been found the
remains of aqueducts cut in great stones and covered with
Roman tile, and of a temple built on what is called the Bo-
rough Hill ; also several mosaic pavements. The remains
of Isurium have served for the pavements and the walls of
out-buildings, both in Aldborough and Boroughbridge,
which latter place, about half a mile to the west of die
former, rose on its decline.

Three remarkable obelisks are yet remaining to the west
of Boroughbridge, and are therefore nearer to it than to
Aldborough ; but they are connected in their origin with
Isurium. Antiquaries do not agree whether they are Bri-
tish or Roman monuments. They are vulgarly called the
Devil's Arrows, and are rough blocks of coarse rag-stone.
The middle one is above thirty feet from the top to the base,
which is six feet below the surface.

Aldborough contains only 620 inhabitants, and is about
sixteen miles N.W. of York. [See Boroughbridge.]
There is another place of the same name on the coast
of Suffolk, once a town of considerable importance, but
reduced by the encroachments of the sea, which has
washed away the market-place and a whole street during
the last century. It was also disfranchised by the Reform
Bill. The town is pleasantly situated between the river
Aide and the sea, and is much inhabited by fishermen,
pilots, and other seafaring people. Some corn is exported,
and the curing of sprats and herrings carried on to a consi-
derable extent. It has been frequented of late as a bathing
place. Population, 1341. Distant from Ipswich twenty-
five miles, from London ninety -four.
ALDE'BARAN, the Arabic name of a large and bright

star of the first magnitude, called in modern catalogues
* Tauri, situated in the eye of the constellation Taurus,
whence it is called also by the Arabs Ain al Thaur, the
bull's-eye. It is the bright star in the group of five, known
by the name of the Hyades, on which account it is called
by Ptolemy o XafMrpb? rwv'YdSwv. Its light is rather
reddish, and oflate years it has become remarkable as having
been frequently occulted by the moon, and having exhibited
the curious phenomenon of projection on the moon's disk.

[See Occultation.] It is easily found in the heavens by
the following directions. If a line be drawn through the
three conspicuous stars forming the belt of Orion, towards
the head, it passes just below Aldebaran and the Hyades

;

if towards thefeet, it passes through Sirius, which is about
the same distance from the belt as Aldebaran. This is

shown in the following diagram •

—

*
^^,.\\

Betelfiux. t

Siriof.

Bjfd.

We subjoin the right ascension and declination of Alde-
baran at the beginning of the years 1800 and 1834. The
difference is owing to the precession of the equinoxes, as this

star has no perceptible proper motion.

P»te.

1800.

1834.

Right A*eengfan,
h. 0. i
4 24 94
4 26 242

Ndrtfc Declination.

16° 6' 52"
16 10 9*2

Annual motion in right aseensioR . 3* '4962

declination . . 7" *963

ALDER. [See Alnus.1
ALDERMAN. This word is from the Anglo-Saxon

ealdorman or eoldorman. The term ealdorman is composed
oi ealdor, originally the comparative degree of the adjective

eald, ' old,' and man ; but toe word ealdor was also used by
the Anglo-Saxons as a substantive, and as such it was nearly
synonymous with the old English term elder, which we so

often meet with in the English version of the Bible. A prior

of a monastery was called Temples-ealdor ; the magistrate of
a district, Hiredes-ealdor ; the magistrate ofa hundred, Hun-
dredes-ealdor, &c. In a philological sense, the terms ealdor

and ealdorman were synonymous and equivalent; but in

their political acceptation they differ, the former being more
general, and, when used to express a specific degree, com-
monly denoting one that is lower than ealdorman. In both
terms the notion ofsome high trust or office, as well as that of

rank or dignity, seems to be inherent ; but ealdorman at the
same time expressed a definite degree of hereditary rank or
nobility which ealdor does not so necessarily imply. Princes,

earls, governors of provinces, and other persons of distinction,

were generally termed Aldermen by the Anglo-Saxons.
But besides this general signification of the word, it was
also applied to certain officers in particular ; thus there was
an Alderman of all England, (aldermannu* tottMS AngHce,)
the nature of whose office and duties the learned Spelnwn
says * he cannot divine, unless it corresponded to the offioe

of Chief Justiciary of England in later times.' There was
also a King's Alderman, (aldertnannui regis,) who hat been
supposed to have been an occasional judge, with an autho-
rity or commission from the king to administer justice in

S
articular districts : it is very possible, however, that his

uties may have resembled those exercised by the king's

sergeant in the time of Bracton, when there are strong traces

of the existence of an officer so called, appointed by the
king for each county, and whose duty it was to prosecute

pleas of the crown in the kings name. Spehnan, however,
doubts whether the King's Alderman may not have been
the same person with the Alderman of the county, who was
a kind of local judge, entrusted, to a certain extent, with the
administration of civil and criminal justice. Besides those

above mentioned, there were also Aldermen of cities, bo-

roughs, and castles, and Aldermen ofhundreds, upon whose
particular functions it would, at this distance of time, be use-

less to speculate.

In modern times, Aldermen are individuals invested by
charter with certain privileges and duties in municipal cor-

porations, either as civil magistrates themselves, or as asso-

ciates to the chief civil magistrates of cities or corporate

towns. These privileges and duties, and also the rules

which regulate the election and promotion of these officers*

are of course as various as the provisions Of the different

charters under which they act.

ALDERNEY, or AURIGNY, one of the islands in the
English Channel, lying in the bay of Avranches formed by
the peninsula of Cotantin, (which constitutes part of the
department of LaManche,) in Normandy, and the coast of
Brittany. It is the nearest of this group of islands to the
French coast, being about seven miles west of Cape La
Hogue, in Normandy, from which it is separated by the

20t
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strait or * Race of Alderney,' a channel very dangerous in

stormy weather, from its conflicting currents, hut safe at

other times, and affording sutlicient depth of water for the

largest ships. The remnant of the French Heel escaped
through the Race of Alderney, after the defeat of Tourville

by the combined navies of England and Holland, under
Admiral Russell, in 1 GM2. Alderney is distant from Guern-
sey (N.E. by N.) about fifteen miles, or twenty from port to

port ; from Jersey about thirty-three miles from coast to

coast, and forty-five from port to port ; and about fifty-five

or sixty miles 8. by E. of Portland Bill, the nearest point of

England. The communication with Guernsey is much
more frequent and regular than with Jersey. Alderney
possesses four vessels, the total tonnage of which is only 150.

During the oyster season some of them ply on the French
coast ; but two, at least, run regularly to Guernsey, paying
a visit occasionally to Jersey.

The island is about 3$ miles long, from N.E. to S.W.

;

about 1 i br>ad : and about 8 miles in circuit. Tho 8.E.

coast is formed by picturesque and lofty cliffs, from 100 to

200 feet high ; but as the island shelves towards the N.E,
the coasts in that direction are of less elevation, and more
indented with small bays, such as those of Longy or Citel
(query, Chatol—Castle?) hay on the E.. and of Bra ye on
the N.W. The last affords good anchorage, and near
it is the only harbour in the island, that of Crabby, which,
however, is fit for none but small vessels. The approach
to the island is dangerous in bad weather, in consequence
of the rapidity and diversity of the currents, and the rocks

and islets which surround it in every direction. Six
miles, or thereabouts, to the west lies a cluster of rocks,

called * The Caskets,' included in the compass of a mile,

and having, on the S.W. ^ide, a natural harbour, in which
a frigate may shelter as in a dock. The light-houses on
these rock* are three in number, and so situated as to form
a triangle. They are called St. Peter, St. Thomas, and
Donjon. The platform of each is sheathed with copper, as

are also the staircases, to prevent their destruction in case

of fire. The men who have the care of the lights keep a

journal of the wind and weather : they have a telegraph for

the purpose of communicating with the agent of the Trinity

House, (which corporation has the charge of the light-

houses,) also a little brewery and a forge Their salary is

about fifty pounds per annum. Upon these rocks, or others

in the vicinity, Prince William, only son of Henry I.,

perished by shipwreck, in the year 1119: and in 171-1 the
Victory, of 110 guns, was lo^t. with 1 100 men.
The climate is mild and healthy : the soil sandy, grittv,

and gravelly round the coast, but in the valleys it is very
fertile, producing excellent corn and the he*t kind of

potatoes, much superior to those of Jersey or Guernsey. In
the meadows they grow rye-grass and clover, which give

excellent milk and butter. The grass lands occupy about

one-third of the area of the island. The land is generally
elevated, but consists both of high and low tracts : a good
supply of excellent water is procured in every part of the

island. The Alderney cows maintain their reputation : they
are easily distinguished from those of the neighbouring
islands, by being remarkably small and straight in the back.

The population of Alderney is decreasing by emigration,

which is attributed to want of trade and employment. The !

majority of the emigrants go to Guernsey and Jersey : some i

to America. The population was in IS 13, loOH; in Isji,
\

llo\ ; in 1823, 1 <»66 : and in 1831, 101-5, ofwhom 447 were
'

males, and 508 females. The number of inhabited houses !

in 1831, was 217 ; of houses uninhabited or building, 68 ;

and of families, 240. Of these last, 7 (J were employed in

agriculture, 00 in trade and handicrafts, and 107 were not

included in either of these classes. The inhabitants are a

good deal engaged in fishing, to which their insular situa-

tion and the abundance of fish supply an ample induce-
;

mumt. ' The town, which is known simply by that do-

situation, is situated in a beautiful valley nearly in the
I

centre of the island, with roads leading to Brave and
Longy Bays, and comprehends all the houses in Alderney.

|

It is partly paved, but presents, as may be supposed, few
buildings worthy of notice. The church is dedicated to '

»St. Anne, and the parish is in the diocese of Winchester.
The government-house is near the church. An ancient
monastery at Longy Bay has been made to serve the purpose
of a barrack in time of war, and a depot for military stores

I

and an hospital since the conclusion of the peace. The '

island contains the decayed foundations of a castle which
!

bears the name of 'Essex farm/ from having been for a

time the residence of the ttarl of Essex, the favourite of

Queen Elizabeth.

As the islands of Guernsey and Jersey, with their de-

pendencies, formed part of the Duchy of Normandy, and
are therefore the relics of the extensive domains which the

Kings of England once possessed in France, they are sub-

ject to the crown, but not, unless especially mentioned, to

the acts of the legislature of this country. [See Gukrnsey,]
Alderney is a dependency of Guernsey. The civil power is

vested in six jurats, who are chosen by the people, ar.d hold

their ollices for life, unless removed for misbehaviour.

Thes^, with twelve 4 Douzainiers,' representatives of the

people, forma sort of local legislature, the douzainiers having

only the power of deliberating, not of voting: neither is this

power possessed by the governor of Guernsey or his lieute-

nant, though the presence of one of these is requisite. The
same jurats, the eldest acting as president, with the king's

procurator and advocate, (the last a barrister,) and the

prettier, or registrar, nominated by the governor, constitute

the court of justice ; from which, however, an appeal lies

to the royal court at Guernsey, and, in the last resort, to

the king in council. In criminal cases, the court at Alder-

ney only collects and transmits evidence to the superior

court at Guernsey, where the sentence is pronounced and
carried into execution. The local militia is coniposea of

four companies of infantry and a brigade of artillery. The
men are furnished with clothing and accoutrements at the

cost of the government, but receive no pay when called out.

They are excellent marksmen. The officers are appointed

by the Lieutenant-Governor of Guernsey. The militia and
regular troops together may amount to 300 men.
The inhabitants appear to have embraced the Protestant

religion about the time of the Reformation in England : at

present they are about equally divided between the Esta-

blishment and the Wesleyan Methodists, who have a chapel.

Persons quite uneducated are unknown. All speak and write

either French or English. The last is spoken by about hal£
and understood by all. There are three week-day schools

—

one private, one maintained by John Le Mcsurier, Esq., and
one by the Rev. Mr. Lys, the rector : also two Sunday
schools connected with the two places of worship.

Alderney was called Riduna by the Romans. The Nor-
mans settled here at an early period : and it has l>een ob-

served, that the island remained under the English mo-
narchs, who were also Dukes of Normandy, when their con-

tinental dominions were lo^t. Few or no antiquities are

found excepting the castle and monastery above noticed.

In April, Is..; j, seven stone collins, one of them containing
some human remajns, were dug up, and have been supposed
to point out the site of the ancient burial-ground of the

island. There are, at different spots on the coast, two stones

wrought by nature in the shape of a chair. One on the N.W.
of the island, is called 'the Monk's Chair :' the other, on the

S.W., commonly visited hv strangers, is called 'The Lover's
Seat.' It lies' in 4{)° 4:? N. Lit., 2° 13' W. long. [Com-
mnin'ratinn from J• r*et/, &e.]

ALPINE EDITIONS. [See Manutius.]
ALDROVAND (ULYSSES), the most celebrated na-

turalist of the sixteenth century, was born at Bologna in

l'>27. where he died the -1th of May, 1605, at the age of

seventy-eight. He was of a noble family, and on the title-

page of his posthumous works he is designated a patrician;
on those published by himself he is termed philosopher,
pb.vsicir.iu, and professor of natural history in the gymnasium
of Holo-jua. Nothing seems to have been recorded of his

early studies, and but few incidents of his after life. It is

only known that he visited several parts of Europe in quest
of knowledge in his favourite science. According to M. Au-
hert le Mire, he gave a painter whom he employed in draw-
ing specimens a yearly salary of two hundred' crowns for

upwards of thirty }ears, and engaged as engravers, Christo-
pher Coriolanus Lorenzo Benniui, and others. The ex-
penses which he incurred in this way, as well as in the
purchase of specimens, exhausted his fortune: and it is

reported he was so much reduced in circumstances, that
having become blind in bis old age, he was compelled to go
into the hospital of Bologna, where he died. This, however,
has been doubted : but the only grounds alleged for the
doubt are. * that it is not probable the senate of Bologna, to
whom he bequeathed his cabinet and his manuscripts, and
who appropriated a considerable sum to continue the pub-
lication of his works after his death, would have suffered him
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to want during his lifetime ; while his widow even expressly

mentions, in the dedication of one of these volumes, that he
was honoured and upheld by the magistrates/ (Biog. Uni-
verselte, art. Aldrovand.) But so far from these circum-
stances being improbable, as this writer supposes, the whole
tenor of biographical history renders it exceedingly probable

that Aldrovand might have been neglected during life, and
honoured after his death. In the volume published by the

widow, we have found no dedication as is above stated ; ex-

cept we consider as such the words on the title-page, ' Ad
iUustrissimum Senatum Bononiemem ; and it woula surely

be an extraordinary thing to construe the preposition ' ad
s

into ' honoured and upheld.'

His works on natural history are comprised in thirteen

folio volumes, in Latin, of which he himself only published

four, namely, three upon Birds, dated 1599, 1600, and 1603,

reprinted at Frankfort in 1610; and one upon Insects in

1602. In 1606, immediately after his death, his widow pub-
lished a volume on Exsanguineous Animals, including Shells

and Corals. The subsequent volumes on Quadrupeds, Ser-

pents, Monsters, Minerals, and Trees, were published at the

expense of the senate of Bologna, under the superintendence

of the professors in the gymnasium—Cornelius Uterverius,

a Dutchman ; Thomas Dempster, a Scotsman ; Bartholomew
Ambrosinus of Bologna, ana Ovid Montalbanus of Bologna.

It is difficult to procure a uniform edition of all the thir-

teen volumes ; and the one on Minerals is rare.

The merits of the author have been, in our judgment,
greatly misrepresented by writers on natural history. • We
can only,' says the writer of his life in the Biographie Uni-
verselle, * consider the books of Aldrovand as an enormous
compilation without taste and without genius, while the plan

and manner of them are in a great measure borrowed from
Gesner. Buffbn says, with reason, that they would be re-

duced one-tenth if all the inutilities and things foreign to the

subject were expunged. *' On the subject of the cock and
bull/' adds this great naturalist, " Aldrovand tells us all that

has ever been written about cocks and bulls;—all the ideas

which the ancients entertained of them ; all that has been
imagined of their virtues, character, and courage ; all the

circumstances in which they have been employed ; all the

tales which old women have told of them ; all the miracles

which they were made to perform in the mythological ages

;

all the subjects of superstition which they have furnished

;

all the comparisons which poets have drawn from them ; all

the attributes which have been accorded to them ; all the

representations of them in hieroglyphics and heraldry ; and
in aword, all the histories and fables which have ever been

related on the subject of cocks and bulls.'*
*

Now so far from this copiousness of illustration being an
objection*, it is to us one of the greatest recommendations of*

the works of Aldrovand, without whose aid the works of

Buflfon himself would have frequently been meagre and im*

perfect. The worst of it is, that by thus fixing on Aldro-

vand the character of a retailer of fables, one of his chief

merits is quite thrown into the shade :—we allude to his

very extensive personal observations, and his numerous dis-

sections, with his consequent corrections of errors in pre*

ceding naturalists, particularly Aristotle, Albertus Magnus,
and Gesner. It is singular that he uniformly terms Gesner
• Ornithologus,' and never once, so far as we have observed,

gives him his own name ;
probably because, while he gives

him all due praise, he often corrects his mistakes, and might
dislike to appear personal.

Several specimens from his cabinet are still to be seen at

the Institute of Bologna ; but his numerous MSS. were re-

moved to Paris by Napoleon, and we do not know whether

they have been restored.

ALDUS. [See Manutius.]
ALE. The etymology of this word is rather uncertain

;

the most, probable conjecture is, that it is Anglo-Saxon.

For specific information respecting the mode of manufac-

turing ale, and its distinction from beer and porter, we
must refer to Brewing, confining this article to a general

history of ale as an article of consumption by man. The
use of an intoxicating beverage composed of barley or

other grain steeped in water and afterwards fermented, may
he traced in several parts of the ancient world. Pliny the

Naturalist states, that in his time it was in general use

amongst all the several nations who inhabited the western

part of Europe ; and, according to him, it was not con-

fined to those northern countries whose climate did not

permit the^uccessful cultivation of the grape. He mentions

that the inhabitants of Egypt and Spain used a kind of ate

;

and says that, though it was differently named in different

countries, it was universally the same liquor. See Plin.
Nat Hist, lib. xiv. c. 22. Herodotus, who wrote 500 years
before Pliny, tells us that the Egyptians used a liquor made
of barley (ii. 77.) Dion Cassius alludes to a similar beverage
amongst the people inhabiting the shores of the Adriatic,
lib. 49, De Pannomis. Tacitus states, that the ancient
Germans * for their drink drew a liquor from barley or
other grain, and fermented it so as to make it resemble
wine.'—Tacit. De Mor. Germ. c. 23. Ale was also the fa-

vourite liquor of the Anglo-Saxons and Danes ; it is con-
stantly mentioned as one of the constituents of their feasts

;

and before the introduction of Christianity amongst the
northern nations, it was an article of belief amongst them
that drinking copious draughts of ale formed one of the.chief
felicities of their heroes in the Hall of Odin. It is expressly
named as one of the liquors provided for a royal banquet in
the reign of Edward the Confessor. If the accounts given
by Isidorus and Orosius of the method of making ale amongst
the ancient Britons and other Celtic nations be correct, it is

evident that it did not materially differ from our modern
brewing. They state, ' that the grain is steeped in water
and made to germinate ; it is then dried and ground ; after

which it is infused in a certain quantity of water, which is

afterwards fermented/ (Henry's History ofEngland* vol. ii.

p. 364.)

In early periods of the history of England, ale and bread
appear to have been considered as equally victuals or abso-
lute necessaries of life. This appears from the various
assizes or ordinances of bread and ale (assisepants et cer-
visue) which were passed from time to time for the purpose
of regulating the price and quality of these articles. In the
51st year of the reign of Henry III. (1266) a statute was
passed, the preamble of which alludes to earlier statutes en
the same subject, by which a graduated scale was established
for the price of ale throughout England. It declared that
' when a quarter of wheat was sold for three shillings, or
three shillings and four-pence, and a quarter of barley for
twenty pence or twenty-four pence, and a quarter of oats for
fifteen pence, brewers in cities could afford to sell two gal«
Ions of ale for a penny, and out of cities three gallons for a
penny ; and when in a town (in burgo) three gallons are
sold for a penny, out of a town they may and ought to sell
four.' In process of time this uniform scale of price became
extremely inconvenient and oppressive ; and by the statute
23 Henry VIII. c. 4, it was enacted that ale-brewers should
charge for their ale such prices as might appear convenient
and sufficient in the discretion of the justices of the peace
within whose jurisdiction such ale-brewers should dwell.
The price of ale was regulated by provisions like those
above stated, and the quality was ascertained by officers

of great antiquity, called • gustatores cervisia?,'— ale-tasters*

or ale-conners. These officers were regularly chosen every
year in the court-leet of each manor, and were sworn ' to
examine and assay the beer and ale, and to take care that
they were good and wholesome, and sold at proper prices
according to the assize ; and also to present all defaults of
brewers to the next court-leet.' Similar officers were also
appointed in boroughs and towns corporate ; and in many
places, in compliance with charters or ancient custom, ale-

tasters are, at the present day, annually chosen and sworn,
though the duties of the office are fallen into disuse. Theso
ancient regulations appear to have been dictated by a regard
to public health ; but in modern times, since ale and beer
have become exciseable commodities, the numerous restric-

tions and provisions which have been introduced are directed

principally to the security of the revenue and the conve-
nient collection of duties ; though they undoubtedly secure
the consumer, to a certain extent, from any adulteration of
the article by the admixture of improper ingredients.

ALEHOUSES. The adoption of efficient measures for

the regulation of houses appropriated to the sale of in-

toxicating liquors among the lower orders of the people has
been found, especially in populous countries, to be absolutely

necessary to the well-being of society. Upon practical

subjects, the experience of the past is always the best guide
to an opinion for the future ; and it may, therefore, be useful

to trace, in a summary manner, the history of the laws which
have been employed in this country for effecting the due
regulation of alehouses. By the common law of England,
it was as lawful for a person to open a house for the sale of
beer and ale as to keep a shop for the purpose of convey
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niently selling any other commodity by which he might
choose to gain bis livelihood ; subject only to a criminal pro-

secution for a nuisance if bis house was kept in a disorderly

manner, by permitting tippling or excessive drinking, or

encouraging bad company to resort thither, to the danger

and disturbance of the neighbourhood. As civilization and
population increased, this restriction was found to be insuffi-

cient ; and so early as the eleventh year of the reign of

Henry VII. (1494) an act of parliament passed by which two

justices of the peace were empowered • to reject the com-
mon selling of ale.* This slight notice of the subject in the

statute 2 Henry VII., c. 2, seems to have been entirely dis-

regarded in practice; and by a statute passed in 1552,

(5 and 6 Edward VI., c. 25,) reciting, that ' intolerable hurts

and troubles to the commonwealth daily grew and increased

through such abuses and disorders as were had and used in

common alehouses and other houses called tippling-houses,'

power was given to magistrates to forbid the selling of beer

and ale at such alehouses ; and it was enacted that ' none
should be suffered to keep alehouses unless they were pub-
licly admitted and allowed at the sessions, or by two justices

of the peace ; and the justices were directed to take security,

by recognizances, from all keepers of alehouses, against the

using of unlawful games, and for the maintenance of good
order therein ; which recognizances were to be certified to

the quarter sessions, and there recorded/ Authority is then
given to the justices at quarter sessions to inquire whether
any acts have been done by alehouse-keepers which may
subject them to a forfeiture of their recognizances. It is

also provided that ' if any person, not allowed by the justices,

should keep a common alehouse, he might be committed to

gaol for three days, and, before his deliverance, must enter

into a recognizance not to repeat his offence ; a certificate of

the recognizance and the offence is to be given to the next
sessions, where the offender is to be fined 20*.' This statute

formed the commencement of the licensing system, and was
the first act of the legislature which placed alehouses ex-
pressly under the control and direction of the local magis-
trates ; and alehouses continued to be regulated by its

provisions, without any further interference of the legisla-

ture, for upwards of fifty years.

In 1604 a statute was passed (9 Jao. I., c. 9) expressly,

as its preamble states, for the purpose of restraining the
' inordinate haunting and tippling in inns, alehouses,
and other victualling houses/ This act of parliament re-

cites, that • the ancient, true, and principal use of such
houses was for the lodging of wayfaring people, and for

the supply of the wants of such as were not able, by greater
quantities, to make their provision of victuals, and not
for entertainment and harbouring of lewd and idle people,

to spend their money and their time in lewd and drunken
manner ;' and then enacts ' that any alehouse-keeper suf-

fering the inhabitants of any city, town, or village, in which
his alehouse is situated, (excepting persons invited by any
traveller as his companion during his abode there ; excepting
also labourers and handicraftsmen, on working-days, for one
hour at dinner time to take their diet, and occasional work-
men in cities, by the day, or by the great, lodging at such
alehouses during the time of their working,) to continue
drinking or tippling therein, shall forfeit 10*. to the poor of
the parish for each offence/ From the exceptions intro-

duced in this statute, and also from the preamble, it is quite
clear that, in the time of James I., alehouses were used for

a purpose which is now almost wholly discontinued ; and
that it was then common for country labourem both to eat
their meals and to lodge in them. This practice might have
arisen from the injudicious prohibition of cottages in the
reign of Elizabeth, and the statutes of Inmates, which li-

mited the number of inmates in a house to one family ; or it

may have been the natural step in the progress of civiliza-

tion, from the absolute dependence of the servant on his

master, both for subsistence and lodging, to the improved
condition of the free labourer, who provides himself with
necessaries.

The operation of the last-mentioned statute was limited
to the end of the next session of parliament, in the course
of which a statute (4 Jac. I., c. 4) was passed, imposing a
penalty upon persons selling beer or ale to unlicensed ale-
house keepers ; and by another statute (4 Jac. I., c. 5) of the
same parliament, it was enacted that • every person convicted,
upon the view of a magistrate, of remaining drinking or tip-

pling in an alehouse, should pay a penalty of 3*. Ad. for each
offence, and in default of payment be placed in the stocks for

four hours.* The latterstatute further directs, that' all offences

relating to alehouses shall be diligently presented and in-

quired of before justices of assize, and justices of the peace,
and corporate magistrates ; and that all constables, alecon-
ners, [see Alb,] and other officers in their official oaths, shall

be charged to present such offences within their respective

jurisdictions/ The next legislative notice of alehouses is in
the 7th Jac. I., c. 10, which, after reciting that ' notwith-
standing former laws, the vice of excessive drinking and
drunkenness did more and more abound, enacts, as an ad-
ditional punishment upon alehouse-keepers offending against
former statutes, that, for the space of three years, they should
be utterly disabled from keeping an alehouse. The 2 1 st Jac
I., c. 7, declares, that the above-mentioned statutes, having
been found by experience to be good and necessary laws,
shall, with some additions to the penalties, and other trifling

alterations, be put in due execution, and continue for ever,

A short statute was passed soon after the accession of Charles
I., (1 Car. I., c. 4,) which supplied an accidental omission
in the statutes of James ; and a second (3 Car. I., c 3)
facilitates the recovery of the 20*. penalty imposed by the
statute of Edward VI., and provides an additional punish-
ment, by imprisonment, for a second and third offence. At
this point all legislative interference for the regulation and
restriction of alehouses was suspended fox more than a
century.

It is remarkable that the circumstances which led to
the passing of the above-mentioned statutes in the early
part of the reign of James I., and the precise nature of the
evils and inconveniences alluded to in such strong language
in the preambles, are not described by any contemporaneous
writers. It appears, however, from the Journals, that they
gave rise to much discussion in bothhouses ofparliament, and
were not eventually passed without considerable opposition.

What the extent of the evils arising from alehouses might
have been, if these restrictive laws had not been passed, is*

of course, mere matter of conjecture ; but they never appear
to have produced the full advantage which it was expected
would be derived from them. During the reign of Charles I.

the complaints against alehouses were loud and frequent. In
the year 1635 we find the Lord Keeper Coventry, in hie
charge to the judges in the Star Chamber previously to the
circuits, inveighing in strong and angry terms against them.
(See Howell's State Trial*, vol. in. p. 835.) He says, ' I ac-

count alehouses and tippling-houses the greatest pests in the
kingdom. I give it you in charge to take a course that none
be permitted unless they be licensed ; and, for the licensed

alehouses, let them be but a few, and in fit places ; if they be
in private corners and ill places, they become the dens of
thieves—they are the public stages of drunkenness and dis-

order ; in market towns, or in great places or roads, where
travellers come, they are necessary/ He goes on to recom-
mend it to the judges to * let care be taken in the choice of
alehouse-keepers, mat it be not appointed to be the livelihood

of a great family ; one or two is enough to draw drink and
sene die people in an alehouse ; but if six, eight, ten, or
twelve, must be maintained by alehouse keeping, it cannot
choose but be an exceeding disorder, and the family, by this

means, is unfit for any other good work or employment In
many places theyswarm by defaultof the justices of the peace*

that set up too many ; but if the justices will not obey your
charge herein, certify their default and names, and, I assure
you, they shall be discharged. I once did discharge two
justices for setting up one alehouse, and shall be glad to de
the like again upon the same occasion/ During the Com-
monwealth, the complaints against alehouses still continued
and were of precisely the same nature as those which are
recited in the statutes of James I. At the London sessions,

in August, 1654, the court made an order for the regulation

of licenses, in which it is stated, thai the * number of ale-

houses in the city were great and unnecessary, whereby
lewd and idle people were harboured, felonies were plotted
and contrived, and disorders and disturbances of the public
peace promoted/ Amongst several rules directed by the
court on this occasion for the removal of the evil, it wee
ordered that ' no new licenses shall be granted for two

Crs/ During the reign of Charles II. the subject of ale-

ses was not brought, in any shape, under the consider**
tion of the legislature ; and no notice is taken by writers of
that period of any peculiar inconveniences sustained from
them, though, in 1682, it was ordered by the court, at the
London sessions, that no lioense should in future be granted
to alehouse-keepers frequenting conventicles, 9w next set
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of parliament on the subject pasted in the year 1729, when
the statute i Geo. II., c. 28, $ 1 1, after reciting that •incon-
veniem-es l.acl arisen in consequence of licenses being granted
to alehouse keepers by justices living at a distance* and
therefore not truly informed of the occasion or want of ale-

houses in the neighbourhood, or the characters of those who
appl) for licenses, enacts that ' no license shall in future be
granted but at a general meeting of the magistrates acting

in the division in which the applicant dwells. It should be
remarked, that at this period a most pernicious element in

the compound of mischief produced by public houses had
recently sprung into existence, in the shape of spirituous

liquors ; and in the statute which we have just mentioned, a
clause is contained, placing the keepers of liquor or brandy-
ihops under the same regulations as to licenses as alehouse-
keepers. The eagerness with which spirits were consumed
at wis period by the lower orders of the people in England,
and especially in London and other large towns, appears to

have resembled rather the brutal intemperance of a tribe of
savages than the habits of a civilized nation. Various eva-

sions of the provisions of the licensing acts were readily sug-
gested to meet this inordinate demand ; and in 1 733 it be-

came necessary to enforce, by penalty, the discontinuance of
the practice of ' hawking spirits about the streets in wheel-
barrows, and of exposing them for sale on bulks, sheds, or

stalls.* (See 6 Geo. II., c. 11.) From this time alehouses be-
came the shops for spirits, aswell as for ale and beer ; in conse-

quence ofwhich, theirdue regulation became a subjectofmuch
greater difficulty than formerly ; and this difficulty was heavily

increased by the growing importance of a large consumption
of these articles to the revenue. Besides this, all regulations

for the prevention of evils in the management of alehouses

were now embarrassed by the arrangements which had be-

come necessary for the facility and certainty of collecting

the excise duties.

In 1753 a statute was passed (26 Geo. II., c. 31) by the
provisions of which, with some trifling modifications by later

statutes, the licensing of alehouses continued to be regulated
Ibr the remainder of the last century. This statute, after re-

citing that ' the laws concerning alehouses, and the licensing

thereof, were insufficient for correcting and suppressing the
abuses and disorders frequently committed therein, contains,

amongst others, the following enactments :— 1. That upon
granting a license to any person to keep an alehouse, such
person should enter into a recognizance in the sum of 10/.,

with sufficient sureties, for the maintenance of good order
therein. 2. That no license should be granted to any person
not licensed the preceding year, unless he produced a certi-

ficate of good oharaoter from the clergyman and the majority

of the parish officers, or from three or four respectable and
substantial inhabitants, of the place in which such alehouse
is to be. 3. That no license should be granted but at a
meeting of magistrates, to be held on the 1st of September
in every year, or within twenty days afterwards, and should
be made for one year only. 4. Authority is given to any
magistrate to require an alehouse-keeper, charged upon the
information of any person with a breach of his recognizance,

to appear at the next quarter sessions, where the fact may
be tried by a jury, and in case it is found that the condition

of the recognisance has been broken, the recognizance is to

be estreated into the Exchequer, and the party is utterly

disabled from selling ale or other liquors for three years. By
a statute passed in 1808 (48 Geo. III., o. 143) a difference

was introduced into the mode of licensing, not with a view
to the internal regulation of alehouses, but for purposes
connected with the collection of the revenue. The license,

which was formerly obtained from the magistrates, was, by
that act, to be granted by the commissioners, collectors, or

supervisors of excise, under certain specific directions, and
upon the production by the applicant of a previous license or

allowance, granted by the magistrates, according to the pro-

visions of the former statutes respecting licensing. The
next act of parliament upon this subject was passed in 1822,

(3 Geo. IV., c. 77,) but as that statute continued in operation

for only a few years, it is unnecessary to specify its provisions

further than to notice, that the preamble states the insuffi-

ciency of the laws previously in force respecting aleheuses,

and tnat one of its provisions is considerably to increase the

amount of the recognizances required both from the ale*

house-keeper and his sureties. In 1828 a general act to

regulate the granting of alehouse licenses was passed,

(9 Geo. IV., c. 61,) which repeals all former statutes on

this subject, and enacts a variety of provisions, of which
j

the following are the most important :—1. Licenses are to

be granted annually, at a special session of magistrates,
appointed and summoned in a manner particularly directed,

and to be called the General Annual Licensing Meeting, to

be holden in Middlesex and 8urrey, within the first ten days
of March, and in every other place between the 20th of

August and the 1 4th of September. 2. Every person in-

tending to apply for a license must affix a notice of his in

tention, with the name, abode, and calling of the applicant,

on the door of the house, and on the door of the church
or chapel of the place in which it is situated, on three several

Sundays, and must serve a copy of it upon one of the over-
seers, and one of the peace officers. 3. If a riot or tumult
happens, or is expected to happen, two justices may direct

any licensed alehouse-keeper to close his house ; and if this

order be disobeyed, the keeper of the alehouse is to be
deemed not to have maintained good order therein. 4. The
license is subjected to an express stipulation that the keeper
of the house shall not adulterate his liquors ; that he shall
not use false measures ; that he shall not permit drunken-
ness, gaming, or disorderly conduct in his house ; that he
shall not suffer persons of notoriously bad character to as-

semble therein ; and that (except for the reception of tra-

vellers) he shall not open his house, during divine service,

on Sundays and holydays. 5. Heavy and increasing penal-
ties for repeated offences against the tenor of the license are
imposed; and magistrates at sessions are empowered to

punish an alehouse-keeper, convicted by a jury of a third

offence against the tenor of his license, by a fine of 100/., or

to adjudge his license to be forfeited.

The last act of parliament which relates to the regulation
of alehouses is the late • act to permit the general sale of
beer and cider by retail in England.* (1 Will. IV., c. 64.)

The following are the most material provisions of this sta-

tute:—!. That any householder, desirous of selling malt
liquor and cider, by retail, in any house, may obtain an excise

license for that purpose, to be granted by the commissioners
of excise in London, and by collectors and supervisors of

excise in the country, upon payment of two guineas. 2. That
a list of such licenses shall be kept at the Excise Office,

which is at all times to be open to the inspection of the ma-
gistrates. 3. That the applicant for a license must enter

into a bond with a surety for the payment of any penalties

imposed for offences against the act 4. That any person

licensed under the act, who shall deal in wine or spirits, shall

be liable to a penalty of 20«. 6. That in cases of riot, persons

so licensed shall close their houses upon the direction of a

magistrate. 6. That such persons suffering drunkenness or

disorderly conduct in their houses shall be subject to penal-

ties which are to be increased on a repetition of the offences,

and the magistrates before whom they are convicted may
disqualify them from selling beer for two years. 7. That
such houses are not to be open before four in the morning
nor after ten in the evening, nor during divine service

on Sundays and holydays. The reader will observe that

the effect of this statute is to withdraw the authority of

granting licenses to houses opened for the sale of ale, beer,

and cider, from the local magistrates, in whose hands it

had been exclusively vested for nearly 300 years, and to super-

sede their direct and immediate superintendence and con-

trol of such houses. The consequence of the facility of

obtaining licenses upon a small pecuniary payment, and
without the troublesome and expensive process directed by for-

mer statutes, has been a rapid and enormous multiplication of

alehouses throughout the country, together with very general

complaints, especially in the southern and western districts,

and amongst the rural population of a considerable increase

of idleness and crime, and ofincreased and increasing demo*
ralization among the labouring classes of the people. A
discussion of the justice of these complaints would be foreign

to the purpose of this article, and lead too far into the field

of controversy j besides which, the facts are at present not

sufficiently ascertained to justify the formation of a positive

opinion as to the necessity of a change, or the mode of

effecting it. It cannot, however, be too often or too strongly

impressed upon the minds of all, that it is a fatal error to

consider this question too strictly with a view to finance and
revenue ; these objects, momentous as they undoubtedly are

at this period, ought not to supersede those which are of

much more weighty importance, as permanently affecting

the moral and intellectual character, as well as the health,

comfort, and independence of the lower orders of the com-
munity, Even m a matter of finance, the encouragement
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of the use of intoxicating liquors has been considered, by
very competent judges, as an object of doubtful policy.

• For government to offer encouragement to alehouses, says

Sir Frederic Morton Eden, in his valuable History of the

Poor, ' any further than they are wanted for the many useful

purposes which they serve among the labouring classes, is to

act the part of a/e/o de se. Nor ought the public ever to be
lulled into an acquiescence by the flattering bait of imme-
diate gain, which ere long they would be obliged to pay back
to paupers, in relief, with a heavy interest/

ALEMAN (MATEO). This celebrated Spanish writer

was born at Seville about the middle of the sixteenth cen-

tury. He held an important office in the financial depart-

ment, under Philip II., which he filled with honour for a
long period. Disgusted at last with the broils of the court,

he requested his dismissal; and having obtained it, he
retired to devote himself entirely to study. In 1604 he
published the Life of St. Antonio de Padua with an Enco-
miasticon in eundem, in Latin verses, not without merit.

We are ignorant of the motive or object of his voyage to

Mexico, and only know that in 1609 he published there an
Ortografia Castellana. But the work which entitles him to

the notice of posterity is his Guzman de Alfarache, which
he published at Madnd in 1599. In this amusing and in-

teresting work Aleman shows he was both a philosopher and
a man of the world. It is a bitter satire on the corrupted

manners of Spain at that period. The enterprising genius

of Charles V. had inspired the Spanish youth with an
ambition for military glory, and drawn them off from the

cultivation of the useful arts and sciences. His successors

were incapable of preserving the immense empire raised by
him, and the huge edifice began to fall already under his

son. The nation was then swarming with a multitude of

men, who, thinking it degrading to earn an honest livelihood,

did not scruple to live by cheating and swindling. This was
the origin of the multitude of those novels called Picarescas,

winch, from the beginning of the sixteenth to the latter end
of the seventeenth centuries, appeared in Spain, intended
to describe the life and manners ofrogues, vagabonds, and
beggars, bringing also the other classes of society upon the

stage, either as their victims, abettors, or protectors. Such
is the character of Aleman's work. It is written in a pure
and correct style, though, from the nature of the subject, it

is very often vulgar and even indelicate. The abruptness

and rapidity with which the author passes from one subject

to another, together with the use of low slang words, render

it obscure in many passages. His practice of moralizing or

rather preaching is very often carried too far ; but we must
not forget the age and country in which the author lived.

His book was soon translated into almost all the European
languages. A French translation appeared in 1600 by
Chapui. James Mabbe of Magdalehe College, Oxford,
translated Guzman de Alfarache into English, the first

edition of which was published 1622 or 23, the 2d in 1630,

and the 3d in 1634. The work of Le Sage, which bears the

title of Guzman de Alfarache, resembles in no respect the

novel of Aleman. In this work as in his other productions,

Le Sage copied indeed the figures, but he made out of them
a picture adapted to the taste of the French public. We are

not acquainted with the precise time of Aleman's death, but
it is supposed that it occurred under the reign of Philip III.

Nicolao Antonio, Bibliotheca Hispana Nova.
ALEMANNI, or ALLEMANNI. It is difficult to give

a clear and satisfactory account of this people, although

many notices concerning them are to be found in the works
both of Greek and Roman authors. These notices, however,

generally detail only the circumstances of particular inva-

sions aud of mutual injuries, committed on the Roman
frontier ; but a comprehensive view of the history, and an
accurate information respecting the origin and internal go-

vernmentofthe Alemanni, are nowhere to be obtained. Their

very name, Alemanni, Allemanni, Alamanni, or Allamanni,

(the Greek writers call them AXafifiawoi,) has been the

subject of much fruitless speculation ; and after all that

critics, etymologists, antiquaries, and historians have said

about it, that derivation of this name which was the most
obvious, and which perhaps found less favour because it

was so, still seems more probable than any other. It surely

is more natural to look for the origin of the word Alemanni
in some Teutonic dialect, ancient or modern, than anywhere
else ; for it cannot be doubted that this people were Ger-
mans.
Ancient authors agree in this, that the Alemanni were a

mixed race, and this word a generic name for many tribes.

Agathias, in b. i. c. 6. of his History, has the following

remarkable passage :—' If we are to follow Asinius Qua-
dratus, an Italian, who has written an accurate account of

the .Germans, the Allemanni were a gatheredmob and mixed
race, (IvyicXvSes avOptoiroi xal fwyahs?,) and this is expressed

by their very name' Thus we may, without great reluc-

tance, admit, that the Roman word Allemanni was formed

from the Alemannic AUemannen, since we find that, in

German, allk still signifies all, and mann {plur. man-
ner), a man, and that AUemannen meant in their language

all men, or all sorts of men,—a vast union of many tribes.

Icelandic analogy supports this etymology. In the ancient

Norse (t. e. Icelandic), the Germans are called Piodvkr-
jar, i. e. the men of the nation, from Piod, a nation, and ver,

verji, a man, a defender, protector. The Germans, then, in

the eyes of their northern neighbours, were the nation of

nations—the great nation— the nation jcot ejox^*—and thus

Romans and Scandinavians used a term, in different lan-

guages indeed, yet conveying the same idea, as a name
for this people. The French, too, as they have borrowed

from the Normans the name of Normand, which was signi-

ficant in the language of the latter though not in French,
so they have also borrowed from the Alemanni the appel-

lation Allemand, which they have extended to the whole
German nation,—also significant in the German, but not in

French.
It is likely that the sound of the word Alemanni recom-

mended it to the Romans ; considering that it was barba-

rous, still it was sonorous, and the surname of Alemannicus,
which Caracalla is said to have adopted, was easily formed
from it, and probably pleased the matrons of Rome. At all

events it is more natural thus,to derive the name ofAlemanni
from native Germanic roots, than, as several learned etymo-
logists and critics have done, from the Welch word EUmyn,
being an irregular plural of the sing. Alltud, which signifies a
foreigner. We say Welch word advisedly, not Celtic word, as

Rickless, for example, does ; for although the Welch is oue of

the Celtic languages, it is not the pure, or the parent Celtic,

but one of the more mixed of the languages of that family

;

and even if EUmyn were pure and ancient Celtic, little

would be gained : the Celtic nations had, at the time when
the Allemanni are mentioned by the Romans, been lone

settled in the westernmost parts of Europe ; and it would
be difficult, at that period, to prove their presence in any
part of Germany.

Moreover, it would be a singular nation, who styled them
selves the Foreigners, as the Alemanni must have done if

the derivation of their name from EUmyn be true ; for it is

most natural to suppose, that the Romans learned their

name from the Alemanni themselves : and lastly, it follows

that these people must have adopted the national designa-

tion of Foreigners from a language which was foreign to

them. It would not mend matters much to suppose, that

the Romans learned the name of Alemanni from the Gauls,

for that supposition again involves many other improbable
suppositions. Pfister s derivation in the AUgemeine Ency-
clopedic, artAllemanni, is equally fanciful and uncritical,

which we think proper, although foreign to the general
plan of this work, to notice, it being a not unessential

part of truth to confute error, when supported by respect-

able, and therefore more misleading, authority. On the
other hand, the derivation of Alemanni in the most natural
way from Atte manner, is recommended by the very common
practice with many nations, to adorn themselves with boastful

names, or with such as harmonize with their distinctive

habits or lofty pretensions.

The boundaries of the territory of the Alemanni are even
more uncertain than their name ; for they seem to have
varied much at different periods. Their principal abode,
the nucleus from which their dominions spread, was the very
heart of Germany, the space between the sources of the Rhine
and the Danube ; from this vital centre, their sway seems to

have extended very far along the banks of both these rivers,

towards N.E. and N.W. occupying the entire space between
them. In the earliest period of their history, their limits
are supposed to have been the Rhine, the Danube, and the
Maine ; in subsequent ages their territory extended towards
the Alps and the Jura mountains. The first notice respect*
ing them in history occurs in the year 214, in the reign of
Caracalla. This emperor sojourned some time among tnem,
and lived with them on good terms, as they greatly admired
his hardiness, frugality, military habits, and personal braver)-,
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m well as hisplainness and affability ofmanner, for he affected

entirely to forget the emperor, and assumed the part of their

companion. But this play, like every other performance,
had its end. Under pretext of raising a regiment of
auxiliaries, he called a meeting of those among them who
were of military age, and having surrounded them by his

soldiers, he gave a signal for a general massacre ; such as
fled were hunted down by the cavalry. This vile treachery

kindled an inextinguishable hatred to the Romans in the
breast of the Alemanni ; and through many succeeding
centuries they continued the most unrelenting enemies of
the empire. They also had their revenge on Caracalla. In
a battle which they fought with him, their fury is said to have
been such, that they drew out with their teeth the arrows by
which the Osroeni, who were allies of the Romans, wounded
them, lest time should be lost by making use of their hands,
which they thought better employed in cutting the Romans
down without intermission. They suffered, however, Cara-
calla to buy of them the name of victory for a great sum of
money, which he took care to pay in pure gold, at a time
when he only used base coin at home. Those of the wives
of the Alemanni whom the Romans took captive, put them-
selves, and many of them their children also, to death, in

order to save them from slavery.

After Caracalla's departure, they became much more
powerful on the Rhine, for after this period we find them
making frequent incursions into Gaul. Alexander Severus
at length led an army against them, but being murdered by
his own soldiers, he left the victory to his successor Maxi-
minus, who overran and devastated their country from the
Rhine to the Danube. During the disturbances in the
Roman empire in 237 and the following years, caused by the
despotism and bad conduct ofMaximus, the Alemanni recom-
menced their invasions in Gaul with impunity. In the years
257-60, Valerian s general, Posthumus, again drove them out
of that country and erected fortresses in their territory.

These they indeed repeatedly demolished, but the Romans
always repaired them, and held them in possession till the
reign of the Emperor Probus (282). After his death the
Alemanni could no longer be resisted. Dioclesian in 285,
and Maximian in 287, seem only to have attempted to de-
fend the Roman possessions to the west of the Rhine;
and although the latter slaughtered vast numbers of
them, he gained no further advantage than that the Rhine
remained the common boundary. Constantinus Chlorus,
in 298-301, again ventured to cross the Rhine, and even
marched as far as to the Danube ; still the Romans gained
no permanent possession of the countries to the east of the
Rhine. In a bloody battle at Langres, Constantino the
Great slew vast numbers of them, and after this disaster

they remained quiet till the year 337 ; but during the reign
of the sons of Constantin they again invaded Gaul, and
made their settlements on both banks of the Rhine co-ex-
tensile, i.e. from the Maine to the other side of Strasburg.
Julian, in 356-361, not only drove them out of Gaul, but
even made several expedirions into their German domains.
In 357 he beat seven of their chieftains in a bloody battle

at Strasburg, at which time Chonodomar was their com-
mander-in-cnief. The third time, in 359, he seems to have
attacked them almost without a cause. The words of Am-
mianus Marcellinus are as follows :

' He reflected that
some of their gaues (pagi) were hostile, and that they would
commit outrages unless they were put down like the rest/

For this expedition Julian made great preparations, by send-
ing Hariobandus, a distinguished officer, as a spy, before
him, by strengthening his alliance with those Alemannic
kings with whom he was at peace, by fortifying the fron-

tier towns nearest the enemy, collecting provisions, and
bujlding granaries : yet, when he arrived on the banks of

the Rhine near Maynz, he found them well prepared. They
defended their frontiers with great spirit, and during a *on-
siderable time the Roman emperor found it impossible to

cross the river, as they watched his movements from the
opposite bank; and wherever he attempted to throw a
bridge, they were present on the spot and ready to give him
a reception, which rendered the attempt unadvisable. The
emperor at last had recourse to stratagem, and made a num-
ber of soldiers in small boats cross the river during the

night, yet they effected nothing of consequence. Finally,

however, assisted by the treachery of an Alemannic chief,

Julian crossed, and in this expedition he penetrated even to

their eastern boundary. Eight Alemannic chiefs, or dukes,

Hortensius, Suomanus, Macrianus, Hariobaudus, Urius,

Urflcinus, Vestralphus, and Vadomarius, concluded a peace
with Julian at Maynz. During the latter part of his reign,

they did not venture to attack the Romans; but Valentinian

I. had almost incessantly to contend with them in his own
domain. Gratian, in 377, fought with them a bloody battle

at Argusturia (now Horburg). In the latter part of the
fourth and the beginning of the fifth centuries, they occupied

the southern and western banks of the Rhine, opposite the
mouths of the Neckar and Main, almost without evacuating
their former abodes. In the middle of the fifth century,

they spread over Helvetia, as for as to the Jura and the

Lake of Geneva. In whatsoever region they settled, they
preserved their national language and manners. After the

bloody victory gained by the Frankish king Clodwig, at

Tolbiacum (now Ziilpich), in 496, they lost their eastern

and western Frankish possessions. Many ofthem, disdaining

to dwell in a subdued country, sought refuge with Theodric
the Great, who assigned to them abodes in Rhootia. In
536, Vitiges ceded them to the Franks ; and after this they
Were united to the Suevi, and with them consolidated into a
dukedom, called the Duchy of Alemannia. Subsequent to

this period, their history becomes more and more confused,

and is also absorbed in the general history of Germany ; yet

from that circumstance, and from the extension which the

French have given to their name, we may judge that they

were a leading, a preponderating tribe among the Germanic
nations.

As branches of the Alemanni, there have been mentioned
the Cenni (KcWoi), the Leutienses, the Juthungi, the

Vithungi, and the Buzinobantes, on the right bank of the

Main. The first of these Dion Cassius calls a Celtic nation

(Kcxtikov cOvos) ; but it is difficult to conceive that this

statement should be free from error, or, if they were Celts,

to admit the theory of modern authors, who make them a
branch of the Alemanni.
The Alemanni were a very warlike people, and the Ro-

mans particularly admired their cavalry, probably because,

like the Gothic and Teutonic nations in general, they were

equally fit for equestrian and infantry service. The country

was divided into gauen (pron. Gow-eri), by the Romans called

pagi; which had their name either from the tribes who
inhabited them, or from the chiefs or dukes, called kings by
the Romans, who ruled over them. Each of these had its

peculiar constitution, and was independent: in war only they

all acted as one people, with united interests, and had one

general. The Alemanni had a peculiar body of laws given

to them by the kings Theodric, Childebert, and Clothar,

and improved by Dagobert.

For the Alemannic language, see Germanic languages,

and the art. Teutonic. Notices respecting the Alemanni
are to be found in Herodian, Dion Cassius, Ammianus Mar-
cellinus, Agathias, and Aurelius Victor.

ALEMBERT (JEAN LE RONDD). The birth of this

eminentman is stated by some tohave taken place on the 1 6 th,

by otherson the 1 7th, ofNovember, 1717. This matter is ofthe

less consequence, as his career ought rather to be dated from

his abandonment by his parents and exposure in a public mar-

ket by the church of St. Jean le Rond, near the cathedral of

Notre Dame, at Paris, from which he derived his christian

name. How he obtained his surname is not mentioned

:

probably it was that of his foster-mother. He was found by

a commissary of police, and instead of being conveyed to the

hospital ofEnfam Trouves, was intrusted to the wife ofa poor

glazier, on account of the care which his apparently dying

state required. It has been supposed that the discovery, as

well as the exposure, was arranged beforehand, as in a

few davs the father made himself known, and settled an

allowance of twelve hundred francs a year, or about fifty

pounds sterling, for his support. Other accounts state that the

abandonment was the act ofthe mother, and that the father,

upon hearing it, came forward for the protection of his son.

This father was M. Destouches, commissary of artillery ; the

mother was Madame, or more properly, Mademoiselle de

Tencin, a lady celebrated for her talents and adventures, and

authoress of several works, in one of which, Les Malheur*

de VAmour, she is supposed to have given a sketch of her

own life. She was sister of Peter Guerin de Tencin, Cardi-

nal Archbishop of Lyons, and took the veil in the convent

of Montfleuri, near Grenoble, which place she afterwards

quitted, and settled at Paris, where she became more cele-

brated for wit than virtue. It is said that when D'Alembert

began to exhibit proofs of extraordinary talent, she sent for

him, and acquainted him with the relationship which existed
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between them ; and that his reply was, « You are only my
step-mother—the glazier's wife is my mother."

D'Alembert commenced his studies at the College des

Quaire Nations, at the age of twelve years. The professors

were of the Jansenist party, and were not long in discovering

the talents of their pupil. In the first year of his course of

philosophy, he wrote a commentary on the Epistle to the

Romans, from which, as Condorcet remarks, they imagined

they had found a new Pascal ; and, to make the resemblance

more complete, turned his attention to mathematics. The
attempted parallel probably never existed except in the in-

genious head of the author of the Eloge ; for D'Alembert
himself informs us, that his professors did their best to dis-

suade him both from mathematics and poetry, alleging that

the former, in particular, dried up the heart, and recom-

mending, as to the latter, that he should confine himself to

the poem of St. Prosper upon Grace. They permitted him,

nevertheless, to study tho rudiments of mathematics, and
from that time he persisted in the pursuit. When he left

college, he returned to his foster-mother, with whom he
lived altogether forty years, and continued his studies. Not
that she gave him much encouragement, for when he told

her of any work he had written, or discovery which he had
made, she generally replied, • Vous ne serez jamais quun
philosophe ; et quest ce qtiun philosophe f cest unfou qui

*e tourmentependant sa vie, pour qtion parte de lui lorsquil

riy sera plus ;' which we may English thus, ' You will

never be anything but a philosopher—and what is that but

an ass who plagues himself all his life, that he may be
talked about after he is dead/
With nothing but his income of 1200 francs, and the re-

source of the public libraries for obtaining those books which
he could not buy, he gave up all hopes of wealth or civil

honours, that he might devote himself entirely to his favourite

studies. Here he was dispirited by finding that he had been
anticipated in most of what he imagined to have been his own
discoveries. In the mean while his friends urged him to enter

a profession, to which he at last agreed, and chose the law.

After being admitted an advocate, he abandoned this profes-

sion and took to physic, as more congenial to his own pursuits.

Determined to persevere, he sent all his mathematical books
to a friend, resolved that the latter should keep them till he
was made doctor ; but he soon found that he could not send
his mathematical genius with them. One book ufter another

was begged back, to refresh his memory upon something
which he found he could not keep out of his head. At last,

finding his taste too strong for any prudential considera-

tion, he gave up the contest, and resolved to devote himself

entirely to that which he liked best. The happiness of his

life, when he had made this resolution, is thus described by
himself. He says that he awoke every morning, thinking
with pleasure on the studies of the preceding evening,

and on the prospect of continuing them during the day.

When his thoughts were called off for a moment, they turned
to the satisfaction he should have at the play in the evening;
and between the acts of the piece he meditated on the plea-

sures of the next morning's study.

Some memoirs which he wrote in the years 1 739 and 1 740,

as well as some corrections which he made in the Analyse
dimontrSe of Reynau, a work then much esteemed in France,

procured him admission to the Academy of Sciences, in 1741,

at the age of twenty -four. From this time may be dated
the career of honour which ranks him among the greatest

benefactors to science of the last century. We will now in-

terrupt the order of his life to specify his principal works.

In 1 7*43 appeared his Treatise of Dynamics, founded upon the

feneral principle which bears his name- (See Principle,
)'Ai.kmhkrt*s.) The deducti ms from this new and fertile

source of analytical discovery appeared in rapid succession.

In 1 744 he published his Treatise nn the Equilibrium and
Motion of Fluids. In 1746 his Re/lections on the General
Causes of Winds obtained the prize of the Academy of

Berlin. This treatise will always be remarkable, as the first

which contained the general equations of the motion of
fluids, as well as the first announcement and use of the
calculus of partial differences. In 1747 he gave the first

analytical solution of the problem of vibrating chords, and the

motion of a column of air ; in 1 749 he did the same for the pre-

cession of the equinoxes and the nutation of the earth's axis,

the latter of which had been just discovered by Bradley. In
1 752 he published his Essay on the Resistance of Fluids, a
treatise originally written in competition for a prize proposed

by the Academy of Berlin, but the decision of which was

postponed, and finally awarded to a production which has not
since gained any reputation for its author. A misunder-
standing between Euler and D'Alembert is asserted by some
French writers as the ground of this rejection, which, resting

on the well-known character of Euler, we must be permitted

to doubt. In the same year he also edited Rameaus Elements

of Music, though his opinions did not entirely coincide with
that celebrated system. In 1747 he presented to the Aca-
demy of Sciences his Essay on the Problem of Three Bodies,

and in 1754 and 1756 he published Researches on Various
Points connected with the System qf the Universe. We
must complete the list of his mathematical works by men-
tioning his Opuscules, collected and published towards the
end of his ufe, in eight volumes. Though D'Alembert
wrote no large system of pure analysis, the various methods
and hints which are so richly scattered in his physico-mathe-
matical works have always been considered as rendering them
a mine of instruction for mathematicians.

We now turn to his philosophical productions. The French
Encyclopaedia, as is well known, was commenced by Diderot
and himself, as editors ; and it is needless to speak of his cele-

brated Introductory Discourse, a work which, as Condorcet
expresses it, there are only two or three men in a century
capable of writing. D'Alembert contributed several literary

articles ; but on the stoppage of the work by the government,
after the completion of the second volume, he retired from
the editorship, nor would he resume his functions when per-

mission to proceed was at length obtained. From that time
he confined himself entirely to the mathematical part of the
work, and his expositions of the metaphysical difficulties of
abstract science are among the clearest and best on record.

While engaged on this undertaking, he wrote his Melange*
de Philosophies &c., Memoirs qf Christina qf Sweden, Essay
on the Servility of Men qf Letters to the Great, Elements of
Philosophy, and a treatise on The Destruction of the Jesuits.

He also published translations of several parts of Tacitus,

which are admitted by scholars to possess no small degree of
merit In 1 772, when elected perpetual secretary of the Aca-
demy, he wrote the Eloges of the members who had died from
1 7 0 0 up to that date. His correspondence, and some additional

pieces, were published after his death. The wholo of his
works have been collected in one edition by M. Bastien, in

eighteen volumes, octavo, Paris, 1805.

In 1732 Frederic of Prussia, who had conceived the highest
esteem for his writings, endeavoured to attract him to Ber-
lin. D'Alembert refused the offer, but in 1 754 he accepted a
pension of 1200 francs. In 1756, through the friendship of
M. d'Argenson, then minister, he obtained the same from
Louis XV. In 1755, by the recommendation of Bcuedict
XIV., he was admitted into the Iustitute of Bologna. In
1762 Catharine of Russia requested him to undertake the
education of her son, with an income of 100,000 francs. On
his declining the offer, she wrote again to press him, and
says in her letter, ' I know that your refusal arises from
your desire to cultivate your studies and your friendships in

quiet. But this is of no consequence : bring all your friends

with you, and I promise you that both you and they shall

have every accommodation in my power.' D'Alembert was
too much attached to his situation and his income of 15 o/.

a year to accept even this princely offer. The letter of Ca-
tharine it was unanimously agreed to enter on the records of
the Academy of Sciences. In 1 759 Frederic again pressed
his coming to Berlin, in a letter in which he sa>s, * 1 wait in

silence the moment when the ingratitude of your own country
will oblige you to fly to a land where you are already

naturalized in the minds of all who think.' In 1763, when
D'Alembert visited Frederic, the latter again repeated his

offer, which was again declined; the king assuring him that
it was the only false calculation he had ever made in his life

We now come to relate the history of a connexion which
ended by embittering the last years of the life of D'Alembert,
and finally, it is supposed, had no small share in sending him
to his grave. At the house of a common friend he was in

the .habit of meetinc Mile, de l'Espinasse, a young lady
whose talents caused her society to be sought by the ilite

of the literary world of Paris. Between her and D'Alem-
bert a mutual attachment grew up, which though, as an
peared afterwards, not very strong on her part, became the
moving passion of his future life. When, in 1765, he was
attacked by a violent disorder, she insisted on being his

attendant, and after his recovery they lived in the same
house. It is said that friendship was their only bond of
union ; and this may be believed, since, in the then state of
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opinion, the assertion, if untrue, would have been unne-
cessary. The friendship, or love, of the lady, however,
found other objects; and though D'Alembert still re-

tained all his former affection for her, she treated him with
contempt and unkind ness. Her death left him inconsolable

;

and his reflections upon her tomb, published in his posthu-
mous work, present the singular spectacle of a lover mourning
for a mistress whose regard for him, as he was obliged to admit
to himself, had entirely ceased before her death. After that

event, he fell into a profound melancholy, nor did he ever

recover his former vivacity. His death took place October
29, 1783. Not having received extreme unction, it was
with great difficulty that a priest could be found to inter

him, and then only on condition that the funeral should be
private.

The character of D'Alembert was one of great simplicity,

carried even to bluntness of speech, and of unusual benevo-

lence, mixed with a keen sense of the ridiculous, which
exerted itself openly and without scruple upon those who
attempted the common species of flattery. He was the
friend of Frederic of Prussia, because that monarch exacted
no senility ; and to him only, and two disgraced ministers,

of all the great ones of the earth, did D Alembert ever
dedicate a work. He was totally free from envy. La-
grange and Laplace owed some of their first steps in life to

him; though the former had settled a mathematical con-

troversy in favour of Euler and against him. In his dispute

with Clairaut on the method of finding the orbit of a cornet,

and with Rousseau on the article Calvin in the Ency-
clopedic, he gave his friends no reason to blush Ibr his want
of temper. It was his maxim, that a man should be
very careful in his writings, careful enough in his actions,

and moderately careful in his words ; his observance of the
last part of the maxim sometimes made him enemies.
The Due de Choiseul, when minister, refused the united
solicitations in his favour of the Academy of Sciences for

a pension vacant by the death of Clairaut, for more than
six months, because he had said, in a letter to Voltaire

which was opened at the post-office, ' Your protector, or

rather your protSgS, M. de Choiseul/ He cared nothing
for those in power, at a time when the latter exacted
and obtained deference in very small matters. Ma-
dame de Pompadour, who hated all the friends of Frederic,

refused the request of Marmontel that she would employ
her influence with the king in favour of D'Alembert on one
occasion, alleging that the latter had put himself at the
head of the Italian party in music. It was his maxim that no
man ought to spend money in superfluities while others were
in want ; and a friend, who knew him well, declared to the

editor of his works, that when his income amounted to 8200
francs, he gave away the half. His attentions to his foster-mo-

ther, to the end of her life, were those of a son. In his account
of his own character, a singular mixture of vanity and can-
dour, written in the third person, he speaks as follows :

1 Devoted to study and privacy till the age of twenty-five,

he entered late into the world, and was never much pleased

with it. He could never bend himself to learn its usages
and language, and, perhaps, even indulged a sort of petty

vanity in despising them. He is never rude, because he is

neither brutal nor severe ; but he is sometimes blunt, through
inattention or ignorance. Compliments embarrass him,
because he never can find a suitable answer immediately

;

when he says flattering things, it is always because he
thinks them. The basis of his character is frankness and
truth, often rather blunt, but never disgusting. He is im-
patient and angry, even to violence, when any thing goes

wrong, but it all evaporates in words. He is soon satisfied

and easily governed, provided he does not see what you are

at ; for his love of independence amounts to fanaticism, so

that he often denies himself things which would be agreeable

to him, because he is afraid they would put him under some
restraint ; which makes some of his friends call him, justly

enough, the slave of his liberty* This account agrees very

well with that of his friends.

D'Alembert has been held up to reprobation in this coun-

try on account of his religious opinions. But on this point

we must observe, that there is a wide line of distinction be-

tween him and some of his colleagues in the Encyclopaedia,

such as Diderot and Voltaire. Wnen we blame the two lat-

ter, it is, not for the opinions they held, (for which they are

not answerable to any man,) but for their offensive manner
of expressing them, and the odious intolerance of all opinions

except their own which runs through their writings. Men of

the best and of the worst lives appeared to be equally of-

fensive to them, if they professed Christianity. The pub-
lished writings of D'Alembert contain no expressions offen-

sive to religion : they have never been forbidden on that
account, as La Harpe observes, in any country of Europe.
Had it not been for nis private correspondence with Voltaire
and others, which was published after his death, the world
would not have known, except by implication, what the
opinions ofD'Alembert were. On tnis point we will cite two
respectable Catholic authorities. The Bishop of Limoges
said, during the life of D'Alembert, * 1 do not know him
personally ; but I have always heard that his manners are

simple, and his conduct without a stain. As to his works,
I read them over and over again, and I find nothing there

except plenty of talent, great information, and a good system
of morals. If his opinions are not as sound as his writings,

he is to be pitied, but no one has a right to interrogate

his conscience.' La Harpe says of him, 'I do not think
that he ever printed a sentence which marks either hatred
or contempt of religion ; but we may cite a great many
passages where, apparently drawn into enthusiasm by the
heroes of Christianity, he speaks of them with dignity,

and, what in him is even more strange, with sentiment.'—
• I knew D'Alembert well enough to be able to say, that

he was sceptical in every thing except mathematics. He
would no more have said positively that there was no reli-

fion than that there was a God : he only thought the pro-

abilities were in favour of theism, and against revelation.

On this subject he tolerated all opinions, anji this disposition

made him think the intolerant arrogance of the atheists

odious and unbearable/—' He has praised Massillon, Fen6-
lon, Bossuet, Flechier, and Fleury, not only as writers, but
as priests. He was just enough to be struck with the con-
stant and admirable connexion which existed between their

faith and their practice, between their priestly character

and their virtues/ To these testimonies we need add
nothing, except to desire the reader to turn to the part of
the letter of the Empress Catherine which we have quoted,

and then to recollect that it was the same Empress Ca-
therine who refused a visit from Voltaire, saying, ' that she
had no Parnassus in her dominions for those who spoke dis-

respectfully of religion/

The style of D'Alembert as a writer is agreeable, but
he is not placed by the French in the first rank. His
mathematical works show that he wrote as he thought,

without taking much trouble to finish. His expression

was, * Let us find out the thing—there will be plenty of
people to put it into shape/ an assertion abundantly
verified since his time. He said of himself, that he had
' some talent, and great facility/ He liked the mathema-
tical part of natural philosophy better than any other, and
took but little interest in purely experimental researches.

Hence he remained in ignorance of some of the most striking

facts discovered in his day ; and when laughed at on the

subject; he always said, * I shall have plenty of time to

learn all these pretty things/ The time, however, as Bos-
suet remarks, never arrived.

Those readers who would know more of D'Alembert
should consult the first volume of Bastien's edition of his

works.

ALEMBIC, a chemical vessel used in distillation. Va
rious forms of it have been devised ; the simplest consists of
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a body* cucurbit or matrass, a, which serves as a boiler ; a
head or capital, b, with a pipe and a receiver c.

Sometimes all these parts are made of glass, and the head
and receiver are usually so : when the body is of this ma-
terial, it is fitted to the head by grinding; but the apparatus,

in this case, is extremely expensive, ana very liable to acci-

dent. When the body is made of metal, the glass head is

secured to it by almond or linseed meal lute.

The fluid to be distilled having been put into the body a,

the head b being fitted to it, ana the receiver adapted to its

Sipe, heat is applied to the body either by a lamp or a sand-

ath ; the vapour which rises is condensed in the head, and,

falling into its depressed channel e, runs through the pipe

into the receiver c, loosely fitted to it with a cork. If the

receiver be kept partly immersed in cold water, the conden-
sation will be more readily and economically effected. Some-
times the head is perforated at /, and furnished with a
stopper ; by removing this, a supply of the fluid to be dis-

tilled may be poured into the body, without disturbing the

luting by which the body and head are kept in close con-

tact. An alembic of this kind is not very useful for the
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becomes hot, is fet out at the cock t, and a fresh supply of
cold water is poured in ; the condensed vapour is received
at the end of the worm in the receiver A.

Fig. 4 represents a water-bath, also made of tinned cop-

per ; it fits into the body a, and is heated by the medium of

the boiling-water contained in it, instead of the fire directly

applied. When the water-bath is used, the head, fig. 2, is

fitted into it in the manner already described with respect to

the body a, fig. 1.

Fig. 5 shows the whole apparatus placed in the furnace,

with the worm attached to the pipe of the head.

The alembic, in the form now described, is but little used

;

the addition of the worm surrounded with cold water has
rendered it unnecessary to employ any refrigeratory round
the head ; and the apparatus thus simplified is the com-
mon still, which will be described under the article Dis-
tillation.
ALENQON, the capital of the department of the Orne,

in France, stands in an extensive plain, on the north-west
bank of the Sarthe, which here forms the boundary between
the departments of the Orne and the Sarthe. The town
itself is not very large ; but its five suburbs, one of which
stands on the opposite bank of the Sarthe, add to its popula-
tion and importance. The streets are generally broad, and
"""amented with some handsome buildings, especially the

feet's residence, the corn-market, and the town house,
towers of which last are the remains ofthe castle of the
tes of Alencon. These nobles appear conspicuous in the
ory of France ; one of them fell at the battle ofAgincourt,
b Agincourt,] while attacking the English king,
he population of Alencon (including, we presume, the
urbs) is given by Malte Bran and Balbi at 14,000;
trade of the place is very considerable. Its chief ma-
actures are of lace and muslin, the latter of which gives
>loyment to more than two thousand persons, who are
aged in making or embroidering it. Some cottons and
ns are also manufactured, as well as leather, glass, and
i. The agricultural products of the neighbourhood, in

ling cattle, horses of good quality, goose down and quills,

cider, add to its commerce. The lace manufacture,
ch has acquired considerable celebrity, was established

letters patent during the administration of Colbert, in
5. The proprietor had a monopoly for ten years, and a
nt of 36,000 livres, or about 1500/.

"here are at Alencon a library of above 6000 volumes, an
[cultural society, a museum of natural history, and a
ege ; the last-mentioned is surmounted by a lantern,

ch is used as an observatory. There is also a theatre

;

horse-races take place annually, on the 25th of August.
Ulany religious houses and hospitals, and a Jesuits*

ege, existed in the town before the revolution. In
aer ages it was fortified, though the outworks and the
iter part of the wall are now destroyed, and little remains
ts once formidable defences but four gates, by which
enter the town. It was the birth-place of the historian

eeray. Alencon is in 48° 26' N. lat, 5' E. long, of
enwich. Distance from Paris 116 miles W. by S.

'he neighbourhood of the town produces iron, and stone
ed for maiding or for mill-stones. In the quarry of
:tre, a very few miles distant, were found the false dia-

lds, called the diamonds of Alencon, said to equal the
stone in brilliancy though not in nardness. The mine

lid to be now nearly exhausted.

'he arrondissement of Alencon contains 416 square
ss, and above 70,000 inhabitants.

lLENTEJO, or ALEMTEJO, the largest province of
kingdom of Portugal, so called from its position (alem
o, beyond the Tagus). It is separated on the east
a Spanish Estremadura and Andalusia. The boundary
this side is determined, to begin from the north, first by
river Sever, running into the Tagus, soon after by the
wa and the Caya, tributaries of the Guadiana, the lino

sing from the one to the other stream so as to avoid the
cimity of Badajoz. It then follows the Guadiana, leaving
renza on the east, which since 1801 has belonged to the
nish crown. North of Mourao it bends from the river to

S.E. bo as to meet first the Ardila, and then the Chanza,
latter of which again conducts it to the Guadiana. From
point the boundary runs west to the ocean, so as to scpa-

! Alentejo on the south from the Algarve by the ridges
)aldeirao and Monchique. On the west it is bounded by
comarca of Setubal, belonging to Estremadura, and
>w that by the ocean. The Tagus partly forms its

boundary on the north, but in the centre of the line the
Portuguese province of Estremadura again extends south
of the river. In this part the two provinces are divided by
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•mall streams called the Soro, Erra, and Zatas, the two
former of which run into the third, the Zatas itself fall-

ing directly into the Tagus. The province covers a sur-

face of 883 square leagues, or 794 7 geographical square

miles, and its population is given by Antillon and Minano
at 3 s0.480, that is 48 to the square mile, while the province

of Entre Douro e Minho has a population of 346 to the

same surface. Some accounts state the population at

only 266,009 in the year 1820. The most fertile parts

are around Evora, Portalegre, Elvas, Villaviciosa, Beja,

and the plains of Ourique. The highest ridge of moun-
tains is the already-mentioned Sierra de Monchique on
the south, which rises at one point to the height of

4078 feet From the northern side of this mountain the

waters are collected into the river Sado, which reaches

the sea at Setubal. In the spring the malaria arising

from this river is very injurious to the health of the in-

habitants. The Sierra de Portalegre rises to 2130 feet;

that of Osa, north of Evora, slightly exceeds this height.

Nearly the whole country is covered with mountains, but

their course is so varied that description would be at once
difficult and useless. The harbours of Sines and Villa

Nova de Milfontes are of little value. The population is

not very industrious, yet corn is produced to such an amount
as to contribute largely to the support of Lisbon; but
the supply of wine and oil is less abundant. The former is

altogether consumed within the province, and a considerable

quantity of oil is often imported from the bordering regions

of Spain. There are many quarries of marble, white, green,

and red. The political divisions of the province are these

:

it contains the eight comarcas or districts of Evora, Elvas,

Portalegre, Ourique, Villaviciosa, Beja, Crato, and Aviz.

Evora. the chief city of the whole province, is the seat of an
archbishopric; and three bishops take their titles from
Elvas, Portalegre, and Beja. Elvas is also a place of great

military strength, and with the adjoining fortress, La Lipp e,

protects the frontier on the side of Badajoz.

ALEPPO. [SeeHALKB.]
ALESSANDRIA, one of the five divisions of the princi-

pality of Piedmont, which is again subdivided into the pro-

vinces of Alessandria, Asti, Casale, Acqui, Voghera, and
Tortona. The whole division is said to contain a population

of above 510,000.

The province of Alessandria is intersected by hills

of small elevation, the spurs or offsets of the Apennine
chain, which divides Piedmont from the Riviera of Genoa

:

it is not well watered, though it is bounded on the north

by the Po, which receives below Alessandria the Tanaro.
The Tanaro receives the Belbo a little above Alessandria,

and the Bormida (increased by the Orba) a little below it.

The chief products of this province are, maize, wine, silk,

madder, and the best flax in Piedmont. It contains very
little wood. The population is estimated at above 90,000.

ALESSANDRIA, a town and fortress in Piedmont, the

capital of the province of the same name, near the conflux

of the two rivers Tanaro and Bormida. It was built by the

Lombard league in 1168, as a barrier against Frederic Bar-
barassa and the Guibelines of Asti. It was declared a free

city like the others of the league, andwas named Alessandria

in honour ofPope Alexander III., the protector of the Lom-
bard league ana the strenuous opponent of the emperor. In
1 1 74, Frederic, having returned to Italy, besieged thenew city,

which his soldiers, seeing the houses covered with straw or

thatch, called by derision Alessandria detta paglia, or • of

straw/ an appellation which it has since retained. Frederic,

however, after four months was obliged to raise the siege.

After the extinction of the Lombard republics, Alessandria

came under the power of the Marquises of Montferrat, and
finally of the Dukes of Savoy. Its citadel is one of the

strongest places in North Italy, and has been repeatedly

besieged, and taken and retaken, by the French and Aus-
trian s. The whole town was surrounded by an extensive

line of fortifications by order of Bonaparte, who wanted to

make it his chief stronghold in Piedmont, but, by the treaty

of Vienna, the fortifications have been razed, and the cita-

del alone remains. The town is well built, has a fine

square planted with trees, a public library, and some good
palaces and churches. The population is above 30,000, who
carry on a considerable trade; a well-attended fair is held

twice a year, in April and October. There are some manu-
factures of linen, silks, cotton stockings* cotton handker-
chiefs, and woollen cloth. Alessandria is one of the most
considerable and lively towns of Piedmont, situated in a

wide and fertile plain 70 miles E. by S. of Turin, and
60 N. by W. of Genoa. The field and village of Marengo
are within sight of Alessandria on the opposite or right bank
of the Bormida, on the road to Tortona ; 44° 55' N. lat.

8° 36' E. long.

ALEUTIAN ISLANDS, called also Aleutan, Aleutic,

or Alcutsky Islands, these several names being derived

from the Russian word, aleut, which signifies a bold rock.

This group of islands is situated in the North Pacific

Ocean, between Cape Alaska in North America, and the

peninsula of Kamtschatka in Asia; describing a circular

arc which extends from 163°ofwest to 166° of east longitude,

and thus comprehends 31° of longitude. The islands which
form the two extremities of the chain, viz. Oonemak, which
is separated by a narrow channel from Cape Alaska, and
Behring's island, which approaches the nearest to the coast

of Asia, are both in the 55th parallel of north latitude, while

the others extend in a curve towards the south, the centre

one of the chain being situated in the 53d parallel.

The first attempt at geographical discovery in this region

was planned, a short time before his death, by Peter the

Great of Russia, with the view of ascertaining the distance

between the Asiatic and American continents. The plan

was prosecuted, in the following reign, by a Dane, named
Behring, according to the instructions which were drawn up
by Peter with his own hand. Two voyages prosecuted in

1 728 and the following year, were not attended witb success
;

but a third expedition, undertaken in 1741, was productive

of a better result. Behring discovered the coast of America
in 58° 28' N. lat., and on his return to Kamtschatka visited

Behring's island, then uninhabited, where he soon after died.

This island, which is 1 04 miles long, with a mean breadth of

15 miles, is, as before stated, in 55 N. lat. and 167°E. long.,

1 90 miles N.E. of the harbour of St. Peter and St. Paul in

Kamtschatka.
Behring's island having thus become known to the inha-

bitants of Kamtschatka, they were led thither in search of
sea-otters and other fur- bearing animals ; and some of their

vessels being driven to the eastward by the storms prevalent

in those latitudes, the other islands of the group were suc-

cessively discovered. Geographers at first divided this Ar-
chipelago into three groups, calling those nearest to Asia the

Aleutian, those near to the centre the Andrenovian, and those

which are nearest to America the Fox Islands. At present

all are comprehended under the name of Aleutian Islands.

The derivation of this name has already been given ; the

Andrenovian group were so named in honour of either the
vessel—the St. Andrean—in which the discoverers sailed,

or of her owner, Andrean Tolstyck. The Fox Islands re-

ceived their name in consequence of the great number of

those animals found upon them.
A survey of the entire chain was made by two Russian

officers in 1768, by order of the Empress Catharine, but our
knowledge of the islands and of the adjoining coasts of the
two continents is principally derived from the narrative of

the last voyage of Captain Cook, who, in 1778, determined
with accuracy the positions of the islands, and of the more
remarkable points of the two coasts.

As early as 1 785, establishments, protected by fortifica-

tions, were formed by Russian adventurers in many of the
islands. These were all the result of private enterprise. The
success by which they were attended led to the formation of

the Russian American Company, whose operations were
carried on during several years in a somewhat irregular

manner ; but in 1 799 the association was invested with con-

siderable privileges by the Russian government, and it still

continues to prosecute the trade in fiirs with much activity.

The traders who first visited these islands are charged
with having acted with the most wanton cruelty towards the

natives, whose revengeful feelings were at length so far ex-

cited, that they seized upon every opportunity lor retaliating

upon their oppressors, and succeeded on several occasions in

destroying the Russian vessels and murdering their crews.

Notwithstanding these disasters, other adventurers were still

tempted to ^o in quest of the valuable skins which the
islands supplied in such great abundance.
Our celebrated countryman, Cook, when he visited the

islands, found the inhabitants disposed to carry on a peace-
able traffic with his sailors, and, at the present day, the Aleu-
tians are observed to be generally a kind-hearted and inof-

fensive race, but when provoked to anger, they prove them-
selves malignant, implacable, and indifferent to personal
danger,
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The number of islands which compose the entire chain is

very considerable ; above forty have received names. The
most important of those situated to the eastward—the Fox
Islands—are, Oonemak, Oonalashka, and Oomnack. Those
composing the Andrenovian division are smaller than the

others, and are seldom visited. The principal of them are,

Amlak, Atchka, Tshetchina, Ayag, Kanaga, and Taka-
vangha. The two last mentioned have volcanoes, and
Tshetchina possesses a high hill which is apparently an ex-

tinct volcano. The division nearest to the Asiatic coast con-

tains, among other islands of lesi importance, Semitchi,

Attoo, Agattoo, Copper Island, and Behring's or Com-
modore Island.

The prospect on approaching any of these places is de-

scribed by Kotzebue to be frightful and desolate. Black
masses of lava appear to rise perpendicularly from tho sea to

a great elevation, the whole of each island presenting the

appearance of pointed mountains lying close to each other,

and some of them having their summits above the clouds.

The islands are all of them destitute of trees, and the in-

habitants would suffer much inconvenience in consequence,

but for the great abundance of drift wood from the American
coast which is continually thrown upon their shores. An
unsuccessful attempt was once made to plant a species of

pine at Oona-lashka.

The coasts of the Aleutian Islands are all so rocky and so

encompassed by breakers, that the navigation among them
is dangerous. The whole group bears evident marks of a
volcanic origin, and on several of the islands are volcanoes

in a state of activity at the present time. The soil is in ge-

neral of an ungrateful nature, but in some few spots where
it is of better quality, gardens have been formed in which
several esculent vegetables arrive at tolerable perfection.

Cabbages, carrots, turnips, radishes, beet-root, and even
cucumbers are constantly raised under such circumstances

without difficulty. Potatoes have been recently introduced,

and appear likely to be of great benefit to the inhabitants.

The islands are amply provided with springs of water,

which, in some instances, flow from the bases ofthe moun-
tains directly into the sea, and in other cases form consider-

able lakes, the superfluous waters of which are drained off

by natural canals.

The land animals which are general on the islands are,

bears, wolves, beavers, ermines, and river-otters. The sea-

otter, whose skin is held in much estimation by the Chinese
with whom the Russians trade, has had its numbers much
diminished. Red, grey, brown, and black foxes are seen in

great variety on the Fox islands. Seals and whales are

abundant on the coasts, and sea-lions are occasionally met
with. The kinds of fish most usually caught are, salmon
and halibut ; the latter of these are sometimes of an im-
mense size.

The valleys of some of the islands furnish an abundance
of herbage, which would support a considerable number of

cattle throughout the year.

Almost the only occupations of the inhabitants are fishing

and hunting, and the preparation of implements necessary

for the prosecution of these pursuits. In fishing they make
use of a species of canoe, which they call a oaidar, and
which consists of a skeleton of wood, over which a covering

of seal skins is extended. Thus constructed, these canoes

are so extremely light that they may be carried about by

one person without difficulty. They are long and narrow in

form, and are most usually made to hold only one person

;

sometimes they are calculated to carry two, and very rarely

three people. Each canoe has a kind of deck formed of

skins, in which, according to the number it is intended to

carry, one or more round holes are left just fitted to the size

of the body. The islanders are very expert in the manage-
ment of these vessels by means of double paddles seven or

eight feet in length. They sometimes venture in them to a

considerable distance from the land, even in very stormy

weather.

Domestic occupations, such as making clothes, and even

the covering of canoes is performed by the women, who like-

wise make mats, baskets, and other useful articles of straw.

The native inhabitants are mostly short, but stout made
nnd well proportioned. But little difference is observable in

the clothing of men and women, which consists of a frock

made of seal skin, fastened round the neck and descending
below the knees. The same material is employed for making
boots. Both the men and women bore their under lips, and
by way of ornament, insert pieces of bone in the holes.

They likewise ornament their frocks with glass beads, fea-

thers, beaks of sea parrots* or white goat's hair brought from
Siberia. They all wear a kind of wooden cap which is dyed,
generally green, and adorned with figures carved out of sea-

cow teeth, or with beads. The women usually wear rings

on their fingers, and bracelets of glass beads above the wrists

and ancle joints.

The food of the islanders consists almost entirely of fish

and the flesh of sea animals. They provide in summer a
store of fish which they dry and lay up in small huts for

winter use. A very favourite species of food with them is

whale blubber, and this substance, when it becomes too

rancid for even an Aleutian stomach, they use for lighting

and warming their dwellings. Their habitations are holes

dug in the earth and covered with sticks, over which grass
and earth are thrown. Tho entrance is from the roof,

whence also light is admitted through a window covered
with dried fish skins, and the dwelling is divided into sepa-
rate apartments by means of seal skins and straw mats, so
that each one forms the abode of several families.

The islanders are inclined to be superstitious, and are
great believers in charms. Some have been baptized, and
make a profession of the Christian religion according to the
faith of the Greek church. Polygamy is common, if indeed
marriage may be said to exist among a people where the
men are accustomed to take as many wives as their means
enable them to maintain, and may send them back to their

friends to form new connexions when those means are di-

minished. It sometimes happens that one woman will live

at the same time with two husbands.
It is hardly possible to form any estimate of the population

of the islands. There is reason to believe that it has very
seriously diminished since the settlement among them of
the Russian traders. Half a century ago Oonalashka was
assumed to contain 1300 inhabitants, while recent accounts
estimate the population at only 300 souls. (Cook's Third
Voyage, Coxe's Account of Human Discoveries, KoUebue's
Voyages round the World.)

ALEXANDER. \See Paris.]

[Head of Alexander tbe Greet, enlarged, from a coin in the Bodleian
Library. Oxford. The head it repeated bvnwath, with the reverie, showing
the size of the coin.]

ALEXANDER III., commonly called the Great, son of

Philip II. king of Macedon, was born B.C. 356. His mother
was Olympias. the daughter of Neoptolemus king of Epirus,

through whom Alexander claimed a descent from the great

Phthiotic hero Achilles. (Pausan. I., 11.)

The history of Alexander forms an epoch in the history of

the world. Whatever difficulties we may have in making an
exact estimate of his personal character, we can hardly

assign too much importance to the great events of his life,

and their permanent influence on the condition of the human
race. The overthrow of the great Asiatic monarchy which
had so often threatened the political existence of Greece, the

victorious progress ofthe Macedonian arms from the plain of
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Thebes to the banks of the Danube, and from the Hellespont,

the boundary of rival continents, to the Nile, the Jaxartes,

and the Indus —these have formed in all ages the theme of

historical declamation, and are still the subject of vulgar

admiration. But the diffusion of the language and the arts

of Greece, the extension of commerce by opening to Eu-
ropeans the road to India, the great additions made to

natural science and geography by the expedition of Alex-
ander,—these are the real subjects for enlightened and cri-

tical research. Of the numerous writers who treated of the

campaigns of Alexander not a single contemporary remains

;

and our information is entirely derived from compilers who
lived several centuries after the age of Alexander, and
founded their narratives on such contemporary records as

then existed. With the exception of Arrian, not one of

them was equal to the subject ; and even he was often too

deficient in knowledge of Asiatic geography to enable him
to make a proper use of his materials. The accounts of the

different writers, though agreeing in all the great events,

offer no small discrepancies when we come to details, and,

with the exception of Aman's History, are marked by a
general absence of sound criticism. We shall notice these

authorities briefly at the end of this article.

If we knew nothing more of Alexander than that Aristotle

was his master, the memory of the philosopher would pre-

serve that of the pupil. But it is a rare coincidence to find

the greatest of conquerors instructed by the first of philoso-

phers—the master of all knowledge teaching the future

master of the world. Some of the great projects of Alex-
ander might pass for the mere caprice of a man possessed of

unlimited power, it we did not know that Aristotle had given
him lessons in political science, and written for his use a trea-

tise on the art of government. That the pupil amidst all his

violence and excesses possessed a vigorous and clear under-
standing, with enlarged views of the advantages of com-
merce, and of the nature of civil government, is amply con-

firmed by some of the most prominent events of his life.

Unfortunately Aristotle was not his only master ; the flattery

of Lysiraachus, and the obsequiousness of his attendants,

conspired to cherish those ungovernable passions which seem
to have descended to him from both his parents.

The military education of Alexander commenced from
his boyhood : he was trained to be expert in all manly
exercises, and particularly in the management of a horse.

His first essay in arms was made at the battle of Chro-
ronea, (b. c. 338,) when his father crushed the united forces

of Thebes and Athens with their allies, and established the

Macedonian supremacy in Greece.

Philip was murdered (b. c. 336) during the celebra-

tion of his daughters marriage, when he was just on the

eve of setting out on his Asiatic expedition, at the head
of the combined force of Greece. His sudden death in-

spired the states which had been humbled with some hope
of throwing off the yoke of the Macedonian kings. Alex-
ander, in his twentieth year, succeeded to the monarchy and
to the great designs of his father. Though threatened with

danger on all sides, from the movements of the barbarians

on the north, and the restless Greeks in the south, his cou-

rage and address saved him. The Thessalians readily chose

him as the head of their confederacy ; and the Amphictyons
confirmed him in the honours which had been granted to

Philip. His next step was to march an army into Boeotia, to

check the beginning of insurrectionary movements, by
showing himself at the gates of Thebes. His vigour secured

for him greater honours than Philip had ever received, and
the states of Greece, Lacedoemon excepted, transferred to

him, at Corinth, with abject flattery and mean submission,

the office of commander-in-chief against Persia, which they

had already conferred on his father.

In giving a brief sketch of the chief events of Alexander's

short life, we may observe that without a constant reference

to maps it is impossible to form any idea of the rapidity

of his movements, the natural obstacles which he had to

encounter, or the immense extent of country which he over-

ran in a few years. All military history without geogra-

phical detail is only a heap of confusion, and that of Alex-

ander still waits for more complete illustration from the

researches of modern times.

In order to leave no troublesome enemies behind him,

he resolved to reduce the barbarians of the north to obedi-

ence. From his residence in Macedonia he marched (in

the spring of b. c. 335) in ten days to the pusses of

Mount Hwmus, (the Balkan,) crossed them in spite of

the opposition of the natives, and descended into the
great plain of the Danube. Here he defeated the Tri-

balli ; and after crossing the Danube at a point which it is

now impossible to determine, he struck terror into the Getro,

who lived on the northern bank, by the rapidity and deci-

sion of his movements. On his return, he led his troops

against the Illyrians and Taulantii, whom it was necessary
to reduce to submission before he could safely quit his

kingdom. A false report of his death, during this expe-
dition, gave the Greeks once more hopes of throwing off

the hated yoke of Macedon ; and the Thebans set the
example, by murdering two officers of the Macedonian
garrison, which had occupied the Cadmeia or Acropolis of
tne city ever since the battle of Cheeronea. But while they
were indulging in the anticipation of recovering their inde-

pendence, their ever-active enemy made his appearance
before their city. It appears as if Alexander would have
been satisfied with a reasonable submission, but party
violence in Thebes prevented all concession, and the pro-

posals of the Macedonian king were rejected with insult.

After a short resistance Alexander's troops entered the city,

when one of those horrid scenes of carnage ensued which
form a necessary part of a conqueror's progress. It was then
that the Phocians, with the Plateeans ana other Boeotians

in the army of Alexander, inflamed by the remembrance of

what they had once suffered from this unprincipled city,

slew all before them, • even those who made no resistance

;

they murdered the suppliants in the temples ; (hey spared

neither woman nor child,* (Arrian, I. 8.) The number
killed is stated at 6000, which may possibly be exaggerated :

the survivors were sold for slaves, except the ministers of
religion, and the few who were the friends of the conqueror or

who had opposed the revolution : the temples and the house
of Pindar, it is said, were spared ; but all the rest of the
city, except the Cadmeia, was levelled to the ground, and
Thebes for the present was blotted out of Greece, (h.c. 315.)

Alexander did not march farther south, though the Athe-
nians had been active in organizing the late resistance.

One such example was sufficient for a warning.

In the spring of b.c. 334, Alexander set out on his Asiatic

expedition with a force of about 35,000 men, and a very small
supply of money. The largest component part of hU army
was Macedonian, with about 7000 allied Greeks, some mer-
cenary troops, and several bodies of Thracians, 1500 Agria-
nian light infantry, and some other bodies of troops. His
cavalry, on which his success in a great measure depended,
was mainly composed of Macedonians and Thessalians.

Having arrived at Sestos in twenty days, and crossed the

narrow channel of the Hellespont, the descendant ofAchilles
and his friend Hephacstion did honour to the mounds that

were said to contain the remains of the mighty hero and his

beloved friend Patroclus. Youthful enthusiasm may have
been one motive to the display made before the army on
this occasion, but it was no less a part of Alexander's policy

to induce his followers to look upon hira as the representa-

tive of the greatest warrior of the heroic age.

At the period of Alexander's landing in Asia, the un-
wieldy and disjointed monarchy of the Persians presented

an appearance in ever}7 respect analogous to the Turkish
empire at present. The Persians themselves, the ruling

caste, were comparatively few in number. One monarch
with absolute power claimed the sovereignty of almost

countless nations, and of an immense extent of country, the

parts of which were in many cases separated by natural

boundaries which were difficult to pass. The provinces

that lay remote from the seat of government could only

be maintained by the presence of an armed force under a
military governor nominated by the king. The partition

of the empire and the distribution of power were there-

fore essential to the very existence of the Persian mo-
narchy: but this system was also the remote cause of

its weakness and dissolution. Each powerful governor

was kept in submission by no other motive but fear of

punishment ; and when he felt himself able to defy his

master, the bond of union was for the time broken.

Hence some provincial governments passed quietly from

father to son, the monarch tacitly consenting to an arrange-

ment which he could not prevent. Darius, the king of

Persia, who was contemporary with Alexander, seems to

have been ill qualified to retrieve the falling fortunes of the

monarchy : he was deficient in courage and military skill,

and had no hope of opposing the invader but by turn-

ing against him the arms of the Greeks themselves.
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From the time of Cambyses, the son of the first Cyras, to

the age of Alexander, we find renegade Greeks constantly

in the pay of the Persian monarch, ready to serve their

new paymaster against those who were united to them by

kindred and language. The civil commotions which so often

disturbed the peace of Grecian communities were also con-

tinually driving refugees to seek from the king of Persia

the rank and property which they had lost at home. At
tbis time the hopes of Darius rested on Memnon, a Greek of

Rhodes, whose military skill might have made him, with

better opportunities, a formidable opponent to the Macedo-
nian king. The first combat between the invaders and the

Persians was on the banks of the Granicus, (now perhaps

the Oostvoia,) a river which falls into the Sea of Marmara.
The Persians possessed an elevated position on the east

bank of the river, which their generals determined to defend,

contrary to the advice of Memnon, who being, as it appears,

not in the command, could only recommend for the present

the safer expedient of a retreat. But the dispositions of the

Persians were totally unsuited to oppose the violent attack

of Alexander's cavalry, which crossed the river and main-

tained itself on the opposite bank until the light infantry

that followed had time to come up, when the compact front

of the Macedonians bristling with their formidable spears

broke the less disciplined lines of the Persian cavalry, and
secured a complete victory. To the daring personal cou-

rage of Alexander, who himself killed two Persians of the

highest rank, and to the long spears of the Macedonians,

the victory may be mainly attributed. The Greek infantry in

the Persian army was cut to pieces, with the exception of2000,

who were sent into Macedonia in chains, and condemned to

slavery. Alexander showed, after the battle, that he knew
how to win affection by flattering self-love, as well as to lead

men to conquest. He visited his own disabled soldiers, lis-

tened to the tale of their exploits and their wounds, and
gave to the parents and children of those who had fallen

?rivileges of distinction and immunity from civil burdens,

'wenty-five horsemen belonging to the Companion cavalry,

—a kind of military order, perhaps instituted by Alexander,
—had fallen in the first assault: Lysippus, the famous
sculptor, was ordered to make their figures in bronze, which
were placed in the town of Dium in Macedonia, and after-

wards adorned one of the public buildings of Rome.
This success was of the utmost importance to Alexander,

by preparing the submission of most of the Greek towns on
the ^Egean, in which he adopted the policy of establishing

democratic forms of government, with the double purpose
of showing that he had come as the liberator of the Greek
states, and perhaps, too, with a view of preventing their

combining against himself by the constant occupation which
they would have in quarrelling with one another.

lo crowd into the compass of a short article the mili-

tary operations of Alexander's campaigns would be a use-

less attempt : even Arrian's narrative is often too meagre
and unsatisfactory to enable us to form a clear conception
of the events. Nothing but a careful examination of a
map, and some idea of the nature of the country, can give

a reader any notion of the vigour of the Macedonian general.

One of the most memorable events between the battles of
the Granicus and Issus was the capture of Halicarnassus in

Caria, which Memnon only left when it was no longer pos-

sible to hold out. This memorable siege is minutely described

by Arrian, whose personal experience (see Arri an) enabled
him to detail the military events of Alexanders life better

than the compiler Diodorus or the rhetorician Curtius.

The progress of Alexander southward was marked by an
event in which the durable features of nature bear evidence
to the truth of history. In proceeding from Phaselis to

Perga he sent part of his troops by a newly-made but
difficult route in the interior ; he himself proceeded along
the shore of Lycia, where the mountains rise from the sea
step by step like a ladder, leaving between the base of the
ladder (or climax, as the Greeks called it) and the sea, a
beach which offered a shorter and much more convenient
road. The projecting cliffs, however, over which there appears
to have been at that time no way, would render it necessary
for the men in. some places to wade through the water,
though not without danger ; but a favourable opportunity
was offered for accomplishing this, by the depression of
the sea in this part, consequent on the blowing of a north
wind. (See Beaufort's Karamania, p. 1 1 6. Arrian, I., 26.)
Among the numerous writers of Alexander's history there
were not wanting those who embellished it with stories of

miraculous interpositions, and unmeaning flourishes of rhe-
toric, in which they showed at once their own ignorance of
the character of the country traversed by Alexander, and
reckoned on a corresponding ignorance and credulity in
their readers.

After gaining the strong post of CelaBnse, near the source
ofthe Maeander, the Macedonian general marched to Gor>
dium in Phrygia, (b. c. 333) where he had another op-
portunity of turning to profit the belief of a superstitious

age. The empire of Asia was promised to him who should
untie the complicated knot which fastened to the pole of a
chariot the yoke and collars of the horses. Alexander
relieved himself from the difficulty, either by cutting the
cord, or some equally expeditious process. The prompti-
tude of his resolution, and the presence of a victorious army,
could not fail to secure him the credit of having fulfilled the
intentions of the Deity.

The army was now increased by fresh reinforcements from
home, and the return of the new married soldierswho had been
sent to winter in Macedonia. In approaching the passes
which lead from the central plateaus of Asia Minor into the

plains of Cilicia, Alexander must have been in the track

of the Greeks who accompanied the younger Cyrus in his

expedition against his brother, not quite a century before

;

and the march from the mountain pass to Tarsus (the modern
Tersoos) on the Cydnus, probably followed the same route.

A remarkably narrow defile, about twenty miles north of

Tarsus, which is cut in the rock, has been conjectured to be
the pass described by Xenophon and Arrian. At Tarsus the

career of Alexander was nearly terminated by a fever, either

caused by fatigue, or by throwing himself when heated into

the cool stream of the Cydnus. A similar act of imprudence
at Tersoos is said to have been fatal to the Emperor Fre-

derick Barbarossa.

A little before this time Memnon died, and with him the

best hopes of Darius. This skilful commander, at the time of

his death, was in the iEgean with a powerful fleet, to which
Alexander had nothing to oppose : he was master of Chios,

the chief part of Lesbos, and ready to fall on Euboea and
Macedon, with the prospect of being supported by the

Lacedemonians. His sudden death relieved Alexander
from an opponent whose operations in Greece might have

compelled him to give up the dazzling prospect of Asiatic

conquest.

From Tarsus Alexander marched, partly by the route of

the younger Cyrus, along the Gulf of lssus to the little town
of Myriandrus in Syria. Darius had for some time occupied
an extensive plain in Syria, well adapted for the evolutions

of his large body of cavalry, and for the disposition of his

immense army. Contrary to the advice of Amvntas, a
Greek deserter, he abandoned this position for one in which
defeat was almost certain. An offset from the range of
Taurus runs down to the Gulf of Issus, (the modern Gulf
of Skanderoon,) and terminates in the high land of Cape
Khynzyr. The mountains press close on the shores of the
Gulf of Issus, leaving in some places a plain barely large
enough for the battle-ground of an army : in one parti-
cular spot the passage is so narrow as to be capable of
an easy defei .*e. By this unguarded pass Alexander
had advanced into Syria, while by another pass farther
north in the mountain range, Darius moved from Syria
to the plain of Issus with the river Pinarus in his front.

He was now in the rear of Alexander; but he had en-
gaged himself in a position where victory might be con-
fidently expected by the Macedonians. Alexander marched
back through the Syrian pass, and found the Persian king
prepared for battle in the plain of Issus. The left wing of
the Macedonian army was protected by the sea, and the

dispositions on the right were such as to prevent the superiot

force of the Persians from effectually out-flanking the Greeks
on that side. The Persian king, though possessing a far

superior force, waited the attack on the opposite bank, as if

conscious of his inferiority, and anticipating a defeat. Alex-
ander himself, who was on the right wing, crossed the

stream, attacked the Persians with impetuosity, and soon

put their left wing to the rout. The 30,000 Greek merce-
naries in the Persian army offered a stout resistance to

the main body ofthe Macedonians ; and the Persian cavalry

on the right, who were opposed to the Thessalians, fought

bravely as long as their king remained on the field of battle.

The Persian king himself gave the signal for flight when
he saw his left wing entirely routed ; and the cavalry, soon

following the example oftheir leader, turned their backswith
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the rest of the army. The slaughter, though perhaps exag-
gerated, must have been prodigious, from the nature of the
ground ; and Ptolemy, the future king of Egypt, who was in

the battle, relates that in one narrow pass the pursuers
crossed the road on the upheaped bodies of the slain. Darius
succeeded in escaping over the Euphrates by the usual ford

at Thapsacus, (35° 20' N. lat.) but his mother, wife, and his

infant son, who had attended him to the field of battle, fell

into the hands ofthe conqueror, and experienced from him the
most humane and respectful treatment This victory (about

the close of b.c. 333 may be considered as having decided
the fate of the Persian monarchy : it opened to Alexander a
passage towards Egypt and Babylon, and checked the designs

of Agis and Pharnabazus in Western Asia and the i£gean.
One obstacle only lay in the way, which proved more formi-

dable than the armies of Darius. A single day was sufficient

to disperse a numerous army, but the labours of many months
were necessary for the capture of Tyre. This great commer-
cial city was situated on an island (33° 12' N. lat.) separated
from the mainland by a channel about half a mile wide

;

which, on the side of the continent, was shallow and muddy,
but had about eighteen feet water close to the island. The
island itself was defended by lofty walls, and well supplied

with all the ammunition of war. For many centuries this

wealthy city had been the great entrepdt between the eastern

and the western world ; and through it the inhabitants of
Europe had long received those Asiatic products which we
find mentioned in the oldest Greek writers. Her commerce
and her ships had penetrated to all known seas ; and her ad-

venturous traders, through manyintermediate hands, received
the products of countries which the Tynans themselves never
visited. Her merchants were princes, and her warehouses
were stored with all that contributes to national wealth and
domestic comfort. We find in the twenty-seventh chapter
of Ezekiel a most glowing picture of the prosperity of this

great emporium, expressed with all the sublimity and
strength of the ancient Hebrew poetry. (See Volney's
explanation of this chapter.

—

Syria, chap, xxix.)

The cities of Phoenicia submitted to Alexander on his ap-
proach, and the ancient Sidon yielded without a blow ; but
Tyre, proud of her naval superiority, refused to grant all

that was demanded, and prepared for a vigorous resistance.

Alexander, in order to assault the place, was compelled to

unite the mainland and the city by a causeway, which was
net effected without great labour and difficulty. It is sa»d
mat Nebuchadnezzar had taken the city by the same means

;

but, if the story is true, his causeway must have been of such
a nature as to be easily removed. It is more probable that
the island was not occupied till after the old city, which was
on the mainland, had been taken by Nebuchadnezzar. Alex-
ander's work still remains, and the island of Tyre is now part
of the mainland. After a laborious blockade of seven months,
the place was taken by storm, and the impatience of the be-
sieging army was gratified by the slaughter of 8000 Tynans

;

30,000 more were sold into slavery ; and, if we trust the autho-
rity of Diodorus and Curtius, the conqueror was guilty of the
inhuman act of crucifying 2000 men on the sea-shore. The
last bulwark of the Persian monarchy was now gone, and
the dominion of the sea, as well as of the land, was in the

hands of the Macedonians. Under the Persian monarchy
Tyre enjoyed favour and privileges, on condition of furnishing

tiie main part of the navy in all the wars with the Greeks

;

a condition to which the Tynans probably were not averse,

as it gave them additional means for crushing the Greeks,

whom they hated as their rivals in the commerce of the Me-
diterranean. The siege of Gaza, one of the strong towns of

Palestine, occupied Alexander for two months; but the

obstinate defence of the inhabitants did not preserve the city

from being taken, nor the women and children from being

sold into slavery.

After the sieges of Tyre and Gaza, according to the autho-

rity of Josephus, Alexander marched to the holy city of

Jerusalem, intending to punish the inhabitants for their

refusal to supply him with troops and money. The High-
priest Jaddus went forth to meet the conqueror, attended by

the priests and people, and accompanied by all the imposing

insignia of the Jewish religion. Alexander was so struck

with this spectacle, that he pardoned the people, adored the

name of the Most High, and sacrificed in the temple, accord-

ing to the directions prescribed to him by Jaddus. The
Book of the Prophet Daniel was shown to him, and the pas-

sage pointed out in which it was foretold that the King of

Grecia should overcome the King of Persia. With this, as

the historian says, he was well satisfied, interpreting himself
to be the person foretold by the prophet The story appears
only like another version of the visit to the Temple of Am-
nion, in Libya ; and will not, in our opinion, bear the test of
examination. Arrian says nothing about it. (See S. Croix,

Examen Critique, p. 547, &c.)

Nothing now remained to check the march of Alex-
ander into Egypt, which yielded without striking a blow.
In seven days the army marched from Gaza, through the
desert to Pelusium, the frontier town of Egypt on the east
The Persian governor found resistance hopeless, and the
country passed at once under the dominion of the Greeks,
an event to which circumstances had been long gradually
tending. From the time of Amasis (b.c. 560) the Greeks
had received permission to settle in Egypt ; and, at the time
of Alexander's invasion, there can be no doubt that the
country contained a very large proportion of that nation.

Under Persian government Egypt nad always been an unruly
and troublesome province, and the contest for the possession

of it, between the Greek and Persian, and the Persian and
Egyptian, had more than once been doubtful. The
Egvptians hated the Persians for their religious intolerance,

and the desecration of their temples, while the more accom-
modating Greek readily associated his own with the religious

usages of the Egyptians, and was willing to assign to both
a common origin. From Pelusium Alexander visited the
sacred city of Heliopolis, renowned for its temples and obe-

lisks, and Memphis, then the great capital of Egypt ; south
of this point we have no reason for supposing that he ever
went. He next sailed down the Canopic, or western branch
of the Nile, and entered the lake of Marea, where he founded
the city of Alexandria, which still preserves his name. (See
Alexandria.) From motives of policy, vanity, or curiosity,

or perhaps under the influence of all three, Alexander de-
termined to visit the far-famed temple of Ammon, an object

of religious veneration to the Egyptians, and also probably,

as it now is, the centre of a considerable trade. The site of
this curious spot is now ascertained to be Siwah, (29° 12'

N. lat 44° 54' E. Ion.,) where the ruins of a temple, and the

hot springs, confirm other evidence as to its locality. (See
Ammonium.) Alexander marched along the coast by the
same route that Mr. Brown followed in 1 792. This road is

preferred to the more direct route on account of the better

forage for cattle which it affords ; and, on the whole, it pre-

sents no very formidable difficulties. After a march of
seventy-five hours along the coast from Alexandria west-

ward, Mr. Brown proceeded into the interior in a south-

west direction. Alexander s march along the coast termi-

nated at Parotonium, a point somewhat beyond that reached
by Brown. The English traveller's account of the route from
the coast to Siwah agrees with that of Alexander, as given
by Arrian. It was through a country ' perfectly barren,

consisting wholly of rocks and sand/ Arrian*s description

of Alexander s interview with the priests, and his notice

of the oracular responses, are limited to a general remark,
which shows that he did not think the story worth telling.

Other authorities inform us that Alexander was honoured
with the title of the Son of Jupiter, and a promise of the
empire ofthe world. There is a remarkable discrepancy in

the accounts of Ptolemy and Aristobulus, as to the route by
which he returned. Ptolemy says that he took the short

cut through the desert to Memphis, while Aristobulus asserts

that he returned by the way that he came.
Alexander having received some reinforcements from

Greece, and established the government of Egypt on a wise
and liberal footing, set out to attackthe Persian king,whohad
again collected a considerable army. In the spring of b.c.

331, he marched to Tyre, where he made some stay ; from
thence to the ford of Thapsacus on the Euphrates, and
across Mesopotamia to the Tigris. Such a march makes
but a small figure in the brief narrative of Arrian, and is

but an inconsiderable part of the military operations of
Alexander : it amounts, however, Co above 800 miles. The
king crossed the Tigris, and, advancing through Aturia,

found Darius encamped on the banks of the Bumadus, near
a small place called Gaugamela, or the Cumets House.
The immense disproportion between the Persian and
Grecian armies was no disadvantage to the less numerous,
but better disciplined force of Alexander, though the victory

was not obtained without a struggle. As on former occa-
sions, many divisions of the Persian army behaved with
courage, and the Asiatic cavalry made a strong resistance;

but the early flight of the timid king left the Macedonians
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a certain victory. Darius fled to Ecbatana (Hamadan) in

Media ; and Alexander, who no longer had any reason to

fear such an opponent, marched unmolested to take posses-

sion of Babylon, and the empire of Asia. This battle is

more commonly known by the name of the battle of Ar-
bela, (now Erbil,) up to which city Alexander pursued
Darius. Arbela is between forty and fifty miles east of
Gaugaraela.

The battle of Arbela may be considered as an epoch in

the life of Alexander. Though Darius was still alive, he
could no longer be considered as king ; his power was
crushed ; the fairest part of his empire had submitted; and
the progress of the conqueror was henceforward attended
with almost immediate submission. But the conduct and
temper of Alexander began to undergo a change. Intoxi-
cated with success, he gradually assumed the state and man-
ners of an Asiatic sovereign ; and, unrestrained by habits of
self-control, he gave way to the most guilty excesses, wliich,

if we trust the evidence of history, it is equally futile to

palliate or deny.
The ancient city of Babylon, which had so long resisted

the first Cyrus, ana the first Darius, yielded, withoui a blow,
at the approach of Alexander. The Macedonian adopted a
more prudent and generous policy than the Persian rao-

narchs, whose fanaticism and intolerance to foreign religions
are hardly exceeded by that of the followers of Mohammed.
Xerxes had ruined the temples of Babylon, and even had
dared to profane the shrine of the Great Bel, and to murder
the high priest. Alexander gave orders to restore the
temple of th© deity, and showed himself a worthy proselyte,
by sacrificing to Bel, according to the rites prescribed by his
ministers the Chaldeans.
A march of twenty days brought the Macedonians from

Babylon to the banks of the Choaspes, (the Kerah,) on the
east side of which stood the city of Susa, (Sus,) then the
chief residence of the Persian kings, and the depository of
their treasures ; now only remarkable for its extensive ruins,
which spread for several miles along the banks of the Kerah.
From Susa the active monarch advanced to the Pasiti-

gris, (the Karoon.) and thence by the route which Timour
afterwards followed, along the valley of Ram Hormuz, to
the mountain pass (Kala-i-Sifid, the white castle,) which
led into Persia Proper, (Fars,) the original seat of the Per-
sians. His object was to surprise Persepolis, in which he
succeeded ; and, according to some accounts, he burnt the
palace of the Persian kings in a fit of drunken madness,
and at the instigation of Thais, an Athenian prostitute, who
accompanied the army. It is difficult to believe all the cir-

cumstances as they are related ; and it is almost certain
that the real destruction of Persepolis belongs to the Mo-
hammedan epoch. "Under the name of Istakhar it is often
mentioned by oriental writers ; and the immense remains of
Tchil-Minar, (the forty columns,) perhaps once the palace
of the Persian kings, have been described and copied by
various modern travellers. Persepolis was a kind of sacred
city to the Persians ; the former capital of their early empire,
and the burying-place of their monarchs after the seat of
government was removed to Susa and Ecbatana.

From Persepolis Alexander marched to Ecbatana, (b.c.

330.) but not by a direct route. On his approaching the city

Darius fled past the ancient Rhagse, and through the passes
of the Elburz mountains, (Caspiae pyl©,) to seek a refuge
in his Bactrian provinces. In fact, he was now a prisoner
in the hands of the Bactrian satrap Bessus, who accompa-
nied him in his flight, and assumed the command. At Ec-
batana the Thessalian cavalry and many of the allied troops
having terminated their period of service, were honourably
dismissed with full pay and presents. Some who preferred
a life of achenture were enrolled as volunteers. The Thes-
salians sold their horses to the king, and with the rest of the
Greeks received a safe convoy to the shores of the Mediter-
ranean.

The march of Alexander from Rhaga, (the modern Rey,
whose extensive ruins lie near Tehran,) to his entrance
into India, is the most obscure part of his history. The
geography of those regions is still very imperfectly known
to us, and the brief narrative of Arrian, our sole trust-
worthy authority, only enables us to form a general idea
of the movements of the army. Alexander penetrated
into regions where no European army has yet followed
him, and few travellers have ventured to explore. The
surprising rapidity of his movements and his capacity
to endure toil, are not surpassed by what U recorded of

Genghis Khan and Tamerlane, though we may readily

admit that Arrian in this part of his work may have ex-

aggerated, and fallen into error from unavoidable ignorance

of the country. It is the same with distance as with time

;

both of them are unfavourable to clear perception. As the

history of a remote age is comprised in a few words, so the

immense spaces of Asiatic geography dwindle into insigni-

ficance, and leave no impression on the reader. But nothing

is wanting, except a clear conception of the distances tra-

versed by Alexander, and the obstacles encountered, to con-

vince us that of all the conquerors who ever troubled the

peace of mankind, he was the most unwearied and daring.

From RhagaB the Macedonian commander passed through

one of the denies in the Elburz mountains, commonly known

by the name of the Caspian Pass, and in one night accom-

plished, while pursuing Darius, a distance of 400 stadia

through the aridwastes of Parthia, with foot-soldiers mounted

on horses. Just as Alexander was coming up with the fu-

fitives, Bessus took to more hasty flight, while two of his

'ersian attendants assassinated their unfortunate monarch,

and made their escape with 600 horsemen. Alexander

sent the body to Persepolis to be interred in the tombs of

the Persian kings.

The army now advanced into the ancient Hyrcania, com-

prising a part of the modern Mazanderan, a country hemmed
in on one side by lofty wooded mountains, and on the other

stretching down in a sloping plain to the great inland waters

of the Caspian. The king's object was to gain over the rem-

nant of the Greeks, who had served in the army of Darius, for

his progress eastward might be dangerous, and the occupa-

tion of the conquered provinces insecure, if he left in his

rear a body of armed Greeks. After some negotiations, they

came and surrendered at his camp, and Alexander had the

good policy to pardon all, and to take a great many of them
into his pay on the same terms as they had served the

Persian king. Some Lacedaemonian ambassadors to king

Darius, who surrendered at the same time, were put in

chains. In Zadracarta, the capital of Parthia, (a city

whose site is totally unknown,) Alexander stayed fifteen

days : his next progress was towards the frontier of Areia,

along the northern verge of the great salt desert, and to

Susia, (Toos?) a city of Areia. According to a policy often

successfully imitated, he left the government of Areia in the

hands of the Persian satrap Satibarzanes, and prepared to

lead his soldiers into a still more remote land. The traitor

Bessus had fled into Bactria, (Bokhara,) one of the remotest

possessions of the Persian monarchy, where he had rallied

round him a few Persians, and a considerable body of the

natives of the province. He had assumed the royal name
of Artaxerxcs, and placed the tiara* erect on his head,

the symbol of Persian sovereignty. A new claimant thus

arose to the empire of Asia. Alexander set out towards Bac-

tria, but was speedily recalled by the news of Satibarzanes

having revolted almost as soon as his master had turned

his back. "With a body of cavalry, and mounted spearmen,
and his ever-faithful Agrianians, the unwearied king re-

turned before he was expected : in two days he marched
600 stadia, and entered Artacoana, (Herat?) the capital

of the province, to which he gave a new ruler. His course,

which seems to have been changed by this unexpected revolt,

was now bent to the country ofthe Drang®, or Sarangae,

and to their capital. The limit of this march, in this direc-

tion, it is impossible to determine ; but we must look for

the country of the Dranga) on the banks of the great Hel-

mund, which flows into the lake of Zerrah.
Here one of those events in Alexander's life must be

briefly noticed, which cast the darkest shade on his charac-

ter. Philotas, the son of Alexander's faithful general Par-

men ion, was accused of conspiring against the king, and of

having long harboured treacherous designs. The charge

may be true ; at least Philotas was tried by his Macedo-
nian peers who pronounced him guilty, and carried the

sentence into execution by transfixing him with their spears.

The father was absent in Media at the head of an army.

A letter from Alexander, conveyed by one of the com-
panions to three other commanders m Media, contained

the sentence of Parmenion. It was thus that a Persian

king used to issue his decrees of death against a governor,

whom he had reason to fear; and the same sanguinary

* fhii upright head-dree* |g humorously wnpaM by the comic poet ArU*
tonhanes to a oock'i comb (Birds. 487.) The wider m*f **"» *° ide$

,

what b meant by looking at a newly pnblUhtd print of tM combat ot Ale*
awUx aadDaiiasfromtboniinsofF^Bpfik
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policy, the offspring of fear, was the only remedy that a
Turkish sultan would have applied in a similar case. No
proof of Parmenion's guilt is brought forward, and the ab-
sence of all real charge against mm, tends rather to show
that the tyrant had basely murdered the son, and feared the
just resentment of the father.

The army now advanced, probably along the valley of the
Helmund, to the Ariaspi, a people to whom the first Cyrus
had given the name of Orosangao or benefactors, (Euergetao,)

for their aid in his Scythian expedition. Their civilized

manners secured to them the favour of the second great con-
?ueror of Asia. The Arachoti, sometimes called the White
ndians, a people who live west of the Indus, and south of

the great mountains, were subdued by Alexander: these

operations, as well as the complete conquest of the Areii,

were accomplished in the winter time, * in the midst of much
snow, want of provisions, and hard suffering on the part of

the soldiers/ Nothing but the general's own capacity of

endurance could have maintained the discipline of his army.
Were the history of this campaign more minutely known,
we might, perhaps, find a parallel to the unconquered en-

durance of the Macedonian king, in Charles XII., amidst
the marshes of the Ukraine, and a contrast in the hasty

retreat and abandonment of his army, by the greatest con-

queror of modern times. Alexander in his progress to the

mountains built a city, which he called by his own name
Alexandria, supposed by some to be the modern Candahar;
this, however, we may dispute. His course now lay over the

Caucasus, as his historian terms the western part of the

pindoo Coosh, (Cau-Casus— Ko-Koosh,) the mountain
range that here separates the waters that flow southwards
or into the ocean from those that contribute to the lakes of

central Asia. The greater part of the mountains were lofty

and bare of wood, but the residence of a great number of

people who here found food for their cattle. Bessus laid waste

the country on the north side of the mountains, in order to im-

pede the progress of his pursuer ; ' but,' to use the simple

and energetic words of tne Greek historian, ' Alexander
moved forwards not a bit the less : with difficulty, indeed,

through deep snow, and without provisions; but still he
moved on/
On the nearer approach of Alexander (b.c. 329), the Per-

sian satrap crossed the Oxus, burnt his boats, and retreated

to Nautaca, a town of Sogdiana, the modern Mawarennahr.
Alexander advancing took in succession Aornosand Bactra:

the latter is conjectured to be near the modern site of Balk,

which lies on the line of road that the conqueror probably

fallowed. The Oxus is described by Arrian as the largest

river crossed by Alexander except the rivers of India, and
as flowing into the Caspian Sea, [see Amu;] its breadth

was about six stadia, which proves that Alexander crossed it

about the melting of the snow on the mountains in May or

June; the current was deep and rapid, and its banks
offered no materials for constructing boats or rafts. In five

days, however, Alexander passed all his array over by means
of floats made of the tent skins of the soldiers stuffed with

dried reeds and grass (Arrian iii. 29. Compare Xenophon,
Anab. i. 5.) Before crossing this mighty stream and enter-

ing on a new world, he sent home his disabled Macedonians,

and such of the Thessalian volunteers as were no longer

fit for service. The traitor Bessus fell into the hands of

Alexander soon after he had crossed the river ; after being

kept a prisoner for some time, his nose and ears were cut off

by order of Alexander, and he was sent to Ecbatana to be put

to death. Arrian, like an honest chronicler, condemns this

barbarous punishment ; the conqueror, intoxicated with suc-

cess, debased himself by ordering those cruel mutilations, of

which ancient and modern Persian history present such

frightful examples. Alexander had now assumed the in-

signia and the state of an Asiatic despot, and it would be

difficult to distinguish his future conduct from that of any

other conqueror who has been the scourge of Asia.

From tne Oxus the army marched to Maracanda, (Sa-

marcand,) the royal city of Sogdiana, and at a later period

the seat of the wise ana vigorous government of Tamerlane.

The impetuous Macedonian still advanced eastward till he

reached the banks of the Jaxartes, (the Sir,) which he pro-

posed to make his frontier against the Scythians, or the

nomadic tribes, occupying the country now possessed by

the Kirghiz. After taking several cities to which the in-

habitants had fled for refuge, he at last assaulted Cyropolis

on the Jaxartes, a town which claimed for its founder the

great Cyrus. This place it conjectured to be Khoojund,

but it must be remarked that the measurement of distances

and the fixing ofpositions in this part of Asia are yet entirely

conjectural. When the actual geography of these regions

has received that illustration which we are daily expecting,

we may then venture to illustrate the descriptions of anti-

quity. After taking Cyropolis, Alexander crossed the river,

defeated the cavalry of the Scythians, and pursued them
under the burning heat of a Bucharian summer. The army
was exhausted by thirst, and the commander himself was
compelled to recross the river in consequence of illness,

caused by drinking the unwholesome water, the only kind
that is found in these arid steppes. A city founded on the
banks of the Jaxartes, which bore the name of Alexandria,
was designed to commemorate the limit of his conquests,
and to serve as a frontier against the nomadic tribes. It

would be unprofitable to detail minutely the operations of the
army in a country of which most readers know as little as
of the interior of New Holland. Alexander recrossed the
Oxus, and spent the next winter (of 329 and 328 b.c.) at

Bactra or Zariaspa. Here Arrian relates the story of
Cleitus's death. It was during a festival in honor of Castor
and Pollux, and the drunken revellings which followed,

that Alexander murdered his friend Cleitus. Arrian re-

marks that Alexander, among other Asiatic customs, had
adopted the Persian fashion of hard drinking, while the
miserable flatterers, by whom he was surrounded, en-
couraged his vanity by exalting him above the demi-gods
and heroes of Greece. Cleitus, who was drunk himself,

had the boldness and imprudence to deny Alexander's claim
to such extravagant honours, and the furious king, whom
his attendants were unable to restrain, pierced his friend

through with a javelin on the spot. Unavailing honours to

the dead, and bitter remorse on the part of the murderer,
were the natural termination of this tragical story.

In the spring of 328 Alexander recrossed the Oxus at a
place marked by a fountain of water and a fountain of oil,

(naphtha?) which, ifdiscovered, might throw some light on the
course of the army. He paid a second visit to Samarcand in

order to tranquillize the country, and spent the severe season
of the next winter in quarters at Nautaca; the cold of this

region rendering winter operations impracticable. In the fol-

lowing spring (h.c. 327) he assaulted a strong natural fortress

in which Oxyartes the Bactrian had deposited his wife and
daughters. The place was almost inaccessible, and well fur-

nished with provisions ; and in addition to this, a recent fall

of snow had rendered the scaling of the rocks more difficult.

By means of the iron pins used for securing their tents, and
strong ropes of linen, some adventurous soldiers ascended the

steepest face of the fortress by night, and by the sudden-
ness of the surprise frightened the garrison into a surrender.

Alexander thus not only got possession of the strongest

post in Sogdiana, but he found there a wife in Roxana, the

daughter of Oxyartes, whom his followers pronounced to be
the handsomest woman they had seen in Asia, after the wife

of Darius. We have but few and doubtful traces of Alex-
ander being much devoted to the fair sex. His conduct to

the wife of Darius may have proceeded from indiflference,

though it is more charitable, and, perhaps, more true, to

assign it to a generous feeling for a female whose husband's
feebleness ana misfortunes were more likely to excite pity

than the wish to insult his fallen fortunes. Roxana was
the daughter of a Bactrian prince, but to which of the tribes

now found in Bucharia this wife of a Greek king belonged,

it is impossible to say. The Tadjiks, who are considered

the aborigines of Bucharia, are a handsome race, with
European features, fine eyes, dark hair, beautiful teeth, and
a good complexion : among their women there are some
whom the conqueror of Asia might gladly make his wife,

and his soldiers might approve the choice. After capturing

another almost impregnable fort, Alexander moved south-

ward about the end of spring, crossed the Caucasus, (Hin-

doo Coosh,) and in ten days arrived at Alexandria. It is

impossible that ten days' march could have brought him
from Balk to Candahar; nor, if we reckon the ten days

from the crossing of the mountains, can wc e\en then

admit that he marched to this city ; it is most probable,

then, that the time is incorrectly given, for there are stronger

reasons for supposing that Candahar was the Alexandria
than any other known place. The memory of Alexander is

still preserved among tne ignorant inhabitants of Bucharia
where a molla reads in the public place to a numerous
audience assembled around him, the exploits and adventures

of Iskander the Great
2Q2
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Tl: ' winter residence in Bactra had been marked by new
c\i'«Miii us. A conspiracy was formed annnij tlie royal

|m;is to murder the king, but, being discovered in time,

II.'i-'»nl;ni^ and his young a»noiates suffered the punish-
nient of death by stoning, alter having first been put to the

i -inure. C'allisthenes, a pupil of Aristotle, was implicated

in the charge; he was fust t)rtured and then handed.
There seems no doubt about the existence of a conspiracy,

and as little doubt that it was provoked by i.hc intempuate
conduct of Alexander. (See Arrian, i\\, 1 *, II)

The progress of the army from Alexandria to the passage of

the Indus is ditl'.cult to trace, though we can have no doubt

that it followed, in p.irt at least, the lineof an existing cunmer-
rial road, and would be pretty near the same route that would
be followed now. In his march Alexander crossed the Choe -

o-Ch<»Li>pes, (the river oi Caubul ?) and the G\ra?u% both of

them then considerable streams ; he took the important tow n

oi'Massaga,<Ma*sagt>ur,) and once more availed one oftho-e

mountain fortresses, by name Aornos, which seems, from the

peculiar difficulties which it offered, to have had additional

charms for the ad\onturous spirit of Alexander. The place

was captured in spite of a vigorous resistance ; and the army
advanced, by a road w Inch they were obliged to construct

for themschos. to the bridge of boats o\er the Indus which
Ptolemy and Hophivstion liad been sent forward to make.

Neither Aristobulus nor Ptolemy have informed us, says

Arrian, how the bridge across the Indus was constructed :

he conjectures, however, that it was made by boats, fastened

together with planks laid across them, and the whole kept
steady by baskets full of stones let down from the prow.

Such a bridge of boats there is now at Attock on the Indus,
a little north of which is probably the place where Alexander
crossed. The river here is above JOuO feet wide, and verv

deep. It is only from November to April that such a bridge
can be thrown over the river, for this is the period when it

is not flooded. Alexander, who had spent the winter be-

tween the Caubul and the Indus, must have entered India

early in the year u.c. 3-6. His route was the same as that

of Timour and Nadir Shah, the object of whose plunder was
the city of Delhi.

The region which the Macedonian conqueror now en-
tered is watered by numerous large streams, whence it re-

ceives the Persian name of Penj-aij, orthe //Ve rivers. The
waters of the Penj-ab unite in one stream, and fall into the

Indus on the left bank in 23
r

o.*>' N. hit. Taxila was the

first Indian town he came to, and here the army enjoyed a

little repose after its toils. Taxilas, the king, had saved

himself by previous submission : and it seems not unlikely

that the dissensions among the Indian rulers of this

country materially facilitated the operations of the Ma-
cedonian army. Alexander's progress was towards the

Hydaspes, (now the Behut, or Bedusta, also called by
the natives the Jvlum.) a large river swollen by the

solstitial rains. His boats that had been constructed on the

Indus had been taken in pieces, and brought across the

country to the bank of the river; but a more formidable

enemy than the swollen Hydaspes presented itself on the

opposite bank. Porus, an Indian king, one of the great

rulers of the Penj-ab, was stationed there with a formidable
army, and a train of elephants that rendered all attempts at

landing too dangerous to be hazarded. By a manoeuvre,
Alexander, with part of his troops, and his formidable com-
panion ca\ airy crossed the river in another place before lie

was, discovered. The troops of Porus were upon this drawn
up in order of battle in the plain, with a line of elephants in

front ; the rest of the dispositions of the Indian prince were
such as showed him a master of the art of war as practised

at that dav in India. Unlike the timid monarch of Persia,

Porus made a gallant defence ; but the Macedonian cavalry,

and the compact mass of the infantry bristling with their

spears directed by the courage and skill of Alexander, were
a force that no Indian army could resist. The whole loss

of the enemy was, according to Arrian, about 23,000, while
the number that fell on the side of the conqueror is stated

so disproportionately small, as to lead us to doubt the ac-

curacy of Arrian's authorities. Two sons of Porus fell in the
battle; and the gallant father at last yielded to Alexander,
who treated him with the respect due to his rank and
courage, and restored to him bis kingdom with extended
limits. In this battle a number of elephants fell into the

hands of the Greeks; and from this time we may date the

use of that animal in European warfare.

We are told that Alexander founded two cities, or pro-

bably military posts, one on each bank of the Hydaspes.

One city was called Nicrca, to commemorate las \\,-\ ,-v
;

the other Bucephala, in honour of Alexander's lmr<e Buce-

phalus, which, after carrying his rider safe thiMuuh so nviiiv

battles, died in the last enc muter, worn out by old age \ii\

fatigue.

From the Hydaspes the army advanced to the groat

Acesines or Chin-ah, which Ptolemy describes as fitt, r n

stadia, or considerably above a mile in breadth. This esti-

mate, which may he true of some parts in the rainy sea- n
,

when Alexander crossed it, far exceeds the ordinary lir;ijf 5

of the river. It was crossed in boats, and on skins; the

latter mode, which is still common en the Chin-ab, was UvA
the safer conveyance. The country between the I Inn ih

and the Hydraotes, (Ra\ee, or Iraoty,) to which A!<\-

ander was now advancing, is said to be a sheet of lianl cl ?

without a blade of grass, except on the banks of the liuix

O\or this tract he marched and crossed the Hydraotes to

attack a new enemy. A second Porus, who was king of the

country between the Acesines and Hydraotes, had Ilea us

the enemy approached, and hence received the name of

Coward. The recurrence of the name Porus, added toother

reasons, pro\es that this was not a proper name of an indiw-

dual, but of a family or tribe. The dominions of the run-

away Porus were gi\cn to the true man. But all the Indian*

east of the Hydraotes were not cowards : the Catha-i, a war-

like tribe, were determined to oppose the invader. Three

days' march brought the Creeks to Sangala, where the

Cat baa were stationed on an eminence with a triple line

of waggons around it. Such mounds or eminences, sur-

rounded by a brick wall higher on the outside than the

in.-.ide, are found in the Penj-ab. The city was captured

with the usual slaughter, and the power of the brave Ca-

tluei was lor the time broken. A pastoral tribe, a robust

and manly race, bearing the name of Kattia or Jun,

still exists in the countries between the Chin-ab and the

Havce, and is conjectured by a late explorer of those re-

gions (Hurnes) to be the Cathad of Arrian. The name and

the locality are certainly in favour of this hypothesis. The

king was still eager to press forward beyond the Kyphosis,

a river which under the name of Garni joins the Chin-ab

(J (J AD' N. lat.,) and is formed of the united streams of the

Sut ledge and the Beeah. The latter name is a contraction of

Bypasa, which retains some traces of the Greek name Hy-

phasis. Report magnified the wealth of the countries east

of the Hyphasis, and the adventurous conqueror probably

thought to make the Ganges the boundary of this progrev.

But his Greek troops exhausted with fatigue, disappointed

in finding a country poor, and full of vigorous enemies, acd

seeing themselves now only a handful of strangers in a

foreign land, could not be induced either by threats or per-

suasions to cross this river. The Hyphasis was, therefore,

the boundary of Alexander's conquests and of that victo-

rious progress, to which no other history offers a paralltl.

The Macedonians, a race hitherto looked on with contempt

by many of the southern Greeks, furnished the officers for

this bold undertaking; the Republics, whose names and ex-

ploits form the subject of all previous Grecian history, had

no representative in the glories of the Indian conquest. It

appears further when we consider the small number of Ma-

cedonians, Thessalians, and soldiers from southern Greece

who formed the original army, or were afterwards added b
it. that Alexander's army must have been constantly re-

cruited from the nations among whom he came, and mu>t

have presented at this period a strange and motley aspect

of Asiatic and European troops officered by Macedonians.
Our limits compel us to pass briefly over the remaining

events of Alexander's life. The army retraced its step* to

the Hydaspes, where a fleet was constructed of the timber

which this river still abundantly supplies from the upper

parts of its course. On descending the river to its conflu-

ence with the Acesines, the fleet experienced, at the junc-

tion of these streams, the dangerous rapids which arc said

only to exist in July and August. The long ships of war

suffered severely, but the * round boats/ as Arrian calls

them, which probably resembled the native boats still used

on the river, passed the dangerous spot in safety. A late

traveller (Burnes) finds but a faint resemblance between the

description of Arrian and the realities at the junction of

these two great rivers, (vi. 4.)

The Malli, a powerful Indian tribe, who seem to have

chiefly occupied the lower course of the Hydraotes (Ravee),

were next attacked. We axe inclined to look in the modern
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Multan, or Malli-than, which stands on a mass ofruins, on
the left bank of the Chin-ab, for the capital of the Malli

which was taken by Alexander; but it is impossible to

reconcile the description of Arrian, which is certainly very

vague, with the position of Multan. We can hardly doubt,

however, that Multan is on the site of one of the conquered

cities. In this campaign, Alexander, like some of the mo-
dern heroes of the Penj-db, swam across the Ravee, at the

head of his cavalry, to attack the enemy, who were drawn
up on thu opposite bank.

The Oxydracse, who were also obliged to surrender, may
possibly have their name preserved in the name of Ouch, a

town with a considerable population on the left bank of the

Chin-ab, five miles below the junction of the Garra, which

takes place in 29° 30' N. lat.

The troops moved downwards (b.c. 325) to the confluence

of the Indus and the Chin-ab at Mittun (28° 55' N. lat.),

where Alexander gave orders to found a city at the con-

fluence of the two mighty streams, and to build dock-yards.

Here he left Philip as satrap, with all the Thracians that

belonged to the army, and a sufficient number of soldiers of

the line to ensure the military occupation of the country.

With his fleet increased, Alexander sailed down the Indus,

placing Craterus and the elephants on the east bank, with

orders to advance. He visited, in his voyage downwards, the

royal city ofthe Sogdi, doubtless a corrupted name, and esta-

blished there a dock-yard. Musicanus, an Indian prince,

who lived lower down the stream, surrendered, and his city

received a foreign garrison. Oxycanus, another prince, re-

sisted, but in vain : his two chief cities were taken, and him-

self made a prisoner. The next acquisition was Sindomana,
the capital of Sambus, which is probably the modern Sehwan
(26° 22' N. lat.), where there is a large mound sixty feet in

height, surrounded by a wall of burnt brick, and which now
encloses only a heap of ruins. Musicanus, in the mean
time, revolted,— induced by the Brachmans, that is, the

ruling caste. His second career was, however, short : he
was caught and hanged, together with the leaders of the

movement.
The narrative of Arrian is here obscure and corrupt

(compare vl 15, 9, and 17, 6): it appears, however, that

part of the army was sent from the banks of the Indus by
land, towards the country of the Arachoti and Drang®
(through Candahar), by a route now well known to exist

;

from Candahar they were ordered to proceed to Carmania.

The fact of this line of road being known to Alexander, is

a confirmation of his having been on the site of Candahar
before he entered India, and it also adds to the probability

of this being the Alexandria above alluded to. Shikarpoor

on the Indus must be about the point of departure.

At Pattala (Tatta?), the apex of the great delta of the

Indus, and about sixty-five miles from the sea, Alexan-

der established a naval station, and laid the foundation

of a city, which he no doubt anticipated would prove the

centre of an extended commerce ; and such it might be in

the hands of a politic and powerful governor. The enter-

prising monarch himself explored the two great arms that

embrace the delta of the Indus. In the western, called the

Buggaur, he experienced the dangers of this rapid and
destructive stream, swollen to increased fury by a strong

wind from the sea ; while the rapid ebb and flow of the tides,

which at full moon rise about nine feet, left his boats sud-

denly on dry land, and as suddenly returned to surprise

them. At last he reached the mouth of the stream, and
beheld the great Indian Ocean : he floated onwards till he

was fairly in the open sea, with the view of ascertaining, as

he said, if he could spy any land. His historian conjectures

that he wished to be able to say that he had navigated the

Indian Ocean. He next explored the eastern branch, which

he found more practicable, and opening into a wide aestuary.

It may be doubted whether he sailed down the Sata, or

present eastern arm of the Delta. It is possible that he na-

vigated the Koree, which has the widest embouchure of all,

though now no longer an outlet of the Indus. Alexander

appears to have had views somewhat beyond those of an or-

dinary commander : he evidently possessed a spirit of geogra-

phical discovery.
—

* With a few horsemen/ says Arrian, • he
followed the outline of the Delta along the margin of the

ocean, to see what kind of a country it was, and he ordered

wells to be dug for the benefit of those who might navigate

this coast* He also established a naval station on the wide

nstuary, and left a garrison to keep the country in order.

Ncaichus, the commander of Alexander s fleet, received

orders to set out on his voyage along the coast towards the
Persian gulf, as soon as the change of the monsoons would
allow him. The narrative of this voyage, the earliest of
which any account is extant, will be given under the head
of Nkarch us. Alexander himself set out from Pattala
with his army somewhat earlier, about September, b. c. 325.
The route from the Delta of the Indus to Bunder Abbas (Gom-
broon) on the shore of the Persian Gulf is practicable for ele-

phants, and also for an army when attended by a fleet with
supplies. This line differs very little from that which Alex-
ander would follow in his sixty days* march from the western
limits of the Orit® to Pura (Fureg ?) Scarcity of water
drove the army on one occasion to seek it by digging on the
sandy beach of the ocean, the coast of which they followed

for seven days. But the sufferings of the soldiers in this arid

desert, if we follow the accounts of Arrian and Strabo, wero
almost beyond description, owing, perhaps, as much to the
want of supplies for so large a number of men, as to the
barrenness of the country itself. We have no doubt that

the difficulties of this desert were exaggerated by the Alex-
drine historians. The sufferings of an ill-provided army in
a country unable to furnish sufficient supplies, added to the
exhaustions of so many campaigns, would doubtless all tend
to make the inhospitable wastes of Gedrosia (Mekran) look
more formidable than they really were. From Pura the
army advanced without any difficulty to the capital of Kar-
mania (the modern Kirman.) Here Alexander was joined

by Craterus with the elephants, and the detachment already

spoken of as sent through Candahar. The route of this

commander was doubtless along the valley of the Helmund,
from which the road to Kirman offers no serious difficulties.

Nearchus also joined the king here, having conducted the
fleet in safety to Harmozia, a place on the main land oppo-

site the barren island of Hormuz, a name once celebrated in

modern oriental warfare and commerce.
From Kirman, HephiBstion led the mass of the army,

with the beasts of burden, and the elephants down to the

coast, as the road along the Persian Gulf was more practi-

cable in the winter season that was approaching. The king
himself advanced with his lightest troops ana the compa-
nion cavalry to Pasargade, (probably Murghaub,) the bu-
rial place of the great Cyrus. '[See Cyrus. Pasargadje.]
He found the tomb rifled by some robbers, who cared not
for the honour of the great national hero who for more than
200 years had slept undisturbed. The golden coffin that con-

tained the embalmed body of the monarch was the object of

the plunderers, but after taking off the lid and throwing
the corpse from its resting-place, they were unable to carry

off the booty on account of its weight. Alexander ordered

the mutilated body to be restored to the tomb, and Aristo-

bulus tells us he himself received the kings commands to

repair the damage that had been done, and secure the re-

mains of the great Persian warrior from any similar insult.

From Pasargad®, Alexander came to Persepolis, the city

which he is said to have burnt at his former visit. If we
may trust Arrian, the sight of the mischief he had done

Sve him no satisfaction. Here he named Peucestas, a
acedonian, satrap or governor of the province of Persis, in

the place of the Persian governor who was hanged for his

mal-administration. Peucestas forthwith followed a course

of policy which Alexander well knew how to appreciate.

He adopted the dress and usages of the country, and made
himself a perfect master of the Persian language : the

Persians, as we are informed by the historian, were naturally

pleased with him. His example, to a certain extent, may
serve as a pattern to modern nations who occupy a foreign

land.

At Susa, on the banks of the Ulai, or Choaspes, (b.c. 324,)

the army at last rested from their labours, and the interval of

leisure was employed in enjoying the festivities of marriage.

Alexander himself took another wife, Barsine, the eldest

daughter of Darius ; if we may trust Aristobulus, he married

also at the same time Parysatis, the daughter of Ochus, thus

sharing the honours of his Bactrian wife Roxana with two of

Persian stock. Eighty of his chiefofficers, at the same time,

received each an Asiatic wife from their royal master, who
seems to have assigned the women to their respective hus-

bands just as he would have parcelled out so many govern-
ments. HephaBstion married a daughter of Darius, it being

Alexander's wish that his and his friends children should

be related by blood. The wives of Craterus, Perdiccas,

Ptolemy, the future king of Egypt, Eumenes, Nearchus,

and Seleucus, are specially mentioned by the historian.
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*The marriages, ho adds, * wore celebrated after the Persian

fa-hen : >eaK were p!a<-ed for llio brah grooms, and after

the wine, tin- brides were introduced, and each sat down In

her hu>band. Tin* men to «k the females by the hand and

ki^«-d them, the k'nvj setting the example. Alexander Lrave

a dowry wuli each. Ksery other Macedonian who cho>o to

take an Asiatic wife was registered, and received a. present

on his marriiiiif : the nnmher who followed the hinir's ex-

ample was above Io,non, The tea-tin >s and revelry that

attended the inarn,e_re celebration were di\ or-dle I by even
kind of amusement that, music, theatrical representations,

and all the talents of the most >kdful artistes of the (ireek

nation could supply ; hut in tin* midst of this xvne of per-

haps riotous festivity, we must not overlook the wise policy

of Alexander, hy winch he endeavoured to blond the con-

querors ami the conquered into one nation hy the str-aie;

ties of inter-marriage. It was obviously, also, a further

design <>f Alexander, as wo see from his historian, to train

the natives of Amu to European arms and manceuvrcs, and
by incur porat in ir them with his troops, and formine: also

new bodies, to render himself independent of the control uf

his Macedonians.
Discovery and works of utility also still cnjrn^ed his atten-

tion. He sailed down the Karoon ( Arrian vii. 7, says the

Eula-us) into the tin If, examined part of the Helta of these

rivers, and ascending the Xhat el Arah, went up the Ti-jris

as far as Opis. In thn voyage he removed several of those

lar^e masses of masonry, commonly called binnh, which
were built across the riser for the purpose of making a head
of water and favouring irrigation : but they prosed at the

same time an impediment to the navigation, which it was
the conqueror's policy to improve and extend. Various

remains of such constructions exi-t at the present day in the

risers of Susiau a.

Havinir quelled a risimr mutiny anions his Macedo-
nians, and ihsmisMMl the worn-out veterans s\ ith more than
their full pay, he went, a^out the clo>e of the year n.c.

o»l, to Kobatana, the northern capital of the empire, where
Heoh;estion his favourite died. The irn'ef of Alexander,
which \v;i - no doubt sincere, displayed itself in all the out-

ward circumslanees of sorrow, but from the mass of contra-

dictory accounts, Arrian (vii. 14) found no httle trouble in

extracting a probable and a rational narrative. On his

route towards Babylon from Fa-ba!ana, (Ilamadan.) Alex-
ander diverted his urief by subduing the Cossad, a moun-
tain tribe of robber-;, whom he entirely rooted out, as he
thought: but they so m showed themselves auaun. It seems
as if the temperament of Alexander required a feverish ex-

citement, and that rest and inactivity would have p. roved

more fatal to his existence than the most inee-sant toil.

Neither the severity oi" winter, nor the dii!ieultios of the

country proved any ol >tar].» « to Alexander and Ptolemy,
the son o[* bairn s, who commanded part of the army." On
his approach to the ancient eiiy of Ibibslon, he was met hv
embassies from near!)' every part of the known world, who
had come t > p:iv their respects to the new lord of Asia-
from ('arthaire, from southern Italy, from Europe north of

the Black Sea : Cells and Iberians too, it is said, paid their

homage in this motley assemblage.

The priests of the temple of Ibdus endeavoured to per-

suade the kiiej- that ho could not safely enter the city: the
preat Bolus him-elfhad Lr iven tliis s\ arninir. Their motives,

as Arrian tells us, and as we me-Jit readily suspect, were
not so disinterested as tbe\ appeared. The e;reat tomple
was in ruins, and the priests had madelittle progress in re-

buildimj; il aecordin-; to the orders <>iven durine; Alexander's
first visit ( Arrian hi. IU) : they enjoyed, however, its ample
revenues, which, like prudent e< atomists, they had no wish
to expend on a u -e!< ss building. The kinec despised the
warnine: of Bel us and his priesis, and entered tlie city.

In Bahslou Alexander proposed to fix tlie seat of his

empire, and to live in a stslo ef splendor unknown even to

the monarchs of the bast. His pr jects were orand and
characteristic. lie -cut Iloraehdes to build vessels on the
Caspian, and to explore these unknown waters, which He-
rodotus a century ba'>re had d dared to be an inland sea,

|

puis, Ammonium, Akl^rrm.E, BsiiVLov, KcjnrW*
but other opinions connected with the Kuxine, or tlie Great > Etphraiks, Indus, Srs.v, 1'asac akd.e, PrKSiavrn,

Oeean. Me eXrr.e ated a he.-iu at Babvlou to hold tlie ' Nka;.tari's, Puoikmox.
vessel that vbonM nevijate the IVrMan'eadf a nd the Iue

]

ALKXANDKIl I., son of Amynias I. said to W th"

phratts, whil • he -.i»;i"i! no pain- to induce skilful seamen
!
tenth kue_r of Macedon, was alise at the time of tlu'-ov.u

to repair to bis new eamtol. Tlu* eii-euninas iuaton of the ' Persian insasion of Greece, n.c. ISO. His liis!ory. ;o ' !r

Arabian p<«nin-u'.a, and the subjection of its predatory as it is known, and bis share in the tumbles of the IVrxau

hordes, were also part of hia plan, but no commander of those I wars, are contained in the last live books of Herodotus.

who were sent out ventured farther than Capo M ikti
(Cape Mussendom) at the entrance of the cailf T 1

,.- ,-

,

pr oorncnt of the agriculture of the feitbe Ba'..i .|,.-
; ,

'plains was another object of bis p-.licy: a- a prebiiini:!' •.
,

sslii'-h the numerous canals fir irrcjation re.pn.rtd ;v .

and the jrreat dram from the river during tin: o,i-
,i ,j

the Hoods, tlie Pallacopas (see Ki'I'Iiiiatkv. 1V\il\<; i-.-,,

was rendered more ei'icient. These fertile rej e :.», .;.;;

retain tlaMraces of the ancient Bal»yloiiian culhoe n, i ,

,-

canals, embankments, and <ither e'Uitrisainre.- 1-r irreja.v.
: : ;

but they wait i
: r the presence of a wi>r and yaweitul ;,-

verumeiit to secure to tbe labourer the pr"<ln, c of lm :
-

dusirs, and to rouse him by example to aliam the !: : :-

ness which nature is ready to bestow.

In the midst of these undert akinus, and the prcj^nvja

for his Arabian expeditioin Alexander died, 'i'lie inair •

diate cause of his death was a fever, probably cui.1 :•;:>. •. \

while ^'iperiuteniliin 1

: the work in the marsliC- r-nind fvi v
lon, and auixravated by a recent debauch. Tlie diulv l<i.l-

letins durino; his illness may be seen in Arrian (vii. -Dr.

he seems t<» liave had no physician. This is nearly all tla:

can with certainty be said about the circum-taiiccM efi.s

death. He died at the early a<j;e ed* thirty-two scars nil

eielit months, after a roi^m of twelve years and eujlitinen:'^;

duriiu^ nearly the w hole of which time, bis sword was utroa
emjdoyed in diminishing the numbers of the hunc.ui u:.-c.

Arrian (vii. 'Js) lias pnmounced b.is perhaps to.» ]iru; ; 1

putii'*!) ric, the truth of which, bosses er, no o,,e L>ln •.il «ie-

pute till he has carefully weighed t'a* whole i.-\ i-b-ri-a;.

* Whoever," says the historian in conclusion, ' s i!i:',,> Alex-

ander, should not allege merely ibo>.. events i?f his 1 :o

which merit blame, but should collect <il! the f.ea - of hi- :.!:

and then consider, first, who he is himself, and v- bat 1.
•»

been his own fortune; and then, who Alexander smis, <•: 'i

how ei-r at was his fortune: he should consider th;it A '< x-

ander svas the undoubted monarch of two cuinineai.-, :.f i

spread his name over the whole earth : and <-pechul\ - ; :"u!u

the silifier of Alexander bear this in mind, if lie is !n':.So[

a ]>ersou of little impm lance, en^a^ed in matter* ;.U'»'

:'

little importance, and not nianajjiner esfii i'a -sc v. <-'\.
!

think there svas no nation, nor city, ir»r mdisi'le .! .}';:. ;

das, who had not heard of Alexanders name. Ju-::>

opinion, then, that such a man, who was like no i-t: r

mortal, would neser base been born without a <pcck:l \^-

videnee.'

Alesamler is said to base had a handsome pey.M a. II,:

dud without leavine- any undisputed success -r, of :ai; '''-

tim-t declaration of his will. His wife Koxaua w.i* w.'ii

child at the time of his death.

His body was embalmed probably .after the manner at

use anions the lVrsians, and finally de]io.sited at Al-\,n-

dria in 1^l»-\]H, though all the circumstances attendae-; as

transport are exeeedinirly contradictory ami uncertain, A
sarcopliaue.s in the British Museum, brought IV 'in t lie

cluirch of St. Athanasius at Alexandria. (No. b ui tiv

cat;do<j;ue,) has lieen named without any reason the Snroo

phajjus of Alexander.
In tb.i> imperfect sketch many events are emitted wvA

it is impossible to crosvd into a limited space, and in;a v

parts of the narrative thus become obscure and perhaps

incorrect. The tbllosvinij authorities may be cmselt- d t »r

more minute particulars, and by those who take pleasure

in reconcilino; contradictions : Arrian s Anabasis. Strai <•.

Quintus Curtius. Plutarch's Life of Ah\ram\?r. l^"

dorus. Hook 1". Justin. These are the chief, but not the

only autient authorities. The reader may abo cer-alt

k.iami'n Crilifjuc dt ys Ancicns I/isfnriens ./'
'

Af^nnhit'" ''•'

(irand. Mil ford's Uiwr. Williams' Lift* <f t/er>iu-h'.

Imrnes* iSIemoir (>n fhf* Int/tcs. Jtatnia! "f the Lund. <i'' -•

Snr. ls;kT. Las-ens Pen!a]><>iawi<i Jndxa.
To comprehend the political events that followed f'v

death of Alexander, the reader may (urn to fee ;utal''>

Anthjonus, Amipvifr, Diouier nil's-. Eimi-nks, Lvw-

macmi's, Pkijdiccas, I'tolkmy, Sklki'CI's; and ois i i r

other parts of his life, hi.' briefly treated lure, to \\ i.x v\-
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Justin (xxxv. vi.) states, mat uaiaa was me original

name by which Alexander was known during the period of

his private life. He is called by Strabo Balas Alexandros

;

twenty-seventh year of his reign. He had two sons ;
but

inn pnvaie ui«. *™ m cuntxi uy oiruuu du»u* ^i»u/<u#^ , lea the government to his widow. Before his death, he ad*

vhow the word Balas appears to be used by him as synony- [ vised his wife Alexandra to conciliate the Pharibees, by waow
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he was buried in a pompous style. His reign, like the rest

of the later history of the Jews* is full of cruelty and acts of

perfidy, although, in comparison with others, he has obtained

the praise of moderation. (Joseph. Archceolog.^ xiii. c. 1 2-1 5 .)

There is a small copper coin of JannaBus in the British

Museum, but the Samaritan inscription between the rays of

the stars, mentioned by others, is not discernible. (Com-
pare Bayeri, Vtndiciee, Num. Hebr. t plate, fig. 5.) There is

a coin extant of Alexander Jannseus, having on one side an
anchor, and the legend AXelautyov Ba<r<\ca79, and on the

other a star, between the rays of which stands in the Hebrew
coin characters, U1JIJT (Jonathan), and on others, *^TO
7/UtiT (King Jonathan). Barthelemy and Eckhel, Doctr.

Numm. iii. p. 479, have rendered the authenticity of this

coin very probable. Gesenius thinks that Jonathanwas the

Hebrew name by which he was known among the Jews

;

whilst Alexander was the Greek name which he had
adopted, like other monarchs during this period, when the

Jews were so fond of imitating everything Greek.

[Alexander ZebinaiJ

ALEXANDER II.

—

Zebinas, or Zebinceus—a pretender
to the Syrian crown, reigned over a part of the kingdom of
Syria, from the year 128 to 122 b.c. The inhabitants of
Apamea, Antiocheia, and some other cities, disgusted with
the tyranny of Demetrius II., requested Ptolemseus Physcon
to appoint another king* Ptolemy sent them a young Egyp-
tian, the son of a broker Protarohos of Alexandria, whom he
represented as having been adopted by Antiochus Sidetes.

The pretender took the name Alexander ; but the people

called him, in derision, W3? Zebina, that is, the bought

one. Demetrius being defeated near Damascus, fled to T\ *e,

where he was murdered. Zebinas, thinking his kingdom
firmly established, refused the annual tribute to PtolemcBus
Physcon, who now encouraged Antiochus VIII., the son of
Demetrius II. Zebinas was in his turn defeated by the
Egyptian army, and retreated to Antioch; where, being
unable to pay his troops, he permitted them to pillage the
temple of Victory, and took for himself the golden statue of
Jupiter. Expelled by the people of Antioch from their city,
and deserted by his troops, he endeavoured to escape on
board a small vessel into Greece, but was taken by a pirate,
and delivered into the hands of Ptolemy, who put him to
death. Twenty- two coins of Zebinas are to be seen in
Frbhlich, Annates Syria, tab. xii. (Compare p. 84, Eckhel,
Doctr. Numm. Vet. iii. p. 237 ; Justin, xxxix. 1,2; Joseph.,
xiii. 9, 10; AthencBus, v. 17; Gesenius, in Ersch'und
Gruber; Foy-Vaillant, Syria! Hist, ad fldem numismatum
aceommodata.) The British Museum contains twenty-six
silver and copper coins of Alexander Zebinas.
ALEXANDER, a son of King Aristobulus H., and

frandson of Janneeus, was taken captive in Judsa by
•ompey, who intended to exhibit him with his father and

brother in his triumph at Rome. Alexander escaped on the
journey, and returned to Judea, where he raised an army of
10,000 foot and 1500 horse to attack Hyrcanus, who had
been appointed by Pompey to govern Judea. Alexander took
several castles in the mountains ; but Hyrcanus imploring
the assistance of the Romans, Marcus Antonius, who was
sent by Gabinius, governor of Syria, defeated Alexander
near Jerusalem, b.c. 57, and besieged him in Alexandrion,
a small town with a fine castle about six miles south ofTyre,
where he capitulated. After his father Aristobulus had
escaped from Rome to Judsea, and had been again defeated
and put into prison, Alexander once more took up arms, con-
quered JudoDa, put many Romans to death, and besieged the
rest in Garizin. But his army of 30,000 men was finally
defeated by Gabinius, in a battle near Mount Tabor, in which
10,000 Jews perished. Alexander at last fell into the hands

of Metellus Scipio, and was beheaded at Antioch, in the year
49 B.C. (Joseph., Arch. xiv. 5, 6, 7 ; Beit. Jud.t i. 8, 9.) A
few variations of this account occur in p*TO \H flS^DP-
(Ed. To. Fria\ Breithaupt. lib. iv. cap. xxiv., xxv. p. 337 to

349.)

ALEXANDER SEVERUS. [See Skverus.]
ALEXANDER POLYHISTOR. [See PolyhistokJ
ALEXANDER I., one of the earliest bishops of Rome,

succeeded Evaristus about the beginning of the second cen-

nof our »ra, but the precise epoch is not well ascertained.

LEXANDER II., a Milanese, succeeded Nicholas II.

in 1061. This was at the beginning of the long dispute
between the See ofRome, and the Emperors ofGermany, con-
cerning the investitures, of which cardinal Hildebrand,
afterwards Gregory VII., was the chief instigator. The
imperial party assembled another conclave at Basle, where
they elected Cadalous, Bishop of Parma, who took the
name of Honorius II. After a struggle between the two
competitors, Cadalous was taken prisoner and confined in
the castle of Saint Angelo at Rome, and Alexander was
generally acknowledged as lawful pope. He died in 1073,
and was succeeded by Gregory VII.
ALEXANDER III., Cardinal Rolando of Siena, sue-

ceeded Adrian IV. in 1 1 59. His long pontificate of 21 years
was agitated by wars against the Emperor Frederic I., and
by a schism in the church, during which three successive
antipopes were raised in opposition to Alexander. The
latter took part with the Lombard Cities in their struggle
against Frederick. [See Frederic Barbarossa.] At last
peace was made, and the pope and the emperor became
reconciled at an interview they had at Venice in 1 1 77, and
Alexander was universally acknowledged as legitimate
pope. He held a great council in the Lateran palace in
1 180, when, among other regulations, a decretal was passed,
that two-thirds of the cardinals should be requisite to make
an election valid. He died at Rome in 1181, and was suc-
ceeded by Lucius II. The famous Thomas a Becket was
Archbishop of Canterbury during Alexanders pontificate.
The latter took part with the English prelate in his contest
with King Henry II., and canonized him after he had been
murdered.
ALEXANDER IV., of Anagni, succeeded Innocent IV.

in 1254. He inherited the ambition, but not the talents of
his predecessor. He manifested the same inveterate hos-
tility against the house of Suabia, and its representative
Manfred, King of the two Sicilies, but did not succeed in his
attempt at overthrowing the latter, which became the work
of his two immediate successors. Alexander died in 1261,
and was succeeded by Urban IV.
ALEXANDER V., a native of Candia, and monk of th«

Franciscan order, was elected in 1409, and died the follow-
ing year. He was succeeded by John XXIII.

[Alexander VI.]

ALEXANDER VI. Roderic Borgia of Valencia in
Spam, a man of great personal wealth and of some ability
but of loose conduct He had been made a cardinal by lus
uncle Calixtus III., and was elected pope in 1492, after the
death of Innocent VIII. At the time of his election, he
had four children by his mistress Vanoiia ; and (during his
reign) he made no scruple at employing every means in his
power to confer on them honour and riches. The most noto-
rious of his sons was Cesar, first cardinal, and afterwardi
made Duke ofValentinois in Dauphiny by King Louis XII,
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from which lie was styled the Duke Valentine, a name which
herendered infamous by his atrocities. The politics ofthepope
were capricious and faithless in the extreme. At first he
was hostile to the house of Aragon then reigning at Naples,

and showed himself favourable tothe French who were at that

time attemp'ing to invade Italy, but afterwards his younger
son, Gioffredo, having married a daughter of Alfonso II. of

Naples, Alexander allied himself with the latter, for the

purpose of arresting the progress of the invaders. As,
nowever, Charles VIII. , at the head of his army, ad-

vanced upon Rome, the pope received him with honour,

and promised him his support for the conquest of Naples,

and even gave him his son, Cardinal Cesar, as a hostage.

But the Cardinal found means to escape ; and Alexander
joined the league formed in the North by the Venetians and
Sforza against the French, which led to the expulsion of the

latter, lie afterwards allied himself to Lewis XII. of

France, successor of Charles VIII., who wanted the Pope's

sanction for divorcing his first wife : he was also a party to

the double treachery by which Ferdinand of Spain first

betrayed the cause of his relative, Frederic of Naples, parti-

tioning that kingdom between Lewis XII. and himself; and
then , breaking his engagementwith the French,he seizedupon
the whole of the conquest by means of his general, Gonsalvo.

Alexander s internal policy was, if possible, still more perfi-

dious. He was bent upon the destruction of the great Roman
families of Colonna, Orsini, and Savelli ; and either by trea-

chery or open violence he in great measure succeeded in

putting to death most of them, and seizing on their exten-

sive possessions. He sent his son, the Duke Valentine, into

the Komagna, where, by means of similar practices, the

latter made himself master of that country, entrapping and
strangling the independent lords and petty despots of the

various towns. Alexander gave his only daughter Lucretia

Borgia in marriage, first, to Giovanni Sforza, Lord of Pesaro,

whom she afterwards divorced ; then to a prince of the house
of Aragon, who was murdered by her brother Cesar ; after

which she lived some time in the pontifical palace, sharing
in the intrigues and licentiousness of that court She
was married a third time, in 1501, to Alfonso d'Este, son
of Hercules Duke of Ferrara, to whom she brought as a
dowry 100,000 golden pistoles, besides jewels. Alexander's
eldest son, John Duke of Gandia, was murdered one night
while returning from a debauch, by unknown assassins, and
thrown into the Tiber. (See Roscoe's Leo X.t vol. i.) At
last Alexander himself died on the 18th of August, 1503,
being seventy-four years of age. It was said, and several

historians have repeated the assertion, that he died of poison
which was intended for his guest, the Cardinal of Corneto.
This crime, however, is not clearly proved ; and the Pope hav-
ing been ailing for some time with a tertian fever, this cir-

cumstance, added to his advanced age and irregular habits, is

sufficient to account for his death. He was succeeded nomi-
nally by Pius III., who died twenty-six days after his

election, and then by the famous Julius II. The pontificate

of Alexander VI. is certainly the blackest page in the
history of modern Rome. The general demoralization of
that period, of which abundant details are found in John
Borchard's Diarium, as well as in Panvinius, Muratori,
Fabre's continuation of Fleury's Ecclesiastical History, and
other writers, Catholic as well as Protestant, appears in our
times almost incredible.

ALEXANDER VII., Fabio Chigi of Siena, succeeded
Innocent X. in 1655. He embellished Rome, protected

learning, but was accused of favouring too much his rela-

tives and connexions. He was embroiled in a dispute with
the imperious Louis XIV. of France, in consequence of some
insult which had been offered by the populace to the Duke
of Crequi, French ambassador at Rome. He died in May,
1667, and was succeeded by Clement IX.
ALEXANDER VIII., Cardinal Ottoboni of Venice,

succeeded Innocent XI. in 1689. He assisted his native

country in its wars against the Turks. He died in February,

1691, at the age of eighty-two, and was succeeded by Inno-
cent XII.
ALEXANDER I., king of Scotland, was a younger son

of Malcolm III. (Canmore), and succeeded his eldest brother

Edgar, who died without issue on the 8th of January, 1 1 07.

In those times, in Scotland, as well as in other countries, the

succession to the throne was frequently regulated, at least

to a certain extent, by the will of the reigning king ; and
Edgar, at his death, left part of his dominions to his younger

brother David. Lord Hailes thinks that David's share was

onlv the Scottish portion of Cumberland; but it appears
rather to have included the whole territory that was consi-

dered subject to the Scottish crown to the south of the
Forth, except the Lothians. Alexander was at first in-

clined to resist this apportionment ; but he eventually ac-

quiesced in it The instructions of his mother, Margaret,
the sister of Edgar Atheling, and the advantages which he
enjoyed from the society of the English exiles, who crowded,
after the Conquest, to his father s court, had given to Alex-
ander a degree of literary cultivation which none of his pre-

decessors had possessed. His natural talents seem also to

have been of a superior order ; while he possessed, in an
eminent degree, the energy of character suited to the govern-
ment of the rude and turbulent country which Scotland then
was. His reign, almost from its commencement, was agi-

tated by successive insurrections ; every one of which, how-
ever, he promptly put down. One of the most serious was
that excited in the district of Moray, in 1 120, by Angus, the

grandson of Lulach, son of the wife of Macbeth, and the
occupant of the throne for a few months after the death of

that usurper. Angus claimed the crown in virtue of this

descent ; but the attempt was met by Alexander with his

usual decision, and speedily quelled. From the energy
which he displayed on this occasion, he derived the epithet,

or surname, by which he is known in Scottish history. The
old chronicler, Wynton, says,

' Fra that day forth hit lieget all

Uced him Alexander the fierce to call.'

Alexander showed equal spirit in resisting all foreign

encroachments upon the independence of his kingdom. The
annals of Scotland during his reign are chiefly occupied with

the disputes occasioned by the pretensions of the Archbishops
of Canterbury and York to episcopal jurisdiction over that

country. A very full abstract of the course of this controversy

has been given by Lord Hailes ; but it is sufficient here to

state, that the determination of the Scottish king at length

compelled the English prelates to give up the contest. St.

Andrew's, and several of the other ecclesiastical foundations

of Scotland, were largely indebted to the bounty of Alex-
ander. The only church of which he was the founder, how-
ever, was, we believe, that which he built in 1 123 on the isle

of Inchcolm, in the Frith of Forth, in the neighbourhood of

which he had nearly perished in a tempest. He died at Stir-

ling, without leaving any legitimate issue, on the 27th of

April, 1124, and was succeeded by his brother David I.

Alexander had married Sibilla, the natural daughter of

Henry I. of England. She died suddenly* at Lochtay, on
the 12th of June, 1122.

ALEXANDER II., king of Scotland, was born at Had-
dington, on the 24th of August (St. Bartholomew's day),

1 1 98, and succeeded his father, William the Lion, on the 4th
of December, 1214, being crowned at Scone on the following

day. His mother was Ermengarde, daughter of Richard
Viscount of Beaumont, and granddaughter of a natural

daughter of Henry I. of England. He began his reign by
entering into a league with the English barons who were
confederated against King John,—engaging to aid them in

their insurrection, on condition of beingput in possession of

the northern counties of England. This led to several

devastating incursions into each other s dominions by the

two kings. The death of John, in October, 1216, put an
end to their hostilities ; and the following year Alexander
concluded a treaty of peace with the new sovereign of Eng-
land, Henry HI., one of the conditions being that Alexander
should espouse Henry's eldest sister, the Princess Joan.
This marriage accordingly took place on the 25th of June,
1221. In the course of the following thirteen or fourteen

years, Scotland was disturbed by insurrections which broke
out successively in Argyle, in Caithness, in Murray, and in

Galloway ; all of which, however, Alexander succeeded in

repressing. Meanwhile the connexion which he had formed
with the royal family of England preserved peace between
the two countries, and even led to considerable intercourse

between the Scottish king and his brother-in-law, whom he
repeatedly visited at London. The death of Queen Joan,
however, without issue, on the 4th of March, 1238, and the
marriage of Alexander, on the 15th of May in the following

year, with Mary, daughter of a French nobleman, Ingel-
ram de Couci, broke this bond of amity ; and after some
years of mutual dissatisfaction and complaint, the two kings
prepared to decide their differences by arms in 1 244. By
the intervention, however, of some of the English nobility,

bloodshed- was prevented, after Alexander had approached

No- 39. [THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.]
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the border with an army, it is said, of 100,000 men ; and a

peace was concluded at Newcastle in August of that year.

In 1247, another insurrection broke out in Galloway, which
Alexander soon succeeded in putting down. In the summer
of 1249, he had set out at the head of an army to repress

a rebellion raised by Angus, Lord of Argyle, when he
was taken ill at a small island, variously spelled Erray,

Kerreray, Kerarry, or Kirarry, off the coast of Argyle, and
died there on the 8th of July. By his second marriage,

he left an only son, his successor, Alexander III., born

at Roxburgh on the 4th of September, 1241. Alexander U.
bears a high character in the pages of the encienj his-

torians and chroniclers of Scotland ; and he appears to have

been a prince endowed with many great qualities. Besides

the warlike ability with which he preserved both tho in-

dependence and the internal order of his kingdom, he is

particularly celebrated for his regard to justice, and the

wisdom and impartiality with which he took care that

the law should be administered among all classes of his

subjects. This is a virtue in a king, or governor, that

never fails to attract the popular attachment and respect

;

and, accordjngly, we are. told by a contemporary English
writer, Matthew Paris, that Alexander was deservedly be?

loved, not only by his own subjects, but by the people of

England likewise. He is usually characterised as alto-

gether one of the ablest and best of the Scottish kings.

ALEXANDER III., King of Scotland, was the son and
successor of Alexander II. Although only eight years old

at his fathers death, he was crowned at Scone, by David de
Berneham, Bishop of St. Andrew's, on the 13th of July, 1249,
having previous to that ceremony been knighted by the
same ecclesiastic. He had, already,when only a yearold, been
betrothed to Margaret, the eldest daughter of the English
king, Henry 111. ; and notwithstanding the youth of both
parties, the celebration of the marriage took place at York,
on the 25th of December, 1251. The connection thus
formed, together with the minority of his son-in-law, gave
Henry a plausible pretext for interfering, as he was very
anxious to do, in the affairs of Scotland ; and the distracted

state of that kingdom, occasioned by the factions among
the nobility, facilitated his views. In August, 1255, he ap-
proached the borders at the head of an army ; and, the
Castle of Edinburgh, in which the kinf* and queen resided,

having been previously taken by surprise out ot the hands
of the Corayns, in whom the regency of the kingdom was
then vested, that party, comprising the most patriotic por-

tion of the nobility and clergy, was dismissed from power,
and the administration committed to their opponents. This
arrangement, although made ostensibly in concert with the
young king, may be considered as having been dictated by
Henry, and as having had for its principal object the esta-
blishment of the supremacy of England. It was the com-
mencement of the design so perseveringly pursued by
Henry and his successor, to reduce the Scottish kings to
the condition of vassals. The eminent talents, however,
which Alexander began to display as soon as he came of
age, and took the administration of affairs into his own
hands, together with the determination he showed to

maintain his own rights and the independence of his do-
minions, effectually thwarted the further prosecution of
those views so long as he lived. Meanwhile he kept on

food terms with his father-in-law. In 1260, he visited

-ondon with his queen; and in February, 1261, the latter

was delivered at Windsor ef a daughter, who was named
Margaret.
Alexander had not long assumed the government, when

he was called upon to meet a foreign power, which aimed at

the conquest of the kingdom. On the 1st of October, 1264,
Huco, king of Norway, after having ravaged the western
islands in the course of the summer, approached the coast of
Ayrshire at the head of a numerous float. Every preparation
had been made by the Scottish king to meet this formidable
armament ; but he found after all his best aid in the elements.
When only a small portion of the Norwegian troops had
landed, a tempest of unusual fury suddenly arose, and drove
nearly ill the ships on shore or otherwise destroyed them.
The attack of the Scottish soldiers and peasantry completed
the destruction ofthe invading force ; and Haco with difficulty

made his escape, only to die of a broken heart a few months
afterwards. Next year Magnus, Haco's successor, agreed
to relinquish to the king of Scotland the Hebrides and the
Isle of Man for the sum of 4000 marks, and a small yearly

quit-rent. In 1282, the peace between the two kingdoms

was further consolidated by the marriage, of Alexander's
daughter, Margaret, to the Norwegian king Eric, then a
youth of fourteen. Margaret died in 1 283, but left a daugh-
ter of the same name, commonly designated the Maiden of

Norway, whd eventually became the successor of her grand-
father on the Scottish throne.

,

The successful resistance which, seconded by his clergy,

he offere4 to an attempt of the pope to levy certain new im-
posts in his dominions, is almost the. only other act of Alex-
ander's reign whiph history has commemorated. Under his

sway, Scotland appears to have enjoyed a tranquillity to

which she had long been a stranger, and which she did not
regain for many years after his decease. The death of
his daughter Margaret, however, was the first of a succes-

sion of calamities. Soon after bier nuptials, Alexander,
the Prince of. Scotland, the king's only son, who was born
in 1263. had been united in marriage to Margaret, daugh-
ter of Quy, Earl of Flanders; but he also died without
issue on the -23th of January, 1284. On the 15th of April,
12cJ5, the king, having sometime before lost his first wife,

took for a second, Joletta, daughter of the Count de Dreux,
in the hope of leaving a male heir. But pn the IQth of
March, 1286, as he was riding in a dark night between
Burntisland and Kinghorn, on the banks of the Frith of
Forth in Fifeshire, he was thrown with his horse over
a precipice, and killed on the spot. The place, which is

called the King's Wood End, is still pointed out. The
death of Alexander, followed as it was in a few years by that
of the Maiden of Norway, was one of the most unfortunate
events that ever befel Scotland, which it left to contend at
once with the internal distractions arising from a dis-
puted succession, and with all the art and force employed
by a powerful neighbour to effect its subjugation. But
Alexander was not less lamented by his subjects on account
of his own wisdom and virtues. The country had never be-
fore enjoyed such prosperity, and Scotland may be said,
during this reign, to have passed from semi-barbarism to
civilization. Ii was under Alexander that its intercourse
with England first became considerable,.and that it began
to acquire an acquaintance with the arts, and manners of
what we may call European life. This king also improved,
and completed the system for the dispensation, of justice
which had been introduced by his father; he divided the
country into four districts for that purpose, and made an
annual progress through it in person tor hearing app?? Is

from the decisions of tpe ordinary judges. , He was long
affectionately remembered in Scotland ; and the old chro-
nicler Wynton has preserved the. following verses about
him, which are extremely interesting, as .being the most
ancient specimen of the Scottish dialect now extant :

—

* Quhen Alexander ours King was dede,
Dat Scotland led in lava (love) and le (law),
Away wet aona qf ale and tpeda, . ,

Of wyne and wax, of gam>n (gamboling) and gl*.

Onre gold wu changed kilo lode.
Christ, born into virgynrte*
Succour Scotland, and remede,
Dat aiad (placed) U in perplexrte.*

ALEXANDER, WILLIAM, a statesman and poet of
Scotland, who nourished in the reign of James VI. [See
Stirling, Earl ofJ, , . .

ALEXANDER JAROSLAWITZ NEVSKOJ enjoyed
a high renown among his countrymen for bravery, prudence,
and religious zeal : he has been celebrated in many a Rus-
sian ballad, and is still venerated,by the present generation.
He was the second son of the Grand Duke Jaroslaw II.

Wscladowitz, and was born at Wiadimir in 1219. At the
period when his father ruled over Novogorod, (in 1237,) the
Tartars, with a tremendous.array, under the command of
the Khan of Kaptshak, a grandson of Tshingis Khan, in-

vaded Russia, desolated the countr^ in the most cruel manner,
overran it even to the Upper Volga* and exacted the most
degrading submission from the Russian princes. Jaroslaw,
although not immediately attached by the Tartars in his
own Principality of Novogorod, found it advisable to repair
to the great Tartar horde, stationed at that time in the
region, or the modern city ot Jtasah, to pay homage to

Batu-Khan. From this Khan he received the grand duchy
of Wiadimir, to be held as a flef, made Perjaslawl his
residence, and. as his elder son Feodorhad died in 1232,
he entrusted Alexander the younger with the government
of Novogorod. Returning a second time to the great
horde,, and there remonstrating against certain unreason-
able Tartarian commands, he met with ill treatment, and
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4ied on his homeward journey, in the month of September,

1245.
Alexander succeeded his father in the fief of Wladimir,

the possession ofwhich was confirmed to him by Batu-Khan.
Alexander, while his fatherwas still alive, had distinguished

himself by No great victories, of one over the Swedes,
ancj another over the united order of the Livonian and Teu-
tonic Knights of the Sword. A crusade against the Rus-
sians had been instigated by Pope Gregory IX., who, by a
hull of 1229, enjoined the bishops of Lubeck, Linkjoping,

and JJvlond, to prohibit all intercourse and commerce with

the schismatic Russians, as bug as they should resist the

conversion of the apostate Finlanders. This, however, only

was a negative measure ; but the bull of the 14th May, 1237,

by which the livonian and Esthonian Knights of the Sword
were united to the Teutonic order, evidently by way of

strengthening them for a Russian crusade, tended in a more
direct and positive manner towards the destruction of the

Greek Church in the north-east of Europe. The Roman
Court also opened negotiations with Eric the Eleventh, King
of Sweden, who, at tbs pope's instigation, gladly sent an
army against the Finlanders, which landed near the mouth
of the ifJeva, on the spot where St. Petersburg has since been

built. Alexander marched against this army, and, on the

15 th of July, 1240, totally defeated it, at the confluence of

the Ishora and the Neva. By £his victory he obtained the

honourable surname of ^evskoj, or Alexander of the Neva.
While Jie was thus engaged, the Knights of the Sword,

commanded by their chie£ Hermann von Balk, had taken

Pleskow. Early in the year 1241 Alexander marched
against them from Novogorod, and drove them out of

rleskow ; but, having allowed his army to disperse in the

autumn, he next winter saw the enemy again in the field.

The Knights of the Sword had advanced within thirty versts

of the city of Novogorod. With great speed Alexander
again collected his army, pursued the retreating enemy,
and, on the 5th of April 1242* fought them on the ice of the

lake of Peipus, where he gained a decisive victory : 400
Teutonic Knights were slain, and fifty were taken prisoners

;

those of the prisoners who were Germans were pardoned,

hut the Esthonians Alexander ordered to be hanged, consi-

dering them as Russian rebels. Alexander returned in

triumph to Pleskow, having liberated that city and its com-
merce, which at that time was considerable, from the yoke of

foreigners.

Arms proving unavailing, the Roman Court had re*

course to diplomacy as a surer means for converting Alex-
ander. Several attempts of this kind had been made in vain

with his predecessors, by the popes Innocent III., Hono-
rius 111., and Gregory IX. Innocent IV. made a new
trial, and in the year 1251 sent two cardinals, who, in Rus-
sian Chronicles, are called Gald and Gemont, as ambassadors
to Alexander Nevskoj ; they brought a letter from this

pope, dated January 23, 1248, probably so long antedated,

in order to show how long his holiness had been big with

the scheme of the embassy, but Alexander remained in-

flexible, and the cardinals returned without effecting any-
thing for the church of Rome.
Though Alexander was successful against the Pope, he

continued a vassal of the Tartars as long as he lived ; it

does not, however, appear that Russia was during his reign

actually invaded or plundered by them.
He repaired to the great horde three times, and died on

his return from the last of these journeys at Kassimcow in

1263 ; from that place his body was removed to Wladimir,
and there interred. It is a tradition that shortly before his

death he took holy orders: but it probably has no good
foundation. Alexanders wife was a daughter of Wra-
ieslaw, Prince of Polotsk, by whom he had four sons

:

Yassilj, Dmitry, Andrej, and Danilo. It is uncertain whe-
ther the valiant Jueje (George) who ruled over Novogorod
till 12/ 0, was also his son. The foundation of St. Peters-

burg in 1703, on the very spot where the national hero had
gained such an important victory, naturally recalled the me-
mory of Alexander Nevskoj in a lively manner. The Tzar
Peter on this occasion instituted St Alexander-Nevskoj's

Order of Knighthood, but did not himself give that decora-

tion to any man ; this was first done after his death by his

consort Catharine. There is also in St. Peterburg a St
Alexander-Nevskoj Monastery, which is well endowed, to

wjiich now is attached a seminary for the education ofyoung
divines called St. Alexander-Nevskoj's Academy.
ALEXANDER, Emperor of Russia, called by his coun-

trymen Alexander Paulowitsch, that it, Alexander the son
of Paul, was born on the 23rd December, 1777. He was
the son of-the Emperor Paul and of Maria, daughter of Prince
Eugene, of Wurtemberg. From his infancy he was dis-

tinguished for a gentle and affectionate disposition, and a
superior capacity. His education was directed not by his

parents, but by his grandmother the reigning Empress,
Catharine II., who lived until he had attained his nine-

teenth year. Under her superintendence, he was carefully

instructed by La Harpe and other able tutors in the different

branches of a liberal education, and in the accomplishments
of a gentleman.

Catharine was succeeded, in 1 796, by her son Paul, whose
mad reign was put an end to by his assassination on the

24th of March, 1801. No doubt can be entertained that

A lexander, as well as his younger brother Constantine, was
privy to the preparations which were made for the dethrone-

ment of his father, which had, indeed, become almost a
measure of necessity ; but all the facts tend to make ft

highly improbable that he contemplated the fatal issue of the

attempt. The immediate sequel of this tragedy was a slight

domestic dispute, occasioned by a claim being advanced by
the widow of the murdered emperor to the vacant throne,

who had not been admitted into the conspiracy ; after a short

altercation she was prevailed upon tb relinquish her preten-

sions; and the grand duke Alexander was forthwith pro-

claimed emperor and autocrat of all the Russias. ' This
collision does not seem to have left any unpleasant traces

on the mind either of Alexander or his mother, to whom
during his life he always continued to show respect and
attachment. The Empress Maria survived her son about

three years.
'

The history of the reign of Alexander is the historynf

Europe for the first quarter of the present century. We
can here only attempt a slight outline ofthe course of events

during that busy time, with a reference to the movements of

the Russian emperor. When Alexander came to the throne,

he found himself engaged in a war with England, which
had broken out in the course of the preceding year. He
immediately indicated the pacific character of his policy by
taking steps to bring pbout a termination of this state of

things, which was already seriously distressing the com-
merce of Russia ; and a convention was accordingly con-

cluded between the two powers, and signed at St. Peters-

burg on the 17th of June, 1801. Tne general ' peace

followed on the 1st of October, and lasted till the declaration

of war by England against France on the 18th of May,
1803. Meanwhile Georgia, hitherto under the protection of

Persia and Turkey, had been occupied, on the invitation Of

the people themselves, by the troops of Russia, and incor-

porated with that empire. Alexander also, during this in-

terval, showed Ids disposition to extend the influence of

Russia in another direction, by entering into a ncgocia-

tion with France respecting the compensation to be granted

to certain of the minor powers of Germany, with which
country he was connected both through his' mother, and
through his father, who was born head of the house of

Holstein-Gottorp. It was in the course of these negotia-

tions that he had his 'first interview with the King of Prus-

sia, which is understood to have laid the foundation of an
intimate friendship between the two sovereigns, and to have
established a concurrence of views which powerfully in-

fluenced the future policy of each. In a dispute with Sweden,
with regard to the frontier of Finland, although hostilities

were averted by the concession of the Swedish king, the

extensive military preparations which Were immediately
marie by Russia, showed how little that power was disposed

to allow the invasion of any of her rights.
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Alexander did not immediately join England m the war
against France ; but even in the early part of 1804, symp-
toms began to appear of an approaching breach between
Russia and the latter country. On the 1 1th of April, 1805,

a treaty of alliance with England was concluded at St.

Petersburg, to which Austria became a party on the 9th

of August, and Sweden on the 3rd «»f October following.

This league, commonly called the third coalition, speedily

led to actual hostilities. The campaign was eminently dis-

astrous to the allied powers. A succession of battles, fought

between the Gth and the l*th of October, almost anni-

hilated the Austrian army, before any of the Russian troops

arris ed. Alexander made bis appearance at Berlin on the

25th, and there, in a few davs after, concluded a secret con-

vention with the King of Prussia, by which that prince,

who had hitherto professed neutrality, bound himself to

join the coalition. Bclbrc leasing ihe Russian capital,

Alexander, in company with the king and queen, visited

at midnight the tomb of the great Frederick, and, after

having kissed the e<»tlin, is said to have solemnly joined

hands with his brother sovereign, and pledged himself that

nothing should ever break their friendship. He then

hastened by way of Leipzig and Weimar to Dresden, from

whence he proceeded to Olmutz, and there, on the 18th

November, joined the Emperor of Austria. On the 2nd
of the following month, the Austrian and Russian troops,

commanded by the two emperors in person, were beaten

in the memorable and decisive battle of Austcrlitz. The
immediate consequences of this great defeat were, the con-

clusion of a convention between France and Austria, and
Alexander's departure to Russia with the remains of his

army.
Although Alexander did not accede either to the con-

vention between France and Austria, or to the treaty of

Presburg, by which it was followed, he thought proper after

a short time, to profess a disposition to make peace with

France, and negociations were commenced at Paris for that

object. But after a treaty had been signed on the 20th of

July, 180G, he refused to ratify it, on the pretence that his

minister had departed from his instructions. The true

motive of his refusal no doubt was, that by this time

arrangements were completed with Prussia and England
for a fourth coalition ; and it is even far from improbable,

that the negociations which led to the signature of the

treaty had from the first no other object beyond gaining

time for preparations. On the 8th of October hostilities

recommenced, and the victory of Jena, gained by Bona-
parte a few days after, laid the Prussian monarchy at

his feet. When tins great battle was fought, Alexander
and his Russians had scarcely reached the frontiers of

Germany ; on receiving the news they immediately re-

treated across the Vistula. Hither they were pursued by
Bonaparte, and having been joined by the remnant of the

Prussian army, were beaten on the 8th of February, 1807,

in the destructive battle of Eylau. Finally, on the 14th of

June, the united armies were again defeated in the great

battle of Friedland, and compelled to retreat behind the

Niemen. This crowning disaster terminated the campaign.
An armistice was arranged on the 21st; and five days after

Alexander and Napoleon met in a tent erected on a raft in

the middle of the Niemen, and at that interview not only

arranged their differences, but, if we may trust the subse-

quent professions of both, were converted from enemies into

warmly attached friends. A treaty of peace was signed

between the two, at Tilsit, on the 7th of July ; by a secret

article of which Alexander engaged to join France against

England. He accordingly declared war against his late

ally, on the 26th of October following. The treaty of Tilsit

indeed converted the Russian emperor into the enemy of

almost all his former friends, and the friend of all his former

enemies. Turkey, though supported by France, had for

some time been bard pressed by the united military and
naval operations of England and Russia ; but upon Alex-
ander's coalition with the French emperor, a truce was con-
cluded between Turkey and Russia at Slobosia, August 24,

and the Turkish empire was saved from the ruin which
threatened it. A war with Persia, commenced in 1802,
continued to be carried on with varying success.

On the 24th of February, 18.08, Alexander, in obedience
to the plan arranged with Napoleon, declared war against
Sweden, and followed up this declaration by despatching
an army to Swedish Finland, which, after a great deal of

fighting, succeeded in obtaining complete possession of that

country. On the 27th of September, the Russian and

French emperors met again at Erfurt; many of the German

princes, with representatives of the King of Prussia and the

Emperor of Austria, also attended the Congress, which con-

tinued to sit till the loth of October. On this occasion

a proposal for peace was made to England in the united

names of Napoleon and Alexander; but the negociations

were broken off after a few weeks.

The friendly relations of Alexander with France conti-

nued for nearly five years ; but, notwithstanding fair appear-

ances, various causes were in the meanwhile at work which

could not fail at last to bring alxmt a rupture. The Russian

autocrat having failed in the plan of policy with which be

had begun his reign, and which seems to have contemplated

the avoidance of war, but at the same time the exercise of a

powerful foreign influence, appears to have resolved to try

another game, and to see what he could gain by entering

into confederacy with the great conqueror of nations. But

the peace of Tilsit, and the new relations into which Russia

was thrown, however much they may have been to the

mind of the sovereign, entailed such privation and com-

mercial suffering on the people of that country, by severing

the connexion with England, as made it at length impossible

to persist in this course of policy. In the meanwhile, how-

ever, the treaty of Vienna, signed on the 14th of October,

1 80'J, which, following the battles of Esling and \Va<:rara,

dissolved the fifth coalition against France, increased the

Russian dominion by the annexation of eastern Gallicia,

ceded by Austria. The war with Turkey, also, which had

been recommenced, continued to be prosecuted with success.

But by the end of the year IS 11, the disputes with the court

of Paris, which ostensibly arose out of the seizure by Bona-

parte of the dominions of the duke of Oldenburg, had

assumed such a height as left it no longer doubtful that

war would follow. A treaty of alliance having been pre-

viously signed with Sweden, on the 19th of March, 1«P2,

Alexander declared war against France ; and on the 24th of

April he left St. Petersburg to join his army on the western

frontier of Lithuania. The great events which followed may

be supposed to be fresh in the memory of all but the youngest

of our readers. On the 28th of May peace was concluded

at Bueharest on advantageous terms with Turkey, wliuh

relinquished everything to the left of the Pruth. The

immei^e army of France, led by Napoleon, entered the

Russian territory on the 25th of June. As they advanced,

the inhabitants lied as one man, and left the invader* to

march through a silent desert. In this manner the French

reached Wilna. On the Nth of July, Alexander had re-

paired to Moscow, from whence he proceeded to Finland,

where he had an interview with Bernadotte, then crown

prince of Sweden. Here he learned the entry of the French

into Smolensk. He immediately declared that he never

would sign a treaty of peace with Napoleon while he was on

Russian ground. ' Should St. Petersburg be taken,' he

added, * I will retire into Siberia. 1 will then resume our

ancient customs, and, like our long-bearded ancestors, will

return anew to conquer the empire/ ' This resolution,' ex-

claimed Bernadotte, * will liberate Europe.'
On the 7th of September took place the first serious en-

counter between the two armies, the battle of Borodino, in

which 25,000 men perished on each side. On the 14th the

French entered Moscow. In a few hours the city was a

smoking ruin. We cannot pursue the story of Napoleons

homeward march, and the destruction of his magnificent

army. Not fewer than 300,000 Frenchmen perished in this

campaign. The remnant, which was above 150,000, repassed

the Niemen on the 1 Gth of December.
In the early part of the following year, Prussia and Aus-

tria successively became parties to the alliance against

France. Alexander, who had joined his army while in

pursuit of Bonaparte at Wilna, continued to accompany

the allied troops throughout the campaign of this summer.

On the 26th and 27th of August he was present at the

battle of Dresden ; and on the 1 8th of October at the still

more sanguinary conflict of Leipzig. On the 24th of Febru-

ary, 1814, he met the King of Prussia at Chaumont, where

the two sovereigns signed a treaty binding themselves to

prosecute the war against France to a successful conclusion,

even at the cost of all the resources of their dominions.

On the 30th of March, 150,000 of the troops of the allies

were before the walls of Paris ; and on the following d*X

at noon, Alexander and WT
illiam Frederick entered ^

capital.
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We shall not enter into the detail of the transactions

which followed this event Alexander, owing in a great
measure to his engaging affability, as well as to the liberal

sentiments which he made a practice of professing, was
a great favourite with the Parisians. The conquerors
having determined upon the deposition of Bonaparte, and
the restoration of the Bourbons, Alexander spent the re-

mainder of the time he stayed in inspecting the different

objects of interest in the city and its vicinity, as if he had
visited it in the course of a tour. He left the French capital

about the 1st of June, and proceeding to Boulogne, was there,

along with the King of Prussia, taken on board an English
man-of-war, commanded by his present Majesty, then
Duke of Clarence, and conveyed to Calais, from which port

the royal yachts brought over the two sovereigns to this

country. They landed at Dover on the evening of the 7th,

and next day came to London. They remained in this

country for about three weeks, during which time they
visited Oxford and Portsmouth, and wherever they went, as

well as in the metropolis, were received with honours and fes-

tivities of unexampled magnificence, amidst the tumultuous
rejoicings of the people. From England, Alexander pro-

ceeded to Holland, and thence, after a short stay, to Carls-

rube, where he was joined by the empress. , On the 25th of

July he arrived at his own capital of St Petersburg, where
his appearance was greeted by illuminations and other

testimonies of popular joy.

The Congress of European sovereigns at Vienna opened
on the 3d ofNovember, 1814. In the political arrangements
made by this assembly, Alexander obtained at least his fair

share of advantages, having been recognized as King of

Poland, which country was at the same time indissolubly

united with Russia. Before the members of the Congress
separated, however, news arrived of Bonaparte's escape from
Elba. They remained together till after the battle of
Waterloo ; when Alexander, with the Emperor of Austria

and the King of Prussia, proceeded to Paris, where they ar-

rived in the beginning of July, 1815. On the 26th of the

following September, the three sovereigns signed an agree-

ment, professedly for the preservation of universal peace on
the principles of Christianity, to which, with some presump-
tion, if not impiety, they gave the name ofthe Holy Alliance.

On leaving Paris, Alexander proceeded to Brussels, to

arrange the marriage of his sister, the Grand Duchess Anne,
with the Prince of Orange ; and from thence, by the way
of Dijon and Zurich, to Berlin, where he concluded another

family alliance, by the marriage of his brother Nicholas,

now emperor, with the Princess Charlotte, daughter of the

King of Prussia. On the 12th of November he arrived at

Warsaw, and after publishing the heads of a constitution for

Poland, he left this city on the 3d of December, and on the

13th reached St Petersburg.

No great events mark the next years of the reign of

Alexander. On the 27th of March, 1818, he opened in

person the first Polish diet at Warsaw, on the close of which
he set out on a journey through the southern provinces of his

empire, visiting Odessa, the Crimea, and Moscow. The
congress of Aix-la-Chapelle, at which he was present with

the Emperor of Austria and the King of Prussia, met in

September, and on the 15th of the following month pro-

mulgated a declaration, threatening, in reference to the then

state of Spain, the suppression of all insurrectionary move-
ments wherever they might take place. The congresses held

in 1820 and 1821 at Troppauand Laybach, on the affairs of

Naples and Piedmont, and that of Verona in 1822, were
also mainly directed by the Russian autocrat. Meanwhile
the insurrection of the Greeks in 1820, although publicly

condemned by Alexander, was attributed by Turkey to the

secret encouragement of Russia, and seemed to threaten a
renewal of hostilities between the two countries ; hut for the

present Alexander determined to persevere in his pacific

policy. In 1823, several tribes of the Kalmucks, who had
formerly acknowledged the sovereignty ofChina, exchanged

it for that of Russia.

In the beginning of the winter of 1825, Alexander left

St Petersburg on a journey to the southern provinces, and

on the 25th of September arrived atTaganrog on the sea of

Azof. From this town he some time after set out on a

tour to the Crimea, and returned to Taganrog about the

middle of November. Up to nearly the close of this latter

excursion, he had enjoyed the highest health and spirits.

But he was then suddenly attacked by the common inter-

mittent fever of the country, and when he arrived at Tagan-

rog he was very ill. Trusting, however, to the strength of
bis constitution, he long refused to submit to the remedies
which his physicians prescribed. When he at length con-
sented to allow leeches to be app'ied, it was too late. During
the few last days that he continued to breathe, he was in-

sensible ; and on the morning of the first of December he
expired.

It was for some time rumoured in foreign countries that
Alexander had been carried off by poison ; but it is now
well ascertained that there is no ground whatever for this

suspicion. It appears, however, that his last days were
embittered by the information of an extensive conspiracy
of many of the nobility and officers of the army to subvert
the government, and even to take away his life ; and it is

not improbable that this news, which is said to have been
brought to him by a courier during the middle of the night
of the 8th, which he spent at Alupta, may have contributed
to hasten the fever by which he was two or three days after

attacked. For full details upon this subject, and a transla-
tion of tho Report of the Commission appointed to inquire
into the affair by the Emperor Nicholas, we refer the reader
to vol. ii pp. 333—435 of Webster's Travels in the Crimea,
Turkey, and Egypt; London, 1830.

The death of Alexander took place exactly a century
after that of Peter the Great, under whom the civilization

of Russia may be said to have commenced. The state of
the empire did not change so completely during Alexan-
der's reign, as it did during that of Peter ; but still the ad-
vancement of almost every branch of the national prosperity

in the course of the quarter of a century during which Alex-
ander filled the throne was probably, with that one exception,
greater than had ever been exhibited in any other country.
The reader will find in the 13th chapter of a Sketch of the

Life of Alexander, by H. E. Lloyd, Esq., (8vo., London,
1 826,) an ably drawn up account of the emperor s internal

administration of his dominions, and of the various improve-
ments which were introduced under his auspices. At the
head of these are to be reckoned his exertions for the diffu-

sion of education among his people. He founded or re-

organized seven universities, and established 204 gymnasia,
and above 2000 schools of an inferior order. (See Journal
of Education, No. V.) The literature of Russia was also

greatly indebted to his liberal encouragement, although he
continued the censorship of the press in a modified form.

He greatly promoted among his subjects a knowledge of and
taste for science and the fine arts by his munificent purchases
of paintings, and anatomical and other collections. The
agriculture, the manufactures, and the commerce of Russia
were all immensely extended during his reign. Finally, to

Alexander the people of Russia were indebted for many
political reforms of great value. Certain checks were applied
to the arbitrary authority of the monarch, by rights granted
to, or recognized in, the senate ; the provincial governors
were subjected to more effective control ; the laws were im-
proved by a mitigation of the severity of the old punish-
ments, and in various other respects

;
personal slavery was

entirely abolished ; and even of the serfs attached to the soil,

great numbers were emancipated, and arrangements made
for the eventual elevation of all of them to a state of free-

dom. Under Alexander also, both the extent and the

population of the Russian dominions were greatly aug-
mented ; the military strength of the nation was developed
and organised ; and the country, from holding but a subor-

dinate rank, took its place as one of the leading powers of

Europe.
Alexander was married on the 9th of October, 1793, to

the Princess Louisa Maria Augusta of Baden, who, on be-

coming a member of the imperial family, assumed the name
of Elizabeth Alexiewna. By her, however, he had no issue.

On his death, his next brother, the Grand Duke Constantino,

was proclaimed king at Warsaw ; hut he immediately sur-

rendered the throne to his younger brother, the present

Emperor Nicholas, according to an agreement made with
Alexander during his lifetime.

ALEXANDERS. [See Smyrnium.J
ALEXANDRETTA. [See Scandkroon.]
ALEXANDRIA, Modkrn, called Ukandeneh by the

Arabs, the only port of Egypt, stands on an artificial neck of

land whichjoins the continent to the ancient island, now the
peninsula, of Pharos ; 31° 13' N. lat. 29° 53* E. long. We
shall first describe its present appearance, and then give a
short sketch of its origin, its ancient condition, and its ex
isting monuments.
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The district around Alexandria consists of a long narrow

Strip of land, bounded on one side by the Mediterranean,

and on the oilier by the Lake Mareotis. At the time of the

French invasion in lsol, this lake was dry; but the British

troops, during the siege of Alexandria, by cutting a pas>age

through the narrow neck of hind that separates it from Lake
Ahoukir or Madioh, let in the sea, and restored the bed of

the Mareotis to tin; domini ai of the water. The imme-
diate territory of Alexandria, thus limited by the sea and
the lake, extends from the tower of the Arabs, which is

west of the town, to Cape Ahoukir east of il : the width of

this tract near the city may he so-n from the accompanying
plan. The whole of this dir-tri- t is a continuous chain of

calcareous rock and sand, without good water, and almost

without vegetation.

There are two ports. The old port is at the extremity of

an extensive roadstead, the entrance to which lie> across

a chain of rocks stretching from Cape Marabout on the main
land to the Cape of Fi<_r Trees, which i> the western extre-

mity of the inland of Pharos. There are three parses into

the road, tile deepest of which will admit frigates, and pro-

bably Vessels of the line. The port iNclf. w Inch is at the

eastern extremity of the roadstead, is vhelteivd from the vio-

lent wmds that blow between N.W . and N.K. by the high

coast of the island of Pharos. The anchorage is good, and
the port might be made one of the most convenient in the

world. The new port has p.K, a line of rocks stretching

across the entrance, and it is further exposed to the violent

north and north-east winds which sometimes render it im-
practicable ti» anch'-r there. It is also very shallow in many
pots, owing both to natural rocks and to sand and rubbish

which have been thrown into it. The currents of the sea

also sometimes bring sand: and the constant decomposition

of the calcareous rock, which in some part lines it, contri-

butes still further to choke it up. It is stated in the public

prints that the present Push a. is going to lay out a large sum
in improving the ports of Alexandria. The passage into the

new port is about 6*0 feet east of the Diamond Rock, and
the fort of the Pharos. This f>rt is also a light house, and
is connected with the island Pharos by an artificial dyke,

made in part of ancient granite columns laid transversely.

The island of Pharos itself consists ,,f a saline and soil and
daz/ling white calcareous roc-k : it is h true red with reefs,

especially on the west side. The Arabs calls it Jh,u>l>ih el

Tt//t, or Garden of Kig Trees, hecau-e this liuii is success-

fully cultivated on this otherwise barren spa. The isluid

shows many traces, of ancient building, such as we know
existed under the Greek dynasty and tin; Roman empire.

The modern town occupies the ne<k of land between tb"

two ports, which was originally intended merely to form •

communication with the Pharos: but in consequence of the

continual increase which il receives, it has gradually become
the chief inhabited part. Such quays and jeltees as there
are on the two ports, are, in a grea! measure, formed of the

materials of old Alexandria. The newpn-s, the public

warehouses, ami even the private dwellings contain frag-

ments of uranite, marble, and other stones, which clearly in-

dicate that they ,,nco belonged to ancient edifices. The
streets are narrow, and unpnved, full of dust in dry weather
and of mud when il rains: the houses, both internally and
external U, present no great attractions, and the general ap-

pearance is, to a Kuropean, dreary and monotonous. The
town contains a great number of mosques, and some public

buildings, such as the custom house, new palace, marine
arsenal, and the fortifications. The mosque called that of

the Thousand and One Pillars i> the chief ecclesiastical

building. Alexandria is still a place of considerable trade,

being the chief port by which the products of Kgvpt are ex-
changed tor those of the various countries of Europe. Most
of the European nations have a consul resident at Alexan-
dria. The population, at. the time of the French evacuation

in ISO), was only about 7<>oii : at present it is said to amount
to above gaJMHt. In the bazaars may be seen a motley popu-
lation, composed of Turks, Egyptians, Arabs, Greeks, Jews,
and the various natives of Europe that trade with Alexan-
dria. In 1>'J7, f.oj ships entered the port, and (VJ2 cleared
out ; in I S-Js there were *91 arrivals, and 8Ga departures.

The particular arrivals of the latter year will give a better

'dea of the trade of Alexandria :

—

Aoiv.il*. I><j>ai tores.

Austrian, . . g!»;j . . gs-4

Danish, I 3

English, . . 136 . . 136

Arrivals, Departurei

French, . 139 152

Ionian Islands, 102 93

Netherlands, 3 1

Prussian, 2 . 2

Papal, <> 8

Russian, 23 2G

Sardinian, 110 91

Sicilian, 14 10

Spanish, 15 17

Swedish, 1

3

13

Tuscan, 34 30

The rise of the sea at. Alexandria is not regular: the

greatest elevation is due to the winds that blow between the

points of west and north-east, and even this doe*, not anient

to more than from nineteen to twenty-five inches, flic

climate of Alexandria is in general pretty good, though the

occasional visitations of the plague in modern times hau*

given rise to a contrary opinion ; but the ravages of epide-

mics are perhaps to be attributed more to the character ami

habits of the people than to the climate. The winter, during

which there is a great deal of rain, is the mo^t imlieulfto

season: the French army lost 1f>.'>0 men during the nionths

of December, 1798, and January and February, 1"L»9.

Alexandria communicates with the Rosotta branch of the

Nile at Eotia by means of a canal, called the Midimou<h,

constructed under the present governor Mohammed All. This

canal was restored and completed in 1*20 by the labour <f

l.*m,0UU Fellahs, of whom it is said that 20,000 died of fa-

tigue. The whole length of the canal is about fortv mil»>,

but it is already much injured by deposits of mini, and cm
only be navigated when the waters of the Nile are high.

As the town has no fresh water, the inhabitants are

obliged to have recourse to the cisterns which are annuaih

!

filled partly by the winter rains, and partly by water brought

from the canal. [See Ahkkckomhy.]
A LEXA N DRl'A, A\ci km , owes its origin to AlexawVr

I

the Great, who, during his visit to Kgvpt, (h.c. 332.) gc.-

orders to erect this city between the sea and the Marelo
Take. The architect, was Dinocrates, a Macedonian. A

large part, but not the whole of it, was contained within the

present walls, which are ehielly the work of the Arabs. Oi.r

main long street, thirty stadia in length, ran through the nty

bom the eastern extremity to the Necropolis at the wotert:.

and this was intersected In another mam street, ten ^-
dia in length, running nearly north, in a direction t'rtnn the

Mareotie Lake. The object of this arrangement was to g.vc

the city the henelitof ventilation fioni the north winds. The

main land and the island of Pharos were connected I) a

dyke, called the IIepta>tadiunn in which, at each end, there

was a passage for vessels from one port to the ether. Cher

these passages there were also bridges: and we are t« hi

that water was conveyed along the dyke to the island uf

,
Pharos, though we do not understand how this was rnu-

I
naged, unless the bridges must have been very high. On

• the rocks now occupied by the present Pharos, a niagnificrni

light-house was constructed by Sostratus of Cnidu>, in the

reign of Ptolemy Philadelphia (h.c. 25,3): its height u>

stated, though probably with much exaggeration, to have

been 400 feet. The point opposite to the Pharos was called

Lochias; and as the Lochias itself was prolonged towards the

Pharos along some rocks, on which the Pharillon now

stands, this prolongation received the name of Aero- Lo-

chias, or the Point of Lochias. In advancing from Lochia*

towards the obelisks, we traverse the ground where stood the

palaces of the Ptolemies, the theatre, and various temples.

The port hounded by the two promontories, by the north-

east part of the city, and the Heptastadium, was called the

Great Port. The other port was called Eunostus (safe re-

turn) : it contained also a small port called Kibotos, or * tie

Chest,* because the entrance could be completely closed;

no traces of it, as far as we can learn, can be made out.

A canal which united the lake with port Eunostus termi

nated in or near port Kibotos, and was nearly the S.W.

limit of the city. Still farther S.W. was the' Necropolis

(city of the dead,) or great cemetery of Alexandria. This

city in its full extent was divided into several quarters* hut

we cannot assign either the names or the exact limits of

each. The court end, otherwise called Bruchion (B) com-

prised the part between the Lochias, the ?ite of thcObeli>ks,

and the eastern or Reset ta gate (C). It contained aho the

Museum. The Rhacotis (R) bordered on port Eunostus,

and contained the great temple of Serapis, which, after th»
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^[S PWillon.

From the survey of Capt. W JI. Smyth.

establishment of Christianity, was for a long time a grievous
offence to the Christians, Theophilus, the patriarch of
Alexandria, obtained permission from the emperor Theodo-
sius (a.d. 390) to destroy this edifice ; and no one could
accuse him of executing the commission imperfectly A
place called Soma, (the body,) in the quarter of the palaces,
contained the tomb of Alexander the Great Besides the
canal which united the port Eunostus with the lake, there
was also a canal from the lake to the town of Canopus,
situated near the mouth of the western branch of the Nile.
By means of this canal the city was supplied with river

water, which was kept in cisterns. These were so numerous
that a Roman writer tells us, (De Bello Alexandrine, cap.
v.) • nearly all Alexandria was undermined, and furnished
with .subterranean aqueducts to convey the Nile water to

private houses, where, after a short time it became purified.'

Innumerable traces of such constructions are found on the
site of old Alexandria.

,,

The city was embellished by the Ptolemies with the spoils

of the ancient towns of Egypt, and for several centuries con-
tinued to receive accessions and improvements. At one
tipe it was the rival of Rome in size, and the first commer-
cial city of jne earth. ,It became, what lyre had been be-
fore, the pouit of exchange for the eastern and western world,
but with a commerce pore widely extended after the con-
quests of the Macedonians tad laid open the eastern world
to Greek enterprise, Diodorus, who visited Alexandria just

before, ine downfall of the empire of the Ptolemies, says,

that the registers showed a population of more than 300,000
free citizens.

.
, t j

The enclosure which is surrounded by a double wall

Hanked with lofty towers, contains the remains of ol(J Alex-
andria,—an almost shapeless mass of rubbish, in which we
see fragments of broken columns and capitals, pieces of wall,

cisterns half chokea up with earth, bits of pottery, glass, and
all the signs, of complete desolation. There are five gate-

ways or entrances into this enclosure. Of the two granite

obelisks, commonly called Cleopatra's Needles, one is still

standing ; the other is lying near it on the ground. The
dimensions of the two are pretty nearly the same. The
whole height of the erect obelisk, including the pedestal

and the, three steps, all of which are covered with earth,

is about seventy-nine feet. When the French examined
the base of this obelisk, the accumulation of earth around it

was about sixteen feet deep. It has suffered considerably,

Uke all the remains, and even the natural rocks, of Alex-
andria, from the action of the atmosphere : the west side is

in the best state of preservation, and the south the worst

of all These two obelisks formed the entrance to the

temple or palace of Caesar, as it is called, though there is no
doubt that they were moved from some of the ancient cities

of Egypt by the Ptolemies. Near the two obelisks is part oi
a tower called ' the Tower of the Romans/ and probably it

may be correctly named.
About the centre of the enclosure stands the mosque o»

St. Athanasius, on the site of a Christian church erected by
this patriarch during the fourth century. In this mosque
the French discovered the beautiful Sarcophagus of Egyp-
tian breccia, which is now in the British Museum. It was
ungenerously required of the French at the capitulation of
Alexandria, (1801,) together with other monuments of an-
tiquity, which they had collected with great pains. Near
the mosque are the shafts of three colossal pillars of red
granite, which are the only remains of a large number that
once existed in this part of the city ; but it is not possible
now to determine to what kind of an edifice they belonged.
The cisterns for keeping the Nile water are still in great

part preserved. They consist of vaulted chambers supported
by columns, which form arcades of two or three stories.

(See Plans, &c, Egypte, Ankq., vol. v., pi. 37.) The
interior walls are covered with a thick red plaster that
is not permeable to water. The level of these cisterns
varies, but some of them are from fifteen to eighteen feet
below the level of the sea, At the time of the French occu-
pation of Alexandria, there were about 308 of these cisterns
known to exist, though many more are doubtless buried be-
neath the rubbish : the number in use at that time wu3 2<»7.

The only remarkable monument between the wall and
the lake is the column commonly called Pompey's Pillar.
It stands on a mound of earth about forty feet high, which
contains remains of former constructions. The shaft, which
consists of a single piece of red granite, is about sixty-seven
feet long, and weighs at least 276 tons: the whole height,
with the capital, which is in bad taste, and the base and
pedestal, which are no better, is about ninety-four feet.

According to a Greek inscription on the plinth of the
base, on the west side, it appears to have been erected
(though perhaps not for the first time) in honour of
the Emperor Diocletian by a prefect of Egypt whose name
cannot be further deciphered than that it begins with PO.
The foundation of this pillar has evidently often been
examined, probably with the hope of finding treasures;
and it is, perhaps, owing to this disturbance that it is in-
clined about seven inches to the S.W. Amidst the broken
materials around its base we discover the centre stone on
which it rests : this is a piece of yellowish breccia, with
Egyptian hieroglyphics on it, placed the wrong end up-
wards.

Having crossed the canal, in going S.W. from the pillar,

we come to some catacombs cut in a small elevation of a
sandy calcareous stone ; and farther south, in the calcareous
rock that faces the sea, we find almost countless excavations,
in the sides of which niches are cut : these once formed part
of the Necropolis, or burial-place of old Alexandria. Tue
most spacious of these, which, Uke the rest, communicates
with the sea by a narrow passage, is about 3830 yards S.W.
of the column, and is near the place called^by the in-

appropriate name of Cleopatra's Baths. In the interior

we find a great number of chambers and passages cut in the
rock in such a style of decoration as proves their Greek
origin. Such a monument could only be intended for a
king. (See Plates, Egypte, v. 42, for the plan ; and Mayer's
Views in Egypt.)
The history of this city is as remarkable as its monuments

once were. We can here only indicate its great epochs.

From b.c. 323 to b.c. 30, when it fell into the hands of the
Romans, it was the residence or the Greek kings of Egypt,
the resort of commerce, and of many foreign nations, espe-

cially Jews ; and also the centre of (he scientific knowledge
of that day. In the campaigns of Julius Caesar at Alex-
andria, b.c. 48, the plaoe sustained much damage.

. From B.C. 30 to the Arab conquest under Omar, a.d. 640,
Alexandria was still a flourishing city under the Roman
emperors, and afterwards under the eastern empire. Alex-
andria early adopted the Christian religion, and became one
of the strongholds of the true faith. It was also the
theatre on which the Christians showed their most deter-
mined hostility to all the works of Paean art.

In 969, the Fatemite caliphs seized on Egypt and built

New Cairo, from which time Alexandria declined still more,
and 6unk to the rank of a secondary Egyptian city ; the
discovery of the route round the Cape of Good! Hope in 1497,
tended still further to diminish the commercial importance
of Alexandria,
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For more information on the history and antiquities of

Alexandria, see Diodorus, lib. xvii. Strabo, lib. xvii, D' An-
vil le, l-\r i/ftte. Dcs-ription do VEgyjtfe.. and the nlates,

vul. v. (Poe<>cke. Niebuhr.)

ALEXANDRIA, a town and port of entry in the United
States of North America, in the district of Columbia, on the

west or Virginia side of the Potomac, and about 105 miles

from the mouth of the river; r»S 19' N. lat. Ships of the

line can ascend the river as far as Alexandria, which is the

m<>>t distant point from the ocean to which vessels of the

largest size can be navigated in the United States. The
whole voyage from the ocean through the entrance of Che-
sapeake bay to Alexandria is about 200 miles. Alexandria

lies about five miles direct distance S.S.W. of the Capitol at

Washington : the communication across the Potomac is

kept up by a wooden bridge a mile in length.

The town slopes down to the river with the streets at

right angles to one another, and is on the whole pretty well

built. It has a court-house, gaol, alms-house, a theatre,

market -house, and places of worship. Good wharfs extend

along the river about half the length of the city, and

allow the largest vessels to come up to them. The chief

trade of the place is in Hour, a great oart of which i*

brought from the Shenandoah valley of \ irginia, and the

ha^k part of Pennsylvania. The population of Alexandria

in lKi'O was 41%; in 1810, 7227 \ in 1820, 8218, of whom
2f>03 were blacks. The canal from the Ohio to Washington,

when completed, will probably much increase the trade of

this town. (Darby's Gong, of the United States,—Encyr[<,p.

Amorir<um % See.)

Returns of shipping at the port of Alexandria :

—

I From S.*p. 1.' From Sep. l'l'rom Sep. 1,

i
lS2s.tr. An- 1829. to An- is.'io. to An-
«ust3l,lH20. gust31,lS30. u'ust.'U, 1SJI.

I

Tons. Tons. Tons.

American vessels entered,
|

78-25 8238 41 07

„ departed, 11,401 12,727 14,080

Foreign vessels entered, 872

,, departed, 1 201 878

Registered tonnage belong-

ing to the port employed

in coasting trade, . .
j

5008 4-103 4402

Steam vessels, i 240 330 378

Enrolled and licensed ton-

nage, I
10,137 3972 3937

ALEXANDRIAN LIBRARY, a celebrated collection

of bo >ks, formed and maintained by the first Ptolemy, king

of Egvpt, and his successors ; and probably the largest which

was ever brought together before the invention of printing.

It is said to have been founded by Ptolemy Soter, after he had

associated his son, Ptolemy Philadelphia, with him on the

throne (and therefore between B.C. 285 and 283), in conse-

quence of the suggestions of Demetrius Phalcreus, who
had seen and profited by public libraries at Athens. De-
metrius was appointed superintendent of the new establish-

ment, and busied himselfdiligently in collecting the literature

of all nations, Jewish, Chaldee, Persian, Ethiopian, Egyptian,

&c, as well as Greek and Latin. Some authors assert that,

before his death, he had brought together 200,000 volumes

;

but Euscbius says, with more probability, that at the death

of Ptolemy Philadelphus, which occurred later, there were

but 100,000 volumes in the library. It was situated in the

quarter of Alexandria called Brighton. Philadelphus pur-

chased the library of Aristotle. (Athenams, b. 1.) Ptolemy
Euergctes, who succeeded Philadelphus, and was a warm
patron of learning, also took a great pleasure in increasing

the library. In the reign of Ptolemy Epiphanes, Eumenes,
king of Pergamus. established a rival library. The Egyptian
monarch, in a fit of jealousy, forbade the exportation of paper

(papyrus) from his dominions ; and the invention of parch-

ment, or, perhaps, the improvement of this material (charta

Per^amena). was the consequence. (Pliny.) Ptob»niy

Phvscon (or Euergctes II.) was also a great book collector;

and is said to have commenced a second library, probably

that which was placed in the Scrapeion, or temple of Serapis,

in a different quarter of the city. It is said that during

his reign all books brought into Egypt were seized, and sent

tn the Museum, as it was called, where they were transcribed,

and the copies delivered to the owners, while the originals

were detained in the library,—a royal road to the formation

of a valuable collection. Almost all the Ptolemies were
patrons of learning ; and at last the Alexandrian Library is

said to have amounted to 700,000 volumes. It is to he recol-

lected that the rolls (volnmina) spoken of contained far

less than a printed volume : as, for instance, the Metamor*
phases of Ovid, in fifteen books, would make fifteen volumes;

and one Didymus is said by Athenams to have written

3500 volumes. This consideration will hrin» the number

assigned at least within the bounds of credibility.

In the siege of Alexandria by Julius Ca?sar, the library

in Bruehion was burnt by a fire which spread from the

shipping to the town, and 400,000 volumes perished. (Se-

neca ; Orosius, lib. G.) The library of the Scrapeion is saifl

to have been also burnt in this siege ; but this has been dis-

puted. If burnt, at least it was very soon re-established ; and

there is reason to presume that the diligence of the learned

men, who frequented and were attached to these establish-

ments, would preserve some part of their contents to aid in

the formation of the new library, to which Marc Antony

presented, through Cleopatra, the whole collection of Per-

gamus, amounting to 200,000 volumes. Gibbon (chap,

xxviii.) asserts that the old library was totally consumed, and

that this -rift was the foundation of the new one, which con-

tinued to increase in size and reputation for four centunes,

until, at the destruction of the Serapeion by Theophilus,

Patriarch of Alexandria, it was dispersed, a.d. 390. That

this was the case we learn from Orosius, who visited the

place twenty years afterwards, and saw the empty cases

(lib. G.) Still the library was re-established; and Alexan-

dria continued to flourish as one of the chief seats of litera-

ture, till it was conquered by the Arabs, A.n. 640. The

library was then burnt, according to the story generaHy

believed, in consequence of the fanatic decision of the Caliph

Omar,

—

4

If these writings of the Greeks agree with the

Rook of God, they arc useless and need not be preserved: if

they disagree, they are pernicious and ought to be destroyed."

Accordingly, it is said, they were employed to heat the 4000

baths of the city ; and such was their number, that six

months were barely sufficient for the consumption of this

precious fuel. (Gibbon, chap, li.) Gibbon has employed

lii^ ingenuity to discredit this account, which in itself appears

by no means improbable. The library was, at all evtuK

dispersed, if not destroyed: it ceased to exist as a public

institution.

Connected with the library of Bruchion was a college, or

retreat for learned men, called the Museum, where they

were maintained at the public expense, in unbroken leisure,

and with every facility for the pursuit of knowledge. This

establishment was subsequently transferred to the Scra-

peion, and continued to flourish till the destruction of the

temple by Theophilus. The sciences of mathematics, astro-

nomy, and geography, were especially cultivated: witnew

the names of Euclid, Apollonius, Eratosthenes; and,in later

times, of Ptolemy the geographer. Criticism, philology, and

antiquities, were also much studied. Alexandria con-

tinued, until its capture by the Saracens, one of the most

noted seats of learning in the world. (Acad, des Inscriptions,

torn. ix. p. 397 ; Gibbon, chap, li., and the original authori-

ties quoted in these works.)

ALEXANDRIAN CODEX, a celebrated manuscript

of the Old and New Testament, in Greek, now preserved

in the British Museum. It was sent by Oyrillus Lucaris

patriarch, first of Alexandria, then of Constantinople, to

Charles I.; was placed in the royal library in 1628; and

continued there until that collection was removed to the

British Museum, in 1753. The history of the MS., before

its transfer to Charles I., is involved in much uncertainty.

For some time the received account was, thai it was written

in Egypt by a woman named Thecla, in the latter half of

the fourth century, and was brought from Alexandria by

Cyrillus. This minute specification of name and date rest*

entirely on two documents affixed to the hook itself: one a

short note in Arabic, merely stating that, according to tra-

dition, the book was written by the martyr Thecia. Tbe

other is a Latin autograph of Cyrillus, of which this is a

literal translation. * This book of the Old and New Testa-

ment, as we have it from tradition, was written by the hand

of Thecla, a noble Egyptian woman, about 1 300* years asro.

a little after the council of Nicrea. The name of Thecla

was written at the end of the book : but on the extinction

of Christianity in Egypt by the Mohammedans, the books of*

the Christians were reduced to the same condition. The

name, therefore, of Thecla has disappeared and is torn out,

but memory and recent tradition preserves it—Cyrillus,

Patriarcha Constanti.' The high character of Cyrillus places
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him above the suspicion of intentional frond : but his state-

ment is vague and unsatisfactory. Why the Mohammedans
should spare the book, but tear out the transcriber s name

;

what is the value of the tradition which asserts the name of
Thecla to have been written at the end of the book; how is

that Thecla to be identified with the Thecla who lived after

the Nicene council, when the existence of three Christian
Theclas, two of them martyrs, is noted in the Fathers, and
there may have been three thousand—these are questions
on which the passage above quoted throws no light, nor can
they be answered from external evidence. On the other
hand, a passage in the letters of John Rudolph Wetstein,
uncle to the celebrated critic of that name, has been brought
forward to convict Cyrillus of inaccuracy, if not fraud : in

which the writer asserts on the authority of Matthsus
Muttis, his instructor in Greek, who had been ordained
deacon by Cyrillus, that the patriarch brought the manu-
script from one of the monasteries on Mount Athos, well
known as a great repository and manufactory of Greek
MSS. Now Cyrillus passed some time at Mount Athos
before he went to Alexandria, so that he may have brought
it originally from Mount Athos, and yet have taken it from
Alexandria to Constantinople; and, further, he does not
say that he brought it from Alexandria, though his note,

alive quoted, indicates that it was written, or at least had
been deposited in Egypt. This is rendered probable by
internal evidence. Moreover, it appears to have been dedi-

cated at some time to the use of the Alexandrian patriarch,

if we may trust the following interpretation of an Arabic
note at the foot of the first page of Genesis. It is to be ob-
served, however, that the passage is confessedly very hard
to be understood, and that a different version was given by
Mr. Baber in his notes, from that which he subsequently
adopted in the prolegomena of his edition, which runs thus

:

* This book is dedicated to the patriarchal chamber in the
fortified city of Alexandria. Whoso shall take it thence,

be he excommunicated, torn forcibly from the church, and
communion of men. * Athanasius the humble.*

Two patriarchs of this name presided over the church of
Alexandria after the Saracen invasion, one at the end of
the thirteenth, the other in the fifteenth century,—either

of whom may have written this. It seems, therefore, that
there is no ground for charging Cyrillus with fraud.

The real age and value of this MS. has been much con-
troverted. By some commentators it is said to be the oldest,

and most valuable copy of the New Testament in existence

:

others deny its very remote antiquity, and equally depreciate

its merit. Mill and Woide admit the date assigned by Cy-
rillus. Oudin would bring it down even to the tenth cen:

tury. Michaelis thinks its date cannot be ascertained within

a period of about 200 years, and that it cannot be older than
the sixth, nor later than the eighth century. Its authority

is as much controverted as its age. Mill believes it to be
the most perfect copy existing of the Apostolic text. Wet-
stein and Michaelis alike speak slightingly of its readings.

Griesbach asserts that it follows three different editions : the

Byzantine in the Gospels; the Western in the Acts and
Catholic Epistles ; and the Alexandrine in the Epistles of

St Paul. These points have been minutely discussed by Dr.
Woide, formerly librarian of the British Museum, who pub-
lished a fac-siraile of the New Testament, in his preface. As
might be expected, he is a staunch advocate of the excellence

of his MS. A second edition of the preface (Notitia Codicis

Alexandrini) was published by Spohn,who controverted many
of Woide*s opinions, showed that the MS. was by no means
free from blunders of transcription, and reduced both its age
and authority to a much lower standard. It has received

great attention from biblical critics, and has been collated,

among other persons, by Mill, Wetstein, and by Woide,
who has given a very copious and complete collection of its

variations from the received text as edited by Mill. This is

to be found in a cheaper form in Spohn's edition of the

Notitia, Lips. 1788.

The MS. is contained in four volumes, of the shape and
size of large quarto, of which the New Testament fills the

last. It is written on vellum, in double columns, in uncial

or capital letters, without spaces between the words, accents,

or marks of aspiration. The letters are round and well

formed. Some words are abbreviated, but they are not very

numerous. There is a variety in the colour of the ink, and
formation of the letters, which indicates that it was not all

written by the same hand. The MS. is on the whole in

good condition ; but sometimes the ink has eaten through
the parchment so as to leave holes, in which, however, the
shape of the letters can generally be traced; sometimes the
ink itself has scaled off. It has suffered more seriously

from the loss of the upper corner of the inner margin,
which has been shaven off, why, or by what accident, it is

not easy to guess. Sometimes only the margin has suf-

fered, and the text is untouched : sometimes the beginning
or end of eight, ten, or more lines is destroyed. The New
Testament has been more injured from this cause than the
Old. St. Matthew is wanting up to chap. xxv. 6, where it

begins with the word ESEPXE2GE : there are also chasms
in St. John, from vi. 50, to viiL 52, and in 2 Cor., from iv.

10. to xii. 7.

The New Testament has been more fully described, and
more carefully collected than the Old ; from which, however,
Grabe published his splendid edition of the Old Testament,
Oxf. 1717—20. They are uniform in appearance and exe-
cution, but the Old Testament seems to be in rather better

condition. Here and there a leaf has been partially de-
stroyed ; but there are, we believe, no considerable chasms.
It contains, besides all the canonical, and most of the apo-
cryphal books found in our editions, the third and fourth

books of the Maccabees, the Epistle of Athanasius to Mar-
cellinus, prefixed to the Psalms, and fourteen hymns, the
eleventh in honour of the Virgin. Eoclesiasticus, the Song
of the Three Children, Susannah, and Bel and the Dragon,
do not appear to have formed part ofthe collection. The New
Testament contains the genuine Epistle of Clement to the
Corinthians, and part of the other which has been attributed

to him. This is the only known manuscript in which the
genuine Epistle exists. A fac-simile of the Old Testament
has been published by the Rev. H. Baber, of the British

Museum.
For more minute information, we may refer to Woide*

s

Notitia, especially as edited by Spohn : to Michaelis'a Intro-

duction to the New Testament ; and the Prolegomena of Mill,
Wetstein, Grabe, and Baber.
ALEXANDRINE VERSE, a species of verse so called

from having been first employed, according to some autho-
rities, in a Trench translation, by Alexander de Paris and
Lambert Lieon, of a Latin poem called the Alexandria^
according to others in an original work in the former lan-

guage, on the life of Alexander the Great, composed by
these poets in association with Jean le Nivelois and others.

After its first introduction, it appears to have fallen for a
long time into disuse among the French poets, until it was
revived by Jean Antoine de Bceuf (one of the seven
called the Pleiades), in the reign of Francis I. The first,

however, who attuned the national ear of France to this

verse, was the celebrated Ronsard, since whose time it has
become the regular heroic verse of the French language

;

or that in which all their epic, tragic, and other greater

poetical works are composed. It consists of twelve syllables,

subject to the rule that it shall always be broken into two
regular hemistichs, or, in other words, that its sixth syllable

shall always terminate a word. The EngUsh Alexandrine
verse consists in like manner of twelve syllables ; but among
us it has been rarely used throughout a whole poem. The
longest and most remarkable poetical work m our lan-
guage, written wholly in Alexandrine verse, is Drayton's
Polyolbion. In general, it is employed only occasionally

in poems written in our usual heroic verse of ten syllables,

ana never except in the concluding line of the couplet or
triplet In Dryden, by whom it has been used in this

manner most frequently, and with the finest effect, it most
come
has
great predecessor

:

nmonly winds up a triplet—such as that in which Pope
\ at once described and exemplified the manner of hit

' Waller wms smooth ; bat Dryden taught to jein

The varying veree, the full resounding line.

The long majestic march, and energy divine.'

The Alexandrine verse in EngUsh also forms the closing

line of what is called the Spenserian stanza. Regularly,
it ought always, as in French, to be divisible into two
hemistichs ; but, in the freer spirit of our poetry, this rule
is occasionally violated.

ALEXEI MICHAILOWITZ, born at Moskwa in the
year 1630, was a son of the Tzar Michailo Feodorowitz
Komanow, the first of the house of Romanow that held the
sceptre of Russia, and of his second consort Evdokia Lukia-
nowna Streshnew. At the death of his father, July 12,

1645, he succeeded to the crown, and as he was still very
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young, ho was mainly guided by the advice of bis councillors

;

Morosow, bis tutor and brother-in-law ; Miloslawskoj ; and
Plessmv, a judge in one of the high courts at Moskwa. The
excessive avarice and despotism of these men caused an in-

surrection in Moskwa, in 1 0-4.S, in which Plessow and several

of their creatures were murdered. The Tzars intercession

with difficulty saved Morosow from the people's fury.

Two impostors disturbed the tranquillity of Alexei's reign.

Both of them chose Poland as their first scene of action.

One of them, called Dmitri, pretended to be a son of Otre-
picw, (who, by way of distinction, was called the false
Dmitri,) and of Marina; lie was treated like a prince by
Wladislaw, king of Poland, but had to leave that country
when the king died. He then went to Sweden, and from
thence to Holstein, where he was arrested, delivered up to

Russia, and put to death in Moskwa. The other impostor's

real name was Timoka Ankudinow. On account of some
crimes be left bis country, and sought, refuge in Poland,

where be declared himself to be a son of the late Tzar,

AVassili Sbuiskoi ; but receiving no countenance, bo went to

Constantinople, where, in order to make himself popular

with the Turks, be submitted to the ceremony necessary to

become a Mohammedan. Finding even this fruitless, be
wandered about in Italy, and having become a Catholic in

Home, lie roved through Austria, Hungary, and Transyl-
vania. He next obtained from the Prince Ragotzy a letter

of recommendation to the Queen Christina of Sweden, who
received him well, and even granted him a considerable

pecuniary allowance. Alexei, resenting this, insisted on bis

being delivered up : but the impostor escaped from Stock-

holm, and likewise from Revel, although in the latter place

be bad been put in prison. In Germany, be adopted the

Lutheran religion: but at last, at the instance of Russia,

be was arrested in Holstein, and in the year 1G53 brought
to Moskwa, where be was put to death, after suffering

severe torture.

These impostors would hardly deserve notice, were it not
for a war which broke out between Russia and Poland in

1054, the real cause of which was the countenance given to

these adventurers in Poland. The immediate cause of the

war was the protection granted by Russia to certain Cossacks
subject to the Poles.

In this war the Polish commander-in-chief, John Radzi-
vil, was completely defeated at Sklovo ; the Russians took

Smolensko in 105-1, and almost the whole of Lithuania was
conquered and devastated by them. The Poles, being at

this time severely pressed by the Swedes, found it advisable,

after two years' war, to agree to an armistice, which was
concluded at Nienietz, in November, 1050, Austria being on
this occasion the mediator. The Poles agreed to cede the

provinces of Smolensko, Tsbernigow, and Seweria to the

Russians, for a sum of money.
Alexei's second war, which was against Charles Gustav

of Sweden, commenced before the armistice with Poland
was concluded. After the armistice, Alexei, agreeably to a

promise given to the Poles on that occasion, carried on the

war with great vigour. The cause of complaint on the part

of the Russians was, that Gustav had hindered the operations

of their army in Lithuania. The Russians entered Karelia,

Ingeimania, and Livonia with 1*20,000 men, and the Knies,

Dolgorukoi, took Dorpt, and frightened away the professors

of the university. But the Russians were compelled to raise

the siege of Riga, after six weeks, (from the '20th of August
to the 5th of October, 1050,) with the loss of H,i)()0 men:
owing to the vigorous resistance of the renowned Swedish

general, Magnus de la Gurdic. In the year following, on

the ( )th of July, the Russian army, under the command of

Matthias Wassiliewitz Lhernietiew, was completely routed

by the Swedish genond Fritz von Liven at Wolk, and
the Russian commander died of bis wounds a few days

after the battle. A new army of 30.000 men entered

Livonia, but, without effecting any thing, was compelled

by the plague to march off. This induced Alexei in bis

turn to agree to an armistice with Sweden, which was
signed on the 23rd of April, 1058, and three years

after, on the 21st of June, 1001, converted into a treaty

of peace at Kardis, by which their former possessions

were mutually secured to each party. A peace had ab>o

been concluded between Poland and Sweden, in 1000, at

Oliva; but before its conclusion, the war between Russia

and Poland had been renewed : this war. too, was ocea>ioned

by the Cossacks on the Dnieper, who bad revolted from Rus-

sia, and sought protection from the Pedes. Although the

Russians were defeated in several battles, the issue of this

war was quite as advantageous to them as that of the

former contest with Poland ; for in the thirteen wars'

armistice concluded at Andruszow in 1667, Ru>>ia ganu-d,

in addition to former conquests, that part of the lAra.ne

on the other side of the Dnieper of which she had already

got possession.

Immediately after the conclusion of tne Polish war, a for-

midable insurrection broke out among the Don Cossacks.

Stenko Razun, a Cossack, resented the death of his brother.

who had been executed by order of a Russian general, and

seduced bis countrymen to revolt: they burnt and devastated

the country from the lower Wolga to Jaik, took Astrachan,

in 10 70, (where Stenko ordered the Woiewod Prosorowskoy

to be thrown over the walls,) and several other cities.

Hopes were held out to Stenko which prevailed on him to

present himself at Moskwa, where he was executed as a

traitor and rebel : after this, tranquillity was easily restored

among the Cossacks. Alexei's last war was against the

Turks. Led by their hetman Dorosensky, the Saparojr.an

Cossacks had revolted against the Poles, and made a treat}

of alliance with Mohammed IV., receiving from him tie

province of Ukraine in fief. From this cause naturally

arose a war between the Poles and the Turks : and Russia

was not slow in interfering. Her ambassador MilosWsk* v

was ordered to expostulate in behalf of the Poles, an!

moreover to demand that Azow, which originally belong!

to Russia, and in 1 042 had been taken from the Cossacks U
the Turks, should again be ceded to Russia. But Mo-

hammed's success did not dispose him to listen to the de-

mands of Russia : he took the Polish frontier fortress

Kaminieck, conquered the whole of Podoliain Wss than two

months, and alarmed the Russians by the rapidity and suc-

cess of bis operations. The King of Poland, Michael, drew

no advantage from the victory over the Tartars gained by

Sobiesky at Kaluszo on the 18th of October, 1672, but made

a ha>ty peace which was disgraceful to his country. This

peace would have encouraged Mohammed to resist the claims

of Russia even if well founded, and of course it emboldened

him to resist her claim to Azow ; nay, he went farther, he

even expected Alexei to cede to hira Russian Ukraine.

But the King of Poland's peace was rejected by the Polish

diet, and Alexei was glad to assist e\en a constitutional

power in renewing hostilities against the formidable Turk*.

At first he carried on the war with great vigour, but finding

the Poles not so ready, as he had expected, to agTee to

certain ambitious schemes, according to which the crown

of Poland was to be settled on his descendants, his zeal

abated, and he died, before a peace with the Turks was

concluded, on the 10th of February, 1676, in his 46th year.

The most impartial and best-informed writers agree in

representing Alexei Michailowitz as a man endowed with

more than ordinary talents and a clear understanding :
hi?

private character exhibits many amiable traits. Alexei nt

at large the Danish count, Waldeinar Christian GyldenUe,

who, since the year 1644, hud been kept under arrest as a

prisoner of state by the Tzar Mich. Feodorowitz. The count

being betrothed to one of the daughters of this emperor,

Irina Miehailowna, and having arrived in Moskwa to cele-

brate the marriage, he was, contrary to original stipulation*,

required to change his religion. Upon this he disgui-ol

himself and attempted to escape from Moskwa, but was dis-

covered, and kept confined till the Tzar Michaels death.

Alexei Michailowitz did much for the improvement cl

Russia ; agriculture and manufactures were constant object

of his solicitude: he invited many foreigners to Ru?^J.

especially mechanics, artists, and military men, whom he

treated liberally. He ordered many works, particularly on

applied mathematics, military science, tactics, fortification,

geography, &c, to be translated into Russian, and when he

found that the plates could not be re-engraved in Moskwa, be

bought a number of original copies in order to take the

plates out of them and insert them in the translations: he

enlarged the city of Moskwa and built two of its suburbs.

Before his time Russia had hardly any coinage of berown:

a small head of a Tzar wsus usually stamped on foreign

coins, which made them Russian and gave them current*)

;

he was the first who coined silver -rubles and quarter rul'les

He commenced ship building and the construction of har-

bours in the Euxine and the Caspian, and raised the traue

of Astracban to a flourishing condition. Alexei likewise

completely reformed the Russian laws. A committee vi

live was ordered to make abstracts of existing Ukases,

«
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the decisions of the Boyar Court*, of such Greek laws as

mitfht be applicable in Russia, to compare these with the
Sud£bnik, (a more ancient code compiled under Iwan Was-
ciliewitzin 1542:) and lastly to add new enactments for

eases till then undecided : this is the origin of Alexeis So-
bornoie Uloshenie (Universal Code) which was read before
the emperor in October, 1 649, and in the same year printed
and promulgated. One of the most liberal enactments of
this code prohibits 'free peasants to sell themselves, or to
enter into a contract by which they would become glebce
adscrvptu The same code contains a curious law relative

to snuff and tobacco. ' No man, whether a native Russian
or a foreigner, shall dare to have any kind of tobacco about

. him, or smoke it, or traffic in it : ifconvicted of transgression,
the first time, he is condemned to certain severe corporal
punishments and knowting besides ; a second time, he shall

again suffer knowting, and his nostrils shall be cut open, or
his nose cut off, and he shall be sent away to a distant part
of the empire/ This law is now by no means • strictly en-
forced, yet the Russians still have a great aversion to smoking
tobacco.

Alexei moreover commenced and partly effected an ex-
tensive ecclesiastical reform, chiefly in matters concerning
the liturgy. [See Rask6lniki and Stajlowkrzi.] This em-
peror was twice married : his first wife was Maria Iljinishna
Miloslawskoy, bywhom he had five sons, (two ofwhom, Feodor
Alexeiewitz and Iwin Alexeiewitz, were his successors on
the throne of Russia,) and seven daughters. His second
wife was Natalia Kirillowna Narishkin, by whom he had one
son, Peter Alexeiewitz, (Peter the Great,) and one daugh-
ter, Natalia Alexeiewna.
ALEXEI PETROWITZ, the eldest son of Peter the

Great of Russia, and of Eudoxia the first wife of that
monarch. He was born at Moscow, in 1695. From his

boyhood Alexis showed a headstrong disposition, and an in-

clination for low pleasures, which, as he grew up, assumed
the character of a decided aversion and opposition to that
reformation of the ancient manners of the country which it

was the object of Peters life to effect It was in 1716,
however, while the Tzar was absent on his second tour
through Europe, that the prince may be said to have first

thrown off his allegiance, by secretly quitting Russia, and
taking flight to Vienna, from whence he some time after

retired to Naples. Peter, having returned from abroad,

foresaw the confusion and mischief which this conduct in

the heir apparent might eventually occasion, and went to

work with his usual energy to counteract and defeat a plan
which threatened the destruction of whatever he had done
for the improvement of Russia. It was some time before

he succeeded in discovering his son's retreat ; but having
at length learned where he was, he gave instructions to some
noblemen, who proceeded to Naples, and induced the prince

to return to Russia, and to solicit his father s forgiveness.

The determined character ofPeter 8 extraordinary mind now
displayed itself with fearful sternness. As soon as he had
secured the person of his son, he proceeded to treat him as

a criminal. Being deprived of his sword, he was brought
before an assembly of the clergy and nobility, and there

compelled to execute a formal resignation of his pretensions

to the crown. At the same time, effectually to crush the

sedition of which he was the head, his principal partizans

were all arrested, and some of them put to death. His
mother was shut npin a monastery. But all this was not
deemed enough. The prince himself was finally brought
to trial, and condemned to suffer death. This was in the

year 1716. The day after he was informed of bis sentence,

Alexis was found dead in prison, and it was given out that

he had been carried off by some natural illness ; but sus-

picions have been naturally enough entertained that a
private execution accomplished the end, without incurring

the risks or inconveniences, of a public one. The prince,

whose unhappy career was thus terminated, left a son, a
child of three years old, who in 1727, on the death of

Catharine I., became emperor under the title of Peter II.

He only reigned for three years. After the death of Alexis,

Peter declared his second son his heir, but he also died soon

after, to the great grief of his father. These events opened
the succession to the empress, who, on the death of her illus-

trious husband in 1725, assumed the title of Catharine I.

ALEXIS COMNENUS I., Emperor of Constantinople,

•ascended the throne in 1081. TheComneni were a family

of Italian origin transplanted into Asia Minor. Isaac Com-
nenus I., whose father Manuel had served the empire with

distinction, was elected emperor in 1 057, by the troops, in

opposition to Michael VI. Isaac having abdicated two years
after, and his brother John having declined to succeed him,
the imperial purple was assumed by Constantino Ducas, a
fnend of the ComnenL After several reigns interrupted by
revolts, Alexis, the third son of John Comnenus, was raised

by the soldiers to the throne, from which his predecessor,

Nicephorus Botaniates, himself a usurper, was hurled down,
and forced to retire into a monastery.

Alexis assumed the reins of the empire at a critical mo-
ment : the Turks had spread from Persia to the Hellespont,
the frontiers of the Danube were threatened by swarms of
barbarians ; the Normans, who were masters of Apulia and
Sicily, attacked the provinces on the Adriatic; and, to crown
the whole, the first crusade came with its countless multi-
tudes, threatening to sweep away the eastern empire, and
Constantinople itself, in their passage. * Yet, in the midst of
these tempests, Alexis steered the imperial vessel with dex-
terity and courage. At the head of his armies he was bold
in action, skilful in stratagem, patient of fatigue, ready to

improve bis advantages, and rising from his defeat with in-

exhaustible vigour. The discipline of the camp was re-

vived, and a new generation of men and soldiers was created
by the example and the precepts of their leader. In a long
reign of thirty-seven years he subdued and pardoned the
envy of his equals : the laws of public and private order were
restored, the arts of wealth and science were cultivated, the
limits of the empire were enlarged in Europe and Asia, and
the Comnenian sceptre was transmitted to his children of the
third and fourth generation/—Gibbon's Decline and Fall of
the Roman Empire, ch. xlviii.

The most important event of Alexis' reign is the passage
of the crusaders through his dominions. His conduct on
that occasion has given rise to the most conflicting state-

ments by various historians. Alexis had solicited some as-
sistance from the western princes against the invading
Turks, but he was alarmed at the approach of hundreds
of thousands of undisciplined and riotous fanatics led by
Peter the Hermit, who ravaged the Christian countries on
their way with as little scruple as if they had been Mo-
hammedan. This promiscuous multitude, however, was
safely passed by Alexis's care across the Bosporus into

Asia, where they were drawn by the Turks into the plains
of Nicea, and there destroyed, in 1096. The regular part
of the expedition came after in several divisions, under the
command of Godfrey of Bouillon, of several French princes,

and of Bohemond and Tancred, son and nephew to Robert
Guiscard, the Norman conqueror of Sicily. After a long
and painful march, the crusaders encamped under the walls

of Constantinople. Alexis supplied them with provisions,

but carefully guarded the city against any surprise on their

part. Frequent affrays, however, took place between the
Franks and the Greeks, who looked upon their unwelcome
guests with as much fear and aversion as they did on the
Turks. The leaders of the crusaders were admitted to the
imperial presence, where they paid homage to Alexis, who
found means to tame and to conciliate the rude chiefs by
gifts, and by promises of assistance in their expedition to

the Holy Land, while he induced them one after the oiher

to pass quietly over to Asia. This being accomplished,

Alexis assisted them in the capture of Nicea from the Turks,
which conquest, however, he kept for himself. In the same
manner he profited by the progress of the crusaders, follow

ing as it were in their wake, and reconquering from the
Turks all the coasts of Asia Minor and the neighbouring
islands, and driving the Turkish sultans into tb' interior to

the foot of Mount Taurus. While intent upon this, Alexis
neglected or forgot to lend any further succour to the cru-

saders, who were fighting on their own account in Syria

and Palestine. The Latin historians therefore accuse him
of bad faith, whilst his daughter, Anna Comnena, who wrote

her father's life, extols his wise policy, dwelling with haughty
indignation on the insolence and rapacity of the western

barbarians. The Byzantine Greeks were a refined, but
effeminate and corrupt race ; cunning, suspicion, and dis-

simulation were their principal weapons of defence against

the headlong violence of the feudal semi-barbarous Franks.

Alexis died in 1118, and was succeeded by his son John
Comnenus, a good and wise princo His other son Isaac was
the father of another John, who apostatized to the Turks and
married their sultan's daughter, and through whom, appa-

rently, Mahomet II., centuries after, boasted of his Comne-
nian descent; and of the famous Andronicus, who, after a

2S2
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most adventurous career, usurped the throne in 1 1 83, causing

his relative, the youthful heir, Alexis Comnenus II., to he
strangled, together with his mother Maria, the Emperor
Manuel's widow. Andronicus was himself overthrown and
put to a cruel death three years after, and in him ended the

imperial line of the Comneni on the throne of Constanti-

nople. Andronicus' posterity reigned afterwards over the

province of Trehizond, with the pompous title of emperors.

(See the various Histories of the Crusades* and the collec-

tion of the Byzantine Historians; and particularly the

Histon/ of Anna Comnkna.)
ALFIERI (VITTORIO), was horn at Ash' in Pied-

mont, in January, 1749, of a nohle and wealthy family.

He lost his father when a child, and his mother having

married again, young Vittono and his sister Julia were

placed under the guardianship of their uncle, PeMegrino

Alfieri. Another uncle, Count Benedetto Altieri, was the

well-known architect who built the king's theatre at Turin,

and other public and private structures. Vlttorio at nine

years of age was sent as a boarder to the academy* or

college of the nobles at Turin. He gives in the memoirs
of his own life a very unfavourable description of the me-
thod of education which then prevailed in that and other

institutions of the same kind. He went through the courses

of Latin grammar, humanities, and rhetoric, all in Latin,

learning by heart passages of the classics without knowing
any thing of ancient history or geography. Italian gram-
mar did not form part of his studies, and he was left to un-

derstand Italian books as well as he could. He was, more-

over, a sickly boy, of shy manners, self-willed, and impa-

tient of control. At the age of thirteen he was admitted

to study philosophy in the University of Turin, and of this

course he also gives a very amusing description. The lec-

tures were in Latin, with which Alfieri, notwithstanding

his three or four years* schooling, was not very familiar.

The morning lectures were on geometry, and such was his

progress, that he never could understand Euclid's fourth

proposition. The afternoon lecture was devoted to logic

and metaphysics, * when the students, wrapped up in their

mantles, used to fall regularly asleep, while the professor,

half-dozing himself, went through a Latin explanation of

his subject in a languid, monotonous tone of voice, which
was now and then interrupted by some one of his audience

snoring leuder than the rest.' Thus passed the first year

of philosophy ; in the following, he studied physics to very

little better purpose ; he next passed on to civil and canon
law, but his health would not allow him to continue his

course, and he contented himself with the degree of Master
of Arts, after going through a sort of examination by the

help of his good memory, the assistance of a tutor, and
the easy indolence of the examiners. He had, at the same
time, private teachers of geography, which he liked very

well ; of music, in which he made little or no progress ; of

fencing and of dancing, which latter he absolutely detested,

as well as the French master who taught him. He attri-

butes to the appearance of this.tnan his first unfavourable

impressions of the French in general, which he says were

strengthened by seeing the Duchess of Parma and her

maids, on their passage through Turin, all besmeared with

rouge, which was not then used by Italian ladies. Of one
exercise he was passionately fond, and this was riding,

which served materially to improve his health. He still

continued to live in the academy, but under much less

restraint ; at the age of fourteen, by the laws of Piedmont,

he was master of his own income, and only subject to his

guardian in so far as he could not alienate his property.

He then entered the army, as all young noblemen were

bound to do, with the rank of ensign in a provincial regi-

ment, which in time of peace only assembled for a few days

twice in the year.

At the age of seventeen he obtained the king's leave to

travel under the escort of an English Catholic tutor. He
went first through Italy, and having got rid of the tutor,

next proceeded to France, where he was introduced at the

levee of Louis XV., at Versailles. He was struck with
4 the Jupiter-like superciliousness of that monarch, who

stared at the persons introduced to him without conde-

scending to say a word to them.' Alfieri's pride (and he

had a considerable share of it) was evidently hurt. From

France he came to England, with which country he was

pleased from the first. He admired ' the general appear-

ance of comfort, the life and activity of the people, the neat-

ness and convenience of the houses, tiny as they appeared

to him coming from Italy, the roads, the inns, the horse?,

the women—every thing.' Contrary to the common suppo-

sition, he found a greater facility of introduction into com-

pany to a foreign gentleman well recommended in London

than at Paris. After spending in England the winter of 1768,

he crossed over to Holland, which country he liked best

next to England. He attributed the advantages of both to

their institutions, and the long habit of rational freedom.

In Holland Alfieri began his love adventures, which he

followed with all the madness of a southern temperament.

His life was, for several years after, restless and dissipated

;

he ran from Holland to Italy, thence to Vienna, to Berlin,

to Denmark, Sweden, Russia, and thence through Ger-

many and Holland, back again to England in 1771, when he

had an intrigue, not very creditable to him, with a married

lady, and fought a duel with her husband. He afterwards

went to Spain and Portugal, and thus completed his tour of

Europe. He has written an account of his travels in his Satm.

In 1773 he returned to Turin, where he took a hou>e,

and apparently settled. There, in the midst of another

love intrigue, and after having recovered from a severe

tilness, he began to write some scenes of a drama on the

subject of Cleopatra. This was his first essay in Italian

versification. He next wrote, in French prose, two trage-

dies, Filippo and Polinice. At last, dissatisfied with the*

essays, he resolved on removing to Tuscany to study the

pure Italian language. In 1777 he went first to Siena

and then to Florence, where he applied himself seriouslv to

dramatic composition. He there also made the acquaint-

ance of a lady who fixed his heart for ever. This was the

wife of Charles Edward Stuart, called the Young Pretender,

(see A lbany, Countess of,) at whose house most foreigners

visited. The lady afterwards separated from her husband,

and retired into a convent at Rome. Alfieri continued at-

tached to her, and followed her to several places ; at last,

after her husbands death in 1 788, it appears that they were

privately married, although the marriage was never made

public, and by some is doubted.
In 1782 Alfieri had completed fourteen tragedies, ten of

which were printed at Siena. Though he paid little attention

to the strictures of the purists, he answered a long letter

of Calsabigi, in which the latter had criticised his workwilh

some show of reason. After this we find Alfieri starting

again for England in the autumn of 1783, for the sole

object, as he informs us, of buying horses. After spending

a winter in London, he set off, on his return to Tuscany,

with a retinue of fourteen horses. He describes in a hu-

morous style the trouble he had in leading his cattle across

the Channel, through France and over the Alps, not then

so practicable as now, into Italy. In 1785, the Countess of

Albany having gone to live in France, Alfieri also repaired

thither, and resided first at a villa near Colmar, and after-

wards in Paris, where he superintended the edition of his

tragedies, by Didot. Soon after he published his other mis-

cellaneous works at Kehl. Alfieri and the Countess were

living quietly at Paris, when the French revolution drove

them away. He was present at the tragedy of the 1 Oth of

August, 1*792, after which he hastened to get passports for

himself and the lady ; but on coming out of the city they

were stopped at the barrier by a squad of sans culottes,,

who, seeing two travelling carriages and servants, wanted

to stop them, saving they were aristocrats running »*•)'»

and to lead them to the Hotel de Ville. Had this token place,

the probability is, that both Alfieri and the countess would

have perished in the massacres of the subsequent Sep-

tember. Alfieri, however, by showing a bold countenance,

vociferating as loud as the French themselves, swearing w
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\ a foreigner, an Italian, and appealing to the seven' pass-

ports which he held in his hands, after half an hour's alter-
cation came clearly through the barrier. Two days after
their departure the municipal officers repaired to the house
of the Countess, seized her furniture, Alfieri's horses, books,
MS8, &c. ; and their property in the funds was sequestered,
under the plea that they were emigrants.
Al fieri and his companion hastened through Belgium and

Germany back to Florence, from which city he never
stirred after. Here he wrote his Misogallo, a collection
of satirical sonnets, letters, and epigrams, in which he has
embodied all his early prejudices and his more recent
feelings of dislike to the French people. It is a work of
undiscriminating passion. At forty-six years of age he
began studying Greek, and by his own unassisted applica-
tion he was enabled in two years to understand and translate

the Greek writers. In 1799 the French troops entered
Florence, but remained there only a few months, which
Alfieri spent at a country seat, to avoid the unpleasant scenes
of military violence. He afterwards lived quietly at Flo-
rence, seeing nobody except the Countess and his old friend
the Abbate Caluso, till 1803, when an attack of the gout, to

which he was subject, added to his constant application and
an extremely sparing diet, terminated his lite on the 8th
of October, at the age of fifty-five. He expired without
much pain, his constitution being evidently worn out The
Countess of Albany was by his side in his last moments.
He was buried in the church of Santa Croce, the Florence
Pantheon, where many years before the sight of Michael
Angelo's mausoleum had inspired him with a desire for

literary fame. The Countess of Albany had a fine monu-
ment raised to him by the celebrated Canova.

Alfieri gave to Italy the first tragedies deserving the
name. The unities are strictly preserved, the characters

are few, the action one, no by-play or subordinate incidents

;

and yet, notwithstanding all this meagreness, there is so

much power in the sentiments, so much nervousness in

the language, such a condensation of single passion, that
the performance of one of Alfieri*s tragedies keeps the
audience as spell-bound. Such, at least, is die effect they
produce upon an Italian audience.

The M Saul " is the finest of Alfieri's plays ; the author
has imparted an oriental and biblical colouring to the lan-

guage and the situations of his personages, which, together

with the fine lyric passages expressive of the changes in

Saul's mental alienation, give a peculiar, an epic interest, to

this play. The •* Filippo " is considered as the next in merit
Moat of the others are on Greek and Roman subjects. Two
are taken from the history of Florence,

—

La Congiura dei

Pazzi, and Don Garzia* the son of Cosmo I., Grand Duke
of Tuscany. A. W. Schlegel, of Bonn, in his • Course of

Dramatic literature,* has given copious strictures on Al-
fieri's plays, which have been replied to by Gherardini,

in his notes to the Italian translation of the professor's

work, in which the reader may find all the arguments for

and against the Italian tragedian. Alfieri's classic drama
is very different from that of the French stage ; it is chiefly

distinguished by its extreme simplicity, the absence of all

superfluous declamation and tedious narrative, and the

exciting abruptness of his blank verse. This arrangement
of words, which has been called harsh, was by him pur-

posely studied, to supply the deficiencies of the measure.

Of Alfieri s minor works several have been already men-
tioned in the course of this article. He wrote six comedies,

four of them on political subjects, being satires on the vari-

ous systems of government * the One,' • the Few/ the * Too
Many,' and the fourth is * the Antidote, a mixture ofthe Three
Poisons/ Among his prose works the Tiramude is a vehe-

ment invective against tyranny, taken in the old and extreme
sense of Machiavelli's Princtpe. But such a government
as Machiavelli saw before his eyes in several Italian

states when he wrote, existed no longer in any part of

Christian Europe in the days of Alfien ; hence the sketch

of the former has all the thrilling vividness of a portrait from

life, whilst that of Alfieri is taken from books and his own
excited imagination. His translation of Sallust is very

much esteemed. Alfieri's abhorrence of the excesses of the

French during the first revolution, and of their subsequent

servility under military despotism, has caused some to

imagine that he had renounced all his liberal ideas before

his death. But this is a superficial view ofthings. A man
may admire liberty, and yet be indignant against those who
prostitute its name by crimes. Alfieri's idea of liberty was

inseparably connected with that of order and security for

persons and property, and he saw the latter violated every
day both in France and in Italy. His violent temper led

him sometimes into paradox and seeming contradictions.

But ha was, upon the whole, an independent, candid, honest-
hearted writer ; and his example and his precepts gave a
temper to the Italian mind which has not been lost. He
formed a moral school, not numerous indeed, but including
some of the brightest names in Italian literature of the pre-

sent age. His name is ever mentioned by the Italians with
respect He kept aloof from those attacks and sneers
against religion and decency, in which weaker minds in-

dulged in his time ; on these points he gave no scandal to

his Christian brethren. In his private character he was a
warm and constant friend, and a man of honourable sen-

timents and conduct Alfieri's works have gone through
many editions, both separately and together in one collection.

Two editions of the latter were published,—one at Pisa, in

1808, in 22 vols, quarto; and another at Padua, 1809-10,

in 22 vols, octavo. His tragedies, his autobiography, and
some of his minor compositions, have been published in the
Milan collection of the Italian classics, under the titlo of

Opere Scelte, in four volumes octavo, 1818 ; and this is the
most correct edition of that part of his works. (See Vita di

Vittorio Alfieri da Asti, scrttta da esso.)

ALFONSIA. [SeeEuBis.]
ALFONSO V. of Aragon, and I. of Sicily, succeeded, in

1416, his father, Ferdinand I., who had annexed the crown
of Sicily to that of Aragon. To these two Alfonso added
that of Naples. Queen Joanna II. having adopted him
for her heir and successor, Alfonso repaired to Naples, but
was driven away by the party of the Angevins, headed bv
the famous Sforsa Attenaolo, and the queen was compelled,

in 1423, to name as her successor, Louis III. of Anjou.
At the death of Joanna, in 1433, Alfonso renewed his

claims, 'but was opposed by Rene of Aniou, who after

Louis's death had been called to the throne by the last will

of the queen. The court of Rome declared for Rene".

Alfonso's fleet was attacked near the island of Ponza* by
the Genoese who had taken Rene's part, and was totally

defeated, Alfonso himself being taken prisoner. The Ge-
noese sent him to Philip Maria Visconti, Duke of Milan,
who was then also lord of Genoa. Alfonso found favour

with his keeper, who was pleased with his acuteness of

mind and his superior address, and who, being also jealous

of the French dominion at Naples, not only restored him
to liberty, but made an alliance with him. Alfonso re-

paired to Gaeta, which his fleet had taken by surprise, and
thence he went into the Abruzzi and Puglia, where he found
partisans among the nobility. The war between him and
Rene was carried on in those remote provinces for several

years, till at last the treachery of the younger Caldora, a
condottieri chief, ruined the affairs of Rene, and Alfonso

advanced against Naples in 1442. His soldiers entered the

city through an old aqueduct, and Rend escaped by sea to

Provence, where he reigned till his death, the last king of

the house of Anjou. Alfonso now fixed his residence at

Naples, and for the first time since the Sicilian vespers,

Sicily and Naples were united under the same monarch.
Alfonso applied himself to re-establish order and justice

throughout the kingdom, which had long been a prey to

misgovernment and confusion under the weak and corrupt

reign of Joanna II. In order to strengthen himself with the

nobles, whose power was very great, he extended their feudal

privileges, ana he also increased largely the number of the

feudatories of the crown. In returnhe obtained of them in

parliament assembled grants of money, or gifts, as they

were called, and fresh taxes to supply his expenditure.

One of these taxes, which was a ducat upon each hearth,

was resisted by the concubines of the clergy, at that time

extremely numerous in the kingdom, who alleged that

thev shared in the immunities of the clerical order ; until

Alfonso, by a circular dated 3rd of February, 1446, charged
the bishops with the collection of the tax and the arrears for

three years past. This curious document is still to be seen

in the archives of Naples. The wide plains of Puglia
having been devastated during the preceding ware, and be-

come a desert Alfonso made of them an immense pasture-

ground for the flocks of the neighbouring provinces, and
placed the administration under a particular court ; the re-

venues resulting from it fell to the profit of the fisc or crown,

and such it has remained, to the present day, under the

name of tavokere di Puglia.
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Alfonso was engaged in frequent disputes with the popes,

which were terminated by the treaty of Terracina in 1-H.l,

when he joined the Papal troops against Francesco Sforza,

the sou of his old antagonist, and dispossosed him of the

man-hew Sforza having afterwards heroine, first, gene-

ral, and then duke of Milan, Alfonso joined the Venetians

against him and his allies, the Florentines. It has been a

subject of reproach against Alfonso, as well as the other

Italian leaders of that tim'\ that, instead of relieving Con-

stantinople from the attacks of the Ottomans, they wasted

their energies in the petty quarrels of private ambition.

Alfonso made a scanty compensation f«>r this neglect, by

affording an asUum and assistance to the fugitive Greeks

who brought their learning into Italy. The most favourable

feature of Alfonso's reign is his patronage of letters. Bee-

cadelli, called Panormita, and Pontanus established the

famous academy which took the name of the latter. Pa-

normita wrote "a work De Dicti* ft Fart is Alj>honsi ; and

Fazio, who was secretary to the king, wrote also commen-
taries De Rebus testis ab A Ifoti so /. The learned Walla

was for a time at the court of Alfonso. The study of juris-

prudence was particularly encouraged by the same monarch.

Paris de Puteo and Gian Antonio Carafa, two celebrated

jurisconsults, were both his councillors. He collected a

splendid library at a great expense, ami caused translations

to be made from the Greek of the wuiks of Aristotle, Xeno-

phon, &c.

Alfonso was fond of the arts, and to him Naples owed se-

veral embellishments : he first caused the streets to be paved

with large Hags ; he restored the aqueducts which supply

the fountains with water, and drained the neighbouring

marshes which infected the atmosphere. He enlarged the

mole and the arsenal, and raised the line triumphal arch

which forms the entrance of the Castelnuo\o, which was
then the king's palace.

Under Alfonso both Naples and Sicily, so long distracted

by internal lends, civil wars, and foreign invasions, enjoyed

a period of tranquillity, and his grateful subjects styled

him the Magnanimous, whilst the men of letters whom
he protected called him the Wise.

Alfonso had ho legitimate child/cm, having early sepa-

rated from his wife, owing to her intemperate, though not

ill-founded jealousy. By his various mistresses he had
but one son, Ferdinand, to whom be was fondly attached.

In order to secure him at least one of his several king-

doms, he assembled a parliament in 1442, and by making
large concessions to the barons, induced them to de-

clare Ferdinand, Duke of Calabria and heir to the crown.

Next day Alfonso invested his son at the altar with the

ducal crown, and the barons did him homage. The pope
had already granted Ferdinand a bull of legitimacy. Al-
fonso's brother, John, remained heir to the crowns of Ara-
gon, Valencia, Sardinia, and Sicily. This John was
afterwards succeeded by Ferdinand called the Catholic,

who reconquered the kingdom of Naples, which continued to

be a dependency of Spain for several centuries.

In 14' 7 Alfonso sent a lleet against Genoa, to favour

the party of the Adorni faction, which had been exiled ; the

city was hard pressed by the besiegers, when the news of

Alfonso's death released it from danger. The king had
attended a great hunting parly in Puglia, where he over-

fatigued himself, and was carried back ill to Naples. After
giving his parting advice to his son Ferdinand, recommend-
ing him to moderate the taxes, to keep peace with the pope,

and to favour his Neapolitan subjects in preference to the

Aragoncse and Catalonians, he expired on the 17th June,
1458.

ALFONSO II., of Naples son of Ferdinand I., and
grandson of Alfonso I., was the chief cause of the famous
revolt of the barons under his fathers reign, and of the
cruelties that followed. On the death of Ferdinand in

1494, he succeeded to the throne; but the approach of the
French, under Charles VIII., frightened him, and he ran
away before he had completed one year of his reign. He
retired to a convent at Messina, where he practised great
austerities, to atone, as he thought, for the crimes lie had
committed. He died soon after. Ferdinand II., his son,

succeeded him, and, with the assistance of the Spaniards,
drove away the French; but d\ing prematurely in 14',o>,

was succeeded by his uncle Frederic, Alfonso II. s brother.

(Guiccianhni, Stnna d Italia : Porzio, la Con^iara del

Ban mi.)

ALFONSOS, of Spain and Portugal, JSec Alonso.]

ALFORD. [See Lincolnshire,]

A L FORT, a hamlet in France, in the department of

the Seine, about five miles south-east of Pans. It is notcl

for its royal veterinary school, established in 17G0, wis.r'n

contains a special library, and a collection of couifr.muve

anatomy and pathology. There are accommodations f-r

the sick horses, a botanic garden, chemical laboratory, ki.\,

It is separated from Charenton by the Marne. (I)rii>.n.

Gt'oonip/i.)

ALFRAGANIUS. properly AL-FARGANI, or wirh

his complete name, Ahmed ben Kothair Al-Fargani, was a

celebrated astronomer, who flourished under the rti:n < f

the Abbaside eahph Mamun, in the earlier part of the naifh

century of the Christian sera. He was called Al-Farjani

from liis native place, Fargana, a town and prmino- m
Transoxiana. We possess an elementary treatise on Astro-

nomy by him, chiclly founded on the system of Ptolemy,

which was printed, with a Latin translation and notes, by

Golius. in lfifi'j.

ALFRED THE GREAT. This illustrious and excl-

ient king was born in the year 8 19, at the royal manor rf

Vanathinn:, (Wantage,) in Berkshire. Anglo-Saxon wri-

ters, and among these the king himself, commonly wnte

his name /Elfred, and this orthography is frequently tal-

lowed on ancient coins: in some instances, h<»we\er, a; i:i

the one copied below from a coin in the British Museum, the

name is written A elfred: in other writers, and indeed m
some coins too, we find 6LFRED. Gibson, in his edition of

the Saxon Chronicle, reads /Elfred throughout. Norse iu.

Icelandic) writers invariably write this king's name Altai:.

the final r being a short syllable forming the nominate

termination which is pronounced ur.

Alfred's lineage was ancient and illustrious: on the

father's side, Anglo-Saxon authors count twenty-two gene-

rations from him up to Woden, (/. e. Odin.) Alfred's lather

was Ethelwolfe, and his grandfather Egbert, both kii;i:>

of the West Sa\om> ; his mother v. as Osbuigh, a daiiiiiiW

of Oslac, who, although only a butler to king Etlulu ^
was still descended from renowned Gothic progenitors

and was bv his son-in-law raised to an earl's rank. Ethtl-

wolfe had four sons lawfully begotten— Ethelbald. EthehVri,

Ethered, and Alfred : and'one illegitimate son, AtheUtane.

Alfred being the youngest of Ethelwolfe' s legitimate U-ue

could entertain but small hopes of succeeding to the crown:

and it appears, therefore, the more surprising that when hi

the fifth year of his age (a.d. b53) he was sent to Rome. U

received royal inaugural honours from Pope Leo IV. There

seems, however, no reason to doubt this fact: the expii-- at

words of the Saxon Chronicle arc: * J>avacs }>onne Leo Pap

on Rome, and he nine to eyninge gehalgode,' (at tha:

time Leo was pope in Rome, and he consecrated him kin? •

The assertion of Asser, Alfred's friend and councillor, w

equally clear, and it is supported by many other authority.

Alfred's journey to Rome certainly gave a considerable im-

pulse to his inquiring mind.

Asser laments the neglect of Alfred's early education.

and states that he 4 remained illiterate till his twelfth yc-

or longer/ We apprehend that the best educated princes

in Europe of the ninth century remained illiterate confer-

ahlv bevmd that age. Examining the whole passage wx
attentively, (p. 1 o, Wise's edition,) we find that Asser pr»l>a-)

used the term 4
illiteratus' in a very restricted sense, '•'•';*

one unacquainted with Latin. He states, that his ri"^

mind thirsted for knowledge from the very cradle; that m

toed; delight in listening to Saxon poems, and got them

by heart : and that when his mother ottered to her soi:>^

book of Saxon poems as a prize to him who first sn"^-

learn them, Alfred instantly went to his tutor, read M
book, and repeated its contents to his mother. A»cr. J> a

Welshman, seems to have accounted Sa.ro/* learning tor no-

thing : as a pri^t. he doubtless aiiected to hold up Law" J

J

the onlv orthodox vehicle of knowledge. But, turning »>"'

attention to Alfreds subsequent life and occupations^

must feel inclined to give him credit for earlier acquaint
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with Latin than bis biographer has done. The works of
this prince show that at some time or other he must have
acquired a knowledge of Latin which, for a prince, in Al-
fred's age, was almost miraculous. In his youth and man-
hood we find him so occupied that we must admit that un-
less this knowledge was acquired early, it would be unac-
countable how he could acquire it at all : and the style of
his works in his native language shows that his acquaint-
ance with classical models was familiar, and extended to

more than mere words and phrases—he had imbibed the
spirit of the authors of Greece and Rome.

But in his unremitting pursuit of knowledge Alfred did

not neglect those accomplishments which the age admired,
and which its habits and mode of life rendered indispensable;

he was expert in hunting and shooting, and early accus-

tomed himself to endure fatigue and occasional abstinence

from food ; and even in his youth he distinguished himself
in successful conflicts with the numerous bands of foreigners

who at this period so frequently invaded the English coast.

The enemies with whom Alfred had to contend were
Danes. By this term ought to be understood all the
Scandinavian nations, viz. Danes* Swedes, and Norwegians
indiscriminately, who, because they at that period spoke a
common language, the Norse, (then called Danish, or Donsk
Tunga, in foreign countries,) went by the appellation which,
strictly speaking, was peculiar to the most powerful of the
Scandinavian tribes. Many reasons, indeed, make it pro-
bable that the invaders on the English coasts in Alfred's

time were chiefly Norwegians, and not Dan^j, in the strictest

sense of tbat word. Danish invasions commenced nearly
a century later, and ended in final conquest English
chroniclers, Matthew of Westminster and others, who men-
tion Rolf the Walker's invasion, call him and his followers

Danes; and yet it is well known that he was a Norwegian
nobleman : and although we cannot identify the names of

other chieftains with those known in Norwegian any more
than with those known in Danish history, it still is more
probable that they chiefly belonged to the former nation.

The Scandinavian nations of this period cultivated war as a
favourite science. Their other acquirements and talents, even
the literary (and these were notinconsiderable) were made sub-

servient to it, and were valued in proportion to the degree in

which they contributed to its advancement. The constant
themes of the poets were the warlike exjloitsof eminent
chiefs ; and history recapitulated in prose the subjects of

the songs of many a bard. In the ninth century the Norwe-
gians seem to have surpassed all other European nations in

bravery and warlike spirit. So great was the fame they had
acquired, that subsequently they were hired in considerable

numbers by the Byzantine emperors to fight against their

Asiatic and African enemies. It is essential in Alfred's

history rightly to appreciate the character of the enemy
with whom he had to contend ; for it has been grossly mis-
represented by the monastic writers, and consequently
Alfred's merit lowered much below its true standard. We
can only do justice to Alfred by bearing in mind that he
had to defend his dominions against the incessant attacks of
the most accomplished warriors of the age, in which he dis-

played such skill, perseverance, bravery, and prudence, asmust
secure to him a high place among military commanders.

Frequent as foreign invasions had been during the reign

of Ethelwolfe, as well as during the two subsequent reigns

of Ethelbald and Ethelbert, they became particularly for-

midable at the commencement of the reignof Ethered, (866,)

when Alfred was eighteen years of age. At this early period

Alfred seems tohave been his brother'smost valuable general.

In this year the foreign army invaded East Anglia, but after

obtaining horses from the inhabitants, they made peace with
them, and committed no further depredations. The year fol-

lowing they sailed up the Humber to York, and took that

city after a bloody battle with the Northumbrians, in

which the two rival kings, Osbryht and Ella, who had
united their forces against the invaders, were slain. In 868
the invaders marched on to Nottingham in Mercia, when the

Mercians besought Ethered and Alfred to come to their

assistance ; the brothers instantly marched with the West
Saxon army, but after a skirmish with the foreigners the

Mercians chose to treat with them. During the two follow-

ing years the exploits of the invaders were confined to

Northumbria and East-Anglia; they killed Edmund, the

king of the latter, in a bloody battle ; in the former they

plundered a wealthy monastery called Medeshcumtecfe, (now
Peterborough,) and slew the abbot and all the monks*

In 871 the foreigners invaded the kingdom of the West
Saxons, and in this one year, besides many minor battles

which Alfred fought at the head of small bands, there
took place altogether nine great battles between the in-

vaders and the West Saxons. At Inglefield the latter

were victorious, at Reading the former; at jEscesdune
(Aston or Ashendon) the West Saxons gained a great
victory against the kings Bagssec and Healfdene, of
whom they slew the former, along with five earls. This
victory must be mainly considered as Alfred's. He bravely
attacked the enemy, while Ethered, on his side, deferred
the engagement for the sake of hearing mass. A fort-

night after this battle the West Saxons were in their

turn defeated at Basing, and two months later also at Mere-
ton, where the bishop Heamund was slain. Ethered died
shortly after Easter in this year, and Alfred succeeded to

the crown, being twenty-three years of age. A month
after his accession, though his forces were greatly reduced,
he was with a very small army compelled to a general engage-
ment at Wilton with the whole army of the invaders : in

the earlier part of the day he routed the enemy, who, how*
ever, being much superior in numbers, at last kept Che field.

After this victor)', no further encroachment on Alfred's

territory seems to have followed immediately. It may be
supposed that the bloody victory of Wilton had so much
weakened the invaders, that they for a time abstained
from offensive warfare against the most valiant as well as
most powerful of the Saxon princes : but still they remained
in England, and during the three following years consoli-

dated and recruited their power by more successful wars
against other English rulers. In this interval they overran
and occupied Mercia and Northumberland. After so many
bloody battles Alfred's army was greatly reduced, and he
was well aware that he could not now take the field with
advantage. Still he was determined to leave nothing untried
which might harass the enemy. The pressure of circum-
stances—tne very inability to bring an effective army into

the field—first suggested the idea, which ultimately proved
so salutary, of fitting out a fleet.

For this true account of the origin of the English fleet it

would be fruitless to look in any History ofEngland; but
an attentive reader of the Saxon Chronicle will nevertheless

find it confirmed by the facts there stated. Extraordinary
distress first suggested the idea of the ' wooden walls ;' ana
it is remarkable, that Alfred, being placed in such embar-
rassing circumstances, became the first founder of that naval

power which in subsequent ages was to be an object of the

world's dread and admiration. Alfred perceived that he
had great advantages in fitting out a small flotilla to act in

known seas, and on a dangerous coast, (for most of the in-

vaders landed between the Humber and the Thames,)
against invaders ill-acquainted with its peculiar perils. This
plan was much more practicable than to fit out an army capable

of taking the field against a brave and numerous enemy. So
important was this discovery to Alfred, that subsequently,

when he was compelled to abscond for a short time, the per-

petuation of his reign and tlie preservation of the West-
Saxon monarchy were, in all probability, mainly owing to

the existence of this small navy ; for by its means alone he
so far preserved possession of his kingdom, that it could be
said that the invaders still had a fighting enemy within

Alfred's domains.

Small as Alfred's fleet was in the beginning, in the first

naval engagement his men attacked seven of the enemy's

ships ; of these they took one and the rest made their escape.

Finding that regular battles were not the most advantageous

warfare against a leader such as Alfred, the invaders changed
their plan ; they entered his fortresses by night, and there

determined to risk an attack. In 876 they stole into

Wareham, but Alfred found means to drive them out,

and even obtained hostages as a guarantee that they would

immediately leave his kingdom : yet a part of their army
soon after entered Exeter in a similar manner. Alfred pur-

sued them to that city, and again bound them by solemn
oaths and hostages to evacuate nis dominions.

In the year 878, shortly after Epiphany, the invaders

entered Chippenham and took possession of it. About this

time they must have received considerable reinforcements,

although contemporary writers do not mention such a fact

;

but that Alfred now no longer had an effective armyi appears

manifest, from the expedients and fruitless negotiations

to which he wst-s driven. This greatly encouraged his

enemies, fhev now spread over the whole kingdom of the
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West Saxons, and for a very short time accomplished a

despotic military occupation. Many of the inhabitants tied

their country, and sought more peaceable abodes beyond
sea, Alfred, with a small troop, was obliged to conceal

himself in woods and mountain fastnesses. Neotus, and,

after him. Asser, says that he for a time sought refuge with

one of his cowherds ; who, it seems, so faithfully kept his

master's secret, that he did not even tell his wife that the

king was their guest. One day, while sitting near the fire

pointing arrows and making a bow, she had set him to turn

some cakes which she left on the fire : owing to Alfred's

neglect the cakes were burned, for which she chid him,
saying, that he was * good at eating cakes, but bad at

turning.' Alfred passed the time from Christmas to Easter

in a state of concealment and destitution ; even in these

circumstances he was not entirely inactive, but secretly

maintained a kind of correspondence with the most devoted

and faithful of his adherents. A foreign chief who during
this winter had with twenty-three ships invaded Devonshire,

was slain with 840 men, and his standard, called the ' Raven,'

was taken. It is extremely difficult to determine how far

Alfred was concerned in, or connected with this exploit, but

it certainly was performed by his party.

About Easter, Alfred with a few of his friends took pos-

session of a small island situated in the midst of a marsh
formed by the stagnating waters of the Tone and Parret

in Somersetshire. This island the Saxons, probably from
the circumstance here mentioned, called /Kthelinga-igge ; its

modern name is Athelney. This inaccessible place he
made still stronger by fortification ; and from thence, assisted

by his neighbours in Somersetshire, he made frequent ex-

cursions against the foreigners, and at Whitsuntide again
took the field at the head of a considerable army. At a

place to the east of Selwood, called Ecgbyrtes-stane (per-

haps Brixton), he was cordially received by the people of

Somersetshire, Wiltshire, and Hampshire, and from thence
he immediately marched by night to ^Ethandune (Edding-
ton) : here he fought a great battle with the whole foreign

army, routed them and pursued them to a strong hold, which
he besieged during a fortnight. The invaders capitulated

;

and Alfred once more accepted four hostages and their solemn
oath that they would leave his territory and receive bap-
tism. This last article in the treaty Alfred insisted upon, not
so much from zeal for conversion as from fear, which re-

peated experience had shown to be well grounded, that the

difference of religion would make such oaths as he prescribed

of no efl'ect. Accordingly the king, Godrun, and thirty

chiefs of his army, were baptized at Aire, (Auler,) a place

near Athelney ; Alfred stood godfather on this occasion, and
gave to Godrun the name of Athelstane. Godrun remained
twelve days with the king, and when, in order to undergo
the ceremony of removing the baptismal chrism (/. e. unction)
at Wedmore, he left him, he was honoured with magnificent
presents. On this, as well as on many other occasions, we
may admire in Alfred the rare union of fortitude and mo-
deration, of unshaken firmness and ready forgiveness

;

which in this instance proved salutary, for Godrun ever
after continued his faithful friend and vassal.

During the four following years (879—882) a new swarm
of invaders overran several parts of Mercia and East
Anglia ; but after the victory of Eddington we find Alfred's

power, both by land and sea, gradually increasing. In 882
he fought a naval battle, and took four ships from the
enemy. In another battle, in 885, he took sixteen ships.

He also obtained several victories by land, one, for ex-
ample, very decisive, at Rochester. Thus, owing to his

activity, bravery, perseverance, and success, in 886 he
became, by common consent, sovereign of all England; ex-
cepting those parts of the north and east of whicli the
foreigners still retained possession. Their tenure had now,
however, become exceedingly precarious. Yet there is no
record of any solemn formality pone through, or universal
homage done to Alfred on this occasion, and probably such
did not take place; his title was stronger and better than
what could have been thus conferred, for he enjoyed the
unbounded confidence of those who acknowledged him as a
ruler: they needed his protection more than he needed
their submission. A few years interval of peace now fol-

lowed, which Alfred employed in the most laudable manner

:

he rebuilt and repeopled many cities which had been utterly
ruined during the war : London, in particular, he thoroughly
ronaired, and appointed the Ealdorman (Duke) Ethered to

>« governor. The many admirable civil institutions,

laws, and improvements of which Alfred was the an trior

must be assigned to this period, S8C—803.

Alfred was not only the first *tatesman and letiislui.r,

but he was also the first scholar in his dominions; tin,

twofold character he supported with astonishing abihiv.

We must admit that it is by no means Asser** intention

to magnify Alfred's scholarship, but even from his me-

moirs we may, in spite of their author, gather the fart,

that Alfred vastly exceeded even the most learned of hh

prelates in scholarlike accomplishments. Asser * simplicity

and credulity are somewhat ridiculously manifested in the

account he gives of, what he conceived to be, Alfred > first

attempt at reading and translating, which the bi^.op

evidently held to be miraculous.

A more formidable invasion than any of those which he tad

repelled, yet awaited Alfred. The Saxon Chronicle n <rn-

menccs the recital of events of the year 893 with an un-

usually solemn and ominous preamble, and calls the in-

vading army * sk mickla here* (the great army). Tins

army embarked, bringing their horses with them, at

Boulogne, and landed in Kent with '250 sail, in the mouth

of a river now dry, anciently called Limine, (near New

Romncy,) at the eastward of the Weald. They tov.ni

their ships four miles up the river, towards the md,
and there occupied a fortress, situated in a marsh, which

was ill defended by a few villagers ; from thence they

marched on to Appledore. In a short time Haesten (Nor>e,

Hasteinn) arrived in the mouth of the Thames with eiuliiy

ships, and, taking Milton, erected there a fortification.

He seems to have been commander-in-chief of the amy
conveyed in both these tleets. These invaders commennd

offensive operations in the following year, and were now

joined by the East Anglian* and Northumbrians, who broke

their allegiance to Alfred. Various causes are assigned for

this defection, such as the absence of a governor (for Godrua

died in 890) ; the predatory propensities of the inhabitants,

a great number of whom were probably foreigners, who

had lettled there after tneir late conquest ; and the allure-

ment of Houston's fame, who enjoyed the reputation of an

eminent leader. The first of these causes is the most pro-

bable ; and we may add, that a natural bias in favour of

those who spoke the same language, and whose laws, man-

ners, and religion were similar to their own, was likely to re-

commend an alliance with Htesten to the East Anglian*

and Northumbrians. But although this double attack fruiii

an internal and external foe, at the same time, was nw>t

formidable, Alfred was well prepared ; and, on this oc-

casion, his high military talents were conspicuously dis-

played. He neither sought nor avoided a general eiipn^e-

ment ; but was particularly circumspect in the choice of his

position, and pitched his camp in a place where the advan-

tages afforded by wood and water were all in his favour. He

kept the enemy in such awe that they cho»e not to hazard a

general engagement more than twice ; once, on their firt

landing, and "before Alfred had taken the field with bis

whole army ; and the second time when they left their camp.

During the whole time of their stay, they confined them-

selves to skirmishes, and predatory excursions in small

bands ; but were generally beaten, either by detachments

of the king's army, or by the inhabitants of the towns.

Still they had obtained a considerable quantity of hoot).

and, leaving their camp, attempted to transport it oyer the

Thames, into East Anglia, where their ships were stationed;

but the king's army defeated them, and rescued the booty.

The invaders, however, remained in a strong position ;
and

the foreigners who had settled in Northumberland and Ea>j

Anglia gathered a lleet of 1 00 ships, with which they bid

siege to Exeter, and another of forty ships, with which they

invaded Devonshire. The king, accordingly, with the mam

body of his army, marched to Exeter, leaving only a detach-

ment of chosen troops to prosecute the war in Essex. Victor?

followed his arms in both places : the detachment whichbe had

left in Essex pursued the enemy to Bemfleet, to whicli place

they retreated, it having been fortified by Hcesten. Hapten

being absent, but the place full of warriors, the kings troop?

besieged it, demolished the fortifications, took ever)' thinjr of

value which they found, captured Haesten's wife and bis two

sons, disabled some of the enemy's ships, burnt others, and

brought several away either to London or to Rochester.

Hapten's wife and sons, when conducted to Alfred, were in-

stantly released. In victory, Alfred's memory always sug-

gested motives for mercy—never for revenge ; and tins tunc

he recollected that he had been a godfather to one w
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Hapten's sons, and the Duke Ethered to the other. He
dismissed them, not only unhurt, but (respecting their rank
in a manner agreeable to the spirit of the times) even
honoured with presents. As soon as Alfred with his troops

reached Exeter, the enemy retreated to their ships ; but,

while he was occupied in Devonshire, two main divisions

of the invaders united at South Showbury, in Essex, and
there erected a fortification. From thence they marched
along the Thames and so on to the Severn, and then follow-

ing the course of that river up to Buttington, were joined by
many Northumbrians and East Anglians on their march.
Here they were besieged by three of Alfred's chiefs, the
Dukes Ethered, Ethelm, and Ethelnoth : the siege continued
many weeks ; the enemy were brought to the greatest dis-

tress by famine, and at last had nearly eaten up all their

horses. At length they made a sally on the besiegers, who
occupied *he eastern bank of the river, but were defeated by
the Enpl'^h who however lost in this battle several officers

and men ot rank. A part of the enemy saved themselves
by flight. Once more they gathered a considerable army
out of Northumberland and East Anglia, and assembled at

Wirhall, (West Chester,) where they were again besieged

;

and only left the place when all the supply of provisions

around it was consumed or destroyed. They then marched
into North Wales, and plundered the country ; and from
thence over Northumberland and East Anglia, to Mersey.
Here they made no long stay, for, in the beginning of

winter, they entered the Thames with their ships, which
they towed up along that river and the Lea. On the latter

stream, about twenty miles from London, they erected a
fortification. In the mean time, those whom Alfred had
driven away from Exeter had returned to Sussex, and
plundered tne country about Chichester ; the inhabitants of

that town attacked them, slaughtered many hundreds, and
took some of their ships. The citizens of London marched
out against those on the Lea, attempting to dislodge them
and demolish their fortification, but were this time defeated

(896). During the autumn Alfred had his camp pitched

in the neighbourhood of London, in order to protect the

reapers while engaged in the harvest.

By the erection of fortresses, coupled with his great vigi-

lance and activity, he compelled his enemies to retreat upon
the Severn. In the years 895-897, a severe pestilence

raged in England, both among men and cattle; this calamity

greatly checked Alfred's military operations.

In 897, the invaders overran Northumberland and East
Anglia ; and in the same year Alfred had to contend with

an enemy of a new description. Some Northumbrian
pirates (Spelman says their captain s name was Sigefert)

fitted out vessels for stealing and robbing along the south

coast of England. Alfred ordered vessels to be built ex-

ceeding these in length, height, and swiftness ; some of them
carried sixty oars, and some more : they differed in make from

other ships at that time used in the North Sea, and were

particularly fit for the service for which they were destined.

Near the Isle of Wight a naval engagement took place

between the king's ships and the pirates, in which a great

number of the latter were killed, and others, who with diffi-

culty had escaped, were afterwards taken and hanged at

Winchester. English historians seem not to be aware of

any distinction between these pirates and the foreigners

who devastated the country during Alfred's reign ; yet Al-

fred's proceeding, as well as the words ' mid stalkergum '

u«*ed in the Saxon Chronicle, show that the age considered

the difference between these and the former as very great.

When captive warriors were brought to Alfred, he treated

them with every mark of respect and dismissed them
loaded with presents ; but pirates he condemned to igno-

minious death.

During the two last years of his reign Alfred seems

to have enjoyed some tranquillity. He died on the 27th of

October, 901, being fifty-two years of age, and having

reigned twenty-nine years and six months.

Thus far goes the chronicle of Alfreds reign, or the bare

recital of public events in which he acted, for the most part

as a leader, and where he always, in respect to talent, know-

ledge, policy, and character, maintains a lofty supremacy

over his contemporaries. Yet we may say that only the

less important part of Alfred's history has been handed

down to us. The age in which he lived paid almost an

exclusive attention to military exploits ; the arts of peace

were disregarded and held in small esteem, unless, indeed,

they were brought to bear upon religious establishments.

Thus we find more information respecting monasteries
founded, or erected, or repaired by Alfred, such as one at
Athelney, another at Shaftesbury, and a third at Win-
chester, than the towns and castles, which, at his command,
and under his direction, were rebuilt and repaired. Yet it

is certain that London came into his possession in a ruinous
state, and that, in rebuilding a great part of it, he intro-
duced the use of stone ana brick ; wood being the only
material used before his time. He also rebuilt Win-
chester and many other cities. The most glorious achieve
ment of Alfred's reign, however, was the establishment
of a navy. The idea of shipbuilding once conceived, it

appears that it was prosecuted with astonishing vigour

:

he was also encouraged to further exertion by the success
which attended his flag on almost every occasion. He was
not content to multiply the number of such ships as formerly
had been in use ; but he introduced also material improve-
ments into naval architecture :

' His ships were not,' says
the Saxon Chronicle, ' like the Danish or Frisian ships/
that is to say, they were not like those ships which till that
time had been thought the best of those used in the German
Ocean ; and from the results we may justly infer that
Alfred's ships were better. It seems that even in Alfred's
time his fleet had so rapidly increased, that it considerably
exceeded the number of one hundred sail : it was divided
into small squadrons, and stationed in different places
off the coast.

Alfred accomplished a task of extraordinary difficulty
in the consolidation of his dominions. When he suc-
ceeded to the sovereignty of the West Saxons, Mercia,
East Anglia, and Northumberland still existed as indepen-
dent kingdoms. The rulers of these, although in an equal
degree exposed to the ravages and depredations of a com-
mon enemy, had not the prudence or policy to see th«
advantage of a uniform co-operative plan of defence, and
accordingly they were crushed and conquered in detail
The West Saxons alone were ready, when called upon, to
defend England: their views were not merely confined
to their coasts and boundaries ; thus the Hegemonia (Lea-
dership) naturally and spontaneously fell into their hands

:

they became the English Athenians, and Alfred their
Themistocles. It was Alfred's object to regenerate the
whole Anglo-Saxon nation, and to create a new national
spirit; and this, we find, he effected not ostentatiously,

but by unwearied political activity : he was in reality the
King, the Liberator, the Reformer of all England. He
was, however, quite content to be called Kino of thk
West Saxons; and probably deemed it childish to provoke
disputes by the assumption of an empty title, while at the
same time he incessantly laboured, by the most laudable
means, to render his title the strongest and best that ever
was earned by any sovereign.

Alfred compiled a code of laws for his subjects; but
whether any part of these has been preserved, or how much
of them is embodied in subsequent codes, cannot now be
determined. For the twofold purpose of more effectually

administering justice, and at the same time better con-
trolling and keeping in check a turbulent population, now
partly consisting of newly settled foreigners, Alfred insti-

tuted a census, and divided England into counties : the
counties he again subdivided into hundreds, and the hun-
dreds into tithings. Ten neighbouring householders were
formed into one corporation, called tithing or freebourgh,

who were made answerable for each other's conduct, and
over whom a tithingman or headbourgh was appointed to

preside. . If a person neglected to have himself registered

in a tithing he was punished as an outlaw : change of resi-

dence required to be notified to the tithingman. The tithings

had jurisdiction and adjusted minor differences among
themselves ; weightier causes were referred to the court

Jeets of the hundred, which were held monthly, and where
the vice courts or hundreds judged alon$ with twelve free-

holders as assessors or jurors. From this court, again, an
appeal lay to the county court, which was held after Michael-
mas and Easter, and consisted of the freeholders of the

county. Here the bishop presided together with the alder-

men. The last appeal lay to the king in council. In what
state Alfred found tne judicial department, when he began to

reform it, may be judged from the fact, that in one year he
ordered forty-four judges to be executed. ' Le Roy Alfred
fist pendre xliv justices en un an tout come homicides, par

leur faux judgments.' Asser mentions that he frequently

reprimanded the judges for wrong judgments.
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In estimating the merits of Alfred ns an author and a

scholar, we are less astonished at the vast extent of his

knowledge, and even at his literary activity, than at the good

taste evinced, both in the choice which he made of books

for translating, and in the execution of his translations.

His diction is classically easy and simple, yet not unadorned.

Spelman has furnished the following list of his original

works :
—

1. An Abridgment of the Laws of the Trojans, the

Greeks, the Britons, the Saxons, and the Danes; 2. Laws
of the West Saxons; 3. Institutes; 4. A Book against

iiiijust Judges: o. Sayings of the Wise ; <>. A Book on the

Fortunes of Kings; 7. Parables and Jokes; 8. Acts of

Magistrates: U. Collection of Chronicles : 10. Manuale of

Meditations. And the following of translations :— 1. Pau-
lus Orosnis's History against the Pagans, six books;* 2. St.

Gregory's Pastorale ; 3. St. Gregory s Dialogues ; 4. Bodes
History, five books; 5. Boetius on the Convolution of Philo-

sophy ; G. The Merchen-Laiie (Laws of the Mercian*);

7. Asser's Sentences ; 8. The Psalms of David. Alfred
was an elegant poet, but his compositions in verse are not

mentioned here.

Alfred made greater efforts for the advancement of know-
ledge among his subjects than any prince of the ninth cen-

tury—even more than Charlemagne. Here, indeed, it would
be dillieult to find a rival to him among princes of any age
or country. His own description of the state in which
he found the kingdom, in respect of literary culture, is in-

teresting; and his feeling of his own merits in effecting a

change for the better, modestly expressed as it is, is equally

so. We read in his circular letter which is prefixed

to his translation of * St. Gregory's Pastorale,' as fol-

lows:—'It (knowledge) had fallen in such total decay
among the English, that there were very few on the other

side of the H umber who understood the common pravers,

so as to be able to tell the :

r meaning in English, or who
could have translated into that language a Latin passage ;

and I ween there were not many on tins side of II umber
who could do so. Indeed there were so few such, that

I do not even recollect one to the south of the Thames,
at the time I succeeded to the crown. God Almighty
be thanked, there are now some holding bishoprics who are

capable of teaching.' He invited many eminent scholars

from other countries, and corresponded with Bishop Fa/ro

of Rheims, whose agency he made use of for engaging
scholars in his service. In this way were united Grimbal-
dus, Werefrid, Asser, and John the Monk: John Seotus.

when exiled from France, being suspected of heresy, found a

ready asylum with Alfred. But this king was not an ex-

clusive patron of mere theoretical knowledge; he also en-

couraged the useful arts, and always gave a favourable

reception to mechanics of superior skill.

The common notion that Alfred founded the University

of Oxford, is, indeed, unsupported by contemporary testi-

mony : it appears more probable that a monastic school ex-

isted there before this time. It is, however, certain that

he did much for its improvement; provided the school with

better teachers than it had before; and when dilVerences arose

among them, went thither in person for the purpose oi"

re-establishing order and harmony. It is a prominent trait

in Alfred's character, that his mind was ever open to in-

struction on any subject: he entertained voyagers and
travellers, in order to gather information respecting coasts

and countries in his age unknown : this may be exemplified

by Other's and Wulfstane's Touivr

Having so many and multifarious occupations, it behoved
Alfred to husband his time: being eminently religious, he
divided it into three equal parts, allotting one to prayer and
pious exercises, the second to business, and the third to

sleep and refreshment. He found that sun-dials, which
ne no doubt had seen in Italy and Frai.-e, were less useful

in England, where the sun is mere frequently obscured.

He had, therefore, to choose a more certain expedient ; and

* This translation is, like some others of Alfred's, xrry fre^ : whole chap-
ters are omitted, but not «uch ns cotit.nn valuable information ; others are
meiely abridged ; and in the first chapter of the first Irvik, AKrvd has in-

serted the Narrative of Othei's and Wulfstane's Vov.ik'es. Ononis'* s.-veu

tx>nks Alfred has condensed into six. Mr. Haines liairin^ton f><iite<l Alfred's

Ani;lo-.Saxon version of Orosius, with an English translation of Alfred's text
London, 1773. 8vo.

t But it is -roiag too far to assert or insinuate, as some German authors
ha-?e done after Spelman, that Alfred S'-nt out an expedition 10 discover a
north-east passage to India; su<\\ an opinion receive., ,,<? countenance, either

from Alfred's own wnike or fmin tho*e of e«nli-mpor.«r\ authors. Alfred,

indeed, sent alms to India , at least, that has Wen asserted ; but if he did bo,

lie tent them us was then usual, over land.

accordingly he hod wax-candles made with marks for the

hours, and placed in lanterns that they might burn steadily

and equally ; these he burned night and day, and bv the

marks in his candles could always tell what o'clock it was.

In outward appearance Alfred was remarkably band-

some and graceful, tall, stout, well made, and active, fond

of hunting and other bodily exercises, and skilful in mecha-
nical arts ; yet he did not enjoy good health. From his early

youth he suffered an excruciating inward pain : about his

twentieth year a change took place in his raaladv; but still he

suffered severe pain during the remainder of his life. In his

twentieth year Alfred had married Alswith, a daughter of

Atbelred, Earl of Gainesborough, surnamed the Great, and of

Adburgh, who was descended from the kings of Mercia.

Alswith survived her husband four years. They had two

sons:— 1. Edward, surnamed the Elder, who succeeded his

father, and Z. Ethelward; and three daughters:— 1. Athel-

flcd, who married Atbelred, a Mercian Earl. This lady in-

herited much of her father's extraordinary endowments:
'2. Athelgeova, who became Abbess of Shaftesbury; and

3. Alfrith, who married Baldwin, Earl of Flanders.

Sources for A//red's HiograjJiy.—The Saxon Chronicle;

Assoris Mcnevcnsis An/tales Rerum Gestarum AGIfreJi;

Mattlwi AVestmonastcriensis Flores Historiarum; Floren'.ii

Wigomiensis Chroniron ex Chronicis ; Guhelmi Malmes-

hurieiisis Ue Gestis Be^uin Angforum, Lif/ri V. : Ingnl-

phi Ilixtoria Anglnrian ; two MS. Lives of St. Neot in

the Cotton Library, the one in Saxon, Vespasian, D. 14.

the other in Latin, Julius, E. 7.; Spelmanni Vita .£<[/Wi,

Oxon, ]ii,~*, fol. ; Sharon Turner's History of the Anglo-

Saxotiv.

ALFRETON, a town in Derbyshire, 14 miles X.N F,

of Derby, and 140 N.N.W. of London. The whole parish

contained a population in 1831 of 5691. The inhabitants

are engaged in the manufacture of stockings and brown

earthenware ; or in the neighbouring collieries. At Rid-

dings within a short distance of Alfreton. are some coihi-

dcrable iron-works, the property of Mr. James Okes, whirl),

in the excellence of their arrangements, and the skill with

which they are conducted, are inferior to none in the coun-

try. The houses of Alfreton are irregularly built, and some

of them very old ; the church, a rude, ancient structure,

has an embattled tower with pinnacles. At Swanwiek, a

hamlet in the parish, is a free-school for educating twelve

boys and eight girls of Swanwiek and Greenhill Lcne, en-

dowed in I7J0, by a Mrs. Turner.
There is a weekly market on Friday, chiefly for £rain;

and two fairs, one in July; the latter, a statute fair, in

November. The living is a vicarage in the gift of the More-

wood family.

AIXLE is the name given by botanists to the tribe of

plants which comprehends the sea-weeds, lavers, and fresh-

water submersed species of similar habits. In structure

they vary through a vast variety of intermediate gradation*

from the state of simple microscopic vesicles, to branched

woody individuals many fathoms in length. Some of them

are only visible to the naked eye when they are collected in

heaps: of this nature is the green and red slime that we

find in damp walks, at the bottom of shaded walls, and in

similar situations : others grow together in the beds of the

ocean, and when they rise to the surface form floating banks

of such extent as to impede the course of ships; of this

kind are the Chorda filum, or sea cat-gut, of Orknev.

meadows of which have been seen in Scalpa bay, and the

gu[f-iceed of navigators, which, according to Humboldt,

being carried by the Gulf stream, forms two banks in the

great basin of the Northern Atlantic ocean, one of which

stretches over 1 1° of latitude, and the other over 4°.

The genera may be conveniently divided into three sec-

tions, jnintlcs'w jointed, and disjointed; of each of which we

shall give a few illustrations.

1 . Joint/ess A/gee.—These constitute the great mass of the

order; they comprehend all the broad membrane-like sea

and fresh-water species, as well as the large and tough

tangles and dulses so common on our coasts. Their struc-

ture is extremely simple, consisting of roundish cellules,

either adhering firmly to each other, or connected by a mass

of transparent gelatine. When the plants fructify, they

either form little cases, in which reproductive grains are

enclosed ; or some part of their cells changes its appearance,

acquires a deeper colour, and finally drops in pieces; or the

whole mass of each individual seems, when ripe, to separate

into particles capable of reproduction.
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[Fucui vesiculosus.]

It is in this division of the order that all the useful species,

and those of large dimensions, are to he found. All the

kinds that are consumed in the important manufacture of

kelp [See Kklf] ; the eatable sorts, which, in the state of

birds'-nests, are collected in the islands of the Indian Archi-

pelago and sold at a high price to the Chinese ; those which

we consume as laver; toe species that afford vegetable

;lue ; all those from which the important medicine called

odine is obtained; and finally the principal part of what

our fanners use for manure, belong to the great tribe of

jointless Algce ; of which 55 genera and about 160 species

are known as natives of the coasts or ditches of Great

Britain.

Of all the species, that which is the most common is the

Fucus vesiculosa*, a plant of which great quantities are cast

upon our coast, and which
is known by its strap-

shaped, olive-green, forked

divisions, having little yel-

lowish oval uneven pods

at their points, and by the

crackling noise it makes
when trodden upon ; a cir-

cumstance which is owing

to its stems having a con-

siderable number of air

bladders, by means of

which it floats. The struc-

ture of the pods is highly

curious. Externally they

consist of a hard rind, co-

vered with tumours, each

of which has a little hole

in its centre. Internally

they contain a soft mucous
substance, in which lie, next

the rind and immediately below its tumours, a number of

round balls (a). These little balls are composed of jointed

threads (6), which hold together a great many littie oval

grains (c) enveloped in a sort of jelly. These grains are the

means the speeics has of propagating itself, and when ripe

they are discharged through the holes in the tumours above

described.

Another extremely common kind, Ulva bullosa, is found

floating in ditches and in stagnant pools, where it rises to the

surface in green, blistered, slimy patches, which, to the

naked eye, are merely a thin

membrane of the most uniform

texture. But if microscopically

examined, this is an object of no

common beauty ; it seems as if

composed of little green balls (a),

about as big as the particles in

the human blood, having no

sort of adhesion with each other,

but holding together by a trans-

parent thin jelly. It is by these

little green balls, or by the mat-

ter they contain, that the ulva

is propagated. The common
Laver of the shops is very nearly

the same thing, but is a marine [Ulva bullosa, magnified.]

species.

2. Jointed Alga.—To this section belong the greater num-

ber of freshwater species, and many of marine station. The

jointed Alga* arecommonly called Confervce, and are instantly

recognised by their having thread-like tubes, the joints of

which differ in length and in the manner in which their

contents are arranged. An endless variety of these little

plants mav be found in ditches and running streams ; and

their structure is not less interesting than simple. As

far as we know, they multiply by means of little granules

contained in their tubes ; and they grow by the addition of

one tube to the end of another. They never have the tubes

collected into bundles, but are always thus simply con-

structed. The most remarkable among them are the Zygnema

and Oscillatoria, both of which approach the animal king-

dom, but in unequal degrees. The species of the latter

genus form dark green or purple slimy patches, in damp

places, or in water, and are exceedingly remarkable for a

power they possess of moving spontaneously ; when in an

active state their tubes are seen to unite and twist about

just as if they were vegetable worms, but they grow like

[OsdUatoria distort*, a, natural size ; b, e, magnified.]

plants, and their manner of increase is altogether vegetable ;

yet they possess several of the chemical characters of animal
matter, and when burnt yield a carbon of the most fetid

odour, exactly resembling that of decaying animal sub-
stances.

3. Disjointed Alga.—At this point we have reached the
organic limits of the animal and vegetable kingdom. Dis-
jointed Alga) are characterized, by their original or final

spontaneous separation, into distinct fragments, which have
a common origin but an individual life. They may be com-
pared to animals living in society, and only dispersing when
the necessity of multiplying then* race obliges them to do so.

1

i.e.

ymmmm S^STJ*

1. Diatom* vulgaris : a. natural sixe ; b, c, magnified.

2. Diutoma Swortaii. magnified ; n, end view.

3. Frtigillaria uuipuuetata, magnified.

It is upon the stems of other plants, immersed in water, or

floating in pools and diiches, that these curious produc-

tions are met with ; iu their habits they are so paradoxical,

that naturalists are far from agreed as to whether they are

not really minute animals, but their mode of growth seems

to compel one to answer such a question in the negative.

At the same time it must be confessed that the stories which

are told of them by observers deserving of credit, are such

as to shake our confidence in spontaneous motion from

place to place being a positive test of animal or vegetable

nature.

Among confervas, in ditches, are often found little micro-

scopic fragments of organised bodies, some resembling ri-

bands, and separating into numberless, njrfrow transverse

portions ; others dividing partially at thfiir articulations but

adhering at their angles, like chains of square transparent

cases. These are disjointed alga?. When combined they
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are motionless, with all the appearance of conferva?, and
their joints are filled with the green reproductive matter of

such plants ; but when they disarticulate, their separate

portions have a distinct sliding or starting motion. The
foregoing wood-cuts represent some of these curious pro-

ductions.

ALGAROTTI (FRANCESCO), was born at Venice

in 1712. His father was a wealthy merchant. He studied

at Rome and Bologna, in which latter place he had for in-

structors Eustachio Manfredi and Francesco Zanotti, who
afterwards continued his friends and correspondents. Alga-
rotti made great progress in the study of languages, the

mathematics, astronomy, and anatomy. Being at 1'aris at

the age of twenty -one, he there wrote his Neuto/iianismo per

le Dame, or explanation of the system of Newton, adapted to

the taste and understanding of female students. This is still

considered as his best work. He next proceeded to London,
whence he accompanied Lord Baltimore to Peteri»burgh.

He gave an account of this journey in his Letters on Russia,

a country then comparatively little known. From Russia
he went to Germany, where he became acquainted with

Frederic, then Crown Prince of Prussia, who was living in

philosophical retirement at Rheinsberg. The prince was so

much pleased with his society, that four days after his acces-

sion to the throne, he wrote to Algarotti, who was then in

England, inviting him in the must pressing manner to come
to Berlin. Algarotti accepted the invitation, and remained
afterwards in the Prussian capital or at Potsdam the greater

part of his life, nut as a servile courtier, but as the friend

and confidant of Frederic. The king gave him the title of

count, made him his chamberlain, and employed him occa-

sionally in diplomatic affairs. He was also commissioned
by the Elector of Saxony to collect objects of art throughout
Italy for the gallery of Dresden. For five and twenty years
from Algarotli's first acquaintance with Frederic to the mo-
ment of his death, their mutual friendship and confidence
were never interrupted. Towards the latter part of his lite,

Algarotti, finding the climate of Prussia too cold for his de-
clining health, returned to Italy, where he lived first in his

own house at Venice, afterwards at Bologna, among his

literary friends, and lastly at Pisa, where the mildness of
the air induced him to remain, as he was evidently sinking
under consumption of the lungs. There he corrected the
edition of his works then publishing at Leghorn; the study
of the fine arts and music filled up the remainder of his

time. In this calm retirement he waited for death, which
came on the 3d of May, 17G4, in his fifty-second year.
Frederic, to whom Algarotti in his will had bequeathed a
fine painting, ordered a monument to be raised to him in the
Campo Santo, or great cemetery of Pisa, where it is to be
seen. It is asserted by Ugoni, in his biography of Alga-
rotti, that Frederic forgot to pay Count Bononio the expense
of this mausoleum. Algarotti was an honorary member of
many universities and academies of Italy, Germany, and
England. He was the friend and correspondent of most of
the literary men and women of his time, among others, of
Voltaire, Maupertuis, IMetastasio, Bettinelli, Lord Chester-
field, Lady Wortley Montague, Madame du Bocage, &.c.

Besides the two works above mentioned he wrote Letters on
Painting, in winch he has described several frescoes which
are now lost ; he also wrote a number of essays on various
subjects. His works have been swelled by the insertion of
his extensive correspondence into seventeen volumes, octavo,
Venice 1791. Algarotti's style seldom rises above medio-
crity ; his chief merit is that of having rendered science
and literature fashionable among the upper classes of his
time and country. He was a man of much information and
considerable taste, but of a cold imagination, and not profound
in any particular branch of learning.

ALGARV E, the most southern of the six provinces form-
ing the kingdom of Portugal. The Sierra of Monchique
and Caldeirao separate it from Alentejo on the north, and
the river Guadiana from Andalusia on the east. On the
other two sides it is washed by the ocean. Its extent, from
the Guadiana to Cape St. Vincent on the west, is eighty-seven
geographical miles in a straight line. The breadth varies
from thirty to sixteen. The census of 1 798 gave the num-
ber of fiir.gos or houses at 25,523, from which, if we allow,
with Antillon, five persons to Qiichfuego, we have for that
period a population of 127,615. The surface is calculated
by the same writer to be 232 square leagues. These data
give a proportion of .351 persons to the square league, or
!ixty-onc to the square mile. But this population is not

spread at all uniformly over the country. The mountains

occupy more than two-thirds of the surface, and are hut

thinly inhabited, while the rich, but narrow slip uVm^ the

coast, has a comparatively crowded population. Protected

by its boundary of mountains from the cold winds of the

north, Algarve produces the fig, almond, lemon, orange.

olive, vine, and algarroba (rerutonia edu/is), in the hi^iie^i

perfection ; and there is little doubt that the climate wouM

be found well suited to some of the tropical production?.

On \hz other hand, the extent of sea coast, amounting to

more than 120 miles, has given a maritime character to the

inhabitants, who benefit largely by the periodical vi>it* <<f

the pilchard from the northern seas, and the tunny from the

Mediterranean, the sea marshes near Castromarin out',*

Guadiana furnishing the requisite salt. These fishen.s

supply the navy of Portugal with her most valuable sail- is.

The province is divided into four comareas, which take their

names from the chief towns, Tavira, Faro, Lagos, and Sihes

the three first of which lie upon the coast. At the mouth

of the Guadiana, a little below Castromarin, there is a hand-

some town, St. Antonio de Arenilha, or Villa Real, which

was built in 1774, by the orders of the Marquis de Pomba!,

at the expense of the richer inhabitants of the province.

It was avowedly intended for the accommodation and en-

couragement of the fishermen, and a vast sum was spun

upon it, but the position was so ill-suited for the purj'*ve,

that the despotic authority of the court could not induce he

fishermen to abandon for it their former quarters upn tie

coast near Montegordo. Another object may have beet; '«>

command the mouth of the Guadiana against the Spauivrk

The whole province is under the ecclesiastical siiperinlcwi-

ence of a single bishop, who takes his title from it. The

name Al-garve is derived from the Arabic language, a:,<l

signifies the west. (Minano, &c.)

ALGEBRA. This word is derived by contraction fr m

the Arabic phrase A I jehr e al muhabalah, the nearest Eng-

lish translation of which is restoration and retIaction. S>

short a definition is of course useless; we shall endeavciir

to give the first and most simple view of this science, *.-ur

limits not permitting us to go, even in the smallest desire*,

into its operations.

In establishing the rules of arithmetic, it is always neces-

sary to use general reasoning: that is, reasoning the nature

of which would not be altered if other numbers had bc-n

chosen, different from those which were really employed in

the question. For example: If 2 acres let for 13*/. how

much will 17 acres let for? It is shown immediately that

the number of pounds required is that obtained by multiply-

ing 13 and 17 together, and dividing the product by 2: and

it appears moreover that by the same reasoning a similar

rule might be established when the numbers are different

from those given above, provided the form of the question

remains the same. That is, if any number of acres we

please to name, cost a certain number of pounds, the price of

any other number of acres may be found by multiplying that

other number by the number of pounds the first acres cost,

and dividing by the number of the first-mentioned acres.

Thus we have established a general rule, and the steps by

which we translate this into an algebraical expression are

as follows. We invent short s-igns to signify that niultiplr-

cation and division are to take place : we express the former

by putting x between the numbers which are to be multi-

plied together, the latter by writing the divisor under the

dividend, and drawing a line between them. The foregoing

rule then stands as follows

.

Price in jionnds of 1

second No. of acres )

( Price ir. pounds of I

Second No. of acres X \ first No. of wcn»« >

First No. of acres

So far we have abbreviated by using two symbols if

operation ; to which we may add that we write + between

two numbers which are to be added together, and - between

two numbers of which the second is to be taken away from

the first. Now suppose that, to catch the eye, we put a

letter whenever a number is named in the question, in order

that by looking for that letter we may quickly find out iu

what part of the result the aforesaid number is used. For

example - If a certain number of acres (a) cost a certain

number of pounds (b), how many pounds will another number

of acres cost (e) ? The answer is, as above,

Svcon.l No. of acres (c ) x I Price in pounds of
\ (£)

\ tir*t No. of acres 1

first No. of uctcs (a)
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The last step is, to let the letters themselves stand for

the several numbers : which will save the necessity of

writing words in the result. Our final algebraical way of

writing the question will then be—If a acres cost b pounds,

how much will c acres cost ? The answer is

c x b _ „ cb
pounds, usually written — pounds.

To take another instance, which we first write alge-

braically : If a pounds of sugar, at in pence a pound, be
mixed with b pounds of sugar, worth n pence a pound, the

worth of a pound of the mixture is

ma + nb
a +b P01"*'

which in the usual language cannot be stated more shortly

than as follows :—To find the worth of a pound of mixed
sugar, knowing how much of each sort was in the mixture,

and how much each was worth per pound, multiply the

number of pounds of each sort by the number of pence

which a pound of it costs, add the products together, and
divide by the whole number of pounds in the mixture.

This will be sufficient to give the reader an idea of the

notation of algebra, and the very great abbreviation which it

introduces into the details of processes. For further expla-

nations, see Addition, &c, Positive, Negative, Equa-
lity, Exponent, Index, I*owbr, Root, and the article

Notation.
We have said nothing of the reasoning of algebra, be-

cause it differs in no respect from that of arithmetic, or any
other science, at least in the elementary part. It proceeds

upon such fundamental and self-evident principles as the

following :—that two equal numbers remain equal when the

same number has been added to or subtracted from them,

or when they have been both multiplied or both divided by
the same number—that no number is altered by the addition

of any number followed by the subtraction of the same, or

by being multiplied by any number, if the product be after-

wards divided by the same number ; and so on. To take a
very simple case, suppose we ask. What number is that,

which multiplied by 3 and the product increased by 6, gives

30 ? Without knowing the number, we can see that if three

times the number, together with 6, gives 30, three times the

number must be 24, or the number required must be the

third part of 24, or 8. The algebraical method of expressing

this is as follows, where = means that the numbers between
which it is placed are the same.

Let x stand for the number ; then by the question

3a? + 6 = 30
Therefore S x - 30 — 6 = 24

or -?-•
We give the preceding, not as a specimen of the advan-

tages of algebra, but of its language only, for we have pur-

posely chosen such a question as needs no assistance, inorder

to make the method of expression more evident [See
Axiom, Equation, Problem.]
The operations of algebra are to be considered in a very

different light from those of arithmetic. In the latter science,

absolute numbers are given, and an absolute number is

sought : in the former, it is rather the nature of the question

which is given, and it is required to find, not so much the

answer to any particular case, as a general method of solving

any case whatever. The symbols used are not numbers,

but general representations of them, that is letters, each of

which may stand for any number we please, provided that it

keeps the same meaning throughout the question. Hence
in what are called addition, multiplication, &c, of algebraical

quantities, we do not ask, ' What number does this multipli-

cation give/ but 4 what set of operations are equivalent to,

and, if we please, may supply the place of, this multiplica-

tion ?' For example, suppose it occurs in a question that one

number is to be added to, as well as subtracted from, another,

and that the two results are to be multiplied together. Let

a and b stand for the two numbers, of which let a be the

greater. So long as we use general symbols, that is, so long

as we do not assign some particular numbers, which a and

b are to signify, we cannot perform the above operations,

but can only indicate them by the marks above mentioned

;

for example, a + b stands for the sum of a and b, a — b for

the difference, and

(« + b) x (a - b)

for the product of this sum and difference. So far we need
nothing more to tell us what to do, as soon as a and b shall

have their values assigned to them : for instance, if a be 7,

and b be 3, a -f b is 10, a — b is 4, and the above product

is 10 x 4, or 40. But, in the meanwhile, we see in the

above a sort of double operation : there is inside each pair of

brackets something to be done, while the results of the

brackets themselves are connected by a further process. It

is asked then, what simple processes will supply the place of

the preceding, so that whatever numbers a and b may stand
for, the product of this sum and difference may be obtained

from them ? The answer to this is obtained by the process

of algebraic multiplication, and proves to be aa- bo, or b
multiplied by itself, and the result subtracted from a multi-

plied by itself. In the preceding example, this is 7 x 7—
3 x 3, or 49— 9, or 40, as before. For details of various

operations, see the general heads already quoted, and Bino-
mial Theorem, Developkment, Series.
The earliest treatise on algebra of which we can fix the

date within two centuries is that of Diophantus, an Alexan-
drian Greek, who lived certainly before the middle of the

fourth century after Christ, and perhaps so early as the

middle of the second. It is very unlike a modern treatise

on algebra, being entirely destitute of general symbols, and
consisting altogether of a species of problems which have
since received the name of Diophantine, in which it is re-

quired to solve certain questions, the answers to which shall

be whole numbers only. It is so like the Hindoo algebra in

its character, that it is impossible to suppose the two wholly

unconnected. But as the Hindoo algebra is of a much
higher cast than that of Diophantus, we are obliged to

suppose, either that Diophantus obtained from the East a
part of their knowledge, or that the Hindoos, setting out
with the Greek algebra only, made considerable improvements
after the fifth century. As the Hindoo Algebra has been
very much extolled by some, and more than proportionally

cried down by others, we quote from Delambre, who is dis-

tinguished among the latter. ' The Hindoos had algebra of

the first and second degrees ; they knew how to solve inde-

terminate problems ; and they made these acquisitions

themselves; they are also the authors of the system of

arithmetic now universally received by us.'

—

Histoire de
LAstronomie Ancienne, vol. i„ p. 556. To these we might
add many minor points, and also that, in the solution of in-

determinate equations of the second degree, they had made
as much progress as ever was made in Europe before the

middle of the eighteenth century. We must refer those

readers who are curious upon this subject to the preface

of Mr. Colebrook's translation of the Bija Ganita* and to

the history of algebra in the second volume of Dr. button's

Mathematical Tracts.

The Persians and Arabs confessedly derived their know-
ledge of the subject from the Hindoos. We do not, how-
ever, find that they proceeded as far as their masters : for

the Arabic treatises, so far as we know, contain only the

solution of equations of the first and second degree, and their

application to various arithmetical questions, excluding all

mention of indeterminate equations.

It was by means of the treatise of Mohammed Ben Musa,
who lived in the time of the Caliph Al Mamun, that the

science was introduced into Europe. A complete and able

translation of this work, by Dr. Rosen, with the original

Arabic, was published in 1831, by the Oriental Translation

Fund.
Thus much of the science was introduced into Europe, or

rather into Italy only, at the beginning of the thirteenth

century, by Leonardo Bonacci of Pisa. Algebra lay dormant
in Italy, without receiving any material improvement, till the

middle of the sixteenth century, when it was introduced

into Germany, France, and England, nearly about the same
time by Stifehus, Peletarius, and Robert Recorde, respec-

tively. The Hindoos, instead of using the letters of the

alphabet, designated various unknown quantities by the

names of different colours ; the Persians and Arabs em-
ployed the word answering to 4 thing' in theirlanguage for the

unknown quantity, and the Italians adopted the word ' cosa

'

for the same purpose : hence algebra came to be called the

Regola de la Cosa in Italy, and the Cossike Art in England.
It is to be observed, however, that in no country, up to the

time of Vieta, were letters used to signify anything but
quantities sought ; those given being always certain num-
bers, and never arbitrary representations of numbers in
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general. Hence the simple word ' thing ,' or any abbrevia-

tion of it, was sufficient for their purpose.

While algebra was being introduced into the various

countries of Europe, the Italians began to make the first

steps towards its improvement. The solution of an equation

of the third degree was discovered by Cardan ana Tar-
taolu; that or the fourth by Ferrari ; while various other

discoveries were made by Bombelli and Maurolico.
We must refer the reader to the several lives of these

mathematicians. Vista, a Frenchman, who died in 1603,

made the grand improvement of using letters to stand for

known as well as unknown quantities, and with the ad-

ditional power derived from this improvement, laid the first

steps of the general theory of equations. In England, Har-
riot, who died in 1621, carried on and extended the dis-

coveries of Vieta ; and from the time of the two latter we
must date the modern form of the science.

Our limits will not allow us even to name the crowd of

discoverers who have extended this branch of pure mathe-
matics since the time of Vieta. We must refer to the work
of Hutton already cited, to Bonnycastles translation of

Bossut's Histoire des MathSmatiques, or to the original work
itself : to the preface of the mathematical part of the French
Encyclopaedia ; or to the histories of Montucla and Cossali.

The first and second are the most likely to foil in the way of

the English reader.

The only necessary preliminary to the study of algebra is

a good knowledge of the four rules of arithmetic, and of
common and decimal fractions. Without so much it is im-
possible to read any work with profit ; and in the want of it

we must look for the reason why the science appears repul-

sively dry to most persons. On this subject, we refer the

student to some remarks in page 59 of the treatise on the
Study of Mathematics published by the Society.

ALGEBRAIC. An expression is said to be algebraic,

as distinguished from transcendental, when its number of

terms b finite, and when each term contains only addition,

subtraction, multiplication, division, and extraction of roots,

the exponents of which are given. Thus all infinite series,

as well as expressions containing

log x, a*, sin x, cos x, &c,
though used in algebra, in the widest sense of the word, are

improperly said to be not algebraic, but transcendental.

Similarly, a curve is said to be algebraic when its equation
(see Curve) contains no transcendental quantities.

ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY. A name given to the
application of algebra to the solution of geometrical pro-

blems. For the principal points of interest connected with
it, see Abscissa, Ordinate, Co-ordinates, Curve, Cur-
vature, Equation, Tangent.
ALGECIRAS, a maritime city of Spain, on the western

side of the bay of Gibraltar, which is about seven miles
across, but the distance by land from the fortress is seven-
teen miles. It contains an aqueduct, a dock-yard, and a
citadel nearly in ruins. One of the most important articles

of commerce is the coal found in the neighbouring moun-
|

tains. There have been found here several Roman in-

scriptions and other antiquities. Population 9900. 36° 8'

N. lat., 5° 26' W. long. Al-Geciras is an Arabic name,
and signifies • the Island.'

ALGECIRAS, or ALJEZIREH, ' the Island,' is the
Arabic name of the ancient Mesopotamia.
ALGHERO or ALGERI, a town on the west coast of

the island of Sardinia, in 40° 28' north lat., and 8° 21' east

long., about fifteen miles south of Sassari.

The town was founded about the beginning of the twelfth
century, and, in 1353, surrendered to the Aragonese. The
citizens very soon revolted and overcame their conquerors,
but were reduced to obedience in 1 355, when the Sardinian
and Genoese inhabitants were expelled by the Spaniards,
and their places supplied with Catalans. Alghero was
made a bishop s see in 1503, and five years after was for-

tified. It became a very favourite residence of Charles V. of
Spain, who, following a -custom then prevalent, gave to it

the title of « most faithful.'

The town stands on the shore, and is built in the form of
a parallelogram, on a low rocky point, jutting out from a
sandy beach. It is surrounded by stout walls, flanked with
bastions and towers. The streets are narrow, but well paved
and cleanly. There are two entrances through gates, one
at the mole or landing place on the north, and the other at
the ravelin in the land front.

Alghero contains twelve churches and convents, besides a

spacious cathedral. The bishop is suffragan to the bishop

or Sassari. The town also contains several public school*,

the students in wruch are carried through a course of philo-

sophical instruction. There are some fountains of pure

water outside the town, but within, the inhabitants obtain

their supply of this most necessary article by means of

cisterns.

The country round is well cultivated and has a pleasing

appearance. It produces abundance of wine of good quality,

as well as butter, cheese, vegetables, and fruits. Tobacco

has of late years become a profitable object of cultivation.

The exports from the town consist of wine, tobacco, wool,

skins, rags, anchovies, coral, and bones, which latter article

is much in demand by the sugar refiners of Marseilles, who

use animal charcoal in large quantities. The coral obtained

at this part of the coast is the most highly esteemed of any

in the Mediterranean sea for its quality.

The town stands in a spacious bay, formed on the north

by the south point ofCape Caccia, and on the south by Cape

Marargin. The anchorage within is good. The town con-

tains 6700 inhabitants. [Smyths Sketch of the pretext

State qf Sardinia ; Malham's Naval Gazetteer]
ALGIERS, the Regency of, one of the Barbary States,

is bounded on the east by the Regency of Tunis, by the

Empire of Morocco on the west, the great desert of Sahara

on tne south, and by the Mediterranean sea on the north.

Its greatest length from the river Zayne on the Tunis fron-

tier to Twunt on the western frontier, at the foot of the

mountains of Trara, 4 0 miles east of the Mulloiah River,

is about 500 miles ; its breadth cannot be stated with pre-

cision, as the confines between its dependencies south of

the great Atlas chain, and the roving inhabitants of the

Sahara, are not determinate. We know, however, that the

sway of Algiers extends at least as far south as the Wad-

adjedee River, about 200 miles* distance in a direct line

from the capital. Reckoned from other points the breadth

is much less. The territories of the regency are divided into

four governments, namely, 1. Al Jezira, or Algiers properly

so called ; 2. Titteri, to the south of it ; 3. Constantina, or

Costantina, to the east ; 4. Mascara or Tlemsen, to the vest.

The three last provinces are each ruled by a Bey, who was

appointed by and dependent upon the Dey or Pacha of

Algiers, till the late French occupation of the capital.

Many tribes, however, live scattered about the country, who

either have always refused to acknowledge the successive

rulers of the coast and capital, or whose subjection is merely

nominal, and confined to the payment of an annual tribute.

It is impossible to ascertain with accuracy the population

of the wnole country, but, judging by approximation, it

cannot be less than 2,000,000.

The chain of the Atlas runs through the whole length

of the Regency, and its various ridges, with the inter-

vening valleys, occupy the greater part of its surface.

A central ridge, or succession of ridges, marks the boundary

between the Tel or country fit for tillage, and the Sahara,

and divides the waters that run into the Mediterranean

from those that flow southward, and lose themselves in the

marshy lakes of the interior, the Shott and the Melgigg*

This ridge begins with the mountains south of the town

of Tlemsen on the borders of Marocco, then runs in a north-

east direction to Mount Wannashrees, the Mons Zalacus

of Ptolemy, a huge rugged mountain generally covered

with snow, and one of the most noted landmarks of the

country south-west of Algiers. It is situated in the eastern

part of the province of Mascara, about sixty miles south

from Cape Tennes. To the eastward of the Wannashrees,

in the province of Titteri, are other high summits called

Titteri-Dash and Jebel Deera ; and farther to the N.Em <>n

the borders of Costantina, is Mount Jurjura, perhaps tne

Mons Ferratus of the ancients, which is as conspicuous in

the eastern province as Wannashrees is in the western.

The Jurjura is seen from the coast about Bujeiah, and is

always covered with snow in winter. The Jurjura seerns

to belong more properly to the little Atlas chain. Fro^

this point the central group of the Atlas, which from

the borders of Morocco runs so far nearly P*"?"6*.

J°
the sea-coast, assumes a south-eastern or inland directio »

forming the high ridges called Wanougah and I-aitc,

which are succeeded farther to the east, but ^^'{Lj
parallel line with the sea-coast, by those of the y e

.

Selim, Mustewah, Auress, and Tipasa, the last^ft
J"|5J|

the chain into the territory of Tunis east of the
*f

eKx
\
et

River, between 35° and 36° latitude. Another and a www
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ridge, or continuation of ridges, known to geographers by
the name of Little or Maritime Atlas, rises nearer the coast

from the mouth of the river Shelliff, whose bed divides it

from the central chain, and running between its northern
bank and the sea, forms the heights called Summata,
Teneah, and Magrouah, which divide the plain of Metidja, in

the immediate district of Algiers, from the province of Titteri,

and thence, after connecting itself with the higher chain of

the Jurjura, detaches itself again, continuing direct east

through the northern part of the province of Costantina,

forming the summits called Sgawe and Artyah, and thence
runs into Tunis towards Bizerta. Numerous projections

from this chain run into the sea, and form the abrupt pro-

montories called by the Mediterranean Bailors Cape Car-
bone, Cape Jiljili, Cape Bouearon, Cape Iron or Ras Hadeed,
Cape Rosso, &c. The height of the little Atlas to the south

of the city of Algiers, near the town of Medeyah, is from
1000 to 1500 feet. Besides these two divisions of the chain

Atlas, we know that there are other, and some very high,

summits a long way south in the Sahara ; but whether they

form a continuous ridge, or are merely detached groups,

branching from the central chain, is not well ascertained, any
more than their height or position. The Mounts Zaggos,

Sahari, and Zekkar, south of the province of Titteri, and
between the parallels of 34° and 35°, and the Mounts of the

Lowaate farther to the south-west, in which the Wad-
ad-jedee has its source, are in the country called by the

Moors Beled-el-jerrid, or Land of the Palm-tree, but which
the Arabs know only by the general name of Sahara, and
which can hardly be said to be subject to Algiers. This

was the country of the Grotuli, which Strabo calls ' a
Mountainous Land.'

The principal river of Algiers is the Shelliff, which has its

sources within the borders of the Sahara, south of the Wan-
nashrees Mountains ; flows N.E. into Titteri, and after re-

ceiving the Midroe, which comes from the southernmost

Atlas, forms the Titteri Gawle or Lake, and then runs north

until it meets the little Atlas ridge not far from Medeyah

;

its current then turns abruptly westward through the

province of Mascara, and after a course of nearly 300 miles

enters the sea below Cape Ivy, or Jebel Dis. During the

rainy season it overflows a great tract of country, so as to

interrupt the communication by land between Algiers and
Oran. The other rivers are the Yisser, to the east of Algiers

;

the Zowah, or river of Bujeiah ; the Wad-el-Kebeer, Amp-
saga ofthe ancients, which flows into the sea north ofCostan-

tina ; and the Seiboos, or river of Bona. South of the Atlas is

the Wad-ad-jedee, or ' river ofthe Kid,' a considerable stream

which runs from west to east for nearly 200 miles, and after

watering and fertilizing the country called Zaab, and receiv-

ing a number of minor streams from the central Atlas, loses

itself in the Melgigg, a marsh on the borders of the desert.

There is another marsh of great extent on the south-western

borders of Costantina called the Shott. ' It is a large plain

or valley between two chains of mountains, which, according

to the seasons of the year, is either covered with salt or over-

flowed with water. Several parts of the Shott consist of a

light oozy soil, which, after sudden rains, or the overflowing

of the adjacent rivers, forms quicksands, to the great danger

of the unwary traveller.' (Shaw's Travels in Barbary.)

Several small streams from the north, and a considerable

one from the south, called Mailah or Shayer, which has its

source in the Mount Zekkar, and is said to be salt, lose

themselves in the Shott.

The climate of the country north of the Atlas is

generally healthy and temperate, but when the khamsin

or soutn-wind blows, the thermometer rises sometimes

to 1 00° of Fahrenheit, and even more ; this, however, lasts

only from two to five days. This wind is dry, and although

depressing, is not otherwise unhealthy. It carries along

with it a quantity of extremely fine sand, which penetrates

into the houses and through every crevice. From April

to September the prevailing winds are from the east,

and the rest of the year they are mostly from the west

The heavy rains are in November and December, the

months of January and February are generally very fine.

In April the fields are clothed in their brightest verdure.

From July to October the surface of the country is burnt

by the rays of the sun ; the oleander alone remains green.

Near the coast, however, the sea-breeze cools the air during

the day, and heavy dews fall at night. The atmosphere is

very pure and bright, but is considered unfavourable to

persons of weak sight. Ophthalmia is a common disease, as

well as cutaneous disorders, and even elephantiasis, owing
principally to the want of cleanliness in the country people.
No bad fevers or other endemic diseases are prevalent
The fertility for which this country was renowned in

ancient times still continues; in the valleys that are
watered bv streams, vegetation is extremely luxuriant.
The mould is of a very dark colour; in some places it

is reddish, and impregnated with nitre or salt but generally
the soil is much less sandy than in Tunis or Morocco. The
country is also more hilly, the springs are more frequent,
and the dews more abundant, than in the adjoining states.

The hills are covered with fruit trees of every kind,
and the fruit is generally exquisite. A species of the
lotus is found here, the fruit of which is eaten. The
palm is indigenous, but the best dates come from the
other side of the Atlas. Few timber trees are to be seen
except a species of oak, the guercus ballota, which bears
a very nutritive kind of acorn. The mountains near
Bujeiah used to supply the dock of Algiers with timber.
There are many species of the cypress and chestnut
trees. There are also very extensive plantations of nessri or
white roses ; these flowers are much larger than those of
Europe, and yield the essence known by the name of
attar of roses. The sugar-cane grows in this country

;

a species of it called Soleyman rises to a great height,
and gives more sugar than any other species known.
The indigo/era glauca thrives also. The grain sown is

wheat barley, Indian corn, millet, doura, and also rice.

The cows of Barbary are small, give but little milk, and
generally lose it altogether with the loss of the calf. Al-
giers and Morocco are the original countries of the Merino
sheep. Goats are very numerous, and supply the people
with milk. Horses are proverbially excellent ; the asses are
uncommonly fine and much used for riding ; the country
people eat the flesh of the young ones. Their mules are
excellent. The camel is considered superior to that of
Asia, and good cheese is made of its milk. The interior

of the country abounds with wild boars, porcupines, ante-
lopes, and all sorts of game. In the fastnesses of the
Atlas are panthers and leopards, but no tigers ; the lion

still maintains the character of its Numidian progenitor
for superior strength, fierceness, and also, at least accord-

ing to Arab report, for its occasional forbearance and
generosity. In the desert of Angad on the borders of
Morocco are large flocks of ostriches. The country is in-

fested by various venomous reptiles and insects, especially

scorpions of large size, whose bite is dangerous. There are

also serpents of the boa kind. The locusts pay occasional

visits, when they destroy the harvest of whole districts in a
few days ; the tribes south of the Atlas eat them.
The races that inhabit the territory of Algiers may be

reckoned seven in number* Berbers or Kabyles, Arabs,
Moors, Turks, Cooloolis, Jews, and negroes from Soudan.
One half of the whole population consists of Kabyles, the

aborigines of the land: although somewhat mixed with
the various nations that have successively conquered the

country, they still retain much of their Numidian character

and habits. The name of Berbers is of uncertain origin,

and they themselves are unacquainted with it; they call

themselves Mazigh or Amazirgh, which name was known
to the old geographers and historians. Ammianus Marcel-

linus calls the island on which the light-house of Algiers

is built, insula Mazucana. The oldest Arabian writers

call the town of Algiers Jezira Bent Mazighanaih the island

of the Sons of Mazigh. The Mazigh race is believed to

have extended at one time all over North Africa, from the

borders of Egypt to the Canary Islands: they spoke one

common language, of which the Showiah and the ShiHah
of the Berbers are dialects, as well as the language of the

Guanchos of the Canary Islands, and probably also the

language spoken by the Tuaricks of the Great Desert.

The Moors call the Berbers • Kabyles,' from Kabileah, t. e.t

clan, but they often give this appellation indifferently to the

tribes of the interior, whether Berbers or Arabs, although

two very distinct people, because both are living in clans. The
Kabyles inhabit the whole of the mountainous country,

both along the great and the little Atlas chains, while the

Arabs occupy the intermediate plains. The clans of the

former assume before their names the Arabic prefix Bcni*

as Beni-Mozab, whilst many of the Arab tribes scattered

about the country of Algiers use that of Welled, which
means the same, such as Welled-Helfa, the children of

Helfa, The Kabyles live in villages called dashhraM,
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consisting chiefly of huts which they call gurbie, made of

mud and loose stones, covered with branches of the palm-
tree, and thaiched with turf or straw. The Arabs generally

live under tents, in camps, whieh arc called dotrar. The
Kabyles who live on the little Atlas and near the coast un-
derstand Arabic, but the tribes farther removed in the in-

terior know no language but their own. More advanced in

agriculture than the Arabs or Moors, they understand the

method of irrigation :
* wo ha\e >ecn,' says Captain Rozet,

4
in the neighbourhood of Uclida, orchards and fields as

neatly arranged and as carefully cultivated as those of

France. The Kalnles work the mines of their mountains,

and extract iron, enpper, and lead: it is said, even gold and
silver: their arms are frequently decorated with silver

plates very well wrought, and they make a spurious coin

of Mlvored c'»pp.jr. They make guns, ploughs, and
many coarse iHoumIs, which they sell to the Arabs and
Moors, know how to temper steel, and make also sabres

and knives of a tolerable quality. They manufacture gun-
powder for their own u>e, and much better than that which
is made at Algiers, but they never sell any of it. The Ka-
byles are vor\ eager after Kuropean guns ; they olfered me
a> much as the value of two hundred francs for mine. Their
women wea\e common woollen and linen stufi\ for the use

of the family. They do not bake bread, but they crush the

grain between two stones, make a paste of the Hour with
waier. and bake ii und«T the a-hes, or fry it with oil. The
olive is their chief produce, but the oil they make is very

sour, probably because they allow the fruit to ferment before

they press it. They carry great quantities of it in skins to

the Algiers market. They make a kind of soap with oil and
sod t. The K.ab\ les grow pears, apples, apricots, peaches,

and grapes, in all the chain of the little Atlas. They
gather a great quantity of honey and wax, which they

bring to Algiers ; with poultry, dates from the other side of

the Atlas, lion and panther skins, and monkeys. The tribes

who live on the borders of the plain* or in the great valleys,

have cattle, and lloeks of sheep and goats. They ha\e no
camels, this animal not being suited to mountainous regions,

but they have excellent hsm's and mules which they never sell.

The Kabyles are a middle-sized race, of spare habit of body,

but robust and well made, and even elegant in their forms.

Their complexion is generally dark, but seldom swarth).

Their heads are more round, and their features shorter, than
those of the Arabs; they have not the fine aquiline mecs So

common among the latter; the expression of their countenance
is intelligent, but somewhat sinister and ferocious. The fur-

niture of their huts is very simple : a few sheep-skins or mats
.spread on the ground or on a wooden platform in a corner,

serve them as beds : their /////»c-v, which resemble in shape the

plaid of the highbinders, and their hnnrnooses or cloaks with
hoods, which constitute their dress by day, serve them as

blankets at night : a few baskets, earthen dishes, pots, and
jars, for their nulk and honey ; they keep their grain and
fruit in large vats made of clay baked in the sun, or bury
them in holes under ground. In almost even hut of the

Bem-Sala we found a Koran, which the inhabitants had
left on running away. The women wear the hyke like the

men, with a close short-sleeved tunic underneath ; they do
not veil their faces like those of the Arabs and Moors ; they

let their hair fall on their shoulders ; they wear large ear-

rings, paint their arms and legs in various devices, and their

nails and the palms of their hands with hemic or vegetable

red." The short account of the Berbers of Morocco, and
their appearance and language, gi\enhy Lieutenant Wash-
ington in his

4 Geographical Notice of that empire, inserted

in the first volume of the Journal of the Royal (jpogra-

pln'ral Society of London % agrees with most of the above
particulars of the Kabyles of Algiers, and serves to

strengthen the supposition that they are all of a kindred
race. Each tribe of the Kabyles has a sheik or chief,

like those of the Arabs; there are also families of rank
among them. Each tribe has its Marabut, who is a

sort of oracle: these men are considered holy, and are

allowed every liberty. They accompany the tribes to war,

and exercise great influence over them. The Kabyles, es-

pecially those remote from Algiers, have never submitted to

either Arabs or Turks ; they pay no regular tribute, but the

Dey Used to send parties of janizaries to seize their cattle,

or kidnap several heads of families, for whom he made them
pay a heavy ransom. The Kabyles in their mountains are in-

hospitable, and different in this respect from the Arabs : they
are capricious and faithless, like their Nuraidian ancestors,

very cruel to their enemies, and seem to delight in torment-

ing their unfortunate prisoners, whom even the women have

been known to join in torturing. They are Mohammedans,
and practise circumcision, but never frequent the mo>ques

of the Moors. Those who live at or come to Algiers ha\e

a separate place of meeting for themselves. Their religion

seems, however, very superficial, and mixed with supersti-

tious practices.

The Arabs who encamp in the plains are known also t>\

the name of Bedoweens, and indeed the lattet appella-

tion is often given indiscriminately to the KabUes also bv

the people of the towns on the coast. These Arab tribe*

are the remains of the various great immigrations of their

countrymen from the east, and have kept themsehes dis-

tinct from the other races around them. They resemble in

their appearance and habit their Asiatic ancestors, of whrm

they boa>.t. They often move their camps in quest of waUr,

or fresh pasture for their flocks. They speak the Koreish or

eastern Arabic with more or less purity : are strictly obser-

vant of the Koran, arc governed by their elders or sheiks

and are all tributary to the bey of their respective pro-

vincc. "When dissatisfied with the Turks, they often move

their camp in the night, and withdraw with their cattle into

another state, or plunge into the Desert. Not many

years since, the wide plains of Bona and Costantina were

all on a sudden left solitary, the Arabs having withdrawn

across the frontier into the state of Tunis. Sonic of the Arab?

arc cultivators of the soil, and have \illagcs in the neiuh

bourhood of the towns, but they are very careless in their

agriculture, and will, when dissatisfied, abandon their huts

and remove to another district. The Arabs are strict in their

conjugal duties, and dilfcr in this from the KabUes, amoiu:

whom the marriage bond is held very loose. In their pre-

datory habits, their frugal diet, their fondness fur niusir,

and story-tellers, the Arabs resemble the rest of their

brethren scattered over Asia and Africa. The women arc

generally spare, swarthy, and ill-favoured.

The name of Moors lias been used in Europe in a genera!

sense, meaning the African Arabs ; but the present Mocr?

of Barbary are become a people distinct from the origirisl

Arabian conquerors, as well as from the actual remade

Arabs, who live in the interior of the country. The Mcers

constitute the hulk of the population of the towns and the

district? immediately around: they are a very mixed nut.

sprung from the various nations who have successively

occupied the country; the Arabian stock, however, which

was engrafted on the population existing at the time

of the Mussulman conquest, may lie suppled to pre-

dominate. Their number was much swelled by the Muors

who were driven away from Spain. They are not so

swarthy as the Bedoweens ; the men who are much

exposed to the rays of the sun acquire a very dark ecm-

plexion, but their women and children are as clear as

those of Europe, and often very handsome. Fatness is an in-

dispensable condition of female beauty among the Moors,

and great pains are taken by mothers and nurses in order

that their girls may attain this desideratum. The Moors

are further advanced in civilization than the Arabs or the

Kabyles ; they are used to the comforts of towns, man) tf

them are wealthy, and fond of luxury and pleasure. But

their moral character stands very low. They have all

the vices of the Arabs without their virtues, and the

fierce, brutal passions of the Turks vithout their braver}.

They are lazy, sullen, vindictive, and cruel. Lasciviously

and unnatural lust are common vices among them as anion?

the Turks. Having been for ages accustomed to tremble

before the military despotism of the Ottomans, the Moors are

pusillanimous, servile, and treacherous. They are nut ten-

cient in intelligence; all the boys frequent the school*.

where they learn reading, writing, and arithmetic at a

trilling cost ; elementary instruction having been established

at Algiers for ages past on a method somewhat rescmbhn?

the Lancasterian. The Moors speak the Moghrebin or

western dialect of the Arabian language.
The Turks, who for more than three centuries have been

the rulers of Algiers, formed a militia which seldom

amounted to ten thousand ; and though it was at last reduced

to five thousand, even this small body kept the whole popu-

lation in perfect submission. Thev were nominally, at least

under the orders of the Sultan, as" lord high sovereign of the

country. The Dey was selected from among their own body

Every other year fresh recruits from the Levant, lawleM

characters from Constantinople, Salonichi, and Smyrna, wit
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fierce Arnauts from Albania, came to fill up the vacancies.

Christian renegades were occasionally admitted among them,
but Moors or Arabs never. The main body of the Turks
was stationed at Algiers, but detachments were sent as

garrisons to the various towns of the provinces. In case

of attack from other powers, the Moors, Arabs, and Kabyles
served as auxiliaries under the orders of the Turks. The
janissaries, as the Turkish militia were called, were well

paid, and their pay continued for life, even after they
retired from the service. They enjoyed great privileges,

and any insult offered to them by the natives was punished
with death; indeed they generally took the law into their own
hands and indieted summary punishment. They were not

subject to the common tribunals for any offence, but were
tried before their own court, and punished privately by
their Aga. As the Turks had no women of their nation,

they married either Moorish women or Christian slaves; the
offspring of these marriages, called Kooloolis, constitute a
considerable proportion of the population of Algiers and the

other towns. Their number is reckoned by Mr. Graberg, the

Swedish consul, at 17,000 in the city of Algiers alone. Some
of the Kooloolis entered the militia, others were employed
in various offices under government ; many are possessed of

property, which their fathers or themselves have acquired,

especially by holding shares in the privateers, for this was a
profitable speculation of the Turks. They are generally

good-looking, and have clear complexions like their Turkish
parents. All the above races, being Mohammedans, are

polygamists.

The Jews came in great numbers to Algiers on being
driven away out of Spain and Portugal, at the same time as

the Moors. They are reckoned to be between 40,000 and
50,000, living in the principal towns, chiefly on the coast.

They are, as every where else, brokers, agents, jobbers,

retailers, hawkers, and some of them are merchants and
bankers. Despised and ill-used by the Turks, they were
still necessary to them in all money transactions, in all ma-
ritime speculations, and in their financial operations. They
exercised by this means considerable influence on the

members of the government. Many of them grew rich,

though in continual dread of losing both their property and
their lives.

The negroes are slaves brought from Soudan by the
caravans or kidnapped by the Bedoweens of the Desert.

Between 4000 and 5000 were brought every year into the
territories of Algiers, one half of whom were taken to the
capital, where they were exposed in the bazaar, and sold

partly to wealthy Moors or Turks, and partly to speculators

who exported them by sea to the Levant. The blacks in

the service of private individuals at Algiers are generally

treated with considerable mildness; they are, in fact,

Household servants.

The territory of Algiers includes the several divisions of

ancient Numidia, both of the Massyli and of the MasssBsyli,

the kingdoms of Massinissa and his rival Syphax, and
afterwards of Jugurtha. It also includes part of the Mau-
ritanian kingdoms of Bocchus and of Juba. It was
conquered successively by the Romans, the Vandals,
the Byzantine Greeks, and lastly by the Arabs, who in-

vaded North Africa at the beginning of the eighth cen-

tury, and established Islamism. Ferdinand the Catholic,

after driving the Moors from Spain, sent an expedition

to Africa under Cardinal Ximenes and Don Pearo Na-
varro, which took possession, in 1509, of Oran and Marsa
el Kebir, and of Bujeiah in the following year. They also

took possession of the island before Algiers, and built a fort

there. The Moors of Algiers, who were under a chief called

Selim Eutemi, called to their assistance the Turkish cor-

sair, Horush, who had made himself famous by his exploits

in the Levant seas. Horush landed at Jiljili in 1516, and
soon after attacked the Spaniards in concert with the Moors,

and re-conquered part of the country. Having rid him-

self of Selim Eutemi by violence, he remained master of Al-
giers, where he ruled tyrannically. He afterwards marched
westward and took Tlemsan, but beins attacked both by
the Spaniards from Oran, and by the Moors who revolted

against him on account of his cruelties and extortions, he
pat himself in march with his Turks to regain Algiers, but

being overtaken and surrounded near the river Mailah, not

far from Oran, he died fighting, in 1518. Horush, when
cruizing in the Levant, was called familiarly by his crews,

Baba Horush, or ' Father Horush,' which the European
sailors corrupted into Barbarossa. His brother, Khair-ed-

din, to whom he had left his ships, succeeded him in the
dominion of Algiers, and to secure his authority, put
himself, in 1510, under the allegiance of the Sultan of
the Ottomans, Selim L, who appointed him Pacha and Re-
gent of Algiers, and sent him a body ofjanissaries. Khair-
ed-din took from the Spaniards the island before Algiers,
which he joined by a pier to the main land in 1530, thus
forming a safe harbour. He manned a large fleet with
which he swept the Mediterranean, striking terror among
the Christian sailors. Solyman I. called him to Constanti
nonle, and raised him to the rank ofCapudan Pacha or Great
Admiral. Hassan, a Sardinian renegade, who succeeded
him in the regency ofAlgiers, continued to scour the sea and
make incursions on the coast of Spain. Charles V., in the ple-

nitude of his power, was baffled in his attack upon A lgiers in
1541. A terrible storm dispersed his fleet, and the army
was obliged to re-embark in the greatest confusion. From
that epoch the Algerines thought themselves invincible,

and extended their piracies not only all over the Medi-
terranean, but also into the Atlantic. They seized the
vessels of all nations who did not agree to pay them a
tribute. Admiral Blake first taught the Algerines to

respect the flag of England. Louis XIV. caused Algiers
to be bombarded in 1683 by Admiral Duquesne, which led
to a peace in the following year between France and Algiers.
Ihe Spaniards, under General O'Reilly, landed near Al-
giers in 1775, but were obliged to re-embark in haste and
with loss. The Dutch, after several combats with the Alge-
rines, by paying a sum of money, obtained respect for their
flag. So did likewise the Danes and Swedes. The
Austrian and Russian flags were protected by the special

interference of the Porte, in consequence of treaties with the
latter. But the Italian states were the greatest sufferers

from the piracies of the Algerines and the other Barbery
powers, who not only seized their vessels and cargoes, but
made slaves of all on board, who were either sold in the
market, or sent, chained, to the public works. The precise

epoch of the beginning of this organized, and we may
almost call it legalized, system of piracy, for it was recog
nized by the various treaties which the Christian powers
condescended to sign, appears to date from the end of the
fifteenth century, when the Spanish Moors, driven out of
Granada and Andalusia, settled on different points of
the opposite coast of Barbarv, and thence retaliated upon
their Christian enemies by seizing their vessels. The esta-

blishment of the Knights of St. John in the Island of Malta,
whose profession was one of constant warfare against Mus-
sulmans, tended to keep alive and to justify the system of
indiscriminate reprisal on the part of the latter. But cupi-

dity was the great incentive, as the produce of the prizes

and of the slaves was an essential source of revenue to the
Algerine government, and of profit to private speculators.

It was a common saying, that Algiers without privateers

must starve. In 1815 the Algerine power was checked in
its lawless exactions by the ships of the United States, which
took an Algerine frigate and brig : the dey was also com-
pelled to conclude a treaty with the Americans, renounce all

tribute, and pay them 60,000 dollars as compensation for

the ships that had been plundered. Lord Exmouth, in execu-
tion of the determination taken by the congress of Vienna,
put an end to Christian slavery in 1816 ; but the Algerines
still claimed the right, as an independent power, of declaring

war against any state they chose, and of seizing its merchant
vessels, and releasing the crews or keeping them in prison
till peace was agreed on. At last an insult offered by Hus-
sein Pacha, the last dey, to the French consul in April,

1827, induced the French government to send an expe-
dition on a very large scale to take possession of Algiers.

This was effected in June, 1830. Algiers capitulated to Ge-
neral Bourmont, the dey abdicated and retired to Europe,
while the French took possession of the town, of the fleet,

and of the treasury, where they found above two millions

sterling in precious metals and stores. They garrisoned
Algiers, and established a sort of military government under
the general in chief. They have also garrisons at Oran and
Bona, but do not possess any ground beyond the walls of
those towns. Their dominion south of Algiers does not
extend beyond the first ridge of the little Atlas. They have
appointed a new bey of Titteri, but the Kabyles and the
Arabs are at war with them both in Titteri and Mascara,
and the bey of the great province of Costantina has refused
to submit. The latter has assumed the title of pacha, and
seems to consider himself independent. One great advan^
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tage, however, fas molted from this expedition ; the Me-
diterranean sea has become free from Algerine privateers

which have been its scourge for more than three centuries.

The title of dey, which in Turkish means ' Uncle,' was
not lately used at Algiers : the sovereign was styled pacha
and effendi ; the Moors called him Baba, • Father/ He was
elected by the baahis or officers of the militia, assembled in

dewaun, or rather by a faction of them, which also frequently

shortened his reign by a violent death. Few sovereigns of

Algiers for the last two centuries have died of natural death.

Any common janissary might aspire to the supreme rank.

The sultan formerly used to appoint the pacha of Al-
giers, who was at the same time commander of the forces,

and to send men and money for the service of the garrison,

but the Turkish militia obtained in the seventeenth cen-
tury the right of choosing their own commander, and pay-

in? themselves out of the revenue of the regency : still the

sultan continued to send a pacha as civil governor until the
beginning of the last century, when Baba Ali Dey or chief

of the militia seized the then pacha, put him on board a ship,

and sent him back to Constantinople. He sent by the same
vessel envoys with rich presents to the viiier and other offi-

cers of the Porte, representing to them that the expelled

pacha had treacherous views, and that in future the chief of
the militia might as well fulfil the duties of pacha also, of
course with the approbation of his highness. The affair was
winked at by the Porte, and from that time the janissaries

and the dey of their choice were absolute masters at Al-
giers.

The principal towns of the regency of Algiers are, next to

the capital, Costantina, the ancient Cirta, with a population
of about 30,000 inhabitants, [see Costantina,] Bona, near
the site of Hippona, the see of St Augustine, with a popu-
lation of 4000 inhabitants, and a capacious harbour nearly

choked with mud. To the eastward of Bona were La Calle

and Bastion de France, two old French settlements which
were destroyed in 1 827. This coast is frequented by the
coral-fishing boats from France and Italy. Westward of
Bona is Jijel or Jiljili, a harbour and a fort. The Kabyles
of this mountainous coast are the most ferocious of the whole
country, and merciless plunderers of wrecks. Bujeiah, on
the gulf of the same name, once a place of considerable im-
portance, now reduced to 5000 inhabitants, with a good har-
bour, carried on some trade in oil and wax, the produce of
H* territory. In the interior of the vast province of Costan-
tina are many remains of cities once famous, such as Seteef,

once the capital of the Mauritania Sitifensis ; Tiffesh once
Thebestis, in a very fertile plain, which extends towards the
Mejerdah or Bagradas river ; Tipsa, the ancient Tipasa, a
frontier town towards Tunis, with an Algerine garrison. In
the same neighbourhood is Gellah, also a frontier town, built

on a mountain almost inaccessible, a place of asylum for the
outlaws of the two states, who oountenance one another,
and live in a sort of wild freedom. Zuinah, in the southern
part of the province, Dr. Shaw supposes to be the ancient
Zama, he having found no other vestiges answering to
this place. The most remarkable antiquities next to
those of Cirta are found at Tezsoute, in a valley of the
Jibbel Auress, about fifty miles south of Costantina, and
which appear to belong to the ancient Lambsesa : the ruins
are nearly three leagues in circumference ; among the rest
are magnificent remains of the city gates, several Roman
inscriptions, parts of an amphitheatre and of a triumphal
arch, the frontispiece of a beautiful Ionic temple, and an
elegant little mausoleum built in the shape of a dome sup-
ported by Corinthian pillars, which the Arabs call * the
Cupola of the Bride.* The Jibbel Auress, Mons Aurasius,
is an extensive proup of mountains with fertile valleys inter-

vening, embracing an area of nearly 1 00 miles in circum-
ference, and inhabited by a number of clans of Kabyles,
whom neither Arabs nor Turks have ever subjugated.
Some of these tribes are much fairer than the generality of
the Kabyles, and have hair of a yellowish colour, which
has led Dr. Shaw and others to suppose them to be a rem-
nant of the Vandals. The whole province of Costantina is

highly interesting, and full of ancient remains, but little ex-
plored by travellers : it is decidedly the finest, as it is the
largest and most important division of the regenev. In the
province of Titteri is the town of Medeyah, the residence of
the bey, in a fertile district in the midst of the little

Atlas; it reckoned above 10,000 inhabitants, but suffered
severely in the several conflicts in U30<-31 between the
French and tfre Arabs and Kabyles, Belida, situated be-

tween Medeyah and Algiers, on the borders of the fine plain

called Metidja, with a population of 9000 inhabitants, has

been equally unfortunate. Coleah is twelve miles from

Algiers near the sea, a thriving village. About fifteen

miles westward of Medeyah are the hot springs of Mereega,

the Aquce colidce Colonia. In the western province of

Mascara is Shershel once Jol, the residence of Juha,

afterwards called Julia Cesarea, a sea-port town most

strongly and pleasantly situated; it has repeatedly su£>

fered from earthquakes, but has yet some trade and manu-

factures of steel and pottery. A large tract in its neighbour-

hood is strewn with remains of its former magnificence,

Sillars, mosaic pavements, ruins of a large aqueduct, &c

lustigannim, a town of between 5000 and 6000 inhabitants,

is built on the slope of a hill near the sea, in a very fertile and

well-cultivated district : Arsew is the ancient Arseuaria,

near which are valuable salt-pits which might be made more

productive. Oran, or more properly Warran, is a coast town

of from 10,000 to 12,000 inhabitants, and the common resi-

dence of the boy of the province. It is a fortified place, and

carries on some trade by sea. The Spaniards were masters

of it for near three centuries until 1 792, as well as of the

neighbouring Marsa el kebir, the Portus Magnus of the

ancients, a natural harbour, one of the best on the coast

of Barbary. Farther to the S.W., near the mouth of

the river Tama, are some remains of the ancient Siga or

Sigeum, the metropolis of Syphax and other Mauritania!!

kings. About fifteen miles from it, in the interior, is the

city of Tlemsen, the capital of the province, built on a rising

ground below a ridge of rocky mountains which form part

of the Atlas, in a fine and fertile country irrigated by a

number of streams. The old Tlemsen, once the capital of a

kingdom, was muoh larger than the present town, but was

almost wholly destroyed in 1670 by Hassan Dey of Algiers.

Tlemsen reckons still about 20,000 inhabitants, and is the

third city of the regency, next to Algiers and Costantina.

There are manufactures of carpets and blankets, and some

trade carried on with the interior. It is not far from the

borders of the Sahara, which here approaches very near the

coast Mascara, the ancient Victoria, once also the capital

of the western province, now much decayed, is situated about

thirty miles inland from the Bay of Arzew. Fifteen miles

to the N.E. of Mascara is £1 Oallah, a small town with

several villages around it, built among the Atlas mountains,

the population of which are busily employed in the manu-
facture of carpets, bournooses, and other woollens, for which

El Callah is the chief mart in the whole regency.
The territory south of the Atlas, which is included within

the limits of the regency of Algiers, consists of two great

districts : the Zaab, or ancient Gwtulia, which lies south of

the provinces of Costantina and Titteri, between the Atlas

and the Wad Adjedee river, and the Wad Reag, which is

south of the latter and stretches to the very edge of the

sandy desert The town or village of Biscara, with a small

castle and a Turkish garrison from Costantina, is the prin-

cipal place in the Zaab. Dates are the chief produce of

the country. The Biscareens are a tribe distinct both from

the Arabs and the Kabyles, although believed to be of Arab

descent ; they have fixed habitations, are industrious, honest,

and quiet. Many of them come to Algiers, where they are

preferred as servants and porters, and where they have an

amir or consul to settle their concerns. They have been

confounded by Europeans with the other Kabyles. They

are very dark ; they profess Mohammedanism, and speok a

dialect of the Arabic. The Biscareens trade with Soudan

by the way of Ghadamis. The country of the Biscareens is

watered by several streams from the southern slope of the

Atlas which fall into the Wad Adjedee, the pnncij>a! of

which is the Wad Abeadh, that rises in the mountains of

Auress in Costantina, and flows southward until it meets the

Adjedee not far above the Melgigg.
Wad-Reog is another collection of villages like those, of the

Zaab, but south of the Adjedee and ranged in a N.E. and

S.W. direction. The principal villages are Tuggurt, south

of the Melgigg, En-gousah, and farther south-west, Wurg-

lah, a populous place frequented by the caravans from

Soudan, and Nadraroa, on the edge of the Desert These

are the extreme limits of human fixed habitations. The

Beni Mozab live to the westward of Wurglah, between 32

and 33° of latitude ; Gardeiah, Beri-gan, und Grarah ore their

principal villages. They are a tribe of the Kahylos or

Maaigh, have the *utno appearance and complexion, and

speak (he same dialest as their brethren, but are rouaef
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and more peaceful in their disposition ; many of them lire in

Algiers, where they keep the public baths. They govern
themselves as a republic, are independent of the regency,

and they keep an amir at Algiers who was acknowledged
by the dey. They reckon it twenty days' journey from their

country to Algiers. Dr. Shaw sees in them a branch of

the Melanogrotuli of the ancient geographers. They grow
a little barley, but their chief nourishment is dates. ' Their

country,' says Dr. Shaw, * is very dry, they have no fountains

or rivulets, and in order to obtain water, they dig to the depth

sometimes of 100 fathoms, through different layers of sand

and gravel till they come to a flaky stone like slate, which is

known to be immediately above the Bohr taht el erd\ or ' the

Sea below ground/ The stone is easily broken through, and
the flux of water which follows the stroke rises so sud-

denly and in such abundance, that the person let down for

this purpose has sometimes, though raised up with the

greatest quickness, been overtaken and suffocated by it'

Among the numerous works on Algiers the following de-

serve mention : Shaw's Travels in Barbary, a very good

topographical description of the country ; Laugier de Tassy,

Histoir* GSnSrale du Royaume dAlger ; Rehbinder, Nach-
richtm und Bemerkungen uber den Algienchen Stoat;

Pananti, Ai)t)eniure ed Osservaeumi supra la costa di Bar-
tenia, a work too poetical in its style* but full of curious
details and anecdotes ; ShtHer's Sketches ofAlgiers ; Rozet,
Voyage dans la Rigenc* dAlger, since the French occu-
pation.

ALGIERS, the city of, in Arabic, AlJezim, i.e., 'the
Island, to which was added the epithet of Al-gazie, * the
warlike.' It was first built about 935 by Jussuf Zeri, an
Arabian chief, of the Zeirite dynasty, which succeeded that
of Aghleb in the sovereignty of the country. It is in
the shape of an irregular triangle, of which one side is

formed by the sea-coast, and the other two run up the
declivity of a steep hill which faces the N. and N.B. ; the
houses rise gradually one above the other, so that there
is scarcely one that has not the prospect of the sea from its

terrace. The houses are square, and mostly two stories
high ; they have a closed court in the middle, on which, and
not on the street, the windows ofthe apartments open. The
flat terrace at the top is the resort of the family, especially
in the evening, to enjoy the sea breeze. The buildings are
all painted white, and the reflection of the sun from them is

very painful to the eyes. The circumference of Algiers is

little more than two miles; the streets are very narrow, the

[Alohas, from a

widest being only twelve feet in breadth. The population

of Algiers was reckoned in 1830 at about 70,000, since

which it has decreased at least one-fourth by emigration ;

of these, about 8000 were Jews, 1000 Christians, and the

rest Mohammedans. There were thirteen great mosques
with minarets, and about seventy small ones, belonging

to private individuals. There was also a synagogue, and

a chapel and hospital for the Christians ; the latter was

supported by the Spanish government The Palace of

the Pacha, called also the Jenina, is in the lower part of

the town, but the late dey had his residence in the Casa-

bah or citadel, at the highest point of the city. The other

remarkable buildings of Algiers are the barracks, the

light-house, the dock-yard, the principal bazaars, the mole,

and the quays. The hills, which rise in the form of an

amphitheatre around the city, are studded with country-

houses, gardens, vineyards, and olive groves. Algiers is

well supplied with water from a large reservoir, the water of

which is conveyed from the country by an aqueduct, and

then distributed by conduits all over the city. There are a

great number of public baths, of small coffee-houses, and

some wretched inns called Fondues. The batteries which

defend Algiers on the seaside are very strong, but the for-

tifications on the land side are weak and exposed. The
castle called the Emperors, which is outside the walls,

commands the city, but is itself commanded by the upper

part, of Mount Boujereah. Below the Emperor's fort, a road

leads from the Casabah along the inland skirt of Mount

Boujereah to the point of Sidi Ferruch, about fourteen miles

west It was by this road that the French advanced, in

June, 1830, to invest the Emperors fort, which, after a brisk

cannonade, was abandoned by the Turks on the 4th of July.

The following day Algiers surrendered to General Bour-

.

French survey.]

mont, on condition that persons, private property, and the
religion of the country should be respected, and that the
dey and his Turkish militia should quit Algiers, carrying
with them their personal property. The French took pos-
session of the town, the castles, and all public property of
every kind; among the spoil were twelve ships of war, 1500
bronze cannon, and 48,000,000 of francs in gold and silver.

No mention was made of the provinces, nor of the future
government of the country. Algiers lies in 36° 49' N. lat %

3° 25' E. long.

ALGONQUINS, the name of a tribe of North American
Indians, or, rather, a kind of generic name, under which are
included numerous native tribes, which are related to one
another. The principal tribe of the Algonquin nation, at
present, is the Chippewas. The Algonquins, even in their
present depressed state, are spread over a large tract of
country, from the shores of lakes Erie and Ontario ft>

the neighbourhood of the Esquimaux. The term Algon-
quin is one of the three divisions, which the early French
writers made of the native tribes, the Hurons and Sioux
being the others. The Algonquin language is now spoken
by the Chippewas, Ottowas, Potawatamies, Sacs and Foxes,
Shawnese, Kickapoos, Menomonies, Miamies, and Dela-
wares. These languages are said to approach to the Chip-
pewa, which may be called the standard, in the order in
which we have placed them.
When America was first discovered, the dialects of the

Algonquin language extended from the Penobscot in Maine
to the Chesapeake Bay, and from the Atlantic Ocean to
Lake Superior. The tribe which is properly designated by
the name of Algonquin was found on the banks of the
Uttawas river, which enters the St. Lawrence near Montreal,
and also on the north shore of lakes Erie and Ontario.
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From the specimens given in Adelung's Mithridates of

the Chippewa and Algonquin tongues, it cannot be doubted

that thev are the same languages. In the regions that

extend from the Uttawas river, north and west, to Lake
Winnipeg, the Saskatchevinc river, and still farther, A de-

lung places the Knistenaux, a widely-spread tribe, who.se

language, if we may judge from the specimens given, is

closely allied to the two just mentioned.

By comparing the specimens of the Knistenaux, Algon-
quin, and Chippewa languages, with a very copious Cree
vocabulary, we have no doubt that the latter language is

closely akin to all three. So vague, indeed, are the notices

of Indian tribes, that it is quite possible that all the lour

names, which we have used, may. to a certain extent, repre-

sent the same nations or parts of the same nations. The
Crees are now described as occupying the country between
the 50th and 57th parallels of north latitude, and the 80th

and 105th of west longitude, and are in fact geographically,

as well as by language, part, at least, of the people called

by Mu ;enzie the Knistenaux, and by Charleroix the Cristi-

naux or Kilistinous. The meaning and origin of the word
Algonquins is, we believe, unknown. (See North American
Review, No. L. Adelung s Mithridatrs.)

ALGOA BAY, known also as Port Elizabeth, and
formerly called Zwartkops Bay, is situated in Cape Colony,
South Africa, in 33° 56' south latitude, and 2G° 53' east

longitude. This inlet, which is about twenty miles broad
from east to west, is nearly five hundred miles eastward
of Cape Town, between it and the newly-settled district

of Albany.
The anchorage of Algoa Bay was surveyed in 1820, by

Captain Moresby, of his Majesty's ship Menai. It is a

good holding ground, and for six months of the year,

when the north-west winds prevail, is perfectly secure, but
during the remaining months a heavy sea rolls in from
the south-east. The tide rises in the bay from six to seven
feet. The shore is a level sandy beach ; it receives the

waters of the Zondag, Zwartkop, and Kowie rivers, and
has besides some fine springs of water on the western side.

The surrounding country forms part of the district of

Uitenhagen.
Port Elizabeth was the place of debarkation for the

emigrants who went from this kingdom to Cape Colony, in

1820; as many as 3G59 individuals landed here in the

summer of that year.

An establishment has been formed on the eastern coast

of the bay for curing beef. This process can only be con-

ducted from the beginning of May to the end of August,
at which time the season is favourable, and the cattle are

in good condition. It is expected that a considerable trade
in this kind of provision may be carried on between the

settlers and the Mauritius, as well as with vessels touching
on their way from India, and eventually also with the West
India Islands. It likewise appears probable that a fishery

may be successfully prosecuted in the bay, which is much
frequented by black whales. (Report of the Commissioners
of Inquiry upon the Trade of the Cape of Good Hope :—
Printed by order of the House of Commons.)
ALGUACIL, an officer in Spain answering to the

English bailiff. The name is from the Arabic ef-vazil, or

from the Hebrew verb gazuh which means to catch. His
duty is to take into custody, and execute criminals in the

court of the king at the command of the judges. In case

of any quarrel or disturbance he has the power to take any
person into custody, and deliver him up to the authorities.

The common alguacils are appointed by the judges. The
alisuacil mayor is a superior otficcr, whose functions are the

same as those of the common alguacil. He is appointed by
the common council, of which he is a member. The duty of

an alguacil is at present confined to the apprehension of

criminals; the office of executioner being discharged by the
verdtiirn.

[See Partida, II., ley, xx. tit. ix., and Covarrubias, Te-

snrn do la lingua Castef/ana.]

ALHAMA, Artiuis Juliensis, a town of Spain in the

kingdom of Granada. Its present name is from the Arabic
article al and hammiyot* 'warm baths.' It is situated upon
an eminence detached from the chain of Zafarraya, and
about a mile from it are the baths, which consist of two
ponds. The smallot of them is called De la Reina. The
water is hard, clear, and sulphureous, and has an oily taste.

When the sun -light falls upon it, an unctuous substance is

ncrceived on its surface, which has the appearance of oil.

In cold weather a sort of mist rises from the water, vhiVh

deposits in the pipes through which it flows a white sub-

stance resembling soap. These baths are inclosed in a

building of freestone which has nothing remarkable in iu

appearance. The Moors derived a great profit from tiic*

baths : .some authors make it amount to 500,000 ducats.

Owing to its situation, this town is in the winter months

covered with snow, and in summer scorched by a burn-

ing sun. It contains one parish, two convents of nrnnk*.

and one of nuns. The population amounts to 6000 inha-

bitants. It is fifteen miles south-west of Granada. (See

Minano.)
ALHAMA. There are two other towns in Spain, perhaps

more, which derive the name of Alhama from having mi-

neral waters.

ALHAMBRA, an antient castle and palace of the

Mohammedan kings of Granada. It was built by Mo-

hammed II., about the year 675 of the Hegira, or 1*273 of

our apra. He gave it the name of Medinet Alhambra, or

the Red City : according to some writers on account of

being made of a kind of red clay, but according to other*.

from the name of the tribe of Mohammed Alhamar. The

Alhambra walls are built of a kind of cement of red (lav

and large pebbles, which being exposed to the air acquires

the hardness of stone.

The exterior of the castle presents nothing very striking.

The Arabs heaped up their buildings without order, regard-

less of their exterior appearance, and sought only interml

convenience and comfort. The Alhambra is situated on

a hill, which runs out to the east of the town of Granada.

It is surrounded by a strong wall, flanked by square towrer*.

and inclosing an area of 2f)00 feet in length and 65n in

breadth. It is said that 40,U()0 men could be conveniently

lodged in it. The walls follow all the windings of ilk*

mountain, and are constructed according to the best rule*

of fortification in the middle ages ; before the invention of

gunpowder it must have been impregnable. The nv.r

Darro flows by the base of the hill, on the east, north, «un!

west. In this limited space the kings of Granada had

united everything calculated to afford security in time if

war, and comfort and pleasure in time of peace.

The easiest ascent is by the street of the Gomfh.^
called from a distinguished Moorish family of that nan.

In coming out of the Puerta de las Grajwdas or * pc-raepr-

nate gate,' the road is divided into three, the middle obo

for carriages, and the other two, which are very steep, f":

foot travellers. The middle road ascends, between the

hills of the Alhambra and Torres Bermejas, through a very

thick wood of lofty elms, the branches of which are *>

interlaced that the rays of the sun never penetrate their

thick foliage. Innumerable clear rivulets glide through ihe

forest irrigating the ground, which is covered with verdure,

or fall from rock to rock forming a number of beautiful

cascades. Near the summit of the hill is the fountain of

Charles V. on a sort of natural terrace, from which there

is a bird's-eye view of all the ascent, which amply rcpaj>
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for the fatigue. After passing this fountain the traveller

comes in sight of the Alhambra gate, called Judiciaria or

of Judgment, because justice was administered there after

the custom of the East It is a square tower, the horseshoe

arch of which rises to half the height of the tower, and is a
perfect model of this kind of arch, so characteristic of

Arabian architecture. Upon a stone in this tower is the

following inscription in Arabic, which is thus rendered

by James Murphy. ' This gate, named Babu-sh-shariat,

may God prosper through it the law of Islam, even as He
has established it a monument of glory, was built at the

command of our Lord, the commander of the Muslims, the

just sultan Abu-1-Hajjaj, son of our Lord, the warlike sanc-

tified (deceased) sultan Abu-1-Walid ebn Nasr, whose pious

deeds for religion may the Almighty recompense, and whose
valorous performance in the cause of the faith may He
graciously accept And it was completed in the month of

the glorious birth of Muhammad, in the year 743 (1348).

May Heaven constitute it a protecting bulwark, and reckon

it among the lasting actions of the righteous !
* We then

enter the porch which winds along the barbican, and leads

to the Plaza de los Algibes, or square of the cisterns.

These are two in number, the largest of which is 102 feet

long and 56 wide ; it is arched over, and inclosed by a wall

6 feet thick. The principal arch is 47 feet wide in the

centre, and is 1 7 feet below the ground : in these cisterns

the water deposited its sediment, and was kept cool for the

use of the castle.

On the east side of this Plaza is the palace of Charles V.,

a beautiful specimen of the cinquecento style, by the famous

architect Alonso Berreguete. On the north is a very simple

and unostentatious entrance to the Mesuar, or common bath-

ing court, the first of the Moorish palace. On entering it

the visiter feels as if magically transported into one of the

fairy palaces described in the Arabian Nights. The Mesuar
is an oblong court 150 feet in length and 56 in width. It

is paved with white marble, and the walls covered with

arabesques of admirable workmanship. The inscription,

Wa la ghalib illa-Ua, that is, ' God alone is conqueror,*

which is often repeated throughout the building, is read on
the peristyles at each end of the court In the midst of
this court is a basin sufficiently large to swim in, bordered
with parterres of flowers, beds of roses, and rows of orange
trees. This court was designed as a common bath for ser-

vants and other dependents of the palace, and supplied with
water the fountains of the other apartments.
At the lower end of the Mesuar is an archway leading to

the Patio de lo$ Leonest or lions* court, which may be con-
sidered as the type of Arabian architecture. It measures 1 00
feet by 60, and is paved with white marble. In the centre
of it is a large basin of alabaster supported by twelve lions,

not in the best taste. Over this basin a smaller one rises,

from which a large body of water spouts into the air, and
falling from one oasin into the other is sent forth through
the mouth of the lions. This court is surrounded by a gal-
lery supported by a neat number of slender and elegant
columns, 9 feet high, and H{ inches in diameter. These
columns are very irregularly placed, sometimes they are
single, and sometimes in groups of two or three. The walls,

up to the height of 15 feet from the ground, are covered
with blue and yellow mosaic tilings. The peristyles and
ceiling are beautifully ornamented with arabesques and
fret-work in the most exquisite taste. Around the upper
face of the fountain of the lions are some Arabic verses,

which describe in a style of oriental hyperbole the wonders
and the beauty of the fountain.

On each end of the court projects a sort of portico or
gallery, supported likewise with light marble columns.
On the left side of the court of the lions is the Sola de

lot Abencerrages, where the cicerone never fails to show the
blood of these brave warriors, which, however, is nothing
else but the deposit of the water impregnated with iron on
the white stone.

Opposite to the Sola de los Abencerrages, on the other

[Court of the Lions, from Murphy's Arabian Antiquities of Spain.]

side of the court of the lions, is the Sala de las dov Her- '

manas% or Hall of the Two Sisters ; so called from two huge
flags of white marble, without a flaw or stain, which are in

the pavement On the upper end of the Mesuar arises the

magnificent tower of Comares, so called from a delicate work
named comaragia. This massive tower rises above the

rest of the bunding, and overhangs a deep ravine, which
descends almost perpendicularly to the river Darro. The
prospect from this tower is truly magnificent The delightful

valley through which the Darro flows, part of the city of Gra-

nada and of its beautiful vega (plain), present an enchanting

natural panorama. The Sala de Comares was undoubtedly
the richest in the Alhambra, and still preserves traces of its

past splendour. The walls are richly stuccoed and orna-
mented with arabesques of such exquisite workmanship, that
the most skilful artists would be greatly embarrassed to imitate
it The ceiling is of cedar-wood, inlaid with ivory, silver,

and mother of pearl. The three sides of the hall are rail of
windows, formed in the immense thickness of the wall, which
thus allow a free circulation to the air, and admit a faint
light which produces a surprising effect In the same man
ner all the halls of the Alhambra are lighted and ventilated.
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On the east of the Sola de Comares is the Tocador de la

Reina, or Queen's Toilet ; in a corner of this apartment there

is a stone drilled full of holes, through which ascended the

smoke of the costly perfumes burnt beneath. Close by is

the charming little garden of Lindaraja with an alabaster

fountain, and groves of roses, myrtles, and orange trees.

At a short distance from the Alhambra rises the Cerro del

So/, or ' Sun Mountain,' on which the Generalife is situated,

a villa where the Mohammedan kings spent the summer
months. The palace of Generalife is built in the same style

as the Alhambra. Its situation is highly picturesque. The
views are all varied, and all charming. We see here foun-

tains spouting above the loftiest trees, numerous cascades,

terraces placed in amphitheatre, and the immense cypresses

and the ancient myrtles which once overshadowed the kin«;s

and queens of Granada. Among them is distinguished the

cypress of the Reina Sultana, under which the queen was
surprised with her beloved Abencerrage, as the romance
says.

When we examine the halls of the Alhambra, we are no
less surprised at the elegance of their construction and the

beauty of their ornaments than at the durability of a work
of such a delicate nature. It appears, indeed, incredible that,

after a lapse of nearly five centuries, its fountains should
continue to play ; the blue, the carmine, and the gold,

should preserve all their brilliancy and freshness ; its slender

columns and apparently fragile fillagree work should have
stood the vicissitudes of time, and the terrible shocks of
earthquake to which this place is subject.

The Alhambra has a governor, who generally lives at

Granada. It is guarded by a body of invahdos, or retired

veterans, who serve as guides to the visiters.

See Swinburns travels in Spain, letter xiii. Colraenar,

Deliccs de VEspagne, vol. iii. James Murphy's Arabian
Antiquities nf Spain.

ALHAMBRA, more properly Alambra, a small town of

Spain, in the province of La Mancha, eleven miles north of

Villa-Nueva tie los Infantes. It contains many inscriptions

and other antiquities belonging to the Roman period ; and
there can be little doubt that it marks the site of the town
called by the Romans Lamiuium. The letters min, in the

middle ofa Roman word, generally appear in the Spanish in

the form of bre or bra. Thus, homtnem, a man, femina, a
woman, were changed by the Spaniards to hombrc, hembra,
respectively. The present town, Laminium, would thus

naturally be altered to Lambra, which with the Arabs would
almost certainly become Alambra, or Alhambra ; the more
so as in this form it would have a meaning in the Arabic

language, like the Al-harabra of Granada. Alambra is in

38° 59' N. lat. 2° 59' W. long. Population 734. Pliny,

Ptolemy, and the Anlonine Itinerary mention Laminium.
ALHAZEN, or ALLACEN, property Al-Ha«san, or,

with his complete name, Abu Ali al-Hassan bkn al-
Hassan ben Haitam, a distinguished mathematician, who
lived during the earlier part of the eleventh century. He
was a native of Basra. Relying upon his skill in mechanics,
he had declared, that he would engage himself to construct a
machine by means of which the inundations of the Nile could

be made productive of the same advantage, whether they
exceeded or fell short of the average height The Fatimide
caliph, Hakim biamr-allah heard of this, and sent for Al-
Hassan, on whom he bestowed rich presents, hoping that

he would fulfil his engagement. But when Al-Hassan had
made himself better acquainted with the nature of the river,

he perceived that he had undertaken an impossibility, and
in order to avoid the consequences of Hakim s anger at his

disappointment, he feigned insanity till Hakim died (a.d.

1020). He lived at Cairo, where he supported himself by
copying books, and devoted his leisure hours to study and
original composition. He died a.d. 1038. A long list of

his works may ue found in Casiri's Bibliotheca Arabico-

Hupana Escurialensis, vol. i. p. 4.15. A treatise on optics,

by Al Hassan, was translated into Latin by Risner, and
printed at Basil, under the title of Optica Thesaurus, in

1572.

ALI BEN ABI TALEB, surnamed by the Arabs Asad
Allah, and by the Persians Shir-i-Khoda, i. e. the Lion of
God, was the fourth caliph or successor of the Arabian pro-

phet Mohammed in the government of the new empire
founded by him, and occupied the throne during the years

35-40 after the Hegira (a.d. 655-660). He was the cousin-

gerraan of Mohammed, and had from his childhood lived

•Under hi* care and protection. When the latter an-

nounced nimself as a prophet, Ali, then,ten or eleven yean
old, was, according to tradition, the first man who acknow-
ledged his divine mission. From these circumstances, and
also on account of his marriage with Fatima, the daughter
of Mohammed, Ali appealed to have strong claims to the

commandership over the Faithful, when the prophet died

(a.d. 632) without leaving male issue. Three other associates

of the prophet, Abu Bekr, Omar, and Othman, were, how*
ever, successively appointed caliphs, before Ali came to the

throne, (a.d.655 ;) and his son Hassan, who succeeded Ali in

660, was in the ensuing year obliged to resign the govern-

ment to Moawia, the first caliph of the Ommaiade dynasty.

The controversy concerning the respective rights of Abu
Bekr, Omar, and Othman, on the one side, and of Ali ben

Abi Taleb and his lineal descendants on the other, has

given rise to the schism of the Sunnites and Shi:

tes in

the Mohammedan community. [See Abu Bekr.] The
commencement of the troubles arising from this division

disturbed the reign of Ali himself. His predecessor Othman
had been killed during a revolt at Medina, where a number
of malcontents from different parts of the empire were as-

sembled ; those from Egypt succeeded in elevating Ah to

the caliphat. Two of his competitors, Zobair and Talha, at

first acknowledged him, with feigned submission, as sove-

reign ; but when Ali refused to appoint them governors of

the important towns of Basra and Kufa, by the inhabitants

of which their claims to the caliphat had been chiefly sup-

ported, both deserted him, and in common with Ayesh&n,
the still surviving widow of Mohammed, formed a strong

party against Ali. They had already made themselves

masters of Basra, when Ali, at the head of an army of

30,000 men, defeated them in a battle near Khoraiba (a.d.

656). Talha and Zobair were killed : Ayeshah, who had been

present at the conflict, was taken prisoner and sent to Mecca.

New disturbances soon arose at Damascus, where Moawia,

a near relative of Othman, had by a strong party been

appointed Amir or chief. Ali encountered him near Saffein,

(a.d. 657,) in the neighbourhood of which place nearly a

whole year was consumed in skirmishes between the two

armies, but no decisive battle ensued. At last the two op-

ponents agreed to withdraw, Ali to his residence at Kufa,

and Moawia to Damascus; the former appointing Abu Musa

al-Ash'ar, and the latter Amru hen al-As, as delegates to

arrange the controversy in a peaceable convention at a place

called Dumat-al-Jondal, between Syria and Irak. This

measure excited much dissatisfaction among the adherents

of Ali, many of whom blamed the caliph for having sub-

mitted to the discretion of mortals the settlement of a dis-

pute which, in their opinion, ought to have been left entirely

to the decision of Providence and to the ehance of war. The

discontented, who on this account seceded from Afc, assem-

bled at Naharvan under the command of Abdallah ben

Waheb : most of them were, however, dispersed rtfter a deci-

sive battle, (a.d. 658,) in which Ali was victorious.

The caution with which the governor of Egypt, Sand ben

Kais, had conducted himself during the disputes between

Ali and Moawia, rendered him suspected by the caliph. Ali

removed him, (a.d. 658,) and appointed as his successor,

Mohammed, the son of Abu Bekr, who behaved with such

rigour towards the adherents of Moawia, that much dis-

content was excited in Egypt Moawia availed himself

of this opportunity to send an army under the command of

Amru ben al-As into Egypt* who vanquished and killed

Mohammed. Soon afterwards Moawia took possession also

of Basra, which Ali's governor, Zayyad, made but a fVeblo

effort to defend. Abdallah ben Abbas, however, recon-

quered that town for the caliph.

The next year (a.d. 650) passed by without any military

operations. But in a.d. 660 Moawia sent an army under

the command of Bosr ben Artha into Hejas, whd took Jkk-

session of the two sacred cities. Mecca and Medina, and on

his return defeated and killed Abdallah ben Abbas, the

governor of Basra.

About this time three of the zealots of Naharvan, Abdur-

rahman ben Moljam, Borak ben Abdallah, and Amru hen

Bekr, with the design of restoring unity and peace in the

Mohammedan empire, entered into a conspiracy to murder

the governor of Egypt, Amru ben al-As, the caliph Ali, and

Moawia. Amru ben al-As and Moawia escaped, but -An

was struck by Abdorrahman ben Moljam with a poisoned

sword in his residence at Kufa, and died after three days,

(a.d. 660,) at the age of fifty-nine, or, accordingP <&****

sixty-five yean.
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All had by Fattma three sons, Hassan, Hossam, and

Mbhsen : the latter died very young. Hassan succeeded his
ftither for a short time in the government, and with him
terminated, according to Arabic historians, the legitimate
caliphat, t. e. the succession of those caliphs who had been
appointed by the free choice of the Faithful. [See Abu
Bklba.]
ALIHYDER. [See Hydrr An.]
ALI PACHA, a celebrated Albanian chief, was born

about 1750, in the little town of Tepelen, in the pachalik of
Berat, on the left bank of the river Voioussa, the ancient
Aous, at the foot of the Klissoura mountains. Ali's family
was distinguished by the name of Hissas, and had been for

ages settled in the country ; it belonged to the Albanian
tribe or elan of the Toske or Toxide, who boast of being old

Mussulmans. One of Ali's ancestors, after being for some
time a klephtis, or highway-robber, made himself master of
Tepelen, and assumed the title of Bey, holding it as a fief

of the pacha of Berat ; this acquisition became hereditary in

his family. Ali's grandfather distinguished himself in the
Ottoman service by his bravery, and was killed at the siege

of Corfu against the Venetians, in the beginning of the
eighteenth century, while in the act ofmounting the rampart
and calling to his men to follow him. His sword was pre-

served as a trophy in the arsenal of Corfu until the French
occupation of that island in 1797. His son Vehli Bey, the

father of Ali Pacha, was a good, quiet, liberal-minded man,
very partial towards the Greeks. The neighbouring beys
or feudal Albanian chiefs combined against him, and de-

prived him of the greater part of his estates. Vehli, unable
to resist died of grief, leaving two sons, one by each of his

two wives, and one daughter. The mother of Ali and of
his sister Shynitza, a woman of masculine courage, but cruel

disposition, having got rid of her rival and of her rival's son
by means, as it was said, of poison, secured the succession to

her own son Ali, then fourteen years of age. Young Ali
accompanied his mother, who put herself at the head of the
little band that remained attached to the Hissas family,

keeping at bay her enemies, making incursions into their

territories, and practising all the stratagems of Albanian
clan warfare ; for that country, although nominally subject

to the Porte, is still in a condition somewhat similar to that

of the Highlands of Scotland a century or two since.

Ali at times sought adventures on his own account as a
klephtis. With * sixty paras in his pocket, and his trusty gun,'

as he used in after times to boast, he sallied from home, and
roamed about mountains and valleys, and thus acquired that

minute knowledge ofthe topography of his own country which
proved so useful to him in his subsequent career. But a
cruel event soon plunged Ali's family in misery and shame.
The inhabitants of Gardiki, a town in the mountains near

Argyro Castro, made an attack by night on Tepelen while

AU was absent, and surprised both his mother and sister.

The two women were taken to Gardiki, where they were

kept strict prisoners for a month, and given up to the brutal

lust of the inhabitants in succession. At last, through the

agency of some individual more humane than the rest, they

were released from their dreadful situation. This event

had probably a great influence on Ali's disposition. The
cruelty of his enemies soured his disposition, and inspired

him with that thirst for sanguinary revenge which became
a leading feature of his character. His mother and sister

were frequently urging him to remember the insult offered

to them, and the former, on her death-bed, enjoined him not

to rest until he had exterminated the whole race of the

Gardikiotes. This wish was not fulfilled till many years

after, when Ali, being at the summit of his power, remem-
bered Gardiki. Surrounding the town with numerous
troops, he obliged the inhabitants to surrender at discretion,

and carefully picking out all those who had participated in

the outrage against his mother and sister, together with

their families, he had all the men killed, and the females

sold as slaves. The tresses of the latter served to stuff the

cushions of Shynitza's divan.

Ali, after the mishap above mentioned, raised a band

with which he carried on a desultory and predatory warfare

against his enemies. He was, however, at first unsuccessful,

and being reduced to great difficulties for want of money,

often wandered alone in the mountains not knowing where to

seek for shelter. On one of these occasions, as he after-

wards related to the Freneh General Vaudoncourt, ' he was

sitting under the ruins of a convent, bitterly reflecting on

hibr desperate situation, and mechanically sounding the

ground with his stick, when he suddenly thought he fWt
something resounding underneath. He dug the earth and
found a small coffer full of gold, buried there probably during
former civil wars. With this money he raised 2000 men,
and re-entered Tepelen in triumph/ He now made a
vigorous effort to recover the whole of his father's posses-

sions. His mother accompanied him in his campaign. The
neighbouring Beys of Argyro Castro, Gardiki, Kaminitza,
Ziormovo and others, united against him, defeated him, and
drove him into the mountains with a small remnant of his

men. This was the critical moment of Ali's life. He took a
sudden resolution. Being informed that his two most pow-
erful enemies, the Beys of Argyro Castro and Gardiki, had
quitted their confederates and returned home, he left his

place of concealment in the middle of the night, unknown
to his mother, and proceeded alone to the camp of his ene-
mies, and at day-break presented himself to the leaders.
' The fate of AH is in your hands,' said he to them ; * you
may destroy me, but remember that my death now will not
be of any benefit to you. The Beys of Argyro Castro and
of Gardiki aim at domination over all our country ; my fall

will only remove an obstacle to their views. The strong
hold of Tepelen, still in the hands of my brave men, might,
if you were to unite with me, arrest their ambition. You
may choose, but be sure that my ruin will only lead to yours/
The Albanians, like the Arabs, have high notions of hos-
pitality, at least while in their own country, and he who
voluntarily puts himself under their protection is generally
safe. Ali's reasoning made an impression on them, and
from being his enemies they became his allies. His mother,
who, on discovering his flight, thought him lost, met him
soon after at the head of the united tribes. Ah was now a
powerful chief, but his band having committed many depre-
dations about the country, attracted the notice of Koort,

Pacha of Berat, who marched against him and took him
prisoner. His youth, and his comeliness, however, gained
him favour with the Pacha, and it was whispered also with
the Pacha's daughter. But the Pacha was a proud man

;

his family— for the Albanians, unlike the Turks, have a
great regard for genealogies—was traced back to a long list

of viziers, and even, it was pretended, to the great Scan-
derbeg himself. Ali, compared to him, was but an adven-
turer, a klephtis. The Pacha therefore dismissed his prisoner

with presents, and gave his daughter in marriage to Ibrahim
Bey, who afterwards succeeded to the pachalik of Berat.

Hence, perhaps, arose the implacable hatred subsequently

manifested by Ali against Ibrahim. Ali, continuing his

predatory career, fell next into the hands of the Pacha of

Jannina, and was near being executed in the very city which
afterwards became his capital. But the Pacha thought
better of the matter, and as he was himself surrounded by
hostile neighbours, he made a friend of Ali, who was in re-

turn to serve him against his enemies. Ali served him so well

that numerous complaints reached the Porte of the incur-

sions and depredations committed by his band The Porte
ordered the Derwend Pacha, who has the inspection of the

high roads of Roumily, to exterminate this troop of robbers.

The Derwend Pacha of the time happened to be no other

than the old Pacha of Berat, Ali's friend. The sequel is

easily guessed. An interview took place between the two
chiefs, and Ali, withdrawing his Arnaouts from the high

roads, took service under the Pacha, who wrote a favourable

account of him to Constantinople, and obtained his forgive-

ness. But an intrigue of Ali with the former object of his

attachment, the Pacha's daughter, now married to Ibrahim,

obliged him to decamp suddenly in order to save his life.

He then entered the service of the Pacha of Negropont,

where he accumulated great wealth. Ali's career as klephtis,

or chief of high-road robbers, which he had followed for ten

years, was thus terminated. Having returned to Tepelen

he married the fair Emineh, daughter of Kasselan the rebel

Pacha of Delvino, who had established himself as an inde-

pendent tyrant in the stronghold of Argyro Castro. Kas-
selan, however, was soon after decapitated by order of the

Porte, and his successor married Shynitza, Ali's sister, but

was afterwards murdered by his brother Solyman, who mar-
ried the young widow. By these events the wealth of Kas-
selan came into Ah's family.

Ali, however, was not yet undisputed master in his own
country of Tepelen. Other beys or chiefs existed in or about

the place, whom he knew to he his enemies. He charged

some of his trusty friends to get up a sham conspiracy against

him, which the others were easily persuaded to jouu Itwarsily persuaded to jou^, Itwar
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agreed that Ali was to be murdered in a wood where he
used to rest after hunting. Ali had a goat tied on the spot,

and his cloak thrown over it At the appointed time, the

conspirators came and made a discharge of their muskets at

the unfortunate goat. Ali had posted some of his men near
the place, who, starting up, frightened the conspirators away
before they had time to perceive their error. Thinking that

they had killed Ali, they entered Tepelen in triumph, shout-

ing out that he was dead, and then went to their house
to carouse upon the event Ali, concealed in his mothers
harem, waited until the night was far advanced and his

enemies were intoxicated, when, sallying forth at the head
of his faithful band, he exterminated all his antagonists,

divided their houses and property among his friends, and
from that day he was sole master of Tepelen : such is the

account Ali afterwards gave of this exploit He next con-

quered various districts which he united to his dominions.

Several tribes, overawed by his successes and terrified

by his ferocity, voluntarily submitted. His riches now
gave him the means of intriguing at the Porte. He ob-

tained the secret commission of executing the ' firmaun of

death' against Selim, Pacha of Delvino. He insinuated

himself into the good graces of the latter, and having thus in-

troduced some of his own men into the palace, he took him
one day by surprise, had him beheaded on the spot and then
silenced the Pacha's guards by unrolling before them the

sultan's firmaun. In reward for this service he was appointed

lieutenant to the new Derwend Pacha of Roumily, in which
office he enriched himself by sharing with the klephtis the

produce of their spoils. In consequence of this traffic, the
roads soon swarmed with robbers; repeated complaints

reached the Porte, and the Derwend Pacha was recalled and
beheaded. The lieutenant also, being summoned, instead

of appearing, sent presents to several members of the divan,

and thus evaded punishment
Ali'8 reputation for bravery and decision was, however,

established at Constantinople, and when the war broke out
in 1787, between the Porte and the two courts of Austria and
Russia, he was appointed to a command in the army under
the vizier Jussuf. Having distinguished himself in the field,

he was next appointed to the pachalic of Tricala in Thessaly,

and was moreover named Derwend Pacha of Roumily. He
now raised a body of four thousand men, all Albanians and
all old klephtis, with whom he soon cleared the roads of rob-

bers, and thus won merit with the Porte. He now turned
his views towards Jannina, the capital of southern Albania
or Epirus, where utter anarchy prevailed. The pacha of

Jannina had but a nominal authority, which the beys of the

country openly disregarded, while they were continually

quarrelling among themselves. Ali, in his pachalic of Tri-

cala, was master of the road leading from Constantinople to

Epirus, by which Jannina is supplied with corn from Thes-
saly. Ali made war on the beys, and when these obtained

a firmaun from the Porte enjoining him not to interfere in

matters concerning Jannina, Ali stopped and bribed the

messengers, and substituted a forged firmaun appointing
himself to the command of Jannina, with orders to all to

submit to his injunctions. Ali followed close upon this do-

cument with a numerous force. Assisted by his friends in

the town, he entered it and took possession of the citadel

;

he then assembled the Greek primates and the aga of the
Mussulmans, and made them sign a petition he had drawn up,

in which the whole population of Jannina was made to en-
treat the sultan to grant them as pacha the valiant Ali, the
terror of robbers, the protector of public order, and the most
zealous and faithful subject of his highness. This petition,

being forwarded to Constantinople and supported oy Ali's

agents with ready money, produced its effect Ali was con-

firmed in the pachalic which he had usurped. By a vigorous

despotism he extinguished all factions, restored tranquillity,

and the people were satisfied with the change ; the Porte,

seeing this so long a turbulent province reduced to subjec-

tion, forgave Ali for a deception of which the divan had
been apprized only when it was too late.

AH extended his dominion over all Epirus, and also into

Acarnania and ifitolia or western Greece, by successfully

attacking the revolted Armatoles or Greek militias who,
under the corrupt and supine Turkish government infested

instead of protecting the country. But Ali was shackled on
the sea-side of his dominions. The republic of Venice held
of old on the coast of the Adriatic and the Gulf of Arta
several strong places, such as Prevesa, Vonizza, Butrinto,

and Parga, The Venetian senate had even obtained from

the Porte in 1 788 a firmaun forbidding the Pacha of Epirus

constructing any battery within a mile of the coast even

of his own gulf of Ambracia. These stipulations were

maintained as long as Venice remained free ; but when

that ancient state fell by Ibe hands of the French in 1797,

and the latter, in their sharing the spoils with Austria,

kept for themselves the eastern possessions of the repub-

lic, Ah, while he was deceiving the French by professions

of friendship, represented to the Porte that neither justice

nor prudence required the fulfilment of former treaties with

Venice in favour of the usurpers of Venice : accordingly

he attacked one after the other the places on the coast

Parga, however, was protected by its impregnable position

and the watchfulness of its inhabitants. The French

garrison of Butrinto withdrew in time, but the fall of Pre-

vesa was attended with circumstances of aggravated hor-

ror. AU with a large force invested the French, who to

the number of 700 were encamped on the site of Nicopolis.

Some auxiliaries from Prevesa being broken in upon by the

Albanian cavalry, the French were separated, and although

vastly outnumbered,fought desperately until reduced to about

1 00 men, who, from exhaustion, were obliged to surrender.

Meantime the Albanians had surprised Prevesa and en-

tered the town, where a dreadful carnage took place. The

small French garrison was cut to pieces fighting in the

streets ; the houses were set on fire, the surviving inhabit-

ants, men, women, and children, to the number of about 400,

were taken to the island of Salagora and there butchered

without mercy. The French prisoners, after innumerable

insults and ill-treatment, were marched to Jannina, and

thence all the way to Constantinople ; most of them perished

on the road. The catastrophe of Prevesa happened in Octo-

ber, 1798. As for Parga, it was successively garrisoned by

the French, the Russians, and the English, until, at last, in

1818 it was given up to Ali in consequence of a treaty with

the Porte. Ali was also very desirous of obtaining a footing

in the Ionian islands, and he intrigued first with the French,

and afterwards with the English for this purpose ; he even

attempted to take Santa Maura by surprise, but he was

baffled in his schemes.
Another war of extermination was that which AU waged

against the mountaineers of Souli. It has been called the

ten years war ; it began in 1792, and ended in 1803, by the

destruction of the Souliotes. This Christian population had

lived independent for more than a century in four villages,

among almost inaccessible mountains, about six hours dis-

tance from Gardiki. They numbered only between 500 and

600 families, and could muster about 2000 fighting men;

and yet this little band had kept at bay the power of all the

successive pachas of Epirus. They had been attacked

repeatedly by large forces, but had always repulsed their

enemies. Tne neighbouring districts, and even some of the

Mussulman beys, secretly favoured them. Ah could not

think of leaving this rallying point for the disaffected of his

dominions, almost within sight of his capital. He attacked

them, but was beaten like all his predecessors. His D06^
now assumed more the character of malignant rage, and he

vowed the total extermination of the Souliotes. For years

he steadily pursued his plan, which was to cut off all their

communications and supplies, and starve them in their

mountains ; which he effected by surrounding them with

a chain of forts guarded by a numerous army. He found

means of seducing one of their chiefs, Georges Botian.

The Souliotes were reduced to the last extremities :
despair

and the bribes of AU did the rest. Some of the defiles

leading to Souli were given over to the pacha, and he was

enabled to take possession of the springs from which they

drew their water. At last the poor Souliotes were com-

pelled from sheer necessity in December, 1803, to Usten

to proposals on the part of Ali, proposals which he of course

had no intention of keeping. The Souliotes agreed to giw

up their towns and territory, on condition of being allowed to

retire with their arms and all they could carry wherever tney

chose. The main body immediately took the road to tne

sea-coast at Parea, knowing that every moment's delay was

pregnant with destruction to them. But there were otner

detachments of Souliotes scattered about who could not raiij

in time. Ali's soldiers fell upon these, and the scenes W«
followed were dreadful. None of the Souliotes surrenderea

,

they all perished. In one instance, a small party, being com-

pletely surrounded, retreated towards a precipice, the w
*jj|*^

leading the way ; being arrived on the brink, they first tare*

their children into the abyss below, alter which they au.
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husbands and wives, fathers and sons, brothers and sisters,

linked hand in hand, ran down the declivity, and mutually
impelled each other into the precipice, in sight of their dis-

appointed enemies. Another band, in like manner, pressed
by a body of Albanian cavalry, plunged into the river Ache-
ron and were drowned. The main body, who had marched
off to Parga, left behind some men to act as commissaries
in delivering the stores into the hands of Ali's agents,

agreeably to the capitulation. These men's lives were, of
course, guaranteed by the treaty. One of them, a priest,

Samuel by name, was left in charge of a powder magazine.
The Albanians came in, and began to taunt him with the

Erospect of the ingenious torments he had to expect at the
anas of the pacha as a reward for his obstinacy. Samuel

listened coolly, and when he saw the store-room nearly filled

with Albanians, he threw the burning snuff of a candle
on some powder which was scattered about, and blew up the
store-house with himself and his enemies together. The
Souliotes who had gone off to Parga reached that place in

safety, though pursued by Ali's cavalry, and there em-
barked for Corfu, at that time occupied by the Russians.

Ali extended his dominions to the north into Albania
Proper, by the conquest of the pachalik of Berat, which he
effected more by intrigues than by force. Stirring up
revolts, and then stepping in as mediator, he dispossessed
his old rival Ibrahim, whom he consigned to a dungeon,
although their children had intermarried. He likewise

occupied the government of Ochrida in Upper Albania, by
joining in the attack ordered by the Porte against the re-

bellious pacha of Skodra, or Scutari, and then kept it for

himself. By this means he ensured an excellent military

position on the side of Macedonia. The Porte was obliged
to wink at these usurpations. Ali was even appointed for

a twelvemonth Roumily-Valicy, or supreme inspector of the

principal division of the empire, and he went to reside at

Monastir, at the head of 24,000 men. His extortions in

Roumilia were very great. His own dominions in the
latter part of his life extended over all Epirus, one-half of
Albania Proper, part of Thessaly, and the whole of western
Greece, from the lake of Ochrida on the north, to the gulf
of Lepanto on the south, and from Mount Pindus to the
Adriatic. Ali was now Vizier or Pacha of three tails : his

second son, Veli, was made Pacha of Morea ; and his elder
son, Mouktar, a thorough soldier,distinguished himselfin the
service of the sultan during the campaign of 1809, against
the Russians. The youngest of all, Salih Bey, who was
his father's favourite, and destined to succeed him, was
brought up with particular care under good tutors and
teachers. Veli Pacha was also a man of some information,
and his son Mahmood, who was brought up at his grand-
father's court, surprised Lord Byron by his inquiries about
England and the English parliament. He was then a boy
of fourteen.

Ali Pacha, although hated by the Porte, might have
ended his days in peace ; his power made him feared, and
his advanced age was an inducement to the sultan to wait
patiently for his natural death. But an act of daring
atrocity on his part brought summary vengeance on his
hoary head. One of his confidants, named Ismael Pacha
Bey, having incurred Ali's deadly displeasure, had taken
refuge at Constantinople, where he had ingratiated himself
with the sultan, and nad obtained an appointment in the
seraglio. Ali, furious on hearing this, hired assassins to

murder him in the midst of Constantinople. The attempt
failed, and the assassins being arrested, confessed the name
of their employer. The sultan was now roused ; Ali was ex-
communicated, and all the Pachas of Europe were ordered
to march against him. This was at the beginning of 1820.
But the first campaign of the Ottomans against the out-

lawed Pacha was, as usual in such cases, unsuccessful. At
last Kourshid, then Pacha of Morea, was ordered to take the
command of the army against Ali in January, 1821. Kour-
shid laid siege to Jannina, but the Greek revolution, which
broke out about this time, and which was secretly favoured

by Ali, delayed and embarrassed his operations. Kourshid
however persevered, and Ali, unable to defend his capital

any longer, took refuge in a castle which he had built on
an abrupt peninsula jutting into the lake, where he kept his

principal treasures. Here he threatened to blow himself up
unless he received the sultan's pardon. This was at last

said to be granted, and Ali surrendered. But he was now
doomed to experience the same perfidy which so many
others had experienced at his hands. He had still his own

No. 43.

officers around him, when some of the beleaguering Pachas
came to show him the firmaun of death. Ali fired his pistols,

wounded Hassan Pacha, and killed two more, but he was shot

himself by the selictar of Kourshid Pacha, and fell crying

to one of his attendants to go and kill his favourite concu-

bine, ' that her charms might not be abused by his enemies.*

Many of his followers fell round him, in defending their

master. Ali's head was cut off and sent to Constantinople,

where it was exhibited before the gate of the seraglio. His
sons shared their father's fate. The Porte became possessed

of Ali's treasures, which were very considerable, although
absurdly exaggerated by Pouqueville. Thus Ali Pacha, at

seventy-two years of age, closed his guilty, but extraor-

dinary career, in February, 1822. A somewhat different

account of the mode of his death is given in a book entitled

Sketches in Greece and Turkey, &c. 1833.

The character of such a man is easily ascertained from the
account of his life. It was also stained, like that of most
Turkish grandees, by private vices of a disgusting nature.

The cruelty of his revenge was truly fiendish. His admi-
nistration rested upon the principles of terror ; he certainly

extirpated the robbers and other criminals, and rendered
his territories perfectly secure from all depredations but
his own. This security, in a country like Turkey, was felt

as a boon, and commerce improved in some measure by it.

Jannina became one of the most flourishing towns ofTurkey,
and its population had increased to 40,000 inhabitants. Ali
was a Mussulman only by name: he fully protected the
Greeks, and other Christians, in the exercise of their religion,

and allowed them to have schools, and even a lyceura and
a library. Ali treated all his subjects, Albanians, Turks,
or Greeks, alike, and without partiality ; the Turks were
perhaps those who liked him the least, because he did not
allow them to ill-use the rest of the people, as in other parts
of Turkey.
Greek or Romaic was the language Ali generally spoke,and

it was the language of his court ; most of his agents and his

secretaries were Greeks. His yearly revenue was calculated

at about half a million sterling, but no account could be
kept of the produce of his confiscations and the forced
contributions which he imposed upon individuals.

For more particulars of this extraordinary man, the reader
may consult the travels of Dr. Holland, Hobhouse, Hughes,
and Colonel Leake. Malte-Brun has also given a good
sketch of Ali's life, from which we have borrowed some of
the above particulars.

A'LIAS is the term used in legal proceedings to denote
a second or further description of a person who has gone
by two or more different names. For example, if the same
person is known by the name of John Smith as well as the
name of John Thomson, he is described in civil and cri-

minal pleadings, and in legal language generally, as John
Smith, alias aictus (otherwise called) John Thomson. It

has been considered in former times that as a person can-
not have two Christian names, it would be improper in an
indictment to describe the defendant as Elizabeth Newman
alias Judith Hancock ; but that a second surname may be
laid under an alias, as a person may be known by several

surnames. It is doubtful, however, whether at the present
day, when a total alteration has taken place in the use of
names, and the surname has become the real name of de-
signation, such a distinction would be maintained.
A'LIBI is a term of frequent occurrence in criminal

courts of justice. Thus, where a person charged with an
offence committed at a certain time aud place, shows that
he was elsewhere at that time, he is said to prove an alibi.

If true, this is obviously the best proof of innocence ; but
no kind of defence offers so ready an opportunity for false

evidence : and the setting up an alibi is, therefore, always
regarded in practice with suspicion.

ALICANTE, a modern province of Spain, formed of the
southern portion of the kingdom of Valencia and a small
part of Murcia.
ALICANTE, a well-built sea-port town in 38° 35' N. 1st

and 0° 24' W. long., situated in a bay of the Mediterranean,
in the kingdom ofValencia in Spain. The town is built on
Xninsula, at the foot of a rocky mountain, which has a for-

d castle at its summit 400 feet above the sea. Alicante
has still a considerable trade, although it has much de-
creased of late years : this may partly be attributed to the
political persecutions which its inhabitants have suffered

since 1823, and which have caused a diminution in its

population to the extent of nearly one-third. The de-
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eliniqg state of its commerce may, however, be principally

referred to the prohibitions placed on the importation of
Tarious articles of foreign manufacture and merchandize,
and to the heavy duties imposed upon such other goods as

are admitted. The greater part of its foreign trade consists

jn imports of linen from France and Genoa, tobacco from
the United States of America, and cod-fish from Newfound-
land; its exports are, barilla and almonds to England
and Ireland, and wine to Brazil and the coast of Bar-
bary. A considerable quantity of wine is also shipped to the
port of Cette in Languedoc, whence it is sent by the great
southern canal to Bordeaux, to be mixed with the inferior

Medoc wines. Alicante likewise exports oil, olives, brandy,
and soap : the quality of the last-mentioned article is much
esteemed. The communications between the town and the
contiguous country are for the most part kept up by means of
small coasting vessels of from twenty to seventy tons burthen,
the roads being so exceedingly bad, that such goods as are
sent by land must be conveyed on the backs of mules and
asses. The wheat required for the consumption of the inha-
bitants is mostly brought from places as far as two hundred
miles inland, and for the reason just given, its cost is nearly
doubled by the time of its arrival at Alicante. The average
price of wheat during the ten years ending with 1831, was
equal to 685. Ad. per imperial quarter, while its average price

in this kingdom during the same period was only 69*. 5d.

Alicante is dependant upon foreign supply for the articles

of cheese and butter, the prices of which are usually double
what are paid in London ; the consumption of these articles

is therefore small, and the bulk of the population make use
of oil instead. Meat is very indifferent in quality, and the
price nearly as high as in England, so that taking quality

into the account it is dearer than in England. The town
is besides very ill supplied with water.
The number of vessels that entered the port from foreign

parts was, hi 1829 . 128 ships, 19,706 tons

„ 1830 .108 „ 14,840 „

„ 1831 . 157 „ 16,873 „
The Spanish vessels, including those employed in the

coasting trade, that arrived in the same years, were as follows

:

in 1829 . . 783 vessels 19,875 tons

„ 1830 . . 746 „ 21,681 „
„ 1831 813 w 22,645 „

Goods may be landed at Alicante, and lie in entrep6t for

one year without payment of duty, and at any period during
that time may be exported on paying 2 per cent, on their

value. At the expiration of the year the duties must be
paid, together with 2 per cent ad valorem as an equivalent

for warehouse rent
The port of Alicante is an open bay, between the Cape de

la Huerta and Plane Island, distant from each other about

ten miles in a north-east direction. Ships on entering the

port may steer between theie points in any course direct for

the castle, and come to anchor in four to eight fathoms
water. The port has no pilot, nor indeed is one necessary.

There is no perceptible tide in the port ot Alicante; the
depth of water varies from fifteen to four fathoms, accord-

ing to the distance from the shore : neither bar nor shallows

are to be passed in entering. Ships mostly lie in the bay
at the distance of from a quarter of a mile to a mile from

the shore. They are not exposed to any danger from winds,

currents, or other casualties when at anchor, and during

the last twenty ye^rs no case has occurred of a vessel being
driven from her moorings.

A mole or quay is now in progress of construction, and
has already been carried upwards of 300 yards and into fif-

teen feet water. It is intended to continue it into twenty-

four feet water. This mol* is constructed with large stones

which arc dropped into the sea : the western, or inner side, is

faced with largo blocks of cut stone. Small vessels lie along-

side this quay in order to take in or discharge their lading.

Alicante stands on the site of the ancient town of Lucen-
tum. During the peninsular war in 1812, when the French
general, Suchet, succeeded in making himself master of the
rest of the kingdom of Valencia, Alicante had the honour of

successfully resisting the invaders. The population,

in 1810 amounted to 21,463 souls

„ 1820 „ 20,318 „

„ 18*0 „ 14,230 „
ALICATA, a city on the south coast of Sicily, in 37° 4'

N. lat., and 13° 55' E. long. It is used as a military

position, and has been tolerably well fortified, but the walls

ftavo been suffered to go to. decay, and are now lying

in large fragments on the beach. Alicata is built on the

right bank of the river Salso, which divides the provinces

of Noto and Mazzara; it is very favourably situated for

trade, and exports considerable quantities of grain and sul-

phur. The port is a * caricatore, or place endowed with

immunity for exporting the produce of the country.' Not-

withstanding these advantages, the general appearance of

the place is that of neglect and poverty. The anchorage is

about a mile south-west of the town, in from seven to twelve

fathoms water, with a good clay bottom, but ships are much

exposed in winter ' to all the winds from east to west round

southerly/ This evil might be remedied at a moderate

expense. Two reefs of rocks off the west end of the town

could easily be converted into excellent moles, for which

purpose the neighbourhood affords abundance of stone and

lime, and the useless old horn-work of the castle might be

excavated, so as to form a wet dock capable of containing in

perfect security nearly a hundred sat' of small craft.

' The suffrage of custom * has allotted to each of the prin

cipal cities of Sicily an agnomen, illustrative of their con-

sideration, and Alicata is known among the inhabitants as

LAmata, or the beloved. Its population amounts to nearly

1 1 ,000. (Smyths Memoir of Sicily.)

ALICUD1. The most westerly of the .fflolian orlipari

islands, a group belonging to Sicily, and situated between

the north coast of that island and the continent of Italy.

Alicudi was called Ericusa and Encodes, by the Greeks,

from the heath which grows on it (See Strabo, 276. Ca-

saub.) Alicudi is a corrupted form of Ericodes, as Felicudi,

another island of the group, is a corruption of Phomicodes.

It consists of an abrupt ccnical-shaped crater, about six miles

in circumference, which rises at once from the sea. The sur-

face is composed of irregular ravines and precipitous hills;

and although its fires have been extinct for so many ages

that no history notices its conflagrations, the lava is seen in

grotesque forms like a stream extending from the summit

to the sea, and retaining the apparent Bterility and for-

bidding aspect of a recent eruption. The island is, never-

theless, cultivated with laborious industry in every spot

capable of producing vegetation. Barilla, flax, capers, and

pulse are produced, and wheat of a peculiarly fine quality.

The coasts are rude, craggy preoipices, affording only

two landing places, which are very difficult of access in

fresh winds. The best is on the south-east side under Point

Palomba ; the other is on the north-east coast The popu-

lation of Alicudi amounts to about 260 persons, among

whom diseases are said to be almost wholly unknown. They

live so secluded from the rest of ths world, that a visit from

a stranger is an extraordinary event, and they owe to the

peculiar formation of the island their security from the at-

tacks of pirates, who so frequently infest the Mediterranean

sea. (Smyths Memoir of Sicily.)

ALIEN. An alien (a/iWiwc, alibi-natus, aliemgena) a a

person born out of the allegiance of the king. By wen

appellation he is distinguished from a native subject, who

owes perpetual allegiance to the crown of these realms.

It is not true that every person, born out of the dominion

of the crown, is tlierefore an alien ; nor is a person born

within them necessarily a natural- born subject. It is essen-

tial to alienage that the birth of the individual occurred in

a situation and under circumstances which gave to the king

of this country no claim or right to his allegiance.

It is not intended here to present any view of the subject

as founded on the law of nature or of nations, or to detail

the municipal regulations which foreign states have deemed

it expedient to adopt in reference to their intercourse with

strangers ; but we shall confine ourselves to the existing

state of the law of England, as it regards this class 01

persons.

The following instances will serve to illustrate the above

description of an alien. The native subject of a loreign

country continues to be an alien, though the country afler-

wards becomes a part of the British dominions. Thus, PfJ
sons born in Scotland before the union of the crowns by

accession of James 1., were aliens even after that eve
»

but thoso who were born afterwards were adjudged to

natural-born subjects. This question was the ^j
solemn discussion in the reign of that prince :

and we

ported judgment of the court has been a landmark to

ceeding lawyers in all similar controversies. Persons

in those parts of France which formerly belonged to

crown of England, as Normandy, Guienne, G**'0
.

11^ #
wero not considered as aliens so long as they contin
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annexed ; and, upon the same principle, persons "born at this

day in any of our colonial possessions are accounted native

subjects. A man, born and settled at Calais whilst it was

in the possession of the English, lied to Flanders with his

wife, then pregnant ; and there, after the capture of Calais

by the French, had a son : the issue was held to be no alien.

When an hostile army enters a foreign territory, Ihe children

of the invaders, born during such hostile occupation, are to

be considered as native subjects of the invading country and

not of the country invaded.

The children of ambassadors, and other official residents

in foreign states, have always been held natives of the coun-

try which they represent and in whose service they are.

This rule prevailed even at a time when the law of alienage

was stricter than it now is. It has been since so far extended

by various enactments, that all children born abroad, whose

fathers or grandfathers on the fathers side, were natural

subjects, are now deemed to be themselves natural-born

subjects, unless their fathers were liable to the penalties of

treason or felony ; or were in the service of a prince at war

with this country. (25 Ed. III., st. 2 ; 7 Anne, c. 5 ; 4 Geo.

II., c. 21 ; 13 Geo. III., c. 21.)

It follows from the general principles of our law, and, it is

believed, of the law of most other European states, that a

man may subject himself to a double and conflicting alle-

giance; for, though he may pledge his allegiance to the

sovereign of his adopted country, he cannot divest himself

of the duty which he owes to his own. So that, in the event

of a war between the two states, he can take no active part

on behalf of one without incurring the penalty of treason in

the other. It appears, too, that this distressing predicament

may occur without any default of the party ; for the children

of aliens are (except under peculiar circumstances) natural

subjects of the state in which they were born : yet we have

seen above that they may still be regarded as natural-born

subjects of the state to which their parents owed allegiance.

Having described the persons whom the law designates

as aliens, we shall shortly point out the legal consequences

of alienage, and the means by which its attendant incapaci-

ties may be either wholly or partially removed. An alien

cannot hold property in land without the king's permis-

sion ; and if it should become vested in him by purchase,

it is forfeited to the crown, after the fact of purchase has

been regularly ascertained and declared oy a jury. The
occasional hardship of this rule is usually obviated in practice

by a voluntary grant ofthe lands by the crown, after they have

become vested in it by an inquisition under a commission of
escheat. An alien cannot take land by act of law,— as by de

scent, dower, or curtesy ; nor can he take under a devise. In

these cases there is no forfeiture to the crown ; for no estate

or interest whatever vests in the alien which can be the subject

of escheat. Whatever may be the policy of these disabi-

lities at the present day, they seem to have had a reasonable

origin in the maxims of the feudal law, which annexed to

the tenure of land various services incompatible with foreign

allegiance. An alien may, however, possess himselfof goods,

money in the funds, and other personal effects, to any extent;

and as the law has, from a very early period, recognized his

right to reside, without molestation, within the realm for com-
mercial purposes, (see Magna Charta, art. 48,) he enjoys the

incidental right to occupy a house and premises, provided

he does not attempt to acquire any permanent interest in

them. An alien may dispose of his property by will. The
droit daubaine, or right of succeeding to the effects of a de-

ceased alien, formerly claimed by the crown of France, never

prevailed in this country. Nor was it customary to enforce it

even in France, except as against the natives of a state in

which a similar right was exercised. This doctrine of reci-

procity was adopted by the Code Napoleon, {Code Civil, art.

726,) but has since been abrogated ; so that aliens are now
on the same footing, in this respect, with native Frenchmen
throughout that kingdom. Aliens, who are parties to any
proceeding, civil or criminal, in our courts of justice, are in

most cases entitled to trial by a jury de medietate,—t. *., a

jury of which one-half is composed of foreigners.

The disabilities of aliens may be partially removed by the

king's letters-patent, constituting the party a free denizen.

From the date of the grant he is entitled to hold land, and
transmit it to his after-born children, and to enjoy many other

privileges of a native subject. But the mo«t effectual method
of naturalizing an alien is by Act of Parliament, called a
Naturalisation Bill, by whioh he is admitted to every right

of a natural-born subject, except the capacity of sitting in

Parliament or the Privy Council, or of holding grants and
offices of trust under the crown ; an exclusion dictated by
the jealous policy of the legislature on the accession of the
House of Orange.

It is to be observed, that the rights and incapacities at-

taching to aliens, enumerated above, must be understood to

apply only to alien friends. Alien enemies, or subjects of a
foreign state at war with this country, are in a very different

condition, and may be said to possess very few civil rights of
any kind which the law will recognise or protect.

As examples of the policy which has at different times
been pursued in this country, with reference to the reception

of aliens, the following historical notices may perhaps be
interesting :

—

Magna Charta stipulates, in the article already cited, for

the free access of foreign merchants for the purposes of trade,

and its provisions were enforced and extended under the
reigns of succeeding princes.

In the eighteenth year of Edward I., the parliament rolls

contain a petition from the citizens of London, * that foreign

merchants should be expelled from the city, because they
get rich to the impoverishment of the citizens ;* to which the
king replies, that ' they are beneficial and useful, and he has
no intention to expel them.'

In the reign of Edward III., several beneficial privileges

were conferred on aliens, in furtherance of foreign commerce.
Under Richard II., and his successor, statutes were made

imposing various restraints on aliens trading within the
realm, and especially prohibiting internal traffic with one
another. Similar restrictions were introduced in the reign
of Richard III., chietiy with a view to exclude them from
retail trade; and in that of Henry VIII., violent insurrec-
tions against aliens were followed by repeated statutes, re-

citiMg the mischievous consequences attributed to the influx
of foreigners, and laying severer impediments in the way of
their settlement within the realm. Several acts of this de-
scription are still in force, though they have fallen into prac-
tical disuse ; but it has been the uniform policy of the
courts of law to put on them a construction the most favour-
able to foreign commerce, agreeably to the sentiments of
I^ord Chief Justice Hale, that * the law of England hath
always been very gentle in the construction of the disability,

and rather contracting than extending it severely.' (Veutris's
Reports, vol. i. p. 427.)

In the reign of James I., the king was strongly petitioned
to adopt exclusive measures against the aliens, who had
flocked into the kingdom from the Low Countries ; but
James, though he acquiesced to a certain extent in the ob-
ject of the petitioners, seems by no means to have partici

pated in their feelings of enmity to aliens ; for he professes
his intention * to keep a due temperament between the inte-

rests of the petitioners and the foreigners ; and he especially

commends * their industrious and sedulous courses, whereof
he wished his own people would take example.'

In the reign of Charles II., aliens were invited to settle in
this country, and lo engage in certain trades, by an offer of
the privileges of native subjects. (15 Car. II., c. 15.)

In the early part of the last century (1708) a bill was
carried in parliament for the general naturalization of all

foreign Protestants notwithstanding the strenuous opposition
of the city of London : but, after remaining in operation for

three years, it was repealed on a suggestion of its injurious
effects upon the interests of natural-born subjects. The
reasons for and against the measure will be found in the
fourth volume of Chandler's Commons' Debates, p. 1 19-122.

Upon a review of the history of our policy, the inference
seems to be, that although the maxims prevalent in our
courts of law have been generally favourable to the rights of
aliens ; and although the executive authorities of the state

appear to have been at all times sensible of the fiscal and
other advantages resulting from a liberal reception of foreign
settlers engaged in trade, yet popular prejudices have been,
on the *hole, successfully exerted in impressing upon the le-

gislature a more jealous and exclusive system.
The temporary restraints upon aliens, introduced during

the late wars, had their origin in objects altogether distinct

from commerce or political economy. There is reason to
believe that the power of banishing them from the realm has
at all times existed in the crown : at all events it has un-
doubtedly been often exerted ; and it seems almost to be
included in the ampler prerogative of declaring war against
the whole, or any part, of a foreign state. However, either
from want of recent authentic precedents, or from a desire
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to accompany the measure with provisions not within the

scope of the ordinary functions of the executive, this power
has not been called into activity of late years without the

previous sanction of parliament. Alter the expiration of the

last of the alien acts, a measure was introduced for the ge-

neral registration of all aliens vi.iting this country, which
is still in force. (See 7 Geo. IV., c. j 1.)

ALIMENT. [See Food.]
ALIMONY, from the Latin a1imonin,n or aUmotria, a

barbarous word, signifying 4 maintenance or support/ By the

law of England, which in this resect corresponds with the

civil law, a wife is presumed to have surrendered the whole
of her property to her husband upon marriage, and con-

sequently to be entirely dependent upon him for her future

maintenance. Upon this principle, it is reasonable that if a

separation takes place, the wife should have a portion of her
husband's estate allotted to her for her subsistence : and this

allotment, made by the ecclesiastical courts, is termed in

law * alimony.' The right o\
%

a wife to this provision depends,
however, entirely upon the truth of the presumption, that

she has not sufficient means, independently of her husband,
to support her in her appropriate station in life: f >r in cases

where she has a separate and sufficient income, not vested

in the husband by the marriage, and therefore beyond his

control, the wife is not entitled to alimony.

Alimony, in common with other subjects of matrimonial
litigation, falls properly under the exclusive cognizance of

the ecclesiastical courts ; for though courts of equity have
not unfrequcntly decreed a separate maintenance resembling
alimony, yet their interference in such cases seems to have
proceeded upon the ground of enforcing some express agree-

ment between the parties, and is not founded upon the legal

right of the wife to a portion of her husband's estate, result-

ing from the general principle above stated. In the eccle-

siastical court, the allotment of alimony is necessarily inci-

dental to a decree of di\orce a rnen^d v.t thoro upuii the

ground of cruelty or adultery on the part of the husband.
It mav be either temporary or permanent: in the first case,

While "the ppw— On,,.: in tU« cit m,-, .llvn^n nv« rlnn«nri;.wr
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liable for her own contracts, and the husband is v

charged from them. On this ground, and witl

the protection of the husband, the ecclesiastical

sometimes granted alimony in cases where the

own profligacy or extravagance, has thrown e

pense on her husband, and has thereby fori'ei'

able title to a subsistence from his estate.

ALIQUOT PART. One number or fra

be an aliquot part of a second number or fra-

il rst is contained an exact number of time
Thus, G, 3, 4, 2, lA, f, £, &c, are all ah
being contained in it respectively <2, 4, 3.

times. The word is principally used in the

called practice, and the convenience of u>

If we want to know how much 30^ yards
a yard, the direct process of common an.

turn 30.\ yards into half yards, giving :_

into sixpences, giving 71. Then mulu
dividing the product by '*, we have the -

which 30 i yards cost, which must ;

:

_ _ i

pounds, shillings, and pence. I) ^ __^_

1 /. 1 a*. 6d. is made up of 1/., 1 0.v. t *;. .^ ^ _

the half of 10*., and 6tl. the tenth <'

follows :

—

f _=—
£. *. d.

,r
"-w --

30$ yards at 1 0 0

0 10 0

0 5 0

0 0 G

per

» 1 15 G

in which each line is derived

division, on the obvious price

the tenth part of what we m .

The object therefore is, to '

shillings and pence into p;.

aliquot part of a pound. •
,

Tl^ C,U1™,m«,, *„va„ „...,».
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All the species are aquatio plants, with rather broad, ribbed

leaves and white flowers. They appear to be destitute of
any active properties, except a slight degree of acridity,

which, however, does not prevent the rhizoma of some of
them from being eaten in China.

[AlUma. Plantago—Great Water Plantain.]

The order receives its name from the genus Alisma, one
species of which, Alisma plantago, a common wild plant, in

wet ditches and bv river sides, has had the reputation of

being a cure for hydrophobia. Its powdered root is given

in doses of from half a drachm to a drachm, either infused

in wine or mixed with syrup.

A'LKALI. This word is compounded of the Arabic ar-

ticle al and kali, the name of the plant, by burning which
a saline mass is obtained, containing the alkali in question

;

and in this term are comprehended various other bodies

possessing similar properties.

The alkalis are numerous, and they are all compound
substances ; they do not result, however, from the action of

any specific or alkalizing principle, being very variously

constituted. All exist in nature, and some may be artifi-

cially formed. The alkalis may be divided into three

classes :

—

1st. Ammonia, existing in the animal fluids, and com-
posed of two gaseous bodies, viz., hydrogen and azote ; as it

readily evaporates, it was formerly called the volatile alkali.

2d. Compounds ofcertain metals and oxygen, amongwhich
are potash and soda, which, though long known as the fixed
alkalis, and usually obtained from the ashes of plants, were
discovered by Davy to be metallic oxides : this class also

comprehends the alkaline oxides or earths, lime, magnesia,
&c. No metal yields two alkalis by different degrees of oxi-

dizeraent ; nor does any one become an alkali and an acid.

3d. The vegeto-alkalis, produced in plants during ve-

getation ; they are, as far as has been ascertained, quater-

nary compounds of oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, and azote.

This class includes quina, an active medicinal principle of

cinchona or bark, and morphia, one of the narcotic principles

of opium, &c.
Ammonia is the only alkali which has a strong smell, and

is gaseous in its form, the rest being solid ; it is caustic when
applied to the skin, and acrid to the taste, and this is the

case with the alkalis of the second class except magnesia.

Ammonia dissolves readily in water, and so do the alkalis of

the second class, except lime and magnesia. The vegeto-

alkalis are very sparingly soluble in water.

Heat produces very different effects upon the different

2lasses of alkalis : ammonia evaporates at low temperatures,

and decomposes at high ones ; the alkalis of the second

class are all comparatively, and some perfectly fixed, even

at high temperatures, and suffer no decomposition, though

some of them acquire oxygen, if heated in the air. The
ilkalis of the third class are all decomposed at high tempe-

ratures, giving rise to new compounds.
The chemical and distinguishing properties of the alkalis

are, that their aqueous solutions turn vegetable blues green,

and vegetable yellows reddish-brown; and hence infusion of

red cabbage and infusion of turmeric, or paper stained with
them, are used as tests of the presence of an alkali. The
alkalis restore the colour of vegetable blues which have

been reddened by acids, and, on tne other hand, the acids

restore vegetable colours which have been altered by the

alkalis.

The alkalis have great affinity for, and readily combine
with acids, forming salts, and the power of both in altering

vegetable colours is generally destroyed. The alkalis are

separated at the negative pole of the voltaic trough. Am-
monia and many of the alkalis of the second class combine
with metallic oxides : thus the oxides of cobalt, copper,

nickel, &c. are taken up by ammonia, while potash and soda
unite not only with the oxides of lead, zinc, &c, but also

with silica, alumina, &c. The nature of the compounds
which they form with these substances, and others with
which they unite, will be treated of under each particular

alkali.

Ammonia is largely employed in medicine and in scientific

chemistry ; the alkalis of the second class are used for the

same purposes, and also extensively in various chemical arts,

as in soap and glass making, &c. Some of them act

strongly upon vegetable and animal matter, producing
changes which we shall notice under each alkali. The al-

kalis of the third class are principally employed in medi-
cine.

The alkalis and alkaline earths which we shall more par-

ticularly notice are the following :

—

Ammonia, Emeta, Potash,
Atropia, Hyoscyama, Quina,
Barytes, Lime, Soda,
Brucia, Lithia, Solania,

Cinchonia, Magnesia, Strontia,

Delphia. Morphia, Strychnia,

Digitalia, Picrotoxia, Veratria.

ALKANET. [See Anchusas.]
ALKMAAR, is a strongly fortified and well-built town

in North Holland, on the Helder canal, 20 English miles
N.N.W. of Amsterdam : 52° 38' N. lat. 4° 43' E. long. It

is intersected by broad canals, and has exceedingly pleasant
environs of excellent gardens and rich meadows. This
town is the greatest cheese depdt in Holland, and also a
great butter market. It has some fabrics of sail-cloth ; and
a population of 9439 inhabitants on January 1, 1830. Alk-
maar is a very old town, and from its position is of great
importance to the defence of the province. In the expedi-

tion of 1799 the British and Russians, under the Duke of
York, advanced as far as Alkmaar.
ALKMAAR (HENRY OF). This is the name assumed

by the author of a celebrated old poem, in the Low-Ger-
man, or Sassich dialect, entitled Reineke de Vos, (Reynard
the Fox,) in the preface to the first edition of it printed at

Lubeck in 1498. It can scarcely be said that any thing
more is known of Alkmaar, except that a person of that

name seems to have existed about the year 1470, and to

have been tutor to one of the Dukes of Loraine. But it is

extremely doubtful if this be more than an assumed name.
Attempts have been made to show that the true author of

Reynard the Fox was a person of the name of Nicholas
Baumann, a native of East Friesland, who, having been
a member of the council of Duke Magnus, of Juliers, and
having been driven from the court of that prince by a cabal,

wrote this poem to expose the arts of which he nad been
the victim, and, at the same time, assumed the name of

Alkmaar to escape the revenge of those whom he satirised.

But whoever was really the writer of the poem published at

Lubeck in 1498, it has been clearly established that he was
merely the versifier, and not the original author of Reynard
the Fox. He states himself, indeed, in his preface, that he
translated the work from the Welsh (though it may be diffi-

cult to say what language it is which he thus designates)

and from the French. Two editions of a work in prose, and
in the Dutch language, of less extent than the poem of Rey-
nard the Fox, but containing the complete groundwork of

its story, have been discovered ; the one printed by Gerard
Leew at Gouda, in 1479, the other (which is exactly similar,

and of which there is a copy in the public library of Lubeck)
printed at Delft, in 1485. A work of the same nature,

and with the same title, appears to have been written

in French about the beginning of the thirteenth century,

by Pierre de St. Cloud, of which a metrical imitation was
Sublished at Lille towards the end of the same century, by
aquemars Gelee, or GieUSe, wAv th* :*!« of Le Nvuveon
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Ji -ihinh M. le Grand d'Aussy, in his Notices et ExtraiU
(' v

".
J-nni.s '-;}

f

v t/e /a Bib/intheepie de Pans, contends that
'}. .•

, am productions are the true originals of the Gorman

I

. Mi. The general title of the fable, however, is probably

imni; older than oven the date there assigned to it ; and it is

said tli.it tracts of it arc tube found in tlie min>trcls\ of

(hninanv binjr before the time of St. Cloud. Urinific dr

J'i\\ n< alread.y hinted, is a satirical poem, in which the

different animals, heinii assembled at the court of their kinjz,

the liun, onverso or. the vices and follies of mankind. It lias

alwavs Ik en extremely popular in Germany, the edition

which hears the name of Henry of Alkmaar having been

repeatodlv reprinted al Rostock, Framd'ort, and Hamburgh.
The (Id p >em has also been modernized in its lanonam

,

and turned into hexameters by the celebrated Goethe.

Versions of ir have been likewise made into the Latin,

Italian, Danish. Swedish, and English lan^ua^cs. Of
these the most elegant is the translation into Latin verse,

bv Hartman Schopperus, under th.e title of Speculum

Vitcr Aula;, : de Adaiin'luli /allacia et Astutui I'ul-

peruhf I\t'itiil:t'\ L/hri (Juatwr, nunc j'ri/num er iduunafe

Germanic* J.utinitate dnwiti, cce., published in 1'Jmo. at

Francfort, in 1.37-1, and auain in last, with cuts, copious

annotations, and a dedication to the Emperor Maximilian II.

dated I'mC. The Kn _:li>h translation is one of the pro-

ductions of L'a\t< mi's press, and is without any title papre,

but concludes as follows: 'I bane not added ne mynnsshed,

but bane folowed as ny«.rhe as I can my copye, whiohe was
in Dutche, and by me, Willm Caxton, translated into this

rude and svmplo Emilysshe, in thabbey of Wostmestre.

Fymshod the vi. dave of Juyn, the yere of Our Lord

nicccclxxxi., and the xxi. yere of the renne of Kyii^e Ed-

ward the iiii'V.' It may be added that tins poem, besides lis

merit as a work of amusement, has been looked upon as

verv curious and valuable, for the illustrations which it sup-

plies of aneient manners and customs. M. Drover, Syndic

of Lubeek, has published a volume, under the title of he
rUsii'jc <p'<>n prut tirer de I'excel'lent' jxtcme Ihiim>. r >» lie-

third, pour t etude d>s Antiquitcs du droit Germunhpac, Jt >,

1 7 o >s . The latest edition of the poem, we believe, U that

published in octavo at Brunswick, in 1S'2">, vith exph-tnat ay
remarks, bv Dr. K. Schellcr, of which a notice may be found

in the Foreign Quarterly Review, No. XV. (See the B> •-

graphic I'nicersrlle.)

ALL HALLOWS, ALL-HALLOWMAS, or m«-]>1v

HALLOWMAS, the old Lmjlish nam«- f. r AH SaintV

Dav, or the 1st of November. Thus, m Shak-p-are's '!''!>>

Gentlemen of J'rron,i> Valentine's servant. Speed, enume-
rates, allien^ the si-jais by which he has discovered that his

master is in love, that he has learned 4

to sneak pulinir, like

a hejiijar at Hallowmas:' and in the Merry I Tiers <d'

Winder, Simple, when asked by his master, Slender, for

the Book nf ItiddMs, replies, * Why, did \on imi lend it to

Alice Shortcake up >n All-Hallowmas last, a fortnight a for

Mid laelma.s : All-Hallowmas was tlie Saxon term, as

may be seen in the rubric prefixed to the fifth chapter of

Matthew, in the Saxon version of the Scriptures. Boucher,

in his learned and valuable f,'l"s\ary of Archaic arid Pro-

vincial IFonB-, remarks, that while the other antient forms,

Christmas, Michaelmas, &c., have been <ienerall\ preserved,

that of All-llallowmas is now only used in the northern

counties.

Mr. Strutt, in the third volume of his Horda An^el Cun-

nan, has printed an extract from an old manuscript m which

it is asserted that this feast was 4 by the pope ordained to

fulfil our omissions for many a Saint's da; m the year we
have (leave?) unserved, for there been so many that we
mav not serve them all : for, as St. Jerome saith, in each

dav of the vear been more than five thou and saints and

martvrs, out-take the frr-t day of Janirow.* But Mr.

Forst'cr. i:i hi- I'ereuund f\t.''-t,dai\ nfdrms that tin- e .f, 1>:i

is a mistake, and that 'the chur<di in this irrcat fe nval

honours all the sauifs rising together in u! >rv.' The in-

stitution of All-llallowmas is said t» have (aiirinated m tin*

dedication of the Pantheon at Rome as a Christian temple,

bv Bope Boniface IV. in the seventh century, though it does

not appear to have been observed as a holyday till two

hunoivd year** later.

All-Hallowmas derives its crreatest importance from the

popular usages, which in our own and various other coun-

tries have distinguished sometimes the day itself, hut more
generally the ni<jht preceding, called its eve or vi^il. There

is threat reason to believe that this wa* a Pagan before it

was transformed into a Christian festival; and there can, at

any rate, bono question that the ceremonies to which we

refer are exclusively of Druidical origin. All-Hulhiwcnn

(the list of October) was marked, in the natural calendar • f

our climate. a> one of the jjreat epochs oftheye.tr. Bv

that da\ tee hai\e<l was generally gathered in, and the

work of tin" husbandman brought to a elose. It was natural

therefore that it should be celebrated in a maimer expresMve

on the one hand of joy and thankfulness, and on the other

of the occupations and amusements appropriate to the

season of winter, of which it was the cornmeneement. B>n-

lires accordingly appear to have been lighted : which cr.s'-a

still i<, or lately was, prosened in many parts oMViik-s,

Ireland, t i u \V <-ter,i l>!and>. ami Scotland. See, in Sir

.lnhn Sinclair's Statistical A'-c<unt oj Scotland, tl\e aceo^nti

of the parishes of ('a.llander, Lcigierait. Kirknnchael, AUr-
deen, 6cc. : and in Hone s tarry Pay Book, vol. ii., p. I-Jr),

a lett-r from a eorreM't ndent desiaabing the fires which are

kindled by tue ehiblren on Halhove\e in the midst of the

"White Cart River, on wlaeh the town of Paisley stands. In

the latter work, \oh n, p. 1 !l'I,^c, and also in Brands

Ohwrrtitinris- <ui Popular Ati!'upritit>s % there referred to. the

reader will find many curious detail* re>pe<tmu the anticnt

popular nbbenanees on the eve of AU-Halkws in Wales,

the North of England, Ireland, and elsewhere. After the

introduction of ( hristianity the riiv/m^ of bells seenis tc

have l»e<'ii added to the liirlitiriur <>f bonfires This r.-^v

eereniony e«»mmeneed on the viuil kX ihe lea>t of All-Hal-

lows, and was continued through* »ut all that day ami the

next. It was prohibited as siijierstitious both by Henry VIII.

and bv Eli'abelh; but is said not to be yet altuLVil.er

ah .li>h.ed. An. ol 1 sermon, quoted by Uoueher, :ie-cnh5
i

the l inline" as performed for the repose of ail Christian

soids.

besides these out-<.f-door rejoicings, the eve of the fee

t\al was celebrated by much merry -makint: aroumi the

domestic bearih. It has 'nee:; observed, that in the K>-

lisities usual on thi> occa-ion. the beverage of thcassemU^

•jU'S's was ab.vav- that called lamb s-wool, that is, ale or

Mine mixed with the pulp o[' roasted apples. Oncnl

\ allai.ccy b.as ini;e noivisly explained this nnuular nana •

the d.riuk nsi'd on II;dlownias-e\e by dediieilijr it irmu t^

,11 Cri'ie name of the day, La alas'l'hhid, tbar in the d.iy

o'"ihe ajeple-fruit. The l'm_'lim term ln>>!'.s-ic>"! [» nantly

a c«'rre,pii >n of this forgotten (.' liie <le-ej:nai. ion.

Hut t>.e eve of A 11-11 allows is e. j;e< aaily hunaus for

Ii'cm; obser\anecs which ha\e hivn vo-nt to take pla»'e on

ii, rnr.iu.'< ted with the >uper^titi'-us v. i.-.ii of pryiu.c itito

fuUirity. The same (•eremonies of thi.- dotenplioii apfcur

to have been anciently pracli.sed in England, lrelamh and

Scotland: but they are now almost universally disused,

except in the last-mentioned country. Throughout So>t-

hmd, in her towns, as well as in her villages and merely

agricultural districts, the old Druidhad rites of Halloween,

as the 31st of October is there called, were, within these

thirtv veai's, almost as universally and as punetilieudt

observed, as they probably were in the darkest ni^httf

popery or hea'hoiii.siu. Nor is the custom, tliotidi perhaps

now e|\i;io ;iwiiv, by any means even \ot generally diseou-

tinned. In th. 'ountrv, at least, friends and neighbouii

still, a,^ Burns has expressed it,

' Convene
To Inini iii.ii n\i-, ;ui' jm thoir stocks,

Au' liau.i to.-tr it .i:.iwv..-n.

loi l.luii,. tiiiit ni v
e,t.'

The well-known poem from which these lines are quoted,

and which is one of the most successful efforts of the m-

spirod Scottish peasant, and among the greatest favourites

of hi* eountrvmon. will immortalize the memory, it" not fne

pmctic.-\ of the ancient ••eremonies to which it relates. As

ii i-.. in a 'oeir-rv \. Imre all the other festivals of the chunh

lu»\enoen abohd.eiiand 1'. rotten, the eve of All-Hall^D^j

•td! caitmms tlie m »st i,op<.r:ant day in the rural, |»orhaj»>

we 1 1

1

) l 1 1 1 >a\ <jenerdl\ in the popular calendar. It eves

the. permanent di-tmction to the circumstance, which all

its peculiar ceremonies announce, of being much elder than

the church. It derives its origin from tlie depths of heathen

superstition. ' It is thought,' says Hnrns, 4

to he a nuht

when witches, devils, and other tima-hief-making beins>. are

all aln-oad on their baneful midnight errands:' partiruUiv

those aerial people, the fairies, are said on that nipht to hold

a graml anniversary.' All its observances according!} ' i nlI'y

an uppUcation to the agency of evil spirits. But for a parti-
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oolar account of the various modes in which this application

is made, we must refer the reader to Burns's poem, and the

notes by which it is illustrated.

ALL SAINTS. A cluster of three small islands so called

from their having been discovered by the Spaniards on All

Saints* Day. They are near the south side of the Island of

Guadaloupe, and within its jurisdiction, in 15° 51' N. lat.,

and 61° 44' W. long.

The two largest islands of this cluster are called Terre-en-

Haut, or High Island, and Terre-en-Bas, or Low Island.

The first of these has a small village on its western side,

between which and the third island, which is little more
than a barren rock to the north-west, there is exceedingly

good and safe anchorage in from six to sixteen fathoms
water. On the south-west side of Terre-en-Haut is a moun-
tain 813 feet above the level of the sea, and on the north

coast is a remarkable promontory which serves as a land-

mark for vessels approaching from the northward. This
island produces Indian corn for the subsistence of the inha-

bitants, and a little cotton for exportation. Terre-en-Bas

also produces Indian corn and cotton, together with a small

quantity of coffee, said to be of the finest quality.

The inhabitants of these islands, who are not more than
300 in number, are very poor, and subsist principally on
vegetables and fish, which last are good and abundant.
(Purdy's Colombian Navigator, and Alcedo's Dictionary.)

ALL SAINTS* BAY. A large and commodious bay in

the province of the same name in Brazil. The entrance to

the bay is in 12° 42' S. lat., and 38° 42' W. long. ; it is eight

miles wide between the points of Tagapipe and Saint An-
tonio. The province is bounded on the north by the River
Real ; on the south by the province of Los Ilheos ; on the

east by the south Atlantic ocean, and on the west by terri-

tory still in the possession of aboriginal Indians.

This bay is thirty-seven miles long from north to south,

and twenty-seven miles wide in the widest part from east to

west, within which space it is computed that secure an-
chorage could be found for all the navies of the world. The
dimensions just given are, however, perhaps a little in excess.

The bay contains several fertile islands ; the largest of these,

called Itaparica, stretches inwards from the mouth of the

bay, to which it forms two entrances. This island is eighteen

miles long, and about three broad in the widest parts : the

coasts of the bay have many small inlets. Two shoals lie

Dear the entrance on the west side, but are not dangerous,

as there is a channel of sufficient breadth and depth for ships

of any size.

All Saints' Bay, called by the Portuguese Bahia de Todos

Santos, was discovered by the Portuguese navigators early

in the sixteenth century, and an attempt to colonize the

surrounding country was made under the auspices of King
John III. of Portugal, by several persons of distinction,

commanded by Francisco Pereira Cotinho. While their set-

tlement was in its infancy, these adventurers were attacked

by a tribe of native Indians and compelled to retire ; after

this they had the misfortune to be shipwrecked upon an
island within the bay, when such as escaped the waves were
massacred by the inhabitants.

A second settlement was afterwards made by the Crown
of Portugal, and declared to be the capital of Brazil. This
settlement appeal's to have prospered, and to have been
the source of much profit to the government of the parent

state, which drew from it annual supplies of gold, diamonds,

topazes, sugar, and tobacco, with some other articles of
minor importance.

This settlement having devolved upon the Crown of

Spain, through the inheritance of Philip II., was attacked

and captured by the Dutch in 1623, but was retaken in the

following year by Don Frederique de Toledo.

The province is at present well cultivated, and produces an
abundance of coffee, sugar, cotton, and tobacco, with a va-

riety of medicinal roots, gums, balsams, and dyeing woods :

large quantities of lignum-vitae and mahogany are likewise

collected. The labour of the plantations is performed by

ne^TO slaves.

The town of San Salvador, commonly known as Bahia,

stands just within the bay on the east side. It has a con-

siderable export trade to Europe in the articles just men-
tioned, and in return imports European goo»ls. It trades

likewise with Maldonado and Montevideo, whence it brings

back salt beef for the consumption of the negroes, and hides

;

and with the Coast of Africa, where its tobacco is exchanged

for slaves.

Several rivers which flow from the mountains discharge
themselves into All Saints' Bay. The principal of these
rivers are the Paraguaca, the Sergippe, the Jaguarippe, the
Matuim, the Paranamerin, and the Piraj a. These streams
add greatly to the trade of the port; nearly 1000 boats

being constantly employed upon them in bringing down
the various productions of the interior.

Nitre of excellent quality and in great abundance has
been found in the south-west part of the province. The
Town of Caxoeira, situated fourteen leagues from Bahia
on the Rio Francisco, is the spot where the produce of the
gold mines of the north is collected* Iron and copper are

likewise found in the province. A piece of native copper
weighing 2666 pounds, the largest perhaps known to exist

in the world, was sent hence to Portugal, and is deposited
in the Royal Museum of Lisbon.

The Coast of Brazil in the vicinity of this bay abounds
with whales, but the fishing is prosecuted only by a few
large boats, and the quantity of oil procured is seldom found
equal to the consumption of the inhabitants. (Southey's

History of Brazil, and Thompson's Alcedo.)

ALL SAINTS' BAY, a deep inlet on the Coast of Ca-
lifornia, in 31° 43' N. lat., and 63° 34' W. long., at the point
where the Peninsula joins the province of New California.

A cluster of detached rocks lies at the distance of three
leagues off Point Grajero, the south point of the bay. The
Mission of Saint Thomas, established in 1 790, is in the im-
mediate neighbourhood of this bay. (Vancouver's Voyage.)
ALL SOULS' COLLEGE, Oxford, was founded in 1437,

by Henry Chichele, Archbishop ofCanterbury ; although in
the charter of endowment which was obtained for it in the
next year, King Henry VI. assumed the title of founder, a
term which in the language of the day meant simply patron.
The lineal descendants of those who had founded religious

houses, and who retained the patronage, in the official re-

turns at the dissolution, were all called founders. According
to the charter, the society was to consist of a warden and
twenty fellows, with power in the warden to increase their

number to forty ; and was to be called * The College of the
Souls of all the Faithful Deceased,' Collegium omnium Ani-
marum fidelium defunctorum de Oxon. The obligation

imposed on the society was to pray for the good estate of
Henry VI. and the archbishop during their lives, and for

their souls after their decease ; also for the souls of Henry V.
and the Duke of Clarence, together"with those of all the
dukes, earls, barons, knights, and esquires, and other sub-
jects of the crown cf England who had fallen in the war
with France, and for the souls of all the faithful deceased.

Sixteen of the fellows were to study the civil and canon
laws, the rest philosophy and the arts, and theology.

The most remarkable clause in the charter gave the society

leave to purchase lands to the yearly value of 300/., a sum
of great magnitude for the time, and which has since been
increased to 1050/. yearly value. Another charter of very
extensive privileges was granted soon after the foundation

by King Henry VI., and mis and the first charter were con-

firmed by Act of Parliament in the 14th Henry VII., 1499.

The statutes for the regulation of the college were not
given till a few days before Archbishop Chicheles death.

They were modelled after the statutes which had been given

to New College, by William de Wykeham ; and ordained

that the fellows shall be born in lawful wedlock in the pro-

vince of Canterbury, with a preference to the next of kin

descended from Robert and William Chichele, the founder's

brothers. A very ancient copy of the statutes is preserved

among the Arundel manuscripts, now in the British Museum,
No. 147. In the Stemmata Chicheleana, published in 1765,

the founder's collateral descendants are traced through
nearly 1200 families. To the society were also added
chaplains, clerks, and choristers.

The founder gave this institution the manors of Wedon
and Weston, or Wedon Pinkney in Northamptonshire,

Horsham and Scotney, or Bletchcourt in Kent, the rectory

of Unchurch in Kent, and the suppressed Alien Priories of

New Kumney in Kent, Alberbury, or Abberbury in Shrop-
shire, St. Clare in Carmarthenshire, and Llangenith in

Glamorganshire. The Allen Priory estates are said to have
been resumed by King Edward IV., but were afterwards

restored. Besides these possessions, the trustees of the

founder purchased the manors of Edgeware, Kingsbury, and
Malorees in Middlesex ; and the founder himself bequeathed

the sums of 134/. 6*. 8d, and 1000 marks, to be banked for

the use of the coital*
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In 144*2, the college was capable of receiving the warden

and fellows: but it was not finished till the latter end of

1444. The expense of the buildings were otitnated at

41 of./. ,5v. 34 f/.; the purchase of grounds, books, ehapel

furniture, Sec, at 4U)2/. 3s. bd. The accounts of the minor
items* are still remaining.
Among the benefactors to this society of an e*uly date

we find the names of James Gold well, ISishop of Nor-
wich, Cardinal Pole, and David Pole, Bishop of Peterbo-

rough : but the acquisitions from these and other persons

consisted chiefly in advuwsons. The endowment of th-

college was valued, in 1535, at Wit. 2s. Ad. per aniuini ;

in l.)!)2. 5n0/.; and in 1012, the society consisted of ninety-

three persons. At presevt, 1833, it con.»>ists of a warden,
forty fellows, two chaplains, ami seven clerks ; the total

number, including members not on the foundation, is one
hundred and one. At the election of a warden, the s eioty

present two of their number to the Archbishop of Canter-

bury, the visitor, who makes choice of one.

Of the original buildings, as left by the founder, very

little now remains. The principal front, towards the Hiirh-

street. till within a few years retained somewhat more o{ its

ancient character than at present. This front was, at fust,

101 feet in length, opening into two quadrangles. It has

been recently in part renewed, and its appearance- altogether

improved. The gate to the westward lias figures of Henry
VI. and Archbishop Chiehelo. The great quadrangle was

erected by Hawksmoor soon after the beginning of the last

century. The chapel, hall, and library, which have passed

through three stages of alteration since the foundation of

the college, agree in the general outline of character with

the newer buildings. The greater part of the new buildings

were constructed at the expen-e of various benefactors.

The hall at the east end of the chapel was renewed in its

interior, in 1720; it contains, beside numerous busts and pic-

tures. Bacon's statue of Sir William Blaek^toue. The new
library, which superseded the old one in the original qua-

drangle, now reduced to chamber*, was built from funds

supplied by the liberality of Colonel Christopher Codrington,

who had been first a fellow of the college, and aftorv, ards

governor-in-chief of the Leeward Caribboe Islands. It was
begun in 1710, but not finished till 1

""><;, at an expense of

1 2, J 01/. bs.y leaving a surplus of donation, with which an
estate, the rents of which are appropriated to the purchase I

of books, was bought at Lewknor, in Oxfordshire. This

noble room is 190 feet in length by \\1\ in breadth, except

in the central recess where the breadth extends to 514

feet : the height is 40 feet, with a gallery surrounding

throe sides. The collection of boohs which it contains

is one of thw» finest in Oxford, and is continually in-

creasing. The chapel preserves the exterior only of its

ancient state: it underwent much disfigurement in the in-

t'viur at and after the Reformation, from the circumstance

of the founder having directed that on certain occasions it

should be appropriated to public use. The last alteration of

toe interior of this chapel h>»k place about the beginning
of the last century, and was accomplished by the combined
la-to and skill of Dr. Clarke, Sir .lames Thornhill, and Sir

Christopher Wren. Mcngs's fine picture of the N<di me
fun^rc was afterwards purchased as an altar-piece for it, at

the price of 300 guineas.

Among the more eminent members of this college may
be enumerated \\\v celebrated Linacre, Leland, the antiquary,

Sir Anthony Shirley, Brian Duppa, bishop of Winchester,

Archbishop Sheldon, Jeremy Taylor, Tmdal, Or. Syden-

ham, Sir Christopher Wren, Young, the author of the

NiLihf Thoughts, Sir William Blackstone, and Reginald

Ilcher the late bishop of Calcutta. (Woud's (a>l!r-jrs and
Hal/, n/O.rfnrd, by Gutch ; Chalmers, Hi*t. *if the Co/te^e^ ;

Vnir. (\dendar.)

ALL A, as used in Music, an Italian proposition, or the

dative of the feminine article /«, which, prefixed to certain

words, signifies, or has the power of the phrase, in the

manner of : e. g. Alia Ca]»-IIa, in the manner of chapel, or

church, music :
— Alt Antiea. in the ancient manner:— Alia

Erancese, in the French style :

—

All' ///g/eve, in the Eng-
lish style ; Sec.

ALLA-BREYE. in Music, an Italian term, signifying

a quick time, in which the notes take only half their usual

length. This is synonymous with Tempo di <\ipelht, or

time of church music, in which cv.ch bar, according to the

practice of the old composers, contains one breve, or two

semi-breves, or their equivalents. Afla-Breve time is very

rarely used in modern music. The fine fugue in the

Messiah, % And with his stripes we are healed,' is an ex

ample of this measure.
ALLAH is the Arabic name of the Supreme Being,

which through the Koran has found its way into the lan-

guages id' all nations who have embraced the Mohammedan
religion. It is properly a contraction of nl-ih'h : al \» the

Arabic definite article, and ddh> which corresponds t> the

Hebrew words Elauh and Elohim. signifies a deity gene-

rally : the prefixed article restricts the meaning, and an'oh

<>r Allah signifies the True God, as opposed to the deites

worshipped by idolaters. The word Allah is frequently m
with as a component part of Arabic proper namc>: f,<\

ALd-,dh,h % i. e. the. Servant ..f God. Allah akhar <Go-l is

great) •-; the common battle-cry of the Mohammedans. The

phni e Jasm Allah or Ei.sm-illah (in the Name of G*b is

invariably uttered by devout Mussulmans before the <om-

mencenient of any undertaking-, and before their meals: it

is also put at the beginning of their hooks.

ALLAHABAD, a considerable province of Hindostan,

lying between the -J 1th and 20th parallels of north latmib.

It is bounded <m the north by Oude and Agra; on the tast

bv Bah.\r; on the south bv Gundwana : and on the west bv

Malwa.
This province is divided into eight districts: viz., Allah-

bad, which contains the town and fortress of the same nanv;

Benares, Mirzapoor, Jounpoor, Rewah, Bundeleund, Cawij-

poor, and Manicpoor. The length of the province from cast

to west is 270 miles, and its average breadtn from north to

south, about l'-'O miles.

According to Abul Fa/1, this territory was invaded in the

year 1020, by the Sultan Mahmood of Ghizni, who then

met with only partial success and returned a_r 'iin to the

attack three years thereafter, but without effecting a perma-

nent conquest. The province fell afterwards under the

dominion of the Emperor of Delhi, and in the fifteenth cen-

tury it became an independent kingdom, of which Jounpoor

was the capital. Partaking the lot 'of other Patan districts,

it subsequently came into possession of the Mogul emperor*,

and \va* formed into a distinct soubah* by the Eraj-ercr

Akb.ir, who, at the same time, gave to the district the name

which it now bears.

At the breaking up of the "Mogul empire, the northern

part of the province was seized by the Nabob of Oude. In

irr.*>, the Kast India Company acquired the Benares dis-

trict under a treaty with the Soubabdar of Oude, and in 1S10.

the Company obtained from the same government the fur-

ther cession of the city of Allahabad and the adjacent

districts. In Iso.'b the south-eastern districts of the pro-

vince were received by the British in exchange for tern-

tories in Guzerat and the Camatic.
Allahabad is one of the most populous and productive

provinces in the Indian empire. It furnishes diamond*.

indigo, cotton, sugar, opium, and saltpetre, besides whu'h

the natives carry on very considerable manufactures ot cot*

ton cloth. The greatest proportion of the population are

Hindoos, only about one-eighth part professing the religion

of Mohammed.
The principal rivers of the province are the Ganges, tie

Jumna, the Goomty, so called from its winding course, and

the Caramnassa, with their brandies. Major Rennell sup-

poses that the last-named of these rivers is the Comme-

nases of Arrian ( Indira, chap. 4). The streams are all in the

northern part of the province: the country in their vicinity i*

generally (hit and fertile, but the climate* is extremely sultry

and exposed to the visitation of hot winds. To the south-we>t

the country is hilly. In this quarter, in thedutnetof Bunuel

cund, the diamond mines of Pannah are situated, tuttf

are less profitable now than formerly ; only a few stones oi

superior quality having been found during many ye&-

(RenmUs Memoir of a Map of Himfostan ; Hamilton s

East India (iazettrer.) .

ALLAHABAD, a judicial subdivision of the province

«

the same naino already described. The territory of wlu<jb

this district is composed is for the most part immediately

surrounding the city of Allahabad: some other portions arc,

however, nearly one hundred miles distant from tbe rapitaJ.

The soil, which in general consists of a sandy loam, is very

fertile, so that the crop of wheat, which rs the grain prin-

cipally sown, is said to amount on the average to ntty->ix

* Aor.v.vli.u' t.. [h- u^t.nil.M* m| AM.ar, :» kouImIi should con.ist ••fl*"^

tworir.-.ir.v :i rirr.-ir <f t uo, t) .|,u , ,„•: LMimuhs. a rrc>innah nf \*™ *

tupjMlis: :v:..l<i h.n .<h of tn.'-its tw^ill.i^-s; but this stnclue« ol «""**

has piobalUy iidmi b«vu carried mtu cfl'trt.^
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bushels to the English acre. To obtain this return, arti-

ficial irrigation is resorted to, and this forms the most
laborious part of the cultivator's task. Barley, peas, and
potatoes are likewise produced, but the most important cul-

tivation of the district consists of indigo, cotton, and opium,
which are largely exported. The last-mentioned of these

articles was introduced into the district about eight years
ago, after considerable opposition on the part of the ryots,

who are averse to any kind of innovation. The district

contains 16,55,106 begahs (about 550,000 acres) of land in

cultivation, the annual revenue from which amounts to

27,93,244 rupees; 11,09,777 begahs of land are waste, and
of these about one-third are said to be fit for cultivation.

The trade of this district was formerly in great part made
up ofcotton cloths, which were manufactured in considerable

quantities in all the villages, but the course of this traffic

has been altered of late years, in consequence of the cheap-
ness of English goods of that description, and this branch
of native industry has much declined in consequence. The
district enjoys a considerable transit trade, for which it

is well fitted by its geographical position between the coast

of Bengal and the province of Oude, and the Gorkha ter-

ritory. The exportable produce of these districts is conveyed
down the Ganges for shipment—salt, metals, woollen cloths,

and drugs being the principal articles conveyed from the coast

in return. (Hamilton's East India Gazetteer; Tennant's
Indian Recreations ; Parliamentary Papers.)

ALLAHABAD, the capital of the district and province

of the same name in Hindostan, is situated in 25° 27' N.
lat, 81° 50' E. long., at the junction of the rivers Ganges
and Jumna. An extensive fortification is erected on the
tongue of land where these streams unite, so as completely,

to command the navigation. This fort is built of polished

freestone with circular bastions at intervals, in which the
cannon are mounted on the sides next to the rivers ; the
land side is a perfectly regular fortification, of strength
sufficient to resist all attacks of a native army, and to re-

^uire a regular siege by European troops. The East India
'ompany has expended considerable sums for improving

these fortifications.

The city of Allahabad is supposed to occupy the site of

the ancient Palimbothra (Arrian. Indica, 10); but this

is not certain. A great part of its present buildings are

of mud, and are erected on the ancient foundations of
substantial brick edifices, while much of the soil in the
immediate neighbourhood, consisting of materials used in

building and of the fragments of earthenware vessels, attests

the former magnitude of the city.

This place is considered by Brahmins to be the most
holy of all the sacred confluences of rivers in Hindostan : it

is called by them Bhat Prayag. It owes this pre-eminence
to the belief that it is the point of junction of three rivers,

the Ganges, the Jumna, and the Sereswati. It is true that

the last-mentioned of these rivers is no where visible in the
neighbourhood, but this difficulty is surmounted by the asser-

tion that the missing stream joins the other two underground,
and pilgrims who bathe here are held to acquire the same
merit as if they were to immerse themselves in all three

rivers separately. On arriving at this sacred spot, the pil-

grim seats himself on the brink of the river, and has his

head shaved so that each hair may fall into the water, the
sacred writings of the Hindoos promising a residence in

paradise of one million of years for each hair so deposited.

After this operation, the devotee must bathe, and the next
day must perform the obsequies of his deceased ancestors.

Many pilgrims are so impressed with the sanctity of the

place, and of the purity which it imparts, that conveying
themselves in a boat to the exact spot where the three rivers

are supposed to unite, they plunge into the stream with

three pots of water tied to the body, so that they must in-

evitably sink to the bottom. The East India Company levies

a tax of three rupees on each pilgrim who visits this sanc-

tified spot ; the number of these visiters varies exceedingly

in different years ; but more than '200,000 have been known
to pay the tax in one year.

Allahabad was a favourite residence of the Emperor
Akbar, who may be said to have been the founder of the

modern city, and of its fortifications. Its situation must in

those days have given it a great degree of political im-

portance. In 1 765, the fort was taken by Sir Robert Fletcher,

but was afterwards restored to the Nabob of Oude, and again

was transferred to the Company in 1803. The city now
contains a permanent judicial establishment, whence perio-

dical circuits are made through the province. It likewise

contains a school set on foot in 1 825, by the subscriptions

of some English gentlemen, which has since flourished,

having received assistance from the government In 1830,
this school contained sixty-four native students who were
studying the Persian and Hindoostanee languages, and had
made tolerable proficiency in geography and arithmetic,

besides acquiring a practical knowledge of surveying. Five
of these students have since obtained employment as sur-

veyors' under the Company's government The present po-
pulation of Allahabad, exclusive of the garrison, is estimated
at 20,000 persons.

Allahabad is 820 miles from the sea following the course
of the Ganges, but the travelling distance between the city

and Calcutta is only 550 miles in a north-west direction.

The distance from Benares is 53, from Lucknow 127, from
Delhi 212, and from Agra 296 miles. (Major Bennett's
Memoir of a Map of Hindostan ; Bernier's Travels ; M'IVs
History of British India ; Parliamentary Reports.)

ALLAN, DAVID, was born in Edinburgh, and began
the study of the arts in an academy founded at Glasgow.
He afterwards went to Italy, and in 1773 obtained the
prize of the academy of St. Luke, given for the best speci-

men of historical composition. He returned to England
in 1777, and resided some time in London. He practised

history, portrait, and landscape. His pictures of the latter

class resembled those of Gaspar Poussin. About the year
1780 he went to Edinburgh, and was appointed director of

the academy established in that city by the trustees for the

manufactures and improvements, and for the diffusion of the
principles of the fine arts, in Scotland. His talents were
chiefly exercised on works of humour, of which he has left

many specimens both in painting and etching. Several of
his works have been engraved, and four, representing the

sports of the carnival at Rome, were aquatinted by Paul
Sandby. Mr. Allan died April 6, 1796.

ALLAT1US (LEO), an eminent literary man of the

seventeenth century. He was a Greek, born in the island of

Chios, in 1586. Being carried over to Italy at an early age,

he was taken under the protection of a powerful family in

Calabria, and educated in the Greek college at Rome. Early
in life he revisited his native country ; but he soon returned
to Rome, where, after a succession of literary employments,
he was appointed librarian to the Vatican. For this post he
was well fitted, by great industry and a retentive memory

;

and, in a long life, he edited manuscripts, translated Greek
authors, and published many original works, which display

more learning and power of collecting materials than taste

or judgment. A Greek by birth, he was one of the most
strenuous and bigoted upholders of the Roman Church and
of papal infallibility, and hesitated not to invoke fire and
sword as the legitimate means of converting obstinate here-

tics. (See his treatise De EccUsicc Occidentalis et Orientalis

perpetua Consensione.) He is accused of having softened

down the points of difference between the Greek and Latin

Churches, in order to gratify Pope Urban VIII., who was
bent upon effecting a reconciliation and union between them.

He founded a college in the isle of Chios, and died at Rome
in the year 1669, aged eighty-three.

ALLEGHANY, a river of North America, one of the

tributaries, and generally considered the principal source, of

the Ohio ; the united waters of the Alleghany and Monon-
gahela, at their confluence at Pittsburgh on the western

limits of Pennsylvania, receive the name of Ohio. It rises

within 5 miles of Lake Erie, and, fed by numerous branches,

pursues a general course south by west for 200 miles to

Pittsburgh. Its sources are the extreme north-eastern tri-

butaries of the Mississippi basin, and flow from the highest

part of the Ohio valley. (See Darby's Geography of the

United States.)

ALLEGHANY MOUNTAINS, a subordinate chain

of the great system of the Appalachian Mountains, which
run through the United States of North America in a north-

east and south-west direction. [See Appalachian.]
ALLEGIANCE, or LIGEANCE, is the lawful obedience

which a subject is bound to render to his sovereign.

The bond ofallegiance (ligamen) is mutual and reciprocal';

by it the subject is bound to obey, and the sovereign to protect.

The allegiance of a subject, according to the law of Eng-
land, is permanent and universal ; t. e. 9 he can, by no act of

his own, abjure or repudiate the duties which it involves ;

nor can he by emigration, or any voluntary change of resi-

dence, escape its legal consequences.
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Even an alien owes a local and temporary allegiance eo

long as he continues within the dominions of the king ; and

he may, therefore, be prosecuted and punished for treason.

An usurper* in the undisturbed possession of the crown,

is entitled to allegiance ; and, accordingly, our history fur-

nishes an instance in which a treason committed against

the person of Henry VI. was punished in the reign of his

successor, even after an act ox parliament had declared the

former an usurper.

An oath of allegiance has, from the earliest period, been

exacted from natural subjects of these realms ; but its form

has undergone some variations. In its ancient form, the

Sarty promised ' to be true and faithful to the king and his

eirs, and truth and frith to bear of life and limb and
terrene honour, and not to know or hear of any ill or da-

mage intended him wkhout defending him therefrom/

The modern oath, enforced by statute since the revolution,

is of a more simple form, and is expressed in more indefinite

terms. ' I do sincerely promise and swear that I will be

faithful and bear true allegiance to his majesty King
William.'

It is not to be supposed that the alteration of the form

has, in any degree, varied the nature of the subject's duty,

which is, indeed, owing from him antecedently to any oath,

and although he may never, in fact, have been called upon

to take it. The oath is imposed by way of additional se-

curity for the due performance of services inherently due

from the subject from his birth, who is, in like manner,

entitled to the protection of the king before the latter has

formally accepted the duties of sovereignty by taking the

coronation oath.

By the ancient law of the land, every male subject of the

age of twelve years (with certain exceptions) was bound to

take the oath of allegiance when summoned to the inferior

criminal courts, called Leets and Tourns ; and a variety of

statutes, from the reign of Elizabeth down to the present

century, have expressly required it from public functionaries

and other persons before they enter upon their respective

duties, or practise in their several professions. By 1 George I.

o. 13., two justices of the peace, or other commissioners

appointed by the king, may tender the oath to any person

suspected of disaffection.

From a violation of allegiance results the highest offence

known to the law of this country, viz., Trbason.
Those who wish to become more fully acquainted with

this subject, and to obtain an insight into the distinctions

between liege fealty, or allegiance, and simple fealty, or

fealty by reason of tenurev may advantageously consult

Hales Pleas qf the Crown, vol. i. n. 58> et seq,, and Mr.
Justice Foster 8 Discourse on High [reason.

ALLEGORY, literally, a discourse which has another
meaning than what is directly expressed. Thus* the ad-
dress of Menenius Agrippa to his fellow -citizens of Rome,
as recorded by Livy, in which he described a rebellion of the
industrious against the wealthier orders of a state, under
the figure of a conspiracy of all the other members of the
human body against the stomach, was an allegory. An
allegory, however, is not intended to deceive or perplex, in

which respect it differs from an enigma or riddle.

Allegory has been a favourite mode of composition in all

countries and ages. Sometimes it has been recommended
by seeming to afford the only or the fittest available means
oi giving a lively or intelligible representation of certain

subjects or notions. The poets of different nations, for

example, have resorted to this method, in order to con-
vey sufficiently vivid conceptions of the different virtues

and vices, and other abstractions which they have wished
to set before their readers. They have personified these
notions, as it is termed ; that is to say, they have figured

them in the shape of living beings invested with the
forms and qualities naturally adapted to' the character of
each. Such pictures are allegories, and are to be found
abundantly scattered over nearly all poetry. Some have
even conceived that the whole mythology of pagan an-
tiquity is merely a cluster of allegories; but this hypo-
thesis is not favoured either by what we know generally of
the birth and growth of superstition in the human mind, or
by the earliest and simplest form in which these mystic
fables have come down to us. Some of the critics of the
Alexandrine school attempted to explain Homer allegori-

cally. A slight examination of what remains of their mi-
serable and feeble efforts will easily console us for the loss

of their labours. The reader who is curious may see a spe-

cimen of this sHegorieal interpretation feVfflfllMn'lSeMfc
{Iliad, v. 33a.)

Of all pwts who have dealt in aBegories of this description,

our own Spenser is the most famous and the greatest; no
other has either produced so vast a number of these tivifled

idealities, or put into them such a spirit of life and air of

actual existence. A lone allegory, it & commonly said, bm
been usually unsuccessful as such ; and, in illustration of

this assertion, the instance of the Fairy Quern has boon

often quoted, as that of a work which, with all its attrto*

tions in parts, is wearisome as a whole. The plan of the

general allegory upon which Spenser's poem » framed, fe

certainly in a remarkable degree complicated, cumbertaae,

and uninteresting ; and if he had aimed at comaost&f t

mere tale of romance, without littering himself with any

scheme of allusion either to the moral virtues or the actrim-

ments of Queen Elizabeth, both of which subjects he hat ei-

deavoured to illustrate, he would have doubtless done bettor,

as well as saved himself much needless labour. Bat, oi

the other hand, nobody complains of fatigue in reading

Swifts Tale of a Tub, which is likewise a tolerably loot

allegory. This, and other examples which might be quoted,

seem to prove that, if the allegory be sufficiently simple and

natural, it may be protracted, without becoming tiresome,

to a considerable extent.

ALLEGRET'TO, in Music, an Italian dimimtnto of

Allegro (see Allegro), neither so fast nor so brilliant ra

manner as the term allegro denotes, though rathe/ qskk,

and moderately gay.

ALLEGRI (C. ANTONIO). [SeeCoaiuoio.]
ALLE'GRO, in Musk, an Italian adjective, signifying

gay, sportive, and, by inference, quick in time.

Allegro is the fourth in order of the five classes into which

musical movement is divided j e,g.
Adagio,
Largo,
Andante,
Allegro*

Presto.

See Adagio.
An Allegro is not understood to be so fast in vocal si lu

instrumental music. Its quickness is likewise modified bf

the number and value of the notes in a bar. Thus k if

always more rapid, ceteris paribus, in two-ciotchet time

than in four-crotohet—in three-quaver time than in sii-

quaver ; and as the speed of this movement has many de-

grees of difference, other words are commonly added, more

exactly to explain the composer's intention. This term is

often found in the imperfect, the frequently barbarous,

language of music, united to words utterly incompatible

with it : for instance, the contradictory, and indeed ungram-

matical, compound, allegro agitato, is not unusual But one

of the greatest musical geniuses of our day, or that ever

lived, Beethoven, has, in his contempt for the real meaning

of language, set common sense at open defiance: in bk

ninety- fifth opera, he directs the performance of a movement

in the following words ;—' Allegro assai vivace, ma serioto

— Very gay and lively, but seriously.

The word allegro is also qsed substantively ; thus we say

an Allegro of Mozart, of Beethoven, &o. Some of its com-

pounds are

—

Allegro Agitaf
to, in a hurried manner.

Allegro Assai, very quick.

Allegro BriHan'te, quick and brilliantly.

Allegro Giusto, quick, butjust> precise, and not so fat* •*

allegro unqualified.

Allegro Modera'to, moderately quick.

Allegro di Molto {di molto, much), very quick*

Allegro Viva'ce {vivace, lively, brisk)—one of ^i MJJ
0"

logies of musical language—the same as allegro bnHante*

PM Allegro, quicker, more quick.

Poco Allbgro, rather (a litHe) quick*

ALLELUIA. [See Hallrluiah.] . . M
ALLEMANDE, in Music, a dance ««»*A"f?

derived its name from the country, Germany, in ^DK*!
t^

cording to the prevailing opinion, it originated. It i*

*"~Jjj)
in two-crotchet time, and is now understood to be Hwoenweij

quick, the word Allegretto best indicating its ^^^T.
But anciently this was a slow dance, according to Morwh

Brossard, and Rousseau. Handel, and other composers «

his period, write it in four-crotchet time, and we ^Tf^jJ!
been of opinion that they never intended their aHeman

to bo so fast as they are performed by modem players.
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ALLBN, or AUN, or ALYN. a river which rises in

Denbighshire, and flow* through Flintshire in North Wales,
where it has a subterraneous passage for about a mile ; it

emerges a little above the town of Mold, and ultimately

fall* into the Pee.
ALLENDALES, a parochial chapelry in Northumber-

land, with a population of 5540 inhabitants in 1831
;

containing the townships of East Allendale, West Allen-

dale, Catton, and Keenly.* The first of these comprehends
the market-town of Allendale, irregularly built on the

right bank of the East Allen brook, (which flows into

the South Tyne.) about 10 miles S.W. of Hexham, and
286 N.N.W, from London.
The chief employment of the inhabitants is furnished by

the important lead-mines in the neighbourhood, or by the

amelting-houses and other establishments dependent upon
them. The perpetual curacy of Allendale is in the gift of

Mr. Beaumont, who is lord of the manor, and proprietor of

the whole of Allendale. The parish, which is in the diocese

ofYork,* has lately been divided into four parts, with four

places of worship of the Establishment, viz. the chapels of

St Peter, in the town of Allendale, and of Ninebanks, both

rebuilt within a few years ; and those of East and West Allen,

recently erected for the use of the mining population.

All these are in the gift of Mr. Beaumont. There are also

meeting-houses for the Quakers and Wesleyan Methodists.

A free grammar-school was founded about the close of the

seventeenth century, and endowed by several individuals

;

a subscription library was founded in 1825. The market is

on Friday, and there are three fairs in the year.

ALLERTON, NORTH. [See Northallerton.]
ALLEYN, or ALLEN (EDWARD), a distinguished

actor in the reigns of Elizabeth and James I. By his own
account, he appears to have been born on the first of Sep-
tember, 1566. The event, according to Fuller in his Worthies,

took place in Lombard-street, in tne parish of All-Hallows,

London, at the sign of the Pye, near Devonshire House.
It is stated in Lysons's Environs of London, vol. i., that

his father was Edward Alleyn of Wyllyn in Bucks, and
that his mother was a daughter of James Townley, Esq.,

of Lancashire. He seems to have very early taken to the

stage, being distinguished as an actor before ne was twenty-

six. His natural talents for the profession he had thus
chosen were aided by personal advantages of a high order.

Fuller says that he ' made any part, especially a majestical

one, become him/ He seems, indeed, to have been looked
noon as the first performer of that day. Ben Jonson has
addressed to him one of his epigrams, written in a highly
encomiastic style, and concluding,

' other* •pak«, but only thoo doct aot
Wear this renown : 'tis just that who did give

9o many poets life, by one should Mve.'

One of his most celebrated parts was the Jew of Malta, in
Marlowe's play of that name. In his prologue to that play,

Thomas Heywood speaks of AUeyn as having acquired, by
his acting in it, the character of Peerless, 'being a man/
he adds,

• Whomw«may rank wKh, feipg no man wrong,

'

Proteus Sot shapes, arf Upatitta &* atoftgtw.*

And a letter of George Peele, the dramatic poet, has
been preserved, in which he tells a story of a convivial

meeting of Alley*, Jonson, and Shakspeare, where Jonson
•barged his brother poet with having been indebted to his

observation of AUeyn for the famous directions about acting
in Hamlet. The letter is given in Dr. Kippis's edition of
the Biograpkia Britcmnica, as an addition to the original

life el Alleyn, in which these and other testimonies in his

flavour are collected, and which is known to have been writ-

sen by Oldys.

AUeyn eventually became a theatrical proprietor. He
was sole owner of the Fortune playhouse, near Whitecross-
stseet, Moor fields, which he built himself, and which the
authosvot? the- t&storia HisPriomca, published in 1699, de-

scribes as * a large, round, brick building/ He also,

* Thq ahove division is given fcom a communication received from the
neighbourhood ; but to the Population Returns for 1831, the townships of Bast
Allendale. West Allendale, Cotton (Catton), Kecnty (Keenly), Broadside,
and Fores*, and the divisions t» the collection of the paroohial rates, amount
to eight : Forest being divided into two, and Park division being added to the
number. The difference of the statemcuts is probably owing to the existence

OtdifltBent dsvUlons for different purposes.

f The. district of Heshsmshire, in which Allendale if included, was one* a
ohbonric, and is now added to the diocese of York, The rest of Northumberland
lain the diocese of Durham; *

according to Lysens, whose account differs from that of
Oldys, held, in partnership with a person named HenBlow,
a bear-garden, on the Bank-side, in Southwark ; and this

seems to have been his most profitable speculation. To this

he added the office, which he purchased from Sir William
Steward, of ' Chief Master, Ruler, and Overseer of all and
singular his Majesty's games of bears, and bulls, and
mastive dogs, and mastive hitches.* From these different

sources he made a good deal of money, his bear-garden
alone, Oldys affirms, yielding him sometimes five hundred
pounds a year. There was also long preserved a tradition,

that he found some treasure in the ground while laying the

foundations of bis playhouse in Whitecross-street.

According to the weak and credulous John Aubrey, in

his Natural History and Antiquities of Surrey, (vol. i.

pp. 190) it was a sudden apparition of the Devil, while
Alleyn was acting the part of a daemon in one of Shak-
speare's plays, that first put him upon the project for which
he is now chiefly remembered, the founding of Dulwich
College, in the parish of Camberwell, in Surrey. But
Alleyn, who had always been a religious man, never, we
are told, during his life, neglecting an opportunity of
attending churoh, does not seem to have thought it neces-

sary, on dedicating his wealth to pious purposes, to withdraw
from his connexion with the stage. On the contrary, we
find him in his Diary recording the income he derived from
his theatre and bear-garden, long after he had finished his

college, and dutifully thanking God for it, as for all his

other bounties. The buildings of the college, which were
erected after a design of Inigo Jones, appear to have been
in a considerable state of forwardness in 1614, and were
finished in 1617. He had some difficulty at first in getting

permission to settle his property in mortmain, principally

in consequence of the opposition of Bacon, then Lord Chan-
cellor, who, in a letter to the Marquis of Buckingham,
dated 1 8th August, 1618, says, 'I like well that Alleyn
playeth the last act of his life so well/ but goes on to state

that, nevertheless, on the application made to the king for the
requisite licence, he had reminded his Majesty of his late

refusal to allow Sir Henry Savile and Sir Edward Sandys
to found lectures at Oxford and Cambridge ;

' foundations/

he adds, ' of singular honour to his Majesty, and of which
there is great want ; whereas hospitals abound, and beggars
abound never a whit the less/ The licence, however, was
at last signed on the 21st of June, 1619 ; and on the 13th

September, in the same year, the college was opened in form,

Bacon and many other distinguished characters honouring
the ceremony with their presence. Alleyn took upon him-
self the office of master in the first instance, in so far at

least as was implied by living in the house, and restricting

himself to the regular allowance of that situation. But his

first wife. Joan Woodward, whom he bad married on the

22nd of October, 1592, having, on the 28th June 1623, died

at the age of fifty-one, although he had bound the future

masters to celibacy, he soon after married another lady

named Constance, whom Oldys states to have been the

daughter of a Mr. Hinchtoe, but whose father Lysons con-

ceives to have been the celebrated Dr. John Donne, the

poet. The tradition of the college, indeed, is that he was
thrice married ; but at any rate, he left no issue. He died

at Dulwich, on the 25th of November, 1626, and was buried

in the chapel of the college.

The members of Dulwich College are a master, warden,

four fellows, six poor brethren, and six sisters, twelve

scholars, six assistants, and thirty out-members. The
original revenues amounted only to 800/. per annum, but

have since greatly increased. On this account, the situa-

tion of master of the institution, who must be of the sur-

name of Alleyn, or Allen, and, if possible, of kin to the

founder, is now of considerable value. Dulwich College has,

from its foundation, been celebrated for its collection of pic-

tures : Alleyn himself left it some, and many more were

afterwards added by Mr. William Cartwright, the comedian*

who died about the end of the seventeenth century. But the

most valuable accession has been from the bcauest of the

late Sir Francis Bourgeois, in 1810. For this noble collection

of works of the old masters, a new gallery has been built,

to which the public are admitted by tickets, which may be
easily obtained. Dulwich College also received from Cart-

wright a large and curious collection of old plays, which the

managers gave to Mr. Garrick in exchange for some modern
publications. In the present library, the most curious relic

is the original Diary of the founder, begun on the 29th Sep-

2 Y2
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tember, 1617. and continued to the same day in the year

1 622 ; from this diary Mr. Lysons has printed copious ex-

tracts.

ALLGEMEINE ZEITUNG (i. e. Universal Gazette) is

the name of one of the principal German newspapers. The
plan for this publication was conceived in 1794, by the well-

known bookseller. J. G. Cotta, of Tubingen, who invited

Schiller to superintend the undertaking. Schiller declined the

proposal, (in a letter, a lithographed fac-simile of which was
appended to a recent edition of Schiller's works,) and Cotta

himself was, for a time, the chief editor of the paper, till

Huber, the son-in-law of Heyne, undertook the editorship.

The paper appeared under the name of Neueste Weltkunde,

(t. e. Latest Intelligence about the World,) till the 8th of

September, 1 798,when, in consequence of a prohibition issued

against it under that designation, it assumed its present

title. The Allgemeine Zeitung was published first at Tu-
bingen, afterwards at Stuttgart, and subsequently at Ulm.
Owing to certain difficulties arising from the censorship in

the Wiirtemberg dominions, Augsburg was chosen for its

publication, where it still experiences much liberality on the

part of the Bavarian government. In allusion to its place of

publication, the Allgemeine Zeitung is, in English and
French newspapers, often called the Augsburg Gazette (Ga-

zette dAugsbourg). After Huber s death, in 1804, the

superintendence of the Allgemeine Zeitung was undertaken

by Stegmann, who had till then been attached to the Prussian

diplomatic service, and had occupied the post of councillor of

legation at Turin. The Allgemeine Zeitung has corre-

spondents in all countries of Europe, by whom it is supplied

with information ; and the several German as well as fo-

reign governments frequently avail themselves of it for the

publication of semi-official articles. The supplements often

contain literary news, especially brief reviews of works on
politics, and biographic sketches of important public cha-

racters. Notwithstanding its acknowledged excellence, the

•Allgemeine Zeitung is said to have but a limited sale: the

number of copies sold was, in 1823, stated by some to be

5000, by others only 1500—2000. (See the German Real-

Encyclopadie oder Conversations-Lexicon, art. Zeitungen.)

ALLIANCE, THE HOLY, the name commonly given

to the celebrated convention concluded at Paris on the 26th

September, 1815, between the Emperors of Russia and Aus-
tria, and the King of Prussia. It is understood to have been
proposed by the Emperor Alexander, and was signed by
the three sovereigns with their own hands, without being

countersigned by any minister. The document, which was
first published by Alexander on Christmas day following,

commenced by an announcement of the intention of the

subscribing parties to act for the future upon the precepts

of the gospel ; which they define to be those of justice,

Christian charity, and peace. Then follow three articles,

the first of which, after narrating the scriptural com-
mand to all men to consider one another as brethren,

deduces from it the somewhat limited inference, that the
three contracting monarchs will remain united to each
other by the bonds of a true and indissoluble fraternity,

and that they will conduct themselves to their subjects and
armies as the fathers of families ; the second article can
hardly be said to mean anything ; and the third is merely
an invitation to other powers to join the confederacy. When
this treaty was communicated to the English court, a reply
was returned to the effect, that the forms of our constitu-

tion did not permit the king formally to accede to it, but
that no other power could be mere inclined to act upon
the principles which it seemed to involve. At this time
many liberal politicians throughout Europe, especially in

Germany, looked to the Holy Alliance with most sanguine
expectations of its happy results. Its true object, however,
was not long in beginning to show itself; and it at last

became apparent, that the Christian and paternal intentions
of its authors meant nothing else than simply a determi-
nation to assist one another in governing both their own
dominions and as much of the rest of the world as they
could, according to their own will and pleasure. This design
may be considered as having been first distinctly announced
in a circular issued by the three powers on the 8th Decem-
ber, 1820, from Troppau, where they were then assembled in
Congress to consider the means of putting down the revo-
lution which had just taken place in Naples. This note,
which was addressed to the ministers and charges d'affaires
at the German and northern courts, drew from Lord Castle-
reagh, the then English minister for foreign affairs, a

dispatch addressed to his majesty's missions at foreign

courts, and dated the 19th January, 1821, in which it iu
intimated, that this government could not acquiesce in tie

principles announced in the circular of the three sovereigns,

or in their proposed application. From that time England
may be considered as having separated itself completely

from the Holy Alliance; and since the death of the

Emperor Alexander it may be difficult to say whether or

not the convention so called is to be regarded as subsisting

at all.

ALLIER, a river in France, called by the Romans Elvaer,

which, rising in the mountains of Margeride, near the place

where these branch off from the more important chain of

the Cevennes, flows, with some trifling bends, in a direction

nearly N. by W. Its basin is bounded on the east by the

heights of Forez and La Made, which separate it from the

basin of the Loire ; and on the west by the volcanic moun-

tains of Auverene, the loftiest in central France. [See

Auvkrqne.] Its broad but shallow stream winds through

the rich district of Limagne, until, after a course of 125

miles, the junction of the Dore renders it navigable for &

part of the year at least From this junction it pursues its

course until it falls into the Loire, a little below the town of

Nevers, which is on the latter. Its whole course may he

about 200 miles.

The river gives name to a department, which is bounded

on the north by those of Cher, Nievre, and Sa6ne et Loire,

aud on the south by those of Creuse, Puy de Dome, and

Loire. The Allier, soon after its junction with the Dore,

enters the department from the south, and divides it into

two parts ; while the Loire itself forms its north-eastern

boundary ; and the Cher, with the Canal of the Duke of

Berry, which runs parallel to the Cher, and close by iU

crosses its western extremity.

The department comprehends a great part of the an-

cient province of Bourbonnais, and its productions are

much diversified. Its granite rocks are covered with a tight

but fertile soil ; while the valleys contain rich alluvial dis-

tricts, which, however, owing to the backward state of agri-

culture, do not yield the crops which a more improved system

of husbandry might produce. The vine is not cultivated to

any great extent ; but in the pastures many oxen are fat-

tened, and the breed of horses is remarkable for strength.

The woods are extensive, and furnish oak timber foi ship-

building. The meres or ponds also are considerable, and

the fish taken in them, or in the numerous streams, form an

article of trade with Paris. Coal-pits, iron-mines, quarries,

from which stone suited for mill-stones is obtained, and pits

of clay, adapted for making porcelain, are the chief mineral

wealth of the department. Mineral springs attract visitors

to the towns ofVichi, which is situated in a romantic country

on the banks of the Allier, and to Bourbon L"Archambault,

and Neris : the last, under the name of Aqu© Nerae, or

Neri, was a watering-place in the time of the Komans ; and

the remains of an amphitheatre, and some other buildings,

show it to have been a considerable place.

The department of Allier contains four arrondissemente,

those of Moulins, Monthicon, Gannat, and La Palisse, Its

population in 1826 was 285,302. It is under the jurisdiction

of the criminal court of Riom. This department is crossed

by one of the great roads from Paris to Lyons.
The chief town is Moulins, on the banks of the Allier,

[see Moulins,] the population of which is 14,500. Gannat,

on the Andelot, a branch of the Allier, 35 miles south of

Moulins, carries on a considerable trade in cattle, and has s

population of 5000. Between these is St. Pourcain, the

seat of a large cattle fair in the month of August Mont-

lucon, near the baths of Neris, mentioned above, has 4500

inhabitants ; Cusset, on the Allier, has nearly as many :
rti

ancient walls give it the appearance of a strong place*

Bourbon L'Archambault, also mentioned above, has about

3000, and La Palisse rather more than 2000. The depart-

ment is not particularly distinguished by any manufacture;

the inhabitants of the village of Lurcy Levy in the norm

make porcelain and earthenware, and those of Souvigny,

near MoulinB, trade in soda and glass. At Moulins itseu

some cutlery is made, which is in good repute, es
PJ

clft

lJJ

the scissars, and there are some other articles made, lor

which see the article on that town. ,.

ALLIGATION, derived from the Latin ad and kg**

signifying to bind together, or unite. It is a rule m antn-

metic, by which the price of a mixture is found when w
price of the ingredients is known. This is an apn1icalfc03

w
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commercial arithmetic only, but the following questions,

which fall under the rule, will show its scope better than
any general definition.

Mow much wine at 60*. a dozen must be added to a pipe
worth 95*. a dozen, in order that the mixture may be worth
70s. a dozen ?

If a cubic foot of copper weighs 8788 ounces, and of zinc

7200 ounces, in what proportions must copper and zinc be
mixed, so that a cubic loot of the mixture may weigh 8000
ounces ?

For the algebraist we may say, that all questions fall

under the rule of alligation which involve the solution of
such an equation as,

ax + by+cz = n(x-\-y-\-z)
in which n must be intermediate between a, b, and c ; which
is indeterminate unless further relations between x, y, and z
are given. Any person moderately skilled in algebra may
reduce a question of alligation to an equation of this form

;

and as the number of cases is infinite, and several of those
given in the books of arithmetic are practically useless, we
shall here confine ourselves to an example of one process for

the algebraical student, and two rules of the most simple
cases for all other readers.

There are three ingredients, worth a, b, and c shillings per
ounce : in what proportions must a mixture ofm ounces be
made, so as to be worth k shillings an ounce ; it being un-
derstood that the quantities of the two first ingredients
must be in the proportion ofp to q ? Let px be the quantity
of the first ingredient ; then qx is that of the second ; let y
be that of the third. Then by the question,

px -\- qx + y = m. . . . (1)

But px ounces,
r

at a shillings an ounce, cost apx shillings

;

therefore the price of the whole is

<q>x -r bqx -f cy shillings,

which by the question is km shillings : hence,
apx + bqx + cy = km, . . . (2)

and which two equations, with two unknown quantities, can
be solved by the common method.
Rule I. Where the quantity of each ingredient, and its

price, are given, to find the price per pound, gallon, or what-
ever it may be, of the mixture ; multiply the quantity of
each ingredient by its price, and add ; then divide the sum
of all these products by the sum of all the quantities in the
ingredients.

Example. What is the worth per ounce of a mixture of'

25 ounces ofsugar at lOrf. with 15 ounces at llrf.?

25 ounces at lOrf. is worth 250rf.

15 „ lid. „ 165rf.

40 40 ) 415 ( 10i*<*.

40

15

Answer, 10£|rf. or 104rf. very nearly.

Rule II. To find in what proportions per cent, two ingre-

dients must be mixed, in order that the price per ounce,
&c. of the mixture may be one which has been previously

determined upon. To find the proportion of the first ingre-

dient, take the difference of price between the mixture and
the second ingredient, multiply by 100, and divide by the
difference between the prices of the ingredients.

Example. I wish to know in what proportion wines at 45*.

and 70*. a dozen must be mixed, in order that the mixture
may be worth 55*. a dozen ?

Price of the mixture . . 55*.

„ second ingredient 70*.

difference 1

5

multiply 100

difference of price of ingredients 25 ) 1500 ( 60
150

There must be, therefore, 60 per cent, of the first, and
consequently, 40 per cent, of the second.

Instead ot finding the proportions percent., the proportion

in which any other number must be divided, may be found

by using that number of dozen, &c. instead of 100, and the

three prices may be all multiplied by any number which
will clear them of fractions.

Example. How must 80 gallons, worth 6{<f. a gallon, be
made of ingredients worth 1 id. and \\d. per gallon?

Price of mixture. Price of first ingredient. Price of second ingredient.

64 15 11

4 4 4

26 7

difference of 26 and 44

difference of 7 and 44

44
18
80

37 ) 1440 ( 38|f
111

330
296

34
Answer, 38|f gallons of the first, and 41 S

*
T of the second.

ALLIGATOR, a name originally given by the British

Colonists of the Southern States of the North American
Union, to a large species of reptile closely resembling the
crocodile of Egypt, but which modern researches have shown
to possess generical characters differing from those of that
animal. The word is supposed to be derived from the Por-
tuguese lagarto, signifying a lizard, generally ; but it seems
more probable, as, indeed, some of our older writers on the
history and productions of America, affirm, that it is merely a
modification ofthe Indian word legateer, or allegater. Accord-
ing to its modern acceptation among zoologists, however,
the name is no longer confined to the species most com-
monly found in Carolina, Louisiana, and the other Southern
States of the Union ; but it is applied generically to all the
other American species which agree with it in its most pro-

minent and influential characters, and which have been
called caymans, jacares, &c, by the Spaniards, Portu-
guese, and Indians of South America. The characters

which are proper to the alligators, and by which they are
distinguished from the crocodiles of the Old World, are by no
means of such importance with respect to the influence

they may be reasonably supposed to have upon the habits

and economy of these animals, as to warrant the formation
of these reptiles into a distinct and separate genus : their

manners and habits are precisely those of the true croco-

diles, and if they differ in certain minor details of structure,

this difference should be considered not as a generic, but as

a purely specific character. Baron Cuvier regarded the
alligators not as a distinct genus, but merely as forming a
subgenus of crocodiles, differing from these animals in their

habitat, but agreeing with them in all the essential parts of
their structure and economy. Some later authors, however,
have elevated his subdivisions into distinct and separate

genera. Without subscribing to their views upon this sub-

ject, we shall so far adopt their plan, as to describe the alli-

gators and crocodiles in different articles.

M. Cuvier thus distinguishes the alligators from the true

crocodiles :
• the former have the head less oblong than the

latter ; its length is to its breadth, measured at the articu-

lation of the jaws, as three to two ; the teeth are unequal in

length and size ; there are at least nineteen, sometime even
as many as twenty-two, on each side in the lower jaw, and
nineteen or twenty in the upper. The front teem of the

under jaw pierce through the upper at a certain age, and
the fourth from the front, which are the longest of all,

enter into corresponding holes of the upper jaw, in which
they are concealed when the mouth is closed. The hind
legs and feet are round and neither fringed nor pectinated

on the sides ; the toes are not completely webbed, the con-

necting membrane only extending to their middle; and
finally, the post-orbital holes of the cranium, so conspicuous

in the true crocodiles, are very minute in the alligators, or

even entirely wanting/ The crocodiles, properly so called,

on the contrary, have the head at least twice as long as it is

broad ; fifteen teeth on each side of the lower jaw, and nine-

teen on each side of the upper. The incisor or front teeth,

as in the alligators, pierce through the upper jaw, at a cer-

tain age, but the fourth or largest of the lower jaw, instead

of being received into a corresponding hole of the upper,

passes into a notch on each side of it: and finally, the

hind feet are bordered by a denticulated fringe, and the

toes are completely united by a swimming membrane.
The characters here reported as peculiar to the alligators

and crocodiles respectively, are evidently not of sufheient

importance to exert any very sensible influence upon their
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general economy. Of the characters and organic modifica-

tions which they possess in common, the principal is the long

taper tail, strongly compressed on the sides, and surmounted

towards its origin with a double series of keel-shaped plates,

forming two upright denticulated crests, which, gradually

converging towards the middle of the tail, there unite and

form a single row to the extremity. Its great size, and
laterally compressed form, render the tail an organ of the

utmost importance to the crocodiles: it is true that its

weight materially impedes their motions on dry land, but it

is a most powerful instrument of progression in the water,

and influences the aquatic habits of these animals much
more than their webbed feet. The latter character, in-

deed, is comparatively of little weight : the hind feet are

only used to assist the progression in slow and gentle mo-
tion, but in all sudden and violent actions the tail alone is

the active instrument ; and even when the animal is sur-

prised on land, as we are assured by Adanson, it becomes a

powerful weapon of offence. The compression of the tail

}s not peculiar among reptiles to crocodiles, though so

powerfully influencing their habits; but the second cha-

racter which is common to the entire genus, viz., the

palmated or semi-palmatec) hind feot, is exhibited by no
other genus of reptiles, though all are more or less addicted

to an aquatic life. This fact sufficiently demonstrates the

small influence which the palmated form of the extremities

exerts upon the economy of these animals in general. Still

this character is by no means devoid of importance, though

in proportion to its utility in aquatic progression, it renders

the terrestrial motions qf the animals extremely slow and

awkward ; and this effect is still further increased by the

length and weight of the tail at one end, and by the anato-

mical structure of the neck at the other. Each of the cer-

vical vertebra has on either side a species of false rib, and

their meeting at the extremities along the whole neck, com-
pletely hinder the animal from turning its head to cither

side, and render all its movements stiff and constrained.

Neither is the pace of the crocodiles on land so swift as to

make them objects of fear to ordinary quadrupeds ; a man
can easily outstrip them, and so sensible are these animals

of their own inferiority in this respect, that they immediately

retreat to their more congenial element upon the most dis-

tant appearance of the human species.

The other general characters of the crocodiles and alliga-

tors, consist in their long flat heads, thick neck and bodies,

protected by regular transverse rows of square bony plates

or shields, elevated in the centre into keel-shaped ridges,

and disposed, on the back of the neck, into groups of dif-

ferent forms and numbers, according to the species. The
mouth is extremely large, extending considerably behind

the eyes, and furnished in each jaw with a single row ot

conical teeth, all of different sizes, and standing apart from
qpe another: these are hollow within, and never vary in

number, but are successively pushed out and replaced by
others of larger dimensions, as the animals increase in age
and size. The tongue is short and fleshy, and attached to

the under jaw throughout its whole extent. It is con-

sequently incapable of protrusion, and from its small size and
backward position seldom seen even when the animal opens

its mouth, which circumstance occasioned the beliefso univer-

sally prevalent among the ancients, that the crocodile was
altogether deprived of this organ. The eyes are placed on
the upper surface of the skull, are much approximated to-

wards one another, and provided each with three distinct

lids : the nostrils form a long narrow canal, placed at the

extremity of the muzzle ; the ears are closed externally by
two fleshy valves, and beneath the throat are two small

pouches or glands, which open externally and contain a

musky substance. Finally, the feet are provided with Ave
toes before, long and separate, and four behind, more or less

perfectly united by membranes : of these, the three interior

alone on each foot are provided with claws, so that the two
outer toes on the fore-feet, and one on the hind, are con-

stantly dawless.
Such are the principal characters which influence the

habits and economy ofthe crocodiles in general ; those which
more particularly distinguish the alligators or crocodiles of

America from the kindred species of the Old World have
been already adverted to, and it only now remains to relate

the manners of the former sub-genus, and describe the dis-

tinctive forms of the different species which compose it. It

is repotted by Pliny, that the Egyptian crocodile retires to a

secret cave or hiding-place, on the approach of winter, and

spends three or four of the coldest months in a State of le-

thargy, and without taking any food : this phenomenon,

usually called hybernation, is almost universal amoujs rep-

tiles and serpents, at least in temperate and high latitudes,

and has been repeatedly observed with regard to the alli-

gators. On the approach of the cold season these animal*

bury themselves in the mud at the bottom of some stagnant

pond, where they remain concealed and inactive till the r*
turn of spring. Travellers assure us that they are never

to be found in running streams, "but that they frequent in

preference some stagnant pond or the creeks of large

rivers. Here they may be seen in almost countless multi-

tudes, for they are extremely numerous in the remote,

unfrequented parts of South America, protruding their

large flat heads through the leaves of the nymphtea. pon-

tederia, and other aquatic plants which cover the surface of

the water, and watching for prey ; or sometimes basking in

the sun or sleeping on (he banks. They never come on

shore, except during the hottest part of the day, and always

retire to the water on the approach of night, during which

time they are extremely active in search of prey, Their

food consists principally of fish* and it is conjectured by

some physiologists, that the musky fluid, secreted hy the

glands under the throat which have been already mentioned,

acts as a kind of bait to attract their prey. The alligator*

are seldom known to attack the human species, unless in

defence of their eggs or young; the females of these reptiles

are reported to exhibit a much stronger degree of maternal

affection for their offspring than usually belongs to their

class. They usually lay from fifty to sixty eggs in one place,

of about the same size as those of a goose, which they cover

up with sand, and leave to be hatched by the heat of the

sun ; never, however, removing to any great distance. When

the young ones come forth, they are about five or six inches

long, and are immediately conducted to the water by the

female alligator* Seldom more than half the entire brood

live to reach the water. Many are destroyed while in the

egg. Hie vultures waylay and watch the female alligator

when she goes ashore to deposit her eggs, which they

scratch up and devour as soon as she retires. Numbers of

them also fall a prey to the grown males of their own

species, and to various descriptions of ravenous fishes which

greedily devour them. The Indians eat the flesh of the

alligators, notwithstanding its strong musky flavour; and

even Europeans, who have succeeded in overcoming their

prejudices so far as to partake of it, report it to be both

delicate and savoury. A single peculiarity 0/ habit seems

to distinguish the alligators from the real crocodiles: the

former never leave the fresh water, whilst the latter are

known to frequent the mouths of large rivers, and even to

pass between different islands, at considerable distances

from one another ; and so perfectly i s this characteristic 01

the two subgenera, that the crocodile of the West Indian

Isles diners from all the other American species, and ex-

hibits only those modifications which properly belong to

those of the Old World.
It was only at the commencement of the present century

that the different species of alligators were properly distin-

guished from one another, or even tha\t they were suspected

to he specifically different from the crocodile of the Nile.

This distinction is entirely due to the late Baron Cuvier,

and since the publication of the first edition of his cele-

brated work, • Sur let Oesemen* Fb&siles; little further ad-

dition has been made to the subject. He enumerates three

species, which he has definitely characterised ; and describes

a fourth, which he suspects to be distinct, but of which ne

did not at that time possess a sufficient number of speci-

mens to enable him to determine the question.. These are,

1. The Alligator, (Crocodilus Luctus, Cuv.) properly so

called, which inhabits the fresh waters of the Carolina*, tne

Mississippi, and other southern parts of the United States,

and of whose fierceness and voracity Bartram has related

such extraordinary account*. It grow* atcoidinff
*J

Catesby, to the length of fourteen or fifteen feet, the head

being oue-seventh of the entire length, and half as broad at

the articulation of the jaws as it is lone. It appears to be

more fierce and voracious than the South American specie

often attacks men and quadrupeds whilst bathing or cross-

ing the rivers, and is even said to prefer the flesh ot tne

negro to all other food
; probably because the slave is more

exposed to its attacks than h^s master. The alligators pray

chiefly by night ; they assemble in vast numbers, besetwnj

the mouth of some retired creek into which they «*ve P**
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¥ietiaty driven the fish, and bellowing so loud that theymaybe
heard at the distance of a mile. To catch the flsh they dive
under the shoal, and having secured one, rise to the surface,
toss it into the air to get rid of the water which they ne*
cessarily take in along with it, and catch it again in its deJ

scent. When, however, they succeed in capturing a land
animal, which is too large to be swallowed at a single mouth-
ful, they conceal the body beneath the bank tiff it begins
to putrify, for as their teeth are not formed for cutting or
Masticating, they are unable to tear the tough flesh in its

fresh state ; it is then dragged on shore and devoured at

leisure. When about to lay, the female digs a deep hole

in the sand, and deposits her eggs in layers, separated from
one another by intervening strata of leaves and dry grass.

It would appear that she lays only one batch of eggs during
the same season, though in the hotter parts of South Ame-
rica, if the report of La Borde is to be depended on, the cay-

man, or alligator of Surinam and Cayenne, lays at two or
even three different periods of the year ; but as each batch
is said to consist of only twenty or twenty-five eggs, it is

probable that the whole does not exceed the number usually

assigned to the common alligator. The female of this latter

species, it is said, never loses sight of her nest till the young
are hatched, and for months afterwards affords them the

most unremitting care and protection.

This species is frequently found up the Mississippi higher
than the Red River. Messrs. Dunbar and Hunter encoun-
tered one in 32i° N. lat., in the month of December, and
during a more than usually severe season. In genera),

however, as we are assured by Catesby and Lacoudrenni£re,
the alligator of North America buries himself under the
mud, at the bottom of the swamps and marshes which he
inhabits, as soon as the cold weather fairly sets in, and con-

tinues in a lethargic sleep till the return of spring. During
the very severe frosts, sensation is so completely suspended,

that the body of the animal may be cut into slices without
dispelling his lethargy ; yet it is never actually frozen, and
he partial return of a few hours' bright sunshine is at all

times sufficient to restore suspended animation. It is par-

ticularly in the rivers, lagoons, and swamps of Florida,

Georgia, South Carolina, and Louisiana, that the alligator

reaches his greatest dimensions. Bartram found immense
numbers of alligators and fish in a mineral spring near the

Muequito River, in Florida, though the water, at its exit

from the earth, was nearly at the boiling point, and
strongly impregnated with copper and vitriol. The same
traveller informs us, that the voice of the alligator resembles

the bellowing of a bull.

Besides the characters common to all the American
crocodiles, this species exhibits the following modifications

which distinguish it from others. The snout is flattened on

its upper surface, and slightly turned upwards at the ex-

tremity ; the sides of it are nearly parallel, and the nose

forms a regular parabolic curve. It was this similarity to

the head of a pike, which led Baron Cuvier to bestow upon

the present species the name of Crocodiius Lucius, or the

pike-headed crocodile. The internal rim of the orbits is

large and protuberant, but without being united by a trans-

verse crest as in- the Crvcodiius Scl*rop9 or Spectacled

Alligator. The external openings of the nostrils are sepa-
rated by a long knob ; the skull has two shallow, oblique,
oval pits, in the bottom of which are two small holes. On
fhe back of the neck are four principal plates, elevated in
the centre into keel-shaped ridges ; and in front and rear
of these respectively, two smaller ones of similar form. The
back exhibits eighteen transverse rows of similar plates,
the first with only two crests or ridges, then two with four,
afterwards three with six, then six with eight, then again
two with six, and finally, the last four rows with four
crests each. The ridges or crests on the body, are of
nearly equal size ; those of the tail are much larger, and
amount to thirty-eight in all, nineteen before the union of
the two lateral series, and as many afterwards. The colour
is a deep, greenish-broWn above, and light-yellow on the
under surface of the body ; the sides regularly marked
with alternate bands of both these colours.

2. The Cavman,(Crocodilu*Palpebro$U8?C}iv.) is at once
distinguished from all other species by the bony structure
of the eyebrows, which form large knobs of the size of a
man's fist ; and by the small extent of the membrane con-
necting the toes of the hind feet, which in prepared speci-
mens can scarcely be recognized. The back of the neck is

armed first with a range of four small scales, and afterwards
with four transverse rows of plates, each consisting of two
ridges, and immediately in contact with those of the back.

[Cervical Platei of the Cayman.]

These consist of one row with two ridges, one with four,

five with six, three with eight, two with six, and seven with
four. The lateral, denticulated ridges of the tail contain ten
plates each before their union, and fourteen after, but as these
are much more liable to vary than the transverse plates of
the neck and back, little dependence should be placed upon
the numbers of them in any species of crocodile. The skull

of this species shows not the slightest trace of those post-

orbital perforations, which are so conspicuous in the croco-

dile of the Nile, and more or less developed in all the other
species.

This is the common species of Surinam and Guiana : it

is there called cayman, a word most probably of native

origin, whilst the following species, which is likewise found
in the same countries, though its more appropriate locality

would appear to be Brazil and Buenos Ayres, is distin-

guished by the name of crocodile. Such at least is the

report of Stedman and Von Sack, the only travellers who
distinctly mention the present species. According to the

account given by these travellers, the cayman does not

attain so large a size as the other species, nor will he ven-

ture to attack a man on dry land, or even in the water, so

long as he keeps his legs and arms in motion. The female

deposits her eggs in a single layer, and after covering them
slightly with sand, abandons them to the vivifying in-

fluence of the tropical sun, without taking any further

charge either of them or of the young progeny.

3. The Crocodilus Trigonatm of Schneider, is a species

of crocodile, exhibiting all the peculiar characters which
properly distinguish the alligators of America, and yet sus-

pected to be or African origin. It is even so closely allied

in form and general characters to the cayman, or eye-

browed alligator, that Baron Cuvier has described it as a

mere, variety of that species, though the fact of its widely

different habitat, if, indeed, it can be depended oh. as well
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as the different arrangement of its cervical and dorsal plates,

are arguments in favour of the contrary opinion. The prin-

cipal distinction between this and the foregoing species con-

sists in a ridge which rises in front of the orbits, and runs

[Cervical Plates of C. Trigonatus.]

towards the snout, and a small notch in the posterior border

of the skull ; the second row of cervical plates is larger than

the others, and towards its middle are two or three small

scales, with irregularly disposed crests; the large ridges

assume the form of scalene triangles, which gives the whole

anhral a rough and bristly appearance ; there are sixteen

transverse bands on the back* the number of plates appearing

to vary according to the species, and from nineteen to twenty-

eight on the tail, nine or ten before the junction of the lateral

ridges, and from ten to seventeen afterwards. Nothing
whatever is known of the manners or habits of this species

or variety.

4. The Jacare (Crocodilus Sclerops, Schneider,) appears

to be spread over the whole of tropical America, but is most
especially numerous in Brazil, where it attains a very large

size, and is found in all the rivers and lakes. Its head is

more attenuated than in the alligator of North America

;

the sides converging towards the snout, so as to form very

nearly an isosceles triangle ; the surface of the bones of the

skull has a rough scabrous appearance, as if arising from
disease ; the orbits of the eyes are surrounded by large, pro-

minent rims of bone, and these are connected together by
an intermediate ridge, giving the whole very much the ap-

pearance of a pair of spectacles ; finally, the skull is pierced

by two very small holes behind the orbits. The cervical

plates are remarkably large; they are arranged in four

transverse bands, of which the first two contain four each,

and each of the others two. The transverse bands of the back
vary according to age, and it would even seem according to

[CeTrical PlaUs of the Jacare.]

the individual ; they most commonly consist of two rows, with
two plates each, four with six, five with eight, two with six,

and four with four. The centres of these plates are elevated
into ridges, much smaller than in the other species ; it is

only after the junction of the lateral ridges of the tail, that

they become remarkably prominent ; their number varies

from ten to thirteen before this junction, and from nineteen

to twenty-one after it. The colour of the animal is greenish

brown above, marbled irregularly with different shades of

green, and pale greenish- yellow below. This species grows

to the size of from fourteen to eighteen feet in length ; the

whole length is from eight to eight and a half times that of

the head.

The jacare"s, according to Azara, are never known to

attack men, or even dogs, in passing the rivers, unless it

happen to be near the place where they have deposited

their eggs ; and even then, they are never known to prey

upon the body, contenting themselves with the fish and
water-fowl, which they find so plentiful in their own ele-

ment. During the night they are exceedingly active,

and always keep in the water, showing only their heads

above the surface, but towards the middle of the day they

come ashore to enjoy the heat of the sun; they then sleep

profoundly, but always retreat to the water on being dis-

turbed. The eggs are about the size of those of a goose

;

they are white, and much sought after by the free Indians,

who also eat the tiesh of the jacare itself, though it has a

strong musky smell, and scarcely any juice. The female

deposits her eggs in the sand in a single layer, and covers

them with straw or leaves ; few of them, however, escape

the quick eye of the vulture, and even many of the young
fall a prey to the full-grown males, which at the period of

their first appearance, in the hottest part of summer, are

particularly fierce and ravenous, the marshes which they in-

habit being then dried up, and their food difficult to obtain.

This species appears to have pretty nearly the same range

towards the south of the Continent, that the alligator, or

pike-headed crocodile, has to the north. According to Azara,

it is never found beyond 32° of south latitude. Many inte-

resting facts regarding the habits of this species are re-

corded in the narratives of Prince Maximilian, Spix and

Martius, and other Brazilian travellers.
.

ALLIGHUR. A district of central India, in the province

of Agra, situated between the rivers Ganges and Jumna.

This district is bounded on the north by Merut ; on the

south by the districts ofAgra and Ferruckabad ; on the east

by the last-named district and Bareilly; and on the west

by Agra and Delhi.

Alhghur is estimated to contain a million and a half of

acres, about one-third part of which is in cultivation, princi-

pally in the southern division of the district, which is very

fertile. The northern portion, on the contrary, contains

some of the most desolate tracts of land in India, in which

little is to be seen but low, dark jungle.

In addition to the streams by which it is bounded on two

sides, as already stated, the district is provided with nu-

merous water-courses and rivulets, which, however, are dry

during the greater part of the year.

The principal towns in the district are Allighur, Coe!,

Hatras, Moorsaun, and Anopsheher.
The first of these places is the capital of the district It

is situated in 27° 56'N. lat, and 77°59; E. long., a little

more than fifty miles north from the City of Agra, Alli-

ghur was taken in 1803, from Dowlut Row Scindia, by the

forces under Lord Lake, and is now the head-quarters of a

civil and judicial establishment of the Company's govern-

ment Coel, which is properly the town, is distant about

two miles south of Allighur, and it is here that the civil

authorities principally reside : the two places are connected

by a fine avenue of trees. Coel was formerly a station of

great importance, and is so spoken of by Abul Fazl in the

Ayin-i-Akbari : it is still a large and busy town.

Hatras is a fortress of considerable strength, situated

31 miles north from the City of Agra. It was besieged in

1817, and taken by the British after a tremendous bom-
bardment which did great damage to the town. Hatras
has become a place of much commercial activity.

Moorsaun, a town 29 miles north from the City of Agra,
was, previous to 1817, the seat of an independent Zumin-
dary, and the resort of tribes of professional robbers. The
evil thus occasioned had arrived at such a height that at

the time just mentioned, the place was attacked by the

English and dismantled. The country round about Moor-
saun is highly cultivated. Anopsheher is built on the west
side of the Ganges, 68 miles E.S.E. of Delhi, in 28° 33' N. lat.

78° 8' E. long. (Hamilton's E. 1. Gaz. Mills* History of
British India ; and Parliamentary Papers.)

ALLITERATION. This term is usually employed to

signify the juxta-position, or frequent recurrence in corn-
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position, of words commencing with the same letter, when
introduced with a view to its rhetorical effect. Byron's line

in the concluding stanza of the second canto of Childe
Harold,

TPliat is the worst of woes that wait on ago/

may be given as an example ; and another instance occurs
in the same stanza, in the line

' O'er AearU divided, and o'er topes destroyed.*

Churchill has at once ridiculed and exemplified the figure

in his well-known verse

* And apt alliteration's artftil aid,'

where every word begins with the same letter. Modern
critics have detected numerous instances of alliteration both
in the Latin and Greek poets. (See the dialogue entitled Ac-
tiust in the Latin Dialogues of Joannes Jovianus Pontanus

;

and Harris's Philological Enquiries, part II. chap, iv.) Al-
literation, however, has been most systematically used as an
ornament of diction in the Celtic and Gothic dialects. Gerald
Barry, commonly called Giraldus Cambrensis, who lived in

the twelfth century, tells us, in his Description ofWales, that

in bis day, both the English and Welsh were so fond of this

figure of speech, which he calls Annomination, that they
deemed no composition to be elegant, or other than rude and
barbarous, in which it was not plentifully employed. The
same tendency is also said to have formed a striking pecu-
liarity in the genius of the Irish language. (See Warton's
History of English Poetry, vol. ii. p. 148. Note d. Edit.

of 1824.) Dr. Percy, in an essay published in his Reliques

ofancient English Poetry, has traced the origin and history

of alliterative verse down from the compositions of the old

Icelandic poets. Nearly all the varieties of Runic verse,

which were very numerous, appear to have depended for

their prosodial character entirely upon alliteration. It was
necessary that so many words in every line should begin
with the same letter ; and this was all that was required to

make good metre. According to the learned Wormius,
there were no fewer than 136 kinds of Icelandic verse formed
upon this principle, and without including rhyme, or a
correspondence of final syllables. If we mav trust the fol-

lowing curious statement given in a note by Mr. Park to the
last edition by Price of Warton's History ofEnglish Poetry
(vol. ii p. 512,) the harmonies of alliterative verse were some-
times of the most complicated description, and such as were
likely, one would suppose, to elude any except the nicest

and most practised ears :— • An objection ha3 been taken to

the antiquity of tho Welsh poetry, from its supposed want
of alliteration. But this is not the case : for the allitera-

tion has not been perceived by those ignorant of its con-

struction, which is to make it in the middle of words, and
not at the beginning, as in this instance

:

Yn ias

-t
c\ navrs eirian.

J

This information was imparted to Mr. Douce, by the in-

genious Edward Williams, the Welsh bard/ The remains
which we possess of Saxon poetry exhibit frequent in-

stances of lines constructed apparently upon the principle of
alliteration; but it certainly was not so systematically

adhered to in that language, as in the compositions of the

Icelandic bards. Mr. Tyrwhitt, indeed, in his essay on the
Language and Versification of Chaucer, has gone so far

as to say, ' For my own part, I confess myself unable to

discover any material distinction of the Saxon poetry from
prose, except a greater pomp of diction, and a more stately

kind of march.' He thinks that we might attribute the

introduction of the practice of alliteration to the Danes, if

we were certain that it made a part of the Scaldic versi-

fication at the time of the Danish settlements in England.
. Dr. Percy, in the essay above referred to, has shown that

poems continued to be written in English, the verse of which
was merely alliterative, or in which, at least, alliteration

served as the substitute for rhyme, down to the commence-
ment of the sixteenth century, and in the Scottish dialect,

even to a later period. One of the compositions of this

description which he cites is entitled Scottish Field, and
is a narrative of the battle of Floddcn, which was fought in

1513. Another is a Scottish poem composed by Dunbar, who
lived till about the middle of the sixteenth century. It is

preserved in the Maitland manuscript, and has since been

published by Pinkerton. The practice of alliterative verse,
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as Percy has remarked, seems to have been longest pre-
served in the north. In the Canterbury Tales, Chancer
makes his Parson, when asked for his story, reply, with a
sneer at this antiquated habit of the northern versifiers of
that day,

' Trasfeth well I am a Southern man;
I cannot aeste, rom, ram, ruff, by my Utter,

And, God wot, rhyme hold I but little tetter •

And therefore, if you lift, I woll not glose

;

I woll you tell a little tale in prose.'

But the most famous poem in the English language,
entirely composed in alliterative metre, is that entitled

The Visions of Pierse Plowman, written about the middle
of the fourteenth century, and attributed to William or

Robert Longland, a secular priest, and a fellow of Oriel

College, Oxford. This is a long work, consisting of twenty-

one parts or books, and composed throughout in verses, the
cadence of which appears to be generally anapoestic, but
which are evidently designed to derive their chief metrical

beauty from a certain artificial disposition, in each, of the

words beginning with the same letter. The poem has been
frequently printed; but the last and best edition is that

published a few years ago by the late Rev. Thomas Dunham
Whitaker.

So strongly had alliteration obtained possession of the
English ear, that even for some time after the introduc-

tion of rhyme, it appears to have been still considered

an important embellishment of verse. Some fragments
of our old poetry exhibit both the consonance of final syl-

lables, and a rigid observance of all the regularities of allite-

. ration. Even after the latter came to be neglected as a
systematic accessory, it was still lavishly employed as an
occasional ornament. Our popular ballad and lyrical

poetry is full of such lines as those with which the Scotch

song commences :

—

* Merry may the waid be
That marries the miller

;

For foai day and /iir day, &o. &c*

Down even to the present day, the use of alliteration, to a
considerable extent, has continued to characterise English
versification in its most polished form, and in the hands of
some of our greatest poets. Nor has the employment of
this artifice of style been confined to compositions in verse.

In the early part of the seventeenth century it was carried

to a greater excess by some of our prose writers, than it ever

had been by our poets ;
grave discourses being elaborated,

in which nearly all the words of each separate sentence

commenced with the same letter. The longer this torture

of the unfortunate sound could be protracted, the greater

was deemed to be the feat of eloquence.

Those who recognize rhyme, or what Milton calls ' the

jingling sound of like endings/ as one of the legitimate ad-

juncts of poetry, can hardly repudiate alliteration, which,
after the same fashion, may be termed 'the jingle of like

beginnings.' There can be no doubt that the latter artifice,

judiciously employed, may be made to communicate a por-

tion, at least, of the same sort of gratification which is

conveyed by the former. The general principle upon which
the pleasure we experience in both cases depends, is the

similarity in dissimilarity, as it has been called, or

variety combined with regularity, which is the occasion of

so many of our intellectual, and of some also of our
moral pleasures. Of course, the degree in which allitera-

tion is employed, as an ornament of style, ought to be regu-

lated by its importance, as compared with other rhetorical

decorations, and by its appropriateness to the subject

and the general character of the composition. Being
a mere artifice of diction, it can in no case be compared
with the higher beauties of thought and expression, and
should never be obtruded so as to interfere with them.

It sometimes serves, however, to help in what may be
called the setting of a brilliant thought ; and, if it have
the air of coming naturally, will frequently add to the effect

of an otherwise happy phrase. Its aptitude to catch the

popular ear is proved by its almost universal adoption in pro-

verbs, traditional rhymes, and other brief sayings of wit or

wisdom, which their mere natural vitality has kept alive

without the aid of letters, and even in a vast number of

those idiomatic expressions which form the sinew and chief

strength of our language. Mr. Price, the learned editor of

the last edition of Warton, whose premature death is an
irreparable loss to more than one department of our national

literature, announced some years ago a volume which wa*
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to contain, among other matters, an essay upon alliterative

metre, together with the Aunter of Sir Gawaine, a romance

in alliterative metre, from a MS. of the fourteenth century

;

but the work, we believe, has never appeared.

ALLIUM, a very extensive genus of bulbous, mono-
cotyledonous plants, belonging to the natural order As-

phodelee*. The species are all remarkable for having, in a

greater or less degree, the odour of the garlic, and for the

agreeable stimulating effects that accompany it. For this

reason some of them have been objects of cultivation from

the highest antiquity.

As a genus, allium is known among other asphodelete, by
the flowers growing in round heads or umbels, by the perian-

thium being deeply divided into six spreading lobes, and

by having a capsule with three angles, three valves, and

three celb, sometimes so deeply lobed, as to have the appear-

ance of six cells. The number of species is very consider-

able ; they are almost exclusively natives of the northern

hemisphere, and are principally found wild in the meadows
and groves of Europe, in the north of Asia, and the north of

Egypt; a small proportion only inhabiting corresponding

latitudes in North America. Many of them are handsome
flowering plants, but as they are more important on account

of their useful properties, we shall confine ourselves to some
account of the kinds commonly cultivated in the kitchen

garden.
Allium cepa, the common onion, is too well known to

require description. It is not certain of what country it is

a native, but it has from time immemorial been cultivated

in Egypt Its varieties are not very numerous, considering

that it is almost exclusively increased by seed : the most re-

markable are the blood red, which is the most pungent; the

Strasburg, which is the hardiest; the silver-skinned,

which is the smallest, and the most fitted for pickling ; and
the Portugal and Tripoli, which are the largest and the most
delicate. In this country the bulbs do not generally arrive

at the large size of those imported from Portugal and
Spain ; but skilful gardeners have nevertheless succeeded

in procuring them fully as fine. Their method has been to take

the small onions of a late-sown crop of the previous year, and
to plant them in rows in the beginning of April, laying them
on the surface of the soil, each surrounded with about a

handful of decayed and nearly dry manure. All the time

that is usually lost in seed-sowing is thus avoided, and the

moment the bulbs push forth new roots, they find them-
selves in the midst of an abundant store of food, which con-

tinues to supply them with nutrition during the whole of the

growing season. As they advance in size, the soil round
the bulbs is frequently disturbed by the hoe, for the sake of

exposing as much as possible the carbonaceous matter
.of the manure to the action of the atmosphere. This pro-

cess is only discontinued when the leaves begin to turn

yellow ; the bulbs are then allowed to ripen as usual. By
these means—the copious suoply of food, the bulbs being on
the surface of the ground, ana so enabled to develope without

impediment from the pressure of the soil, and the time
saved by using small, ready -formed bulbs, instead of seed,

—

onions have been often obtained in England fully equal in

every respect to those of Spain. For further information on
this subject, see the Transactions of the Hort. Soc. vol. i.,

p. 158, iii., p. G7, and iv., p. 13d.

AVium schcenoprasum, the chive, is a little tufted plant,

with slender, cylindrical, taper-pointed, dark-green leaves ; its

flowers are arranged in a small, compact, round head, and
are of a purplish or pale violet colour ; the bulbs are small,

lon<$. and white, and grow in dense, matted tufts. It is

a native of the Alps of Europe, from Lapland to Italy ; and
h found here and there in Great Britain. It is more em-
ployed by the French for their cookery, than in this country.

Being a perennial, and increasing rapidly by its roots, it

requires no other management than to be taken up from

time to time for the purpose of separating its bulbs, which
are afterwards replanted at short intervals. The leaves are

the part eaten, and are cropped as occasion requires.

Alliumfistulosum, the Welsh onion, is a native of Siberia,

and is supposed to have gained its English name from
having been imported originally from Germany, with the
name Walsch, or foreign, attached to it. It is a perennial,

and cultivated chiefly for the purpose of being sold in the
markets when very young, at which time its flavour is

delicate ; its hardiness enables it when young to brave our
Bpring cold better than the common onion. It does not

form bulbs, and is known by its tall stem, thick hollow

leaves, and pale green very compact head of flowers. It

does not appear to be an object of cultivation in any other

than northern countries.

Allium ascalonicum, the shallot, a native of Asia Minor,
is in many respects similar to the chive, from which it is

known by its larger leaves, its smaller and more deeply-

coloured flowers, and by its stamens having alternately three

points on the filaments. It moreover produces bulbs of

sufficient size to be fit for use, and accordingly, while the

leaves only are employed in the chive, the bulbs are the

parts sought for in the shallot. These multiply abundantly,

so that every year, when the crop is taken up, there is

plenty of small bulbs which can be reserved for planting the

succeeding season, while the fine, fully-formed ones are

selected for the kitchen. Two very distinct varieties of this

useful plant are known, one of which is much larger and
more delicate than the other. To obtain the bulbs in the

greatest perfection, they should not be buried in the earth,

as is the common practice, but merely placed on the surface

of the soil, and treated as already recommended with repard

to onions. Upon this subject see an excellent paper by Mr.
Knight in the Trans, of the Hort. Soc, vol ii. p. 97.

Allium sativum, garlic, has been found wild in Sicily,

and some parts of Provence. Its stem is simple, erect, and
furnished with flat, narrow, pointed leaves; the flower-

heads have usually a number of little bulbs lying among
the flowers, which are white or pinkish ; the bulbs are re-

markable for the development of the greater part of the
axillary buds of their scales ; these buds grow rapidly, and
acquire a bulbous state, and form what are called the cloves

of the garlic, which are the parts employed in cooking. The
mode of cultivating them is the same as that of shallots and
onions.

Allium ophioscorodon, rocambole, or Spanish shallot, is

very slightly different from garlic, being chiefly distin-

guished by its larger size in all the parts, and by the tipper

part of its stem being generally twisted spirally just before

(lowering. It is a native of most parts of the south of
Europe ; it is little cultivated in this country.

Allium porrum, the leek, has, like many other cultivated

plants, disappeared in a wild state, so that its origin is un-
known. It is a broad-leaved, succulent species, not capable
of forming a bulb, because the leaves do not perish till the
plant itself dies away, but producing instead a cylindrical body
composed of the tender, colourless bases of the leaves, which
are rolled round each other in a compact manner. As the
excellence of the leek depends entirely upon the large size

of this part, the attention of the cultivator is exclusively

directed to that before all other considerations. It has
been found that no method is so successful as to sow the
seed early in a light and well-manured soil, and then, when
the young leeks have arrived at the thickness of the little

finger, or even sooner, to drop them into holes about
2$, or 3 inches wide, and 6 inches deep, in the bottom of
which some very fine manure has been deposited. By
this means the young plants are copiously supplied with
moisture, have abundant food round their young roots,

are attracted upwards by the light, and are enabled to de-
velope themselves with rapidity from the absence of all

pressure from the surrounding earth ; and when they fill up
the whole cavity of the hole, as they will in time, they then
blanch themselves in all the most valuable part of their stem.
As the sensible properties of the whole genus are evidently

much the same as those of the common onion, differing

chiefly in degree of concentration or diffusion, the chemical
analysis of the bulbs of this species may be considered illus-

trative of that of all the rest. MM. Fourcroy and Vauquelin
found that the common onion is composed, 1 st. of a white,
acrid, volatile oil, holding in solution sulphur which renders
it fetid ; 2. of a vegeto-animal matter analogous to gluten

;

3. of a good deal of uncrystallizable sugar ; 4. of a great
quantity of mucilage, resembling eum Arabic ; 5. of phos-
phoric acid, either free or combined with lime, acetic acid,

and a little citrate of lime, and 6. of vegetable fibre. It is to

the volatile oil that the irritating properties of the onion are
supposed to be owing, and they are consequently dissipated
by heat.

ALLOA, a sea-port town and parish in the county of
Clackmannan, on the north side of the river Forth, twenty-
seven miles above Edinburgh, seven below Stirling by land,
and fourteen by water. The town is very ancient and the
old part of it irregularly built with narrow streets ; but
in the more modern port are some spacious streets, with
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handsome houses and good shops. Within the last few
years, elegant streets have been formed towards the river,

and several neat villas built in the vicinity of the town.
The new church, opened in 1819, is an elegant structure

in the Gothic style of architecture, and adorned with a
fine spire 200 feet high. The inhabitants were chiefly in-

debted to the late John Francis, Earl of Mar, for this orna-

ment to their town. There are three meeting-houses of

presbyterian dissenters, an independent meeting-house,
and an episcopal chapel. The town has an assembly-room,

in which the public courts of the county are held, some -eli-

gious associations, and a good subscription library.

The town and parish contain three large distilleries, five

breweries, where ale is made which has long been in high
repute, and two woollen manufactories, chiefly employed in

the blanket and shawl trade. The glass-works are admirably

situated at the river side, and they can, by a waggon-way,
receive coals directly from the extensive coal-pits in the

neighbourhood. Near these are the gas works for lighting

the streets, shops, and public works ; and a little more to

the westward a great iron-foundry has just been erected,

chiefly for the making of steam-engines. The Devan iron-

works, in the vicinity of the town, though in the parish of

Clackmannan, contribute largely to the trade of this port.

Bricks, tiles, and other earthenware, copper goods (especially

distillers' apparatus), leather, tobacco, and snuff, are also ex-
tensively manufactured. The salmon fishery, although not
now so productive as it has been in former times, is still

carried on with considerable spirit. Alloa possesses a com-
modious harbour, which has lately been greatly extended,
with a depth of water of sixteen feet at neap, and from
twenty-two to twenty-four at spring tides. Its vessels sail

to every quarter of the globe ; and their tonnage is from
7000 to 8000 tons, giving employment to from 400 to 500
seamen. The coasting trade is also very extensive, the
quantity of coals alone, carried coast-wise, and exported,

annually amounting to 60,0* 0 tons: the trade in malt also

is very great, as Alloa supplies not only the distillers and
brewers in the neighbourhood, but also distant markets.

There is a dry -dock next to the harbour, capable of re-

ceiving the largest ships; and a ferry over the Forth, with
two large steam-boats, where the passage is rendered conve-
nient at all times of the tide, by very complete piers, one on
each bank, reaching down to low-water mark. In the river,

which is here 500 yards broad, and separates into two
branches, there are two low islands called inches, one of
which, nearest the town, is a valuable farm of 80 acres.

There is a daily communication by steam-boats with Edin-
burgh and all the towns on the Forth. Above Alloa, to the
N.E. is a dam, called Gartmom, made originally about the

commencement of the eighteenth century, and covering
about IhU English acres, being probably the largest artificial

lake in Scotland. From it issues a stream which turns
several mills, and serves other important purposes, besides
eleansing the harbour. In the immediate neighbourhood of
Alloa is an ancient tower, built prior to 1300, ninety feet

high, with walls eleven feet thick, once the residence of the
Earls of Mar, and the place where some of the princes of
Scotland were educated. Some royal relics were consumed
in a fire, which, about thirty years ago, destroyed the family
mansion adjoining this tower. The present Earl of Mar has
taken up his residence in a temporary house near the tower,

till a proper mansion be built Shaw-park, a seat of the
Earl of Mansfield, purchased from the late Earl of Cathcart

;

and Tullibody-House, a seat of Lord Abercromby, are also

in the parish. The population of the town in 1831 was
4417, of the town and parish, 6377- 56° 7' N. lat. 3° 46'

W. long, from Greenwich.
ALLODIUM, or ALODIUM, property held in absolute

dominion, without rendering any service, rent, fealty, or

other consideration whatsoever to a superior. It is opposed
to Feodum or Fief, (see Fief, Feudal System,) which means
property, the use of which is bestowed by the proprietor upon
another, on condition that the person to whom the gift is

made shall perform certain services to the giver, upon failure

of which, or upon the determination of the period to which
the gift was confined, the property reverts to the original

possessor. Hence arises the mutual relation of lord and
vassal.

When the barbarian tribes from the northern parts of

Europe overran the Western Roman Empire, in the fifth

»nd sixth ceuturies, they made a partition of the conquered

provinces between themselves and the former possessors.

The lands which were thus acquired by the Franks, the
conquerors of Gaul, were termed allodial. These were sub-
ject to no burthen except that of military service, the neglect
of which was punished with a fine (called Heribannum) pro-
portioned to the wealth of the delinquent. They passed to
all the children equally, or, in default of children, to the
nearest relations of the last proprietor. Of these allodial

possessions there was a peculiar species denominated Salic,

from which females were expressly excluded. Besides the
lands distributed among the nation of the Franks, others
termed fiscal lands (from Fiscus, a word which, among the
Romans, originally signified the emperors treasury, but was
afterwards applied to all imperial property, both real and
personal) were set apart to form a fund which might support
the dignity of the king, and supply him with the means of
rewarding merit and encouraging valour. These, under the
name of benefices, (beneficia,) were granted to favoured sub-
jects, upon the condition, either expressed or implied, of the
grantees rendering to the sovereign personal service in the
field. It has been supposed by some writers, that these
benefices were originally resumable at pleasure, that they
were subsequently granted for life, and finally became here-
ditary. But there is no satisfactory proof of the first stage
in this progress. (Hallam, Middle Ages, vol. L p. 161,

note.)

From the end of the fifth to the end of the eighth century

*

the allodial tenures prevailed in France. But there were so
many advantages attending the beneficiary tenure, that even
in the eighth century it appears to have gained ground consi-

derably. The composition for homicide, the test of rank
among the barbarous nations of the north of Europe, was, in

the case of a king s vassal, treble the amount of what it was
in the case of an ordinary free bom Frank. A contumacious
resistance on the part of the former to the process of justice

in the king's courts, was passed over in silence ; while the
latter, for the same offence, was punished with confiscation of
goods. The latter also was condemned to undergo the ordeal

(see Ordeal) ofboiling water for the least crimes; the former
for murder only. A vassal of the kinj* was not obliged to

give evidence against his fellow-vassal m the king's courts.

Moreover, instead of paying a fine, like the free allodial ist,

for negleet of military service, he had only to abstain from
flesh and wine for as many days as he had failed in attend-

ance upon the army. (Montesquieu, Esprit des Loix, lib;

xxxi.)

The allodial proprietors, wishing to acquire the important
privileges of king s vassals, without losing their domains,
invented the practice of surrendering them to the king, in

order to receive them back for themselves and their heirs upon
the feudal conditions. When the benefices once became
hereditary, the custom of what is called subinfeudation fol-

lowed as a natural consequence; that is to say, the pos-

sessors of them carved out portions of their estates to be
holden of themselves by a similar tenure. This custom
began to gain ground even in the eighth century ; hut the

disorders which ensued upon the death of Charlemagne in

the ninth century, paved the way to the establishment ofthe

feudal system upon a more extended basis. The vast empire

which had been held together by the wisdom and vigour of

one man, now crumbled into pieces. The provincial gover-

nors usurped the authority, and tyrannized over the sub-

jects of his feeble descendants. The Hungarians, a tribe

that emerged from Tartary at the latter end of the ninth

century, spread terror and devastation over Germany, Italy,

and part of France. The Scandinavian pirates, more
commonly known by the name of Normans, infested the

coasts with perpetual incursions. Against this complication

of evils, the only defence was in the reciprocity of service

and protection afforded by the feudal system. The allodial

proprietor was willing, upon any terms, to exchange the

name of liberty for the security against rapine and anarchy

which a state of vassalage offered. In the course of the tentfc

and eleventh centuries (a period of the worst barbarism that

Western Europe has known since the fall of the Western
Roman Empire) allodial lands in France became for the

most part feudal ; i.e. either they were surrendered by their

owners, and received back as simple fiefs, where the owner

was compelled to acknowledge himself the man or vassal

of some lord, on the supposition of an original grant which

had never been made, or as fiefs de protection* where the

submission was expressly grounded upon a compact of mu-
tual defence. Similar changes took place in Italy and Ger-

many, though not to the same extent But in most of the
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southern piovinees of Framv. where ill*' Roman lr.v pre-

vailed, tin: ancient tenure always subsisted, and land* were

generally presumed to be allodial unloss the contrary was

shown. And in Germany, according to l>u Cnntre (O'kv.--

tit. BARONKs)a class of men called ^/ ////." r /A//we -\ hold their

lands allodially. With respect to England, it has always

been a question whether th<* feudal system was eMabiidied

there before or nftvr the Norman compiest. This subject

Will l»e more properlv discussed umbo- another hoad. ( See Ftr-

p\I. Svo'KM.) It is MithVient al pre-eot to «.b*one, that at

this day all»dial possessions are unknou n in England, all real

property being hold mediately or immediate]) of the Uin<r.

The name for the most absolute dominion o\ er property of

this nature is a Fee, (Feodum,) or an estate in fee: a word

which obviously implies a feudal relation. Heme it is, that,

when a man possessed of an estate in fee dies without heirs,

and without, having devised his property by will, the estate

escheats i.r. falls back to the lord of whom it was h-ddcii.

or, where there is no intermediate lord, to the kirn:, as bird

paramount. The term allodium is also sometimes applied to

an estate inherited from an ancestor, as opposed to one whi< h

is acquired bv any other means. (Spelman, f#A<w. >eeAi.o-

jurM.) The etymology oithe word has giu.n n.-e to mucli

controversy. Sir H. Spelman, Dr. Robert -on. Sir W. Black-

stone, andotliers, have propo-e 1 several ingenious solutions

of the difficulty, whieh are, however, founded on mere con-

jeetui'e.

ALLOWANCE, in commerce, a deduction from the

gross weight of goods, agreed on between merchants, accord-

ing to the customs of particular countries and ports, the

chief of which is knovn by the name oI'takk.

ALLOY. This word is empbned to designate either a

natural or artificial compound of two or more metals, except

when mcrcurv is one of them, and then the mixture is

termed an iwntl'jivn. The naturtl allo\s are far lcs> im-

portant substances than those winch are artificially pro-

cured : thus, arsenic occurs combined with the following

mot iK /•/>., aiilnnony, bismuth, cobalt, iron, nickel, and

silver; there is also found a nati\e alloy of antimony and

nickel, and of antimony, cobalt and nickel : someolhers might

be mentioned. But there is no instance of a native alloy,

stricllv speaking, being applied to any useful purpose,

whereas the artificial alleys are of the highest importance

both for the Uses of common life and |br manufacturing pur-

jrws ; bv muting different metals, compounds are formed

which po>«icvs a combination of jpiahtie-. n -t occurring in

nnv one metal, l'latina i- ulwa\s employed m a pure state,

and copper, iron, lead and zinc, nre al-o \ei\ im!ii:imii1\ si

mod: but gold, silver, tin, antiinon> and bismuth are

mnerallv alloed: the lir.-t thrive, on ace unit of their soft-

ness, and the two bitter because they are extremely brittle.

Gobi and silver are hardmiod by allying with copper:

copper is hardened by zinc, £>cc.

The formation of alloys appears to depend upon the chemi-

cal allinity of the metals for each oiher: and in some in-

htances it seems to be wanting, for no <• omhination oecurs:

thus, according to Gellert, bismuth and zinc do not combine.

A'arious facts may be assigned for supposing the combination

to be the re-ult of chemical affinity. M. HousMngault {.-In.

d» Ch. rt it* Ph. t. :M. p. -lus) has described and anahsed
*ix different native alloys of gold and silver, and he found

in all cases that the metals were combined in definite pro-

portions. The change of properties which metals undergo

by combining, furnishes strong evidence of its arising from

chemical allinity and action : thus, with respect to colour,

copper, a reddish metal, by union with zinc, which is a white

one, gives the well known yellow allo\ bras*: the fusing point

of a mixed metal is never the mean of the temperature at

which its constituents melt: and it is generally lower than

that of the most fumble metal of the alloy.

All allovs formed of brittle metals are brittle : those made
with ductile metals are in some cao s ductile, in others

brittle: when the proportions ii:v r.e irly e»jual, then.' are

as many alloys which are brittle as ductile: but when one

of the metals is in excess, they are m >>t commonly ductile.

In combining ductile and brittle metals, the compounds are

brittle, if the brittle metal exceed, or nearly equal the pro-

portion of the ductile one : but when the ductile metal greatly

exceeds the brittle one, the alloys arc usually ductile:. The
density of alloys sometimes exceeds, and in other cases is

]ess than, that which would result from calculation; the

following alloys afford examples of increased and diminished

density.

PiminUhed.

Gold and silver

Gold ,, iron

Gold „ lead

Gold „ copper
Gold „ indium
Gold „ nickel

Silver „ copper

Iron „ bismuth
Iron ,» antimony
Iron „ lead

Tin ,, lead

Tin ,. palladium

Tin „ antimony
Nickel „ arsenic

Zinc „ aimuionv

Increased.

Gold and zinc

Gold ,, tin

Gold „ bismuth
Gold ,, antimony
Gold „ cobalt

Silver ,, tin

Silver „ bismuth
Silver ,, antimony
Silver „ zinc

Silver „ lead

Copper „ zinc

Copper „ tin

Copper , palladium

Copper „ bismuth
Copper m antimony
Lead ,, bismuth
Lead „ antimony
JMatina ,, molybdenum
P.illadium ,. bismuth

Not only are the properties of metals altered by combination,
but different proportions of the same metals produce -very

different alloys. Thus, by combining ninety parts of copper

with ten parts of tin, an alloy is obtained of greater density

than tin* mean of the metals, and it is aUo harder and

more fusible than the copper; it is slightly malleable when
slowly cooled, but on the contrary when heated to redness
and plunged into cold water, it is very malleable : this com-
pound is known by the name of bronze. If eighty parrs of

copper be combined with twenty parts of tin, the Coinp-.ur.d

is the extremely sonorous one called bell-metal ; an alloy

consisting of two-thirds copper and one-third tin, is sus-

ceptible of a very tine polish, and is used as speculum m*>f.iJ.

It is curious to observe in these alloys, that in bronze,

the density and hardness of the denser and harder metal
are increased by combining with a lighter and softer one

:

while, as might be expected, the fusibility of the more re-

fractory metal is increased by uniting with a more fusible

one. In boll-metal, the copper becomes more sonorous by

combination with a metal which is less so: these changes
are (dear indications of chemical action.

It has been already observed, that the natural allocs,

considered a* such, are not important bodies; the only one,

if indeed that may be so reckoned, is the alloy of iroo

and nirkrl, constituting meteoric iron, and of which the

knives of the Esquimaux appear to ho made. The artificial

metallic allovs are of the highest degree of utility : thus,

gold is too soft a metal to be used either for the purposes o(

com or ornament, it is therefore alloyed with copper; silver,

though harder than gold, would also wear too quickly,

unless mixed with copper: and copper is improved, both in

hardness and colour, by combination with zinc, forming brass.

The following, among other useful alloys, will he treated

of under their specific names, viz., Bkll-Mktai., Bras*,
Bkonzi:, Gin, Pot, Pkinck's-, Spf.ci t mo\c, and Type
Mktai., Titkn kc, and Soldkus-. Other alloys will be de-

scribed when the more important metal entering- into their

composition comes under consideration.

ALLSPICE. [See Eugknia.]
ALLU'VIUM, a name given to tho<e accumulations of

sand, earth, and loose stones or gravel brought down bv
risers, which, when spread out to any extent, form what is

called <;/////'/<///<///(/. The word is derived from the Latin
verb a///<rrr, signifying » to wash upc.n/ as the sea does upon
the coasts, or a river upon its banks, and is chiefly used as a

term in geology. Many geologists restrict the expression to

such water-worn materials as have been deposited either

recently or within the historical a?ra, and which do not include
the remains of extinct species of organized bodies: but as

there are similar accumulations of transported materials,
belonging to almost every geological period in the history of

the earth, it is an unwarranted restriction of the term to

confine its u^e to the recent period only. There is, no doubt,
this distinction between modern alluvia and those of ancient
periods, that in the latter, besides the remains of extinct
species of animals and plants, there is more frequently a

consolidation into stone. To these last accumulations of
water-worn materials some geologists apply the name di-

litriiun, which is objectionable, because it expresses, not a
particular stuteof the materials, but a theory of their forma-
tion : that is, that they were produced by a deluge—some
indeed go so far as to assert that they were accumulations
by the Mosaic Hood. The word alluvium might be conve-
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niently used as a general term, and we might say ancient

alluvium and modern alluvium, as the French geologists say

terrains de transport—anciens and modernes. We might
go farther, and say secondary and tertiary alluvium, and the

alluvia of particular groups of.strata.

In treating of this subject we have to consider three

operations: I. the disintegration and decay of the superior

crust of the earth by the action of meteoric agents, of tides,

currents, and streams of running water ; 2. the transport-

ation of the loosened materials by streams and currents

;

and 3. the deposition of the matter at the bottom of rivers,

lakes, actuaries, and the ocean. The surface of the earth

is subject to unceasing changes from the operation of three

Seat classes of agents, viz., the meteoric, the aqueous, and.

e igneous. Under the first of these classes are compre-

hended, the air of the atmosphere, the vicissitudes of heat

and cold, moisture and rain, light, electricity, and the wind:

under the second class, running water of every kind on
the surface of the land, the tides, waves, and currents of the

sea as they strike against its shores : the third class com-
prehends volcanos and earthquakes, which will be discussed

under another head. It is with the second class which we
have chiefly to do at present, and we shall only briefly touch

upon the first as subservient to the subject with which we
are occupied.

All rocks, and indeed almost all mineral substances, have*

a greater or less tendency to combine with the oxygen of

the atmosphere, especially when under favourable circum-

stances of neat and moisture, and probably also of electricity

and light : carbonic acid and water also are absorbed by rocks

in considerable quantity ; and the effect of these combina-

tions, whether chemical or mechanical, is to loosen the cohe-

sion between the particles ofthe stone, and induce a tendency

to disintegration. This separation of the parts is very much
accelerated by those sudden expansions and contractions

which are occasioned by vicissitudes of temperature, and
especially during frost, when the imbibed moisture is con-

verted into ice. This slow and silent work of waste is unre-

mittingly going on wherever rocks are exposed to the weather.

No species of stone is exempt ; and even granite, which in

general is so little subject to change as to be proverbially

a symbol of endurance, and is selected for our bridges and
other great works of architecture, under particular circum-

stances of constitution and exposure, is remarkably disposed

to disintegration. ' The granite of some parts of Finland,'

says Mr. Strangways, * is so liable to decomposition, that a
great boulder of it may often be seen with a hole cut in it

large enough to admit a cart and horse; and the stone,

though at a small distance it seems calculated to last for

ages, is cut down and shaped away with the same ease, and
much in the same manner, as a hay rick/ The same
agents sometimes give more marked proofs of their de-

structive power, when lightning shivers a pinnacle of rock,

or when a mass of water, enclosed in a cleft and converted

into ice, rends, by its great expansive force, vast blocks

asunder. The effect of these several indefatigable agents,

all working together, with gravity in their favour, is a

system of universal decay and degradation, which may be

traced c*ei the whole surface of the land, from the moun-
tain-top to the sea-shore. The wind, though it may some-

times detach particles, is chiefly instrumental in transporting

to a distance matter already separated. Every drop of

rain that falls, as soon as it touches the earth becomes an

instrument of destruction, and the minute fragments which

every shower washes away are hurried along the streams

into "a river, and are either deposited at a lower level, or

are transported to the sea : thus, a solid body which once

formed a part of a mountain-top among the Andes, after

being swept along for thousands of miles through the bed

ofa river into the waters of the Atlantic, may, by ocean cur-

rents, be deposited at the bottom of the Gulf of Mexico,

while the fragment with which it was once united may be

carried far into the depths of the Pacific.

To this assertion of the constant waste of the land, and

the conclusions which are drawn from it, it has been ob-

jected, that we can hardly discover any change in the

shapes and altitudes of mountains, that the forms of many
lands have continued unaltered since the earliest records,

and that even .productions of human art exposed to the

action of the weather for many centuries have undergone

no perceptible decay. No doubt the process is slow, if com-

pared with the progress of events in which the human race

pas had concern, but no one will deny that rivers are loaded

during every flood with solid matter ; and, as the matter so
suspended can only be derived from the land, it necessarily

follows that a continuance of the process must in time wear
down the loftiest mountains, where the rocks are not pro-
tected by a covering of turf from the action of the destruc-

tive agents. Of the rapidity of this waste we have no means
of judging, and any attempt to express our conjectures by
figures would be little better than an idle occupation. It

is almost within our own time that any accurate measure-
ments of heights have been made ; and as two estimates of
the same mountain, made with all the accuracy of which
our instruments are capable, often give a difference of
several feet, we are not even now able to leave behind us
data by which posterity may mark the progress of this

species of geological change ; for the removal of such a mass
of matter as should diminish the height of a mountain by
three or four feet, by ordinary agents, may require thou-
sands ofyears for its accomplishment. IfMont Blanc, by our
most accurate measurements, be now 1 5,744 feet above the
level of the sea, and if the geologist, many centuries hence,
by newly-discovered methods not liable to error, should find it

only 1 5,740, it would be impossible for him to know whether
the difference was to be set down to geological change, or

to the imperfection of the instruments of his ancestors.

In geological speculations we must lay aside all considera-

tions as to time : we have only to do with that element when
our inquiries relate to man ; and if we are to be guided by
analogy in our reasonings, we must be satisfied that a space
of time of vast duration must have been requisite to produce
any great amount of geological change. We see even in

many chemical processes, that long-continued action gives
birth to substances which could not otherwise be obtained,

—

as, for example, crystals of felspar are formed if the heat be
maintained for some weeks, but not otherwise ; and long-
continued action in the great laboratory of nature has no
doubt been an equally powerful instrument

Although we can, m strictness, only say that certain geo-
logical events must have preceded others, we are not war-
ranted in withholding any length oftime for the accomplish-
ment of the change, merely because we are unable to form
a conception ofan indefinite period: itwould be as irrational

as ifwe were towithhold our assent to some of the established

truths in astronomy, merely because we are incapable of
forming an idea of indefinite space. It has been eloquently

said by Playfair, that ' it affords no presumption against the
reality of the progress of decay, that, in respect of man, it is

too slow to be immediately perceived. The utmost portion

of it to which our experience can extend, is evanescent, in
comparison with the whole, and must be regarded as the
momentary increment of a vast progression, circumscribed

by no other limits than the duration of the world. Timk
performs the office of integrating the infinitesimal parts of
which this progression is made up; it collects into one
sum, and produces from them an amount greater than any
that can be assigned/ But slow and silent as the work of
these agents of destruction is, we have only to direct our view
towards those parts of the earth where the machinery of na-
ture is to be found on its grandest scale, to be sensible of the
prodigious effects which their unceasing operation must pro-

duce in the long lapse of ages.

The force of water, when directed against any obstacle in

its course, is very considerable, even by its own weight alone,

especially if it be flowing over a highly-inclined surface, but
its destructive power is greatly augmented if it be loaded

with sand and gravel. In floods, very considerable blocks

are carried by the stream to great distances, for it must
be remembered that these are much more easily moved in

water than on land, in consequence of the law in hydrostatics,

that a solid body fully immersed in water weighs so much
less than it does in air by a sum equal to the weight
of the mass of water which it displaces. If the water
flows with a velocity of three inches per second, its force,

when free from suspended matter, is sufficient to tear up
fine clay ; six inches per second, fine sand ; twelve niches

per second, fine gravel ; and three feet per second, will tear

up beds of loose stones of the size of an egg. The flood

occasioned by the bursting of the barrier of a lake in the
valley of Bagnes near Martigny, in the Vallais, moved at

first with the tremendous velocity of thirty-three feet per
second, afterwards diminished to eighteen and eleven, and
at the end of its course, when the water reached the Lake of

Genera, it was still running at the rate of six feet per second*

From the barrier to this point, the fall is 4187 Paris feet, tho
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distance is forty-five miles, and the mass of water passed over

this space in five hours and a half. It swept along houses,

bridges, and trees; masses of rock equal in dimensions
to houses, which it tore out of an ancient alluvial soil, were
carried a quarter of a mile down the valley. A flood, that

happened in the north of Scotland in 1 829, afforded nume-
rous examples of the power of running water to transport

large blocks of stone. On the river Nairn* a fragment of

sandstone rock, 14 feet long, by 3 feet wide and 1 foot thick,

was carried above 200 yards down the river. The river Don
forced a mass of 400 or 500 tons of stones, many of them
200 or 300 pounds weight, up an inclined plane, rising 6

feet in 8 or 10 yards, and left them in a rectangular heap,

about 3 feet deep, on a flat ground. The small rivulet,

called the College, in Northumberland, swollen by a flood

in August, 1827, carried several masses of stone, weighing
from a half to three-quarters of a ton, 2 miles down its

course ; a large block, weighing nearly 2 tons, was tran-

sported to the distance of a quarter of a mile.

Thus it appears that the instruments of waste employed
by Nature are far more powerful in their effects than is

generally supposed. It is also evident that such powers,

unremittingly exerted, must, after a long period, cause
changes in the configuration of the earth's surface, and we
shall now proceed to point out some of the effects which are
produced by the working of this powerful machinery.
The cause of the formation of valleys is a subject of great

controversy among geologists. Some ascribe their formation
to extraordinary floods, waves, or deluges, which in their

sudden passage scooped out the land ; others, to the gradual
effect of those natural agents, of whose existence ana power
we have had experience. It may fairly be presumed that*

when the continents were raised out of the sea, their sur-

faces did not present a uniform plain, but were broken by
numerous ridges and inequalities, and that the ridges them-
selves were traversed by numerous fissures, one of the effects

of the power by which thev were raised. The first rains that
fell, and the first springs which burst forth, would necessarily

collect in the lowest levels, and thus the direction of the
great trunk of a river would be determined; and it might
al*o happen that other clefts—depressions at a higher level

—would communicate with this main channel. But that
every such great depression would have a direct communi-
cation with the sea, and that such a combination of subordi-
nate valleys as compose a river system, could have been
formed by the breaking up of the earth's crust, either by
elevation or subsidence, can hardly, we think, be main-
tained by any one. A river-course, or system, may be
not inaptly compared to a picture of a great tree, whose
branches gradually diminish in size, but increase in number,
as they recede from the stem. The great trunk of the river

is divided into many branches, which spring from it at
various distances from one another ; and these again are
subdivided into an infinity of smaller ramifications, each
diminishing in size as it increases in distance from the main
trunk,—a regular communication being kept up between
e\ery point and the line of greatest depression ; ' forming
together, a system of valleys communicating with one
another, and having such a nice adjustment of their decli-
vities, that none of them join the principal valley either on
too high or too low a level.' Some idea may be formed of the
extent to which the surface of the land has thus been fur-

rowed by means of the subordinate streams that feed a great
river, from what Riede says of the tributaries of the Isar,
which, flowing from the Tyrolese Alps and passing by
Munich, joins the Danube some miles above Passau. This
river is fed on its right bank by 433 streams, on its left by
800 ; the former joining the mam bed by 59 channels, the
latter by 44. But the Isar is only an* of the thirty-four great
branches of the Danube, and holds only a fourth rank among
them ; and even the Danube is a river of the third mag-
nitude in the physical history of the earth.

We have direct proofs of the power of water to wear a
channel in the hardest rocks in almost every country, and
even in a remarkably short time. A stream of lava, poured
out from iEtna in 1603, flowed across the bed of the Simeto,
the largest river in Sicily, which flows along the base of the
mountain, and falls into the sea near Catania. The stream
has now cut a passage through the hard rock, which is only
a little less compact than basalt, to the depth of from 40 to
$0 feet, and from 50 to several hundred feet wide.
The Nerbuddab, a river of Hindostan,has worn a ftfrannel

{n a basaltic rock to the depth of 100 feet. Messrs. Sedgwick

and Murchison state that, in the enormous masses of hori-

zontal, coarse conglomerate, found in many of the valleys

of the Eastern Alps, rivers have often scooped out gorges
to the depth of 600 or 700 feet; and that in the valley of

the Inn, near Innspruck, and in that of the Drave, between
Klagenfurt and Marburg, there are splendid examples of
these phenomena.
The rock, over which the water of the Niagara is precipi-

tated at its celebrated Falls, is undergoing a daily waste

;

so that the cataract has receded nearly 50 yards in the last

40 years. The river below the Falls runs in a channel above
150 feet deep, and 160 yards wide, for a distance of 7 miles,

where it emerges into a plain ; and this channel has evidently

been formed by the same operation as that which is now in

progress. The waste is accelerated by the action of the
water at the Falls on an under-bed of soft clay, which being
washed away leaves the superincumbent limestone strata

unsupported, when they fall down in huge masses. A similar

effect is produced, even in mountains of considerable eleva-

tion, when the superficial water, or underground springs,

obtain access to an inferior bed of soft materials, and gra~
dually wash it away. This took place in 1806 at the Rosa-
berg, near the lake of Zug, in Switzerland, a mountain mow
than 5,000 feet above the level of the sea. The stony
masses which were undermined were inclined at an angle of
45° ; and thus slid down, covering the valley below with an
enormous heap of blocks of stone and earth, and overwhelm-*
ing several villages, in which above 800 persons perished.

There are many valleys and narrow defiles which, on mo*
count of deep lakes that occur in them, the barriers by which)
they are enclosed, and the levels of the adjoining country,
could not have been formed by the action of the waters now
passing through them, however much we may suppose them
to have been swollen by floods. In such cases, elevation*

and subsidences of the land, brought about by those sub-
terranean agents which give rise to earthquakes, must be
looked to as the most rational explanation. But there is,

perhaps, not one of these which has not been subsequently
modified in a considerable degree by the action of running
water operating during a long period.

The wearing and transporting powers of rivets depend
upon the volume of water, the quantity and size of the solid

matter suspended, and the velocity with which it moves. A
river generally runs with greatest rapidity in the higher parts
of its course, where indeed it often consists of a succession of
torrents and cataracts for many mHes, but it has not yet
acquired ite full destructive fbroe, because the mass of water
is still comparatively small, nor has it yet become loaded
with solid matter. In the lower part of its course, long be*
fore it joins the sea, it has usually reached a level country,
and there its velocity becomes greatly retarded. The Se-
negal in Africa does not, according to Adanson, mil more
than two feet and a half from Podor to the sea, a distance
of sixty leagues. The destructive force is thus lessened by
the diminished velocity, and by the consequent inability of
the stream to drag its heavy artillery along with it It

is, therefore, in the middle part of its course that a river

commits the greatest waste—after it has acquired a con*
siderable volume, has become loaded with solid matter, and,
from the inclination of the ground, still possesses power to
wield its more mighty weapons of destruction.

The increase of the volume of water in rivers during the
flood seasons is often prodigious. The bed of the Missis*
sippi, at Natchez, about 300 miles above New Orleans*
measuring along the course of the nver, scarcely exceeds a
mile in breadth when the water is low, whereas in the flood
season the mass of waters is nearly thirty miles wide. The
Orinoco, at St. Thomas's, 200 miles from its embouchure,
is about three miles and a half wide in the dry season ; but
when flooded, its waters, according to Dupens, stretch out
to the enormous breadth of seventy miles.

The loss of destructive power, by diminished velocity in
the level country, is sometime* compensated, in a consider-
able degree, by the effects produced by the weight of the
great volume of water impinging upon certain parts* Thia
will be better understood by the annexed diagram.
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When the river, in its oblique course at the entrance of the
plain, strikes against the bank a, it speedily forms a steep

or vertical cliff which turns off the water in its downward
course into an opposite direction. The river now falls with

its whole force against the point ct which, in its turn, be-

comes precipitous, and deflects the water towards the point e ;

and in this manner the process is repeated, at short intervals,

producing a series of salient and re-entering angles.

The diagram represents a river after the process of erosion

has considerably advanced; at first the course would be
much less tortuous. If the country be composed of rock, both

banks are usually steep ; but if the ground consist of looser

materials, the spaces between the precipitate parts of the

banks—that is, between the salient angles—consist of flat,

fertile, alluvial land, with a gravelly bottom, the gradual

creation of the stream. Sometimes the course of the river is

so tortuous that two points, h and m, may be within a few

hundred yards of earn other, and yet, following the line of

the stream, they may be some miles asunder. In this case, the

narrow neck of land is acted upon doubly ; for the force of

the water is directed against it on each side. In time this

isthmus is breached, and the river either flows entirely

through the new channel, or, dividing, forms the land A
into an island.

Such tortuous courses, when they are cut through solid

rock, as in the case of the Moselle, whose banks are some-
times 600 feet high, are among the strongest proofs of the

destructive power of running water, for no sudden deluge,

however powerful, couk* have scooped out such a trough

;

and that a cleft of such a nature should be occasioned by
any disruption of the earth's crust, is not less improbable.

More sudden, and therefore more striking, instances of

the waste of the land occur where a river flows through

a lake, and by its wasting action causes a breaking-down

of the barrier. We have already alluded to the bursting

of a lake in the valley of Bagnes in Switzerland. That
flood was produced by the melting of ice which, falling in

successive seasons from neighbouring glaciers, had formed

so continuous a mass as to dam up the water of a stream

which flowed in the bottom of the valley. If the barrier of

a lake consist of strata of rock, supported by beds of clay or

sand, and if, by any change of circumstances, the running

water get access to this inferior bed, and gradually wash it

away, the superincumbent rock, thus undermined, suddenly

breaks down, and devastation and ruin overwhelm the

country below. Such an event took place, in the year 1810,

in the state of Vermont, and is described minutely by the

Rev. 9. Dwight, in Sillimaris Journal for June, 1826. By
the washing away of an under-bed of sand, the barrier of a

lake suddenly burst, making an opening a quarter of a mile

wide and 150 feet deep, through which the whole contents of

the lake, a mile and a halflong, three-quarters of a mile wide,

and from 1 00 to 1 50 feet deep, were emptied in a few minutes.

The liberated water rushed down a declivity to a lower lake,

excavating a channel of a quarter of a mile in width, and
from fifty to eighty feet deep. The accumulated torrent

swept away the retaining mound of the lower lake in a mo-
ment, and, following the course of the insignificant stream

which flowed out of the lower lake, rushed along a rapid

descent of five miles, and then strewed its sooiis over a flat

country. Through all the descent it hollowed out for itself a

path from 300 to 600 feet in width, and from twenty to sixty

feet in depth, so that every trace of the original bed of the

river disappeared, which was left to choose for itself a new
bed, many feet below the old one, in the bottom of the valley.

Seventeen miles below the lake the torrent retained so much
of its force as to move a rock (estimated at 100 tons

in weight) several rods from its bed. Thirteen years

afterwards, Mr. Dwight found the former bottom of the lake

dry ; the original water-level marked by strong lines on the

sides of the valley, a counterpart of the celebrated parallel

roads of Glen Roy, in Scotland ; and the small streamlet

which fed the lakes flowing as before, and little more than

a yard in breadth.

The distance to which the detached fragments are car-

ried depends upon the volume of water, and the nature

of the ground over whkh it flows. The tonents from

the south-western Alps, rushing over a steep uninter-

rupted slope, transport large blocks to the sea; but a

river that runs through a long stretch of level country

deposits the grossei matter in the upper part of its course,

and carries to its mouth only that which is more easily held

jn suspension. The larger stones, after being detached from

their parent rock, have therefore to undergo an intermediate
process of abrasion, by being rubbed against each other in
the bed of the stream before their particles are finally com-
mitted to the deep. If a river pass through a lake in its

course, the solid matter will be deposited in that trough until

it has filled it up ; and if the lake be very large, even the
lighter particles will have time to fall, and the water will

flow out clear from the other extremity. The Lake of
Geneva affords a remarkable instance of this process ; for

the Rhone, where it enters, is extremely turbid ; but at Ge-
neva, where it leaves the lake, it is beautifully transparent.

At the upper end there is a tract of alluvial land nearly
eight miles in length, which has been gradually formed by
the deposits from the river ; and some measure of its pro-
gress is obtained by the change in the situation of the town
of Port Vallais, which was once at the water's edge, but, in

the course of about 800 years, has been left a mile and a
half inland. Other torrents, on both sides of the lake, like-

wise pour in large quantities of solid matter; and thus,

although, from its great depth, a long period must elapse
if the present order of nature remains undisturbed, the
Leman Lake will be converted into green meadows, and
cattle will graze where there are now 160 fathoms of water.

Nor is this an extravagant expectation, or more than has
taken place elsewhere in past times. The vast fertile valley

between the Vosges Mountains and those of the Black
Forest, through which the Rhine flows for above a hundred
miles, between Strasburg and Worms, without falling more
than two feet in a mile, is in great part covered with allu-

vium, and is filled to an unknown depth under the soil with
sand and gravel similar to that now transported by the
Rhone. There is every reason to believe that this valley

was at one time the site of a lake far greater than that of
Geneva, and probably quite as deep.

The Rhine, in the higher part of its course, is filling up
the Lake of Constance, where a considerable tract of allu-

vial land has been formed ; and after issuing pure from the
lower end, it appears from the observations of Hammer to

have carried on the work of destruction so powerfully in the
comparatively short distance between the Lake of Constance
and the bottom of the falls at Schaffhausen, as to have
supplied materials sufficient to fill up several lakes between
Schaffhausen and Strasburg, besides the great lake below
Strasburg already spoken of. There are numerous instances

of this gradual filling up of lakes, especially in the courses

of the greater rivers, as in the Danube between Ulm and
Neuburg above Vienna, and most eminently so in the case

of the St. Lawrence. Simond states, that the river Linth,

in Switzerland, is perpetually filling up its old channel, and
overflowing into a new one, in consequence of the mass of
rubbish and stones brought down from the Gkirus moun-
tains ; and that the level of the Lake of Wallerstadt has
been actually raised ten feet in the last sixty years by this

accumulation. If the river does not meet with lakes in its

course, and flows over a great extent of country having a
slight degree of inclination, the transported matter very

often so accumulates as to raise the bed of the stream itself.

One of the most striking instances of this kind is afforded by
the Po, the common receptacle of the waters ofthe numberless

torrents which rush down on both sides of it, loaded with spoils

from the Alps and Northern Apennines. The effect of this

has been that the river has frequently shifted its course

;

and, to prevent the damage that ensues from such events,

the inhabitants of Lorabardy have protected their lands by
embankments, which confine the river to its channel. This,

however, is a work of incessant labour, and deceptive security,

for the accumulation of matter in the bed goes on with

unremitting constancy; and, to prevent the water from

overflowing, the matter must be taken from the bottom and
thrown upon the banks, sometimes as much as a foot in a
season. The effect of this has been, that in the lower parts

of its course the Po runs on the top of a high mound, which
even overtops the houses in Ferrara.

In a mountainous country where the land rises rapidly from
the shore, the rivers descending over a steep bed sweep all

the contents into the sea. If the neighbouring sea be deep,

and the tides he strong, an actuary or inlet is formed at the

mouth of the river—that is, the sea forms a deep indentation

into the land, of a triangular shape, forming what Renncll and
other geographers have fancifully called a ' negative delta/

If, on the other hand, a low shelving shore, and the absence
of strong tidal currents favour the gradual and tranquil,

deposit of the solid matter brought down by the river, an
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extensive level of alluvial land is formed. In this case the

main river, at a distant point inland, often divides itself into

two streams, which, gradually diverging until they reach the

sea, inclose a triangular space of land having the form of

the fourth letter of the Greek alphabet, A» and hence called

a delta. The mass of water does not, however, long con-

tinue divided into two streams only, the process of sepa-

ration is repeated several times, and thus the delta is tra-

versed by several channels, and the great river empties

itself into the sea by many mouths ; as may be seen by
the inspection of the Nile and Ganges in any map of Egypt
or Hindostan on a tolerably large scale. In this way a

delta is formed at the mouths of the Rhine, Rhone, Po,

Danube, Wolga, Nile, Indus, Ganges, Orinoco, and many
others. The magnitude of the delta, generally, although

not always, corresponds to the volume of the waters by which
it has been created. The head of that of the Rhine is about

ninety miles distant from the general line of seacoast

of Holland ; and although the name of the main river be

almost lost by the subdivision of its waters and the junction

of other rivers, we include within the Rhine delta the whole
of the low land from the neighbourhood of Calais to the

north-eastern shores of the Zuyder Zee, which makes the

base of the triangle nearly 200 miles. The head of the

delta of the Ganges is 220 miles from the sea, its base is

200 miles long, including the space occupied by the two
great arms of the Ganges which bound it on either side.

The tract in the lower part of this delta, called the Sunder-
bunds, a wilderness infested by tigers and alligators, is, ac-

cording to Rennell, equal in extent to the principality

of Wales. The whole of a deposit within a delta, as well

as much above and on each side of it, is, therefore, an
encroachment of the land upon the sea, and in many rivers

this growth of the land is in a steady progress of ad-

vancement; as, for example, the city of Ravenna, for-

merly a seaport of the Adriatic, is now four miles inland.

There are causes, however, which often prevent the further

increase of a delta after it has advanced a certain length

:

such seems to be the case with the delta of the Nile, which
does not advance with the rapidity that might be expected

from the quantity of matter brought down by the river. [See
Nile.]

Great as is the amount of new land thus formed, it is

but insignificant in comparison with the quantity of solid

matter carried down by rivers and deposited in the depths of

the sea. It is impossible to form any estimate of this upon
which reliance can be placed, because no accurate observa-

tions have been made to supply the data. To come to any-
thing like a satisfactory conclusion, it would be necessary to

have a vertical section of the river at a given point, obtained
by numerous soundings, so as to get the profile of the
bed, and by observations at different seasons, to get the
mean height—we must also have the results of experiments
throughout the year, to ascertain the mean velocity, and the
volume of solid matter contained in a given bulk of the
water. Such experiments conducted with accuracy have
not yet been made, as far as we are aware, upon any great
river, and in the absence of such information we can do no
more than form a conjecture ; but the phenomena upon
which that is founded show that the annual amount of
solid matter carried away from the land must be enormous.
The quantity of mud and sand poured by the Ganges into

the Bay of Bengal is so great, in the flood season, that the sea
recovers its transparency only at the distance of sixty miles
from the coast. Mr. Lyell, in his Principles of Geology,
makes a calculation (founded upon the computations of
Major Rennell) as to the mean quantity of water discharged
by the Ganges into the sea, by which. he shows that sup-
posing the water to contain one hundredth part of solid

matter, a mass equal in bulk to the greatest of the Pyramids
of Egypt is brought down by the Ganges every day. The sea
is discoloured for many leagues fx>m the mouths of the
Orinoco, and the solid contents swept by ocean currents
through the Gulf of Paria, after being partly deposited on
the shores of Guiana and the island of Trinidad, are carried
into the Caribbean Sea and Gulf of Mexico. . By the obser-
vations of Captain Sabine, it appears that the muddy waters
of the Amazons river may be distinguished 300 miles from
its mouth. The great basin of the Amazons, which is drained
by that mightiest of rivers and its vast and countless tri-

butaries, embraces an area, according to Humboldt, only
one-sixth less than the whole of Europe, and through this

the main stream flows for nearly 3400 miles. The river, at

the point where its waters unite with those of the Atlantic.

is according to the same illustrious traveller forty miles

broad.

If a river loaded with sand encounters a marine cur-

rent at its mouth, the effect frequently is to throw up a

great sand-bank or bar, often to the detriment of the navi-

gation in the adjoining sea, and sometimes to the entire

destruction of a harbour. If such sand-banks be thrown up
opposite to the delta of a great river, they accelerate its for-

mation, for the matter brought down, in place of being

carried far out to sea, is deposited in the intermediate space,

and the sand-bank in time becomes united to the delta.

An extensive waste of the land is in coustant progress

along every line of coast which presents an abrupt face to

the sea. The amount and rapidity of that waste depend
upon a variety of circumstances ; the nature of the rocks of

which the cliffs are composed, according as they are capable

of long resistance, or are easily acted upon by the weather
and the sea ; the force of the tides and currents ; the greater

or less frequency of storms ;— all these accelerate or retard

the destructive force of the ocean. In this case also, as well

as in the action of running water on the land, the force is

greatly augmented when the water is charged with solid

matter. The violent surge of a tempest dashing against
a cliff, detaches large blocks, and sweeps them away ; but
the next returning wave hurls them back again against the
cliff, and thus a powerful artillery is supplied by the land
for its own destruction. When we look upon a map of the
world, and see the irregular form and indented line of coast

of every continent and island, we have before us the most
irresistible proof of the powerful force of the waves, and that

the line of the shore must have been formed, in a great

degree, by the action of the sea. Although this be so evi-

dent that no one can entertain any doubt of the fact, a few
instances of extensive waste, especially within a compara-
tively recent period, may put the matter in a clearer point

of view to those who are not familiar with such considera-

tions.

The cast and south coasts of Great Britain, from the na-
ture of the rocks of which they are composed, and from the

violent storms to which they are exposed, are extremely
subject to decay. The Shetland and Orkney Islands are

laid open to the whole violence of the waves of the Atlantic,

and the ocean current runs in the Pentland Frith in ordi-

nary spring-tides, at the rate of ten miles and a half an
hour, and about thirteen miles during storms. The steep

cliffs on the shores of the Shetland Islands are hollowed out
into caves, so that the sea enters in some places to the depth
of 250 feet, lofty arches are worn in projecting rocks, and
almost every promontory ends in a cluster of pillars, obelisks,

and towers, the last fragments of extensive continuous
strata. In stormy winters, vast blocks are moved from their

seat, overturned, dashed into the sea, or carried considerable

distances up acclivities. In this case even rocks of the hard-
est composition have been unable to withstand the force with
which they have been assailed. Islands have been wholly
destroyed, and the remains of others rise like the ruins of

a Palmyra in the desert of the ocean. Representations of

these have been given by Dr. Hibbert in his description of

the Shetland Islands ; and the following is a copy of one of

the most striking.

In the year 1 795, a village on the coast of Kincardineshire
was swept away by a storm in one night, and the sea pene-
trated 150 yards inland, where it has maintained its ground
ever since. Almost the whole coast of Yorkshire, from the
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Tees to the Humber, is in a state of constant decay, espe-
cially between Flamborough Head and the Spurn Point ; the
rate ofencroachment at Owthorpe being at present about four
yards in a year. An inn at Sherringham, on the Norfolk
coast, built in 1805, seventy yards from the sea, in 1829
was separated only by a small garden from the edge of the
cliff!. There is now a depth of water sufficient to float a
frigate at one point in the harbour of that place, where, only
half a century ago, there 6tood a cliff fifty feet high with
houses upon it. The whole site of ancient Cromer now forms
a part of the German Ocean. Dunwich, once a flourishing

and populous town, and the most considerable sea-port on
the coast of Suffolk, has been gradually swept away, so that

there now only remain about twenty houses. The church
of Reculver, on the coast of Kent, was nearly a mile inland
in the reign of Henry VIII. ; it is now little more than
sixty yards from the waters edge.

The whole coast of Sussex has been incessantly en-
croached upon by the sea from time immemorial; tracts

of 400 acres have been carried away at one time, and the old

town of Brighton, which stood between the site ofthe present

cliffand the sea in the reign ofElizabeth, has been wholly de-

stroyed. By the undermining of the sea on the coast of Dor-
setshire, in 1792, a portion of land 600 yards from E. to W.,
and a mile and a quarter from N. to S., sunk fifty feet in

twenty-four hours. The island of Heligoland, off the en-

trance of the river Elbe, has been reduced to the fourth

part of its size in the last 500 years, and since 1770 has
been divided into two parts, the channel between them
being navigable by large ships. Nowhere has the sea made
greater inroads than on the coast of Schleswig. The island

of Nordstrand, in the earlier part of the thirteenth century,

was separated from the main land by a narrow stream,

was fifty miles long and thirty-five broad, and was populous

and highly cultivated. In the year 1240 a great part of it

was destroyed, and at the end of the sixteenth century it

was reduced to an area of twenty miles in circumference.

The industrious inhabitants endeavoured to save their ter-

ritory by the erection of lofty dikes ; but in October, 1634,

a great storm devastated the whole island, destroyed 1 340
people and 50,000 head of cattle ; and three small islets,

which have since considerably diminished, were all that re-

mained of the once fertile and populous Nordstrand.

It would be superfluous to give, in this place, farther

instances of the like nature : those we have already men-
tioned have all occurred within the historical sera ; others,

however, still more remarkable in extent, date from a much
earlier period of the earth's history, and the evidence of

their occurrence is supplied by the identity in composition

of the opposite portions of the separated lands. There is

every reason to believe that England once formed a part of

France : the cliffs on the opposite sides of the channel are

identical at the straits of Dover, and between Folkestone

and Boulogne, a submarine chain of hills is, in some places,

only fourteen feet below the surface at low water. From
the German Ocean to the Straits, the water becomes
gradually more shallow, diminishing, in a distance of 200

leagues, from 120 to 18 fathoms; and in the same manner
from the Straits to the mouth of the English Channel
there is a gradual increase of the depth of the water, so

that at the strait there is a ridge with a fall to the west and
to the east. In the wearing of the sides, and consequent

widening of the straits which is now going on, we see only

an advanced stage of a work of destruction which has been
many thousand years in operation. That Sicily was at one

time united to Italy, was a tradition in the time of Virgil

(Jfrnttf, III. 414):

—

• Hce loca vi quondam et yuU eonrulia ruina
Dissiluiue ferunt, qtram protinus utraque telloa

Una foret: venit medio vi pontuf et undit
Hetperium Slculo latus abscidit'

* TV Italian lhore

And fair Sicilian coast were one before

An earthquake caused the flaw : the roaring tides

The passage broke that land from land divides ;

And where the land retired, the rushing ocean rides.'

Drydeo's Trans, r. 589.

All modern observations on the structure of the opposite

shores,' the bottom of the intervening sea, and the violence

with which it is often agitated, give every degree of credi-

bility to the tradition. But as Sicily is in that part so fre-

quently convulsed by volcanic fires, it is very probable that

subterranean movements have greatly contributed to the

formation of the Straits of Messina. In like manner, there

is every reason to believe that the island of Ceylon was at

one time united to the continent of Hindustan. [See Adam's
Bridge.] Humboldt is of opinion that the Caribbean was
once a mediterranean sea, inclosed by a circuit of land, of

which the Caribbee Islands, St. Domingo, Jamaica, and
Cuba, are the remains ; and the whole form of the land

from the promontory of Yucatan, through the above-named
islands to Trinidad, and the coast of Curaana, with its deeply

indented shores, the numerous islets and shoals, gives coun-

tenance to the conjecture, and justifies the belief that we
see in the West India islands the monuments of the irre-

sistible force of the waves of the Atlantic, co-operating with

subterranean agency, through an indefinite succession of

ages.

To what, it may be asked, does all this lead? If such a
constant destruction of the land be a part of the system of

nature, it necessarily follows that, if her laws continue to

endure, the whole of our present continents must in time

disappear under the surface of the sea. Undoubtedly to

that, and to no other conclusion must we arrive ; but such a

transference of the land which now rises above the surface of

the sea is in perfect accordance with what geology tells us has

been the economy of nature in times past. All the strati-

fied masses of which the crust of the earth is composed,

however high their position may now be, must at one time

have been at the bottom of the sea ; and the materials of

which they are composed must have constituted the com-
ponent parts of other rocks which, in a former condition of

the earth's surface, must have been acted upon and abraded

by similar agents. In every great group of strata we find

beds composed of large water-worn fragments, materials

supplied, most probably, by rivers which had a rapid descent

to the sea ; but as such water-courses form but a small pro-

portion to those which traverse low and level countries, and
carry only the finer particles to the sea, so we find that the

beds of conglomerates bear only a small proportion to those

strata the materials of which are in a comminuted state,—an
additional fact in support of the doctrine, that the formation

of strata in past times took place under circumstances ana-

logous to those which are now in progress ; that is, that the

laws of the material world have continued unaltered. But
renovation as well as decay is a part of the economy of na-

ture; and the same subterranean forces which raised our

present continents, may, in after ages, repeat the process,

and other Alps and other Andes may be produced from the

materials which are now washed from our shores, and are

accumulating in the unfathomable ^depths of the ocean.

We can in no way conclude these observations so well as by

quoting the following eloquent passage from the Illustra-

tions ofthe Huttoman Theory. ' How often these vicissitudes

of decay and renovation have been repeated, it is not for us to

determine : they constitute a series, of which we neither see

the beginning nor the end—a circumstance that accords

with what is known concerning other parts of the economy

of the world. In the planetary motions, where geometry has

carried the eye so far both into the future and the past, we
discover no mark either of the commencement or the termi-

nation of the present order. It is unreasonable, indeed, to

suppose that such marks should anywhere exist The
Author of nature has not given laws to the universe, which,

like the institutions of men, carry in themselves the ele-

ments of their own destruction. He has not permitted, in

his works, any symptom of infancy or of old age, or any

sign by which we may estimate either their future or then*

past duration. He may put an end, as he no doubt gave a

beginning, to the present system, at some determinate

period ; but we may safely conclude that this great colas'

trophe will not be brought about by any of the laws now

existing, and that it is not indicated by any thing which we
perceive/

, , ,

ALMACANTER, an Arabic term, now disused, but

which, with many others, was formerly employed in astro-

nomy. The name is given to all the small circles parallel to

the horizon; so that two stars which have the same alma-

canter have the same altitude. Almacanter would now be

called a circle of altitude, in the same way as a small circle

parallel to the equator, all whose points have therefore the

same declination, is called a circle of declination.

ALMADEN, Cisapona Cetobrix of the Romans, a town

of Spain in the province of La Mancha, is situated upon a

hill of cinnabar, between two mountains which form a port

of the chain of Sierra Morena. It belongs to the Archbi-

shopric of Toledo, is fifteen leagues distant from ( ludad-

Real, eighteen from Cordova, and forty-four from Madrid,
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It comprehends fn its district six Tillages, find has a parish

church, an hospital, and barracks for the galley slaves.

Almaden is famed for its mines of quicksilver, which,

according to Bowles, are the richest in their produce, the

most instructive as to the mode of working them, the most

curious for their natural historv, and the mo^t ancient in the

world. We find them mentioned by Thoophrastus, who
lived more than .300 years before Christ, and Vitruvius also

speaks of them. Pliny places Cisap<>na, or as it is some-

times written Sisapona, in Ha-tica, and says that this mine
was kept sealed with the greatest care, and was only opened

to take the quantity of cinnabar necessary for the con-

sumption of Home. (PIin. wxui. 7.) The Romans con-

sidered this mineral poisonous, but, notwithstanding this,

their matrons painted their faces with it, and their painters

employed it as a pigment. The Romans certainly worked
this mine, hut. no traces remain of their labours. The Moors,

owing perhaps to some prejudice, did not work them.

The direction of the hill is from north-east to south-west.

Bowles says, that he compassed the mine with the watch in

his hand, anil counted twenty-four minutes in length and
fourteen in breadth. The elevation of the lull is jjofeet.

It is formed by two inclined planes resembling the back of

an ass, and though the elevation appears to be perpendicular,

the hill has an inclination of 14°, like all the rocks entering

into its formation. Upon the summit of the hill are some
naked rocks, on which spots of cinnabar are seen, which,

probably, led to the discovery of the mine. Over the rest

of the hill some strata of slate with veins of iron are disco-

vered. All this country abounds in iron mines, and what, is

more surprising, in the same mine of Almaden we find

iron, mercury, and sulphur mixed so as to form one mass.

The neighbouring hills are formed of the same stone, and
on all of them the same species of plants grow, from which

we may infer that the mercury does not possess any poi-

sonous qualities, as is generally supposed, injurious to vege-

tation. Neither do the animals sutler in the least, for a miner

sleeps with safety upon a vein of cinnabar. The galley-

slaves, who work in these mines, are n<4 exposed to any

hardships, as is commonly believed. They only work three

hours a day, and do nothing but take out the earth in wheel-

barrows. Some feign convulsions and others fits, to excite

the compassion of those who visit the mines. The inhabi-

tants of Almaden work willingly double the time, and re-

ceive onlv half of what every slave coMs the government.

The stone of these veins is similar to that of the rest of

the mountain, and the mineral which it contains is more or

less abundant as the grain n f the stone is finer or coarser.

Every pound of stone gives from three to ten ounces of

mercury. P\ rites and quart/, beautifully crusted with

cinnabar, are also found. The hornstcin is pierced with mi-

neral-like points : finally the pure, mercury appears in the

crevices of the sandstone and slate.

Two veins, from two to fourteen feet in breadth, cross the

hill vertically and meet, or, as the miners express it, kiss

each other on lire most convex part of it, extending to the

breadth of lull feet, and forming the very rich mine called

Del Kosario, which gives e\ery 5
ear many hundred tons

of mercury.

A stratum of limestone, from two to three foot in breadth,

traverses the mountain, and serves as a boundary to the mi-
neral. This mine supplied the silver mines of Mexico with
mercury, and those of Go lucaveiiea the mines of Peru, but

the latter ceased about 1 7 7 ">

.

We are indebted to the Spaniards for the mode of sepa-

rating the silver from the earthy particles by means of

mercury, which they have applied to practice since 1500.

[See Amalgam.]
The brother* Mark and Christopher Fuggnr, of Germany,

undertook to work this mine, and contracted to give the
government 4a<-0 quintals (of loolbs. each) of men-urv
annually; but not being able to fulfil their promise, thev
abandoned it in Hi.'ta, together with the silver mine of

Gualcanal. which they also had. While connected with
these mines, however, their riches became proverbial in

Spain, and their descendants live at present in Germany
with the rank of princes. A branch of this family after-

wards to >k the mine, and worked it until 10 1a. In the
follow. rig year the government undertook the management
of it Don Jumi Bustamante established the owns and also

troughs for cooling the mineral. These ovens are twelve,

and are named by the names of the twelve apostles. Kach
is capable of containing 10 tons weight of &tone, Xhe oven

is kept burning for three days, and the same time isre^uired

to cool.

There is another mine of cinnabar near Alicante, ^A
another of mercurio vhgen, (pure mercury,) not far ft ra

St. Felipe.

See Bowles's Introdurcinn d la Gengrafui Fisica ij ,i fo

His'orin Natural dr Eynina. Mifiano.

ALMAGKST, a name given by the Arabs to the nc^
avv-u\i<\ or <rrctif collc'fiatt, the celebrated work of Pt ,! t

.

;jiV

'

the astronomer of Alexandria. For a particular rWnrjiM,
of the contents of this work see the article Syntax:*. It

was translated into Arabic about the year a.d. H2', vtAmi

the patronage of the Caliph Al Mamun, by the Jew Alki.-n

ben .Joseph, and the Christian Sergius. The word 1* tl,».-

Arabic article at prefixed to the Greek word w^o:...-.,

" greatest," a name probably derived from the title ;'

the work itself, or. as we may judge from the $u|*tL-

tive adjective, partly from the estimation in which it w^
held.

ALMAGRO (ORETO), a town of Spain in La Man U
twelve miles from Ciudad-Real, and thirty from Mailiri. It

is situated in a fertile plain, which products corn, oil, wx-,

potatoes, and grass. It is celebrated, for its ruule>, wL:«

b

are considered among the best in Spain, for the sale ofwhuh

an annual fair is held on the day of St. Bartlml nur*.

About six miles from it springs a fountain of uimcral

water, of a hitler taste, which it loses if nut kept in u l'Ijm

vessel.

ALMAGRO (DIEGO DE), one of the adventurers who

went from Spain to the conquest of America. He\n.»a

foundling and brought up by a clergyman of Almagrc,

according to Gomara : but according to Zarate,of Malag-ri.

When the success of Columbus's vovage became known ia

Spain, numbers of adventurers, prompted either bv reliiri'-u*

zeal, or by ambition for military glory, or the desire uf t^n,

Hocked to the new world; and manv remained in ohscursiy

until an opportunity was offered to them to become know.

Of Almagro, nothing is said by the historians previous to

the year i;> J.'», when he entered into a sort of partnership

with Pizarro and a wealthy clergy man, named Hernaa>io

tie Luque, at Panama, to undertake jointly the conquest

of Peru. Pizarro took the command of the troops; Anna-

trro engaged to procure the supplies of men, arms, pro-

unions kc. ; and Luque was to remain at Panama, to

forward with the governor of that place, the interests of the

com p. my. Pizarro set out first, and Almagro a ften* ante

joined him. S«»me time after, the executioner iiiiinkn.'i

the Peruvian Atahualpa, Francisco Pizarro was informed of

the arrival of Pedro de Alvarado with some truops to un-

dertake the conquest of Peru, and sent Almagro to them

to ascertain their intentions. Almagro met them on tb?

coast, near the present port of Callao. After some nego-

tiation, the greater part of the troops of Alvarado being fivnj

Kstremadura, and tempted with the oifer of lOO.lH'fl goW

crowns to be divided among them, joined their feiia^-

eountn men, and inarched together to Cuzeo.
Almagro was informed by one of this party that he

had been appointed governor of Nt/eva Toledo. Hf

interpreted this to mean that Cuzeo also was part of his

governorship, and assembling the avuntaniiento, op«nly

declared to them his views. The two brothers of Pizam-.

.Juan and Gouzalo, refused to obey the self-made governor,

and were put under arrest. Francisco Pizarro, upon beam*

this news, left Truxillo. where he then was, and proceed

to Cuzeo in great haste ; when Almagro acknowledged his

fault, and Pizarro not only pardoned him, but even lent him

a considerable sum of money. Pizarro and Almagro entered

now into an agreement by which the latter promised up^n

his solemn oath to leave Cuzeo, and never to return vntnm

thirty leagues of it, even though the emperor Cbarle?

should order him to do so. Upon this he was sent to w
conquest of Chili.

In 1.03") he set out on his march, in which he crossed th*

Andes from Cuzeo, and traversed the deserts of Atacaiiia

to the plains of Chili, a march of 350 leagues. After havme
«. - . . . * 1 1 -

?(j several

Indians : and it is said that he was presented t

ffbora

uil'ered much fatigue and privation, he subdued several

tribes of Indians: and it is said that he was presented D)

several caciques with f>(H>, 000 ducats in pieces of tfoM.

,

Fi\e months after, Juan de Pada and Rui !>>»*• *
.

1 he had left al Cuzeo to recruit men for his army. hl0X1

f*
him the intelligence that Fernando Pizarro, wboni Wj

brother Francisco had sent to Spain to solicit honours*™

titles lor iiio discoverers, hud returned from thence, vm
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ing the title of Marquis of Peru for Pizarro, Governor of
Nueva Toleda fbr Almagro, and Bishop of Peru for Luque,
Some of Almagro's friends advised him to return to Cuzco.
On his way thither he met Noguera, an officer who had
been sent by Pizarro to ascertain whether he was in want
of any assistance to pursue his conquests, Pizarro himself
being then employed in building Lima. Almagro availed

himself of this opportunity to get full information of the
state of affairs at Cuzco, the safety of which, at that time,

was much endangered by a revolt of the Indians; and
having ascertained that he might easily obtain possession

of that city, he immediately proceeded thither. Having
subdued the Indians, he entered Cuzco without opposition,

imprisoned Gonzaio and Fernando Pizarro, and pillaged their

house. Francisco Pizarro, upon hearing of these events,

sent from Lima two successive detachments against Al-
magro, and after having obtained the liberty of his two
brothers, joined the army with the rest of his forces, suc-
cessfully attacked Cuzco, and, having taken Almagro
prisoner, caused him to be tried by a court-martial, which
condemned him to death for having rebelled against his

general, and abandoned his post. This sentence was exe-
cuted at Cuzco on the 25th April, 1536, Almagro being
then in the 75th year of his age.

Almagro is described both by Gomara and Zarate as a
brave, liberal, and open character. He never married, but
left a son by an Indian woman, who was also called Diego
de Almagro, and had as eventful a life and as tragical an
end as his father. (See Gomara, Historia General* &c„
ch. 125—128. Zarate, Historia de la Conquista del Peru,
book iii. Pizarro, Varones Ilustres del Nuevo Mundo.)
AL-MAMUN. [See Abhasides.]
ALMANAC. The derivation of this word has given

some trouble to grammarians. The most rational derivation

appears to us to be from the two Arabic words a/, the article,

and mana or manah, to count.

An almanac, in the modern sense of the word, is an an-
nual publication, giving the civil divisions of the year, the
moveable and other feasts, and the times of the various as-

tronomical phenomena, including in the latter term not only
those which are remarkable, such as the eclipses of the
moon or sun, but also those of a more ordinary and useful

character, such as the places of the sun* moon and planets,

the position of the principal fixed stars, the times of high
and low water, and such information relative to the weather
as observation has hitherto furnished. The agricultural,

political, and statistical information which is usually con-
tained in popular almanacs, though as valuable a part of
the work as any, is comparatively of modern date.

It is impossible that any country in which astronomy was
at all cultivated could be long without an almanac of some
species. Accordingly we find the first astronomers of every
age and country employed, either in their construction or
improvement The belief in astrology, which has prevailed
throughout the East from time immemorial, rendered
almanacs absolutely necessary, as the very foundation of
the pretended science consisted in an accurate knowledge
of the state of the heavens. With the almanacs, if indeed
they had them not before, the above-mentioned absurdities

were introduced into the West, and strange to say, it is only
within these few years that astrological predictions have not
been contained in nine almanacs out of ten. It is not known
what were the first almanacs published in Europe. That
the Alexandrian Greeks constructed them in or after the
time of Ptolemy, appears from an account of Theon, the
celebrated commentator upon the Almagest, in a manu-
script found by M. Delambre at Paris, in which the method
of arranging them is explained, and the proper materials
pointed out. It is impossible to suppose that at any period
almanacs were uncommon : but in the dearth of books
whose names have come down to us, the earliest of which
Lalande, an indefatigable bibliographer, could obtain

any notice* are those of Solomon Jarchus, published in and
about 1150, and of the celebrated Purbach, published
1450—1461. The almanacs of Regioraontanus, said by
Bailly, in his History of Astronomy, to have been the first

ever published, but which it might be more correct to sav
ev?r printed, appeared between 1475 and 1506, since which
time we can trace a continued chain of such productions, of
which our limits will not allow us to give even the names of
the authors. They may bo found in the Bibliographic
Attronomique of Lalande, and in Huttons Mathematical
fHctionary

f
article £ph*i|2Ris0 Jhe almanacs of Regio-

montanus, which simply contained the eclipses and tip
places of the planets, were sold, it is said, for ten crowns of
gold. An almanac for 1442, in manuscript we presume, is

preserved in the Bibliotheque du Roi at Paris. The alma-
nacs of Engel of Vienna were published from 1494 to 1500

;

and those of Bernard de Granolachs of Barcelona, from about
1487. There are various manuscript almanacs of the four-

teenth century in the libraries of the British Museum, and
of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge.
The first astronomical almanacs published in Franee were

those of Duret de Montbrisou, in 1637, which series con-

tinued till 1700. But there must have been previous publi-

cations of some similar description ; for, in 1579, anordou-
nance of Henry III. forbade all makers of almanacs to

prophesy, directly or indirectly, concerning the affairs either

of the state or of individuals. In England, the royal au*

thority was less rationally employed. James I. granted a
monopoly of the trade in almanacs to the Universities and
the Stationers' Company, and under their patronage astrology

nourished till beyond the middle of the last century, but nof

altogether unopposed ; the humorous attack of Swift, under
the name of Bickerstaff, upon Partridges almanac, is well

known, both from the amusement which the public derived

from the controversy, and the perpetuation of the assumed
surname in the Taller. But though Swift stopped the mouth
of Partridge, he could not destroy the corporation under
whose direction the almanac was published. The Stationers'

Company (for it is but fair to state that the Universities weM
only passive, having accepted an annuity from their ool*

leagues, and resigned any active exercise of their privilege,)

found another Partridge, as good a prophet as his prede*

cessor : nor have we been without one to this day.

The Stationers' Company appears to have acted from *
simple desire to give people that which would sell, whether
astrological or not ; and not from anypeculiar turn for pro*

phecy, inherent in the corporation. Thus even in 1624 they
issued at the same time the usual predictions in one almanac,

and undisguised contempt of them in another ; apparently

to suit all tastes. The almanac of Allstree, published ip the

above-mentioned year, calls the supposed influence of the

moon upon different members of the body ' heathenish '

:

and dissuades from astrology in the following lines, which
make up in sense for their want of elegance and rhythm

:

* Let every philom&thy (<. #. mathematician.)

Leave lying Aitrolopy,

And write true Astronomy.
And lie beare you company.*

In 1775, a blow was struck which demolished the legal

monopoly. One Thomas Carnan, a bookseller, whose name
deserves honourable remembrance, had some vears before

detected or presumed the illegality of the exclusive right,

and invaded it accordingly. The cause came before the

Court of Common Pleas in the year above-mentioned, and
was there decided afainst the Company. Lord North, in

1779, brought a bill into the House of Commons to renew
and legalize the privilege, but, after an able argument by

Erskine in favour of the public, the House rejected the minis-

terial project by a majority of 15. The absurdity and even in-

decency of some of these productions was fully exposed by
Erskine ; but the defeated monopolists managed to regain the

exclusive market, by purchasing the works of their compe-

titors. The astrological and other predictions still continued

;

but it is some extenuation that the public, long used to pre-

dictions of the deaths of princes and falls of ram, refused to

receive any almanacs which did not contain their favourite

absurdities. It is said (Baily, Further remarks on the de-

fective state of the Nauticut Almanac, &c, p. 9) that the

Stationers' Company once tried the experiment of partially

reconciling Francis Moore and common-sense, by no greater

step than omitting the column of the moon's influence on

the parts of the human body, and that most of the copies

were returned upon their hands. For more detail upon the

contents of former almanacs, see the Companion to the

Almanac for 1829, and also the London Magazine of De*
comber, 1828, and Journal of Education, No. V.

The British Almanac was published by the Society for

the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge in J 828. Its success

induced the Stationers' Company to believe that the pubUa
would no longer refuse a good almanac because it only pre-

dicted purely astronomical phenomena, and they accordingly

published the Englishman's Almunac, which is unexcep-

tionable. We may also add that the other almanacs mm
diminishing the quantity and tone of their obJecOonabto
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parts, so that ho fore long it may be hoped that the latter

will disappear entirely.

Of the pro.vs«.ed!\ agronomical almanacs the most impor-

tant in Knglar.d is the Nautical Almanac, published by the

Admiralty f«>r the use both of astronomers and seamen.
Tins work was projected by Dr. Ma.skelvne, then Astro-

nomer Roval, and lir^t appeared in 17<»7. The employ

-

iiii»ii t of lunar distances in finding the longitude, of the

etiirary of which method Ma>kelvne had satisfied him-
self in a v<i\ a'je to St. Helena, required new tables, which
should give the distances of the moon fr<»in the sun and prin-

cipal li\ed stars, fir intervals of a few hours at most. By the

zeal of Dr. Maskelyne, aided by the government, the project

m:n carried into effect, and it continued under bis superin-

tendence f»r f»rtv-eight years. During thi* time it received

the highest encomiums from all foieign authorities, for which
see the French Encyrlnp/rdtu, art. Alm.vnvch, and the

Ili-tones of Monturla and Delambre. From 1774 to 178!>

tlie French Cntnioissan-e ties Terns borrowed its lunar dis-

tances from the English almanac. On the death of Maske-
lvne it d»d not continue to improve, and. without absolutely

falling off, was inadequate to the wants either of seamen or

astronomers. From the year lvjo, various complaints were
made of it in print. It was latterly stated that officers em-
ployed in surveys were obliged to have recourse to foreign

almanacs for what could not be obtained in their own ; that

Berlin, Coimbra and even Milan were better provided with

the helps of navigation ; and finally that the calculations were

not made from the best and mn<t improved table*. In con-

seo
1

uenee of these complaints, which were almost universally

allowed bv astronomers to contain a great deal of truth, the

government, in 1*50, requested the opinion of the Astrono-

mical Society upon the subject, and the Report of the Com-
mittee appointed b\ that body, which may be found in the

fourth volume of their Transactions, is a sufficient proof of

the opinion of practical astronomers on the pre\ious state

of the work. The alterations proposed by the soen-ty were

cntireh adopted by the government, and the fust almanac
containing them, viz., that for 18.34, has ju>t appeared.

Tim contents of the old Nautical Almanac may be found in

the Companion to the Almanac for lsj'j. We subjoin a list

of the principal alterations and additions which appear in

the new work :
—

1. The substitution of mean for upjmrent time throughout,

the sun's right ascension and declination being given for

both mean and apparent noon.
4

J. The addition of the mean time of transit of the first

point of Aries, or the beginning of the sidereal day.

;;. The moon's right ascension and decimation given for

every hour, instead cX every twelve hours. We must men-
tion, however, that the intervals of twelve hours were dimi-

nished to three hours in the Nautical Almanac for 1833,

by Mr. Pond the Astronomer Royal.

4. The distances of the moon i'rom the planets for every
three hours.

5. The time of contact of Jupiter's satellites and their

shadows with the planet.

». Logarithms of the quantities which vary from day to

day, u<ed in the reduction of the fixed stars.

7. lasts of stars which come on the meridian nearly
with the moon: of occupations of the planets and stars by
the mom, visible at Greenwich.

s. The places of the old planets for every day at noon
instead of every tenth day ; and thoje of the four small
planets for every fourth day, which were previously not
mentioned at all.

9. The *.() stars, whose places were given for every ten

lavs, are increased to 100.

10. The number of lunar distances given is very much
inciea ed.

Bo-ides these principal alterations, there is a large number
of minor additions, tending for the most part to save lab. air

in calculation ; and the extent to which the results have been
carried is materially enlarged. We mention, in order to

diffuse a knowledge of the fact, that any errata discovered

in any mathematical tables which are generally or even
orcasionally of use, will be published in the Nautical
A!mani<\ if communicated by the finder.

It should also be noticed that the Supplements which it

lias been customary to publish during the last few years are

now discontinued. It is intended to bring out the Nautical
Ahnanac four years in advance, but, at present, (July, 1S33,)

owing to the time which it has taken tv consider and

arrange the alterations, the Almanac for 1834 lias onh ju*t

appeared.

This country has been forestalled in most of the important

changes just mentioned, by the Berlin £/»/^/?i<»m, published

under the superintendence of Professor Encke. ltsprmn'-

cesser, the Astronomisc/ies Jahrbuch.wns conducted for fiiu

years by the celebrated Bode ; and was entirely reui'd' l.e!

by Encke in 1630. Of other works of the same kind.

published on the continent, those of Coimbra and M.lap.

are among the most valuable ; the latter was commence"! in

17.33, by M. de Cavsaris : we have not been able to Itini

the date of the first establishment of the former.

The oldest national astronomical almanac is the French

Connoissance des Terns, published at present under the su-

perintendence of the Bureau des Longitudes at Paris, h ;u;

commenced in 1 f>79 by Picard,and continued by him till K..v|.

It then passed through the hands of various astrormuitp,

till I 7 (>l>. when the conduct of it was given to Lalandc. wu.

besides other alterations, first introduced the lunar distunes,

which have been already alluded to. At present the plan *

very similar to that of the new Nautical Almanac, with the

addition of very valuable original memoirs which apju-ar

yearly. In fact we may say generally, that the original

contributions to the various continental almanacs are aniviij

their most valuable parts ; and as Professor Airy remark*.

l\c})'u'ts of the British Association, &,c, p. 128. 'In tact

nearly all the astronomy of the present century is to k
found in these works,' that is, in certain periodicals whiiii

are mentioned, * or in the Ej>hemerides of Berlin, Paris, or

Milan.'

Next to the Nautical Almanac, the private publication

which is most entitled to notice as an astronomical almanac

is Whites E]>hemcris, a work which is nearly as old as the

monopoly previously described. For many years past, tii*

publication has given astronomical data sufficient to enable

the seaman to find bis latitude and time. The Gentleman,

Diary, commenced in 1741, and the Ladies Diary, in oiv,

have powerfully aided in keeping up a mathematical ta>u.

to a certain extent, throughout the country, by annual!)

proposing problems for competition : several, who have alter-

wards become celebrated in mathematics, have commenced

their career by the solution of these problems.
At present, all almanacs published in this country are

subjected to a heavy stamp duty of fifteen -pence per copy.

The average number of stamps issued for this purpo*

between the years 1 si'l and 1 830 inclusive, was about W.Oi'O,

producing an average revenue of about 3l,00u7. When alma-

nacs were almost wholly devoted to purposes of imposture,

the heavy duty might be defended upon the ground that it

obstructed the ditfusion of a pernicious commodity, and wa\

in truth, only a lawful spoiling of the monopolists. At the

present time the tax prevents the free competition of respect-

able publishers in almanacs ; and further, is so enonnvus,

that many individuals are tempted to evade the law, aw

unstamped almanacs are circulated in as large nunih?s

as those which pay the tax. We are enabled to Mate

this, without hesitation, upon the authority of infonnatior

which we have collected from every part of the United

Kingdom. We may well smile at a tax which prwnow*

fraud both among those who obey and disobey the la*:

that is, astrology among the honest, and smuggling among

the unprincipled.

ALMANSOR, properly Al-Mansur; or. with his com-

plete name, Ann Jakak Abdallah al-Mansur, the se-

cond caliph of the Abbaside dynasty, [see Abbasides,] *ss

born at liomaima in Syria, a.d. 713. During the short reiiH1

of bis brother and predecessor Al-Saffah, he had beenisr>

Ac-rnor of Mesopotamia, Armenia, and Azerbijan. *'™-'n

Al-Saffah died, a.d. 753, Al-Mansur, who was then on a

pilgrimage to Mecca, was called to the throne. At in*

very beginning of his reign, Al-Mansur had to encounter

an opponent in the person of his cousin Abilallah, *"°

claimed the caliphat. After a hard struggle, the forces col-

lected by Abdallah were defeated by Abu Moslem, a com-

mander who had already under Al-Saffah given signal pnw

of his adherence to the cause of the Abbasides. At that tiiue

Abu Moslem was governor of the province of Khorasan,
where

he enjoyed much popularity. Al-Mansur now appointed him

prefect of Syria and Egypt, and on Abu Moslems refusal
:

w

accede to this arrangement, Al-Mansur became so in

£

oD*

against him that he summoned him to Madam, where he «^
murdered in the presence of the caliph. Abdallah, who u

retired into Irak, was afterwards taken and killed.
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In 754 Sinan, of Nishapur, revolted in Khorasan. The

caliph sent an army under the command of Jamhur against

him, who soon suppressed the tumult. But when the caliph

somewhat unceremoniously called on him to send home the

booty that he had made during this expedition, Jamhur
himself revolted, and occupied Ispahan. He was, however,

soon obliged to retire into Azerbijan, where he was ultimately

defeated, a.d. 755.

The year 758 was marked by a disturbance of a peculiar

kind at Kufa. ; The Ravendites, a tribe of Khorasan, the
descendants of Abdallah ben Ravend, who believed in a sort

of metempsychosis, had from the beginning been in favour

of the Abbaside family, but a dispute had arisen between
them and Abu Moslem, in consequence of which they
were obliged to keep themselves concealed during his life-

time. Now, after Abu Moslem's death, they came in con-

siderable numbers to the court, where they mixed up ha-

rangues about their dogmas with absurd flattery of the

caliph. The caliph being disgusted by their proceedings,

imprisoned about 200 of these enthusiasts. Tnis measure
gave great offence to the whole party : they liberated their

comrades by force, and raised a tumult at Kufa, which
could only be repressed by much energy on the part of the

caliph. It is said that in consequence of this disturbance,

Al-Mansur took a dislike to his residence at Kufa, and laid

the foundation of the town of Bagdad, which became from
this time the abode of the caliphs.

In the year 762, an unsuccessful attempt to overthrow
the dominion of the Abbasides, was made at Medina by
Mohammed, a descendant of Hossain, the son of Ali ben
Abi Taleb. Mohammed was soon vanquished by Isa ben
Musa, whom the caliph had sent against him. But Mo-
hammed's brother, Ibrahim, excited disturbances of a more
serious nature at Basra. The governor of that town was
compelled to surrender the fort and treasury to the insur-

gents, who soon made themselves masters also of the towns
ofAhwaz and Wasit. Ibrahim was actually marching against

Kufa, when he was met by Isa ben Musa, who defeated

him in a sanguinary battle near a place called Ahmaza.
Ibrahim lost his life in the engagement, 18th of February,

763.

Al-Mansur died, September, 775, at Bir Maimuna, on a

pilgrimage to Mecca : his son Al-Mahdi succeeded him in

the caliphat. Al-Mansur first showed that predilection for

literature, which for several centuries became a distinguish-

ing feature in the character of theMohammedan sovereigns.

During his reign translations were commenced of the

works of antient Greek writers on metaphysics, mathe-
matics, astronomy, and medicine into Arabic. The Arabs
were thus made familiar with the works of Aristotle, Euclid,

•Ptolemy, and Hippocrates, and had the opportunity of

reading, in their own language, several Greek authors of

which the originals are now lost.

• ALME, or AL-MAI, i. e. ' the learned,* the name given

by the modern Egyptians and Arabs to the dancing and
singing girls of Egypt The word alma seems to be corrupted

from the Arabic dlimah, the feminine form of the active parti-

ciple dlim t sciens, sapiens. They form a particular class or

society, living together in bands, who are distributed in the

various towns, or travel about the country in quest of em-
ployment. They are present at all festivals and marriages,

ana other ceremonies. The girls who are admitted into

this society have generally a fine voice ; they learn by heart

the best songs on romance and love ; and some are also

able to sing extempore verses, after the manner of the Ita-

lian improvisatori. But they chiefly excel in pantomimic

dances, which represent the various incidents of life, and

above all, the passion of love. The suppleness of their bodies

is very great, as well as the flexibility and expression of

their features ; but the indecency of their attitudes is ex-

cessive. ' When they begin to dance, they wear a long and

very light silk robe floating to the ground, negligently

girded by a sash ; their long black hair, perfumed and in

tresses, descends over their shoulders ; the shift, transpa-

rent as gauze, scarcely conceals the skin: as the action

proceeds, the various forms and contours the body can

assume seem progressive ; the sound of the flute, the Cas-

tanet, the tambour, and cymbals, regulate, increase, or

slacken their steps. Words, adapted to such scenes, inflame

them more, till they appear as if intoxicated, and become

frantic bacchanals. Forgetting all reserve, they then aban-

don themselves to the disorder of their senses, while the

indelicate and licentious spectators, who wish nothing to-

be left to the imagination/ redouble their applause/
(Savary's Letters on Egypt.) These Almai are admitted
into the harems of the great, where they instruct the women
in dancing and singing, or amuse them by reciting poems.
They excel in singing pathetic ballads: dwelling upon
plaintive tones, they inspire a feeling of melancholy which,
insensibly increasing, draws tears from the eyes. The
Turks, enemies as they are to the arts, pass whole nights in
listening to them. Two girls sometimes sing together, but;
like their orchestra, they are always in unison: accom-
paniments in music are only for enlightened nations ; on
the contrary, people whose feelings are oftener appealed
to than their understandings, delight in simple sounds
which immediately affect the heart, without engrossing'
their minds by the modulations of a well-supported har-
mony.
The Almai also accompany funerals, at which they sing'

dirges, and utter groans and lamentations, like the prcefiece
of Sardinia, Corsica, and other European countries. The
higher and more accomplished class of the Almai attend
none but wealthy people, and their price is high. The com-
mon people, however, have also their Almai, who try to
imitate the superior class, but have neither their elegance,
grace, nor knowledge. They are seen everywhere; the
public squares and the walks round Cairo abound with them.
Their morals are as licentious as their songs; they are>
in feet, the common courtezans of the country. Although
there are Almai in Syria and other parts of the Ottoman
empire, yet Egypt seems to have been at all times their
favourite, and as it were, their native country. The Bayaders,
of India are a sort of Almai.
ALMEIDA, a strongly-fortified city of Portugal, in the

province of Beira, and comarca of Pinhel: 40° 37' N. lat.
6° 52' W. long. Population 1 1 50. It lies between the rivers
Coa and Turones, both tributaries ofthe Douro, and the latter
forming the boundary between the kingdoms of Spain and
Portugal. Its position, therefore, on the frontier> has always
made it a post of great military importance, the more so as it

is in some measure opposed to the Spanish fortress of Ciudacr
Rodrigo, from which it is less than thirty miles distant. In
the peninsular war, Almeida was more than once an object
of contention. In the month of August, 1810, it was in-
vested by Massena, and the English governor, Colonel Cox,
with his Portuguese garrison was prepared for a determined
resistance, but, on the evening of the 26th, only eight days
after the trenches were opened, the magazines, either through
accident or treachery, exploded. The whole town was conse-
quently in ruins, the batteries breached, and the greater
part of the guns thrown into the ditch. Soil the governor
refused the terms of Massena, when some of the Portuguese-
officers, who were in treasonable communication with the
French, headed a mutiny of the garrison and compelled bin*
to surrender. In the following spring Massena again re-
treated within the Spanish frontier, and was unable to throw
supplies into Almeida to prepare it for a siege. When the
British commenced the blockade, he made an unsuccessful
attempt to relieve it by the battle of Fuentes de Onoro, but
succeeded in sending orders through the British posts of
blockade for the French governor, General Brennier, ta
abandon the fortress. This order was executed with great,

skill and success. After destroying the ramparts and guns*
without exciting any suspicion on the part of the British,.

Brennier sprung his mines at midnight on the 1 0th of May,
and made his way with 1 500 men through the British troops
without much loss. On the banks of the Agueda he joined
one of the main divisions of the French army. (Minano.
Napier s Peninsular War.)
ALMEIDA, FRANCISCO, seventh son of the Cond*

de Abrantes, was the first Portuguese viceroy of India. In
his youth he distinguished himself against the Moors in the>

Peninsula, particularly in the conquest of Granada. In
1505, while paying a visit to his brother, the Bishop of
Coimbra, he was sent for by King Manoel, or Emanuel,
and intrusted with the important office of viceroy of the
recently acquired possessions in India. On the 25th of
March, 1505, he set sail from Lisbon. His embarkation,
says Barros, was the most brilliant that had ever taken
place in Portugal. His force consisted of 1500 mn, all
belonging to very respectable families ; many of them weve
noblemen of the king's household, all anxious to wrve under
so distinguished a leader.

After a prosperous voyage Almeida arrived at <

the 22nd of July. The Moorish king of that city ]
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or Ibrahim, was not friendly to the Portuguese. Almeida
complained to him of his not having paid due respect to the

Portuguese Hag, when Ibrahim apologized for his fault, and
promised to visit the viceroy on the morrow. But instead

of the king, a messenger from him came to make a fresh

apology for not having fulfilled his promise, on aceount of a

black eat having pas.sed before him as lie was coming, which
circumstance he considered as a very bad omen. Almeida
told the messenger to inform his master, that he himself

would pi y him a visit at his own hou*e. At the approach of

the Portuguese, Ibrahim tied, and Almeida gave the crown
of Quiloa to Mohammed Anconi, a Worthy man, and a great

friend of the Portuguese. Almeida received the homage of

the new king in the name of his master, built a fortress to

keep the inhabitants in subjection, and then proceeded to

the town of Moinbaza, which he destroyed. On his arrival

at Gunanor on the Malabar coast he received an embassy
from the King oi' Bisiiagar, who was desirous to form an
alliance with the Portuguese. Almeida erected here ano-

ther fortress to protect the factories, or commercial esta-

blishments of Cananor, Cochin, and Coulan, and loaded

eight vessels with spieery, which he sent to Portugal. This
squadron iu its way to Europe discovered the island of Ma-
dagascar.

The governor of Cochin, Trimumpara, had resigned in

favour of one of his relations, and the viceroy went to that

town with the object of renewing the alliance with the new
king. Almeida sent his son Lorenzo against the King of

Calicut, who had offered some injuries to the Portuguese
merchants. Lorenzo, after having taken ample satisfaction

for the insult, went to make an establishment at Ceylon,
and also took the Maldive islands. At the same time, four

Vessels, which had come irom Portugal, formed a commer-
cial alliance with the King of Malacca, and established two
factories in the island of Sumatra.
The soldan. or caliph of Egvpt, with the aid of the repub-

lic of Venice, which always looked with an envious eye on
the success of the Portuguese, had fitted out a naval expedi-
tion, and given the command of it to an experienced Persian,
named Mir Hoeein. The King of Calicut, expecting this

assistance, made preparations for war, upon which the vice-

roy sent his son against him. When Lorenzo was in the
port ofChaul, the Egyptian fleet, which had been reinforced
with twenty-four vessels of the governor of Diu, appeared.
Lorenzo at first mistook them for the squadron of Albu-
querque, which he was expecting. The tire of Mir Hocera,
however, soon made him discover his error. The two squa-
drons fought till night-fall without any considerable advantage
on either side. Some of his officers advised Lorenzo to

avail himself of the obscurity of night in order to cross the
bar, and get out into the sea ; but the gallant young man,
though severely wounded, said, that to go away at night
was nothing else than to run away, and that was a thing
which he never would do. As the Portuguese squadron was
sailing out in the morning, the Egyptians opened a brisk fire

upon it. Lorenzo's vessel was the last, and the enemy
directed their principal lire against her. At last she was sepa-
rated from the rest of the vessels in a very sandy and rocky
place. As the tide was running out with great rapidity, the
other vessels could not render her any assistance, and the
enemy showered their fire upon her with a sure aim. Lo-
renzo was requested by his men to save himself in the boat,
but he would not consent to abandon them. A shot earned
off one of his legs. lie caused himself to be tied to the
mast, where he continued to animate his men until another
shot carried off the left side of his chest. The galley was
by this time upon a sandbank ; it was boarded without" diffi-

culty, and twenty-tour men, who remained in it, were car-
ried away captives. The rest of the vessels proceeded to
Cananor, and informed Almeida of the disaster. He bore
it with fortitude, and was making preparations to revenge
his loss, when Alfonso de Albuquerque, who was appointed
governor of India in his place, arrived. Almeida received
him very coolly, and a quarrel ensuing, Albuquerque was
sent to Cochin, where he was kept three months under arrest.
[See Albuquerque.]

Almeida, whose only object now was to gratify his ven-
geance, sailed to Onor, where he burnt some vessels of the
King of Calicut, entered the port of Dabal, or Dabul, be-
longing to the King of Goa, on the 13th of December,
1508, took the town, and alter having plundered it reduced
it to ashes. He then went in search of the Egyptian fleet,

&ad found it near Diu in the kingdom of Cambay, and

obtained a complete victory oyer it. Mir Hocem, with only

twenty-four men, escaped; eight of his vessels were taken,

and the rest sunk.
Almeida, having thus punished his enemies, returned to

Cochin, where Marshal Coutinho, who had arrived from Por-

tugal, urged him to return home. The viceroy released

Albuquerque, surrendered his government, and sailed from

Cochin on the 13th of November, 1503. On ln> way to

Portugal, alter having doubled the Cape of Good Hope, he

stopped at Saldanha bay to procure a supply of fresh wattr.

His soldiers had a dispute with the natives, and an al!;ay

eusued. One of his otlicers, Mello, seeing the venerabW old

man alone in the midst of that inhospitable country, ob-

served to him in a sarcastic manner, * Here I should wulito

see by your side one of those whom you favoured in India.'

Almeida very composedly answered, * This is not the time to

think of that ; think rather how to save the royal standard;

as for me, I am old enough, both in years, and in sin*, to

die here, if that be the will of the Lord.' From this moment

Mello never abandoned either the standard or his general,

until Almeida fell pierced by a lance.
* That the man who had trampled over countless thou-

sands of the Asiatics,' says a contemporary writer; 'who had

humbled their sovereign princes, and annihilated in the

seas the powers of the Egyptian Soldan, should peruh oo

an obscure strand, by the hands of a few savages, should bt

a salutary lesson for human ambition.'

Almeida was a man of noble appearance, prudent, cour-

teous, and very much esteemed for his generosity. During

his administration of India, he made the Portuguese nanw

respected. He is represented by some writers as a concerted

man, who thought nobody so well qualified to govern

India as himself; but, perhaps, we only do him justice

in believing that his ruling motive was a desire to elevate

the fame and power of his native state. (See Barros, //«•

tory of the Portuguese Conquests in the East, decade i,,

book 8 to the end— ii., book 1—4 ; Damian & Goes, Chro-

nica do Senhar Rey Dom Manoel ; Mariana, book xxix. chap.

16.; Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopaedia, History of Spom am
Portugal, vol. iii. p. 30G.)

ALMERIA, a modern province of Spain formed out of

the eastern part of the kingdom of Granada.
ALMERIA, the antient Murgis, the capital of the pro-

vince is near the outlet of the river Almeria, 36° 51' N. *U
2

J

33 r W. long. It has a convenient well-sheltered por^

and some manufactures of saltpetre, soda, and cordage made

of Spanish broom. During the time of the Moorish king!

of Granada, it was one of the most opulent commercial town*

in their dominions. Cotton is now cultivated to some ex-

tent along the coast of Granada, about Motril, and a* far ai

Almeria. The culture was introduced by Mr. Kirkpattwk,

while acting as consul for the United States of America *t

Malaga, in the beginning of the present century.

ALiMOHADES, the name of a Mohammedan dynasty,

which began in Africa and Spain with Abdelmumen, in

the year 542 of the Hegira, a. d. 1147. Mohammed ben

Abdallah, a native of Herga, in Africa, was the son of I

lamplighter in a mosque. He received his education at Cor*

dova ; and having finished his studies, he travelled to

the east to improve his knowledge, and visited Cairo and

Bagdad. In Bagdad he attended the school of the phi-

losopher Abu Hamid Algezali, who had written a book

on the revival of learning and of the law, which was con-

demned at Cordova as dangerous to the faith of Iilam.

Ali, the Almoravidian king of Cordova, approved of ^
decision, and the book was given up to the liames. Alge*

zali perceiving a stranger in his school, and having asflei
1*

tained that he was from the west, asked him, whether b«

had ever been at Cordova, and heard of his book. Abdallab

informed him of the fate of his work. The doctor tunitfl

pale, tore the book which he had in his hands, and, looking

to heaven, exclaimed, * May God thus tear the kingdom

from the impious Ali V Abdallah joined him in his prater,

and added, * Pray God to make me an instrument of tty

vengeance.'

After three years' residence at Bagdad, Mohammed H-

turned to Mauritania in 510, (a.d. 1116,) where be rendered

himself conspicuous by the simplicity of his dress, by nj

austerity, and by his bold preaching against the vioes now

of the king and the people. On his arriving at a villas

called Tejewa. he met a youth of prepossessing appeartW*.

by name Abdelmumen, who was going with his uncle to

study in the east. Abdallah promised to gird hiffl tf* ^'
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•traction which he desired, hut taught him all thai was
most conducive to his own designs. He communicated to

mm a prophecy in which it was foretold, that the empire of
life «id ot" the law would only arise with Abdelmuraen.
Haring thus prepared him, he named him his vizier. They
both went to FeE, and thence to Marocco. Entering one
day into the mosque of the latter city, Mohammed placed
himself in the seat of the Imam. One of the ministers
represented to him, that nobody could occupy that place ex-
cept the king of the ftiithful. Mohammed answered mm with
much gravity in these words of the Koran, ' Inna'lmesajida
lillahi ; ' certainly the temples only belong to God/ Shortly
after the king entered* and prayers beinjj said, Mohammed
arose, and addressing himself to Ah, said to him, ' Put a
remedy to the evils and injustices prevailing in thy king-

dom, for God Will require of thee an account of thy people.*

The lung, at first, treated him with contempt ; out as he
continued to preach and attract the multitude, AH at last

assembled his council; and though severe measures were
proposed, the king contented himself with expelling him
from the eity.

Mohammed now built a hut in a burial-ground, and mul-
titudes Hocked there to hear his doctrine. He preached to

them about the eominr of the great Mehedi, who was to

establish the empire of justice upon earth. The king or-

dered htm to be imprisoned and beheaded, but he escaped
to Agmet* and thenee to Tinmai in the land of Sous. One
day while he was expounding the prophecy of the coming of

the great Mehedi* Abdelmumen observed, ' That prophecy
evidently applies to thee ; thou art the true Mehedi. Upon
this* Abdelmumen* with fifty others of his disciples, acknow-
ledged him as their Mehedi. After these, seventy more
swore allegiance to him. Mohammed established two coun-

cils. The fifty who first acknowledged his authority were
those with whom he entrusted the affairs of greater conse-

quence, and to the latter seventy he confided those of less

importance.

He then went to the mountains, preaching the unity of

God, and was followed by 20,000 men of the tribe of Masa-
muda, to whom he gave the name of Mowahedurij that is,

Unitarians, from Which the name of Almohades is de-

rived. The command of this army was given to Mohammed
Alakhir.

Abu Is'hac Ibrahim, Ali's own brother, marched against

the rebels ; and the two armies were ready to fight, when
a sudden terror seised the foremost ranks of Ibrahim* who,

turning their horses, began to fly in all directions, trampling

down their own fellow»soldierst The Almohades possessed

themselves of the rich baggage, and in consequence of this

success several other tribes joined them. Ah now called his

brother Temin from Spain) and with a powerful army sent

him against the Mehedi, who had retired to the mountains.

This general* though more successful than the preceding,

never could defeat the Almohades. They fortified themselves

at Tinm&l, and from this place they sallied forth to devastate

the surrounding country.

In 1189 A>n., 513 of the Hegira, they laid siege to Ma-
rocco, but were defeated in a vigorous sally made by the

besieged. Three years afterwards Abdelmumen marched
at the head of 30*000 men> and obtained a complete victory

over the Almoravides* On his return to Tinmai, the Me-
hedi came out to greet the victorious general ; and the next

day ho called his men at the mosque, and took his last

leave of them. Shortly after Abdelmumen waited upon
him. The Mehedi gave him the hook of Aigerali, and de-

parted from this world. He had made several reforms in

the Mohammedan religion, among which was the adoption

of a mere simple profession of raSh^ and of prayers which

they were allowed to say on their march and even when
tfghtiftg, which gave thera a superiority ovet their enemies.

The chiefs ofm Almohades now assembled to determine

the form of government they should adopt after the death

of the Mehedi ; and having decided in favour of a moderate

monarchy, the election fell upon Abdelmumem who was
declared Irafcm and Amir-al-Mumenin. He pursued his eon-

quests With vigour* and in three years reduced the empire

of the Almoravidei to vert narrow limits. He took Gran
and Fez, and laid siege to Msroeeo, the onlv city now left to

the Almoravides in Africa. Whilst Abdelmumen Was en-

gaged in reducing that city, he sent Abu Aniran with a

numerous army to invade Andalusia, Many of the petty

chiefs of Spain joined the Almohades. In the mean time

the siege of Marocco was pursued with vigour, and the

inhabitant* defended it heroically. The besieger swore
he would not retire until he had sifted the town through a
sieve. Famine had carried off three-fourths of the popula-
tion, and the remaining part could make but a feeble de-

fence, when the city Was taken by a general assault in the
year 543 of the Hegira, a. d. 1148. The young emperor
Ibrahim was put to death, the few surviving inhabitants
inhumanly massacred, and the town demolished. Accord-
ing to Manriol, Abdelmumen literally fulfilled his oath.

He afterwards rebuitt the city, and called some tribes from
the desert to fe-people it.

The arms of the Almohades were not less successful in

Spain than in Africa. Almost all Andalusia acknowledged
their dominion. Cordova, the last hold of the Almoravides,
was taken by Abu Amran, and Abdelmumen was pro-
claimed sovereign both of Mauritania and Spain.

Not content with the territory he possessed in Spain, Ab-
delmumen published, in 357, (a.d. 1161,) the jihad, or
holy war, with an intention of Subduing the whole of the
Peninsula, tie levied an army of 100,000 horse and
,100,000 foot, but in the tnidsl of his preparations death
overtook him, in 558.

His youngest son, Yussef Abu Yacub, succeeded him.
Tliis prince, not being so warlike as his father, dismissed the
army, which he had assembled at Sul^, and in the first few
years of his reign he cultivated the arts of peace. In 566,
(a.d. 1 IfO,) however, he invaded Spain, and, after conquer-
ing the rest of the Mohammedan dominions in the Penin-
sula, fell in an engagement with the Christians.

Yussef ben Yacub, better known by the name of Al-
mansor, landed at Algeciras* and defeated Alonso III. ef
Castile in the plains of Alarcos. The prisoners he had
made in this battle he immediately restored to liberty

—

an example of very rare occurrence among the Moham-
medans. After this signal victory he took Calatrava, Gua-
dalajara, Madrid* and Salamanca, and afterwards returned
to Africa, where he died in 595, (a.d. 1198.) This prince

was the ornament of his age* and the most liberal and
magnanimous of the Almohadian dynasty.

His son Mohammed Abu Abdalla, who succeeded him.
though an effeminate and weak prince, was not insensible to

the glory of arms, fie mustered a most powerful army,
one or the five divisions of which, if we are to give credit to

the Arabic and Spanish historians, amounted to 160,000

men: his design was to conquer the whole Peninsula.

Such was the terror which this vast armament inspired

among the Christians, that Innocent III. proclaimed a
crusade, and several bishops went from town to town to rouse

the Christian princes. Tne kings of Castile, Aragon, and
Navarre, with a numerous body of foreign volunteers, ad-

vanced to stop the progress of the Moslems. The two

armies met in Las Navas de Tolosa, between Castile and
Andalusia; and on the 12th of June, 1211, the Christians

obtained so complete a victorjr over the Africans* that Mo-
hammed himselfhad a narrow escape, and left no less than

170,000 men on the field; the rest fled for safety. After

this signal defeat he retired to Marocco, gave up the care of

the government to his son, Yussef Abu Yacub, who was
only eleven years of age, and passed the last days of his

life in licentious pleasures. He died in 610, (a.d. 1213.)

Abu Yacub died without issue in 620, ( 1 223.) His death

was the signal of a civil war which ended with the destruc-

tion of the Almohades. After several disputes Almamun
Abu Ali, brothetf of the governor of Valencia, was pro-

claimed emperor. He projected a reform in the constitution,

and prepared the way towards it by writing a treatise

against the institutions of the Mehedi The two councils

instituted by the Mehedi, against whom Almamun s reform

was principally directed, deposed him, and chose Yahya ben

Anasir in his, stead, supplying him with troops to oppose

Almamun. Yahya landed in Andalusia, and was defeated

by the emperor near Medina Sidonia. Almamun speedily

crossed over to Africa, and arriving at Marocco unexpectedly,

assembled the senate, and after upbraiding them for their

conduct* caused them to be beheaded in the court of the

palace. All the walis suspected of partiality for this body
(

underwent the same fate, and their heads were left to

putrefy on the ramparts of Marocco.

In Spain, Ibn Hud, an Andalusian sheik, who had
formed the project of rescuing the country from the yoke of

the Almohades, after a series of victories expelled them

front the Peninsula* Almamun, harassed by so many disas-

ters, died in 629> (1231.) His successors in Africa lived in a
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continual state of intestine warfare. The last of them was
Idris, wlio foil in a battle against the Marini, and with him
«mded the dynasty of the Almohades. (See Casiri's Biblio-
theca Arabto-Hispana : Conde, IJUtoriu de la Domination
(b> los Arabes en Espafta, vol. ii. eh. 26-58.; Marmol's
Description General de Africa ; Roderieus Toletanus, de
Helms Hispanitis : D'Herbelot, Bibliothcque Oriental?. )

ALMOND. [Sec Amygdalus.]
ALMONDBURY, an extensive parish in the North

Riding of Yorkshire, containing, in 183 1, 30,60fi inhabitants,
and comprehending several townships: the principal town-
ship, of the same name with the parish, which contains 70SG
inhabitants, is within two miles of Hudderstield. The original
parish church is at Almondbury, (the living, a vicarage, is

in the gift of the governors of Clitheroe school,) but new
churches have been built at Crossland, Linthwaite, and
Nether Thong, three townships in the parish. At Almond-
bury is a free grammar-school, founded in the time of
James I., and on a hill in the neighbourhood may be seen
the remains of an ancient castle. It is a place of very great
antiquity, and said to have been the residence of some of the
Saxon kings. Whether it was the Campodunum of the
Romans is a matter of dispute among antiquarians.

ALMONER, anciently written Amner, was an officer in

B king's, prince's, prelate's, or other great mans household,
whose business it was to distribute alms to the poor. Pre-
vious to the dissolution, every great monastery in Kngland
had its almoner. The almoner of the king of France
was styled his grand aumonier, and we find a similar officer

at a very early period attached to the household of the
popes.

Flrta, a juridical treatise of the time of Edward the First,

describes the duties of the high almoner as they then stood
in England. He was to collect the fragments of the royal
table, and distribute them daily to the poor; to visit the
sick, poor widows, prisoners, and other persons in distress ;

he reminded the king about the bestowal of his alms, espe-
cially on saints'-days, and was careful that the cast-off

robes, which were often of high price, should not be be-
stowed on players, minstrels, or llatterers, but their value
given to increase the king's charity.

In modern times the office of lord high almoner has been
long held by the archbishops of York. Chamberlayne, in

the Present State of Great Britain, octavo. London, 1755,
gives an account of the lord almoner's office as it then
stood. * The lord almoner disposes of the kings alms, and
for that use receives (besides other monies allowed by the
king) all deodands and bonafelonum de se to be that way-
disposed. Moreover, the lord almoner hath the privilege
to give the king's dish to whatsoever poor men he pleases:
that is, the first dish at dinner, which is set upon the king's
table, or instead thereof Ad. per diem. Next he distributes
to twenty-four poor men, nominated by the parishioners of
the parish adjacent to the king's palace of residence, to each
of them 4(/. in money, a twopenny loaf, and a gallon of
beer, or instead thereof, 3d. in money, to be equally divided
among them every morning at seven of the clock at the
court-gate ; and even' poor man, before he receives the
alms, to repeat the Creed, and the Lord's Prayer, in the
presence of one of the king's chaplains, deputed by the
lord almoner to be his sub-almoner ; who is also to scatter
new-coined twopences in the towns and places where the
king passeth through in his progress, to a certain sum by
the year. Besides, there are many poor pensioners to the
king and queen below stairs, that is, such as are put to pen-
sion, either because they are so old that they are unfit for

service, or else the widows of such of his majesty's household
servants that died poor, and were not able to provide for

their wives and children in their lifetimes : every one of
tnese hath a competency duly paid them. Under the lord
high almoner there are a sub-almoner, a yeoman, and two
grooms of the almonry.'

An account of the lord almoner's annual distribution in

the king's name, on the Thursday before Easter, will be
found under Maundy Thursday.
The great almoner of the king of France was once the

highest ecclesiastical dignitary in that kingdom. To him
belonged the superintendence of all hospitals and houses
of lepers; the king received the sacrament from his hand

;

and he said mass before the king in all great ceremonies
and solemnities. At the establishment of the imperial
household in 1804, Napoleon restored the office of Grand
Almoner to France in the person of Cardinal Fesch ; and

the office was continued till the exile of Charles X. No
Grand, or other Almoners, except that of the Queen, ik-w

occurs in the Almanack Royal el National of France.

Ducange, in his Glossary, gives other meanings of the

word almoner. It was sometimes used for those who distri-

buted the legacies of others, and who have been since railed

executors ; sometimes for a person who had left alius to

the poor ; and sometimes for the poor upon whom the alms

were bestowed. The eleemosynarii regis, or persons who

were supported by the king's bounty, occasionally noticed

in the Domesday Survey, were of this last description. Al-

moner is a name also given in ecclesiastical writers to the

Deacons of churches.

ALMORAH, the capital of the province of Kumaon.in

Northern Hindostan, is situated in 29° 35' N. lat., and 75
3

44' E. long. This is the most considerable town possessed I>t

the East India Company in that quarter of Hindustan: it

stands on the ridge of a mountain 5,337 feet above the level

of the sea, in the midst of a bleak and naked country, with

scarcely a tree visible within four miles from the walls of the

town.

Almorah is approached by a long and steep, zigzag road,

which a few resolute men might defend against an army.

The place was taken by the Gorkhas in 1790, at which tune

the inhabitants were divided into two political parties, in

consequence of the succession being disputed. When in

1315 it was successfully attacked by the British, the cruelties

of their Gorkha conquerors insured to our countrymen the

good-will of the natives. The fortifications are very indif-

ferent, being commanded from two points of land, and having

no water within the walls. A new citadel, named Fort

Moira, was built on a small eminence at the western ex-

tremity of the town, after its capture by the British, hut

having been constructed of loose micaceous schistus, of which

the hill whereon Almorah stands is composed, the walls are

already out of repair.

The town principally consists of one street fifty feet wide,

and three-quarters of a mile long, with a gate at each

end : this street has a natural pavement of rock. The

houses stand on a lower story of stone, the superstructure

being of wood; an arrangement which is rendered neces-

sary by the frequent recurrence of earthquakes: the ruoft

of most of the buildings are slated, which would give a neat

appearance to the town, if the inhabitants were not accus-

tomed to pile on them stacks of straw as winter provender

for their cattle.

On the conquest of Almorah, the East India Company

ordered several small bungalows to be built in airy situation*

around it, which are appropriated to the use of such ol its

servants as repair to this northern hilly region for the

benetit of their health.

The heat in the summer is considerable, but is always

tempered by a fine breeze, and the nights even in the

hottest season are chilly ; frosts are common in winter,

but it is remarkable that they are not so severe as 2500

feet lower down. Such vegetation as there is approaches

to that of Europe. Raspberries, blackberries, cranberries,

and bilberries are common. Up to a certain elevation on

the hills, the birch and the willow are found, and at their

base the silver fir grows abundantly.

The native inhabitants are honest, peaceable, cheerful,

and industrious, but extremely dirty, and partake largely of

the prevailing dislike of all innovation. Their little advance-

ment in civilization is shown by their treatment of women,

who are employed in performing the most laborious tasks.

Almorah is ninety miles north by east from the city of

Bareillv, and about 106 miles travelling distance north-east

from Moradabad. (Bishop Heber's Narrative of a Journey

through the Vjrper Provinces of India. Hamilton's Em
India Gazetteer.)

t

ALMORAV1DES, an Arabian tribe, who came out of

the country of Himyar, and established itself in Syria in the

time of the first Caliph Abubekr. They passed afterwards

into Egypt, penetrated into Africa towards the west, and

settled about the desert of Sahara. They extended them-

selves gradually, and gave the name to a sect called Mol-

themin or Molathemin, on account of >heir wearing veils.

Their religion seems at a very early period to have been

Christian, but, by mixing with the 'Mohammedans, ever/

trace of it was lost; and even of the religion of Islam
J*J,

ey

hardly knew anything beyond the formula, la Hah ula AW
Mohammed rasul Allah ; that is, 'There is but one Godm
Mohammed is his envoy.'
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Yahya ben Ibrahim, a very patriotic man of the tribe of

Gudala, which was one of these tribes, on his return from
Mecca, meeting with Abu Amran, a famous Fakih (i. e.

lawyer and theologian) of Fez, informed him of the state

of ignorance of his tribe, and of their tractable disposition,

and requested him to send some teachers. None of the dis-

ciples of tbe Fakih felt disposed to undertake so long and
perilous a journey. Abdallah ben Yassim, a disciple of ano-
ther Fakih, offered to accompany Yahya. Having met with
an enthusiastic reception from the tribe, he induced them to

wage war against the tribe of Lametounah, who were made
to acknowledge his spiritual authority ; and he gave his fol-

lowers the name of Marabauth or Morabitin, which signifies

men devoted to the service of religion. Abdallah having
fallen in battle in the year 450 of the Hegira, a.d. 1058,
Abubekr ben Omar Lametouni was appointed sovereign

prince. This chief led his tribe westwards, established the
seat of his empire at the city of Agmat, and laid the foun-
dation of Morocco.

The tribe of Gudalla had declared war against that of

Lamethounah, and Abubekr marched speedily to its assist-

ance, leaving the command of the army to his relation, Yussef
ben Taxfln. Yussefsubdued the Berbers, completed the build-

ing of the city of Marocco, and entirely expelled the Zeierides,

commonly known by the name of Zegries. from Mauritania.
Having by his exploits and by his affability won tbe affec-

tions of his men, he declared himself sovereign prince,, and
married the beautiful Zainab, sister of Abubekr. This
chief having returned from his expedition, encamped before

Agmat, but finding his opponent too strong to be attacked,

had an interview with Yussef, and returned to his native

deserts. Yussef made him a magnificent present, consisting

of gold crowns, horses, mules, turbans, rich stuffs, and
fine linen, with 150 black slaves, and 20 beautiful young
maidens, besides a quantity of perfumes, corn, and cattle,

which he continued to send to Abubekr every year till his

death.

Yussef now assumed the title of Amir-al-Muslemin, or
• Prince of the Believers/ Some of the Mohammedan kings
of Spain imprudently invited this ambitious adventurer to

assist them against Alonso VI., who threatened to over-

throw their dominion in the Peninsula. Yussef required
of them to place the town of Algeciras in his power, to secure
his retreat in case of a failure ; but to this proposal they
would not consent. The King of Seville, however, went
to Marocco to hasten the expedition.

• Yussef sailed for Spain in 1 086, at the head of a numerous
army, landed on the coast of Andalusia, and marched to

Estremadura. King Alonso hastened from Aragon to stop

his progress, and met the Almoravides in the plains of

Zalaca. Yussef summoned him by a letter to embrace the

faith of the Prophet, and to pay him an annual tribute, or

prepare for battle. ' I am told, said the Moor, ' that thou
wast . desirous to carry the war into my country : I spare

thee this trouble. Allah brings thee into my presence that

I may punish thee for thy haughtiness and presumption/
The Christian prince, indignant at this insolence, trampled
tbe letter under his feet, and answered,the messenger,

—

• Tell thy master what thou hast seen ! and tell him also

not to hide himself during the battle ; let him meet me face

to face/ After this the two armies engaged, and the battle

was obstinate on both sides. The Christians fought like

heroes, but were compelled to retreat at nightfall, and the

king himself was severely wounded.
Yussef was called back to Africa, and left the com-

mand of the Almoravides to Syr ben Abubekr. The
next year he returned with considerable reinforcements,

and defeating, one by one, the Moorish kings of Spain, esta-

blished the seat of his empire at Cordova, and caused his

son Ali to be proclaimed his successor. Yussef died at Ma-
rocco, in the year 1106, at the advanced age of ninety-seven.

Clemency and humanity were prominent virtues in his

character. Contemporary historians state that he never

pronounced a sentence of death. The vast empire of the

Almoravides, which now reached from Mount Atlas to the

Sierra Morena, was destroyed by the Almohades in the

year 541 of the Hegira, a.d. 1147. [See Almohadks/]
(See D'Herbelot, Bibliotheque OrienUle. Conde, Domi-
nation de los Arabes en Espafia. The Chronicle of Rode-
ricks Toletanus. Casiri, Btbliotheca Arabico-Hispana.)

ALMS-HOUSE, an edifice, or collection of tenements,

built by a person in a private capacity, and endowed with

a revenue for the maintenance of a certain number of poor,

aged, or disabled people* England is the only country
which possesses alms-houses in abundance, though many
such exist in Italy. In England, they appear to have suc-

ceeded the incorporated hospitals for the relief of poor and
impotent people, which were dissolved by King Henry VIII.
ALNUS, or ALDER, is the generic name of a small

group of plants belonging to the natural order Betulinece.

It was formerly united with the birch in the same genus,
but modern botanists have separated it, because its fruit is

wingless and its stamens only four.

Several species are described in botanical works, most of
which are found in America, between the mountains of
New Granada and Hudson's Bay : a small nart belongs
to Europe, and northern and middle Asia. Of these, the
only species that need be noticed here, are the common,
the Turkey, and the heart-leaved aiders.

Alnus glutinosa, the common alder, is an inhabitant of
swamps and meadows in all Europe, the north of Africa
and Asia, and North America. Its favourite station is by
the side of rivulets, or in the elevated parts of marshy land
where the soil is drained ; it does not thrive so well if placed
in absolutely stagnant water. Next to the charcoal from
black dogwood (Rhamnus frangula), that supplied by the
common alder is of the best quality ; and this tree is in con-
sequence extensively cultivated in plantations belonging to

the manufactories of gunpowder. Its juice contains a great

abundance of astringent matter, which renders the bark
valuable for tanning, and the young shoots for dyeingvarious
colours when mixed with other ingredients; the veiny
knots of its wood are cut into veneer by cabinet-makers,
for ornamental purposes ; and its stems, hollowed out, are
among the best materials, next to metal, for water-pipes
and underground purposes.

Its foliage being large, and of a deep healthy green, the
alder is rather an ornamental tree ; and when old it fre-

quently becomes a picturesque object, if unbroken or unin-
jured by the hatchet of the woodman.

An Old Alder Tree.

Several varieties of the common alder are met with m
collections, and among them one, called the cut-leaved,

which is extremely ornamental when young : there is also

another, with very much lobed leaves, called the hawthorn*
leaved, in which almost all trace of the usual appearance
of the alder has disappeared.

Alnus incana, the Turkey alder, or upland alder, is distin-

guished from the preceding by its more erect mode ofgrowtbt
and by its leaves being destitute ofclamminess, but covered
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Instead with copiouswhitedown on the underside. It isfound
all over continental Europe, from Sweden to the north of
Italy, and east beyond the Caucasus, as far even as Kam-
chatka. Like the common alder, it shows itselfin a number
of varieties, among which several are of dwarfish stature

;

but its general character is to grow more rapidly, and to
acquire a larger size than the common alder. What makes
it particularly valuable is, that it will crow on light land
where there are neither rivulets nor ditches ; an important
property, as it can scarcely be doubted, from its appearance,
that it possesses whatever useful qualities are found in the
common alder. Botanists seem to suppose that the Turkey
alder is their A. oblongata, but this is a manifest error.

A. cordifolia, the heart-leaved alder, resembles but little

in appearance either of the preceding. It forms a rather
large, and very handsome round-headed tree, with broad,
deep-green, shining leaves, deeply heartshaped at the base.
It grows with rapidity, and is one of the most interesting
ornamental trees that have of late years been introduced into
cultivation. Though a native of the kingdom of Naples,
and a most distinct species, its very existence was un-
known till within a few years. It is a perfectly hardy
plant, notwithstanding its southern station.

All the alders are increased with great facility by layers

;

they will also strike readily enough from cuttings, but the
latter are longer in becoming handsome plants. Common
alder is obtained by the nurseryman from seed; which
should, if possible, be sown in very light, rich, damp soil,

in the autumn, soon after it is ripe. If kept till the spring,
even if preserved in sand, it loses in a great degree its

power of vegetating; and if not kept in sand, it will

scarcely ever grow at all.

ALNWICK or ALNEWICK, a considerable town in
the county of Northumberland, 34 miles N. by W. from
Newcastle, and 310 N. by W. from London, on the great
road to Edinburgh through Berwick-upon-Tweed. It is

situated on a declivity on the south bank of the river Aln,
over which is a stone bridge of three arches. The town is

well laid out ; the streets spacious, well paved, and lighted
with gas ; the houses chiefly of stone, of modern date, and
some of them of considerable elegance. The chief en-
trance to the town is by the four streets, 'Bond-Gate,'
' Narrow-Gate/ « Potter-Gate/ and « ClayportJ In the
first, the ancient gate, from which it derives its name, and
which was erected by Hotspur, is still standing. It would
have been taken down some years since, (when another
gate which had stood till then was removed,) being regarded
by the towns-people as a nuisance ; but it was preserved by
the then Duke of Northumberland from respect for, the
memory of its warlike founder. In the centre of the town is

the market-place, a spacious area or square : on one side of
the square is the town-hall, a large and commodious stone
building, surmounted with a square tower ; and on another
side is an elegant modern structure, erected by the present
Duko of Northumberland, the under part of which is used
as stalls or shambles for the sale of butchers' meat, with a
fish and poultry market at the east end, and above is a very
elegant assembly room, and also a spacious reading-room,
which his grace has appropriated to the use of the gentle-
men of the town and neighbourhood. The church is a very
handsome edifice with a neat tower, dedicated to St. Mary
and St. Michael.—The living is a perpetual curacy, of which
the Bishop of Durham is patron. There are several meeting
houses for dissenters; and chapels for the Wesleyan and pri-

mitive methodists, and Roman catholics.

The most remarkable object connected with Alnwick is

the ancient castle to the N.W. of the town, the residence of
the Duke of Northumberland. This had been suffered to

go verymuch to decay till it was completely repaired several
years since ; and it is now one of the most magnificent speci-

mens in the kingdom of an old baronial residence. The build-
ing is of freestone, and as well as the repairs and ornaments
is in the Gothic style, and in excellent taste. The grounds,
which are five miles long, and through which flows the Aln,
exhibit every species of natural and artificial beauty, includ-
ing the remains of two ancient abbeys. The interior of the
castle is splendid; and the chapel, with its exquisitely
painted east window, its ceiling copied from that of King's
College chapel at Cambridge, and its gilded and painted
mouldings and stucco work, is an object worthy of attention.
The trade of Alnwick and its manufactures are not very

considerable. A woollen manufactory was once established,

but the undertaking failed. The market is on Saturday,

chiefly forcom ; and there are fairs on the 12th of May, the
last Monday in July, and the first Tuesday in October. On
the eve of the July fair deputies from the adjacent townships

attend the bailiff of Alnwick during the ceremony of procla-

mation, and keep watch and ward during the remainder of

the night.

The municipal government of Alnwick is in the hands of
a corporation, consisting of a bailiff, (nominated by the Duke
of Northumberland, as constable of the castle,) four cham-
berlains, and twenty-four coramon-councilmen. The com-
mon-councilmen are chosen from among the freemen of the
incorporated companies, and the chamberlains from among
the common-council. The freedom is inherited by the eldest

sons, or acquired by servitude. Upon taking it up, the candi-

dates are subjected to a ludicrous ceremony of passing
through what is called * Freeman's Well/ This is a miry
pool some twenty feet across, and said to be from four to

five feet deep in many places. On St Marks day (25th of
April) the candidates, clad in white, with white night-caps,

mounted, and with swords by their sides, accompanied by
the bailiff and chamberlains similarly mounted and armed,
and preceded by music proceed to this pool, which is said to

be deepened and stirred for their especial benefit They
then dismount, scramble through the pool, several, perhaps,
being tumbled over in the bustle, and after changing their

befouled garments, ride round the boundaries of the town.
The tradition is that the observance of this absurd custom
was enjoined by King John, as a penalty, it is said, for their

carelessness in neglecting to keep up the roads near the
town, owing to which he was bemired in a bog in this neigh-
bourhood. The municipal officers have no magisterial

authority, the town being under the jurisdiction of the county
magistrates ; but they have considerable revenues, part of
which has been employed in erecting pomps to supply the
town with water, and part is devoted to keeping up three free-

schools for the children of freemen, to which other children

are also admitted on payment of a small fee. The quarter-

sessions for the county ore held here in turn with Newcastle,
Hexham, and Morpeth ; and there is a county court monthly
for the recovery of small debts. The elections for North-
umberland took place here previous to the passing of the
reform bill ; and it is still one of the polling places for the
northern division of that county. It has been said that it

once returned members to parliament, but finding their

salary burdensome, petitioned to be relieved from the charge.
There are several schools in Alnwick, besides those already

mentioned as supported by the corporation. A national

school for 200 boys was founded by the late Duke el

Northumberland in 1810, on the completion of the fiftieth

year of the reign of George III. There is a school for

clothing and educating girls, under the patronage of the
Duke and Duchess of Northumberland, and several Sunday
schools.*

The situation and strength of Alnwick castle rendered it

in early times one of the strongest defences against the in-

vasions of the Soots. Malcolm III. (of Scotland) besieged
it in 1093; but was killed by a soldier from the garrison,

who approaching, with the keys on the point of his lance, as
if he were going to surrender them, slew the king, and
escaped by the speed of bis horse. The story that he pierced

the king in the eye, and hence obtained the name of Pierce
eye (Percy) is a mere fable. Prince Edward, son and heir

of Malcolm, attempting to revenge his death, was defeated

and lost his life. In 1 1 74 William the Lion, one of Malcolm's
successors, besieged the castle with a large army, but being
surprised at a distance from his camp, he was taken prisoner,

and his array in consequence retreated. There was at Aln-
wick an abbey of Premonstratensian canons, the revenue of
which, at the dissolution, was about 190/. The Earl of
Beverley takes the title of Baron from this town : it is in
55° 24' N. lat., 1° 43' W. long. Population of the parish in

1831, 6788.

ALOE, a genus of succulent plants belonging to the na-
tural order Asphodeleev ; it comprehends a very considerable

number of species which differ from each other exceedingly
in the size, form, and surface of their leaves, in stature, and
in the colour, size, and structure of their flowers. The greater

part of them are mere objects of curiosity, and are only seen
in collections of succulent plants; but among them are

species of much value, on account of their yielding the well

known medicinal drug of the same name.

* A mechanics institution was established a fevr years ago, and the men*
ben of the society haw latoly erecWU a hajutaumo building.
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From what particular species the resinous substance called
Aloes is procured, and whether the different samples known
under the name of Hepatic, Soccotrine, and Horse Aloes
are yielded by different species, or are only different qua-
lities of the same species, are points not settled.

All that appears certain is that plants nearly related to

Aloe perfoliate* of Linnaeus, which some consider distinct

species, while others pronounce them mere varieties of each
other, are what the drug is prepared from. In all proba-
bility, all the species of the genus having an arborescent
stem and thick succulent leaves will yield the substance
equally well.

That which has the renutation of oroducinsr the best aloes

m. uia is a uauve 01 *ne ^ape 01 uooa nope, and tne island of
Soccotora, but it is now commonly cultivated in the West
Indies. The processes of preparing the drug are various.
Sometimes the leaves are cut off at their base and placed in
iron vessels to drain, until they have discharged all their
juice, which is then inspissated ; in other places, the leaves
are cut into slices and boiled for ten minutes, after which
the water in which they have been boiled is evaporated;
occasionally pressure is resorted to for the purpose of procur-
ing the greatest quantity ofjuice.

Soccotrine aloes seem to be the purest kind obtained by
draining only; hepatic or Barbadoes aloes are less pure,
and may be obtained by boiling or slight pressure ; while
horse-aloes are undoubtedly a coarse preparation of the
dregs of the last-mentioned.
No plants can be more easy to cultivate artificially than

the aloe tribe. They are incapable of parting rapidly with
water, and therefore require to be planted in a soil that is

very slightly retentive of moisture, so that they may not
be gorged with it by their roots ; for this reason, they are
potted in a compost consisting of little more than lime rub-
bish mixed with a small quantity of ordinary soil, and care-
fully drained. They require a green-house which is capable
of being maintained at a temperature not less than 40° in the
depth of winter, at which tune they should have no water

whatever; in the summer they want no fire heat, but may
be watered regularly, the supply being always in propor-
tion to their rate of growth and to the temperature of the air

;

that is to say, when in full growth and in a high temperature,
they may have abundance of water, and when growing
slowly in a low temperature they should have but very
little. [See Aoavb.]
ALONSINE or ALPHONSINE TABLES, an astro-

nomical work, which appeared in the year 1252, under the
patronage of Alonso X., in the first year of his reign. They
contain the places of the fixed stars, and all the methods
and tables then in use for the computation of the places of

the planets : but they are not made from original observa-

tions, nor is there any material difference between the
astronomy contained in them and that of Ptolemy, except in

two points. The length of the year is supposed to be 365
days, 5 hours, 49 minutes, and 16 seconds; which is a more
correct value than had been given before, being only 26 se-

conds over the best modern determinations. The mean pre-

cession ofthe equinoxes is stated at half its real amount

;

being such as would carry the equinoctial points round
the circumference of the globe in 49,000 years. An in-

equality, however, is supposed, having a period of 7000
years, bywhich the mean precession is alternately augmented
and retarded 1 8 degrees. It is difficult to say whence a
theory so utterly at variance with the phenomena could be
derived. The general opinion is, that these tables were
constructed by Isaac Ben Said, a Jew, but others suppose
that Al Cabit and Aben Ragel, the preceptors rf Alonso,

were the real superintendents. The numbers above cited,

in speaking of the precession, have been supposed from
their connexion with the number 7, and the difficulty of
accounting for them otherwise, to have been the ideas of a
Jew. These tables are constructed for the meridian of To-
ledo, and the epoch 1256. They were not held in much
esteem by succeeding astronomers. Regiomontanus says,
' beware lest you trust too much to blind calculation and
Alphonsine dreams.* And Tycho Brahe', who reports that

400,000 ducats had been spent upon them, laments that

this sum had not been employed in actual observation of

the heavens. A full account of their contents may be seen
in Delambre, Hist, de TAst. du Moyen Age, p. 248. Till

the time of Copernicus and Tycho Brab.6 they continued in

general use, being in truth, with some modifications, a body
of Ptolemraan astronomy. They were first printed in 1483
by the celebrated Ratdolt of Venice. A copy of this editio

princeps is in the Royal Library at Paris. Subsequent
editions appeared in 1488, 1492, 1517, 1521, 1545, 1553.

ALONSO is the name of several kings of Spain and
Portugal. This name is written by the Spaniards, Ude-
fonso, Alphonso, Alfonso, and Alonso, and by the Portu-

guese Affonso. We have chosen the form Alonso, as being

that in most common use.

ALONSO I., surnamed the Catholic, was chosen king ol

Leon in 739. He was the son-in-law of Pclayo, and a
descendant of King Leovigild. He wrested from the

Moors Lara and Saldana, in Castile, and extended his con-

fined empire over nearly one-fourth of Spain. He is blamed
for his cruel conduct to his enemies, whom he exterminated

to a man, and formed new colonies of Christians. Ilia

cruelty may be extenuated when we consider it as a just

retribution on the head of the descendants of the equally

sanguinary hordes of Tarik and Muz a. Alonso founded

new churches in the towns which he conquered, and rebuilt

or repaired the old : it is owing to his zeal for the glory of

God, that the epithet of Catholic was given him. He died

lamented by his subjects, in 757, and was succeeded by his

son, Fruela I. (See Mariana, book vii., chap. 6.)

ALONSO II., called the Chaste, elected king of Leon
in 791, was the nephew of Bermudo the Deacon. His reign

was a continual scene of warfare both against the Moors
and against his rebellious subjects. To this king is attri-

buted the abolition of the disgraceful tribute of a hundred
maidens, which the Spaniards were bound, from the time

of Mauregato, to pay to the Moors.

The amours of his sister Dona Ximena with the Count of

Saldana—the wonderful exploits of Bernardo del Carpio,

who was the offspring of this love, against the no less

famous French hero Roland—also belong to this period*

All this history, however, is considered by the best critics

as belonging" to the region of fable and romance. Alonso
died about the year 843 ; he was succeeded by Ramiro 1^
son of Bermudo the deacon, (See Mariana, viL, 9# l&)
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ALONSO III .surnamed El Magna (the Great), King of

Leon, succeeded his father Ordofio I. in 866, at the age of

fourteen. In the beginning of his reign, the Count of

Galicia Fruela invaded his kingdom, and forced Alonso to fly

to Alava ; but the citizens of Oviedo formed a conspiracy

against the usurper, assassinated him, and Alon>o entered

the town in triumph. The Count of Alava Eilon also re-

volted, but was defeated and imprisoned at Oviedo, where he
diud a natural death. Alonso gave Navarra in fief to Inigo

Arista, with a view to oppose a bulwark to the ambition of

the French, and to be better able to pursue the war against

the Moors. To strengthen this compact, he married the

Princess Ximcna, a relation both of Inigo and of the French
kings.

Alonso now turned his attention to the Mohammedans;
and in thirty years of continual warfare his arms were always
crowned with victory. He extended the boundaries of his

empire to the banks of the Guadiana. Bat Alonso, though
successful against his natural foe, was not so against his

domestic enemies. His own son Garcia, aided by the ever-

rebellious barons, by his father-in-law the Count of Castile,

by his brother Ordono, governor of Galicia, and even by his

own mother, attempted to dethrone the aged monarch.
Alonso succeeded in crushing the rebellion. The son

was delivered up to his father by a detachment of his own
troops, and consigned to a prison ; but the rebels, far from

being discouraged by this misfortune, availed themselves of

this to forward their cause. They roused the feelings of the

people by representing to them the cruelty and tyranny of

the father, and extolling the innocence of the son. Alonso,

fearing the evils of a civil war, called a junta in 910, and
abdicated the crown in favour of Garcia. The government
of Galicia lie entrusted to his second son Ordono, and the

youngest, Fruela, had that of Oviedo bequeathed to him.

Alonso, after having paid a visit to the shrine of San-
tiago, in Galicia, whose church had been built and enriched

by him, asked troops from his son, and won, as a private

individual, a fresh triumph in his old age over the infidels.

Shortly after this victory, he died at Zamora, in Dl 0. He
reigned forty-eight years, and was a brave, just, and gene-

rous prince : he was succeeded by his son Garcia. (See
Mariana, book vii.,ch. 17— 'JO ; and the Ch rnnicles of Alonso
el Sabio, Rodericus Toletanus, and Lucas Tudcnsis.)

ALONSO IV., called El Muiige, the Monk, king of

Leon, succeeded Fruela II. in 9'2,*>. Six years after his

accession to the throne, he abdicated in favour of his brother

Ramiro, and retired to the monastery of Sahagun. Two
years had scarcely elapsed when he lett his cell again to

claim the kingdom ; he was defeated by his brother, who
consigned him to a monastery, and sentenced him to the
loss ot his eyes, according to the Visigoth code. Alonso
died ten years after, and was succeeded by his brother, Ra-
miro II. (See Mariana, book viii., ch. 5 : and the Chronicles
of Alonso el Sabio, Rodericus Toletanus, and Lucas Tu-
dcnsis.)

ALONSO V. succeeded his father Bermudo on the
throne of Leon in 99i», being only five years of age. The
government, during his minority, was entrusted to a
regency, which was a very eventful one. During it, the

great Almansor was defeated, and this success led to the

conquest of Cordova. Notwithstanding this \ictory, the
Moors invaded his territories, and caused great devastations.

When Alonso came of age, he made a treaty with Mo-
hammed, king of Toledo, and ^avc him his sister Theresa
in marriage. He endeavoured to repair the losses caused
by the Saracens during his minority, rebuilt and repeopled
the city of Leon, and transferred to it his residence. He
attempted also to unite the crowns of Leon and Castile by
marrying his son Bermudo to Ximcna, the sister of the
Count of Castile, and his daughter to the count, offering to

the latter the title of king. This unfortunate count was
inhumanly murdered on paying his first visit to his intended
father-in-iaw, by the son of a certain Count Vela, a vassal
of his father, who had lied to Leon, and had been kindlv
received by Alonso. This unfortunate event prevented the
projected union of the two kingdoms. Alonso was killed at

the siege ofViseuin 1028; his son Bermudo III. succeeded
him. (See Mariana, book viii., ch. 10, 11 ; and the same
authorities as beibre.)

ALONSO VI. was the son of Fernando I. He was
crowned king of Leon in 10G6. Fernando had committed
the same fault as his father in dividing his states among
iiis children. He leit Leon to Alonso, Castilo to Sancho,

Galicia to Garcia, and the cities of Toro and Zamora to

Urraca and Elvira, his two daughters. Alonso and Sancho

lived in peace with each other only two years. In ioGh,

Sancho invaded the states of his brother, and defeated him

on the banks of the river Pisuerga. After this battle, they

made a truce for three years, at the expiration of wh^L
another engagement took place, in which the Leonese wtre

defeated by the Castilians. Alonso was made pris;n*r,

and confined in the monastery of Sahagun, from ahidi,

however, he escaped, and sought a refuge at the Mourhh

court of Toledo. In 1072 Sancho was assassinated uUe
besieging Zamora, and Alonso hastened from his exile u

take possession of the vacant throne. Asturias, Lm,
and Castile acknowledged his authority. He invited his

brother Garcia to his court and shut him up in the castle

of Luna, where he remained until his death, and Galieid

was thus added to the states of Alonso.
Having remained undisputed lord of so large a portion of

the Peninsula, Alonso turned his arms against the Saracens.

He invaded Portugal, and made most of the Moorish petty

chiefs his tributaries. He afterwards took Coria, and then at-

tacked Toledo ; and had not the Almoravides with a powerful

army invaded Spain, he would have expelled the Moors from

the peninsula. He gave his illegitimate daughter, There>a,

in marriage to Henry, Count of Bcsancon, with his conquer

in Portugal, and the title of count. During his reign, the

famous hero Rodrigo Diaz de Vivar, surnamed the Lid or

Sidi, the Moorish word for Lord, performed those exploits

which have furnished abundance of materials to romance

writers.

King Alonso died in 1109, at Toledo, in the seventy-

ninth year of his age, and forty-third of his reign. He was

a prince modest in prosperity and constant under adversity,

and suffered with patient resignation the vicissitudes of

fortune. His son Sancho having fallen in a battle against

the Moors, the crowns of Leon and Castile fell to his eldest

daughter, Urraca. (See Mariana, books ix., x., ch. 8—20

;

1-8.)
ALONSO VII. [Sec Alonso I. of Aragon.]
ALONSO VIIL, king of Castile and Leon, styled the

Emperor. At the death of his mother, Queen Urraca, lie

became king in 1 126. The misrule of that princess!

government, and the wars which had devastated l'a>tilo

during the latter part of the preceding reign, rendered the

beginning of his own very stormy. lie w?as obliged tocoo-

quer several places which still acknowledged the authority

of his step-father, Alonso VII. At last the two princes

were reconciled, and Alonso VIII. remained sovereign lord

of Castile and Leon. About the year 11 37 he was obliged

to march an army into Gallicia against the Count of l'or-

tugal, Alonso Henriqucz. Though the Portuguese had the

advantage, Henriqucz sued for peace, which Alonso readily

granted. <

In 11*10, he formed the project of conquering the kin?

dom of Navarre, but was compelled to make peace with its

king, Garcia. The two kings cemented this treaty by the

double marriage of Garcia with a daughter of Alonso, and

a son of the latter with a princess of Navarre. In h"svra

^
with the infidels, Alonso was more successful. He obtained

many signal victories over them, and advanced the Caa-

tilian frontiers to Andalusia. His last battle against the

Almohades was undecisive ; after which he returned to-

wards Toledo, but near the village of Fresneda he vas

seized with a mortal disease, and died in his tent in Augu*^

1 157. Alonso VIII. was a prince of no common qualities.

He deserved the praise of great firmness and valour, by wliicn

qualities he made his state respected by his neighbours,

while he enlarged it by his conquests. At the close otto*

reign, the military order of Alcantara, to which Christian

Spain owed so much, was instituted. He was sumw
in Castile by Sancho III., and in Leon by Fernando 11.,

(See Mariana, books x., xi., ch. 8—20., 1— 7.)

ALONSO III. of Castile was only three years of age

«

the death of his father, Sancho III., in 1 158. His minority

was a very stormy one. The two families of Castros ^
Laras quarrelled 'for the guardianship of the young w*
and caused much blood to be shed. Alonso married t leaIluf'

daughter of Henry II. of England, in 1170, and from iwj

time he exercised the regal authority without control.
^

1 190, he was defeated by the Almohades at Alarcos, M« u

avenged this affront in the famous battle of ^'* ,\L
t

TVosij, where he destroyed the most numerous army *

ever crossed the strait of Gibraltar, after the first
jnv*w

.
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[See Almohadks.] Shortly after this memorable victory,

he died at Garci Muiioz, in 1214 ; ha was succeeded by his

son Enrique I. (See Mariana, books xi., xii., and the same
authorities as before.)

ALONSO IX., king of Leon, succeeded hia father Fer-
nando in 1 188. He was dubbed a knight by his cousin, AIonso

III. ofCastile. For a short time the two relatives lived on eood
terms; but in 1189, there was a dispute between them
about the possession of some territory in Estremadura. To
strengthen himself against his powerful antagonist, Alonso
IX. married the Princess Theresa of Portugal. This lady

being bis near relative, Pope Celestine III. annulled the
marriage, and the parties not being willing to separate, both
Leon and Portugal were placed under an interdict. In
1 195, however, they complied with the order of the pope.

Alonso continued a most distressing warfare against his

cousin, the king of Castile, but at last this prince gave him
bis daughter Berengaria in marriage, from whom Alonso IX.
was also forced by the pope to part on the same plea of

relationship. The marriage, however, was not dissolved

without first having obtained from the pope a declaration of

the legitimacy of their children. This measure led again

to a war between the two princes, but by the mediation of

the pope, a reconciliation was effected.

Alonso now directed his arms against the Moors, and
conquered Merida, Caceres, and other important places in

Estremadura. After having subdued almost all that pro-

vince, he dismissed his army ; and while on his road to

Santiago, he died at Villanueva de Sarria, in 1230, after a
very stormy reign of forty-two years. His son Fernando III.

succeeded to the crowns of both Leon and Castile. (See Ma-
riana, books xi., xii., ch. 16—22 ; 1, 2 ; Chronicle of Alonso
el Sabio.)

ALONSO, or ALFONSO X., surnamed El Sabio, (the

Wise,) King of Castile and Leon, was the son of Ferdinand
III., called the Saint. He was born in 1222, and on the

following year was acknowledged crown prince by the Cortes

at Burgos. While crown prince he took the kingdom of

Murcia from the Moors, and accompanied his father to the

conquest of Seville. In 1252 he was proclaimed King of

Castile and Leon, in the city of Leon, after his father s

death. The first act of his reign was to renew the alliance

with Alhamar, the Moorish king of Granada, and to re-

lieve him from the tribute which he paid to Castile, in

acknowledgment of the eminent services which that king
had rendered to his father.

The public treasury was exhausted by the long wars of

the preceding* reign, and Alonso, in order to improve his

finances, had recourse to a measure, which must always
prove dangerous. He caused the escudo burgales to be

put in circulation, instead of the pepion. Both these coins

were of equal nominal value, but the former much inferior

in intrinsic worth. This measure increased the distress,

obliged the king to raise the salaries of the public function-

aries, and was the cause of the civil discord which ended
with his dethronement.
In 1256, the Emperor of Germany being dead, some of the

electors proposed Alonso as a candidate, on account of his

literary qualifications, but more particularly for his relation-

ship to the deceased emperor by his mother's side. The
Archbishop of Cologne, in his name and in that of the bishop

of Mayence, and the count Palatine, chose Richard, Earl of

Cornwall. The Archbishop of Treves and the Elector of

Saxony considered the election as invalid, and chose Alonso.

Ambassadors were sent to Castile, but the king, owing to

some domestic embarrassment, was unable to be present in

Germany.
The Moors of Spain having received considerable rein-

forcements from Africa, made an irruption in the territory

of Castile, and reconquered Jerez, Arcos, Medina-Sidonia,
Bejer, San-Lucar, ana other places ; but their triumph was

of short duration. On the following year, Alonso, with a

considerable force, marched against them, defeated them in

a succession of battles, and forced the King of Granada to

do homage to Castile, and pay a considerable sum as an
indemnification for the expenses of the war.

In 1265, his first cousin Maria, the wife of the unfortu-

nate Baldwin II., Emperor of Constantinople, came to Spain,

to implore the assistance of her relative for the delivery,

according to some historians, of her husband, who was de-

tained in captivity by the sultan of Egypt ; and, according

to others, of her son, retained by the Venetians as a pledge

for a certain sum lent by them to Baldwin when te was re-

duced to great distress by the King of Bulgaria. Alonsd
generously gave her 30,000 marks of silver.

In 1269, the marriage of Fernando de la Cerda, Alonso'

g

eldest son, to Blanco, daughter of St. Louis, King of France,
was solemnized ; and in 1271, Castile began to experience
the terrible scourge of a civil war. Alonso had reconquered
Murcia, and was occupied in organizing that province,
when the King of Granada came to complain of the injury
that Alonso had done him by secretly countenancing the
rebellion of his subjects in Guadix and Malaga. The an-
swer of Alonso sent Alhamar back more dissatisfied than
he came. The restless Laras, and Philip, the unnatural
brother of Alonso, now saw an opportunity of gratifying their

resentments, by urging the Moorish king to take up arms
against Castile, and by promising that they, with other
barons, would openly pass over to his side.

The king having been acquainted with this plot, left

Murcia and went to Valencia, to consult with his father-in-

law, the king of Aragon; he also sent his ambassador,
Arana, to the turbulent nobles assembled at Palencia, and
ordered his son, Don Fernando, then at Seville, to prepare
himself for the impending war. Arana was unsuccessful in

his mission. The king now convoked the Cortes at Burgos,
and summoned the rebellious grandees, offering them a safe

conduct. In order that the Cortes might deliberate with more
freedom, he ordered it to be held at the Hospital Real, out of
the city. After several tumultuous debates the assembly
was dissolved, and the parties separated, more embittered
against each other than before. The insolent barons in

leaving Burgos devastated all the country round, and seve-

ral of them went over to the Moors. The complaints of the
nobility were chiefly these :—that their privileges had been
sacrificed to please the people ; that their military service

was too long continued ; that their contributions were too
heavy ; and that they could not submit to be judged by the
supreme courts of Castile.

In 1273, Rudolph of Hapsburg was elected emperor of
Germany. The King of Granada also having died this

year, the plans of the nobles were partly frustrated ; and
Alonso felt the more desirous to settle his domestic affairs

at any cost, in order to be better able to forward his pre-

tensions abroad. He therefore again convoked the states at

Avila. Some of the grandees visited him privately, and
appeared better disposed for peace. The queen and the
Archbishop of Toledo went to Cordova, and endeavoured to

reduce the others to obedience. Alonso then proceeded to
Seville. The new King of Granada, the rebel barons, au4
the prince Fernando, his son, came from Cordova to Seville,

and being very kindly received by the king, civil discord

was for a time appeased.

The King of Marocco, Aben Yussef, availing himself of

the absence of Alonso in France, where he had gone to

have an interview with the pope, made a descent on Anda-*

lusia with a powerful army. Nuiio de Lara wrote to the prince

regent to come to his assistance, and, inviting the nobility of

Andalusia to unite against the common enemy, offered battle

to the Moors near Ecija, but lost it, with his life. Prince

Don Fernando, hastening to his assistance, died at Villa

Real. The Archbishop of Toledo was also defeated near

Jaen. Don Sancho, the kings second son, undertook with

more success the defence of the country. He conquered

the Africans in several encounters, and at last made a
truce for two years with Yussef, and the Moorish king re-

embarked with the rest of the army for Africa. Sancho

immediately hastened to Toledo, under the pretence of

visiting his father on his return, but his true object was to

establish his claims to the throne against his nephew, the

son of Don Fernando. At the request of Alonso's brother,

who was in favour of Sancho, the Cortes were assembled at

Segovia to settle the question. This body, in consideration

of the services rendered by Sancho, and to avoid the danger

of a long minority, decided that Sancho should succeed his

father. The king refused to sanction this proceeding, and

the country became the theatre of a disastrous civil war.

To meet the exigencies of this war, Alonso had again

recourse to an alteration of the circulating medium, and a

coin of inferior intrinsic value to the standard was put

in circulation. This measure greatly irritated the people

;

and notwithstanding a recent victory over the Moors of

Granada, he was every day more disliked. In
\28J.

ho

summoned the Cortes to Toledo, with the view of »*»"„*,,•

his son to obedience by pacific and legal m«an»
e Corte* to

instigated bv his uncle and the nobility, cauea
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Valladolid, which was more numerously attended than the

meeting at Toledo. This body offered him the orown,

which he refused to accept; but his uncle in the name
of the nobility pronounced the sentence of deposition

against his aged brother, and proclaimed Sanoho king of

Castile and Leon and father of the country.

Alonso, seeing himself now abandoned by the nobility

and the people, deposed by his unnatural relations* and de-

serted by all his friends, went to his ever-faithful Seville,

and from that place wrote a letter to Alonso Perez de Guz-
man, who was at Marocco, and enjoyed the favour of Aben
Yussef, describing to him in the most affecting manner the

terrible situation in which he was placed, and requesting

the aid of the African monarch, as a pledge for which

Alonso sent to Yussef his royal orown. This prince imme-
diately dispatched Guzman with a considerable sum to

Seville, and soon after himself, at the head of a nume-
rous army, made a descent at Algeciras. At Zahara the

two kings had the first interview. Alonse rose from his

seat and offered it to Yussef, but the African monarch would

not accept this honour, and courteously said to the Casti-

lian, * Sit thou there, who art a king from the cradle: I am
one only through my valour/ After treating about the best

manner of conducting the war, the Africans marched to be-

siege Cordova, where the prince was.

Alonso returned to Seville, and collecting as great an army
as he could muster, proceeded to join the besiegers. The
garrison defended the town with courage, and after twenty

days the siege was raised. The Moors retired to Ecija,

having done nothing but devastate all the country round.

Alonso, while on his march towards that place, being in-

formed that Yussef intended to keep him prisoner,

secretly went to Seville. The African chieftain, feeling

offended that his loyalty should be put in doubt, re-em-

barked for his country, not, however, Without leaving to his

friend a thousand chosen horsemen, and requesting to be
permitted to keep them in hisown pay.

Alonso now held a solemnjunta at Seville, and disinherited

Sancho, pronouncing a curse against him as a rebellious

and unnatural son. Sancho, however, was not at all affected

by this proceeding ; on the contrary, his party became every

day stronger. His father again called Yussef* but, to give a
better colour to this step, he was advised to direct his arms
against the King of Granada, who had embraced the cause
of Sancho. He also endeavoured to obtain assistance from
France. At last he employed the arms of religion, and re-

quested of Pope Martin V. to excommunicate his son. The
pope complied with his wishes, and the rebellious towns were
placed under an interdict. Sancho began to be deserted by
all his friends : the first who set the example were his two
brothers. Some of the towns revolted against him and re-

turned to their allegiance. His kind father again tried

means of reconciliation, and an interview was planned, but
did not take place.

Alonso returned to Seville, and, overpowered by so many
misfortunes, died on the 21st of April, 1284. In his will

he expressed his desire that his grand -children, the sons
of Fernando, should succeed him, and in case of their death,
the King of France, and made no mention of Sancho, who,
however, succeeded him. Alonso was buried at Seville.
' His sepulchre,' says Mariana, • is not very rich, nor was it

necessary that it should be so ; for his life, notwithstanding
his faults and the calamities that happened to him, renders
his name and memory eternal. He would have been a

greater king if he had possessed the knowledge of himself,
and had not stained his excellent qualities by ambition and
severity. He was the first king of'Spain who ordered all

public documents to be written in Spanish, with the view
of polishing and enriching the language. He caused also

the Bible to be translated. It is indeed astonishing,' adds he,
4
that a king who had been brought up in war, and exer-

cised in arms from his early youth, should be acquainted
with astronomy, philosophy, alchemy, jurisprudence, and his-

tory, to a degree scarcely attained by men enjoying a life of
leisure, or having no other occupation than study/ He has
left us a monument of his learning, or of his patronage of
learning, in his Chronica de EspaXa, in the astronomical
tables called Al/onsinas, in a code of laws denominated Las
siete Partidas, and in some poems and other productions,
which are still unediied.

His enemies have endeavoured to deprive this learned
prince of the merit of having been the author or compiler of
lm Partidas, pretending &ftt this code wes written by Ms

father. It is, however, worthy of remark, that every one of

the Partidas begins with one letter of his name, forming the

following acrostic :

—

1 st. A 1 servicio, &c.
2d. L a f<§ catolica, &c.
3d. F izo nuestro Senor, &c.
4th. O nras senaladas, &o»
5th. Nascen entre, &c.
6th. S esudamente, &c*
7th. O lvidanza y atrevimiento, &e.

The accusation .of blasphemy, with which they have also

branded his name, is, in our opinion, a fabrication. It rests

on no other authority than a revelation which an Augustine

monk at Molina had from heaven. This miracle i^ related

at full length in the History of Spain and Portugal ia

Lardner s Cabinet Cyclopaedia, Appendix L, vol. it., p. 317.

(See Chronica del Bey Don Alonso (British Museum);
Mariana s Historia de Espana ; Garibay s Compendia Hi*
torial de la* Chromcas; Nicolao Antonio, BibUotheca His-

panavetus; #c.)

ALONSO XI. king of Castile and Leon, succeeded his

father Fernando IV. in 1312, being only a few months old

A long series of convulsions attended his minority. When
he came of age he quieted the intestine disturbances, and

seriously pursued the wars against the Infidels. He took

Tariffc and Algeciras from them, but died of the plague

while besieging Gibraltar, in 1350. His memory would

have for ever been cherished by the Spaniards, had he not

stained it by the murder of his kinsman Juan el Tuerto, and

his amours with Dona Leonor de Guzman. He was sue

ceeded by his son Pedro the Cruel. (See Villasan s Cmfca
del Rey Don Alonso el Onceno. Mariana, book xv.)

ALONSO I., King of Aragon, sumamed El BataUador,

the Battler, succeeded his brother Pedro in 1 1 04, and having

married Queen Urraca of Castile and Leon, was styled king

of those provinces also. The unprincipled conduct of his

wife was not calculated to render so virtuous a man as

Alonso happy. He applied to the pope to annul his marriage

;

and in 1114, a council assembled at Palencia solemnly

decided on the separation of the ill-sorted couple.

Alonso, now free from internal troubles, turned his atten*

Hon to the war with the infidels, and in a succession of vie*

tories rescued from their grasp almost all the territory south

ofthe Ebro. He laid siege to Saragossa, and after four years

of struggle he entered it by capitulation, in 1118, and made

it the capital of Aragon. In 1120 he defeated a numerous

army of the Almoravides near Daroca, Tarragona, Mcgui-

uonza, and Calatayud were also among his conquests ;
and

he carried his victorious arms even to Andalusia.

In 1134 he invested Fraga, when the wali of Valencia,

Aben Grama, advanced with a considerable force to relieve

the town. The latter offered battle to Alonso, which be

gallantly accepted, but the Christians were defeated, and

their king killed. Alonso L, notwithstanding the charge

of cruelty, in his wars against his wife and step-son, made

against him by the Castilian chroniclers, was a brave and

virtuous prince. He was succeeded by his brother Ramiro 1L

(See Florez's Espana Sagrada ; Chronica Adefonsi Imp*

ratoris, vol. xi. ; Rodericus Toletanus, De Rebus Hispamcu;

Mariana, x. 8.)

ALONSO II. succeeded his mother Petronila on the

throne of Aragon when he was only eleven years of age.

In 1 167 he became Lord cf Provence, by the deoth of his

cousin, Count Gerard. He extended the frontiers of his

kingdom on the side of the Mohammedans, penetrated into

the territory of Valencia, and aided Alonso IX. of Castile

in investing Cuenca. For this important service Aragon

was made exempt from paying homage to Castile. Alonso

died in 1

1

96 ; and according to a custom very prevalent m

Spain at that period, he divided his states between his

children, leaving Aragon, Catalonia, and Roussillbn to to*

eldest son, Pedro II. ; and Provence to the second son. (a*6

Rodericus Toletanus. Mariana, xi. 9

—

13) m .

ALONSO III. was the son of Pedro III. King of Ara-

gon. At the death of his father, in 1285, he was at

Mayorca, where he had been sent by his father to <Jethr
£
n

J
his uncle Jaime, who had usurped the sovereignty of thai

island. Having succeeded in his expedition, he T^™T
to Aragon, and found the Cortes assembled at Saragossa-

This body sent a deputation to meet liim at Valencia w

express their surprise at his having assumed the title

king previous to his taking the customary oath h ôre F
Cortes of the realm. Not without great difficulty, and$m
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many tumultuous debates, Alonso was acknowledged king,
upon submitting to all the conditions required by that body.

Haying thus settled matters at home, he turned his

attention abroad. The dethroned King of Majorca, now
Lord of Roussillon and Montpelher, invaded Catalonia, but
on the approach of Alonso he retreated. The Aragonese
crossed the frontiers and laid waste the French territory.

Besides this enemy, Alonso had to contend with the pope
and the King of France, who strongly advocated the cause of

Charles of Anjou, Prince of Salerno, then a prisoner of
Aloneo. Through the mediation of Edward I. of England,
Charles obtained his liberty upon the promise of renouncing
bis right to the throne of Sicily, and obtaining the approba-

tion of the pope and the King of France to this measure ; in

case he could not succeed, he was to return voluntarily to his

confinement. Charles was unsuccessful, sad Alonso, though
he saw the united power of France and the pope threaten-

ing him, was not inclined to yield ; but at the persuasion of

Edward peace was obtained, although on conditions some-
what humiliating to Alonso. Edward offered him the hand
of his daughter Leonora, but before the negotiations were
terminated Alonso died at Barcelona, in 1291, and was
succeeded by his brother, Jaime II. (See Zorita's Anales
de Aragon, vii. ; Mariana, xiv.)

ALONSO IV., son of Jaime II., ascended the throne of
Aragon in 1327. The Genoese not only fomented dissen-

sion in his new conquests of Sardinia, but even dared to

attack him in his own kingdom. They made various

descents on Catalonia and Valencia, but were repulsed.

At home, his son sad successor Pedro raised the standard
of revolt against him, because his father had given some
possessions to his half-brother Alonso. These dissensions

were in a great measure the cause of his death, which took
place in Barcelona in 1336. He was succeeded by his

son, Pedro IV. (See Zurita's Anales, book vii.; Mariana,
book xvi.)

ALONSO V. [See Alfonso I. of Sicily.]

ALONSO I., King of Portugal, was the son of Henry,
Count ofBesancon, who held Portugal in fief with the title

of Count. At his fathers death Alonso was only two years

old, and his mother governed the state in his minority. This

Erincess was not very exemplary in her conduct, and when
er son became df age, he was forced to apply to arms and

wrest the sovereignty from her, or rather from her paramour,
Fernando Perez. He was also several times at war with his

cousin Alonso VIII. of Castile, but in 1 1 37 they made peace,

and the Portuguese count being disengaged from his do-

mestic enemies, turned his mind to foreign affairs.

He assembled his army at Coimbra, with a view to attack

the infidels. The King of Badajoz and four other Moorish
chieftains also mustered an army, far superior in numbers
to that of the Portuguese. Though the count had the ad-

vantage of a superior position, his soldiers, seeing the im-
mense number of the unbelievers, began to show signs of

fear. Alonso encouraged them with the assurance of the pro-

tection of Heaven. The struggle was severe on both sides,

and at last victory declared for the Christians. An incre-

dible multitude of Africans remained dead on the field,

the number of which is estimated by the Portuguese
historians at 200,000. In the exultation of victory, the

count was proclaimed king bv his followers, which title

he assumed from that day. This battle was fought in the

plains of Ourique, in the province of Alemtejo, in the year

1139.

In 1 146 Alonso took by assault the fortress of Santarem
from the Saracens, and put to the sword all its inhabitants

without distinction of age or sex. In the next year he

took Lisbon, when the fleet of English crusaders, who were

going to the Holy Land, rendered him very effectual as-

sistance. He afterwards reduced Cintra, crossed the

Tagus, and possessed himself of several towns in Estrcma-

dura and Alemtejo. In 1158 he reduced Alcazar-do- Sal

after a siege of two months. In short, Alonso almost freed

all Portugal from the yoke of the Saracens.

This king, the founder of the Portuguese monarchy, was

not a warrior only—he was also a legislator. Under his

reign a code of laws was promulgated at the Cortes of

Lamego. These laws chiefly treated on the succession to

the crown, the duties of the nobles and the people, and the

independence of the kingdom.

Alonso died in 1185, at Coimbra, in the 91st year of his

age. His memory is deservedly held in the highest vene-

ration by every true Portuguese. He was succeeded by

his son Sancho I. (See Brandaon's Monarchy Limtana?
Chromcon Lusitanum; Mariana, book x>—xi. ; Lemos,
book ix.)

ALONSO II. ascended the throne of Portugal in 121 1,

on the death of his father Sancho I. He began his political

career bv endeavouring to deprive his sisters of the castles

bequeathed to them by their father* This step led to a war
with the King of Leon, who espoused the cause of the
infantas. This war was productive of many evils to his

kingdom. In his conquests over the Saracens he did not
signalize himself so much as his predecessors had done.
Alonso seemed not to have held the church in very high
veneration, as he subjected the clergy to personal military

service, and their possessions to contribute the same as the
laity towards the support of the state. In fact, he attempted
to abolish entirely all ecclesiastical immunities. The con-
sequence of these measures was that Pope Honorius III.

placed the kingdom under an interdict Alonso was forced

to yield, and was -pardoned on his promise of making ample
satisfaction for his past offences. Before he could fulfil

his promise he died, in 1223, and was succeeded by his son,

Sancho II. (Roderieus Toktanus, book viii. ; Lemos, book
xii.)

ALONSO III. succeeded his brother Sancho II., in

1248. Before his accession, through some cause not suffi-

ciently stated by die historians, he was a poor exile in

France, when Matilda, Countess of Boulogne-sur-Mer, not
only gave him protection, but, together with her hand, con-

ferred on him her states and property. His brother having
attacked, like his father, the immunities of the church, was,

by a decree of Innocent IV., deprived of the regal autho-

rity, and Alonso entrusted with the administration of the

government.
Having sworn allegiance to the pone, Alonso sailed for

Lisbon, and on his arrival was received: with enthusiasm by
all classes of the nation. His brother finding himself de-

serted by his subjects fled to Castile, and after some fruit-

less attempts to procure his restoration, retired to Toledo,

where he died in 1248.

Alonso embroiled himself with his .namesake of Castile

about the possession of Algarve, but finding his antagonist

too powerful for him he sued for peace. The treaty was
confirmed by Alonso s marriage with Beatriz de Guzman,
a natural daughter of the Castilian, the Portuguese king

shamefully deserting his great benefactress, the virtuous

Matilda, on the plea of her barrenness. Alonso's conquests

from the Mohammedans were not very numerous. He died

in 1279, after a reign of thirty-one years, and was succeeded

by his son Dennis. (See Chronica (Jonimbricensis ; Mariana,

book xiii. ; Lemos, book xiii.)

ALONSO IV., surnamed the Brave, ascended the throne

of Portugal on the death of his father Dennis in 1325.

During his father s lifetime he rebelled against him through

jealousy of the partiality shown by Dennis to his illegitimate

son Alonso Henriquez. Several times both father and

son were reconciled, and again gave way to their uncon-

trolled passions, plunging their unfortunate nation in all

the horrors of civil disconl Shortly after their last recon-

ciliation Dennis died, and his son Alonso was acknowledged

king of Portugal.

His first act was to exile his illegitimate brother, and de-

prive him of his honours, and even of the Duchy of Albu-

querque, which he held by his marriage with the heiress of

that family. In the early years of his reign he almost entirely

abandoned the concerns of the nation to devote himself to

his favourite amusement of hunting. Through the intrigues

of the Infante Juan Manuel, he was embroiled with his son-

in-law Alonso XL of Castile. Scarcely was his dispute

with the Castilian settled, when he had to encounter dis-

turbances of a more serious nature, in the unlawful inter-

course of his son Pedro with Inez de Castro his mistress.

His own weakness, and a mistaken zeal for the welfare of

his kingdom, induced him to give his consent to the barbarous

murder of that unfortunate lady, which plunged the state

into a civil war. Pedro raised the standard of rebellion

against his father, and possessed himself of almost all the

north of Portugal. After much bloodshed a reconciliation

was effected between father and son, and not long after

Alonso died tormented by the remembrance of his mur-

derous deed. As he had been a disobedient and rebellious

son, so Heaven permitted his crime to be visited on him, by

the same conduct from his own son. His death took place

in 1357, after a stormy reign of thirty-two years,and he wa
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succeeded tyr his son, Pedro I. (See Chtomcon Conimbri-
cense ; Lemos, book xvii.)

ALONSO V. was the son of Duarte. At the death of

his father in 1438 he was only six years of age. His mino-
rity was very disturbed and eventful. His mother, Leonora of

At*r£on, who was appointed resent by her husband, was, as

a foreigner, obnoxious to the Portuguese nobility. Three
uncles ofthe young king disputed the regency with her, and,

after much bloodshed, she was obliged to quit Portugal,

leaving the government in the hands of the Infante Pedro,

the most politic and ambitious of the young king's uncles.

In 1446, Alonso having reached his fourteenth year, seized

the reins of government. The conduct of the young king,

at first, was such as to promise a happy reign; but the

enemies of the regent Pedro soon gained his favour and
kindled the torch of a civil war, which ended with the death

of the ill-fated regent
In 1457 Alonso fitted out an expedition against the Moors.

He landed in Africa with 20,000 men, and took Alcazar,

Seguer, and Tangier. Notwithstanding his partial success,

he encountered many reverses. He also engaged in an un-
fortunate war with Castile ; and not long after, having con-

cluded a peace with that nation, died of the plague in 1479,

in the forty-ninth year of his age, and forty-third of his

reign.

Alonso V. collected a copious library, and gave his pro-

tection to all literary persons. He was succeeded by his

son Joao II. (See Ruiz de Pina's Chronica do Senhor Rey
Dom Affbnso V. ; Mariana, book xxi. ; Lemos, book xxvi.)

ALOPECU'RUS is a genus belonging to the natural

order Graminece, or grasses, and is distinguished from all

other British kinds, by its flowers, which grow in close

cylindrical heads, consisting of two glumes (a) of equal size

and a keeled, compressed figure, enclosing a single palea
Co), from the base of which arises an arista or beard. It con-
tains many species, the only important among which is

Alopecurm pratensis, the meadow foxtail grass, a valu-

able plant to the farmer. It is so much larger than any

(Alopecoras Pratetuia.]

other British alopecurus as to be easily recognised, and from
Phleum pratense, which it resembles, it may be immediately

known by its not having two palese, and by its beard pro-

ceeding from its palea and not from its glumes. It grows

commonly in meadows, where it forms rather a coarse, but
an abundant and early herbage, of which cattle are very

fond. In such situations it is invaluable, but it becomes
worthless if sown on light dry soil.

ALOST, or AALST, a town of East Flanders, on the

Dender, fifteen English miles W.N.W. of Brussels, 50° 56'

N. lat. 4° 5' E. long., has a population of above 12,000, who
carry on a considerable trade; vessels of small size being able

to ascend the river as far as Alost. Good hops are grown
in the neighbourhood, and there is a considerable hop-

market in Alost
The streets of Alost are kept Tery clean by a number of

volunteer male and female scavengers, who sweep up the

dirt into small heaps and carry it off to certain places

assigned for this purpose, where it lies till they ean dispose of

it to the farmers in tne neighbourhood. The farmers have

a kind of religious feeling in favour of the manure col-

lected by these poor people, and think that their charity in

purchasing, at a somewhat higher rate, from these indus-

trious scavengers will ensure them a better crop. The

street-sweepers show a most conscientious scrupulousness

in not invading the dung-heaps of their neighbours.

ALP ARSLAN, (i.e. the Brave Lion,) or with his

complete name, Mohammed ben Daud Alp Arslan, horn

a.d. 1030, was the nephew of the Seljukide Sultan Togrul

Beg, whom the Abbaside Caliph Kaim-biamr-illah had,

for the protection of his throne, invested with the dignity

of Emir al Omara, or Commander-in-chief of the whole

empire, and who, when nearly seventy-five years old, had

also married a very young daughter of that caliph. Togrul

Beg died in 1063, and as he left no children, his nephew,

Alp Arslan, who had till then been governor of Khorasan,

succeeded him as sultan of the Seljukes. Alp Arslan re-

stored the youthful widow of Togrul Beg to her father,

demanding, at the same time, to be appointed Emir al

Omara in the place of his uncle, a request which the caliph

could not refuse. One of the first acts of Alp Arslans

reign was to put to death the grand vizir of Togrul Beg,

together with six hundred of his adherents. Nizam-al-

Mulk, who was chosen for that office by Alp Arslan, has

earned the reputation of one of the greatest statesmen of

the East. Alp Arslan was about to extend his dominions

by conquests in Transoxiana, when a revolt in Azerbyan,

instigated by Kutulmish, required his presence there. He

defeated the rebellious prince near the city of Rei, and re-

sumed in the ensuing year (1065) his conquests in Trans-

oxiana, while his vizir Nizam-al-Mulk endeavoured to pro-

mote the welfare of the interior, and to advance the interests

of literature and education by establishing colleges in the

principal towns of the empire. The greater part of Syria

was at this time already in the hands of the Turks, and the

troops of the Greek emperor offered but little resistance to

their further progress. Romanus Diogenes, who came to

the throne in 1068, resolved to take more vigorous measures

against them. He joined his army in person, and defeated

the Turks in several battles in Cilicia and near Malatia;

but he was unsuccessful in an expedition against Khelat,

and was, in 1071, taken prisoner in a battle near Malazkurd

(or Melezghird) in Armenia. Alp Arslan treated him gene-

rously, and on his promise to pay a considerable ransom*

released him and all the noble prisoners from their cap-

tivity. But the Greeks had, in the mean tunc, placed

Michael Parapinacius upon the throne, by which circum-

stance Diogenes was prevented from fulfilling his engage-

ment. This caused a renewal of hostilities. Alp Arslan*

son, Malek Shah, conquered Georgia, while the sultan him-

self was preparing an expedition against Turkestan. He

crossed the Jihon, and commenced the war by taking the

fort of Berzem; its governor, Yussuf Kothual, was lea

before Alp Arslan as a prisoner, and when reproached by

him for the trouble he had given him by his long and use-

less resistance, became so incensed, that he rushed upon the

sultan, and with a dagger inflicted a mortal wound upon

him, of which he died (1072.) Alp Arslan was buried at

Merw in Khorasan. His son Malek Shah succeeded turn

in the government
f ,

ALPES, BASSES, (The Low Alps,) is one of the de-

partments formed out of the old Provence, with the addition

of the rich valley of Barcelonette, which was in Daupnme.

It is on the frontier, and has the county of Nice, in ^con-

tinental dominions of the King of Sardinia, on the E.J °n

the S. it is bounded by the department of the Var, on tne

YV. bv that of Vaucluse, and on the N. by that of the Haute*

^p/(High Alps). It lies between 43° 41' and 44 w
N. lat. ... ._
The chief river is the Durance, a rapid stream whicli risw

near Mont Genevre, passes through the department oline

Higher Alps, and, after separating it from that of'the J>ow

Alps, enters the latter, and crosses it from N. to S., urn-

mately falling into the Rhone a little below Avignon. i»

tributaries of this stream are the Ubaye, the Bleone, the ass,

and the Verdon, which last forms the southern bounaary

of the department. These successively fell into
r ,.

e
fi^1

ranee on its left bank. The rivers and strewn* of tms o^

partment often cause great mischief when they o^

their banks. The surface of the department ^H^^ut
English square miles, with 153,000 inhabitants, being »<"
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54 persons to a square mile,—a smaller proportion than in

any other department except Corsica. It sends two deputies.

This scanty population may be taken as indicating a barren
soil and an unfavourable temperature, which we should also

expect from the mountainous character of the district. The
high valleys are covered with snow during six months of the*

year. Some of the valleys are, however, more fertile ; that

of Barcelonette, watered by the Ubaye, affords pasturage to

numerous flocks of sheep and herds of oxen ; while Digne,
in the otherwise desolate valley of the Bleone, is surrounded
by meadows and orchards, vineyards and olive plantations.

Nearly 25,000 acres are devoted to the culture of the vine,

and about 140,000 are occupied hy wood. The potato is

cultivated to a considerable extent. There are salt springs
near Castellane, hut it does not appear whether they are

now turned to account; and mineral waters at the village

of Greoux, in the S.W. angle of the department. The de-
partment contains lead, calamine, some coal, copper, and iron.

A singular custom prevails among the peasants between
Sisteron and Digne, of wrapping the dead in a winding-
sheet, placing them on the roofs of the huts, and covering
them during the winter with snow. There are several anti-

quities in the department, especially the remains of some
ancient temples near the little town of Riez, near the
southern border. Digne is the capital of the department,
but, excepting on this account, has few claims upon our
notice. It is situated in the midst ofmountains, and has steep

and narrow streets, enclosed by old walls. Its chiefbuildings
are the cathedral, and the residences of the prefect and the
bishop. It carries on a trade in dried fruits, and has a popu-
lation of about 4000. There are a college and a library, as
well as a society of agriculture. Digne is 465 miles S. E.
by S. of Paris. There are some tolerably well-frequented
warm springs in the neighbourhood ; and the small vil-

lage Champtercier, not far off, was the birth-place of the
philosopher Gassendi. Sisteron, about equal to Digne in

population, is 24 miles N.W. of that town, measuring by the
road, which takes a considerable circuit. The altar of the
cathedral is adorned by a fine painting by Wanloo. Barcelo-
nette, N.E. of Digne, nas a population of 17 or 1800; Cas-
tellane, S.E. of Digne, is rather more populous ; Forcalquier,

S.W. of Digne, has rather more than 2100 inhabitants.

Each of these four is the capital of an arrondissement, of
which divisions there are five, the remaining one being that

of Digne. Riez, noticed above, has nearly 3000 inha-
bitants.

ALPES, HAUTES (The High Alps), a department,
lying along the northern boundary of the last-mentioned,
which it resembles in its physical character. The branches
of the magnificent mountain chain from which it takes its

designation, pervade it, and form valleys, through which
the Durance, and the minor streams which fall into it or into
the IsSre, (another tributary of the Rhone,) take their way.
The upper part of the course of the Durance is entirely in
this department ; it rises near Mont Genevre on the eastern
frontier ; it receives on the right the Gursane, the Gyronde,
and the Buech, a longer stream than the other two, and
which does not join the Durance till after it has entered the
department of the Low Alps ; on the left it receives the
Servies and the GuiL The Drac flows first in a westerly
and then in a northerly direction, and falls into the Isere,

in the department so called, which adjoins that of the High
Alps on the N.W. The N.E. boundary is formed by the
main chain of the Alps, which separates the French and
Sardinian dominions ; and the communication between these
at this part is by the pass of Mont Genevre, about 6480
feet above the level ofthe sea. [See Genbvre,Mont.] To
the W of the department is that of Drome.

Several of the summits in this department are among the
loftiest of the Alps. The highest point is Mont Pelvoux de
Vallouise, which is 13,438 English feet above the level of
the sea. Mont Viso, which, if not in the department, is

upon the Piedmontese frontier, is about 12,580 feet high.

Mont Genevre is 11,788 feet high, (M. Brun.) The
mountains cover two-thirds of the department, and in

the narrow valleys the snow lies on the ground so long as

to impede the operations of the farmer. The slopes, how-
ever, furnish pastures for sheep, which have fine wool and
flesh, and for goats. About 17,000 acres are devoted

to the cultivation of the grape ; nut-oil is also made. The
quantity of wood-land is greater than in the department of

the Low Alps, being about 180,000 acres. The mineral

wealth of th's department is considerable, and includes

copper, lead, rinc/iron, antimony, &c The* population if

125,000, being rather larger in proportion to the surface

(2101 square English miles) than m the department jusi

referred to. It sends two deputies.

The department is divided into three arrondissements, war.

Gap* Embrun, and Briancon ; Gap, the capital, is a town of

7000 inhabitants, situated in a small plain bounded by moun-
tains, which form an amphitheatre. [See Gap.] Briancon
is not for from the source of the Durance, and is remark-
able for its strong position and its elevation, being about

4280 feet above the level of the sea. Its inhabitants, 2800
in number, carry on a trade in woollen and cotton goods*

and cutlery. Embrun, much lower down the stream, haS
2300 inhabitants, possesses a fine episcopal palace, (for it was
once the seat of a bishopric,) and a still finer cathedral;

said to have been built by Charlemagne. In Lake Pelhe*

tiers near Gap is the ' Trembling Meadow/ a small floating

island. (For the heights of the mountains, see Orographic

de IEurope.)

ALPES, MARITIMES, a department formed out of the

county of Nice and the principality of Monaco, while these

belonged ,to France, but which was done away when they

were ceded by France in 1815.

ALPHABET is the name given to the series of letters

used in different countries at different times. The term is

borrowed from the Greek language, in which alpha, beta,

are the first two letters ; or if we go a step farther back,

we should derive the word from the ' Hebrew, which
gives to the corresponding letters the names aleph, beth.

Thus the formation of the Word is precisely analogous to

that of our familiar expression, the A, B, C; and some
writers have found a similar origin for the Latin name given

to the letters, viz. elementa, which, 4t must be allowed, bears

an extraordinary similarity in sound • to the three liquids,

l»m,n; but to make this derivation satisfactory, it should

be proved that these letters were at one time the leaders of

the alphabet, for otherwise it would be difficult to account for

the selection of a name from them in preference to the rest*

Among the different causes which have promoted the

civilization of man, there is none, we might almost say,

which has been so fruitful as the invention of the alphabet

;

and the very circumstance of the invention being essential

to this effect, and therefore preceding it, 4ias made it a
task of some difficulty to point out the mode in which the

discovery was made, for historical evidence upon such a
point must be very imperfect. The present age, how-
ever, has nearly surmounted this difficulty, and we begin to

see pretty clearly at least how the discovery might have
been made, perhaps how it actually was made. Oral
language itself, we might almost infer a priorit originated

in an attempt to imitate by the organs of the human voice

those different sounds which nature, in her animate and in-

animate forms, is constantly presenting to our ears. By his

powers of articulation man could imitate those sounds at

pleasure, and thus recall to the minds of those around him
the notion of absent objects and past actions with which the

sounds were connected. Thus, in its various forms and
combinations, the single principle of sound would afford a
vast number of symbols which might be made to represent,

at first, the material objects of nature, or the action of those

objects upon one another. The transference of these signs

from particular objects, that make an impression on the ear,

to the expression of abstract qualities, would be governed

by the same principles of association. That such must
have been the origin of spoken language, reason would seem
to point out, and the historical investigation of the subject

strongly confirms the theory. On the other hand, the

language which takes the eye for its channel of com-
munication with the mind, would in its first steps be more
direct and more simple. The objects of nature and many
of the external relations between them were easily repre-

sented to the eye with more or less rudeness, by a stick upon
sand, and by many other means of graphic imitation which
even the savage may command. Yet when we compare
these two modes of language with one another, we shall soon

perceive that sound is a more convenient medium of ordi-

nary communication, if it be only for the reason that the

voice is ever with us, and that the ear is ready to receive

impressions from every direction, above, below,.and around
us. A deaf and dumb savage who should wish to depict to

a friend an object upon the sand must first catch the atten-

tion of his companion by. the sense of touch, just as in

modern manufactories where the speaking-pipe is used, a
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bell h attached to it, the ringing of which first directs the

party who is to he addressed to apply his ear to the other

extremity of the pipe. The result of a comparison then

between these two forms of language may, perhaps, be fairly

Stated thus. The language of pictorial symbols is more
easily invented and understood at first. The other, when
once invented and understood, is better adapted for the

ordinary uses of life. The difficulty of invention, however,

is a difficulty that occurs but once ; the difficulties in the

after ose of the language, such as they are, never cease.

In the last place, sound travels without the aid of light. It

is therefore natural to conceive that oral language would
approach a comparatively perfect form with much greater

rapidity than that which addresses itself to the eye.

But the time would soon come when it would be de-

sirable to record for a shorter or longer time the acts and
thoughts, and commands and duties of man ; and here the

language of the voice would utterly fail, while the other might
ensure a continuance of existence, depending upon the na-

ture of the material on which the representation might be

made. In less than a second the sound of the human voice

dies away, but the picture even on the sea-sand lasts until

the next tide washes it away ; the waxen tablet would pre-

serve its characters long enough fur the purposes of epis-

tolary communication ; tne papyrus, the cloth of linen and
eotton, the bark of trees, the harder woods, the skins of ani-

mals, would retain the impressions upon them for centuries

;

and lastly, bricks, and stone, and metal, under favourable

circumstances, might convey their records to a posterity of

many thousand years. Now to represent visible actions and
visible objects would, as we have already stated, be an easy

affair, and the signs for abstract Qualities might be obtained,

as in sounds, upon the principle of association. But in-

stead of forming a new series of associations, which would
not easily become generally intelligible, it would no doubt be
found more convenient, occasionally, to turn to account the
already existing language of sound. A few examples may
perhaps explain our meaning. Visible objects, in the first

place, may be directly represented. No pictorial symbol of

an ox can so readily convey that notion to the mind as the

representation of the animal itself, or, in order to save time,

that part of the animal which is most characteristic of it

might, and would, be selected; in the present case we
should propose the head of the animal with its horns. To
signify a visible action, such asfighting , we should, perhaps,

avail ourselves of the fist, as the natural organ for that

purpose belonging to man, following therein the same direct

principle of association which has formed the Latin word
pugnare, to fight, from the element pugnus, or rather pug, a
fist In this way we should form a series of symbols alto-

gether independent of the language of sound; but we
repeat, it would often be more convenient to make the

language of visible signs in part dependent upon the oral

symbols. This may be most simply effected by what is in

fact a species of punning : If, for instance, a symbol were
required of an Englishman for the abstract notion offriend-
ship, he might employ the two separate signs for afriend
and a ship : the first of which we will suppose to be two
hands clasped, the other, of course, a hull with a mast and
enough rigging to distinguish it from other objects. We
should thus have two pictorial symbols, which would sepa-

rately excite in the mind first the notions, and then the

oral names of fiend and ship, and the combinations of

these sounds would recall that new notion, for which the

articulate sounds of the word friendship are already the
conventional symbol. Books of amusement for children

have been formed upon this principle, and we have seen in

them such a sentence as—/ sawa boy swallow agooseberry—
formed by uniting the pictures of an eye, a saw, a boy, a
swulltw, a goose* and a berry.

So far we have only considered what the origin of written

language might have been. The records still existing of

the Egyptians have enabled modern discoverers to deduce
with an evidence closely approaching to certainty what it

actually was. The hieroglyphic characters of Egypt bear
upon the very face of them decided proof that they are in

their origin pictorial emblems ; and that they constitute a
language, appears incontrovertibly from the triple Rosetta
inscription, the Greek version of wbich expressly affirms,

that the decree contained in the inscription was ordered to

be written in throe different characters; the sacred letters,

the letters of the country, and the Greek. The second of

these classes has been called the enchorial, from the Greek

term (s^afjsiet) sipairying of the country, or else dmotit,
(SrjpoTitco?) l e. of the people. But although the hieroglyphic

characters may be for the most part pictorial emblems used
directly for the objects which they represent, or metaphori-
cally for otuer associated ideas, it has been established bv most
satisfactory evidence, that they were also in some cases repre-

sentatives of articulate sound; not, however, of the whole oral

name belonging to their original object, but solely of the

initial letter, or perhaps syllable. Ais use of the sacred

pictorial characters as symbols of sound was perhaps origi-

nally confined to the expression ofproper names. Such, for

instance, is their use in the hieroglyphic division of the

Rosetta inscription for the name of IHolemy and in another

inscription for that of Cleopatra. Thus, the former name
might be expressed hieroglyphically in our own language by

the pictures of a trig, a top, an owl, a lion, and a mom.
It should be added, however, that when the sacred symbols

are used with this phonetic or vocal power for royal names,

they are included in an oval ring or cartoxche. The en-

chorial character seemB at first to bear little or no resem-

blance to the hieroglyphic; but a comparison of various

manuscripts that have been found in mummies, containing

parallel passages in the two characters, has led to the certain

conclusion that the enchorial themselves have arisen from the

degradation or corruption of the sacred pictorial characters.

Dr. Young, in his excellent article on Egypt, in the Supple-

ment to the Encyclopeedia Britannica. has given specimens

which are perfectly sufficient to establish the connexion.

The subject, however, of Egyptian writing in its different

forms requires an investigation of so many details that

we must refer our readers to Hieroglyphics. We must

here be satisfied with stating what appears to us to be a

safe conclusion, that a language originally hieroglyphic,

would naturally wear away until the characters lost nearly

all trace of their original formation on the one band, ana

became, eventually, the mere representatives of phonetic

powers, first, perhaps, as syllables, afterwards as mere letter*.

The Hebrew alphabet again affords double evidence of

the same nature. The names of the letters, it is well known,

are also the names of material objects, some of the very

objects, in fact, which would be well adapted to pictorial

representation. A part of these names, it is true, are ob-

solete in the Hebrew language as at present known, i. e. the

authority for their meaning is solely traditional, as they are

not found in the existing writings of the language; hut this

fact, while it affords evidence that the names are not the

result of forgery, is precisely what must necessarily have

occurred in those changes to which all language is exposed

in the long course of ages. We have given a table with the

Hebrew names of the letters, which it will be seen have

been borrowed, with slight changes, for many other alpha-

bets. But it will be objected that, in fact, the letters, what-

ever they may be called, bear no pictorial resemblance to the

objects which it is pretended they represent. If the Hehrew

characters alone be considered, this objection will not be un-

reasonable. But there is strong reason for believing that

the present Hebrew characters are of comparative!y modern

date, and if so, there is nothing Yery violent in the suppo-

sition that they may have been derived by degradation from

an earlier pictorial form, as the enchorial of the Egyptians, it

is now established, arose from the corruption of their hiero-

glyphics. But not to rely too strongly upon theory, we may

appeal to what are virtually Hebrew alphabets, though

called Phenician and Samaritan. In Plate I. (p. 382) Noa«i

3,4,5, the reader will see specimens of these alphabets. Tne

first two are taken from Roeckh's Inscriptions, pp. 521, 5*h

and from the coins given by Mionnet. The Samaritan cha-

racters are taken solely from Mionnet. Now among these.

we find a few at least, which, even to the sober minded, beitf

considerable resemblance to the natural objects. The nr«

letter in these alphabets, aleph, it is well known means an

ox; indeed, the terms Ulf«#, elephas, elephant, of tne

Greek, Latin, and English languages, seem to be denvea

from this Hebrew name. If in Syria the name alepA *
"J

extended to the elephant, just as the Greeks •PP^?
term crocodile, properly a lizard, to the monster of the Nile--

when the word came to the western nations in connection

with the elephant, the original sense would be readilyw»
the secondary. The Romans too called the same anima /w

Lucas, the Lutanian Ox. We have already stated tbaiuw

most simple mode of representing an ox would w D)^
picture of its head and horns, and if any one will turn

engraving of our second Phenician character, so

the

as to
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neve the angular point downwards, he will see a very fair

picture of an ox's head, with its two horns, and ears into

the bargain. Those who are determined to take nothing
for a representative of an ox that has not a body, four

legs, ana a tail, may be asked to account for the astrono-

mical figure of taurus in the zodiac.

Again the Hebrew name for the letter m was mem, and this

also was the name for water. Now a very ordinary symbol
for water is a zigzag line, which is no doubt intended to

imitate undulation or rippling. We find this symbol for

aquarius in the zodiac, and we find it also in Greek manu-
scripts, both for '«*«##• the sea, and tt*{ water, the former
word having the symbol inclosed in a large circle or theta,

the latter having its aspirate duly placed above the waving
line. Indeed every boy in his first attempt to draw water,

represents it by a zigzag line. But before we point out in

the written characters what we look upon as representing

the wave, or (to be candid) as being the corrupted remains
of what once was a wave, we must premise a few woids on
the characters of the older Western languages. We have
already asserted our belief, that the Hebrew characters now
used are of more recent form than those in the Phenician
and Samaritan alphabets—we will now go one step farther,

and express our opinion, that in many of the characters,

the Greek alphabet and the Etruscan (which, notwithstand-

ing its independent name, is a mere offset from the Greek)
generally present a more accurate picture of the original

fetters than those of the three former alphabets. That all

these alphabets are identical in their origin, we will presently

show in more detail. It is enough here to rely upon the

evidence of Herodotus, (v. 58) who expressly affirms

(and he speaks from his personal examination) that the
Ionians received their characters from the Phenicians, and
that they were actually called Phenician. Now, there is

no doubt that the inscriptions from which we have taken the
Greek characters of our plate, are older, at least, than either

the Phenician inscriptions given in Boeckh, or the coins

which furnished Mionnet with his characters. Hence, we
may naturally expect to find at times in the oldest Greek
characters traces of a higher antiquity and purer forms
than in those which pass under the more venerable names
of Hebrew, Phenician, and Samaritan. The mere wave,
then, we contend, was probably the original form of the mem

:

the initial or concluding stroke of the wave becoming, by a
kind of flourish, longer than the others, leads to the so-called

Etruscan and Greek forms in columns 6, 9, 14, 15, 16, 18.

This long descending stroke takes a bend in the Samaritan
and Hebrew characters towards the left ; as was not unna-
tural in a language where the words run in that direction.

By a comparison of the gtmel, nun, ayin, and pe, and per-
haps cuph, with the corresponding letters in the other alpha-
bets, the reader will perhaps be induced to ascribe the bottom
strokes, which in these letters also run to the left, to the same
accidental origin. This supposition is strongly confirmed
by the fact, that the caph, nun, pe, and tsadi, when they are
the final letters of a word, omit this appendage, and in its

place have the perpendicular stroke merely continued in the
same direction downwards, a little beyond its usual length.
Our last example shall be from ayin, which is at once the
name of a letter and the word which signifies an eye. The
eye happens moreover to be an hieroglyphic character of the
Egyptians, and, therefore, we cannot be surprised to find it

among the Hebrew symbols. Nay, if we may believe Cham-
pollion, the picture of an eye in the Egyptian hieroglyphics
was actually used at times for an o, exactly as ayin by the
Hebrews. Now, though an eye might be represented at first

with tolerable precision, it would, in the inevitable course of
degradation, soon become a mere oval, or rather circle (for

the eyes of animals are generally circular) with a small dot
in the centre to mark the pupil. Such a character is actually
found in our Greek series of alphabets, Plate II, Column
21, &c. The form afterwards lost its inserted point, and at
times was corrupted into a lozenge or even a triangle. In Dr.
Young's successive plates of parallel passages from Egyp-
tian MSS. (Encycl. Brit. Supp. PI. 78. N.) the reader may see
an emblem, consisting, like our own, of a circle with a point
in it, gradually wearing down in MSS. less and less care-
fully written, until it becomes at first a mere circle, and then
something more like a triangle. After what has been said,

we need hardly repeat that the Hebrew form appears again
in a very corrupted state. A tail has been added, upon the
principle explained above, and the careless writer (as in the
Greek letter, Plate II, Column 20) has failed to mike his

circle meet at the top, an accident which may be also traced

in the Hebrew theth. Indeed, the letters ayin and theth

may be compared in nearly all their forms. Those who
examine the changes of letters, will not be surprised, that
what was at first an accident, became at last a fixed rule in

the formation. We shall soon see other instances of this

fact

But before we proceed to an examination of the alphabets

given in our plates, it may be useful to consider the distri-

bution of articulate sounds among the vowels, liquids, and
consonants. Attempts have been made by some writers to

determine the number of distinct sounds which the human
voice is capable of producing. A little consideration would
have shown them, that they were attempting to limit that

which was essentially infinite. The vowel sounds all run
into one another in a continuous gradation. The same is

true of those modifications ofsound which we call consonants,

and likewise of the liquids. At the same time it is, of course,

necessary that a limited number of symbols should be
employed. Of these some nations will employ more, some
less, but few have ever made use of so many as thirty,

unless, indeed, we include those alphabets which consist of
syllabic symbols, and then, of course, the consonantal syl-

lables will be multiplied in the proportion of the simple
vowels. The vowel sounds are usually placed in the order,

a, e, i, o, w, such being* their succession in the various alpha-

bets of Europe and Western Asia ; but if we wish to place

them in that order, which marks their relation to one another,

we should write t, e, a, o, u, or in the opposite order u, o, a, e, t.

Mr. Willis, in a paper in the Cambridge Philosophical Trans-
actions, has shown by experiment, that the different vowel
sounds maty be produced artificially, by throwing a current

of air upon a reed in a pipe, and that, as the pipe is length-
ened or shortened, the vowels are successively produced in

the order above given. When a door creaks, or a cat squeals,

we have experiments of the same nature, at least as regards

the result, for in both these cases we may often detect the

due series of the vowels. Thus, the word mew would be
more expressively written mieanu. In all these remarks we
speak of the vowels as possessing those sounds which are

common on the continent, not those which are peculiar to

ourselves ; viz., t like ee, e like ay, a as in father, o as in
bone, u as oo in food.
The liquids again should be written in the order r, /, n, m

beginning from the throat and advancing along the palate

and teeth to the lips ; or in the reverse order. The other

letters have often been divided according to their organs i

1st. the guttural and palatals, g (as before a), k (with c q)t

gh, ch (as in the Scotch loch) ; h, with perhaps ng, y, and
wh. 2ndly, dentals, a\ t ; dh (as th in this), th (as in

thing) ; z, s ; zh, (like ch in church), sh ; j (as in English),

j (as in French). 3rdly, labials, b,p; t>,/and w. Perhaps
the four last of those we have included among the dentals

partake in an equal degree of the palatal character. In the

above enumeration ofthe consonants, we have placed first

in their respective series, those commonly called the middle
(or medial) letters g,a\b; then the tenues, or more delicate

letters k,t,p; and then the aspirates; but as each class

presents two forms of the aspirate readily distinguished by
the ear, and as these pairs of aspirates stand in the same
relation to one another as the medial and tenues, we have

throughout placed what we may perhaps call the middle

aspirate before its delicate relative, viz., gh before ch, or X >

dh before th ; v before /. Perhaps among the labials,y,f, w,

may be considered as aspirates : if so, they are still in their

proper order. So among the six sibilants given after the

dentals, it appears to us, that z, ch, and the English j, stand

respectively to s, sh, and the Frenchj, in the same relation of

mediate to tenues, and they are arranged accordingly. The
letters y and w are sui generis, and are, indeed, intimately

related to the vowels, having an efltaity to the opposite

extremities of tho vocal series, y, «, e, a, o, u, u> ; and thus

we may consider the commencement of the series as con*

nected with the throat, anil the termination with the lips.

A tabular arrangement, in which the medial* tenues, and

aspirated letters are placed in vertical columns, while those

belonging to the same organ are collected in horizontal

rows, affords a good view of them. But the parallelopi-

pedon furnishes an arrangement superior to that of tb#

square for the twelve related consonants given below ; and
for the sibilants, the angular points of the prism may be

employed; while the vowols and liquids require nothing

more than a simple line, ^>
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I. Consonants.

I\d

£=1
Ki
^

2. Sibilants.

j£ng.

3. Liquids.

1 n
4. Vowels.

m

In the preceding parallelopipedon, the three horizontal

filanes, beginning from above, represent the guttural or pa-

atal, the dental, and the labial letters. The front vertical

plane includes the aspirates, that at the back, the non-as-

pirates. The left vertical comprehends the medial letters,

that on the right the tenues. Every letter is, of course, at

the intersection of three of these planes, and may be de-

fined accordingly.

A distribution of the letters according to the actual nature

of the sounds is of considerable use in the examination of

those numerous euphonic and dialectic changes which occur

not only in the polished language ofGreece, but also in those

languages which are inconsiderately called barbarous. But

no single distribution will at once present to the view all

the relations of the different letters. Not merely are the

several letters in each of our horizontal, and to a certain ex-

tent also in the vertical, divisions interchangeable with their

neighbours, but the twelve consonants arranged in No. 1.

are in fact also related to the liquids, and even to the vowels.

As these consonants extend from the throat to the lips, so do

the liquids, and the vowels also, y and t being formed in

the back of the mouth, u and w at the lips. In fact, the

principle of lengthening the vocal pipe, which gave Mr.
Willis the series of vowel sounds, is nothing more than

what is done in the human mouth. To produce the

first sound, w.e shorten the tube of the mouth ; for the

last, we extend it to its utmost length ; and in inter-

mediate degrees for the vowels between the two extremes.

In comparing, therefore, our ordinary consonants with the

liquids and vowels, we find, as we might expect, g closely

related to y, as our language in its older forms, and even its

existing dialects, fully establishes. The intermediate d
again has an affinity for 7, n; and b, at the labial extremity

of the consonants, is intimately related to m, w, and u, at

the corresponding points of the other series. To make our

views include the whole body of letters, it remains to be

observed in the first place, that had the nasal organ been
considered, we should have had a series m, n, ng with their

intermediate sounds depending partly upon the nose, and
partly upon the lips, teeth, and palate, respectively. In
the Sanscrit alphabet, the series of guttural, palatal, lingual,

dental, and labial consonants, have an n belonging to each

class with a distinct symbol. That which belongs to the

guttural series is a sound analogous to our ng in ringing.

The nasal of the labial series is of oourse m. The other onus*

sion ofourtabularview is theletter h, which,when pronounced
at all, is a faint representative of the guttural aspirate ch. In
the Hebrew alphabet, the names cheth and heth are given

indifferently to the eighth letter, and the etymology of every

language would supply examples of the connexion.
Having endeavoured to arrange the- letters of the alphabet

upon some principle, we cannot pass over in silence the ap-

parent confusion in the alphabets we have been speaking of,

the Hebrew and Greek. That the order observed in the

latter is borrowed from the former can scarcely admit of a
question. For though the vau of the Hebrew has no cor-

responding character in the later Greek alphabet, it is yet

wellknown that it once had such a correlative in the digamma,
at least in power ; and that the digamma was actually lost

from the sixth place is proved from the gap at that point in

the numerical use of the Greek alphabet, and the clumsy

contrivance of fillingit up by the letter r. The position of

the letter Fin the Roman alphabet is a proof in confirma-

tion. The tsadi of the Hebrews can never have had a place in

the Greek alphabet, but the following letter koppa most as-

suredly had, as is proved both by the existence of that letter

inmany of the older Greek inscriptions, and the coins ofCro-

ton, and no less decidedly by the insertion, as before, of a

numerical substitute, which even retained the name of koppa.

It may be observed too, that the Latin q, of the same power

and form, corresponds also in position ; and the close con-

nexion between koppa and q is further confirmed by the fact,

that as q is generally used solely before u, so koppa is rarely

used except before o, as in the coins of Cos, Corinth, and

Syracuse. The schin and sin of the Hebrew have in their

own alphabet not merely an identity of form, except in the

diacritic points, but bear also the same numerical value, so

that they must be considered as one in their origin. At tau

the Hebrew series terminates, while the Greek adds first a v,

then a p, a x* a Y^, and an w. That some of these" did not

belong to the early Greek alphabet is proved historically.

The u appears rarely before the year 403 B.C. ; fy x, and

p, were represented by $2, KH, I1H, and v or Y appears to

be only a variety of the ayin, to which it bears a strong re-

semblance in form. The letters o and u moreover in all

languages are so closely related in power, that the one might

almost supply the place of the other, as is actually the case

in the Etruscan, which had a u, but no o. It is not, there-

fore, a very bold thing to assert that the early Greek alphabet

terminated at the same point as the Hebrew. There is, how-

ever, a difficulty which should not be neglected. It has been

a common assertion, that the old Greek alphabet consisted of

only sixteen letters. But Pliny and Plutarch seem, in the

first place, to be the sole authority for the statement ; and the

assertion of the former, that Palamedes in the time of the

Trojan war (!) added 9, S, <P, X, and Simonides Z, H, *, 0,

is frill of so many difficulties that belief could not readily

be given to him, even were there no counter authority. For

upon what principle could the Greek letters have attained

their present order, if they were introduced according to the

chronological arrangement given by Pliny ? But fortunately

in the very passage of Pliny referred to, (vii. 56, or 57,) he

gives another statement from Aristotle, differing from his

own in several particulars, but it must be confessed not more

satisfactory. They mutually serve, however, to weaken the

authority of each other. In enumerating the sixteen letters

it may be observed that the long vowels H, fl, the double

letters Z, 35, *, the aspirates $, X, 0, are excluded by Pliny.

In defence of ft,*, X, $ we say nothing; but the character

H certainly did exist, not indeed as a long vowel, but as an

aspirate. Thus with the digamma, the letterH (cheth) and

the theta the old alphabet possessed a complete trio of aspi-

rates : so erroneous is the notion that they should all be ex-

cluded. Lastly, as for Z and S, the circumstance of their

situation corresponding precisely to the zain and samech of

the Hebrew would induce us to defend them, even at the

risk of supposing (if such supposition be necessary) t

jjj

t,
'|

n

their original power, they were not double letters. We^do

not, however, mean that the very characters existed, but

that sibilants of some kind occupied their places. The VJ&f*
correspondence of the Greek and Hebrew alphabets in tne

order and power and names of the letters is an argument

of much stronger weight than any testimony from sucn

careless and late writers as Pliny and Plutarch.

But we are digressing too long from the quesuon !i
^?e

the principle which governed the first arrangement of tn

Hebrew or old Greek alphabet, if principle there be. ThouSR

we cannot satisfactorily account for the whole order througn-

out the twenty-two letters, there are certainly traces of some

regularity in the arrangement. We find first the simply

of the vowel sounds followed by the three medials, p. 7>

•

then another vowel, followed, with some irregularity ina«* »

by aspirates corresponding in order to the above
^J!

80",^
vau, cheth, theth, no bad representatives of f, X» y n-
again we have a vowel «, followed soon after by three

sonants related to each other, \, ^ v. Soon after we n

a fourth vowel o, and after it, in a little disorder it mu.

allowed, pi, koppa, tau. It cannot well be a mere ac(

that the several classes of labials, palatals, and dental*
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•o nearly together in the different parts of the series, and
always in the same order. It will, perhaps, here be ob-

served, that in these remarks we are unintentionally eon-

firming the assertion of Pliny and Plutarch about the six-

teen letters, the more so as Plutarch speaks of four qua-

Coptic.

Name. Power.

1 X £. ***

R &

Ethiopian or Abymniatu
Name. Power.

Bita or
Vita

3 r x«

4 X *
« G e

• tr o
' r C
• H H
• 0 +
10

J |

» R K
M \X

14 H 41

i6 o o

17 n

Gamma

Dalda

Ei*

So

Zita

HiU

Thita

lauds

Kappa,

Pi-

Ro

Sima

Tao

3
18 pA
w n c

20 Tt
si y v h»

Si *y>$ M

2« UJ or »Mi

17 «f <$ >ei

» 2) 8i Horf

so 2C^' **

31 (F* (T* 8Wma

32 *f>"f* Dhel

th

k

1

eh

ah

f

Mi

h

ah

dh

1 (J Hoi

3 2l LawI

3 /fl Haut

4 (7D Mai

3 VU Saut

6 2, Res

7 |^ Saat

8
<f>

Kof

9 ft Bet

19 "P Tawl

ha

la

ka

bo

U

11
9

1 Hharm bha

It

V
Nahat M

13 Alph. a

14 h Caf ca

19 <Z> Waw w

16 0 Ain a

17 H Zal aa

19

k
Yaman y»

19 Dent da

20 7 Obeml «*

21 m
A

Tait Uia

22 Ppait ppa

23 A Taadi tea

24 0 Zlappa zza

25 k Af fa

26 T Psa?» pa?

Additional Amharic
Utters.

Pi

T

I
m

•ha

*>
.

nja

kha

J*

4Ja

tsha

• The name of the 96th letter, and alio its power, eeem open to doubt, aathe
vea of the tame character in the lettexi31—86 appears to imply that it has

the sound of jo, or something similar. Tbe Ethioplc is a syllabic alphabet,

and it has a system of additional marks or modileations ofthe letters, mark-
ing a change of vowel, not unlike the points of the Hebrew. Wo hare not

thought it necessary to insert these,—See Lodolt

ternions. The objection to such an explanation of their

statements is to be found in the difficulty of imagining a
language to exist without a sibilant; otherwise the absence
of an r might readily be supplied by I, as is actually the

case in some languages. As for the sibilant, however, the
th might possibly represent that sound.

The accompanying plates require a few remarks in addi-

Moeso Gothic.

2 IS b

3 r t

4 <\ d

6 6? e

7 Q fory

•h »;

9 1

io K«
n X i

u M»
W JbT«

liMo
u II,
16 0 ,

18 S •

19 T 1

90 "i» tk

»i n

.

22 \J^ cworc

o V •

24 /( «».«*

25 % t<

Ruman.
Antient* Modern Name.

A A -

E 6
K B
v r.

A 4
e e

YS? s
13 3:

Power;

Book*

Vadi

Glaghol

Dobro

Yest

Seretie

Zelo

Ische

[l

Kako

f U

If K
A AM M Mi«a

l» H W«ik

O O <*

rr n **-

f
p *.

• V-/ Sloro

T T «
Y y

$

W UJ

T SJ
i T) *.

&l bl y««

£ b y«

Ik)""

35 ^ 0 Thita.

3S
Y"

1 ^/* Ischloe

vorf

d

eorjpo

if

s:

lore

lore

k

Eek oo

Fhert ' f

Khor kh

Tse ts

Tschert facti

Sha ah

Stsha stsb

ye

xf

th
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tion to what has been already said. The first plate contains
alphabets running from the right to the left, a practice

which seems to have been earlier than that which is now gene-
rally adopted. Herodotus tells us, (II. 36.) that such, too,

was the practice of the Egyptians, and his assertion is con-
firmed by a considerable number of the existing inscriptions,

among which, however, some are found running in the
opposite direction, and still more arranged vertically. The

Servian. Btyrian.
(Attributed to St. Jerome.)

Name. Power.' tfam

id Ai a

S f» Buki b

3 £ Vide v

A f Olagole gh

5 fa Dobro d

6 £ Jest e

7 ?|? Xiujate x,ch

8 §r Jalo -

9 y Zemlie %

»0 h Yi i

11 ^ Thita th

13 I Ixc —

13 J>YoU y

H K Kako k

15 A Liudi V

16 M Misljatem

17 •*• Naac n'

18 Cj XI x

19 O On o

20 fl Poko* p

21 ^ Iacopita

22 (f Beezi r

23 C siovo •

24
u
T Ttteni t

25 / YpiUen y

26 8 Uk u

27 <]> Fert

28 7C Hir

29 ^ Prf

30 W Ot o.

31 4^ Seta <ch

32 ^ C*i
]

ex

33 Vcot
34 UJsca

35 1, Yer

S6f; Ye

37 fj Ya

f

h

I"

e

•c

J*

38 l£Ye

39 K)Yo

O K) Ya yoa

lA Ai a

2 B? Buki b

3 M Vide v

4 M GUgolegh

5 JD> Dobro d

6 3 Eit •

7 1% Xivlte i

8 £& Zelo

9 &H Zemlia t

10 Ip Ixe

11 B H i

12W To 7

13 < X«ko k

14 Lib Liodi I

15M tfiaaile,

»

16 I? Nmc, n

17 K Oa p

18 |Q ~?ok0> p

19 £ Reed r

20 f 8km> •

21 rjTO Tnerdo t

22 © Uk' a

Runic*

Name. Power.

Aar

Biarkau

i4

,B

4 -+JPdhm

5
"J*

atongec-lij

t

* P" Fit

7 J7 8taag«B'kaoii

Hagl8^

IU

10 P* Kaun

Lafur

Mador

Naod

Oye

Stongtn-blrk

23 $ Fert f

24 A| Bir h

25Cg Ot,'"

26 If Cha eh

27V 0x1' ex!

28f Cleru d

29 LU Scia •e

30 I Yer T»

si Hi Yad 7*

32 JP Yut yu

13 K.

14^

15 B

16? '

l7Ri4)Bidhi.

18 r\ Sol „

19^> lyr

20 ll Ur

21 J7 Stimgen-fie'

ash

84 t>

Stangtn-ur

8tungen-dota th

N.B. The name* of these

letten are alto the names of
material objects.

titnucans, it if well known, turned thei* letters to th* Wftv
and there even exist specimens of Latin inscriptions with
the same peculiarity. Among the Greeks, there were four
modes of writing, one vertical {tiovthbv or column-wise)9
and three horizontal, war. one with the words running to

the left; another, which soon prevailed over the rest, turned
towards the right; and a third, in which the direction of
the lines alternated, as in the course of a plough, from
which idea, inscriptions of this kind are said to be written
8ov-oTpoQTi'&ov, or ox~turning-wise. This last method must
have been much more convenient than our present broad
sheet of letter-press, in which the eye, on arriving at tha
end of a line, requires a nice perception of a straight line to

hit the commencing point again. The second and third

plates give numerous specimens ofthe Greek alphabet, which
are taken chiefly from Boeekh's great work, now in progress

at Berlin, and the numbers written after the titles at the
head of each column refer to the order of the inscription* in
that work.

The several inscriptions which have furnished these al-

phabets exist in the iollowing forms :

—

No. 14. In two flutings of a Doric column brought from
the island of Melos, now in the Nanian Museum—No. 15.

On a bronze tablet (bund in 1783 in Italy near Petilia,

north of Policastro : it is in the Borgian Museum at

Naples—No. 16. On a vase discovered in a sepulchre near
Corinth. (See Dodwell, ii. 196.)—No. 17. On a votive

Plate I.

Alphabets from right to laft.

Aleph N * < \ v A A ^ /?/v
*

Beth 3 <>

A
9 B 3 fl

1

Gimel 7 ~\ 0 \ D
i

T

Paletb

Y

<\ ^ T ^ <^

He 7 J ^ 3 ^ 4 *

Vau > -A * 3 a T 3 T
Zain J.

Cbeth n V> 0 B B B H
Theth &

*

O o O O ©<s9 ®
Ioq rrii =L hJ i ^ H l*> ,1

Caph

S
y J 1 ^

Lamed
I L L J 4 A •

Mem 0 1 1 a *1 VV\ *i
. -

Nun j ; ) j 3 M M ^ -

Samech D * X *.
Ay V

5
o 0 o o • o O

Pe 1 1 •- T
Tiadi

J V^J * -_
>

Koph

P °TV *p p 9
Resh n °\ * 1 <3 Q q 1 r<' ? ,*

Shin' V\uvw oO M \ 2 M i ;t> J

Sin
t&r

Tan n /- / X t T y T
U V V y i'

i

f Y
if M

Phi 8 9 o <

Chi. * —

s

* ^SJj 's-
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helmet found in the Alpbeius—Nos. 18, 19. On a marble,

now in the British Museum, No. 199—No. 20. On a square

marble base, near a temple of Apollo, in the island of Delos.

(See Tournefort's Travels, t. i. ep. vii. p. 360.)—No. 21. On
a bronie tablet dug up at Olympia and brought away by
Gell in 1813—No. 22. On a bronze helmet found in

181 7, in the ruins of Olympia, in the possession of Col. Ross
—Nos. 23, 24. Found at Delphi (See Dodweil, ii. 509.)—
No. 25. On a small votive helmet found near Olympia, in

the possession of CoL Leake—Nos. 27, 28. Part of a hymn
to Bacchus inscribed on an altar, which contains also a
representation of a procession in honour of the god, in the

Pembroke Museum at Wilton.—No. 29. From an epitaph

in elegiac verse on those who fell in the first battle before

Potidssa, b.c. 432. (Thucydides, i. 62.) It was found in the

plain of the Academy near Athens, and is now in the British

Museum, No. 290— No. 30. The alphabet here given is that

which came generally into use at Athens after the archon-

ship of Euclides, 403 B.C. Specimens may be seen in the

Elgin marbles of the British Museum, for instance in No.
305, the date of which is said to be 398 B.C.

The column No. 26 is from Mazocchi's folio on the Hera-
clean tablet. The Codex Alexandrinus, No. 36, is in the

British Museum. [See Alexandrine Codex.] The fourth

plate relates to the Roman alphabets, including, however,

Plate II.

Greek" Alphabets,

« t » »

•II I I I & I* *

lT 15 16 17 18 19 "Sir

what are often called, but without good reason, Saxon al

phabets. These last characters were undoubtedly employed
in writing? Saxon, but they were the ordinary characters

used during the same period for Latin, and were, indeed,

thence borrowed for the former language ; their identity be-

sides, with the preceding Roman letters, is very evident

Such of the Saxon characters as were not common to the

Latin are placed below plate 4. The other alphabets have
their names affixed, and also the titles and powers of the

letters. The Coptic, Russian, Servian, Moasogothic are evi-

dently derived, with some exceptions, from the Greek ; and
the same is perhaps true, in a great measure, ofthe Ethiopic,

Illyrian, ana Runic.
In passing the eye along the various forms which the se-

veral letters have assumed, we shall see a strong similarity

running throughout— from the Phenician through the Greek
and Etruscan to the Latin ; and nearly all the differences

which do exist admit of explanation, if a few points be taken
into consideration. The form of a letter must, in the first

place, depend much upon the nature of the material upon
which it is written, and of the instrument employed. On
hard substances where incisions are to be made, straight lines

will naturally prevail When the letter is merely painted

or inscribed upon a very yielding material, two or more
inclined lines are apt to degenerate into a single curve.

I

Plate III.

Greek Alphabets continued.
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Compare the forms of «y (the third letter) in columns 16

and 21 ; of t (fourth letter) in 21, 23, and the Latin D; of

6 (fifth letter) in 30, 33, and 34 ; of/* in 30 and 32 ; of w in

30, and the Roman Pin 1, 2, 3, 4 ; off* in 20 and 21 ; of a in

31, 32, and 33; of our own u and v, both derived from the

same Latin character, &c. Again, in incisions the different

lines which constitute a character will be generally ofuniform
thickness, but when a split reed or quill is employed, the
strokes in one direction will be thick, in the other fine.

Such has clearly been the origin of the existing Hebrew
forms. A principle of corruption, not less powerful, is the

desire of rapidity, which is most readily obtained by oon-
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necting the different parts ofa letter together, to that tha
whole maybe produced by one movement of the instrument,

or, more strickly speaking, without raising the instrument
from the surface. Thus the € in 30 seems to be made by
four separate strokes, such is certainly the case with the
Roman letter in column 3 ; but that in 33 requires only two
movements, and that in 34 but one. In the same way may
be compared the forms of tj in 36 and 37 ; of | in 30, 33,

35 ; of * in 37 and 38 ; of t in 36 and 37, &c But there
may be several ways of effecting this object; a letter

moreover may be commenced at different points, and hence
arise double or more forms for the same letter, even at the
same period : compare /3 in 37 and 38 ; € in 34 with our own
small running e, &c. This principle of rapidity carried a
step farther leads to the connexion of successive letters. In
this way are formed what are called the cursive letters, which
run on in continuous succession. Such modes of writing
were no doubt common in very early times ; and as regards
the Romans, we are not left to mere conjecture, as the Bri-

tish Museum contains an inscription of the kind on papyrus,
which is referred to the second or third century. Lastly, a
fanciful love of variety shows itself in all the works of
man, and in none more than the arbitrary variations of let-

ters, particularly those at the beginning and end of words.
These several causes of change were more active, when
nearly all writings were produced by the pens of individual

writers. In modern times, the art of printing has tended
strongly to create a unity of form, and will be the best pro-

tection against future change.
Having spoken thus generally of the alphabets given in

the four plates, we will now remark upon each character in

succession.

Of the letter A, one of the oldest forms, it appears to us,

is in column 10, 25, or 3. The greater part of the other
forms arise from the different inclinations of the cross stroke,

which in 7 runs from the extremity of one of the main
strokes, and in 2, 4, and 1 1 is too much inclined even to

meet the opposite side. No. 2 again is a mean between 4 and
1, and shows how the Hebrew form has originated. There
was also an old Italian form of this vowel, which may be
described as formed from the n in 31, with a diagonal line

running from the lower extremity on the right to the oppo-
site angle ; it was in fact the character in 14 or 16, with a
square instead of a round or pointed top.—Of B it need only
be remarked, that the Samaritan and Phenician forms show
the progress of degradation between the Greek and the cor-
rupted Hebsew.—The forms of T are chiefly remarkable for

the different positions of the angle which constitute the
letter. The round form in 6, 10, and 16 is also found in
the coins of the cities Gela, Agrigentum, and Regium.
(See Mionnxt.) The third letter of the Latin alphabet has
this form, and once possessed the same power. Hence, tho
oldest orthography of that language presents maeistratus,
ketones, for masistratus, legiones, and it is known that the
common name Cains was pronounced Gains, and indeed was
so written by the Greeks.—The form of the Hebrew daleth
may be traced through the Samaritan from the Greek, in
precisely the same way as the beth. The difference between
the Samaritan or Phenician letters for daleth and those fur
beth consists solely in the lower stroke thrown out by the
latter from the perpendicular, and the same is the case with
the Hebrew letters ; in both, the triangular or circular top has
degenerated into a thick line.—The form of E in 10 is very
anomalous and very rare. Of the other forms the Samaritan
is again purer than the Hebrew.—The next letter has been
the subject ofmuch controversy. The form in 8, 10, and 15,
may perhaps be considered as the parent of all the rest ; and
again the Phenician has the advantage over the Hebrew,
the form in 2 being intermediate between 4 and 1.—
The gain bears a faint resemblance to f of No. 9, which is
the oldest form of that Greek letter, and from which the late
forms are derived, upon the simple principle above men-
tioned, of completing a letter at one movement, and there-
fore substituting the diagonal stroke for the perpendicular.—The next letter has gone through violent changes both in
form and power. Its original power seems to have been a
guttural ch, which would naturally wear away into an ordi-
nary aspirate ; or perhaps more correctly, it may be stated,
that its first power, as in the other letters, was syllabic, viz.,
che, which became he, and in the Greek language eventually
only e. The two Hebrew names of the letters cheth, heth,
and the Greek form eta, all bear evidence in favour of such
a supposition, and it would be difficult otherwise to account
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for the singular fact, that the same character H was at one
time the Greek representative of an aspirate, afterwards of
an initial he, and finally of a long e. In No. 26 of Plate II.

H is the long vowel e, and so in 30 of Plate III. and those
which follow. In all the others which precede, it is an as-

pirated consonant. With regard to the various forms, the
character in 3, 4, 6, 9, 22 being supposed to be the purest,

No. 2 is half-way between the Hebrew on the one hand, and
] 8 on the other. But the Greek form did not stop here.

When the letter H was appropriated as a vowel, the as-

pirate gradually lost its second pillar, until at last it ap-
peared m the first of the two forms given in the Hera-
clean tablet, the second in that column being, as we have
just stated, the representative of the long vowel. This
form of the aspirate appears in many manuscripts above
the initial letter of the word, but was eventually further cor-

rupted into a mere comma, thus (*)• There exists, it should
be stated, a story, that the Greeks derived their aspirate in a
mode somewhat different from the above statement The
letter M, we are told, was cut into two parts, each consisting

of a pillar and half the cross stroke ; the first half being em-
ployed as an aspirate, the second as what they call a soft

breathing, by which is meant simply the absence of an aspi-

rate. A character to denote the absence of a sound is, it has
been justly remarked, something new in alphabetic writing ;

and, in fact, it is now a common belief, that the soft breath-

ing and its supposed representative are the mere creation of
grammarians : at any rate, the supposed character for the
soft breathing is found in no inscription whatever, and in no
manuscript of any antiquity.—Of the next letter it need
only be stated, that the Hebrew character is generally con-

sidered by modern Hebraists as a mere T, and it is often

called tfitn.—Oi the iod the Samaritan form seems even
more perfect than the Greek in 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17.

The third of these, however, bears a close affinity to the

Hebrew. The forms in 12 and 16 are gradually approach-
ing the straight line, which afterwards prevailed.—The
kappa in 21 is a mean between the more perfect in No. 9

and the Hebrew caph.—The next letter has a great unifor-

mity throughout, the chief difference turning upon the dif-

ferent position of the angle as in the gamma ; but it may
be observed, that the forms in 27 and 28 closely approximate
to the Phenician and Hebrew in 1, 2, 3.—Of /* and v we
have spoken before.—The samech and Greek \ present

many difficulties. Their forms, in the first place, have no
similarity ; the Greek letter is rarely met with in old in-

scriptions, as it was common to employ in its place the x
and 0, as may be seen in 23 and 29 (or else ica as in the

Nanian column.) The X given in 9, though found in

Greek, is more common in Latin
;
yet even in this language

the old inscriptions generally have XS rather than X alone

;

so that it would seem that here, too, theX had originally the
power of the Greek x* The reason why the Greeks gene-
rally wrote X2 rather than K2 or T2, was most probably

because the letter sigma has something of the nature of an
aspirate, as Payne Knight contends. Upon the same prin-

ciple they wrote 4>2 for * or ps. (See column 29.)—The
letter aytn is the subject of controversy, some calling it a
nasal consonant, others a guttural, others a vowel o. The
first and third assertions seem more at variance than they

really are, for the close connexion between the two sounds

n and o is well marked in the Portuguese tongue in the

pronunciation of such words as Joao, the representative of

our John or Johann. The Romans too thought it enough
to write Plato, where the Greeks wrote Platon. Lastly, if

the vowel and liquid scales that have been given above be
applied to one another, it will be found that the liquid n
ought to have an affinity to the vowels o and a* in the

same way that the lip liquidm is related to u and to, and the

palatal / (witness the mouilli sound of the French It) to y, t,

and e.—But, to proceed, the Hebrew pe has, it has already

been observed, a stroke at the bottom which appears to have
something of the nature of a flourish. Remove it, and the

identity of the remainder with the Greek is self-apparent.

The difference between the Greek ft and the Roman P is

chiefly due to modern printers. The Greek had almost in-

variably its second leg much shorter than the first, and the

Roman P very rarely had the circular bend completed so

as to reach the main shaft. See the plates, and, above

all, compare the Etruscan P in 7 with the Roman P in

• The connexion between « and the final natal* U exhibited In the Ionie

plurals of passive verbs, the double, form of the accusative* of the third deelen

sJon, and the Greek numerals M**, f*"r«. &c.» compared with the Latin.

IV. 3.—The letter tsadi has no representative in the Greek
alphabet, unless, indeed, it bear any relation to the Greek
figure called sanpi, which, however, was never used, as far as

it is known, for an alphabetic character; and secondly, even

as a numeral, it does not occupy the place between v and
kovpa.—In the koppa, the Hebrew, or perhaps rather the

Phenician, has a fuller and a more perfect form than the

Greek ; but be this as it may, the connexion between them
requires no comment—If the p in 9 or 1 1 be the earliest

form, the derivation of the rest is simple. The Hebrew
has suffered the same injury as in beth and daleth, a com-
parison with which will remove all doubt In 3, 1 3, and
more fully in 22, 24, 27, we see the origin of the Roman
r.—The original form of shin was perhaps as near the

Hebrew as any of our characters ; but, in fact, the difference

between the shin in 1 and 4, and the Greek sigma in 9, 14,

15, 16, 17, 26, &c, or the Etruscan in 6, depends solely

upon the altered position. The relative situation of the

several strokes among each other is the same in both.

—

The next letter, sin, should perhaps have been omitted,

as the difference between the power of sin and shin arises

solely from the position of the point which is near the right

tooth in shin, near the left in sin. So completely are the

two characters one in their origin, that they stand for the

same number in the series of Hebrew letters.—The T in 6

would be a fit and proper parent for all the other forms. In
the three characters, 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, the cross stroke has had
an unfair preponderance to one side, as is the case again in

our modern small character. In the Hebrew a little flourish

has added to the difference.—The next letter, it has been
already observed, seems to have grown out of the ayin. Its

forms vary, but not unintelligibly. The modern u and v are,

it has been already said, both derived from the Latin form,

which had the double power of our consonant to, and our

vowel u.—With retard to ? and Xi we find in 14 the double

forms used before they were adopted.—Of the Y% mention

has been already made.—o brings us to the close ; and it

may be sufficient to observe, that among the forms given to

this letter by Mionnet, in his work on antient coins, one con-

sists of an ordinary o lying upon a horizontal straight line.

This has led to the notion mat the letter was thus originally

formed to mark a long 5, and, in confirmation of this notion,

the letter H, as written in No. 9, was appealed to, which
it was contended was formed in like manner from the letter

E, with a perpendicular stroke on the right. The form of

a\ in 32, would appear to be made up of the letter ayin or

o repeated, precisely as our own to has its form as well as

name from a repetition of u or v. The letter w as well as v
were not used in public documents at Athens until the

year 403 b. c, when Euclid was Archon, but it must not

be supposed that the letters were then invented, for, as

Payne Knight has observed, the w appears on the coins

of Gelon, who died 478 b. c, and the i\ on very antient

coins of the Regians. Still in early times it was the ordi-

nary practice to use o and e for both long and short vowels.

In forming a table of the real Roman characters, there is

some difficulty from the circumstance, that nearly all those

who report antient inscriptions take the liberty of using

modern characters. Of those given in plate 4, the first

is from the fac-simile of the Bacchanalian inscription given

by Drakenborch in the seventh volume of his Livy ; the date

of which is fixed at 186 b. c, by the names of the consuls

given in the decree. This inscription is in the C&sarean
Museum at Vienna. The second and third columns are

from an inscription given by Maffei, in his Jstoria Diplo-

matic^ p. 38, and here the date is fixed to the year 27 a.d.,

in the reign of Tiberius, by the names of the consuls,

M. Crassus Frugi, L. Calpurnius Piso. Column 4 is from

the same work of Maffei, p. 31, and belongs to the year 68

or 69, as is determined by the mention ofthe Emperor Galba.

Both these inscriptions are of very coarse execution. Fac-

similes of some very antient inscriptions are also to be

seen in the works on Herculaneum and in Muratori. The
characters of the Medicean MS. of Virgil, preserved at

Florence, are taken from Burmann*s engraved specimen, in

the first volume of his edition of that author, p. xxxvi.

of the Preface. The remaining alphabets of that plate are

from Astle's Origin of Writing. The separate alphabets,

beginning with the Coptic and ending with the Runic, are

chiefly from the French Encychptedia.
The Roman alphabet requires but little comment It

has been seen how completely it agrees with the Greek. In

the order of the letters the only violent difference consists in

No. 49* [THE PENNY.CYCLOPADIA.]
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the insertion of the G after F, but what place could be better

suited to it than the position of Z, a character which had no
correlative in the Latin series? Our modern grammars,
indeed, rive both y and z, but Suetonius tells us indirectly

that the Roman alphabet terminated at x, for the Emperor
Augustus, he observes, employed a peculiar cypher in his

papers. For the letter a he wrote b; for b9 e; and so on,

until for x he wrote a or a a. Some commentators, indeed,

scandalized at the ignorance of Suetonius in not knowing
his own A, B, C, have substituted * for x in the above

passage. But, in fact, there is not a single Latin word that

contains either y or z. Modern printers have further in-

creased the Latin alphabet by giving in two instances double

characters where the Romans had but one. The letter I of

the Romans, besides its power as a vowel, represented also

the closely-allied sound of our consonant Y, or the German
J. When it is used with this consonantal power, modern

Srinters have taken the liberty of substituting the character

, and modern readers have aggravated the error by giving

it the sound of that English letter. Thus the Latin word
IVGVM is now printed and pronouncedjugum, instead of

iugum or yugutn, so as to destroy the close similarity of the

word to the corresponding English term, yoke. Again, the

Roman letter represented by v in inscriptions, and by u in

the round form of manuscripts, has suffered the same fate.

As a vowel, it has u for its character in modern books of

Latin. But the Romans, as we have already stated, also

employed it as a consonant, equivalent to our w. In this

case the printer has preferred tne sharp form t% which has

again misled the modern reader as to the sound. When
pronounced correctly, the Latin worda vespa,vastare, ventus,

bear a close analogy to our own terms wasp, to watte, wind.

The letter K, though it became unnecessary when the third

character was changed from a gamma to C, is a genuine

member of the Roman alphabet, though often excluded from
school grammars.

It would be rather an amusing subject of inquiry, to trace

to their source the remarkable differences in the magnitude
of our modern small characters, some rising above, others

descending below the general line. The first attempts of

certain letters to shoot out into an undue extent may be

seen in several parts of Plate IV., and we will leave the de-

velopment to any reader who may be disposed to pursue it

It is but right to state further that the remarks we have
made, and tne alphabets we have given, are by no means
sufficient to enable any one to read antient MS3. Indepen-

dently of the varying forms of letters, there are numberless

contractions, which can only be learned by long practice.

ALPHEIUS, one of the chief rivers of Peloponnesus
(Morea), which rises in Arcadia, and flows through Elis to the

sea, receiving in its course the rivers Helisson, Ladon, Ery-
manthus. Cladeus, &c, and numerous smaller streams. It

is now called Rofea, up to its junction with the Ladon ; and
above that, the river 01 Karitena, It drains a large mountain
district, bounded by Mount Erymanthus on the north, the

central ridge of Arcadia on the east, and the mountains of

Laconia and Messenia on the south. Its rise and early

course are marked by some singular circumstances. Ac-
cording to Pausanias, the fountain is at Phylace (Krya
Vrysi), near the foot of Mount Parthenius, at the south-

east corner of Arcadia, where the boundaries of Arcadia,

Argolis, and Laconia meet. Near a place called Sym-
bola, (the ' meeting of the waters') it is joined by a con-

siderable stream, and sinks underground; it rises again

five stadia from Asea, close to the fountain of the Eurotas.

The two rivers then mix their waters, and after flowing

twenty stadia, are again swallowed up, and re-appear,—the
Eurotas in Laconia, the Alpheius at Pegs (the Springs),

in die Megalopolitan territory, and in Arcadia. Strabo, how-
ever, says that the Alpheius sinks, instead of rising, at Abia,
and adds a fable, that garlands consecrated to either stream,

would re-appear in that particular stream, if thrown into the
united waters before they sunk underground. The statement
of Pausanias is confirmed, and the course of the upper stream
(now the Sarandapotamo) traced by Colonel Leake (Travels

in Morea, vol. L p. 121) to the spot where it enters the earth,

below Phylace. He confirms the statement of its rise (or

at least the rise of some subterranean stream) at Franco-
vrysi, near Asea. Here there are two sources or emissaries,

one of which he supposes to be the vent of the lake or

marsh oalled Taki, not far from Tegea, north-east of Fran*
covrysi j the other that of the Sarandapotamo. (Vol. iii.

p. 42.) One of these probably is the supposed source of

the Eurotas, mentioned by Pausanias. These stream*,
after joining, enter a lake, and again sink into the earth.

Passing under a mountain called Tzitnbaru, the Alpheius
re-appears at Marmora, near Rhapsonati, probably the Pegs
of Pausanias. These subterranean descents are not un-
common in the Arcadian rivers, and are called by the
modern Greeks, Katavoihra : similar instances are collected

in the EncvclopSdie MSthodique ; Giog. Physique, art Ab-
sorbans. Due south of the Katavothra, and about the
same distance from it as the emissary at Marmora, is ano-
ther emissary in Laconia, in the valley north of Mount
Khelmos, which may be considered as the principal source

of the Eurotas ; and Colonel Leake thinks it not impossible
that the statement of Pausanias may be correct ; and that
in their subterranean passage the waters do, in fact, divide

into two streams. The height of the waters in the lake and
rivers, however, prevented his examining minutely into the
phenomena of the place.

Below Peg®, the river is joined by the Helisson (now the
river of Davia), on which Megalopolis was situated, not far

from the confluence. Below this, between the modern
towns of Karitena and Andritsena, the Alpheius descends
through a ravine, formed by the closing in of the mountains
on either side, and called the Straights of Lavdha. Thk
pass separates the upper and lower plains of the Alpheius

;

in the former of which, the chief city was Megalopolis, in the
latter Hersa. Entering Elis, it runs through the plains of
Pisa, past Oiympia, and foils into the Cyparissian Gulf.
At the mouth of the river was the temple of Diana Al-
pheiusa, or Alpheia. ' From the Straights of Lavdha to

the sea, there is a narrow level on either bank, inundated
in winter, and planted with maize in summer: the river

is wide and shallow, and its banks produce a great number
of large nlane trees.* (Leake, vol. li. p. 67.)

This nver is very celebrated in song. Ovid tells how
the river god, being enamoured of the nymph Arethusa,
whom he saw bathing in his waters, sought her love. She
fled, and he pursued ; till being exhausted, she prayed for

help to her patron goddess Diana, who transformed her into

a fountain. But Alpheius still sought to mingle his stream
with hers ; and Diana was forced to open an underground
passage for her favourite to the island of Ortygia, a part of

Syracuse. The persevering: river was fabled to pursue the
object of his love even to tnis distant point, passing under
the sea, without mingling his waters with it. Hercules is

said to have cleared the stables of Augeas, by turning a part
of die Alpheius through them. Frequent mention of this

river Is made by Pindar. (See Pausanias ; Strabo ; Ovid,
Met. v. 572 ; and for modern authorities, Leake's Travels in
the Morea.)
ALPS, the name of a large mountain system in Southern

Europe, which is generally supposed to derive this appella-
tion from a Celtic word Alb, or Alp, signifying ' white/
[See Albion.] It is rather singular that the Swiss give the
name of Aips to the high pastures which cover the sides of

the mountains, as for as the line of permanent snow. (See
Orographie de VEurope.)

Trie Alpine system, in its full geographical extent, may
be considered as connected with the chain of mountains
that runs through the Italian peninsula ; and the point of its

junction with tne Apennines cannot therefore be accu-
rately determined. Some fix the commencement of the
Alps at the depression of the valley of Savona, and others at
Capo delle Melle on the gulf of Genoa. Assuming it to

commence at this cape, its general course is westerly as far as
the Col de Tende, from which point it takes a N.N.W. course
as for as the sources of the Stura, one of the affluents of the
Po. From this last point it runs north in an irregular
direction to about 45° 45', separating the upperpart of the
Po valley from that of the Rhone, and part of France and
Savoy from Piedmont Near the lat. of 45° 50' we find the
highest elevation of the Alps, Mont Blanc, and also a
change in the general direction of the range from N. to
E.N.E., which in fact is continued as far as the Danube,
The valley of the Rhone, and the great hollow of the,

Lake of Geneva, separate the Alps from the Jura, which
chain, however, is closely connected with the great mass of
the Alps, though it will be best described under a separate
head. The Jura has a general direction N.N.E., and seve-
ral points of connexion with the central mass; but the
most distinct is that line called the Jorat, which, branching
out from the Molesson and Jaman, two calcareous mountains
of the Alps, runs in a westerly direction, and forming the
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steep northern boundary of the Lake of Genera, joint the
Jura near the town of Lassara. This line separates the
waters which flow to the Lake of Geneva and thence into

the Rhone, from those which join the Aar and descend into

Jhe Rhine.
From the great bend of the Alps near Mont Blanc,the cen-

tra] moss runs towards the sources of the Drove and Salzach
through the Grisons and the Tyrol as far as the Grand
Glockner, where it is divided into two main branches. But
between Mont Blanc and the Grand Glockner, and about
the meridian of 9° 45', wo find a chain detaching itself

northward from about Mount Septimer, and running past
the sources of the Inn to those of the Lech. This elevation
separates the affluents of the Lake of Constance and the
Rhine from those of the Danube. But before reaching the
sources of the Lech, this offset sends out another, which
runs along the left bank of the Inn. This second range
contains the Solstein mountain, which has an elevation of
about 9700 feet, and contains the well-known salt-beds of
Hall Of the two great divisions at the Grand Glockner,
the northern branch continues its direct course to Vienna
on the Danube. The southern branch may be considered
as subdivided into two ; one of which runs towards the con-
fluence of the Drave and the Danube ; the other takes first

a southerly direction till it approaches the Gulf of Venice
near Fiumi, when it assumes a S.E. course, and under the
name of the Dinaric Alps may be considered as a prolonga-
tion of the great mountain system of Europe. Indeed the

Seat mountain-chain of the Grecian peninsula, as well as
e Balkan which terminates at the Black Sea, may be

geographically considered as a prolongation of the Alpine
system. The mountains {generally considered as compre-
hended within the denomination of the Alps, lie between
44° and 48° N. lat., and 6° 40' and 18° E. long. But our
description of them is here chiefly confined to the main
mass, as far as the division at the Grand Glockner. The
other portions will be noticed more particularly in the several
countries to which they belong.

By geographers the Alps, in a limited sense, have been di-

vided into—1st, the Maritime, or those extending from the
Mediterranean to the Monte Vise, a distance roughly esti-

mated at about 100 miles; 2nd, the Cottiaa, from the
Monte Viso to Mont Cenis, about 60 miles; 3rd, the
Graian, from the Mont Cenis to the Col de la Seigne,
about 60 miles ; 4th, the Pennine, the chain which bounds
tho southern side of the Valais, from Mont Blanc to the
Simplon, about 60 miles ; 6th, the Helvetian or Lepontian,
the southern boundary of the Upper Vallais, extending to

the St Gothard, about 60 miles ; 6th, the Rbjetian, which
extend from the sources of the Rhine to the Dreyherrn-
Spitt, east of the valley of the Adige, about 80 miles;
7th, the Noric, 8, the Carnic, and 0, Julian Alps. The two
last branch off east and south from near the Grand Glockner.

The Noric is a chain extending to the Danube near Vienna

;

the Carnic to the confluence of the Drave and the Danube

;

and the Julian Alps, which enclose the Save, to Belgrade
on the frontiers of Turkey. Besides the mountain masses
which stand up against the central chain like buttresses and
slope down far into the plains on each side, there are some
neat ranges of mountains which join the main chain of the
Alps at acute angles ; such are the Bernese Alps, descend-
ing from the Gallenstock at the Mont St Gothard, and
extending to the north of the Lake of Geneva ; the chain
east of the St. Gothard, which divides the Vorder-Rhin from
the H inter-Rhin ; and a line of mountains, already men-
tioned, on the north of the valley of the Inn, extending
along the course of that river. The true chain and dividing

line of the waters is the southern boundary of the Inn, which
it divides from the Valtelline, the Vinchgau, and the Puster-

thal. A more southern chain, commencing at Monte Leg-
none, near the Lake of Como, forms the southern boundary
of the Valtelline and the Vinchgau, and after the interrup-

tion of the Adige, it bounds also the southern side of the
Pusterthal, and again divides where the Save takes its rise.

Of the branches beyond the Grand Glockner that may be
considered the true chain, which, for some way forms the

northern boundary of the valley of the Drave, and then
extends towards the Danube. The whole constitutes an un-
broken range which cannot be avoided by any dltour in

passing out of Italy to France, Savoy, Switzerland, the

Tyrol, or Germany.
The geographical position of the main mass of the Alps

it remarkable as lying about midway between the equator

and the North Pole : the following positions and elevations*
between Monte Viso and the Grand Glockner, are included
within the line which we have described as that properly
denominated the main mass of the Alps.

Naroei. Lat Long. Heliht In Kn*. ft

Monte Viso 4a0 4<K 7*5' 12,582
Mont Gene"vre 11,781
Mont Cenis 11,457
Mont Ise'ran 45° 30' 7° 16' 13,267
Mont Blanc 45° 50' 6°51' 15,732
Mont Cervin 7° 43' 14,835
Monte Rosa 45° 56' 7° 52' 15,150
Mont Gothard 12,000
Gallenstock 46° zr 8° 24' 12,477
Vogel Berg, or)

Piz Valrhein j
46° 29' 10,866

Ortler Spitz 46° 28' 10° 32' 12,852
Gebatsch 12,276
Grand Glockner 47° 7' 12° 43' 12,776
In the great chain which branches off from the Alpine

mass, runs along the northern side of the Vallais, and joins
the Jorat to the north of the Lake of Geneva, we have the
following elevated peaks :

—

Nomci, Lat. Long. Height in Enf. ftjei.

Finster-Aar-Horo 14,109
Jungfrau (Virgin) 46° 32' 7° 57' 13,716
The great valleys of the Alps lie nearly in the direction of

the mam chain ; such are the Vallais in which the Rhone
flows, the valley of the Inn, which is about 150 miles in
length, and the still longer valley of the Drave, which is

above 200 miles long. The transverse valleys are compara-
tively short : on the south side where they communicate with
the valley of the Po, they are nearly at right angles to the
main chain, and terminate in lakes, such as those of Mag-
giore, Como, &c. The valley of the Adige, the head of
which is at the Brenner mountain, has a course within the
mountains about S.S.W. and is the longest transverse valley
of the Alpine chain. It is observed that in the line of the
Alps which runs in the general direction of west and east,

and also in those offsets which make a small angle with the
main chain, the southern slope is much steeper than the
northern. Consequently the valleys on the Italian side are
much lower than those on the north side : the surface of the
Lake Maggiore is 678 feet above the level of the sea ; that of
the lake of the four cantons, sometimes called the Lake of
Luzern, has an elevation of 1400 feet The Lake of Briem
is about 1900 feet above the level of the sea, and that of
Thun only a little lower. It follows naturally also from the
rapid slope on the south and the proxiniity of the Mediter-
ranean, that the secondary branches of the Alps are prin-
cipally on the north side of the main mass.

It is very difficult to obtain any precise measure of the
breadth of the Alps. If we take the direct distance from
Bellinxona, on the Italian side to Altorf, on the Swiss side,

which certainly does not comprehend the whole breadth of
the Alpine mass, we find this to be about fifty miles of
direct distance. The direct distance from Aosta to Fri-

bourg, across the Valley of the Rhone, is above seventy
miles ; but this measurement comprehends the breadth of
the main chain, and the onset which runs from St. Gothard
to the Jura, with the intervening valley. East of the Gri-
sons the range increases considerably in breadth ; from the
Wurm See to a point a little north of Verona, is a direct

distance of 150 miles. From the point where the Alps
divide near the sources of the Drave and the Salzach, the
breadth occupied by each branch requires a separate con-
sideration.

The most remarkable features of the Alps, in a commer-
cial and political point of view, are the passes, which we
shall notice in order according to the divisions already made.

The Maritime Alps.—In apparent contradiction to a pre-

ceding remark, Italy may be entered from France, and the
Alps may be avoided, except as to the capes which terminate
the chain, by going along the coast of Liguria, and entering
Nice from Provence. Tne most southern pass across

the Alps is that by the Col de Tende ; it was made prac-

ticable for mules by the Dukes of Savoy, and for carnages
by Napoleon. Two great buttresses of the Alps are

crossed before reaching the Col de Tende ; they are the
Col de Brous and the Col de Brovis. The pass of the Col
de Tende is very dreary, though the elevation is not con-
siderable, being only 5887 feet above the level of the sea,

Toe route, after descending from the Aips, passes through
3D2
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Coni and Savigliano to Turin ; this is the only great car-

riage-road over the Maritime Alps. There are many lines

of communication with France practicable for mules : by
the valley of the Stura, in Piedmont, and the Col d'Argen-
tiere, to the valley of the Ubaye, in France; and by the

Val Vraita, in Piedmont, over the Col d'Agnello, to the
valley of the Guil in Dauphiny.
Monte Vise, which terminates this division, is one of the

most splendid mountains in the chain; its peak rises 12,582
feet above the sea's level. Wherever the line of the Alps
can be seen in the basin of the Po, this fine mountain is

distinguished. The rivers which have their rise in the

Maritime Alps are numerous : on the Piedmontese side they
are all tributary to the Po. The Gesso, the Stura, the Maira,
and the Vraita, are tributaries of the Po, which rises at the

foot of the Viso, and in its course collects all the streams
of Piedmont : those which How into Liguria and France are

the Roya, the Var; and the Ubaye, which falls into the
Durauce.

The Cottian Alps.—The only carriage-road across this

division of the Alps is that of the Mont Genevre, which
was executed by order of Napoleon ; this pass was known
to the Romans. It leads from the valley of the Durance in

France, to Susa and the valley of the Dora in Piedmont.
At Susa the road to the Mont Genevre passed under a

triumphal arch, which still exists. Another route across

the Cottian Alps is by the valley of the Bardonneche,
whence a stream Hows into the Dora Susanna : this valley

leads l)y the dillicult pass of the Col de la Rue to Modane in

the Mauriennc. It is supposed to have been the pass taken
by Julius Coesar, when he crossed the Alps to attack the
Helvetii. The chief rivers which take their rise in the
Cottian Alps arc the Dora Susanna, on the side of Pied-

mont, and the Durance and the Guil on the side of France.
The Graian Alps.—Mont Cenis is usually included in

this division. It is perhaps the most frequented of all the

passes across the great chain. There is no evidence of its

having been known to the Romans ; it has been frequently

confounded by historians with the pass of the Mont Ge
nevre, as the two roads unite in the descent from their passes

into Italy at Susa. The earliest mention of it is by the his-

torians of Charlemagne, who record, that Pepin passed
this mountain with an army to attack Astolphus, king of
the Lombards. It continued a difficult mule-road until, b\

order of Napoleon, the present magnificent route was
begun in 18o3 and completed in 1810. This road leads

from Lans-le-bourg in the valley of the Arc, in Savoy, to

Turin. The elevation of the pass of Mont Cenis is 6773
feet above the level of the sea. From the upper part of the
Valley of the Arc above Lans-le-bourg two or three passes
are found leading into the valleys of the Viu and the
Lanzo in Piedmont ; and from the upper valley of the
I sere mountain-passes lead into the Val d'Aosta. The
principal of these is the pass of the Little St. Bernard,
which was known to the Romans, and appears to have been
made practicable for cars by order of Augustus ; but
though described by Saussure as the easiest of all the passes
of the Alps, it is only practicable for mules. Napoleon had
ordered a survey of the road preparatory to facilitating the
intercourse of people divided by the Alps; this was however
delayed. The evidence brought together by various authors
to show that by this pass the Carthaginians under Hannibal
entered Italy, is considered by some as conclusive ; so manv
essential points confirm the account of Polybius, the nearest
historian to the time of the event. But this opinion is not
without some difficulties. The Col is nearly a league in

length, over a fine pasturage, though at an elevation of
7190 feet above the sea. On it there is -a column of great
antiquity, supposed by Cambry to be Celtic ; certainly it

forms no part of a Roman temple, which formerly existed
on the mountain, and of which apian can be traced. There
is also a large circle of stones on the plain, called by the
people of the country the Cirque dHannibal. The route
to and from the pass of the Little St. Bernard is by the
valley of the Isere in the Tarentaise, and the Val d'Aosta
in Piedmont. The Col du Bon-homme is usually the point
of division between the Graian and the Pennine Alps; but
this col is not across the great chain. It leads, however,
by the Savoy side to the Col de la Seigne, where commence
the Pennine or High Alps. The chief rivers which rise in
the Graian Alps are the Northern Stura and the Orca,
both flowing across Piedmont into the Po ; towards Savoy
flow the Arc and the Isere, which rise in different parts

of the lofty Mount IsSran, but unite above Montme-
lian ; and the united stream joins the Rhone above Va-
lence.

The Pennine Alps.—This is the loftiest portion of the range,
including Mont Blanc, Monte Rosa, and MontCervin. the

three loftiest peaks in Europe. On each side of Mont Blanc
are cols or passes of the mountains, usually traversed by pe-

destrians in their tours about Mont Blanc; these axe the Col
de la Seigne, and the Col de Ferret From Mont Blanc
the chain takes an E. N. E. course, and the first great

passage across the Pennine Alps lies between Aosta in

Piedmont, and Martigny in the Vallais in Switzerland-

Tins pass, which is by the Great St. Bernard, is of high

antiquity, but it has never been practicable for cars : the

passage of Napoleon across this col in 1800 has given it

historical celebrity. The Hospice, situated on the summit,
at an elevation of 7963 feet above the level of the sea, is the

most noted of these benevolent establishments throughout
the whole mountain chain. Between the Great St. Bernard
and the Simplon, there are two other passes: the first is

the Cervin, which is the loftiest pass in Europe, being
1 1,090 feet above the sea's level. It is the path traversed m
going from Chatillon in the Val d'Aosta to Visp, in the

Valais; the second is the Moro, the pass east of the

former, which leads from Visp to the Val d'Ossola : thus

appears to have been an ancient mule-road, but the advance
of the glaciers has destroyed it, and the route of the Simpler;

superseded its use. The pass of the Simplon is the ruo»t

eastward of those in the Pennine division. This magniuYeiit
work, another of the great benefits accomplished by Na-
poleon, leads from the Vallais to Milan : its construction

was completed amidst difficulties fir surpassing those of any
other route that has been made across the Alps, though
its elevation is only 6578 feet. The principal rivers of
this division are the Dora Baltea, the Sesia and the Dovedro,
on the side of Piedmont ; and the Arve, and numerous
other tributaries to the Rhone,, on the side of Savoy and
Switzerland.

The Helvetic or Lrpontian Alps.—East of the Simplon
is the pass of the Gries, which can be traversed by laden

mules, though it lies across the glaciers ; it leads from
the upper Vallais to the Val d'Ossola, in Piedmont. But
the chief pass of the Lcpontian Alps is that of the St.

Gothard, which leads from Bellinzona, on the southern
side of the chain, through the Val Levantine, to Altorf,

and the lake of the Four Cantons in Switzerland. Th;s
had long been a line of great commercial intercourse,

though only a mule-road ; a good carriage-road, however.
has just been completed across it, and the benefits of a

greater facility of intercourse will soon be felt by all the

forest cantons, and others in communication with them.
The height of the pass is 6890 feet. This is the only pa*s

in the chain where a road may be made across it at right

angles, passing but a single ridge: in any other pass if a

direct course were taken it would lead across one or two othtr

ranges. In this division some of the largest Alpine rivers

have their sources : the Rhine and the Reuss on the north

;

the Toccia, the Tessin, and the Maggia, which join the Po:
and the Rhone, which enters the Mediterranean.

The Rh(ptian Alps.— Across this division ofthe chain there

are now five good carriage-roads ; first, by the Mont St. Ber-

nardin, at an elevation of 6700 feet, leading from the Lago
Maggiore, Bellinzona, and the Val Misocco, to the Rhein-
wald, and to Coire. This road has just been made by the

people of the Grisons. The second is a line from the Lake
of Como and Chiavenna, over the Splugen to the Rheinwald,
a pass which was known to the Romans : it falls into the route

from the St. Bernardin to Coire, at the village of Splugen,
whence the road runs through the Via Mala, and the fiuest

Alpine scenery of the Grisons. The new route of the

Splugen is lower than that of the St. Bernardin ; it was
recently constructed by the Austrian government. The
third carriage-road leads from Chiavenna up the Val
Bregalia, and passes the great chain over the Maloya into

the upper valley of the Inn, whence it follows the course
of the Inn to Inn*pruck.; this route has been made by the

Grisons to communicate with a new road over the Julier,

81 30 feet high, a pass which, crossing the northern boundary
of the Inn, leads to Coire, the capital of the Grisons. The
fourth great road leads from the valley of the Inn across

the chain to the source of the Adige ; a little above
Nauder it attains its greatest height, which is not 4^00
feet ; it is the lowest of all the passes across the great range.
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Descending a little way into the valley of the Adige, it

traverses a buttress ridge over the Monte Stelvio, the new
Austrian road, which leads to Milan by the Valteline

;

the elevation of the summit of this pass, though on a
secondary range, is 9 1 74 feet ; it has been lately constructed

by the Austrian government, to obtain an unbroken line of

communication, through its own states, with Lombardy ; it

is the loftiest carriage-road in Europe. The fifth is the
great road from Verona, by the Brenner pass, to Innspruck

;

it ascends by the valley of the Adige to Botzen, thence by
that of the Eisach to the Brenner, elevated 4660 feet above
the level of the sea ; from the Brenner, the road descends
by the course of the SUl to Inspruck.

In the length of the Rhsetian chain, many minor passes

are found, and especially across the northern branch,
communicating with Coire ; among these are the Septimer,

the Julier, and the Albula; and across the southern
branch a new road has lately been made by the Austrian
government from Piave da Cadore to the Pusterthal.

The chief rivers which rise in the Rhsetian Alps, are the

Muesa, the Maira, the Adda, the Oglio, the Eisach, and the

Adige ; these all rise on the south of the great chain, and
flow into Lombardy. On the north is the Hinter-Rhein,
which joins the Vorder-Rhein at Reichenau, and afterwards

collects all the streams on the northern side of the Bernese
chain ; the Aar, the Linth, and the Reuss, bearing these

and a thousand minor tributary streams to the Rhine. East
of these, but flowing from the northern side, are the Inn,

the Oes, the Sill, and the Ziller, which, united under the

name of the first, How on to the Danube. From the

southern chain of the Tyrol spring the Brenta, the Corde-
vole, the Piave, and the Ta^liamento ; which, after water-

ing the plains of Friuli, flow into the Adriatic.

The Noric Alps.—These mountains form at their western
extremity a lofty range, especially the Grand Glockner, at

the head of the Mollthal, which divides the latter valley

from that of the Salza. The high road from Venice to Salz-

burg crosses the great chain at the Radstadter Tauern
at the height of 5413 feet, after having passed over the

Carnic branch at Tarvis. Farther east, the road from
Trieste to Vienna crosses the Julian and Carnic chains,

besides a branch connecting itself with the Noric; but
so numerous are the ramifications of the Alps here, that

the valleys of the Save, the Drave, and the Muhr, and their

tributary streams, scarcely define the separations. Many
carriage-roads, well constructed and well preserved, traverse

these Alps ; and the scenery of these lower and eastern

ranges, known only to few English travellers, is nowhere
surpassed in the whole extent of the mountainous districts

from the Rhone to the Danube.
Before the period of Napoleons power, it was the narrow

policy of the European states to leave every barrier as na-
ture made it, and thus to restrain free intercourse between
the nations which it divided ; this tended to the encourage-

ment of political prejudices, and the withholding of political

and commercial benefits between one nation and another.

The advantages, however, were soon perceived which sprung
from the formation of the routes of the Tende, the Gene*vre,

the Cenis, and the Simplon ; and, following the splendid

example which Napoleon set them, the states which have
the Alps for their frontier have subsequently formed, and
are still forming, admirable carriage-roads across passes

formerly considered impracticable.

In the parallels of the Alps, owing to the great elevation

of these mountains, we fina the summits of many of them
perpetually covered with snow. The point where the snow-
line commences must necessarily vary in summer and win-
ter, but even during the hottest summer snow is always
found at an elevation varying, according to local circum-

stances, from 9000 to about 9500 feet. These large masses
of snow and ice are generally called Glaciers ; a term,

however, that is perhaps more properly applied to the

masses of snow that fall down into the valleys, and there

form large masses of ice, sometimes presenting a tolerably

level surface, and sometimes, when the slope of the valley

is rapid, exhibiting huge fissures and fantastic varieties of

form. These masses of snow and ice are the sources of

some of the largest rivers of Europe. They often descend

in the narrow transverse valleys considerably below the line

of permanent snow. More than four hundred glaciers are

reckoned : different portions of the great masses bear sepa-

rate names, and vary from six or seven leagues to one

league in length. There are numerous glaciers of the

larger size ; in width, they vary from a quarter of a league
to a league, and many of them are estimated to be from
100 to 600 feet thick: by a fair calculation their aggregate
surface appears to have been taken at 130 square leagues.
One of the most terrible calamities to which the inhabitants
of the Alpine valleys are exposed, is the sudden descent of
masses of snow which sometimes cause dreadful devastation.
These are generally termed Avalanches, or sometimes
lauwines.

A remarkable feature in the Alps is the occurrence of
lakes on or near the crests of the passes. A pass is never
over a summit of a mountain, but over the lowest tra-
versable point. In determining the direction of the path
or road, a valley is ascended to the source of the stream
which flows through it ; this will generally be found on or
near the ridge or col, between two mountains, whence
another stream follows the slope or valley on the other
side. To this general rule there are few exceptions : there
is scarcely a pass which is not commanded by mountains

;

and where the ridge or col is wide enough to receive the
water which streams from them, and retain it, lakes are
formed, the sources of the rivers which flow from the passes

:

such is the Mont Gene'vre, where the Durance towards
France, and the Dora Susanna towards Piedmont, flow
from almost a common source. The lakes on the Cenis,
on the Great St Bernard, the St Gothard, the Bernardin,
are of the same kind.

Many of the loftiest summits and peaks of the Alps have
been attained by adventurous naturalists and travellers,

but these difficult and perilous expeditions have, in general,
been undertaken rather for the gratification of the tra-
veller than for the promotion of science. Saussure made
various valuable experiments at the greatest elevations,
and little or nothing has since been added to the results
which he obtained. Many travellers have now ascended
Mont Blanc ; and Monte Rosa has been ascended several
times by M. Delapierre, Inspector of the Forests of the Val
Sesia: the Ortler-Spitz has been surmounted by Dr.
Gebdhard of Innspruck ; and even the Jungfrau or Virgm
Mountain, which rises to the height of 13,716 feet, and
owes its name to its supposed inaccessibility, has had her
highest peak surmounted by the alpenstock of a Swiss
peasant.

Excursions in the Alps within the last fifty years, and
especially since the peace of 1815, have been sources of
pleasure and of health to numerous visitors, especially
from England. Every summer hundreds are to be found
wandering there; and so certain is their return with the
season, that guides bred to this employment are always
found ready to accompany them into all the sublimest and
most beautiful regions of the Alps. There is a spirit in the
mountain air, and a degree of buoyant health derived from
seeking it, which never fail to gratify the traveller. Many
precautions are necessary in regions absolutely dangerous,
and in which it is more bold than wise to ramble alone.

The advice of the guides should be implicitly followed, as
they are the best judges as to the danger or practicability

of accomplishing any undertaking.
The number of mines that are worked in the Alps is not

very considerable when compared with the great extent of
the mountains. Some gold and silver mines are worked, as
at the Rathausberg, &c. ; and others of copper, lead, iron,

alum, and the species of coal called anthracite. The iron-

mines of Styria, Carihthia, and Carniola, are very produc-
tive : the Bleiberg (lead-mountain of Carinthia) furnishes
some of the best lead in Europe. There are also lead-mines
in Savoy, at Pesey, and Macot The quicksilver-mines of
Idria, which are about 27 miles N.N.E. of Trieste, are well
known from the descriptions of travellers. (See Russell's

Germany, vol. n. p. 362, &c.) Salt is procured at Bex in

the canton of Vaud, at Hall in the Tyrol, a little below
Innspruck ; and in the beds of Hallein, Reichenhall, and
Bercntesgaden, all in the neighbourhood of the town of
Salzburg. (See Orographic delEurope, p. 1 66.)

ALPS, Geology of. When we contemplate the Alps in

the mass, we are struck with the fact, that while these
mountains are furrowed by deep valleys, extending in the
direction of the main range, they are also broken by other
important valleys meeting the central parts of the chain,
at an angle which more or less approaches a right angle.

This configuration naturally suggests the idea of cracks and
fissures produced by forces acting from beneath, and in a
line of considerable length. The longitudinal and trans-
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verse valleys precisely accord with this view, which, so far

from heing destroyed bv a strict and detailed geological ex-

amination, acquires additional strength by such examina-

tion.

Itwas at one time considered that the Alps were produced

by a single great effort of nature ; this opinion has, how-
ever, given way before facts, and it is now very commonly
received that they have been elevated at different periods,

probably at great and unequal intervals of time, during

which most important changes were taking place on the

surface of the earth generally.

From the mode in which we usually regard mountain-

chains, we commonly receive very erroneous impressions

respecting the true relative elevation of such chains above

their bases, so that few, unaccustomed to the investigation of

geological phenomena on the large scale, are prepared to

consider mountain-masses, such as those of the Alps, and

which from habit they call enormous, as the result of ample
cracks and fissures, squeezed up against each other. The
following diagram, which represents a proportional section

of a part of the Alps from Mont Blanc, crossing the lake

of Geneva to the Jura, may probably assist tne reader

in estimating the true value of these mountains when
compared with the extent of land which they transversely

cover, the heights and horizontal distance being on the

same scale, viz., tnfo&v of actual nature.

TU Dolt.

Geneva.
.1

It will be seen, more particularly if the height of the

loftiest Alps be compared with the radius of the earth, that

mountain-masses are by no means so enormous as our ima-

gination inclines us to suppose, but that, on the contrary,

they really rise but a small relative height, so that at first

sight there is much difficulty in considering a real propor-

tional section of a mountain-range to be correct. Such
sections are, however, useful in showing that the relative

forces required to fracture rocks and elevate them into

mountains are by no means necessarily so great as might,

at first sight, be supposed.

Proceeding to examine the nature of the geological evi-

dence, from which we infer that the Alps were not produced

by one great unburst of rooks, we find that certain beds have
evidently been broken and tilted up at various angles before

others were deposited, for the latter rest quietly on the

fractured edges of the former. In such cases we have
merely to inquire what are the equivalents both of the upset

rock, and of that quietly resting on it in the series of rocks

generally, and we arrive at the relative date of the disloca-

tion or fracture of the first rock, as it must evidently have
taken place before the second was deposited. If we now
find, still pursuing our investigations in the same manner,
that the second rock has itself been broken and tilted up in

another part of the Alps, perhaps farther removed from the

central chain, and that a third known rock rests upon its

disrupted edges, we obtain another relative date, and a
proof that the Alps have been produced by more than one
elevation. It will be evident that, by continuing these re-

searches, and by thoroughly examining all parts of the Alps,

we obtain the number of elevations by which their present
general form has been produced.
Although much has been accomplished, it cannot be said

that we possess a body of evidence sufficiently dear to enable
us accurately to point out all the principal dislocations and
elevations to which the present general form of the Alps is

due. M. Elie de Beaumont has inferred that the range ex-
tending from the Vallais into Austria has been in a great
measure elevated after the western Alps had assumed their

present general direction ; and he observes that, where the
two great ranges or lines of fracture cross each other, as
they do around the Mont Blanc, the Monte Rosa, and the
Finster-Aarhorn, the dislocations are of a very complicated

nature. Without entering into the theory of this author,

that lines of contemporaneous fracture are parallel to each
other, it may be remarked, that the Alps exhibit several

great leading lines of dislocation, impressing marked cha-
racters on large portions of the chain, and that many of
these fractures have evidently been produced at different

times.

The contortions and dislocations of 6trata in these moun-
tains are for the most part on the great scale : in some cases
whole mountains are formed of beds fairly thrown over, so
that rocks which have undoubtedly been deposited the latest

are seen to plunge beneath, and thus support others of more
ancient date, and which, in fact, constituted the solid mat-
ter on which they were formed. This foot is not only ob-
served for short distances but over considerable spaces, and,
before it was well understood, led to frequent errors. Upon
the whole, then, we find that the Alps have been formed by
the disruption and elevation of strata at different periods;
that the elevating forces acted from beneath; and that they

were sometimes sufficiently intense to throw masses of

matter, now constituting high mountains, so completely

over, that the newer rocks are covered by older deposits at

angles even amounting to forty- five degrees.

The older rocks of the Alps are more or less crystalline,

and belong to the class of non-fossiliferous rocks, a

class often termed primary, from the opinion that they

were first formed. The central ranges of the Alps are,

in a great measure, though not altogether, composed

of these rooks, and consist of gneiss, mica slate, talcose

slate, and others of the like character. Gneiss may be

considered as very abundant, more particularly that va-

riety which has been named Protogine, and is a compound

of felspar, quartz, and talc, talcose chlorite, or steatite.

This rock constitutes the mass of Mont Blanc and of

several other lofty mountains; sometimes it is schistose,

while at others, the beds, if such they can strictly be called,

are of enormous thickness without a schistose structure.

The thick-bedded gneiss of the Alps often contains large

imbedded crystals of felspar or albite, and detached portions

of it, even huge blocks, nave much the same appearance as

the granite of Dartmoor and Cornwall. This kind of gneiss

forms, however, long continuous beds, which are sometimes

contorted and bent, showing that they have undergone dis-

turbance in the same manner as other stratified rocks.

Mica slate is also abundant, frequently passing by insen-

sible gradations into talcose slate, and thus offering in-

structive examples of the mode in which mica and tak

are substituted for each other. The mica slates of the

Alps, as is the case with mica slates generally, occasion-

ally contain many minerals* among which may be enume-

rated garnet, staurotide, cyanite, nornblende, tourmaline,

and titanite, the first being often so abundant as wallyto

constitute a very important ingredient of the rock. The

mica slate and gneiss alternate with each other, but when

viewed on a large scale, the gneiss appears to predominate

in the lowest parts. Crystalline iimestone is occasionally

associated with these rocks, but is by no means ft^
un.^^

The grain is sometimes large, as, for example, that included

among the mica slate of the lake of Como, which has

been so extensively employed in building the celebrated

Duomo at Milan.
Although the great mass of Alpine dolomite is of less

antiquity than the class of rocks now under consideration,

there are, nevertheless, some portions of it which m»y *
considered as associated with the gneiss and mica slate ui

the manner of the saccharine limestones. The dolomite «

Campo Longo, (St Gothard,) several hundred feet thick, *

described as distinctly included between gneiss and mica

slate. The dolomite of St. Gothard is celebrated for con-

taining numerous minerals, among which may be enu"ft
"

rated sulphate of barytas, corundum, tourmaline, tramolite,

talc, mica, and titanite, Our limits prevent a F^JJJ
tice of the various combinations of these inferior «^°~
rooks, and of their changes and passages into each otter,

which are often remarkable; but it may he observed tnw

their thickness must be very considerable,, for tb
^g~J?J^I

ject to bends and fractures, they by no means exhibit w«»

very remarkable flexures and contortion*, so ^n0"

many parts of the great calcareous seriesof locks *»** rww

upon them. ^^
In the Eastern Alpa,agrsupof rocks ieys* upoa«—
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above noticed, which has not yet heen detected in the

Western Alps. The beds composing it have been referred

to the grauwacke series, the lowest portion of the fbssilife-

rous rocks, or those which contain tne remains of animals

and vegetables. Though the remains of shells, corals, and
encrinites are of the character of those detected in this old

fcssiliferous rock, it would be desirable to obtain a greater

number and variety of such organic exuvis, as the same
general zoological character extends upwards in the series

of fossiliferous rocks to the zechstein inclusive. [See Geo-
logy.] It becomes therefore somewhat hazardous to fix with

certainty upon any given portion of such series, without a

larger catalogue of organic remains than has yet been

afforded us. The group now under notice is described as

graduating into the crystalline rocks beneath it

Next in the order of superposition we find sandstones,

slates, and conglomerates, often of a red or variegated colour.

These rocks have a considerable range through the Alps

;

and, though by no means constantly present, occur, when
they can be observed, above one or other of those previously

mentioned, and beneath the great mass of calcareous rocks

to be next noticed. The red colour of these beds is more
prevalent in the Eastern than in the Western Alps, though

it is also observable in the latter. The celebrated VaUorsine

conglomerate, long considered as an example of a mechani-

cally-formed rock among very ancient strata, constitutes a

portion of these beds in their continuation through the Savoy
Alps. This conglomerate, though tolerably abundant in

the Vallee de VaUorsine, disappears somewhat suddenly at

the Col de Salenton, where the schist, which contains the

rounded pebbles at the former place, occurs without them, the

beds consisting simply of sandstones and slates. This series

of beds maybe referred to the epoch of the red sandstone.

[See Geology.] The beds of which it is composed have

evidently resulted from the wearingdown and partial destruc-

tion of tne more ancient strata ; as is well shown in the con-

glomerates which contain the rounded fragments of pre-

existing rocks, such as gneiss, mica slate, talc slate, &c
"Whether this has been accomplished suddenly, by a violent

disruption of the older beds, or tranquilly, by a long-conti-

nued action of more moderate forces, cannot be considered

as well shown ; but, at all events, these beds mark a break

in the Alpine deposits, for they do not pass into the inferior

rocks.

This partial destruction of the older Alpine rocks,however

produced, was destined, at least in a great measure, to cease

;

and an enormous mass of calcareous matter was deposited,

necessarily resting upon the various rocks that constituted

the floor, or ground, on which the calcareous matter was
thrown down ; so that it sometimes directly reposes on one

and sometimes on another of the various older strata above

noticed. This mass, frequently termed the calcareous Alps,

because limestone greatly prevails in the mountains which
compose it, is intermixed with argillaceous schists and sand-

stones, both of which vary considerably in their relative pro-

portions to the limestone in different parts of the chain.

In certain schists, sandstones, and limestones, which

constitute the inferior beds of the calcareous mass, there

is a somewhat unusual mixture of organic remains, par-

ticularly in the Western Alps. At the Col du Charaon-

net (Hautes Alpes), Petit CcBur near Moutiers in the

Tarentaise, Puy Kicard near Briancon, the Buet, the Col

de Balme, and other places, a variety of vegetable remains,

many of which are also detected in the coal measures ofEu-
rope and North America, are associated with belemnites,

inasmuch as the latter are discovered in beds both above

and beneath those containing the vegetables. Now, ac-

cording to our present knowledge of other parts of Europe,

the organic remains named belemnites, are found only in

two great groans of rooks,—viz., the cretaceous and the

oolitic. It nas been considered that, in the cases here

enumerated, the series of beds, containing this curious mix-

ture of exuviae, should be referred to the oolitic group, as its

prolongation, more particularly in the direction of Digne and
Sisteron (Basses Alpes), is stated to contain the abundant

remains of shells which are commonly detected in the lowest

part of the oolitic group, named the Has. Considerable

masses of granular limestone and micaceous quartz rock

sometimes occur in the lower part of this system.

Many attempts have been made to establish divisions in

the calcareous deposits of the Alps, which should correspond

with the subdivisions formed in the oolitic and cretaceous

groups of Western Europe ; but such attempts cannot be

considered as having been successful. There can be little

doubt that the great oolitic and cretaceous groups constitute

a large portion of the mass ; but the exact hne of separa-
tion between these groups, as they exist in the Alps, is

far from clear, though, as great accumulations of strata,

they may be readily distinguished. When the mineralogies!
structure of rocks was considered by some a safe guide in
geological investigations, the whole of the mass here noticed
was referred to what was termed the transition series, as this

series was supposed to form a transition or passage between
the so-called primary and secondary rocks.

It becomes a point of no small interest to ascertain the
reason why the same series of rocks which, even so near as
the Jura, is principally light-coloured and often loosely

aggregated, should in the Alps be dark coloured and very
compact. On the Montague des Fis, and other parts of a
system of mountains which ranges up to the Buet (Savoy),

hard, dark, and calcareous rocks represent certain beds of
England and northern France associated with the chalk,
and probably are also equivalent to a part of tne white chalk
itself. This is proved both by the geological position of the
beds in question, and by the identity, or rather very close

resemblance, of the organic remains detected in each. This
difference in the mineralogical structure of contemporaneous
rocks may be due either to a change in the nature of tho
original deposit, to the mode in which it was effected, or to

alterations produced after deposition. Probably much may
be ascribed to the two first ; indeed such is evidently the
case : but admitting this, we can scarcely consider that these

rocks should not have suffered some change from the action

of the great disturbing forces to which they have been sub-

jected, and which have often contorted them in such a
remarkable manner.
In many parts of this calcareous system, dolomite (a com-

pound of carbonate of lime and carbonate of magnesia, more
or less crystalline) constitutes masses of considerable extent
and thickness ; the stratification often becoming indistinct,

and even lost, when the rock becomes highly crystalline.

In many cases, this rook seems the result of original depo-

sition, while in others it has the appearance of an altered

substance. These dolomites are by no means constant to a
particular part of the great calcareous series ; sometimes they
are associated with the upper, sometimes with the lower part,

and consequently occupy parallels equivalent to the oolitic

and cretaceous groups, if not to the group beneath these.

Gypsum frequently accompanies them ; indeed, the associa-

tion of gypsum and dolomite is common. In the Tyrol and
the Maritime Alps the two are so intimately mixed, that

crystals of dolomite have been found disseminated through
gypsum. The salt of Hallstadt, Hall, Hallein, and Ischel,

is subordinate to the lower part of the calcareous Alps, and
is consequently on a parallel with some part of the oolitic

series of Western Europe.
To present even a sketch of the organic contents of the

great Alpine calcareous series would far exceed our limits

;

but we may remark that a particular genus of fossil shells,

named nummulites, once considered as characteristic of

those stratified rocks which have been formed since the

chalk, descend into the equivalents of the chalk, and pro-

bably still deeper in the series. It should also be observed

that a fossil sea-weed, named fucoides, abounds so much in

a particular sandstone, that it has received the name of fucoid

sandstone. It is associated with the Alpine cretaceous rocks,

and probably, also, with others immediately beneath, and
equivalent to the upper portion of the oolitic group. This

rock is more particularly observable in the Eastern Alps.

Above the great calcareous mass of the Alps, a series of

beds has been discovered, consisting principally of micaceous

sandstones and blue marls ; the latter alternate with lime-

stones and calcareous grits; and the whole possess much
interest from the nature of the inferences which have been

deduced from them. The strata in question are well seen in the

valley of Gossau, amid the Alps, S.E. from Salxburg, and
have hence received the name of Gossau beds. There hat

been much discussion among geological writers, whether

these deposits should be referred to the chalk series, or to

the supracretaceous or tertiary rocks above it. The point of

difference is, therefore, simply, whether the Gossau beds

should be considered as the upper part of one series of depo-

sits, or the lower part of another resting immediately upon

it ? Less difticulty would probably have attended the consi-

deration of this question, if, during the progress of geological

discoveries, it had not happened that a b.-eak was observed
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between the chalk and rocks above it, over a considerable

part of the European area, at the time that the chalk was
termed the highest part of the so-called secondary rocks.

The then newly-discovered rocks were termed tertiary, to

distinguish them from those beneath ; and it was assumed
that the observed break was constant to rocks generally,

though upon what solid ground, or even plausible hypo-

thesis, it is difficult to conceive. In the valley of Gossau
itself, the beds under consideration are stated to rest uncon-
formably on the older rocks beneath,—that is, the older

rocks have suffered disturbance before these beds were depo-

sited.

From the catalogue of the organic remains found in the

Gossau, and other equivalent beds in the Alps, by Professor

Sedgwick and Mr. Murchison, it appears that out of eighty-

nine species enumerated, twenty are considered to resemble

certain of the organic remains discovered in the supracreta-

ceous or tertiary rocks, while six are referred to other exuviae

detected in the cretaceous series. Assuming these determi-

nations to be correct, we have evidence thatwhen the Gossau
and other Alpine beds of the same date were formed, there

was a mixture, in the proportions above noticed, of creatures

previously considered to have existed unmixed, the one
set living only during the deposit of the chalk series, the

other during that of the beds resting upon it. It hence fol-

lows that there is at least a zoological passage between the

supposed great classes of secondary and tertiary rocks. In
the Pyrenees, there are also beds considered to exhibit evi

dence of the same fact ; and at Maastricht, the well-known
strata there, so extensively and curiously quarried, are stated

to contain organic remains leading to the same conclusions,

which are strengthened by facts observable at the contact of

the chalk with superior beds in Normandy and elsewhere.

Next, in the order of superposition, we find strata of great

collective thickness, known under the names of Nageltiuh
and Molasse, the former being conglomerates and the latter

sandstones. The various beds are entirely composed of

fragments of Alpine rocks, ground down by attrition, and
varying in size from a man's head to sand. This varia-

tion in size shows that the waters which have transported

the fragments into their present relative situations must
have possessed different degrees of velocity, and that this

velocity must often have been considerable, as the fragments
moved are large. Beds of lignites are here and there inter-

stratified with the molasse and nageltiuh, and are worked in

various places for economical purposes. In them, or in the
strata associated with them, the remains of the mastodon,
rhinoceros, palaeotherium, and anthracotherium, have been
detected. The lignites of the canton of Zurich have fur-

nished a large proportion of these exuvise. Whether we
regard this great accumulation of Alpine detritus as re-

sulting from a series of minor catastrophes, or from the con-
tinued action of such causes only as now bear down detritus
from the Alps, we still seem to require a great length of
time for its production. It is clear, from the organic re-

mains detected in it, that at least a large portion of the mass
must have been deposited after great mammiferous animals
were called into existence, as it rests upon those beds in
which their exuvis are found. Judging also from the cha-
racter of the organic remains, some of the strata were formed
in fresh waters, while others were accumulated beneath
those of a sea.

Such are the stratified rocks which compose the mass of
the Alps. It has already been remarked that the crystalline

rocks occupy the central part of the chain, though they do not
extend continuously through it In the Eastern Alps, beds
that have been referred to the grauwacke series repose on
each side, becoming of less importance, and disappearing
as they advance westwards. Flanking these last, and the
crystalline rocks of the central axis, when the others are
not present, are bands of sandstones and conglomerates, for

the most part red. These beds are not continuous, at least
on the surface, so that the great limestone zones, constituting
the two great ranges of the calcaieous Alps, one on each
fide of the central chain, are not always separated by them
fpom the inferior rocks. These two limestone zones are
remarkable for the enormous flexures and contortions with
which they abound, presenting the appearance of having
been doubled back from the central range in consequence of
the latter having been upheaved through them. Indeed one
is sometimes tempted to believe that if they could be puHed
out like crumpled sheets, and the central axis lowered, the
two zones would often approach somewhat closely to each

other. The Gossau beds are probably far from being known
in all their extent While they are here and there found to

intervene between the calcareous Alps and the mass of na-

geltiuh and molasse constituting the lower and external

ranges, as well as the hill country bordering them, they

also extend in among the high Alps, as at Gossau itself* fill-

ing up pre-existing cavities and valleys. The nageltiuh and
molasse, skirting all, are evidently derived from causes

acting from the central ranges outwards. The mountains

composed of these beds, though low when compared with

the central Alps, are still lofty. The well known Righi,

which from its nase to its summit is formed of them, rises

61 82 feet above the sea. This mountain is remarkable for

exhibiting the conglomerates and sandstones thrown over in

such a way that they appear to dip or plunge beneath the

northern zone of limestone, while they are in fact more recent

Although these various stratified rocks may thus be de-

scribed as forming zones parallel to the central axis, patches

of them are often thrust up, or rolled over, out of their general

lines of bearing, in consequence of the various disturbances

to which these mountains have been subjected.

The granite of the Alps, at least that compounded of the

usual minerals not occurring interstratified with the gneiss

and mica slate, but, on the contrary, often cutting through
them, is by no means that very common rock once supposed.

At Baveno, and other places near the Lakes Maggiore, Lu-
gano, and Orta, there are considerable masses of granite,

and the quartziferous porphyries of the same district are

probably of the same date. Granite veins traversing gneiss

and mica slate can be well seen, among other places, in

the Vall6e de Vallorsine, in the district of Mont Blanc
The granite of these veins sometimes passes into porphyry,

and where it cuts through the gneiss, it renders the latter

more granitoidal. There can be little doubt that the mass
of granite, thus partly visible, has much influenced the
direction of the stratified rocks in the same district M.
Necker has observed the important fact, that in the Vallor-

stne conglomerate, above noticed, he has not been able to

find any fragments of this granite, though it abounds with
those of the other rocks now in contact with it ; whence it

has been suspected that the granite was thrown up after the
formation ofthe conglomerate, and consequently, if we admit
the date of the conglomerate to have been correctly deter-

mined, the granite is not older than the red sandstone series.

According to M. Elie de Beaumont, granite rests upon
limestones, equivalent to apart of the oofitic series, at the Mon-
tagnes de 1'Oisans, Western Alps. The granite is described
as cutting through the calcareous beds, rising like a wall,

and lapping over them. At Predazzo, granitic rocks rest on
beds of the Alpine limestones, and dolomite plunges beneath
the granite at an angle of 50° or 60°. In the Swiss Alps,
gneiss reposes on beds of the great northern calcareous zone,
at the Bbtzberg, &c. ; and the celebrated Jungfrau is formed
of an intermixture of gneiss and Alpine limestone, though,
as masses, the former constitutes the southern side of this

mountain, the latter the northern flank. In both these
cases, and in others observable in the same district, the pre-
sent appearances may be due to the disturbance of the whole
mass, amounting: sometimes to a complete overthrow.

A very extensive district in the Tyrol, between Botzen
and Trent, more particularly to the left of the Adige, is

occupied by porphyry, which has greatly disturbed the stra-

tified rocks of the district. Yon Buch supposes that much
of the dolomite of the Tyrol is a rock altered by its contact
with the igneous matter which has broken in upon it An-
other district, the shores of the Lake of Lugano, particularly

Monte San Salvadore, affords, according to this author, a
confirmation of his views in this respect, as the limestone of
the mountain becomes dolomitic m its approach to the
augitic porphyry of Melide.

Among the other igneous rocks of the Alps, we may
notice those in the Vallee de Fassa, where they are singu-
larly mixed with dolomites and limestones, and have
supplied a great variety of minerals. Respecting the Alpine
serpentine and diallage rock, it is difficult to say, in the ab-
sence of good data, whether they should, like the mass of
that in the Apennines, be considered of igneous origin, shot
up among the stratified rocks, or as having been originally
produced among the system of gneiss, mica slate, and others
of that character. These rocks are found in the largest
masses at the Monte Rosa, Mont Cervin, &c. At the Pasao
d'Olent, on the southern flank of the former, the mass com*
posed of them is more than two leagues in extent
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Scattered on cither side of the Alps, and down the prin-

cipal valleys, we find huge blocks of rock, evidently detached
from the great central range, and frequently accumulated
in considerable numbers. It is clear that these principal

valleys existed prior to the passage of the blocks, and that

they were transported by means of water, for they are lodged
against those parts which would oppose obstacles to the

passage of waters, and often occur in great numbers precisely

where eddies would be produced. These erratic blocks, as
they have been termed, have long engaged the attention of
geologists, and it has been found that, by tracing them up
the principal valleys which they either face or occur m, the
parent rocks from which they have been detached will be
detected. Numbers of these blocks are discovered on the

flanks of the Jura facing the Alps, and have evidently been
borne down through the principal valleys into their present

situations by water which must have been at a level of at

least 2400 feet on those flanks, as erratic blocks are disco-

vered at that height The size of the blocks varies mate-
rially : there is one, amon$ others, on the Vigneule, near
Bienne, which is 12 feet hieh, 30 feet long in one direction,

24 in another, and 1 8 in a third. The blocks detached from
the heights of the Mont Blanc district, and borne down the

valley of the A rve, are found upon the Saleve, (near Geneva,)

which opposed their progress, to the height of 2760 feet.

Numbers of erratic blocks are accumulated upon the shores

and the hills round the Lake of Geneva. One of large size,

now known as the Pierre & Niton, (once as Ara Neptuni,
being dedicated to Neptune,) occurs in the lake near Geneva.
The Pierre a Martin, on the hill of Boisi, is 22 feet high,

18 feet wide, and 26 feet long?. The erratic blocks are

also abundant on the southern side of the Alps. They cover

by thousands the northern face of the Monte San Pnmo, a
mountain facing the high Alps on the Lago di Como, where
it branches off into the minor lake and the Lake of Lecco.

Beliind that mountain also, and precisely where eddies

would be formed under the supposition that they have been
brought by a body of water from the high Alps on the

north, they are abundant. They are observed curiously

perched upon the Hank of the Monte San Maurizio above

Como. Many theories have been framed to account for the

present situations of these blocks. That ihey have been

water-borne is generally agreed, and that they have been

carried outwards from the central Alps at a geological

epoch comparatively recent, seems also undisputed, but geo-

logists do not so well agree as to the cause which set them
in motion. In all discussions on this subject it should be

remembered, that the present glaciers are covered by huge
blocks which fall from the heights upon them, and that if

these glaciers were floated and carried down by a great body

of water through the valleys opened to them, the blocks

might become scattered as we now find them.

ALPS.—The Vegetation of the Alps differs in many
respects from that of the plains beneath. Every tra-

veller who has crossed into Italy knows that the beauty

of the meadows and of the rich turf increases as he ascends

the mountains ; and gardeners have a whole class of Alpine

plants. Some idea of the nature of Alpine vegetation has

already been given under the head of jBtna ; we shall

hi this place make a few general observations upon the

subject.

As we quit the base of the Alps and rise into the higher

regions, we find the temperature gradually diminish, and

this phenomenon is accompanied by the disappearance of

certain trees, the absence of which, as producing a striking

effect upon the scenery, is one of the first circumstances

that is usually noticed. At thf foot of the Alps, for in-

stance, are ricn vineyards, and wine is one of the staple pro-

ducts of the country ; the forests consist of most of the

common European trees, especially of sweet chestnuts, oaks,

birches, spruce firs, and many sorts of pines, while the usual

proportion of bushes is scattered among them. But at the

low elevation of 1950 feet, the vine is no longer capable of

existing; at 1000 feet higher sweet chestnuts disappear;

1000 feet farther, and the oak is unable to maintain itself;

at the elevation of4680 feet, less than one-third of the height

of Mont Blanc, the birch as well as almost every other

deciduous tree ceases, the spruce fir alone attains the height

of 5900 feet, after which the growth of all trees is arrested,

not by perpetual snow, which does not occur for more than

8000 feet higher, but by the peculiar state of the soil and air.

At the line where the spruce fir disappears, the mountains

are ornamented by the Rhododendron ferrugincum, which

Kr» so

covers immense tracts like our English heath and furze ;

but even this hardy mountaineer cannot ascend beyond
7800 feet. The herbaceous willow creeps two or three
hundred feet higher, accompanied by little except a few
saxifrages and gentians and grasses, which struggle up to

the imperishable barrier of eternal snow, on whose border
lichens and mosses and the most stunted and imperfect
forms of vegetation alone exist.

Changes of a less striking but not less important kind
simultaneously occur in the herbage of the Alps ; their
limits are, however, far from being so well defined as those
of the trees, neither have they in the same degree occupied
the attention of botanists. The middle region of vegeta-
tion on the Bides of the Alps is that which is richest in the
peculiar flora of such regions ; it is here that the numerous
species of pedicularis, the gentians with their vivid blue, the
white or purple neat-leaved saxifrages, with the gay-flower-'

ing euphrasias, and the alpine composite find their princi-

pal station ; what lowland forms are there associated with
them gradually cease to grow as the snow is approached,
till at last the region is occupied by strictly mountain plants
alone.

The causes of this difference between the vegetation of
the foot and of the summit of the Alps is doubtless owing to

several circumstances combined. By many writers dimi-
nished atmospheric pressure has been thought a principal
cause of the effects we have described! that it is a powerful
concurring cause is nighly probable, out, unconnected with
others equally important, it is difficult to suppose that it can
produce any very great effect ; for the only way in which
we can understand it to act is, firstly, to augment evapora-
tion, in consequence of the rarity of the air, and, secondly,
to diminish the supply of oxygen.

Temperature is doubtless here, as in every thing else,

second to nothing in its influence. At the foot of Mont
Blanc, the mean temperature of the year is 53° Fahr. ; at

the height of 6695 feet it is 32° ; and between these points,

as well as beyond the latter, the temperature of the year is

in due proportion. By this plants are essentially affected

;

and the vine and chestnut, for instance, are probably stopped
by it alone.

Light, again, is a third agent, to which the peculiar nature
of alpine vegetation is due ; for it is under the action of light

that plants feed, (that is, decompose their carbonic acid,)

and the quantity of food they arc able to digest is in propor-

tion to the intensity of the light to which they are exposed.

Constant darkness during the state of rest is a condition to

which alpine plants are periodically subject: buried in
snow, they remain cut off from every ray of light during
the whole of the winter, and it is only when the snow melts,

and the spring has really commenced, that they again
emerge into day. Now light, among other things, is the
great stimulator of the vital actions of plants : if applied

when they are able to execute their functions, it is of the
most essential service to them ; but if its influence is ex-

ercised only at intervals and at unfit seasons, plants are

alternately stimulated and checked till their very excitability

is itself destroyed, and thus they perish ; or they are excited

prematurely into growth, and are cut off by succeeding cold.

Plants of the plains accustomed always to a certain amount
of light are not very excitable, and therefore do not suffer

from constant exposure to the weak light of winter; but
those of the mountains, never feeling a ray of the sun during
the whole of their long winter, are excitable in the highest

degree.

Humidity of the soil, gentle, but perpetual, never stag*

nant, but in a constant state of renewal by the melting of

the snow, is the fourth circumstance that may be supposed
to cause the peculiar appearance of the flora of the Alps.
Under such circumstances no drought can be known, and a
flood only sweeps over the surface, leaving nothing but its

nutriment behind.

Such are, as far as we at present know, the conditions

under which the botany of the Alps is produced. They
should be attentively considered by gardeners, if they would
possess the lovely flowers of the Swiss mountains, or, in-

deed, of any other mountains, in perfection ; for the most
skilful cultivation is that which most nearly resembles na-

ture in her operations.

ALPUJARRAS, a smaller chain of mountains in Gra-

nada, lying between the Mediterranean and the Sierra

Nevada or principal chain, to which the Alpujarras are pa-

rallel. They run between Motril and Almeria, a distance of
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about fio miles, their vapid descent is on the north side;

that towards the sea is long and gentle. The hiuhot point

of the Alpujarras is about .-'Oi.iu tret. The mountain country

is in general barren, hut furnislm; some pa -ilure tor sheep.

It. is said that the Alpujarras c >ntain man} - thou>and descend-

ants of the Moors, who look refuge there alter they were
driven our of Granada.
AL RASH I I). [S,v AhHAsIDRs.]
ALRKsrOKD, NEW, a market town in the County of

Hauls, on the river Ifehin. IH'ty-.-even niil»*s from London, on

the liiirh road to Winchester. It was formerly a town of

far greater importance tli m at pre-eot, and sent a repre-

sentative to parliament. It probably owed its prosperity to

the circumstance of tin* riser having been rendered navi-

gable by a head or |) vol < f 000 acre-, ibmed by Godfrey

do Lacy, Bi«dt..>p of Wiocho-ter, oar'y in the 'thirteenth

century. At pre .-.on t the navigation do<-s not extend above

Winchester, and is there confined to a few barges.

During the present summer, ( I
s -h) a large quantity of

English silver coins, all of tin* rei-n of W'ouam the Con-
queror, were found in a leadmi bo\ in a field a short dis-

tance from this town. About 7000 of th-.^e coin/ are now
in the British Museum.

It lias been twice destroyed by fire, once in 1000, and again

in 1710. It lias a mannfaomrv of liusevs ; the papulation in

1831 was 14:17, or if we indole that ^\' Old AlreMord,
a village in the immediate neighbourhood, and which some
consider as another paridi of the same :<>v. n. it may be taken

at nearly Hum. Ahv-dhrd has a national school. The
market, which is held on Ther day, i> chi> l!y for corn.

ALSACK, a fertile previi.ee of fVanee, comprehending
part of the biMn of the Rhine, bv v. lib river it is bounded
on the east. The Yo^jc-, or Wa-vjau nmunta ins, form the

Western boundary, and separate it fr an the aueieii! district

of Lorraine [see Vnsr; ,:s I

: a »',,iu mua;ion of the chain of

Jura divides it from Switzerland on the ^aith : on the imrth

it extends to that pari of the lhror.au territory which
is west of the Ivhiue. If i> nearly eqimal'iit to the present

departments of Uei r.R and L<>wi-:n lvn:xi:. I» is watered

by the various stream* which How liven the above-mentioned
mountains into the Rhine ; but none of these attain anv
size, except the 111, which has a eotir.se of about eighty

English miles.

The Rauraci, the Trihorn and tlie Nemele.*, the two h<*t

German tribes, were the ancient occupants of this dis-

trict, which pas-ed with the rest of Gaol under the

Roman yoke. I'pon tlie ri-e of the Frank i^h monurohv,
under Clovis, it fell into the hands of that prince; and
after his dismembered territories were rminit -d under
Charlemagne, it was included in the empire of tliat prince.

When that ouiMire, after many convnbion-;, was divided,

Alsace beeame part «.f tlm Gorman empire, and continued
so until the se\entv«mth century, l.'y the treaty of .Mumper
in 1G-I3, a considerable p;i--t ,,['], n ,.; *-^ t ]*-iI to' France, and
nearly the whole of the remain ha- bv the peaeo of R\s-
wick/in ]G r»7. T'ue territories of Mmiibelliard and Mohl-
liausen have been acquired bv Franco since the revolution.

German is still the common language of the countrv ; but
the French is generally n:ider,;m d, and is spoken in the
towns ainnir; the more educated oh>M.s.

AFaoe is a fruit fid ooun?r\ . Corn, wine, flax, tobacco and
madder, are produced. It is thi< kly wood< d. The forests in

the Vosges )»r »deee firs in abundance, wuh beech, oak, and
hornbeam. The mountains on the side of Switzerland are
lower and well wooded. The hoi^ -, are suited tor cavalry
end post i mi.
The wealth of the country chiefly arises from its mines

and manufactures. It yields copper, iron, lead, and coal:
and near Soultz sous Foicfs, in the northern part, is a
fpring, from which a considerable quantity of salt is ob-
tained. Seltz, another 1oun in Alsace, exports many thou-
sand casks of mineral water- to Paris and elsewhere". The
staple manufacture appears t> be cotton; other woven
poods, linen and w .•ullcii, are id so male: and the mineral
riches of the district have made it the seat of a considerable
manufacture of sv.ords, hiv-arm-^. and other hardwares.
The inhabitants are d ; stingui died bv their adherence to

n pecuhar dress, and to «.,ld nriiins and 'manners. The chief
towns are Sin here, Cmmar, Mt";!dhau-cn, and Kchlelt-
stadt (which see); for the re-t. as well as for other par-
ticulars, we refer t . Fee;m and J/wkk Kiiivi-:.

ALSEN, a small island m tlm ]] a ltic, helonuinnr to the
duchy of Schloswie; and the kingdom of Denmark. U lies in

the Little Belt, and is separated from the mainland onU U
a narrow channel. It is about 20 miles lon^, and t'r. r.i \

to S broad. The jeth parallel and loth meridian E. l«:n^.

pass tlnoimh tla* island. The soil is very fertile, and pro-

duces trram, fruit, potatoes, and flax, some of which t>m
article^ of exportation. The island is one of the ti.^t

])leasant in the Baltic, eontainino s< ine fine woods atrUra;..!

fresh-water lakes, well storked with fish.

Sondcrherjx the chief town, is on the south-west <\c*t

of the island situate'! on the slope of a hill, and is a ]h e

of some' antapiit v. It has one of the best port* in Dcnud,
1 and ah. ait :mo0 mhabit.ints.

! The populalinii of Alsen is stated at about 15,000.

|

AL-S1KAT </. c. literally, * The Path), in the UVv

loiry of tea.' Mohammedans, is the name of a bridge extend-

ine over the abyss of ludl, which must be passed by even' one

in order to enter paradise. It is described as being nun*
like the ede;e of a sword. Some, it is said, will pass it "with

the rapidity of lhjjitninjj, others with the swiftness of a
1 horse at full gallop, others like a horse at a slow pace

' others still slower, on account of the weight of their sins,

and some will fall down from it, and be precipitated into

i hell.

! ALSTON, or ALDSTON, a town almost at the eastern

extremity of Cumberland, in a mountainous and sterile (Ly

triet, which contains rich lead mines ; many of these mir,«

at present belong to Greenwich Hospital, having been t<r-

feited by the Earl of Derwentwater, who was engaged in the

rebellion of 17l.r).

Alston is on the declivity of a lull on the hank of the

South Tyne River, over which is an ancient and narr»w

stone bridixe of one arch. The houses are chiefly of stone

and roofed with slate; the town has one church, rebuilt m
K«u>, and there Is a chapel-of-ease at Garrigill, four ratio

S. E. of the town. There are also a Presbyterian, a Quaker,

and two Methodist (Wesleyan and Primitive) ineel.ii:-

houses. The grammar-school was erected in 1328* but the

endowment appears to be much older. Tlicrc is a sinulur

school at Gairigill ; and at Alston a Lancastrian school fur

JiMi children. The market day is on Saturday, and [b::z

are three fairs in the year, in May, September, and No

vember.
The mines of tlie neighbourhood supply some copper, and

a little silver is extracted from the lead-ore. But the lead

is the principal metal obtained, ami it is said that the pre

sent supply is about (J0<>o tons per year. Alston is, by the

nearest road, 27?. miles N.N.W. from London, and 2)

E.S.K. from Carlisle. The population of the parish, ia

eluding the ohapelry of Garri^ill, was, in 1S31,6j>33.

There are seme Dissenting meeting-houses ami an Ep;s

cojjal chapel. Considerable sums were left by Lady Char-

lotte Erskine for educating and catechising the children

of the town, and supporting schools about the collieries

Lat. .30
c 7' N., Ioult. 3 40' W. of Greenwich.

ALT, in Music, (from the Latin alius, high,) that part cf

the scale beeinnino; with F, the fifth line in the treble clci,

and ending at E, the third leger, or additional, line ahova

the pa mo clef.

ALTA, in Music, (Italian, lti^h
y ) generally used in aJ-

diti'>n to the word ottaca, as oftarn alia, an octave higher,

/ ///, more, beino by custom omitted.

ALTAI MOUNTAINS is the name given to thnt ex-

tensive ran ire which forms the northern border of the

l/f'th la nils of Upper Asia, (a region composed of hiiib.

table lands, mountains, and valleys,) and which divides

them from the l<nv lands that extend northwards to the

arctic ocean.

This mountain-range begins on the eastern hanks of tie

Uivrr Irtish, 80 E. long., and here it occupies all the spaco

between the Lake of Zaizuft^ (47° 30' N. lat.) and Seniipa^

nsk {j:\° N. hit.), consequently, about 5k degrees of

latitude. From 80° E. long., it e'xtends eastwards til) it

reaches the Sra nf Okhntzli, a gulph of the Pacific ocean.

It. grows broader as it advances towards the east; its

U'Tihcni declivities extend, on the hanks of the river

Yenesei, to Krasnoyarsk (',G
0 N. lat.), and from that town to a

point about 200 miles north of the most northern extremity

of the Lakr of Baikal, where, between 57° and 58° N. lat.

[ hey join the Aldan Mountains. How far this range extends

to tlie south is not exactly known, as it traverses countries

Mibjeet to the Chinese empire, whose jealous politics exclude

loreigners from their dominions. Bnt as far as we mtf

jud^e from the geography of the imperial court of Peking.
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of the Ataa Mountains extend even farther to

the soutfo than to the north; and it is probable that, between
the meridians of 88° and 105°, the mountains occupy no less

than 12° of latitude, from 45° to 57°, a distance equal to that

between the Pyrenean Mountains and the Cheviot Hills,

or the whole extent of France and England from south
to north. About the 105th degree of longitude, or the
meridian of the lake of Baikal, the great Desert of Gobi,

or fihamo, advancing to the north, narrows the mountain-
conge considerably, and changes its direction from east to

north-east. Between the plain to the north of Irkutzk,

and the valleys about Nertshinsk, it occupies not more
than about 500 miles in breadth. In the parallel of the
northern part of the lake of Baikal, (t. e. between 54° and
66° lat.) it runs again to the east till it arrives at the
Pacific Ocean, at the southern extremity of the sea of
Okhotzk, opposite the island of Tarakai In this latter

part of its extent, the breadth of the range cannot be de-

termined; for here it joins the Aldan Mountains, which
may be considered as a branch of the Altai, nearly filling

up the whole space between the Lena and the Sea of
Okhotzk, an extent of more than 1000 miles from west to

east, and running to the north-east, till they terminate at

Cape Tshukotshot-Noss, the north -eastern extremity of
Asia.

If we consider the Altai Mountains to terminate at the
southern extremity of the sea of Okhotzk, their whole
length from the banks of the Irtish to that point is equal
to 62°, or about 2480 miles (at forty miles the degree) ; and
if we add the Aldan Mountains, which extend obliquely,

between the parallels of 55° and 67°, and the meridians

of 135° and 190°, we may still add about 2000 miles, so

that the whole length of the Altai Mountains may be
esteemed to amount nearly to 4500 miles.

Our knowledge of this immense range of mountains is

verv imperfect, and as the principal parts are subject to the
Chinese empire, even their geographical position would
bo entirely unknown, had not toe Emperor Kang-hi, in the

beginning of the last century, employed some Jesuits to

survey part of these countries. Their surveys were sent

to Europe* and used by D Anville in his Nouvel Atlas

de la Chine, de la Tartarie Cfunoise et du Tibet : d la Haye,
1737, fol. About ten or twelve years ago, the arcbimandrit

Hyacinth brought from Peking the Tuy-thsing-y-thoung-

tski, or the Great Imperial Geographyof the Dynasty of the

Mandshu Race, published at Peking, in 1790. This work
was translated and explained by Klaproth, and by means
of it, and the information furnished by Pallas, Meyer,
de Ledebour and Humboldt in Siberia, we are able to

form a general, though doubtless still imperfect and in-

exact view of these mountains.

It was once thought that the Altai were connected with

the Ural mountains, as well as with the ThianShan, a
range which traverses the interior of Asia in the parallel

of 42°. But according to the Geography, the latter suppo-

sition is not probable, and it is very well known that an im-
mense tract of low country separates the western extremity

of the Altai from the southern ranges of the Ural.

It is true, that on the left bank of the river Irtish, and oppo-

site the western extremity of the Altai mountains, between 4 9°

and 50° N. lat., a range arises, which extends from east to

west for upwards of 700 miles to the 64th meridian. Though
composed of several chains running parallel to one another,

the mountains do not occupy a great space from north to

south- their height is reckoned by Humboldt to be from
1200 to 1600 feet; but Dr. Meyer thinks that one sum-
mit, the Kar-Karali, rises to 3000 feet above the level

of the sea, or 2000 above the steppe of the Kirghis, which
extends on its northern side. This range, however, ceases

entirely in the meridian of 64°, so that between it and the

nearest range of the UraU which is called Mughodjar
Kara Edir Tau, nearly 10° of a flat country intervene,

covered with a great number of lakes. This smaller con-

tinuation of the Altai mountains is called Tshinghis-Tau.

There is still another branch, more important in every

respect, the TarbagataL Its north-eastern extremity is

about twenty miles distant from the Lake Zaizang ; whence
it extends towards the south-west to the neighbourhood of

the Lake Balkhash, a line of nearly 500 miles. It rises to

a much greater height than the Tshinghis-Tau. In some
places, on its north-western summits, snow, it is said, lies all

the year round, which indicates, in this parallel, an ele-

vation of about 6000 feet above the level of the sea. A

chain of low hills, running at a distance of about twenty
miles along the southern banks of the Lake Zaizang, unites
this range to the Altai mountains. The Tarbagatai is

considered as forming the north-western boundaries of the
empires of China and Russia.

The Altai Mountains occupy, as we above observed un-
interruptedly, the whole space between the right bank of the
river Irtish, a tributary of the Ob or Oby, to the southern
extremity of the sea of Okhotzk. The most western part
of this great range, between the Irtish and the Tshulysh-
man, the most eastern tributary of the Ob or Oby, all the
space between the meridians of 60 and 86, consists of one
extensive mass of high rocks, furrowed by narrow valleys
and rapid rivers; this part is called by Ritter the Egtag
Altai.

To the east of the Tshulyshman, between the meridians
of 86 and 87, the great mountain mass divides into three
distinct ranges, of which the central, called the Tangnu
Oola, extends nearly due east, under the parallel of 49°,

bending a little to the south, and terminates at the moun-
tains which inclose the Lake of Baikal and its southern
tributaries on the west. The northernmost chain, called
the Savons kean, or Mountains of Sayan, runs W.N.W.
of the Yenesei, but, on the right bank of that river, resumes
its eastern direction, which towards the mountains on the
south-west of the Lake Baikal inclines to the south, and
in this direction it joins the Baikalean Mountains. This
chain forms the boundary between Russia and the Chinese
empire. The most southern chain, called Ulan gom Oola,
deviates to the south, but soon resumes its eastern course,
and running nearly parallel to the Tangnu, reaches the
Baikalean mountains farther to the south, in the paral-
lel of the sources of the Orklkon. All those three chains
join, between the meridians of 98 and 102, the mountains
that encompass the great Lake of Baikal, and are called the
Baikalean Mountains. The Chinese Geography calls those
to the west of the river Orkhon, Kangai, and those on the
east, Kentei Mountains. These Baikalean mountains may
be considered as an extensive mass, in the middle of which
is the lake.

To the east of the Lake of Baikal, between the meridians
of 108 and 109, the chain that shoots out from the Baikal
runs for a few degrees N.E., after which it follows an
eastern direction till it reaches the Pacific. This chain is

called by the Russians YabUmnoi Khrebet, and Stannowoi
Khrebet, and by the Chinese King-han-Oola.
The Egtag Altai, or that system of mountains in which

the tributaries of the Irtish and Oby take their rise, is better

known than any other part of the Altai. It occupies 6£°

of lat, and 0° of longitude, consequently much less than
half the extent of the Alps from east to west, but more
than three times their range from north to south. The
greatest elevations are between the parallels of 50 and 51,

where, on the Korgon tableland, they rise to near 9900
feet above the level of the sea (Humboldt), or more than
3000 feet above the line of eternal snow. But their mean
height ranges between 4000 and 6000 feet, and consequently
only a few places of considerable extent are always covered
with snow. No glaciers are formed on them.
Compared with the mountains of Europe, the Altai

Egtag exhibits a peculiar character. Whilst the highest
parts of the Alps are peaked, rugged, and irregular,

the summits of the Altai are nearly level plains of consider-

able extent Some of them spread twelve and sixteen

miles in every direction, as on the Korgon table-land

These table-lands may be considered as broad rays issuing

from one common centre between the sources of the rivers

Bukhtarma and Tsliuya, and extending west, north, and east.

The mountain-plains, where they have no snow upon them,
are commonly covered with swamps, interrupted by some
ridges of low rocks and lakes filled with snow. Rarely a
peak 1 00 feet high rises above them ; but in many places great

pieces of granite are scattered about, which are often so

scarped, that the snow which covers the plain does not
stick to them, and thus their dark masses offer some
variety in the uniformity of the scene. This characteristic

formation, though different from that of the mountains of

Europe, seems to be common to all the ranges of Asia, and
indeed to belong to the nature of the steppes which pre-

vail in that part of the world.

The valleys which intersect these mountains differ no less in

their formation from those of the great European mountains.

They commonly take the form of large, oblong, fiat basins,

3K2
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with gradually-sloping sides, each basin being followed by

another somewhat lower. The course of the rivers in these

valleys is slow, and only becomes rapid where they descend

from one basin into another. But as the extent of the

whole range is considerable, and its mean height only half

that of the Alps, the rivers have rarely a rapid course, and

still less rarely do they form cataracts. These facts will ex-

plain the want of those majestic and beautiful views, which

the traveller meets at every step in the Alps. The Altai

upper valleys are commonly without thick forests, and only

covered with a few trees and grass. But as these moun-
tains are everywhere surrounded by extensive and dry

steppes, they make an agreeable impression on the travel-

ler who arrives at them. The valleys, which open to the

west, on the bank of the Irtish, however, have steeper sides,

and offer more variety than those turned to the north or

east.

All the rivers which rise in these mountains contribute

their waters to one stream, the Ob or Oby, which may per-

haps be considered as the largest river of Asia, with the ex-

eeption of the Hoang-ho and Yantse-kiang. Those that

descend from the northern declivity join the main stream
;

those that issue from the western sides fall into its large

tributary, the Irtish.

The Irtish (Ertshis of the Mongols) has its numerous
sources on the south-western declivity of the Altai; its

waters take a westerly course, and fall into the lake of

Zaizang, 70 miles in length, and about 200 in circum-

ference. Issuing from the north-western extremity of the

lake, the river runs along the western declivity of the

Altai mountains nearly due north, up to the place where
the Bukhtarma joins it. Here the mountains advancing
farther to the west, oblige it to change its course to the

north-west, which direction it preserves till it leaves the

mountains to the north of Semipalatinsk. Here, running
to the N.N.W., it enters the lowlands of Siberia, and
traverses the steppes of Ishim and Barabinsk up to the

town of Tarn, whence it again directs its course to the
north-west, and after having joined the Ishim meets the
Tobol, descending from the Ural, after the junction of

which it runs to the north, and mingles its waters with the

Oby. At their junction, the Irtish is rather the larger

river, but its name is merged in that of the Oby.
Among the rivers which descend from the Altai and

join the Irtish, the Narym, the Bukhtarma, and the Uba
are the most remarkable. The Narym is rather a small
river, running little more than 1 00 miles, but it is remark-
able as forming near its junction with the mouth of the Irtish

the boundary between the empires of Russia and China.
The sources of the Bukhtarma are in the Chinese territories,

and not known but from Chinese maps : this river seems to

run upwards of 400 miles ; which is also confirmed by the
statement of the natives. It also forms for some distance
the boundary of both empires. The Uba joins the Irtish

before it enters the low lands, after a course of between
200 and 300 miles.

The numerous rivers which rise in the eastern parts of
the Altai mountains, and form the Oby, unite before their

junction in two considerable rivers, the Katunya and the
Biya, of which the former receives all the waters collected

in the central region of the mountains, and the latter those
which descend from its eastern parts. The river Katunya,
before it leaves the mountain region, mingles its waters with
those of the Tshuya, a river which runs at a great distance
in the Chinese territories ; and the Katunya, on entering
the low land, receives another considerable river, the
Tsharysh, which carries with it all the waters collected

between the tributaries of the Irtish and those of the Ka-
tunya. It enters the Katunya on the left, and the united
stream runs to the north, and joins the Biya.
The Biya, which comes from the east, has comparatively

a short course, and may be considered as the channel by
which the Alpine lake of Teletzkoi or Altyn Nor discharges
its waters. This lake, which is everywhere inclosed by
high mountains, and has only been seen by one traveller
(de Bunge), receives a considerable river, the Tshulyshman,
which rises to the south of the boundaries of the Russian
empire, and, according to the Chinese maps, has its sources
at a considerable distance in their country.

After the junction of the Biya with the Katunya, the
nvor takes the name of Oby or Ob. It then runs to the
"*rth-west for a great distance, nearly parallel to the Irtish,

**erwards changes its direttion to the north-east, until, J

below the town of Tomsk, it gradually inclines to the north,

north-west, and west At its junction with the Irtish, it

again is turned to the north, in which direction it continue!

tiB near its embouchure in the Arctic Ocean, where it forms

a large gulph. Its whole course is thought to amount to

upwards of 2000 miles.

In the Altai mountains, as in the Alps, the general

direction of the valleys follows that of the main range.

Nearly all of them run from east to west, or vice versa,

and are only united by a few transverse valleys, in which the

rivers run which carry off the water to the low lands.

Besides the Irtish, only four such rivers cut the northern

declivity of the mountains, three of which we have already

named the Tsharysh, the Katunya, and the Biya. The

fourth, called the Anui, is much less considerable, and runs

between the Tsharysh and the Katunya, and joins the former.

Our geological knowledge of this mountain mass is very

imperfect. The following facts, collected by a practical

miner, and able observer of nature (Mr. Shangin), refer

to the geological formation of tho mountains in the valleys

of the Tsharysh, and of the Korgon, a tributary of the

former.

The summit of the mountain-mass is covered with a

breccia of jasper, mingled with pieces of chalcedony,

camelian, &c, and under it lies a bed of slate-formation

only two feet thick. This rests on a bed of breccia of

red jasper, which contains many pieces of jasper of a

darker colour, and is about sixty feet thick. Then follows a

pure red jasper. In the lower part of this jasper a few

cubes of felspar are inclosed, but they are of very small

size, and the lower down the more frequent is the appearance

of such cubes. These layers occupy about 300 feet of perpen-

dicular depth, and have a substratum of the roost perfect

red porphyry, containing white and yellowish cubes of fel-

spar, among which the very small cubes of felspar above-

mentioned are disseminated. Sometimes the breccia is

found between the jasper and porphyry, and at others the

jasper is found between the beas of porphyry, or the por-

phyry between those of jasper, but these formations only

occur at the external and remoter protuberances of the

mountain-mass. The granite is never found over the por-

phyry, chalk, or slate ; the chalk likewise does not appear

on the summit, but only in a few places calcareous hills

join the mass, especially those which contain the coralline

species. The granite is only visible on the lower part of the

mountains, where it forms regular strata dipping some-

what towards the principal valleys.

This is the formation of the mountain-mass near its

centre, but on its outskirts, near the lake of Kolywan, the

granite-formation, for about ten miles, is unaccompanied by

any other rocks, and only when it approaches the centre

do we find the naked irregular summits formed by black por-

phyry. On the western edge of the mountains along the

Irtish and the Bukhtarma, the granite likewise occupies the

exterior heights, and behind it rise higher mountains com-

posed chiefly of greenstone slate. Here the granite forms

thick layers nearly horizontally stratified, but also split

nearly at right angles, so as to form rhomboidal figures;

and it is observed mat its surface is much affected by the

air and greatly decomposed. In the same quarter Humboldt

observed a district extending more than 16,000 feet in

length, on which the granite, lying horizontally, has been

burst through by a mass of porphyry which now overtops

it; while the granite covers on the sides of the porphyry

great masses of argillaceous slate, which in part form an

angle of 85°, and in part stand in an entirely vertical position.

All these facts concur to prove that the porphyry masses

covered with layers of jasper have been heaved up by a

powerful agency through the granite lying on them ;
but as

the granite has great hardness and weight, it was not earned

to the top, but fell down on all sides, where at present it

rests , and in some parts covers the slate-formation that for-

merly lay upon it.

Humboldt recognized the same geological formation in

the Tshinghis-Tau, which ridge he considers as an effort °t

nature to raise on the steppes a mountain-mass of the

samo description, and in the same direction as^theAItu.

This mountain-range shows likewise granite in regular

layers and without gneiss, argillaceous slates and slates of

grauwackt in contact with greenstone, porphyry, and jasper

in layers, close-grained transition limestone, and even the

metallic riches which are found to the east of the Irt»*jj

»

among the latter, the lead-ore containing silver, and tin
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red copper-ore with dioptaa has attracted the attention of

mineralogists

Tho produce of the mines of this district consists of silver

containing some gold, copper, and lead. The mines from
which these metals are extracted have been worked on a large

scale, at some unknown period, and by an unknown
nation. In the middle of the last century the Russians
began to work them. The mines which were first worked
are all situated within the northern edge of the mountain-
mass, and at no great distance from it ; but gradually they

became exhausted, whilst towards the close of the last, and
in the course of the present century, very rich mines have
been discovered on the western side, on the banks of the

rivers that fall into the Irtish, and, according to all appear-

ance, many more will be found in that quarter.

The principal mines are, 1. That of Syranow on the

southern banks of the Bukhtarma, about forty miles from
the Irtish, and not far from the boundary of the Chinese em-
pire ; it produces considerable quantities of silver and lead.

2. The mines of Riddersk and Krukow on the banks of the

Ulba, which joins the Irtish between the Bukhtarma and
Uba. They produce silver and lead, and are at present the

richest in this quarter. 3. The mines of Semenof farther to

the north-east, on the lower ridges of the range, produce silver

and copper, but are not considerable. 4. The mines of the
Schlangenberg, famous for the great quantity of silver which
in the last century was got from them, likewise on the

northern lower ridges of the mountain-mass to the west of

the river Tsharysh. It is remarkable* that the metalliferous

veins are here imbedded in rocks of dark porphyry. In
many mineralogical collections very fine specimens ofgold-ore,

silver-ore, and copper-ore, brought from these mines, are met
with, but at present their produce is less considerable, and they

begin to be exhausted. 5. The mines of Woskresensk, whicn
produce copper, are at present not worked. 6. The mines

of Loktewsk, to the west of those of the Schlangenberg, pro-

duce a great quantity of copper. In the neighbourhood of

these mines, Pallas discovered in the sandy banks of a small

river teeth of elephants, of rhinoceros, buffalo*, and an-
tediluvian animals : this is a single instance we believe in

this mountain-range, though frequently met with in the

low lands.

The quantity of silver extracted from the Kolywan moun-
tains, as they are called by mineralogists, amounts an-
nually to 1000 puds, which are nearly equal to about 36,000

pounds weight ; but the quantity of copper and lead is not
known. The former is in part coined in Siberia, in the

mint of Susansk, on the bank of the Oby.
We may here notice the extensive polishing works at

Kolywano-Woskresensk, where the finest granites, porphyry,

jaspers, agates, and marble, brought from the river Korgon,
are worked into tables, vases, basins, chimney-pieces, co-

lumns, &c. They employ 300 workmen, and are carried on
at the Emperor's cost.

The botany of this mountain-region has only in a few
places been examined with care, but has enriched our know-
ledge with some species, as cimifuga fetida, trollius Asiati-

cus, &c. On the low banks of the Irtish and other rivers,

poplars, willows, loniceres, (Lonic.tartarica,) medlars, privets,

white thorns, wild roses, and other bushes are found in

abundance. In the lower parts of the valleys grow different

kinds of poplar, birch, willows, hawthorn, Lonicera tarta-

rtca, currants, and some kind of roses. The slopes are

covered with large forests of larch, mingled with birch,

fir, &c. Birch ceases to grow at 4500 feet, but other

forest trees extend nearly 1000 feet higher. Higher up,

onlv Pinus cembra, Pinus larix, and Juniperus sabina

and nana are found. But the larch, though still from 9 to

1 2 feet high, is stunted in its growth, and the other trees are

dwarfish, and extend their branches along the ground.

The Pinus cembra was found 6187 feet above the level of

the sea. On the table-lands of the summits, only a few
dwarfish firs are found.

The dried leaves of the Saxifraga crassifolia are used in

Siberia and other parts of upper Asia as a substitute for tea.

They are chiefly gathered in the valley of the Tsharysh on a
mountain, which, on that account, is called by the Russians

Tshaynaya Sopka, the • Tea-mountain.' The leathery,

spongy leaves of this plant fall off in the fourth year, when
those only are gathered which are quite black. They re-

quire no other preparation to be used. The infusion is

reddish and of an astringent taste, similar to that of tea,

but the aromatic flavour is wanting.

Agricultore'was introduced into the valleys of tnis moun-
tain-range about 100 years ago, and its progress has not

been rapid. The best cultivated places are near the mines,

or the towns which have sprung up in their neighbour-

hood. But in no part is cultivation carried higher than
4000 feet above the level of the sea. Rye, spring-wheat,

buck-wheat, barley, oats, and millet ; and cabbages, onions,

gherkins, poppies, and pumpkins, are the chief grains and
vegetables cultivated.

The natives of this mountain-region are altogether occu-

pied with their cattle, which they conduct in spring to the
high table-lands, which then give good pasture, and in

autumn to the banks of the rivers. Their cattle are chiefly

horses, sheep with fat tails, and a few camels. From
the milk of the mares they make an intoxicating beverage,

called cumiss.

The wild animals of these mountains are numerous.
Bears abound in every part, as likewise elks, stags of a large

size, red deer, wolves, foxes, lynxes, sloths, mountain- hares,
(Lepus alpinus,) and squirrels ; and on the rivers beavers,

which, however, at present are less frequently met with,

and otters. The best furs are obtained from the sables,

which here are small and with a short hair, but their black
skins are much valued ; and also from martins, and from
kulonkis (Mustela Sibirica). The highest parts are inha
bited by the muswion* and the argali, a kind of wild goat
It is not ascertained whether or not the wild goat of the

Alps, the dshiggetai {Equus hemionus), and the wild ass are

to be included in the zoology of these mountains: the

chamois does not occur.

The variety of birds is not great. The roost remarkable
bird is the mountain swallow (Hirundo alpestris, or daurica,

Pall.) which makes its nest in the hollows of rocks.

Many people living on the banks of the rivers gain a com-
petent livelihood and even riches by fishing. The most
important are the fisheries in the river Irtish, and the Rus-
sians, by the connivance of the Chinese governor in these

parts, extend them over the lake of Zaizang up to the sources

of the Irtish. In the lake, and the small rivers falling into

it, some kinds of salmon, (Salmo nelma, Pall, and salmo
fluviatilis,) quabs or eel-pouts, (Gadus lota,) and pike are

taken. The latter are also found lower, where, however,
the sterlets (Accipenser ruthenus) and the sturgeons (Acci-

pemer sturio) are very abundant The former are often

two feet long, and the latter weighs sometimes two or three

puds (at about thirty-six pounds English each). Of the

former 3000, and of the latter 30,000 fish are annually
taken. Isinglass is made of their air-bladder.

Mosquitoes, in summer, are so numerous in many places,

that they torment both men and animals, especially in the

low lands. When Pallas, about sixty years ago, travelled in

this country, he found no bees there ; but they were soon

afterwards introduced, and have so rapidly increased, that

many peasants along the Irtish and other rivers now pos-

sess from 50 to 100 beehives, and consider them the best

part of their fortunes. The introduction of these insects

is the greatest benefit the Russians have conferred on these

countries, next to the introduction of agriculture.

No mountain-chains run from the Egtag Altai to the

north ; but the Chinese Geography describes a very long and
high mountain, which, parting from the south-western end
of it traverses a great part of the country between the Altai

mountains, and the Thian-shan-Obla. It assigns no name
to it probably because it considers these mountains as the

true Altai, and the mountain-mass which we have till now
been describing as its most northern extremity. Therefore

the name of Great Altai, which in our maps is given to a
mountain-chain which does not exist may with propriety be
transferred to this range.

The Great Altai joins the Egtag Altai at the sources of

the Narym, (whose course, as we have already observed,

forms for some distance the boundary between the Russian
and Chinese empires,) and runs for a considerable distance

to the south, or south-east with some bends. The chain

then turns to the east till it arrives at about the 92nd or

93rd meridian, where it divides into two branches, which form
the boundary-edges of the desert Gobi or Shamo. Here
they do not appear like mountain-ranges, but are only black

rocks of inconsiderable height, whose continuity is often

broken and interrupted. The chain of rocks which runs to

the north-east is called Koohe Sirke Obla, and joins the

Baikalean mountains. The other chain running to the

south-east bears several names, and seems to cease not very
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far from the place where the Tman-shan 051a joins the
Great-Desert.

According to this description, the Great Altai, before it

joins the desert, runs for many degrees of longitude parallel

to the Ulangom 061a, and as they are some degrees of lati-

tude distant from one another, a Tailey of great extent is

formed between them, which is every where inclosed by high
mountain-ranges. This valley is watered by two consider-
able rivers, of which the larger, Zabgan, rises where the
Kooke Sirke Oola joins the Baikalean mountains, and runs
for about 200 miles to the south-west, receiving the waters
of many rivers which descend from the Great Altai and
the Ulangom Oola. It then changes its direction to the
north-west, and after a considerable course falls into the
Kirghis-Nor, (lake of the Kirghis,) which, according to the
Chinese Geography, has a circumference of upwards of 1 00
miles, and lies at the foot of the Ulangom Oola. The other
river is the Khobdu or Khobdo, which takes its rise in the
Egtag Altai, and after running to the south-east along the
eastern declivity of the Great Altai, falls into the Yke Aral
Nor, or Kharal Nor, a lake not mueh less than the Kirghis
Nor, and situated probablv not far from the southern declivity

of the Egtag Akai. This country has never been visited

by Europeans, and is not further known.
We now pass to the description of the three mountain-

chains which unite the Egtag Altai and the Baikalean
Mountains. Their general direction is from west to east,

nearly parallel to the Great Altai, and as they are placed at
a considerable distance from one another, the valleys which
intervene between them are extensive and run in the same
direction as the mountains.
The valley between the Ulangom Oftla and the more

northern chain, the Tangnu Oola, is, according to Chinese
authorities, traversed by a considerable river, the Tets, which
has its source in the northern range, the Tangnu Oola, re-

ceives many small rivers from the north and from the south,
and falls, not very far from the place where the Tangnu Oola
joins the Egtag Altai, into a lake ofconsiderable extent, called

the Upfta Nor. This lake receives likewise, on its western side,

other rivers descending from tlie Egtag Altai mountains.
As we do not know exactly the distance between the Ulan-
gom-Oola and the Tangnu-Oola, we are not able to form
a conjecture as to the breadth of this valley, which in all

other respects is entirely unknown to us, being situated
within the limits of the Chinese empire.
The some observation may to a certain extent be applied to

Clio great valley which lies to the north, between the Tangnu-
Oola and the mountains of Sayansk, and contains the sources
of the Yenisei. But here the Chinese geography gives more
minute particulars, and as the northern range (the Moun-
tains of Sayansk) belong in great part to the Russian terri-

tories, they have been visited by a few Europeans.
|

The Tangnu-Oola seems to extend chiefly to the south of
the 50th parallel, and the mountains of Sayansk occupy the
country between the 51st and 53rd parallel. In the valley
between them, which extends from 420 to 450 miles from
east to west, tlie river Yenisei has its sources. They are at
the north-eastern corner of the valley, where the moun-
tains of Sayansk, here called Erghik Targak Taiga, join
the Baikalean mountains a little to die north-west of the
lake of Koisogol. Two rivers here rise near one another, the
Hua-Kitnu and Pei-Kimu. The former has the more eastern
source and runs along the mountains, which separate the
valley from the lake Kossogol, towards the south, but after-

wards declines by degrees to the south-west and west, and at
last turns to the north and joins the other branch, the Pe'i-

Kimu, whose course is chiefly to the south-west from its

source up to its junction with the Hua-Ktmu. Both rivers
are increased by the waters descending from both the moun-
tain-ranges, in which a great number of alpine lakes exist.

After the junction of these principal branches the river, flow-
ing from east to west, takes the name of Ta-Ktmu (the great
Kimu or Kern,) which is the only name of the Yenisei known
in the Chinese empire. The Ta-Kimu receives likewise
many tributaries from the south as well as from the north,
till at last it unites with the Kemilziki, (or Little Kern, the
Kemtshyk of the Russians,) a river running in a quite op-
posite direction from west to east, and having its sources in
the Egtag Altai, at the point where this mountain joins the
Ulangoni-Oola, not far from the sources of the Tshulyshman.
The course of the Great Kem, from its source to its junction
with the Little Kem, may be upwards of 260 miles, and that
of the Little Kem upwards of 170 miles.

The nver formed by their union is called by the Russians

Yenesei, and runs north, traversing the mountains of Say-

ansk in all their breadth, and forming some considerable

cataracts. It enters the lowlands of Siberia below the town

of Krasnoyarsk, and before it reaches Yeniseisk H receives

on the right a large river, the Upper Tunguska. The

rivers, which rise in the mountains of Sayansk, and fall

into the Yenisei before its junction with the Upper Tun-

guska, run all of them parallel to the principal nver, sad

are, therefore, not considerable, except the Abakan, winch

carries down the water of nearly all the rivers rising

between the Tshulyshman and the Yenesei in the vest,

ern chain of the mountains of Sayansk. The Upper Tia-

guska is formed by rivers rising farther to the east in

the Baikalean range, to which, therefore, its description

belongs. After its union with the Upper Tunguska, the

Yenesei having made a great bend to the east, resumes its

northern course and receives another great tributary, the

Lower Tunguska, whose sources likewise belong to the

Baikalean range. From this point the river continues its

northern course till it reaches the Arctic Ocean, forming

at its outlet a large gulph. The whole course of the

Yenesei amounts to upwards of 1800 miles.

The mountains of Sayansk have not been examined with

the same care as the Egtag Altai. About the middle of the

last century some mines of silver and copper were discovered

and worked ; but they were soon abandoned* because the

veins of silver were found to be irregular, and the copper,

though much more abundant, did not promise great ad-

vantages. A few scientific travellers have visited the out-

skirts, and the smaller branches which advance into the low-

lands ; but none of its heights have been measured, and the

opinion that only a few of its summits attain the point of per-

petual congelation rests chieflyon the statementof the natives.

It is likewise uncertain whether the summits of the ranges

exhibit large level plains like the Egtag Altai, or such

pointed peaks and narrow ridges as are observed in the Alps.

The latter seems to be implied by the name of Erghik Tar-

gak Taiga, (the indented mountain,) which is given by the

Chinese to nearly the whole range, extending from the

Yenesei to the Baikal mountains.
The botany of the lower ranges has been examined bv Pal-

las. The forests consist of birch, larch, fir of different kinds,

and mountain-ash. Among the shrubs there are bilberry-

bushes, and many kinds of wild roses, especially Rhododen-

dron chrysanthem, which cover with its beautiful yellow

flowers all the rocks of the mountain, and Bhododendrm

dauricum. Some of the plants belonging more properly to

the Da-urian region were also found, especially some kinds of

Astragalus.

Among the domestic animals, the rein-deer must be

added to those of the Egtag Altai. The wild animals are

the same ; the red wolf and the sable are very numerous.

According to the statement of the natives, the wild gaat of

the Alps is common in the higher parts. The rivers abound

with fish, especially salmon and trout.

The Russians have lately introduced agriculture, which

has made some progress ; some of the natives, who formerly

lived only on the produce of their herds, now begin to culti-

vate rye, barley, oats, &c. ,

The three mountain-chains, the Ulangom-Oola, the

Tangnu-Oola, and the mountains of Sayansk, terminate to

the east in an immense mountain-mass, which, from tne

sources of the Orkhon in the south, to those of the Uppej

Angara in the north, extends from the parallel of 48 to

^
north. In the middle of it is imbedded the lake ofBaiw*

the largest of all mountain-lakes, and hence the wUoie

mountain-range is called by geographers the B^ar**
t

mountains. The southern part of this mountain-mass aWJ«

the sources of the Selenga, and the whole course oi u»

Orkhon belongs to the Chinese empire, and is ^**j{
its inhabitants (the Kalkas Mongols) Khangai to the wen

of the Orkhon, and Kentei to the east of that river. ta»

latter is properly only a part of the Khing-han-Oola, a nam

applied by the Mongols to the high mountains that run

the south and to the north of the river Amur. The K^T^
call the range of mountains which separates tlus

.

n^r

rTlt

the lake of Baikal and its tributaries Yablonoi fcoiw

.

(Stone mountains,) or the Mountains of J)a-una. .

On the south, the Baikalean mouutain* j«a
£
**„,#»

Desert, called the Gobi by the Mongols, and th°^°V
of sand) by the Chinese ; or more properly, the »°^

rf
are only to be considered as the extreme waiter* **
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the desert. For though they offer a truly alpme aspect, and
all the difficulties of mountain-passes to travellers who
enter them on the north, no descent is made on the south
side. No sooner has the traveller attained the highest part

of the mountains than he discovers before him the high
table-land, extending as far as the great wall on the north

of China. Only on the east, between the tributaries of the
Selenga and those ofthe Amur, they may be called a chain,

for here they deeline on both sides. Farther to the north they
form one immense mass with the Stanowoi Khrebet and the

Aldan Mountains ; and on the north-western side, towards
the river Yenesei, they gradually terminate in the low-
lands of Siberia, not far from the junction of the Upper
Tunguska with that river.

Kven in those parts where the mountains do not join the
table-land of the desert, the single ranges of the mountains
present on their highest surface horizontal, or nearly hori-

zontal plains, like those of Egtag Altai ; on the plains, how-
ever, a few elevations rise which sometimes attain the line of
eternal snow. This appearance is presented by the Yablonoi
Khrebet, and the ranges that eifclose the lake of Baikal on
the east and north. The latter are higher, and many summits,
though probably no plain, are always covered with snow,
bat without glaciers. These high table-lands do not descend
towards the lake by a steep slope, but by terraces, so that

the upper course of the rivers on the plains is slow and
quiet, but when they arrive at the descent from one terrace

to another, they run with great rapidity and frequently form
cataracts, till they come to a lower level.

There are probably few countries, if any, on the globe of
equal extent which can vie with this mountain-region in the
number of rivers and lakes. It is stated that 177 rivers fall

into the lake of Baikal, and on a new chart of this lake
published by the Russian government, 160 of them are in-

serted. Besides the rivers Rilling into the lake, the sources

of five large rivers are in this range. The Upper Tmv-
guska rises on the south-west, the Lower Tunguska and
Lena on the west, and the Witim, a large tributary to the
Lena, on the east of the lake, and all of them at no great
distance from it The sources of the Amur are to the south
of those of the Witim.

Three large rivers fall into the lake, the Upper Angara
at the northern extremity, the Bargtmn on the east, and
the Selenga on the south : none of them has a course of
less than 300 miles. The Upper Angara runs about 450
miles. Its sources lie to the east of its mouth, nearly at an
equal distance from the sources of the Lena and those of

the Witim. About seventy miles from its embouchure it

enters a wide and low valley, only a little elevated above the

level of the lake, and at a distance of about sixteen miles

from it the river divides into three branches. The Bar-
gusin runs from north-east to south-west, nearly parallel to

the north-eastern shore of the lake, and rises not far from
the sources of the Upper Angara and the Witim. In its

upper course between high mountains it receives some con-

siderable tributaries ; in its lower course there are extensive

levels on its banks. Towards its mouth it is again narrowed
by rocks. Its course is upwards of 300 miles. The Selenga
is the most important and largest of the tributaries of the

lake, and receives the waters from a great extent of country.

It rises, according to the Chinese Geography, on the northern

range ofthe Khantai, south ofthe lake ofKossogol, and has six

sources. After running about 1 00 miles, these branches unite

and form one river, which running to the east for upwards
of 120 miles, receives from the north-west the Ekhe, which
rises in the lake of Kossogol, and joins the Selenga after a
course of about 100 miles. Hence the Selenga runs to

the north-east, and meets, after a course of 120 miles, the

Orkhon running from the south, but the Selenga con-

tinues its course to the north-east after its junction with

that river, and even after it has made its entry into

the Russian empire, where it receives the Tshikoi, the

Khilok, and the Uda from the east. About fifty miles

from its mouth it enters a Inrgo valley widening gradually

towards the lake, in which the river divides and forms a

large delta. The whole course of the Selenga cannot be

less than 700 miles, consequently longer than that of the

Rhine, and at Selenginsk, 120 miles from its mouth, it was
found by Bell twice as wide as the Thames (at London we
suppose). The largest of its tributaries is the Orkhon, whose
sources are far to the south, close to the northern edge of

the Great Desert ; with many windings, it runs to the north

tul it leaches the Selenga after a course of upwards of 350

miles* This" river is greatly venerated by the Mongol*,
because on its banks at KarakorUm was the seat of the
dynasty of Tshingis-Khan. The Tshikoi, the Khilok,
and the Uda run, on an average, 200 miles ; the Khilok
is the largest of these rivers ; and the Tshikoi forms fox

a considerable space the boundary between the two empires*
The lake of Baikal extends between the parallels of 51°

and 56°, and cuts the meridians of 99° and 106° obliquely.
Its length is upwards of 350 miles, but its mean breadth only
about thirty six ; in some places the breadth may be forty-

eight miles. Its surface covers more than 14,800 square
miles, or half the extent of Scotland. [See Baikal.]
The water of this lake is carried off by one outlet, the

Lower Angara, which issues from the lake on the western
side, not very far from the southern extremity, and after a
course of about forty-five miles, unites with the river Irkut,
at the town of Irkutzk. Lower down it receives the waters
of the Uda, a river descending from the mountains called
Erghik Targak Taiga, and then its name is changed into
that of the Upper Tunguska, At this junction it changes
its course to the north, till again by a great bend it resumes
its western course, nearly under the 60th parallel, and finally

joins the Yenesei. Two or three miles from the lake the
Lower Angara enters high and steep mountains, runs fri a
narrow channel, and forme considerable and long rapids
for many miles, which render the navigation of this river
very difficult.

The Lower Tunguska, another tributary of the Yenesei*
rises to the north-west of the sources of the Lena, on the
lower ridges of the mountain-mass, where they approach the
low lands of Siberia. The first part of its course is north-
east, but it gradually declines to north-north-east and north,
and again to north-north-west and north-west, till it joins
the Yenesei after running for a great distance due west.

It does not receive any considerable river.

The Lena rises, like the lower Tunguska, in the moun-
tains enclosing the lake of Baikal on its western side, at
about twenty or twenty-four miles distance from the lake*

nearly as for from the southern as from the northern ex-
tremity. It first directs its course to the north till it reaches
the parallel of the sources of the Upper Tunguska, and
afterwards to the north-east, in which direction it eontinucs
more than one-half of its course up to the town of Yakutsk,
receiving two of its great tributaries, the Witim and the
Olekma, of which the former rises in the Baikalean, and the

latter in the Aldan Mountains. Below Yakutsk, it makes
a great bend, by which its course is changed from north-

east to north-west, and here it is joined by the greatest of

its tributaries, the Aldan, which descends from the Aldan
Mountains. Afterwards it turns to the N.N.W., and does
not change this direction till it rails into the Northern
Ocean. Its whole eourse may amount to about 2000 miles.

The Witim, a tributary of the Lena, rises at a distance

of about thirty or forty miles from the eastern shore of the
lake of Baikal, not far from the sources of the Upper
Angara. It first runs with many bends to the north-east,

nearly parallel to the mountain-chain that extends between
it and the sea of Okhotsk ; it then declines rapidly to the
north-west, and in this direction it joins the Lena. The length
of its whole course may be between 400 and 500 miles.

The third river system, which originates in the Baikalean
mountains, is that of the Amur. Nearly all the consider-

able rivers which form it rise in that part of the Baikalean
mountains, which by the Russians is called Yablonnci

Khrebet, and by the Chinese Khing-han, and in which,

though of a moderate mean height, the Tshokondo, an
insulated peak, rises far above the region of eternal snow,
to 7670 feet above tho level of the sea.

The geological formation of this mountain-mass is much
less known than that of the Egtag Altai. The lower ranges
near Irkutsk are covered with a soft, fine, granulated sand-

stone, running from east to west, and dipping somewhat to

Che north. It rests on a conglomerate of granite, quartz,

and pieces of felspar, united by a fine, granulated sand-

stone, and stratified like the layer above it. But not far

from the lake of Baikal, it is changed into granite, which
on the banks of the lake passes into gneiss. The same
formation was observed round the lake, granite forming the

principal base, but often passing into gneiss ; and in some
places chaik-hills rise between the mountains and the bank
of the lake—this chalk is commonly of a soft, porous nature

—

and form capes which stretch far into the lake. On the eastern

side of the lake, the granite and gneiss formation extends to
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the range of the Aldan mountains, and the direction of its

masses is everywhere from east to west. In passing the

Yablonnoi Khrebet, Pallas observed on the highest ridge a

very fine-grained granite mixed with a small quantity of

mica, which decreases towards the east. Gradually the

granite p<**s°s *nto white stone, which is replaced by green

stone, ana tne latter by gneiss. But the ranges through
which the rivers forming the Amur pass are principally

composed of granite and gneiss ; the lower part, however,

is covered by the slate-formation, and in some places by
chalk ; the two latter are even found alternating with one
another. On the tops of some mountains jasper has been
observed, and a few lower rocks consist entirely of this

material.

Around the lake of Baikal, especially on its southern

shore, there are unequivocal signs that this region once has
been agitated by volcanic agency. In some places lava has
been observed, and in the southern and eastern mountains
hot and sulphurous springs are of rather frequent occurrence.

Besides, this region is subject to strong earthquakes, and
the peculiar motion which the waters of the lake expe-
rience is attributed to a similar cause. [See Baikal.]
The metallic wealth of the Baikal mountains is small,

and almost limited to some indications of copper and iron

ore, which latter does not seem to be very abundant, and
is only worked in two or three places. In this mountain-
region, a kind of mica is found which splits into very thin

and transparent lamina?, and is used all over Siberia and in

some parts of European Russia as window-glass. The best

is met with on the banks of the small river Mana, a tribu-

tary to the Witim, and here alone, at present, it is worked
to any considerable extent. In the mountains on the east

of the lake are many salt lakes, some of which contain

Epsom salts. In one place on the south-western mountains,
not far from the lake, on the banks of a small stream, is

found a quantity of lapis lazuli of every shade of colour.

The mineral riches of the mountains to the north of the

rivers which form the Amur, or of the Da-urian mountains,
are more important. The lower ridges consist probably of

the flotz-formatiom of chalk, and contain abundance of

litharge, which, however, is only worked for the silver and
gold it contains. There are twenty one mines, of which
Captain Cochrane names the thirteen principal. From
1 704 to 1 809, only 1 7 ,020 puds of silver were extracted. As,
howeven in the first fifty-five years the whole produce
amounted only to 1624 puds, we find for the remainder the

annual produce of 235 puds, or 16,500 marcs. This pro-

duce, however, has been decreasing of late, not because
the mines are exhausted, but because wood begins to

be scarce in the neighbourhood of the mines. The lead is

not used on account of the difficulty of transporting it over
the mountains. According to Captain Cochrane, an iron

mine has lately begun to be worked. In the mines on the
mountains, the carnelian, onyx, amethyst, topaz, quartz-
crystals, and other stones are frequently met with. Some
lakes contain salt, and in one of them a great quantity is

procured.

The slopes of the mountains about the lake of Baikal are

covered with trees, most of them ofthe genus abies and pinus,

ofwhich the larch (Pinus larix) occupies the lower part of the
slopes, and the Pinus cembra, whose fruits are gathered and
eaten as a dainty, the higher part nearly up to the line of
eternal snow. Some species of deciduous trees are found

;

the most common is the birch, (Betula alba and nana,) the
poplar, and some species of willow. The trees of these

regions do not much differ from those of the Egtag Altai.

The shrubs and plants offer some peculiarities. Pallas was
surprised at finding on the low delta of the river Selinga
the plants of high mountains, and tries to account for this

phenomenon by the shores of the lake being covered even
m summer by cold and foggy air, and backed by high
mountains.

In the mountains around the lake of Baikal wild animals
are very numerous. The wolf is smaller and whiter than
in Europe ; the bear ( Ursus arctos) is found in great num-
bers ; both these animals produce an excellent fur. Besides
these there are found, though in less numbers, foxes, lynxes,
wild cats (Felis onca), and the glutton (Ursus gulo). The
rivers contain otters and beavers; but the latter are not
frequent, except in the Upper Angara. The musk-goat is

still abundant ; but its musk has much less strength than
that of Thibet or India. Elks, stags, and red deer are fre-

quent ; but the rein-deer not The wild rein-deer is of an

ash-grey colour ; but the domestic is always white, rarely

spotted, never grey. Hares are most numerous, and besides

the common, the mountain-hare (Lepux alpinus), and the

hare of Da-uria (Lepus dauricus), are frequently found,

especially on the eastern ranges of the mountains. Cum
marmottes, alpine marmottes, and other animals of that

genus, as also sables, abound. The skin of the latter,

owever, is not greatly valued, except it be from the ani-

mals killed on the Upper Angara. Of the squirrel, which is

exceedingly numerous, there are different species found;

some of them produce excellent fur, especially those of a

dark-grey colour.

The birds and fish of this region belong almost exclu-

sively to the lake of Baikal, ana may be seen under the

article Baikal. Butwe must notice the red salmon (Salm
erythrinus), a fish found only here iu a small lake (the lake

of Frolikha), not far from the Upper Angara. It is two

feet long, and of the most beautiful red colour, varying in

its shades.

The wild animals of Da-uria differ greatly from those of

the Baikalean mountains. On the steppes bordering on the

former, the dshiggitai (Equus hemionus) is met with, and in

the narrow valleys the argali, or mountain-goat Wolves and

foxes abound, and likewise tiger-cats (Manul, Pall.). Among
the hares is observed a very small species, called Leput

pusillus, covered with soft, yellowish hair. Red deer are

abundant, and also the dseren (Antilope gutturosa . Among
the birds are especially noticed by Pallas, Indian (Ardea anii-

fone) and Numidian cranes (Ardea virgo), a large kind of

ustards, the beard-vulture (Vultur baroatus), rock- pigeons,

rock-thrushes (TurdussaxaHUs), Ltmiusphoemcuriis (Pall),

rock-nightingales, common cuckoos, rock-ravens, with red

feet and beak (Corvus graculus). The lakes and rivers

abound in fish, but not so much, by far as those which

fall into the lake of Baikal. Many 'fish not found to the

east of the Uralean Mountains, reappear in JJa-uria ; but

they are not generally of the same species as in Europe.

No carp is found in Siberia; but in the Onon, Pallas met

with two new species, Cyprinus leptocephalus and Cyprinus

labio. The barbels are or less size than those of the Wolga,

and likewise the shade fish (Silurus asotus). Neither of

these are met with in Siberia. A kind of beluga is found in

the rivers of this country. The common pikes have a goW-

yellow colour and are spotted, so that Pallas in the begin-

ning was induced to take them for a different species. Tbe

sturgeon is rare, as also Salmo oxyrynchus. Some smaller

kinds of salmon, and other fish, are abundant. Craw

fishes are not known to the east of the Ural ; but two or

more species are caught in the rivers of Da-uria. They,

however, are of a smaller size than in Europe.
Lastly, we shall observe, that this country, like all those

which are contiguous to deserts, suffers much from the

locusts, which often destroy the scanty crops of the inha-

bitants. Serpents are not found on the table-lands, hut

they are frequent in the valleys ; and some are said to be

venomous. Pearl-oysters, of considerable size, are found in

the river Onon, as also some other shells.

The Stannowoi Khrebet, or that range of mountains

which, from the Yablonnoi Khrebet and the neighbourhood

of Nertshinsk, runs to the Pacific Ocean and terminates on

its shores opposite to the island of Taraikai, ought onlv to

be considered as the southern extremity of the AldM

Mountains, which, with their lateral ridges, fill up y*

immense space between the sea of Okhotzk and the banks

of the river Lena up to the town of Yakutzk. At this place,

or rather at the mouth of the river Aldan, the Lena with-

draws from the mountains, which afterwards fill up the

whole region, extend over about the sources of tbe rivers

YanOj Indighirka, and Kolyma, accompanying these nvers

the greater part of their courses, so that only a flat co*8* °

about 100 miles extends along the Arctic Sea: but
»i£

wards the north-eastern promontory of Asia, which termi-

nates at the Straits ofBearing with the Cape TshukoUMJ

Noss, the mountains draw nearer the Arctic Sea, aj>

occupy, literally, the whole promontory and the sides of w*

river Anadir up to its embouchure. . t

The highest part of this mountain-range, and that wow

separates the waters, runs along the shores of the sea

Okhotzk, and at so small a distance, that all the ***£

descending to that sea from the eastern declivity oi ^
mountains are mere rivulets. Only where the »oWn

>.

Okhotzk is situated, and to the east of that tmrn, »
j^

small rivers descend, among which the river Ohhow »
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largest, and even navigable for a short extent Towards
the west and north, the mountains descend, like all the
ranges of the Altai, in terraces, and long-extended broad
plains, overtopped by a few elevated summits of no great
height Few of them arrive at the line of eternal snow.
A modern traveller has found a summit rising to upwards
of 5000 feet. The valleys run here likewise mostly in the
direction of the mountain-chain, from south-west to north-
east and are joined together by a few transverse valleys,

which carry the waters to the west. But this observation

holds only good for the southern portion of the range up to

the sources of the Indighirka, for from hence to the Cape
Tshukotshoi-Noss the mountains in all their length seem
to be cut by long transverse valleys.

Two large tributary rivers of the Lena rise in this chain,

the Olekma and the Aldan; the former of which, rising to

the north of Nertshinsk nearly in the meridian of that town,

runs upwards of 300 miles through a desolate country,

nearly due north, till it reaches the main stream. The Al-
dan is a large river, whose course is upwards of 900 miles
from its source, under about the 55th parallel, to its junction

with the Lena, under the 63d. It receives nearly all the

waters issuing from the principal chain between the tributa-

ries of the Amur, and the sources of the Indighirka. From
its source it runs in a north-west direction, cutting eight de-

grees of latitude and nine of longitude, and in this tract it

receives, from the right, the waters brought down by the

Maya, a river that runs upward of 400 miles, and joins, not

Car from its mouth, the Yudoma, which is not inferior in size

and length. The inferior course of the Aldan is in a trans-

verse valley, nearly due west for about 250 miles, and here

It receives still a considerable tributary from the left, the

Jingo, whose course is from 400 to 500 miles parallel to that

of the Aldan. The Aldan is of great importance for the

communication between Yakutzk and Okhotzk; the mer-
chandise ascends the Altan, the Maya, and the Yudoma* and
is, from the latter, transported over a ridge of comparatively

small extent to the Okhota, and on that river to Okhotzk.
The Yana, the Indighirka, and the Kolyma run nearly

parallel to one another to the north, with a declination to

the east which is greatest in the last and smallest in the

first The Yana may have a course of about 400, the In-

dighirka of between 600 and 700, and the Kolyma of about

000 miles.

The Anadir, which falls into the sea of Kamtshatka, the

most northern portion of the Pacific Ocean, traverses a very

mountainous country, and makes so many bends to every

point of the compass that it is difficult to indicate its course

farther than by stating, that in the upper part of its course

its general direction is from north to south, and in the

lower from west to east Its whole length exceeds 600
miles.

The distribution of the plants and animals on this exten-

sive range, and their gradual disappearance towards the

north, is almost entirely unknown ; at least not so far known
as to enable us to form a proper enumeration. In no part

of the world are sables so numerous as here ; but they

are not of the first quality, and much inferior to those of

the Upper Angara. The wild rein-deer, which forms here

the principal object of the chase, has a spotted skin.

We cannot leave this region without observing, that in

the low country, which extends between the northern ex-

tremity of this chain and the Arctic Ocean from the west of

the mouth of the Lena to the east of that of the Kolyma,
innumerable heaps of fossil bones of elephants, rhinoceroses,

buffaloes, and other animals of the torrid zone, and also ante-

diluvian remains are imbedded in a soil which apparently is

alluvial. (See Siberia.)

The chain of mountains which traverses the peninsula

of Kamtshatka may be considered as an appendage to the

Aldan mountains, but as its description is closely united

with that of this peninsula itself, it will be found under the

article Kamtshatka.
The Altai mountains are situated between two regions,

which, by their nature, are unfit for agricultural purposes,

except in a few isolated places, and which, therefore, from

time immemorial have been inhabited by wandering nations,

who draw their subsistence from herds. The mountains,

however, contain many valleys well adapted for agriculture,

and there exist some indications that these valleys have

once been cultivated, very probably by the same nation

that has worked the mines all over the range to a great

extent. This nation, which is known under the name of

the Tshudes, is not named in^history, and has entirely dis-
appeared, though the immense number of antient tombs
found everywhere, but especially on the mountains of Say-
ansk, evidently prove that this region was once better peopled.
The nation probably was destroyed by its Nomadic neigh-
bours, and with it agriculture disappeared from the valleys.
But since the two most extensive empires of the world, the
Chinese and the Russian, have taken possession of these
ranges, and peace has been established in a region which,
doubtless, for many centuries had not enjoyed it agricul-
ture has again been introduced, and as it would seem with
better success by the Chinese than by their more northern
neighbours. (See Baron Humboldt's Frogmen* Asiatiques;
Klaproth's Tableau Htitorique de I'Asie; the Travels of
Timkowsky, Pallas, and Ledebour ; and Ritters Erdkunde
von Asien. Of maps, only those found in the works of Baron
Humboldt Julius von Klaproth, and in the Travels of Le-
debour, have been used here.)

ALTAMURA, a considerable town of the kingdom of
Naples, in the province of Bari, near the borders of Basili-
cata. Its population is reckoned at 16,000 (in 1789 it was
15,890). It was a baronial estate of the Farnese family,
after the extinction of which it devolved on Charles Bourbon,
Infante of Spain, and afterwards King of Naples. It is

built on a hill at the foot of the Apennines, ana has an old
castle. It has a fine cathedral, founded by Frederic II. and
ornamented with pictures. It lies on the high road from
Puglia into Basilicata. In 1799 it was a stronghold of the
republican party in that district and being summoned by
Cardinal Ruffo, who was advancing by that road at the head
of his Calabrians, refused to open its gates, and after an
obstinate defence it was taken by storm, when a dreadful
massacre of the inhabitants took place, attended by rape and
other horrors. Since that time, however, it has recovered,
and is now a place of considerable trade in the agricultural
produce of the country ; good wheat is grown in the neigh-
bourhood. Its fairs are well attended. It is stated by some
authorities that many of the inhabitants are Greeks. It is

in about 40° 47' N. lat, and about 30 miles S.W. of Bari
ALTAR, an erection to offer sacrifice upon. The first

altar mentioned is that set up by Noah, to offer sacrifice

when he quitted the ark; and throughout the history of the
Jewish patriarchs altars are continually said to have been
erected by them, in different places, as circumstances ren-
dered itexpedient These seem to have been built of earth,
or unhewn stone, like the altars which God commanded'
Moses to raise : Exod. xx. 24, 25. But when the Jewish
law was given, the right of raising altars and offering sacri-

fice was no longer left common to all men ; but one altar

ofburnt-offering, at which alone victims were slain, was made
for the whole nation, and the priests, as ministers for the na-
tion, offered sacrifice upon it for all. This in the first instance
was constructed of wood, covered with brass, and always
followed the ark, while the ark was migratory ; but when
Solomon built the temple, he placed a stone altar, with a
brazen hearth, in the court before it. The Jews had two
other altars, one solely appropriated #to burning incense,

called the altar of incense ; the other called the altar of
shew-bread, because loaves were placed upon it and changed
every Sabbath. Both of these stood in the interior of the
temple.
We constantly meet in the Bible with the expression of

the ' horns of the altar.* Some suppose that these were
really the horns of animals ; others that they were merely
projections at the corners. One use of is them obvious : vic-

tims might be conveniently bound to them. Psalm cxviii.

27. But horns were an emblem of power and authority

throughout the east ; and probably they were also meant to

indicate the greatness of him to whom the altar was sacred.

The altars of the Greeks and Romans had sometimes horns
also, to which animals were fastened, and to which those who
fled thither for protection used to cling. It was an act of im-
piety to force such persons away. This belief in the sanctity

of places was adopted by the Roman Catholic church, which,

in the season of its temporal power, largely bestowed the

privilege of sanctuary upon favourite churches and convents,
[See Asylum.]
A sort of natural religion seems to have pointed out the

tops of hills, and groves, as the fittest snots for altars. The
pagan nations which surrounded the Jews were especially

addicted to worshipping in high places ; and it was hardly

possible to prevent the Jews themselves from falling into

this habit ' They also built them high places, and images,
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ami grove*, on every high hill, and under every green tree/

] Kings xiv. 23. Passages of the same import occur con-

tinually in the Jewish Chronicles. The northern nations

of ancient Europe worshipped in the thickest shade of their

forests. The ancient Persians, as Herodotus tells us (I. 131.)

made no temples, nor statues, nor altars, but worshipped the

deity on the tops of the mountains.
The altars of the Greeks were of three sorts : those dedi-

cated to the heavenly gods, (ftu>/j.bf t ) were often structures of

considerable height; those of demi-gods and heroes were
low and near the ground (tVx«7'n ) ; and those of the
infernal deities (if such may be called altars) were trenches
sunk in the ground (/360po*, ^ukko^). They may again be
divided into three classes, those for burnt-offerings (c/atti'-

pos) : those on which no (ire was used, which were {a.7rvpoi)
y

meant for offerings of fruit, meal-cakes, &c; and those on
which fire might be used to consume vegetable productions,
but no blood was spilled {uvaiuaKToi), the altar: when
dedicated to either of the latter classes, it was often nothing
more than a raised hearth or step. Each temple usually hud
two altars, one in the open air before it, for burnt-offerings

;

another before the statue of the god to whom the building
was sacred. Altars were often erected where there was no
temple. The Greek altars were usually square, sometimes
circular, or triangular. They were often made of marble,
and elegantly sculptured.

The Roman altars and rites of worship much resemble
the Greek. We must distinguish between alture and ara.

The former, as is indicated by the syllable alt, signifying

high, was an elevated structure, used only for burnt-offer-

ings, and dedicated to none but the heavenly gods : the
latter might belong either to the heavenly, or infernal gods,

or to heroes. The Romans, however, like the Greeks, dug
trenches (aerobes), into which they poured libations to the

infernal gods. Ara seems to he the general term, and is

used by V irgil as including altare

;

En quatnor ants,

Ecce duo tibi Daphm. duoque altaria Phoebe. Eel. v. 65.

From altare comes the English word altar, which by the
Roman Catholic church is used in its proper sense, to denote
an erection on which sacrifice is offered, it being their doc-
trine that the mass is a sacrifice. Applied to the commu-
nion-table of an English Protestant church, the word is used
metaphorically, or rather, is misplaced ; for the English
church teaches the sacrament of the Lord's Supper to be
no sacrifice, but merely a symbol.
ALTDORF, or ALTORF, (Old Village,) is the capital

of the Canton of Uri in Switzerland. It stands at a short

distance from the lake of the Four Cantons, in a valley sur-

rounded by lofty mountains, and on the right bank of the
Reuss, which flows into the lake. It is about twenty miles
S.E. of Luzern, and in 40° 52' N. lat., 6° 45' E. long.: the
elevation of the town above the lake is given differently by
different authorities : the lake itself is about 1400 feet above
the level of the sea. Altorf being at the foot of a lofty

mountain would be in danger of suffering from avalanches,
but for the pine forests on the slopes, which serve as a ram-
part against the falling masses. It was burnt in 1799, and
rebuilt in better style. The town-house, a handsome parish
church, and a school, are among the chief buildings: the
population is about 1700. Altorf stands at the Swiss ter-

mination of the pass over Mount St. Gothard, and supplies
horses and carriages for crossing the mountains to Bellinzona
in Italy. It is also a kind ofentrepot for goods passing into

or from Italy by the St. Gothard pass. An old tower at

Altorf is said to mark the spot from which Tell shot the apple
from his son's head ; and a fountain now occupies the place
of the linden tree under which the bov stood.

ALTENBURG, the capital of the duchy of Saxe-Alten-
burg, is situated about two miles west of the left bank of the
Pleisse, a tributary to the Elster, 50° 50' N. lat. V2

J '27' E.
long. The town stands on uneven ground, and consists of a
main part and several suburbs: it is in parts well built. It

contains eight churches, a gymnasium founded in 1703,
with a considerable library, an hospital and house of correc-
tion , also a foundation for noble ladies, a society of naturalists,
a theatre, &c. The chief branches of industry aro manu-
factures of linen, ribands, gloves, vinegar, starch, coaches,
&c. There is also a considerable trade in cattle and corn.

The population in 1822 was 10,604 ; in 1832, 12,629.
The castle of Altenburg stands on a rock, and is known

in German history as the place for which the young princes

Ernest and Albert, the founders of the two chief lines of the

Saxon bouse, were carried off by Kunz von Kauffungen,

a.o. 1455. Altenburg was once an imperial city, and the

capital of a district called Pleissen. After 1172 we Gad it

mentioned as a place where the emperors sometimes resided

and held diets. (See Saxk-Altenburg, for an account

of the duchv and its political changes.)

ALTERATIVES, a word signifying 'things that pro-

duce a change.' Under this head are comprehended tkse

medicines which do not produce any immediate or very

perceptible effect, but which gradually bring the l>ody from

a diseased to a more healthy state. They seem to at m

removing unhealthy conditions of the system, much in the

same way that a drop of water hollows a stone, not by u

violence, but by frequently falling. They arc generiy

given in small and frequent doses, and, even when given in

large doses, they are often repeated. The former mode ,:'

administering them is employed when they are powerful

medicines, the latter when less active. Out of almost every

class of medicines some one may be used as an alterative-

its claim to be so regarded depending less upon its natural

powers, than upon the manner in which these are moduli,

so as to effect a particular purpose. Thus by dimini>hinj

the dose, or combining them with other medicines, some -:l

the most powerful drugs we possess are capable of U:r=z

employed as alteratives, and made to produce effects exact'.}

opposite to what they do when given alone or in large fa.

Ten grains of ipecacuanha, for example, taken with some ll^l

into the stomach, will speedily cause a feeling of sirknc**,

followed by vomiting—three or four grains will cause a feel-

ing of sickness and loss of appetite, though not actual

vomiting— while one-quarter or one-half a grain taken about

an hour before each meal for several days in succe^un, w-I

be found greatly to increase the appetite, and improve the

digestion. Yet even ten grains of ipecacuan, if taken ak;

with two of opium, will not produce any obvious effect on the

stomach, but, if the patient be kept warm in bed, will cause

a profuse How of perspiration.

Many of the forms or preparations of mercury, even tbe

most active and poisonous, when given in very small do.-e>,

neither prove purgative nor destructive to life, but, on the

contrary, often produce signal benefit, relieving the patient

from many complaints which rendered his days raisenfc.?.

or even threatened to shorten them. Nor is the most dread-

ed of the mineral poisons— arsenic itself— incapable of i-ec

tributing to the restoration of health, since we see it w
make the shivering ague cease, and at another time ma
the agonizing headache to depart.

Others which are less active may be given in very large

doses, as sarsaparilla, and similar articles.

The variety of agents which may be used as alterative*

must convince us that they cannot all act in the saniewj),

and that their beneficial effects cannot be attributed to tee

same cause. Most of them appear to act upon the secretin

and excretions— either by increasing their quantity >r

altering their quality. In many parts of the body, but par-

ticularly along the course of the alimentary canal, are situate,

glands, the duty of which is to elaborate from the W'/

certain lluids containing salts and other principles, wt^fl

arc primarily useful in keeping moist the surfaces overwr: .-a

they tlow, and often secondarily useful in effecting chanse*

in the matters with which they come in contact, as the sau^

with the food, as soon as it is received into the mouth, .-••

the bile with the chyle, upon its passage out of the stouiai-B.

These, then, are secretions. The kidneys and skill are

organs bv which lluids are separated from the Wood, sen^

as vehicles for the removal from the system of salts an

other principles no longer useful, the retention and aecum--

lationof which would soon prove hurtful, and ultimatelyau-

These are termed excretions:— that of the kidneys beinirj

no primary or secondary use, while that of the skin k«v>

this covering moist and pliant,— states necessary lor its a

sworing the objects of its existence.
j

The* preservation of a due proportion in the quality .^

quantity of these secretions and excretions is essential iu

^
maintenance of that equilibrium, that fair and equa-

harmonizing plav of all the organs of the body,
^J"'

1
',

ing no weight or oppression in any part, a man reauin *

he is well. The disturbance of this balance gives rise

^
various degrees of uneasiness and ill-health :

sta

which the French applv the expressive tenn-wtftotf.

The functions of secretion and excretion
^J

1* Vi
nl

vital than chemical processes, they are greatly ^F" ^
upon the state of the nervous system. This, again,
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perfect when the blood is of a proper quality ; and this last

is beholden for its excellence to the thorough performance
of digestion, for which a due supply of nervous energy is

required.

As all these functions act and react upon each other, it

matters but little which of them is the first to fail in contri-

buting its part to the general welfare, as all in time suffer;

but the functions of secretion and excretion, perhaps, soonest
show a falling off, and soonest attract the attention of the
patient He awakes with a dry tongue, and observes that
the secretion from the kidneys is less in quantity and more
highly coloured than natural, or excessive in quantity and
pale, or he perceives that the skin is dry and harsh, or
bloated.

To remedy these states alteratives are often employed.
Small doses of some mercurial, alone, at night, or with rhu-
barb and soda during the day, or small quantities of ipeca-

cuanha, will often relieve the dryness of the mouth. A little

common salt taken immediately on waking will also remove
it. With this view a little bacon has often been recom-
mended at breakfast—the benefit being due to the salt, not
the bacon.

The removal of the depraved and unhealthy secretions

from the intestinal canal, where they are apt to linger,

causing uneasiness to the patient, and by the unpleasantness

of his breath rendering his presence disagreeable to others,

is best effected by a course of gentle purgatives. The fre-

quent repetition of too powerful purgatives is to be reprobated,

as often occasioning disease of the inner coats of the ali-

mentary canal. After these, some strengthening medicine,

as bark or iron, will generally be useful, especially if the

nervous system be out of order, owing to mueh mental exer-

tion, or protracted night-watching. At this stage of the

treatment, exercise and travelling, change of scene and pur-

suit, are of much service ; or a visit to some watering-place

;

for the mineral springs, having the saline ingredients very

minutely divided, may be considered as nature s alteratives.

Where the skin is much affected, exercise of a regulated

kind, such as that practised by trainers, may prove useful, as

the diet is at the same time strictly attended to. Indeed, a
partial or complete change of diet is often the most effectual

alterative we can employ.

But neither medicines nor a strict plan of diet should be

begun or continued without the advice of a competent
judge. It is in such cases that persons are most apt to un-
dertake the cure of their own complaints, and, either by
using inefficient means allow them to get rooted in the

system—or, by employing the nostrums and secret, but
often dangerous, combinations of quacks, become a prey in

their purses and persons^to ignorance and fraud.

The explanation of the functions of the system, and the
action of remedies, already given and hereafter to be given

in this work, are by no means intended to enable the patient

to dispense with the assistance of his medical attendant, but
to enable him to receive the full benefit of that assistance,

by enabling him to understand something of the principles

en which his treatment is conducted, and thereby to teach

him how he may co-operate with his physician in rendering

it effectual.

ALTE'RNATB. . In geometry, angles are said to be
alternate which are made by two lines with a third, on op-

posite sides of it, as abc and bcd, or eb*c and bcf. If

two lines be parallel, the alternate angles made by a third

hue with them are equal.

In algebra, those terms of a proportion arc said to be
alternate which are separated from one another, by another
term ; thus, in the proportion

2 is to 4 as 8 is to 16,

2 and 8 are alternate terms, as also 4 and 16. If alternate
terms be rendered consecutive, and consecutive terms alter-

nate, the proportion still continues ; thus,

2 is to 8 as 4 is to 16.

This proposition is thejsixteenth.of the fifth book of Euclid,

and is referred to by the Latin word alternando, or by the
English words • by alternation,* or * alternately.*

ALTHAEA OFFICINALIS, or MARSH-MALLOW,
is a plant the use ofwhose mucilaginous roots and leaves in
all cases in which emollient or demulcent substances are re-
quired, is of great antiquity. It is a common European
plant, belonging to the natural order Malvacea, and is often

[Marah-Malknr.].

found in marshes, especially near the sea, in great abun
dance. It is a perennial, with a carrot-shaped white

fleshy root, as thick as the thumb, and a foot or more long.

The stems are two or three feet high, covered all over with

a soft down, which also is found on the leaves, to which it

gives a hoary aspect. The leaves are soft, stalked, often a
little heart-shaped, divided into three or five shallow serrated

lobes. The flowers are of a pale rose colour, and appear in

very short clusters from the bosom of the leaves ; their calyx

is five-toothed, and surrounded with eight or ten, or even

more bractess. The corolla and other parts are like those of

the common mallow.
Althcea Rosea* the Hollyhock, is another species, found

wild in China, and now extremely common in our gardens.

Linnaua considered it a distinct genus, which he called

Alcea.

WtALTI'SSIMO, in Musie (Italian, the superlative of alto,

high). The scale in altisshno commences with F, the octave

above the fifth line in the treble.

ALTITUDE, from the Latin alius, high, may be
rendered by the English word height. This being the ease,

we should have referred it to the English word, if the term
were not particularly reserved in astronomy to signify, not

the length, but the angle of elevation. Thus,

position of a spectator on the earth, and a b the line on the

horizon, which is drawn towards the point directly under the
star s, the angle b a s is the altitude of the star. For
other less common applications of the term, see Hbtohts. !

The altitude of the pole is the geographical latitude of the

place of observation, and remains the same throughout the

twenty-four hours : the altitudes of the stars and sun change
with the diurnal motion ; being nothing when they rise and
set, and greatest when they are on the meridian.

The altitude of a star is directly observed at sea with the

Sextant ; and the uses which are made of such observa-

tions may be seen in the following mathematical proposi-

tions, into the proofs of which we cannot enter here.

1. 'When the latitude of the place is known, the Mine of

day may be found from one observation of the altitude of

the sun or a star ; or conversely, if the time of day be known,
the latitude may be found from the observation.

2. When neither the time nor the latitude is known* both

may be found by observing any two altitudes of the sun or a

z<^> Z F 2
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star, and noting the time which elapses between the observa-
tions ; but it is most convenient to observe one altitude first,

before a star comes to the meridian, and then wait for the
time when the same star comes to the same altitude on the
other side of the meridian. Or if the latitude be very nearly
known, a more accurate approximation may be simply made
by the above method.

3. If the star be one of those which never sets, the lati-
tude of the place is the half sum of its greatest and least
altitudes.

In all that precedes, it is supposed that the star is known,—
that is, that its right ascension and declination are known ;

and certain corrections must be applied to the observed alti-
tude, for which see Refraction, Parallax, Dip.

In fixed observatories on land, the altitude of stars, or
rather their zenith distances, which are what the altitudes
want of ninety degrees, are observed with the mural or the
transit circle (see Circle, Mural ; Circle, Transit); but
only when the stars are on the meridian. Let a be the

place of the observer, c and b the north and south points
of his horizon, p the north pole, z the zenith, c p z b the
meridian, arcs of which may be made to represent angles
at a, and s the star on the meridian, whose altitude, b s,
or c s, according as it is south or north of the zenith, or its
complement, the zenith distance, z s, has been observed.
Then, e being a point in the equator, and pk being equal
to z c, both being ninety degrees, take away the com-
mon part zp, and ez is equal to pc, the latitude of the
Place. And e s, or the star s declination, is b z diminished
by zs, if the star passes the meridian above k, or z s dimi-
nished by b z, if the star passes below b. If the star passes
between the zenith and the pole, the declination b s is thesum of e z and z s. That is, the declination of a star is the
difference between its observed zenith distance and the lati-
tude of the place, if the star passes south ofthe zenith, or thesum of the same quantities, if it passes between the zenith
and the pole. In the first case the declination is north, if the
latitude be greater than the zenith distance ; south, if the
zenith distance be greater than the latitude : in the second
case, it is always north.

In this way, with a number of minute precautions for the
sake of accuracy, catalogues of the declinations of stars are
formed, by observation of their altitudes, or, which amounts
to the same thing, of their zenith distances.

For the altitude of the Nonaoesimal, see Nonage-
8IMAL.

ALTO, in Music (Italian, high), the highest natural
adult mate vo«ce or countertenor, the usual compass ofwhich is, from F the fourth line in the base, to C the third
space on the treble, e. g.—

Alto, Italian, the instrument called in England the
Tenor, and by the Italians, the Viola.
.ALTO CLEF, in Music, a name of the C clef, when
placed on the third line ; more commonly, in Eneland
called the countertenor clef. See Clbf.

*-ng«ma.

th£k?£w
LIi

r,
0 ^r^). "term which designates

that kind of sculpture which is executed on a flat surfacebut projects considerably above the ground or plane. The
frS? Potion given to alto-rilievo dependi on the willof the sculptor; more than three-fourths of the figure areS 8ho™'?nd flRure" in »""*«flievo (lTreheOare sometimes added, to express gradations of distance. Theattempt to give a picturesque air to sculpture hw usually aoarbareus effect, but the temptation afforeed to SaTspecLsofpractice by alto-rilievo has seduced many artists and ihoS
of no mean powers, into the expertaieT^la^i^N

formance ever executed in alto-rilievo is the stupendous
work by Algardi, in St. Peter's at Rome, representinR the
Repulse of Attila by St. Peter and St Paul. The gi^nuc
figures in front of this composition project nearly in ^ie full
rotundity of nature, and the middle and distant group,
subside through all the degrees of projection into the lowest
basso-rilievo. However erroneous the style, it is impossible
to refuse admiration to the powers displayed in this work.
The alto-rilievos by Donatelli at Florence are among the
most perfect examples of this art There are specimens
by various practitioners in Westminster Abbey, which ex-
hibit all the eccentricities of bad taste. The most legitimate
use of alto-rilievo is where it is introduced in alternate or
occasional compartments to jpve relief by the boldness of
its projections to the uniformity of a large surface. Such
are the Metopes among the Elgin Marbles, which, alter-

nately with the triglyphs, ornamented the friese of the
entablature which surmounted the exterior colonnade of the
Parthenon. Fifteen of these original Metopes, with one
cast, are in the British Museum ; they are of unequal
execution, but several of them may be referred to as the
finest examples extant of alto-rilievo. [See Elgin Marbte,
published by the Society for the Diffusion of Knowledge.]
ALTON, a market town in Hampshire, on the road to

Winchester, forty-seven miles south-west of London, near
the source of the river Wey. It is a well-built place, with
three principal streets, partially paved by subscription and
lighted. Some bombaxeens and serges were made, but this

manufacture seems to have decayed, nor is the town at

present noted for any particular branch of industry. There
are hop plantations in this neighbourhood ; and two brew-
eries in the town. The living is a vicarage in the gift of
the Bishop of Winchester. The church is neat, and there
are two or three meeting-houses for the Dissenters. Alton
has a national school.

The market is on Saturday; and there are two kin in
the year. The population in 1831, wae 2742.
During the civil wars, the royalist troops, under Lord

Hopton, were surprised at Alton by the Parliamentarians
under Sir William Waller.
A'LTONA, or ALTENA, a considerable city belonging

to the Crown of Denmark, situated in the Lordship of Pinne-
berg, which is an appendage to the duchy of Holstein.
Next to Copenhagen, Altona is the most important town in

the Danish dominions, although at the time when Pinne-
berg was united with Denmark, in 1640, it was only an in-

considerable village. In 1664, it obtained the rights and
privileges of a city.

Altona stands on the north bank of the Elbe, in 53° 34'

N. lat, and 9° 55' E. long., about seventy-five miles from
the mouth of the river, and about two miles below, and to
the west of Hamburg ; the suburbs of which city are infect
only separated from the Danish city by a wall.
The manufactures employ about 2200 hands. They con-

sist of silk, woollen, and cotton goods, tobacco, soap, can-
dles, and leathern articles, together with glass-houses, dis-

tilleries, breweries, and sugar-refineries, besides some esta-

blishments of minor importance. Ship-building also has
long been carried on, and several vessels belonging to the
port are employed annually in the herring and whale
fisheries, and in trading to the Mediterranean.
The trade of the port bears only a small proportion to that

carried on in the neighbouring City of Hamburg, which
presents the constant appearance of commercial activity,

while the streets of Altona are comparatively deserted.
The marine of Altona consists of little else than a line ot

gun-boats to guard against smuggling; but the docks and
canals of the free city are crowded with merchantmen from
all parts of the world.
Altona was burnt by the Swedes in 1713, but has been

rebuilt with greater regularity ; many of the houses are
spacious and elegant, a circumstance which, added to iti

greater quietness, is, probably, the reason why several mer-
chants whose counting-houses are in Hamburg have their

residences in Altona.
The town contains a public school or college, founded by

Christian VII., a library, and an orphan house. It has
also six churches and two synagogues for German and Por-
tuguese Jews, who are very numerous. The native inha-
bitants are principally Lutherans ; the remainder Calvinists,

with a few Roman Catholics. The population in 1831 was
26,500. (Scrapie's Observations on a Journey from H<nn-
burg to Berlin. Cannabich, Diction. GSograph.)
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. ALTRINGHAM, or ALTRINCHAM, a small town in
the parish of Bowdon and county of Chester, near the Duke
of Bridgewatera canal from Manchester to Runcorn : it is

about 8 miles south-west of Manchester, and nearly ISO
north-west from London. The neighbourhood supplies
Manchester with fruit and vegetables ; and the salubrity of
the air makes it a place of some resort for invalid*. It
is a neat and clean town, with a population in 1831 of
2708. The chief manufactures are of cotton and worsted.
There is a corporation, but the mayor has no jurisdiction.

Besides a chapel for the members ofthe Established Church,
there are two Methodist and one Unitarian meeting-house.
The market is on Tuesday, and there are three fairs in the
year.

ALUM, an earthy salt, which occurs in a native state

only in small quantities, but it has been long artificially

made, and extensively employed in various chemical manu-
factures. Its basis is sulphate ofalumina, combined usually
with sulphate ofpotash, but sometimes with sulphate of soda
or sulphate of ammonia : when the first alkaline salt enters
into its composition, the product is common or potash alum,
the second forms soda alum, and the third ammonia alum.
Alum appears to have been known from the earliest ages

;

it occurs in a native state in Carinthia, and also at Miseno,
and other places in Italy. Alumen, with its mode of pre-

paration, uses, See., is described by Pliny (xxxv. ) 5) ; and
the best is said to have been obtained from Egypt (see

Herod, ii. 180, <rnnrnjptfj) and the island of Melos : it was
made, however, in several other places. In the middle ages,

alum was manufactured in Rochha, the Turkish name of
the government which comprehends Edessa (Niebuhr,
Reisebeschreibung, ii. p. 409), whence comes the name
Roch alum, still in use. Itwas also made near Smyrna and
Constantinople. About the middle of the fifteenth century
alum was manufactured at La Tolfa, and other places in

Italy, and Pope Pius II. prohibited the use of oriental alum.
The alum-stone of La Tolfa contains all the ingredients

of alum mixed with silica : to procure alum from the stone,

it is broken into pieces, roasted, exposed to air and moisture,

and the soluble parts being dissolved in water, crystals of

alum are obtained as the solution cools.

In the reign of Elizabeth the alum-works of Whitby were
established; which, with those since formed near Glasgow,

supply the market with a large quantity of alum. The
alum is procured from alum-slate, the stratum of which is

nearly thirty miles in length : this alum-slate has not been
accurately analyzed, but it does not appear to contain any
potash salt, and this is therefore added. The method of

manufacturing, is to mix the broken alum-slate with fuel,

and set it on fire; when the combustion is over, the residual

matter, consisting of earth, oxide of iron, and sulphate of

alumina, is lixiviated with water ; a solution of the earthy salt

being obtained, potash salts are added to it, and crystals of

alum are formed. It requires about 130 tons of calcined

alum-slate to produce one ton of alum. Near Glasgow alum
is manufactured from slaty clay ; which is obtained from old

coal pits ; the slate contains also iron pyrites, and both its

constituents combining with oxygen, sulphate of iron is

formed, with excess of sulphuric acid, which acting upon

and combining with the day or alumina of the slate, forms

a double sulphate of iron and alumina, which crystallizes

in small filaments, of a greenish-white colour.

When the slate containing this double salt is put into

water, it is dissolved ; by evaporation, crystals of sulphate of

iron are obtained, and to the solution, which is princi-

pally sulphate of alumina, potash salts are added, and

crystals of alum are formed ; these are purified by redissolv-

ing them in water and crystallization. By exposing to

air and moisture the slate which remains after the solution

of the sulphate of iron and alumina, a further portion of the

pyrites is acted upon, and more sulphate of iron and alumina

are obtained, which are dissolved, as before, in water.

Alum is also sometimes prepared by directly combining sul-

phuric acid and alumina, with the addition ofpotash salts ; in

Smeral, however, this method is much less economical than

ose already detailed. By whatever process alum is pre-

pared, its properties are the following: it is colourless, in-

odorous, has an astringent taste, and crystallizes generally

in regular octahedrons ; but by the addition of alumina, and

particular management, it may bemade to crystallize in cubes.

ft is brittle, and easily reduced to powder; its specific gravity

is about 1*731 ; water, at 6.0° Fahrenheit, dissolves about one-

eighteenth of its weight of alum, and boiling water about

three-fourths of its weight The solution reddens vegetable
blue colours strongly ; when exposed to dry air, alum efflo-

resces slightly on the surface, but it remains long with-
out undergoing any change internally. When moderately
heated, alum dissolves in its water of crystallization ; ifmore
strongly heated, the water is evaporated, and when exposed
to a very high temperature, sulphuric acid is expelled,
and there remains a mixture of alumina and sulphate of
potash.

Alum has been frequently analyzed, and the later results
of chemists differ but little. According to Dr. Thomson it

consists of

Four atoms ofsulphuric acid .

Three atoms of alumina
One atom of potash • . .

Twenty-five atoms of water .

40 X 4 = 160 or 3285
18 X 3 = 54 „ 11-08

= 48 „ 9*85

9 X25 = 225 „ 46'22

487 10000

The same chemist considers its atomic constitution to be

Three atoms of sulphate of

alumina 58 x 3 = 174 or 35*73

One atom ofsulphate ofpotash = 88 „ 18*07

Twenty-five atoms of water . 9 x25 = 225 „ 46*20

Weight of its atom . =487 10000

The analysis of Berzelius agrees very closely with that of
Dr. Thomson ; the greatest difference is in the proportion of
sulphuric acid, which the former states to be 34*23 per cent*
being 1 '38 greater than the quantity found by Dr. Thomson.

Soda alum is not met with in commerce. It may be pre-

pared by adding sulphate of soda to a solution of sulphate of
alumina ; by evaporation crystals are obtained, which, when
pure, have the following properties : their taste is astringent,

and their form the octahedron, like that of potash alum

;

they are more brittle and more soluble in water than the
crystals of common alum ; their specific gravity is about 1*6.

When soda alum is heated nearly to redness, it loses its

water ; and when more strongly heated, sulphuric acid is

expelled. Its other properties are similar to those of com-
mon alum. It appears to consist of

Three atoms of sulphate of

alumina . , . . . 58 x 3 = 174 or 36'94

One atom of sulphate of soda = 72 „ 15*28

Twenty-five atoms of water , 9 x25 = 225 „ 4778

Weight of its atom . = 471 100*00

According to Dr. Thomson, soda alum occurs in a native

state at St. Juan, near the city of Mendoza in South Ame-
rica. It is found in small nodules, and differs from the
crystallized salt in containing only twenty atoms of water.

Ammonia Alum may be prepared by adding sulphate of

ammonia to sulphate of alumina in solution. By evapora-

tion octahedral crystals are obtained, similar in appearance
and in many properties to those of the preceding alums. It

is more soluble in water than potash alum, but less so than
soda alum; in taste, and in action upon vegetable blue

colours, it resembles them.

When moderately heated it swells, fuses, and loses its

water of crystallization ; and if the heat be much increased,

the whole both of the sulphate of ammonia and sulphuric

acid is expelled, and pure alumina remains. This alum is

not prepared for use in England, but it is said to be manu •

factored in France. It is readily distinguished from the other

alums, by the evolution of ammonia, which takes place on

the addition of potash or soda in sufficient quantity.

According to Dr. Thomson, ammonia alum is composed of

Three atoms of sulphate of

alumina . • . . . 58 x 3 = 174 or 38 a15

One atom of sulphate ofammonia = 57 „ 12*50

Twenty-five atoms of water . 9 X 25 * 225 „ 49*35

Weight of its atom . =456 100*00

We have already mentioned that alum is decomposed by
heat ; and the same effect is produced by numerous chemical
re-agents: thus the alkalis, potash, soda, and ammonia,
when added to it in solution, combine with the sul-

phuric acid and precipitate alumina. It is decomposed by
the alkaline earths, lime, barytes, and strontia ; and acetate

of lead, muriate of lime, &c. &c, decompose it by double

decomposition.
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Alum sometimes contains sulphate of iron, which is ex-

tremely injurious in certain applications of alum. It is

readily detected by the addition of a solution of ferrocyanate

of potash, which precipitates Prussian blue when oxide of

iron is present.

Alum is employed for a vast number of purposes. It is

used in lake colours, dyeing, calico printing, leather dressing

:

and by candle-makers to harden the tallow and render it

white. It is an ingredient in making pyrophorus, as will

be hereafter described; and in medicine it is employed as an
astringent.

ALUM SLATE, a rock from which, as its name implies,

alum is prepared. It is found in Germany, Sweden, &c,
and in Yorkshire a stratum occurs, which, according to Mr.
Winter, (Nicholson's Journal, No. '25, p. 2 II,) is twenty-eight

miles in length, extending from ten mile* to the southward
of Whitby, to eighteen miles to the northward ; the cliffs

are in general precipitous, and their height is from inn to

7.">0 feet. The colour of this slate is bluish-grey : hN hard-

ness varies : at the top part of the stratum, it may be crumbled
between the lingers ; whereas at a considerable depth, it is as

hard as rooting shite. The specific gravity is about ii'48. By
exposure to the air it crliorcsces, and acquires the taste of

alum. Alum slate has not been accurately analyzed ; it

contains silica, alumina, and, before efflorescence, probably
pyrites or bisulphuret of iron.

At Hurlett near Paisley, andCampsie near Glasgow, alum
is manufactured from what appears to be .slate clay, impreg-
nated with bisulphuret of iron ; it is obtained from old coal-

pits, and having been long exposed to air and moisture,

sulphate of iron and sulphate of alumina are formed, and
crvstallize so as completely to destroy the texture of the
slate.

This double sulphate of iron and alumina occurs in the
form of soft didie.ite fibres, easily separable from each other; it

is nearly colourless of a silky lustre, and resembles asbestos

in appearance. It is readily soluble in water, the solution

yields crystals of sulphate of iron, and when potash salts are

added to the remaining solution of sulphate of alumina,
crystals of alum are immediately formed, and this is the
process of alum-making already noticed. According to the
analysis of Phillips, {Annals of Pft Hastily, 21— 4'2(>,) this

double sulphate or ferro-sulphate of alumina consists of

Sulphuric acid . . . Mry
Protoxide of iron . . 20"

7

Alumina 5 2

Leaving for water . . 4o*2

100U)
When this double salt has been dissolved, the remaining

slate is exposed m heaps to air and moisture, and by their
action upon the pyrites, further quantities of the salt are
Obtained.

ALUM STONE, a mineral which occurs in a secondary
rock at LaTolfa in Italy, and is there used in the prcpaiatiuu
of alum: it is found in small masses and veins, and accord-
ing to Cordier it exists in most burning volcanoes. It is

said to be met with also in Tuscany and Hungary.
This mineral is either massive or crystallized ; "tin; former

is usually greyish-white, and sometimes red. It is translu-
cent, ea-ily frangible, scratches calcareous spar, but is

fecratehed by lluor spar. When heated by the blowpipe it

decrepitates, and by continuing the heat emits a sulphureous
smell.

The crystals are generally situated in the ca\ities of the
massive substance; they arc small, shining, sometimes ex-
ternally brownish ; their form is an obtuse rhoinbwid, va-
riously modified.

Both varieties have been analyzed, the massive by Yau-
quelm, and the crystallized by Cordier; the results are,

Massive. Crystallized.

Sulphuric acid . . 25'00 Sulphuric acid . . 35'49a
Alumina .... J:>"J2 Alumina . . . . a rjT..->4

Potash 3*08 Potash .... 10*021
S'J^a 24'OG Water, a trace ofoxide s

Water 4'00 *
of iron and loss . 1-TS30

100-00 100-000
ALU MINA. The earthy oxide of aluminum, sometimes

called argil or the argillaceous earth; it constitutes the
larger portion of all clays, and their plastic property is

owing to it. The name of alumina is derived from aluinen,
the Latin for alum, the salt from which it is generally ob-

tained in a pure state, by means which will presently be men.
tioned. Alumina is widely diffused throughout the earth-

the adamantine spar or corundum, the ruby and sapphire,

are alumina nearly pure and crystallized ; these substances

have not, however, any of the more obvious properties of

common clay, for instead of being amorphous, soft, and

dilVusible through water, they are crystallized, are ammp
the hardest substances in nature, and will not m\i

with water. The diaspore is a crystallized mineral, rhfch

consists almost entirely of alumina and water; and in North

America another hydrate of alumina has been found, and

called gibbsite.

The following is the process recommended by Berzeuos

{Traitc dff Chime, ii. 300) for procuring pure alumina: d*
solve and crystallize alum repeatedly to deprive it of the

peroxide of iron which it usually contains; when thus ren-

dered pure, a portion of the alum dissolved in water and

added to a solution of potash in excess, gives a precipitate

at first, which is afterwards completely re- dissolved. Toi
boiling solution of the purified alum, add one of carbonate

of potash, as long as precipitation takes place; then a shtrbt

excess of the carbonate being used, digest with a gemlt

heat to decompose the subsulphatc of alumina formed.

Wash this carefully on a filter, and re-dissolve it in muri-

atic acid ; precipitate the clear solution with ammonia or

the carbonate, and wash the precipitate, which, when dried

with a gentle heat, is hydrate of alumina, and when heated

to redness, becomes pure alumina, by losing its water.

If intended for the purpose of solution in acids, it is

better to keep the alumina in the state of hydrate, for tb«

heat requisite to deprive it of water, occasions its particle* te

cohere so firmly, that acids act upon it slowly and with great

difficulty.

According to Gay Lussac, pure alumina may be obtained

by heating ammonia alum to redness in a platina crucible;

thus prepared it is insoluble in acids. {Ann, (k Ch. tt it

Phys., v. 101.)

The properties of alumina are, that it is white, powder?,

and light ; it has neither taste nor smell, and it adheres to

the tongue. Berzelius considers alumina to be compestd of

53.3 aluminum and -10. " oxygen out of 100 parts; hydrops

being reckoned unity, he regards its constitution to be two

atoms of aluminum, 13.710 x 2 = 27. -132, with 3 atoms of

oxygen, 8 . 0 1 3 x 3 = 24 . 039 ; its atomic weight is conse-

quently 51.471. Dr. Thomson states its constitution to be

1 atom of aluminum =10, with one atom of oxygen =«,

giving is as its atomic weight.

Alumina is insoluble in water, but considerable affinity

exists between them, as is shown by the high temperature

required to decompose the hydrate. Berzelius (An. de Ch.

lxxxii. 1 7) found that 1 00 parts of anhydrous alumina jjai.-.ed

la.o of water from a dry atmosphere, and 33 from a huicid

one : which, on removal to a dry place, wero reduced tt

15.5.

Alumina shrinks considerably by heat; and Mr. Wedg-

wood, supposing that the degree of contraction would deter-

mine that of the heat producing it, invented a pyrometers

this principle, but it is now ascertained that its indicatiuM

are fallacious. When alumina is exposed to the heat de-

tained by a jet of oxygen gas directed on a spirit lamp. il

fuses slowly into a clear colourless glass.

Alumina produces no change in vegetable blues or al-

lows, and consequently shows neither acid nor alkaliw

properties. When in a finely divided state, and especial.)'

when recently precipitated and moist, alumina conibir.es

readily with most acids, except the carbonic; but when it

has been strongly heated, it is rendered insoluble in them,

it dissolves easily in the solutions of potash and soda, and

even those of baryles and strontia, but ammonia takes it up

very sparingly.

Nitric and muriatic acids form salts with alumina, which

dissolve in water in large quantity, but afford no crystals by

evaporation : these acids arc applied to no use. Acetic ara

unites with alumina, and the resulting acetate is largely

employed in calico printing as a mordant : it is generally

prepared from alum by double decomposition, either with

acetate of [lead or of lime. Sulphate of alumina is unim-

portant, except when considered as entering into the cenr

position of alum.
It is evident from what has been stated with respect to

alumina, that it is an exceedingly important substance,

whether regarded as a constituent of soils or with respect to

>ts extensive employment in the operations of the dyer.
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calico-printer, or colour-maker. It is a necessary ingre-

dient in all kinds of porcelain, earthenware, bricks, and
tiles.

ALTJ'MINTJM. The base of alumina, and generally

regarded as a metal. Davy reduced alumina by voltaic

electricity, and by the action of potassium in vapour upon
alumina heated to redness. Further attempts were made by
(Ersted and Berzelius, but it was first obtained in a per-

fectly separate state by Wohler in 1827, who procured it by
acting with heat upon chloride of aluminum with potassium

;

the chlorine combining with the potassium, the chloride so

formed was dissolved by water, and the aluminum was left.

Aluminum thus obtained is a grey powder, resembling
platina in appearance ; when burnished it has the lustre of

tin ; it does not fuse at the temperature of melting cast-iron,

and it is a non-conductor of electricity, which is also the case

with iron in a finely divided state. When heated to redness

In the air, it burns with great vividness, and is converted

by the acquisition of oxygen into alumina : in pure oxygen
it burns with so great splendor, that the eye can scarcely

support it ; but in order to produce this effect it must be
previously heated to redness ; the heat evolved is sufficiently

great to fuse the alumina partially, and it is then as hard
as corundum.
Aluminum does not decompose water until it is heated

to ebullition, and then decomposition is slowly effected.

Neither sulphuric* muriatic, nor nitric acid dissolve alumi-

num when cold, but when heated they act upon it quickly.

It dissolves very readily even in a weak solution of potash,

with the evolution of hydrogen gas. Solution of ammonia
also dissolves it. With oxygen, as already noticed, alumi-

num forms alumina ; combined with chlorine, the result is

a deliquescent chloride. Sulphuret of aluminum may be
procured by dropping sulphur upon heated aluminum ; it

is a black powder, which decomposes by exposure to the

air, and which, when put into water, deposits alumina and
evolves sulphuretted hydrogen.
ALURED, ALRED, or ALFRED, of Beverley, an

English historian, who lived in the twelfth century. He is

the author of an Epitome of British History, from the time

of the fabulous Brutus to the twenty-ninth year of the

reign of Henry I., which Thomas Hearne published at

Oxford in 1716, under the title of The AnnaU of Alured of
Beverley. It is written in a Latin style remarkable for its

correctness, considering the age in which the author lived

;

and more attention appears to be paid in it to the dates

of the events recorded than in most of our antient chro-

nicles. It exhibits, however, in many places so strong a
resemblance to the similar work which bears the name of

Geoffrey of Monmouth, that Leland, and others after him,
have considered it to be merely an abridgment of Geoffrey's

work. On the other hand, it would rather seem that

Alured"s history was really published before that of Geof-

frey, so that where they agree in expression, the plagiarism

or copying ought probably to be charged upon the latter.

Geoffrey'* work has always been regarded as principally a
translation from a British or Armoric original ; and he and
Alured may have drawn their information, to a considerable

extent, from the same sources. Of the personal history

of Alured the little that has been handed down rests en-

tirely on the worthless authority of Bale, in his Ulustrium
Magna Britannia Scriptorum CatcUogus, a Javheto, per

3620 Artnos. He is said to have been born in the town of

Beverley, in Yorkshire ; to have received his education at

Cambridge, where he became distinguished for his skill in

divinity, as well as in various branches of profane learning

;

and, having afterwards turned secular priest, to have been
made one of the canons and treasurer of the church of St
John in his native town. His death is conjectured to have
taken place in 1 129, the year in which his annals terminate.

Bale makes him the author ofmany other works; but the

catalogue appears to be manufactured by the process of re-

presenting each of the books of his Annals as a distinct

treatise. Among the works that have been attributed to

Alured is a history of St. John of Beverley ; which the

writer of his life in the Biographia Britannica considers

to be a collection of charters and other records respecting

that ecclesiastical foundation still preserved among the

Cottonian manuscripts in the British Museum. But for

the opinion that this collection is the history said to have
been written by Alured, there do not appear to be sufficient

grounds.

ALUTA, or ALT, a tributary of the Danube, which rises

in Transylvania, in the eastern Carpathian mountains, about
46° 40' N. lat. Its course is at first due south for about 60
miles, when it makes a turn and runs nearly due north for

about 20 miles. Its general course is then S.W., S.S.W.,
and S., till it reaches the Carpathian mountains, through
which it makes its way. This pass, called the Pass of the

Red Tower, is about 18 miles S.S.E. of Hermanstadt. From
the mountains the Alt takes a general south course through
Wallachia, forming one of the chief rivers of that province

:

it joins the Danube nearly opposite the town of Nikopolis, in

about 43° 46' N. lat., 24* 52' E. long. The whole length
of its course is not less than 250 miles, and may be consi-

derably more. The navigation of the river is said to be
dangerous. It brings down particles of gold from the auri-

ferous sands in the neighbourhood of the mountains.
ALVA, DUKE OF. [See Alba.]
ALVAR, a principality in the centre of Upper Hin-

dostan, twenty-five miles south-west of Delhi, north-west
of Agra, and between 27° and 28° of north latitude.

Alvar is a well-wooded, hilly country, abounding with
jungle and with natural fastnesses, of which advantage
has been taken by some of the inhabitants to carry on a
system of predatory incursions into the neighbouring dis-

tricts. These people are described as having been formerly

exceedingly brutal in their habits ; and for this reason it was
once customary with some of the native chiefs, when at war,
to engage their services, in order the more effectually to

ravage tne country of their enemies. The principality is

now under the dominion of the Rajah ofMacherry, whose
sway extends over about 3000 square miles. The chief

towns in his dominions are Alvar, Macherry, and Rajghur

:

although Macherry gives the title to the chief, Alvar is the
capital.

In 1803, during the war with Scindiah and the Rajah of

Berar, Lord Lake concluded a treaty with the Macherry
Rajah, who then placed himself under the protection of the
British government. Two years after that time, he re-

ceived a considerable accession of territory at the expense of
the Rajah of Bhurtpoor, who, contrary to his engagements,
had assisted Holkar in his hostility to the Company's
government.

If the inhabitants of this principality were not originally

incited to their lawless courses by the oppression of the
neighbouring chiefs, there is little doubt mat they must
have been confirmed in their bad habits by the harsh and
cruel measures adopted towards them. Among other re-

strictions, they were prohibited from cultivating the land in

any situation where adequate returns could be expected

;

their implements of husbandry in such cases were seized

and destroyed, and themselves subjected to the most brutal

punishments. They were frequently put to a lingering death
by being enclosed within four walls. So far were these mea-
sures ofcruelty from having produced any reformation in the

people, that the commission of outrages was continually on
the increase ; whereas, since the interference of the English
government, and the consequent adoption of conciliatory

measures, outrages are now of rare occurrence, which were
before so frequent that no one could venture to travel from
one part of the country to another without a military escort.

(RennelTs Memoir of a Map of Hindostan, Hamilton's
East India Gazetteer, and Parliamentary Reports.)

ALVAR, a large and strongly-fortified town, situated

at the base of a steep hill, in 27° 44' north lat., and 76° 32'

east long., seventy-five miles S.S.W. from Delhi. This
town is in the principality of the same name, and forms
at once the capital and the principal residence of the

Macherry Rajah. On the summit of the hill at the foot

of which Alvar is built, there is a strong fort, 1200 feet

above the level of the town.

ALVAREZ, (FRANCISCO,) a Portuguese traveller,was
born in the latter part of the fifteenth century, at the town
of Coimbra. King Emanuel made him his chaplain.

About the year 1512, David, the Emperor of Abyssinia,
sent a certain Armenian, by name Matheo, to India, with
the view of establishing an alliance with Portugal. Matheo
was kindly received by Affonso de Alboquerque, who was
then governor of the settlements in India. He was sent to

Portugal, and at first considered as an impostor, and
treated as such by those who conducted him. On his

arrival at Lisbon, King Emanuel rendered him ample
justice; and in 1515, he sent Edward Galvao on an extra-

ordinary embassy to the Emperor David, and Alvarez was
appointed his secretary. After a long voyage, they arriv*}
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at the Isle of Camaran, in the Red Sea, where Galvao died

not long after his arrival.

While Lope Suarez was governor of India, this mission

was delayed : hut Diego Lopez do Segueira, who succeeded

him in the government, perfected what his predecessor had
left incomplete. He appointed Rodrigo de Lima am-
bassador, and confirmed Alvarez in the office of secretary.

He told Rodrigo before all the men, ' I send Alvarez with

you, and not you with Alvarez ; do nothing without first

asking his advice, and follow it exactly.'

The expedition landed at Arkeeko on the Abyssinian coast,

on the 7th of April, 1520 ; here they met with a Moor and a

Christian. The latter informed them that the country was
inhabited by Christians, but that they were subject to the

depredations of the Mohammedans. The Christian gover-

nor of the country came afterwards with a fine retinue to

meet them. The monks of the monastery of Bisam also

visited the travellers, and received them kindly in their

house. Proceeding on their journey with much fatigue and
privation, occasioned partly by the loss of their guide and
interpreter, Matheo, who died shortly after entering the

Abyssinian territory, they arrived at the emperor's residence

in Amhara, after passing through the countries of Tigre and
Angot. After some years' residence in that city and country,

Alvarez returned to Lisbon on 24th July, 1527. The king
rewarded him with a handsome benefice, and ordered him
to publish an account of his travels. Alvarez published his

work at Lisbon, in one volume folio, with the following title:

' Descripcam das Terras do Preste Joa?n, segundo i
sio e

escreveo o Padre Francisco Alvarez, capellao del Rey nosso

senhor, agora novamente, impresso par mandad do dito

senhor em casa de Luis Rodriguez\ libreiro de sua Alteza.

Lisboa, 1540. A copy of this volume is in the British

Museum.
Alvarez says in his dedication to the king, that he went

to Paris purposely to purchase the type for the printing of

his manuscript.

In his relation, the traveller speaks more of the country

than of himself. The simplicity and frankness with which
it is written are admirable. It bears the stamp of truth in

every page. It is unfortunate that the writer gives no exact

notions of the relative position of places, or of distances, parti-

cularly as he traversed and visited the now almost unknown
countries of Angot, Amhara, and Efat. Peter Covilham,
[see Abyssinia, p. 58,] who was in Abyssinia at the time of

Alvarez' arrival, informed him that the Nile (Bahrel Azrek)
rose in the kingdom of Gojam, and that he (Covilham) had
been sent there on a mission by the Queen Elena. The
narrative of Alvarez is generally clear, and he is apparently

an honest and trustworthy writer. A French translation

appeared of it in 1558, at Antwerp, under the title of De-
scription Historique de tEthiopie, by Bellere. There is also

another in Spanish, by Fray Tomas de Padilla, (Antwerp,
] 557,) and Ramusio published it in Italian, in his collection

of Travels. We have not seen the latter of these transla-

tions ; but of the two former, the Spanish is by far prefer-

able to the French. It is surprising that a book of such
merit should not have been translated into English. A
copy of the original, as well as of the Spanish and French
translations, are in the library of the British Museum.

Alvarez died in 1540. He was not a man of very superior

talents, but he was undoubtedly an accurate, and, above all,

an honest traveller. (See Nicolao Antonio. Mariana,
book xxx. ch. 23—25.)
ALVERSTOKE. [See Gosport.]
ALYA'TTES, a king of Lydia, the father of Croesus ; he

died about B.C. 5G2, after a reign of fifty-seven years. Near
the Lake Gyga?a, which is a few miles north of Sardis (now
Sart) in Asia Minor, we still see the immense mound of

earth which was raised to his memory. Herodotus, who gives

the first account of it (i. 93.) says, that the circuit round the
base was 3800 Greek feet, and the width (of the base?) 2600
feet. The height is not given. The lower part of it was
a substruction of stone, which is now covered by the earth
that has fallen down ; but the mound still retains its conical
form, and rises up like a natural hill. Its dimensions are
much greater than those of any similar monuments in Great
Britain. The circuit of Silbury' Hill, which forms so striking
an object on the Bath road, is inconsiderable when compared
with the mound of Alyattes. Other mounds of various sizes

are found near the large one, and probably were raised in

nemory of the antient kings of Lydia. (See Chandlers
veh in Asia Minor.)

In the reign of Alyattes a great eclipse took place while

the Lydian and Median armies were fighting (Herod, i. 74).

the place where the eclipse was seen is not mentioned by

Herodotus; but we may fairly conjecture it was in the upper

latitudes of Asia Minor, and between the Halys and the

higher waters of the Euphrates. This eclipse was predicied

by Thales of Miletus, but we cannot infer from the wonk of

Herodotus that he predicted the day : all that the words of

the historian can be made to signify is, that he predicted

the year. But Herodotus knew so little of physical scenes

that we must not interpret his words too strictly. Sc^r
says this eclipse took place October 1, 583 B.C.: Vohev,

February 3, 62G . Mayer, May, C03. Costard, Phil Trm.

1733, showed, by allowing for the moon's acceleration, thai

Mayer's eclipse was not seen at all in Asia Minor.

Baily has calculated {Phil. Transac. 1811) all theeclir**

from b.c. 650 to b.c. 580, and has found only one that wu

total in or near any part of Asia Minor, viz. 30 Sept. 610.

The centre of the moon's shadow passed in the forenoon in

a right line over the north-eastern part of Asia Minor.

through Armenia into Persia. It passed over the mouth of

the river Halys. If the eclipse mentioned by Diodorus to

have taken place during the voyage of Agathocles, b.c. 310, be

rightly given, a correction becomes necessary for themooQ:

distance from her node, which being allowed for, no eclipse

between B.C. 650 and 580 was central or total at or near

any part of Asia Minor. Therefore either the date of the

eclipse of Agathocles or of Thales is false.

ALYTH, a town in Perthshire, in an extensive parish,

which stretches into Forfarshire, includes the Mountains of

Kings Seat (1238 feet high) and Mount Blair, and the

forest of Alyth, and affords a supply of game and fuel,

Some parts of the parish are fitted for pasturage of black

cattle and sheep. The town is pleasantly situated ou a

rivulet, running into the Isla, a tributary of the Tay, and at

the foot of a hill. It has a well-supplied market, and some

manufactures, of linen and yarn. There are several fairs

in the year. The church is an ancient Gothic building, in

good condition ; and besides the usual parochial school,

there is one at Drumfork in the parish, established by the

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge. Alyth *as

constituted a royal burgh in the fifteenth century, but never

sent members to parliament. It is 12 miles W. by S. from

Forfar. The population of the parish in 1 831 was 2888. There

are the vestiges of a fortification on a hill near the town.

A'MADEUS I. was the son of Adelaide, Marchioness of

Susa, and of Humbert I., Count of Maurienne, in Savoy,

called the ' White handed ;' some say he was the son

of Oddo, Humberts son. After his father's death, he

governed conjointly with his mother the states of Susa

and Maurienne. This made him master of the great

pass over the Alps into Italy, by Mont Cenis, from

which circumstance much of the subsequent import*

ance of his family was derived. He married a daughter of

Gerald, Count of Burgundy. Amadeus, as a feudatory of the

empire, was attending the Emperor Henry III. at Verona,

when one day he asked admission to the imperial chamber,

followed, as was his custom, by a numerous retinue of young

noblemen and squires. Henry ordered him to be admitted,

but ' without his tail,* meaning his retinue. Upon thi*

Amadeus refused to enter without his friends. The emperor

was not displeased at his boldness, and allowed the whole

to come in with their lord. From this circumstance Ama-

deus was styled Caudatus. Amadeus was mainly in stnl
"

mental in bringing about a reconciliation between Henry

IV. and Pope Gregory VII., and thus putting an end to the

disastrous contest between the church and the empire. He

died soon after, in 1078, and was buried in the cathedral of

St. Jean de Maurienne.
AMADEUS II., styled by some III., as they suppose

another Amadeus, either before or after Amadeus l, d

whom, however, they give us no account. This has occa-

sioned some confusion in the early genealogy of the Hou?e

of Savoy. He succeeded his father Humbert II., Count ol

Maurienne, in 1 103. He accompanied Henry V. to Rome.

where the latter was crowned emperor. As a reward lor

his fidelity, Henry gave him the title of Count of Savoy,

and vicar'perpetual of the empire. Amadeus abo took the

title of Marquis of Turin ; and married the daughter of m
Count or Dauphin, as he was called, of Vienne, on tw

Rhone. His differences with Louis VII., King ol France,

who was Amadeus cousin by his mother's side, were sew

by the mediation of St. Bernard, the famous Abbot oftw*
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vaux, who persuaded Amadeus to take the cross, and ac-

company the king to the Holy Land, which expedition, how-
ever, turned out unsuccessful. Amadeus distinguished him-
self at the siege of Damascus, and relieved Acre, which was
besieged by the Turks. On his return from Syria, he landed
in the island of Cyprus, where he died at Nicosia, of a fever,

in 1 148. The celebrated Abbey of Hautecombe, where are

the sepulchres of the House of Savoy, was founded by him
in 1125.

AMADEUS III. succeeded, in 1233, his father Thomas,
as Count of Savoy, and his brother inherited Piedmont.
Amadeus obliged the Count of Genevois to acknowledge
himself his vassal : he also conquered the Chablais and the

Lower Valais ; and sent troops over the Little St. Bernard
into the valley of Aosta, and subjugated that country. The
Emperor Frederick II., on his passage through Turin, was
sumptuously entertained by Amadeus, to whose titles he
added on this occasion those of Duke of Chablais and of

Aosta. Amadeus died in 1246.

AMADEUS IV., called • the Great,* succeeded his uncle

Philip in 1285. By his marriage with Sybilla, Countess of

Bugey and Bresse, these districts of ancient Burgundy
were united to his states. He interfered in the disputes be-

tween the Counts of Genevois and the Bishop of Geneva, and
protected the city from the encroachments of the Counts.

The town and district of Ivrea gave itself up to him by com-
mon consent of the citizens. He inherited the barony of

Faucigny by the will of Beatrix, the last of her family, but

he had to defend his claims by arms against the Dauphin of

Vienne. This was the origin of long wars between the two
states. Amadeus afterwards embarked for the East, where
he assisted in the defence of Rhodes against the Turks in

1315. It was on this occasion that he assumed the white

cross on his arms and banner, which has ever since remained
the ensign of Savoy. He died in 1323 at Avignon, where
he had gone for the purpose of urging Pope John XXII. to

proclaim a new crusade.

AMADEUS V. succeeded his brother Edward in 1329,

continued the war against the Dauphin of Vienne, and
, died in 1342. He has been called Aymon by the same
historians who have anticipated one number in the

list of the former Amadeuses. They all agree in calling

the following, Amadeus VI. The names of Aymon and
Amadeus were frequently confounded in the countries of

ancient Burgundy.
AMADEUS VI., son and successor of the preceding,

was called ' the Green Count,' from the colour of the

dress in which he appeared, when only fourteen years of

age, at a great tournament given at Chambery, where he
won the prize. In 1349 Humbert, last Dauphin of Vienne,
disgusted with the world in consequence of the death of an
only son, gave up his title and principality to Charles,

grandson or Philip of Valois, and retired into a Dominican
convent.

From that epoch the eldest son of the King of France
has been called Dauphin, and the province Dauphiny.
Amadeus VI. was not pleased at this cession, which gave
him a much more formidable neighbour than he had before

;

and a war ensued, in which Amadeus defeated the French
in 1354. A treaty was concluded at Paris the following

year, by which the Count of Savoy gave up to France the

districts he possessed in Dauphiny beyond the rivers Rhone
and Guier ; and he, on his part, was acknowledged undis-

puted isovereign of Faucigny and the country of Gex, as

well as suzerain lord over the Counts of Genevois, all which
titles had been till then subjects of contention between
the Counts of Savoy and the Dauphins of Vienne. Ama-
deus was next engaged in a war against the two brothers,

Barnabas and Galeazzo Visconti, who had attacked the

Marquis of Montferrat. He marched to the assistance of

the latter, and drove away the forces of the Visconti. He
also obliged the Marquis of Saluzzo to pay him homage.
He thus extended his dominion on the Italian side of tne

Alps. Amadeus's alliance was courted by the principal

sovereigns of his time. John Palsoologus, Emperor of Con-
stantinople, and Amadeus's cousin by his mothers side,being

threatened by the Bulgarians and the Turks* who had taken

Adrianople, implored the assistance of the western princes.

The pope proclaimed a crusade, but the Count of Savoy alone

answered the call. At his own expense he assembled a

number of galleys in the port of Venice, where he em-
barked with a chosen band of his own knights, and a con-

siderable number of archers and other infantry, all dressed

in green. He arrived at Coron in the Morea, in July,
1366,/and from thence he proceeded to Gallipoli, where
Sultan Amurath had placed a garrison. The town was
taken, and the white cross of Savoy hoisted on its ramparts.
From Gallipoli he proceeded to Constantinople, where he
found the people in great confusion, the Emperor Palaeologus
being a prisoner in the hands of the Bulgarians. Amadeus
sailed again for the Black Sea, landed on the Bulgarian
coast, took Mesembria by storm, and attacked Varna. The
Bulgarians now sued for peace, and as a first condition de-
livered PalsBologus, who returned to Constantinople with
Amadeus. The latter, however, soon after quarrelled with
the Greek emperor, whom he was endeavouring, but in
vain, to restore to the bosom of the Roman or "Western
church. An interesting account of this expedition from the
original MSS. was lately published by Pietro Datta, of
Turin. On his return to Italy, Amadeus found that the
Visconti had availed themselves of his absence to invade
again Montferrat and Piedmont, although Galeazzo Visconti
had married Blanche, Amadeus s sister. Amadeus soon
obliged them to retire and to raise the siege of Asti. The
Emperor Charles IV., on his passage through Chambery,
was splendidly entertained by Amadeus, who did homage
as Duke of Aosta and Chablais, Marquis of Susa, and
imperial Vicar, according to feudal usage, by throwing the
banners of those jurisdictions to the ground before the em-
peror ;

• but when the sixth banner came forth, which was
that of the white cross, the Count of Savoy entreated the
emperor not to allow it to be lowered, saying that it had
never been lowered yet to the ground, and never should,
so please God/ (Paradino, Chronique de Savoie.) Amadeus
had now risen to great power and influence, and was looked
upon as the arbiter of Italy. The Venetians and the Ge-
noese had long quarrelled about the possession of the Island
of Tenedos, in the iEgean Sea ; but at last agreed to give
it in full possession to the Count of Savoy. Amadeus in his

old age was still thinking of another expedition against the
Turks, but the Pope Clemens VII. persuaded him first to

accompany Louis Duke of Anjou in his expedition to Naples,
to which kingdom he was called by the adoption of Queen
Joanna I. Amadeus went in 1382, and shared in the first

successes of Louis, who conquered the Abruzzi and Apulia.
A contagious disease, however, spread through the. army,
and the Count of Savoy was one of its earliest victims. He
died at Santo Stefano in Apulia, in 1383. He was the
founder of the Order of the Annonciade.
AMADEUS VII., called « the Red Count,' succeeded

his father, Amadeus VI. He made the important acquisi-

tion of the county of Nice, by the unanimous wish of the
citizens, in 1 388, and the act was solemnly registered as a
public document. He was killed by a fall from his horse
while hunting in the forest of Lornes, near Thonon, in

1391.

AMADEUS VIII., son and successor of the preceding,
was created first Duke of Savoy, in 1416, by the Emperor
Sigismund, who declared the court of the dutchy to be in-

dependent of the imperial chamber. Amadeus waged war
against Philip Maria Visconti, Duke of Milan, and took
Vercelli, which he united to his dominions. He also an-
nexed to them the county of Genevois, having purchased
the rights of the various claimants after the extinction of the
maleune. Thus the whole of Savoy was finally united
under one sovereign. He was also Prince of Piedmont,
Baron ofVaud, Lord of Nizza, Mondovi, and Valenza, Duke
of Aosta, &c. Amadeus gave his subjects a code of laws
called Statuta Sabaudice. Under him Savoy enjoyed pro-

found peace, whilst the countries around were a prey to

foreign and civil wars. After forty-three years' reign, and
having lost his wife, Maria Beatrix of Burgundy, he retired,

in 1434, to the hermitage of Ripaiile, a delightful spot on
the Lake of Geneva, with six of his nobles, whom he created

Knights of St. Maurice. He entrusted the administration

of his states to his son Louis. For five years he lived at

Ripaiile, where he was consulted in matters of importance
by Iris son as well as other sovereigns ; and here he mediated
the peace of Arras between France and England. The coun-
cil assembled at Basle, having deposed Eugenius'IV. in 1439,

called Amadeus to the Papal chair. Amadeus at first refused,

but being persuaded by the Cardinal of Aries, he assumed
the pontifical dignity with the name of Felix V. At the same
time he definitively abdicated his temporal sovereignty to

his son Louis. In June, 1440, the new pope proceeded to

Basle, where he was solemnly crowned. France, England,
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lardness till it becomes of a darkish brown, and isu largo

is an apple. It afterwards takes a horisontal direction,

brms a border and becomes covered with numerous closely*

lacked tubes on its under surface, which are exceedingly

ninute. When the plant is full grown the tubes are of a

'eddish brown colour, and of a hard woody texture ; and the

ipper surface is of various colours disposed in grey, brown,

>r clouded concentric elevated circles. The plant is peren-

lial, and increases yearly in size.

AMAGER, or AMAK, a small island in the Baltic,

ying opposite to Copenhagen, with which it is connected by

wo bridges. It is about nine miles long, and on an avenge

;hroe broad ; quite level, and without wood or good water.

The soil is fertile, and the island supplies Copenhagen with

garden vegetables, milk, butter, and cheese. A Dutch

*>lony from the Water-land in North Holland was invited

lere m 15 1 6 by Christian II. Of the two parishes, that on

he east side ofthe island, called Hollanderbye, is the proper

lettlement of the Dutch colony. The language of the people

s a mixture of Dutch, German, and Danish. The inha-

>itants, in summer, send their cattle to pasture on the adja-

cent low island of Saltholm.

A part of Copenhagen, called Christianshafen, is on the

aland of Amager. (See Copenhagen.)
AMALAR1C, the last Visigoth king of Spain, was the

ion of Alaric II. and grandson ofTheodoric II. At the death

>f his father, a.d. 506, he was only five years of age; and

Sensaleic, a bastard son of Alaric, was elected king of the

jroths in Spain. Theodoric, who was then in Italy, sent ha

general Theudis with a powerful army to protect the rights

>f his grandson. Gensaleic was defeated, and Theudis was

intrusted with the guardianship of the child and the

government of Spain. When Amalaric became of age he

vas acknowledged king of the Goths both in Spain and in

Sothic Gaul. In order to secure his French possessions he

solicited and obtained the hand of Clotilda, daughter of

Dlovis, king of the Franks. But this marriage proved in

he end an unfortunate one. Amalaric was a violent Arian,

md Clotilda a zealous Catholic. At first each attempted to

convert the other, but all their mutual endeavours having *

failed, Amalaric tried to obtain his object by violent means.

He so ill-treated his unfortunate queen, that at last she was

impelled to apply to her brothers for protection against her

'ruel husband. The French historians say, that she was

k> barbarously treated, that the violence offered to her hy her

lusband frequently occasioned her blood to flow, and that

ihe sent her brothers a handkerchief steeped in it as a testi-

nony of her sufferings. But this statement is not confirmed

jy the contemporary writers. Her brother Cbildebert, or

Jhildibert, king of Paris, mustered a large army and marched

igainst his brother-in-law. The two armies met, according

jo some authors, in Gothic Gaul, and according to others in

Datalonia. Both French and Spaniards fought with equal

ralour and obstinacy. At last the Spaniards were defeated,

ind Amalaric took refuge in a church, where he was killed,

n the year 531. The conqueror, after having plundered the

Adrian churches, returned to France with his sister.

Amalaric was the last of the Visigoth kings, and them
ffho established the court at Seville. On his death, Theudis,

in Ostrogoth or eastern Goth, was elected king. [See Ma-

riana, book v. ch. 7. Procopius, De BeUo Gothorwn, ho. M
AMALEKITES, a nation who dwelt south-west of

Palestine, between Edom and Egypt (Gen. »v. 7; B*».

nviu 8-16 ; 1 Sam. xv. 7). According to Josephus, A**'

juities, iii. 2, those who dwelt in GoboLitis and Potra were

sailed Amalekites, and were the most warlike arooDg toe

surrounding nations. The Gobohtis of Josephus is »* <*

bala or Gabala of Stephanus Byzantinns, and the GabaJene

rf Eusebius. Its inhabitants are called Gabaktae and <£
baleni. According to Burckhardt, the country between

,

«*

Dead Sea andWady Mousa is still called JebcU or vum»***>

Gobohtis means the hi#h-iand, especially the xwuntaffl^

sountry near Petra. The following passage (J^
1fT

,

ffj!

L. }2.) will illustrate our statement 'Alipbas hadliive

legitimate sons, Theman, Omer, Ophus, Jotham, and U*»-

aaz, for Amalek was illegitimate, being born of a concuw

whose name was Thamna. These inhabited that pari

[dumea which is called Gobolitis, and that which, aiw

Amalek, was called Amalekitis.' Josephus calls thmrcounirj

Amalekttis, and describes it as a part of Idum**- <*£
ii. 1.) Josephus also calls the country of Madian *»*"£
and says, that it was situated between Pelusmm,

,

«» ,

tarfe»tf Egypt, and the Red Sea, (AnUrl 7: J**""
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ch. 8.) It appears also that they occupied several placet in

Palestine among the Canaanites, just as some Sclavonic
Wendish settlements are found among the Saxons in Ger-
many. In the land of Ephraim we find a mountain of the
Amalekites where Abdon, the son of Hillel, was buried in

Pirathon. There dwelt also many Kenites among the Ama-
lekites, whom Josephus names ^ttctfiirat, (1 Sam. xv. 6

;

Ant.vi. 8; Judges xii. 15; compare v. 14.)

We read in Gen. xiv. 7, that Amraphel, king of Shinar,
Arioch, king of Ellassar, Chedorlaomer, king of Elam, and
Tidal, king of nations, came to Enmishpat (Fbuntain ofJudg-
ment) ,which is Kadesh, and smote all the country ofthe Ama-
lekites. Kadesh is placed, in Asheton's Historical Map of
Palestine, in 34° 58' E. long, and three minutes N.N.E. of
Enmishpat ; but Moses informs us, that Enmiskoat is Kadesh.
According to Rabbi Sh'lomo Ben Jarchi, 'the country of the
Amalekites' means, in Gen. xiv. 7, the country which was
afterwards inhabited by the Amalekites ; as we might say
that Caesar went into France, because Gaul was afterwards
occupied by the Franks, or as Jacob set his face to mount
Gilead, although this name of Gilead is of a later date. This
opinion has been generally adopted : for Amalek, one of the
dukes, that came of Eliphaz, the son of Esau, in the land of
Edom was considered the progenitor of the Amalekites, and
therefore they could not exist in the days of Abraham.
Gen. xxxvi. 1, 12, 16. But the name of Amalek was, per-
haps, given to two different nations. The Arabians mention
Imlik, Amalik, or Amaleka among the aborigines of Arabia,
the remains of which were mingled with the descendants of
Joctan and Adnan, and became Mostarabs or Mocarabes,
that is, Arabians mixed with foreigners ; and they give these
names also to the Canaanites and Philistines, which nations
were probably related to each other. According to Arabian
writers, the inhabitants of North Africa were descended
from the Amalekites, who were expelled by Joshua. This
assertion has probably some reference to the Carthaginians
being a Phoenician colony. (D'Herbelot, Bibl. Or., art.

Amlac; Abulfeda in Pococke's Spec. Hist. Arabum, ed.

White, pp. 464, 465.)

Some Arabians make Amalek a descendant ofHam, and
father of Aad ; but Abulfeda (Historia Anteislamica, ed.

Fleischer, p. 16) makes him descend from Shem. Ebn
Arabshah (in Vita Timuri, ed. Manger., ii. 780) calls Ama-
lek the great, on account of his descent from the giant race

of Ham. (Corap. Relandi Palcestina, p. 78-82 ; J. D. Mi-
chaelis, Spicilegium Geographic? Heb. Externa, t i. p. 1 70-

177; Alb. Schultens' Monum. Ant. Hist. Arabum; Gese-
nius in Ersch und Gruber.)

The Amalekites were the first who opposed the Israelites

on their march from Egypt. (Exod. xvii. 8-13; Jos. Ant.
iii. 2.) They suffered great loss, but were afterwards

assisted by the Canaanites, and obtained a great victory.

(Num. xiv. 39-45.) During the time of the Judges, the

Israelites were frequently oppressed by the Amalekites,

Ammonites, and Miclianites. (Judges iii. 13 ; vi. 3 ; Joseph.

v. 7.) Saul gathered 200,000 footmen and 10,000 men of

Judah, and came to the city of Amalek, (the name of which
is unknown,) and laid waste the valley, and said unto the

Kenites, 'Go, depart, get you down from among the Ama-
lekites, lest I destroy you with them ; for ye showed kind-

ness to all the children of Israel, when they came up out of

Egypt ;' or, as Josephus says, he spared them because they

were related to Reguel, the father-in-law of Moses. So
the Kenites departed from the Amalekites; and Saul

smote the Amalekites from Havilah to Shur, that is over

against Egypt. Saul took their king Agag alive, who was
cut to pieces by the prophet Samuel. Saul was rejected

from being king because no had spared Agag and the best

cattle of the Amalekites. (1 Sum. xv. ; Jos. Ant. vi. 8.)

David warred against them (1 Sam. xxvii. 8.) ; and there-

fore the Amalekites plundered the town of Ziklag and set it

on fire, but David overtook them in the wilderness, and re-

covered all that they had carried away. (1 Sam. xxx. 18

;

Ant. vi. 15.)

At a later period, David dedicated silver and gold unto the

Lord, which ne had taken from Amalek and other subdued

nations. (2 Sam. viii. 12.) The Amalekites were finally

extirpated by the Shimeonites, who occupied their country

during the reign of Hezekiah. (1 Chron. iv. 43.) Thus,
according to the direction of Moses, the remembrance of

Amalek was blotted out from under heaven, because they

slew the hindmost of the Israelites who fainted in the

wilderness. (Deut. xxv. 17, 19.) But it seems that some

of them escaped to neighbouring countries, where they con-
tinued to hate the Israelites, for we find that Haman, the
Agagite, being, probably, a descendant of Agag, lung of
the Amalekites, endeavoured to destroy Israel in the
empire of Ahasuerus. (Esther iii. 1.)

The name \h&y has been derived from ppfy, or p^\ and
explained to be a people which licks up or taketh away every-

thing, like pb\ the locust; or, from HpA <* people which

beats down; or, more probably, fromp^O. for "T^D* a people
which reigns, a royal nation, a nation of the King, a set of
royalists. The name of the Amalekites may be descriptive

of their prowess ; and Balaam's saying, (Num. xxiv. 20,)
' Amalek was the first of the nations,* seems to express
dignity rather than antiquity, the most eminent of the
nations.

AMALFI, a town in the kingdom of Naples, built on the
steep declivity of a mountain overlooking the Gulf of Sa-
lerno, 40° 37' N. lat., 14° 35' E. long. In the early part of
the middle ages, Amain was a republic, with a scanty ter-

ritory, but renowned for its trade with Egypt and the East.
It took part in the crusades, and its citizens founded in

Palestine the hospital of St. John of Jerusalem, from which
the celebrated military order took its name. Amalfi was
taken about the end of the eleventh century by Robert
Guiscard, the Norman Conqueror, at the same time as
Salerno, and was erected into a duchy. William of Apulia,
the poet historian, describes Amalfi at that time as the great
mart for eastern goods, frequented 4 by Arabs, Indians,
Africans, and Sicilians/ In the subsequent wars between
the Normans and Pope Innocent II., who was supported by
the Emperor Lotharius, Amalfi was taken, in 1137, by the
Pisan licet, who were auxiliaries of the emperor. It was
on this occasion that a solitary copy of the Pandects of
Justinian, a work long lost to the world, is said to have
been found by the Pisan conquerors amidst other plunder
within the walls of Amalfi, and from that epoch the study
of the Roman law was revived in Europe. Flavio Gioia,

a citizen of Amalfi, found out the mariner s compass about
the beginning of the fourteenth century ; he probably de-
rived the first idea of it from some eastern trader, it having
been used in a rude form in the Indian seas long before.

The present town of Amalfi, though much fallen from its

former solendour, still retains some remains of trade, and
its inhabitants are reckoned good mariners. It has a very
antient cathedral, and stands m a romantic position, thirteen

miles W.S.W. of Salerno.

AMALGAM, a compound oftwo or more metals, of which
one is always mercury ; and this circumstance distinguishes

an amalgam from a mere alloy. Nature presents us with
only one amalgam, which is of silver, and is termed by mine-
ralogists native amalgam: it occurs in Hungary, Sweden,
&c, and is met with either semifluid, massive, or crystal-

lized in rhombic dodecahedrons. Klaproth found it to con-
sist of 64 parts of mercury and 36 of silver, out of 100 parts.

Most metals may be amalgamated with mercury, and the
combination appears to depend on chemical affinity. When
the cohesion of a metal is slight, as in the cases of potas-

sium and sodium ; or when its affinity for mercury is consi-

derable, as in the instances of gold ana silver, amalgamation
takes place readily by mere contact. When, on the other

hand, the cohesion of a metal is strong, or its affinity for

mercury is weak, heat, or intermediate action, or both, are

requisite to effect amalgamation.
There are several circumstances which show that amalga-

mation is the result of chemical affinity ; the crystalline

form of the native amalgam is strongly indicative of it, and
it is confirmed by analysis : for if the quantities of mercury
and silver were 64 of the former and 35 * 2 of the latter

metal, instead of 36, as abovementioned, they would be in

the proportions of 200 to 110, or 1 atom of each.

The phenomena also, which accompany the action of

mercury upon other metals, evince its chemical nature: if44

parts of mercury be mixed with 1 part of potassium, combi-
nation occurs with the evolution of much heat, and when the
resulting amalgam is cold, it is hard, and has the appear-

ance of silver: when the quantity of mercury exceeds 100
parts to 1 part of potassium, the compound is liquid ; and an
amalgam containing only 1 * 5 per cent, of potassium is sus-

ceptible of crystallizing. The density of an amalgam ex-

ceeds that of the mean of the metals; this and the tendency
exhibited by one or both metals to oxidize, are additional

indications of chemical combination. If mercury and lead
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be shaken together in a bottle containing atmospheric air,

its oxygen is absorbed, and a black powder is formed which
contains an oxide of one metal or of both of them.

There are some metals, it has been already observed,

which require heat in order to amalgamate them ; of this,

antimony offers an example. In order to effect combination,

it must be melted, and while liquid mixed with hot mercury.

Mere heat, however, causes scarcely any action between iron

and mercury. It has been stated, that they may be amal-

gamated by mixing the filings of the metal with powdered
alum, and rubbing them together in a mortar with a little

water : after trituration the alum may be washed out By
the intervention of tin or zinc, iron may be combined with

mercury, and a double amalgam is formed. Platina also

unites with mercury by the intervention of the amalgam of

potassium ; but not by direct action.

Having stated some examples of the different modes in

which amalgams may be formed, we shall notice their

general properties. Amalgams are either liquid, soft, or

hard ; their form being dependent, in some cases, upon the

quantity of mercury employed; and, in others, upon the

nature of the metal amalgamated : thus an amalgam con-

sisting of 80 parts of mercury and 1 part of sodium is solid,

whilst a compound of 15 parts of mercury and I part of tin

is liquid. The liquid amalgams resemble mercury in ap-

pearance, except that the greater part of them flow less

readily : solid amalgams are brittle. In general, amalgams
are white ; they are all crystallizable, and then form com-
pounds of definite proportions. To prove this, it is only requi-

site to dissolve a proper quantity of a metal in mercury with
heat, and to allow the amalgam to cool ; it then separates

into two portions, one of which is liquid and the other is

solid and crystallized ; the fluid portion may, however, be
regarded as a solution of the definite compound in an indefi-

nite excess of mercury. The amalgams of the more oxidable

metals, as of potassium and sodium, are decomposed by
exposure to the air and absorbing oxygen, and they decom-
pose water with the evolution of hydrogen gas ; the double
amalgam ofironand zinc does not rapidly undergo any change,
and is not attracted by the magnet All amalgams are de-
composed by a red heat, the mercury being distilled, and the
more fixed metals remaining. The process of amalgamation
and decomposition is employed to separate gold and silver

from their ores ; the mercury obtained by decomposing the
amalgams is distilledandrepeatedly used for thesame purpose,
with comparatively little loss. The amalgams of gold and
silver are employedin the processes ofgilding and plating. The
amalgam of tin is largely used in what is termed silvering

mirrors, and various amalgams of tin and zinc are employed
for exciting electricity in*the machine. These compounds,
as well as other amalgams, will be treated of under each par-
ticular metal. Some curious effects result from the action of
amalgams upon each other: ifmercury be added to the liquid
amalgam of potassium and sodium, an instant solidification

ensues, and heatenough to inflame the latter metals is evolved.
When, on the other hand, a solid amalgam of bismuth is

put in contact with one of lead, they become fluid, and the
thermometer sinks during their action. There is a curious
compound called an amalgam of ammonia, the real nature
of which has not been satisfactorily explained. When mer-
cury is negatively electrified in a solution of ammonia, or an
amalgam of mercury and potassium is placed upon moistened
muriate of ammonia, the metal increases in volume and
becomes of the consistence of butter; this appearance has
been supposed to be owing to the combination ora metal, which
Berzelius calls ammonium, with mercury. When thrown
into water it effervesces copiously, hydrogen gas is given
off, and ammonia remains in solution. Gay-Lussac and
Thenard have maintained the opinion that the amalgam
consists of mercury united to azote and hydrogen ; the latter
being in larger proportion than in ammonia.
AMALIA, wife of the Duke of Saxe Weimar, lost her

husband when she was hardly twenty years of age, and
found herself at the head of the government in troubled
times, during the wars between the two great German
powers, Austria and Frederic of Prussia. The Duchess of
Weimar, however, contrived to direct in safety the affairs
of her little state, and after the restoration of peace she
turned all her thoughts to the internal improvement of her
country. The city of Weimar became the resort of the
most distinguished literary men of Germany, whom the
Duchess encouraged by her liberal patronage to come and
reside at her court Wieland, Herder, Schiller, and Goethe,

formed "a constellation of genius of which any city might be

proud. Wieland was appointed tutor to the two sons of the

Duchess. Goethe was also induced to settle at Weimar,

where he resided ever after, and filled a distinguished place

in the ducal council. Herder was appointed court chaplain,

consistorial councillor, and inspector of the schools. The

Duchess Amalia withdrew from public life in 1775, having

given up the sovereign authority to her eldest son, then of

age: she retired to her delightful country residence of

Tieffurth, where she continued to surround herself with

men of talent and learning. She travelled into Italy in

1788, and returned from that country with an increased

taste for the arts, especiauy for music. The Duchess was

a sincere patroness of genius, which she delighted in disco-

vering and raising from obscurity and poverty. She died

in 1807, regretted by all who knew her.

AMAND LES EAUX, St., a town in France in the

department of Nord, on the river Scarpe, and on the road

from Lille to Valenciennes, about seven miles N.W. of the

latter. The population amounts to about UOOO ; and the

inhabitants carry on a considerable trade in oil, and in

thread made of the flax grown in the neighbourhood. There

are manufactures of porcelain, of lace, and of leather. There

are some mineral waters and baths about half a league from

the town, in a marshy plain, and nearly surrounded by the

wood of St. Amand. The town was ceded to France by

treaty in 1714, and previous to the French Revolution it

contained an abbey with a considerable ecclesiastical esta-

blishment. The abbey church is much admired for its

architecture.

Another town of the same name usually distinguished as

St. Amand Mont Rond, is in the department of the Cher,

and on a tributary of the river Cher, not far from its junction.

It has a population of 6000 persons, who are chiefly occupied

in trade ; it is one of the most commercial towns in the

department and is the mart of the grain, wine, chestnuts,

ship-timber, and cattle of the district : in the season a con-

siderable quantity of mushrooms is gathered. There are

some iron works here. It is 25 miles south of Bourges,

and 156 south of Paris.

This town was built in the year 1410, on the ruins of a

place called Oval, which the English had burned. It is

the capital of an arrondissement
There are several other small places of this name in dif-

ferent parts of France.

AMA'NUS, a chain of lofty mountains separating Cilicia

from Syria. [See Taurus.] The name Amanus was given

by the Greek and Roman geographers, and is also sometimes

applied by modern geographers to the range which, begin-

ning at the mountain of Cape Hynxyr on the Gulf of Scan-

deroon, runs in a north-eastern direction into the interior.

AMARA, or AMARASINHA, an antient Hindu gram-

marian, and author of one of the oldest and most esteemed

original vocabularies of Sanskrit nouns, called after his

name Amara Kosha, i. e. the Thesaurus of Amara, hut some-

times quoted under the title of Trikanda, L e. the Tripartite.

Owing to the almost total want of records on the internal

history of India, the sera at which Amara lived can only he

ascertained by conjecture. Numerous authorities assert

that he was a contemporary of King Vikramaditya ; and his

name is included in a memorial verse among the Nine Gems,

or nine distinguished poets and scholars who adomed the

court of that prince. The exact date of this Vikramadityas

reign is, however, still subject to discussion, as in Indian

history several kings of that name occur. Traditioiuplaces

Amara and the Nine Gems generally under the first Vikra-

maditya, 56 years before our ©ra. Mr. Bentley (Asiatic Re-

searches, vol. vii. p. 242-244) supposes the Vikramaditya

under whose reign Amara lived, to be the successor of Raja

Bhoja-deva, as sovereign of Dhara in Malwa, who reigned

during the latter part of the eleventh century. Mr. Cole-

brooke, (Algebrafrom the Sanskrit, Introd. pp. 45-51.) from

astronomical data in the work of Varahamihira, (another

of the Nine Gems,) has assumed the close of the fifth cen-

tury, or about the year 472, as the probable epoch when that

astronomer wrote, and Vikramaditya and tne Nine Gems

lived. This opinion, with regard to Amara, is supported

by the frequent reference made to his Dictionary as to an

antient and classical work of standard authority, by nu-

merous writers, to many of whom an antiquity of several

centuries at least can be confidently attributed.

OfAmara s life little is known. He embraced the tenets

of the Bauddhas, a heterodox sect ; and all his compositions,
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with the exception of his Dictionary, perished in the perse-

cutions raised by the Brahmans against the persons and
'writings of the Bauddhas, which began in the third century,
and reached their height during the fifth and sixth.

JLike other original Sanskrit vocabularies, that of Amara
is in metre, to aid the memory. The whole is divided into

three books. In the first two words relating to kindred
objects are collected in one or more verses, and placed in

chapters. Thus the first book commences with words for

heaven ; next follow the names and attributes of the several

deities ; then come terms for space, the cardinal points of
the compass, &c. The third book is supplementary : it

contains epithets, a list of homonymous words, (arranged
alphabetically like many Arabic Dictionaries, according to

the final consonants,) particles, and adverbs, (considered as

indeclinable nouns by the Hindu grammarians,) and remarks
on the gender of substantives. The Sanskrit Dictionaries

or Koshas, do not include the verbs of the language, the
stems or roots being arranged and explained in separate

lists. The Amara Kosha contains only about 10,000 dif-

ferent words. In a language so copious as the Sanskrit,

this number appears small : but in consequence of the great
regularity and consistency with which, in this language,
compound nouns and derivatives are formed, very few of
these require to be inserted and explained in a Dictionary.

Real deficiencies in the list of Amara are supplied partly by
commentaries on it, and partly by more recent Dictionaries,

one of which, the Trikandasesha, by Purushottamadeva, is,

what its title implies, purposely compiled as a supplement to

the tripartite work of Amara.
An excellent edition of the Amarakosha, with marginal

explanations and notes in English, and an alphabetic index,

was published by Mr. H. T. Colebrooke at Serampore, 1808,

4to. ; reprinted, 1 829, 8vo. An edition of the mere Sanskrit

text, and table of contents likewise in Sanskrit, appeared at

Calcutta in 1813, in a volume with three other original

Sanskrit vocabularies. (Asiat. Res. vii. p. 214, seq. Wil-
son's Sanskrit Dictionary, Pre/ace, p. 5. seq.Jirst edit.)

AMARANTA'CEiE, a natural order ofapetalous dicotyle-

[Amaranthus polygamus.]
1. A calyx and brmctea with sUineni. S. The tame with the pistUlum.
3. The pistillum opening. 4. A teed.
5. A seed cut down, showing the embryo. 6. The embryo—all magnified.

donous plants, remarkable for the dry coloured scales of
1

which all their bractes and floral envelopes are composed ; a
character by which they are principally known from Cheno-
podese. Their essential distinction is briefly this : calyx, dry,

coloured, not falling away
; petals, wanting ; stamens, five

or more ; ovarium, quite simple, superior ; fruit, an utricle,

containing a single seed, which has an embryo curved round
a central farinaceous albumen; leaves, destitute of sti-

pulee.

The species are found chiefly in tropical countries, where
they are often troublesome weeds. The cock's-comb, the
globe-amaranth, the prince's-feather, the love-lies-bleeding

of our gardens belong to the order ; which does not contain a
single species in which any deleterious property has been
found.

AMARAPURA, a city in the Burman empire, six

miles east of Ava, in [21° 55' N. lat, and 96° V E. long.

This city was founded in 1 783, by the monarch then on the
Burmese throne, and was declared the capital of the empire.
The seat of government has since been removed, or rather
has returned, to Ava.
Amarapura stands near the east bank of the Irawaddy,

and at a short distance from a branch of the same river,

which is to the east ofAmarapura, andjoins the main stream
immediately below Ava. With very few exceptions, the
houses are built ofwood : many of the public buildings have
a very striking appearance, owing to the splendour of the
gilding with which their roofs are covered, both within and on
the outside. From the nature of the material employed in

building, there is great risk of accidents from fire. To guard
against these, the better kind of houses are surrounded by
enclosures, and all are covered with tiles; besides which,
pots filled with water are placed on the ridge of the roof, to

be in readiness if a fire should break out Notwithstand-
ing these precautions, nearly the whole of the city, consist-

ing of 20,000 to 25,000 houses, was burnt to the ground, in

March, 1810. The population at that time was estimated

at more than 1 70,000 ; but owing partly to the calamity

just mentioned, and partly also to the removal of the seat

of government in 1819, the present estimate of its popula-
tion does not go beyond 30,000 persons.

The fortifications of Amarapura are equal in strength to

most of the native fortresses in India. The fort is a square
building with walls twenty feet high, which are faced with
brick, and strongly built. Each angle of the fort contains

a large square projecting bastion, and each side has a
principal gate, besides two smaller ones between it and the
bastions, so that there are in all twelve gates. Each side

of the fort is somewhat more than 7000 feet long, and the
whole is surrounded by a broad ditch, faced with brick.

The fort is built on the northern bank of the lake, the
waters of which wash its walls whenever the lake is swelled

during the rainy season.

The manufacture of jewellery was formerly carried on
extensively in this city, an entire street having been filled

with the houses ofeoldsmiths ; most of these shops have
now disappeared. Tne fort contains a royal library, the

books composing which are contained in about one hundred
large, well-filled wooden chests. The river Irawaddy offers

the advantage of water-carriage to and from the city,

which is situated near a fertile district, where abundance
of wheat is raised of a good quality. (Captain Cox's Notes
on the Burman Empire—See also Berghaus' Asia, and
his Atlas.)

AMARYLLI'DEiE, or the narcissus tribe of plants, is a
group of monocotyledonous genera, to which the daffodil, the

belladonna and Guernsey lilies, and the showy Brunsvigias

and blood-flowers iheemanthus) of the Cape of Good Hope
belong. They are characterized by having six stamens,

a highly-coloured flower, and an inferior ovarium. The
beauty of their blossoms serves as a cloak to their poisonous

properties, and shows how little the external appearances of

plants are to be trusted in judging of their virtues. To form
an opinion only from their aspect, these would be pro-

nounced the most harmless of plants, while in fact their

bulbs are dangerous poisons ; the juice of that of haman-
thus toxicarius is inspissated by the Hottentots, who smear
their arrow-heads with it ; other kinds are not less fatal, and
even the common daffodil contains within its bulbs an acrid

irritating principle which renders it a powerful emetic. Like
many other poisonous families, this occasionally secretes a

kind of fcocula, or flour, which, when separated from the

juice that is naturally mixed with it, becomes a wholesome
article of food ; the arrow-root of Chili is yielded ly an
alstromeria, which belongs to amaryllide®.
The species, which are chiefly scattered over Brazil, Africa,

and tropical Asia, are nearly all bulbous ; a few only ac-

quire a high degree of development and lose their bulbous

character, as the doryanthes of New Holland. No tribe is
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more admired by cultivators, inconsequence of the universal

beauty of its flowers.

[Amaryllis reticulata, diminished in size.]

1. The flower cut open. 2, A stamen the natural sixo.

AMASIEH or AMASIA, a saniak of Anatolia, and also
the name of the principal town of the province, which is in
40° 28' N. lat., 36° 26' E. long. Amasich was the birth-
place of the Greek geographer Strabo, whose description of
its situation corresponds, as far as we can understand it, with
the modern appearance of the place. Its antient name of
Amasia or Amaseia can scarcely be said to have undergone
any change at all. « My city,' says Strabo (Casaub., p. 561),
' stands in a deep and extensive gorge, through which the
Iris (now the Jeshil-Ermak) flows. It is surprisingly
favoured both by nature and art, being at once both a town
and a garrison : a rock, lofty and precipitous, all round, de-
scends with rapid slope to the river ; one part has a wall
dose on the bank of the stream, where it joins on to the
tity ; and in another part the wall runs up on each side of
the hill to the summits, of which there are two, connected
frith one another and exceedingly well fortified. Within the
enclosure made by the wall are the palace and the tombs
of the kings. The summits are united by a very narrow
neck, the ascent to which is five or six stadia on each side

from the bank of the river and from the suburbs ; and from
the neck to the two summits is about another stadium of
steep ascent, which is altogether impregnable. * * * On the
tops also water is carried up under the rock ; two narrow
galleries (pipes, channels, avpi^^) being cut, one from the
neck to the river, and the other from the summits to the
neck. * * * There are two bridges on the river, one from
the city to the suburbs, and another from the suburbs
to the country ; at this latter bridge terminates the mountain
which overhangs the rock/ The town was of course on
both sides of the river : the castle with part of the surround-
ing walls still exists on the opposite side of the river to the
town. The description of Strabo is not altogether intel-

ligible without a better plan of the place than we can find.

A view of the mountain with the two tops may be seen
in Jackson's Journey from India (London, 1799, p. 212.)
Jackson describes some of the mountains round the town
as being almost half a mile in perpendicular height. They
are all calcareous stone, susceptible of a polish. Otter
(ii. p..334) also describes a long road cut with infinite pains

in the rock, to bring, as he says, water from the mountains

to Amasia ; but this is not Strabo's channel. This city is

now large and populous : the houses are chiefly of wood,

but man} are of stone, and are all covered with tiles. There

is a large stone mosque, built by Sultan Bayazid, with two

lofty minarets, also of stone ; the dome of the mosque is

covered with lead.

This town can only be approached by two narrow passes,

one on the north, the other on the south, both of which can

be defended by a small force. The river, which runs in a

deep, narrow chanmel, both above and below the town, is not

suitable for navigation. The inhabitants procure from it

their chief supply of water, which is raised by wheels fur-

nished with buckets, and driven by the stream. Fontan-

nier calls the river of Amasia the Tocatlu~*out or rirer of

Tocat, and gives the name of Jeshil-Ermak to the lower

course of the stream. In the numerous gardens about

the town many fine fruits are grown, especially grapes,

of which a strong wine resembling sherry is made. Silk

forms the chief part of the commerce of Amasieh. There is

also a great trade in the fur of the marten, which is caught

in the Janik mountains, that extend from Amasieh to

Trebisond. Many of the inhabitants are Christians, but

the population is not known. Amasieh has an Armenian

archbishop. Fontaunier, a late traveller, states the number

of houses at 10,000.

The antiquities of Amasieh are often spoken of, but no

satisfactory account of its remains is yet published. Jackson

describes some holes in one of the hills cut in the solid rock

(see his plate) similar to a Hindoo pagoda, which can only

be approached by narrow passes cut through the rock.

(Compare Morier, Journey through Persia, &c, p. 349.)

The ruins of a temple also are mentioned by Fontannier.

We are not able fully to understand the passage from

Strabo placed within asterisks ; it either means that there

was a communication under the surface, between the river

and the castle, and the two summits, for the purpose of

securing a supply of water from the river, or that the

channels conveyed water from a spring on the summit to

the town : but it is impossible to say what is the precise

meaning of Strabo. The two existing canals, which Fon-

tannier speaks of as the canals or pipes (avpiyyefiof Strabo,

are certainly not those described by the Greek geographer.

No modern traveller has yet given any such account as will

at all explain this obscure passage of Strabo. The name is

written Amasseia on the earlier coins, and Amasia on those

struck under the early Roman emperors. (See Rasche,

Lexicon Rci Numarice.)
-AMA'SIS, or AMO'SIS, the eighth king, according to

Africanus, of the twenty-sixth dynasty of Egyptian kings,

reigned from B.C. 569 to B.C. 525. Amasis was a native

of Siouph, in the noraos (district) of Sais, in the Delta.

Being sent by Apries (the Pharaoh Hophra of Scripture,

Jerem. xliv. 30.) to stop a mutiny in the Egyptian array,

he was proclaimed king by the rebels, and returning at the

head of this army, he defeated his master, who was sup-

ported by a force of 30,000 Carians and Ionian Greeks. After

the battle, Amasis became king of Egypt, and Apries, being

surrendered to the Egyptians, was put to death.

Amasis married a Greek wife from Cyrene, and further

prepared the way for great changes in the social condition

of Egypt, by allowing Greek merchants to settle at Nau-

cratis, and to build temples and bazaars. Solon is said to

have visited Egypt in his reign. Amasis decorated Sais, the

chief city of the nomos, in which he was born, with nume-

rous great works of Egyptian art : these were, magnificent

propylaea to the temple of Athenma; enormous colossi;

and large androsphinxes. But his great architectural

achievement was a monolith (one-stone) temple which ne

brought from the granite quarries of Syene, down the nver,

a distance of about 600 miles. The exterior dimensions ot

this stone were 3 1 $ Greek feet long, 21 broad, and 12 high
:

a

chamber was cut out in the interior, the dimensions «

which were 28-£ feet long, 18 broad, and 7J high. (WJ

British Museum. Egypt.) Sais, the royal residence oi

Amasis, where so many wonders of Egyptian art were col-

lected, is now a mass of rubbish called Sael "^vJJJt/
the Rock ; exhibiting only mounds of rubbish and pottery,

and sun-dried bricks. Many remains of antiquity nwgDfc

probably be discovered by digging.
fl ^

Amasis also made a colossus 75 Greek feet togJW"rz
by two smaller figures 30 feet high, which he P»J*
front of the g»at temple of Hephostua (FWW « *^
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phis. He placed another at Saia, of the same size. He was
succeeded by his son Psammenitus, who was conquered bv
Carabyses the Persian, b.c. 525. (See Description de
VEgypte. Anliq., vol. v. Herod., book ii. chaps. 162

—

182.)

AMATHO'NTE, a small village of Cyprus, on the south
coast of the island, near the sea, said to be on or near the
site of the Greek city of Amathus, and a few miles from the
modern Limassol. Amathus was a city of great antiquity,

and possibly of remote Phoenician origin, though afterwards
inhabited chiefly by Greeks. Adonis was worshipped there
in a temple of great antiquity. [See Adonis.] In the
neighbourhood were mines of metal. Near Limassol there
are still considerable remains, supposed to belong to the old

town. (See Mannert, Syrien, p. 447.)

AMATI, HIERO'NYMUS, the name of a celebrated
maker of violins, a native of Cremona in Italy, who lived

about the year 1600. His son, Anthony, and his grandson,
Nicholas, (son of the latter,) were also excellent makers.
AMATO, or AMATUS, (JOANNES RODERICUS)

often called Amatus Lusitanus, a very eminent physician
of the sixteenth century. Most of the particulars that are

known of his personal history are in nis writings, from
which they have been carefully collected by Astruc, in his

treatise De Morbis Venereis. (See vol. ii. pp. 735—740,
2nd edit. 4to„ Paris, 1740.) Succeeding biographers have
copied the statements in Astruc s notice, but not in all

respects with accuracy. Amato was of a Jewish family, and
was born at Castel-Branco, in the province of Beira, in Portu-
gal, in 1511. Like many of his nation, concealing his reli-

gious faith, he was educated at Salamanca ; after leaving

which, he travelled in France, the Netherlands, Germany,
and Italy. He remained for some time both at Venice and
Ferrara, giving lectures on the medical art ; and, as Astruc
adds, putting the statement in Italics, he superintended
the dissection of twelve bodies in the year 1457. But it is

evident that this date is a mistake, and that the year should
probably be 1547, a correction which may perhaps make the
circumstance recorded not quite so remarkable. Before
1549, Amato had removed to Ancona, where he resided and
Eractised his profession till 1555. While here, he had the

onour of being several times called to Rome to attend the
Pope, Julius III. Dread of the Inquisition, however, whose
notice had been attracted to him as a concealed Jew, in-

duced him, in 1555, to withdraw to Pesaro. It appears that

on this occasion he found an enemy in the new pope, Paul
IV. t and that in his precipitate flight he left behind him all

his property, and lost the manuscript of an unfinished

commentary on Avicerma, which he was preparing for the

press. From Pesaro he some time after retired to Ragusa,
and from thence, in 1559, to Thessalonica (Saloniki), where
he made open profession of the religion of his forefathers.

He is ascertained to have been alive in 1561, but no notice

of him occurs after that date, and it is not known when he
died. Amato is the author of two works, both of which
long ranked among the most esteemed medical treatises of

modern times. The one is entitled, in the first edition,

printed in 4to. at Antwerp, in 1536, Exegemata in Priores

duos Dioscoridis de Materia Medica Libros ; and in subse-

quent editions, Enarrationes in Dioscoridem. It was
printed with this title in 4 to. at Strasburg, in 1551, and in

8vo. at Venice, in 1553, at Strasburg in 1554, and at Lyons
in 1557 and 1558 ;• the last two editions have notes by
Robert Constantino. Amato's other work is his Curationum
Medicinalium Centurue Septem. Of this work, the first

part or century, written at Ancona, in 1549, was published

in 8vo. at Florence, in 1551 ; the second, written at Rome, in

1551, was published in 12mo. at Venice, in 1552 ; the third

and fourth, written at Ancona, in 1552 and 1553, were,

probably after having been printed separately in Italy,

published together, and accompanied by the preceding two,

in folio, at Basil, in 1556: the fifth, written at Pesaro and
Ragusa, in 1556 and 1557, the sixth, written at Ragusa,
in 1558, and the seventh, written at Thessalonica, in 1561,

were published together at Venice, in 1566. The author

intended to complete the work by the addition of three other

centuries, in which, and not, as has been commonly said,

in a complete edition of Dioscoridcs, he proposed to make
his reply to an attack that had been directed against him by
Peter Andrew Mathiolus, in a treatise entitled Apologia

adversus Amatum, published in folio at Venice, in 1557.

This design, however, he appears not to have lived to

accomplish. Besides other reprints of portions of the work,

the collected Centuries of Amatus appeared in 12mo. at

Lyons, in 1580 ; in 4to. at Paris in 1613, and in 1620; in

4to. at Bordeaux, in 1620; and in folio at Frankfort, in

1646. In both these works, the author is said to show an
intimate acquaintance with the writings of the Greek and
Arabic physicians ; and they are also stated to contain many
curious notices both in medicine and in natural history.

Some of his biographers mention a translation into Spanish
by Amato of the Roman History of Eutropius.

AMAURO'SIS, from ajiavpotv, (to darken or to make
obscure,) dimness of sight, blindness. [See Gutta Serena.]
AMAZI'AH, or AMAZIAHU, means literally, one

strengthened by Jehovah, and is the name of the ninth
King of Judah, who began to reign when he was twenty-
five years old, about the year 838 B.C., after his father

Joash had been murdered in the house of Millo by his own
servants Jozachar and Jehozabat (2 Kings xiv.) Amaziah
reigned twenty -five years in Jerusalem ; his mother's name
was Jehoaddan of Jerusalem. He did what was right in
the sight of the Lord, yet not with a perfect heart, and not
like David; he did according to all things as Joash his

father did. The people in his reign still sacrificed* and
burnt incense on the high places. He slew his servants who
had slain the king his father, but the children of the
murderers he spared. Having resolved to attack the Ama-
lekites, Idumrcans, and Gabilitans, he collected an army of
300,000 men in the tribes of Judah and Benjamin, and paid
100 talents of silver to 100,000 auxiliaries of the kingdom
of Israel, but according to the advice ofa prophet, he dismissed
the auxiliaries before the war commenced. The disbanded
Israelites upon this ravaged the cities of Judah, slew 3000
men, and took much spoil. With his own troops, Amazfuh
slew 10,000 of the Edomites in the Valley of Salt, and the
children of Judah brought other 10,000 of the Edomites to

the top of a rock, and cast them all down. Amaziah also

took Selah and called it Joktheel. The name of Selah is

translated Petra, rock, by the Greeks. The remains at

this place in Arabia Petraia, between the Dead Sea and
the Elanitic Gulph, are described by Irby and Mangles
(Travels, p. 336, &c>
Amaziah, flushed with the victory over Edom, set the

gods of Seir up to be his gods, burned incense unto them,
and declared war against Jehoash, the King of Israel.

But Judah was worsted before Israel, and they fled every
man to their tents. Jehoash took Amaziah captive at Beth-
shemesh, and broke down of the wall of Jerusalem, from
the gate of Ephraim unto the Corner-gate, four hundred
cubits. He also took all the vessels that were found in

the house of the Lord, and in the treasures of the king's

house, and hostages, and returned to Samaria. It appears

that Amaziah obtained his liberty, for we know that he
rei^med after the death of Jehoash fifteen years, until they
made a conspiracy against him in Jerusalem ; and he fled

to Lachish ; but they sent after him and slew him there,

and brought him on horses, and buried him in Jerusalem with

his fathers in the City of David. And the people of Judah
took Azariah, (Help of Jehovah,) or Uzziah, (Power of Je-

hovah,) who was isixteen years old, and made him king
instead of his father Amaziah, 2 Kings xiv. ; 2 Chron. xxv.

;

Compare Jos. Ant. ix. 9, 10. The Septuagint wrote for

Amaziah, Afieaatas, Josephus, Afiaaias, and the Vulgate
Amasias.
A'MAZON, or MARANON, or ORELLA'NA, is the

name given to a river which traverses the equatorial regions

of South America nearly in its whole extent, running chiefly

from west to east, and having its embouchure almost under

the equator. It is the largest river on the globe, not only

for the length of its course, but also for the extent of country

which is watered by this noble stream, and its great tribu-

taries.

Geographers do not agree as to the true sources of this

river, though they agree in placing them in the highest

ranges of the Cordilleras. Some think that they are found

in an alpine lake, a little to the south of the tenth parallel,

called the lake of Lauricoche. From this lake a river

issues which is called the Upper Maraiion, or Tunguragua,
and runs north-north-west in a longitudinal valley of the

Cordilleras, up to about 5° of southern lat., or 350 miles.

The direction of its course is then changed to the north-east

for about 50 or 60 miles, and in this part of its course the

river descends from the high valley of the mountains to the

plains that are situated to the east of them, by the Pongo
de Manseriche, which name is given to a long rapid of the
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rirer, full of eddies and small cataracts, extending between
the town of St. Jam de Brancamoros, and the village of

Chuchunga, for about twenty-four miles. The river above

the Pongo runs down the mountain channel, forming rapids

and cataracts, but increased to the width of 250 fathoms

;

below St Jaen de Brancamoros it suddenly contracts

to 25 fathoms, and rushes through a rent or crevice be-

tween mountains of tremendous height. This Pongo can-

not be descended in boats, because they would be broken to

pieces by the shocks which they experience when dashed
against the rocks. Balsas, therefore, are used, a kind of

rafts, made of a very light wood or rather cane, similar to

the bamboo, the single pieces of which are fastened together

by rushes in such a manner that they yield to every shock of

moderate violence, and consequently are not subject to be
separated even by the strongest. The rafts used in the surf of4

Coromandel in theEast Indies, and called there catamorans,

are constructed on the same principle. At some distance

from the Pongo, the Tunguragua leaves the mountains and
enters the plain. Here it receives first from the right the

Huallaga or GuaUaga, a river whose sources are somewhat
to the south of the principal stream, and which, traversing

another but lower longitudinal valley of the Cordilleras, runs
almost parallel to the Tunguragua, nearly due north, for

about 350 miles.

Advancing farther to the east, between the 4th and 5th

degree of southern lat, the waters of the river are increased

by two great tributaries from the left, the rivers Pastaza
and Tigre, both of which rise in the Cordilleras, between
1° and 2° of southern latitude, and descend in a south-

eastern course to the Tunguragua. The course of the

former is stated to be atxmt 350, that of the latter nearly

400 miles.

Thus increased by the waters of three large rivers, the Tun-
guragua meets at St. Joaquin de Omaguas, its rival, the Ucay-
aliy which is considered as the true source of the Maranon by
all those who think that the stream which rises farthest from
the mouth has the best claim to the honour of being
thought its source. Yet the sources of the Ucayali are not

known. It was formerly conjectured that the principal

source of this river was the Beni or Paro, which was sup-

Sosed to be formed by the waters descending from the Cor-
illeras about the 18th southern parallel, and somewhat to

the north of it. But Lieutenant Mawe, in his Journal of a
Passage from the Pacific to the Atlantic, fyc., has trans-

lated a few notices respecting the sources of the Ucayali,

which were published at the time of his stay in Peru, accord-

ing to which, the river Parobeni rises not far from the

town of Cuzco, probably near the 14th southern parallel.

This agrees very well with the statement of Mr. Pentland,
who ascertained that the high snow-topped range, which
borders on the east the valley of the lake of Titicaca, ex-
tends much farther to the east, and occupies the site where
our maps place the sources of the Beni or Paro. It seems,
therefore, very probable, that the waters descending from
that range run directly to the MamorS, a tributary of the
Madeira. The Parobeni then would not be the most southern
source ofthe Ucayali, but we must look for it in the Apurimac,
which rises to the north-west of the lake of Titicaca, between
the 15th and 16th parallel, and runs in a longitudinal
valley north and north-north-east for more than ir of lat,

till at about the 12th southern parallel it meets the river

Jaura, descending from the north in the same longitudinal
valley. After its junction with this river, the Apurimac
turns to the east, and enters the plain, where it mingles its

waters with those of the Pangoa, descending from the
Cordilleras on the east, and takes the name of Tambo.
At 10° 31' of southern lat, the Tambo unites with the
Parobeni, whose course has been nearly due north through
nearly 4° of lat., and the river formed by their conjunction
is called Ucayali. The Ucayali continues its course in the
direction of north-north-east for 6i° of lat till it reaches
St. Joaquin de Omaguas, and joins the Tunguragua. Both
rivers unite, and are called afterwards Amazon, or Maranon.
From the town of St. Joaquin de Omaguas, the Amazon

traverses 22° of longitude, running nearly in an eastern
direction. In all this extent it traverses only 4° of latitude,

from the 4th parallel to the equator ; and two ofthem it tra-

verses near its embouchure, where it runs nearly north-east.

In this part of its course it receives a great number of tri-

butaries, some of them of such magnitude, as to surpass
the largest rivers in Europe in their extent and the
volume of their water.

From the north, there fall into the Amazon, the Nqpo, the

Putumayo, the Yapura, and the Rio Negro. All these four

rivers rise in the eastern declivity of the Cordilleras, within

a space not exceeding 3° of long, (between 75° and 78°)

and 3° of lat. (from 1° of southern lat. to 2° of northern),

but as they meet the Amazon river at great distances from

one another, the courses of those which join the main stream

farthest to the east, are the longest. The Napo, the most

westerly and shortest of them, has its source at the foot of the

volcano Cotopaxi, and runs first nearly due east afterwards

east-south-east till it reaches the Amazon river, after a

course of between 700 and 800 miles. The Putumayo, which

is also called lea, rises on the eastern declivity of the snowy

mountains, which inclose the high valley of Past© on the

east, about one degree to the north of the equator, and

runs parallel to the Napo ; but towards its mouth its course,

for a considerable space, is directed towards the east,

parallel to the Amazon river itself. The whole course of

this river is reckoned to amount to upwards of 800 miles. The

Yapura, or Caqueta, rises where (between 1° and f of

northern lat.) the chain of the Cordilleras divides into

three great branches, not far from the sources of iheMagda-

lena river, and runs parallel to the Putumayo, but reaches the

Amazon much more to the east, after a course of about

900 miles. The RioNegro is by far the largest ofthe northern

tributaries of the Amazon river. Its unknown source lies

about the 2nd parallel of northern latitude, and the 75th

meridian west from Greenwich. Its upper course, for

7° of long., (from 75° to 68°) is nearly due east, up to the

place where the Cassiquiari branches offto the north-north-

east, to form a connexion between the Rio Negro and (he

Orinoco. At this point the Rio Negro changes its course

to the south, and continues in this direction for 2° of latitude,

till it has passed the equator, where it unites with the

Guapes, a river which likewise descends from the eastern

declivity of the Cordilleras, and at its junction with the

Rio Negro has already run upwards of 500 miles. This

river forces the Rio Negro to resume its eastern direc-

tion, in which it continues for 5° more of longitude, at

a distance of about 20' to the south of the equator. It

then gradually begins to approach the Amazon river by an

east-south-eastern course, and here it receives another great

tributary, the Rio Bronco. This river rises in the mountains

called Pacarayma, a ridge of the mountain-mass called by

Humboldt Parime, and not far from the sources of the

Paraguay a tributary of the Caroni, which falls into the

Orinoco, running to the north. The upper part of the course

of the Rio Branco is nearly parallel to the ridge, from west

to east, for upwards of a hundred miles, till it suddenly turns

to the south, and reaches the Rio Negro by a south-

south-western course. Its whole course probably amounts

to at least 500 miles. After this junction, the Rio Negro

declines entirely to the south-east, and reaches the Amaion

river at about the 60th meridian. The whole course of the

Rio Negro cannot be les3 than 1400 miles, and this tri-

butary of the Amazon river may well be compared with the

Mississippi before its junction with the Missouri.

To the east of the Rio Negro, a few other rivers fall into

the Amazon on the north side. They rise in the mountains of

French Guiana, but have a comparatively short course, and

as none of them have acquired any political importance, we

omit them here, and turn to the streams which bring their

tribute from the south to this king of rivers.

After the junction of the Ucayali with the Tunguragua,

the Amazon receives from the south the following tnbu-

taries, the Yavari, the Yutai, the Yurua, the Tefe, tne

Purus, the Madeira, the Topayos, and the Xingu> W
Yavari is comparatively a small river, for its whole course,

as it seems, does not extend over more than 4° of lat. in a

north-eastern direction, so that it can hardly exceed 360

miles ; but it is mentioned for its political importance, a

forming the boundaries between Brazil and the republic o

Peru. The rivers Yutai, Yurua, Tefe, and Purus, «"^oug"
to have their sources much farther to the south, about n*

parallel of the town of Cuzco, and the two former, or, accora-

lng to some maps, three of them, are said to issue iro

a vast lake, called Roguaguado, but these statemr
depend on the accounts collected by some ^*~\

f
aries from the information of the natives. The ^"Jr^
these rivers lies through the least known part or

^
America, as they have never been ascended nor des

^ntg 0f
by any European, as far as we know, and the st

?
teID*

&J to
the natives are not much to be relied on when they re
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«ueh great distances. All the country between the rivers

Parobeni and Purus may be considered as unknown.
The Madeira, however, the largest of the tributaries of the

Amazon river, is pretty well known, because it* has been
ascended even in its upper branches. Two large rivers are
considered as its sources, the Mamore and the Guaporc, but
they descend from different places; the former is the
channel for the waters that run down to the east from the
high ground between the 14th and 20th degrees of lati-

tude ; the latter collects chiefly those that descend from the
Campos Pareceis in Brasil. The most southern source of
the Mamore is on the south of the mountain mass near
Santa Cruzde la Semi* a branch or offset of the Cordilleras

projecting some distance to the east. Here the river formed
by the waters descending from the north and west, is called
Condorillo, and runs for above three degrees of longitude to

the east-south-east along the foot of the mountains : before
it reaches the plain of Chiquitos, winch separates the Cordil-
leras from the Campos Pareceis, and turns to the north,

the name of Condorillo is changed to that of Rio Grande or
Guapihi. Running in the plain it surrounds the western
extremity of the Sierra de Santa Cruz, returning from the
64th meridian to the 66th. It then takes the name of Ma-
mori* and runs to the north and north-east till it reaches the
Quapori, or Jtenez, the other branch of the Madeira. The
Guaport, which has its source more to the east, and
in about 16° S. lat, is increased by many considerable
rivers, especially the Ubay, which joins it from the south-
east Its general course lies to the north-north-west,
and only where it approaches the Mamore, it runs nearly
due north-west. At about the 12th degree of lat,

both rivers uniting, take the name of Madeira (the Portu-
guese name for wood), because its banks are covered with high
forest-trees. Between 12° and 9° of southern lat the Ma-
deira runs nearly due north, but then declines considerably

to the east, till it reaches the Amazon river at 3° 24' 18" of
southern latitude, and about 59° west from Greenwich.
Though the course of this river is obstructed by some rapids
and mils, it is navigable almost in its whole extent. The
whole course ofthe Madeira from the sources of the Condorillo
amounts to upwards of 1 800 miles.

. The Topayos or Topayoso, its neighbour to the east, rises

in about 14° of southern lat., and runs generally to the north-
east, till it reaches the Amazon between 1° and 2° of southern
lat and 54° and 55° of western long. Its tributaries are

numerous, especially in the upper part of its course, but not
considerable. Its whole length may amount to 900 miles.

The last great tributary of the Maranon is the Xiugu, which
rises in the interior mountainous parts of Brasil, about 1

5°

of southern lat., and runs for a great part of its course to the
north-north-west, approaching the Topayos ; it then runs
parallel to it, but at some distance before its junction with
the main stream it makes a great bend to the south-
east, and then joins, with a north-north-eastern course, the
Amazon. Its whole course amounts to about 1000
miles.

Towards its embouchure the Amazon divides into two
branches, of which the northern is by far the broadest, and
retains its name. The southern, called Tagypuru, runs
south of the island called by the Portuguese llha dos Ioanes,
or llha do Marajo, and joins on the eastern side of the island

the river Tocantins, which after this junction is called the

river Para, The width of the channel between the island

and the continent is about eighteen miles, but towards its

mouth it widens to thirty miles.

The width of the Amazon river is, of course, various.

In the upper parts of its course it averages from one to two
miles ; but lower down it grows much wider, and alter its

junction with the Xingu it is hardly possible to discover its

opposite banks.

From the sea to the mouth of the Rio Negro the depth of

the main channel is nowhere less than thirty fathoms ; higher

up it varies from ten to twelve ; and up to the basin of Oma-
guas, near the junction of the Tunguraguawith theUcayali,

there is depth of water for vessels of almost every description.

Higher up, only vessels can proceed with safety which do
not draw more than five or six feet water. Such vessels may
enter the Tunguragua and proceed up to the Pongo of Man-
seriche. The Guallaga and Ucayah too are navigable for

such vessels to a considerable distance from their junction

with the main stream.

The shoals of the river are very numerous ; and the

navigable channels in many places narrow, winding, and

subject to continual chances. The banks of the river

being low are subject to be under water, owing to the

freshets and great swellings in the rainy season: when
they happen, tno country is inundated for many miles on
each side of the river, <he whole of the numerous islands are

covered with water, and often either change their situation,

or new ones are formed. In the lowerpart of its course, the

navigation is rendered somewhat difficult by the floating

trees, which descend from the Madeira, as into the Missis-

sippi from the Missouri.

The islands formed by this river are almost innumerable,

and of all sizes ; many are twelve or fifteen miles in circum-

ference, and some thirty or thirty-six. The most remark-
able are the islands of Tupinambas, of dos Ioanes, and of

Caviana. The first is properly formed by the two branches

by which the Madeira joins the Amazon ; that to the east,

running parallel to the main land, is named Manes, and
separates the island of Tupinambas from the Amazon. The
island itself extends over two degrees and a half of longitude

according to the statement ofLieut Maw, but it seems to be
very narrow. The Una dos Ioanes, or Una do Marajo, which,
as we have already noticed, is enclosed by the two branches
of the Amazon and the river Para, extends from east to

west about 130 miles, and not much less from north to

south : its circumference is stated to be from 509 to 600
miles. The island of fcaviana, which lies where the river

meets the Atlantic Ocean, is about 40 miles in length, and
nearly 25 in breadth ; it is said to be very fertile.

The rapidity of the stream is very great; according

to Lieut Maw, its common rate is about four miles per
hour, in some places more, and in some less. That, however,
is only the case in the rainy season, between April and Octo-
ber ; in the dry season its rapidity is diminished. The tide

which enters the river may be observed as far as the town of
Obidos, 400 miles from its mouth. When the tide begins

to ebb, and the sea-water receding liberates the imprisoned

current of the river, the Amazon pours out with increased

force and velocity into the ocean, and as it here meets,

at no great distance from the land, the current which from
cape St. Roque runs along the north-eastern coast of Brasil,

it gives rise to that phenomenon which is called by the

Indians Pororoca. The river and the current, having both

great rapidity, and meeting I nearly at right angles, come
into contact with great violence, and raise a mountain of

water to the height of 180 feet, as it is, perhaps rather ex-

travagantly, estimated. The shock of these two bodies of

water is so dreadful, that it makes all the neighbouring
islands tremble, and fishermen and navigators fly from it

in the utmost terror. It may be said, that the river and
the ocean contend for the empire of the waves. But
they seem to come to a compromise: for the sea-current

continues its way along the coast of Guyana to the island

of Trinidad, and the current of the river is still observable

in the ocean at a distance of 500 sea- miles from its mouth,
according to the statement of Sir James Yeo. (See Major
Rennells Investigation of the Currents of the Atlantic

Ocean,)

According to the calculation of Baron Humboldt, the

whole course of the Amazon river amounts to 720 German
geographical miles, (at 15 to a degree,) or upwards of 3300
English statute miles ; but he considers the Lake of Lauri-

coche and the river Tunguragua as the true sources of the

river. If the Apurimac is taken as the main stream instead

of the Tunguragua, the course of it will be increased by
300 or 400 miles.

The last-mentioned traveller discovered and navigated the

natural canal by which the river-system of the Amazon is

united to that of the Orinoco. Some vague information of

the existence of such a connexion had already before his

time reached Europe, but it was strongly combated bv geo-

graphers, and rejected. Now, however, it is no longer doubt-

ful that a river, called the Cassiquiari, forms between the
2° and the 3° of northern latitude a navigable connexion
between the Rio Negro and the Orinoco, running about a
hundred miles and upwards in a north-eastern direction.

The country on its banks is nearly uninhabited.

Humboldt considers the country on the banks of the
Amazon and between the lower courses of its tributaries as
a plain, but it does not deserve such a name, when com-
pared with the Llanos of the Orinoco and the Pampas of the

Rio de la Plata. The country immediately on the banks of
the Amazon, and also to a distance of many miles on each
side, is very low, and therefore subject to be inundated, but
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farther from the hanks it rises and is much diversified with

i » v lulls covered with tal* trees. The full growth of these

lives, the hardness of their wood, which often defies the at-

tacks of iron and even die finest steel, and their vigour of

\ chelation, give unequivocal testimony to the richness of

tin- sod on which they grow, and would, perhaps, a hundred-
fold repay the labour bestowed on it, if it was cultivated.

Bui it i* almost entirely without culture, and, except a few

»p >t* where the Spaniards and Portuguese have settled, it

is only inhabited by the native savages, who roam about in

the immense forests and live by hunting. Very few articles

are brought thence to the markets of the world, and those are

only gathered from the wild trees and plants, as cacao, sar-

saparilla, copaiba-gum, and caoutchouc. Doubtless these

immense forests with their vigorous vegetation conceal many
valuable treasures; but until our times access to them
was. shut up from political motives, and the time which has
elapsed since has not been sufficient to examine such a
va»t field with any degree of attention and success.

The fish of the Amazon river itself are not much better

known. Turtles of different kinds are in great abundance-
alligators are frequently met with, but the most extraordinary

animal is the manatee (Trichecus Manali), which is also

called the sea-cow, though according to Baron Humboldt it

is never met with in salt-water. It is found also in the

Essequibo. [See Manatee.]
It is observed as a very curious fact, that between San

Francesco de Borja (4° '.'V S. lat. and 76° 24' W. long.)

and the mouth of the Rio Negro, a stone or a pebble is

almost as rare as a diamond.
The first European who descended this river was Francisco

Ore/Lma, a Spaniard, and to preserve the memory of his

bold enterprise, the river is called by many Spaniards Orel-

tuna. This adventurer narrated, that its banks were inha-

bited by warlike nations ; and that in some parts the women
themselves went into battle, which gave rise to the name of

Amazon* in reference to the ancient fable of the Amazons.
It is uncertain whence the name of Muranon is derived.

The most probable conjecture is, that a nation of this name
inhabited a part of its banks.

Both the Spaniards and the Portuguese have erected some
settlements on its banks, but they are of little importance.

St Jaen de Braneornoros on the Tunguragua is the most
important settlement of the Spaniards, containing about
4 0oo inhabitants; St. Francisco de Borja, at the confluence

of the Amazon and Pastaza, is much smaller. The most
remarkable settlements of the Portuguese are Obidos, where
an excellent sort of cacao is gathered, and Santarem, at the

mouth of the Topayos. Both contain only a few thousand
inhabitants.

The effects of civilization cannot be better shown than
by a reference to the state of navigation on the Amazon
and its rival rivers the Mississippi and Yantse-Kiang.
Though the country traversed by the river-system of the
Amazon is more extensive than those which belong to the
two latter, and perhaps not inferior in fertility, the number
of vessels that navigate the Amazon river all the year round
is certainly less than those that pass in one month along
the Mississippi, and probably not greater than the number
of those which every day ascend and descend the Yantse-
Kiang. (See Travels of La Condamine, of Baron Alexander
von Humboldt, and of Lieut. Maw; Southeys History of
Brusil ; the Atlas to Humboldt's Travels; Arrowsmiths Map
of America; and Jaurn. of Lond. Geog. Soc, vol. ii. p. 650.)
A'M AZONS, a fabulous nation of female warriors. Still it

is remarkable, that, wild and almost impossible as the stories

relating to them for the most part are, the historians and
geographers of antiquity bear strong testimony to the gene-
ral belief that such a nation existed. All appear to agree
in assigning them a Scythian origin. Two Scythian princes,

according to Justin, wandering from their own country,
reached the river Thermodon in Cappadoeia with their fol-

lowers, and settled there. The new comers in time pro-

voked the anger of their neighbours, and, in a war which
ensued, their male population was almost exterminated.
The women then took up arms, and with so much better

success, that in future they resolved to live without men,
and put the remaining males to death. They elected two
queens, who in turn commanded their armies in the field,

and kept order at home. They are said to have extended
their conquests far and near, and to have founded many
cities in Asia Minor, as Ephesus, Smyrna, Cum®, and
others : and indeed they are placed by different uuthors in so

many different parts of Asia Minor, that nothing certain can

be made out respecting them. Their chief seat, however, wai

Themisey ra, on the river Thermodon, near the southern cocht

of the Euxtne sea. Diodorus places a tribe of Amaions in

Libya : far more ancient, he says, than those settled on the

Thermodon. The names of Antiope, HippolytMwhow tomb

was shown at Megara in the time of Pausanias,) Penthesik,

Thalestris, will be familiar to the student of Greek and Latin

poetry. The Amazons are said to have been warred on hr

Heracles (Hercules) and by Dionysus (Bacchus): to tok

invaded Attica in the time of Theseus, under the commswl

of Hippolyta ; and the battle between the Amazons and Athe-

nians was' painted at Athens in the celebrated portico called

PtBcile (the painted). Priam fought for the Trojans against

the Amazons after the death of Hector; yet the Amazon*

came to the assistance of the Trojans against the Greeks

under the command of Penthesilea, who was slain by Achilles,

(Virgil, /En. i. 491.) Though they rejected the fellowship of

men, they did not neglect the care of continuing their race:

but they only brought up female children, whom they edu-

cated in all the arts of war, searing the right breast, that

it might not interfere with the free use of the arm. They are

usually figured, in medallic and other representations, with

i

short mantle, reaching to the knee, the left breast bare. Bythe

orator Lysias, they are said to have been the first who fought

on horseback, and to have had iron weapons, which were

not in use among their neighbours. This may, perhaps,

have arisen from the geographical position assigned to them,

near the country of the Chalybes, or workers in iron.

Their weapons were a semicircular, or crescent-shaped shield,

bows and arrows, and the double-edged battle-axe, thifk

was their peculiar and distinguishing weapon. Erea in

times of ascertained and credible history, we still and ru-

mours concerning these singular beings; for it is asserted

by Diodorus and Curtius, that Thalestris, Queen of the

Amazons, paid a visit to Alexander in Hyrcania; and by

Plutarch, that certain Amazons fought with the Albanians

again at Pompey. The story of the Amazons visiting Alex-

ander is discussed by Arrian, (vii. 13,) with his usual judg-

ment, and exploded : Arrian believes, however, that there

was once a race of Amazons. We may here mention that

the Amazons are placed by Strabo in the mountain* of Al-

bania, on the banks of the Caspian Sea, Of their name two

derivations are given : one that they are so called froa

ana f<«W<?, ' females living together ;' the other as being

avev fxu^ov, • without a breast.' It is more likely to hare

been originally a foreign word, which the Greeks, accord-

ing to their custom, transmuted into a Greek form, and

then proceeded to invent a fitting etymology. T^J^' 1*

is said, figures in India, consisting of half a male, and half a

female body, vertically united: and it has been suggested,

that something of this kind may have given rise to the

story of the Amazons. .

The story of a race of Amazons is not confined to Asia-

Alvarez, who visited Abyssinia in 1520, speaks of a race of

Amazons south of Damot, who were warlike, and fougbt

with bows and arrows, mounted on bullocks. They de-

stroy the left breast when young. They live with their

husbands, but are governed only by a queen : the menhau

nothing to do with war. Pierre Petit has written a lor?

book, (Traite Historique sur les Amazon*,) to prove that there

were Amazons, in which all or most that is reported about

them will be found collected. (See also Herod. iv. 110-11*.

Strabo, Diodorus. Justin.) The figure of an Amazon u i

common tvpe on antient coins. (Rasche, Leric. Ret Aw"-'

AMBASSADOR is the term most commonly used ay

writers on public law, to designate every kind of ™W™Z
minister or agent, and may, in this sense, be ^c"ned

7^t

a person sent by one sovereign power to another to

upon affairs of state. The necessity of employing sucn

means of communication between independent comniun-

ties is so obvious, that there is hardly an instance on re

cord of a people in so rude a state of society, as to

ignorant of the functions of an ambassador, and ot
•

respect which is due to his office. The right of comrnuD.

eating in this manner, the right of embassy as it is ea
•

belongs by the law of nations to the person or F*01

^
whom' the sovereignty of an independent state is I<*V '

In the republics of ancient Greece, and of ancient «

modern Italy, ambassadors were often appointed d^^ •

the legislative assemblies : in modern states, however, «

ever may be the form of their government*^^^^
for the most part, named by the pewoH iHtm**1 **
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supreme executive power. In the United States of North
America, the President names an ambassador, but the ap-
pointment must be eoufirraed by the Senate. Sometimes,
like other matters within the province ofthe executive sove-

reignty, the power of appointing and sending ambassadors
has been delegated to a subordinate executive officer, as it

was to the viceroy of Naples, the Governor of Milan, and
the Spanish Governor-General of the Netherlands. It be-

longs to every power which has the right of making war
and peace, and accordingly is possessed by the East India
Company. Embassies were antiently sent only on parti-

cular occasions, with authority to transact some specific busi-

ness ; as for instance, to negotiate a treaty ofpeace or alliance,
or to complain ofwrongs and demand redress. But great

necessary changes were gradually introduced, occasioned by
the political condition of Europe and modification of society.

The several states which had previously risen to importance,
although independent of one another, were yet bound toge-

ther bv numerous ties, and with the progress of commerce
and civilisation, the intercourse between them became so

great,and their interests so complicated, that it was found
expedient for them to keep up a more regular communica-
tion ; and with this view it became customary fbr one power
to have its ambassador residing constantly at the court of
another.

Among the ordinary junctions of an ambassador, the fol-

lowing are the most important ; 1st, to conduct negotiations

on behalf of his country ;—the extent of his authority in

this respect is marked and limited by the power which he
has received from home ; he has, however, by the modern
law of nations no authority to conclude any engagement
definitively, the treaty which he has negotiated having no
binding power, till it has been formally ratified by his go-

vernment; 2ndly, to watch over the accomplishment of all

existing engagements ; and 3dly, to take care generally that

nothing is done within the territories of the state, nor any
treaty entered into with other powers, by which the honour
or interests of his country can be affected, without informing
his government of such measures.

Besides these more public functions^ an ambassador has
certain duties to perform towards private individuals of his

own nation: such as, to provide them with passports; to

present them at court, if they produce the requisite testimo-

nials ; to protect them from violence and injustice ; and if

any manifest wrong has been done, or if justice has been
refused them, to exert himself to obtain redress, and to se-

cure for them the full benefit of the laws ; and, lastly, to

assist them in maintaining their rights in courts of justice,

as well by certifying what is the law of his country upon
the point in dispute, as by the authentication of private do-

cuments, which is usually confined in practice to such as

have been previously authenticated at tne foreign-office of
his own government, and thence transmitted to him.
The right which exists in every sovereign power, of com-

municating by means of ambassadors, implies on the part of
the state to which such communications are made, certain

corresponding duties. [See Grotius on the Law qf War
and Peace, Book ii. c 18.1

The first of which is that of receiving the ambassadors
sent to it. This is a duty, however, which exists only be-

tween nations at peace with each other ; for, in time of war,

a hostile power cannot claim to have its ambassadors re-

ceived, unless they are provided with a safe-conduct or pass-

port ; and the granting of these is merely a matter of dis-

cretion. And in order to claim the performance of this

duty, it is, in all cases, requisite that the ambassador should

be provided with the proofs of his authority ; these are con-

tained in an instrument, called his Letters of Credence, or

Credentials, delivered to him by his own government, and
addressed to that of the state to which he is sent [See
Crkdbnti als.] A refusal to receive an ambassador properly

accredited, if made without sufficient cause, is considered a
gross insult to the power that he represents. But if one of

several competitors for the sovereign power in any country,

or if a province which has revolted and asserts its inde-

pendence, claims to send an ambassador, a government, so

far from being bound to receive the person so sent, cannot

do so without thereby taking upon itself the responsibility of

recognizing the competitor in the one case to be actually the

sovereign, and the revolted province in the other to be actually

independent. Though this may be the general principle,

the practice is somewhat different. In such cases, consuls

are generally first sent; and when a de facto power has

been established for seme time, governments think them-
selves justified in following up these consuls by ministers,

even though the mother country, te which the revolted states

belong, may not have recognised their independence. This
was done by the British government and others in the case

of the South American States, whose independence Spain
has not yet recognised.

It is said that a government will be justified in refusing

to receive an ambassador, if he is personally disagreeable

to the state, or of a notoriously bad character. But it is

now generally the practice, in order to avoid such a refusal,

to inform the court beforehand of the person intended to be
sent Every government, it is also said, has a right to make
general rules respecting the class of persons whom it chooses

to admit ; but every court would think itself aggrieved and
insulted by the refusal of the ambassador it has appointed,

except on specific and satisfactory grounds. There is no-

thing, for instance, in the general law of nations to prevent

a man's being accredited by a foreign power to the govern-

ment of his own country ; and in this case ho is clothed, as

far as his character as an ambassador is concerned, with
precisely the same rights as if he was a member of the state

by which he is employed. But any government may, by a
general regulation, refuse to admit, as France and Sweden
avo in fact done, any of its own subjects as the repre-

sentative of an independent state.

The next great duty of a state, with respect to ambassa-
dors sent to it, is to protect them from every thing which
may in any degree interfere with the due performance of
then* functions. This duty commences even before the am-
bassador has delivered his credentials, as soon as his ap-
pointment has been notified to the court. This is the
principle on which are founded what may be called the
essential privileges of an ambassador.
The first of which is that of perfect security ; for as he is

necessarily placed among those who have always the power,
and from the nature of his duties, not unfVequently the will,

to molest him, it is requisite that he should be in the fullest

manner protected from every kind of violence whatever,
either to bis person or his property. The breach of this

privilege has, from the earliest ages, been considered a high
offence against the rights of nations ; whether proceeding
from the sovereign power itself, or from the unauthorised
acts of individuals.

The Porte used to violate this right, by confining the mi-
nisters of any power it went to war with, in the Seven
Towers, under tne pretence of protecting them from popu-

lar outrage. The last minister shutup in the * Seven Towers'

was M. Ruffin, the envoy of the French republic. Since

that time, partly from some improvement in the Turks, but
more from their weakness and fears, the practice has dropped,

and is not likely to be renewed.

The second essential privilege of an ambassador is, that

no legal process can affect him, in his person or his property

;

so much of his property, at least, as is connected with his

official character, such as his furniture, equipages, &c.
[See Bynkerschoeh de/oro Legalorum.] This privilege is

analogous, and in some degree subsidiary to the former
$

for it would be of little avail to protect an ambassador from
open outrage, if he were liable to be harassed by legal

proceedings, which, if instituted (as it is always possible

they should be) without foundation, would be only a cloak

to violence, and even if well founded would interfere with
the discharge of bis pubho functions. Ambassadors are,

therefore, deemed not to he amenable for their conduct
before any criminal tribunal of the country they reside in.

It must not, however, be supposed that they are at liberty

to misconduct themselves with impunity. They are bound
to respect the laws and customs of the country they are

in ; and if they commit any offence, the sovereign may com-
plain of it to the government they represent ; or, if the case

is of a more serious nature, he may demand that they be
recalled, or may even dismiss them peremptorily, and in

either case require that they be brought to trial in their

own country. And if an ambassador is guilty of an offence

which threatens the immediate safety of the state, not even
the privilege of personal security will protect him from any
degree of force which may be necessary to defeat his inten-

tions : thus, if he engages in a conspiracy against the govern-

ment, he may, if the circumstances require it, be put under

arrest, in order to be sent home, and if he is found in arms
joining in a rebellion, there is no doubt but that the pricein*

of sel£defence will justify his being treated as an enter*
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The same principle also extends to civil suits, and no

claim can be enforced against an ambassador by any com-
pulsory process whatever.

These privileges are not confined to the ambassador alone,

but are extended to all his suite— his companions as they

are sometimes called,—including not only the persons em-
ployed by him in diplomatic services, but his wife, chaplain,

household, &e. The law of nations in this respect is fully

recognized by the law of England. By the statute of 7 Anne,
c. 12, all legal process against the person or goods of an

ambassador, or of his domestic, or domestic servants, is de-

clared to be void. The benefit of thi.i Act may be claimed

by any one who is actually in the domestic service of the

ambassador, whether he is a British subject or a foreigner,

provided he is not a merchant or trader within the bankrupt

law ; and it is not necessary that he should be resident in

the ambassador's house. But if he takes a house, ana uses

it for any other purpose besides that of residence—as if he

lets part of it in lodgings, he so far loses his privilege, and
his goods are liable to be distrained for parochial-rates.

Whoever sues out or executes any process contrary to the

provisions of the act, is punishable at the discretion of the

Lord Chancellor and the two chief justices, or any two of

them, as a violator of the law of nations, and disturber of

the public repose ;—with this exception, however, that no
one can be punished for arresting an ambassador's servant,

unless the name of such servant be registered with the

secretary of state, and by him transmitted to the sheriffs

of London and Middlesex.

The third essential privilege of an ambassador is, that his

residence enjoys a security similar to that of his person and
property : it is not only protected from open outrage, but it

is likewise exempted from being searched or visited; whether

by the police, by revenue ollicers, or under colour of legal

process of any description whatever.

This privilege has sometimes been construed to extend so

far, as to make the ambassador's residence an asylum to

which any oifender might ilee and be out of the reach of the

law ; but the government has, in such a case, a right to

demand that the offender be given up, and if he is an
offender against the state, it is held that in case of a refusal

on the part of the ambassador, it may even be justifiable,

if the circumstances require it, to seize him by force.

This privilege of asylum, as it is called, was formerly

granted in some cities to the whole quarter in which the

ambassador resided ; such was the case at Madrid, till in

the year 1684 it was confined to the residence itself. Such,
also, was the case at Rome to a much later period : and
even at the present day some vestiges of this immunity
still remain, but since 1815 it has been confined to cases of

correctional police.

There are some other privileges which, though not essen-

tial to the character of ambassadors, are yet very generally

admitted. Ambassadors are, for instance, in all civilized

countries allowed the free exercise of their religion ; they

are in general exempted from direct taxation : and they are

usually allowed to import their goods without paying any
custom-house duties: this last privilege, however, being
extremely liable to abuse, has sometimes been limited. At
Mulrid since the year 1814, and at St. Petersburgh since

1817, ambassadors are allowed six months to import their

goods free of customs, and after that time their exemption
ceases. At Berlin, they are only allowed to import goods until

the duties payable amount to a certain sum.
If any violence has been offered to an ambassador, or

any of his privileges have been infringed, although he may
himself, if he chooses it, prosecute the offender, it is more
usual for him to demand satisfaction of the government,
and it is their duty to bring the offender to punishment.
The title of ambassador, in the more limited sense of the

word, as it is used in the public law of the present age, is

confined to diplomatic ministers of the highest order. Am-
bassadors, in this sense of the word, hold an nflicc of very-

exalted rank ; their credentials are addressed immediately
from their own sovereign to the sovereign to whom they
are sent ; with whom they thereby are entitled to treat

personally, without the intervention of his ministers, in the
same manner as their master would if ho were present.
This is a right, however, which, at least in free states, where
the ministers alone are responsible for the acts of the go-
vernment, exists rather in name than in reality. The am-
bassadors, properly so called, are deemed to represent, not

only the interests, but likewise the person and dignity of

their master; but this representative character, as it is

called, amounts in reality to little more than the enjoyment

of certain marks <,f distinction ; the principal of winch are,

thai an ambassador is always styled ' Your Excellent,'

which was formerly the mode of addrcsdni: a sovrre;^

prince; 2. That lie takes precedence next after Princes of

the blood royal. &c.
Ambassadors are of two kmds— 1. Those who re^de

regularly at the court at which they arc accredited, toper-

form the usual duties of their otliee : 2. Those who ire

sent on special occasions, either on missions of impotent

business, as the negotiation of a treaty ; or more frequcntiv

on some errand of state ceremony— such as to he present s't

a coronation or a marriage: in which case the representa-

tive character, from the dignity with which it clothes there,

is of peculiar importance The designation of Ambassador

Extraordinary was originally appropriated to those of the

second kind (such as belonged to the first being styW

Ordinary Ambassadors): but the title of Extraordinary

being considered more exalted, is now usually be>tu^ed

even on those who are regularly resident. To the highest

order of minister belong also the Legates and Nuncios of

the Pope. [See Lkgatk, Nuncio]
The rank and pomp annexed to the ollioe of arnbnssadir

being attended with considerable expense, and having

frequently occasioned embarrassments and disputes, it wfc

found expedient to employ ministers under other denomi-

nations, who, though inferior in point of dignity, should be

invested with equal powers The chief difference by which

all the lower orders of diplomatic agents are distinguished

from ambassadors, properly so called, is, that they are the

representatives, not of the personal dignity of their sove-

reign, but only of his affairs and interests, in the same

manner as an ordinary agent is the representative of hi*

principal. Diplomatic ministers of the second order receive

their credentials (like ambassadors) immediately from their

own sovereign. To this order be-long envoy*, ordinary and

extraordinary, ministers plenipotentiary, the internim^.*

of the pope, and the Austrian minister at Conslantm<tji\

who is styled internuncioand minister plenipotentiary. The

distinction of ministers into those of the first and those d

the second order began to prevail towards the end of the

fifteenth century, and is said to have been originally intro-

duced by Louis XI. of France. ("See Envoy.]
There is likewise a third order of diplomatic ajjent*.

which does not appear to have been recognised till toward

the beginning of the eighteenth century. Those who be-

long to it are known by the title of Charge d* Affaires

(which is said to have been given by a sovereign, for the

first time, to the Swedish minister at Constantinople, in

1748,) Resident, or Minister. Their credentials are <nven

them by the ministers of state in their own country, and

are addressed to the ministers of the country they are sent

to: except in the ca*o of the diplomatic agents of the Han-

seatie towns, wlio-e credentials are addressed to the sow-

reign. In this ord'-r may also he included the ministers,

whom an ambassador or envoy, by virtue of an authority

from his sovereign, appoints (usually under the title of

Charge d' Affaires) to conduct in his absence the affairs of

his mission. [See Charge' d'affaires.]
The third order may now he considered to be subdiuded

into two: for at the Congress of Aix la Chapelle, in ISIS,

it was agreed between Austria, France, Great Britain.

Prussia, and Russia, that their Rrsident Ministers at one

another's courts should form, in respect of rank, an interme-

diate class between ministers of the second order ana

charges d'affaires.

Consuls are not in general reckoned among diplomatic

ministers : in some particular cases, however, (such as that

of the consuls- general sent to the semi-barbarous nations

along some parts of the Mediterranean coast) having diplo-

matic duties to perform, they are accredited and treated as

ministers. [See Consul.]
It was long a disputed question, whether the smaller

powers had a right to communicate bv means of ministers ft

the highest order. It is now settled "that this right belongs

only to states enjoying royal honours,—with the exception,

however, that the* smaller states are permitted to send

ministers of the highest order to one another if they like a-

But according to the practice of the present day it i* onl?

in tbo intercourse between the greater powers that fuen

ministers are employed. The courts with which the Bntisn

government interchanges ambassadors, are those of "W*
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Vienna, St. Petersburgh, Spain, Portugal, and Holland as

it stood before the French revolution ;—we also interchanged
ambassadors with the kingdom of the Netherlands as long
as it existed ; and we are in the habit of sending ambassa-
dors to Constantinople, but the sultan has no regular diplo-

matic minister resident in this country.

The rules relating to the ceremonial due to diplomatic

ministers are laid down at great length by writers on the

subject The first thing to be done by a minister is to

announce his arrival to the minister for foreign affairs. He
is then entitled to an audience of the sovereign, either public

or private. The right of demanding at all times, during his

stay, a private audience, is the distinction and important
privilege of an ambassador. Should his only chance of

carrying a measure depend on his having a private audience

of the sovereign to whom he is sent, it is evident that this

might be thwarted by the sovereigns ministers, who would
of right be present at the audience of any minister below
the rank of ambassador. A minister plenipotentiary as well

as an ambassador can claim a public audience. He there

presents his credentials to the sovereign, and hands them
over to the minister for foreign affairs. Ministers and en-

voys also present their credentials to the sovereign in person.

After he has been presented to the sovereign, a minister

visits all the diplomatic body. But a minister of the

highest order pays his respects in person only to those of
the same rank—with ministers of a lower order he merely
leaves his card. When an ambassador arrives at a court,

all the diplomatists there, who are not of his own rank, call

on him first.

Disputes have frequently arisen among ministers of the

same rank about precedence. The rules by which it has at

various times been endeavoured to settle the respective rank
of the representatives of each state, being founded on no solid

principle, and not sanctioned by general acquiescence, it is

unnecessary to mention. A rule which has long been
partially adopted, may now be considered fully established

:

for at the congress of Vienna, in 1815, it was agreed by the

eight powers which signed the treaty of Paris, that ministers

in each class shall take precedence among themselves, ac-

cording to the date of their official announcement at court.

If the reader is curious to know wherein this precedence

chiefly consists,—in what manner ministers are required to

arrange themselves when they are standing up ; in what,

when they sit round a table : what order it behoves them to

observe when they are placed in a row ; what, when they

walk in a line : how their rank is marked when their num-
bers are even ; how, when their numbers are odd—we must
refer him to the Manuel Diplomatique of the Baron Charles

De Martens, chap. vi.

For further information on the subject of ambassador, he
may consult Wicquefort, de IAmbassadeur, Les Causes

c&Ubres du droit des Gens, by C. De Martens, and the writers

on the law of nations, particularly Vattel and G. F. Martens

;

and likewise the Cours de droit public par Pinheiro-Fer-

reira.

AMBER, a carbonaceous mineral which occurs in beds

of lignite, in Greenland, Prussia, France, Switzerland, and

some other countries. The greater portion of it comes from

the southern coasts of the Baltic Sea, where it is thrown up
between Konigsberg and Memel. (Berzelius, Traitc de

Chimie, vi. 589.)

It is also stated (An. de Chimie, xvi. 215) that it is ob-

tained by mining at a distance of 200 feet from the sea, and

at a depth of about 100 feet, and is found in small cavities.

It is occasionally met with (Aikin's Diet, of Chemistry,

i. 57) in the gravel beds near London, in which case it is

merely an alluvial product Amber occurs generally in

small pieces, which are sometimes colourless, frequently

light-yellow, or deep-brown, and very commonly translucent;

two large masses have, however, been found, one of them
weighing upwards of thirteen pounds, and the other more

than eighteen.

Amber is rather harder than common resins, which it re-

sembles in several properties: it is susceptible of a good

polish, and when rubbed becomes electrical; indeed the

word electricity is derived from rjXetrrpov, the Greek name
for amber. Its density varies from 1065 to 1070: when
bruised it exhales a slight aromatic odour; and when
heated to 448° Fahrenheit it melts, then inflames and

burns with a bright flame, and emits a smell which is not

disagreeable.

The subject of the origin of amber is one which . has

been much discussed. According to Berzelius (Chimie, vi.

589), it was originally a resin dissolved in a volatile oil or
natural balsam ; the proofs of this opinion are, he conceives,

numerous ; it has often the impression of the branches and
bark upon which it has llowed and solidified ; it often con-

tains insects, some of which are so delicately formed, that

they comld not have occurred except in a very fluid mass.
Dr. Brewster (Edinburgh Phil. Journal, iv. 332) concludes,

from an examination of the optical properties of amber, that
it is an indurated vegetable juice.

Amber consists of a mixture of several substances, which
are, a volatile oil, two resins soluble in alcohol and in ether,

succinic acid, and a bituminous body that resists the
action of all solvents, and which is the principal part of
amber.
Water does not act upon this substance ; it does not even

dissolve any of the succinic acid. Alcohol takes up a soft,

yellow, limpid resin. Cold concentrated sulphuric acid dis-

solves amber; the solution has a brown colour, and when
water is added to it, the greater part of the amber is precipi-

tated. Nitric acid converts it into a resinous substance, and
dissolves it totally.

When amber, in the state of fine powder, is boiled in a
solution of potash or of the carbonate, a great quantity of
succinic acid is dissolved.

According to Drapiez, the composition of amber is as

follows •

—

Carbon . . 80*59
Hydrogen . . 7 '31

Oxygen . . 6*73
Ashes . . 3*27

Loss . . 2'10

100*00

The ashes consist of lime, silica, and alumina.

This analysis can only be considered as an approximation.
Amber is employed for ornamental purposes in the manu-

facture of necklaces, &c. It is used also for preparing
amber varnish, for obtaining a peculiar oil used in medicine,

and it yields succinic acid employed in chemical investiga-

tions.

AMBERG, which derives its name from Stadt am Berge,
or Town on the Mountain, is the capital of the circle of the
Regen in Bavaria. It is a well-built and agreeable town,
divided into two equal parts by the river Vils>. Its public

edifices consist of the handsome church of St. Martin,

which is adorned with several fine monuments, a college

once belonging to the Jesuits, an arsenal, guildhall, house
of correction, court of appeal, lyceum, high school, seminary
for the education of teachers, library, and cabinet of natural

history. It has an extensive manufactory of arms, besides

manufactures of earthenware, woollen cloths, tobacco, &c,
and is the seat of a royal mint There are considerable iron

mines in the neighbouring ' Iron-mountains/ which pro-

duce nearly 1400 tons of iron annually ; and Amberg has

some trade also in salt. It lies about forty miles east of

Nuremberg ; 1 1° 48' E. long. 49° 27' N. lat The number
of inhabitants is nearly 8000 ; in 1825 it was 7680.

AMBERGRIS, a substance of animal origin, found prin-

cipally in warm climates, floating on the sea, or thrown on

the coasts. The best comes from Madagascar, Surinam,

and Java. It has been found in the intestinal canal of the

physeter macrocephalus, mixed with the remains of several

marine animals which have served it for food ; on this account

it has been supposed to be a morbid product, analogous to

biliary calculi.

Ambergris ofgood quality is solid, opaque, ofa bright grev

colour, which is darkest externally, and intermixed with

yellow or reddish striro. When it is heated or rubbed, it ex-

hales an odour which is agreeable to most persons. It is

sufficiently soft to be flattened between the fingers. Its

fracture is fine-grained, with traces of lamellar structure.

The heat of the hand is sufficient to soften it. Its specific

gravity varies from 0*908 to 0*920.

When ambergris is heated with boiling alcohol of specific

trravity 0'833, until it is saturated, a peculiar substance,

called ambrein, is obtained as the solution cools, grouped in

mamraillated, small, colourless crystals. The solution, by
evaporation, yields a further portion of ambrein, which may
be rendered pure, by being redissolved in alcohol, and then

crystallized.

Ambrein, thus obtained, is brilliant, white, and insipid^
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it has an agreeable odour, which appears, however, to be
adventitious, because it U diminished by repeated crystal-

lizations; by fusion or a long-continued gentle heal it

acquires a resinous odour.

t hemists do not agree as to its fusibility. Pelletier and
Caventou found that it softened at 77° Fahrenheit, and
melted at 86°; according to John it melts at about 100°,

and at 1 1
2° flows like oil. When heated upon platina foil

it fuses, smokes, and is volatilised, leaving scarcely any
residue ; by dry distillation it becomes brown, leaves a little

charcoal, but ts collected in the receiver, without having
suffered any other material change. It is very soluble in

strong alcohol, either hot or cold, in ether, and in oils, both

fixed and volatile. Nitric acid converts it into a peculiar

acid, called ambreic acid; the caustic alkalies do not form
soap with it.

According to Juch and Bouillon-Lagrange, benzoic acid

exists in distilled ambergris ; by the analysis of John, am-
bergris appears to be composed of ambrein 0 86, an extractive

matter soluble in alcohol, and probably containing benzoic

acid, 0*025 ; watery extract with benzoic aeid and common
salt 001 5 ; with O'l 1 not accounted for.

Ambergris is used as a perfume ; and as the alcoholic

solution is the most odorous preparation of it, it is generally

employed in that form.

AMBBRT, a town in France, in the department of Puy
de Dome, on the river Dore, a feeder of the Allier. It is a
place of considerable trade ; the best cheeses of the pro-

vince of Auvergne are exported from it, and it has consi-

derable manufactures of woollen stuffs, playing-cards, and
especially of paper, which is considered to be among the

best in France. The houses are built and the streets paved
with the granite procured from the mountains to the east of

the town. The population amounts to about 7000. The
distance from Clermont, the capital of the department, is

differently given, but it is probably about SI or 33 miles.

It is the capital of an arrondiasement containing a popu-
lation of above 80,000, and comprehending486 square miles.

AMBHEER, a town in the principality of Jeypoor,

in the Rajpoot states, in 36° 67' N. lat., and 75° 40/

B. long. This town was formerly the capital of the prin-

cipality, but on the building of Jeypoor, by Mirza Raja
Jeysingh, five miles south of Ambheer, the seat of go-

vernment was removed to the new city, which gave its name
to the principality.

Ambheer is built on the margin of a small lake* and is

•unrounded on all sides by mountains, which give a consider-

able degree of romantic beauty to the spot. A palace built on
the edge of a precipice overhanging the lake, and formerly

inhabited by the Rajahs, is in good preservation. It was
furnished with fountains, balconies, and terraces, and con-

tained numerous apartments of all dimensions, some of
which are still exceedingly beautiful. It is remarkable
that a good deal of stained glass has been used by way of
ornament. This palace is now employed as a state prison.

A small island in the lake is cultivated as a royal garden.
A great part of what were once magnificent buildings within
the city, are in a ruinous state, and Ambheer is now
nearly depopulated. Enough, however, remains to show
that it must once have been a splendid place. (Hamilton's
East India Gazetteer.)

AMBOISB, a town In France, in the department of
Indre et Loire, on the south or left bank of the Loire, be-
tween Blots and Tours. It is connected with many his-

torical recollections. In the castle of Amboise, built by
Charles VII., Louis XI. instituted, in 1469, the order of
St Michael. Charles VIII., his successor, was born and
died in the same edifice, and to Amboise, in 1560, the
Duke of Guise removed Francis II., and defeated the plot

which the Prince of Conde* and the leading Huguenots nad
formed. Part of this castle remains ; it is on a steep rock,

washed by the Loire, which is here parted into two streams
by a small island. From the top of one of the towers a view
is obtained of the neighbouring country, called from its

richness the Garden of France. The town is surrounded by
Vineyards. It is ill-built, but has a good bridge over the Loire,
finished in 1 822. The inhabitants amount to between five

and six thousand, and carry on some manufactures, parti-
cularly of steel and files ; the latter are in great repute.
Amboise is 22 miles W.8.W. of Blois, 15 E. of Tour*,

and 127 8.W. of Paris.
AMBOISE, (CARDINAL GEORGES D\) an eminent

"»«iOoa eoolcsiastio and etatoannan. He was born in 1460 at

the chateau of Chanmont en the Loire, the seat of hit

family, which was one of the moat illustrious in France

Being a younger son he was educated for the church, and was

made Bishop of Montauban by the time he had attained the

age of fourteen. His first preferment at court was given him

by Louis XI., who made him his almoner. After the death of

this prince, however, in 1483, having connected himself with

the Duke of Orleans, who unsuccessfully disputed the

regency with Anne of Beaujeu, he shared the misfortunes of

his party, and was along with the duke himself put into con-

finement, fromwhich hewas not released till six or seven years

after, when the new king, Charles VIII., attained his ma-

jority. Soon after being restored to liberty he was promoted

to the archbishopric of Narbonne, which, in 1493, he ex-

changed for that of Rouen. Here, besides presiding over

nis diocese, he acted as the deputy of his friend the Duke of

Orleans, who held the office of governor of Normandy, and

in that capacity introduced several valuable reforms into the

administration of the province. In 1498 the duke became

king by the title of Louis X1L, and from this time D'Am-
boise may be considered as prime minister of France. The

memorable events of the reign of Louis XII. are connected

with the assertion of his rights te the duohy of Milan, and

the protracted wars which he carried on in Italy to main-

tain that claim. In this part of his conduct it is probable

that Louis acted rather according to his own viewB than by

the advice of his minister ; but he aeema to have intrusted to

the latter almost the entire management of the domestic

affairs of his kingdom. In this department D'Amlioise dis-

played equal ability and disinterestedness. By the financial

reforms which he effected he was enabled both considerably

to reduce the customary imposts, and to supply the heavy

demands of the war without any increase of taxation. He

exerted himself also, with considerable success, te rectify the

existing corruptions both in the law and the church, intro-

ducing various regulations, with a view to diminish the

length of processes in the former, and by his example ai

well as by his authority discountenancing the scandalous

rapacity of the higher order of ecclesiastics. He would

never accept any other benefice in addition to his arch-

bishopric ; and even the greater part of his episcopal reve-

nue he distributed among the poor, er devoted to other

pious purposes. With all this moderation, however, in

regard to the more common objects of human desire, he was

tar from being without ambition. Very soon after the se-

cession of Louis XII. he had obtained a cardinal's bat *od

subsequently the pope appointed him to the high office of

legate. But on the death of the infamous Alexander VI., in

1 503, it appeared that the chair ofSt. Peter itselfwastheplare

which he aspired to occupy. He failed, however, in th» ob-

ject through a piece of mismanagement, which made him at

the time very much laughed at, though it was only discre-

ditable to him as a politician. A large military force of the

king his master occupied Rome, by placing which in sn in-

posing attitude he might easily have controlled the election;

but the Cardinal de la Rovdre having suggested to him that

such a mode of securing his object would both have a bad

look, and was moreover quite unnecessary, inasmuch ai b«

would most certainly be elected for his own merits, if he left

the matter to the free voices of the conclave, he followed tWi

crafty advice, and withdrew the troops. The result was that

in a few weeks the Cardinal de la Rovere was pope himself,

with the title of Julius II. No other vacancy in the sc-

clesiastical throne occurred during the life of D'Ambow,

who died in the convent of the Cefestuiee at Lyons, on the

25th of May, 1510. It is said that, on his deathbed, he ex-

pressed his sense of the vanity of those worldly honosri

which he had sought so anxiously during his Kfe—excl*181,

ing, as he named the monk who attended him, ' Brother

John ! ah, why have I not all my life been brother John.

He was buried in the cathedral of Rouen, where his msuso*

leum is still to be seen. Notwithstanding some fau1^ *";

weaknesses, D'Amboise was undoubtedly a great benw'cto'

to France. This his countrymen themselvea so strongly•JUU

that they used affectionately to call him the people t fatm>

Most of the accounts of his life thathave appeared in France

are written in the most panegyrical style. One, by sn

author who calls himself the Sieur des Montagnes, pnntea

in 12rao. at Paris m 1631, commences with the mosthoo**

avowal of a partial intention which we recollect to have »*

with in any historian ; • My design,' says this wnter, * «*

other than, according to my custom, to take up the cause

^

the king, to defend hie njniatesa, and tltfougboii|topajn>
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hi

Jiect to those to whom we ate naturallybound by theirrank
and dignity, in conformity with the commandment of God to
revere the superior powers/ There is another work, entitled
A History of the Administration ofthe Cardinal DAmbcise,
by the Sieur Michel Baudier, historiographer to his majesty,
published in 4to. at Paris, in 1634, the character of which
may be likewise judged of ftom its first sentence: • Beloved
country/ exclaims the learned historiographer royal* * mother
of kingdoms, companion of the empire, vast and precious
heritage of the greatest kings of the earth ; beloved France,
all who have ever spoken of you, inspired by the truth, have
preferred your glory to that of the monarchies which surround
ou, and have raised your praises as far above theirs as the
leight of the lofty pines surpasses the lowliness of the little

shrubs/ M. Baudier then proceeds to characterise the in-

habitants of France as the first of nations— and finally

enters upon the proper subject Of his book, by describing the
cardinal as the first of Frenchmen. The letters of Louis All.
and the Cardinal D'Amboise were published at Brussels
in four volumes 8vo., by Jean Godefroy, in 171i.
AMBOOR, a neat and regularly built town of the Car-

natic province, in the south of India, situated in 12° 49' N.
lat, and 78° 46' B. long. It stands within a range of hills

of moderate elevation. The river Palaur, or Milk river,

passes within three miles to the southward of the town, and
falls into the bay of Bengal, about 50 miles 6.W. of Madras.
Amboor was formerly a place of considerable strength,

having a lofty isolated mountain at its side on which a fort

was built, so difficult of approach as to be considered almost
impregnable. Since 1801, when Amboor came into the
possession of the East India Company, the works of this

fort have been partially destroyed ; the part which remains
is now used as a place of confinement for criminals,

The neighbouring territory la very toroductite. It

iteredby numerous small streams which run from 1watered
is

the
river Palaur along the heights, and are employed for Irri-

gating rice-fields, and tobacco-plantations. A great number
of date trees are cultivated which yield a considerable quan-
tity of coarse sugar. Many of the inhabitants are employed
in the preparation of castor-oil, which is exported in consi-

derable quantity. Amboor is 108 miles W.8/YT. from
Madras. {Asiatic Researches.—Hamilton's East India
Gazetteer.)

AMBOYNA is one ofthe Molucca, or Spice Islands, in the
eastern seas, lying offthe south-west coast ofthe larger island

ofCeram. The length of Amboyna is about thirty-two miles,

and its average breadth ten miles. Its south-West coast is

indented by a bay so deep, that the island is nearly divided

by it into two unequal limbs, which are connected at the

head of the bay by a narrow isthmus. The two peninsulas,

into which the island is thus divided, are called Hitoe and
Leytiraor ; the former lies to the north-west, ana comprises

full two-thirds of the surface of the island. In 1683 the

Dutch governor attempted to cut through the isthmus, which
is called the pass of Baguewala, in order to open a more di-

rect communication with the small islands of Saparoua,

Oma, and Harocha. Vessels which trade between the town
of Amboyna and these islands are how obliged to pass down
the bay of Amboyna and round one or Other of the penin-

sulas. The construction of the necessary canal would have
been much facilitated by the existence of a little river called

Matta Passo, or the Eye of the Pass, and considerable pro-

gress had been made towards its completion, when it was
stopped through the superstitious fears of the natives. The
Bay of Amboyna is five leagues long from its entrance : its

breadth varies considerably ; in some parts it is not more
than a Putch mile across.

Amboyna is a mountainous place, abundantly furnished

with trees and underwood. Tne variety of trees growing

on the island is so considerable, that the great naturalist

Rumphius is said to have possessed a cabinet inlaid with

specimens of 400 different kinds. Notwithstanding this,

the quantity of building timber is so small, that impor-

tations are constantly made from Java. Lingoa wood,

commonly known as Amboyna wood, is principally procured

from Ceram. The soil is for the most part a reddish clay

;

in the valleys it is of a darker colour, and mixed*with sand.

Sulphur is produced among the hills, some of which are en-

crusted with a copious efflorescence of that mineral. The
isjand is considered healthy, notwithstanding the great heat

of the climate. It is remarkable that to the eastward of the

IgOth degree of longitude, the monsoons are directly the

reverse of what are experienced to the westward of that line,

to that the weather is fine and dry on the east-coast of Ce-
lebes, in the Moluccas and the adjacent islands, when the

contrary state prevails at Sumbhawa, Lombok, Java, and
Borneo. On the other hand, it is dry in these islands, while

the Moluccas are deluged with rain, which at those seasons

is to heavy in Amboyna, that the merest rivulets are swoln
into mighty torrents, which overflow their channels, and bear*

down every thing that opposes their progress. It is only at

such seasons that Amboyna can be said to have any rivers

:

at other times the streams are not deserving of the name.
Four of them, Way Tome, Way Alia, Way Nito, and Bato

Gedja, or Elephants River, which rise in the mountains of

Leytimor and discharge themselves into the sea near the

town, are not more than from two to three feet deep during
the dry season.

The earliest visit made to Amboyna by any Europeans
was in 1511, when the Portuguese viceroy, Albuquerque,
despatched a squadron from Malacca, which returned with'

a lading at spices, having been received with kindness by
the natives. Ten years afterwards a squadron of Portuguese
ships was sent to take formal possession ofthe Spice Islands,

in the name of the King of Portugal. The commander
established himself in the Island of Ternate as his head"

quarters, and the dominion of the Portuguese over the

Moluccas continued for sixty years, during which time the

natives endured from them every species of tyranny and
cruelty.

At the commencement of the seventeenth century, these

islands were taken from the Portuguese by the Dutch, their

conquest being facilitated by the anxiety of the natives to

be rid of their first European oppressors. Unhappily, the

change of masters brought with it no change for the better

in the condition of the people, who were subjected to every

kind of injustice which the cupidity of their Dutch rulers

ceuM suggest As a consequence of this treatment, the

inhabitants ef Amboyna were continually in arms, and the

country became the constant scene of strife and desolation.

At a very early period after its first formation, the English

East India Company endeavoured to appropriate to itself a
share in the spice trade. In 1604, the Company sent out

a second expedition, consisting of four ships, under the

command of Sir Henry Middleton, one of which ships ob-

tained a lading of cloves at Amboyna. In 1 6 1 2, the Com-
pany formed a settlement at Cambello in this island, from

which the settlers were forced to retire in June, 1614. An
attempt was made to accommodate the dispute between the

English Company and the Dutch, relative to the right of

trading with the Spice Islands, and a treaty for this purpose

was concluded in London, in July, 1619. But so many dis-

putes occurred in executing the provisions of this treaty,

that the grounds of contention appear to have been multi-

plied rather than reduced, and at length reached such a
point, that under the accusation of oonspiring to surprize

the garrison, and expel the Dutch from the island, Captain

Towerson and nine Englishmen, with nine Japanese, and a
Portuguese sailor, were seized at Amboyna, tried, pro-

nounced guilty, and executed. This event, known as * the

massacre of Amboyna,' excited the greatest indignation

in England, and became the subject of the most formal

remonstrances on the part of the British government.

During the war with Holland, in 1796, Amboyna was

captured by a British force under Admiral Rainier. It was
restored at the peace in 1801, was taken again by the

English in 1610, and was again given up to Holland at the

treaty of Paris in 1814. While the English retained pos-

session of the island, the East India Company was not un-

mindful of the moral improvement of the natives. It fur-

nished the means for establishing upwards of forty schools

on the Lancasterian system, and granted the sum of 10,000

rupees to assist in publishing a version of the Bible in the

Malay language.
The mam object of the different European powers, who

endeavoured to possess themselves of Amboyna, was to

monopolize the trade in cloves, the cultivation of which

spice forms the principal object of industry with the natives.

With the desire of keeping the cultivation of the clove-tree

completely within their power, the Dutch caused it to be

extirpated from every island with the exception of Amboyna,
where they provided for a sufficient production of the spice,

by obliging every native family to rear a certain number of

clove-trees. In the prosecution of their plans, the island

was divided into 4000 allotments, each one of which was ex-

pected to support 186 tms, end it kw mm fMed in 1720,
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rendering it compulsory upon the natives to make up the

full complement. The number of trees upon the island

accordingly amounted to 500,000, the average produce of

which exceeded one million of pounds of cloves annually.

The cajuputi-tree, whence the medicinal oil of that name
is procured, grows in Amboyna, which also produces all the

vegetables and fruits commonly found in that quarter of die

globe. The woods contain great numbers of deer and wild

hogs, the flesh of which forms a principal article of food

with the natives. Buffaloes, cows, horses, sheep, and goats,

have been introduced by the Portuguese and Dutch from

Java and Celebes. The Bay ofAmboyna formerly abounded

with fish of all the kinds usually found in the eastern seas

;

but it is said that since the earthquake which occurred at

Amboyna in 1754, their number has been very greatly dimi-

nished.

Amboyna is inhabited by four different races of people,

the Aborigines, the Amboynese, Chinese, and Europeans.

The first of these races, called Horaforas, are, according to

some accounts, a wild and savage race, possessing a great

deal of muscular strength, and every disposition to use it to

the annoyance of the other inhabitants. Their numbers are

now much reduced. The Amboynese are the descendants of

Malays, and were found on the island when the Portuguese

fiist landed there. At present the Amboynese are an in-

dolent effeminate race : the greater part of them profess the

religion of Mohammed; a few have been converted to

the Catholic faith by the Portuguese, or to Lutheranism
by the Dutch. The Chinese settled at Amboyna are not

numerous ; but they are very industrious and enterprising

traders. Still fewer are the European race of inhabitants.

They are principally Dutch, and the descendants of Dutch-
men, many of them being the offspring of Amboynese
mothers.
The town of Amboyna, which is in 3° 40' S. lat., and

128° 15' E. long., is built within the bay, in the peninsula

of Leytimor. It is clean, neat, and built with regularity.

The houses are of wood, only one story high, and the roofs

are covered with interlaced branches and leaves of palm
trees. The town contains an hospital, a town-house, and
two churches, in one of which service is performed in the

Malay language. The western quarter of the town is inha-

bited by Chinese, and the Europeans occupy the south end,

near which is the burial-place of Rumphius. Fort Victoria

in the front of the town is, in form, an irregular hexagon,
with a ditch and covered way on the land- side, and a horn-
work towards the sea. (Crawfurd's History of the Indian
Archipelago ; Mill's History of British India ; Porter's

Troptcal Agriculturist; and Reports of the House of Com-
mons on the Affairs of India. Wilcock's Translation of
Stavorinus's Voyages. For the rest of the islands of this

groupe, see Moluccas.)
AMBROSE (SAINT) was born, some of his biographers

state, in the year 333, but more probably about 340. His
family had long been one of distinction in Rome ; and his

lather, whose name was also Ambrosius, held the high
office of prefect of Gaul. In this province Ambrose was
born, and probably in the town of Trier or Treves, then
called Augusta Treverorura, which was the principal seat

of the prefecture. He was educated at Rome under the
ablest masters ; after which, he and his brother Satyrus
proceeded, with the view of following the legal profes-

sion, to Milan, then the residence of the court, and
as such considered the capital of the western empire.
Ambrose soon acquired distinction at the bar; and this,

with the interest of his family, introduced him to civil

honours. While yet a young man he was appointed
governor of Liguria, the province to which the city of
Milan then belonged. In this office he conducted him-
self in such a manner, as to secure at once the approbation
of the emperor, and the general esteem and attachment of
the people. Thus situated, he had reached his thirty-

fourth year, when an incident happened which suddenly
changed the entire course of his life. In a.d. 374, died
Auxentius, the Archbishop of Milan, on which, a violent
contest immediately arose, as to the appointment of his
successor, between the two great parties which then dis-

tracted the church—the Orthodox and the Arians. On the
day when the election was to take place, the ferment was so
violent, that Ambrose was induced to try what could be
done to allay it by his influence with the people; and
having accordingly presented himself before them, he
addressed them in a speech, recommending the observance

of greater order and decorum. His speech was wtH

received, for Ambrose excelled in the art of popular per-

suasion ; and as soon as he had concluded, a little boy in a

distant part of the crowd, called aloud, Ambrosius Epu-

copus! (Ambrose Bishop.) In that age, and especially

ya such a state of excitement, these words were deemed a

direct intimation from heaven ; and, being instantly taken

up by a thousand other voices, the assembly came to a

unanimous resolution that Ambrose should be placed in

the vacant office. From the subsequent conduct of Am-

brose, some suspicion arises that the whole was partly a

scheme of his own. He professed the utmost reluctance to

accept the episcopal dignity, and some of the expedients to

which he resorted, as related on the unexceptionable autho-

rity of his secretary Paulinus, with the view of making it

appear that he wished the people to alter their choice, were

not a little extraordinary. He even ran away from Milan,

till, as is said, having walked for some hours, he found

to his surprise that he had only got back again to one

of the city gates. He was, however, at last prevailed

upon, by the express command of the emperor, to mount

the archiepiscopal throne. Although he had been edu-

cated in the Christian religion, his baptism had never yet

taken place; and he was actually consecrated on tin

eighth day after undergoing that rite.

The extraordinary piety and zeal of the new archbiihop

soon rendered him the wonder of the church. Females, in

particular, we are wld, actuated by the fanaticism of the

age, used to come in great numbers from every quarter of

the Christian world to receive the veil from his hands.

But, in addition to his pastoral and other sacred labour*,

Ambrose acted a distinguished part in the political anairs

of his time. For a tolerably full, and, upon the whole, not

an unfair account of this part of his career, the reader may

consult the twenty-seventh and twenty-eighth chapters of

Gibbon. While he lived, he was consulted on all great

emergencies, both by Theodosius, the emperor of the East,

by Valentinian II., the western emperor, and even by the

mother of the latter, the empress Justina, notwithstanding

her attachment to the Arian heresy, of which Ambrose was

the most determined opponent. The empress was parti-

cularly anxious that Ambrose should resign two, or at

least one, of the Milan churches to the use of the Arians;

but this demand the bishop pertinaciously resisted; and

as he was supported in his opposition by the people, whose

violence, he remarked, he had not excited, but God alone

could quell, Justina was soon glad to give up the contest

It was, according to one account, upon obtaining this

triumph, that St. Ambrose composed the celebrated hymn

of thanksgiving, the Te Deum Laudamus, which has long

formed a remarkable part of the service of the Roman

church, and has also been retained in the church of Eng-

land liturgy. But it is now allowed by the Roman Catho-

lic critics themselves, that the Te Deum Laudamus is of

an age considerably later than that of Ambrose.

Ambrose went twice, at the instance of Justina, on an em-

bassy to the rebel Maximus, who disputed the empire with

the sons of Valentinian ; the first time, soon after the murder

of Gratian at Lyons, on the 23d of August, 383, when, after

remaining at Treves for above a year, he prevailed upon

Maximus to forego his intention of invading Italy. The

second attempt of the same kind, made some years later.

was not attended with the same success; but the career of

Maximus was soon after terminated by the victorious arms

of Theodosius. This celebrated emperor of the East, at-

tached as he was to the orthodox faith, was one of the most

revering admirers of the Archbishop of Milan: but when in

390 Theodosius, carried away by a blind passion, barbarously

gave orders for a general massacre of the inhabitants or

Thessalonica, by way of punishment for an outrage com-

mitted by a few individuals, Ambrose expressed m severe

terms to the imperial criminal his abhorrence of an act so

inhuman ; nor would he again admit him to the communion

of the faithful, until he had been subjected to an exclusion

of eight months' duration, and had pubUcly pertormea

penance, in the guise and attitude of a suppliant, ini w
great church of Milan. Ambrose died at Milan on me w
of April, 397 ; and the great church, from its being tna«u

the depositarv of his body, received the name of the/w^
Ambrosiana. This celebrated prelate is one of the root*

remarkable of those individuals who, in different ages, *

in all professions, have gained an extraordinary^T *

over their fellow men, and by that means have contrneu w
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direct or powerfully influence the affairs of tho time. To a
knowledge and skill in the practice of the arts by which the

common mind is won, such characters have invariably united

great energy, unfaltering devotion to their objects, and
very frequently not much scrupulousness as to the means of

attaining them. Of this last-mentioned qualification, as well

as of the others, Ambrose possessed far from an inconsider-

able share,—as might be easily shown by a more minute
examination of his life than it has here been possible to at-

tempt. Persons of this description, however, being usua'.ly

distinguished by greater vigour of the active than of the

speculative faculties, have seldom left much behind them,
or exercised, otherwise than by their example, any en-

during influence over the opinions and conduct of man-
kind. And so it was with the subject of the present

article. ' Ambrose/ says Gibbon, ' could act better than
he could write. His compositions are destitute of taste

or genius ; without the spirit of Tertullian, the copious

elegance of Lactautius, the lively wit of Jerom, or the grave

energy of Augustin/ The best edition of the works of St
Ambrose is that published in two volumes folio, Paris, 1686
and 1690, by the Benedictine monks; the brothers J. Du
Frische and N. Le Nourri were the editors. The first piece

in this collection is a treatise in six books, entitled Hexae-
meron, being an account of the creation. It is said to be in

the greater part translated or pilfered from a work of St
Basils on the same subject,—though it also contains many
things from Pliny and other sources, and some that are

either the author s own, or have been taken from older works
that are now lost. It is rather a curious production, con-

sidered as illustrative of the state of natural knowledge in

the fourth century. One of the ablest of Ambrose's literary

performances is reputed to be his treatise in three books,

De Officii* Ministrorum. Of his other treatises many are

written in recommendation of his favourite moral v rtue,

celibacy. Upon this topic the Benedictine collection contains

three books Do Virginibus, one De Viduis, one De Virgi-

tiitate, one De Institutions Virginis, one entitled Exkortatio

Virginitatis, and one De Lapsu Virginis Consecrate.

Many of Ambrose's letters have also been preserved ; and
these form the best sources for his biography. His Offices

and several of his other pieces have been translated into

English, and there are also French translations of some of

them. Besides his life by Paulinus, already mentioned, and
another memoir of him in Greek, which appears to be mostly

copied from the ecclesiastical history of Theodoret, the Be-
nedictine editors have given at the end of their edition an
ample biography of the saint, collected principally from his

own writings. Upon this subject also a large body of in-

formation is to be found in the Memoires pour servir d
FHistoire Ecclcsiastique des Six Premiers Siecles, par M.
Le Nain de Tillemont; torn, x., pp. 78—306, and 729—770.
4to., Paris, 1705. See also Cave, Scriptorum Ecclesiasti-

corum Historia Literaria; folio, Colon. Allobrog. 1720:

pp. 165—169. Ambrose, according to St. Augustin, was
the first who introduced the singing of psalms into the

western church. The practice had prevailed before in that

of the east.

AMBROSIAN LIBRARY at Milan. The Ambro-
sian Library owes its existence to the munificence of

Cardinal Frederick Borromeo, archbishop of Milan. He
laid the foundation of it in 1602, and it was opened to tho

public in 1609. Its name was given in memory of St. Am-
brose, archbishop and patron saint of Milan. Frederick

Borromeo not only placed his own collection of books in this

library, but sent his librarian, Anthony Oggiati, into dif-

ferent countries to purchase additions. Montfaucon assures

us that numerous manuscripts were obtained for it from

Thessaly, Chios, Corcyra, and Magna Graecia : the founder

added to these some very valuable accessions from the mo-
nastery of Bobbio (anciently Bobium), in the northernmost

Apennines, together with a considerable assemblage of

manuscripts from the Pinelli collection: the latter cost

no less than three thousand four hundred ducats. It was

the founder's original intention to join to the endowment of

his library a college of sixteen learned men ; but the want

of funds reduced the number to four : of these, one trans-

lated Greek, a second taught Hebrew, a third Arabic, and a

fourth was to make collections of whatever was valuable in

authors. The Ambrosian Library now contains about forty

thousand printed volumes, with rather more than fifteen

thousand manuscripts: and annexed to it is a gallery jf

pictures, statues, antiques of various kinds, and medals,

all containing numerous articles of rarity and reputation.

Many of its curiosities of every description were carried to

France during Bonaparte's campaign in Italy, and with
them a manuscript collection of the works of Leonardo da
Vinci, accompanied with drawings and designs, which a
citizen of Milan, of trie name of Galeas Arconati, refusing
every lucrative offer from private persons, had given to

the Ambrosian Library. One volume of this collection was
returned to the library after the Peace of Paris in IS 14, but
the remaining volumes, having been sent to the library of
the Institute and not to the Bibliotheque du Roi, it was not
at the time of the reclamation known were they were, and it

is believed they are yet retained in Paris. Another rarity be*
louging to the Ambrosian collection is a manuscript of
Virgil, the margins of which are interspersed with notes in

the hand-writing of Petrarch : the PaUmpsesti, or rescript

manuscripts, edited between 1814 and 1816 by Angelo
Maio, were discovered in the Bobian portion of the Am-
brosian collection. Oggiati, Muratori, and Maio, have
been the three most eminent librarians of this library.

Maio is now the librarian of the Vatican. The hall of the
Ambrosian Library is well proportioned, though not so
large as might be expected for a collection of books and
manuscripts so considerable. The ceiling is adorned with
paintings, and the space between the book-cases and the
cornice filled up by the portraits of the most eminent
authors, whose writings are deposited below. For further
information on the Ambrosian Library we refer to Boscha
de Origine et Statu Bibliothecce Ambrosiarue Hemidecas, 4to.

Milan, 1672; Saxius de Studiis lAterariis Mediolanensium
Prodromus, 8vo. Milan, 1729, p. 147; and Montfaucon's
Diarium Italicum.

AMBUSCADE, a military term, derived from the Italian

imboscata, something hidden in a wood. The older English
word ambush, is the same word, the analogy of which would
be more clearly seen if the word began with t, imbush, as
in impound, immerse, impress, &c. It signifies an attempt
to lie in wait for and attack an enemy, without his perceiv-

ing the intention until he is attacked. In antient times
before the art of war was as complicated as at present, tins

mode of secret attack was common and frequently successful,

and is so still among savage nations ; in modern times it

does not appear to be thought much of, for we do not find any
particular stress laid upon it in works upon the military art.

We do not include in this word an attack which, though
unexpected and sudden, is made while the other party is

aware of an enemy somewhere in the neighbourhood ; or an
unexpected attack made upon the enemy in his position,

which is called a surprise.

AMBULANCE (from ambulare, to walk or march), a
French word applied to the moving hospitals, which are

attached to every French army or division of an army,
for the purpose of rendering immediate assistance to sick

or wounded soldiers. In every European army surgical and
medical aid has long been provided with more dr less care,

but it is chiefly due to the skill and humanity of the French
surgeons, (especially the celebrated Larrcy,) during the

wais of Napoleon, that great improvements have been gene-
rally introduced into this important department ; and that

the wounded and exhausted, instead of being neglected or

left to chance relief, are sought out with the utmost promp-
titude, and carefully removed to the ambulance, which is

placed out of the reach of the enemy's fire.

AMBULATORY, in a substantive sense, a place to walk
in. With reference to buildings, thi3 term may be applied

to the space enclosed by a colonnado or an arcade. In the

peripteral temple of the Greeks, the lateral or flanking por-

ticos are properly termed ambulatories ; the cloister of a

monastery is surrounded by an ambulatory or ambulatories.

Of the former, or external colonnaded ambulatory, the por-

ticos of the Bourse or Exchange at Paris afford a good

modern exemplification ; and of the latter, or internal arcaded

ambulatory, there can be no better than that afforded by
the Royal Exchange in London. The aisles (see Aisle)
of the antient Basilica, and those of its representative in

later architectural works, the cathedral, or other large church,

arc sometimes called ambulatories.

In an adjective sense, ambulatory may be applied to any
thing, the functions of which require it to move from place

to place. Formerly the Parliament and the Court of King's

Bench in this country were termed ambulatory courts,

because they were held sometimes in one place, and some-

times in another ; indeed, wherever the king happened to be.
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Ambulatory is formed from the Latin word signifying to

walk.
AMED, or KARA AMID, (Black Amid,) ft town of

Mesopotamia, called Diarbbkr by the Arabs.

AMELAND, a small island belonging to the Dutch pro-

vince of Friesland: it lies in 53° 27' N. lat. and is about

twelve miles long. It contains some good pasture land;

some of the inhabitants make lime of the sea-shells found

on the coast, and many ofthem are fishermen. The popula-

tion is about 3000.

Ameland is one of that series of islands which extends

along the coast from the extreme point of North Holland,

and once formed a part of the main land from which they

have been detached by the violence of the sea. (See Zui-

deu-zee.) The passage between Ameland and the Frisian

coast is dangerous from its shoals. The channel is called a

watte or ford.

AMELOT DE LA HOUSSAYE, (ABRAHAM NI-
COLAS,) a political writer, was born at Orleans, in 1634.

He accompanied the President of St Andre
1

, appointed am-
bassador of France at Venice, in 1 669, as secretary. A stay

of several years in that city having enabled him to become
acquainted with its history and politics, probably induced him
to translate Velferus's History uf the Government of Venice,

and to add historical and political notes, which, at the same
time that they threw a great light on the Venetian govern-

ment, gave such offence, that, it is said, a formal complaint

was made to Louis XIV., who sent Amelot to the Bastille.

No other particulars of Amelot's life are recorded ; all that

is known is that he was extremely poor, and subsisted on the

bounties of an Abbe*. He died at Paris in 1 706.

He left the following works :—Sams History of the

Council of Trent, translated from Newton's Latin ver-

sion— The Courtier, translated from the Spanish

—

The
Prince, translated from Machiaveili ; he endeavoured also

to vindicate the author, by maintaining that he had only

described what princes do, and not what they ought to

do—a translation of Tacitus, with historical and political

notes : he did not complete this work; the six last volumes
are by Francois Bruys

—

Memoirs, Historical, Political,

Critical, and Literary: this work is also incomplete ; it is

arranged alphabetically, but does not go beyond half the

letters. There are also some other works of no great inte-

rest, of which a list is given in MSmoires de MiSron, vol

XXXV.
AMEN, a Hebrew word, properly signifying ' firmness/

and hence • truth/ which has been adopted without alteration

in various languages.
Its most frequent use is at the conclusion of prayers,

thanksgivings, and denunciations, where it is understood to

express belief, assent, and concurrence in what has been ex-

pressed. Examples of its use in all these cases are nu-
merous in the Bible. When the priest has declared to the

woman suspected of adultery the effect of the water of

joalousy, ' the woman shall answer, Amen, amen.*—Numb,
v. 22. When curses are pronounced against the wicked in

Deut. xxvii. 15, all the people are ordered to repeat amen.
The word amen concludes all the gospels, and almost all

the epistles ; it is repeated at the end of four of the five sec-

tions of the Psalms according to the division of the Jews

;

namely, the 4 1st, the 72nd, the 89th, and the 106th Psalms

:

in this last Psalm it is followed by hallelujah, which word
concludes the last section.

In manv churches in England, the word amen is pro-

nounced aloud by the people : this was the antient practice

of the Christian world, and St. Jerom relates, that when the
congregated people at Rome pronounced amen, the sound
was like that of a clap of thunder. They possibly attri-

buted great efficacy to tne loudness of their voices, after the
example of the Jews, who imagined that this word, shouted
forth with great force, had power to open the gates of
heaven.
Amen is often used by our Saviour at the beginning of a

discourse, as an impressive particle, which in our version is

rendered « verily/ In the Gospel of St. John the word is

always repeated.
In one instance this word is used as an adjective, mean-

ing certain, fixed. * For all the promises of God in him are

yea, and in him Amen/ 2 Cor. i. 20. In one other instance
the word denotes our Saviour. * These things saith the
Amen/ Rev. iii. 14.

AMENDE HONORABLE. Amende in French is a
penalty, so called from being regarded as a compensation

for, or rectification and amendment of, the offence Accord

ing to the old laws of France, persons guilty of crime*

coming under the head of public scandals, such as sedition,

sacrilege, fraudulent bankruptcy, &c, used often to be con-

demned, sometimes as their whole punishment, and some-

times as only part of it, to make a public confession of their

guilt. This was called making the amende honorable, which

was either simple, or inflgurit, in which last case the cul-

prit was conducted by the public executioner into open court

in his shirt, with a rope about his neck, and a lighted torch

in his hand, and in that state made his confession on his

knees. The amende honorable was accounted an infamous

punishment, and appears to have been so called as consisting

altogether in the disgrace, and not in any fine or other

actual suffering. It was considered a mere honorary penalty,

and called in Latin mulcta honoraria. The courts, however,

were also sometimes wont to order a person by whom the

reputation or honour of another had been injured to make a

public acknowledgment of the wrong ; and such a sentence

carried no infamy with it It is from this latter custom that

the modern and popular use of the expression has been bor-

rowed, according to whioh we say that a person makes the

amende honorable when he publicly admits any wrong which

he feels that he has done to another person.

AMENDMENT, in Law, signifies the correction of mis-

takes in the written records of judicial proceedings. In

early periods of the history of English law, the pleadings

between the parties were conducted orally, or ore tern*, as

it was technically called, at the bar of the court by their

respective advocates. If, therefore, any mistake occurred

in the pleadings of either party, it was corrected at once

upon a suggestion made to the court. Subsequently, when

pleading ore tenus was superseded by the present practice

of delivering written pleadings from one contending party

or his attorney to the other, it was considered reasonable to

continue the same indulgence as to amendments. Hence

it has been usual at all times for the courts, upon application

made by either party, to amend the interlocutory proceed-

ings in a cause ; and at the present day, the courts will

always amend mistakes in the pleadings, whilst they con-

tinue in paper, upon proper and equitable terms. Bat in

antient times, after the proceedings were once entered on

record, the judges of the different courts always considered

that they had no authority by the common law to alter them

in any respect ; either for the purpose of correcting false

Latin, of supplying a word, syllable, or letter accidentally

omitted, or of removing any other clerical error. The con-

sequence of which was, that after a suit was decided in

favour of a party, it frequently happened that his adversary

discovered some blunder made by the officer of the court on

making up the record ; and by bringing a writ of error,

he deprived the successful party of all benefit from the judg-

ment which he had obtained. This inconvenient rule ap-

pears to have arisen out of a rigid observance of the words

of an ordinance of Edward I., which directs the judges to

record the pleas pleaded before them, but forbids them * to

make their records a warrant for their own misdoings, or

to erase or amend them, or to record anything against their

previous enrolments.' (Britton, p. 2.) These words obviously

imply nothing more than a reasonable restriction upon the

alteration of the records of courts of justice clandestinely

and for sinister purposes, and certainly do not justify the

absurdly strict interpretation afterwards applied to them.

To the nrle, however, thus established there were several

exceptions:—1. All errors in records might be amended

during the same term in which they were made, because it

was said, that in contemplation of law the record is in the

breast of the judges during the term, and not on the roll

2. In an essoign, or excuse by a defendant fbr not appearing

to a writ in proper time, if tne plaintiff's name were mis-

taken, the mistake mi«*ht be amended, because it was

inconsistent with the writ, and, if enrolled in its erroneous

form, it would be a record against a previous enrolment, and

for that reason a breach of the ordinance of Edward I.

3. For the same reason, a continuance, which is an entry

on the record showing the continuation of a cause from one

term to another, might be amended so as to make it cor-

respond to the proceedings previously recorded.

It is plain that these ingenious exceptions nrjst have

afforded but little relief from the oppressive strictness of

the rule ; and in cases which did not fall directly within

them, the judges always held that they were bound by the

ordinance of Edward I„ and refused to rectify the most
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palpable errors after the expiration of the term to which the
record belonged. It is probable that the judges may have
adhered thus closely to their interpretation of the ordinance

from a reasonable regard to their own safety ; for in the

seventeenth year of the reign of Edward I., (1289,) we find

that king instituting a prosecution of enormous severity

against the judges, and imposing upon them fines amount-
ing altogether to upwards of 100,000 marks or near 70,000/.

for imputed offences, connected for the most part with the

erasure and alteration of the records. With the fear of this

formidable infliction before their eyes, which it might
be very convenient to a monarch engaged in expensive

wars to repeat for the purpose of replenishing his coffers,

the judges of those days were perfectly justified in erring on
the side of caution, by adhering to the strict letter of the

ordinance.

But this rigid abstinence of the judges from all alteration

of their records was necessarily a great inconvenience in

the administration of justice, and lea in course of time to a
series of legislative enactments, called statutes of Amend-
ment and statutes of Jeofail*, {jeofail orfaifaille,) by the

former of which, express authority was given to amend
certain specified errors in the records; and by the latter

the judges were empowered to proceed to judgment not-

withstanding such errors. The first statute of amendment
was the 14th Edw. III. c. 6, (1340,) which enacted that no
process should be annulled by a clerical mistake in ' writing

one syllable or letter too much or too little ; but that as

soon as the thing was perceived by the objection of the

Sarty, or in other manner, it should be hastily amended in

ue form, without giving any advantage to the party who
objected to the mistake.* Still the judges exhibited great

reluctance to depart from the letter of the statute, and
much doubt and discussion arose in the courts, whether the

statute, though it authorized the amendment of a letter

or syllable, extended to the case of a total omission of a
word. In a case in which this point was raised some years

after the statute had been passed, the judges resolved to

incur no personal danger by deciding it, but formally con-

sulted the law-makers upon the meaning of the act. ' I

went,' says Chief Justice Thorpe, who describes this con-

ference in a case in the Year Book, (40 Edw. III. c 34,)
' together with Sir Hugh Green, to the parliament, and
there were twenty-four of the bishops and earls ; and we
demanded of them who made the statute, if the record

might be amended ; and the archbishop or metropolitan

said, that it was a nice demand and a vain question of them,
if it might be amended or not; for he said that it might as

well be amended in this case as if it were but one letter,

for if a letter or syllable fail in a word, it is no word ; where-
fore, if all the word fail, it may be amended as well as if it

failed but of a letter or a syllable ; for there is no more dif-

ference in the one case than in the other.' Upon this

sensible advice and reproof of the archbishop, the judges
admitted the amendment of a word.

In consequence of the indisposition of the judges to give

this statute a liberal interpretation, of which the above

black-letter anecdote is an instance, it proved in a great

measure ineffectual; for though the terms of it appear

to extend to every part of civil or criminal proceedings

in which a clerical mistake has been made, they con-

strued the word ' process* in the act of parliament strictly,

and confined amendments to civil suits, and in them to

errors in the entry of the processes for the defendant's

appearance and for summoning the jury. If, therefore, a
mistake occurred in the entry of the process which was
wholly immaterial, it was amended ; but if a mistake of a

word, syllable, or even a letter, was made by the clerk in

drawing up the plea-roil or body of the record, the whole
proceedings might be annulled by a writ of error. To re-

move this gross absurdity, and to enlarge the power of

'ttdges in amendments, the statutes 8 Henry VI. c. 12 and
e. 15 (1430) were made, by which the judges were autho-

rized, ' in any record, process, word, plea, warrant of attor-

ney, writ, pannel, or return, to amend all that which to them
seemed to be the misprision of the clerk ;' and also the ' mis-

prisions of sheriffs, coroners, bailiffs of franchises, or other

officers in their returns/ Appeals, indictments of treason

and felony, and outlawries for treason and felony, were,

however, expressly excepted from the operation of the

statutes of Henry VI.

But these latter enactments, which were, properly speak-

ing, the only statutes of amendment in ancient times—those

which followed being statutes of Jeofails—though they eon*
siderably enlarged the power of the judges in making
amendments, proved but an insufficient relief to suitors;
for they extended only to the amendment of what the
judges should interpret to be the misprision of their clerks,
and upon this point subtle doubts and nice distinctions were
suggested by the acuteness of legal criticism, and multiplied
to an enormous extent in the course of the ensuing century

;

in consequence of which, just and lawful judgments were
continually overthrown by formal objections, founded on
errors which the courts did not consider to be strictly clerical

misprisions.

The next legislative provision upon this subject was a
statute of Jeofails which was passed in 1540, (32 Henry
VIII. c. 30,) by which it was enacted, that ' where the jury
have given their verdict for either party in any court of
record, and a jeofail or mistake is afterwards discovered, the
judgment of the court shall stand according to the verdict
without reversal.' This was followed by the statute 18
Eliz. c. 14, (1572,) which declares, ' that after verdict given
in any court of record, judgment shall not be stayed or
reversed for false Latin or other faults in form in original
and judicial writs, counts, &c, or for want of any writ, or by
reason of the imperfect return of any sheriff, or for want of
any warrant of attorney.' The 21st Jac. I, c. 13, (1623,)
specifies several other formal defects not mentioned in the
Srevious statutes, and declares, that on account of such
efects, when discovered after verdict, no judgment shall be

stayed or reversed. The next statute of Jeofails, in chro-
nological order, was the 16th and 17th Car. II. c. 8, (1665,)
called by Mr. Justice Twisden ' the Omnipotent Act,' which
was intended to remove doubts arising upon former laws
as to the distinction between matters of form and matters of
substance, and also specified a great variety of minute
technical defects, which after verdict were not to arrest or
stay the judgment of the court The statutes which have
been above mentioned, were calculated almost exclusively

to aid imperfections in form after the verdict of a jury had
passed upon the facts. This limitation was extremely un-
reasonable and prejudicial, as it enabled a party who made
no defence, and had no substantial defence to make, to
defeat a just action, by taking formal objections to the record
in arrest ofjudgment, or upon a writ of error, of which he
could not have availed himself after a verdict To remedy
this inconsistency, the celebrated statute for the amendment
of the law, introduced by Lord Somers, after his retirement
from the office of chancellor in 1705, (4 Anne, c. 16,) ex-
tended the operation of the statutes of Jeofails to all cases
of judgment by confession or default.

From this summary view of the older statutes of Amend-
ment and Jeofails, it appears that since the time of Henry
VI. the legislature discontinued the more direct and con-
venient mode of obviating the evil by allowing the judges to

amend formal errors in their records where justice required
it, and adopted a more circuitous and uncertain course, by
specifically enumerating certain errors and mistakes which
were not to deprive the successful party of his judgment.
Perhaps the extreme caution of the judges in former times,

in adhering rigidly to the letter of the power delegated to

them, may have suggested to the legislature this variation

from their original course ; but, however this may have been,

there can be no doubt that the authority to amend under
certain restrictions was the more efficient remedy. The
statutes of Jeofails have only given imperfect relief to

suitors ; for professional ingenuity has never failed to dis-

cover new errors not specified in them, and to draw subtle

distinctions in cases where the words of the statutes were to

a common understanding distinctly applicable.

In modern times a disposition has been manifested to pro-

ceed upon the ancient course, by increasing the authority

of judges to amend the records of their courts in certain

cases. Thus, a most important improvement was intro-

duced into the administration of justice by the statute of

9 Geo. IV, c. 15; which enabled 'any court of record in

civil actions, any judge at Nisi Prius, and any court of

Oyer and Terminer, and gaol delivery, if such court or

judge should see fit so to do, to amend the record upon the

appearance of a variance between any matter in writing or

in print produced in evidence, and the recital thereof upon
the record.' So also in criminal cases, the statute 7 Geo. IV.

c. 64, s. 19, authorises the court, upon a dilatory plea by the

defendant of misnomer, or of a want of addition, or of

a wrong addition, to amend the indictment or information

3l 2
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according to the truth, and then to proceed with the trial

upon the merits of the case, as if no such dilatory plea had

been pleaded.

Tt has hecn noticed above, that in one of the early statutes

of Amendment (S Henry VI. e. 1 2) indictments and criminal

prosecutions arc expressly excepted from its operation ; and

though there is no such exception in the other statutes of

Amendment, or in the statutes of Jeofails, it was fully esta-

blished by the general current of authorities, that notwith-

standing those statute^, criminal pleading's stand upon the

same principles with respect to amendment, astho>e to which

all pleadimr.s were >uhjeet at common law. With respect

to indictments, it was formerly eon-idcred that, as they are

found upon the oath of a jury, there would be a manifest

impropriety in making any alteration without their eon-

sent; hence it became :i commoi. praetico, which is e>n-

tinued to the present day, from very ancient times, to ask
j

the grand jury formally, at the time of their returning

their hills into court, whether they consent that the court

shall amend matters of form in the bills they have found,

altering no matter of substance without their privily. Hut
it is believed that instances of such amendment* are ex-

tremely rare, and are almost unknown in modern practire.

It is now decided law, that criminal information-, which do

not depend upon the oath of a jury, may he amended by the
\

court at any time before trial : though this was considered,

even so late as the time of Lord Holt, to be a very question-

able point. A frequent failure of justice by means of

minute objections was the consequence of this exclusion of.

criminal cases from the beneficial operation of the statutes,

and became a great reproach to the administration of the

criminal law : to remove this evil, a kind of general statute of

Jeofails, applicable to criminal pleadings, was introduced

in 182 r>, in order, as the preamble states, * that the punish-

ment of offenders might be less frequently intercepted in

consequence of technical niceties.' This statute (7 Go >. IV.

c. C4, s. 20) provides that no judgment upon any indict-

ment or information, for any felony or misdemeanor,
whether after verdict or outlawry, or by confession, default,

or otherwise, shall be stayed or reversed for want of the

averment of any matter unnecessary to be proved.' It then

proceeds to specify a variety of defects, both of omission and
imperfect statement, and enacts that an objection founded

on the appearance of such defects upon the record shall not

have the effect of staying or reversing the judgment of the

court.

AMENDMENT, in parliamentary proceeding*, is an
alteration proposed to be made in the draught of any bill,

or in the terms of any motion, under discussion. Although
no member (except when the House is in committee) is

allowed to speak more than once upon the same question,

he may speak again upon the amendment, which is consi-

dered to be a new question. Sometimes an amendment is

moved, the effect of which is entirely to reverse the sense of

the original motion : but when this is tin; object, it is more
usual to move a negative. It not unfrequently happens,
however, that the amendment proposes to leave out all the

words of the original motion except the word 'That,* with
winch it commenced, and to substitute others in their place.

When a motion for the adjournment of the House is made,
it is always in the words « That the House do now adjourn :

*

and, if the motion be carried, the IIoiw will adjourn m the

next sitting-day, unless a resolution shall have been come
to in a previous part of the evening that at its rising it will

adjourn to some other particular day. It is not competent,
therefore, upon the motion for adjournment to move an
amendment specifying any day to which the House shall

adjourn. It was long a matter of dispute whether, when
an amendment was proposed to a motion after the previous

question had been also proposed, it was necessary to with-

draw' the previous question before the amendment could be
put; but it was decided, by a vote of the House of Commons
on the 10th March, 1778, lhat it was necessary first to

withdraw the motion for the previous question. An amend-
ment may be proposed upon an amendment, as well as upon
an original motion. It is commonly said that the rule is,

when an amendment has been proposed, that the amend-
ment is first put to the vote and then the main question :

but this, although the mode commonly observed at public

meetings, is not exactly the practice of Parliament. There
the general rule is, that the motion which has been fust put

and seconded, shall always be the first put from the (hair;

and, accordingly, w hen an amendment has been proposed.

instead of the question that it shall be adopted being directly
put, a vote is taken upon the question, * That the words pur-

posed to be left out stand part of the question.* If th>
motion is carried in the affirmative, the main question, \vrn ;;

is really the same thing, is next put, and, of course, airr-- I

to. But if the motion, * That the words proposed to he It :

out stand part of the question/ is negatived, the words ti i:

were proposed in the amendment are substituted . as :

course, and the main question thus altered is then pur. Sj
that, in point of fact, the amendment separately is never put

at all
1

.

When amendments arc made in either House upon a d

which has passed the other, the bill, as amended, mu>t ir-

sent back to the other House. The rules of prorce- 1 j.j

between the Houses in the case of such amendments, ..-.-

cording to Mr. Hat sell, are as follows:— ' 1st. Either Hoii-
disagrecing to amendments made by the other shc-ml

as-i :n reasons, and all reasons must be delivered at a cm--

feivnce : C'llv. If the reasons for disagreeing are held to ;.--;

sufficient by ihe other House, that House answers 1 v ru- -
sage that thev do not insist ; odly. If held insuiiiekn:, r •>

House at a conference say, that they insist, or adhere, nr 1

give reasons for so doing.' It may be added, that the* aim* -t

uniform practice in both Houses, when it is intended rot :•

insist up i'ii the amendments, has been to move allinrm;:'.. ,

Mo insi-1,' and then to u-gative that question. (See Hit-

sells Pwr:tr>tts % edit. lSls, vol. ii., pp. 100-1:35, and Is.'-

•jo 7: and vol. iv., pp. a- 11, 14-47, and LMJ.)

AMENTA'CE/E, a name sometimes given to a nunrvr
of litres! trees found chielly in the north of Europe, Asia, i; 1

America: the flowers of which are arranged in a. den-?

cylindrical deciduous spike, called by botanists an amentiiLi.

Such are the poplar, the birch, the hazel, the willow, th:-

oak, and many others. But as their genera are in fact con-

structed in veiy different manners, amentaceao are more cor-

rectly separated, by modern botanists, into several ditTe-rea:

orders, for which see Cuimilifer.k, Salicink.^, Betuline.s.
and Platank./R. The term amentaeca? is, therefore, eitbr-

to be considered abolished, or as a collective name of all

these.

AMERCEMENT. Whore courts of justice impose a

pecuniary punishment on offenders, the sum awarded to \^

paid is termed a ftne, or an amercement, according to the

nature of the offence and the authority of the court. The
difference between these is not merely nominal, fhoutrh per-

haps at the present day it is not of much practical importance.

The remedy for the recovery of the amercement is by actnn,

or by distress on the personal property of the offender: bjt

for a fine, the law has provided a process for securing pa\-

ment, by arresting the person of the delinquent.

Where the offence amounts to a breach of the peace, or to

a contempt of the king's courts, or other similar misde-

meanour, a fine is the ordinary punishment, the amount d
which is in the sole discretion of the judge: where the of-

fence is of a lighter character, or is the subject of a proceed-

ing in certain inferior courts, the party is punished by hen.?

amerced, and is said to be in miwrienrdid, or * at the mercy'

of the court. In the latter case, the court has no further

authority than to adjudge that some amercement shall be

indicted on the party ; the amount of it is left to be asse*>ed

(or, in technical language, a(Teered) by persons whose charac-

ter is analogous to that of a jury.

The following examples may be selected to illustrate this

subject :
—

The sum of money ordered by the superior judges to be

paid by way of penalty for the commission of any criminal

acts, of which an offender has been found guilty, is a /?>/>%

and is sometimes also called a ransom, because it is im-

posed in lieu of corporal punishment.
So where the defendant* in a civil action had a verdict

against him tor the commission of a trespass, or any other

ci\il injury accompanied by force or violence, the court

usually awarded that he should pay a fine to the king over

and above the damages which he was liable to pay to the

injured parly. But where there was a verdict in an action

against the defendant for a breach of contract, or other simi

lar injury wholly independent of any imaginable force or

breach of the peace, the court awarded, and still awards,

that he shall be amerced, (in addition to the usual judgments
of damages, See. payable to the plaintiff,) and the proper

person to assess the amount is the coroner of the county m
which the action is laid.

In all actions in which the plaintiff fails in establishing
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bis right, a similar amercement is imposed on him as the

penalty of his false claim ; and this is in addition to the costs

which he has to pay to the successful party.

It should he observed, however, that although the records

of our legal proceedings still carry on their face the formal
evidence of these antient usages, and the defeated plaintiff is

to this day nominally amerced for his failure, and the all-

successful defendant is still liable in many instances to be
fined or amerced for his obstinate resistance to the plain-

tiff's just demand, yet in civil actions, neither fine nor
amercement is ever in fact levied. In some cases, the legis-

lature has abolished the practice; in others it has been
effectually abrogated by desuetude, so that scarcely any
other penal fines or amercements are now known in our
courts, except those which are imposed in the execution of
criminal justice.

The subject of amercements was formerly of sufficient

importance to obtain a place in the provisions of the Great
Charter, which enacts that they shall be equitably pro-

portioned to the magnitude of the offence, and shall in no
case be so excessive as to deprive the offender of the means
of livelihood. It is by analogy to the case of amercement
that fines, although not expressly named in Magna Charta,

are deemed to be constitutionally within its spirit, so as to

restrain within moderate and reasonable limits the discretion

of the judges in imposing them. (Seethe BiU of Rights,
1 William and Mary ; Bacon's Abridgment, tit. Fines and
Amercements ; Blackstone's Com., book iv., chap. 29.)

AMERICA. The general description of this continent

will be given under the following heads :

—

I. Discovery.

II. Short notices of what coasts have been surveyed.

III. Its Physical Geography, a. North America;
b. South America.

IV. Man.
V. Zoology of America.
VI. Botany of America.
VII. Chief Political Divisions and Foreign Settlements.

I. During the latter part of the fifteenth century there

was an ardent spirit of discovery in Europe, the principal

object of which was to find a passage by sea to the East
Indies. The Cape de Verde Islands, the Azores, much of

the Western coast of Africa, and the Cape of Good Hope,
were successively discovered by the Portuguese, and the

probability of reaching India by sea was gradually becoming
stronger. The states of Venice and Genoa concentrated the

commerce of Italy, but the overland trade with India was en-

grossed byVenice. In this state ofthings a project was formed
by Christopher Colomb, or Columbus, a citizen of the rival

state of Genoa, to sail westward to the Indies,—an idea which
shows Columbus's knowledge of the figure of the earth to

have been superior to the general notions of his age. He
offered his services for this purpose to the governments of

Genoa, France, England, and Portugal,bywhom the proposal

was successively rejected ; but after eight years, his offer was
accepted by Ferdinand and Isabella, king and queen of

the united kingdoms of Castile and Aragon. The expenses

of the expedition were defrayed by the crown of Castile,

the property of Isabella, and it was to the influence of this

princess that the furtherance of Columbus's views appears

to have been mainly owing. The expedition, consisting of

three vessels, sailed from Spain on the 3d of August, 1 492

;

and on Friday, the 12th October following, an island was
descried, upon which Columbus landed on the same day.

The island was named by him San Salvador, and is now
otherwise known as Guanahani, one of the Bahama islands.

Columbus then visited other adjacent islands, and proceeded

to Cuba and Hayti, to which latter he gave the name of

Espanola. Here he left a few of his companions as the

groundwork of a colony, and returned to Spain to procure

reinforcements. The court was then at Barcelona, and the

entrance of Columbus, with some of the natives, and the

gold, the arms, and utensils, of the discovered islands, was
a triumph at once more striking and more truly glorious than

that of any conqueror. In this voyage he had acquired a

general knowledge of the islands in the sea between North
and South America, but he had no notion that there was an

ocean between them and China ; they were considered as

part of India, from whence arose the appellation of West
Indies, as well as that of Indians, which has ever since

been given to the original inhabitants of the whole con-

tinent of America. The success of Columbus now ren-

dered the court of Spain eager to forward his designs, and

he sailed, on his second voyage for Espanola, witn a fleet
*

of seventeen sail, accompanied by several persons of rank
and fortune. In this voyage the principal discovery was
the island of Jamaica. Columbus was soon called back
to Spain to answer accusations which had been made
against him by his enemies. A third expedition followed,
in which the island of Trinidad was found, and the admiral
visited the mouth of the river Orinoco and landed on
the coasts of South America which now form part of Co-
lumbia, before reaching Espanola. After having thus dis-
covered the continent of America, and made settlements in
the islands, it was the hard fate of Columbus to be sent
home in irons and treated with indignity, owing to the
machinations of his enemies. He, notwithstanding, under-
took a fourth voyage, and returning to Spain, died at Valla-
dolid in 1506, having had the glory of making one-half of
the world known to the other—a glory untainted by cruelty
or rapacity on his part, though the search of gold was pur-
sued by the Spaniards with most unscrupulous avidity.

The success of Columbus soon gave encouragement to
private adventurers to the new world, one of the first of
whom was Alonzo de Ojeda, who, in 1499, followed the
course of Columbus to the coast of Paria, and, standing to

the west, ranged along a considerable extent of coast beyond
that on which Columbus had touched, and thus ascertained
that this country was part of the continent. Amerigo Ves-
pucci, a Florentine gentleman, accompanied Ojeda in this

voyage, and having had a chief share in the direction of it,

and having published an account of it on his return, the
country of which he was supposed to be the discoverer came
gradually to be called by his name, and by universal usage
the name of America has been bestowed on this new division
of the globe. It is now too late to redress the injustice

which has received the sanction of time.
- The finding of a new world in the west was an event at
once extraordinary and unexpected; it was accidental,

because the object of Columbus was a western passage to

India ; nor are there any reasons for believing that the in-

habitants of the old world had, at any previous time, the
slightest approach to a knowledge of the western continent,

unless the alleged discovery of Greenland, by the Norwe-
gians, in the ninth century, be so considered. They had
gradually reached the Shetland and Feroe Islands, and ad-
vanced to Iceland, in all which they had planted colonies,

and they certainly arrived either at Greenland, or some
other part of the high latitudes of the North American
continent, and made settlements there also: but it does
not appear that this gave the Europeans any notion or

suspicion of the existence of a new continent stretching

so far from north to south, and this Norwegian dis-

covery is a very different thing from discovery in the

southern latitudes. Part of Asia, Europe, and Africa
constituted the earth known to the antients ; to this world
alone all antient traditions and writings have reference;

and to it were confined all enterprises of gain or ambition,

and all philosophical speculations. The discovery of Ame-
rica, therefore, was the opening of a new field to wealth,

glory, and knowledge. Its influence upon the old world
has been, perhaps, scarcely less important than that of the

old world upon the new, and the memory of the immortal
Columbus will be held in perpetual honour alike by the old

continent which gave him birth, and by the new one, which
ouffht to have borne his name. (See Robertson's America,
and Washington Irving's Columbus.)
Although the island of St Salvador was discovered, as

already stated, in 1492, the existence of the continent of

South America was not ascertained by Columbus until 30th
May, 1498. Now, almost a year before, viz., on 24th June,
1497, the coast of North America had been reached by an
English vessel, commanded by Giovanni Gaboto, or Cabot,
a Venetian, settled in Bristol, who undertook an expedition

in compafay with his son Sebastian, and explored a long

line of the North American coast (For the discoveries of

the two Cabots, and as to their comparative agency, see the

article Cabot.) In 1498, Sebastian Cabot, in another ex-

pedition, visited Newfoundland. In 1500, Gaspar Cortereal,

a Portuguese, touched at Labrador ; and Brazil was acci-

dentally discovered by a Portuguese fleet under Cabral,

which had been fitted out for purposes of trade and con
quest in the East, in consequence of the success of Vasco de
Gama, who had recently accomplished the passage to the

East Indies by the Cape of Good Hope. (See Africa.;

Gama.) The coast of the province of Tierra Fima, from
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Cape de Vela to the Gulf of Derien, wti first vtsiCed by
Bastidas, a Spaniard, in 1501. Yucatan waa discovered by
Diaz de Solis and Pinion in 1508, and Florida by Ponce
de Leon in 1512. In the same year, Sebastian Cabot
reached the bay, since called Hudson's Bay. The Pacific,

or Southern Ocean, was first seen from the mountain tops

near Panama, by Balboa, in 1513 ; and, two years after, a
landing was effected on the south-east coast of South
America, about the mouth of the Rio de la Plata, by Da
Solis, who, as well as several of his crew, waa killed,

roasted, and eaten by the natives. The Spanish govern-

ment, which had been foremost in discovery, waa the first

also to make conquests in America, early in the sixteenth

century. Fernando Cortez was dispatched to subdue
Mexico, the most powerful state in the new continent,

and very rich and extensive. Notwithstanding the efforts

of its chief, Montezuma* it soon fell under the dominion of

Spain, and this conquest was followed by another almost

equally valuable—that of Peru, whose subjugation to the

Spanish yoke was effected by Pixarro. The French now
began to participate in the zeal for adventure, and in 1524,

an expedition was dispatched by Francis I., under Giovanni
Verazzano, a Florentine, who surveyed a line of coast of

seven hundred leagues, comprising the United States and
part of British America. But in 1508 Aubert, a French-
man, had already discovered the St. Lawrence river. Jacques
Cartier, also a Frenchman, in 1534, nearly circumnavigated
Newfoundland, and entered the Gulf of St Lawrence. In
his second voyage, the next year, Cartier sailed up the St.

Lawrence, to the habitation of Hochelagen, near the site

of Montreal, and brought away a native kins to France.

The coast of California, on the west side of the northern

division of the continent, was discovered by Ximenes, a
pilot* who had murdered Mendoza, a captain, dispatched

by Cortez on a voyage of discovery; tne gulf of Cali-

fornia, or sea of Cortez, was first entered by Francisco de
Ulloa, another captain sent out by Cortes, in 1539. The
Spaniards subsequently undertook several unsuccessful

voyages, but they did not abandon their hopes, and at

the close of the sixteenth century, Sebastian Viscaino
advanced along the coast of New Albion as far as the
Columbia River. During the reign of Henry VIII., at-

tempts were made by the English to find the north-west

passage to India, without success ; and in the next reign,

Sir Henry Willoughby failed in search of a north-east pas-

sage. Three successive voyages in search of the north-west
passage were made in the next reign, by Martin Frobisher,

who, in 1576, and the two following years, explored Labra-
dor and Greenland, but without any further result. Among
our early north-w,est voyages of discovery, may be men-
tioned those of Davis, in 1585; of Weymouth, in 1602; of
Knight, in 1606 ; of Hudson, in 1610 (from whom is named
the great inland sea called Hudson's Bay and the river of
New York) ; of Button, in 1 612 ; and of Bylot and Baffin, in

1615, from the latter of whom Baffin's Bay has been named.
After this year, there seems a pause in the progress of
northern discovery ; but, in the mean time, colonization in

North America had been begun bv England. Sir Humphry
Gilbert was the first to attempt it, though he merely took
formal possession of Newfoundland, in 1583 ; his half-brother,

the celebrated Sir Walter Raleigh, in 1584, dispatched an
expedition which discovered the country then called Virginia,

and he made several attempts to colonize it, without effect.

The colonies of Virginia and New England were respec-

tively planted in 1607 and 1620, under James I., and it is

not a little remarkable that one hundred and six years
elapsed after North Americawas first visited by Cabot, before

a single Englishman had effectually settled in the country.

For the progress of discovery on the north-west shores of
America, tne English accounts of Cooke, Clarke, Meares,
and Vancouver, and the narratives of the Russians, Behring
and Tshirikow, may be referred to. The journeyof Samuel
Hearne, to the Copper-mine River, from Hudson's Bay to

the Northern Ocean, in latitude 72°, which terminated in

1772, was important in showing the fallacy of the suppo-
sition that was entertained of the extension of the continent
in an unbroken mass towards the Pole, Hearne having been
the first to reach the shore ofthe Arctic Ocean. In 1 793, Alex-
ander Mackenzie reached the Arctic Ocean, latitude 69°, and
in another expedition crossed to the Pacific by land, being the
first person who had penetrated from sea to sea across the mass
of the continent After this, therewas another pause in the
annals of discovery, until, in 1818, the British government

dispatched Captain Reas in search of the north-west passage,
wno entered Lancaster Sound, and reached latitude 78° north*

but returned under circumstances of disappointment. In
18 1 9, the Admiralty dispatched Lieutenant Parry in the same
direction, and his success was so brilliant that he reaehed
30° of west longitude beyond any former navigator, discovered
the North Georgian islands, and numerous new lands and
bays, and completely established the fact of the existence of

the Polar Sea. Captains Parry and Lyon undertook ano-
ther voyage in 1821, and wintered in Melville Island, with-

out further success. Captain Parry made a third expedition
in 1824, wintering at Prince Regent's Inlet, but lost one of
his ships, and was, upon the whole, unsuccessful. The land
expedition of Lieutenant Franklin and Dr. Richardson, in

1820, to the Arctic Sea, and the second expedition in 1825,
to the mouth of Mackenzie River, and thence by sea towards
the north-west extremity of the continent, made some addi-

tion to our knowledge of the coast of this Polar Sea, and
also extended our information as to the climate and pro-
ductions of these Arctic regions. The object of Captain
Beecbey's voyage to Behring's Straits, iu 1825, was to meet
the expedition of Franklin, which was not effected; he
returned without further discovery than the addition by
survey of a new and extensive line ofcoast to the geography
of the Polar Regions. It only remains to refer to the Polar
voyages, particularly those of Scoresby, between 1806 and
1822, and that of Captain Parry in 1827, who reached the
latitude of 82° 4 0'' north. The private expedition of Captain
Rosa left England in 1829, and has not been heard ot

since. All the discoveries, either in the Polar regions or
towards the north-west, have been arrested in their progress
by either fixed or moveable ice, and the question of the ex-
istence of the north-west passage is still unsettled. There
is an account of a pretended voyage round the northern ex-
tremities, written by L. Ferrer Maldonado, and alleged to

have been performed by himself in 1588, but it is considered
unworthy of credit ; the fact at present is that no one has
ever sailed round America on the north, nor, if the passage
were discovered, could it be of any commercial utility.

For an account of discoveries made by the Danes on the
east coast of Greenland in 1 829, see Journal of Uie Royat
Geographical Society, for 1830-31.

II. The following are the parts of the American coast that
have been surveyed.

The river and gulf of St Lawrence are now in the course
of being surveyed in a very elaborate manner by Captain
Bayfield.

Newfoundland was surveyed by Cook, and the cast side

has since been accurately laid down by Captain Bullock.

Nova Scotia has been surveyed by Mr. Des Barrcs and
Mr. Lockwood.
The West Indies are now in course of being surveyed by

Captain R. Owen.
There has been no complete survey of the coast of the

United States.

The survey of the coast of Brazil has been ably executed
by Admiral Roussin.
The Rio de la Plata has been surveyed by sundry English

officers, Heywood, Foster, &c.
The coast to the south of that river is now undergoing a

survey by Captain Fitzroy.

The coasts of the Ticrra del Fuego, the Strait of Magal-
haens, and the coasts of the continent north of the strait, on
the cast side as far as to about 50° S. lat., and on the west
nearly up to 48° S., have been lately surveyed by Captain
Philip Parker King.
The west coast, from the part opposite to the north of

Mexico downwards, was all long ago surveyed by the Spa
niards, but wants re-examining. Cook, in his third voyage,
surveyed from Cape Gregory in 44° N. lat to the Icy Cape,
which he placed m 70° 44' N. lat ; and Vancouver after-

wards surveyed from 38° 15' N. lat to 45° 46' N. lat
The portion of Behring's Straits from 65° 50 N. lat to

67° 5' N. lat, including Kotzebue's Sound, was surveyed by
Kotzebue; and Captain Beechey has since executed a more
extensive survey of the same coast, beginning at Point Rodney
in 64

D
35' N. lat, and terminating with Point Barrow (the

farthestpoint seen) in 71° 25' N. lat and 156° 10' W. long.
III. The external form of America presents, in many

respects, a contrast to that of the old continent Viewed
as an entire region, it has a lengthened figure, of which
the greater diameter is inclined to the equator : the whole
continent is the longest continuous mass of land that the
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globe presents, stretching from the northern icy ocean into

the cold regions of the south. This continent is composed of

two great peninsulas united by a long isthmus, which,

whether we consider its form, or the primitive rocks of which
it is composed, bears no resemWance to the isthmus between
Africa and Asia. The expression ' New Continent,' which
is often applied to America, does not refer to the compara-
tive ages of the two continents, or the time of their supposed

appearance above the ocean, but to the chronological order

of our knowledge.

The northern extremities of America, as already stated,

have been but partially ascertained, and when we reflect

on the nature of the Icy Sea, it is difficult to believe that

navigators can ever explore its full extent. On the east,

America is washed by the Atlantic, and on the west by the

Pacific ocean. Its length from the northern latitude of 70°

to 56° south latitude, may be considered as exceeding 9000

miles, though it cannot oe accurately stated; its breadth

upon an average is about 2000 miles ; its widest part extends
from about the 55th to the 168th degree of west longitude
from Greenwich. The extent of surface has been variously

stated, Hassel has given it at 1 7,303,000, and Balbi at

14,622,000 square miles, but in every estimate allowance
must be made for the uncertainty of the northern limits, and
our still imperfect acquaintance with the form and position o*

some coasts. Berghaus makes the area about 14,219,967
square miles, not reckoning the islands, to which he as-

signs an area of about 98,660 square miles, which is cer-

tainly too little. The most southern point is Cape Horn,
near the island of Tierra del Fuego. The two great por-

tions which are called North and South America are divided
by the great mediterranean sea sometimes called the Co-
lumbian Archipelago, and united in 9° N.lat. by the isthmus
of Panama, which in the narrowest place is not more than
thirty miles wide. North America comprehends all that

part of the New World whioh lies north of the isthmus of
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Panama, and extends to the Polar Regions. Its eastern

extremity on the coast of Labrador is in 55°, and its western,

on Behring's Straits, in about 168° W. longitude.

a. The form of North America has sometimes been com-
pared to that of a triangle, with the vertex terminating at

the isthmus of Panama, and the base determined by the

shores of the Frozen Ocean. It may be more to the pur-

pose to remark that, as a general law, the breadth of the

continent diminishes southwards to the isthmus of Panama
from the latitude of 50° north. The extent of coast is very

great, owing to its form : the length of coast from Hud-
son's Straits to the Florida Channel is about 4800 miles

;

and measured from the Florida Channel along the inland

sea to Panama, about 4500. The whole length on the

Pacific side to Behring's Straits (including the Gulf of

California) has been roughly given at 10,500 miles. The
extreme north and north-eastern coasts we do not attempt

to give. The area of North America is stated to be rather

greater than th&t cf South America.
The coast of North America is more indented by seas and

large inlets on the eastern than on the western side. On
the east side proceeding from north to south, we have Baf-

fin's Bay and Hudson's Bay ; the latter, a kind of inland
sea larger than the Baltic, runs far into the mass of the

land, and tends to break the continuity of the immense
breadth of the continent Davis' Straits and Baffin's Bay,
with the Icy Ocean, may be considered as separating
Greenland and the Polar lands from the American conti-

nent, to which Greenland can scarcely be considered as

belonging. The Bay of St. Lawrence, and the great river

itself, witn the chain of enormous fresh-water lakes running
far into the interior, form one of the most striking features

of this continent, and one which exercises a most powerful
influence on its climate and its capabilities as an habitation

for man. Hudson's Bay with the Atlantic and Gulf of St
Lawrence bound on three sides the extensive and inhos-
pitable peninsula of Labrador. The most southern point of

the peninsula of Nova Scotia, with Cape Cod, the termi-
nation of the most eastern projection of the State of Massa-
chusetts, may be considered as marking the opening and
the limits of a great gulf, of which the Bay of Fundy is the
funnol-formed termination. The coast of America, between
the Bay of Fundy and the Gulf of Mexico, is not marked by
any very considerable indentation, except the Chesapeake
Bay, which runs from south to north about 180 miles, with
an average breadth of about thirteen miles. Cape Hatteras
in North Carolina may be considered, in connection with
Cape Florida to the south, and Cape Cod and the southern
point of Nova Scotia, as dividing the Atlantic coast south
of the St. Lawrence into three great divisions. The more
particular description of the Atlantic coast south of the Bay
of Fundy belongs to the article Unitkd States.

If the islands that in an irregular line lie stretched in
front of the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea were
united with one another and with the main land—a state of
things that we have no difficulty in imagining to have once
existed-—we should have a large internal sea analogous to

the Mediterranean. If it be doubted if this sea was ever
closed like the Mediterranean, we cannot doubt that the
islands which now line its eastern limits have been hacked
and broken into smaller pieces by the action of the ocean.
Between the tenth degree of north latitude, which is near
the island of Trinidad, and the twenty-fifth of north lati-

tude, (the southern extremity of Florida,) we find the eastern
limits of this great inland sea; but as we advance into
it towards the west we find it scooped out into various
basins, each of which, with their winds and currents, will re-
quire a separate description. The Gulf of Mexico is on the
N.W. ; and on the south, the Gulf of Honduras, and what
is sometimes called the Caribbean Gulfor Sea, comprehend-
ing the Bay of Darien and the deep indentations of the
northern coast of South America. The Archipelago, which
the great inland sea of the Americas presents, is one of the
most extensive and interesting in the world. The Gulf of
Mexico, hemmed in by the peninsulas of Florida and Yuca-
tan, and by the western side of the island of Cuba, is the
most important part of this inland sea.
The western coast of North America presents no very

deep and extensive indentations of the coast as we advance
northwards from the Bay of Panama, till we come to the
immense Gulf of California, about 800 miles in length, and
from sixty to eighty miles in average width, formed by the
main land and tho long narrow peninsula of California.

Between the latitudes of47° and 60°, the west coast of North

America is exceedingly irregular, presenting a great num
ber of islands, some ol considerable extent, and forming

with the main land numerous bays and creeks. Farther

north we find between Cook's Inlet and Prince William s

Sound an extensive peninsula running about 200 miles

from north-east to south-west ; and west of tlm the still more

remarkable long narrow peninsula of Alashka, or Alyaska,

running in a similar direction for about double the distance.

Both these peninsulas have steep rocky coasts lined with

islands and rocks. The straits which take their name from

the navigator Behring separate Asia from America by a

comparatively narrow channel of about 48 miles in width.

Tnough the great mountain-chain which runs from the

extremity of North to the extremity of South America, ex-

periences two depressions or breaks at the isthmus of Panama,

we cannot consider the two continental masses as separate

in their character. They form one mass with many striking

characteristics in common. South America has the form

of an irregular triangle, of which we may name as the three

points, the isthmus of Panama, Cape St. Roque (not strictly

the most eastern point), 5° 28' S. lat, 35° 40f \V. long., and

the island of Cape Horn, 56° S. lat., 67° 20' W. long.

The great extent of its sea-coast is determined by its

peninsular form, and in this, as well as in the absence of all

very great indentations of the ocean, it presents some re-

semblance to Africa ; but it also presents the striking con-

trast of more continuous and elevated mountain-chains, and

a more complete developement of its water system. The

extent of coast that it oners to the inland sea and the At-

lantic, is roughly estimated at about 10,000 miles : the coast

washed by the Pacific is about 5800 miles. The extreme

southern points of South America, and the southern coast

on the Pacific, bear some analogy to the north-west coast

of North America in their irregular outline, and the num-

ber of islands that line it. Tierra del Fuego, though se-

parated from the mainland by a narrow and most irregular

arm of the sea, must be considered, with its appendages of

barren islands and rocks, as the real termination of the

continent. From this point advancing northwards along the

coast of the Pacific, we find it studded with almost innu-

merable islands, some of considerable extent, separated by

countless channels. (See Chartsof Capt.King slate Surveyi)

This island coast extends as far north as the Chiloe Archi-

pelago, 42°S. lat South.ofthelat.of 40°, it is remarked that

the mountains press close on the shore, instead of leaving

a space between their base and the ocean, 'as is the case in

the parallels north of 40°. The sea thus* insinuates itself

within the mountains, detaches island masses, and makes

many deep creeks, somewhat resembling the fjords on the

coast of Norway. The rest of the coast of South America

presents no indentations that require a notice in this gene-

ral sketch, except the great bend that takes place about the

latitude of the lake Titicaca, corresponding to a change in

the direction of the Andes ; with the Gulf of Guayaquil and

the Bay of Panama.
The mountain system of the Americas is remarkable for

presenting the longest line of elevated surface in the worW.

The Andes which may be traced from the extreme rocky

islands, forming part of the system of Tierra del Fuego, run

along the western side of the continent at a comparatively

short distance from the coast. [See Andes.] Though this

chain experiences two depressions, as we have stated, in the

isthmus of Panama, another chain, perhaps a continuation,

immediately rises again, and continues its course between

the inland sea and the Pacific, spreading out in Mexico into

extensive table-lands crowned by elevated volcanic peaks,

(Orizaba and Popocatepetl are above 16,000 feet high.) ***

continuing in its main line a general course N.N.W..
«J

a

much greater distance from the Pacific than the Andes

of South America. The part of this range when it »

within the limits of the United State, is known by the name

of the Rocky mountains, and in the north-west territory is

sometimes called the Cluppewayan range. The termina-

tion of this range is at the Frozen Ocean on the vesi

side of the Mackenzie River; after the fiftieth parallel w

latitude the elevation is not considerable. The wno

length is not less than 8700 miles. The chain which ex-

tends from the table land of Mexico does not run nortn-

ward in a line so regular as the Andes of the soutbe

continent About the lat. of 22° N. it divides »****?
branches. The most easterly branch, which is but otm<

**L

siderabie elevation, is in its northern course broken throug
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by the Rio del Norte ; it then takes a north-eastern direction,

forming the northern part of the province of Texas : in this

part of its course, it acts as the water-shed between the

Sabine with other small rivers that enter the Gulf of Mexico,
and the minor affluents of the Rio Roxo, (Red River,) a
tributary to the Mississippi. This is the range of hills

which crosses the Arkansas, and appears in the state of Mis-
souri under the name of the Ozark mountains, running
towards the confluence of the Missouri and Mississippi;

and probably continued beyond them at a slight elevation

towards lake Superior. The general direction of the Ozark
corresponds to that of the Appalachian chain.

The main mass called the Sierra Madrc, running north

from the plateau of Guanaxuato to the high table-lands of

New Mexico, spreads out to a great extent east and west,

and contains several parallel chains of mountains, forming
longitudinal valleys like that in which the Rio del Norte
runs. This mountain system, in its further course, sepa-

rates the basin of the great Missouri and its affluents from
the waters that flow into the Gulf of California and the

Pacific. Of these western streams, the almost unknown
Rio Colorado, which enters the Bay of California, and the

Oregon, or great Columbia River, are the chief. From the

level of the Mississippi River, as we advance westward to-

wards the great dividing line, the country rises in irregular

terraces, and in planes of small inclinations, so that the

main mass of the Rocky Mountains docs not present to

the spectator any remarkable features of grandeur, at

least none corresponding to its actual elevation. But
between 3G° and 42°, there are several points of the Rocky
Mountains always covered with snow, and the mean tempe-
rature of these elevated regions within the territory of the

United States is very low. , The Big Horn, Spanish Peak,
and James' Peak are estimated to be about 11,000 feet

above the level of the sea.

Of the connexion and character of the mountain-masses
in North America, which lie west of the main mass, we
have but very imperfect information. A western branch,

sometimes called the Cordillera of Sonora, stretches from
the plateau of Guanaxuato towards the northern point of

the Gulf of California, about 33° N. lat. The long narrow
peninsula of California has also a chain of hills or moun-
tains, running through it in a north-west direction, and
supposed to be attached to some point of the Sierra Madre.
Some are of opinion that the mountains of the Sierra

Madre terminate about latitude 33°, (though it is certain

that even north of that point there is a high table-land,)

and that the Rocky Mountains, in which the Oregon has its

rise, are to be considered as a continuation ofthe Californian

range. But it is, perhaps, more probable, that the range
which is traversed by the Columbia River in the lower part

of its course, is the continuation of the mountains of Cali-

fornia. From the northern extremity of the Gulf of Cali-

fornia to the termination of the coast at the ley Sea, we are

only imperfectly acquainted with these high lands that are

often seen at no great distance from the shore, and some-
times rising up from it like Alpine masses. There is, pro-

bably, a continuous range from the mountains of California

following the windings of the coast into the peninsula of

Alyaska ; which, in a proper point of view, will admit of a

better comparison with the Andes than the chain of the

Rocky Mountains. In some part of the north-west coast

these Ocean Alps rise to the height of between 14,000 and
1 6,000 feet. Mount Fairweather and Mount Elias, near the

parallel of 60° north, rise respectively to the height of

13,824 and 16,938 feet.

The mountain system of the eastern side of the North
American continent, called the Appalachian, stretches from
about the 34° of latitude northwards to the banks of the St.

Lawrence. As far north as the Hudson, its direction is

pretty nearly from S.W. to N.E. In its southern parts, in the

states of Alabama and Tennessee, it is at its greatest dis-

tance from the Atlantic, but continually approaches nearer

as it runs north, till it is traversed by the Hudson River,

where it is also reached by the tide-water. Here it takes a

turn more to the north through Vermont and New Hamp-
shire ; in which latter state it acquires its greatest elevation.

In the White mountains of the state of New Hampshire,

Mount Washington, about N. lat 44° 15', is 6200 feet

high, though it does not appear to belong to the main
branch, but looks rather like a detached group.

The Appalachian system, considered in its mil extent,

does not consist of a single chain, but we frequently find
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several chains running parallel to one another, and forming
extensive longitudinal valleys such as that of Shenandoah in
Virginia. [See Appalachian Mountains.] This moun-
tain system, which is about 1200 miles long, forms the most
striking characteristic of the At1 an tic portion of the United
States, containing the sources of numerous rivers, which on
the one side contribute their waters to the Mississippi, and
on the other find their way to the Atlantic, sometimes
breaking through the most eastern chains of the Appala-
chian system, by passages apparently rent in the mountains.
Though the height of the range south of the Hudson is in-
considerable, rarely exceeding the elevation of 3000 feet,

yet, from its continuity, and the surface which it covers, this

mountain system is a most important element in the clima-
tology of tne United States. For a more detailed view
of this portion of the continent, see Appalachian Moun-
tains and United States.
The great valley of the Mississippi drains a surface per-

haps inferior to that of no river on the globe. The sources
of the main stream, the Missouri, are ascertained to be
in the Rocky Mountains, about 44° N. lat. : but the Yellow-
stone, which is really the main branch of the Missouri,
rises in 42° N. lat. «. The sources of the Mississippi, though
an inferior stream, have not been ascertained till lately.

Mr. Schoolcraft, in the year 1832, found that the Missis-
sippi originates in a lake, at the elevation of about 1500
feet above the Atlantic, and computed to be 3160 miles
from the ocean, following the windings of the stream. We
are not able to state the latitude and longitude of the source.
To form a correct view of the character of the vast con-

tinent of North America, we must consider the chain of tho
Rocky Mountains as its chief axis. Sloping down from this
range to the Pacific (at least within the limits of the United
States), we find an extensive region drained by rivers that
run into the great ocean. East of the Rocky Mountains
lies the great central valley of the Mississippi, perhaps the
largest, and certainly the most interesting valley in the
world; its eastern boundary is the Appalachian mountain
system, its southern boundary is the Gulfof Mexico, and its

northern limit is the level of the great lakes. From the
Rocky Mountains to the bed of the Mississippi we have a
slope, which, as to length, bears a similar proportion to the
height of the Rocky Mountains that the shorter slope from
the Alleghany system to the Mississippi bears to the height
of its mountains. The slope from the Appalachian to the
Atlantic is, according to the same law, shorter than that from
the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific. Thus we have three'

great water systems south of the line of the Canadian lakes.

On the Pacific, the chief rivers are the

—

Length in
Mile*.

Oregon, with numerous large branches . . 1000
The Rio Colorado ..... unknown

In the great central valley we have the great Missouri,

with its affluent the Mississippi, and numerous other streams
of great length :

—

Miiet.

Missouri to its confluence with the Mississippi . 3000
Mississippi to its confluence with Missouri . 1200
Mississippi from the confluence of the Missouri to

its mouth , 12G5
Entering on the west side

—

The Arkansas 2000
Rio Roxo (Red River) .... 1500
On the east

—

Ohio to the junction of the Mississippi . • 980
Missouri to the outlet in the Gulf of Mexico • 4265

These lengths are given according to Darby. It will be
observed that the length of the Mississippi, as here given,

falls very far short of what is stated above.

Such are a few of the mighty rivers that water this ex-

tensive valley, which presents perhaps one of the most
striking features on the face of the earth. From north to

south its length is not less than 1200 miles, stretching from
regions of almost perpetual cold to the tropical warmth of

Louisiana. We see from an American paper that the Mis-
souri has been navigated this year ( 1 833) by a steam-boat

engaged in the north-western trade, from the mouih of the

Yellow-stone River to St Louis.

When America was discovered, one continuous forest

spread from west to east, from the shores of the Atlantio

over the Appalachian system, and descended into the valley

of the Mississippi. From the Gulf of St. Lawrence and
the -region of the great lakes, this uninterrupted mass of

[THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.] ie<ffy&J*Q€)£
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Vegetation reached to the shores of the Gulf of Mexico, and
extended even west of the main stream of the Mississippi.
0 This ocean of woods, still in the far greater part existing,

may be considered as about 2000 miles in length, with a
mean breadth of 1000, and comprising 2,000*000 of square
miles, and limited cither by the Atlantic Ocean, the Gulf of

Mexico, or by naked interior plains/ (Darby's View of the

United States, p> 357.) These naked interior plains are

found west of the Mississippi on the high lands as we ad-

Vance westward. Here we come to extensive steppes

devoid of trees, parched in summer by scorching heat, and
over which in winter the winds from the Rocky Mountains
sweep with an intensity of cold almost beyond belief. The
spacious and dry plains of the Texas and the upper regions

of Arkansas present a character analogous to the high
plateaus of the Asiatic continent, and here the white man
adopts those pastoral habits which are the only mode of life

suited to the regions which he occupies. Stretched along
the base of the Rocky Mountains, with an average width of

five or six hundred miles, we find a country, which is em-
phatically called the desert ; a country lying between the

Ozark Mountains, and the Rocky Mountains, as far north as
41° at least. The lower parts of the Mississippi valley with
a portion towards the north, are still covered with a dense
forest, spread interminably like an ocean.

The prairies of the Mississippi valley are found hoth on
the east and west side of the channel of the river

; prairies

exist also in the State of Alabama. They are extensive,

elevated, and generally irregular tracts, without trees, though
sometimes capable of producing them, covered in the spring
with countless liowers and long grass, and often possessing

a deep rich soil. Sometimes on the west side or the Mis-
sissippi they exhibit on their surface a salt efflorescence

;

incrustations of pure salt, covering the ground like ice,

are seen in the upper valley of the Canadian river, one
qf the tributaries of the great Arkansas.

. The rivers that enter the Atlantic along the eastern slope

qf the Appalachian, though in themselves of great im-
portance, are inconsiderable when compared with the great
rivers of the Pacific slope, and those of tne Mississippi valley.

They will be found particularly described under their several

beads.

The basin of the Mississippi which has been described as
extending from the Gulf of Mexico to the neighbourhood of
Lake Superior, has no mountain barrier on the north. But
here we find a most striking phenomenon. From the
western extremity of Lake Superior, (about 92° W. long.)

one of whose tributaries interlocks its sources with a branch
of the Mississippi, we have a series of enormous fresh-water
lakes. Superior, Huron, Michigan, Erie, and Ontario, col-

lectively covering a surface of about 73,000 square miles, a
Apace equal U the area of Great Britain. These lakes have
the outer margin of the basins in which they lie at no very
great distance from their shores, as we may infer from the
inconsiderable courses of the streams which they receive.

Lake Superior is the highest of these inland seas, being 641
feet ab)ve the level of the Atlantic: Lakes Huron and
Michigan form a separate and somewhat lower basin; Erie a
third ; and 333 feet below Erie lies Ontario, doubtless once at a
much higher-level than it now is. The great falls of Niagara
in the narrow channel that connects lakes Erie and Ontario,
show at once the great difference between the level of these
two lakes. «The course of the St Lawrence, it has been re-

marked, from the eastern extremity of Ontario, has a
singular conformity to that of the opposite Atlantic coast,

having a general north-east direction. After its exit from
Ontario it receives near Montreal the great river Uttawas
ir.ira the north-west, and, increased by numerous smaller
streams, enters the Atlantic by a wide bay. This river of
lakes, which in many respects is the most interesting

in the world, will require a separate notice. [See St.
Lawrknck.]
The upper branches of the Mississippi proper and the

St Lawrence lakes are on a high level, but not in a region
of mountains. North of the basin of the Canadian seas we
find that the cold regions of the north-west territory have
also their great rivers. The Portage de la Prairie, about
150 feet above the level of lakes Winnipeg and Superior,

is a swampy district, which, at this point, forms the dividing

line between the waters that flow to the St. Lawrence
basin, and those that belong to the basin of Winnipeg,
the receptacle of numerous streams. The southern branch

» tf the Saskatchevan rises in the Rocky Mountains near

the sources of a . branch of the Columbia river and the

Missouri, traverses 1 5° of longitude, and Calls into the great

lake Winnipeg, in 53° north lat. : this lake is connected with

Hudson's Bay by the Severn and Port Nelson rivers. The

course of the Saskatchevan, as far as Winnipeg, is at least

900 miles. In 56° 41' N. lat and 109° 0V W. long, is

Methy Portage, forming part of a range running south*

west which separates the rivers flowing north from those

that flow south or east. On the north side is a valley 1000

feet deep, and a water passage is open, with some inter-

ruptions, to the great lake Athabasca. The basin of the

Mackenzie lies north of the Methy Portage. The Mackenzie

is one of the large rivers of our globe ; but such is the

complicated water system of this region, with its endless

lakes communicating with one another, that it is almost

impossible to say what should be considered as the source

of this river. If we consider the Athabasca river as its

remote branch, the Mackenzie flows through about 16*

of latitude into the Icy Ocean. The sources of the Peace

river are much farther to the north; but if we follow this

stream through the Slave Lake into the Mackenzie, we shall

find the whole course of the stream as long as if we traced

it from the more southern branch. East of the Mackenzie,

and flowing into the Arctic Ocean, are the Copper-mine

and Fish rivers. It is impossible not to recognize a curious

resemblance in the water system of the southern and

northern parts of North America. The elevated table-land

in which the Mississippi and the affluents of Lake Superior

rise, divides the continent east of the Rocky Mountains into

two parts. The basin of Winnipeg may be considered as

a continuation of that of St. Lawrence, or as part of one high

plateau, divided into two portions. Down the southern

slope, the Mississippi flows to the warm regions of the Gulf

of Mexico ; and down the northern, the rival river Mackenzie

runs into the Icy Ocean. The St. Lawrence and the large

streams that enter the west side of Hudson's Bay are the

great channels that carry off the collected waters of this

elevated region of lakes into the Atlantic. But the pecu-

liar nature of this north-west territory, and infinite assem-

blage of fresh-water basins, will be the subject of a separate

discussion. It may be well to observe, that, independent

of geographical position and the consequent difference of

climate, the numerous lakes that belong to the northern

portion of this continent and to the system of the St

Lawrence give it a peculiar character.

As it is our intention to devote a special article to the

Canadian Seas, the N.W. Territory, and the United

States, it is the less necessary here to enter into more

minute details. Nor do we propose to discuss the subject of

the climate of this continent further at present than by a few

general remarks, and by referring to page 445 of this article,

on the Botany of America.
It is a fact, well ascertained, that the average temperature

on the west coast of North America is higher than on the

eastern. In the Oregon valley it is said to be higher than

in corresponding latitudes on the Atlantic coast, by an

amount equivalent to five or six degrees of latitude ; and

the winters arc also much moisten The general nature of

the climate of the American continent may be best under-

stood by what is now known of the United: States and the

Canadas. The North-West territory, east of the Rocky

Mountains, is a cold and inhospitable region, not adapted

for the residence of agriculturists. On the eastern part

of the continent agriculture has not advanced farther than

the latitude of 51° or 52°. But the limit of successful

cultivation, at the present day, must not be taken as th

limit which cannot be passed. The cold within the Uniteu

States increases as we advance westward on the same pa*

rallel, and this is independent of elevation, as we see from

comparing the temperature of corresponding points on the

Mississippi and the Atlantic, and as we infer from vegetable

productions succeeding in a higher latitude on the Atlantic

coast than in the basm of the Mississippi. The ponds of

New Orleans have been frozen so as to allow balf-grown

boys to skate or play on them ; a ph»nomenon that never

occurred in the same latitude on the Atlantic coast The

discussion of the climate of the United States, which com-

prehends so large a portion of the habitable northern part

of the New World, will be sufficient to show the general

character of the climate of North America. We therefore

refer to the article United States of North America

and to Darby's excellent work, entitled a View qf ^
United $M*h $<?•> Philadelphia, 18?a
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«. 1. Since the acquisition ofLouisianaby the United States

in 1803, the government have sent out several expeditions

to explore part of the extensive regions between the Mis-
sissippi and the Ocean. The first was that at tho head of

which was Captain Meriwether Lewis, with Captain Clarke.

The party entered the Missouri at St. Louis, where it joins

the Mississippi, on the 14 th of May, 1804, and by the 1st of

November reached the Mandan towns, above 1600 miles

from St. Louis, in latitude 47° 2l'47"N., and longitude
99° 24' 45" W. from Greenwich. Here they remained
till the 7th of April, and during their stay completed,

from the information of the Indians, a map of the

country between the Mississippi and the Pacific from about
latitude 34° to 54° N. They then continued the ascent

of the Missouri, till, on the ISth of August, 1805, they
reached its extreme navigable point, about 2500 miles

from its junction with the Mississippi. Here, leaving the

river, they made their way on horseback across the moun-
tains, when they reached a navigable stream, which led

them into Lewis river, from which they were carried into

the main branch, the Columbia, and proceeded down it till,

on the 15th November, they reached the Pacific* They
remained on this coast till the 27th March, 1806, when
they set out on their return, and reached St. Louis on the

23d of September. Meanwhile, in the latter part of 1804,

Mr. Dunbar, of Natobez, accompanied by Dr. Hunter, had
sailed up the Washita River, which flows from the N.W.
into the Red River, a few miles above its junction with

the Mississippi, as far as to the hot-springs in its vici-

nity, in latitude 34° 31' 4" N., longitude 92° 50' 45" W.
A considerable portion of the Red River itself had been
before this explored by Dr. Sibley, of Natchitoches. In
1805, Lieutenant, afterwards General, Zebulon Montgomery
Pike was despatched by the government on an expedition to

explore the upper portion of the Mississippi. He sailed

from Port St. Louis on the 9th of August, and after making
his way to what were then considered the sources of the

river, returned to the same place on the 30th of April, 1806.

Soon after his return, Pike was despatched on a second ex-

pedition, to explore the country to the south of the Missouri.

He left St Louis on the 15th of July, 1806, and having pro-

ceeded up the Missouri till he came to its junction with the

Great Osage River, he entered the latter, and explored it

nearly to its source. The course of the Great Osage had
been before this very imperfectly known. He then crossed

the country to the Arkansas, which he explored from about

latitude 35° to its source in latitude Air N., a portion of

which no account had been previously given. The lower

Sart of the Arkansas was, at the same time, explored by a
etachment from the main party, conducted by Lieutenant

Wilkinson. After leaving the Arkansas, Pike continued

his progress to the westward till he came upon the Rio del

Norte, in New Mexico, where he was taken prisoner by the

Spaniards, and detained for some months. He was, how-
ever, at length released, and effected his return to St. Louis

by the 1st of July, 1807. In the course of this expedition,

besides the results we have already mentioned, the sources

of the River Platte, which falls into the Missouri, were dis-

covered, a part of the River Kansas and the Platte was ex-

plored, and the general course of the Rio del Norte was
ascertained.

In 1819, another expedition was sent out in the same di-

rection, under the conduct of Major Long. This gentleman

and his party left Pittsburgh, in Pennsylvania, on the 5th

of May, and sailing down the Ohio to its junction with the

Mississippi, ascended the latter river as far as St. Louis.

They then proceeded along the north side of the valley of

the Missouri to Council Bluffs, a position on the Missouri,

above the junction of the Platte ; here they established their

head-quarters, and examined a considerable part of the sur-

rounding country. A detachment was also sent across to

Fort Osage and the Konzas village, farther to the south.

Another detachment having returned down the Missouri to

St Louis, then ascended the Mississippi as far as to the

Des Moines, or De Moyen Rapids, in lat. 40° 20' N.
Meanwhile the main body, proceeding to the west, reached

the Pawnee villages on the Loup Fork, a branch of the

Platte, from whence directing their route to the south they

came upon the Platte, and followed it westward till their

further progress was stopped by the Rocky Mountains

(about long. 104 W.) from whence it issues. They then

took their way in a southerly direction along the base of the

mountains, only occasionally ascending the peaks, till they

came to the Arkansas. A detachment being sent up that
river, ascended it for about thirty miles, to the spot where
it leaves the mountains: while another party descended
it to the Mississippi. The main body, meanwhile, di-

rected their way across the country to the south, till, after

having travelled about 150 miles, they came to a river,

along the valley of which they proceeded for 200 miles,
when they were told by some Indians that it was the Red
River. But having continued their course for some hun-
dred miles farther in the same direction, they learned that
this information was wrong, and that the river was the
Canadian, which falls into the Arkansas. Upon this, with
out making any further attempt to reach the Red Riven
they directed their steps to Belle Point, on the Arkansas,
the place where it had been arranged that their companions
who had undertaken the descent of that river should wait
for them. They arrived there on the 13th of September,
four days after the other party had made their appearance.
The whole then set out for Cape Girardeau, on the Mis-
sissippi, a short distance to the north of the junction of that
river with the Ohio, where they arrived on the 10th of Octo-
ber. In 1823 Major Long, accompanied by Messrs. Say,
Keating, and Calhoun, was dispatched by the government
on an expedition to the St. Peter's River, which, flowing from
the north-west, enters the Mississippi a few miles below the
Falls of St. Anthony, in 45° N. lat. Setting out from
Washington, the party proceeded by Wheeling, Columbus,
and the southern extremity of Lake Michigan to the Missis,
sippi, which they came upon at Fort Crawford, about 4J°
N. lat. 91° W. long. From this point they pursued the
course of the stream upwards along its right bank to th»
mouth of the St. Peter s River, which latter thev then fol

lowed to its source in a small lake called Polecat Lak*
in 45° 40' N. lat. 96° 36' W. long.; the distance from tha
Mississippi by the route taken being about 500 miles
though only 275 miles in a straight line. Very near
the Polecat Lake is Lake Travers, the source of tha
Red River, which the travellers followed down to Lake
Winnepeg, into which it flows. Fort Alexander on
this lake, in 50° 46' N. lat. 96° 25' W. long., was the ulti

male limit to which their journey extended. From this

point they returned by the Lake of the Woods and Rainy
Lake to Fort William on Lake Superior— thence round by
the northern border of that lake to its junction with Lake
Huron— across the Huron to its south-eastern extremity—
and finally, round the we^t end and along the south eastern

coast of Lake Erie to the Falls of Niagara. The extent of
the whole region traversed, or respecting which information

was obtained, might be about 1300 miles from E.S.E,
to W.N.W., and its average breadth about 450 miles.

(See Discoveries made in exploring the Missouri, Red
River, and Washita, by Captains Lewis and Clarke, Doctor
Sibley, and William Dunbar, Esq., 8vo, Natchez, 18o6;
Travels to the Source of the Missouri, in 1804, 1805, and
1806, by Captains Lewis ana Clarke, 4 to., Lond, 1814;
Exploratory Travels through the Western Territories of
North America ; comprising a Voyage from St. Louis on,

the Mississippi to the Source of the tiivcr, and a Journey
through the interior of Louisiana and the North-Eastern
Provinces of New Spain, performed in 1805, 1806, and
1807, by order of the Government, by Zebulon Mont-,

gomery Pike, Major, 4to., Lond , 1811: Major S. H. Long'*
Expedition from Pittsburgh to the Rocky Mountains, in,

1819 and 1820, by Edwin James, 3 vols. 8vo., L<>nd., 1823

;

and Narrative of an Expedition to the Source of St. Peter*
River, Lake Mnnepeck. #c, compiled from the Notes of
Major Long, by W. H. Keating, 2 vols. 8vo. Lond. 1825.)

To these successive expeditions sent out by the govern*

ment of the United States to the more remote parts of its

extensive territory, is to be added that in which Captain Back
is at present* engaged for the exploration of part of the

northern extremity of the continent The latest intelligence

that has been received of this expedition is, that on the JGth

of July Captain Back and his party were found by Mr. Simp
son. the governor of the Hudson's Bay Company, in excellent

health and spirits, at Fort Alexander, a trading station

of the Company, on Lake Ouinipigue, (or Winnipeg,)
not far from the Red River settlement on the Asse-

niboin. Here he had been waiting from the 6th for Mr.
Simpson, who furnished him with an order on the Com-
pany's establishments along the whole line of communica-
tion to the Great Slave Lake, for whatever he might want

during three years, ^
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b. Tho Andes, as we have already remarked, is the great

mountain-system of South America, presenting the longest

unhroken range of lofty summits on the globe. Its descrip-

tion will be found under the article Andes. There is a

certain analogy between North and South America as to

its mountain-chains. The axis of the two continents, in

each case, approaches the western shore much more closely

vhan the eastern, though, as already observed, the Rocky
Mountains, which arc the true axis of the North American
continent, are far removed from the Pacific, compared with

that

[South Am<»rica.*i

the chain of the Andes. The consequence of this is, ^
North America possesses an extensive wctter-systcm °

.
-

Pacific slope, including the great Colorado, the ^^J
and other large rivers ; but no considerable stream iro

Andes enters the western ocean.

The Rio de la Plata flows in a great central va
j
le

>;h

r
!L

-

ti, which may be compared

>

lin

t
ning from north to south
• alley of the Mississippi, while the Amazon \* ]r Zfte
drain of the low lands that stretch from tho A

T

n L^of
Atlantic, and may be compared with the St. L**
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North America. Besides the offsets that shoot out from the
Andes, we find in South America several distinct moun-
tain-systems. That which runs along the coast of Vene-
zuela is, however, an offset from the eastern Cordillera of
Cundinamarca, which runs down to the Caribbean Sea
along the east side of the Lake of Maracaibo. From this

system the Venezuela chain strikes off at right angles, in

two parallel chains, running due east, of which the northern
keeps close to the sea, and may be traced into the Island of
Trinidad over the strait called the Dragon's Mouth. The
highest point of this chain is the Silla de Caracas, which
has an elevation of about 8000 feet. Besides this northern
chain, which runs along the Island of Trinidad, terminating
in Point Galera on the north-east shore, we find a chain
parallel to it running along the southern shore of this sin-

gularly formed island ; both these chains are undoubted pro-

longations of the Venezuela system. In consequence of this

conformation of the northern coast, no great river enters the
Atlantic, between the mouth of the Magdalena and that of
the Orinoco. The Magdalena rises in the Andes at the point
where the mountains divide into three branches, and like

its affluent, the Cauca, runs in a longitudinal valley through
at least 9° of latitude into the Caribbean Sea.- Its course
and outlet have a strong analogy to that of the Mackenzie
River in North America. The high land of Guiana, or

Parima, lies between the lower waters of the Orinoco and
the Amazon, and forms, with the high lands of Venezuela
and the Andes, the boundary of that immense plain which
is drained by the Orinoco. . This mountain-system of Pa-
rima runs from east to west, perhaps for COO miles:

it consists apparently of several parallel chains, some of

which, in British Guiana, are said to rise to the height of

4000 feet. Numerous streams descend from these moun-
tains to the ocean, one of which, the Essequibo, might be
considered a large river in any other part of the world. Its

numerous tributaries, which descend from remote parts of

Guiana, run through almost impervious tropical forests, and,
uniting in one main channel, enter the sea in about 7°

N. lat. The high lands of Brazil lie on the east side of the
continent, between the Amazon River and the Rio do la

Plata. In their position, and their relation to the great
basins of the continent, they present a most striking ana-
logy to the Appalachian system of Northern America.
Between the Andes and the hii>h lands of Brazil lies the

extensive plain drained by the Plata; and between the
mountains of Guiana and tho«e of Brazil, lies spread the

immense level that belongs to the lower course of the

Amazon.
The main mountain mass of the Brazilian system lies

between 16° and 2S° S. lat., and consists of several parallel

chains with a length of about 700, and a breadth of 400
miles. The Sierra nearest the sea is called the Siejra do
Mar; next to this, and joining on to the Sierra do Mar in

about 22° 30' S. lat, we find the central chain, which, run-
ning as far north as about 16° S. lat., contains the highest

points of the Brazilian system ; some of these have probably
an elevation of 5000 feet. This chain is continued at a
smaller elevation up to 10° S. lat. The western chain,

which is of small elevation, separates the affluents of the

Parana and Francesco from those of the Araguay and To-
eantin, which unite to form the Para. It docs not appear
that any mountain-system stretches across, and connects

these high lands of Brazil with the Andes, and consequently
the waters of the Paraguay are separated from the southern
tributaries of the great Amazon by a water-shed of no great

elevation. In no part of the world do we find three such
basins as those of the Orinoco, Amazon, and La Plata, sepa-

rated by such slight elevations. The mountains of Guiana,
indeed, hardly can be said to separate the Amazon and Ori-

noco : they form an almost insulated mass, and only fill up
the space between the lower courses of the two rivers, while

the small difference between the levels of the upper parts of

these streams is shown by the Cassiquiari channel which
connects the Rio Negro, one of the large affluents of the

Amazon, with the Orinoco. From the basin of the Amazon
to that of the La Plata, it is not probable that the ascent

is greater than from the upper waters of the Mississippi to

the level of the Canadian sea.

Between the Amazon and the Plata, we find no rivers

entering the Atlantic of any very considerable size, except

the Parnaiba and Francesco. The Francesco runs in a lon-

gitudinal valley parallel to the mountains and the sea, for

file greatest part of its course : it then turns to the E.

and S. £., and enters-the Atlantic. The rest of the Bra-
zilian streams that flow to the Atlantic present, in their

course and magnitude, a striking resemblance to the Atlan-
tic waters of the Appalachian system.
The Orinoco is navigable upwards from its mouth, with

only one interruption of rapids, for about 1 000 miles : the
Amazon is navigable for above 2000 miles ; and the Para-
guay, which is navigable through 19° of latitude, (from it3

confluence with the Jauru, 1G° 2i/ S. lat., to Buenos A) res,

where the name of Plata prevails,) is said to be separated from
the Guapore (a feeder of the Madeira, which is a branch of
the great Amazon) by a portage of only three miles, on a
level whose height, it is said, does not exceed 2500 feet,

and we are inclined to conjecture may be less. Such a
natural system of water-communication, capable of being
turned to the benefit of man, certainly exists nowhere cho
in the world, except, perhaps, in the northern division of
the continent.

The Amazon River, said to be the largest in the world,

and the Plata, which is scarcely inferior in the area that it

drains and the magnitude of its affluents, will be found
described under their several heads : the following statement,
as to their supposed lengths, may be useful :

—

Milet.

The length of the Amazon . . 3300
Its tributaries, viz.,

Ucayaii 1350
Yutai 750
Jaura , 750
Madeira 1800
Topayos 1000
Xingu 10S0
Napo 800
Rio Negro 1400

The Parana, or Rio de la Plata, the second
in magnitude . . . . 2130

Its tributaries, viz.,

Paraguay 1200

?K3U «-«—«*—r—p~«-« rss
Salado . .... 750
Praguay 660

The Magdalena, discharging itself into the
Cnribbean Sea 750

The Orinoco , 1440
The Essequibo 400
The Tocantin, or river of Gran Para . 1500
The Parnaiba 700
The Son Francesco .... 1275
The Cusu Lcvon, or Negro . , . 540
The Moy ale Levon, or Colorado , . 1080

The South American lakes are not numerous ; and being,

in many cases, caused by the overflowing of the immense
rivers, they appear in the rainy season, and are dry in the

summer. The Lake of Maracaibo, into which the waters of
the Gulf of Venezuela enter at high tides, is 120 miles

long, and 90 wide. The Lake of Titicaca, situated high
in the Andes of Peru, receives the waters of numerous
streams, but has no visible outlet. Salt lakes- and satt

streams are occasionally found ; as for instance, on the route

from Buenos Ayres through the great plain to Mendoza.
(See Caldcleugh's South America, vol. i. p. 279.) There
are also many lakes of no very great dimensions in Chili,

and parts of the Andes system.

South America presents the most striking contrasts of

lofty mountains and extensive plains in the whole world.

It exhibits also a no less remarkable variety of climate from
the summit of its sncw-clad mountains to the low burning
level of its interminable plains ; from the woodless plateaus

of Quito and Potosi, where the moderate temperature and
even the cold of a northern climate are felt at elevations

ranging from 8000 to 12,000 feet above the level of the sea,

to the low flats of the Orinoco, the Essequibo, and the Ama-
zon, covered with forests which almost exclude the light of
day, adorned with all the magnificent foliage of a tropical

climate, and swarming with almost endless forms of animal
life.

The great plains, called in the native language Pampas,
and by the Spaniards Llanos (levels), may be, in some
respects, compared with the prairies of the northern conti-

nent and the high levels of the Arkansas. The immense
plain which stretches N. W. of the town of Buenos Ayres,

and runs south into the unexplored regions of Patagoniat
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appears to the eye like one (load level, without wood, with-

out a stone, almost without water, in parts covered, during
6ummor, with thistles taller than a man, in other parts

clothed with rich grass, which furnishes loud lor innumera-
ble herds of wild cattle. The enormous pampas of Patagonia,

Buenos Ayres, and the more northern province of Tucuman,
have been stated, nt a guess, to he tour times the area of

France; and, perhaps, the estimate is not excessive. From
the mouth of the Rio de la Plata, tin? continent of America
narrows southward through 20° of latitude, the greater part

of it being a country yet little known to Europeans. From
about 40° of S. latitude, the country called Patagonia
commences on the east coast: though not without some
rivers, it appears to have none that run far into the interior;

and it is hardly probable that it will offer many inducements
for the white man to attempt to establish himself among a

warlike race, whose climate and whose soil afford no great

encouragement to European settlement. This mighty penin-

sula of South America, who>e northern limits are warmed
by the perpetual heats of the tropics, terminates, like the

northern portion of the continent, though in a much lower

latitude, in a region generally represented as cold and
barren. In summer, however, when the north winds blow,

the temperature of the island of Tierra del Fuego is mo-
derate ; and in some parts of the Siraits of Magalhaens
vegetation is very active. The Fueh>ia and Veronica were
found growing in the straits, in the lat. *>-l" south, 4 and in

full flower within a very short distance of the base of a

mountain, covered for two-thirds down with snow, and with
the temperature at 36°.* (Captain King.) But the winds
from the south sometimes bring cold even in summer, and
the highest mountains, though not more than four or five

thousand feet above the sea level, are covered with snow in

summer. A race »>f men inhabits the islands of Tierra del

Fuego, different from those of the higher continent, whose
place in the scale of intellectual power is somewhat ana-

logous to the ungenial nature of the southern parts of their

islands.

It appears from Captain King's brief remark* on the
geography of the Patagonian regions, {Journal Lond.fieog,

Soc) that the immense pampas of Buenos Ayres probably

extend south to the eastern banks of the Aucon sin Salida,

and the northern shores of the Otway and Sky ring waters.

For east of the Ancon sin Salida, and north of the Skyring
and Otway waters, no hills are seen : the general nature of

the Patagonian coast, from the Rio de la Plata to the en-

trance of Magalhacn's Strait, is comparatively low, and, as

far as we know, it bears the general character of the pam-
pas. It is then probable, that from the wide levels of the

Orinoco to the Otway water, a man might travel without
crossing a single mountain.

The phenomenon of earthquakes is now exhibited in South
America with more activity than in any other quarter of

the world ; nor is North America free from them, though
their sphere of action appears to be, perhaps, more limited,

and their effects less terrible. The great earthquake winch,
on March '26, 1812, laid Caracas and La Guayra in ruins,

was felt near New Madrid on the Mississippi, where its

effects were only less disastrous because the place was
less populous, 'i ne forest near New Madrid presented, for

some years afterward-, 4 a singular scene of confusion ; the

trees standing inclined in e\ery direction, and many having
their trunks and branches broken.' (Long's E.rptd. to the

Rocky Mountains, iii„ p. 1 * \.) These < on<us>ions, which are

very common about. New Madrid, are felt, it is said, from
New Orleans to the mouth of the Missouri, and from the

settlements on the Red River and the Washita to the Falls

of Ohio. They are felt al>o m the Appalachian system
and on the Atlantic slope, though we know of no instance

in which any damage has been done. But. in South Ame-
rica, earthquakes are matters of ordinary occurrence, though,
we believe, they are always within the more immediate
sphere of the greater Cordilleras and the detached branch
along the northern coast of Venezuela. On the eastern

coast of America they seldom occur. It is asserted, that

where thunder and lightning are common in South Ame-
rica, as at Potosi, earthquakes are unknown; while at Lima,
where thunder and lightning seldom occur, earthquakes
are an ordinary occurrence. Whether this generalization

is really a safe one may perhaps be doubted, till it is con-
firmed by further observation.

The climate of South America necessarily varies with the

extent of latitude which the continent traverses. The lati-

tude, however, is only one of the causes of the variations of

temperature. The extensive and lofty mountain-chain,

the highest peaks o( which are covered with eternal vnor,

and the great height of the plateaus, added to the >t-op

descents and great depths of the valleys that belong to the

system of the Andes, necessarily produce a great vuriutv i.f

temperature within small distances. The Ande> have a

curious effect on the distribution of rain in South Anv.rv:..

The wide plains on the east are deluged, within the truj :»,

by the heavy periodical rains from November to May _t

the narrow margin between the Cordilleras and the iVf'

is almost entirely without rain, at least within the tr
|,
<%

It. is said, however, that this phenomenon is confined u

those parts where the mountains come near to the Our.
In Chili, the north-west winds bring abundance of ra;:i.

As to temperature, that of Caracas is in winter. nu\i.

mum of Fahrenheit 70°, minimum ?<2° : in summer, nmi-

mum 8.V\ minimum 00°. Chili, also, though bor ler.r.g

upon the torrid zone, never feels the extremity of In-Lit. A:

Lima, the thermometer varies from 01° to h-4*. Out':

enstern parts of the continent, viz., Buenos Ayres and M ['-•

Video, the weather is wetter, and in the winter months u

often boisterous and the air cool, whilst in summer tie

heat is very great and the thunder-storms often trcaiei-

dous. The mean temperature of Tierra del Fue»o. U
the autumnal period of February, March, and April, v>

•17°
; and for the three following months, the winter per, •!,

it is 3-1°. The extensive pampas produce in the dry seas n

an effect not unlike that of the kamsin in the arid renins

of Africa and the Arabian desert. In St. Jago del E^r-,

in the province of the same name, a hot wind has kxr.

felt in the summer month of December, which blister^ the

skin and face, scorches the leaves, and shrivels the bark f

trees. (See Temple's Travels in Peru, ii., p. 484.)

h. 1. Much new information respecting parts both of the

western coast and of the interior of South America, wa- d*

tained about the middle of the last century, from the i\-

peditions sent out thither by France ami Spain to measure

an are of the meridian. The French expedition wa> p'-t

under the command of Godin, Bouguer, and De la I li-

mine ; and the Spanish, which was to co-operate with it,

under that of Don Jorge Juan, and Don Antonio de UU.

Both left Europe in the spring of 1 7o5, and the two panic*

met, as had been arranged, at Carthagena in the course of

the summer. It was nearly ten years before their return

home; soon after which, ample accounts of their operations

ami of all they had seen and learned were published ;c

Spanish bv Ulloa, and in French both by Bouguer and 1>

la Condamine. U Ilea's book has been tran>lated into

English, and the third edition was published at London ;n

2 \ols„ sao., in I 772, with additions by Mr. John Adani> of

Waltham Abbey, who had resided many years in South

America. It was by far the fullest account of the Pro-

vince of Quito and the neighbouring districts which hail

then appeared. Ulloa and his companions) had varied in

person nearly every part of that prounce; and they had,

besides, been exceedingly industrious in eulleeting inti-

mation from all who had any to give. Ulloa, besides

crossing the isthmus of Panama, and exploring the pvaier

part of the const from Panama down to Conception, inClmi.

had rcponU'dly made the journey from Guayaquil to Quito,

and had traversed in various directions a great part of the

country to the >aith and north-east of that town.

De fa Condamine published the account of the adventurra

of himself and his associates, first under the title of RelattM

Abrr^e d un J'oya^e fait dans I

r
Interieur de Limtrtf-

Meridional^ Svo.l Paris, 1 7 15, being the report read beiore

the Academv of Sciences; and afterwards more at lengtli

under the title of Journal du Voyage fait par Ordre du h*

a I'lujiKiteur, A to., Paris, 1 7ol. Prefixed to the last-men-

tioned work is a map of Quito on a large scale, drawn b>

D'Anville under the direction of the author In adciUicn

to much information respecting the interior of the province

of Quito, the French academicians brought home the UN

complete account that had been given of the course of im

Amazons, which thev had descended from Qucbrada u»

Chuchunga to its mouth, a distance of a thousand league*-

Thev ascertained in particular that this river was conned*

with the Orinoco by the Rio Negro, one of its large nortdem

affluents, a fact which, till then, had been doubted *

denied. .

But the geography of the upper regions of these two me

has been recently more completely elucidated by Humw
i completely
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and Bonpland, whose examination of this part of South Ame-
ricabegan in 1799, and did not terminate till 1804. In these

five years, after having examined the coast from Cumana to

Caraccas, and made various excursions in the neighbour-
hood Of both towns, they penetrated across the great plains

to the Rio Apure, down which they sailed to its junction

With the Orinoco. They then ascended the Orinoco by its

principal branch till they reached the village of San Fer-
nando de Atabipo, at its confluence with the Atabipo and
the Guaviare, near lat. 4° N. From this point they sailed

up the Atabipo to the mouth of the Rio Temi, which latter

they ascended as far as to its junction with the Tuamini,
and then to the village of San Antonio de Javita. Here
they were detained for some days till their boat was carried

across the land to the Pimichin, a tributary of the Rio Negro.
Entering the Pimichin, they descended it till it brought
them into the Rio Negro, down which they sailed till they
reached the mission of San Carlos, a short distance below
the mouth of the Cassiquiari channel, by which the Orinoco
communicates with the Rio Negro, and through that, as has
just been mentioned, with the Amazons. They afterwards

returned up the river to the mouth of the Cassiquiari, along
which they proceeded to the point of its junction with the

Orinoco at Esmeralda, having for the first time completely

traced the connexion between the Amazons and the latter.

From Esmeralda they sailed down the Orinoco to Angostura,
thus retracing part of their former voyage, but also following

the river over a much larger portion of its course. From
Angostura they proceeded across the country to New Bar-
celona on the coast. After a visit to Cuba they again

returned to the continent, and having landed at the town of

Carthagena, proceeded to the Rio Magdalena, which they

ascended as far as it was navigable. On leaving the Mag-
dalena they pursued their route to Popayan and Quito, and
J>enetrated southwards as far as Lima, in the course of their

journey crossing the Cordillera of the Andes no fewer than
five times, and obtaining much new information respecting

the upper portions of the river of the Amazons, a part of one
of the branches of which they descended, having entered it

at a point considerably higher than that where De la Con-
damine had begun his voyage. From Lima they went by
sea to Guayaquil, and thence in the same manner to Aca-
pulco in New Spain. The examination of the town and
vicinity of Mexico and the other parts of that interesting

region concluded their researches in America, in the course

of which, besides large and important accessions to natural

history, antiquities, and various other branches of know-
ledge, the geographical positions that had been determined
amounted to nearly seven hundred.

Still further additions to the geography of South Ame-
rica may soon be expected from M. Bonpland, who, having

gone out to Buenos Ayres in 1818, two years after undertook

a journey to Paraguay, where he was seized and detained

by orders of Franeia, who had acquired an absolute autho-

rity in the province. He has recently, however, obtained

his liberty, and is said to have now returned to France.

From the opportunities of observation which he has had, we
may expect a large addition to our knowledge of the hydro-

graphy of the Rio de la Plata, and the natural history of this

portion of South America.
In 1817, when the Archduchess of Austria was married

to Don Pedro, then Crown Prince of Brazil, Dr. Joh. Bapt.

Von Spix, and Dr. C. F. Phil. Von Martius, were sent out

in the train of the princess by the King of Bavaria, with

instructions to explore some portion of that region of South
America. Having landed at Rio de Janeiro, these tra-

vellers, after some time, proceeded to the city of San Paulo

in the interior, from which they directed their course

northwards to Villa Rica, having visited on the way the

royal iron-foundries at San Joao de Ypanema. From
Villa Rica they made an excursion to the Coroados Indians

on the Rio Xipot6, and also ascended the mountain of

Itacolumi in the neighbourhood of the town. They then,

after some other excursions, went to the island of St Louis,

and there putting on board ship, arrived after a voyage
of six days at Para, near the mouth of the Amazons,
From this point they travelled along the bank of the river

as far as to Pauxis, five hundred miles up the country,

from whence pursuing their route in the same direction,

they at length reached the mouth of the Rio Negro. Mar-
tius then proceeded up the Japura, till he reached the base

of the mountain Arascoara; while Spix. following the main
itretm, crossed successively the Jurua, the Juratry, and the

Lja, and penetrated to Tabatiaga, the last Portuguese set-

tlement, at the mouth of the Jupary. On meeting again, the
two returned together down the Amazons to Para. Their
explorations, therefore, may be shortly described as having
extended in one direction from the 24th degree of south
latitude to the equator, and in the other from the mouth of
the Amazons to the frontiers of Peru. Spix and Martius
brought home extensive and valuable collections in natural
history, which have been deposited in a building at Munich,
called the Brazilian Museum, erected expressly for their

reception. ____
A great part of the precious metals used in the world are

brought from America, and, with the exception of the
Mexican mines, almost all from the southern continent.

Gold is found in New Granada, Peru, Chili, La Plata, and
Brazil, and in North Carolina ; and diamonds have been for

some time a part of the Brazilian exports. The silver mines
in Peru are very rich, and in Chili there are mines of silver,

lead, and sulphur ; those of copper are still more abundant.
There are mines of iron, sulphur, antimony, tin, lead, copper,

and quicksilver, in Brazil, but the pursuit of the precious

metals appears to have diverted attention from other mining
speculations. America also sends to Europe pearls and
other precious stones. (See Maltebrun's Geography ; Hum-
boldt's Travels, &c.)

The following statement, from a parliamentary paper,
exhibits a remarkable decrease in tjie supply of the precious*

metals drawn from America.
Gold and Silver Mines.—Statement of the value sterling

of gold and silver raised in each of the several mining
countries of America and Russia, in the two periods of
twenty years from 1790 to 1809 inclusive, and from 1810 to

1829 inclusive ; derived from the returns of British consular
agents.

General Abstract,from 1790 to 1809

Mexico
Panama .

Chili .

Buenos Ayres •

Gold.

£.
4,523,378

223,518
863,974

1,862,955

SUvcr.

£.
94,429,304

944,736
19,286,831

Total.

£.
98,952,681

223,518
1,808,710

21,149,786

Total of America 7,473,825 114,660,870 122,134,695

from 1810 to 1829.

Mexico • •

Panama . :

Chili

Buenos Ayres .

Total of America
Russia

Gold.

£.

1,913,075

23,603

1,904,514

2,161,940

6,003,132

3,703,743

9,706,875

Silver.

£.

45,388,729

878,188

7,895,842

54,162,759

1,502,981

55,665,740

ToUl.

£.

47,301,804

23,603
2,782,702

10,057,782

60,165,891

5,206,724

65,372,615

V. THE MAN OF AMERICA. The native Americans

constitute, at the present day, by their physical characters,

not less than bv their languages, a race different from those

known before the discovery of America. The following

general description of them has been given. The native*

of this part of the world are, in general, of a robust frame

and a well-proportioned figure. Their complexion is of

bronze, or reddish-copper hue—rusty-coloured, as it were,

and not unlike cinnamon. Their hair is black, long,

coarse, and shining, but not thickly set on the head.

Their beard is thin, and grows in tufts. Their fore-

head is low, and their eyes are lengthened out, with the

outer angles turned up towards the temples : the eyebrows

high, the cheek- bones prominent; the nose a little flattened,

but well marked ; the lips extended, and their teeth closely

set and pointed. In their mouth there is an expression of

sweetness, which forms a contrast with the harsh character

of their countenance. Their head is of a square shape, and

their face is broad, without being fiat, and tapers towards

the chin. Their features, viewed in profile, are prominent,

and deeply tculptuxoi They have a high chest, maeay
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thighs, and arched legs ; their feet are generally large,

though some have been noticed to have small feet and hands,

and their whole body is squat and thick-set Though the

shape of the forehead, and of the vertex, frequently depends

on artificial means, yet, independently of the custom which

prevails amongst them of disfiguring the heads of infants,

there is no other people in the world in whom the frontal

bone is so much flattened above ; and, generally speaking,

the skull is light. Such arc said to be the general charac-

teristics of all the nations of America, with the exception, per-

haps, ofthose who occupy its two extremities. The northern

Esquimaux, for instance, are below the middle stature ; the

Abipones, it is said, and still more especially the Patago-

nians, exceed the ordinary height. This muscular consti-

tution, with a tall figure, is in some degree met with among
the natives of Chili, as well as the Caribbean^ on the banks

of the Caroni, a tributary of the Orinoco, and amongst the

Arkansas, who are esteemed the handsomest natives of this

continent.

The copper or bronze hue of the skin is, with some slight

exceptions, common to almost all the nations of America

;

upon which the climate, the situation, or the mode of living,

appear not to exercise the slightest influence. Some of the

trilnjs in Guiana are described as nearly black, though easily

distinguished from the negro. The colour of the natives

of Brazil and of California is deep, although the latter in-

habit the temperate zone, and the former live near the

tropic. The natives of New Spain are darker than the

Indians of Quito and New Granada, who inhabit a pre-

cisely analogous climate. The nations dispersed to the

north of the Rio Gola, are darker than those that border

on the kingdom of Guatemala. The Indians who, in the

torrid zone, inhabit the most elevated Table Land of the

Cordilleras of the Andes, have a complexion as much cop-

per-coloured as those who cultivate the banana under a

burning sun, in the narrowest and deepest valleys of the

equinoctial regions. The Indians who inhabit the moun-
tains are clothed, and were so long before the conquest, while

the Aborigines that wander on the plains of South America
are perfectly or nearly naked, and consequently are always

exposed to the vertical rays of the sun. These facts show
that the colour of the American depends very little on the

local situation which he actually occupies ; and never, in

the same individual, are those parts of- the body that are

constantly covered, of a fairer colour than those in contact

with the air ; the infants, moreover, are never white when
they are born.

It was formerly supposed that the Americans were with-

out beards, and certainly there are many among them who
have neither beard nor hair on any part of their person, ex-

cept the head. But the Indians Who inhabit the torrid

zone, and South America, have generally a small beard
which becomes longer by shaving, and among the Patago-
nians there are many who have beards. A late traveller

(Temple) asserts that the Chiriguano Indians of the province

of Tarij a are beardless, without stating any opinion as to

this being natural or the effect of plucking out the hair.

Almost aU the Indians near Mexico, and some on the north-

west coast, wear mustachios. An inference has been drawn
that the Indians have a larger quantity of beard in pro-

portion to their distance from the equator. The deficiency

of beard does not exclusively belong to the Americans, nor

is it by any means a certain sign of degeneracy, for some
beardless races, such as the negroes of Congo, are very
robust, and of colossal size.

These physiological characters, according to some opinions,

appear to establish an affinity between the Americans and
the Mongol race of Asia, as well as the Malays, and others

;

but the resemblance does not extend beyond mere colour,

and cannot apply to the more essential parts—the cranium,

the hair, and the profile. The great number of separate

languages proves that a considerable portion of the Ameri-
can tribes have long existed in that savage solitude in which
they are still plunged. Dr. Von Martius {London Geogra-
phical Journal, vol. ii.) has ascertained the names of more
than two hundred and fifty tribes, some of them consisting

of very small numbers, in the interior of Brazil : many of

these numerous sub-divisions are, no doubt, closely related

to one another, but the present splitting up of the Brazilian

Indians is a curious phenomenon. The want of a common
language among so many tribes may be the effect of some
great political convulsion, and it is, at the same time, a
cause of gradual decay and extinction of races. Traditions,

monuments, manners, and customs, seem to indicate some
affinity with Asia, but the communications, if any, must
have been anterior to the developement of the state of

things prevailing in the present day.

In regard to the origin of the Americans, numerous con-

jectures have been formed. It has been supposed by one

writer, that America was peopled from the dispersion of the

Israelites—by anuther, that the Egyptians were the ancestors

of the Mexicans—by some, that the Carthaginians—and by

others, that the antient Celts, made expeditions to America.

Indeed, what theory is there, however absurd, that will not

meet with supporters, as long as facts are few and doubtful?

Grotius has derived the North American population from

the Norwegians, and the theory of the purely Asiatic origin

of the Americans has met with numerous supporters, among
whom Vater of Berlin, in his discourse on the Languages
of America, inserted in Adelung's Mithridates, book 3,

says it is a demonstrable fact, ' that on the north-west parts

of America, in Greenland, and on the coast of Labrador,

as also to the west of it, in the vicinity of the Asiatic coast,

there dwells a people which is one and the same race with

the inhabitants of the north-east coast of Asia, and of the

islands lying between the two hemispheres.' This is pro-

bable enough, but what does it prove as to the great mass

of the American population ? In fact, the state of our

knowledge is not such as to warrant us in coming to any

certain conclusion on the subject What the real affinity

of this race or races of men is to the rest of the great

family of mankind, is a question iuvolved in obscurity ; and

speculation on this subject without a larger collection of facts

is not likely to forward the discovery of truth.

America presents, both in the northern and southern con-

tinents, traces of the labour of man, which perhaps belong

to no race that inhabited the continent at the time of its

European discovery. In the valley of the Ohio, and indeed

in numerous other parts of the United States, are found

mounds of earth, and fortifications undoubtedly of high

antiquity. Some of these mounds are overgrown with

antient trees, like a part of the primeval forest,— a fact indi-

cating an antiquity of at least many Ivundred years. The

pyramids of Mexico, the remains and the bas-relief* of

Guatemala near Palcnque, on the Usumasinta river, and

the works of the Peruvian Indians, are, according to some

opinions, the work of races anterior to any now existing;

but how a more civilized race was compelled to yield to one

less advanced, so as to leave no traces but whit we see, is

a thing rather difficult to comprehend. If we have learnt

nothing else from inquiries into the history of man in

America, we have learnt at least to reject the unfounded

hypothesis of the very recent peopling and formation of that

continent. On comparing the most accurate descriptions of

the existing natives of widely-separated parts of this conti-

nent, we find some most marked differences both in physical

appearance, manners, language, and knowledge of the use-

ful arts. Whatever general resemblance we may discover,

we find also differences quite as striking. Yet theories

and generalizations are formed of the most plausible cha-

racter, all tending wonderfully to simplify the subject bf

systematic classifications and general assertions. One, with

great self-composure, will reduce all the languages (including

those of which we know nothing) to a few great classes ; and

another again, in two or three sentences, will either ele-

vate to a high point of excellence, or characterize as brutes

and unfeeling savages, all the inhabitants of a continent

that stretches almost from pole to pole. Ignorance of facta

is the only source of all these sweeping assertions. The

love of hasty generalization is one of the strong obstacles to

knowledge which we of the present day have to guard

against; the rapid accumulation of facts within modern times

makes every successive writer think he has attained all the

elements for forming a complete system. A careful exa-

mination of facts, as they rapidly increase, should teach a

different lesson.

It is only of late years that the study of the native races

of America has been prosecuted in a manner likely to lead

either to probable results, or to accurate knowledge of facts,

which may perhaps prevent us from coming to any results

at all. It is only when the white man has destroyed or de-

based a large portion of the inhabitants of the New World,

that he begins to inquire with more eager interest into the

character and history of his predecessors in the possession

of the soil. Races of men have undoubtedly disappeared

before the civilizing influence of the white man, even m
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Europe, and the same process has taken place in the New
World, and is now taking place in Van Diemen's land. The
white man covets the fertile lands which the native only

roams over in pursuit of prey, or partially cultivates ; and
the process of the occupation of the land when once begun
by the European colonist, especially those of the Teutonic

stock, is only limited by the nature of the soil and the

climate. The native gradually recedes and disappears till

the white man has reached the boundaries of agricultural

occupation, or till climate arrests his progress. Thus
m North America, where the exclusive habits of the white

colonist are intolerant of all modes of life but that which
he prescribes, the Indian and he are mutual enemies

;

and the disappearance of the aborigines has regularly con-

tinued, till, from the Atlantic to the Appalachian system,

scarcely a vestige of the primitive races worth noticing is

found ; from the Appalachian to the borders of the lower

Mississippi ihe same history is rapidly in progress, and the

western limits of the white man's rule must be the rude

plains which he cannot cultivate. The Indian has only

been preserved in the two Americas where he has mingled
with the white man, and partly adopted his habits ; or where
impenetrable unwholesome forests, or cold inhospitable re-

gions, have protected, or where, as in the case of the Arau-
canos of Chili, his own courage has saved him from exter-

mination. The islands of the Columbian Archipelago pre-

sent the singular spectacle of a whole race of people that

has disappeared within the limits of recent and authentic

history : their place is occupied by the white man of Europe
as the master, and the black man of Africa as the slave

;

and who can say what may be the future revolutions in

the history of these new occupants?

The European settlers have been, in North America,
principally the British, with a considerable number of French
and Spaniards, some Dutch, Swedes, and, especially in the

state of Pennsylvania, U. S., a considerable number of Ger-
mans ; in South America, the Spaniards and Portuguese
have been the chief settlers, with some Dutch and English.

The particular accounts of the various settlements wfll be
found under the heads of the countries to which they refer.

The population of the western hemisphere has been thus
distributed :

—

Whites. ...;... 13,500,000

Indians 8,600,000

Negroes 6,500,000

Mixed races 6,500,000

35,100,000

and by another computation according to languages, the

division is as follows :

—

Speaking the English language • • 11,647,000

Spanish '.3,174,000

Portuguese • • 3,740,000

French 1,242,000

Dutch, German, Danish, Swedish, and
Russian 216,000

Indian languages 7,543,000

34,562,000

But these estimates are necessarily very loose, nor is it

easy to distinguish exactly the possession of the native

tribes. They predominate, in North America, in the terri-

tories west of the Mississippi, and possess the vast regions

north of the United States, and west of the St. Lawrence

:

native tribes are also found in Mexico and Guatemala. In

South America, they occupy chiefly Patagonia, Tierra del

Fuego, the Guianas, Brazil, and many parts of the basins

of the Orinoco, Amazon, and La Plata.

V. ZOOLOGY OF AMERICA. The southern por-

tion of this vast continent contains an animal population

which is, in a great measure, peculiar, and among its

mammals particularly, offers a large variety of forms and
characters to which we find no corresponding types among
the productions of any other country. In North America,

the case is different ; a great portion of it is placed under

the same parallels, and similar in soil and climate to the

corresponding parts of Asia and Europe. It is not sur-

prising, therefore, that it should likewise resemble these

continents in its zoological characters; more especially

when it is remembered that the opposite shores of Asia and

America approach within a short distance of one another at

Behrings Straits. All animals which are capable of

enduring the rigour of these high latitudes, may probably

pass from one continent to the other, either by means of
the ice, or by swimming to the different islands interposed

between the opposite shores. Thus the common bear, tho
wolf, the fox, the glutton, the badger, the sable, the ermine,
the beaver, the elk, and the rein-deer, are found equally

in Sweden, in Siberia, and in northern America; and
if a few species, such as the bison and musk-ox, appear to

be more confined in their geographical range, it is, most
probably, owing to particular circumstances : at all events,

there is not, perhaps, a single natural genus to be found
north of the fortieth pasallel in one continent which does
not equally exist in the other two.

Out of 1346 mammals which have been described and in-

dicated by zoologists, no fewer than 537 species are found
in America, whilst Asia, the next richest portion of the
earth in the variety of its mammals, contains only 422

;

Africa, 300; Europe, 180; and Australia, 80. The follow-

ing table exhibits the peculiar characters of American mam-
malogy, the manner in which the different orders are dis-

tributed with relation to this continent, and the relative

proportion which the number of American species bears to

the whole number in each order. Indigenous animals
alone have been included ; the ox, horse, and other domestic
quadrupeds, imported by the European colonists, do not
properly belong to American zoology.

ORDERS.

I. Quadrumana •

II. Clictroptera .

III. Caraivora . .

IV. Marsupialia •

V. Rod»ntia . •

VI. Edentata . .

VII. Puchyderraata

VIII. Ruminantia .

IX. Cetacea . .

Total . ,

Whole No.
of known
specie*.

Whole No.
ofAmeri-
can ipc*

cic*k

No. of•pe-
des pecu-
liar to

America.

No. of epe-
cie* com-
mon to
America
and other
continent*.

186 82 82 0

193 82 82 0

320 no 106 34

67 18 18 0

295 133 126 7

23 20 20 0

30 6 6 0

157 30 28 9

76 26 12 14

1346 537 480 67

No. 56.

The peculiar and appropriate characters of American,

mammalogy are distinctly shown by this Table. Of tho

537 species contained in the second column, 57 only, or little

more than 1 in 10, extend into Northern Asia and Europe;
and if from these we deduct the 14 cetacea and 16 species of

seals comprised among the caraivora, which all inhabit the

Frozen Ocean, the common northern boundary of these two

continents and of America, it will be found that the, land

animals common to all three are reduced to the compara-

tively trifling number of 27, not a single species of which

extends to the south of the isthmus of Darien. The great

majority of them, indeed, belong to the carnivorous fur

bearing quadrupeds, to the chase of which we are partly

indebted for our geographical knowledge of the northern

parts of Asia and America. They include the common
brown and the Polar bears, the badger, and glutton, tho

dog, wolf, Arctic and common fox*and two or thrco other

species or varieties, two or three feline animals of the lynx

kind, the common weasel, the ermine, the pine martin,

and the marine and river otters. The seven rodentia com-

mon to the old and new worlds are, the beaver, the common
rat and mouse, the common squirrel, the varying or Polaf

hare, the zizel or souslic marmot, and the common water

rat ; the two ruminating quadrupeds are the elk and rein-

deer.

The mammalogy of the extensive continent of South

America, at least as far as we are at present acquainted

with it, is altogether peculiar. A very few species of carni-

vora and marsupialia, indeed, such as the couguar and

opossum, extend into the southern parts of the United

States; but the quadrumana, edentata, and pachydermata,

without exception, and by far the greatest number of species

belonging to the other orders, have never passed the isth-

mus of Darien, and are, consequently, confined exclu-

sively to South America. On the other hand, few of tho

inhabitants of the northern continent extend into the

southern ; so that, in this respect, the two portions might

almost be viewed as distinct continents. In other re-

spects it is to be observed, and it is, perhaps, the most

remarkable feature in American zoology, that, abstracting:

the cetacea, which are aquatic animals, three only out of
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the eight terrestrial orders have species common to this and

other continents ; whilst of the remaining five, the Ame-
rican species are exclusively confined to the southern hemi-

sphere.

Among the Mexicans and Peruvians were found the

very few domestic animals which existed in America previ-

ous to the arrival of Columbus ; and even they possessed

only the lama and vicunna, or paces, (Anchenia lacma and
vicunna,) and a small species of lap-dog which they called

alco, and which is believed to have resembled the small

naked variety at present found in Barbary and the Levant.

The lama and pacos were used as beasts of burden, and the

long and thick fleece of the latter furnished a rich fine

wool, which was manufactured into cloth of a beautiful

texture; the flesh of both species supplied an agreeable

and wholesome food. The horse, the ass, the ox, the

sheep, the goat, and the pig, are all strangers to the New
World. Its inhabitants, therefore, in their progress to civi-

lization, deprived of the assistance of these valuable do-

mestics, ban to contend with difficulties and to overcome
impediments which were utterly unknown to the more for-

tunate Asiatic. Yet America is not destitute of herbivorous

animals, which, in a domestic state, would have vastly con-

tributed to increase the power and resources of the native

tribes. Of the thirty ruminating animals, indeed, which are

found in America, by far the greater number belong to the

deer-kind, which are not well adapted for domestic pur-

poses. Still the bison, (Bos Americanus,) the big-horned

sheep, (Oris montana,) and the Rocky Mountain goat

(Capra Americana) would have been most valuable do-

mestics, and have materially improved the condition of the

natives. The companions of Cortez found these animals

all preserved as curiosities, with the other indigenous

animals of the country, in the menageries of Montezuma.
Since the planting of the European colonies and the in-

troduction of the arts and agriculture of civilized life, the

domestic animals of the Old World have increased prodigi-

ously in every part of America. In ma*ny places they have
even regained their pristine state of savage freedom ; innu-

merable herds of wild oxen coveT the rich* Savannahs of

Brazil, Buenos Ayres, and Colombia ; and troops of horses,

equally wild, are found in every part of the Pampas of

South America, and likewise in the high plains of the Ar-
kansas in North America. A nominal property in these wild

herds is generally claimed by particular individuals, and
they are assembled also at particular periods to be marked
and counted ; but, in all other respects, they are left to the

unrestrained exercise of their natural freedom. The horned
cattle are principally valuable for their hide and tallow, which
are for the most part shipped to European ports, and consti-

tute two of the staple commodities 01 South American ex-

portation. From Buenos Ayres and Montevideo alone, as

we are assured by Azara, upwards of 800,000 hides are
exported annually. The custom of hunting cattle for this

purpose is become, in South America, a particular trade,

and a native is never considered properly educated till he
can throw the lasso, or use the knife with skill and dexterity.

For the purpose of procuring hides, it is necessary that a
number of horsemen should unite. These arrange them-
selves in two lines, forming an angle ; they then separate

a small troop of cattle from the general herd, and press them
in upon right and left, whilst the hunter who forms the
apex of the angle, with a small semicircular adze which he
carries for that purpose, houghs each beast in succession as

he comes up with it, till the whole troop are disabled. Dur-
ing all this operation, the hunters are kept at a sharp round
gallop, but as soon as they have thus secured a sufficient

number of beasts, they return upon their steps, preceded by
the same individual who formed the point of the ande
before, and whose present duty it is to pith the animals,
which he does in a most dexterous manner by a single stroke

of a small dagger, whilst his companions who follow him
are engaged in flaying the carcass and separating the tallow.

When a single beast is wanted, however, for the purposes of
the table, it is more usually procured by means of the lasso,

which is nothing more than a noose at the end of a long
coil of rope, but which, from the unerring certainty with
which it is thrown, becomes a most formidable weapon in
the hands of the South Americans. The other end of the
rope is secured to the saddle, or girths, ofthe rider, and in this

way he will gallop for miles, dragging a wild ox behind him.
In the immense Pampas of South America, there are

numerous troops of wild horses, which, though of less, im-

portance than the horned cattle, are not without their uses

to the inhabitants ; in fact, they furnish the only mean* of

crossing these extensive plains, and, consequently, of com.

municating with the neighbouring countries. The traveller

and his guide set off on horseback, driving a wild troop of

these animals at full gallop before them : when one beast is

exhausted, another is secured by means of the lasso, the

saddle is changed, the rider mounts and continues his jour

ney, repeating the same operation as often as requisite till

he arrives at his station for the night ; here he obtains a

fresh troop, and in this manner will travel for many days in

succession, at the rate of 100 or 120 miles a-day. Much
curious information concerning this mode of travelling as

well as on other subjects connected with South America,

may be found in Captain Head's Rough Notes of a Journey

across the Pampas, and also in Temple's Peru. Azara in-

forms lis, that the Indians of the Pampas are very partial to

horse-flesh, and Mr. Ross Cox, in his late valuable account

of the Colombia River, assures us that not the Indians

alone, .but likewise the European Air-traders who annually

ascend that river, depend for their subsistence chiefly upon

horse-flesh, and that to procure * horses for the kettle,* they

are often obliged to give an extravagant price, and some-

times even to sacrifice the animals which are necessary

for the transport of their merchandise.

The ass, the sheep, the goat, and the hog were likewise

introduced into America, both north and south, by the early

European colonists ; with the exception of the hog in the

United States, they have not increased in the same propor-

tion as the horse and ox. The ass is principally employed

in the old Spanish and Portuguese settlements for the

purpose of breeding mules, which are universally employed

in transporting the precious metals, and possess all the

wonderful sagacity in discovering and avoiding danger, and

all the security of foot, which have, in all ages of the world,

rendered this animal so valuable in mountainous countries.

Of wild indigenous animals, as has been already observed,

America contains a prodigious variety, many of which are

altogether peculiar, and others present types of organic

structure to which we find no analogous forms in any other

quarter of the world. Among these the quadrumanes, or

American monkeys, are not the least singular. They are

called monkeys, it is true, because the original discoverers

of the country were ignorant of a more appropriate term by

which to designate them, and because- they bear a greater

resemblance to the animals of the old world, properly so

denominated, than to any other beings ; but so entirely dis-

tinct are they from these animals in their zoological charac-

ters and functions, that they not only belong to different

species, hut even to different natural genera. Those of

Africa and Asia have completely opposable thumbs on the

fore-feet, as well as on the kind ; they have universally ten

molar-teeth in each jaw, as- in man, and are generally pro-

vided with cheek-pouehes and naked callosities : the Ame-

rican simia, on the contrary, are always destitute of the two

latter organs ; they have universally twelve molar-teeth in

each jaw, and the thumbs of their fore-hands are, more pro-

perly speaking, versatile, or capable of occasional opposition,

than habitually opposed to the other fingers. One extensive

genus (Ateles) is absolutely destitute of thumb altogether,

and the great majority of the species are provided with a

prehensile power in the tail, which converts this organ into

an actual fifth limb, and enables the animals to rest sus-

pended from the branches, or swing from tree to tree with

an ease and velocity which are truly surprising. Other

species are destitute of this prehensile power in the tail, but

exhibit all the other characters of the American quadru-

manes in general. .

Compared with the apes and monkeys of the Old world,

the sapajous and sakis of America are certainly an inft;5^
race of beings. In no instance do they exhibit the close

proximity to man, which we observe in the orang-outang

and chimpanzee; and their inferior links acquire tM

lengthened muzzle and slanting incisors, which aPPro*«

mate them to the lemurs and other inferior animals. A"

are remarkable for the gentleness of their disposition andV*
docility of their character, equally opposed to the feroaotu

nature of the baboons, and the restless petulance and cease-

less curiosity of the monkeys, properly so called. lne»

habitat is entirely confined to the tropical forests of fcouia

America, which resound at the rising and setting of tliesun

to the loud drum-like voice ef the alwatas, or Pining
monkeys, (Mycetes,) the hoarse-cry o* the Ateles, ami w*
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shrill, piping voice of the sajous (Cebus). All these genera
are remarkable for the prehensile power of their tails. Of
those which are destitute of this faculty, the saimiris (Cal-
lithrix) re distinguished by the smallness of their size,

the elegance of their forms, the gracefulness and rapidity of
their motk s, and their gentle and playful disposition. The
sakis (Pitheoia) again join the general organization of the
quadrumanes to the projecting snout and bushy tail of the

fox, whilst the douroncouli (Nocthores) has the nocturnal

manners and tardy pace of the slow lemurs (Nycticebi) of
Asia, and appears to be the only representative of these ani-

mals in the western hemisphere. All these animals are

sought after and eaten with avidity by the free Indians ; and
even Europeans, who have overcome their prejudices so far as

to partake of the flesh, report it to be tender and agreeable.

Of the cheiroptera, winged mammals, or bats, peculiar to

America, the most remarkable are the vampires, (Phyllos-

toma,) which are of a large size, and live upon blood, which
they suck from men and animals while asleep, by the
assistance of their long-projectile tongues and lips, furnished

at the point and on the edges with a number of papillae dis-

posed tor that purpose. As their bite is usually in the foot,

and never creates pain sufficiently sharp to awaken the
person attacked, it not unfrequently proves fatal from ex-

cessive hemorrhage : the vampires are, consequently, much
dreaded by the inhabitants, and every precaution is used to

guard against their attacks. Happily, they are by no means
numerous, and are confined to the moist, tropical climates of

Guiana, Colombia, and Brazil. No species of the roassettes

(Pteropus) or frugivorous bats exists in America : in other

respects the cheiroptera of this hemisphere differ in no
essential characters from those of the Old World.
America is extremely rich in the variety of its carnivo-

rous mammals. Of 320 species belonging to this order,

America contains no fewer than 140, or seven-sixteenths of

the whole, and of these the great majority, as has been
already observed, are altogether peculiar to this continent.

Those which are common to the northern latitudes of

America, and the corresponding pars of Asia and Europe,
have been already noticed. Of the <>t hers, the most remark-
able are the grizly bear of the Rocky Mountains, ( Ursus
ferox,) the largest and most ferocious species of this

genus. The spectacled bear, (Ursus ornatus,) a species

but recently described, though it is mentioned by all the
older writers on South America, inhabits the chain of the
Andes, and is of a smaller size, and less carnivorous pro-

pensity. The common bear, (Ursus arctos,) the black
bear, ( U. Americanus,) with its variety the cinnamon bear
of Hudson's Bay, and the white or Polar bear, ( U. mari-
timus,) inhabit the northern parts of the continent, and are

hunted by the fur traders for the sake of their pelt. The
racoons, (Proq/on,) the coatimondis, (Nasua,) and the kin-

kajou, (Cercoleptes,) are three small genera of carnivorous

mammals peculiar to the southern states of the North
American Union, and to the continent of South America

;

the latter is remarkable as being the only genus of carnivora

provided with a prehensile tail ; it is also found in Jamaica,
and other West Indian islands. The mouffettes, (Mephitis,)

ore likewise a genus peculiar to the New World. Of the genus
canis, or dog kind, America possesses eighteen or twenty

different species, of which twelve or fourteen are peculiar.

Besides the prairie wolf, (Canis latrans,) the Mexican wolf,

(C. Mexicanus,) and the maned wolf, (Cjubatus,) these

comprise many beautiful species and varieties of foxes, of

which the fur is of great value in a commercial point of

view. The species most valued on this account are the

arctic fox, (C. lagopus,) with its blue variety, (C.fuligi-
nosus,) the common American fox, (C.fulvusr) the cross

fox, (C. decussatus,) the black, or silver fox, (C. argen-
tatus,) and the kit fox, tC. cinereo-argentatus,) the

smallest American species of this genus. The civets,

paradoxures, ichneumons, suricats, and hyoenas of the Old
World, have no representatives in America. Of the cat

kind, (Felts,) however, this continent contains numerous
species, all equally remarkable, like their congeners of the

Old World, for the beauty and diversity of their colours,

and the treachery of their disposition. The jaguar (F. on^a)

nearly equals the Asiatic tiger in size and ferocity ; it is

confined to South America. The couguar, or puma,
(F. discolor,) on tne contrary, is occasionally met with in

the southern states of the Union, and has even been known
to stray as far north as Canada, This animal is often,

though very improperly, called the American lion. The

ocelot, (F. pardalis,) the margay, (F. ti^rina,) and nume-
rous other smaller species, are chiefly distinguished by the

beauty and variety of their colours. The lynxes, distin-

guished from the other cats by their shorter tails and pen-

cilled ears, are the only species of the whole genus which
are valuable in a commercial point of view ; and of these,

the northern and western parts of America contain three

or four distinct species, all of which furnish a long, thick,

and valuable fur.

Though Australia appears to be the head-quarters of the

marsupial mammals, one extensive genus, (Didelphys,) and
a smaller one, (Cheironectes,) containing at present but a
single species, are nevertheless peculiar to South America,
and this coincidence in the zoology of two such distant

continents, of which the productions of one, in particular,

are at once so limited and so peculiar, is perhaps one of the
most extraordinary circumstances in the whole geographical
distribution of mammals. The distinguishing character of
the marsupials, as such, consists in the abdominal pouch
with which the females are provided, and in which the

young are deposited at a period long prior to their com-
plete developement. The opossums (Didelphys) and
yapocks (Cheironectes) are further remarkable for their

prehensile tails and opposable hind-thumbs. The first of
these genera contains a great variety of species, which offer

nothing remarkable ; with the exception of the Virginian
opossum, (D. Virginiana,) they are all confined to South
America : the second genus, on the contrary, contains but
a single species, the yapock, (C. Pahnata,) one of the most
singular and anomalous animals in existence: this little

animal inhabits the rivers of Brazil and Guiana.
Among the rodentia, the continent of America is par-

ticularly rich in those tribes which have been found service-

able in the economy of human life. The beaver (Castor)
is now almost exclusively confined to Canada and the north-
west districts of America. Even here, however, their

numbers are daily diminishing. In the year 1743,
the imports of beaver skins into the ports of London
and Rochelle exceeded 150,000; in the year 1827, the
whole import, though from four times the extent of fur
country known in 1743, only amounted to 50,000.
The musquash, ondatra, (Arvicola zibethicus,) or musk
beaver, as it is sometimes called, is a little animal resem-
bling the beaver in its social habits, as well as in the fine-

ness of its fur, which is equally used in the manufacture of
hats. It inhabits all the rivers and streams of Canada,
and, like the beaver, builds a hut to protect it from the
severity of the winter. Between 400,000 and 500,000
skins of this animal are annually imported from Canada.
The coypou (Myopotamus) is an animal closely resembling
the beaver in size, quality of fur, and general organ-
ization, but its tail is round instead of flat, and it does
not form the societies nor construct the residence for

which the latter species is so well known. It seems, never-

theless, to represent this species in the rivers and lakes

of South America, from whence its fur is brought under
the improper name of Racoonda. The chinchilla is an-
other animal of South America, remarkable for the beauti-

ful, soft, and rich texture of its dark ash-coloured fur.

It is a small species, about the size of a guinea-pig ; in-

habits Peru, Chili, and Buenos Ayres, and resides in deep
burrows, which it constructs beneath the surface of the

earth. Of the hare genus, (Lepus,) America contains five

or six distinct species, one of which, recently discovered,

(L, Cali/ornica,) is remarkable for the brilliant white
colour of its long ears, and the rich ashy-brown of its fur.

But the cavy family, comprising the agoutis, (Chrysochloris,)

the pacas, (Ceelogenysj the capyharas, (HyarocJuzrus)
and the cobayes, or guinea-pigs, (Aruema,) forms indis-

putably the most distinguishing and characteristic feature

in this department of American zoology. These animals
are peculiar to America, and for the most part, to the

southern continent : the common agouti, however, extends
into Carolina, and with the racoon andhoutias, (Capromys,)
constituted the largestmammals indigenous to St. Domingo,
Jamaica, and the West Indian isles. The last-mentioned

genus has been but lately discovered ; it is composed of

arboreal animals, as far as at present known, peculiar to

the island of Cuba. The coendoos, or prehensile-tailed

porcupines, (Synetheres,) are likewise peculiar to the Ame-
rican continent, and are not the least singular of its produc
tions. The urson (Eystrix dorsaia) inhabits the United

States and Canada aid is the onlv species of porcupine.
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properly no called, which appears to have the power of

climbing trees.

But of all other tribes of mammals, the edentata are

those which are most especially characteristic of the zoology

of America. Of twenty-three species, and seven genera,

which compose this singular order of animals, no fewer

than twenty species and five genera are exclusively con-

fined to South America. These genera are the ai and
sloths, (Bradypus and Acheus,) the armadillos, (Dasypus,)

the chlam)phores, (Chlamyphorus,) and the ant-eaters,

(Myrmecophaga.) Of the two remaining genera, the

aardvark (Orycteropus) inhabits the Cape of Good Hope,
and the pangolins (Mams) are distributed over the

continents of Asia and Africa: the former contains

but one, the latter two species. The genus Chlamyphorus
contains but a single species, (C. truncatus,) which in-

habits Chili, and lives almost entirely beneath the surface

of the earth. The anteaters (Myrmecophaga) are entirely

destitute of teeth, and, as their name imports, live exclusively

upon ants, which they catch by means of their long, cylin-

drical tongues, covered with a glutinous saliva. The great

ant-bear (M. jubata) is as large as a good-sized dog, and
though destitute of teeth, and slow of foot, defends himself
with courage and success, by means of his large and power-
ful claws, even from the attacks of the jaguar. The small
species, (M. didactyla,) about the size of a rat, has a pre-

hensile tail, and resides entirely in trees. There is also

a third species of intermediate size, (M. tamandua,) which
is likewise said to ascend trees, though it is without the

Drehensile power in the tail.

America is as remarkable for its poverty in pachyder-
matous mammals, as for its richness in edentata, and this

is another most singular character in its zoological pro-

ductions. The order Pachydermata contains nine existing

genera, and thirty species ) yet, of all these, only a single

genus and four Bpecies are peculiar to America, for two
of the six species mentioned in the table are doubtful, and
rest upon very slender authority. The elephant, the hippo-

potamus, and the rhinoceros, have no existing represen-

tatives in this continent : of the tapirs, (Tapirus,) there are

two American species, the common tapir, (T. Americanus,)
and a new species recently discovered in the Andes, but
not yet sufficiently known. We have already mentioned,
that no species of the horse kind (Equus) is indigenous to

America ; the hogs, however, are represented by the
closely-allied, though distinct genus of peccaries, (Dicotyles,)

which contains two species, (D. torquatus, and D. labiatus,)

both peculiar to this continent. These animals are gre-

garious, and inhabit the primeval forests of South America,
living entirely upon vegetable substances, and uniting to

defend themselves from the attacks of beasts of prey.

Out of 157 species of ruminating quadrupeds, thirty only
are found in America ; and of these, only five species belong
to the hollow-horned family. Two of these, the bison
and musk-ox, belong to the genus Bos ; the big-horned
sheep, (0. montana,) to the genus Ovis ; the rocky moun-
tain-goat, (C. Americana,) to the genus Capra; and
the fifth, called cabree by the natives, has been generally
referred to the antelopes, though it differs essentially, in

many important characters, from all the other known
species of that genus. The Rocky Mountain goat is remark-
able for its long white hair, of a fine silky texture, finer even
than that of the shawl-goat of Cashmere and Thibet, and
which, ifprocured in sufficient quantity, would form a most
valuable article of commerce and manufacture. All these
species inhabit North America. The only ruminating
animals which are found in the southern continent, ex-
clusive of the lamas already mentioned, are various species

of deer, which are remarkable only for replacing all other

genera of ruminants in this extensive portion of the globe.

North America likewise possesses many species oi this

genus, some of which, as the wapati, (Cervus Canadensis,)

the elk, (C. alces,) and the rein-deer, (C. tarandus,)
attain a very considerable size. The latter species is still

found in numerous troops in the interior of Newfoundland,
in the north-west territory, and as far north as Greenland,
and the islands of the Frozen Ocean.
Of the cetacea, or whale kind, a great variety are found

along the shores of America, particularly in high northern
and southern latitudes. The most useful and remarkable
are the common whale, (Balcena mysticetus,) the sperma-
ceti whale, (Physeter macrocephale,) and the narwhale,

iMonodon monoceroe.) The Manatee, one of the two species

of herbivorous cetacea of the genus Lamanitn, which are

found both in South America and Africa, is mentioned in

our notice of the river Amazon.
Of American ornithology, we can undertake to give but

a very limited account We shall therefore confine our-

selves to those tribes which are most serviceable in an

economical point of view, or most characteristic of the

zoology of the country. Rapacious birds are here as nume-

rous as in other parts of the earth, and of a great many

different species, as well of vultures as of owls, hawks, and

eagles. The condor of the Andes (Vultur gryphut) is

the largest bird of prey known ; and the king of the vultures

(V. papa) is remarkable for the variety of its colours, and

the bright tints of blue and vermilion which mark its

naked head and neck. Among the incessorcs, the most

characteristic of American zoology are the humming-

birds, (Trochilus,) remarkable alike for their diminutive

size, and the brilliant metallic lustre of their plumage. These

singularly beautiful little animals, of which there are up-

wards of 150 different species, varying from the size of a

common wren to that of an humble bee, are principally

found in the tropical regions of Brazil and Guiana;

but extend also into the United States, beyond 38° North,

and were found by Captain Kins even in the latitude of

55° South, in the Straits of Magalhaens. (See Land.

Geog, Journal, vol. i. p. 169.) America abounds in

birds of the order of scansores. Maccaws, parrots, ami

parroquets, swarm in all the forests; and the singular

and beautiful genera of Toucans (Rhamphastos) and cou-

roucous (Trogon) are peculiar to the tropical forests of

this continent Of rasores, or gallinaceous birds, it also

contains an abundant supply, though of a family essen-

tially different from that which inhabits the woods of

India and China, which have supplied us with the com-

mon fowl, the peacock, and the pheasant These use-

ful and important genera have no representatives among

the indigenous birds of America, but their place is well sup-

plied by the turkeys, (Meleagris,) the courasous, (Alectorj

and the guans, ( Penelope,) all of which have been reduced

to a state of domestication, and people the farm-yards of

different parts of America. Except the common turkey,

which we originally received from Virginia, and not from

the Levant as the name erroneously implies, all these

species are confined to South America ; the northern portion

of the continent abounds more particularly in the grouse

(Tetrao) and partridge (Perdrix) families. Vast flights

of pigeons also migrate periodically to different parts of the

northern continent, frequently extending for many miles on

each side, darkening the entire atmosphere, and often re-

quiring four or five days to pass over a particular place.

The American ostrich (Struthio rhea) is much smaller

than the African species, from which it is further distin-

guished by having three toes completely developed on each

foot. It is found principally on the pampas or plains of

Buenos Ayres, and Patagonia, from the banks of the

Amazon to the straits of Magalhaens. There are no bus-

tards (Otis) in this part of the world, but the agami, or

trumpet bird, (Psophia,) the cariama, (Dicholophus,) the

jabiru, (Mycteria,) the jacauas, (Parra,) and the kamicbi,

(Palamedea,) are genera altogether peculiar to America,

and are the most remarkable grallatores, or wading birds of

the New World. The scarlet ibis (Ibis ruber) and the

American flamingo (Phomicopterus Americamtk) are

characterized by the uniform deep scarlet colour of their

plumage. Of aquatic, or swimming birds, (Anseres,) this

continent likewise contains an abundant supply, and pos-

sesses specimens of all the different genera which inhabit

the Old World. There is, however, nothing peculiar in this

part of American ornithology ; and indeed, the order of

anseres, from the peculiar nature of their organization,

which enables them either to walk, swim, or liy, as the

occasion may require, are more equally and universally

distributed over every part of the earth, than any other

group of animals.

The reptiles of America are numerous, and often im-

portant even in an economical point of view, though like

the generality of this class in other parts of the world, tUe

Sreat majotity of them are absolutely useless, and some

angerous. Among the former, the principal is the turue,

(Testudo mydas.) This animal resorts yearly to the islands

and shores of the Orinoco, and other large rivers of tropical

America, and also to the shore of the islands in the Colurn-

bian Archipelago, to deposit its eggs,, which it burte »}
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thousands in the sand, and which are eagerly sought after by
the Indians who annually resort to these haunts of the turtle
for the purpose of procuring them. Three or four species
ofalligators likewise inhabit the rivers of the American conti-
nent, and the large islands of the West Indian group con-
tain a species which is closely allied to the common crocodile
of Egypt. The agamas supply in America the place of the
chameleon, and the iguanas furnish a white and tender food.
Brazil produces a species of reptile (Bipes cariococca) which
is destitute of fore legs ; and Mexico contains another (chei-
rotes) which is entirely deprived of the hind. Among the
serpents, the genus boa is peculiar to America : the great
serpents of India and Africa are erroneously classed amongst
this genus. It contains many different species, the princi-
pal of which are the boa constrictor, the anaconda, (Boa
scytale,) and the aboma, (Boa cenchris.) They chiefly in-
habit the swamp and inundated fens of the tropical parts
of South America. The rattle-snakes (Crotalus) are like-
wise a genus exclusively American, and particularly for-

midable on account of the deadly venom of their bite.

There are also four or five different species of this genus,
all of which reach the length of five or six feet : the com-
mon species of the United States is extremely numerous
about the sources of the Columbia river. Among the
frogs and toads, the most remarkable are the great bull-frog
of North America, (Rana mugiens,) whose croaking may
be heard at more than a mile's distance, and the Rana pipa
of Surinam, which hatches its spawn in certain cells with
which the skin of the back is provided for that purpose, and
which are inhabited by the young during their tadpole state.
Finally, the hellbender of the Americans, (Salamandra gi-
gantica,) the amphiuma, the axolotl of the Mexicans, (Siren
pisciformis,) ana the sirens, properly so called, compose
genera exclusively American, and unite by their struc-
ture and habits the frogs and reptiles with the eels and
cartilaginous fish.

It is impossible for us to enter into any details concerning
the ichthyology of this, or indeed any other continent. The
species and varieties of fish are so numerous, and so similar
in all quarters of the globe, that their geographical distribu-
tion is more uniform than that of most other classes. The
various fresh-water species of Europe have their repre-
sentatives in the rivers and lakes of the New World ; and
the marine tribes which frequent the coasts of America are
little different from those of our own shores. The species,
indeed, may be distinct, but the generic forms and characters
are invariably the same, or differ only in trifling circum-
stances. The common cod is in every sense the most im-
portant and valuable fish that frequents the American shores.
The g»eat sand-hanks off the islands of Newfoundland and
Cape Breton annually attract myriads of this species to feed
upon the worms which it produces ; and hither, as is well
known, the ships of England, France, and America resort
yearly during the fishing season.
Of the insect tribes in America, the mosquitos, though of

most diminutive size, are unquestionably the greatest scourge
of the moist tropical countries, and even of many parts in-
cluded in the temperate zone. So great an annoyance are
these persevering torments in Venezuela and along the
banks of the Orinoco, that the first question which acquaint-
ances ask upon meeting of a morning is, generally, ' How
were the flies last night ?' and the missionaries who have
the misfortune to be sent into the interior where these in-

sects are particularly numerous, are locally said to be deli-
vered up to the mosquitos. The chigoe is another insect
which inhabits the same localities, and is scarcely less to be
dreaded than the mosquito. Centipedes of various kinds
likewise abound in America ; and tho white ants and ter-

mites are as troublesome and as destructive as their con-
geners of Africa and India.

VI. BOTANY OF AMERICA.—The climate and soil

of this extensive continent are so varied by its extensive
mountain-ranges, rivers, and forests, and by its diversified

geographical position, that it would be in vain to attempt an
account of its vegetable productions in any other way than
br following them in their changes from the stunted flora

of the north to the splendid scenery of the equatorial regions,

and thence southwards as diminished temperature and its

attendant circumstances again successively reduce the
plants to a condition at the southern extremity in many
respects analogous to that of the arctic circle.

If we contemplate the surface of this part of the world

with reference to those circumstances which produce the

greatest effect upon vegetation, by the diversity of climate

that they occasion, we shall find that its mountain-ranges,

those eternal and stupendous obstacles, by means of which
Nature had cut off all communication between contiguous

lands, until the hardihood and skill of man succeeded in

overcoming them—called the Rocky Mountains in the north,

and the Cordilleras in all those countries to the south which
once owned the dominion of Spain, form whatmay not unaptly

be called a back-bone to the whole continent, dividing it

from Patagonia to the Mackenzie River into two portions

of nearly equal length but very unequal breadth, the eastern

being many times wider than the western, which is compara-
tively little more than a line of coast.

The vegetable productions of the two sides of this dividing

line are so exceedingly different, that it will be indispen-

sable to notice them separately.

The most northern station in which vegetation has been
discovered, is Melville Island, 74° 50' N. lat. Of this deso-

late region a very accurate account has been drawn up
from the materials collected by the officers attending Cap-
tain Parry, and from it we leam, that although the mean
temperature of the year is 1° to 2° below zero ; and that of
July, even on shipboard, where it may be supposed to be
influenced materially by the fires that are constantly burn-
ing, but little more than 42°

; yet that a considerable num-
ber of species are able to maintain an existence. These,
however, are all of a very humble growth, the principal part
consisting of saxifrages, grasses, cruciform plants, mosses,
and lichens ; not a tree or even a bush is able to rear its

head, nor, indeed, is there a single plant of woody structure,

except a little willow, (Salix arctica,) which rises six inches
high. It is in these latitudes that the red snow-plant
(Protococcus nivalis) that most simple of cryptogamic ve-

getables, exists in all its beauty, multiplying even among
the snow itself,, which it stains with crimson patches of
considerable size.

In this part of the flora a decided similarity exists to the

plants of the same latitudes in Europe and Asia ; in many
instances the species are distinct, but the general character
of the vegetation is that of the Arctic Circle in the Old
World. Even as we advance southward the features of
the country are like those of Norway ; vast forests of spruce
firs, (Abies alba and nigra,) among which grow the rein-

deer moss and other lichens of Lapland, overspread the
land. To these are added different kinds of wild currants,

gooseberries, whortleberries, and a shrub extremely similar

to the Gueldres rose of our own marshes (Viburnum oxy-
coccus), strawberries, and a variety of papilionaceous plants

which abound in the open plains. With these are com-
bined, as we continue to advance, the majestic poplars of

Canada, (Populus hudsonica, and others,) birches, (Betula

papyracea, and popuUfolia,) and many sorts of oaks and
ashes, together with butter nuts {Juglans cinerea) and
hickories (Carya alba and amara.)

It would be entering into a far more elaborate view of
this subject than the limits of this work will admit, if we
were to attempt to trace such changes with any kind of
precision; all we can do is, having now pointed out the

fact of a gradual change in the face of vegetation, to pro-

ceed to notice the great and distinctive features of other

American districts, still confining ourselves to the eastern

side of the continent.

We will suppose that we have arrived at the frontier

of the British possessions in North America, where the

sugar maple (Acer saccharinum) pours forth its saccharine

juice at the first arrival of warm weather, even before the

snows have had time to melt ; the azalias add their gay
and fragrant blossoms to the beauty of the opening sum-
mer; while the autumn is closed by the appearance of
many kinds of asters, which stud the woods and meadows
with their white or violet starry flower-heads. At this

point wheat and other kinds of grain with maize are suc-

cessfully cultivated, and even tobacco, such is the degree
of summer-heat, is a common field-crop.

In the United States the great features of the North
American flora are at length assumed. The forests consist

of pines and larches unknown in Europe, of many kinds of
oaks, of locust-trees, (Robinia pseudo-acacia,) black walnuts
of enormous size, hickories, and ashes ; among which the
noble tulip-tree rears its towering head : in the swamps
grow the deciduous cypress, (Taxodium distich urn,) the

white cedar, (Cupressus thyoides,) certain fir-trees, (Pinus

serotina and Abies pendula,) the rhododendron, the glaucous
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kalraia, andromedas, sarracennias, and the giaucous mag-
nolia ; the sides of the mountains and hills are covered with

the American arbor vitro, magnolias, and hemlock spruces,

among which spring up the arborescent azalea, the sorrel-

tree, (Andromeda arboreal) and the beautiful mountain
laurel (Kalmia latifolia) ; and, finally, the undergrowth of

the woods and plains contains endless species of aster,

several kinds of azalea and asclepias, dwarf pyrus, and
various species of the exclusively American genera, liatris,

phlox, gerardia, calycanthus, &c. Tobacco, maize, and
wheat, are tbe staple objects of cultivation.

T)ie approach to a tropical climate is first indicated by
fields of cotton and rice, which on the Atlantic side com-
mence at no point that can be definitely fixed, but gene-

rally may be said to begin south of Virginia. As we
advance westward, towards the Mississippi, and cross that

river, we experience a climate with a mean temperature,

less than the parts on the Atlantic coast under the parallel.

The line of tropical vegetation, therefore, does not advance

so far to the north in the western parts, as on the Atlantic

coast. (See Darby's Geography of the United States.)

These southern countries, the climate of which is increased

in heat and humidity far beyond that of corresponding lati-

tudes in other parts of the world, present a complete mix-
ture of tho vegetable productions of Mexico and the northern

states. Along with the principal part of the plants of

Virginia and Kentucky, we have not only the cotton, the

indigo, and the sugar-cane, as common articles of culti-

vation, but the planes and the deciduous cypress acquire

gigantic dimensions. A solitary epidendrum inhabits the

branches of the magnolia near Savannah. In the same
neighbourhood is found the Ptnckncya, a plant closely allied

to the Jesuit's bark of northern Peru ; and the woods are

filled throughout the Floridas, Carolinas, Alabama, and
on the banks of the Mississippi, with dense masses of the
tropical Tillandsia usneoides, which hangs from the branches
of the trees like gigantic moss.

In southern Mexico we enter the tropics ; and in all the
valleys and plains where the temperature is not lowered by
interrupting causes, the usual vegetation of such latitudes

occurs. Palms, bananas, and plantains, and yams, yield the
natives an abundant supply of food, which, produced without
labour, and amply sufficient for their simple habits, oppose
the greatest of all bars to the advancement of knowledge, or

the excitement of industry among them. Habitually in-

dolent, rendered still more so by tho numerous holidays pre-

scribed by his religion, and finding a few square yards of

ground, which hardly requires tillage, capable of producing

Slantains and tobacco enough for his consumption, the
lexico-Spanish peasant is incapable of understanding the

advantages of a life of industry, or the use of those active

habits which aionc are capable of raising fiim to the condi-

tion of truly civilized man. Besides these and the other
common articles of cultivation by the inhabitant of the tropics,

Buch as indigo, coffee, sugar-cane and maize, which nerc
finds its native home, the cocoa-tree (Theobroma cacao), from
wjiose seeds chocolate is prepared, is a most important
species ; the exportation of the seeds of this plant, which is

found wild in the most burning districts, is valued at near
80.000/. sterling annually. Pine-apples are wild in the
woods ; the American aloe (agave Americana) yields, when
wounded, an abundance of sweet fluid which is fermented
into an intoxicating drink called pulque, and distilled into

an ardent spirit known by the name of Vino Mercal ; and
great numbers of cacti occupy the dry and almost earthless

situations, where little else will grow. In the low woods
of Honduras are found those enormous forests which, since
they have been wrested from the Spaniards, have been pro-

ductive of such important commercial advantages to England
from the abundance of mahogany and logwood-trees they
contain. It is here also that the tamarind and the lignum
vit© (Guaiacum officinale) are found ; the vanilla, whose
pods are extensivoly used in Spain, Italy, and France, and
the jalap convolvulus, which derives its name from the city

of Xalapa, near which it principally abounds.
But in tho highlands of Mexico, all this glorious vegetation

disappears; the eatable-rooted nasturtium (Trop&olum
esculentum) and the tuberous wood-sorrel (Oxalts tube-
rota) supply the place of the yam : mahogany-trees give
way to oaks, and to the singular hand-tree, (Cheirostemon,)
the five united stamens of whose flowers are disposed like

the talons of a bird of prey ; while the pine tribe finds its

most southern limits, and the herbage is composed of geneva

either resembling or identical with those of the more northern

regions.

In the lower parts of these highlands the vegetation of

course is more nearly the same as that of the plains, but in

many places it exhibits a striking combination of the two,

as, for example, near Xalapa, where the woods contain

great numbers of oaks, the stems of which are covered with

a host of orchideae, peppers, and ferns.

In many respects the West Indies resemble the tropical

parts of Mexico ; the plants are either naturally the same,

or have become so by importation from one shore to the

other, or at least have a general resemblance, the principal

difference being caused by the greater humidity of the at-

mosphere of the West India Islands in consequence of their

insular position. Thus in the whole flora epiphytal orchide®

and ferns, especially of the arborescent kind, are more abun-

dant ; certain fruit trees are in many case6 more luxunant,

and more generally cultivated, as the avocado pear (Lavrw

persea), the mango, the custard-apple (anona squamosa), and

the guava (psidium) ; and it is said that the cabbage-palm

attains the height of 200 feet. Coffee is an article of general

and advantageous growth, and the tobacco of Cuba is

only equalled by that of Persia and of some parts of the

Burmese empire. Cloves are becoming generally cultivated:

allspice (Myrtus pimenta) is a common tree on the hills; and

in some of the islands, the nutmeg, imported from the Ea*t

Indies, is thriving prodigiously, and latterly beginning to

yield a crop. Aloe trees are cultivated in Jamaica and

Barbadoes for the sake of their inspissated juice. [Sec

Aloe.] Mandioc and yams arc the common food of the

negroes, along with plantains aud rice ; and a kind of arum

(Caladium esculentum) is used at table as spinach is with

us. Considering the number of degrees of latitude over

which the West Indies extend, it is impossible to give any

general account of their plants which will be true of all of

them ; it must therefore be borne in mind, that in general

their flora agrees with that of the continent in the same

latitude over against which they lie.

In all the remainder of eastern tropical America similar

characters of vegetation are found. Where the airia dry

and hot, the plants assume a parched and stunted character;

but wherever, as is usually the case, there is a perfect com-

bination of heat and moisture, the grandeur of the trees and

the beauty of the flowers is beyond description. But the

genera and species gradually change as we recede southward

from the line. In those provinces to the north of the line,

which, under the name of Cumana and the two Guianas, form

a sort of crest to the equatorial region, the land beyond the

limits of cultivation is overspread by impervious forests,

which, in the language of an eye-witness and a botanist, arc

so completely choked up by huge twiners, spiny shrub*,

and sharp-edged grasses, that a hatchet is necessary at

every step to clear the way. It is here, however, that the

quassia bitter, the fragrant tonga bean, which is so much

employed for perfuming snuff, and tho rose-wood, are pro-

duced. Cannon-ball trees (Lecythis) drop their monstrous

fruits in these forests, and furnish the numerous monkeys

with a ceaseless store of amusement; and arborescent

species of the cinchona tribe (Portlandia, &c.) furnish

medicinal barks scarcely inferior to that of Peru.

In Brazil the country is more open, and the scenery w

consequently more diversified ; besides which, it may be

easily conceived that many most striking changes would

occur in twenty-three degrees of latitude. A notion of Us

average state may be obtained from a consideration of the

plants of the almost central province of MinasGeraes, an

account of which, by M. Auguste de St. Hilaire, gives us

many facts relating to the state of its vegetation before rt

became altered by the inroads of the Portuguese settlers.

The whole face of Brazil may be said to be diyideu

into forests, deciduous stunted woods, and immense plains,

to each of which a peculiar vegetation appertains.

When a European arrives in South America, there w no-

thing that produces so striking an impression upon wnl
.

the general resemblance that he perceives between we

external aspect of the forests of the New World and tnose

which he has left behind; a little more grandeur in wj

proportions, and a deeper green, together with a
.

cle?
r^

brilliant sky, constitute the principal difference in tnenro

scenes. To see the full beauty of an equinoctial fiww
'

J

is necessary for the traveller to bury himself w its «W
recesses ; and there, indeed, instead of the fatiguing mono-

tonv of our European oaks and firs, every tice hw aWW*
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of its own, each lias its peculiar foliage, and probably also a

tint unlike that of the trees which surround it. Gigantic

vegetables of the most different families intermix their

branches ; five-leaved bignonias grow by the side of bonduc*
trees; cassias shed their yellow blossoms upon the rich

fronds of arborescent ferns ; myrtles and eugemas, with their

thousand arms, contrast with the elegant simplicity of palms
;

and among the airy foliage of the mimosa, the cecropia ele-

vates its giant leaves and heavy candelabra-shaped branches.

Of some trees the trunk is perfectly smooth, of othecs it is

defended by enormous spines, and the whole are often appa-

rently sustained by the slanting stems of a huge wild fig-

tree. With us, the oak, the chestnut, and the beech seem
at if they bore no flowers, so small are they and so little

distinguishable except by naturalists ; but in the forests of

South America it is often the most gigantic trees that pro-

duce the most brilliant flowers ; cassias hang down their

pendents of golden blossoms, Vochisias unfold their singular

bunches ; corollas, longer than those of our foxglove, some-
times yellow or sometimes purple, load the arborescent big-

nonias ; while the chorisias are covered, as it were, with

lilies, only their colours are richer and more varied ;
grasses

also appear in the form of bamboos, as the roost graceful of

trees ; bauhinias, bignonias, and aroideous plants cling

round the trees like enormous cables ; orchideous plants

and bromelias overrun their limbs, or fasten themselves to

them when prostrated by the storm, and make even their

dead remains become verdant with leaves and flowers

not their own. Such are the antient forests, flourishing in

a damp and fertile soil, and clothed with perpetual green.

Far different are the deciduous stunted woods, called

catinqas, which are produced on a dry sandy soil, and are

not dense enough to prevent the evaporation of their

scant}' earth ; they periodically lose all their leaves in

March and April, not recovering them till the month of

August. When stripped of their leaves, they have a
great similarity to the woods of Europe in their winter

nakedness, bushes and small trees mixed here and there

with individuals of a moderate size constituting their com-
position. Small acanthaceous plants, resembling our own
labiata*, fill up the intervals in these woods, and one might
almost fancy one's self in a European wood, in a fine autum-
nal day, if it were not for the palms which here and there

raise their heads above the other trees.

As for the plains, they consist for the most part of im-
mense tracts, which have no more horizon than an ocean

;

destitute of even turf, they are covered not only with grasses

of different kinds, but with undershrubs and small bushes of

myrtles, mclastomas, composita), and a multitude of other

things. Among these, a few trees, here and there, collect

into a cluster, and form a kind of oasis in a vegetable desert.

To the southward, all these things gradually fade away
;

vegetation becomes less and less tropical, never, however,

assuming a European aspect, till at last in Patagonia and
the adjacent islands, an antarctic imitation of northern

vegetation makes its appearance. Beech-trees of new
species, singular parasitical plants (Misodendron), Winter's

bark, stunted berberries, evergreen arbutus, with a trailing

habit, plants like buttercups, yet not buttercups, form the

distinguishing features ; and the traveller occasionally is

astonished at seeing arborescent Fuchsias in flower, with

humming-birds flitting among their branches in the midst

of a snow-storm.
Of New South Shetland nothing can be said to be known,

unless we admit the improbable statement adopted by Miers
from the account of a navigator named Smith, that it is

occupied by trees resembling our Norway spruce fir.

The western coast is far different, latitude for latitude,

from the eastern; chilled by the unmitigated cold blasts

from the south pole, destitute of large rivers and of all

means of irrigation for a very considerable extent, it is a

mere succession of fertile valleys and desert hilly plains. To
the south, the sides of the mountains are covered with the

Araucaria pine ; in Chili, the peculiar forms of numerous
species of Calceolaria, Schizanthus, Loasa, Adesraia, Azara,

and Escallonia, form a flora of a totally different aspect from

that ofBuenos Ayres, while the sandy plains abound in nume-
rous species of the purslane tribe {Catundrinia) and of salpi-

glossis. Numerous bushes of compositro give an arid but

glittering aspect to other parts ; and in the spring, at the

time of the melting of the snows, the sides of the moun-
tains are enamelled with the beautiful flowers of the pica di

loro (chloraq), feueoeoryne, and other herbs*

Near the line, a new change comes over the fate of

nature. In the neighbourhood of Lima, towards the rn(o-

rior, epiphytal orchideous plants just begin to exist : plants

which, as we advance to the southward, become the most
singular feature of the flora, on account of their enormous
numbers. In the mountains beyond the line in New Gra
nada, between the level of the sea and eight or nine thou-

sand feet above it, are found the forests that contain the

rare cinchona trees, the rind of which, called the Jesuits

bark, is perhaps the most precious medicinal production of

the New World. With these grow the Winters bark-tree,

gaily-marked flowers called Alstromerias, Fuchsias wifh
enormous blossoms, and many kinds of oaks.

Of the remainder of the American coast to the north but
little has been published ; and what we have to state is chiefly

collected from private sources of information. In all this part,

as little similarity in the vegetation to that of the eastern

side of the dividing ridge exists as in the southern hemi-
sphere. Northern California approaches it the most, but
even here the distinction is most obvious. Various species

of calochortus, numerous currants with richly- coloured

flowers, and especially great numbers of polemoniacese of
unknown kinds, are characteristic forms; pines also, similar

to those of Mexico, again appear on the hills, and perennial

lupins begin to abound ; the latter are so much increased in

the north-west country, as to become a distinctive feature of

the region ; with these are mixed a remarkable plant called

Clarkia pulchella, and many kinds of Pentstemon. The
shrubs are berberries with pinnated leaves, Gaulthena
Shallon, and more of the gay-flowered currants ; and the

frees number among them the broad-leaved sycamore (Acer
macrophyllum), with firs and pines rising to a height exceed-
ing two hundred feet. What is very remarkable, the species

are more like those of Siberia than of the United States,

and the most characteristic forms of the latter region arc

altogether wanting ; no azaleas nor magnolias, few oaks, not

a Kalmia, nor a walnut, nor a hickory have been observed

;

and even the asters themselves, which are the very weeds of

the eastern side, arc comparatively rare . and of peculiar

species. The spruce firs of the eastern side do not seem to

exist on the western, but their place is occupied by the
Abies Douglasii, which is found on the mountains at various

elevations, dwindling at last to a mere bush. [See Abies,

p. 32.]

VII. POLITICAL DIVISIONS.-North America is

politically divided into the republics of the United States
and Mexico, the British possessions, and the countries still

possessed by native tribes.

The more northern regions consist principally of the

north-western coast discovered by the Russians, and called

Russian America ; the region continuous with Greenland
called North Devon ; the North Georgian Islands, and the
countries west of Lancaster Sound in the Icy Sea ; the
country about Hudson's Bay, the east part, of which is

termed East Maine, and the western districts New North
and South Wales ; the north-east side called Labrador, or

New Britain, inhabited by Esquimaux similar to the Green-
landers ; and Greenland subject to Denmark. The popu-
lation of these regions is not known with any sort of accu

racy. The inhabitants neither of these, nor of the western

and central regions, still occupied by aborigines, fall properly

within the limits of a political description.

The provinces immediately under the British government
in North America are bounded on the north by the Hud-
son's Bay regions, and on the south by the United States.

They comprise the provinces of Uppkr Canada, and
Lower Canada, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,

Cape Breton, Prince Edward's Island, Newfound
land, with Labrador and the island of Anticosti.
Quebec is the residence of the captain-general of all British

America. The extent of these possessions, in square miles,

is about 2,360,000, and the present population may be com-
puted at 1,350,000.

The republic of the United States of America extends

from the British possessions to the Gulf of Mexico, and from

the Atlantic to the Great Pacific Ocean. Its southern

boundary on the Pacific is the parallel of 42°, and its

northern, according to American authorities, the parallel of

51°. It consists of twenty-four states, and three territories

not enjoying the full rights of states. Washington, in the

District of Columbia, is the seat of the federal govern-

ment. Extent, about 2,257,300 square miles
;
population,

above 13,000,000.
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The present republic of Mexico, extending from the six-

teenth to the forty-second degree of north latitude, com-
prises about 1,039,000 square miles, and perhaps about

8,000,000 of inhabitants. It was formerly under the do-

minion of Spain, and comprehended the two Californias, and
the intendencies of Mexico, Puebla, Vera Cruz, Oaxaca,
Merida, Valladolid, Guadalaxara, Zacatecos Guanaxuato,

San Luis Potosi, Durango, and Sonora, and the provinces

of New Mexico, Cohahuiia, and Texas. It now consists of

nineteen states and four territories or provinces, and a

federal district.

The republic of Guatemala., or Central America,

formerly Spanish, situated to the South of Mexico, com-
prises 206,000 square miles. It consists of five states.

South America comprises the following states :—
The most northern part, lately Colommia, but more

recently divided into the three republics of New Granada,
Venezuela, and Ecuador. The territory of each is not

exactly ascertained, but the extent of the three states may
be taken at about 1,290,000 square miles, and the popu-

lation about 3,000,000. Thev were formerly Spanish

colonies.

To the south of these, extends, along the western coast,

the republic of Peru, formerly Spanish. It contains about

600,000 square miles. Its chief city is Lima.
The republic of Bolivia, formerly Spanish, lies to the

south of Peru. It contains perhaps about 320,000 square

miles.

More to the southward is the republic of Chili, formerly

Spanish, covering 130,000 square miles.

The United Provinces of La Plata He between the two
last-mentioned states and the Atlantic Ocean. They
perhaps contain 700,000 square miles. The chief town is

Buenos Ayres.

The empire of Brazil, formerly a Portuguese posses-

sion, is the principal South American state washed by the

Atlantic. It perhaps contains near 3,000,000 square miles.

The metropolis is Rio Janeiro.

The republic of Banda Oriental, or Rcpublica Orien-

tal de V Uruguay, lying immediately to the south of Brazil,

with an extent of aoout 220,000 square miles.

Paraguay, watered by the Paraquay, and lying south-

west of Brazil, comprises about 148,500 square miles.

It should be borne in mind by the reader, that all these

estimates as to the areas of such extensive countries are

very uncertain, and little reliance should be placed on them.
Authorities often differ very much. The estimates of the

population are still more vague, and in general are a mere
guess.

Guiana is a tract of country on the north-eastern coast,

to the north of the river Amazon. It comprehends the British

possessions of Demerara, Essbquibo, and Bkrbice, the

French possession of Cayenne, and the Dutch colony of

Surinam.
Patagonia is situated in the southern part of America,

beyond the 46th degree of south latitude. The Straits

of Magalhaens divide it from the island of Tierra del Fuego,
which, like Patagonia, is inhabited by native tribes, and
is very little known. The population of these countries,

together with those of all the islands belonging to the

southern extremity of the continent, is entirely unknown.
The islands often called the West Indies, in the Columbian

Archipelago, situated in the Gulf between the two continents,

are also included in America. They consist of the Bahama
Islands, the Great Antilles, viz., Cuba, Jamaica, St
Domingo, or Haiti, and Porto Rico; the smaller Antilles,
viz., Barbuda, Antigua, Guadaloupe, Dominica, Martinique,
St. Lucie, Barbadoes, Granada, Tobago, St Christopher's,

St. Vincents, and Trinidad, besides a number of smaller
islands. The population of the islands is about as follows

:

viz., of the British islands, 800,000 ; of the French, 253,000

;

of the Spanish, 707,000; of the Danish, 46,700; of the
Dutch, 26,000; and of the Swedish, 18,000. The repub-
lic of Haiti perhaps contains about 1,050,000. [See An-
tilles.] The Bermuda or Somkrs Islands form a sepa-
rate group.

AMERICANISM, a term used to express some pecu-
liarity in the written or spoken language of the inhabitants
of the United States of North America. Of all the colonies

of Great Britain, in which her language has been planted,

the United States are yet the only parts that have been se-

parated from the mother country, and have attained political

independence. In consequence of the rapid increase of their

population, the diffusion of education, and the springing up
of a numerous body of native writers, we see a new phe-

nomenon in the history of the world of two great nations

separated by a wide ocean using the same language. To
preserve this language in its purity, as far as its essential

character is concerned,—to introduce no new words but such

as experience shows to be necessary,—to form them on true

principles of analogy, and to give to them precise and defi-

nite meanings;—these are objects of equal importance to the

two nations ; for the preservation of a common language is

a bond of unity and one of the great elements of civilization.

The mother country may yet claim, and perhaps her claim

will be allowed by some Americans, the privilege of a very

rigid examination of American importations, before she

allows them to be current coin of the realm ; but to attempt

to reject all new words that America produces would be

both absurd and ineffectual. New wants and new circum-

stances are the parents of new terms, which, perhaps, in-

crease quicker there than in an old country. The main

differences between the spoken and written English language

as it exists in America and Great Britain appear to be the

following :—pronunciation ; the use of words now obsolete

in England, or used in different senses ; the use of words iu

various parts of America as they are still used in various

provinces of England ; and new words.
In pronunciation, there is much greater uniformity in the

United States than in Great Britain, and the general

standard is certainly higher. In many parts of America,

such, for example, as Philadelphia, the pronunciation is at

least as good as in any part of the British dominions. But

still there are differences very perceptible when we compare

the natives of two remote parts ; and if we take into account

the wide spreading of the American nation, the great influx

of foreigners, the entire absence of good education in some

newly settled parts, and the want of a metropolis to fix any

thing like a standard of pronunciation, we think it will

appear probable that the pronunciation may in time differ

widely in different parts. The rapid communication from

one part to another will help somewhat to check this ten-

dency. The Americans generally sound the h more strongly

than the English in such words as house, and also in such

words as neighbourhood, and very rarely commit the fault

so common in England, of hashing for heggs. Yet we

know there is a small district, and there may be more, where

the people retain this shibboleth which marks them as the

descendants of a colony from the neighbourhood of London.

The articulation of the Americans is generally slower than

that of the English, and sometimes drawling, but certainly

much more distinct.

As to the use of words now obsolete in England, they are

mainly confined to conversation, for every one is aware that

there is very little in the style of a good American writer,

except perhaps a greater degree of ornament, by which

we can distinguish it from that of a good English writer.

But as the Americans write a great deal in public journals,

and are the most prolific people in the world in pro-

ducing inaugural speeches, orations, and all the various

modes of addressing an audience, wo should look at that

part of their language in order to form a completejudgment

of its whole condition, as well as at those specimens of com-

position which are of a less showy but more valuable and

permanent nature.

The number of words now used in a different scnseTTora

that which they have in England is but small among

writers of good authority ; the list of those used in con-

versation would be somewhat larger. We have heard the

word shew used as the past tense of the verb to show; the

form is now obsolete in England, but may be found in our

older writers. In some parts, (for we are aware that in so ex-

tensive a country scarcely any remark of this kind can bo

general,) the word balance in the spoken language is em-

ployed to express the remainder or the rest : thus people speak

of ' the balance of the professors,* meaning ' the rest of the

professors/ The word mutton is sometimes used, as it once

was in England, to signify a sheep. Dr. Webster rexna
1^

that this sense is obsolete or ludicrous : it is not either obso-

lete or ludicrous in the spoken language of some districts.

The word bug is used (see Webster) in its original sense of a

fly; and the old verb prdgress, which the Americans u*

very often and pronounce progress, is now beginning to be

again adopted in its native country, though we think we

could verv well do without it. In judging how far words

used in America in different significations from what they
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have in England, have been sanctioned by authority, and
established in the written language, we cannot, perhaps,
take a better guide than Dr. Webster's Dictionary ; and we
shall find the number by no means small. Cooper, in his
4 Mohicans,' speaks of a ' lake baving^foavrf its usual banks.'
"Webster sanctions this usage under a transitive sense of the
word flow, which he makes equivalent to overflow. (See
Webster's Dictionary', under floto; and the example.)
Against this usage we take the liberty of protesting. In the
National Intelligencer, March 2, 1826, we find,

—
« for pro-

viding a jurisdiction convenient to the scene of almost all the
shipwrecks :' this English-provincial and Irish use of conve-
nient in the sense of near, is properly omitted by Webster.
The verb rent has the double meaning in Webster ofgrant-
ing on lease, as a proprietor does, and taking on hase as a
tenant does. Nullification is not in Webster, but has been
defended on the ground of analogy, and by a reference to

the use of nullify in Flavel. The usage of the word locate is

familiar to all who read American papers or public docu-
ments: we say • that a man has located, i. e. has select-

ed, surveyed, and marked out—a hundred acres in Ala-
bama.' The word expect is often used in a strange
sense in some parts of America, but certainly nearly
altogether in conversation, as in the following instance
given by Webster :

• I expect it was.' The American lexi-

cographer justly condemns this usage, which is of provincial
English origin. The word lengthy some critics object to
as being of American origin ; we rather doubt if it is. Still

it is a good word, well made, and well adapted to express the
wearisoracness of listening to a long speech or discourse of
any kind : we presume that in this, as in some other in-
stances, the Americans did not call the word into use till they
felt the absolute necessity of it. For other American usages
which are somewhat peculiar, the reader may refer to the
following words in Webster : to toagon (waggon) ; stud-
horse; subserve; clever (Webster's account of the English
use of this word is incomplete) ; notify ; graduated, &c.
The American uses of creek, girdle, section, &c. may be
seen in Webster. FSvebar, in Webster, for five-barred, is a
mere vulgarism. Mr. Pickering, in a work published at
Boston in 1816, has traced a great number of words and
phrases which have been considered as Americanisms to the
counties of the mother-country; we recollect one word at
present, which we can only trace to Holland. In Virginia,

waffel-cakes are often made ; a similar cake with the same
name, waffel, is very common in Holland.
As to new words, the number used in the written language

is not great. The word bindery, meaning • a place where
books are bound,' is in Webster. We believe it is a new, but
it certainly is not a bad word. In American advertisements
we observe the word book is generally prefixed ; thus we
might say, a book-bindery. Sparse is, for any thing we know,
a new word, and well applied ; the Americans say a sparse
instead of a scattered population ; and we think the term
has a more precise meaning than scattered, and is the proper
correlative of dense. The danger of new words is, that the
ignorant will use them without knowing their meaning, as
we may observe in some of the inferior American news-
papers. The number of new words that may be gradually
creeping into the American spoken language, we suspect,

is not inconsiderable ; this arises in some measure from in-

termixture with foreigners, and must produce some effect

thougffit may not be much. We have heard the German
word plunder vulgarly applied to baggage or heavy commo-
dities.

We suspect that many words of a moral import are begin-
ning to vary considerably as to the signification attached to

them in England and America. High-minded, a word not
much used in Great Britain, rather implies something ele-

vated or noble in enduring : in the conversation language,
at least, of some parts of America, it is applied as a term of

praise to action, often impetuous, and sometimes unjust.

Lady and Gentleman are terms that come under the same
predicament, as to difference of import.

The orthography of the English language is liable to more
change in America than in England : the Americans, as a

general rule, do not observe orthography so strictly as the

English, of which any reader of American papers may con-

vince himself. We refer to American newspapers, because

they are, more than in England, used as a common medium
for addressing the public on all subjects, and form a large

part of the reading of the community.
We have said nothing of style, or the character of Ame-

rican writing as distinguished from English, as this lies be-
yond the proper subject of the article. The main difference

appears to us to arise from the superior value attached in

America to oratorical display, and to the opinions there very
commonly entertained about what is called fine writing, and
eloquence. [See Stvlk, Eloquence.]
AMERIGO VESPUCCIUS. [See Vespucci.]
AMERKOTE, a town near the eastern frontier of

Sinde, and about eightv-five miles to the eastward of
Hyderabad, in that province. It is in 25° 20' north lat.,

and 69° 49' east long. This town is celebrated as having
been the birthplace of the Emperor Akbar, when, in 1541,
his father Humayun was driven from Hindostan by Shcre
Khan, the regent of Bahar. Amerkote was once the

capital of an independent district in the south-eastern

quarter of Mooltan, under which latter name was formerly

comprehended the whole of Sinde ; in 1813 it was captured
by the Ameers of Sinde. The country by which it is sur-

rounded being barren, yields nothing to the public revenue,

which is derived from duties on merchandise, and exactions

from travellers who pass through. (Mill's History of British
India ; and Hamilton's East India Gazetteer.)

AMERSFOORT, a town in the province of Utrecht,

twenty-five miles E. S.E. of Amsterdam, on the small na
vigable river Eem, which runs into the Zuider Zee. This
town is situated at the foot of a small hill called Amersfor-
derberg, in a very pleasant district The extensive tobacco

plantations around this place are much decreased, but the
town has still some tobacco manufactures, cotton fabrics,

and a glass-house. The population in Jan. 1, 1830, was
5585 males, and 6197 females. Amersfoort has three

churches, one of which is a fine building. The Grand
Pensionary Barneveldt, who was so unjustlv executed at the
Hague, in 1619, was a native of this town. Amersfoort was
taken by the French in 1795.

In traversing the flat country from Utrecht to Amers-
foort, and approaching the latter town, we observe a district

of heath five or six miles long and as many broad, with some
few trees on it, and dunes or hills of small elevation. These
sandy hills contain fragments of quartz sometimes rounded,

but for the most part angular, with pieces of rock of a
schistose structure, containing a good deal of sand. The
whole mass appears to have been brought down by the action

of water from the upper course of the Rhine. These hills

are sometimes called the Amersfoort Hills, and in their cha-

racter are similar to the Beluwe or Welawe, a few miles

farther to the east.

AMERSHAM or AGMONDESHAM, a borough town
in Buckinghamshire, about twenty-six miles W.N.W. of

London, on the road to Aylesbury and Buckingham, from
which last it is distant thirty-three miles. It is in a valley

between woody hills, near the river Coin, and consists of one.

main street, long and wide, not lighted but well paved, and
crossed by a smaller one. The church stands near the

point of intersection, and is a spacious building of brick

covered with stucco : it consists of a nave with small aisles,

transepts, chancel, monument room for the Drake family, in

which are some handsome monuments, and a tower at the

west-end. It is dedicated to St. Mary; and the living,

a rectory in the gift of the Drake family, is accounted

one of the best in England. The town-hall (the lower part

of which is used for the market) is a brick building, near the

centre of the town, raised upon pillars and surmounted by a
lantern and clock : it was built by a Sir William Drake,

who died in 1682. With these exceptions the town contains

scarcely any building worthy of notice.

The manufactures are chiefly of black lace, cotton, straw-

plait, and wooden chairs. The market is on Tuesday;

there are two fairs, one on Whit-Monday, and another on
the 1 9th September. The population of the borough and
parish in 1831 was 2816, without reckoning (as it seems) the

hamlet of Coleshill, which, though partly in this parish, is

in the county of Herts.

Besides the parish church, there are two places of worship

;

one for Baptists, and one for Quakers. The grammar-
school was founded by Dr. Robert Chaloner, rector of

Amersham, and Canon of Windsor, who endowed it with

25/. per annum. Dr. Chaloner died in 1621. A writing

school was endowed by Lord Newhaven (who died in 1728)

;

and a Sunday-school, previously established by subscription,

by the late William Drake, Jun., Esq. An almshouse for

six poor widows was endowed by a Sir William Drake,

Bart., who died in 1669.
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Araersham was a parliamentary borough by prescription

;

but its right to send members was disused for four hundred
years, till, in 1623, it was restored on petition. Edmund
Waller, the poet, and Algernon Sidney were members for

this borough. It was disfranchised by the late Reform Bill.

Many of the inhabitants suffered as Lollards in the reign

of Henry V., or as Protestants in that of Mary I.

AMES (JOSEPH) was the son of Mr. John Ames of

Yarmouth, where he was born on the 23rd of January,

1689. His father appears to have afterwards settled in

London, where he died when his son was in his twelfth

year. At this time he was at a little school in Wapping.
When fifteen, he was put apprentice to a plane-maker,

either in King or Queen Street, (near Guildhall) in the

city of London. Having served out his time, he then settled

in Wapping, Horace Walpole says as a ship chandler ; but

according to other accounts, as an ironmonger. Whatever
was his business, ha seems to have pursued it with success,

and to have attained by it, if not wealth, at least a compe-
tency. He also found time to supply the defects of his

early education by reading; and this led at length to

authorship. The study to which he was most attached

was that of antiquities, and particularly those of his own
country. He had formed an acquaintance with the Reverend
John Lewis, the author of the Antiquities of the Isle of
Thanet, and many other works, who lived for some time in

Wapping; and it is this gentleman who is said to have
first suggested to him, about the year 1730, the preparation

of a history of English printing. Some circumstances

prevented him from engaging in the project till two years

after ; but he then took it up in earnest, and its execution

became the object of his life. The work, in a quarto

volume of above 600 pages, appeared in 1749, under
the title of Typographical Antiquities; being an His-
torical Account of Printing in England, with some
Memoirs of our Ancient Printers, and a Register of the

Boohs printed by them, from the year 1471 to 1600; with

an Appendix concerning Printing in Scotland and Ireland

in the same time.' This is Ames's principal work, and still,

indeed, serves as the basis of the only elaborate history we
have of English printing. It has probably preserved a

good many title-pages, and other facts connected with its

subject, that would nave been lost, had the recording of them
been longer deferred ; and it is, upon the whole, creditable

to the industry of its compiler. But the task, to be well

performed, required much more learning than Ames pos-

sessed. The most valuable part of his book has been added
to it by its subsequent editors, and especially by Mr.
Herbert, whose edition, extended to three volumes quarto,

appeared in 1785, 1786, and 1790. A still more augmented,
and much more splendid edition has been since published

by the Reverend Dr. Dibdin, in four vols. 4to., 1810-12.

Ames's next most considerable work is that entitled Paren-
talia, or Memoirs of the Family of Wren, fol. 1750. The
book bears to be * by Stephen Wren, Esq.' (the grandson
of Sir Christopher) * with the care of Joseph Ames ;' but
Ames is understood to have been really the writer. He is

also the author of a Catalogue of English heads, 8vo.,

1748—of a Catalogue of English printers, in two leaves 4to.,

and of an Index to the catalogue of Lord Pembroke's coins,

printed, but not published. Mr. Ames was a fellow of the
Royal and Antiquarian Societies, and secretary to the
latter from 1741 till his death. In the Philmoj>hical
Transactions for 1747, is an account of a case of Plica
Polonica, or matted hair, communicated by him. (No.
cccclxxxiii. p. 556.) Ho died suddenly in the shop of a friend,

an ironmonger, in St. Clement's Lane, on the 7th of Oc-
tober, 1759. He left a considerable collection both of
books and of antiquities and other curiosities, which were
sold by auction after his death ; the sale occupied nine
days. The above facts are taken from the Life of Ames,
by the late Mr. Gough, first prefixed to Herberts edition of
the Typographical Antiquities, and since republished with
additionafnotes in that of Dr. Dibdin.
AMESBURY, a market-town in Wiltshire, in a valley on

the river Avon,* about seven or eight miles N of Salisbury,
and seventy-eight W.S.W. from London. Its population is

small, the parish having only 944 inhabitants in 1831. The
town has little trade, and is chiefly supported by travellers

and posting. Even the market (which was on Friday) has
been discontinued. There are three fairs. Amesbury con-

• There arc two rivcrf of UiU name in Wiltshire, The one here mentioned
p»- Salisbury.

sists of two streets* irregular and ill-built, neither paved nor

lighted. The church, built of stone and Hints, is of very

early date, but some of its antient features- have been de-

faced by alterations. It was probably attached to the nun-

nery which once existed here. The living is a perpetual

curacy, in the gift of the Dean and Canons of Windsor.

There is a Wesleyan chapel, and several schools, one of

which is a national school.

Amesbury is a place of great antiquity. Under the Saxon

king Edgar, it was of sufficient importance to be the seat of

a synod ; and Eifrida, the widow of that prince, founded

here, in the latter part of the tenth century, a nunner; of

the Benedictine order. An abbey had indeed existed at a

much earlier period, founded, as some say, by Ambrosius, a

British prince who lived at the time of the Saxon invasion,

or by one Ambri a monk : this abbey appears to have been

destroyed by the Danes about the time of Alfred. Elfridas

nunnery, notwithstanding some changes, lasted till the

general dissolution of the religious houses. Its revenue at

that time is estimated by Speed at 553/. 10*, 2d., and by

Dugdale at 495/. \&s. 2d. A mansion on its site, was,

after the French Revolution, occupied by some nuns from

Louvain, attracted it is said by the sanctity of the place: they

subsequently removed into Dorsetshire. In its neighbour-

hood is Stonkhbngk. To the west of the town are the

traces of an antient encampment, which though popularly

termed Vespasian's camp, is evidently not of Roman origin.

AMETHYST. This name has been applied to two pre-

cious stones of essentially different natures. The oriental

amethyst is a rare variety of Adamantine Spar, or corun-

dum, as already noticed ; the occidental, or common ame-

thyst, now to be described, is a variety of quartz or rock

crystal, which is met with in many parts of the world, as

India, Siberia, Sweden, Germany, Spain, &e. It occurs in

various forms, as massive, in rounded pieces, and crystal-

lized ; the primary form of the crystal, like that of quartz,

is a slightly obtuse rhomboid, but it is usually found in the

secondary form of a six-sided prism, terminated at one or

both ends by a six-sided pyramid ; sometimes, though

rarely, the prism is wanting, and the pyramids being then

united base to base, the secondary crystal is a dodecahedron

with triangular faces.

The amethyst is principally distinguished from common

quartz by its colour, which is occasionally of every shade of

violet, or rather purplish violet, and this in the perfect ame-

thyst is pretty equal throughout the crystal; very commonly

the summits only of the crystal are amethystine, the lower

part being nearly colourless, or tinged with green. By long-

continued heat the colour is destroyed, and the crystals bo-

come white and opalescent. Sometimes the crystals are

aggregated or fasciculated ; in the Palatinate they are found

lining geodes of agate, and in Silesia capillary crystals occur

mixed with micaceous iron ore.

The crystals of the amethyst vary from diaphanous to

translucent, and they exhibit various degrees of splendour,

both externally and internally. The fracture is commonly

conchoidal, and the fragments are of indeterminate form.

Like quartz, the amethyst is sufficiently hard to give fire

with steel and to scratch glass ; and has also been found,

like it, with cavities containing water ; it is infusible by the

common blow-pipe. According to Rose, it consists of—
Silica .... 97*50
Alumina . . . '25

Oxide ofiron and manganese " 50

98*25

AMHARA, the name of one of the great divisions of the

Abyssinian empire (see Abyssinia) ; but properly the nam*

of a province. Beyond the information derived from the

visits of the first Portuguese missionaries to this province,

it has remained unknown. We find the first account of

it in the Journey of Alvarez, who, in 1520, travelled

from Arkeekoo, through Tigre and Angot, into Amhara.

His description, though it gives no very exact account

of the direction of his route or the distance of one place

from another, contains a great deal of curious information.

Soon after entering Amhara, Alvarez saw a lake three

leagues long and one wide, with an island in the middle,

on which was a monastery of St. Stephen. The monks

gathered abundance of lemons, oranges, and citron*.

The lake contained gomaras, or hippopotami. AlvareJ

mentions various other smaller lakesm Amhara. Numerous

sierras traverse the country, some rising abruptly from the

level plains, but well cultivated at the top, and sown with
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various kinds of grain. He describes many well-cultivated

plains covered with maize, wheat, barley, and in some cases

carefully irrigated. The country contained a great many
Christian churches ; indeed every district had its church.

The people in some places went nearly naked.
The missionary describes some most singular and dan-

gerous passes formed in the side of mountains : from many
parts of the country to other parts there seems to be only

one road, on which there were occasionally gates placed,

which entirely commanded the passes ; certain duties were
levied at these gates.

At the period of Alvarez's visit, the emperor appears to

have chiefly resided in Amhara. The great changes that

have happened in Abyssinia since that time have, probably,

rendered this province difficult of access. We find no in-

formation about it in the Life and Adventures of N. Pearce
(London, 1831).

It will be observed that Alvarez mentions the orange and
lemon as being in Abyssinia at the time of his visit. The
received notion is, that the fruits of this class arc indigenous
in the eastern parts of Ava and the north of India ; they

may, possibly, be indigenous in Abyssinia also. Lobo says,

that the Abyssinians have black grapes, peaches, some
pomegranates, the sugar-cane, and the fig ; but he says

nothing about oranges and lemons. According to Bruce
and Pearce, the orange and lemon are now in Abyssinia,

but when introduced we do not know. [See Alvarez.]
AMHA'RIC LANGUAGE has its name from Amhara,

where it is or was spoken in its greatest purity. Jnferior

dialects of the Amharic are spoken in the provinces ofGojam,
Angot, Efat, Shoa, Bagemder, Samen, &c. The Amharic
is supposed to be mentioned by Agatharchides, (Hudson,
Geogr. Min., t. i., p. 46,) about 120 years before Christ.

Agatharchides calls the language of the Troglodytes of

Ethiopia K*^* xig*, a term which certainly bears some
resemblance to Amharic. Agatharchides says that he was
acquainted with the Kamara. The Amharic began to pre-

vail in Abyssinia over the Geez language when Icon-

Amlak, about the year 1300, having overcome the Zagsean
dynasty, ascended the throne of his ancestors, and removed
the residence of the royal court from Axum to Shoa,

where he had lived in exile. Younger princes were
usually confined in the mountain fortresses of Amhara,
Goshen and Ambacel. Icon-Amlak surrounded himself

with officers and courtiers who spoke the Amharic, which
was then generally adopted by the higher ranks in Abys-
sinia, who called it Lesana negus, the royal tongue. A
knowledge of the Amharic enables a traveller to make him-
self understood in nearly every part of Abyssinia, although
there are numerous dialects, of which no complete classifica-

tion has yet been accomplished ; of these the Tigre re-

sembles much more the antient ecclesiastical Ethiopic or

the Geez language, than the Amharic. The Arabian writer

Makrizi counts fifty dialects. It will be probably quite as

difficult to define the exact number of Ethiopian, as of

Arabic, modern Greek, and English dialects, or the number
of languages in general. The king of Abyssinia, his

councillors, ecclesiastics, monks, and every well-educated

Abyssinian, know the Geez language, in which docu-

ments and letters are usually composed. Therefore the

Geez is called lesana matzhqf, or metzhafeaa, that is, the

language of letters or books. The foreign correspondence

of the lung is in Arabic. According to Bruce, there was a

law, that whoever should dare to translate the Holy Scrip-

tures from Geez into the Amharic should die ; but this law
has not been strictly observed.

The British and Foreign Bible Society have published a
Psalterium Davidis Amharice, London, 1833, large 18mo.,

price 2s. ; and Novum Testamentum in Linguam Amhari-
canh vertit Abu Burnt Habessinus; edidit Thomas Pell

Plait. Londini, 1829, foolscap 4 to., calf, 12*. The whole
Bible is now preparing for the press under the superin-

tendence of Mr. T. P. Piatt, late Fellow of Trin. Coll.,

Cambridge. The New Testament and the Psalms have
been circulated by Mr. Gobat and other missionaries in

Abyssinia, and have been sometimes transcribed by the

natives who could not be provided with printed copies.

Mr. Gobat returned from Abyssinia in 1833.

The circumstances which enabled the British and Foreign

Bible Society to obtain a translation of the whole Bible

into the Amharic language are detailed in their reports,

and in the Christian Researches in the Mediterranean from
1815 to 1820, by the Rev. W. Jowett, pp. 197-213,

The Amharic is said to be a degenerated Shemitic dialect,

the grammatical structure of which has preserved its cha-
racter, though its lexicographical contents are mingled with
African words. It is likely that the Amharic and other
dialects of the Ethiopic are derived from the old Arabic of
the Himyarites in Yemen. The Amharic adds to the twenty-
six characters of the Geez seven others, which are mere
modifications in order to express some characteristic sounds.
The vowels are expressed by variations in the shape of the
letters, so that each character or letter is in fact a syllable,

being a consonant followed by a vowel, thus : /#, li, li, l&9
lu, le, lo. The Amharic, with other Ethiopic dialects, is

written from the left to the right hand, like our western
languages.

Amharic literature is very scanty. Before the above
publications of the British and Foreign Bible Society, there
were in Abyssinia no Amharic books, except an Ethiopic-
Amharic vocabulary, called Sausau, or the ladder. Ludolf's
Grammatica Amharica contains a translation of Luke xi.f

1-13, a confession of faith, some colloquial phrases, and a
little poem in Amharic. The manuscript of Ludolph's
translation of thirteen verses of St. Luke is preserved in
the University library at Giessen. There is also a Cale-
chesis Christiana, Lingua Amharica, by T. G. Ghbragzer,
Roma), after 1786. Ludolf was assisted bv J. H. Michaelis
in the composition of his Lexicon Amharicum and his

Grammatica Amhurica. Ludolf derived his knowledge of

Amharic chiefly from Abba Gregorius, a native unlearned
Abyssinian, who merely drew up a rough Italian-Amharic
vocabulary, which came afterwards into the library of Paris.

The French consul at Caiio, Asselin de Cherville, caused
Abu Rumi, an old Abyssinian, who had been the instructor

of Bruce and Sir William Jones, to translate the whole
Bible into Amharic. This is the translation which is now
in the possession of the British and Foreign Bible Society.

M. Asselin was also engaged on an Amharic grammar and
dictionary. (Magasin EncyclopSdique, tome v. p. 197, &c.)
M. Asselin devoted, during ten successive years, two days
per week to the superintendence of Abu Rumi's translation.

No. XIV. of the Abyssinian manuscripts, in the library of
the British and Foreign Bible Society, contains the Gospel
of St. Mark in Amharic, by Pearce. Pearce, who is well-

known from Salt's Travels and the recent publication of his

life, was unacquainted with the Ethiopic characters ; and
has therefore expressed the sounds with which he was
familiar in the common English handwriting and ortho-

graphy. His attempts are sometimes a little amusing. In-
stances occur of as great deviations from the correct form,

as if we should represent the French words, ilfaut que, by
the combination elfoker. The reader will find some useful

remarks on the subject of the Amharic translations, by
T. P. Piatt, Esq., in his work, intitled A Catalogue of the
Ethiopic Biblical Manuscripts in the Royal Library of
Paris, and in the Library of the British and Foreign Bible

Society ; also some account of those in the Vatican Library
at Rome. With remarks and extracts. To which are
added Specimens of Versions of the New Testament into the

modern Languages of Abyssinia: and a Grammatical
Analysis of a Chapter in the Amharic Dialect : with foe-
similes of an Ethiopic and an Amharic Manuscript. By
Thomas Pell Piatt, B.A.: London, 1823. 4to. It appears
that Pearce deviated from analogy in his orthography, fre-

quently made grammatical errors, and violated the idiom of
the language in attempting to render each word and particle

of the English version from which he translated. In Pearce s

Amharic version, there is scarcely a copulative or disjunctive

particle in a whole chapter, not even the conjunction and.
Abu Rumi's translation renders it likely that Pearce did

not know certain forms of expression which should have been
introduced. Perhaps in the rapidity ofcolloquial communica-
tion, many characteristics of particular inflexion may be lost,

and so have been omitted l>y Pearce, whose translations,

however, are valuable as expressing the native pronuncia-

tion. Pearce died at Alexandria.

Ludolf's Ethiopic types have been obtained from Germany
for the use of the British and Foreign Bible Society ; and
the wish, repeatedly expressed by Ludolf, of promoting by
linguistic studies the propagation of the Gospel, has been
fulfilled after the lapse of more than a century. Various

characters of Ludolf s types were altered under the direc-

tion of Professor Lee, to a nearer imitation of Ethiopic calli-

graphy.

Little collections of Amharic words have been made by
3M2
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Salt in hie Travels, and by Seetzen in bis Linguistischem

Nachlasse, Leipzig, 1816-18, p. 145, &c. Nine verses of the

commencement of Solomon's Song, in five dialects, similar

to the Amharic, may be seen in Brace's Travels. (See the

article Amharische Sprocket by Gesenius, in Ersch and Gru-

ber's Encyklopddie ; and see Ethiopian Languages.)
AMHERST, a small town of Massachusetts, about

seventy miles due west of Boston, and a few miles east of

the Connecticut river. It has an incorporated college which
opened in 1821. The latest accounts state that it had a

president, ten instructors, 197 students, a library of 2360
volumes, and a student's library of 4515.

AMHERST, a town in the north-east angle of the Gulf
of Martaban, in 16° 5' N. lat., and 97° 25' E. long.

This town was built by the British in 1826, on the termi-

nation of the Burmese war, in order to supply the place, as a

military post, of the town of Martaban, wnich was restored

to the Burmese under the provisions of the treaty. In this

town an asylum was offered to such of the Burmese subjects

as dreaded the resentment of theirgovernment for the part

they had taken during the war. The place was named in

honour of the Governor-General of India. It may afford

some idea of the rapidity with which towns are raised in

India, to state, that in the beginning of April, 1826, the

spot selected as the site of this town was covered with

jungle, and that in the following January it contained

1600 inhabitants.

The situation of Amherst appears to be well chosen for

the purposes of commerce, it being easy of access to the

Burmese, the Chinese, and the people of other countries

beyond the Ganges. The run by sea between this place

and Rangoon is short, and suited to the small vessels em-
ployed by the Burmese in their coasting trade. On the

land side, there is a safe route to the interior of Ava, and
to the country of the Shans, a people inhabiting the central

region between Ava, Siam, ana China. The practicability

of this route for the introduction of merchandize into China
was early established, by the transmission, in 1827, of several

chests of opium.
The town is built on the south bank of the wide outlet,

or aestuary of the Saluen river, which passes from China
through the Shan country, and discharges itself into the

gulf of Martaban. The channel of this stream is broad,

but so shallow, and so much obstructed by shoals and
rapids, that, except at its mouth, it is not navigable for

vessels of any considerable burthen. Its course lies through
an open and fertile country.

Amherst is a bar harbour with rather a dangerous
entrance, but when this is passed, the anchorage is good
in five fathoms water, within 100 yards of the shore. The
bar has only one fathom at low water. The tide flows about

six miles an hour, and its greatest rise is 1 9 feet. For two
hours before, and the same time after high water, the

harbour is so still, that the communication with the shore

is perfectly easy.

Good water is found everywhere in the neighbourhood of

the town, within six feet of the surface, and every circum-
stance connected with the station seems to promise that

Amherst will become a place of considerable commercial
and political importance. The military cantonments are

situated about a mile and a half from the town, on a dry
and elevated spot {Manuscripts of the India Board,
quoted by Hamilton, and Reports of the House ofCommons
on the Affairs of India, 1832.)

AMHERST (JEFFERY, BARON), a distinguished

British military commander, was the son of Jeffery Amherst,
of Riverhead, in Kent, Esq., and was born on the 29th of

January, 1717. The family is said to have been of great

antiquity. He received his ensign's commission in 1731,

and having some years after gone to Germany as aide-de-

camp to General Ligonior, was present at the battles of

Dettingen and Fontenoy. He afterwards became aide-de-

camp to the Duke of Cumberland, and as such was pre-

sent at the battles of Laffeld and Hastenbeck. In 1756,

while still abroad, he received the colonelcy of the fifteenth

regiment of loot. Two years after he was recalled from the
continent and sent to America as major-general of the troops

destined for the siege of Louisburg in Cape Breton. After
the reduction of Canada in 1 760, to which he had materially

contributed, he received the thanks of the House of Com-
mons, and was made a Knight of the Bath. Soon after he
was appointed commander-in-chief of all the forces in Ame-
rica. On the peace in 1 763 ho returned to England, when

,

he received from the king the governorship of Virginia. A
misunderstanding with his majesty in 1768 occasioned his

sudden dismissal from the army ; but the matter having
been cleared up, he was in a few months reinstated both in

his former rank and in the royal favour. In 1770 he was
made governor of Guernsey, and two years after, lieutenant-

general of the ordnance and commander-in-chief of the
forces in England. In ?776 he was created Baron Am-
herst of Holmesdale, in the county of Kent. He retained

his appointment of commander-in-chief till the breaking up
of the North administration in 1782, when, on his resigning

it, the king gave him the office of gold stick in waiting. In

1 787 he received a second patent of nobility with the title of

Baron Amherst of Montreal in Canada, and with remainder

to his nephew. On the 22d of January, 1 793, he was again

appointed to the command of the army, which he held till

the 1 0th of February, 1 795, when he was succeeded by the

Duke of York. On this occasion it is understood that an

earldom and the dignity of field-marshal were offered to him,

both of which honours he declined at the time, though the

following year he accepted the field-marshal's baton. Lord

Amherst died at his seat at Montreal near Sevenoaks,

Kent, on the 3d of August, 1797, in the eighty-first year of

his age. He had been twice married, first to Jane, daughter

of Thomas Dalyson, Esq. of Manson, in Lincolnshire, who

died on the 7th of January, 1 765 ; and the second time to

Elizabeth, daughter of General Cary, and grand-daughter

of Lucius Henry, Viscount Falkland ; but he left no cnild-

rcn, and was succeeded in his title and estates by his nephew,

William Pitt Amherst, the present peer. (Gentleman's

Magazine for 1797, p. 800; and Chalmers's Biographical

Dictionary.)

AMHERSTBURGH, a town in the western district of

Upper Canada, in 42° 5' N. lat., and 83° 1 0' W. long., in

the township of Maiden, Essex county.
Amherstburgh stands on the northern shore of Lake

Erie, near the mouth of the river Detroit, and on its eastern

side. Being a frontior town, it has some military defences

and contains a garrison. During the war with America in

1813, the military and naval works were destroyed on the

approach of a superior American force, but they have been

partly restored since the peace. There is a very safe and

commodious harbour, with a good anchorage in three and a

half fathoms water.

The surrounding country is highly fertile, and the climate

good. Apples, pears, peaches, plums, nectarines, and

grapes, are produced in great perfection and abundance.

The lake and river furnish a great variety and plentiful

supply of excellent fish ; and the woods contain as great a

choice of game and of singing birds. (Bouchette's Account

of the British Dominions in North America.)
AMIANTHUS. [See Asbestos.]
AMIDINE, a peculiar substance, procured by Saussure

from wheat and potato starch : 100 parts of the latter were

boiled with 1 200 parts of water, and put into a bottle fur-

nished with a tube to convey the gases generated. After

forty-two days' exposure to a temperature of 68° to 77° of

Fahr., small quantities of hydrogen and carbonic acid gases

were obtained. On examining the residue, it was found to

contain 18*7 of amidine, 35*4 of sugar, resembling that

formed by the action of dilute sulphuric acid upon starch,

and 1 7 • 5 of gum, similar to that procured by roasting starch,

and some starch remained unchanged. One hundred parts of

potato starch boiled with 1200 of water were exposed also for

forty-two days to the atmosphere; they yielded 1 7 of amidine,

30 '4 of sugar, 1
7

' 2 of gum, and some unaltered starch.

It appears, therefore, that changes occur in the nature of

starch, with, or without, the presence of atmospheric air* in

the former case, it was found that a little of its oxygen

was converted into carbonic acid gas; in the latter, as

already noticed, hydrogen and carbonic acid gases were

evolved.

When the residue of the fermentation is treated with cold

water, the sugar and gum are readily dissolved, while tho

amidine is but little soluble in it ; boiling water, however,

readily dissolves it, and it is to be purified by evaporation to

dryness, powdering, washing with a little cold water, rcdis-

solving in boiling water, filtering and again evaporating to

dryness.

Amidine, thus obtained, is opaque, or semi-transparent,

white, or yellowish-white, inodorous, insipid, very friable,

soluble in any proportion in water of 140° Fahr., but inso-

luble in alcohol. It resembles starch in giving a blue colour
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with iodine, in its action upon barytes-water, subacetate of

lead and infusion of galls, but differs from it in being solu-

ble in cold water, and in not gelatinizing with boiling water,

even when it forms one-fifth of the solution.

AMIENS, an antient town of France, in the department
of Somme, seventy-five miles N. of Paris. It is of Celtic

origin, and existed at the time of Caesar's invasion of Gaul,
under the name of Samaro-Briva, which denotes a bridge over
the Samara, now the Somme. At a later period it acquired
the name of the tribe ofwhich it was the chief town, the Am-
biani ; this name, under a modified form, it still retains.*

When France was divided into provinces, Amiens was the
capital of Picardy ; and when this division was superseded
by that of departments, Amiens became the capital of the
department of Somme. It is the seat also of a Cour Royale,
a court the jurisdiction of which may be compared to that

of our own assize courts, but which differs from them in

being stationary ; of a Tribunal de Commerce, a court for the

decision of mercantile disputes, the members of which are

leading merchants or tradesmen, and are appointed by the

commercial body ; and of a bishopric, which includes the

departments of Somme and Oise.

The town is well-built, with broad, straight streets. The
river Somme, which traverses it in three branches, is navi-

gable for small craft. There is a citadel, but the ramparts
of the town have been demolished, and serve now as pro-

menades. The chief buildings are, the town-house built by
Henry IV., in which is a collection of paintings of the

French school, the corn-market, the college, the residence

of the prefect, and especially the cathedral, one of the finest

specimens ofGothic architecture in France. The nave of this

edifice, the loftiest in France, is regarded as a masterpiece

;

and the lightness of the pillars attracts much admiration

:

the effect of the whole has, however, been injured by the sub-

stitution of plain glass for the stained glass which once filled

the windows. There are two fine promenades in the town.

The trade of Amiens is still considerable. Velvet, plush,

camblet, quilting, serge, drugget, fine kerseymere, hosiery,

and other goods, linen, cotton, and woollen, are either entirely

manufactured, or, being brought in from other places in

an unfinished state, are prepared for sale in other parts

of the country, or for exportation to foreign lands. There are

also paper-mills and bleaching-grounds. The town serves

as a mart for the numerous manufactures of the neighbour-

hood as far as the confines of the department. The number
of inhabitants is above 42,000.

Of institutions for education, or the promotion of science,

Amiens possesses several. There is an Academie, an in-

stitution ranking with the universities of other countries,

and a College or public school; a capital library of 40,000

volumes ; a botanic garden, and an academy of belles lettres,

sciences, and arts. It was the birth-place of Voiture, Du-
cange, t*he astronomer Delambre, and Peter the Hermit, the

instigator of the first crusade.

Amiens, after having been bestowed by Charles VII. of

France on the Duke of Burgundy, a prince at that time

nearly equal to his sovereign in power, was re-annexed to

the crown in the fifteenth century by Louis XI., the son and
successor of Charles. In the time of Henry IV. it was
taken by the Spaniards by a singular stratagem. A party
of soldiers, disguised as peasants, driving a cart loaded with

walnuts, having gained admittance, contrived to spill their

nuts just by the gate ; and while the guards were gathering
them up, the town was surprised and taken by the disguised

soldiers and their comrades who had followed them. This
was in 1597 ; but the town was recovered within a year.

The short peace between England and France, in 1802, was
concluded at Amiens.
The arrondissement of Amiens contains 652 square miles,

and about 1C0,000 inhabitants. There are in it 250 com-
munes.
AMIENS (TREATY OF), the treaty of peace between

Great Britain on the one part, and France, Spain, and
Holland, on the other, signed at Amiens on the 25th of

March, 1802. The preliminaries of this peace had been
signed at London on the 1st of October, 1801 ; and on that

occasion, it was agreed that the terms of the final treaty

* The capitals ofthe different Gallic tribes appear in the latter period of the
Roman domination to have geme by the name of their tribe in preference to

their own original designation ; and from hence come most of the modern
. lumea of these towns. Thus Modiolanum, capital of the Santones or Santuni,

lus liecome Saintes : Cfesaromagus, capital of the Bellovaci, is the present
li.-uuvaU, &c. It may be observed that the modern uamo usually comes from
we accusative or ablattrt form of Uw antient one

should be settled at Amiens, that town being situated about
midway between London and Paris. On the 1st of No-
vember, accordingly, the Marquis Cornwallis left London
for Paris, commissioned to act as plenipotentiary ; and on
the 1st of December he arrived at Amiens. On the Tth,

the Dutch minister, Roger Jean Schimmelpenninck, made
his appearance. The Spanish representative, Don Joseph
Nicolas D'Azara, did not come till a considerable time
after. Joseph Buonaparte was the French plenipotentiary.

It was a long time, after the commissioners had all

assembled, before much progress was made in the nego-
tiation ; and it was frequently supposed to be on the point
of being broken off. The treaty, however, was at last

signed on the day we have mentioned—an additional article

having been added two days after. On the 29th, Mr.
Moore, the assistant secretary to the mission, arrived with
the news in London. The proclamation of the peace was
made in that city, and in Westminster, on the 29th of
April, on the evening of which day a brilliant illumination
testified the public joy. The treaty of Amiens consisted
of twenty-three articles, including the supplementary one.
France agreed to evacuate Naples, and the states of the
Church ; England, on her part, gave up all her conquests
during the war, to the powers to whom they had formerly
belonged, with the exception of Trinidad, which had been
taken from Spain, and the part of Ceylon which had been
possessed by the Dutch. Egypt was restored to Turkey.
It was also stipulated, that within three months after the
exchange of the ratifications of peace, the English troops
should evacuate the islands of Malta, Gozo, and Comino,
which should be given back into the possession of the
Knights of St. John of Jerusalem, to be held by them on
conditions which were enumerated under thirteen heads
It was this last stipulation which afterwards afforded the
ostensible ground for the breach between the two principal
powers which had been parties to the treaty of Amicus.
Hostilities were renewed between France and England bv
a declaration of war on the part of the latter, on the 1 7tn
of May, 1803.

AMILCAR. [See Hamilcar.]
AMIOT, (LE PERE,) a learned French Jesuit, and a

missionary to China. He was born at Toulon in 1718.
Having entered the order or society, as it was styled, of the
Jesuits, he distinguished himself as much by "his natural
talents, as by his persevering application to study, especially
to mathematics, physics, and the languages. Being sent by
his superiors to the eastern missions, he arrived at Macao
in 1750, whence he proceeded the following year to Pekin,
at the request, it is said, of the emperor, who had heard of
his great proficiency in mathematics, a science then much
in favour at the court of China. Father Amiot soon won
the friendship of the monarch, and he continued ever after

to reside at Pekin, for the space of forty-four years, till the
day of his death. To his knowledge of the Chinese, he
added that of the Mantcheou language, which he studied at
Pekin, under a military officer of that nation, and which,
as he modestly observes, lie found very useful for interpret-

ing many obscure passages in the Chinese writers, whose
language, he says, is like no other in the world, and is justly
called by the Japanese ' the language of confusion.' The
Tartar Mantcheou, on the contrary, is methodic, and better

resembles our European languages. Many Chinese works,
especially those relative to the military profession, being
translated into Mantcheou, as the Tartar conquerors adopted
the Chinese system of tactics, Amiot availed himself of both
texts, and he thus compiled his own treatise in French,
On the Military Art among the Chinese, which he ex-
tracted from antient works written by Chinese generals
before our Christian aera, and which are used for the
examination of candidates to the rank of officers. This
work was published at Paris by Desguignes, in 1772, with
some explanatory remarks on certain passages in which
Amiot appeared to have misunderstood, or not clearly

rendered, the Chinese text. It was afterwards reprinted in

the seventh volume of the collection entitled Memoires
concernant VHistoire, les Sciences, et les Arts des Chinois,
par les Missionnaires, 15 vols. 4to, published at Paris in
1776—91. A supplement with plates, sent since from
China, was inserted in the eighth volume. In the same
collection are found most of Amiot's numerous treatises and
other works, with a copious index of them in the tenth
volume. In the Lettres sur les caracteres Chinois, addressed
to the London Royal Society, he replies to a question re-
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ferred to him on the subject of certain hieroglyphs observed

by Needham on a bust of Isis in the king's cabinet at Turin,

and supposed to resemble the antient Chinese symbolic

characters. Amiot demonstrated that there was no analogy
between the two. This letter is an elaborate dissertation

on the Chinese language. He wrote also Lantiquite de
la Chine prourSe par les manumens, in answer to an essay

written by Father Cibot, another Jesuit, under the assumed
name of • Father Ko f a Chinese Jesuit,' both which are

inserted in the first and second volumes of the MSmoires
already mentioned. Cibot had attacked the Chinese chro-

nology of their dynasties, especially with regard to the six

emperors who are said to have reigned before Yao. Amiot
defended the Chinese historians, as he did likewise in his Life

of Koong-tse'e, whom we miscall Confucius, which he de-

rived from the best authorities, and in which he gave a
genealogy of the philosopher's family, some of whose de-
scendants were living in Amiot's time, and the line of which
is thefe traced back to the Emperor Hoang-ti, about 2600
years before Christ, and three centuries before Yao. It is

from this epoch that Amiot reckons the commencement of
the historical times of the Chinese, as distinguished from
their doubtful and mythological aeras. This opinion is con-
formable to the Chronological Abridgment of the History of
China, compiled at Pekin in 1770 by order of the Emperor
Kien Long, to which work Amiot wrote a prefatory explana-
tion, a copy of which he addressed to M. feignon, the kings
librarian at Paris. Amiot wrote also a dissertation on
Chinese music, ancient and modern, which was published
separately at Paris, under the care of the Abbe* Koussier,
and was afterwards inserted in the sixth volume of the
Memoires, He also sent over a translation of one of the
best Chinese treatises on music, and the MS. was deposited
by Bougainville, secretary to the Academy of Inscriptions

and Belles Lettres, in the Royal Library at Paris, where it

is to be seen. He translated a Chinese poem in praise of
the town of Mookden, composed by the Emperor Kien Long,
with numerous notes on the country of Mookden, the cradle

ofthe Mantcheou Tartars. Another important work of Father
Amiot, is his Mantcheou and French Dictionary, which was
the first published in Europe on that language, and was
printed at Paris in 1789, in three vols. 4to. The types were
cast at the expense of the minister Bertin, who intrusted the
revision to the orientalist Langles. Amiot also wrote a short

Mantcheou grammar, which is found in the thirteenth vo-

lume of the 4 Memoires/ It was thus that Father Amiot
continued to send successively from Pekin to Europe the

fruits of his assiduous researches in the literature of the
country he had adopted, and where he enjoyed universal

esteem. He imparted more information on China, and
Chinese lore, than any of the missionaries who had preceded
him. At the same time, he had the spiritual direction of the
congregation of native Christians in the capital. He died
at Pekin, in 1794, aged seventy-seven.

AMIR AL OMARA, or AMIR AL OtfRA. [See
Emir al Omara.]
AMLWCH, in the island of Anglesey, was formerly an

insignificant fishing village consisting of about six houses

;

but in consequence of the discovery of the celebrated copper
mines in the Parys mountain, in the year 1768, it has
become a flourishing town : the inhabitants amounted, in
1801, to 4977; and were increased, in 1831, to 6285. It
has a capacious harbour cut out of the solid rock or slate, at

the expense of the mining companies, capable of admitting
thirty vessels of 200 tons burden, where originally there was
only a cleft or opening, too small to receive a single vessel.

This harbour is dry at low water. It now returns a mem-
ber to parliament jointly with Beaumaris, Holyhead, and
Llangefni.

AMLWCH COPPER MINES. The discovery of these
mines was one of the most important events that took place
in the mining districts of this country during the last cen-
tury, for it opened the source of an abundant supply of
copper at a time when that metal was beginning to be in
great demand for the sheathing of ships and the making of
brass. In the vear 1 762, one Alexander Fraser repaired to

the island of Anglesey in search of mines, and examined
more particularly the Parys mountain, which in his opinion
presented strong indications of minerals in the interior. He
communicated his belief to Sir Nicholas Bayley, and pre-
vailed upon him to sink some trial shafts. But no success

attended the operations. Sometime afterwards Sir Nicholas,

in granting to Messrs. Roe and Co. of Maccles*<»M a lease,

of his mines in Carnarvon, imposed upon those gentlemea

an obligation to search the Parys mountain for mines. The
search was continued for a long time, at considerable ex
pense, but without any favourable result, and was near

being abandoned, when, as a last effort, the miners were

divided into small parties, and instructed to sink several

trial shafts in the neighbourhood of a spring of water which

was supposed to be impregnated with copper. On the

second day, much to tne joy of all concerned, one oi

these shafts struck upon a large body of copper ore. This

discovery was made on the 2d of March, 1768, and the

anniversary of that day has ever since been celebrated by

the miners. The surface of the mountain had not bees

penetrated more than seven feet, when the first solid mass

of ore was met with. After the discovery of ore, Roe and

Co. were dispossessed of their lease by a lawsuit, and the

Parys mine was worked by Lord Uxbridge, Mr. Williams,

and Mr. Hughes. Mr. Hughes' interest in the Parys mine

was a share in the land in right of his wife. It made the

fortune of the two latter. The Mona mine, in the same

range of mountains, was soon afterwards opened and worked;

it was the sole property of Lord Uxbridge, and now belongs

to the present Marquis of Anglesea, Both mines proved

exceedingly profitable.

As the excavations proceeded, it was found that the ore

did not lie in regular veins or lodes, but in large conglo-

merate masses, which admitted of being quarried in a cheap

and easy manner by means of workings exposed to the day.

The ore was mixed with, and imbedded in slate, and de-

scended to various depths, from twenty to fifty fathoms, m
that in time the workings assumed the shape of a large deep

basin, the sides of which were more or less perpendicular,

and the bottom full of deep pits and irregularities. When

the mines were in full work, every corner of this immense

excavation resounded with the blows of the miners and the

thunders occasioned by the constant blastings with gun-

powder.

At one time the mines gave employment to 1500 work

men, ninety ofwhom were employed in the smelting-houses.

Some estimate may be formed as to the quantity of ore

raised, from the circumstance of there having been at one

time a stock of 30,000 tons at the Mona mine, and 14.000

tons at the Parys mine. The principal part of the ore wai

a sulphuret of copper, intermixed, however, with block

copper, blue and green carbonate, and some strings of pure

native copper. The richer ores were exported to Swansea,

or sent to the smelting works at Stanley, near Liverpool;

but those of a poorer kind, containing from 1 to 24 percent,

were broken into small pieces, and placed in ovens or kilns

for the purpose of having the sulphur extracted from them.

When the oven or kiln was full, hot coals were applied to

various parts of the ore, which soon ignited, and the fire

smouldering slowly, disengaged the sulphur, which fell into

a chamber, connected by means of tlues with the kiln or

oven. This process of sublimation lasted from six to ten

months, according to tho quantity of ore operated upon.

When the sulphur was supposed to be thoroughly extracted,

the ore was taken from the ovens to the company's smelting

houses at Amlwch, and there run into rough copper, tech

nically called metal. One of the smelting-houses contained

upwards of thirty reverberatory furnaces ; each furnace was

charged with twelve cwt of the roasted ore, which smelted

in five hours, and yielded halfa cwt. of rough copper or metal,

containing about 40 per cent, of pure copper. The sulphur

collected in the chamber, as above described, was from time

to time taken out, fused, and cast into rolls and cones for the

London market
In excavations so extensive, and occasionally penetrating

to the depth of fifty fathoms, there could not fail to accumu-

late a large body of water. Tho water was found to hold in

solution a portion of sulphate of copper, which was separated

in the following manner : large ranges of rectangular pits,

thirty-two feet in length, twelve feet in width, and two feet

in depth, were constructed ; the pits were filled with rows of

cast-iron plates, placed on edge, and prevented from touch:

ing each other by a projecting snag upon the upper side,

In course of time, however, any kind of refuse cast or maile

able iron was substituted for the plates, and found to answer

quite as well at less than half the expense. The water im

pregnated with sulphate of copper was pumped up from the

excavations, and made to flow along troughs or channels into

the pits. A slow but continued action took place upon the

surface of the iron which was graduallv dissolved and oarjiea
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off, leaving nearly an equal quantity of oxide ofoopper pre*

eipitated in its place. The precipitation ofcopper on so large

a scale, at a time when the subject was little understood,

gave rise to a vulgar opinion, that the iron was converted

into copper. Once in two or three months the stream of

water was diverted for a short time, the surface of the iron

scraped, and the precipitate removed from the pits to be
smelted. Being unavoidably mixed with a considerable

portion of iron and earthy matter, the precipitate did not

yield more than 50 per cent of copper, instead of 87 per
cent, which the pure oxide contains, but the copper obtained

from it was always considered of the best quality. The
water, charged with sulphate of iron, after leaving the pits,

was received into large shallow pools, where a precipitation

of the iron took place, and this being collected and dried, was
sold as yellow ochre.

For the last ten or fifteen years these celebrated mines
have been on the decline ; the great mass of ore is ex-

hausted ; and the present limited operations are guided by
partial and uncertain indications in the slate or matrix.

Not more than one-third of the people are now employed, and
the mining prosperity of Amlwch, which once seemed to

spring from an inexhaustible source, has almost passed away.
During the most flourishing period it was computed that

from 60,000 to 80,000 tons of ore were annually extracted

from the Parys and Mona mines. Supposing the ore to

have averaged 5 per cent, (which is 34 per cent, less than
the average of the Cornish ores,) the above quantity must
have yielded upwards of 3000 tons of copper—a product more
than equal to that of the whole of the Cornish mines at the

same period. At the time now referred to, the exports of

Amlwch consisted of—
The richer sorts of copper ore j

The poorer ditto, ditto, roasted

;

Rough copper or metal

;

Dried precipitate of copper from the pits ;

Refined sulphur

;

Ochre j

Alum;
Green vitriol or sulphate of iron.

The produce of the mines, for the last five years, has been

from 700 to 800 tons of copper annually, or about one-

eighteenth part of the copper produced in the United

Kingdom.
The ores mined at present do not yield above four per

cent, of metal.

A sulphate of lead was found in considerable quantities

mixed with the soil or earth which immediately reposed

upon the copper ore. The lead obtained from this sulphate

contained from fifty to sixty ounces of silver in each ton,

and a great quantity of the sulphate was dug, in the expec-

tation that it would be profitable to smelt it, and afterwards

extract the silver. This expectation, however, though
apparently well grounded, was never realized ; for in sepa-

rating the sulphate of lead from the soil, and also in the

process of smelting, difficulties occurred, which it was found

impossible to overcome in practice.

It is exceedingly probable that the Parys mountain, or

its immediate neighbourhood, was formerly the scene, if not

of successful enterprize in mining and smelting, at least of

trial and experiment. Long before the present mines were
discovered, a collection of waters upon the summit of the

mountain was known by the name of the Mine Pool ; and a

hearth for smelting lead, some pieces of lead and charcoal,

and a plate of copper weighing about 50lbs., all round ante-

rior to the opening of the modern mines, seem to attest

that the minerals in the vicinity of Amfwch attracted the

notice of a generation remote from our own.

AMMIA'NUS MARCELLI'NUS, a soldier and author

who lived in the fourth century, and wrote a history of

the emperors from the accession of Nerva, a.d. 96, to the

death of Valens in 378 ; the last profane history written by
a Roman subject in the Latin language. He was of Greek
family, and born at Antioch ; at least Libanius claims him
as a fellow-citizen. At an early age he entered the army,

in the distinguished service of the household guards of

Constantiu , son of Constantino. He was peculiarly at-

tached to the fortunes of Ursicinus, the master of the horse,

under whom he served, first in the East in 350, afterwards

in Gaul, whither he went in 355. He was again sent with

Ursicinus into the East, and served under the Emperor
Julian in his Persian war, which he related at length and
with considerable power. Later in life he retired to Rome,

|

where he wrote his history, in thirty-one 'books/ 0A

these, the first thirteen are lost, the least valuable part,

since they can but have contained an epitome of the history

of two centuries and a half. The fourteenth book begins
just before the death of Constantius, and the transactions o*

the reign of Julian extend nearly to the end of the twenty-
fifth. The question whether he was a Christian or a pagan
has been agitated. Though he has not expressly stated his

sentiments, it seems evident to us that at least he was not a
Christian. In style he is inflated and vicious ; but passages
of considerable effect and eloquence occur in his work,
which has every appearance of being a faithful and unpre-
judiced narration of public transactions, in many of which
he had been personally engaged. " It is not without sin-

cere regret," says Gibbon, " that I must now take leave of
an accurate and faithful guide, who has composed the his-

tory of his own times, without indulging the prejudices and
passions which usually affect the mind of a contemporary/

1

Chap. xxvi. Some suppose the Greek life of Thucydides to

be written by him. The early editions of Ammianus are
numerous. The most valuable is that of Gronovius, folio,

Lugd. Bat, 1693; which contains the life and prefatory
matter of the Valesii. This has been the base of two other
editions, with the notes of later commentators, both pub-
lished at Leipzig, (Lips.) one by Ernesti in 1773, one by
Erfurdt in 1808. There is an old English translation by
Philemon Holland, (I^>nd. 1609.) and a French one by
Moulines, (Berlin, 1775, Lyons, 1778.)

AMMON, or AMUN, or AMN RA, the name of an
Egyptian deity, whom the Greeks considered as synonymous
with their Zeus (Jupiter). He is often represented on the
monuments of Egypt and in other works of Egyptian art

with a ram's head and a human body ; about which Hero-
dotus (ii., 42) tells the following odd story, picked up during
his travels in Egypt :—

« Hercules was exceedingly anxious
to have a sight of Zeus, but Zeus did not feel inclined to show
himself. At last, when Hercules was very importunate, Zeus
hit on the following contrivance : he flayed a ram, and cut-
ting offthe head put it before his face ; he then got into the
skin, and in this guise showed himself to Hercules. From
this circumstance the Egyptians represent the image of
Zeus with a ram's head/ But the ram's head is not the
peculiar property of Aromon : it is found also, for instance,

on the head of Cneph, with the appropriate distinguishing

symbols. We consider the community of symbols in the
representations of different deities, as indicating the origin

of the political union of the several tribes or peoples to whom
the several deities belonged.

The worship of Ammon was not, like that of Osiris and
Isis, common to all the Egyptians : it seems to have been
specially of Ethiopian origin. The two chief Ammonian
temples which now exist are that at Carnak, on the east side

of the Nile, forming part of the extensive ruins of Thebes,
and that of Siwah, in the Libyan desert, known to the
Greeks by the name of Ammonium.
The god Ammon appears also under the figure of a crio-

sphinx or ram-sphinx, which is an animal with a ram's
head and the body of a beast of prey of the feline species.

(See British Museum

:

—Egyptian Antiquities, vol. i., and
the drawings in the French work on Egypt. Antiquites,

torn, hi., pi. 32.)

The word Ammon cannot, we think, be satisfactorily ex-

plained from the Coptic language, as it now exists. The
various guesses and conjectures may be seen in Jablonski's

Pantheon, vol. i. ; out of all the guesses, that which connects

the word Ammon, or Amun, with the Coptic word signifying
' to feed' sheep, is the most probable. (See Coptic Testa-

ment, John xxi. 15; &c.) Ammon then would be the

god of a Nomadic race, and originally a pastoral deity.

We find the city or portion of Ammon mentioned in

Jeremiah xlvi. 25; Ezekiel xxx. 15., under the name of

Amon-No ; and in Nahum iii. 8., under the name of No-
Amon. This city is generally supposed to be the Greek Dios-

polis, or • city of Jupiter,' now forming part of the ruins of

Thebes. But the No of Nahum is more probably the Dios-

polis of the Delta.

Tho name Amon forms a part of the proper name of

several Egyptian lungs and persons, such as Amenotph
(see Mrmnon), and Ptamon ; and is also often used in the

title or qualifying term applied to the name of a king:
thus we find on the monuments prefixed to the name of

Ramses, the title Amn-mai, • beloved by Ammon/ This

may be compared with such Greek propel names as DiphUus,
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* dear to Jupiter,' and such German names as Gottlieb,

(Theophilus) « dear to God,' Gottfried (Godfrey^ ' peace of

God/
AMMCNIA, the modern name of the volatile alkali

formerly so called to distinguish it from the more fixed

alkalis: it is a gaseous body, and was first procured in

that state by Priestley, who termed it alkaline air. (Ex-
periments on Air, vol. ii. p. 370.) He obtained it from

sal ammoniac, and hence the present name of the alkali.

Ammonia, like all the other alkalis, is a compound sub-

stance ; it consists of azote and hydrogen, in proportions

hereafter to be mentioned ; it exists, combined with various

acids, in urine and in some calculi. M. Boussingault (An.

de Chim. et de Phys., xliii., p. 334.) found it in a native oxide

of iron, and Dr. Marcet (Phil. Trans. 1823) detected it in sea

water combined with muriatic acid. Ammonia cannot be

formed by direct action after its elements have both assumed
the gaseous form ; it is requisite that one of them should be

in the nascent state : it is generated during certain natural

processes, and is obtained by several artificial ones ; these

will be noticed after a description of the method of prepara-

tion first employed by Dr. Priestley, and still adopted by

chemists, has been given.

Sai ammoniac, a salt already mentioned, is a compound
of muriatic acid and ammonia ; when it is powdered and
mixed with three-fourths of its weight of powdered lime, and
heated in a retort, animoniacal gas is plentifully given out,

which must be received in jars filled with and inverted in

mercury. The changes which occur during the production

of the ammonia are or a complicated nature. Sal ammoniac,

or muriate of ammonia, consists of muriatic acid and am-
monia, and the acid itself is constituted of chlorine and
hydrogen; lime is composed of the metal calcium and
oxygen. When the muriate of ammonia and lime act upon
each other, the chlorine of the muriatic acid combines with

the calcium of the lime, and the resulting chloride of calcium

remains in the retort, while the hydrogen of the acid com-

bines with the oxygen of the lime to form water, which
evaporates with the ammonia evolved.

The ammonia thus obtained is aeriform ; and as it does

not become tiuid under common circumstances of tempera-

ture and pressure, nor solid in any case, is termed a gas—
ammoniacal gas. Its properties are, that it is colourless,

transparent, and of course invisible ;
possessing the elasti-

city and mechanical properties of atmospheric air. The smell

is peculiar and extremely pungent, and its taste is highly

acrid. An animal put into it is immediately killed, and a
taper when immersed in it is extinguished : it appears, how-
ever, to be slightly inflammable, for the tiamo is rather

enlarged before it goes out ; and a small jet of the gas may
be burned in oxygen gas. The density of ammoniacal gas
is to that of atmospheric air, nearly as 0*5902 to 1 ; 100
cubic inches weigh rather more than 1 8 grains. It acts

strongly as an alkali, turning vegetable blues green, and
yellows reddish brown, and saturates acids forming various

salts.

Mr. Faraday (Phil. Trans. 1823, p. 189) found, that by
subjecting ammoniacal gas to a pressure of about 6£ atmos-
pheres, at the temperature of 50°, it became a colourless

transparent fluid, the density of which was 0*760, water
being 1.

Water dissolves ammoniacal gas with great rapidity, and
in large quantity ; a few drops of water thrown up into a jar

of the gas instantly condense it; a piece of ice also imme-
diately liquefies in and condenses the gas. Water at 50° is

capable of condensing G70 times its volume; the density of

the solution diminishes as its strength increases, so that, ac-

cording to Davy, with whom other chemists nearly agree,

when water contains 9} per cent of ammonia, its density is

0*9692; but when it holds 32$ per cent., it is reduced to

0*8750. The aqueous solution is colourless, transparent,

and has the pungency and alkaline property of the gas : by
exposure to the air, the ammonia escapes, and by the appli-

cation of heat it is expelled from the water ; on account
of this volatility of ammonia, vegetable colours which
have been altered by it regain their original tints as it

evaporates, which is not the case when the change has
been caused by the fixed alkalis.

The presence of ammonia may be detected by its strong
smell, by holding moistened turmeric paper where it is sus-

pected to exist, and by the formation of a white vapour,
when exposed to a glass rod moistened with muriatic acid.

Dr. Priestley found that the strong light of a lens produced

no effect upon ammoniacal gas. By moderate degrees of

heat it is merely expanded ; but when passed through an
ignited porcelain tube, as was first shown by Dr. Priestley,

it is decomposed, and, increasing to nearly double its

volume, rendered inflammable. (Experiments on Air, vol.

ii., p. 393.) He also first proved that it is decomposed
by the electric spark, and separated into hydrogen and
azotic gases, (vol. iii., p. 389.) These experiments have been

repeated by Berthollet, Davy, and Gay-Lussac. Dr. Henry
(Annals of Philosophy, N. S., viii., p. 347) also found that

when ammoniacal gas is electrified, its volume is exartly

doubled, and it is resolved into three volumes of hydrogen

gas, and one volume of azotic gas. As the result of these

experiments, it is now generally admitted, that ammoniacal
gas is a compound of three volumes of hydrogen gas and
one volume of azotic gas, condensed into two volumes: by

weight it is composed of

Three atoms of hydrogen 1 X 3 = 3 or hydrogen 17*64

One atom of azote . . =14 azote . 82*36

Weight of its atom ,=17 1 00'

That this is the composition of the gas in question is also

shown by comparing its calculated and actual density. Ac-
cording to Dr. Thomson (Chemistry of Inorganic Bodies,

vol. i., p. 704) 300 cubic inches of hydrogen gas weigh
6*4842 grains, and 100 cubic inches of azotic gas weigh
30*2794 grains, making together 36*7636 ; but during com-
bination the gases condense to half their volume, conse-

quently 200 cubic inches of ammoniacal gas weigh theo-

retically 36*7636 grains, and 100 weigh 18*3818. Now
according to Allen and Pepys the weight by actual ex-

periment is 18*18 grains, which is sufficiently near the

calculated statement to prove its correctness.

Ammonia is used for many purposes both in medicine

and in scientific chemistry ; as however it would be impos-

sible in some cases, and inconvenient in almost every one. to

employ it in its gaseous state, it is used in solution in water,

and then frequently called liquid ammonia : but this terra

can be applied with propriety only to the gas rendered fluid

by cold and pressure. Solution of ammonia may be readily

prepared by mixing muriate of ammonia with lime, in the

mode and proportions already mentioned, and passing the

gas liberated into water : this may be done either by insert-

ing a glass tube bent at right angles into the mouth of the

retort, and then putting the other end into a bottle of water;

or, which is better, in case absorption should take place, a

tubulated receiver may be used instead of the bent tube,

securing it properly by a perforated cork to the retort, and
luting it so that it may withstand the pressure of passing the

gas into the water.

Having now stated the direct method of preparing am
moniacal gas, its properties, composition, and aqueous solu-

tion, it will be proper to notice the different processes, both

natural and artificial, by which it is produced in large quan-
tity. The first of these is the putrefaction of animal matter,

We have already mentioned that hydrogen and azote are the

elements of ammonia, and, with some exceptions, there is

this difference between animal and vegetable matter, that

the first contains azote, while the latter does not. When
then, animal matter is subjected to decomposition, whe-
ther the operation be the natural one of putrefaction, or

the artificial one of the application of heat, ammonia is

one of the results obtained by the new arrangement of its

elements, and it is combined with carbonic acid, forming
carbonate of ammonia. It will be readily understood how this

happens : the animal matter consisting of hydrogen, azote,

oxygen, and carbon, the first two gases unite to form ammo-
nia, and the two latter elements to constitute carbonic acid

;

it is extremely probable, also, that during putrefaction the

oxygen of the atmosphere may assist in the formation of this

acid.

Ammonia may be artificially produced from most animal
matter, except fat, by subjecting it to heat in iron cylinders

;

and when bones, hoofs, or horns, are thus decomposed, a
large quantity of carbonate of ammonia is obtained, some of

which is in a solid form, but the greater portion is dissolved in

water and mixed with empyreumatic oil. This liquor has a
dark colour, and a pungent, disagreeable smell : when it is

purified so as to separate the greater part of the oil, it is the

spirit of hartshorn of the shops. The hard portion of bone,

being mostly phosphate of lime, does not yield any ammonia,
but there is intermixed with it a large quantity of a ^in-

stance termed chemically gelatine, which is similar to ism-
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glass, and that this yields ammonia is readily shown by
eating it in a retort with a spirit lamp ; the product received

in a vessel containing turmeric paper soon renders its yellow

colour reddish-brown ; and there are also produced water,

carbonic acid, and empyreumatic oil.

Vegetable matter, when azote is one of its elements,

as the gluten of wheat, yields ammonia if heated : coal

soot also contains it ; but the decomposition of coal, effected

during the production of carburetted hydrogen for the pur-
pose of gas illumination, is now an abundant source of am-
monia, which, by various processes, is converted into sul-

phate, muriate, or carbonate.

It has been already observed, that although hydrogen
and azote constitute ammonia, yet when they have both
assumed the gaseous state they cannot be made to unite.

Dr. Austen (Phil. Trans., vol. lxxviii. p. 380) attempted to

combine them by electricity, cold, and other methods, but he
did not succeed ; he found, however, that when iron filings

moistened with water were exposed either to azotic gas or

atmospheric air, the nascent hydrogen of the decomposed
water united with the azotic gas and formed the alkali in

question, and it occurred most readily in the pure azotic

gas.

Ammonia may also be produced by the action of both ele-

ments in their nascent state ; if tin filings be put into nitric

acid diluted with water, rapid action ensues, with the evolu-

tion of much nitric oxide gas, and the formation of peroxide
of tin. In this process, a portion both of the nitric acid and
water is decomposed, azote from the former, and hydrogen
from the latter, both in their nascent state, combine, and
the resulting ammonia forming nitrate with the undecom-
posed nitric acid, this salt is diffused through the peroxide
of tin ; add lime to this mixture, and owing to its greater

affinity for nitric acid than of ammonia for it, nitrate of lime
is produced and ammomacal gas evolved, as may be ascer-

tained by the smell and its action upon turmeric paper.

Iron and phosphorus decompose diluted nitric acid with
similar results ; and it has also been found, that the rust or
peroxide of iron formed within houses is capable of ab-
sorbing and strongly retaining the ammoniacal vapours
there developed. (Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. 24—99.)
In the Quarterly Journal of Science, &c. (vol. xix. p. 116.)

Mr. Faraday has detailed some very curious cases of the
production of ammonia, in which the substances yield-

ing it are, according to the present state of chemical
science, destitute of the azote supposed to be necessary to

its formation. From among numerous experiments, the fol-

lowing maybe selected as one of the most striking :—a glass

tube was filled with hydrogen gas, a piece of zinc foil

dropped into it, and upon that a portion of hydrate of potash,

and a slip of moistened turmeric paper was then introduced.

The potash was melted by a spirit-lamp and suffered to

run upon the zinc, and by continuing the heat, the turmeric
paper was reddened owing to the evolution of ammonia.
Now the elements included in this operation were oxy-
gen, hydrogen, zinc, and potassium ; the source, therefore,

of the ammonia is by no means evident, and it is difficult

of explanation.

The hydrates of soda, lime, and barytes produce similar

effects ; and much ammonia may be evolved by their action

upon iron, tin, zine, lead, and arsenic. But spongy pla-

tina, silver, and gold do not produce any ; the metals, there-

fore, seem to act according to their power of absorbing
oxygen ; and water or its elements appear to be necessary
to the experiment.
We shall now briefly notice the nature and results of the

action of ammonia upon certain elementary bodies. It has
been already stated that ammoniacal gas may be burned in

oxygen gas ; a mixture of these gases may also be fired by
the electric spark, the results being water and azotic gas ; a
little nitric acid is also generated, if the quantity of oxygen
gas be sufficient to combine with all the hydrogen of the

ammonia. (Dr. Henry, Phil. Trans., 1809.) Chlorine gas,

by mere admixture with ammonia, decomposes it partially,

and the action is attended with the evolution of light and
heat * the chlorine combines with a portion^of the hydrogen
of the ammonia; muriatic acid is thus formed, which
uniting with the ammonia remaining undecomposed, the

result is muriate of ammonia, while azotic gas is liberated.

The same effects are obtained, if the aqueous solutions of'

the gases in question be employed ; but then the changes

are unaccompanied by light or heat.

Ammonia has no action upon carbon, except at a high

temperature ; if, however, a piece of well-dried charcoal be
passed up into ammoniacal gas over mercury, it is capable
of absorbing ninety times its volume in twenty-four hours.
The gas undergoes no chemical change, and from Saussure's
experiments, it appears that the absorption is analogous to
the capillary attraction of liauids by very small tubes. Sul-
phur, when strongly heated in ammoniacal gas, partially
decomposes it, and hydrosulphuret of ammonia is one of
the products. At a high temperature, phosphorus also
decomposes ammonia and phosphuretted hydrogen is formed

;

when no heat is employed, phosphorus absorbs the gas, and
a deep-brown coloured substance is formed which is almost
pulverulent : its properties have not been examined. Iodine
and ammonia, provided both be perfectly dry, combine
without the agency of heat, and form iodide of ammonia.
(Colin, Ann. de Chim. xci. p. 262.) The compound is formed
immediately on mixture : it is a shining viscid liquid, of a
brownish-black colour, but as the absorption of ammonia
goes on, it loses its lustre and viscidity. It is not fulminating,
but, if put in contact with water, the ammonia is decom-
posed, and a black powder formed, which is the well-known
detonating substance iodide of azote, generally prepared by
putting iodine into the aqueous solution of ammonia.
The action of the metals upon ammonia varies consider

ably according to their nature. Gay-Lussao and Thenard
have shown that potassium and sodium absorb ammoniacal
gas, and are covered with a white crust. The absorption is

more rapid when the heat of a spirit-lamp is employed ; the
white crust becomes deep yellow, the surface of the metal
is brilliant and smooth, whilst the new compound is

greenish, fuses, and runs upon the sides ofthe tube ; when
the operation is continued until the potassium entirely dis-

appears, ammoniacal gas is not only absorbed, but a portion
is decomposed and hyarogen gas given out. The compound
formed is of a deep olive-green colour, its fracture crys-
talline, and its density greater than that of water. It fuses
at a temperature higher than boiling water, does not con-
duct electricity, burns in oxygen gas, and yields hydrate of
potash and azotic-gas. Water decomposes it rapidly ; the
results are potash and ammoniacal gas. Gay-Lussac and
Thenard consitler it as a compound of azoturet of potassium
with ammonia.
When ammoniacal gas is passed over ignited iron or

copper, the density of the metals is much diminished ; and
by the repeated action and decomposition of the gas, iron
may be increased in weight, as proved by Despretz, 1 V5 per
cent., which increase is owing to the absorption of azote by
the metal. It has been mentioned under the head of amal-
gams, that mercury and ammonia, when subjected to the
action of voltaic electricity, form a compound which has been
termed an amalgam. This experiment was first made by
Berzelius and Pontin, and may be thus performed:—put
some mercury into an open glass capsule, and place in it a
platina wire connected with the negative pole of the battery

;

pour on the mercury a strong aqueous solution of ammonia,
and connect this by a platina wire, at the distance of a line

from the mercury, with the positive pole of the battery.

When the battery is rendered active, the positive extremity
first gives out gas, but soon after it is disengaged also from
the mercury, which expands, becomes gradually as thick as
butter, is of a silvery-white colour, and eventually increases

to fiveor six times its original volume.

At a temperature of 70° to 80° of Fahrenheit, the amal-
gam is a soft solid ; at 32°, it is a firm crystalline mass. Its

density is about 3, water being 1. If exposed to the air it

soon becomes covered with a white crust of carbonate of

ammonia ; and when thrown into water, the mercury returns

to its original state, a weak solution of ammonia is formed*

and hydrogen gas is evolved equal to half the volume of the

amalgam used in the experiment. '*••

Davy improved this process by putting about 50 grains

of mercury into a cavity made in a piece of moistened sal-

ammoniac, placed on a platina plate attached to the positive

pole of the battery, whUe the mercury was connected by a
platina wire with the negative one. This process is not

only more easily executed than the foregoing, but the amal-
gam obtained by it is more permanent '

Great difference of opinion prevails as to die nature of
this amalgam. Gay-Lussac and Th6nard consider it as a
mere combination of mercury and ammonia, while Berzelius

regards it as a real amalgam of mercury and ammonium,
which he considers as a metal, composed of one volume of

azotic gas, and four volumes of hydrogen gas ; this opinion
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is, however, entirely hypothetical, and is shown by numerous
facta and analogies to be extremely improbable.

Although mercury is the only metal which appears to com-
bine with ammonia, there are several metallic oxides which
unite with it. These compounds are called ammoniurets,
and will be described under each metal : for the present we
shall merely mention, that the solution of ammoniuret of

zinc is colourless ; that of peroxide of copper is purple, and
of nickel the same, except when the excess of ammonia is

driven off, and then it is green ; the ammoniuret of cobalt

is of a fine red colour. The solid ammoniurets of silver and
gold are extremely explosive substances, and are called

fulminating gold and silver. With the various acids, am-
monia forms salts * we shall, however, describe only the

more important, viz., the acetate, carbonates, muriate, ni-

trate, oxalate, and sulphate.

Acetate of Ammonia.—This salt is prepared by adding
sesquicarbonate of ammonia to dilute acetic acid. Owing
to the superior affinity of the acetic acid for the ammonia,
the carbonic acid is expelled from it with effervescence, and
a colourless solution remains, which, when concentrated,

and placed under the exhausted receiver of an air-pump,
over sulphuric acid, yields transparent prismatic crystals,

the taste of which is hot ; they are very deliquescent.

According to Dr. Thomson, they are composed of 1 atom
of acetic acid, 5 1 ; 1 atom of ammonia, 1 7 ; and 7 atoms
of water, 63 ; their atomic weight is, therefore, 131.

Acetate of ammonia is directed to be prepared in the

London Pharmacopoeia, and kept in solution under the
name of Liquor Ammonice Acetatis. It is used externally

as a refrigerant, and internally as a diaphoretic, and is

commonly known by the name of Spirit of Mindererus.
Carbonates of Ammonia.—Of these there are three, the

carbonate, sesquicarbonate, and bicarbonate. The carbo-

nate may be procured by mixing one volume of carbonic
acid gas and two volumes of ammoniacal gas in a jar over
mercury; they immediately condense into a white solid,

which is carbonate of ammonia. It may be also prepared
by mixing and heating carbonate of potash and muriate of

ammonia. By a series of decompositions, the carbonic acid

is transferred from the potash to the ammonia of the
muriate, and the carbonate formed, being volatile, rises in
vapour, and is condensed in the upper' part of the subliming
vessel. It is a white salt, pungent to the smell, and acrid

to the taste ; soluble in cold water, and decomposed by hot
water. It acts as an alkali upon vegetable colours, and con-
sists of

One atom of carbonic acid 22
One atom of ammonia . 17

Atomic weight . . . 39
It is used in medicine as a stimulant in a preparation

called in the PharmacojxBia, Spiritus Ammonice Aromati-
cusj and commonly Spirit of Sal Volatile.

Sesquicarbonate of Ammonia.—This salt is contained in

the Pharmacopoeia under the incorrect name of Ammonia?
Subcarbonas, or subcarbonate of anunonia. It is directed
to be prepared by heating, in a subliming vessel, a mixture
of one part of muriate of ammonia, or sal ammoniac, and
one part and a half of carbonate of lime or chalk ; it is,

however, usually, and more economically obtained by de-
composing sulphate of ammonia with carbonate of lime. In
this case, double decomposition ensues, sesquicarbonate of
ammonia is formed, volatilised, and is condensed in the
upper part of the vessel, while sulphate of lime remains in

the lower.

Sesquicarbonate of ammonia is a colourless, translucent,
moderately hard salt ; it has a pungent smell, and a sharp,
penetrating taste, but less so than the carbonate. It is

soluble in about four times its weight of cold water, and is

decomposed by hot water. It acts upon vegetable blues and
yellows, like an alkali, and on this account, as well as its

ammoniacal smell, has been called a subcarbonate.
j(t is composed of

Three atoms of carbonic acid 66
Two atoms of ammonia . . 34
Two atoms of water . . .18

Atomic weight . . . 113
A$ three atoms of carbonic acid are combined with one

atom of ammonia, aud these being as one and a half to one,
^m$ Ba^like others similarly constituted, is generally termed
* *qfoQarbpn<xte.

It is used in medicine as a stimulant, and usually callei

smelling salts. It is also employed as a substitute for yeast in

making some of the finer kinds of bread. As a chemical

re-agent, it is extensively used; and also for preparing

various other ammoniacal salts.

Bicarbonate of Ammonia.—This salt may be prepared

by mixing, over mercury, equal volumes of carbonic acid

and ammoniacal gases, and adding a little water ; by pass-

ing carbonic acid gas into a solution of sesquicarbonate o*

ammonia, in which way it may be obtained in crystals ; by
heating a mixture of equal weights of muriate of ammonia
and carbonate of lime in a subliming vessel ; or lastly, and
with the greatest facility, by exposing powdered sesquicar-

bonate of ammonia to the air until it becomes inodorous ; in

this case, a larger proportion of ammonia escapes than
remains, and the residue thus becomes a bicarbonate.

When obtained by sublimation, it resembles the sesqui-

carbonate in appearance, but differs from it in being devoid

of pungency ; it is rather hard, soluble in cold, and de-

composed by hot water. When perfect, it has no alkaline

action on vegetable colours, like the preceding carbonates.

The salt obtained by sublimation, or by exposing the ses-

quicarbonate to the air, consists of

Two atoms of carbonic acid 54
One atom of ammonia . 17

Two atoms of water . .18

Atomic weight . . .89
It is rarely used either in medicine, or as a chemical re-

agent.

Muriate of Ammonia.—This salt has been long known,
and extensively used, under the name of Sal Ammoniac.
The substance from which it was first procured, was the

soot of camels dunjj. It is now largely manufactured in

Europe, by combining muriatic acid, either directly or

indirectly, with ammonia, obtained from the decomposi-

tion of animal matter, but principally from the liquor ob-

tained during the preparation of coal-gas, or carburetted

hydrogen. The impure carbonate of ammonia which this

liquor contains is either at once saturated with muriatic

acid, or first converted into sulphate of ammonia, and after-

wards, by decomposing it with common salt, into muriate

the products are sulphate of soda and muriate of ammonia,
and this last is separated by crystallization, and sublimed.

Muriate of ammonia, as obtained by sublimation, is an
amorphous, translucent, colourless salt ; but when separated

from water by crystallization, its form is cubic It has a
sharp, saline taste, but no smell, and dissolves readily in

water ; exposure to a dry air produces no change in it

;

by heat, it volatilizes without decomposition. Lime and
the fixed alkalis decompose it, evolving ammoniacal gas;
and sulphuric acid expels the muriatic acid gas. It is com-
posed of equal volumes of muriatic acid gas and ammoniacal
gas, as may be shown by the perfect condensation of these

proportions in a jar over mercury ; or by weight, of

One atom of muriatic acid 37
One atom of ammonia . 1

7

Atomic weight ... 54
This salt is much employed in various chemical manufactures.
It is generally used for preparing ammoniacal gas, and the

sesquicarbonate of ammonia, in the modes already described.

Nitrate of Ammonia.—When sesquicarbonate of ammonia
is added to dilute nitric acid, effervescence occurs, owinj*

to the evolution of the carbonic acid of the decomposed
ammoniacal salt, and a solution of nitrate of ammonia
remains; this, by evaporation, yields slender crystals of

nitrate of ammonia ; they are colourless, inodorous, very
sharply saline to the taste, readily soluble in water, and
deliquescent in a moist atmosphere. When heated to

about 500° of Fahrenheit, nitrate of ammonia decomposes,
and is resolved into water and nitrous oxide gas. Some-
times the solution of nitrate of ammonia, instead of being
merely evaporated till crystals are formed, is reduced till

the water is so nearly expelled, that the salt solidifies in

cooling. In both states it is composed of

One atom of nitric acid 54

One atom of ammonia 1

7

One atom of water . 9

Atomic weight 80
It is principally used for preparing nitrous oxide gas.

Oxalate of Ammonia.—This salt is prepared by adding
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sesquicarbonate of ammonia to a solution of oxalic acid,

until it is saturated. The solution by evaporation yields

small prismatic crystals ; these are devoid of smell, have

a bitter, saline taste, and dissolve readily in water.

Oxalate of ammonia is composed of

One atom of oxalic acid 36

One atom of ammonia 1

7

Two atoms of water . 18

Atomic weight ... 71

It is used as a test of the presence of lime, and to precipi-

tate it from solution in chemical analyses.

Sulphate of Ammonia.—It has been already mentioned,

that this salt is formed as an intermediate step in preparing

muriate of ammonia, and this is the principal purpose to

which it is applied. In small quantity, it is best made by

saturating dilute sulphuric acid with sesquicarbonate of

ammonia. The solution is colourless, and by evaporation

yields small prismatic crystals ; these have a saline taste,

and are readily dissolved by water. Crystallized sulphate

of ammonia is composed of

One atom of sulphuric acid 40

One atom of ammonia .17
Two atoms of water • .18

Atomic weight .... 75

According to Dr. Thomson there is a variety of this salt,

the crystals of which contain only half as much water

as the abovementioned ; but this kind is not usually met
with.

The general properties of the salts of ammonia are as

follows: soluble in water, with few exceptions; decom-

posed by the fixed alkalis, and alkaline earths, with the

evolution of ammonia; decomposed when a magnesian

salt and a soluble phosphate are added to them, a crystalline

precipitate being formed, winch is a double salt, composed of

phosphate of ammonia and phosphate of magnesia ; decom-

posed and dissipated by heat, except the acid, like the phos-

phoric and boracic, be a fixed one, in which case the am-
monia is expelled, and the acid remains : a solution of

muriate of platina occasions a yellow precipitate in solutions

of ammoniacal salts.

AMMONIAC (GUM), a concrete juice produced in

Persia, Abyssinia, &c, but the plant from which it is

obtained does not appear to have been ascertained. Will-

denow refers it to the Heracleum gummiferum, in which

he is followed by the British Colleges of Physicians. Others

refer it to the Ferula orientalis. ft consists of grains of va-

rious sizes, usually called tears : they are either separate or

agglutinated into masses ; their colour is whitish, but they be-

come yellow by the action ofthe air ; they are shining, opaque,

irregular in shape, and more or less globular ; when cold,

ammoniac is rather hard and brittle, it softens by the heat

of the hand, but does not entirely liquefy at a stronger heat
The smell is peculiar and disagreeable, and the taste is

nauseous, at first mucilaginous and bitter, and afterwards

acrid. Its specific gravity is 1*207. When triturated with

water, it is partly dissolved, forming an emulsion which

becomes clearer on standing. When distilled with water,

it loses its volatile oil, and becomes inodorous ; the distilled

water has the odour of the gum, and small drops of limpid,

colourless oil tloat on its surface. Alcohol takes up about

half its weight, forming a brownish-yellow solution ; which

becomes turbid when mixed with water. It is combustible,

burning with a white flame, little smoke, and a strong

smell ; the ashes left, consist of small portions of the car-

bonates of potash and lime, and phosphate of lime.

Sulphuric acid readily dissolves ammoniac, and water

precipitates the solution; nitric acid converts it into a

bitter substance ; the fixed alkalies form with it a turbid

golution, which is extremely bitter.

According to Bucholz, ammoniac consists of

Resin 72'0

Gum 22*4

Bassorine 1*6

Volatile oil, water and loss 4 • 0

100

It is used in medicine as a stimulant and expectorant.

AMMONITES, a nation descended, according to Gen.

xix. 38, from the incestuous connexion of Lot with

bis younger daughter, about the year 1898 B.C. The

name of their progenitor, *E|j;" 12 Ben Ammi, means son of

my kindred, and the name Ammon has nearly Ae same
signification. There is no etymological connexion between

flQy ^3, children ofyammon, and the Egyptian word Am-

mon or Amon. TheAmmonites, or the children ofAmmon,
are called by the Septuagint and Josephus, Ammanit®. The
country which they inhabited was situated between the rivers

Amon and Jabbok, N.N.E. of the Moabites, and east ofthe

tribe* ofReuben and Gad. Giants dwelt there, we are told,

in old time ; and the Ammonites called them Zamzummim
(D^DTDT those who devise wickedness), a people great and

many,'and tall as the Anakim; but the Lord destroyed the

Zamzummim before the Ammonites, who dwelt in their

land. The Israelites, under Moses, smote the Amorites,

and possessed their land rroin Arnon unto Jabbok, even

unto the children of Ammon, about the year 1452 before

Christ : but they did not enter the territory of the Ammonites,

for the border of the children of Ammon was strong (Num.

xxi. 24). The Israelites were directed not to distress the

children of Ammon, because the Lord had given the land

unto the children of Lot for a possession. About 1161 B.C.,

the children of Ammon, under their king, passed over the

Jordan, and encamped in Gilead with the pretext of recover-

ing the country which they falsely accused the Israelites of

having taken from them 300 years before. Jephthah, who
then commanded the Israelites, reminded the king of the

Ammonites, that the Israelites never went into the borders

of Ammon. In the battle that followed, Jephthah smote

the Ammonites from Aroer to Minnith, and subdued them.

(Judges x. xi.) In the year 1095 B.C. Nahash, king of the

Ammonites, encamped against Jabesh Gilead, and offered

to make terms with the inhabitants on condition that he

might put out all their right eyes, and lay it for a reproach

upon Israel. Upon this, messengers from Jabesh went

to Gibeah of Saul ; and Saul nut the people in three

companies ; and they came into the midst of the host in

the morning watch, and slew the Ammonites until the heat

ofthe day, so that two of them were not left together. After

the victory, Samuel said, Let us go to Gilgal and renew the

kingdom, and there they made Saul king. (1 Sam. xi.)

Nahash afterwards showed kindness unto David: he died

about B.C. 1037. When David sent to comfort his son

Hanun, the princes of the children of Ammon suspected

that he bad some design, and the king took David's

servants, and treated them shamefully. The Ammonites

then hired the Syrians of Beth-Rehob, and 20,000 foot-

men of Zoba, and of king Maacoh 1000 men, and of

Ishtob 12,000. To oppose this force, David sent out

Joab, who defeated the Ammonites. Upon this, Hada-

rezer, the Syrian king, sent and brought out the Syrians

from beyond the Euphrates, but David took 700 chariots of

the Syrians, and slew 40,000 horsemen, and Shobach, the

captain of their host ; so the kings that were sen ants to

Hadarezer, made peace with Israel, and the Syrians feared

to help the children of Ammon any more. About B.C.

1 035, David sent Joab and his servants, and all Israel, and

they defeated the children of Ammon, and besieged

Rabbah, their metropolis. And Joab took first the royal

city, or that part which contained the palace, and the

reservoirs and springs of water. And Joab sent mes-

sengers to David, and said, I have taken the city of waters,

now gather the rest of the Israelites and take Rabbah : lest I

take the city and it be called after my name. David took

Rabbah, and got the king's crown, the weight whereof was

a talent of gold, with the precious stones : and it was set on

David's head, and he brought forth the spoil of the city in

great abundance. His treatment of the conquered people

was harsh and cruel. About B.C. 896, the Ammonites,

Moabites, and others came against Jehoshaphat, to battle in

Hazazon-tamar, which is En-gedi. Jehoshaphat pro-

claimed a fast, and Judah gathered themselves together

to ask help of the Lord, which came by the discord of the

hostile forces. For the children of Ammon and Moab

stood up against their comrades, the inhabitants of mount

Seir; every one helped to destroy another, and none,

escaped. And Jehoshaphat and his people stripped off

precious jewels from the dead bodies, and riches, more than

they could carry away, and they were three da>s in gather-

ing the spoil. And on the fourth day, they blessed the

Lord in the valley of Beracha. Therefore, the name of the

same place is called Beracha, which means blessing. And
the fear of God was on all the kingdoms, when they heard

that the Lord had fought against the enemies of Israel*
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(2 Chron. xx.) About b.c. 760, Jotham fought with the

king of the Ammonites, and compelled the Ammonites to

give him the same year 100 talents of silver, and 10,000

measures of wheat, and 1 0,000 of barley ; so much they

paid also the second and the third year. (2 Chron. xxvii.)

From the prophetic writings, we derive some further in-

formation as to the history and character of the Ammonites.
They are accused by Amos (i. 13.) ofthe barbarous practice of

ripping up women with child. Their destruction is predicted

by Isaiah, xi. 14 ; Zephaniah, iL 9 ; Jeremiah, xlix. 1-5

;

Ezekiel, xxv.
About 600 n.c, bands of the Ammonites came with

Nebuchadnezzar against Jerusalem, (2 Kings xxiv. 2.) and
exulted in the downfall of their once powerful and invete-

rate enemy. About 457 B.C., Ezra enforced the Mosaical

law (Deut. xxiii. 2.), that an Ammonite should not enter

into the congregation of the Lord, even to his tenth gene-

ration. Consequently, Ezra separated many Israelites

from their Ammonitish wives, (Ezra ix. x.) King Solomon,
at an earlier period, had violated the Mosaic law, by having
Ammonitish women in his harem. (1 Kings xi. 1.) Ezra's

adherence to the law of Moses excited the hostility of the

Ammonites to the rebuilding of Jerusalem, which was
ridiculed by Tobiah the Ammonite, who said, even that

which they build, if a fox go up, he shall even break down
their stone wall. (Neh. iv. 3.) Nehemiah, who was also a

vigorous reformer, cursed and smote those Israelites who
had married wives of Ammon and plucked off their hair

(Neh. xiii.), about 434 b.c. Judas the Maccabee fought,

during the reign of Antiochus Epiphanes, about 164 b.c,
many battles with Timotheos, the mighty captain of the

Ammonites, who had much people. Judas took their

town, Jazar - (Maccabees v.) Rabbah had been already

destroyed by Antiochus the Great. (Polyb. v. 71.) In the

days of Justin Martyr, the Ammonites were still very

numerous ; and in the days of Origen, the Ammonites and
Edomites went under the general name of Arabians Gib. v.)

Their metropolis, H2H Rabbah, which we must suppose
T ~

had been rebuilt, is called by Josephus p«£«3«, by Eusebius

Apfutf, by Polybius and Stephanus Byzantinus, Pa£/3*T«^u«w»,

and Philadelphia ; and by the Arabians, Am-man. Abul-
feda describes its extensive remains (Tab. Syria, ed.

Kohler, p. 91), which were found by Seetzen under the

name of Robba and Rabba. (Zach's Monatliche Corre-
spondenz, xviii. p. 433.) These, however, belong to the
Greek period, not to the ruins of ancient Rabba. [See
Philadelphia.] The surrounding country was called

Arabia Philadelphiensis. The bed of Og king of Bashan
belonged to the curiosities of Rabbah; but how it got
there, we are not told. [See Amoritbs.] Nine cubits

were the length, and four the breadth thereof, (Deut iii. 2.)

The Ammonites were uncircumcised (Jer. ix. 26.), and
worshipped Molech or Milcom, and their idolatry was, by
the Ammonitish wives of Solomon, introduced among the
Israelites. (I Kings xi. 7, 33. 2 Kings xxiii. 13.)

Of their kings, we know only Nahash and Hanun, in the
time of David, and Baalis, contemporary with Nebuchad-
nezzar. (Jer. xl.)

AMMO'NIUM. [SeeSiwAH.]
AMMO'NIUM, a name proposed by Davy to express the

supposed metal which amalgamates with mercury, when it

is electrified in contact with ammonia, as already described

;

he thought it scarcely possible to conceive that a substance,
which forms with mercury so perfect an amalgam, should
not be metallic.

—

Phil. Trans., 1808.

Although few chemists have adopted this opinion, its pro-
bability is still maintained by Berzelius : he considers am-
monium to be a compound of 1 volume of azotic gas and 4
volumes of hydrogen gas ; these being nearly the propor-
tions of them contained in the mixture of ammoniacal and
hydrogen gases, obtained when the amalgam is decomposed
by water.

^
The property of amalgamating with mercury is the only

circumstance which denotes an approximation to the nature
of a metal in the substance in question ; while there are
difficulties almost insuperable to such a conclusion. No
metal has hitherto been decomposed ; mercury is the only
substance with which the supposed ammonium has been
combined, and it has never been procured in a separate
state.

A/MNESTY is a word derived from the Greek afLvijaria,

which, Kter&Uy, signifies nothing more than non-remem-

brance. This word, however, both in the Greek and in the

Latin language, into which latter it was introduced, (see

Aurelian. Vorrisc. chap. 39,) acquired a more particular sig-

nification, ana was useu to denote a declaration of the person

or personswho had newly acquired or recovered the sovereign

power in a state, by which thev pardoned all persons who
composed, supported, or obeyed the government which had
been just overthrown. A declaration of this kind may be
either absolute and universal, or it may except certain

persons specifically named, or certain classes of persons

generally described. Thus, in Athens, when Thrasybulus
had destroyed the oligarchy of the Thirty Tyrants, and had
restored the democratical form of government, an exceptive

amnesty of past political offences was declared, from the

operation of which the Thirty themselves, and some few
persons who had acted in the most invidious offices under
them, were excluded. So when Bonaparte returned from
Elba in 1815, he published an amnesty from which he ex-
cluded thirteen persons, whom he named in a decree pub-
lished at Lyons. The act of indemnity, passed upon the

restoration of Charles II., by which the persons actually

concerned in the execution of his father were excluded
from the benefit of the royal and parliamentary pardon, is

an instance of an amnesty from which a class of persons
were excepted by a general description and not by name.
Of a like nature was the law passed by the French Cham-
bers in January, 1816, upon the return of Louis XVIII. to

the throne of France after the victory at Waterloo, which
offered a complete amnesty to ' all persons who had directly

or indirectly taken part in the rebellion and usurpation of

Napoleon Bonaparte/ with the exception of certain persons,

whose names had been previously mentioned in a royal

ordinance as the most active partizans of the usurper. It

was objected to this French law of amnesty, that it did not

point out with sufficient perspicuity the individuals who
were to be excepted from its operation. Instead of confining

itself to naming the offenders, it went on to except whole
classes of offences, by which means a degree of uncertainty

and confusion was occasioned, which much retarded the

peaceable settlement of the nation. ' In consequence of this

course/ says M. de Chateaubriand in a pamphlet published
soon after the event, * punishment and fear have been per-

mitted to hover over France ; wounds have been kept open,

passions exasperated, and recollections of enmity awakened.*
The act of indemnity, passed at the accession of Charles II.,

was not liable to this objection, by the distinctness of which,

as Dr. Johnson said, * the flutter of innumerable bosoms
was stilled/ and a state of public feeling promoted, extremely
favourable to the authority and quiet government of the

restored prince.

AMOL, a Persian town in the province of Mazanderan.
It stands on the river Herauz, which flows through it, about
twelve miles from the southern shore of the Caspian sea, in

36° 30' N. lat. 52° 23' 55" E. long, from Greenwich. There
is a bridge of twelve arches, and eight feet in width, over the
river, the stream of which is full and rapid. The only inte-

resting building in Amol is the ruin of a mausoleum erected

by Shah Abbas over the remains of his maternal ancestor,

Seyed Quwam-u-deen, otherwise called Meer Buxoorg,
king of Saree and Amol, who died in 1378. It was a
structure of considerable magnificence, till the greater part

of it was thrown down by an earthquake about twenty yeais

ago. There were formerly other extensive ruins in the

town and neighbourhood, but of these the only traces now
existing are some mounds of earth. Amol is divided into

eight muhulehs or districts, and in the winter, when it is

fullest, may contain from 35,000 to 40,000 inhabitants.

The houses are between 4000 and 5000 in number. The
bazars are large and well supplied; but the only traffic

carried on is with the country and villages in the immediate
vicinity. Amol is the capital of a government of the same
name, which yields a revenue of between 7000/. and 8000/.

sterling. The mountains approach close to the town on the

south ; the space between it and the sea is thickly covered

with wood ; there are many groups of houses among the

trees, but no regular roads. (See Travels and Adventures
in the Persian Provinces on the southern Banks of ths

Caspian Sea, by James B. Fraser, 4to., 1826.)

AMCMUM, a genus of plants bearing aromatic seeds,

and belonging to the natural order Scitaminea: It consists

of species having white flowers collected in close heads,
which arise from the base of the leaves, and only just raise

themselves above the ground ; the lower lip of the flower is
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very broad and large compared with the others, and the
other has a two-lobed crest ; the seeds are contained in a
loose skin, and are enclosed in a rather tough capsule which
is separated into three cells by as many membranous parti-

tions, and finally opens into three valves. The leaves are

of a broadly lanceolate or oval figure tapering to the point,

and enwrapping the stem like a sort of sheath.

The cardamoms, grains of Paradise, and mellagetta pep-

lAmomum Grandiflorum.]

o. The lip and a back view of the anther. e. Calyx.
h. A. frout view of the anther d. Stigma

AMOOD, a pergunnah, belonging to the East India
Company, in the province of Gujerat. It is a narrow strip,

lying along the eastern shore of the Gulf of Cambay, be-
tween the western boundary of the Broach pergunnah and
the southern boundary of the Jumbooseer pergunnah, formed
by the Dhadur river. Its extreme length is 30, and its

general breadth 8 miles ; but it is much narrower at the
north-east end: its superficial content is 2214 square
miles.

This area is partitioned in unequal proportions among
44 villages. Rather more than one-half of the land is under
cultivation: a large portion of that which is considered
unproductive, consists of an extensive salt-flat, which lies

along the north-western boundary of the pergunnah, and
adjoins the sea. The only port, Ghundhar, is situated in
this quarter ; its trade is now insignificant, although the
town must at some remote period have been a considerable
place, as appears from the extensive ruins around it. The
lands of Ghundhar are entirely neglected, not an acre has
been cultivated for many years, although much of it is con-
sidered fit for tillage : the inhabitants are chiefly occupied
in making salt. In the cold season salt is produced in the
pans in about a month, but in the warm season the evapo-
ration goes on much more rapidly. The gross produce of the
salt-pans is thus divided : 50 per cent, to the government,
35 per cent, to the proprietors of the pans, and the remaining
1 5 per cent, in various proportions among different native
functionaries.

Every foot of land in this and the other pergunnahs of
the district belongs to some one or other of the villages

per of the shops, a class of highly aromatic pungent seeds4

are produced by different species of amomum, especially by
A. cardamomum, and A. grana Parodist. In Sierra Leone
there is among other species one called A. grandiflorum,
the seeds ofwhich have a stimulant flavour resembling that
of camphor. The following figure of this and of the car-

damom plant will furnish an idea of the general characters

of the genus.

[Amomum Cardamomum.]

of which the pergunnah is composed. The strict observ-

ance paid to the preservation of their boundaries by the in-

habitants of every village in this quarter is remarkable
These boundaries are commonly marked by strips of land
20 or 30 yards in breadth, which are left waste ; and though
they are sometimes ploughed up by common consent, the

Hoe remains as fully recognized as if it bore the most visible

marks. Every pergunnah has its own hereditary officers of

revenue and record, and every village has its establishment

ofpublic servants.

Some part of the soil of Amood is sandy, and of a light

brown colour, but the greater part is of superior fertility,

and well adapted for wheat, which, with millet, forms the

principal food of the inhabitants. The wheat is of the*

bearded kind, and grows to the height of 18 inches: there

are commonly about 50 grains of wheat in each ear. It is

sown late in September, or early in October, and ripens in

March, when it is pulled up by the roots. An experiment

was tried in 1819, to ascertain the produce of wheat, which
was ascertained to be equal to only 336 pounds, or 6

bushels per acre. The field on which this experiment was
made had been fallow the preceding year, but had not been
manured. The seed is sown very thin, at the rate of only

two-thirds of a bushel to the acre, and the ripening grain is

subject to the depredations of very large birds, called

kullums, which visit the country just before harvest in

large flocks. Numerous herds of antelopes are also com-
monly met with, and are very destructive to the crops. A
considerable quantity of cotton is produced.

The population ofAmood has been ascertained to amount
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to 16,347 souls, ofwhom 3203 are Mohamedans, and 13,144
are Hindoos. The nuraher of houses in the pergunnah
is 4075 ; of cows and buffaloes, 5908 ; of oxen, 4639 ; of
ploughs, 1752, and of carts, 889.

This pergunnah was obtained by cession from the late

Peishwa Dowlut Rao Scindia, under the treaty of Poona,
dated 13th June, 1817. (Report of Colonel Williams in

Appendix to the Report of the House of Commons (1832)
on the Affairs of the East India Company.)

AMORITES (nDN. Afioppaloi), the most powerful tribe

of the Canaanites, or the aborigines of Palestine. The
name Amorites seems sometimes to be used for all the
Canaanites, as all the British are by foreigners sometimes
called Englishmen. Canaan begat Sidon his first-born,

and Heth, and the Jebusite, and the Amorite, and the Gir-

gasite, and the Hivite, and the Arkite, and the Smite, and
the Arvadite. These are the sons of Ham. (Gen. x. 15-20.)

The Amorites are mentioned among the ten nations whose
country was given to the seed of Abraham. (Gen. xv. 19-21.)

The Amorites dwelt chiefly in the mountains, which after-

wards belonged to the tribe of Judah. (Numb. xiii. 29.

Deut. i. 20.) The name *HIDH has been explained by Si-

monis and Gesenius by mountaineer : TDK means head, top

of a treet and JjcJ head of a tribe, emir, chieftain, prince.

Perhaps the name was given because the Amorites were like

Emirs at the head of the Canaanitish tribes. Others have
translated ^"1DN amarus, bitter, embittered, from T1D ; or

rebel, from mD; or talking, eloquent, from IDM- The
word HfaN occurs in the singular number only, which is

ofte*i used collectively for the whole Amoritish nation. Some
Amorites dwelt in the plains bordering upon the tribe of

Dan, and others between the rivers Jordan ,and Arnon.

The river Anion was the border between Moab and the

Amorites. (Num. xxi. 13.) Of the cities of the Amorites it

was said to the people of Israel, * Thou shalt save alive no-

thing that breatheth : but thou shalt utterly destroy the

Hittites, Amorites, Canaanites, Perizites, Hivites, andJebu-
sites, as the Lord thy God has commanded thee, that they

teach you not to do after all their abominations, which they

have done unto their gods.' (Deut. xx. 16.) Even their sons

and their daughters have they burnt in the fire to their gods.

(Deut. xii. 31.) ' Whoever of the children of Israel or of

the strangers that sojourn in Israel, giveth of his seed unto
Moloch shall be put to death/ (Lev. xx. 2.)

The Amorites were of tall stature. According to Amos,
(ii. 9.) they were high as cedars and strong as oaks. This
poetical description is illustrated by the historical statement,

that the size of the iron bedstead of the Amoritish king, Og
of Bashan, was nine cubits by four. (Deut iii. 11.) Hence we
may infer, that Og's stature was gigantic, although it did

not fill his iron bedstead any more than the Stuarts filled

the enormous bedsteads at Hampton Court. But it is most
likely that this bedstead, as it is called, was a kind of divan.

But the biblical statement could not bridle the flights of rab-

binical imagination, who, regardless of the sacred text which
they professed to illustrate, surpassed all the extravagancies

of Arabian, Persian, and Indian poesy ; in the Jalkut Shi-

tnoni, Moses told the angel of death that Sihon and Og were
so vast, that they could not be drowned in the deluge, its

waters reaching only to their ancles. Sihon was harder than
a wall and taller than any tower, and no creature on earth

could withstand his strength. But after the demon with

whom he was connected had been chained, Israel was let

loose upon him and discomfited him and the Amorites. The
Sevachir declares that Og, putting his hand against the

windows of heaven, and his feet against the fountains of the

great deep, stopped the deluge, until the water being made
not scalded the giant to the bone, who now, mounting the
ark, rode out the storm. If Og retained his appetite, he
must have been an inconvenient passenger, for his bill of
fare was daily 1000 oxen, 1000 head of game, and 1000
measures of wine. According to Berachoth, Og, having
ascertained that the camp of Israel was three miles in ex-
tent, tore up a sheet of rock of the same size, with the view
to crush all arts of war, by putting this extinguisher upon
the history of Israel. But whilst Og held the rock over
his head it was bored by insects, broken into pieces, which
fell on his shoulders, and nearly strangled the giant. Joshua,

watching this dilemma, took an axe ten ells long, and
being himself ten ells high, he jumped another ten ells,

struck Og in the ancle and lamed him for life, until he was
finally destroyed at the age of 900 years. (Blackwood's

Magazine. 1832, p. 744.)

So much seems certain, that in antient times the natives

of Syria exceeded in stature the inhabitants of the desert and
of Egypt
The four confederate Jungs (Genesis xiv.), who plundered

Sodom and Gomorrah and took Lot captive, smote also

the Amorites that dwelt in Hazzazon Tamar "1QJV T2&7t :
-

amputation or cutting of the palm tree, which place was

afterwards called Engeddi, ^7^) \y Kids Eye or Kids

Fountain, on the western borders of the Dead Sea, (b.c.

1913.) Abram dwelt at this time in the plain of Mamre
the Amorite, the brother of Eshcol and Aner, Abram's con-

federates. Hence we perceive that the Amorites chiefly in-

habited the country afterwards occupied by the tribe of

Judah, (Gen. xiv. 13.) and that they were on friendly terms
with Abram.
The inhabitants of Gideon were Amorites. By feigning

to send ambassadors from a great distance they obtained
peace with the Israelites under Joshua about the year h.c.

1451. (See Joshua ix.) For making this confederacy Gibeon
was attacked by five kings of the Amorites ; but Joshua
chased them from Gibeon to Bethhoron, Azekah, and Mak-
kedah, where, according to Joshua, (x. 1 1 .) more died from
hailstones than by the sword of the Israelites. But after

all this, the Amorites retained so much power, that they
forced (b.c. 1425) the children of Dan into the mountain,
for they would not suffer them to come down to the valley.
* But the Amorites would dwell in Mount Heres in Ajalon,
and in Shaalbim

;
yet the house ofJoseph prevailed so that

they became tributaries. And the coast of the Amorites
was from the going up to Akrabim, from the rock and up-
ward.' (Judges i. 34-36.) The remarkable fact, that the

Israelites conquered the mountains sooner than the plains

is explained (Judges i. 19.): it was because the inhabitants
of the plain had chariots of iron.

About the year B.C. 1 120 there was peace between Israel

and the Amorites. The Gibeon itea (to whom seven de-

scendants of Saul were delivered by David about the year
b.c. 1020, that they might revenge themselves for Saul's

atrocities) were of the remnant ofthe Amorites whom Joshua
had made hewers of wood and drawers of water. (Jos. ix.

;

2 Sam. xx.) Another branch of the Amorites dwelt between
the rivers Jordan and Arnon. (Num. xxi. 13., xxii. 36.:

Judges xi. 18.) Here Moses and the children of Israel

had smitten two kings of the Amorites, namely, Sihon, who
dwelt at Heshbon, and Og, king of Bashan, in the plain east

of Jordan. These kings had refused to let the Israelites pass
through their borders. But it appears that these Amorites
were not extirpated, and that their descendants formed, even
during the time of the Maccabees, a distinct tribe ; for we
read in Josephus's Antiquit. (xiii. chap. 1.) that the Amorites

(Apapatov 7ra<^69) from Medaba fell suddenly upon the corps
ofJohannes Gaddis, when he was conveying, according to the

command of his brother Jonathan, the baggage of the
Jewish host to the Nabathaean Arabs who roved between
the Euphrates and the Red Sea. Simon and Jonathan re-

venged the death of their brother Johannes by falling sud-
denly upon the splendid train of an Amoritish bridegroom
who was leading his bride, the daughter of a rich Arabian,
from Gabatha to Medaba. On this occasion 400 men, wo
men and children were killed.

AMOS, the prophet, was a native of the town of Thekoa,
which was about six miles south of Bethlehem. He was
not a prophet's son, but a herdsman, and a gatherer of sy-

camore fruit, and the Lord took him as he followed the
flock, to prophesy unto Israel. (Amos vii. 14, 15.) There-
fore, Amos mentions the kingdom of Judah only inci-

dentally, and hence Dr. Coke, Dr. Adam Clarke, and
several commentators before them have vaguely conjectured
Amos to be a native of the kingdom of Israel. Amos saw
his visions concerning Israel in the days of Uzziah, King
of Judah, and in the days of Jeroboam II., King of Israel,

two years before the earthquake. (Amos i. 1.) Ihis earth-
quake is mentioned by Zechariah, (xiv. 5.) ' Ye shall flee,

like as ye fled from before the earthquake in the days of
Uzziah, 'King of Judah/ which happened, according to th*
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opinions of the later Jews, when Uzziah went into the

temple to burn incense upon the altar, and Azariah, the

priest, went in after him, and with him fourscore priests,

valiant men who withstood Uzziah, and said, it appertained

not unto thee to burn incense, but to the priests that are

consecrated : go out of the sanctuary. Then Uzziah was
wroth, leprosy rose in his forehead, and the priests thrust

him out from thence. (2 Chron. xxvi.) According to Jose-

phus, (Antiquit. ix. 10. $ 4.) the earthquake began during

the kings altercation with the priests. A ray of the sun,

according to the story, fell through a fissure of the temple

into the nice of the king and struck him with leprosy. The
western part of Mount Olivet rolled four stadia or furlongs

to the east side of the mountain, covered many streets and
destroyed the king's gardens.

It is probable that the prophecies of Amos were de-

livered between the years 798—784 before Christ

With this period, the contents of the book of Amos
agree, for the borders of Israel extended from Hamath to

the Arnon (Amos vi. 14.), and the vices, which the prophet

denounces, are such as usually predominate during periods

of temporal prosperity and security Isaiah, Hosea, and
Amos were contemporaries. The opinion that Isaiah, a

member of the royal family, was a son of Amos the herds-

man, arose from a confusion of the prophet whose name is

Gamos DIDV (signifying, burden or burdened) with the

word yiDN (strong) Amots, the name of the father of

Isaiah. Tho Greeks wrote both names Amos.
Ill the Book lltft t«» Tfoftir** T*f i*oif*r)tnrav **\ **Z ftiiVraj,

which has been published with the works of Epiphanius,

who was bishop ot" Constantia, in Cyprus, at the end of the

fourth century, we read that Amos, born at Thekoa, in the

land of Zebulon, the father of Isaiah, was wounded with a

sword by Amaziah the priest, at Bethel, whom he had re-

proved for worshipping calves. The son of Amaziah
struck him with a bludgeon on the head, so that he died

two days after returning to his country, where he was
buried with his fathers. The land of Zebulon may here

signify tho sandy region, the desert of Thekoa, which
extends from the south of Jerusalem to the Persian Gulph,

at the entrance of which Thekoa was situated, surrounded

with tolerable pastures. Or it means the country of 72SVf

the Idumean, Gen. xxxvi. 20, which the Latins called

terra Sobail. (See H. A. Hamakeri, Commentatio in libellum

de vita et morte Prophetarum. Amst. 1833. In Instituti

regii Commentariis.)
Many having repeated St Jerome's saying, that Amos

was * rude in speech, but not in knowledge,' Bishop Louth,

in his twenty-first lecture, shows that Amos was not behind
the chief prophets in eloquence. The book of Amos is

written in an excellent Hebrew style, but the orthography

differs occasionally from the usual standard. Amos, the

herdsman, has taken many figures from pastoral life, but
he alludes also to history, geography, and astronomy.

Thus we see that knowledge, in olden times, was not con-

fined to those who, like Isaiah, were of the blood royal, or

priests like Jeremiah, but extended sometimes even to

herdsmen.,

Chapters i. ii. describe the approaching judgment of

Jehovah, which rolls like a thunder-storm over the sur-

rounding states, Damascus, Philistia, Tyrus, Edom, Am-
nion, Moab, touches upon Judah, and halts over Israel, on
accouut of its injustice, immorality, idolatry, and stubborn-

ness against the providence of Jehovah.

Chapters iii., iv., v., and vi. contain the predictions of

the punishment of Israel ; and chapters vii.—ix. visions of

judgment, in which is interwoven the history of Amaziah's
opposition, who said unto Amos, O thou seer, go, flee thee

away into the land of Judah, and there eat bread, and pro-

phesy there.

The canonical authority of Amos rests upon the internal

character of his work, upon the united testimony of the

Jewish and Christian church, and upon the use which the

apostles made of Amos (v. 25, 26, in Acts vii. 42., Amos
ix. 11., and in Acts xv. 16.). Philo, Josephus, and the

fathers quote Amos among the minor prophets, and even

the author of the book of Tobit (ii. 6.) quotes a passage

from Amos, mentioning his name.
AMOY, a celebrated port of China, in the province of

Fo-kien, in 20° 45' north latitude and 118° east longitude,

In Mandarin dialect, the name of the place is Hea-mun,
which is pronounced by the natives Ha-moy.
The district in which this flourishing town, the emporium

of the commerce of the province, is situated, is one of the
most barren in all China, and not only yields nothing for

exportation, but is dependent even for the necessaries of life

on the neighbouring island of Formosa, which has been
described as the granary of the eastern coast of China. Not-
withstanding this serious disadvantage, the merchants of
Amoy are among the most wealthy and enterprising in the
Chinese empire ; they have formed connexions all along the
coast, and have established commercial houses in many
parts of the eastern archipelago. Most of the Formosian
colonists emigrated from the district of Amoy, with capital

supplied by its merchants, and in proportion as the island

has flourished, so has Amoy increased in wealth and im-
portance.

During the south-west monsoon, the merchants of Amoy
freight their vessels at Formosa with sugar, which they sell

at various ports to the northward, returning home with
cargoes of drugs. They maintain commercial relations with
Manilla, as well as with Tonquin and Cochin China : they
annually employ forty large junks in trading with Bankok,
the capital of Siara. Junks of the largest class—some of
them 800 tons burden—go to Borneo, Macassar, Java,
and the Soo-loo islands; and many of them annually
visit Sincapore, in order to procure goods of British manu-
facture.

This port has not always been closed against European
vessels. According to the records of the East India Com-
pany,—'The King of Tywan, on taking Amoy in 1675,
issued a proclamation inviting both Chinese and foreign

merchants to trade thither, exempting them from the pay-
ment of all duties for three years/ Many vessels, in con-
sequence, resorted to the port, but the exemption was
speedily revoked. In 1681, the town was taken by the
Tartars, but Europeans were still allowed to trade thither,

and continued to do so until 1 734, when the exactions of the
Mandarins deterred them from continuing so unprofitable

an intercourse ; and when an English ship went there, ten
years after, many vain endeavours and much fruitless dis-

cussion were employed to induce the Chinese to trade, so

that the vessel was obliged to proceed to Bengal for a
cargo.

The ship Amherst visited Amoy last year (1832) with no
better success ; it appears, however, that the obstacles to

her trading all proceeded from the authorities, and not from
the people, by whom our countrymen were received in the
most friendly manner. The harbour of Amoy is spacious

and secure. (Lords' Report of 1820-21, relative to the

Trade with the East Indies and China; and Report of
Proceedings on a Voyage in the Ship Amherst to the

Northern Ports of China, by Mr. H. H. Lindsay.)

. AMPELI'DEiE, one of the names of the vine tribe. [Sec
Vitks.]

AMPHl'BIA, (from the Greek word «p?//W, which sig-

nifies having a double life,) a zoological term employed in

different senses by different writers. In common conversation

we are accustomed to call all mammals, such as seals, otters,

beavers, &c, amphibious, whose organization disposes them
to resort indifferently either to the land or water for pro-

curing food and other purposes, or whose habits are at once
terrestrial and aquatic; thus we usually denominate the

common campagnol {Arvicola amphibia) and white-bellied

shrew (Sorex fodiens), the water-rat and water-shrew re-

spectively, and consider them in every respect as amphibious
animals. But in this sense of the word every land-animal

is more or less amphibious, for all resort occasionally to the

water, and with the single exception of man, all appear to

have an instinctive power of swimming. Previous to the

time of Linnaeus, the earlier naturalists attached no more
definite meaning to the word than that which was sanctioned

by popular custom, and which, it will be observed, is more
properly expressed by the term aquatic. The great Swe-
dish philosopher, however, rejected this vague and improper
signification, and applied the term generally to the third

class of his system of zoology, which comprised not only all

the animals since more properly denominated reptiles, such
as the tortoises, lizards, serpents, and frogs, but likewise tne

cartilaginous fishes. Linnsous was evidently ignorant of

the true characters and natural limits of this class of ani-

mals;, the term amphibia was certainly very applicable to

many of tho genera and species which it embraced, but with
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regard to the great majority of them it was an absolute mis-

nomer. The shark and the ray are as incapable of existing

out of the water, as many ofthe common lizards are of living

in it, and consequently neither the group which Linnaeus
proposed to establish, nor the name by which he designated

it, has been adopted by more recent zoologists. The carti-

laginous fishes have been referred to the other aquatic

tribes, with which their habits and organic conformation

naturally connect them, and the remainder of the class,

which stands in Gmelin's celebrated edition of the TSys-

tema Natures under the name amphibia, is admitted into

modern systems under the more appropriate designation of

reptiles.

Taken in its strict and literal sense, the term amphibious
would apply only to such animals as have the power of living

indifferently, at the same time, either upon land or in water.

To fulfil this condition it is necessary that a truly amphibious
animal should be provided with the means of breathing in

either of these elements, that is, that it should simulta-

neously possess both lungs and gills. Now there are four

genera of batrachian reptiles which actually do possess this

extraordinary double apparatus for extracting tne principle

which supports animal life indifferently from either element;
and these, as Baron Cuvier has justly observed, comprise in

reality the only known vertebrated animals which are truly

amphibious. They are the axolotls, the menobranchi, and
the sirens, all ofwhich inhabit the rivers and lakes of Ame-
rica, and the proteus which is found in subterraneous streams
connecting certain lakes in Carniola and Hungary. ' The
existence and simultaneous action of gills and lungs in these

animals/ says Baron Cuvier, in a note to the Regne Ani-
mal, ' can no longer be doubted as one of the most clearly

established facts in natural history ; I have before me the

lungs of a siren of three feet in length, in which the vascular

apparatus is as well developed and as complicated as in any
other reptile, yet nevertheless this siren had gills as com-
plete as any other species.' These then are the only strictly

amphibious reptiles ; but if we were disposed to take the

term in a little more extended sense, it might, without im-

Sropriety, be applied to the entire order of reptiles which

I. Brongniart, and after him all modern naturalists, deno-

minate oatrachians, because all these animals, without

exception, breathe by means of gills in their tadpole state,

and only acquire lungs when they assume the more mature
and perfect form of reptiles.

Beyond this, however, the term cannot with propriety be
extended to the reptiles in general, because these animals,

though the limited quantity of their respiration enables

them to remain under water for a much longer period than
birds or mammals, can no more absolutely dispense with

breathing than the higher classes, and like them would
inevitably be drowned it* prevented for any length of time
from coming to the surface to breathe. For further informa-

tion upon this subject, see Reptile, BATRACHiANs/and
Aquatic Animals.
AMPHIBOLITE, a name sometimes given to the

simple mineral more commonly called hornblende, and
which was introduced by Haiiy, the mineralogist, who use-
lessly changed many names. He called hornblende amphi-
boLe, because it is easily mistaken for aurite, another simple
mineral closely allied to it in composition, from i/*p//5#x*,

amphibolo8, equivocal.

AMPHI.CTYONS, members of a celebrated council in
ancient Greece, called the Araphictyonic Council.

According to the popular story, this council was founded
.by Amphictyon, son of Deucalion, who lived, if he lived at
all, many centuries before the Trojan war. It is supposed
by a writer quoted by Pausanias, x. 8., to derive its name,
with a slight alteration, from a word signifying ' settlers

around a place/ Strabo, who professes to know nothing of
its founder, says that Acrisius, the mythological king of
Argos, fixed its constitution, and regulated its proceedings.
Amidst the darkness which hangs over its origin, we dis-
cover with certainty, that it was one of the earliest institu-
tions in Greece. No fall or clear account has been given
of it during any period of its existence by those who had
the means of informing us. The fullest information is

supplied by jEschines the orator ; but before any attempt
is made, by the help of some short notices from other
writers, and of conjecture, to trace its earlier history, it

may not be amiss to state what is certainly known of this
council as it existed in his time.

*

According to jEschines, the Greek nations which had a

right to be represented in the council, were the Thessalians*

Boeotians, Dorians, Ionians, Perrhoebians, Magneaians, Lo-
crians, (EtsBans, Phthiots, Malians, Phocians. Each
nation was represented by certain sovereign states, of which
it was supposed to be the parent : thus Sparta, conjointly

with other Dorian states, represented the Dorian nation.

Amongst the states thus united in representing their com-
mon nation, there was a perfect equality. Sparta enjoyed
no superiority over Dorium and Cytinium, two inconsiderable

towns in Doris, and the deputies of Athens, one of the

representatives of the Ionian nation, sat in the council on
equal terms with those of Eretria in Eubeca, and of Priene,

an Ionian colony in Asia Minor. From a rather doubtful

passage in iEschines, De Fals. Leg,, 43. compared with a
statement in Diodorus, xvi. 60. it seems that each nation,

whatever might be the number of its constituent states, had
two, and only two votes. The council had two regular ses-

sions in each year, meeting in the spring at Delphi, and in

the autumn near Pylse, otherwise called Thermopylae ; but
special meetings were sometimes called before the usual

tune. From its meeting at Pylro, a session of the Ara-
bhictyons was called a Pylcea, and the deputies were called

Pylagoroe, that is, councillors at Pylse. There were also

deputies distinguished by the name of Hieromnemons,
whose office it was, as their name implies, to attend to mat-
ters pertaining to religion. Athens sent three Pylagorse
and one Hieromnemon. The former were appointed for

each session; the latter probably for a longer period,

perhaps for the year, or two sessions. The council enter-

tained charges laid before it in relation to offences com-
mitted against the Delphic god, made decrees thereupon,
and appointed persons to execute them. These decrees,

as we learn from Diodorus, xvi. 24. were registered at

Delphi. The oath taken by the deputies bound the Am-
phictyons not to destroy any of the Amphictyonic cities, or

to debar them from the use of their fountains in peace or

war ; to make war on any who should transgress in these
particulars, and to destroy their cities ; to punish with hand,
foot, voice, and with all their might, any who should plun-
der the property of the god, (the Delphic Apollo,) or should
be privy to, or devise anything against that which was in

his temple. This is the oldest form of the Amphictyonic
oath which has been recorded, and is expressly called by
iGschines the ancient oath of the Amphictyons. It has in-

advertently been attributed to Solon by Mr. Mitford, who
has apparently confounded it with another oath imposed on
a particular occasion. An ordinary council consisted only
of the deputed Pylagor© and Hieromnemons; but on
some occasions at Delphi, all who were present with the
Amphictyonic deputies to sacrifice in the temple and con-
sult the oracle of the god, were summoned to attend, and
then it received the name of an ecclesia or assembly. Be-
side the list of Amphictyonic nations given by iEschines.
we have one from Pausanias which differs a little from that
of .ASschines, and another from Harpocration which differs

slightly from both. The orator, whilst he speaks generally
of twelve nations, names only eleven. Strabo agrees with
him in the larger number. It is further remarkable, that
whilst jEschines places the Thessalians at the head of his

list, Demosthenes, De Pac. p. 62. expressly excludes them
from a seat in the council.

jEschines has left us much in the dark as to the usual
mode of proceeding in the Amphictyonic sessions ; and we
shall look elsewhere in vain for certain information. It

should seem that all the Pylagor® sat in the council and
took part in its deliberations ; but if the common opinion
mentioned above, respecting the two votes allowed to each
pation, be correct, it is certain that they did not all vote.

The regulations according to which the decisions of the
twelve nations were made can only be conjectured. We
know that the religious matters which fell under the juris-
diction of the Amphictyonic body were managed princi-

pally, at least, by the Hieromnemons, who appear, iVoni a
verse in Aristophanes, Nub. 613., to have been appointed
by lot, but we are not as well informed respecting the
limits which separated their duties from those of the Pyla-
goro, nor respecting the relative rank which they held in
the council. (See ifisch. contf. Ctes. p. 68—72. Fal$. Leg.
p. 43.) The little that is told is to be found for the most part
in the ancient lexicographers and scholiasts, or commenta-
tors, who knew perhaps nothing about the matter, and whose
accounts are sufficiently perplexing to pve room for great
variety of opinions among modern writers. Some have
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seemed to themselves to discover that the office of tho
Hieromnemons was of comparatively late creation, that these
new deputies were of higher rank than the Pylagorse, and
that one of them always presided in the council ; others
again have supposed, what, indeed, an ancient lexicographer
has expressly asserted, that they acted as secretaries or
scribes. Two Amphictyonic decrees are found at length
in the oration of Demosthenes on the Crown, both of which
begin thus :

• When Cleinagoras was priest, at the vernal
Pylaea, it was resolved by the Pylagor© and the Synedri
(joint councillors) of the Amphictyons, and the common
body of the Amphictyons/ Some have assumed that
Cleinagoras the priest was the presiding Hieromnemon, and
others that the Hieromnemons are comprehended under the
general name of Pylagorce. iEschines again has men-
tioned a decree in which the Hieromnemons were ordered
to repair at an appointed time to a session at Pylae, carrying
with them the copy of a certain decree lately made by the
council. Of the council, as it existed before the time of
iBschines, a few notices are to be found in the ancient his-

torians, some of which are not unimportant. According
to Herodotus, vii. 200. the council held its meetings near
Thermopylae, in a plain which surrounded the village of
Anthela, and in which was a temple dedicated to the Am-
phictyonic Ceres ; to whom, as Strabo tells us, ix. 429. the

Amphictyons sacrificed at every session. This temple,
according to Callimachus, Ep. 41. was founded by Acrisius

;

and hence arose, as Muller supposes in his history of the
Dorians, (vol. i. p. 289, English translation,) the tradition

mentioned above.

We are told by Strabo, ix. 418. that after the destruction
of Crissa by an Amphictyonic army, under the command of
Eurylochus, a Thessalian prince, the Amphictyons insti-

tuted the celebrated games, which from that time were
called the Pythian, in addition to the simple musical con-
tests already established by the Delphians. Pausanias also,

x. 7., attributes to the Amphictyons, both the institution and
subsequent regulation of the games ; and it is supposed by
the most skilful critics, that one occasion of the exercise of
this authority, recorded by Pausanias, can be identified

with the victory of Eurylochus, mentioned by Strabo.

According to this supposition, the Crisssean, and the cele-

brated Cirrhsdan war, are the same, and Eurylochus must
have lived as late as B.C. 591. But the history of these
matters is full of difficulty, partly occasioned by the fre-

quent confusion of the names of Crissa and Cirrha.

From the scanty materials left us by the ancient records, the
following? sketch of the history of this famous council is of-

fered to the reader, as resting on some degree ofprobability :

—

The council was originally formed by a confederacy of
Greek nations or tribes, which inhabited a part of the country
afterwards called Thessaly. In the lists which have come
down to us of the constituent tribes, the names belong for

the most part to those hordes of primitive Greeks which are
first heard of, and some of which continued to dwell north
of the Malian bay. The bond of union was the common
worship of Ceres, near whose temple at Anthela its meetings
were held. With the worship of the goddess was afterwards
joined that of the Delphic Apollo; and thenceforth the
council met alternately at Delphi and Pyl®. Its original

seat and old connexions were kept in remembrance by the
continued use of the term Pylroa, to designate its sessions

wherever held ; though eventually the Delphic god enjoyed
more than an equal share of consideration in the confede-
racy. It may be remarked that the Pythian Apollo, whose
worship in its progress southwards can be faintly traced
from the confines of Macedonia, was the peculiar god of the
Dorians who were of the Hellenic race ; whilst the worship
of Ceres was probably of Pelasgic origin, and appears at

one time to have been placed in opposition to that of Apollo,
and in great measure to have retired before it. There is

no direct authority for asserting that the joint worship was
not coeval with the establishment of the council; but it

seems probable from facts, which it is not necessary to exa-
mine here, that an Amphictyonic confederacy existed among
tbe older residents, the worshippers of Ceres, in the neigh-

bourhood of the Malian bay, before the hostile intruders

with their rival deity were joined with them in a friendly

coalition. The council met for religious purposes, the main
object being to protect the temples and maintain the worship
of the two deities. With religion were joined, according to

the customs of the times, political objects ; and the jurisdic-

tion of the Amphictyons extended to matters which con-

cerned the safety and internal peace of the confederacy.
Hence the Amphictyonic laws, the provisions of which may
be partly understood from the terms of the Amphictyonic
oath. Confederacies and councils, similar to those of the
Amphictyons, were common among the ancient Greeks.
Such were those which united in federal republics the Greek
colonists of Asia Minor, of the yEolian, Ionian, and Dorian
nations. Such also was the confederacy of seven states

whose council met in the temple of Neptune in the island
of Calauria, and which is even called by Strabo, viii. 374, an
Amphictyonic council.

The greater celebrity of the northern Amphictyons is

attributable partly to the superior fame and authority of the
Delphic Apollo; still more, perhaps, to their connexion
with powerful states which grew into importance at a com-
paratively late period. The migrating hordes, sent forth
from the tribes of which originally or in very early times the
confederacy was composed, carried with them their Amphic-
tyonic rights, and thus at every remove lengthened the
arms of the council. The great Dorian migration especially

planted Amphictyonic cities in the remotest parts of Southern
Greece. But this diffusion, whilst it extended its fame,
was eventually fatal to its political authority. The early
members, nearly equal perhaps in rank and power, whilst
they remained in the neighbourhood of Mounts CEta and
Parnassus, might be willing to submit their differences td

the judgment of the Amphictyonic body. But the case was*

altered when Athens and Sparta became the leading powers*
in Greece. Sparta, for instance, would not readily pay
obedience to the decrees of a distant council, in which the
deputies of some inconsiderable towns in Doris sat on equal
terms with their own. Accordingly in a most important
period of Grecian history, during a long series of bloody
contests between Amphictyonic states, we are unable to

discover a single mark of the councils interference. Oil
the other hand, we have from Thucydides i. 1 1 2, a strong
negative proof of the insignificance into which its authority

had fallen. The Phocians (b. c. 448) possessed themselves
by force of the temple of Apollo at Delphi ; were deprived
of it by the Lacedaemonians, by whom it was restored to the
Delphians ; and were again- replaced by the Athenians. In
this, which is expressly called by the historian a sacred war,
not even an allusion is made to the existence of an Amphic-
tyonic council. After the decay of its political power there

still remained its religious jurisdiction ; but it is not easy to

determine its limits or the objects to which it was directed*

In a treaty of peace made (b. c. 421) between the Pelopon-*

nesians and the Athenians (Thucyd. v. 17), it was provided

that the temple of Apollo at Delphi, and the Delphians,

should be independent. This provision, however, appears to

have haid reference especially to the claims of the Phocians
to include Delphi in the number of their towns, and not to

have interfered in any respect with the superintendence of

the temple and oracle, which the Amphictyons had long

exercised in conjunction with the Delphians. We have
seen that the Amphictyons were charged in the earliest

times with the duty of protecting the temple and the wor-

ship of the god. But the right of superintendence, of regu-

lating the mode of proceeding in consulting the oracle, in

making the sacrifices, and in the celebration of the games,
was apparently ofmuch later origin, and may, with some pro-

bability, be dated from the victory gained by Eurylochus and
the Amphictyonic army. The exercise of this right had the

effect of preserving to the council permanently a consider-

able degree of importance. In early times the Delphic pod

had enioyed immense authority. He sent out colonies,

founded cities, and originated weighty measures of various

kinds. Before the times of which we have lately been

speaking, his influence had been somewhat diminished ; but

the oracle was still most anxiously consulted both on public

and private matters. Tbe custody of the temple was also

an object ofjealous interest on account of the vast treasures

contained within its walls.

The Greek writers, who notice the religious jurisdiction

of the council, point our attention almost exclusively to

Delphi ; but it may be inferred from a remarkable fact

mentioned by Tacitus, Ann. iv. 14, that it was much more
extensive. The Samians, when petitioning in the time of

the Emperor Tiberius for the confirmation of a certain pri-

vilege to their temple of Juno, pleaded an ancient decree of

the Amphictyons in their favour. The words of the histo-

rian seem to imply that the decree was made at an early

period in the existence of Greek colonies in Asia Minor, and
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he says that the decision of the Amphictyons on all matters

had at that time pre-eminent authority.

The sacred wars, as they were called, which were origi-

nated by the Amphictyons in the exercise of their judicial

authority, can here be noticed only so far as they help to

illustrate the immediate subject of inquiry. The Cirrha'an

war, in the time of Solon, has already been incidentally men-
tioned. The port of (Jirrha, a town on the Crissa-an bay,

afforded the readiest access from the coast to Delphi. The
Cirrhccans, availing themselves of their situation, grievously

oppressed by heavy exactions the numerous pilgrims to the

Delphic temple. The Amphictyons, by direction of the

oracle, proclaimed a sacred war to avenge the cau>e of the

god ; that is, to correct an abuse which was generally offen-

sive, and particularly injurious to the interests of the Del-

phians. Cirrha was destroyed, the inhabitants reduced to

slavery, their lands consecrated to Apollo, and a curse was
pronounced on all who should hereafter cultivate them.
\Ve are told that Solon acted a prominent part on this occa-

sion, and that great deference was shown to his conn-els.

Mr. Mitford, indeed, has discovered without help from his-

tory, which is altogether silent on the subject, that he was
the author of sundry important innovations, and that he in

fact remodelled the constitution of the Amphictyonic body.

He has even been able to catch a view of the secret inten-

tions of the legislator, and of the political principles v. Inch

guided him. But in further assigning to Solon the com-
mand of the Amphictyonic army, he is opposed to the direct

testimony of the ancient historians.

From the conclusion of the l'irrha i ao. war to the time of

Philip of Macedon, an interval exceeding two centuries we
hear little more of the Amphictyons, than that they ivl uilt

the temple at Delphi, which had been destroyed by lire n.c.

54S ; that they set a price on the head of Ephialles, who be-

trayed the cause of the Greeks at T le Tinop\ he, and con-

ferred public honours on the patriots v. ho died there: and
that they erected a monument t » the famous di\er S'c\llias

as a reward for the information which, as the story jmos, he
conveyed underwater from the The-, dian coa>t to the com-
manders of the Grecian lleet at Arlcmisium. If Plutarch

may be trusted, the power of the Amphictyons had not at

this time fallen into contempt. AYhcn a proposition was
made by the Lacedanuoniaus to expel from the conned all

the states which had not taken part in the war against the

Persians, it was resisted successfully by Thenn>toelcs, on
the ground that the exclu>ion of three considerable states,

Argos, Thebes, and the Thu.-saliaus, would give to the

more powerful of the remaining members a preponderating
ililiuence in the council dangerous to the rest of Greece.

After having, for a long period, nearly lost siuht of the

Amphictyons in history, we find them venturing, in the

fallen fortunes of Sparta, to impose a heavy line on that

state as a punishment for an eld u Hence, the seizure of the

Theban Cadmeia, the payment of which, however, thev
made no attempt to enforce. In this ease, as well as in the

celebrated Phoeian war, the Amphictyonic council can be

considered only as an instrument in t lie hands of the The-
bans, wdio alter their successful resistance to Sparta, ap-

pear to have acquired a preponderating iuilueneo in it, and
who found it convenient to use its name and authority,

whilst prosecuting their own schemes of vengeance or am-
bition. Though the charge brought against the Phocians
was that of impiety in cultivating a part of the accursed

Cirrha'an plain, there is no reason to think that any reli-

gious feeling was excited, at least hi the earlier part of

the contest; and Amphictyonic states were eagerly engaged
as combatants on both sides. Per an account of this war,

the reader is referred to a general history of Greece. The
council was so far affected by the result, that it was compelled
to receive a new member, and in fact a master, in the person

of Philip of Macedon, who was thus rewarded for bis im-
portant services at the expense of the Phocians, who were
expelled from the confederacy. They were, however, at a

subiLMpie-nt period restored, in consequence of their noble ex-

ertions in the eause of Greece and the Delphic God against

the Gauls. It may be remarked, that the testimony of
the Phoeian general Philomelas, whatever may be its value,

is rather in favour of the supposition that the council was
not always connected with Delphi. lie justifies his oppo-

sition to its decrees, on the ground that the right which
the Amphictyons claimed was eomparathely a modern
usurpation. In the case of the Amphissians, whose crime

was similar to that of the Phocians, the name of the Am-

phictyons was again readily employed; but ^schine?, who

seems to have been the principal instigator of the var, tal

doubtless a higher object in view than that of punislun»

the Amphissians for impiety.

The Amphictyonic council long survived the inde^n-

deuce of Greece, and was, probably, in the constant eu*;c>e

nf its religious functions. So late as the battle of Actuiii],

it retained enough of its former dignity at least, to uid-i-e

Augustus to claim a place in it for bis new city of Nkvfr..!:>.

Strabo says that in his time it had ceased to exist. It [m

words are to be understood literally, it must have Wu
revived ; for we know from Pausanias (x. 8.), that it \w li

existence in the second century after Christ. It redone! it

that time twelve constituent states, who furnished in all

thirty deputies ; but a preponderance was given to the 1-7

town of Nicopolis, which sent six deputies to each mfdi:--,

Delphi sent two to each meeting, and Athens, one depun •

the other states sent their deputies according to a m\:<:>:.

cycle, and not to every meeting. For the time of its f.u

dissolution, we have no authority on which we ran relv.

It is not easy to estimate with much certainty the iif' s

produced on the Greek nation generally, by the institute

of this council. It is however, something more thin. «nii-

jeeiure, that the country which was the seat of the onir'o

members of the Amphictyonic confederacy, was abo fa

cradle of the Greek nation, such as it is known to us ia tiy

historical aj/es. This country was subject to innavl •-

from barbarous tribes, especially on its western frontier. p>
bahly of a very different character from the weiijant* f

whom wo have been speaking. In the pressure ul
'

fr/r'

incursions, ihc Amphictyonic confederacy may ha\e Ivr.

.

powerful instrument of preservation, and must ha\e leu' .!

to maintain at lca-tthe separation of its members fn^ni tl>b-

foreign neighbours, and so to preserve the peculiar r\<t-

1 actor of I hat gifted people, from which knowledge an<loM-

li/ation have llowvd over the whole western world. Itrasv

also have aided the cause of humanity ; for it is reawJie

to suppose that in earlier times, differences between its own

members were occasionally composed by interference of ili"

council ; and, thus, it may have been a partial cheek on tlw

butchery of war, and may at least have diminished tlu u.*

series resulting from the cruel lust of military renown, h
one respect, its influence was greatly and permanently be-

neficial. In common with the great public festival*, if

helped to give a national unity to numerous independent

stales, of which the Greek nation was composed. But it

bad a merit which did not lndonff to those festivals in sr.

equal degree. It cannot be doubted that the Amphictv-nK-

laws, which regulated the originally small confedtreo,

were the foundation of that international law which wa* re-

cognised throughout Greece ; and which, imperfect as it

was, had some effect in regulating beneficially national in-

tercourse among the Greeks in peace and war, and, sofa:

as it went, was opposed to that brute force and la*!*'

aggression, which no Greek felt himself restrained by anv

law from exercising towards those who were not ot ue

Greek name. To the investigator of that dark but in-

teresting period in the existence of the Greek nation, whu'b

precedes its authentic records, the hints which have bwu

leit us on the earlier days of this council, faint and scanty

as they are, have still "their value. They contribute some-

thing to tho*e fragments of evidence with which the lean-

ing and still more the ingenuity of the present gencrafa'D

are converting mythical legends into a body of ancient

history.

AMPHIDESMA, among zoologists, is the name of J

genus of marine bivalve shells, which lhe in the sand un

the sea-coast of tropical climates. The shells are oval er

rounded, sometimes rathor twisted and slightly ga}lin*

behind. They have two hinge teeth in each valve, *^
often distinct compressed lateral ones. The elastic cartil&P

is ])laced in a small triangular cavity just behind the hin^e

teeth. The animals of these shells are unknown; but tbey

are supposed to have long syphons, like the Tellens, as u*

shells ha\e a broad, deep inflation on the back en> *

the submarginal sear, formed by the attachment of i&e

muscles which retract these svphons, as in the Teller

from which genus it simply differs in the position of i«

cariihure.

Lamarck gave the name of Amphidesma to thii gfnn*.

because be observed (hat it had a ligament and a cartil^e,

which he regarded as peculiar to this genus, be htftfj*

like the rest of the zoologists t*fore the uppouww* 9i m
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Cdnehological Observations in the Zoological Journal, con-

sidered what is usually called the ligament of bivalves as

onlv one substance. It is, however, two substances, of very

different structure and use ; the outer, or ligament, being
inelastic, and only employed to keep the two valves together,

is formed of fibres extending from the edge of one valve to

the other ; but the cartilage is elastic and formed of perpen-

dicular fibres, like the prismatic crystalline-structured shell,

its use being to separate the valves from one another when
the muscles which keep them closed are relaxed. When
the valves are closed, this part is compressed by their edge.

For this purpose it is sometimes, as in the shell under
consideration, placed in a small triangular cavity close

to the hinge, when the shell is said to have an internal

cartilage, the ligament being still in its usual place. In
other shells it is placed, along with the ligament, on the

margin of the valves, and is oressed, when the valves are

closed, against the ligament itself, which forms its outer

wall. The resistance which the ligament offers is the

means of opening the shell. The cartilage has opaline

reflections, and the cartilages of some large shells, as

the mother-of-pearl shells, are sold by the jeweller* under
the name of Peacock-stone, or black opals. They are not so

much used now as formerly, bat they are still much sought
after oh the Continent, especially in Portugal.

. AMPHILA, BAY OF, a bay extending for about six-

teen miles along the west coast of the Red Sea, In 14° 30'

N. lat. and 41° E. long, from Greenwich. Mr. Bait has
given a chart of It on a large scale, from a survey, in his

Voyage to Abyssinia, quarto, London, 1814. There are

thirteen islands in the bay, the largest of which, called also

Amphila, lying near its south-eastern extremity, is not quite

a mile in length. Of these islands one only is a rock of
calcareous stone ; the others are all composed of corallines,

madrepores, and other marine alluvia, stronglv cemented
together, and covered with a thin layer of soil. None of

them are now inhabited, though on one* called Kutto, there

are the ruins of some houses. On the main land at the

bottom of the bay is the village of Dorofo, and farther to the

south-east, the smaller village of Madir. Between these

and the sea is a sort of thick jungle of rack trees. This dis-

trict was formerly part of the old kingdom of Dankali, and
still retains that name. Mr. Salt thinks it probable that

Amphila is not a native word, but a corruption of the

Greek AvtuJh'xov \tp.rjv, mentioned by Strabo. Casaub.

p. 771. (Salts Abyssinia, chap, iv.)

AMPHI'POLIS, an ancient Greek city, on the left or

eastern bank of the river Strymon, just below its egress

from the lake Kerkine, now called Takino, and about three

miles above its influx, to the sea. This town was at first

called Ennea Hodoi (the nine ways), and belonged to tjie

Edonians, a Thracian people. The first attempt at cplp-

nization here was by Aristagoras of Miletus, who failed in

the attempt, (b.c. 497.)

The Athenians next made an unsuccessful attempt,

(b.c. 465,) and sustained a severe loss, but they took

Knnea Hodoi in the year 437 B.C., and established there a
colony. They enlarged and fortified the town, to whioh
Hagnon, the leader of the colony, gave the name of Amphi-
polis, because the river Strymon flowed round a large part

of it, forming nearly a circle ; a wall was built across, and
thus the town was defended on every side. This is Tbucy-
dides* account, (lib. iv. cap. 102) which some geographers
bave interpreted as if the town had stood between two
brandies of the river, which do not exist In several maps,
also, the Angitas, which flows from the eastward into the lake

Kerkine, is mistaken for the Strymon which enters it from
the north. The latter is called Struma by the Bulgarian
inhabitants who ore very numerous in this district. During
the Peloponnesian war, (b.c. 424,) the Lacedsmonians,
ander their general Brasidas, took Anrphipelis. Cleon,

being sent by the Athenians to retake it, was beaten by
Brasidas in a combat under the walls of the town, where
both generate lost their lives. The importance of Am-
pbi^ohs was derived from its situation on the banks of a
navigable river, a short distance from the sea, and from its

neighbourhood to the goH mines of Mount Pangseus, and
to the fine forests of Kerkine, from Which, even now, many
cargoes of timber are annually shipped at the mouth of
the Strymon. Amphipolis was taken by Philip, king of

Macedonia. Amphipolis has Iong been in rums, and a Tillage

tf about 100 houses, called Jeni-Ketri, inhabited by Turks
and Greeks, occupies part of its former site. It lies about

twenty miles south-east of the large town of Serres, tat
residence of a bey, and fifty-four miles north-east of Smq»
nichi. M. Cousinery, formerly French consul at Salonichi,

gives an account of the ruins of Amphipolis, which he
repeatedly visited, and a vtew of the site of the antieof
town, anil the course of the river, &c, in his Voyage dans la

Macedoine. He found some traces of the town wall,

some remains of sculpture, and a curious Greek inscrip-

tion, being a decree of banishment against two citizens

of Amphipolis, one of whom, Strategies, is perhaps the
envoy of that name mentioned by Demosthenes in the first

Olynthiac, who became obnoxious to Philip for his attach-
ment to Athens. A number of medals are still found
among the ruins of Amphipolis. M. Cousinery visited also

the ruins of Eion, formerly a town near Amphipolis, on
the left bank and at the mouth of the Strymon. The
great Roman road, called the Via Egnatia, rah through
Amphipolis, or perhaps rather through Eion,

AMPHIPR6STYLB. This is ah architectural term,
compounded of three Greek words. It is used to designate
structures having the form of an antient Greek or Roman
parallelogram ic temple; with a prostyle or portico on each
of its ends or fronts, but with no columns on its sides or
flanks. The plan of the temple of Jupiter Panhellenius,
at jEgina, given with the article <AEoina, will exactly ex-
emplify tin's arrangement, if the flanking rows of columns
forming the lateral ambulatories are supposed to be re-

moved. This Would leave (independently of the internal

hypsethral disposition in the particular instance) an exact
representation of what is intended, in its ordinary accepta-

tion, by the term Amphiprostyle, or, to retain the Greet:
form, Atnphiprostylos ; and the structure, having thus fbut
columns in front, would be an amphi-tetra-prostylon. (See
also Prostyle.)
AMPHISBjENA, (from i^Ue****, which signifies, an

animal that can walk in both directions,) in zoology a
genus of serpents, distinguished by their bodies having nearly
the same uniform thickness from the head to the extremity
of the tail, by their small mouths and extremely diminutive
eyes, their remarkably short tails, and the numerous rings
of small square scales which completely surround this organ
and the body. A range of small pores runs in front of the
vent, which is situated nearly at the end of the tail; the
jaws alone are provided with a single row of small conical

teeth, the palate being without any ; and even those of the

jaws are few and distant from one another. They are, more-
over, destitute of fangs, and are consequently harmless
and inoffensive, living for the most part upon ants and
other small insects, and inhabiting ant-hills and burrows
which they themselves construct under ground. The nature
of their food does not require these animals to possess the
power of dilating the mouth and gullet to the extraordinary

extent that is observed in the boas, pythons, and other ser-

pents in general, which live for the most part upon animals
proportionally much larger than themselves, and in order to

admit the huge mouthful have the upper and under jaws
both equally moveable upon the cranium. In the amphis-
bama, on the contrary, the upper jaw is fixed to the skull

and Intermaxillary bones, as in birds and mammals, so that

the head remains constantly in the same plate with the

body,—a form which permits the animal to move equally

well in either direction, namely, either backwards or for-

wards, and which has acquired for it the name by which it 2s

distinguished.

The head of the amphisbaena is so small, and the tail go

thick and short, that it is difficult at first sight to distinguish

one from the other, and this circumstance, united to the

animal's habit of proceeding either backwards or forwards as

the occasion may require, has given rise to the popular be-

lief very generally spread throughout Brazil and other parts

of South America, the native countries of this genus, that it

possesses two heads, one at each extremity, and that it is

impossible to destroy die animal by simple cutting, as the

two heads mutually seek one another in case of such a
serious accident,and soon re-unite as if nothii# had happened.

Ignorance is the parent of superstition am l absurdity, and
one wonder naturally produces twenty: it is not therefore

surprising that, among an ignorant and credulous people, the

singularity of the amphisbttna's form and habits should have

given rise to this and a multitude of other gross fictions.

4 Another snake,' says Stedman, in his HUtory of Surinam,
4 which I also observed here, is about three feet long, and

annulated with different colours ; it is called amphisbena,
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from the supposition of its having two heads : and the truth

is, that from its cylindrical form iiie head and tail so much
resemble each other that the error is almost pardonable ;

besides which, the eyes are nearly imperceptible. This is

the snake which, being supposed blind, and vulgarly said to

be fed by the large ants already described, is in tiiis country

honoured with the name of King of the Emmets. The llesh

of the amphisbscna, dried and reduced to a line powder, is

confidently administered as a sovereign and infallible re-

medy in all cases of dislocation and broken bones; it being
very naturally inferred that an animal which has the power
of healing an entire amputation in its own case, should at

least be able to cure a simple fracture in the case of another/

Two centuries have scarcely passed since opinions equally

credulous and absurd were universally prevalent among the

most enlightened nations of Europe, when grave and
learned physicians administered the bezoar or rhinoceros*

horn with as much confidence as the simple Brazilian at

present does the powdered llesh of the amphisbscna.

The genus amphisbama, as at present defined, contains

only American species, which are confined to Brazil, Suri-

nam, and other tropical parts of the continent. Of these the

following are the principal.

1. The A. fuliginosa, the first, and still the best known
species of the whole genus, is, like all the other amphis-
bamas, confined to the hotter regions of South America,
and does not inhabit Ceylon or any other part of the East
Indies, as Linnaeus and Lacepede have erroneously sup-

posed, and asserted on the authority of Seba. The general

colour of this serpent is a deep brown varied with shades of

white, more or less intense according to the difference of the

individual and the season of casting the old and acquiring

[Araphiabauia fullginosa.]

the new external skin. It grows to the length of eighteen

inches or two feet, of which, however, the tail measures only

an inch or fifteen lines. The body is surrounded by up-

wards of two hundred rings, and the tail by twenty-five or

thirty ; the eyes are covered and almost concealed by a

membrane, which, added to their naturally diminutive size,

has given rise to the popular opinion that the animal was
entirely deprived of sight ; an opinion extended with no
better reason to the common blind-worm { Anguis fragilis).

It lives upon worms and insects, particularly ants, in the

mounds of which it usually conceals itself The antipathy

which most people entertain against serpents in general

has given rise to a belief common among travellers, that this

species is venomous, but without the slightest foundation in

reality, as it i< entirely destitute of fangs, and its teeth in

other'respeets sj small as to be incapable of inflicting a wound.
2. A. alba, so called from its colour, which is that, of uni-

form pale straw without any marks or spots. The head of

this species is short and thick, and its mouth small. The
body usually n easures from one foot six to one foot nine or

ten inches, and is surrounded by two hundred and twenty-

three rings ; t le tail is from an inch and a half to two

inches in length, and is surrounded by sixteen or eighteen

rings. The thickness of the body seldom exceeds that of a

man's fore-finger, and is uniform throughout its whole

length ; that of the former species, on the contrary, equal* the

thickness of a child's wrist of ten or twelve years old. The

A. alba inhabits the same localities and lives in the srmk

manner as the A.fuliginosa, from which indeed it dfe
only in size, colour, the proportionate length of the tail and

body, and in having the mouth provided with a pr^ier

number of teeth, all, however, equally small and weak.

3. A. vecca, a species mentioned by Baron Cuvier in ti*

second edition of the Rvgne Amimal, but without any detail^

description. It inhabits the island of Martinique, an! t>

said to be entirely deprived of sight, at least M. Cuvier***

unable to discern any trace of eyes. He supposes it, never-

theless, to be identical with the Amphisbana vennimknt

of Spix, which that naturalist describes as having ejo

scarcely perceptible.

The works of Prince Maximilian of Neuwied and M.

Spix on the general zoology and erpetology of Brazil ob-

tain descriptions of three or four smaller species of amplnv

bamas.
AMPHI'SCII, literally double shadowed, a Greek term

applied by anticnt astronomers to the inhabitants of the torn]

zone, with whom the sun passes the meridian at noon, some-

times on the north, sometimes on the south, of the teuith,

and whose shadows at noon are therefore turned to the

south during one part of the year, and to the north during

the remainder.

AMPHITHE'ATRE, the name by which a species uf

structure much used by the Romans, and combining the

forms and some of the uses of the antient theatre and circus,

[Amphitheatre of Verona.}

is generally distinguished ; indeed most of the Roman o!j«

sical writers apply to it the name of circus also. A dis-

tinction, however, is now always made; the terra amphi-

theatre being applied to the species of structure here referrtd

to, and circus being restricted to the Roman stadium or hip?/

drome. [See Ciucus.]
The name amphitheatre seems intended to convey the

idea of a double theatre ; but what is termed a theatre is

with reference to its original uses, more strictly an odeum,

and what we call an amphitheatre was truly a theatre. The

one was for hearing music and recitations, and the otter

for seeing sights,—as the words import. [See Theatrs]

The form of the amphitheatre is, on the plan, that of an

ellipsis, with a series of arcaded concentric walls, separato?

corridors which have constructions with staircases and radi-

ating passages between them. It encloses an open$j»«

called the arena, either on, or a very little above or below

the level of the surface of the ground on which the structure

is raised. From the innermost concentric wall,—which

bounds the arena, and which will be from ten to fifteen feet

above its level,—an inclined plane runs upwards and out-

wards over the intermediate wall, staircases, and corridor?,

to a gallery or galleries over the outermost corridors. The

inner and upper part of the inclined plane is covered with*

graduated series of benches following the general form of

the plan ; these are intercepted at intervals by radial pas-

sages leading by a more easy graduation to and from the

staircases which pass through the substructions of the

benches to the corridors. These corridors, in the principal

stories, continue uninterruptedly all round the edifice, aim

afford easy access to, and egress from, every part. In rax*

where the radiating passages through the bank of benches

were few, concentric platforms or precinctions went round to

make the communications complete. The external elevation

of an amphitheatre is almost dictated by its internal arrange-

ment and construction, and it generally falls into two tf

more stories of open arches, which are necessary to give h»;ht

and air to the corridors and staircases. ,

The Amphitheatre seems to have been contrived for tw

more convenient exhibition of such shows ss were confineu
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throughout to the same place, such as combat*, which could

not be seen advantatreouslv along the length of the circus:

and moreover the circus had not the lolly stercobate, podium.

or cincture, to protect the spectators Irom the savage and

powerful brute annuals which were frequently used in the

public shows of the Romans. Indeed, it is reported that

this defect was a cause of the abandonment of the circus for

such exhibitions as required the use of wild beasts. The
great length also of the circus would be a sutlicient reason

lor adopting the more compressed and lofty form given to

the amphitheatre, whose arrangement admits of a far greater

number of persons being brought within a smaller area, and
consequently within more convenient view of the arena.

At first, and for some time, amphitheatres were constructed

of timber. Several accidents occurred, indeed, in conse-

queuei! of the use of such, from fire, and from their incapa-

city to hear the weights they were subjected to ; and, in one

i: Stance, it is related by Tacitus {Annul, iv. fe_\) that an

amphitheatre of this kind fell during the exhibition of the

sh-e.vs, in the town of Fidena, when J0,0l»0 persons were

either killed or hurt. Afterwards they were more securely

and nrnre permanently constructed of brick or stone, accord-

ing to the facilities the place afforded, or the means of the

people at whose' expense the structures were laid.

It was in the latest period of the Republic that (he

Romans were debased by the gladiatorial and other shows

winch led to the use and construction of amphitheatres: and
1o the gratification of this passion for demoralizing public

spectacles may be attributed, in some degree, its eventual

overthrow, in all but form, and the establishment of the

despotism of the emperors. All the powerful men in the

state who aimed still higher, sought favour with the people

by these barbarous entertainments ; and the sums expended
and the numbers of nun and beasts engaged, and for the

ino4 part destroyed, in furnishing them seem almost in-

credible.

The difference in the national characteristics of the

Creeks and Romans is by nothing more forcibly illustrated

than by the constant indications of theatres or odeums which
mark the sites or immediate vicinities of antieiit Greek
cities, and the remains of amphitheatres which are common
to those of the Romans.
To save unnecessary expense, the Grecian theatre wa*

formed on or in the side of a hill, whenever the locality

would afford this advantage; the seats were generally cut

in the living rock, and such constructions added before it in

the format i >u of the orchestra and proscenium and their

accessories, as were absolutely neces-'iry to complete the
theatre. The amphitheatre of the Romans was raided,

for the most part, within the town or city, on the level plain,

of costly magnificence, and generally of enormous extent,
while their theatres are in every respect secondary, and of

inferior importance. Indeed, theatres for music and the
drama are seldom found among the remains of purely
Roman cities, but almost every Roman colony, and even
camp, bears indications of a constructed or excavated am-
phitheatre. The great mother city of Rome herself can
hardly be said to exhibit the remains of a theatre, unless it

he that which is called the theatre of Marcellus ; and even
this appears to have been more used for games of the circus,

or amplntheatrical shows, than tor dramatic representations,

and is not of extraordinary extent. Hut the Colosseum
would contain from eighty to a hundred thousand persons :

—

and the little city of Pompeii, which has indeed two theatres,

has, moreover, an amphitheatre, whose arena alone would con-

tain them both. The Grecian cities of Sicily, on the contrary,

exhibit remains and indications of spacious theatres where
those of the amphitheatres of their Roman masters are few
and unimportant; and the old cities of Greece itself, and the
Grecian cities of Asia Minor, are almost entirely free from
the pollution of the latter species of structure,— the Roman
garrisons appearing to have contented themselves with cas-

trensian orcamp-built amphitheatres alone. Ofthis sort,—the
Castrensian amphitheatre, — we have indications still existing
in England;- the principal are at Cirencester and Dor-
chester ; but these were originally little more than mere ex-
cavations, or turf built cinctures made up with what wall-
ing was absolutely necessary to form the grand concentric
hank of benches. In the provinces of Gaul, —both transal-
pine and cisalpine,— "Nismes and Verona, by the remains of
their amphitheatres, show how much more completely the in-

habitants were nationalized, or Romanized, than were those
of Greece or of Britain.

There is, perhaps, no species of structure peculiar to the

Romans, with the details of which we are so well iiUormeil

as of those of the amphitheatre, and there i» hardly •u.-rw

of which we have fewer descriptions by antiont writers.
" The

remains which still exist in various places tell usmurh nn, r
.

3

plainly what they were than the most elaborate <le>crip!: n<

can do ; and although there is no example of an ampiiith- v .?

in complete preservation, or even nearly so, yet the ev*t ;

specimens preserve the various parts so completely, thatth.T?

is but little difficulty in supplying from one of theiimiut

is defective in another. Still there are minor partiuia:*

of which we must remain ignorant, unless we take them r i

such descriptions as exist, or supply them from analogy. W*

know of no sort of antiont edifice, generally, in which somv/a

ingenuity is displayed in the arrangement, or so much ^
in the construction, as were exemplified by the- Romans ir,

the design ami execution of the amphitheatre; but Ihtc la-

ment ends.— for in architectural demerit, the externa! <•-,;:-

push ion of the amphitheatre is hardly outdone l>v the tra.: -

phal arch, which is the worst that ever was iuinjiineil l.v:
•••

the rcrivaly as it is called, of architecture in the filtwr.L

century.

As the most remarkable, and one of the most pertWt

in its details, of the remaining examples of the amphitfuy^,

(hat which is known as the Ooh»seuinat Rome is here i>i

to illustrate this kind of edifice ; the plan and elevati a

are almost entirely made out from the existing rercaii-;

and the section aKo, to a certain extent, as well as from ;:>:

analogy ailbrded by other examples and from probabilrv.

The vignette sketch at the head of this article is a r'w

of the amphitheatre of Verona, as it exists, looking <!o*d

into it ; this will aid the section in giving an idea of ;no

arrangement of the hero lies, and the mode of access to tl>:;i

The form of the external periphery of the plan is that>.f

an ellipsis, whose conjugate diameter, or minor axis, is to the

transverse, or major axis, as five to six, nearly,—the length

tbronirh, from outside to outside of the external wall, If ir.j

fe.'O ieet, and the breadth to the same extent, 5U leer;

but as these dimensions are variously stated by different

authorities, something may he allowed for inaccuracy, an-i

the proportion between one diameter and the other nay

be fairly av>umed in the original draft to have been ii

above Mated. Indeed, if the projection of the substruction*

\

be added to each diametrical length, that proportion will be

: produced as nearly as possible, and in this the architect

I

appears to have erred; for if he had any reason for the pro-

!
portion assumed between the conjugate and transverse, or

between the breadth ami length of the ellipsis, it should ha-.e

i been taken on the extent, of fhe outer wall, so that its p:*

;

riphcry miirht he true, which is not the case. Of course,

!
in the diminishing series of concentric walls the proporti'n'i

|

the ellipsis is continually altering, so that the diameter* of

the arena are as the to eight, as nearly as may be, the length

being esz teet, and tho, breadth 1st) feet. The difference be-

tween the external and internal diameters, of 333 feet, or

liio it. r> in. at each end, is occupied by four corridors and

two blocks of radiating substructions,— in, or between, which

are the staircases and ways from the outer corridors fo

the inner, and to the arena, together with the concentre

or encircling walls which gird the structure, separate the

corridors, and enclose the arena. Two of the surrouodin;'

corridors lie together, or adjoin each other, on the outers^';

and in this particular, the Colosseum exceeds every other

structure of the kind of winch we have any knowledge, a»l

the rest having but one only ; it thus acquires a second gal*

lory, as may be perceived by referring to the section, in vihcQ,

also, it is singular. The space covered by this imnwn-'O

edifice will be found to be little short of six acres.

The outer encircling wall is pierced with eighty openings

leaving, of course, an equal number of piers ; every open-

ing is arched, ami in or against every pier is a column pro-

jecting about half its diameter, and supporting an entabla-

ture which runs in an unbroken line all round the structure.

With the exception of the four central openings, which lie en

the diameters of the ellipsis, and are each nearly two let
1

-

wider than the rest, all tho openings are very nearly

the same, their width being- 14 feet 6 inches. An

exactly similar series of arches, diminished only in pro-

portion to the smaller extent of the ellipsis, separate

the second corridor from the first; and another, bearing

the same relation to the second series that the second

does to the first, or outer, bounds the second corridor.

The inner faces of the outer piers, both facei w m
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piers of die intermediate series, and tho outer faces of the

piers of the innermost series, have pilasters projecting

from them, corresponding in height with the external co-

lumnar ordinance, and bearing a moulded architrave from

the top of which semicircular arches are turned over the

corridors and continued all round the edifice. The accom-
panying plan and section exhibit the general arrangement
of the corridors here described, though the details cannot,

oi) so small a scale, be made obvious. The elevation shows
how a second and third columnar ordinance, with correspond-

ing and nearly similar arched intervals, superimpose the

lowest, and each other, and that each of these two upper
ordinances rests upon a continued stylobate or dado, which
is broken into every interval, or under every column. The
section indicates the repetition of the double series of outer

corridors in every story, or behind every one of the three

columnar ordinances, and above the outermost corridor in

the third story, a mezzanine, or small middle story, for a
corridor behind the first, and under the second, or upper,

gallery. The same diagrams show that the third story of

columns is superimposed by a pilastraded ordinance on a

continued and recessed dado also, with a deep plinth they

show, moreover, that a bold and massive entablature crowns
the whole elevation, and runs its cornice round in one un-
broken line.

From the third series of eighty piers, on the ground story,

as many walls, with the exceptions to be noticed, run inwards

to the third concentric corridor, which is arched over as the

outer ones are ; the walls are continued on the other side of

it to the fourth or innermost corridor, which is bounded on the

other sido by the massive wall of the podium encircling the

arena, and is also arched over, though it is not so lofty as

the other three corridors are. Between the radiating walla

of the two blocks separating the second from the third, and
the third from the fourth corridors, are, of course, as many
intervals. Some of these form the traversing passages ; and
the rest, in the outer block, contain the staircases which lead

to the upper concentric corridors and so onward to the

upper benches and galleries ;—in the inner block are those

which lead to the lower benches, and small staircases in the

thickness of the innermost wall conduct to the benches
immediately on the podium. The benches extend in one
long graduated and concentric series from the podium up
to the level of the second story of the outer corridors, and over

all the constructions within the second of them : they are

bounded above by a wall which is pierced with doors. These
give access fromtne upper and inner corridor, to the radiating

flights of steps which intercept the benches at intervals, ana
cut them up into wedges, by which name in Latin, cunei, the

divisions thus made were distinguished. This encircling wall

has windows in it also, which may have been requisite to aid in

ventilating the immense area ; or they may have been in-

tended merely to afford a view of the arena to persons who
could not find room on the benches. The section shows
that the radiating flights of steps intercepting the benches
do not run through their whole extent, but are themselves

intercepted and taken up again,—other lines or Hights

commencing intermediately, and at intermediate heights.

Access is given to these flights at their upper ends, by door-

ways from the corridors behind, sometimes directly, and
sometimes by means of the internal staircases; and in most
cases a short reversed flight of steps is made on the outside

of the doorways, or vomitories, as they are termed, to afford

headway, and avoid intercepting the benches further bock
than could be possibly helped. Almost every thing that

appears in the section above the level of the third story, ex-

cept the external wall itself, is restored from analogy and
conjecture. The peristyle, or encircling range of columns
hefore the upper gallery, is entirely from conjecture ; but for

the galleries themselves there is sufficient evidence in the ex-

isting indications of stairs, and in the toothings of the remain-
ing walls and piers. The benches in the grand series were
probably of stone, perhaps of marble, but in the galleries it

is most likely they were of wood, and graduated so as to

give their occupiers a view of the arena.

The most distinguished seats were those on the podium,
and these were assigned to the emperor,—whose place was,
by way of eminence, called the suggestum,— and to the

senators, to foreign ambassadors, and to the great officers

of the state. The cunei, or wedges, behind and above, were
assigned to different classes, according to their rank,

station, and tribe. The Vestal virgins had one of the best

positions assigned to them, and with them sat such ladies

of high rank as could obtain the advantage, hut the wtrtftfH

generally occupied the galleries.

As the plan indicates, the four central entrances,—those
which He on the ends of the diameters of the ellipsis,—are
wider than the corresponding parts of the rest of the struc-

ture. They were arcaded through, and finished more
carefully, especially those leading from the sides, or on the
minor axis ; these, it is most likely, were reserved for those
persons who went to the seats on the podium, and as they
gave access also to the arena, they would of necessity he
more strictly guarded.

It does not appear that any part of the structure above
the level of the ground, and outside of the arena, was
appropriated as dens for the beasts which were used in the
shows ; for Indeed, the corridor leading to the principal scats
in the amphitheatre must have been traversed by them in
their way to the arena, if that were the case. Substructions
were discovered and excavated a few years ago over the
whole extent of the arena ; these lead to a belief that it was
floored with wood, so that the animals required for the day
may have been kept in dens under the floor, and allowed to
issue at traps in it. But some have supposed dens ranged
all round the arena, within its surface ana below the podium,
from which the beasts would issue to the combat directly.

In the Colosseum the great crowning cornice of the ex-
ternal elevation is pierced through at regular intervals with
square holes or mortises, from which grooves are cut down
through the rest of the entablature flush with the outer sur-
face of the wall ; and every mortise and groove is imme-
diately above a strong projecting stone or corbel at about
two thirds the height of the pilastraded ordinance. These
are supposed to have been used to insert and receive poles
to carry an awning strained over the whole enclosure to

protect the spectators from the sun and from rain. If this

were the case, there must have been some intermediate sup-
port for it of which we are not aware ; such an extent of
cloth or canvass could hardly have been borne in that manner.
The external elevation is composed,—as it has been

already described, and as the elevation indicates,—of three
series or stories of attached or engaged columns with their

usual accessories, and a pilastraded ordinance, forming a
species of attic, which is pierced with windows,—one in every
other interspace. The lowest ordinance of columns rests on
the upper step ofthe substructions, or on the ground floor of
the structure ; it is of what is termed the l>)ric style or

order, but in the debased Roman manner, and its entabla-

ture wants the distinguishing feature of that style, the
triglyph,—indeed, it may be more aptly designated by the
Vitruvian term Tuscan, since it certainly is not Doric, and
may be of the latter. The intervening arches are semi-
circular; they spring from moulded imposts, and have
moulded archivolts on their outer faces. The second ordi-

nance is in the Roman Ionic style, having voluted capitals

to the columns ; and the third is in the Corinthian or foliated

style : these, as before stated, rest upon continued, but
broken or recessed, stylobata, but their entablatures are, like

the rest, perfectly unbroken throughout, and the arches in

the intercolumniations in both, correspond exactly—except
in minor details—with those of the lowest or Doric ordinance.

The pilasters have foliated capitals also, and are called com-
posite; they rest on deep plinths under which there is a
continued and recessed dado superimposing the Corinthian

entablature ;—this dado is pierced with holes or small win-

dows alternating with those of the ordinance above, to give

light to the corridor behind the lower and under the upper
gallery on the inside. The crowning entablature is made
bold and effective by deep modillion blocks or consoles oc-

cupying the whole depth of the frieze.

The style of these architectural decorations is, for the

most part, as rude and tasteless as it well can be. The
storieof columnar ordinances, too, besides being themselves

bad in detail, arc bad in the composition, or in their colloca-

tion with arches ; for—taking them separately— the columns

of each ordinance are too far apart to support their en-

tablature sufficiently, which, therefore, itself appears weak,

and they look straggling and inefficient. Taken together,

the ordinances but repeat these faults, and have in the

whole a poor and mean effect; the shelf-like cornices of

their entablatures cut up, and destroy the simplicity of, the

elevation, which no observer would suppose to be, as it is,

nearly 160 feet high. The storied series of arches with simple

blocking courses alone, and continued unbroken stereobaU

under each arcaded story, and with the hrotd and sUnpl*.
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attic—without pilasters—^but crowned nevertheless by tbe

fine bold entablature, would have been a far nobler compo-
sition. Tbe practice here exemplified, nevertheless, which
may be fairly termed a vice, seems to have pervaded
the architecture of the Romans, for either columnar or

pi'.astraded ordinances, and sometimes, us in this case,

both, are found on almost all the examples that remain
to us of their amphitheatres. Internally, however, the
amphitheatre must have been strikingly grand and im-
pressive ; here none of the littlenesses of storied columns
appeared, but the long unbroken lines of the podium, and
the graduated series of the benches, and the galleries with
the encircling peristyle above—when it existed—would have
been as beautiful in general effect, as anything architecture

ever produced.

There are varieties in the arrangement of the details of

the amphitheatre, as other examples show. Intermediate
concentric galleries, platforms, or precinotions sometimes
intercepted the great bank of graduated benches to serve

as passages of communication ; and sometimes each staircase

communicated directly and exclusively with one vomitory,

instead of leading to encircling corridors which communi-
cated generally, and gave access alike to every part of the

enclosure.

Next in importance to the Colosseum at Rome, of exist-

ing structures of the kind, is the Amphitheatre of Verona.
The prefixed vignette will give a tolerable idea of its state

of preservation. The .great external cincture is entirely

gone, with the exception of four arches and their acces-

sories ; but the great bank of concentric benches, with the
staircases leading to them, and the parts about the arena,

remain in a comparatively perfect state. The outer cincture

was pierced with seventy-two arches, which number appears
in the inner, with the corresponding radiating walls to

the traversing passages and staircases,—for this had not a
second encircling corridor on the outside of the stairs block
as the Colosseum has. The outer dimensions of this struc-

ture were 500 feet by 404 feet ; the length of its arena is 242
feet, and its breadth or length, on the conjugate, 146 feet;

the form, of course, was elliptical.

The amphitheatre at Nisraes in Languedoc is large-and in

comparatively good preservation ;—the greatexternal cincture
of an amphitheatre remains in a very perfect state at Pola in

Istria;—Home contains the remains of a second amphitheatre
called the Castrensian ;—there are also considerable remains
of an amphitheatre at Capua, and of another at Pozzuoli near
Naples. That of Pompeii, it has been already remarked, was
an extensive structure,—itwas in many respects peculiar, but
it is not so well preserved as some other examples which
have been more exposed, as it suffered considerably from
earthquakes before it was buried. At Peostum, there are
indications of an amphitheatre, though not a large one ; at

Catania, in Sicily, the upper and outer encircling corridor of
an extensive amphitheatre is accessible, considerably under
the level of the modern city, buried by the torrents of lava from
Mount iEtna. Syracuse and several others of the* antient

cities of Sicily exhibit remains or indications of small am-
phitheatres. Indeed, wherever Roman remains are found
to any extent, whether at home or abroad, some indication

may be almost certainly discovered of the existence at some
time of an amphitheatre.
AMPHIUMA, in zoology, a singular genus of batrachian

reptiles, first noticed by Dr. Garden in 1771, in a letter to

Linnaous. The remarkable and anomalous order of batra-

chians, to which this genus belongs, are more extensively

spread throughout the New World, and exhibit a far greater

diversity of organic modification in the western hemisphere,
than in all the rest of the earth together. It is here alone
that the menvpoma, the amphiumct, the axolotls, the meno-
branchi, and the rirens, are to be found : these singular
animals abound in all the lakes and stagnant waters, and
astonish the observer equally by tbe variety as by the novelty
of their forms. The most remarkable character of these
reptiles is the complete metamorphosis which they undergo
in their progress from youth to maturity ; a metamor-
phosis which not only affects their outward form, but en-
tirely changes their systems of circulation and respiration.

When first separated from the spawn or egg, they appear
in what is called the tadpole form, respiring by means of
gills and inhabiting the waters. At this period they have
neither legs nor arms, but a long tail compressed sidewise
enables them to move about in the manner of fishes. Gra-
dually, however, thev acquire legs and feet, and whilst the '

formation of these members is in progress, the lungs like-,

wise are developed, in some genera entirely replacing the
gills, in others continuing to exist and act simultaneously with
these organs throughout the remainder of the animal's life.

[Arophia-na truUetjrtam.]

The external form of the amohiuma ie very similar to

that of the common eel, but the whole anatomy and physio

logy of the animal approximates it more nearly to the com-

mon water-newt (Triton marmorata) than to any other

known species. From this creature indeed it differs princi-

pally in the extreme length of its body and the diminutive

size of its extremities, which rather resemble small tcntaculi

than actual legs. The only two known species inhabit the

stagnant pools and ditches in the neighbourhood of New
Orleans, and those in Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina.

They bury themselves in the mud at the bottom ofthe ditches,

particularly on the approach of winter, and vast numbers of

them are sometimes found in draining and clearing ponds,

at the depth of three or four feet from the surface. Thev
are also capable of existing on land, but as their food in all

probability exists only in the water, they never voluntarily

abandon that element. The two known species, A. didactyia

and A. tridactyla, differ principally in the number of their

toes, the one having only two, the other three on each foot

A'MPHORA, in its ordinary acceptation, means an

earthen vessel, used as a measure for liquids both by the

Greeks and Romans. It received its name on account of

its two ears or handles. The proper form of the Greek
word is Amphoreus. It is generally two feet, or two feet

and a half in height ; and the bodv, which is usually about

six inches in diameterendingupwards with a short neck, tapers

toward the lowerpart almost to a point The Attic amphora
contained three Roman urns, or seventy-two sextaries, e<jual

to about two gallons, five pints and a half cf English wine-
measure. The Roman, sometimes called the Italic am-
phora, contained two urnae or forty-eight sextaries, about

seven gallons, one pint English. Homer mentions amphora
both of gold and stone; and the Egyptians had them of

brass. There are various specimens or earthen amphono
in the British Museum, in the Elgin and Townley Galleries!

The amphora is still the largest liquid measure used by
the Venetians, containing sixteen quarts.

There was another amphora among the Romans, which
was a dry-measure, and contained about three bushels.

Earthen amphorae of the Roman time have been occasion-

ally found in England. Like other domestic vessels of the

Romans, they appear to have been sometimes used as fu-

neral urns. Columella says tbey were used to preserve
olives in. When filled with wine, they were usually hoed
with pitch or some other coating, on account of the porous
nature of the material of which they were formed. Am-
phora were placed as urinals in the public streets of Rome
till the time of Vespasian.

AMPLITUDE, the angular distance of a celestial body
from the east point when it rises, or from the west point
when it sets. It depends upon the declination of the star

and the latitude of the place, and may be computed from
the formula,

sin. amplitude =
sin. declination

cos. latitude.
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It must be measured towards the north or south points
of the horizon, according as the declination is north or
south. For the fixed stars, the amplitude remains the same
throughout the year: but for the sun it varies with the de-
clination, being nothing at the equinoxes, and about 3}
points of the compass at the solstices, or more exactly 39° 44'

of amplitude, in the latitude of London ; that is, at the sum-
mer solstice, it rises between N.E. by E. and N.E., and
sets between N.W. by W. and N.W. ; and at the winter
solstice, it rises between S.E. by E. and S.E., and sets

between S.W. by W. and S.W.

(
The term amplitude was also applied to what is more

commonly called the range ofa gun ; that is, the whole hori-

zontal distance which the gun will carry. It is sometimes
also used in the integral calculus.

J
AMPTHILL. [See Bedfordshire.]
AMPULLA'RIA is used by zoologists as the name of

a genus of fresh-water spiral univalve shells, which inhabits
the rivers and ponds of India, Africa, and South Ame-
rica. They are of a globular or rather depressed form, are
covered with a thick olive or black Periostraca, and often
banded. Their mouth is ovate, with the lips complete all

round, and often slightly thickened or reflexed. The ani-
mals are somewhat similar to the common pond snail, (Palu~
dina,) but they have the front of the head nicked and
furnished with two slight conical horn-like processes, and
they have long slender tentacles, with the eyes placed on
small pedicels at their outer base; these horns and the
tentacles often contract into a spiral form. But the great
peculiarity of these animals is, that, unlike all other mollus-
cous animals with comb-like gills, they have a large bag,
which opens beneath, placed on the side of the respiratory

cavity, which they probably can fill with water ; and it is

this structure which roost likely gives them the power of
living for a long time out of water, specimens having been
brought from Egypt to Paris alive, by only packing them in
a little sawdust. Their operculum is formed of concentric
rings with the nucleus nearly in the centre ; in the species

which come from India, this part is generally shelly, but in
those of America and Africa it is always horny. The Indian
species lay globular pale green eggs about the size of small
peas, which are placed in clusters on sticks and other things
in the ditches ; the eggs when dry form most beautiful ob-
jects. Some of the African species are reversed, or have
the whirls of the shell turned trom the right to the left, and
these have been separated into a genus, under the name of
Lanistes, on this account. It has been generally supposed
by the geologist, that all the species of this genus are purely
fresh water, but the large Egyptian species, A. ovata, dis-

covered by Olivier in Egypt, lives in lake Mareotis, where
the water is salt, therefore there is no proof that some of
the fossil species are not marine.
AMPURDAN, a district in Spain in the province of

Catalonia, between the river Ter and the town of Rosas. It
comprises thirty-two miles in length, and twenty-four in

breadth, and is the most fertile part of the province. It

produces wheat, barley, Indian corn, and wine. The ca-
pital is Ampurias.
AMPU'RIAS, a town of Catalonia of some note in

antient times, but now sunk into insignificance. It is si-

tuated on an elevated spot near the Gulf of Rosas, 42° V
N. lat, and about 3° E. long., fifteen miles east of Gerona,
and about seventy miles N.E. of Barcelona. At a very
antient period, this town was named Emporium, on account
of its extensive trade: a Greek colony from Marseilles
settled there, perhaps about the year 545 B.C. Ampurias
had antiently a square harbour on the east side of the town,
very capacious and secure, part of the wall of which is still

visible upon a rock washed by the sea. The port has been
obstructed by the great quantity of sand carried down by the
rivers Fluvia and Ter, wnich empty themselves into the sea
not far from Ampurias. On the western side of the town,
ruins of walls and edifices are still seen, and until the last

century, medals, coins, and other relics of its former splen-
dour were found. Under the empire, about the second cen-
tury of our eera, its decline began, and it is now reduced, to
forty miserable houses inhabited by poor farmers. In the
time of the Goths it was still a place of some consideration,
and an episcopal see. Ampurias belongs to the district of
Gerona. Castellon de Ampurias, a town not far from it, is

frequently mistaken for the same city. (See Strabo, book
ul p. 160 Casaub. ; Minano; Masdeu, Espana Griega.)

AMPUTATION, from amputo, to cut off; tho opera-

tion of cutting off a limb from the body. Such is the con-
stitution of the animal body in general, and especially of
the more perfectly organized body, that if one part of it be'

diseased, the whole system suffers, while a general dig-*

turbance of the system cannot exist long without producing
specific disease in some individual organ. Hence con-
stitutional and local diseases are found to exert a most im-
portant influence over each other. Some local diseases are
of an incurable nature, and proceed progressively from bad
to worse. At first, these diseases may not materially affect

the general health, but in their progress they produce so
much constitutional disturbance, as to endanger life, and
ultimately to destroy it. In this case, life is really endangered
and destroyed by the local malady ; remove that, provided
the removal can be effected before the general health is

irreparably impaired, and not only is death averted, but
health itself is restored. Hence, in all ages, the necessity
and advantage have been obvious enough, of removing a
part of the body for the sake of preserving the remainder,
and men have always been willing to submit to the loss

of a limb in order to save the body, on the ground ' that it is

better to live with three limbs than to die with four/

But although it must always have been clear, that it is a
gain to save life even at the cost of a limb, when nothing
but the removal of the limb can preserve the body, yet it

was not always easy to make the sacrifice. Whoever under-
stands the circulation of the blood, and considers the
quantity that is sent, and that must necessarily be sent, to

each member of the body for its nourishment, and the mag-
nitude of the blood-vessels that are divided in cutting off a
limb, will readily perceive how impossible it must have been
to perform the operation of amputation before any certain
mode was known of stopping the How of blood from the
wounded blood-vessels. But no such mode of stopping hae-
morrhage was known to the antients : consequently, though
they daily saw the necessity of performing the operation
of amputation, yet they looked upon the operation with
terror, and shrunk from the responsibility of undertaking
it And no wonder : when they did venture upon it, the
consequences were appalling. They cut through the flesh

with a red-hot knife, hoping by this means to prevent a
fatal loss of blood. After having performed this opera-
tion, they dressed the wound with scalding oil, in order to

complete what the burning knife may have left imperfect.

But these expedients stopped only for a short time the
flow of blood. The whole surface of the wound was con-
verted into an eschar, which for a time stopped the bleed-
ing. But the eschar being dead matter it was at length
thrown off by the action of the living parts beneath. The
moment this took place, the mouths of the blood-vessels

were again opened, hmmorrhage took place just as at first,

and the patient perished from loss of blood. The uni-
formity with which this event took place after amputation
performed in this mode, could not but cause the operation
to be regarded with dismay. Nevertheless, it is pretty clear,

that in the time of Celsus, the surgeons of that age were not
without some notion of the true mode of stopping haemor-
rhage from wounded blood-vessels, for that wnter gives

particular directions to take hold of the vessels, to tie them
in two places, and then to divide the intermediate portion

;

certain, however, it is, that this practice was not extended
to amputation, because nothing was ever amputated by the

antients but a part absolutely mortified or dead ; and in a
part thus mortified or dead, it is not practicable to secure

the blood-vessels by the needle and ligature. The general

introduction into surgery, of the method of stopping haemor-
rhage by taking up the divided blood-vessel with a needle,

and placing a ligature around it, must, therefore, be con-

sidered as much a modern improvement, as if no allusion

whatever had been made to it by antient writers.

But if a knowledge of the mode of stopping haemorrhage
by tying the blood-vessel, be indispensable to the safety of

surgical operations in general, the knowledge of some mode
of preventing the loss of blood during the actual perform-

ance of an operation is indispensable to the safety of tho

operation of amputation in particular. So large are the

trunks of the main blood-vessels that supply the limbs, and
so great is the quantity of blood that flows from them in a
short space of time, that loss of life is always the conse-

quence of a want of command over these great vessels.

By the invention of the instrument termed the tourniquet,

an invention of the seventeenth century, (for an account of

the construction and application of which instrument, see

No. 60—SUPPLEMENT. (THE PENNY CYCLOPAEDIA.]
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Abt. ToramQVBT,) this command is obtained. By
these instruments, then, namely, the tourniquet, and the

needle and ligature, modern surgeons have such a perfect

command over the blood-vessels, that operations may be
performed, in which the largest trunks are divided without

the loss scarcely of a single drop of blood. On this account,

the mere removal of a limb excites in the modern surgeon

no degree of anxiety; the operation of amputation is

scarcely ever attended with the slightest hazard ; neverthe-

less, there are circumstances connected with amputation of

the greatest possible importance, delicacy, and difficulty, on
a clear and correct view ofwhich life depends; to obtain such

a view, the most extensive knowlegc, and the most accurate

discrimination, are requisite; while, to act in conformity

with it, a high degree or moral courage is often no less neces-

sary. Perhaps the determination of the exact time at which
to amputate is sometimes among the most difficult points

of surgery ; that is, the determination of the time when the

preservation of the limb is no longer possible ; and when,
therefore, it is right to put an immediate stop to any
further exhaustion of the health and strength by the removal

of the limb. The discrimination of the cases that absolutely

require amputation, in contradistinction to those in which
the necessity of amputation may be superseded by skilful

surgical treatment ; the easiest and safest methods of per-

forming the operation ; and the best mode of treating the

patient after the operation has been performed, involve con-

siderations of the last importance which are often not with-

out considerable difficulty, but these aro considerations purely

and exclusively professional, and cannot be treated of in a
work like the present. No one, however, can look into the

modern books which treat of this subject without being
struck with the prodigious advancement which surgery has
made in recent times; without being deeply impressed with
a sense of the debt of gratitude due to the illustrious men
who found surgery a mean, and not infrequently a mis-
chievous art, and who have exalted it into a noble and
beneficent science.

AMRJTSIR, a very antient town, formerly called Chak,
the holy capital of the people called Seiks, or Sikhs, in

31° 33' N. lat., and 74° 48' E. long. In Burnes' map of

the Indus, the latitude and longitude are somewhat more.

It owes its present name to a tank 135 paces square, which
was built by the Gooroo Ramdas, who improved the town to

such a degree that, for a time, it bore the name of Ramdas-
poor. Ramdas died in 1581, and in the course of time the

name of Amritsir—the pool of immortality—was transferred

from the tank just mentioned to the whole town. This town
is without any external walls, its houses are built of bricks

and lofty, but the apartments are small and the streets are

narrow.

Amritsir has a considerable trade in the shawls and
saffron of Cashmere, and is a place of great opulence owing
to the resort of merchants and to its being fhe residence of

some bankers of extensive dealings. Its native manufac-
tures are confined to coarse cloths and inferior silk goods.

The Rajah Runjeet Singh of Lahore, to whom the district

is subject, has lately built a fort here, which he calls Run-
jeetghur, and he has improved the town by bringing a canal

to it from the Ravee, the Hydraotes of Arrian.

The sacred pool has a temple in its centre, which is viewed
with a high degree of veneration by the inhabitants, and is

dedicated to Govind Singh, who died in 1 708, and was the

last Gooroo, or religious leader of the Sikhs. A book, con-

taining the code of laws, written by Govind Singh, is depo-

sited in this temple, in the service of which upwards of 500
priests are retained.

Amritsir is about 44 miles east from the city of Lahore,
which is on the Ravee, and 1312 miles travelling distance

north-west from Calcutta.

(Rennell's Memoir of a Map of Hindostan ; Manuscript
Documents at the India Boardt quoted by Hamilton ; Bejjort

ofHouse ofCommons on the affairs of the East India Com-
pany, August, 1832.)

AMSTERDAM, the capital of the province of New
Holland, and the commercial capital of the Kingdom of

Holland, though not the seat of government, stands on the

south bank of the Ij, or Y, a gulf of the Zuider Zee, in 52° 2$
N. lat. and 4° 54' £. bug. The small river Amstel runs into

the Y through the city, and gives to it the Latinized name
of Amstelodamum, and its old name of Amstelredamme or

Amsteldam ; the word dam, which so often occurs in the

names of Dutch towns, means ' a dyke, or embankment of

earth to separate two lakes or canals.' The Amstel, four
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miles south of the city, is joined by the Vecht, a branch of

the old Rhine which runs past Utrecht. Amsterdam is

thirty-two miles north-east of the Hague, and 107 north of

Brussels, the capital of Belgium. The city is in the form
of a crescent with the two horns projecting into the Y, and
forming a kind of port. The Y forms the port of Amster-
dam, which was formerly only protected by a double row of

piles driven into the ground through the water : the two rows
were about seventy feet asunder. About twenty-one open-

ings, called booms, were left for ships to pass through, but

were carefully closed at night. Large vessels which could

not pass through were moored outside in the laag or har-

bour. Between the town and the inner row of piles was the
harbour for the small craft. At present two dikes enclose

the east and west docks respectively. One begins near the

Kraan Sluis and runs eastward, having an entrance called

the Dok Sluis ; the other commences near the Haarlem-
mer Sluis and runs westward. (See Plan ofAmsterdam,
1830, door C. van Baarsel & Zoon.) On the land side it

is surrounded by ditches and ramparts, which are now
planted, after the Dutch fashion, with trees, and make an
agreeable promenade : the Plantaadje (place planted with
trees) on the south side of the town is the chiet place of re-

sort on Sundays and holidays. The approach to this capital

on the land side, especially from Haarlem, is described as

very striking; the view extends over spacious meadows,
covered with luxuriant grass, to the capital, where the tall

masts of ships, spires, and houses are all mingled toge-

ther ; and this scene of activity and wealth is in the midst of

a marsh, which seems every moment threatened with inun-

dation from the brimfull canals and waters which surround

it. But these form the best defence of Amsterdam, and
enable the inhabitants to lay the whole country around
under water.

Amsterdam was originally a salt marsh, and in order to

make a foundation for nouses, it was necessary to drive large

piles of wood or rather masts through a layer of peat, which
in some places is said to be forty or fifty feet thick. The
nature of the soil may differ somewhat in different parts ; the

following facts will show still better its character. In 1605,

a well was dug in one of the hospitals of Amsterdam (Oude
Mannen-en vrouwen Gasthuis) to the depth of 232 Dutch
feet. After seven feet of earth, there were found nine feet

of peat, and then soft clay, sand, earth, clay rather hard,

and earth, altogether making fifty-one feet of depth. Then
came ten feet of sand, in which stratum the piles of Amster-
dam chiefly rest. At the depth of seventy feet there was
found one foot of pieces of peat. Sand, through which they

did not make their way, was found at the depth of 232 feet.

(See Tooneel der Vereenigde Nederlanden, &c. door Halma
und Brouer, Leeuwarden, 1 725.)

Such is the substructure of a town which now contains

above 200,000 inhabitants. The streets are generally in

straight lines along the banks of the canals, which intersect

the city ; among the finest are the Heeren Graft or Gragt,

and the Keizers Gragt, both of which are magnificent

streets. Those in the central parts of the town are narrow
and without foot-pavement. The private houses arc nearly

all of brick, painted and ornamented with different colours.

The Kalver Straat is filled with shops for jewellery, porce-

lain, China, books, pictures, and other articles of luxury, and
though narrow, this defect is compensated by the rich dis-

play of merchandize. Several of the streets are lined with
fine rows of elm3, walnut trees, and limes. The canals
within the town, or gragten, as the Dutch call them, are so

numerous that the city is divided into ninety islands, which
communicate by 290 bridges: the Amstel itself divides

the town into the eastern or old, and western or new part,

and is crossed by a bridge, the Amstel-Brug, partly built of

brick and partly of stone, with thirty- five arches ; it is about
610 English feet long, sixty-four and a half wide, and fur-

nished with iron balustrades. Through the eleven central

arches large ships pass. Near the bridge is the great sluice,

(Arastelsluis,) by which the waters of the river can be either

dammed out, or allowed to flow through the city. By shut-
ting the gates the course of the Amstel is stopped, and the
country round the city laid under water.

Amsterdam contains thirteen churches for the reformed
religion, one English Presbyterian, one English Episcopal,
one of the Remonstrants, three Lutheran, two Anabaptist,
one of the United Brethren, sixteen Catholic, one Armenian,
one Greek, five Jansenist, one Portuguese and one German
Synagogue, tn all forty-seven places of worship, or one for

every 4255 persons. The number of charitable institutions

is considerable.

This city has twelve public places, but not one of them is

either large or magnificent : the bogt (bend) of the Heeren-
gragt is a kind of circus which contains some of the best

houses in Amsterdam. In the Dam we see the Stadhuis, or

old town-hall of Amsterdam, built of Bremen and Bentheim
stone, and said to rest on 13,659 piles of wood (Halma) : it

is 282 feet long, 235 deep, and 1 16 high, and crowned with
a tower. The interior Is adorned with a profusion of marble,
statues, and pictures, which attest the splendor of the Am-
sterdam merchant, when he erected this edifice in 1648,

during the glorious days of the republic. The marble hall

is, perhaps, the finest room in Europe, being 120 feet long,

56 feet broad, and 98 feet high. Louis Buonaparte, who
had a great liking for palaces, contrived to get possession

of this when he was King of Holland, and the present royal

family retain it as a palace. The Beurs, or exchange, is a
large old building with nothing remarkable, except the con-
course of merchants from all countries.

The church of St. Nicholas or the Old Church, (Oude
Kerk,) is of great antiquity, but its precise date is unknown.
In 1578 the Reformed service was first performed in it.

The length of the church with the tower is about 278 feet

;

the tower itself is 2214 feet high : the width of the church
at the transepts, measured on the inside, 2071, and on the

outside 192 feet. This church contains the tombs and
monuments of many of the great warriors and seamen of
Holland: among them is the monument of Admiral
Heemskirk.
The New Church (Nieuwe Kerk) was originally built,

partly on the model of the cathedral of Amiens, but being
burnt down in 1645, it was speedily rebuilt, and is, in the
opinion of the Dutch, one of the handsomest churches in
Europe. Its pulpit is a curious specimen ofcarving ; and
the great organ is also much admired. It is 350 feet long,

says a Dutch description, 210 wide at the transepts; the
upper part rests on 52 pillars of hard stone, and the church
is lighted by 75 large windows. It is also conspicuous for

its noble and incomparable bronze (or brass ?) ornaments of
the quire, which consist of six quadrangular fluted columns,
and fourteen other small pillars, with two great doors,

adorned with two lions holding the arms of the city, and
surrounded with well-executed leaf-work : all this, weighing
many thousand pounds, rests on a noble marble base. This
bronze work, which from top to bottom is 30 feet high, is

cleaned twice a-year.

In the high quire of this church is the marble monument
of the great Dutch admiral De Ruyter. In another part of
this church is erected a monument to the hero Van Speyk.
The Admiralty buildings, the dock-yard, the extensive

magazines, on Kattenburg, and even the model-room are
accessible to strangers. Near the dock-yard is a marine
school, called the Kweek-School, or seminary, for the in-
struction of youths in naval tactics. The warehouses and
quays of the East and West India Companies, though they
are very considerable, will not excite the wonder of any
person who has visited the banks of the Thames.
Among the many literary establishments of Amsterdam

we must mention the academy on the Keizergragt, a large
and tolerably handsome building, whose title is indicated by
the words FELIX MERITIS, in large gilt letters, under
the pediment. This academy is divided into five sections,

which embrace the various departments of science and
learning. There is also an observatory. The Doctrina et

Amicitia is another learned society, which has a library,

museum, and news-room in the Kalver Straat. The bota-
nical garden is not extensive, but contains some old sped
mens of Cape plants.

Among the places of amusement are three theatres.

Among the prisons, the Rasphuis, where the criminals
used to saw various foreign woods, and the Spinhuis (spin-

ning-house) for females, are best known.
The commerce of Amsterdam was founded by the industry

and perseverance of its inhabitants, to which the institution

of the bank in 1609 has materially contributed. This is

one of the oldest establishments of the kind in Europe, and
has always been conducted with the utmost regularity and
good faith. Amsterdam is a great depot both for the com-
modities of the East and West Indies, with which it carries

on a great trade through the Dutch colonies and its own
trading companies.

The approach to Amsterdam from the North Sea or

3PS
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German Ocean is through the passage formed by the Texel

and the extreme point of North Holland into the Zuider

Zee, the navigation of which is difficult : near the entrance

is a bar called the Pampus, over which ships are taken by
means of large vessels or boxes, called camels, which being

passed under the ship, and then exhausted of their water,

buoy the whole up several feet But since the completion

in 1825, of the great Heldbr Canax, (54 English miles

long,) Amsterdam has at all seasons a safe and easy com-
munication with the Texel by means of an inland navi-

gation through the whole length of North Holland. By
means of its canals Amsterdam has an easy water com-
munication with Utrecht and the Rhine, with Haarlem, the

Haag, Leyden, Delft, and Rotterdam. One steam-boat is

employed during summer in conveying passengers to Ham-
burg, and two smaller ones as ferry-boats across the Zuider

Zee. Amsterdam has no water that is fit to drink or suit-

able for culinary purposes, but what is brought in boats from

the Vecht, a distance of fifteen miles : the pure water of

Utrecht is sold in the streets for table use and for making
tea and coffee. The want of so indispensable a necessary

must be unfavourable to health, and the stench that arises

from the canals in the hot days of summer is sometimes

almost intolerable. The fuel of this great city is chiefly

turf, which is found in great abundance in most parts of the

kingdom. Billets of wood are occasionally used, and coals

from Newcastle or the Forth by those who can afford to pay
for them. It is remarked that Amsterdam has changed so

little for the last century, that the guides and descriptions

of this city, published a century ago, may still be considered

as correct and useful companions. The origin of Amsterdam
is traced to a small fishing place, established on the Amstel,

probably during the twelfth century ; but the date has not

been ascertained by Dutch antiquaries; the name Arastel-

dam first occurs in a letter of Count Floris, a.d. 127$, in

which he exempts the town of Amstelredamme from certain

tolls or taxes. In 1482 it was walled, and from 1578, when
the states of Zeeland and Holland united with Brabant,

Flanders, &c, in the pacification of Ghent, it began to ac-

quire that commercial superiority which Antwerp had
hitherto possessed; and of which its various sufferings

tended to deprive it. When the Schelde was closed in 1648j

the commerce of Amsterdam increased still more at the

expence of Antwerp. The area on which the town stands

has of course been extended at different periods, but, as far

as we can learn, not since 1658.

The chief articles of import are West and East India pro-

duce, tobacco, hides, rice, linseed, and grain : the value of

imports of the chief articles into Amsterdam by sea was,

—

in 1829, 2,107352/.; 1830, 1,864,891/.; 1831, 1,904,261/.

The chief exports to Great Britain are cheese, oil-cake, oak-

bark, and grain.

In 1827, 1887 ships entered the port of Amsterdam.
The number of vessels that cleared at Amsterdam was,

in 1829, 1975: in 1830, 1996: in 1831, 1624. Those to

Great Britain were respectively in the three years, 82,114,
and 209.

The manufactures of Amsterdam are considerable : the

principal are the bleaching of wax and linen cloth, the ma-
nufacturing of tobacco, leather, silk, sugar, calico-printing,

cotton-spinning, diamond cutting, cannon foundry, and ship-

building.

Population of Amsterdam in 1814 . 180,000
1820 . 195,000
1829 . 201,000

January 1st, 1830 • 202,364

Of this number, 202,364, there were 90,332 males, and
112,032 females

Males. Females. Total.

Deaths in Amsterdam in 1829 .4056 . 3942 = 7998
Births ,. „ . 3785 . 3618 = 7403

In this year there were 25 deaths of persons above the

age of 90, of whom 1 7 were females.

Biisehing states the number of houses in Amsterdam, in

1732, at 26,835, which, we suspect, is more than the present

number, and adds that the population was supposed not to

exceed 200,000. The burials from 1747 to 1752, a period of

sixyears, averaged 8247 each year.

The lowest ranges of the thermometer noted at Amsterdam
are, . 1798 . 30th December . 2 Fahrenheit

1823 . 21st January • 4 „
1830 • 2d February . 1 „

AMSTERDAM, a small island in the Indian Ocean,

discovered in 1697, by Van Vlaming, a Dutch navigator,

and situated in 34° 42' S. lat„ and 76° 51' £. long.

This island is about four miles and a quarter long from

north to south, and two and a quarter from east to west

;

but so much of its area is occupied by a basin or harbour,

that its surface does not contain more than between seven

and eight square miles of land. The basin, here men-

tioned, was formerly a large volcano, into the eastern side

of which the sea has forced a passage by the action of

its waves, which roll with an uninterrupted current from

the east
The width of the breach thus made is 1000 feet, bat the

part of the opening through which the tide flows is only

one-fifth of that width. The original form of the crater

was that of an ellipse, its largest diameter being 3000 feet,

and its smallest 2550 feet ; it had thus a circumference of

nearly a mile and three-quarters, and as its sides rise to the

height of 700 feet, at an angle of 65° with the horizon, the

brim of the basin has a circuit of rather more than two

miles * it must therefore have been one of the largest kind

of craters. The depth of water in the centre of the basin is

174 feet, which, added to the height of the sides above the

water, gives 874 feet for its entire depth.

The coast in every other part is inaccessible, and exhibits

everywhere successive streams of lava. To the north of the

entrance of the harbour, and a short distance from it, is an

insulated rock, of a pyramidal form, which rises out of the

sea to the height of between 200 and 300 feet. This rock

is composed of forty or fifty horizontal layers of lava, piled

regularly one upon the other. The face of these layers is

cracked and divided by perpendicular fissures, many of

which are filled with veins of obsidian or volcanic glass, and

the same appearance is visible several feet below the sur-

face of the sea. In other of the fissures are some curious

specimens of zeolite. Signs of fusion are evident en every

Sart of the surface of this rock, which seen from a short

istance has the appearance of scoria from an iron furnace.

Obsidian and pumice-stone abound on all the coast

The slariting sides of the crater contain many thermal

springs, some
t
of which run freely, while others ooze out in

the form 6F mud. The temperature of these springs is

various, some being 1 96° of Fahrenheit, and others at the

boiling heat ; the temperature of the surrounding atmos-

phere when these temperatures were taken being 62°.

Swamps and stagnant pools of water, varying in their

heat from 80° to 130°, are found on every part of the island.

Most of the springs are brackish ; one of them, the tem-

perature of which is 112°, is strongly chalybeate.

The soil is altogether volcanic ; it is spongy and porous,

and trembles under the feet. If the ear be applied to the

surface, a sound like that of bubblinff water may be heard.

The sea on the coast abounds witsa fish. Among these

are some red-coloured perch, from six to twelve inches in

length ; another species of perch from three to four feet

long ; rock-cod and bream. The quantity of cray-fish seen

crawling on the bar, at the entrance of the crater at low

water, is almost mcredible ; and they are so plentiful in the

open sea, that if a basket baited with flesh be lower
^}.^

some depth for a few minutes, it will be found half filled

with cray-fish when drawn up. ..

No frutescent plant is found on the island. The w
of its vegetables is confined to mosses, and other genera ot

the cryptogamous class, with a few kinds of grasses. Wot

a single quadruped of any kind inhabits the island, which

is likewise free from all insects, with the exception of the

common fly. Land birds are never seen here, but tne

number of aquatic birds which resort hither to lay their

eggs is astonishing. Among these are the white and tn

brown albatross ; crested penguin ; black, grev, blue, an

stormy petrel; puffin; silver bird, or sea-swallow; ana a

small brown duck, not larger than a thrush. .

The shore of Amsterdam island is resorted to by gre»*

numbers of seals, for which reason this speck in the occa ,

nearly 2000 miles distant from any land, except the «n

island of St Paul, is visited by the Americans, who carry

the skins which they there procure, to China. ^i;^
A paper in the twentieth volume of the Phtlosopmc«

Transactions, which gives an account of the discove j

this island by Van Vlaming, states, that the sea was in™

so crowded by seals and sea-lions, « that it was ?^"7
hJ

to kill them in order to effect a passage for the ship w

shore/ These animals, although still abundant, are ceiwi /
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not now in sufficient numbers to obstruct tbe passage.
Another marvellous statement in the same paper was to

the effect, that fish might be caught in the sea with one
hand and cooked with the other, in the natural boiling
springs, and this assertion has certainly been corroborated
by Mr. Barrow, who, in 1 793, dropped some perch * living,

off the hooks into a boiling spring, and found them cooked
to perfection in fifteen minutes/
Amsterdam island is about midway between Australia

and Madagascar.

—

(Philosophical Transaction*, voLxx.;
Barrow's Voyage to Cochin China.)
AMSTERDAM, NEW. [See Bbrbxcb.]
AMU. (SeeOxus.]
AMULET1

, in barbarous Latin, Amuletum, or Amoletum.
Some suppose the word to be of Arabic origin. An amulet
hung round the neck, or carried in any other way about
the person, is absurdly believed to have the effect of ward-
ing off morbid infections and other dangers, and even of
curing diseases by which the body has been already at-

tacked. The belief in the efficacy of amulets has subsisted

at some time among almost every people, and the thing
has been denoted by a great variety of names, which it

is unnecessary here to enumerate. The phylacteries, or

bits of parchment with passages from the Bible written upon
them, which the Jews were wont to carry about with them,
were amulets; of just the same character are those in-

scribed with sentences from the Koran, which the Moorish
priests sell to the negroes of Africa, and to which the latter

give the name of Fetishes. This superstition, which existed

also among the Greeks and Romans, appears to have
in early times prevailed extensively among the converts

to Christianity, if we jnay judge by the denunciations
directed against it by St Chrysostom, and others of the
fathers. But even down to our own day, it has continued
to be an article of the popular creed, that certain medical
prepasations, and other things, merely carried about the
person, have the power both of repelling and of healing
diseases. Even the celebrated Robert Boyle adopts this

notion, assuring us that he once experienced the efficacy of

such an amulet in his own case. ' Having been one sum-
mer,' he says, • frequently subject to bleed at the nose, and
reduced to employ several remedies to check that distemper

;

that which I found the most effectual to stanch the blood was
some moss of a dead man's skull, (sent for a present out of
Ireland, where it is far less rare than in most other countries,)

though it did but touch my skin till the herb was a little

warmed bv it/ (Essay of the Porousness ofAnimal Bodies.

See also his Essays on the Usefulness of Natural Philo-

sophy, and his Experimental Discourse on some Unheeded
Causes of the Insalubrity and Salubrity of the Air.) The
anodynei necklace, which consists of beads formed from the
roots of white bryony, and is sometimes hung around the
necks of infants with the view of assisting their teething, is

an instance of the still surviving confidence in the medical
virtue of amulets. Such also is the belief generally enter-

tained by seafaring people, that a child's caul on board their

ship will preserve them from being lost—and many other
examples might be easily quoted.

AMUR, one of the largest rivers of Asia. If we ex-
cept the two largest rivers of Siberia, (Oby and Lena,)
and those of China, (Hoang-ho and Yantse-kiang,) only
the Yenesei is superior to it in the length of its course.

The sources of the Amur are situated near 110°, and its

mouth about 143° E. long. The mouth is opposfte the
northern extremity of the island of Taxaikai, formerly called

Saghalicn, in 53° N« lat.

This river carries off nearly all the waters of the slopes
and the mountains in which the great Asiatic desert,

Gobi or Shamo, terminates towards the east ; and it would
be advantageous to geographical science if we were well

acquainted with the country which it traverses. But as only
a comparatively very small traot of country along its sources
belongs to the Russian empire, and all the remainder of
its course is subject to the Cninese, who do not adroit Euro-
pean travellers into their territories, our knowledge of this

part of the globe is very deficient

The true source of the Amur is the river Onon, which
rises near the 110th meridian, in 50° N. lat, in that range
of the King-gan Obla which is called Kentei-Khan. This
river, which waters a country at present nearly unin-
habited, is famous in Mongol history; the great hero,

Tshingis-khan, was born, and distinguished himself in

bis youth, on its banks. The Onon first runs from west to

east for about 160 miles, and afterwards to the north-east

for about 320 miles, till it joins the Ingoda. The latter river

rises on the eastern declivity of the Tshokondo, the highest

summit of the range, which separates the tributaries of the
Amur from those of the lake of Baikal, or of the Yablonoi
Krebet ; and runs nearly parallel to the Onon till it joins it,

after a course of about 160 miles. After this junction

the river is called Shilka by the Russians, and Saghalien-
Ula by the Mandshoo, and continues under this name its

north-eastern course for about 260 miles, when it meets the
Argun or Ergune, a large river, which in its upper course

is called Kherlon, and has its sources also in the Kentei-
Khan, near the 110th meridian, but about three degrees
farther to the south, in 47° N. lat The Kherlon runs, ac-

cording to the Chinese geography, in the first part of its

course, to the north for about seventy miles, then for about
thirty-five miles to the south-east, and afterwards to the north-

east for 320 miles. It then changes the direction of its

course to the east, making its way through two ranges of
high mountains, and after having run in this direction for

about a hundred miles, it falls into the large lake of Kulun
or Dalai Nor, whose circumference is considered by the
Chinese to be about 600 li9 or nearly 210 miles. From
this lake the river issues under the name of Argun, forms
the boundary between the Chinese and Russian empire,
and, after a north-north-eastern and northern course of
about 400 miles, joins the Shilka, in 53° 23' N. lat

After this junction the river is called Amur by the Rus-
sians, who adopted this name from the Ghileaki, a tribe of
the Tunguses, living near its mouth, in whose language
Amur or Yamur signifies the great river, or the great water.

The Mandshoo preserve the name of Saghalien-Ula (river

of Black Water).
The Amur does not long continue its north-eastern

course. An extensive mountain-range, the King-gan Yalo,
stretching from south to north, obliges the river to take the
same direction. But it soon forces its way through the moun-
tains, forming for perhaps a hundred miles a succession of
rapids till it enters the plain situated tothe east of the moun-
tain-range. The rapids formed in this extensive tract do
not seem to render the river unnavigable, though at present
it is not used.

During its passage through the mountains, the Amur
changes the direction of its course from north to east, de
clines afterwards to the south-east and south, and continues
in this direction till, from the 54th parallel, it has descended
to the 48th. It then resumes its eastern course, and at its

most southern point, (474° lat.,) its waters are increased by
those of the Sungari or Songari Ula, which by the Chinese
is considered as the principal river. The Songari Ula rises

nearly under the 42d parallel in a mountain-mass called

Tshang-pe Shan, (the White Mountain or Mount Blanc,
on account of the snow with which its summit is always
covered,) which extends along the northern coast of the
Hoang-hai, (Yellow Sea,) and forms the northern boundary
of the peninsula of Corea. Its general course lies N.N.W.
till it joins the Naun or Nonni Ula, a large river which de-
scends along the eastern side of the King-gan Yalo moun-
tains, from the 52d parallel to the 46th in an opposite direc-

tion from north-west to south-east After this junction the
Songari-Ula runs E.N.E. till it joins the Amur.
At a considerable distance from the junction with the

Songari Ula, the Amur again changes its course, running
henceforth to the N.N.E. up to its embouchure, and tra-

versing the country between the meridians of 125 and 140,
and between the parallels of 47 and 53. In this part of its

course it receives another considerable river, the Usuri-Ula,
which runs parallel to the Pacific Ocean, from which it is

divided by a high mountain-range ; but this tributary of the
Amur is entirely unknown.
The whole course of the Amur, from the sources of the

Onon to its mouth, amounts, perhaps, to nearly 2000 miles,

owing to the great and frequent changes of its direction

;

in a straight line, the sources and mouth are only alxmt
1330 miles distant from one another.

As far as this river is known it abounds in fish, but though
they are the same species as those of the rivers in Europe,
they are, as Pallas observes, distinguished by some pecu-
liarities. The most common are two kinds of carp, (Cypri-

nus leptocephalus, Pall., Cyprinus labio, Pall.,) barbels, and
a smaller kind of shad-fish (Silurus asotus). The beluga,

a larger kind of sturgeon, is frequently caught in the Shilka,

but the common sturgeon is rare, as well as a kind of trout
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(Salmo oxyrhynchu*). Craw-fish, which are not found in the
north of Asia, are very frequent in all the tributaries of the
Onon and Shilka, but they arc smaller and smoother than
those in Europe. The common pike is vellow like gold

and spotted like the fish in India: Pallas, at the first

view, was inclined to consider them as a distinct species.

Pearl-oysters are found in the Onon and some of its tribu-

taries, and the common barnacle in some lakes attains an ex-

traordinary size and tbickness. Pallas got some which were
upwards of a foot long, and from three to four-tenths of an
inch thick.

The country watered by this river and its branches is di-

vided by the King-gan Yalo mountains into two parts, quite

different in their character ; this mountain range is to be
considered as the eastern boundary of the great desert of

Gobi or Shamo, and the country to the west of it, about the

Onon and Argun, preserves many of the characteristics of

the desert, ft is considerably elevated above the level of

the sea, but as yet the elevation of no part of it has been
exactly determined. To this elevation it must chiefly be
attributed, that the Shilka and the Argun, both of which are

slow rivers, are commonly covered witn ice from five to six

months in the year, though they flow under the parallels of

London and Paris. The air, like that of the great desert, is

very dry. Rain in summer and snow in winter are far from
being abundant. The greatest part of the soil, perhaps
more than nine tenths, is sandy and sterile, and unfit for

agricultural purposes, and of the remainder a small portion

only is actually cultivated : but in that part of this region
which belongs to the Russian empire, and which may
amount to nearly one-third, agriculture was much more
attended to before the Cossacks conquered it On their

arrival here, in the middle of the seventeenth century, they
found very large tracts cultivated with care, but the cruelties

and vexations exercised by them obliged a whole nation, the
Da-ures, from which this country is called Da-uria, to

abandon their native soil and to take refuge within the
Chinese empire.

The country to the east of the King-gan Yalo, which be-

longs altogether to the Chinese empire, exhibits an en-
tirely different appearance. Though the mountains which
separate the valleys along the Amur, Songari-Ula, andNa-
un-Ula, rise to great height, the valleys seem not to be
greatly elevated above the level of the sea. This is indi-

cated by a much milder climate, by the frequency of large
forests of oak, lime-trees, and hazel-nut trees, which replace
the scanty woods of fir and larch of Da-uria, as well as by
the abundance of a kind of cherry-tree. The ground along
the river, and even to a certain height on the slopes of the
mountains, is cultivated, and produces barley, rye, wheat,
buck-wheat, and hemp, and between the fields extend fine

meadows. Since the accession of the present dynasty to

the throne of China, many persons are banished to these
valleys for their crimes or misdemeanors ; and this policy,

it is said, contributes powerfully to improve the state of
agriculture. The valley of the Usuri, however, seems to

be more elevated, and is therefore chiefly inhabited by a
branch of the Mandshoo, who still follow a pastoral life.

The mountains which divide this valley from that of the
Songari-Ula produce a plant, which is regarded as a great
treasure, the ginseng* which in China is considered a pa-
nacea ; this is the only place where it is found on the old
continent. [See Ginseng.]
Not far from the banks of the Shilka, and on those of a

small river called the Nertsha, the Russians have built the
town of Nertshinsk, which, according to Captain Cochrane,
does not contain more than 1000 inhabitants. The prin-
cipal town in the Chinese territories is Kirin or Girin-Ula
on the Songari-Ula, the seat of a provincial government.
In the valley of the Na-un-Ula is the town of Naun-Koten,
and in that of the Usuri, Ninguta, the native place and
patrimony of the Mandshoo dynasty at present reigning
in China.
The Russian part of Da-uria has been abandoned by all

the native nations, except a small number of Tunguses
who still wander about with their herds. In the Chinese
territories some aborigines are still found. [See Mand-
shooria.] (Travels of Pallas and Timkowsky; Ritter's
Erdkunde vnn Asien.)

AMURATH. [SeeMuRAn.]
AMYGDA'LEjfc, a natural order of plants belonging to

the division of polypetalous dicotyledons, among which it is

known by its bearing the kind of fruit called a drupe, by the

stamens being numerous and arising from the orifice of a
tubular calyx, and by the leaves yielding the fluid called

prussic acid. Owing to the last circumstance, the species

are all more or less poisonous, especially in those parts

where the prussic acid is concentrated, as the leaves of the

common laurel, the skin of the kernel of the almond, &c.

On the other hand, those parts in which the prussic acid

exists either in very minute quantity, or not at all, as the suc-

culent fruit, and sometimes the kernel, are harmless, and

are often valuable articles of food. It is on this account that,

while the general character of the foliage is either unwhole-

some or suspicious, the fruit of many of them is much cul-

tivated. The peach, the nectarine, the plum, the cherry,

the almond, the apricot, prune, damson, and bullace are pro-

duced by different species of this order.

[Amypdalew/]
1. An expanded flower. 8. The tune witn the ooroUa removed

8. The tame cut through. 4. Anthers. 5. Drupe.
6. Stone. 7. Embryo.

Besides the substance already mentioned, the bark of

amygdaleee yields a gum which is similar in its properties to

gum arabic ; and an astringent substance which gives some

of the species so much efficacy in fevers, that their bark has

been compared for utility to that of Peru ; and even in wine

cases, as the coccomiglia bark of Calabria, the produce of

prunus coccomilia, has been preferred.

AMYGDALOID, the name of a variety of the trap

rocks, when in a uniform base there are imbedded round

or almond-shaped bodies, consisting of agate, calcareous

spar, or zeolites, like almonds in a cake ; the term is derived

from the Greek tyu^aXo-ei&J?, resembling an almond.

AMY'GDALUS, the eenus from which the order derives

its name, comprehends the almond, and the peach and nec-

tarine, besides a few bushes, the chief interest of which

arises from their gay appearance.
A. communis, the common almond, is a native of Barhary,

whence it had not been transferred into Italy in the time of

Cato ; it has, however, been so long cultivated all over the

south of Europe and the temperate parts of Asia as to have

become, as it were, naturalized in the whole of the Old World

from Madrid to Canton. In this country, it is only growo

for the sake of its beautiful vernal flowers; but in the

countries that have a long and hot summer, it is the fruit fur

which it is esteemed. This, which is produced in immense
quantities, is partly exported into northern countries, and

partly pressed for oil, or consumed for various domestic pur-

poses. Although botanists distinguish only one species of

eatable almond, yet there are many varieties, of wnich the

principal are the bitter and the sweet ; of each of which the

French and Italians have several sub-varieties distinguished

by the hardness or softness of their shell, and the form or

size of the kernel. These have all been introduced into

England, but none of them are capable of ripening their

fruit in the neighbourhood of London, except in unusuallv

fine hot summers, preceded by mild and uninterrupted

springs.

A. Persica, the peach, once called the Persian apple, be-

cause itwas introduced from that country into Europe, nas, for

ages, been an object of careful cultivation for the sake of its

delicious fruit, and has almost naturalized itself even in the

NewWorld. In our gardensmany varieties are known, which

are classed under the two heads of peaches and nectarines

according as their fruit is smooth or downy : of tho varieties

there are few that are not worthy of cultivation, but the best

are, perhaps, the red magdalen, noblesse, and royal George

peaches, and the Smith's Newington, or tawny nectarine,

For a late crop of peaches, the tCton de Venus may be recom-

mended ; but not the Catherine, nor indeed any of the thick-

skinned October peaches, which, however excellent fu the

south of Europe, seldom ripen, and never acquire their
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natural flavour in this country. For preserving, the blood

red, or sanguinole peach, the flesh ofwhich is of the deepest
crimson, is worth a place in a garden.

For the mode of cultivating the peach and nectarine, see

Pkach.
AMYOT, JAQUES, great almoner of France, bishop of

Auxerre, commander of the order of the Holy Ghost, rose to

these high dignities and to wealth from the humblest rank
in life. He was a native of Melun (1514), chief town of the

department of Seine et Marne, about thirty miles from Paris.

His father was a butcher or a currier, it has not been ascer-

tained which, but in very limited circumstances. When he
came to Paris to continue his studies, he was obliged to act

as servant to some of his fellow students, in order to procure

the means of subsistence, the only weekly allowance which
he received from his friends being a loaf of bread. After
studying under the learned professors of the college of

France, which had then been recently founded, and after

taking his degree of master of arts, at the early age of

nineteen, he went to Bourges to study law ; there he dis-

tinguished himself so much as to induce the king's lec-

turer, Jacques Colin, to intrust him with the education of

his nephews. Subsequently, through the patronage of

Marguerite de Valois, sister of Francis I., Amyot obtained a
Greek and Latin chair at the University of Bourges. Whilst
he was filling that situation, he undertook a translation of

Plutarch's Lives, of which he dedicated the first books to

the king, Henri II. The monarch, as a mark of his appro-

bation, gave him the abbey of Bello-sane, and desired him,
at the same time, to continue a work so replete with merit.

This circumstance gave him an opportunity of displaying

talents of another kind ; for, under the pretence of going to

Italy to consult somo manuscripts, he was entrusted with a
letter from Henry the Second to the council of Trent, then
assembled. Although he was not invested with any public

character or authority, he displayed nevertheless much firm-

ness and adroitness in his mission ; so great, in fact, was
the satisfaction which the Cardinal of Tournon felt on this

occasion, that he recommended him to Henry II. as a fit

person to be the tutor of his three younger sons. Charles IX.,

on his coming to the throne of France, made Amyot his

great almoner and keeper of the University of Paris ; soon
after he gave him the vacant see of Auxerre. It is said

that, at the death of Charles IX., and on the day his funeral
took place at St. Denis, the Parliament of Paris sent for

Amyot, that he might say grace for them, acting as king of
France. We should here observe that Henri III., the bro-

ther and successor of Charles, was yet in Poland; the Par-
liament might, therefore* suppose themselves to be reigning
in his absence : besides, there was then a party who wished
to put th.e crown on the head of the Due d'Anjou, second
brother of the late king Charles, the same who had been
on the eve of marrying Elizabeth of England, and to refuse

it to the king of Poland. Amyot disobeyed the command,
and hid himself. Henri III., on his accession to the throne,

continued him in his dignities, and moreover made him
commander of the order of the Holy Ghost Amyot had
much to suffer from the league to which he was thought to

be an enemy ; he was even accused of having been privy to,

and having participated in, the assassination of the Due de
Guise, at Blois (December, 1588). So inveterate were the

leaguers against him, that they attacked and plundered him
some time after as he was returning to Auxerre ; nor, indeed,

could ho appease this hostile spirit until he had obtained a
formal absolution from the Pope's nuncio, of the crime of

participation of which he was suspected. He was, however,

afterwards allowed to finish his days in quietness, in his

diocese, where he died in 1593.

As a literary man, Amyot stands high ; no one did more
service to French letters. His translation of Plutarch's

Lives, which was made from the Latin, is spirited and ele-

gant ; and it is remarkable that the best translation of Plu-
tarch in English, North's, is made from Amyot's French.
His other works consist of French translations of other Greek
works, of which the principal are, The iEthiopic History of

Heliodorus, seven books of Diodorus, the Pastoral Loves of

Daphnis and Chloe, &c. He has, besides, given an Account
of his Journey to Trent, in a letter addressed to M. de Mor-
veiliiers. He composed a treaty on royal eloquence for the

use of his pupil, Henri III., which was printed, for the first

time only, in 1805, under the reign of Napoleon. It was at

the suggestion of Amyot that Henri III. founded, in 1575, a
Greek and Latin library.

Amyot has been accused of avarice ; this charge is, how*
ever, partly refuted by the fact of his having spent largo

sums for the repairs and embellishments of the churches
of his diocese. He left the sum of 700,000 francs at his

death, although he frequently complained of his having been
ruined by the league.

AMYRI'DE^, a natural order of plants consisting of
tropical trees, the leaves, bark, and fruit of which abound in

fragrant resin. It is known among polypetalous dicoty-

ledonous orders by its hypogynous stamens, which are twice
as numerous as the petals, by the large disk in which the
ovarium is inserted, and by its one-seeded, fleshy fruit,

covered all over with resinous glands.

The odoriferous substances called gum elemi, bdellium,
and resin of Coumia are all produced by different species of
amyrideao.

ANA, a Latin termination of the neuter plural form.
It appears in our language, divested of the sign of gender,
number, and case, in such words as subterranean, metro-
politan, Christian, Anglican, Ciceronian, Johnsonian. The
Latin ana is the form appropriated to the neuter plural

;

and, therefore, Ciceroniana, for instance, would signify,

matters, or things of any sort, about, or appertaining to

Cicero.

In modern times this termination has been used to denote
collections, either of remarks made by celebrated individuals

in conversation, or of extracts from their note books, letters,

or even published works, or, generally, of particulars respect-

ing them.
Such collections have been made in all ages, and in every

country in which literature has been cultivated. For an
enumeration of antient works, still existing or known to have
once existed, of a similar character to the modern ana, the
reader may consult Christopher Wolf 's preface to the Casau-
boniana, and the Introductio in Notitiam Rei Litterarice of
B. G. Struvius, with the notes of J. C. Fischer, Frankfort,
1754, chap, viii., sections 11, 12, 13, and 14. These writers
mention as coming under this description the Proverbs of
Solomon, those collections of the sayings of the wise which
are to be found in many oriental languages, those which the
disciples of Pythagoras and of other antient philosophers are
stated to have made of the remarks that fell from their

masters, the AirofivrjfiovevfiaTa, or Memorabilia, of So-
crates recorded by Xenophon, the savings of Epictetus, said
to have been collected by Arrian in the four last books (now
lost) of his Commentary on the Enchiridion, and in his

twelve books of Homilies, the Deipnosophistce of Athenaus,
the Biographies of Plutarch and Diogenes Laertius, the
Faceti© attributed to Hierocles, the several collections of
Stobrous, the Meditations of Marcus Antoninus, the books
of apophthegms by Ceesar, mentioned in Cicero's Letters,

the jests and bons mots of Cicero, said to have been collected

by his freedman Tyro, the Natural History of Pliny, the
Nodes Atticcs of Aulus Geliius, &c. The catalogue, it must
be confessed, is constructed upon sufficiently liberal prin-

ciples ; but a good many of the performances which it com-
prehends might certainly have been called Ana in the
modern sense.

A curious approach to an anticipation of the modern use
of the word occurs in a letter of Francesco Barbara to

Poggio Bracciolini, in which, alluding to some literary

anecdotes which Poggio and his friend Bartolomeo Montc-
pulciano had collected in Germany, and were bringing home
with them, he says, that as certain sorts of apples and pears
are called Appiana and Mailiana from having been first in-

troduced by persons of the names of Appius and Mallius,

so these importations of theirs will be afterwards called Pog-
giana and Montepolitiana. The letter is dated in 1417.

It is given in Lenrant's Poggiana, at the end of the second

volume, where it was first printed entire. But it does not
appear to have been till after the middle of the seventeenth

century that the exact modern application of such epithets

came into fashion. In 1659 we find Guy Patin, in one of
his curious gossipping letters, speaking of having in his

possession certain manuscript Borboniana, Grotiana, and
Naufosana, meaning collections of anecdotes respecting Ni-
colas Bourbon (the younger), Grotius, and Gabriel Naude.
Very soon after this appeared the first printed Ana.
This was the collection of the colloquial remarks ofJoseph

Scaliger, now distinguished as the Scaligerana Secunda.
Two brothers, Jean and Nicholas de Vassan, the sons of

a M. Vassan, Sieur de Remi-Mesnil, and whose mother
was a sister of the eminent scholars Peter and Francis
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Pithou, haying gone to study at Leyden, carried with them
letters of recommendation from Casaubon to Scaliger, who
was then one of the professors in that university. In con-
sequence they were much at his house, and heard a great
deal of his conversation, both in company and in private.

Such of his observations upon all sorts of subjects as they
considered to be most valuable or remarkable they wrote
down, till the collection at last formed a thick octavo

volume. On their return to France they gave their ma-
nuscript to the learned brothers Claude, Pierre, and Jacques
Du Puy ; and the latter lent it to M. Sarran, who took a
copy of it, which came into the possession of his son, Isaac
Sarran. From him it passed into the hands of Hadrian
Daill6, a French protestant clergyman, and a man of
letters, who gave the book a new form by arranging the

remarks according to the alphabetical order of their sub-
jects. From DaiUe Isaac Vossius, in the course of a visit

which he made to Paris, procured the manuscript, but, as it

appears, without any notion on the part of the lender that

he would make any other than a private use of it Having,
however, got it home with him to Holland, he transcribed

it, and some time after sent his copy to the press. The
book was published in 1666, with the title of Scaligeriana,

rive Excerpta ex ore Josephi Sculigeri: per FF. PP., (con-

traction for Fratres Puteanos.) This impression, however,
so abounded in inaccuracies, that Daille, notwithstanding
his regret that the publication had taken place at all, felt

himself called upon to give to the world a new and more
correct edition, which appeared accordingly the following

year, with the title of Scahgerana ; editio altera, ad verum
exemplar restituta, et innumeris Usque foedissirms mendis,
ouibus prior ilia passim scatebat, diligenlissime purgata.
There is some uncertainty as to where these volumes were
published. That of Vossius (which, however, does not bear
his name) is a lGmo. volume of 368 pages, in rather a large

type, and, in the only copies which we have seen, is stated

to have been printed at Geneva, by Peter Columesius. All
the accounts also, as far as we know, state that it bore this

impress, though actually printed by Vlacq, at the Hague.
But it is certain that Daille, in the advertisement prefixed

to his own edition, speaks of it as actually announcing
itself on its title-page to have been published at the Hague

;

* Hagra-comitum (si titulus vera fert)' are his words. Dailll's

edition, again, which is a 12mo. of 268 pages, but in so much
smaller a type as to contain a good deal more matter than
the other, professes to be printed at Cologne, by Gerbrandus
Scagen. But it is said to have been really printed at Rouen.
It is very incorrectly printed, and has a long list of errata

prefixed; but, besides being considerably more full, it is

purified from many gross blunders, which make the edition

published by Vossius frequently unintelligible. In his pre-
fatory address (to which however he does not put his name),
Daill6 complains in indignant terms of the publication at the
Ha^ue, which he says had taken place hot only without
the consent of those to whom the manuscript belonged, but
in opposition to their most strenuous remonstrances and
menaces. He also corrects the title, which, in the original,

he says, is Scaligerana, not Scaligeriana. The word ex-
cerpta ho thinks must be a printer's blunder for excepla.
He likewise gives the true history of the manuscript, and
refutes the assertion of the Hague edition, that its contents
had been taken down from the lips of Scaliger by the
Du Puys. It would appear, however, that Vossius, or his
publisher, paid no attention to any of these corrections ; for

a new impression, in all respects the same with the first,

was published by Vlacq at the Hague, in 1668. Some of
the copies of this edition bear the impress of Leyden ; but
they are said to differ in nothing else from the others.

It happened, however, that the Vassans were not the only

Sersons by whom Scaliger's conversations had been noted
own. . Before they knew him, and, indeed, while ho lived

in Touraine, and before he went to Leyden, a physician of
the name of Francois Vertunien, who attended the family
of the MM. Chateigners de la Rochepozai, in whose house
Scaliger resided, had been in the habit for seventeen years,
namely from 1575 to 1592, of keeping a record of the re-
marks that dropt from the kps of the great scholar. Ver-
tunien's papers remained for a long time after his death
almost unknown, till they were at length purchased from a
person into whose hands they had fallen by M. de Sigogne,
an advocate of the parliament of Poitiers. By him they
were committed for publication to the care of Tanneguy le
Fevre, (better known by lua Latinized name of Tanaquillus

Faber;) and they accordingly appeared along with the

former in 1669, bearing the following title, Prima Scalige-

rana, nusquam antehac edita, cum Prefatione T. Falri;

quibus adjuncta et altera Scaligerana, quam antea men-
datiora, cum notis cujusdam V.D. anonymi. The vo-

lume is a 12mo., and the new matter fills 150 pages in a

large type ; that which had been printed before fining 257

in a much smaller typo. Throughout both, the notes are in-

termixed with the text It bears to be printed at Groningen

by Peter Smithseus ; but is understood to have been ac-

tually printed at Sauraur. In the copy of this edition in

the British Museum, which appears to be perfect, there is

no preface, although one is announced in the title-page;

but in a subsequent edition, bearing to be printed at

Utrecht by Peter Elzevir, in 1670, there is a strange

address, made up principally of bursts of Greek and Latin

verse, entitled, Ad Aeltam Borellum Prcefatio, and having

Le Fe*vre's name subscribed, in which the writer says, that

he has determined not to publish the promised preface,

having, after he had begun to write it, been induced to

desist by certain considerations which he does not choose to

specify. It would, he intimates, have contained some

things not generally known. The Scahgerana Prima are

all, or nearly all, in Latin ; the Secunda, partly in Latin

and partly in French. They were afterwards mixed to-

gether and arranged under one alphabet ; being first pub-

lished in this form, we believe, at Cologne in 1695, in a

12mo. of 418 pages, with the title, Scaligerana, ou Bom
Mots, Rencontres Agrcables, et Remarques Judicieuses, de

J. Scaliger, avec des Notes de M. le FevTe et de M. de Co-

lomie's. Such is an outline of the leading particulars, which

have not always been correctly stated, of this curious portion

of literary history. A German author, John Theodore Leub-

scher, published a short dissertation in 4to., at Wittem-

berg, in 1695, entitled Historia Scaligeranorum ; and the

subject is examined at greater length by Des Maizeaux,

in his edition of the Scahgerana, $c., in two vols., Amster-

dam, 1 740. As in all other collections of this kind, both

the Scaligerana contain many things which it may be

very much doubted if the person to whom they are

attributed ever uttered. Any deficiency either of compe-

tency, of care, or of fidelity in the reporter, must of course

have left its proportionate produce of error or misrepresen-

tation. But even if we could be certain that the report had

been given with the most perfect accuracy, it would ta un-

fair to regard statements and opinions, thus delivered in

unpremeditated conversation, as affording a true measure

either of the judgment, or the information of the speaker.

They may convey to us an idea of the general style and

spirit of his manner of talking, and in that way give us

some insight into his character ; but that is almost- their

only value. As elucidations of the subjects treated of,

they are commonly worth very little. The publication of the

Scaligerana, accordingly, did not add to the reputation of

Joseph Scaliger. The multifarious learning for which he

had been celebrated was discovered to have been pretty

frequently at fault in these extemporaneous displays ; and

having all the arrogance, with but little of the genius of bis

father, he was thought in most of his sallies, to have given

more evidence of a bad temper than of a brilliant wit The

indecency and licentiousness of some of his jests, also,

equalled their dulness.

The next of the Ana which appeared was the Perronuma,

being notes (in French) of the conversations of Cardinal

du Perron. It appeared in 1669, in a 16mo. volume of 33i

pages, with the following title ; Perroniana, rive Excerpta

ex ore CardinaUs Perronii: Per FF. PP.; and, like the

first published Scaligerana, which it closely resembled in

all respects, bore the impress of P. Columesius, at Geneva.

It is believed, however, to have been printed at the Hague;

and there is no doubt that this book also was sent to the

press by Isaac Vossius, who had obtained it from Daille in

the same manner as he had the Scaligerana. These notes

had been taken down by Christophe du Puy, or Puteanus,

the elder brother of Claude, Pierre, and Jacques, already

mentioned; their manuscript had been copied by Claude

Sarran in 1 642 ; and from this copy Daille had made another

transcript in 1663, arranging the remarks in alphabetical

order. Menage, we may remark, in his Anti-Baillet, Part i.

chap. 80, says that the edition given by Vossius was

actually published at Rouen. However this may be, in

the same year, and with a similar title-page, the same

person gave to the world another of these collections, the
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Thuana, or remarks of the President de Thou. This
he had also obtained from Daille, to whom, like the
others, they had come through Sarran, the notes having
been originally taken by one of the Du Puys, but which
of the brothers is uncertain. Daille* was as much dis-

satisfied with the editions published by Vossius of the
Perroniana and Thuana, as he had been with that of the
Scaligerana ; and he caused both to be reprinted the same
year at Rouen, as is believed, although the title-page says
at Cologne. Both of these Ana contain some curious
articles, the Perroniana particularly ; but mixed with what
is valuable, are many other things which very little deserved
to be recorded ; and upon the whole, neither collection can
be said to come up to the expectation naturally raised by its

tide.

As publications, however, these works had extraordinary
success ; and the avidity with which they were read, pro-
duced a long succession of similar productions. It was in

France, or at least in the French language, that most of
the Ana appeared ; and their popularity may be said to

have lasted for fully half a century. ' In a history of
French literature, therefore, an account of these collections

would form an important chapter. In this place we must
confine our further notice of them to little more than an
enumeration of those that are best known.
One of the most valuable of this class of publications, is

the Menagiana, a record of the conversations of Menage,
who was a man of distinguished wit and talent, as well as
a great scholar. He died in 1692, and the following year
the Menagiana appeared in a 12mo. volume, both at Paris
and Amsterdam. The persons by whom the materials were
supplied, and the expense of the publication defrayed, were
his friends Galland, Boivin, Dubos, Pinson, and De Valois.

The same year was published a satire upon the work and
the individual whom it commemorated, under the title of
Anti-Menagiana—the production of a physician of Blois,

of the name of Jean Bernier, whose pen, tiowever, was not
a very sharp one. A second volume of the Menagiana
appeared in 1694 ; the materials of which were principally

contributed by the Abbe' Faydit; and two years after, a
new addition of the whole was published at Amsterdam.
The original edition, however, contains several things which
were suppressed in those that followed. The book was re-

published at Paris, in 1715, by Bernard de la Monnove,
accompanied with such copious annotations as increased it

to four volumes ; and in the following year a new edition of
the same size appeared at Amsterdam, in which De la

Monnove's additions were separated from the original, and
placed in the two concluding volumes by themselves. This
is the form in which the Menagiana has since been printed.

Bayle passes a high eulogium in his dictionary upon the
Menagiana, describing it as a nobler monument erected

to the glory of Menage, than all the works published by
himself, learned and able as they generally were. Upon
the whole, indeed, this is perhaps the best of the Ana.
Another collection of considerable value is the Chevreeana,

which was published by Urbain Chevreau himself, in two
volumes, 12mo., at Paris, in 1697, and again at Amsterdam,
m 1700. Along with this may be mentioned the Parrha-
siana, or Remarks and Opinions of Theodore Parrhase,
under which title the well-known critic, John le Clerc, pub-
lished, at Amsterdam, in 1699 and 1701, two volumes of his

own lucubrations. In keeping with the name he assumed,
which was intended to mean the frank speaker, the Par-
rhasiana contained a formal defence of several of his own
works, in which he spoke of them in a manner that would
have come with more grace from any other of their admirers
than from the author himself. Another of the collections

bearing this title, which does not consist of conversations

reported by others, but of observations recorded by the indi-

vidual himself, is the Huetiana, or thoughts on different

subjects, of the celebrated Bishop of Avranches, which was

Sublished from his papers at Paris, in 1722, the year after

is death, by the Abbe Joseph Thoulier d*Olivet: but,

although this collection contains several elaborate and in-

structive articles, still, deliberately prepared as it was, it

partakes, in great part, of the frivolity of the class to which
it belongs. It would appear that persons writing under this

title conceived they had a licence to trifle. The Casau-
boniana, also, which Christopher Wolf published at Ham-
burg, in 1710, were transcribed by him from Isaac Casau-

bon's own note-book, or Ephemerides, as he had entitled it,

which had been bequeathed to the Bodleian library by his

son Menc. This collection, too, has had the common fate,

and has been considered to contain little or nothing worthy
of the fame of the great scholar.

Some of the Ana are understood to be little better than
forgeries throughout. Such, for example, is the character of
the collection entitled NawUeana et Patiniana, or Re-
markable Singularities noted dovm from the Conversation

of Gabriel Naude and Guy Patin, which was first published

at Paris, in 1701. In so far, at least, as Naude is concerned,

the jests which are recorded in this work are probably about
as authentic as those recounted in the hawkers' pamphlet*
so popular in Scotland, professing to be a collection of the

sayings of George Buchanan, which, had it been compiled
in France, indeed, might possibly have received the title of

Buchananana, and under that pompous designation have
held a very different literary rank from what it can at present

lay claim to. The Sant-Evremoniuna, first published at

Amsterdam, in 1702, is believed to be, for the most part,

another of these impositions. This collection is singular, as

having been published during the life-time of the person
from whom it takes its name. St. Evremond lived till the

following year, when he died at London, at the age of 92.

He denied the authenticity of this work a short time before

it made its appearance, by a letter published in the Ephemc-
rides Parisiennes. Its author, or compiler, was a person of
the name of Charles Cotolendi,—from whom is also believed

to have proceeded a burlesque production, of little talent,

entitled Arlequiniana, first published at Paris, in 1694.

Of the remaining Ana* some of the most famous are the
Poggiana t or the Life, Character, Sentences, and Bons Mots
of Poggio (Bracciolini) the Florentine, published at Am-
sterdam, in 1720, in two volumes, 8vo., by James Lenfant,
a protestant minister, who (although the work contained
little that had not been before in print) was thought to have
somewhat disregarded the decencies of his profession, in

giving a new impression of so licentious a miscellany ; the

Furetieriana, or Bons Mots of Antoine FuretiSre, (author

of the Dictionnaire Universel de la Langue Francaise,) pub-
lished by the Sieur Guy-Marais, in 1696 ; the Valesiana,or

Thoughts of Adrien de Valois, the Royal Historiographer,

published by his son, in 1695; the Pithasana, or Conversa-
tions of Francis Pithou, which had been collected by his

nephew, and which M. Teissier printed from a copy made
bv M. La Croze, in the third volume of his additions to the

liloges extracted from the writings of M. de Thou, Berlin,

1704; and the Segraisiana, or Opinions of the poet Jean

Renaud de Segrais, which were taken down by a person

placed behind the tapestry in a house which he frequented*

This book was published both at Paris and Amsterdam, in

1722, about twenty years after the death of Segrais. So
many persons still alive, however, were injuriously men-
tioned, or alluded to, in the book, that it was suppressed at

Paris almost as soon as it appeared. It is extremely ques-

tionable for how much of its malice Segrais is really re-

sponsible. Voltaire has characterised it as being of all the

Anas the one that best deserves to be set down in the list of

printed lies, and, above all, of lies in which there is no wit.

But Segrais was a man of true talent, as Voltaire himself,

in his Age of Louis XIV., has testified.

There arc also the Rabutiniana, the Santoliana, the

Conringiana, the Launoiana, the Varillasiana, the Bor-

boniana, the Chevaneana, the Sorberiana, the Sevigniana,

the Longueruana, the Bolceana, the Carpentariana, the

Ducatiana, &c. To these may be added a few German pro-

ductions, such as the Taubmanniana, the Wigandiana,

the SchurtzfleiscJiiana, the Gundlingiana. Of our Eng-
lish Ana, by far the most celebrated is the Walpoliana,

being a collection of the conversational remarks of Horace

Walpolo, together with a good many fragments copied from

his papers, which was first given soon after his death in por-

tions in the Monthly Magazine, and then published, with

large additions, in a separate form. Both in curious in-

formation and liveliness ofmanner, the Walpoliana may be

favorably compared with the best French publications of the

same class. Our other English Anas, such as the Addi-

soniana, the Johnsoniana, the Swifliana, the Mooriana,

are, most of them, merely collections of anecdotes taken

from the common biographies of the persons to whom they

refer, or of extracts from their works.

There are various publications, also, both in French and
English, which might seem, from their titles, to belong to

the class of Ana, but which arc really of quite a different

description. It may be sufficient merely to name a few o£
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those, such as, the Caribbccana, containing Letters and
Dissertations, ehiefly wrote by several hands in the West
Indies, 2 vols., 4to., London, 1741 ; the Joineriana, or the

Book of Scraps, (by Samuel Patterson,) 2 vols., 8vo., Lon-
don, 1772; the Anonimiana, or Miscellanies of Poetry,

Eloquence, and Erudition, 12mo., Parist 1700 \ the Gas-
coniana, a collection of bons mote of the Gascons, by M. do

Montfort, Amsterdam, 1708; the Pantalo-Phebeana, a sa-

tire on Fontenellc and others, the production of a M. Bel,

a counsellor of the Parliament of Bourdeaux ; the Panagiana
Panurgica, a critique by M. de Preraonval, or the book
entitled Les Macurs, which was written by Francois Vincent
Toussaint, &c.
On the other hand, there are many works, which, witnout

bearing the characteristic title of such collections, belong

in ail other respects to the class of the Ana. We have
already enumerated several productions of the antients,

which aiv of this description. One of the earliest and most
celebrated of such works in modern times is the Colloquia,

or Table- Talk of Luther, first published in German at Eisle-

ben, in 1505, and afterwards in Latin at Francfort, in 1571.

There is an English translation of this work, by Captain

Henry Bell, published in 1652. Another is the Locorum
Communium Collectanea ejp Lectionibus D. Philippi Me-
lanchthonis, published in 1562, by John Manlius. There
is also a volume, however, published at Altdorf, in 1771, by
G. T. Strobe), with the title of Melanchthoniana. Another
very celebrated work of this kind is the Table-Talk of John
Sefden, which is stated to have been collected by Richard
Milward, and was first published in 1689. But although this

work is commonly reckoned among the Ana, it is hardly of

the same class with most of those that have been so desig-

nated, containing as it does little or nothing that is anecdo-

tical, and consisting almost entirely of maxims which have
no special reference to the person by whom they are said to

have been uttered. It has been said that there was in ex-

istence another Seldeniana, or Collection ofthe Conversations

of Selden, in French, being a translation from an English
original entirely different from the Table-Talk. This is

mentioned in a curious book entitled Melanges dHistoire

et de Litterature recueillis par De Vigneul-Marville, first

published at Rouen in 1699,which has itself been commonly
reckoned among the Ana, and is one of the most valuable of

that class of publications. It is, indeed, often referred to

under the title of the MarviUiana. Its author was Noel
Bonaventure d'Argonne; but in the latest editions it has

been extended to three volumes, the last of winch is an addi-

tion to the original work, by the Abbe* Banier. Under this

head we may also mention the Melanges Historiques of Paul
Colomies, first published in 1675, and since repeatedly

printed under the title of Colomesiana. And we might add
to the list, probably, several scores of works in both our own
and other languages, which are in like manner ana in every
thing except in their titles. Boswell's Life of Johnson , for

instance, is undoubtedly the most remarkable work of this

description in existence.

. Mr. Southey has published a little work in two volumes
with the title of Omniana, being a collection of detached
remarks on a variety of subjects ; but the same title had
been previously adopted in a French publication, of which,
however, we know nothing more than that it is called

Omniana, ou Extrait des ArcJiives de la Societe Univet -

scl/e des Gobe-mouches, par C. A. Moucheron, son premier
aide-de-camp, 12mo., Paris, 1808. It would appear to be
a burlesque production.

One of the volumes of the great French work, the Ency-
clopedic Methodique, bears the title of Encyclopediana, and
professes to be a collection of every thing that is most cu-

rious and valuable in the different publications of this class.

The remarks and anecdotes are arranged in alphabetical

order ; but there is no reference in general to the sources

from which they have been obtained. The following works,
apparently of a similar description, had also appeared
before this ; Elite des Bons Mots, #c, principalement des
Liyres en Ana, 2 vols., 12rao., Amst, 1707; and Nouvelle
Bibliothcque de Litterature, d'Histoire, <£c, ou Choix des
meiUeurs Morceaux tires des Ana, (par Guillaume Grivel.)

2 vols., 12mo., Lille et Paris, 1765. We have in English,
Selectionsfrom the French Anas, translated, 2 vols., 12mo.,
Oxford, 1797. No complete collection of the Anas has ever
been printed ; but there are several partial collections. One
of the best of these is the Scaligerana, Thuana, Perroniana,
Pithosana, et Cohmestana, aveo Notes par Pierre Des Mai-

zeaux, 2 vols., 12mo., Amst, 1740. Another larger collec

tion, but without notes, was printed in 10 vols., 8vo., at

Amsterdam in 1799, with the title of Ana; ou Collection de

Bons Mots, Contes, Pensees detachees, &c, des Hommes
celebres, tiries de different Rccueils. This is a complete

reprint, with short prefaces attached to each work, of the

Furetieriana, the Poggiana, the Menagiana, the MarviUi-

ana, the Carpentariana, the Valeriana, the Huetiana, (to

which is added the Lettre par Huet sur tOrigine det Rq
mans,) the Chevrceana, the Sevigniana, and the Bolaana.

The most complete list of these publications which has

appeared, is that given by Peignot in his Repertoire det

Bibliographies Spedales, Curieuses, et Instructives, 8vo.,

Paris, 1810, in which 109 titles ending in ana are enurae

rated. This Writer absurdly conceives the termination in

question to be a corruption or contraction of the word anec-

dota, the title Menagiana, for instance, being, he says, when

written properly and at full length, Menagianecdote. For

further information on the subject of the Ana, the reader

may consult the preface, by Wolf, to the Casauboniana,

12mo., Hamburgh, 1710; the Nouveaux Memoires dHi$
toire, de Critique, et de Litterature, par M. rAbbe d'Ar-

tigny, 8vo., Paris, 1749, torn. i. pp. 287, &c, and torn. vii.

pp. 1, &c. ; B. G. Struvii Introductio in Nolitiam Rei Ut-

terance, cura Jo. Ch. Fischeri, 8vo., Franc, 1 754, pp. 752—

763 ; Morhofii Polyhistor, lib. i. cap. xvi. ; Gott. Slollii

Introductio tn Historiam Litterariam, per C. H. Langium,

4to., Jenae, 1 728, pp. 54, &c. ; and various other authorities

referred to by Peignot. There is a well known little poem

by La Monnoye, in which he enumerates the names of the

most celebrated Ana, published and unpublished, concluding

with the couplet,

Messieurs, nul de tons cea ana
Ne vaut l'Ypocncuauha.

The verses may be found in his collected poems, and also

in his edition of the Menagiana, In something of the same

spirit, Voltaire has said of these collections, that wc are in*

debted fbr them for the most part to those bookmakers who

live on the follies of the dead.

ANABAPTISTS, a religious sect. The word, composed

of two Greek terms, properly signifies those who baptize a

second time, or insist upon the necessity of a second baptism

in persons whom they admit to their communion. It is

sometimes applied to designate that large body of Christians

in our own and other Protestant countries, one of whoso

articles of belief is, that baptism ought only to be adminis-

tered to adults, and who, accordingly, rebaptize those who

seek tojoin them. But this application of the name is quite

unwarranted, and one against which the community in

question have always protested. They do not maintain the

necessity of a new or second baptism, nor are those who

have been born and brought up in their persuasion ever

baptized twice. Others, who may have been previously bap-

tized in infancy, are, indeed, baptized once again when they

have grown up ; but this is done on the principle that tho

former ceremony was no baptism at all. Baptists is the

designation assumed by those who thus hold the doctrines

of the non-validity of infant, and the necessity of adult bap-

tism ; and they will accordingly be properly noticed under

that head.

We are not aware, indeed, that there has ever been a sect

which maintained the necessity of two successive baptisms.

On the other hand it is certain, that there were various sects

in the earlier ages of the church which agreed with tho

modern Baptists in allowing no validity except to adult

baptism. But the epithet Anabaptists appears to have been

first employed to describe a body of fanatics who made their

appearance in Germany soon alter the commencement of the

Reformation; and although it has been Bince frequently

applied to other religious bodies as being alleged to have

sprung from these, such a use of it can only be considered

as one of those imputations with which dhferent sects have

been in the habit of assailing each other.

The Anabaptists were, no doubt, the growth of the Re-

formation—though Protestant writers have laboured hard to

make it appear that such was not the case. They were the

ultra-radicals of the Reformation. Munzer, Stubner, and

Storck, who were the first heads and apostles of the sect, had

all been disciples of Luther; although no person could

have more earnestly condemned their proceedings, than did

that great reformer. They first began ta preach their

peculiar doctrines in the town of Wittenberg, in SaxouYt

in the year 1521. In 1525, their followers, composed almost
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exclusively of the lowest rabble, rose m a general rebellion

against the established authorities throughout that province,

Suabia, Thuringia, and Franconia. But this insurrection,

which it is but fair to remark was partly of a political

character, and occasioned by the oppression to which the

peasantry were subjected, was soon defeated ; and Mun-
zer himself, being taken, was put to death. The novel

notions, however, which he had preached, spread as usual

under persecution : and, some years afterwards, the mischief

broke out again with new fury. In 1 532, a numerous mob
of these fanatics, conducted by John Matthias, a baker, of

Haerlem, and John Boccoldt, a tailor, of Leyden, suddenly
attacked the city of Miinster during the night, and made
themselves masters of the place. Their adherents imme-
diately Hocked thither from all quarters; and elated by
their success, the congregated enthusiasts are stated to have
given themselves up to extravagances far exceeding any-

thing they had before practised. Matthias named Munster
Mount Zion, and proclaimed himself its king. Having madly
undertaken, however, attended with only thirty followers,

to attack and disperse the forces which came to recover the

town, he perished, with all who accompanied him. John of

Leyden now assumed the royal dignity, and under his con-

duct the multitude is said to have proceeded to wilder ex-

cesses than ever. The city, however, was at length recap-

tured by the army which the Bishop had brought up against

it, on the 24th of June, 1535 ; and Boccoldt, having fallen

into the hands of the victors, was soon after executed with

the most terrific cruelties that hatred and revenge could

dictate.

The most extravagant tenets, as well as conduct, have
been commonly ascnoed to the Anabaptists of Munster ; but

the accounts of a proscribed sect by their enemies, it is to

be remembered, are scarcely to be received with implicit

credit. The doctrine which gave occasion to their distinctive

appellation was one of the least remarkable of all their pecu-

liar articles of belief, although they are said to have incul-

cated it with singular emphasis and vehemence, being in the

habit of declaring that infant baptism was an invention of

the devil. A much more pernicious principle which they are

accused of having held, at least in so far as the peace of society

was concerned, was that ofthe unwarrantableness of all civil

government, and the emancipation of the faithful from sub-

lection to either laws or taxes. They are also said to have
maintained that, among the saints, all things ought to be in

common. Their speculative theology is described as having

been much the same with that which has been, and still is,

patronised by various other denominations of enthusiasts.

It rested principally on the notion that God made his will

known to them individually by special inspirations, by
way of enhancing the importance of which they are said

to have expressed themselves with some degree almost of

contempt or disparagement of the written word. Besides

the internal impressions which they called inspirations, they

had dreams and visions in which they put much confidence

;

and some of them conceived themselves to have the gift of

prophecy, which they were especially accustomed to exercise

in predicting the speedy approach of the end of the world.

Akin to these delusions was another favourite and funda-

mental dogma, that every true believer attained even in this

life perfect freedom from sin. This position soon led them
a great way. Finding that what had commonly been called

sin could not be altogether extirpated from the bosoms even

of the stoutest believers, they found it necessary, in order to

save the doctrine, to declare that certain things which had
hitherto been deemed contrary to the divine law, were not so

at all, but in reality either indifferent or meritorious. It does

not appear that they are accused of having gone quite to the

extreme to which the principle in question has sometimes

led, of maintaining generally that the belief of the sinner

sanctified or neutralized his sin, or, in other words, that an

act which would have been sinful in another became divested

of its sinful character when committed by a believer. If all

that is stated of them be true, indeed, they were under no

necessity to resort .to this device in order to give a loose to

their inclinations, having put down in their list of univer-

sally permissible indulgences most of those things to which

there is any violent disposition in the multitude of mankind.

They condemned, for instance, with great severity, all

ornamental attire, and some even went the length of object-

ing to clothing altogether. Boccoldt himself, in one of

bis fits of exaltation, solemnly promenaded the streets of

Miinster, stark naked. The love of dress, they said, was an

artificial vanity, and as Buch hateful to God. But whatever,

on the other hand, they held to be natural, they looked upon
as harmless or commendable. Boccoldt is stated to have
urged upon his followers, as in the highest degree conducive

to their spiritual welfare, the practice of a liberal polygamy,
and to have illustrated and enforced his doctrine by taking
to himself no fewer than fourteen wives.

For a long time after the events which have been related,

it was dangerous in Germany and other parts of the conti-

nent to profess an adherence to the doctrine of adult bap-

tism, those who held that tenet being all most absurdly

classed as belonging to the sect of the Anabaptists of Miin-
ster. It has been commonly said that to avoid the perse-

cution to which they were subjected, the remains of these

fanatics in course of time adopted various new denomi-
nations, some congregations calling themselves Mennonites,
after an eminent leader of the sect, others Waterlandians,
from the place of their principal church, others Baptists, &c.
But there is really no proof that any of the communities
bearing these names had! in their origin, any connexiou
whatever with the Munster insurgents. They were merely
confounded with these madmen in consequence of holding
the doctrine of the invalidity of infant baptism, which the
Munster Anabaptists were also said to have preached.

This accidental coincidence, indeed, was ground of identi-

fication enough for the genius ofpersecution in a former age,

as it continues to be for that of intolerance and calumny
in the present. But such misrepresentation is really not

more reasonable than it would be for Roman Catholic writers,

as some of them have done, to describe the Protestants ge-
nerally as followers of the principles of John of Leyden,
because they all, in common with him, reject the authority

ofthe Pope ; or for the Jews to bring a similar charge against

the whole body of believers in Christianity. For further

information on the subject of the Munster Anabaptists, the

reader may be directed to Mosheim's Ecclesiastical History,

section iii., part ii., chapter iii., where he will find the sub-
ject treated with great learning, though not in a spirit of

much liberality or candour. The principal works relating

to tho Anabaptists are all referred to in that dissertation.

ANA'BASIS, the title of a Greek work, in seven books,

by Xenophon of Athens, which describes the circumstances

of an expedition undertaken by the younger Cyrus, b.c. 401,

against his brother Artaxerxes, King of Persia. The expe-

dition is remarkable as being the first long march of which
we possess a detailed account, and also the oldest extant do-

cument which gave to Europeans any tolerably precise notion

of the countries watered by the Upper Tigris and Euphrates.

The army of Cyrus contained a large body of Greek mer-
cenaries, among whom Xenophon, at first, held no military

rank . he went apparently as a mere spectator, and only

took command after the death of most of the generals.

Cyrus set out from Sardes (now Sart) 38° 34' N. lat. 28°

E. long., and marched through Asia Minor to the passes in

Mount Taurus that lead into Cilicia. He next passed

through Tarsus, along the Gulf of Scanderoon, and through

the north part of Syria to the Euphrates, which he crossed

at Thapsacus, about 35 °14' N. lat. He then marched S.E.

through Mesopotamia, crossing the Araxes (the Khabour)
;

and finally lost his life in an engagement with his brother

on the plains of Cunaxa, (the site of which is unknown,)

about forty miles from Babylon, (now Hillah,) 32° 28' N.
lat. 44° 14' E. long.

From this point commenced the retreat, commonly known
as the Retreat of the Ten Thousand. Instead of returning

by the way which they came, it was determined to reach

some of the Greek colonies on the Black Sea. Accordingly

they crossed the Tigris; and advancing along the east

bank of this river up the stream, they crossed in succes-

sion the Dial a, and other tributaries of the Tigris. They
followed the course of this river, till they were stopped about
37° 20' N. lat., by the mountains pressing close on the river,

and allowing no passage along its banks. They then

crossed the mountains, and advanced probably nearly due
north, but their course from this point is very uncertain. It

is probable that the army passed to the west of Lake Van,
and in its progress it must have crossed the Morad or

Eastern Euphrates, and that branch of the Araxes which

is now the Faz, and is called by Xenophon the Phasis.

After enduring much hardship from snow, want of food

and clothing, and the opposition of the native tribes, the

army at last reached Trapezus, now Trcbisond, on the

Black Sea, in 41° 2' N. lat 39° 28j'E. long. From Tra
3 Q2
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pezua the army marched along the coast westwards for

about 100 miles (direct distance) to Cotyora.

The narrative of Xenophon contains a statement of the

army's marches, with some few omissions, expressed in

Persian parasangs, at the rate of thirty stadia to a parasang.

The following are the distances given by him in round
numbers :

—

Stadia.

From Ephesus to Cunaxa 16,050

From Cunaxa to Cotyora (eight months) . • 18,G00

34,650

Xenophon adds the march of the Greek auxiliaries from

Ephesus to Sardes (about 50 miles) to the distance from

Sa rrtes to Cunaxa.
The march may be considered as having terminated at

Cotyora, as the army sailed from this place to Sinope, now
Sin'ub : their troubles, however, continued till they reached

Byzantium, now Constantinople, and even beyond that

point.

If we take the stadia of Xenophon at the rate of ten to

a mile, an estimate which is above the truth, we find the

whole distance marched to be 3465 English miles, which
was accomplished in fifteen months, and a large part of it

through an unknown mountainous and hostile country

and in an inclement season. The reader will find the ex-

pedition of the younger Cyrus discussed in the work of

Major Rennel, and the various difficulties that occur in the

narrative of Xenophon explained, as far as means of infor-

mation will allow, with the Major's usual good sense and
sagacity. [See Xbnophon.]

Anabasis is also the name given by Arrian, who was in

all things an imitator of Xer.ophon, to his work in seven
books, in which he describes the campaigns of Alexander
the Great. [See Aruian.")
ANACARDIA'CEiE, or the Cashew tribe, is a natural

order of plants, consisting exclusively of woody plants,

abounding in an acrid resin, which is easily discovered by
bruising the leaves, but which is not indicated by its being
collected in transoarent receptacles in the leaves, as is most
commonly the case. They are polypetalous dicotyledons,

with pengyuous stamens, a simple, one-seeded, superior

fruit, and alternate leaves without stipuloo.

[AnacurdlaceoB duvaaa dependent.]
1. Male flower. 3. Hermaphrodite do
3. Back of do. 4. Fruit.

5. Section of do. All slightly magnified.

Their juice is often used as a kind of varnish, for which it

is well adapted in consequence of its turning hard and
black when dry. It is, however, often dangerous to use,

because of the extreme acridity of the fumes, which are
~> produce severe inflammation in many constitutions.

The best-known genera of the order are, m the first place,

rhus, or the sumach, so many species of which are cultivated

in our gardens ; and the pistacias, the nuts of which are

served at desserts, and their juice is commonly sold in the

shops under the name of mastich and Scio turpentine

Besides these, there are the Chilian duvauas, which resem

ble myrtles, the mango, the fruit of which is so delicious in

tropical countries, and the Cashew, or Acajou nut, anacar

dium, from which the order takes its name.
The last, Anacardium occidentals is a small tree found

[Anacnrdium occidentals]

all over the West Indies, where it is much cultivated for the

sake of its bunches of fragrant rosy flowers, as well as of its

fruit Its stem, if wounded, yields abundantly a milk,

which, when inspissated, becomes intensely black and hard,

besides which, it secretes a gum not inferior to gum arahii*.

The nut is a kidney-shaped body, seated on a large fleshy

protuberance resembling a peach, or an apple, and l>cin<j in

fact, the extremely dilated disk or receptacle ; the latter is

sometimes red, sometimes white, and is employed hy the

West Indians in various wavs. The nuts contain, in

abundance, beneath the outer shell, tlie black caustic oil of

the order, which, when volatilized by heat, as happens in

the process of roasting, is apt to produce erysipelas and

other disagreeable affections in the fare of persons standing

over the fumes; the kernel is a well-known wholesome

article of food. In the West Indies it is used as an ingredient

in puddings, is eaten raw, and is roasted for the purpose ot

mixing with Madeira wine, to which it is thought to com

municate a peculiarly agreeable flavour. In this country,

the Cashew nut never flowers, and can only be cultivated as

a tender stove plant.

ANACHARSIS THE YOUNGER. [See Bartiie-

LEMY.l
AN'ACREON, one of the most famous lyric poets of

Greece. Little is known of his personal history. He was

born at Tcos, a city of Ionia, in Asia Minor, and was pro-

bably of obscure birth, since the name of his father has not

been ascertained, and four persons are mentioned by Suite

to whom that honour has been ascribed. Madame Dacier,

on the other hand, has endeavoured to prove that he was a

relation of Solon and Pisistratus, and a descendant of

Codrus, and thus connected with the noblest blood of

Athens ; but it has been shown by Bayle, that the passage

of Plato, on which she founds this assertion (Chamridea,

157, ed. Steph. ; p. 54. Priestley), cannot be made to benr

such a meaning. The exact periods of his birth and death

are unknown ; but he began to be distinguished in the

35th Olymp. h.c. 559, about the beginning of therei^n or

Cyrus, and he came to Athens in the reijrn of Hipparchus,

n. c. 525, according to Clinton. There is nothing inwon-

cileable in these dates, though rather distant; iince ho
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lived to the age of 95. It is said that he was unable to take

any food except raisins, from extreme old a^e, and that

he was at last choked by a grape-stone, but this anecdote
bears too much the appearance of a poetical fiction, founded
on the uniform tenor of his writings. He was held in

high esteem by Polycrntes, tyrant of Samos, and Hip-
parchus, son of Pisistratus, tyrant of Athens, two of the
most eminent men of their age. The latter, we are told

by Plato, (Hipparchus, 228 Steph.) sent a fifty-oared ship

to bring the Teian poet to Athens. His old age seems to

have been spent at Abdera in Thrace, whither the Teians
emigrated, and founded a new city, when Teos was attacked
by the Persian troops of Cyrus, commanded by Harpagus
(b.c. 538). Some persons have pretended that an amorous
connexion existed between Anacrcon and Sappho; and there

are verses extant, said to have been addressed by Anacrcon
to Sappho, and by Sappho to Anacreon ; (Athenseus, xiii.

508-9, ed. Casaub.) but this involves a manifest anachronism.
Of his personal character we know little ; but if his own
testimony of himself is to be believed, his life was spent in a
course of debauchery and drunkenness ; love and wine
being the only things which he professes to think worth a
wise man's attention. Athenrous, however, (x. p. 429, ed.

Casaub.) and Madame Dacier, consider him to nave been
a man of temperate habits, and regard this garb of im-
morality merely as a poetic assumption. A statue was
creeled at Athens, representing him as a drunken man in

the act of singing.

Some of the odes of Anacreon are written in the Ionic

dialect, and generally in the iambic measure. Suidas says
that he also wrote Elegiacs; but none of these remain.

His extant poems are entirely amatory and convivial, and
are generally admitted to afford the best specimens extant
of this kind of composition. As such they have been much
admired, and very frequently imitated and translated. Few,
however, have succeeded in preserving the elegant simplicity

ofAnacreon, who seldom indulges in the forced conceits and
extravagant prcttinesses which so often disfigure the poems
of his imitators. Some of the odes attributed to him are

very deficient in real poetic feeling, and savour very little

of the character of that remote age in which the writer

lived. Some also, if we may judge from the language, are

undoubtedly the productions of an age long after that of the
poet. Of those who have attempted to present him in an
English dress, the most celebrated, and the most successful,

are Cowloy, who translated twelve odes, and Moore. But
the translations of the former should rather be called para-

phrases ; and the version of the latter is too much loaded
with ornament, too studiously brilliant, to convey an exact
idea of the style of his original. Some pretty specimens
of the poet (including one or two of Cowley's translations)

will be found in Menvale's Anthology.
Anacreon was first edited by H. Stephens, who got posses-

sion of two manuscripts, and published them, after careful

collation, in 4 to., in 1554. Many learned men at the time
believed this to be a literary forgery, a supposition highly
honourable to Stephens' powers of Greek composition ; but
this notion was dispelled by the discovery of the Vatican
manuscript. It has been aoubted, hdwever, whether all

the odes bearing the name of Anacreon, though ancient,

belong to that poet Pauw and Fischer believe the greater

part of them to belong to authors of much later date.

Tanaquil Fabcr stigmatised the 6th, 18th, 23rd, 24th, 25th,
2Gth, 27th, 32nd, 39th, 41st, 50th, 51st, 53rd, and 55th as

spurious, chiefly on the ground of metrical inaccuracy, and of

their being written in the Dorian, instead of the Ionian dia-

lect His daughter, however, the celebrated Madame Dacier,

Who translated Anacreon into French, does not always think
him justified in rejecting them. A doubt has recently been
suggested (Merivale's Anthology), whether the poems now
passing under the name of Anacreon are those which were
extant in the time of Horace, on the ground that there is

only one passage in Horace which appears to have been
taken from the Grecian lyrist; that beginning ' Vitas

hinnuleo me similis, Chloe.' (Od. i. 23. 1.) This
argument, however, does not appear conclusive.

The best edition of Anacreon, we believe, is by Mehlhorn,
Glogau, 1825; the third of Fischer, Lips., 1793; and
Brunck's second edition, Strassburg, 1 78G, are also highly

spoken of. There are many pocket editions of this author,

and many remarkable only for typographical luxury, which
we need not here particularise.

ANADYR is a river in Siberia, littlo known, and prin-

cipally remarkable for being the only considerable river of
the globe, whose sources lio within the Polar circle, be-
tween the G8° and 6 lJ° N. lat. It rises in a lake in that
range of the Aldan mountains, which traverses the north-
eastern extremity of Asia, and terminates in Cape Tahu-
kotshkoi-Noss, at Behring's Strait. The first thud part of its

course is directed to the south-west through nearly 3° of lat.

till it passes to the south of the Polar circle. It then
turns suddenly to the east, and continues in this direction,

though declining insensibly to the south; but the lower part
of its course lies nearly parallel to the Polar circle, at the
distance of about 2^° of lat. In its eastern course it passes

through 13° of long. It falls into the Bay of Anadyr, a
large gulph of the Sea of Kamtshatka, forming an costuary

at its mouth. The whole course of this river is upwards of
500 miles.

The country which is traversed by this river is almost
entirely covered with rocky, naked, and barren hills, which
sometimes rise to the height of mountains, though, as it

seems, they do not attain the line of eternal snow. As the
winter lasts about nine months, and all this time the ground
is frozen and covered with snow, even the patches of low
ground along the river are not available to the rearing of
cattle; and the rein-deer and the dog are the only domestic
animals of the nations which inhabit this ' corner of the
world. The rein-deer in a wild state is very numerous,
distinguished by its spotted skin, and forms the most im-
portant object of chase with the inhabitants. The greatest

part of the population inhabit the country about the mouth
of the river, and the small bays in its neighbourhood, where
the great number of fish and marine animals, especially of
morses (Tricherus Rosmarus, L.)t affords thein abundant
food. These people have fixed habitations, but those who
live on the produce of their herds of rein-deer, and of the
chase, wander about like the Laplanders.

The country on the north of the river is inhabited by the
Tshukshes, who, according to Captain Cook, are uot of a
diminutive size, as was formerly believed, but rather tall,

well made, and strong. They have defended themselves
with valour and success against the Russians, and arc not
obliged to pay a tribute like the other nations of Siberia.

To the south of the Anadyr, there is another nation, the

Korakes, who are neither so tall, nor so well made as the

Tshukshes, nor so brave. They are subject to the Russians,

and obliged to pay an annual tribute. (Captain Cook's

Third Voyage, Georgi's Travels, and the Map in Pallas'

Travels.)

ANAGA'LLIS, a genus of the natural order primulacete,

among which it is known by its flat, or wheel-shaped con>l-

las, and by its capsule opening into two halves, of which the

upper fits the under like the lid of a box, A very common
species is the pimpernel, or poor man's weather-glass, so

called because its flowers generally open at eight in the morn-
ing and close in the afternoon, and also refuse to expand in

rainy weather. It is a little trailing plant with brick-red

flowers, very abundant in corn fields ; it was once thought
useful in cases of madness, especially such as arose from the

bite of rabid animals, but it is in no esteem at the present

day. A far more beautiful species is the anagallis tenella,

which grows in the drier parts of marshes, along with //m-

guicula and drosera ; it has delicate flesh-coloured flowers,

in the centre of which grows a cone of stamens covered all

over with glittering transparent hairs ; these and its pecu-

liarly neat appearance, entitle it to be called tho queen of

British wild flowers. One or two foreign species, with large

blossoms, are cultivated in greenhouses.

ANAGNI, the ancient Anagnia, once the capital of the

Hernici, is now a town of between 5000 and G000 inhabitants,

in the Campagna of Rome, with a bishop's see. It stands on
a hill above the valley of the Sacco, near the Via Latina, or

road leading into the kingdom of Naples by San Germano,
in the middle of a fertile, agricultural district. It is the

residence of many noble families, twelve of the oldest of

which are called the twelve stars of Anagni, having at

their head the family of Caetani, from which sprung Pope
Boniface VIII., and that of Conti, which has given the

Church of Rome four pontiffs, among whom is Innocent III.

Anagni often afforded a refuge to the popes during the

troubles of the middle ages. Here Alexander III. ex-

communicated Frederic Barbarossa, and here the turbu-

lent and irascible Boniface VIII. was surprised and made
prisoner in 1303, by the Colonna faction, stimulated by his

enemy Philip le Bel of France ; owing to this affront, tho
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old man soon after died of grief. It lies 35 miles east by
south of Rome.
A'NAGRAM signifies a new word formed out of the letters

of any given word by the process of writing them over again,

as the term literally signifies, or placing them in a new order.

Sometimes the anagram is formed out of two or more words,

and it may be itself always either one word or several. Some
traees of this species of trifling have been detected in the

writings of the antients ; but the taste for it docs not seem
to have spread much among the Greeks or Romans. Although
instances of the use of the anagram for various purposes

may have been discovered of an earlier date, the artifice ap-

pears to have first become fashionable in modern literature

in the early part, or towards the middle, of the sixteenth

century. Many authors, instead of putting their names on

the title- pages of their works, have, with an affectation of

modesty, used the anagrams of their names. At one time

also the anagram was much made use of by mathematicians

in announcing discoveries, the credit or property of which
they wished to secure to themselves without revealing the

secret in which they consisted. Huyghens, Galileo, and
Newton, intimated several of their discoveries in this way.
( See the Life of Galileo iu the Library of Useful Knowledge,
chap, viii.)

ANALEPTICS, from a Greek verb which signifies to

restore, comprise all the means, whether medicines, diet, or

regimen, which are generally employed to restore the vigour

of the system when it has fallen below the healthy standard,

either from previous disease or any other cause. The term
analeptic was formerly applied indiscriminately to any
medicine which increased the powers of the system, whether
it belonged to the class of stimulants or to the class of

tonics ; but as the progress of chemistry, anatomy, and phy-

siology has enabled us to recognize a difference in the che-

mical composition of members of these two classes of medi-
cinal agents* as well as in their manner of acting upon the

human frame, we propose to limit the application of the

word to the latter of them, or to tonics, reserving the consi-

deration of the other till we come to the word stimulant.

The following brief explanation of their effects will sufiicc

to justify this proceeding. Stimulants act primarily on the

nervous system, while tonics act primarily on the muscles
and blood-vessels. Stimulants render the movements more
frequent ; tonics render them stronger. Stimulants, as we
see with wine, exhaust the excitability ; tonics, within a cer-

tain limit, maintain it. The action of the one is immediate
and transitory, that of the other is slow and progressive, but

more permanent, as is the case from Cinchona bark, or

food. To take an example from their effects on the stomach,

excitants quicken the digestion, as we see with capsicum
or cayenne pepper, which we take with articles difficult to

digest, as salmon j while tonics render the digestion more
perfect, as occurs when we use cinchona in convalescence

from disease. Though the most perceptible effect of tonics

be upon the muscular system, as it is by a display of its

powers that we judge of strength, yet the whole system feels

the benefit of them when appropriately administered. Every
person knows that he can, at one time, lift a weight with

ease which, at another time, he cannot move but with diffi-

culty and exertion. In the former case, he is pronounced
strong ; in the latter, weak.

The nature of the muscular fibre need not be discussed

here ; it is enough for us to remark, that to execute its

functions properly, it must be in a certain state of tension,

that it may be possessed of sufficient elasticity. A cord

proceeding from a fixed point cannot influence a moveable
body till it be drawn tight ; so a muscle cannot raise a limb

unless it possess a certain degree of tightness. The diffe-

rence of the power of muscles varies greatly, according to

the state of health or disease of the individual. If a muscle
be taken from an animal in good health, it will not only bear

a greater weight than the same muscle taken from an ani-

mal which has long been sick, but the former will be many
days before it goes to decay and allows the weight to drop,

while the latter will decay very speedily.

To maintain the muscular fibres in this condition, a due
supply of blood and of nervous energy is requisite. The
sources of these are in a healthful ana vigorous digestion,
and as this rarely goes on when the system is much disor-

dered, or suffering under general or considerable local

disease, scarcely any morbid action, or even the natural ex-
ercise of mind or body, if pushed to an extreme, can conti-

nue without producing debility. Tonics are, sooner or later,

required, seldom, indeed, to remove disease, but to obviate

its effects, or that of the treatment it has been necessary to

employ. The use of these requires the greatest circum-

spection, for, till we have removed the cause of the disease,

they can rarely be of service ; on the contrary, they often

do harm.
We have above pointed out the connexion between the

state of the digestive functions and the energy of the other

functions, and it is important to bear in mind that anything

loading and oppressing the stomach and bowels will lessen

the tone of the system, diminish the disposition for exertion,

and clog alike the action of mind and body. A judicious

practitioner will here give, according to circumstances, an

emetic or a purgative, and repeat this last for three or four

days successively : in proportion as these act well, the lan-

guor and listlessness disappear, the mind resumes its

wonted activity, for the cloud which had obscured the

mental faculties is dissipated, and all again is energy, elas-

ticity, and strength. An unskilful practitioner, and still

more frequently the patient or his friends, would recom-

mend some stimulant, a little brandy, or some bitters, under

the influence of which all the symptoms become aggravated.

It is a still worse case when the debility which occurs at the

commencement of fevers, particularly ague and typhus, is so

treated, though this is not so common an occurrence. A
state of great irritation (morbid sensibility), or subacute

inflammation of the mucous or inner membrane of the

stomach, is a frequent condition of that organ with the in-

habitants of towns, particularly among merchants and

others engaged in extensive business which engrosses their

whole attention, giving rise to much anxiety and leaving

little time for exercise or food at proper times. The employ-

ment here of tonics, in the first instance, will only convert a

manageable case into a difficult and serious one. It is,

therefore, rather in the stage of convalescence from acute

disease that tonics are required, and as a sequence to other

medicines, than articles to be employed in the commence-

ment, ifwe except some affections of the nervous system.

We need not enter into details respecting the particular

action of tonics upon each set of organs of the body, as it

may be stated generally that they all, sooner or later,

begin to execute their functions more vigorously, the

stomach first feeling the beneficial effects. But this state

of improved action follows their use (i.e., when they are

medicinal or material tonics) only for a time ; for their con-

tinued employment leaves the stomach in a state of debility,

perhaps greater than at first—a fact of which we should

never lo?e sight. These remarks wil 1, we trust, induce all

to observe caution both in taking upon themselves to use

the articles termed analeptics merely because they feel

weak, without knowing what is the cause of the weakness,

or in urging their friends to have recourse to them at the

commencement of disease, or even when it is subsiding, as

more relapses are occasioned by a premature employment of

tonics, whether medicinal or dietetic, than by all other causes

combined.

It is impossible to enumerate here, and give directions

for the use of, all the analeptics, comprising, as they do,

medicines, food, and regimen. The medicines are either

from the mineral or vegetable kingdoms: when the former,

they are chiefly preparations of the metals, as the salts of

iron and flowers of zinc (oxide of zinc) ; from the latter,

they are invariably bitter substances, as Cinchona bark,

Calumba, quassia, chamomile, &e. The analeptic means

which fall under the head of regimen are, bathing, exercise,

and the diversion of the mind.
The employment of the medicines will be stated"under the

diseases to which they are suited ; bathing will be treated

of under that head : it is, therefore, only upon the last two

means that we will make any remarks here.

An examination of tho human frame demonstrates that

it was intended for motion, alternately with repose, and not

for a state of absolute quiescence. Nor is the mind, which

is furnished with so many faculties and provided with so

many organs of sense, which serve to connect it with tho

external world, less calculated for active exertion. Any

attempt to contravene the law of nature which enjoins a

reasonable exercise of mind and body, brings a punishment

upon the individual ; the mind which he allows to he inac-

tive loses the capacity for exertion, when required, and the

body becomes a prey to disease in some shape or form. l&e

action of the muscles is necessary to aid in circulating the

blood and in completing the process of digestion, as well

«
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to ensure a regular motion of tho bowels. Where the

muscles are not exercised, the blood, instead of reaching the

surface and the extreme vessels, accumulates in the large

internal trunks, leaving the skin dry and bloodless, as seen

in young chlorotic females, who, instead of appearing
buoyant with life in every limb, are as pale, and almost as

inanimate, as a statue. Disorders of the nervous system, as

hysteria, likewise show themselves. These states can only

be warded off by regular exercise. The rising generation

would be much benefited, if instruction in any branch of

natural history formed a part of their education
;
young

persons would then be furnished with motives for taking
exercise out of doors—to the manifest advantage of the

figure of the body and the tendencies of the mind. This is

well explained and enforced in a note (p. 101) to a small

work called Botanical Geography, published by Relfe,

Cornhill.

Where older people have neglected exercise, it is rnoro

difficult to find means to induce them to resume its use
;

but some such device as the following may be tried :
* Ogul,

a voluptuary, who could be managed but with difficulty by
his physician, on finding himself extremely ill from indo-

lence and intemperance, requested advice :—" Eat a basilisk

stewed in rose-water," replied the physician. In vain did

the slaves search for a basilisk, until they met with Zadig,

who, approaching Ogul, exclaimed, •' Behold that which
thou desirest! fiut, my lord," continued he, "it is not
to be eaten ; all its virtues must enter through thy pores ; I

have, therefore, inclosed it in a little ball, blown up, and
covered with a fine skin ; thou must strike this ball with

all thy might, and I must strike it back again, for a con-

siderable time, and by observing this regimen and taking no
other drink than rose-water for a few days, thou wilt see

and acknowledge the effect of my art." The first day Ogul
waw out of breath, and thought he should have died of

fatigue ; the second he was less fatigued, and slept better

:

in eight days he recovered all his strength ; Zadig then said

to hiin, " There is no such thing in nature as a basilisk I

but thou hast taken exercise and been temperate, and hast,

there/ore, recovered thy health /
"

The Indian rubber, or caoutchouc balls will be found as

useful for those confined by the weather within doors during

the winter months, as the ball of Zadig.

It is possible to fatigue the body beyond a proper point,

in which case repose becomes necessary ; but this is a rare

occurrence compared with the instances where the mind is

stretched beyond its natural power to bear by the ambitious

student, the covetous and care-worn merchant, or the ad-

venturer in political life. If, in consequence of long-con-

tinued exertion, the balance of the mind be not already lost,

abstraction from his books for the one, and a withdrawing

from their pursuits for the others, with change of scene and
occupation, must be enjoined : by doing this before it is too

late, each may, in time, return to his usual station, to be

useful in his sphere to himself and others, and may still be

permitted to enjoy the greatest of earthly blessings,—

a

sound mind in a healthy body.

ANALOGY is the similarity of ratios or relations. A
ratio, or relation, means that two objects (which are called

the terms of the ratio) are considered together in reference

either to some quality which they have in common, or to

some manner in whicn one has affected the other. Thus,

two things may stand in a certain relation to each other

in respect of their quantity, magnitude, shape, colour,

strength, height, &c. ; in which cases the subject of compa-

rison is common to both, and belongs to them to a greater or

less amount. Thus, when we say that one thing is larger,

taller, thicker, smaller, darker, more beautiful, more lasting,

more desirable, more formidable, more probable, &c. than

another, we mean that each of the pairs in question haying

in common the quality referred to, the former has it in a

greater degree than the latter. These, which might be

called ratios of degree, differ altogether from the other class,

which includes all those relations arising from the manner
in which one term of the ratio has affected the other, or is

necessarily connected with it, and not from any attribute

which they possess in common. Thus, we may speak of the

relation of God and man, of the relations of men as mem-
bers of the same political society or of different political

societies, of the relation of a bird to its egg, of a tree to its

fruit, &c. ; in which instances some act done by one to the

other party, or by both reciprocally, or some intluence which

one term has exexciaed over the other, is signified, and not

any quality or attribute common to both. In some cases oF
the latter kind there are words which express each term of
the ratio in respect of the relation; and, therefore, they
mutually imply each other. Such are, for example, parent
and child, debtor and creditor, agent and principal, lessor

and lessee, Sec. As in these cases it . is impossible to con-
ceive the one without conceiving the other term, the latter

might be called ratios of implicatio?i*
t as distinguished from

those ratios in which a comparison is made of qualities ex-
isting independently in the things compared. For example,
there cannot be a husband without a wife, or subjects with-
out a sovereign, nor is there any quality which a husband
has, as husband, independent of the wife, or the sovereign
as sovereign independent of tho subject ; but although there
cannot be a short man or a tali man without a man of
middle size, yet the height of the short or tall man is an
absoVite quantity, and independent of the comparison. In the
cases of a common property, or ratios of degree, there are
words which denote tho relation of one term to the other,

as lowncss, height, depth, and consequently imply both
terms of the ratio ; but there is no word which expresses the
term of the ratio itself, as in the case of ratios of impli-
cation. (See Locke, On the Understanding, b. ii. c. 25.)

When two ratios are compared, that is, when it is af-

firmed that the relation of two things is like the relation of
two other things, the two ratios together form an analogy

\

and each pair of the corresponding terms of tho two ratios

is analogous. Thus, the bark stands in a similar relation to

a tree as the skin to an animal ; and consequently the one
bears an analogy to the other : so the feathers of a bird are
analogous to the hair of a quadruped, the admiral of a fleet is

analogous to the general of an army. Of this nature are all

fables and parables, in which the circumstances of the per-
son to whom the lesson is addressed are illustrated by a pa-
rallel case, that is, by supposing a relation similar to that

in which he is placed. Thus the case of a man who affects

to despise what is out of his reach, is vividly portrayed by
the fable of the Fox and the Grapes ; and so in other cases

:

the parables of Holy Writ are instances of a similar mode of
instruction, only the examples are not, as in fables, chosen
among irrational animals. [See Fable.] The same is

the principle of grammatical and etymological analogy:
thus, if to give is conjugated I give, thou givest, he gives,

to live would be conjugated I live, thou livest, he lives ; the
inflexions of the verbs standing in a like relation to each.

So the verb rattle is derived from to rate, as prattle from
to prate, and hobble from to hop : little is derived from the

old word lite, as mychel or myckle from muc/i, &c. Thus,
kingly is to king, as royal to the French rov, and regal to

the Latin rex, or rather to the root reg, which two latter

substantives have not been naturalized in English. The
formation and development of language proceed almost ex-
clusively on this principle.

From what has been said it is evident, 1 . That in an ana-
logy there must be two ratios, and consequently four terms
or objects of comparison ; and 2. That there is no connexion
between resemblance and analogy, and that things may be
analogous without being similar, and similar without being
analogous. 1. With regard to the first of these proposi-

tions, it should, however, be observed that, although there

must be four terms, it is not necessary that all the four

terms should be different. If there was such a necessity,

one of the chief uses of analogy, as an engine of argument
and discovery of truth, would be destroyed. All that is re-

quired is, that there should be two distinct ratios : of what
torms those ratios may consist is indifferent. Thus, in the

case of brethren, the parents are in an analogous 'situation in

respect of each brother : so the grandfather is to the son
as the son is to the grandson. In such cases as these, both

the relations are known : frequently, however, the relation

in which one thing stands to another being known enables

us to discover, with greater or less certainty, the relation

which the same thing bears to something else, which is un-
known. Thus the moral government of mankind by the

Deity, in this world, furnishes a means of conjecturing his

religious government, both in this world and the next, inde-

pendently of a Divine Revelation. So the past conduct

or performances of a nation, a government, a minister, a

• There arc gome words used to denote the state of one of the terms of a
ratio of implication when the relation has been destroyed : thus, viAtw, meuni
an unmarried woman who was once a wife, orphan, a child whose father is

dead, &c. Sometimes the terms di noting a relation »re implied l»y anticipa-

tion before the raUo begins to exist : thtia a |*r«nu Is -/onularly called un hcu
1 in the ouccstvr b lifetime, although nemo at htm vivcnits,
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fencral, a lawyer, an architect, a painter, a poet, a racehorse,

:c, afford materials for judging what will be their future

conduct or performances under similar circumstances. It

is to this most important use of analogy that Quintilian

refers, when he says that its purpose is to discover what is

unknown by what is known, to prove what is uncertain by
what is certain.

2. Resemblance being the similarity of some sensible

3uality, as form, colour, taste, smell, or sound, it has evi-

cntly no connexion with analogy ; and if things analogous
happen to resemble one another, their resemblance is a mere
accident, independent of their analogy. Thus, two brothers

may resemble each other ; but they might equally resemble
each other without being brothers, and would be equally

brothers if they did not resemble each other. The confusion

of analogy and resemblance is, however, of very frequent

occurrence, and numerous examples of it might be cited.

It is, we believe, the opinion of several commentators on the
New Testament, that, in the passage of St. Matthew where
the Holy Ghost is stated to have descended ' as a dove/ it

is meant, not that the Holy Ghost descended in the form of
a dove, but that the Holy Ghost descended as a dove de-
scends. In a similar manner, Homer says that -Apollo and
Minerva sat, like birds, on the branches of a tree near the
Socoan gate of Troy ; by which he meant, as birds sit on the
branches, so did the god and goddess : but Pope, in his

translation, represents them as undergoing a cnange of
form, and assuming the appearance of birds.

• The above examples may serve to illustrate an error of
frequent occurrence in the use of the argument from ana-
logy. As, in the instances just cited, the similitude is ex-

tended beyond its proper limits, and it is supposed that

because the two objects are like each other in one respect,

they are like in all; so the analogy between two things is

sometimes pressed beyond its just application, and is carried

out of the bounds of the relation in virtue of which the

comparison was made. Thus the injunction to be • as wise
as serpents and harmless as doves,' does not recommend to

our imitation either the envenomed ferocity of the one, or

the helpless timidity of the other animal. Two false analo-

gies may be mentioned which at one time had a powerful in-

fluence on political discussions, nor are even now quite ex-
ploded, viz., that the existence of the human race, and the
existence of nations, are analogous to the life of a single

man. For some purposes these two relations might doubt-
less be compared ; but when it is argued that a nation will

pass through a scries of changes corresponding to the child-

hood, manhood, and old age of a single human being, or that

the early state of mankind was like the innocence and sim-
plicity of an infant, the comparison is unwarrantably wrested
out of the range of its proper application. The notion of
the corruption of a nation by luxury appears to have had a
Hke origin ; for single individuals may be, and often are,

depraved by a sudden change from poverty to riches ; but
the process by which a nation enriches itself, is a mark of
habits very different from vicious indulgence and effemi-

nate indolence.

All analogical comparisons are made by means ot abstrac-

tion ; a certain attribute belonging to each of two objects

is considered separately from all the other attributes which
those objects may possess, and a comparison is instituted

between them in respect of that common attribute. Thus,
the analogy between the skin of an animal and the bark of

a tree arises from our leaving out of our consideration all

those circumstances in which they differ, such as their co-

lour, consistency, animation, sensibility, &.c, and paying
attention only to the use of each, as the outward covering,

in one case, of the body and limbs of the organized being,

and in the other, as the outward covering of the woody
matter of the tree. [See Abstraction.] It is by a like

process of abstraction, that an extended and vague meaning
is given to many general terms, particularly those belonging
to the moral sciences ; and in this manner they arc applied

to objects to which they are only analogous, and which they
do not properly designate. Thus a law, in its original and
strict sense, is a general command of one rational being to

another : but as one of the effects of such a command is to

produce a unifonnity of conduct in the person or persons to

whom the command is addressed, the won! has been trans-

ferred to inanimate objects in which there is a uniformity of

phenomena ; and although there is no command received,

no command given, and no intelligence to work upon, we yet

speak of the laws which regulate the motion of matter, the

succession.of the seasons, the diffusion of heat and light, and
other physical appearances which follow in a constant rela-

tion of cause to effect. In this case the proper characteristics

of a law being neglected, one of its relations is alone con-

sidered; and hence the analogical application just men-
tioned. When such an application is made, not from a
vague or inaccurate use of language, but from a desire to

add beauty or energy to the expression by the transfer of

words, this transfer, and sometimes the transferred word

itself, is called a metaphor. Thus when -Shakspearc repre

sents Macbeth as saying of Duncan that

His virtues

Will itlead like nngels, trumpet-Umyucd, against

The deep datnuatiuu of his taking-ofT,

he means that Duncan's virtues will arrest the public at

tention as forcibly as the sound of trumpets. The analogy

is obtained by referring the two objects compared to the

general class of things which instantly attract universal

notice. [See Metaphor.]
The word proportion properly signifies an analogy of

quantities or magnitudes, as a proportion of numbers, lines,

surfaces, &c. In popular usage, however, proportion is

commonly made synonymous with ratio, as when we speak

of the proportion of deaths to births, the proportion of wages

to profits, the proportion of convictions to commitments, &c.

Sometimes also it is used for portion, as when we speak of

a large proportion, a small proportion, a fair proportion ; in

this case, however, a ratio is meant, as the part is consi-

dered as bearing a certain relation to the whole. On the

subject of Analogy, sec Aristotle's Poetic, c.21 ; Rhetoric,

b. ii. c. 2 ; Hist. An. 1. c 1 ; Coplestone in the Appendix to

Whatelys Rhetoric; Whately's Iihet. part i. c. 2. s. 6.

ANA'LYSIS, a Greek word, signifying literally the act

of unloosing or untying ; its opposite is synthesis, which is

the act of putting together. The modern meaning of the

term analysis, is the process by which facts, results, or reason-

ings are separated into their simple and component parts,

or by means of which a simple truth is obtained, when given

in a more complicated form ; so that, in its most general

sense, the greatest part of human knowledge consists in the

results of analysis. It is, however, for the most part applied

in a more particular manner to the methods employed in those

branches of inquiry, which most strikingly exhibit direct

analysis ; viz., mathematics and natural philosophy, parti-

cularly chemistry. By a very incorrect misnomer, algebra,

the differential calculus, &c., have been called by the gene-

ral name of analysis, in opposition, not to syntftesis, but to

geometry, in which latter science synthetical methods are

most usually applied* This perversion of the term prevails

on the Continent to such an extent, that it must alwoys be

taken for granted, that ' analyse" stands for the algebraical

branches of pure mathematics. In tliis sense it is again sub-

divided into * algebraical analysis* and ' infinitesimal ana-

lysis,' the latter including the lluxional or differential cal-

culus. And by ' geometrical analysis ' is frequently un

dcrstood the application of algebra to geometry. It must,

however, be remarked, that the exact sciences have appro

priated this word, simply because in these branches of know

ledge the use of analysis has been made most conspicuous.

Confining ourselves to the primitive meaning of the

term, it is obvious that all discover}* must be entirely either

the work of analysis or of accident; and that, therefore,

geometrical analysis must be as old as geometry. Never-

theless this does not appear from the earliest treatises. The

work of Euclid is strictly synthetical. Instead of taking the

proposition asserted, and examining it by means of pre-

ceding propositions, and in the mean time assuming it to

be true, in order to ascertain whether the results deduced

from it agree or disagree with what has bcim already

proved,—Euclid first enunciates the point which he means to

establish, and then proceeds to put together the considera-

tions by which it is demonstrated, leaving the learner no-

thing to do but to judge of the truth or falsehood of each

argument as it arises, without taking into consideration the

methods by which the arguments themselves were first ob-

tained. This. is the natural and proper method of teaching

what has already been discovered, for its own sake; not

only because it neglects to introduce difficult and embarrass-

ing considerations, and allows of the subject being broken

up into portions which are easily learnt at one time, but

because there is, in reality, no perfectly general and certain

method of analysis which can be made obvious to the be-

ginner. In attempting the analysis of a new problem
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though the discoverer will naturally first try those methods
which fyave been successful in preceding cases, he has no
means of assuring himself beforehand which will be suc-

cessful. The chemist, is similarly circumstanced. Let a

new substance, or one supposed to be such, be presented to

him, from which he is required to find out whether it is

already known, or if not, of what it is composed. No effec-

tive analysis can commence without requiring the results of

all his previous knowledge, for he must have some method
of recognising jeach and every substance with which he is

acquainted, previously to pronouncing whether or not that

under consideration is, one of them. He must then pro-

ceed to trials of that substance with various others, and
nothing but the sagacity which arises from previous ex-

perience can direct him in his choice of the methods to be

employed. No general rules of analysis can be laid down,
that is, no processes which must end in the discovery of the

component parts required. The same observations may be

made on' mathematical analysis. We give a geometrical

instance, with its result, and the synthetical form of the

proposition arising out of it.

The sides of a triangle ABC are cut in D, E, and F, bya
straight tine. Six segments are thus formed, AD and 0B,
whose sum is the side AB ; AE and EC, whose sum is

the side AC ; and BF and FC, whose difference is the side

BC. It is required to investigate the relation which exists

between these six segments, if there be any relation.

Some relations will be thrown out of the question upon
the slightest consideration : the sum of the six lines is not the
same in every tnangle, neither is their product. Leaving
this unorganized method of examination, we recollect, that
ifCB were parallel to DE, the then similar triangles ADE,
ABC, would give a well-known relation between AD, DB,
AE, and EC. To try whether this may help us, draw CG
parallel to DE, which gives the proportion

AD : DG : : AE : EC,
or if we represent the lines by the number of units which
they contain,

AD x EC = AE x DG . (1.)

Because GC is parallel to DF, we have
GD : BD : : CF : BF,

or GD x BF = BD x CF . . (2.)

and the equations (1) and (2) multiplied together, and the
result divided by the common factor GD, gives

AD x EC x BF = AE x BD x CF . . (3.)

whence the relation required between the six lines is as

follows :—Let them be separated into two lots of three lines

each, in such a way that no two lines which have a com-
mon extremity are both in the same lot ; then the product
of the first three will be equal to the product of the second
three.

If instead of asking for the relation, if any exist, between
the six lines, the equation (3) had been given, and it

had been required to detect whether it were true or false,

the process would have been similar ; and we should.have
found that the equation (3) is true, and a necessary con-
sequence of the proposition, that a line drawn parallel to

one side of a triangle divides the other sides into propor-
tional segments.
* The synthetical form of the preceding process differs

from it much less on the paper than would be the case in

the mind of a student, who had actually hit upon the solu-

tion in the progress of investigation. For, not being able to

tell the various steps by which one of our readers would
endeavour to arrive at the same conclusion, we are obliged

tx> prompt him witn a right guess, and thereby give him only
a synthetical description of that which was in our minds an
analytical process. It only remains, therefore, to make the
demonstration synthetical in form, which, as will now be
readily seen, will consist in stating the proposition to be
proved, directing to draw CG parallel to D>, without giving

any reason, and combining the steps of the preceding de-
monstration.

• The geometrical analysis is generally ascribed to the

school of Plato ; but, in reality, as we have already ob -

served, must be of a date as early as geometrical reason*

ing itself. The use of porisms, or problems, [see also

Loci,] admitting an indefinite number of solutions, the
establishment of the properties of the Conic Sections, and
the various efforts made for the duplication of the cube
and the trisrction of the angle, all of which were the
work of the .school already mentioned, most certainly in-

creased the power of the analyst, that is, made the means of
discovery more obvious and more successful : but there is

nothing in the methods which entitles them to the exclu-
sive appellation of geometrical analysis.

The peculiar distinction between algebra and geometry
is, that the analytical method is pursued in the former from
the commencement. The solution of a problem consists in

inquiring into the consequences of the solution supposed to

be found, by introducing at every step some known truth,

such as will produce a more simple consequence, and thus
reasoning backwards, so to speak, until at last the answer
itself is directly produced in numbers, which was before

implicitly involved in the conditions of the problem. The
methods are more general than in geometry, that is, a
larger number of problems may be solved by each process.

The same observations apply, still more strongly to the

higher parts of algebra, and the differential calculus.

The solution of equations of the first four degrees, and
the approximation to that of all higher degrees, render the
analytical solution of. a vast number of common- problems
a matter of certainty. The solution of differential equa-
tions, where that can be done, is an additional step of even
a more important character. Within the last half century,

mathematical analysis has made considerable 'approaches to

a state which enables us to determine, almost immediately,
whether a problem can be solved by such means as we pos-

sess, or not ; no small advantage, when it is considered

how much time was previously wasted in the attempt to

attain results which have since been shown to be im-
possible.

ANALYSIS. Chemical analysis is the separation of
compound bodies, either into their simpler or their ele-

mentary constituents. When merely the number and nature
of these are ascertained, it is termed qualitative analysis;

but when their proportions also are determined, the analysis

is quantitative. If the analysis consist only in determining
the quantities of the simpler constituents of a compound, it

is proximate, as when carbonate of potash is separated into

carbonic acid and netash : but when' the operation is ex-
tended, and the carbonic acid is resolved into carbon and
oxygen* and the potash into potassium and oxygen, the
analysis is ultimate; for neither carbon, oxygen, nor potas-

sium is divisible into two or more kinds of matter.

ANAMOUR, the. antient Anemurium, is the most
southern part of Asia Minor, and described by Strabo

(p. 669) as the nearest point of the mainland to Cyprus.
It is in 36° 2' N. lat., 32° 50' E. long. « Cape Anamour
terminates on a high, bluff knob, one side of which is in-

accessible ; the other has been well fortified by a castle and
outworks, placed on the summit, from whence a Hanked
wall with towers descends to the shore, and separates it

from the rest of the promontory.' There are two channels
cut in the rock, several miles in length, and on different

levels, which supply the castle with water ; where they are

carried across the ravines, they rest on arches. Here are

the remains of two theatres ; and beyond the walls a great
number of detached tombs, each constructed of two cham-
bers, with arched roofe. No inscriptions were found. The
place is now altogether deserted ; and the present castle of

Anamour is about six miles east of the cape, on the edge of

the sea. (Beaufort's Karamania.)
ANANASSA, or the Pink Applk, is a genus of the

natural order Bromeliacecs, found wild in the woods of

South America, and now commonly cultivated in the gar-

dens of rich Europeans. It is distinguished from the

bromelia, to which it was once referred, by its succulent

fruit collected in a compact head.

Of Ananassa saliva, the common pine-apple, a great

number of varieties are known, of which the Moscow and
common queen, the black Jamaica, and the Antigua queen
are the best for summer use, the Enville and the Trinidad

the largest, the black Jamaica the best for winter use, and
the blood-red the worst for any purpose or season.

The fruit is a mass of flowers, the calyxes and bractese

of which are fleshy and grow firmly together into a single
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head ; it it the points of these parts that together form what
gardeners call the pips, that is to say, the rhomboidal
spaces into which the surface is divided. When wild, pine-

apples hear seeds like other plants ; but in a state of cultiva-

tion, generally owing to the succulence of all the parts,

no seeds are produced, and consequently the plants can only
be multiplied by suckers, or by their branches, which gar-

'

doners call the gills and crown. The latter, which sur-

mounts the fruit, is in reality the end of the branch round
which the liowers are arranged, and if it has any tendency
to ramification, as sometimes happens, it becomes what is

called double. In the island of Penang in the Indian ar-

chipelago, there is a sort, all the liowers of which always
change into branches, each of which bears a pine, termi-

nated by a crown, so that a great cluster of pine-apples is

produced by a single stem; specimens of this sort are

called double pines. They have never been produced in

England.
The pine-apple was undoubtedly unknown before the

discovery of America ; its incomparable flavour soon, how-
ever, caused it to be introduced into Africa and Asia,

where, in a suitable climate, it multiplied so rapidly as

to acquire as firm a footing in those countries as their

aboriginal plants. In Asia it has even improved so much
in quality, that the Burmese pines, which have never yet

reached England, are said to be the finest in the world.

With this exception it is believed that we already possess

the best varieties that exist; and it is undoubted that,

except in the kingdom of Burma, the most delicious

specimens of the fruit are produced in England. For the
probable reasons of this, and the method pursued in the
cultivation of the pine-apple in this country, see Pink-
Apple.
ANANI'AS was a son ofthat Onias, the high priest, who,

being exiled from Jerusalem, built a Jewish temple near
Heliopolis, in Lower Egypt, and founded the town of Onion
on the eastern frontier of the Delta. Ananias and his

"brother Helcias, or Chelcias, were appointed the comman-
ders of the Egyptian army by Cleopatra, when she warred
against her son Lathurus, in the year 102 B.C. Ananias
remonstrated against the intention of Cleopatra to seize

the dominions of her confederate Alexander Janmeus, and
assured hor that the Jews would take revenge if she suc-

ceeded in killing Jannssus. Cleopatra, considering that
Ananias and Jannams were related to each other, and that

many Jews served in her own army, gave up her treacherous

plan. (Jost's Geschichte der Juden, vol. ii. p. 309—811.)

ANANI'AS (rPJ^n grace of Jehovah) is the name of
t :

' T

several Jews. Ananias, the son of Nebedseus, was high-
priest from the year 50-66 after Christ. He was sent to

Rome by Quadratus, the governor of Svria, in order to ex-

culpate himself concerning the quarrels of the Jews with
the Samaritans ; Agrippina interceded for Ananias, and he
was set at liberty. He condemned the apostle St. Paul.

(See Acts xxii. 23, 24 ; and xxv. 1 .) At the commence-
ment of the Jewish war, Ananias and his brother concealed
themselves' in an aqueduct, but were discovered and killed.

ANAPjEST, a foot in Greek and Latin metre, consist-

ing of two short syllables followed by a long. It was some-
times called Antidactylus, as being the opposite of the

dactyle, which consists of a long syllable followed by two
short. Assuming accent in English to be the same thing
with quantity in Greek and Latin, the word temporal
would be an example of a dactyle, and the word superadd
of an anapaest. From the tendency of English enunciation
to carry back the accent towards the beginning of poly-

syllables, there are not many single words which make
anapsosts in our language. But the foot frequently results

from the union of two or more words ; as in Do you hear,
JJt Hlone ; and sometimes it is found in part of a single

word ; as, for instance, in the three middle syllables of the
word anticipation. The predominance of dactyles in

English, and of anapaests in French, forms one of the
most marked distinctions between the musical character of
the one language, and that of the other.

ANAP^STIC VERSE, a species of verse composed
of a succession of anapaests. Among the Greeks, the ana-
paestic verse was freely used both in tragedy and comedy

;

some forms of it occur very often in Aristophanes. Both
in tragedy and comedy, the anapaestic verse admits also
dactyles and spondees. In English, only poems of the
i^hter sort hare been usually written in anapaestic verse.

Ansteys New Bath Guide may be quoted at a well-known

example. The line is often reduced to eleven syllables,

by the retrenchment of the first, or the substitution at the

beginning of an iambus instead of the anapaest Thus, in

the following lines from the work just mentioned,
* For I'm told the dkcourM* of pononi reflaed
Are better than book* for improving the mind.
But a great deal ofJudgment required in the skimming
Hie polite eonyermtkra of sensible women,*

it will be observed, that the first foot of the second line

consists only of one short or unaccented syllable followed

by a long ; and a simrlar retrenchment might be made of

the commencing syllable of any of the others, without

spoiling its prosoay.

ANAPLI. [See Nauplia.]
ANARCHY properly means the entire absence of poli

tical government ; the condition of a society or collection of

human beings inhabiting the same country, who are not

subject to a common sovereign. Every society of persons

living in a state of nature (as it is termed) is in a state of

anarchy ; whether that state of nature should exist in a

society which has never known political rule, as a horde of

savages, or should arise in a political society in consequence

of resistance on the part of the subjects to the sovereign, by

which the person or persons in whom the sovereignty is

lodged are forcibly deprived of that power. Such intervals

are commonly of short duration ; but after most revolutions,

by which a violent change of government has been effected,

there has been a short period during which there was no

person or body of persons who exercised the executive or

legislative sovereignty,—that is to say, a period of anarchy.

Anarchy is sometimes used in a transferred or improper

sense to signify the condition of a political society, iu which,

according to the writer or speaker, there has been an undue

remissness or supineness of the sovereign, and especially of

those who wieM the executive sovereignty. In tnc former

sense, anarchy means the state of a society in which there

is no political government ; in its second sense, it means

the state of a political society in which there has been a

deficient exercise of the sovereign power. As an insuffi-

ciency of government is likely to lead to no government at

all, the term anarchy has, bv a common exaggeration,

been used to signify the small degree, where it properly

means the entire absence. [See Sovereignty.]
ANAS, the duck, a genus of birds under Which Lin-

naeus included a great number of species now separated

into several genera by recent naturalists ; and even Tern

minck, Drapiez, and others, who adhere to the original

Linneean genus, find it convenient to separate the goose

and the swan, and to distinguish the others according as

they possess or want a loose membrane covering the hind

claw. Illiger ranks the swan with tlae ducks, from which

he separates the goose. Baron Cuvier and Lesson have

proposed a great number of subdivisions, and Leach and

rleminghave established several new genera. The follow-

ing are Temminck's characteristics, with some slight modi-

fications :

—

The bill of middle size, strong, straight, covered with a

thin membrane, and always depressed towards the point,

which is rounded, blunt, clawed : margins of the two man-

dibles toothed with lamina?. Nostrils almost at the surface

of the bill, at some distance from the base, somewhat ova!,

half closed by the flat membrane that lines the nostrils.

Legs short, feathered to (he knees, drawn back towards the

belly ; three toes placed before, wholly webbed ; hind toe

free, and jointed high upon the shank {tarsus). Wings of

middle size, the first quill either as long as the second, or

rather shorter.

ANASTA'SIUS I., Emperor of Constantinople, suc-

ceeded Zeno, a.d. 492, through the interest of Ariadne,

Zeno's widow, who afterwards married him. Anastasius

was then sixty years of age. He was called Siicniiarius,

because he had been one of the officers whose duty it was

to maintain peace and silence within the precincts of the

imperial palace. Longinus, Zeno's brother, who aspired to

the throne, was sent to Alexandria, where he took priests

orders. The beginning of Anastasius' reign was favour-

able ; he abolished several obnoxious taxes, and checked

the abuse introduced by Zeno, of selling the public offices

to the lughe&t bidder. He also encouraged men of letters,

and was himself a man of some learning. Theodoricus,

king of the Goths, who, after defeating Odoacer, bad made

himself mastei of all Italy, sent an embassy to Anastasius,

who recognised his title to the kingdom of Italy* and* sent
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him the purple in token of it. But their good understand-

ing did not last long. Theodoricus invaded part of Illyria

and Moesia, and defeated the Greek troops near the river

Margus, now the Morava in Servia. Anastasius, on his side,

sent a fleet and army which ravaged the coast of Italy as

far as Tarentum, in 508.

Anastasius became obnoxious, on account of his ava-

rice, to the people of Constantinople, who pulled down his

statues and dragged them through the streets; and he
was himself assailed with a shower of stones while in the

Circus, and with some difficulty saved his life. To add to

his misfortunes, the empire was attacked by the Bul-
garians, the Arabs, and the Persians. The Persians in-

vaded Armenia, and took the town of Amida or Diarbekr on
the Tigris, but were defeated by Justinus, who afterwards

became emperor. A truce was concluded between Anas-
tasius and Cabades, king of Persia, which lasted twenty
years. Anastasius, like many other Byzantine emperors,

oad the vanity of appearing as a theologian, and of med-
dling in religious controversies. This nearly cost him his

crown ; his attempt to introduce some changes in the

liturgy occasioned tumults at Constantinople, attended by
fires and bloodshed. Several provinces also revolted, and
raised to the command one vitalianus, a Scythian, who
advanced to the gates of Constantinople, and Anastasius
only obtained peace on condition of becoming reconciled to

the church. He had involved himself in disputes with

Pope Symmachus, for defending the memory of Acacius,

the late Patriarch of Constantinople, who had been ex-

communicated by Pope Felix II., under the reign of the

Emperor Zeno. The Council of Calchedon having de-

clared the Bishop of Constantinople to be next in place to

him of Rome, Acacius had contested this decree, and
had endeavoured to assert his own precedence, which be-
came a source of schism between the two sees. Anastasius*

religious principles, however, seem to have been very
unsteady, and he was even accused of favouring Maniche-
isra. Anastasius died suddenly, in 5 1 8, at a very advanced
age. and was succeeded by Justinus I.

ANASTASIUS II., Emperor ofConstantinople. His ori-

ginal name was Artemius, while ho was secretary to the Em-
peror Philippicus Bardanes. After the deposition of Philip-

picus in 713, he was proclaimed emperor, and sent a new
exarch to Italy, and ueclared himself a follower of the

Western church. Constantinople being threatened by the

Saracens, Anastasius, to effect a diversion, sent a large fleet

with an army to Alexandria, but the troops revolted on
arriving at Rhodes, and returned to Constantinople, where
they proclaimed emperor one Theodosius, a receiver of the
taxes, who, however, alarmed at his dangerous promotion,

ran away from them. The insurgents plundered and burnt
part of the city, and Anastasius having retired to Nicaea, in

Bithynia, was defeated and obliged to surrender, with per-

mission to retire to a convent, and to become a monk.
Theodosius III. was then proclaimed emperor in 716, but
being unequal to the task, he resigned the crown the fol-

lowing year to Leo, called the Isaurian. Anastasius, from
his convent at Thessalonica, made an attempt to recover the

throne, and having obtained assistance from the Bulgarians,

appeared before Constantinople. Leo, however, bribed the

chiefs of the Bulgarians, who delivered Anastasius into his

hands. Anastasius was beheaded with several of his fol-

lowers, and their property confiscated by Leo, in 719.

ANASTASIUS I., Pope, a native of Rome, succeeded
Siricus about the year 398. He was a contemporary of St.

Jerome, who speaks highly of his probity and apostolic zeal.

He condemned the doctrine of Origen, and he also ex-

pelled Rufinus from the communion of the church. The
latter wrote an Apology which is found in Constant's collec-

tion of the Epistles of the Pipes. Anastasius died in 402,

and was succeeded by Innocent I.

ANASTASIUS II., a native of Rome, succeeded Gela-
sius I. in 496. He endeavoured to put an end to the schism
then existing between the see of Constantinople and that of

Rome about the question of precedence. He also wrote a
congratulatory letter to Clovis, king of the Franks, on his

conversion to Christianity. He died, after a short pontificate,

in 498.

ANASTASIUS III., likewise a Roman, succeeded Ser-

gius III. in 911, and died the following year.

ANASTASIUS IV., Cardinal Conrad, Bishop of Sa-
bina, was elected Pope in 1 1 53, after the death ofEuge-
nius III. Rome was then in a very disturbed state, owing

to the schism of Arnaldo of Brescia and his followers.

Anastasius died in 1 154, and was succeeded by Adrian IV.
ANASTOM'OSIS, from ai>a

t through, and eiopa, a
mouth, signifies the communication of blood-vessels with
each other by the opening of the one into the other. The
blood-vessels are the tubes by which the different parts
of the body are supplied with nourishment. If the blood'
vessels destined to nourish a part be obstructed so that
it cannot receive a due supply of blood, that part must neces-
sarily die, or, as it is technically termed, mortify. But
the blood-vessels are soft compressible tubes, liable, by in-

numerable circumstances, to nave their sides brought so
closely into contact as to prevent the flow of a single
particle of blood through them. In order to prevent the
consequences that would result to the system from the
operation of causes thus tending to impede the circulation,

provision is made for the freest possible communication be-
tween the main trunks of the blood-vessels and their

branches, and between one branch and another. It will be
shown hereafter [see Aorta] that all the arteries of the
body spring from one great trunk which issues from Oie
heart, and which passes from the heart through the chost,
into the abdomen, where it divides into large branches
which supply the lower extremities. In this course this vessel

gives off innumerable branches, which supply different parts
of the body, and these branches form innumerable unions
with other branches which proceed from the main trunk of
the artery. All the branches which form such communica-
tions are called anastomosing branches, and this union of
branch with branch is termed anastomosis. Now so nu-
merous are these anastomosing branches, and so competent
are they to carry on the circulation, that if the main trunk of
the aorta be tied in the abdomen, or even in the chest, the
lower extremities will receive a sufficient supply of blood to

maintain their vitality through these collateral or anastomos-
ing branches. The knowledge of this fact enables the modern
surgeon to perform with ease and safety operations which
the surgeon of former times would have pronounced impos-
sible. Anastomosis is of two kinds, that between large trunks,
and that between small branches. When the communica-
tion is direct between two large trunks, there is no difficulty

in conceiving that the circulation may readily go on though
one of the trunks be obstructed, because the trunk which
remains open may transmit a sufficient quantity of blood to

nourish the part to which it is destined. But when a limb
is supplied by one large artery only, and when that is ob-
structed, how does the limb receive a sufficient quantity of
blood to support it? Suppose there is an obstacle to the
free passage of the blood through its usual channel, namely,
the main artery of the limb. What is the consequence ?

—the blood is driven in greater quantity, and with greater
force into those branches which spring; from the main artery
above the seat of the obstruction. These branches, in con-
sequence of receiving a greater influx of blood than usual,
gradually enlarge in diameter, and transmit through them a
proportionally larger quantity of blood. At the same time,
the more minute branches, which anastomose with the
branches given off" below the obstruction; are in like manner
dilated and admit a correspondingly free passage of blood to

the inferior part of the limb. At first the circulation is in

this manner carried on through a congeries of minute anas-
tomosing arteries, but in a short time a few of these chan-
nels become more enlarged than the rest : as these increase
in size, the smaller vessels gradually collapse, and thus
ultimately a few large communications constitute permanent
channels through which the blood is transmitted to the parts

which it is destined to supply. Such is the beautiful pro-

vision established in every part of the body to secure to it

a due supply of blood, if any obstacle should obstruct the

course of this vital fluid through its accustomed channel.

ANATHEMA, a Greek word, properly signifying, a
thing set apart and devoted. Among the Greeks a piece of
armour or anything else which was offered to the {roils, and
placed in a temple, was called an avaOy/ia, (anathema.) or

offering. Tripods, votive tablets with inscriptions, such as

may be seen in the Elgin collection of the British Museum,
numbered 209 to 218, belong to the class of anathemata.

But the dedication or setting apart might be to the powers
of evil as well as to those of good, or, according to Pagan
notions, to the infernal as well as to the celestial gods.

Hence the word came, in one of its applications, to signify

much the same thing with the word accursed. It is thus

that it is principally used in the New Testament. In this

3R2
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sense the form anathema (i>dSt[*a) was employed, and not
anathema, though hoth are really the same word. In the
decrees of popes and councils, also, a common form of ex-

pression is, whosoever shall do, or not do, or believe, or not
belicTc, a particular act or dogma, * let him be anathema,'
that is, let him be held excommunicated, separated from the

society of the faithful, and branded with the curse of the
church. On the other hand, a heretic, when he renounced
his errors and was received into the bosom of the church,
was accustomed to declare his heresy * anathema," or a
tiling accursed. In English we more frequently use the
term anathema in the sense of the curse or severe denun-
ciation itself than for the object of the curse; as when we
speak of the church directing its anathema against any par-

ticular opinion.

ANA'TID.E (Leach), the duck kind, a group formed by
Dr. Leach to include his genera formed from the great
<£enus Anas of Linna?us, and comprehending Oidemia,
Somatcria, Clangula, Nyroea, Tadorna, Spathulea, Quer-
quedula. Anas, Cygnus, and Anser. Lesson professes him-
self to be at a loss to apply properly these British generic
names. lie himself gives, as what he terms subgenera,
Maceranas, Macroramphus, Hydrobates, Histrionicus, Pla-
typus, Fuligula, Micropterus, Clypeata, Tadorna, Moschatus,
Anas, Anseranas, and Querquedula.
ANATO'LIA, or NATO'LIA, is a geographical term

now generally considered as synonymous in extent with
Asia Minor. It is derived from the Greek ui'utoXjj,

(atuitolCy) the * east,' or the ' part where tho sun rises,'

and, in this respect, may be compared with the French
term 4 Levant,' which is used to express generally the
countries bordering on the eastern shores of the Kledi-

terranean. The word Anatolia, as a geographical term,
originated under the Greek empire, and referred to the
country which lay cast of the seat of government. Anatolia
or Anadoli, in a more restricted sense, is used to indicate

that tract of country which stretches along the western
and a large portion of the northern shores of Asia Minor.
Adopting such a restriction, geographers divide Asia Minor
into three unequal parts, Anadoli already mentioned, Kara-
mania on the south-east, and Roum to the north-east. But
Captain Beaufort, who surveyed the southern coast of Asia
Minor, remarks, that however convenient as a geogra-
phical distinction, the term 4 Karamania is neither used by
the present inhabitants, nor is it recognised by the govern-
ment.' The Pasha of Anadoli (Anatolia) has military juris-

diction over all authorities within the barrier of the Eu-
phrates. Anatolia, taken, then, in its extended sense, re-

presents the whole territory contained within ,%° and 4J°
N. lat., and '20° and 40° E. long. It is bounded on the north
by the Black Sea, on the west by the /Egean, or Archipe-
lago, and on the south by the Mediterranean ; its eastern
frontier extends to the Euphrates and Armenia.

If we were to attempt to name a natural boundary on the
cast fortius portion of the earth's surface, which should be
somewhat in accordance with the received notions as to iis

political limits, we might consider it as commencing at

Gape Hynzyr on the Gulf of Seanderoou, and running
between N.E. and N.N.E. along the mountain range of
Amanus to the neighbourhood of Malatieh near the Eu-
phrates, and up that river to the point (al»out 10° N. lat.)

where the Euphrates, from a course due east and west,
takes a course to the S.W. From this point a line drawn
along the meridian of 40°, and striking the Black Sea about
twenty-five miles ea>t of Trebi/ond, might be considered as
completing the eastern boundary. But no real physical
boundary exists in the northern part of the peninsula of
Asia Minor, for the high plateaus and mountains which
belong to the peninsula stretch eastward into Armenia.
The term Asia Minor is one of comparatively recent date :

it was unknown to Greek, and, we believe, Roman geogra-
phers, at least under the early emperors : nor do we know
when the term first came into use. It is, however, now
pretty well established, and is the most commonly received
term for denoting that extensive country of a peninsular
form, the limits of which we have just attempted to define.
From a notion early prevalent and long-continued, that
the distance from the Gulf of Seanderoou on the south
coast to the neighbourhood of Arnisus (Samsun) on tin-

north was much less than it really is,—arose a vague
idea of Asia Minor (as we understand the term) being a
kind of insulated mass from the rest of the continent. The
Euphrates running along its eastern frontier for so consi-

derable a distance from north to south, favoured this notion.

Herodotus reckons Asia Minor among one of his ActT

[See AcTittM and Asia.] From the coa^t of moun-

tainous Cilicia to Sinope on the Euxine, he assign^l j

breadth of only five days' journey for a stout pedevrhn

The real breadth of the narrowest part, which is crr:i>;drr

ably less than the true breadth of the line described In He

rodotus, is somewhat more than 300 English miles, reevn.

ing from the gulf of Issus to Fatsah, west of Cerasusom\*

Black Sea. The width assigned by Eratosthenes, 3000 stac.:a.

is very near the truth : Pliny, with his usual inaccura^,

gives it
4200 Roman miles, about 1U0 short of the imrL

DAnville, in his Map of Asia Minor, made the Isthmus tx>

narrow by a whole degree, or about seventy miles, which c<n

sequently led to error in his positions all through the interi r

of the country, and compelled him to make amends fur thU

loss of space by pushing the limits of the peninsula too far

to the east. (See Major Rennell's Treatise on the Cov^>

ratice Geography of Western Asia, vol. i.) Major Renm-ll

says that the peninsula of Asia Minor is about one -HXteentn

less than the peninsula including Spain and Portugal: thj

eastern limit of Asia Minor, adopted by Major Rennell, i>

the line of 300 miles between the Gulf of Issus and the

Black Sea.

Asia Minor was known to the later Greeks under tltc

divisions of Mysia, Lydia, and Caria, occupying the western

shores. Those of Lycia, Pamphylia with Pisidia,and Cilicia,

to which Lycaonia was sometimes added, bounded it to he

south , and on the north coast were Bithynia, Paphlaynia.

and Pontus. The elevated plains of the interior present]

to the east Cappadocia, extending over the mountains t:»

the borders of the Euphrates ; and Phrygia on the wK
bounded towards the sea by Mysia, Lydia, and Caria. Ad-

joining these two great internal divisions to the north u-.s

Galatia, a division of later date than the rest, having origi-

nated in the Gallic invasion, B.C. 278. Its chief town «as

Ancyra. This province in fact arose from the dismember-

ment of parts of Phrygia and Cappadocia. The Greeks

established colonics and built towns on all the three coa.5!*

of the Peninsula, but their occupation was most comply

and continuous on the west side. Here we find, lying (wit

north to south, the districts of yEolis, Ionia, and the lull*

Dorian confederation in the S.W. angle of Caria. The seve-

ral anticnt political divisions are briefly noticed uwhr the

separate heads.

By the Romans this country was sometimes divided info

Asia within and Asia beyond Taurus. Our imperfect know-

ledge of the country prevents us from placing any reliane

upon statements of the divisions in existence under the

present government. The Turks are represented to hvt

parcelled out this territory into pashalics under seven gene-

ral heads, confounding all the antient distinctions. TLi>

account is taken from Malte Brun, who makes the state-

ment on the authority of a Turkish geographer, a MS.

translation of whose work, without date, is preserved in the

Ro\al Library at Paris. The following are his divisions
:-

1. the Pashalic of Anadouhh, (Anatolia,) extending over

Mvsia, Lvdia, Phrvgia Proper, Lycia, Caria, Painpl^ta,

Pi'sidin, the larger* part of Galatia, and Paphlagonia;

2. the Pashalic of Siwas, (Sebastc,) containing Eastern

Galatia, and the upper part of Pontus ; 3. the Pashalic of

Tnrahozan, (Trcbisond,) being Cappadocian Pontus and

southern Colchis. Hadgi-Khalfah, the geographer, men-

tioned above, considers this pashalic as a dependence

on Armenia. 1. The Pashalic of Konieh, (Iconium,) con-

taining Central and Western Cappadocia, Lycaonia, ami

Jsauria; 5. the Pashalic of Merasche, (Merash.) border-

ing on Svria, and containing Cormnagcne, Cataonia, ani

part of Cilicia: C. the Pashalic of Adana, being Cihaa

Proper; 7. the Mousselimlik of Cyprus, held of the

Grand Vizier, being an appanage of his office. The work

in question is of antient date, and no mention is made in

it of the feudatory possessions of Chapwan Oglu m<

Kara Osman Oglm so long the delight of their people a"' 1

the protectors, of European travellers. Before the Greek

revolution, important changes had occurred in the general

administration of Anatolia. These great feudatories W
been swept from their possessions by the Sultan, jeal"^

at the success and \igour of their sway; and since thai

event, Smyrna and Ionia have been elevated into a pastas.

The following divisions are given by Balbi as those no*

constituting the divisions or eyalets of Asia Minor
:

Ana-

doli, Adana, Caramania, Marach, Sivas, and Trehizwd.
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Asia Mmor, though the seat of early civilisation, and still

containing numerous traces offormer prosperity, is a country
very little known. The southern coast was surveyed by
Captain Beaufort, who commenced at Yedy Booroon or the
Seven Capes, just to the west of the river Aanthus in Lycia,

in July 1811. The survey was continued along the coast

to Ayas, (Mg&) in the gulf of Scanderoon, and was unfor-

tunately interrupted before that interesting bay could be
examined, owing to the commanding officer being disabled

by a treacherous assault of some vagabonds from the moun-
tains. The west coast from the entrance of the Dardanelles
to the point where Captain Beaufort's operations commenced
is not yet so accurately laid down ; but Captain Copeland,
who has finished his survey of the coast of Macedonia, is

now engaged on the west coast of Asia Minor, and, perhaps,
may have an opportunity of peeping into the Dardanelles.

There is a Spanish survey of the Dardanelles, of the sea of

Marmara, and the channel of Constantinople, with some
additions made by the Hydrographical Office of the British

Admiralty ; and the north coast of Asia Minor is laid down
from French and Russian surveys, (the French survey by
Captain Gauttier,) but not with that minuteness that is still

desirable.

The southern coast, as far as it was surveyed by Captain
Beaufort, presents an irregular outline, formed by two huge
semicircular sweeps presenting their convex side to the sea,

and by two other bold sweeps with their convex side running
into the land. There is, however, no deep gulf or bay with
the exception of that of Issus or Scanderoon, which runs up
between Asia Minor and Syria. Few coasts present so bold

a front to the sea. From the gulf of Glaucus to the ex-

tensive plain which opens behind Adalia, an almost unin-

terrupted mass of lolly mountains presses near the shore,

and sometimes, as at the Climax, forms the immediate
boundary of the waves. From the mouth of the Eurymedon
to the peninsula of Cape Cavaliere there is a series of bold
promontories ; and in some parts bare rocky hills form the

coast, as between Selinty and Anamour, backed by lofty

mountains. Near the eastern extremity of the coast sur-

veyed, the wide plains of the level Cilicia open on the sea,

commencing near the city of Soli, and extending some dis-

tance along the N.W. coast of the Gulf of Issus. There are

very few and inconsiderable islands on this coast, and the

same is true of the northern coast : the reason will be appa-

rent when we come to consider the direction of the principal

mountain ranges of the peninsula.

The western coast of the peninsula presents as jagged
and irregular an outline as almost any coast in the world,

and in many respects very much resembles the opposite

shore of Greece. Deep bays with bold projecting penin-

sulas, and islands which are continuations of the adjacent

promontories of the main-land, characterize this coast.

Though it has few rivers with a large volume of water,

the courses of the Mseander, the Caystrus, the Hermus,
and the Caicus, which exceed those of the southern slope,

(with the exception, perhaps, of the rivers which water the

eastern Cilician plain,) and their general direction from
west to east, show that they lie in the longitudinal valleys,

whose mountain barriers extend to the coast of the Archi-

pelago. The channel of the Dardanelles, the antient

Hellespontus, separates Europe from Asia by a strait

about forty miles long, and at its narrowest part not more
than one mile broad. The wider opening of the Propontis

or Sea of Marmara, about 140 miles long, (taking the longest

line,) and 45 broad in the widest part, is succeeded by the

narrow channel of Constantinople, ( 1 4 miles long,) which
unites fhe Sea of Marmara and the Black Sea. The coast

of the Black Sea presents no very deep indentations or bays

;

and though the mountains are never very far removed from
the shore, a considerable extent of coast from the entrance

of the Black Sea along the shore of Bithynia is compara-
tively low ; but as we advance eastward, we find the high
lands near the shore, and the depth of water as marked on
the charts very great. From Cape Karempi (Carambis) for

some distance eastward, the coast is marked as high ; and
from the neighbourhood of Sinub (Sinope) as far as the town
of Samsun (Amisus) it has the same general character.

From the* mouth of the Yeshil Ermak to Cape Yasoun, a
distance of 70 miles, the coast is low ; the remainder, as

far as Trebizond, is more elevated, though as far as we
know, not lined with such high cliffs and rocks as charac-

terize some other parts of the coast.

As the. great mountain ranges on the north and south

sides of the peninsula have a general direction corresponding
to that of the coasts, and as the rivers on all the three sides
of the peninsula enter the sea at right angles to the general
coast line, it follows that the valleys of the streams that enter
the sea on the north and south must be of a very different

character from those of the Mseander and the Hermus, which
enter the sea on the west. But few streams on the southern
coast traverse any considerable ranges of hills, and, perhaps,
none penetrate from the north side of the great barrier of
Taurus to the Mediterranean. The Pyramus (Jihoon)
passes by a deep cleft through the mountain barrier (Strabo
calls it Taurus : Casaub. p. 536) which unites the ranjre of
Amanus with the range of Taurus, after it has taken its

great turn to the north. According to the description of
Strabo, an eye-witness, this must be one of the most magni-
ficent mountain-passes in the world. On the north side

some considerable rivers intersect the mountain-chains, form-
ing deep gorges and narrow transverse valleys tbat give this

country quite a different appearance from that of the
western side of the peninsula. Such is the gorge in which
Amasia, the birth-place of Strabo, stands, on the Iris (Yeshil
Ermak).
The grand characteristic features of the geography of

Asia Minor are the vast ranges of mountains which traverse

it ; two chains detached from the plateau of Armenia, one,
the more southern, the Anti-Taurus of the antients, the
other, the Paryadres, known by the modern name of
Tcheldir, or Keldir, unite probably near Kesariah, in

the knot of Mount Argrcus, now called Argis-Dagh.
Covered on its summit by perpetual snows, this circum-
stance must determine in so low a latitude the elevation

of this mountain to be from 9,000 to 10,000 feet. The
southern chain, which is, in fact, the Taurus, in its

most definite sense, detaching itself from Mount Arganis
and the Anti-Taurus, first takes a southerly direction to the
neighbourhood where the Pyl© Cilicia? (the mountain
pass of Cilicia) are situated. It then runs in a general
westerly direction, but in an irregular line like the coast;

and, as far as we can form a conjecture, terminates in the
peninsulas of Cnidus and Halicarnassus, forming the
southern boundary of the valley of the Mseander. The
highest part of the Taurus seems, however, to take a
southern course along the west side of the valley of Adalia;
and its bold summits press close on the whole coast of tho
antient Lycia, and perhaps nearly fill the interior. Strabo
traces the range of Taurus as far as the coast of the main-
land opposite to Rhodes. The mountain above Phaselis,

called Takhtalu, the antient Solyma, is 7800 feet high ; but
some summits in the interior must be still higher, for while

Takhtalu, in August, had but a few streaks of snow on its

peak, ' many of the distant mountains in the interior were
completely white for a fourth part of the way down their

sides/ (Beaufort's Karamania.)
This range of Taurus is the ^reat southern wall which is

the boundary of the high lands in the interior : its steep side

is on the south. A branch, the Sultan-Dagh, detaches itself

from the main mass in about 37° 40' N. Tat., and near the

lake of Egerder : it turns to the N. and N.W., where it is the

Paroreius of Strabo, and continuing a westerly course, forms

by one branch the northern boundary of the Mceander valley,

under the antient name of Messogis. The range of Tmolus,
which lies between the Hermus and Caystrus, appears to

detach itself from the Messogis at the head of the valley of

the Caystrus. Along the northern part of the peninsula we
find mountain ranges, of considerable elevation, extending
eastward from the Hellespont into Armenia. Though there

is doubtless more than one range, or, at least, smaller ranges

bordering on the chief one, and running in this direction,

still we trace the great mountain line from west to east

under the antient names of Ida and Temnon in Mysia,

Olympus in the neighbourhood of Brusa, and eastwards,

where the Sangarius makes its way through it. As the range
approaches the Halys it had the name of Olgassys, now
Ulguz-Dagh. Strabo appears to give the name of Olgassys

to a parallel range farther north than the continuous chain

of the Olympus, which is the Olgassvs of Ptolemy, and runs

in the direction from Osmanjik to Amasia. From Amasia
the range is continued to Trebizond, and is consequently,

during the greater part of its course, at some distance from

the sea, between which and the main range there are plains

and hills, but no high mountains. This range east of Amasia
is entirely omitted in some maps.

Major Rennell considers that the northern and southern
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ranges arc connected by a western range, ' the ridge named
in modern geographv Morad, which connects by an oblique

course from N.W. to S.E. Mount Olympus with Taurus, ;md

at the same time separate* the waters of the Sangarius

from tln>->e of the \kvander and Ilermus.* But this western

ranue, if we are to undei>tand hy it a continuous chain, ap-

pears not to exist. The interior of Asia Minor between the

great southern wall and the northern barrier which we have

described, is, no doubt, intersected by numerous chains,

which, however, have in general a westerly direction, though

they are no doubt often connected by ollVets in a transverse

direction. The Morad of Major Kennell can he considered

as nothing more than the general line, along which we may
trace the decline of the central plateaus towards the west

;

and the high points in it would appear to belong to the central

mountains which prolong their course on a base of less ele-

vation to terminate in the promontories and headlands of the

western shore. The mountain Tu))i<im>rfj % seen by various

travellers from Ohinpus in a southerly direction, is appa-

rently a knot formed by the angular junction of the western

mass of Temnon with the more eastern s\ stem of Olympus.
The centre of Asia Minor is an immense plateau sup-

ported by the ranges of mountains which we have described.

Part of it is drained by the rivers that (low into the Black

Sea : but an extensive tract, bounded by the great harrier

of Taurus to the south, is covered with salt marshes, lakes,

and rhers, possessing no visible outlet. This plateau is

about '2H) miles long from N. and E. to S. and YV\, and 150

miles broad. The chain of lakes is described as extending

from the neighbourhood of Synnada (.'** a(>' N. lat., :il° E.

long.) to the Tyanitis, which lies at the foot of the Cilician

Taurus, at the point where it turns to the north. In rainy

seasons these lakes overllow, and, Leake says, would entirely

submerge 200 miles of land, were it not for the ridges that

traverse the plains and separate them into basins. He
further states, * that these basins form themselves into three

principal recipients, having no communication, unless it be

in most extraordinary seasons.' These are, 1. Kara-Hissar

and Ak-Shehr; '2." that of Ilgun and Ladik : 3. that of

Kouieh, receiving the overflowing of Sidyshehr and Bey-
shehr: 4. the basin lying between the Chilian Taurus on
the south-east, and the opposite Cappadceian mountains on

the north-west now called Ilassau-Dagh. To these we
may add the basin or basins west of the Sultan-Dagh range,

the Parorchis of Strabo, which contain the large lakes of

Egerder, and Burdoor (the antient Ascania, which is very

salt), and numerous other small lakes. Under any other

government ihove inundation* would produce most abun-
dant harvests: but they now run nearly to waste in water-

ing pastures. The salt lake of Tuzla," the Tatta of Strabo,

is one of the no st curious features of Asia Minor; it is

.'JO miles in length, and furnishes with that useful article

a va>i tract of country. Strabo says, that anything im-
mersed was so n eo\eivd hy the saline incrustations, and
birds were unable to ll\ if they dipped their wings into it.

Leake tells us, 'that Sultan Murad IV. made a causeway
across the lake, on the occa-ion ol his army inarching to take

Bagdad from the Persians.' Consequently it must be ex-

tremely shallow', and subject to excessive evaporation dur-
ing the summer and autumn heats. The salt lakes of this

high plateau, which borders on the great range of Taurus,
are found at intervals from the meridian of 30c to beyond ;i-l°,

and on both si<h s of the parallel of :>&° for, perhaps, sixty or

seventy miles. They appear to belong to the basins of the

high lands, which admit no outlet. The formation of the

elevated regions of Asia Minor was known to Strabo, who
being a native of the peninsula and personally acquainted
with many parts, might have left us a description more com-
plete than any modern lias had the opportunity of making,
ifac.-uracy of detail and of observation bad always charac-

terised hi> writings. But exactness of geographical de-

scription K from lb" nature of the subject, not easilv attain-

able, and appears sliil to wait tor improvement from more
exact observation and a better nomenclature. 'The moun-
tain plains (e/'orrri:m ) of L\ caonia.' sa\s Strabo (p. ;o»

v
>), 'are

cold. Without tmcs. and serve as pa>tnre f r the wild a<s.'

The river- of Asia ?.
I:.p-t have m.o;v celebrity than im-

portance. The mo>i con-wlerah'.e lhw into the Blac k Sea.

The Haly , now the ivizil- Kriunk. is d^-cribi'd as taking
iu ri><- by two 1. ruoch.es in th.e l.vlur ranges of the Taurus,
in C :pp:id"cia. T: - • two main branches, after Uowing
thiough more than three derives of longitude, unite about
:>ir h/N.ht. from which pouu the course of the river

northward is exceedingly irregular. It falls into the Blaa
Sea by one niouth, according to a French authority, at the

boundary of Pontus and Paphlagonia. Tournefurt dt^nbt >

it to be at its mouth about the width of the Seme at rV.,.

The whole course is probably not less than 400 nil.->,

The Halys is the mo»t western of the peninsular rivers

which ttow from the highest level of the interior: and twin

the case of the large rivers of this portion of Asia Minor, its

numerous branches unite before it descends to theW-t
level, through which it appears to tlow in a single cWllt l.

Its upper streams run in longitudinal valleys, and. \u ,-

lieve, should be represented differently from what [\w&
in our common maps : this will be briefly discussed ir r

the head of Halys. The Halys is the largest river uf A .a

Minor ; it formed once the boundary between the Lvihau
.

the Median empires, and was considered by the earl\ Gr.-t o

as a kind of natural dividing line of the peiuiKil.i. i:

might, perhaps seem fanciful to derive its name !; «,:•> l

Greek word for salt, («;.,-; see Strabo, 54(1,) but «.•..;,

hardly help believing that the name is descripthe, ar'.

lir>t given by the Greeks to its upper waters which b t o -

the salt plains. It runs near salt tracts al.vo in tie a

part of its course. The modern Turkish name. KizJ-Er; . v

means the Red River, but its true name is said to U» .i'm

The Iris, now* the Yeshil-Ermak, rises probably on :;,-.

north side of the Paryadres, but its remotest sources are s

j

doubtful. It ""Mis past Tocat, and thence in a geueja! r r
;

direction in h, deep valley to Amasiah, the birth-place

Strabo. A few miles below Amasiah it is joined by tu-

rner of Kara Hissar, the Lycus of Strain): the united sir^ui

Hows through a lower country and enters the Black te

about 15 miles east of Samsun (Amisus). The plau <i

Themiscyra, the fabled abode of the Amazons, wa? ^
watered by the Thermodon, now the Tarraeh; its or:::

and its course are not well know n, but its length is aWni.fJ

in some maps most marvellously and incorrectly. AYe>ttf

the Halys, the Parthenius or Bart in, once the boumiarui

Bithynia and Paphlagonia in the lower part of its ciu-,

does not appear to traverse the great mountain burnt: '•;'

the northern side of the peninsula. Its outlet is a l.U> u

the west of the antient Amastris.
The Sangarius, now the Sakaria. is a large river. It J

said to be formed by two chief branches : the Allah. «t > R.

branch is formed by various streams, one of whirl; is ti-

mer of Angora. The Ailah joins the S.W. branch. ••<?

antient Thymbrius about 3«j°VjO' N. lat. 31 E. Wil'., -i

taking first a NAV. and then a N. course, Ih-ws iiitoii-e

Kuxine through a part of the great * Sea of Trets>ii.-3

runs east towards Boli. The Sangarius with the Halw^i

the Iris are probably the only three rivers between Taw*

zond and the entrance of the Dardanelles whose sources cr?

in the high central plateaus, and whose courses trav* r-±

the northern mountain boundary of the hiuli lainL-*- 1 '*

other streams that tlow into the Euxine are almost ceuni^i

in number, but their sources are in the lower ancWuhfii-

nate parallel ranges that lie to the north of the Oh mp^

and its eastern prolongation, and consequently their courses

arc short and their \olume of water inconsiderable. 1-

streams which enter the sea of Marmara from the range oi

Olympus and its western prolongation appear to us to t*

exaggerated in most maps.
The rivers that tlow into the Archipelago have ton

already alluded to as running in valleys of a diilerept <«•

racter from those of the Euxine. The four chief rivers,

going from north to south, are the Caicus, Heniuis, lay

strus, and Ma*ander; thev run through valleys almo-t un-

rivalled for beauty and fertility. Two of these, the Ue:w>

and the Marauder, probably originate in the western e^
mity of the central plateaus, but the upper streams u! W
Ma-ander are by no means yet satisfactorily descried.

The rivers of the southern coast have necessarily dirt

courses, though the volume of water brought.down fn»m tfc

mountains is sometimes very considerable, and carries viu

it such quantities of sand and small stones as to have p
*

duced apparently very considerable changes in the
^

tm

bouchuics df the e rivers. The Eurymedon. vhich in-

fect wide at its rn-uth, has a curved bar across the eiitrji.«

with titily one f«:ot water on it, though in>ide tbe-bar tb'^

are fifteen. The Calycadnus, the
"

modern Ghiuk N^V^

brings down a prodigious quantity of matter, which at tj'<

(unlet of the stuaiii being acted on by the curreut^f
ca^t < has Jbrmcd a large projecting deposit to the west Htm*

river's, mouth, between the mouth of the Cydniu and ^
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Sihoon (the antient Sarus), which are near one another,

similar changes have taken place.

The Pyramus rolls down a continued volume of sand

and earth, and is described by Captain Beaufort of the

width of only 490 feet at ils mouth. Almost all the rivers

of Asia Minor make these deposits ; and bars and external

banks being allowed to form, the character of the coast is

often affected. In this way alterations occur in the relative

positions of places, which puzzle geographers in their

attempts to reconcile differences.

In the survey of Captain Beaufort, we have every evi-

dence of the former grandeur of this southern country, of

the extent and magnificence of its cities, and of the number
and excellence of its bays and harbours. So changed and
degraded are its people in these days, that their existence

now presents only a scene of listless inactivity. During the
winter they reside on the coast ; in summer many of them
retire to the mountains. They frequently lead a course of
lawless violence in open opposition to the Forte, and are de-

scribed as especially suspicious and inhospitable to Europeans.
A most remarkable feature of Asia Minor is its fresh and

salt water lakes. The whole country being formed by pa-
rallel ranges between the Mediterranean and the opposite

Euxine, and these being often connected by transverse

chains, cut up the country into an immense number oflongi-

tudinal valleys, deep gorges, high plateaus, and lower basins.

The salt lakes, as we have remarked, appear to belong to the
higher levels of the south, the centre, and the south-east.

Bithynia, the region of the fresh-water lakes, contains five

large and beautiful lakes besides smaller pieces of water ; of
these the Ascanius (to be distinguished from a southern
lake of the same name already mentioned) is the most
beautiful : at its eastern extremity stands Nicaea, or Isnik,

celebrated in ecclesiastical history for its great council.

A few remarks are necessary on the existing roads in

the interior of Asia Minor ; but no road in the European
acceptation of the term has ever existed of their own con-
struction in the empire of the Turks. Asia Minor still pre-
sents remains of the Roman lines of communication ; and
of the Roman bridges many yet are in use. Relays of
post-horses are still maintained by the Turks at distant in-

tervals. They are principally stationed at the large towns
of the leading routes. The most frequented road is that
from Smyrna to Constantinople, and the only one by which
there is a regular communication, except by caravans.
Important as is the trade between these great cities and the
rest of Europe, this correspondence takes place but twice a
month, and is managed by the Austrian mission and con-
sulate, which, as well as the Russian, despatch, at stated

periods, a post to the European capitals. The Porte keeps
In constant employment a corps of Tatar couriers, by means
of whom they make all their communications. On a smaller
scale every pasha has a similar establishment. The route
from Smyrna to Constantinople passes over the rugged tops
of the Sipylus to Magnesia at the foot of the mountains.
Proceeding across the valley of the Hermus, the Tatars
pass within sight of Thyatira to the east This is a con-
siderable place, and contains a large Greek population.
Its size is about that of Magnesia. Much cotton is grown
in the neighbourhood. The valley of the Caicus is then
crossed ; the direction of the course being constantly north
with a slight bearing eastward. The country displays a re-

markably bold outline and every capability of fertility,

though little favoured by the hand of man. The land
journey terminates at Moukalitsh, whence the traveller em-
barks on the Maeestus, or at Moudania, the port of Brusa,
according to the circumstances ofthe weather. This journey
is never performed wholly by land, except during the preva-
lence of the northerly gales in winter, as the distance is

increased a third by proceeding round the Chilph of Nico-
media. In Turkey, the traveller is frequently astonished
amidst the general desolation at the extreme care mani-
fested in keeping up the tanks and fountains, stationed
at convenient distances. The burial places are always
planted with cypresses, and frequently exhibit more of care
and art than the habitations of the living. Both the
khans, where travellers are received, and the mosques, but
too frequently betoken the ruined state of the country. No
earavans travel from Smyrna to Constantinople, the sea
being the cheapest mode of conveying goods.

Of the routes traversing Asia Minor from north to south,
that from Constantinople to the southern pashalics proceeds
from Moudania to Brusa, already mentioned, and by its beau-

tiful and fertile territory across the range of Olympus, to Ku-
taya, formerly Kotyroum on the Thymbrius, the residence of

the beylerbey of Anatolia, the highest authority ofAsia Minor.
The city stands at the foot of the Poorsac-dagh, in a duster
of mountains, bounded by a fertile plain to the south. It is

a large place, and though not so flourishing as formerly,

still contains 50,000 or 60,000 people, of Whom 10,000 aro

Armenians carrying on a profitable trade, and about half

that number Greeks. Kinneir, between Kutaya and Konieh,
visited Afium-Kara-Hissar. Another route, entirely by
land, leads from Constantinople to Konieh, through Isnik

(Nicaja) and Eski-Shehr, (Doryleeum) a town of little im-

portance, watered by the Thymbrius, and now, as formerly,

known for its natural hot baths. The two lines join at Ku-
taya. Konieh, the antient Iconium, the seat of government
of a pasha of three tails, was the residence of the sultans of

the Seljukian dynasty. It contains about 30,000 inhabitants,

and has little or no trade, the territory being much neg-
lected. To the east are extensive marshes. The plain of

Konieh is considered the largest in Asia Minor, and accord-

ing to Leake, presents an uninterrupted level of the finest

soil, quite uncultivated, except in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of some widely-dispersed villages. ' Another
characteristic of these Asiatic plains,' he says, 'is the exact-

ness of the levels, and the peculiarity of their extending
without any previous slope to the foot of the mountains,

which rise from them like lofty islands out of the surface

of the ocean. Proceeding to the chain of Taurus, Leake
passed Karaman, a poor, and greatly reduced town, and
ascended the mountains in the direction of Mout (Claudio-

polis), a place wretched in itself, with a yet more wretched
population, though governed by a pasha of two tails. It

appeared to this traveller, that the highest mountain near
the pass must have a height of between 6000 and 7000 feet.

Thence the route led down to Gulnar, or Celenderis, in

Cilicia Tracheia.

Another route, advancing in the same direction from the
Bosporus, at Eski-shehr pursues an exact eastern course,

and reaches Angora, through a country everywhere in-

fested with tribes of Turcomans. Angora (Ancyraj is the
capital of Galatia. It is situated on an elevated plain,

famed for its fruit, and produces goat-hair nearly as fine as
silk, which is made into camlet. Angora has fallen from
its importance as a place of trade. Pococke, an old travel-

ler, calls its population 100,000. Kinneir states it at 20,000.
Both accounts may possibly have been true, for such a
change is a probable consequence of the misery of Turkish
rule. Kinneir tells us, that the valuable Angora goat is

only to be found within the boundary of Wulli-kl.an, to the
west, and the Halys, to the east. It immediately deterio-

rates on leaving this district. The territory to the S. E. of
Angora, is covered with Turcoman encampments. These
people pay no tribute to the Porte, which is without power
to enforce it, or to rid the country of them. From Angora,
Kinneir proceeded to Ooscat, the capital of Chapwan Oglu,
then a place of importance, and of considerable population,

but now probably, since the destruction of the family* in utter

ruin. Hence a route leads past Kesariah to the celebrated
pass of the Taurus, known to the antients as the Pyloe Cilicise,

where the Romans had a military station, to protect the

S>sition. But the regular road to these defiles from the
osporus, and the north-west of Asia Minor, is much

more direct than by Kesariah. Having reached Angora,
it proceeds in a course far to the west of the other line, and
passes the great chain of Hassan-Dagh. The Cilician

defiles are described as extremely difficult, ranging, accord-
ing to Kinneir, for some distance at a width only of from
50 to 200 yards. The country, in descending to Tarsus, is

cultivated, and produces wheat and barley. Here the
Tatar couriers embark for Egypt and the coast of Syria.

By the route leading entirely overland from Constantinople
to Kesariah, by Iznikmid, Angora, and Kir-Shehr, the jzreat

caravan, which is annually formed at Scutari, proceeds to

the east for the purpose of taking the pilgrims of the capital

to the birth-place and tomb of their prophet at Mecca and
Medina. From Smyrna, two great trading lines proceed.

The caravans frequenting the first, march in a direction

due east to Allah- Shehr, (Philadelphia,) at the northern
base of Tmolus. This town has a population of from 1 5,000
to 20,000. Hence they proceed by Afium-Kara-Hissar,
to Konieh, carrying the manufactures of Europe and colonial

produce into the heart of the country. From Philadelphia,

a route proceeds across the Ak-Dagh, or White Mountains^
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(the antient Messogis) to Adalia, on the Pamphylian sea.

It passes by Hierapolis. The town is a mass of grand
ruins ; and Arundel tells us ' that the road up to it is at

the eastern end a petrifaction, overlooking many green

spots, once vineyards and gardens, separated by partitions

of the same material/

The other line of trade, direct south of Smyrna, crosses

the valley of the Caystrus, and proceeds to Guzel-Hissar,

the antient Tralles, a large and important place in the rich

and fertile valley of the Maennder. Seated in such a district,

this town could not fail to have a large population. Though
subject to malaria in autumn, it is supposed to contain from
20,000 to 40,000 people. The trade consists chiefly of

cotton, corn, and fruit. Thence the route proceeds to

Melaso (Mylasa), famous for its produce of tobacco, amongst
the best grown in Turkey. Taking a south-eastern direc-

tion here, this line ends at Patara in Lycia. Since the com-
mencement of the Greek war, all the trade of the western

and southern shores of Asia Minor has, of necessity, been

conducted by the internal lines of communication ; the sea

having been literally swept by the cruisers and pirates of

all the small vessels engaged in commerce. Other roads

besides those mentioned have at various times been followed

by traders and travellers. One route follows the valley of

the Mamnder, and continues along the north side of Taurus
and through the lake countries to Konieh, which is a great

central point towards which the routes leading to the Pylao

Cilicia necessarily tend. The route usually followed by

travellers in going from Upper Persia or Armenia to Con-
stantinople is, through Kara- Hissar, Tocat, Amasiah, Os-
manjik, the forests west of Boli, (see Morier's Travels, p.

353.) across the Sangarius to Isnikmid, the antient Nico
media, and thence to Scutari opposite Constantinople. The
miseries of civil war and the dread of piracy being un-
known on the shores of the Black Sea, they may be safely

navigated by small vessels during more than six months
of the year, and this facility of water-carriage bestows com-
parative prosperity on the north of Asia Minor.

No general description would convey a correct idea of

the climate of Asia Minor, which presents probably more
varieties than the peninsula of Spain and Portugal, with

which we have compared it as to extent of surface. The
comparison may be carried farther. In the numerous chains

of lofty mountains which traverse them, in their high
plateaus, and in the diversity of climate depending on the

configuration of surface, there is a considerable resemblance
between the two countries. The climate of both is also

materially affected by the adjacent seas. The western
shores of Asia Minor occupied by the Greek colonies, and
known by the antient names of jEolis and Ionia, have
been celebrated in all ages for their genial climate, and
for the fertility of their valleys. The summers here, as

generally through Asia Minor, are hot, and especially where
the local situation does not allow the passage of a free cur-

rent of air. Smyrna, owing to its situation, is never con-

sidered a healthy place. But even on the west coast severe

cold is occasionally felt in winter, and neither the southern
latitude nor the proximity of the vKgean can overcome the

effect of the immense masses of high land which lie to the

north in Europe, and to the east in Asia. Tbe snowy peaks
of Taurus continue even to the valley of the Mteandcr on
the south side. The high plains of the interior are described

as excessively cold in the winter season, though of their ab-

solute elevation no certain statements appear to exist. The
contrasts sometimes exhibited between the high regions

and the adjacent lower valleys are such as characterise all

countries which have a similar configuration of surface. ' At
Siwas (Sebaste)', says Fontanier, ' the plugue made no great

progress, owing to the salubrity of the air, the proximity of

the high mountains, and the elevation of the plateau on
which the town stands. It is not so at Tocat, where the
climate is much warmer, and where the cultivation of silk is

carried on, but at Siwas they are obliged to import fruits and
grapes, which will not grow there. Yet Tocat is only
twenty hours' journey N.N.W. of Siwas, and though it lies

in a deep valley of the Iris, is still considerably elevated
above the shores of the Black Sea.
The general effect of great elevation upon vegetable pro-

ductions, even in southern latitudes, and the application of
this principle to the physical structure of Asia Minor, were
well known to Strabo. • It is not at all surprising that the
elevated and mountainous parts of these countries (ho is

sneaking of Bactriana and Aria) are cold; for even in

southern climates mountains are cold, and in general all

elevated surfaces are cold, even if they be plains. Accord-

ingly the parts of Cappadocia on the Euxine are much far-

ther north than those bordering on the Taurus : but Baga-

danie, a great plain which lies between Mount Argrous and

Taurus, has hardly any fruit trees, though it ts farther south

than the borders of the Euxine by 3000 stadia. Tlie vicinity

of Sinope, Amisus, and Phanarcea, on the contrary, for the

most part, allow the culture of the olive.' (Casaub. p. 73.)

Strabo is mistaken about the 3000 stadia: the distance is

not so much.
The northern shore of Asia Minor being exceedingly

humid, parts of the mountain slope, from toe edge of the

high plains, are covered with magnificent forest trees of

a great variety. The forests, stretching west from Boli,

the great and almost inexhaustible source of supply to the

Turkish navy, contain ash, elm, plane, poplar, larch, and

beech, and some oaks of large size. (Morier, p. 359.) It is

known to the Turks by the significant name of Agatch

Degnis, or Sea of Trees. Major Rennell assigns to this

forest a length of 120 miles from west to east, and forty in

breadth. The Sangarius passes through the western part

of it, and the southern extends into the limits of the antient

Galatia. Few parts of the world present, within the same

limits, more striking contrasts than the ' sea of trees/ and

the high levels of Lycaonia, which Strabo characterizes by

the expressive terms of ' cold and bare/
The coast of the Euxine and the valleys of the northern

side of the peninsula are probably the finest part of Asia

Minor. On the south, the immense mass of Taurus, rising

like a wall, and in parts capped with eternal snow, leaves

between the Mediterranean and its basis a comparatively

narrow slip, and gives to the climate of the southern coast,

combined with its geographical position, a character very

different from that of the north side of the peninsula. The

amount of rain is much less, and tlie summer heat of the

coast is often excessive. Unlike the northern shore, which

appears to be well supplied with ever-flowing rivulets, some

portions of the Lycian shore, where the mountains press

close on the sea, have no water from April to November, but

what they can keep in reservoirs. The winter torrents cease

with the rains. (Beaufort's Karamania.) The mountains of

Karamania are in general well wooded, and Alexandria is

mainly supplied with fuel from them. The timber of this

coast, at least that near the shore, is mainly pine, but not in

general of large dimensions. The mountains of Taurus eon-

tain a great variety of forest trees and shrubs. (Leake, 107.)

This country has, no doubt, at some period, been the seat

of violent volcanic action, though perhaps not within the

limits of authentic history. Volcanic products are abundant

in the peninsula ; and the Greek name KaraKeKav/umf or

burnt, which was applied to the district on the confines of

Lydia and PJirygia, preserved, perhaps, the only historical

record of those great physical revolutions. The western

part of Asia Minor has also often experienced most de-

structive earthquakes, which have not only shaken the

country from Sanies to tlie valley of the Mamnder, but

also the neighbouring island of Cos. (See Thucyd. Tin.

41.) The country in which the earthquakes were most

violent in antient times is the same which Strabo describes

(p. 578) as the Burnt Region ; of the country near the

Mocander, he says in his usual obscure manner—* nearly

the whole district of the Meeander is liable to earthquake*,

and is burrowed under by channels full of fire and water as

far as the interior of the country.' The whole western part

of Asia Minor is full of thermal springs; they are found

also at Brusa near the range of Olympus.
Of the rocks of this peninsula we possess but little infor-

mation from travellers, though, perhaps, no country in the

world would better repay the labours ofa skilful observer. Tbe

great interior range of Taurus lias never yet been examined,

and our knowledge of the mountains generally of this penin-

sula, so rich in minerals and striking phenomena, is extremely

scanty. From Captain Beaufort's survey of the southern coast,

we learn that, from Patara to Cape Cavaliere, where the niga

rocks of the coast nearly terminate, a limestone *ormif!^
shows itself at almost every point. The rivers also are loaned

with calcareous sediment, and, like the streams of other coun-

tries where limestone prevails, are found unfit for drinking.

The bold limestone cliffs are generally of a white wJour,

those of Cavaliere, of white marble, rise perpendicular\)
rirom

the sea to the altitude of six and seven hundred feet, an

show most singular contortions of stratm of which tap
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Beaufort has given a sketch. On the low parts of the shore

a breccia, compounded 6f gravel, sand, and fragments of

quartz cemented in a calcareous paste, sometimes presents

a hard unyielding, beach. The singular effects produced by
the rapid deposition of calcareous matter are noticed by
Captain Beaufort at a place on the coast called Laara, near

the outlet of the river Catarrhactes, and he refers for similar

instances to Chandler s description of the petrified cascade at

Hierapolis in the valley of the Maeander.
The limestone formation seems to prevail in the high

ranges on the north side of Asia Minor ; and, according to

M. Fontanier, the mountains which bound the east side of

the valley of Siwas exhibit calcareous rocks at the base,

covered on the south slope by enormous masses of gypsum,
in which the rain, by infiltration, hollows out numerous
caverns ; the waters, loaded with sulphate of lime, run off

along the calcareous mass beneath, and, forming a lake in

the plain of Siwas, discharge the discoloured streams into

the hitherto pure waters of the Kizil Ermak. In the
mountains on the route from Kara Hissar to Siwas this tra-

veller ohserved, between Andras and Tchiftlik, the limestone

of the Pyrenees alternating wi(h serpentine; above the

older limestone he remarked a more recent formation con-

taining* pectens with radii four inches long (p. 138). Be-
tween Siwas and Tocat, we remark the prevalence of lime-

stone, though other rocks appear also ; and the same may
be remarked of the neighbourhood of Amasia. In going
on the west route from Amasia, Fontanier remarks between
Marcivan and Haggi-Kevi ' a plain of granite :' as the

word granite is often rather vaguely used, and as the in-

formation does not go beyond what we have stated, it is

difficult to know exactly what is meant. Malte-Brun's
remark, • that from the Sangarius to the Halys we meet
wilh nothing but granite rocks,' is absurd, and contrary to

well-known facts. In the neighbourhood of Tossia, west of

the Halys, and on the route to Constantinople, Fontanier

marks his ' secondary limestone and chalk.' The moun-
tains above Boli, the antient Hadrianopolis, which lies far-

ther west on the same route, arc of • a white calcareous ma-
terial, with veins of black, and susceptible of a fine polish.'

(Fontanier.) In fact we may trace the limestones of Asia
Minor from the neighbourhood of Trebizond to the island of

Marmara, in the sea of the same name, which derives its

denomination from its quarries of marble. There is no
doubt that Asia Minor presents one of the most extensive

deposits of calcareous matter in the world. The marble
quarries of Synnada, from which the wealthy Romans im-
ported large blocks to their capital, are in the very centre of

the peninsula at the north-western extremity of the basins of

the interior lakes.

Asia Minor abounds in mineral wealth, as we know both

from antient writers and from its commerce at the present

day. The Chalybes, in the north-east angle, near the coast,

were known in the earliest ages as the workers of metals
;

and the same region is still the great mining district of the

peninsula. But it is only in the mountains of the northern

portions of the peninsula that we are acquainted with the

working of mines; nor, as far as we know, do any writers

speak of them in the great southern range of Taurus, a

region that belongs to the terra incognita of the world.

Copper is worked near Trebizond, Siwas, Niksar, Amasia,
Samsoun on the Black Sea, and numerous other places.

Fontanier mentions a mine also at Maden in Karamania.
Lead in combination with silver is found at Gurcouteh, Hus-
seinabad and other places (Fontanier, p. 254) ; and lead not

worked is said to be found near Kara Hissar, which stands

on the great eastern branch of the antient Iris. Unieh on
the coast east of Samsoun exports rock alum : in the time

of Strabo the cinnabar mines of Olgassys were worked,

though we believe they are now no longer known ; and the

gold sands of Pactolus washed down from the range of

Tmolus once helped to fill the treasures of the Lydian

kings.
The political history of Asia Minor forms a large chapter

in the history of the world. Its position on the western

frontier of Asia has rendered it the seat of numerous
struggles for sovereignty; its extent of sea-coast at one

epoch developed its maritime capabilities, and the diversi-

fied nature of its surface has in all ages saved many of its

inhabitants from the dominion of the conqueror. Herodotus

informs us that in his day (between n.c. 488 and 400) this

peninsula contained thirty nations (e*Si/ea), which attested

the numerous revolutions it had already undergone.

Though there might not be thirty peoples essentially dis-

tinct in physical character and language, we can have no
doubt that conquest and colonization had in the time of
Herodotus given this country as varied a population as it

now possesses. The Phrygians claimed the highest preten-
sions to antiquity of any of the inhabitants of Asia Minor

;

next to them the Lydians, under Croesus, became the rulers

of the country from the iEgean to the Halys, at that time
the western boundary of the empire of the Medes. But
before the Lydian kingdom attained any strength, Greek
colonies from European Greece had occupied a large part of
the western coast of the peninsula, and established them-
selves firmly along this seabord. In course of time the colo-

nies of this nation spread northward along the shores of the
Euxine as far as Trapezus, and on the southern coast, though
apparently at a later period, as far as the Gulf of Issus.

Many of the Greek cities of the interior, whose fine re-

mains we still admire, were not built till after the age of
Alexander, and some of them received their greatest embel-
lishment under the Roman emperors. But between the
empire of the Lydians and Medes, and the establishment
of Greek kingdoms by the successors of Alexander, Asia
Minor, which had before been ravaged by barbarians from
the east, had to endure for two centuries the yoke of the
Persians. The dominion of this nation, originally of nomadic
habits, in its form of government, and the unfavourable
effects of its political system, very much resembled the
Turkish sway in the days of its former vigour ; and, indeed,
in the present decline of the Turkish power, the parallel may
still be continued. The Persians never reduced the mountain
tribes of Taurus to obedience, as we see in the case of the
Pisidians ; nor was their government more than nominal
over the tribes ofthe north-east parts, with whom we become
acquainted in the Anabasis of Xenophon. • Under the Ro-
man dominion, the peninsula attained the most uniform
and settled state, and no doubt also the most prosperous
condition that it has ever yet enjoyed. The decline of that
power, and the feeble sway of the eastern empire, laid open
the country to new invasion from the east, and the Mussul-
mans began to establish themselves in some of the eastern
parts of the peninsula, about b.c. 700. When the first

crusaders, under Peter the Hermit, landed near Nicaoa in
1096, they found the Turks in possession of this part of
Asia, and separated from th^ capital of Alexis only by the
waters of the Propontis and the Bosporus. The Turks had
then become numerous in Asia Minor, and the population
must for some centuries have been gradually undergoing
a change. The wild incursions of the crusaders scarcely

left a trace behind them in the peninsula ; nor could the in-

vasion of the Tatars under Timur, which resulted in the vic-

tory of Angora over Bajazet in 1402, and the subsequent
capture of Smyrna, produce any permanent effect, though
the entrance of so numerous an army must have somewhat
modified the population of Asia. The political condition of
the country at the present day is as unsettled as ever it was

;

and within the last year we have seen an army march from
the banks of the Nile to the neighbourhood of the Bosporus,
and the sultan of Constantinople, in alarm, call in the aid
of Russian troops and French diplomacy to stop the pro-
gress of the Egyptian arms. The Porte has yielded the
Pashalick of Adana, a large part of which is a fertile

country, rich in timber, corresponding apparently to the an-
tient Level Cilicia, and with it the command of the moun-
tain-passes, which will henceforward probably be crossed

by an invader whenever a convenient opportunity offers.

On the north-eastern frontier, the Russian is become the
neighbour of the sultan ; and thus, both in the European
and Asiatic continent, successful revolution on one side,

and invasion on the other, have hemmed the once-dreaded
Ottoman within much narrower limits.

The principal component parts of the population of Asia
Minor at present are, in the towns and villages, Turks,
Greeks, Armenians, and Jews. The population that does

not belong to the towns is of a nomadic, and probably of a
very mixed character ; they are generally classed under the
denomination of Turcomans, and are sometimes confounded
with the Curds, who are really a different people. It is not
unlikely, however, that the Curds have spread westward
from the mountains of Curdistan proper, and have been
mingled with Turks and Turcomans on the west side of the

Euphrates as far as Siwas. (For further information on
Asia Minor, see Rennet's Geography of Western Asia, and
his Map ; Leake's Journal of a Tour in Asia Minor, with

No. 63.
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the numerous authorities referred to by both; Fontanier,

Voyages en Orient.)

ANATOMICO, a town of western Greece, or antient

iEtolia. It is built on a rocky island in the midst of the

lagoons, or salt-marshes, which form part of the gulf of

Mesolunghi, 38° 40' N. lat. 21° 35' E. long. It surrendered

in March, 1826, to the Egyptian troops under Ibrahim
Pasha, and its capture, together with that of the islet of

Vassiladi, which was the advanced post of Mesolunghi, con-

tributed to the fall of the latter place, which happened in

the following April. The inhabitants of Anatolico, about
2000 in number, were sent free to Arta, in Epirus, and were
allowed to take with them such personal property as they

could carry. Anatolioo belongs now to the new kingdom
of Greece. The fishermen of the lagoons of Anatolico use

canoes, which they call monoxyla, (single pieces of wood,)

formed of the hollow trunks of trees.

ANATOMY, from a Greek term (dvoTo/ti;), which lite-

rally signifies ' the separation of a thing into parts by cut-

ting ;* the term anatomy is used to signify, particularly, dis-

section, or knowledge acquired by dissection. Anatomy is

at once an art and a science ; an art, inasmuch as the pur-

suit of it requires skilful manipulation ; and a science, inas-

much as certain general principles are deducible from it.

The object of anatomy is to ascertain the structure of orga-

nised bodies. Of the two great kingdoms of nature, the inor-

ganic and the organic, it comprehends the whole range of the

latter. Like the organized kingdom itself, it forms two

divisions, the one including the structure ofplants—vegetable

anatomy ; the other the structure of animals—animal ana-

tomy. Animal anatomy is divided into comparative and
human ; comparative anatomy includes an account of the

structure of all classes of animals, excepting that of man
;

human anatomy is restricted to an account of the structure of

man only. Human anatomy is subdivided into descriptive,

general, and pathological. Descriptive anatomy com-
prehends a description of all the various parts or organs of

the human body, together with an account of their situation,

connexions, and relations, as these circumstances exist in

the natural and sound, or, as it is technically termed, the

normal condition of the body. The human stomach, for ex-

ample, is composed of a number of membranes, which are

united in a particular manner ; a number of blood-vessels

which are derived from particular arterial trunks ; a num-
ber of nerves which proceed from a particular portion of

the brain and spinal cord ; a number of absorbent vessels

and so on * moreover, this organ is always placed in a par-

ticular cavity of the body, and is always found to have
certain specific connexions or relations with other organs.

The anatomy of the human stomach comprehends an ac-

count of all the particulars of this kind, which are uniformly

found to concur in all human bodies in which the confor-

mation is regular or natural ; and so of every othor organ of

the body : and because such an exposition of the structure of

the various organs includes a description of all the circum-
stances that relate to their organization, it is called descrip-

tive anatomy.
After the study of the human body in this mode has

been carried to a certain extent, with a certain degree of

success, it necessarily gives origin to a second division of the

science, that termed gbnhral anatomy. It is found, that

many of the circumstances which belong to any one organ,

belong at the same time to several organs ; and that thus
several individual circumstances are common to many or-

gans. Of the membranes, for example, of which it has
been stated that the stomach is composed, some are com-
mon to it and to the intestines, to the bladder, to the uterus,

to the air-passages, and so on. In like manner with respect

to any one of these membranes, when its structure is care-

fully examined, it is found that in many points its organiza-

tion is exactly similar to that of all other membranes. This
view extended leads to further important and interesting

results. All the arteries of the body, whatever their situa-

tion, size, or office, are found to be composed essentially of

the same substances, disposed in nearly the same order and
form. All the veins have, in like manner, a structure

essentially the same. All the absorbent vessels, all vessels

of every kind, all the bones, muscles, and nerves, the whole
external covering of the body or the skin, widely as these

various structures differ from each other, present no ma-
terial difference as far as regards the organization of each
particular class. Hence various organs of the body are dis-

~*ed into what are called common systems, and these com-

mon systems are' said to consist of common substance* or

tissues. All the vessels, for example, are collected and ar-

ranged under one common class, called the vascular system:

in like manner, all the bones are collected and arranged under

another class, called the osseous system ; all the muscles

under another, called the muscular system ; all the nerves

under another, called the nervous system, and so on. The
material that enters into the composition of each of these

systems consists of a substance o/ a peculiar nature ; but

as this substance is more or less generally diflused over

the whole body, entering as a constituent element into the

various organs, it is termed a common substance, or tissue,

What is termed the common cellular tissue, for example,

is the substance of which all the membranes and vessels

of the body are composed ; the muscular tissue is the sub-

stance of which all the muscles are composed ; the nervous

tissue is the substance of which all the nerves are composed

:

and thus, the structure of the body, analysed in this mode,

innumerable and complex as the substances appear to be

of which it consists, is ultimately reduced to a very few

simple materials, by the combination and modification of

which all the different animal substances are produced. That

part of anatomy which displays those common substances,

and which describes all tnat relates to these differences,

analogies, combinations, and so on, is termed General

Anatomy. Descriptive and general anatomy, then, include

an account of the structure of the body as it exists in the

state of health. But there is no organ of the body, and no

tissue which enters into its composition, which is not sub-

ject to disease ; in consequence of disease, the regular or

natural structure of the component substances of the body

becomes changed in a great variety of modes. That part

of anatomy which displays these diseased or morbid

changes, and which describes all tlie circumstances re-

lating to them, is called Pathological or Morbid Ana-

tomy. We may say thon, that descriptive anatomy com

prehends an account of all the parts or organs of the body

as they exist in the state of health; general anatomy

comprehends an account of all the separate substances of

which those organs are composed, not as these substances

exist combined in organs, but as they form distinct and

peculiar substances; pathological anatomy comprehends

an account of all the changes of structure produced by dis-

ease, whether in individual organs, or in the primitive or

common substances of which these organs are composed.

It is obviously impossible to include in a single article a

subject so wide as this. However concise the descriptions

under each head might be, it would necessarily swell the

account to such a length, as to be incompatible with the

plan of the present work. We must, therefore, satisfy our-

selves with referring to the separate heads under which the

topics comprehended in this subject will be treated. In the

mean time, we offer a few observations illustrative of the

nature and value of the science of anatomy.
1

.

In the first place, anatomy is the basis of physiology.

It is the object of anatomy to ascertain structure ; it is the

object of physiology to ascertain function. An organ is

constructed in such a manner as to fit it to perform a

certain action ; the action cannot be understood unless the

structure be known; and, often, the structure cannot be

known without directly leading to a knowledge of the

action. Until the art of anatomy began to be cultivated,

the science of physiology was without existence. In pro-

portion as anatomy has been practised, physiology has

advanced.
2. In the second place, anatomy and physiology are the

basis of the science of medicine. Disease, which it is the

object of the physician to detect and to cure, is denoted by

disordered function ; disordered function cannot be under-

stood without a knowledge of healthy function; healthy

ftinctiom cannot be understood without a knowledge of

structure; and structure cannot be understood unless it

bo examined. The organs in which the most important

functions have their seat are placed in the interior of the

body, and are completely concealed from the view. There

are no means of ascertaining their situation and connexion.

much less their nature and operation, excepting that of in-

specting the interior of the body. As the most important

functions have their seat in organs which are placed in the

interior of the body, so those internal organs are also the

seats of the most frequent and fatal diseases. Consequently.

an accurate acquaintance with the situation of these omnns

s indispensable in order to ascertain the seats of disease;
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out ai these organs are completely concealed from the

view, it follows that their situation cannot be learnt without

the study of anatomy. In several regions of the body,

organs the most different in structure and function are

placed close to each other. Diseases the most diversified,

requiring not only not the same, but opposite treat-

ment, may consequently exist in the same region of the

body. Without the accurate discrimination of these dis-

eases, it is often impossible to save life ; but the discrimina-

tion of these diseases is absolutely impossible without that

knowledge which the study of anatomy only can impart.

It has been justly observed, that one consideration, which
shows in a striking light the importance of anatomical
knowledge in leading to the detection of disease, is, that the

seat of pain is often at a distance from the affected organ.

In disease of the liver, pain is generally felt at the top of

the right shoulder, because a nerve which goes to the liver

is united with a nerve which supplies the shoulder. In
disease of the lung, there is often no pain in the lung, but
much uneasiness at the top of the windpipe. In disease

of the hip-joint, there is often no pain in the hip, but severe

pain at the knee. In all these cases, the attention is apt

to be carried away from the real seat of the malady. Even
in the present day, abundance of practitioners apply their

remedies to the seat of the pain, wholly ignorant of the

true seat of the disease : mistakes of this kind, often fatal,

are inevitable without a knowledge of anatomy, while with
that knowledge they are scarcely possible.

3. If the knowledge of anatomy be thus obviously im-
portant to the physician, it is still more manifest that it

must be indispensable to the surgeon. Without a minute
and exact knowledge of the structure, situation, and relation

of organs, the surgeon cannot proceed a single step in the
practice of his art without the most imminent peril. Many
opportunities will occur in the course of this work of illus-

trating this truth ; but perhaps the most striking proofs of

it are afforded under the heads Amputation, Aneurism,
Hemorrhage, Hkunia, and Lithotomy. It has been
justly stated, that no one can form an adequate concep-
tion but those who have witnessed it, of the confusion and
terror occasioned by the sight of a human being from whose
body the blood is gushing in torrents, and which none of

the spectators are able to relieve. In all such eases, there

is one thing proper to be done, the prompt performance of

which is generally as certainly successful, as the neglect of
it is inevitably fatal. It is impossible to conceive a more
terrible situation than that of a medical man who knows
not what to do on such an emergency. But the antient

surgeons were constantly placed in this situation ; and the

dread inspired by it retarded the progress of surgery more
than all other causes put together. Not only were they pre-

vented through terror from interfering with the most painful

and destructive diseases whichexperience has proved to be ca-

pable of safe and easy removal, but in general they were afraid

to cut even the most trivial tumour. They never thought of

amputating until the limb had mortified, and the dead had
separated from the living parts ; and being ignorant of the

means of stopping haemorrhage, they were afraid to cut into

the living flesh. But surgeons now know that there is one
simple and effectual means of stopping hemorrhage, namely,
compression of the bleeding vessel If pressure be made
on the trunk of an artery, though blood be flowing from a

thousand branches given off from it, the bleeding will

immediately cease. Should the situation of the artery be
such as to allow of effectual external pressure, nothing
further is requisite ; the pressure being applied, the bleed-

ing is staunched at once : should the situation of the vessel

place it beyond the reach of external pressure, it is neces-

sary to out down upon it, and to secure it by the application

of a ligature. Pari may be pardoned for supposing that

he was led to the discovery of this invaluable remedy by
the inspiration of the Deity. By means of it the most
formidable operations may be undertaken with the utmost
confidence, because the wounded vessels can be secured

the moment they are cut : by the same means, the most
frightful haemorrhages may be effectually stopped; and
even when the bleeding is so violent as to threaten imme-
diate death, it may often be averted by the simple expedient

of placing the finger upon the wounded vessel until there

is time to tie it. But it is obvious that none of these ex-

pedients can be employed, and that these bleedings can
neither be checked at the moment, nor permanently stopped,

without such a knowledge of the course of the trunks and

branches of vessels, as can be acquired only by the study
of anatomy.
The importance of pathological or morbid anatomy will

be readily understood. What are called symptoms are signs
of disordered functions ; disordered functions are the conse-
quences of irregular or diseased actions ; irregular or dis-

eased actions, after they have continued for a certain time,
produce a change in the structure of the organs in which
they have their seat Certain disordered actions produce
certain specific changes, modified indeed by a great variety
of circumstances, which to a considerable extent are ascer-

tainable and ascertained. The medical practitioner, who has
an opportunity of comparing the symptom or the external
sign, which he observed during life, with the morbid change
of structure visible on inspection of the diseased organ after

death, learns with exactness what the external sign denotes,
that is, what state of the internal organ it expresses. More-
over, the external sign may not have been obtrusive, and yet
it may have been present. It is to this comparison of the
symptoms of disease during life, with the diseased changes
of structure visible in the organs after death, constituting
morbid anatomy, that we owe all the exact knowledge of
disease which is at present possessed. There is not a single
internal malady, the precise nature of which is now known,
which has not been brought to light by morbid anatomy.
The diseases, the precise nature of which still remains un-
discovered, arc those, the seats ofwhich there have been few
opportunities of inspecting after death, or in which the
morbid changes produced in the organs are so slight or
transient as hitherto to have eluded detection. Nor is there
any probable means by which the true nature of such dis-

eases can ever become better known than that of increasing
the facilities of examining the condition of the organs im-
mediately after death. An effectual remedy for a disease
may not indeed be discovered when the exact nature of it is

ascertained ; but the discovery of the exact nature of a dis-

ease puts the physieian in the right path in searching after

the cure, and at all events teaches him what will be useless,

and what mischievous. Hence a clearer apprehension of
the nature of a disease has always preceded an improved
treatment of it. If the plan of the present work admitted of
the requisite details, it would be instructive to show how
uniformly every exact and certain method of cure has fol-

lowed and been founded upon that knowledge of disease

which has been brought to light by the inspection of the
organs after death. Compare, for example, the knowledge
which enlightened physicians now have of fever, and the
success which attends their treatment of it, with the dark-
ness which rested on this malady, and the inertness or mis-
chievousness of the remedies employed in it only a few
years ago. A physician who understands fever, as far as
the nature of this malady has been actually elucidated, can
tell at the bedside of the sick with astonishing accuracy
what internal organs are in a state of diseased action

;

what the kind of diseased action is in each ; what the pro-
bable progress of it will be, that is, what morbid change of
structure or organic disease it is its natural tendency to pro-

duce, and must inevitably produce, if it be allowed to hold on
its course without bein» checked. To this extent his know-
ledge places the physician in the position in which he would
be if the body or his patient were transparent, and he could
actually see the processes that are going on in the internal

organs. Having this knowledge, he knows with exactness
what to attempt by the remedies which he employs : among
numberless remedies he knows which to choose as being the
best fitted to accomplish the end in view ; his remedy being
chosen, he knows the proper strength, the proper time, the
proper frequency, in a word, the proper mode in which to

exhibit it—that is, he knows how to exhibit it in the dose and
form the best adapted to the actual condition of the organ
which it is his object to relieve. He does not work in the
dark. He has a definite purpose to accomplish, and an in-

strument of known power with which to compass his pux-
pose. He even anticipates events ; stops diseased processes

at the very commencement
;
prevents morbid changes of

structure, which, if once produced, too often prove incurable.

The consequence is, that in a disease which above all others
attacks the greatest number of the most important organs,
his interference, as far as it has any influence, is conserva-
tive ; he sees the impending danger and averts it ; he pro-

tects the vital organs from a shock, which, but for him,
would be fatal to them, while the very remedies employed
by the ignorant practitioner increase that shock, and concur

3 S 2
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with the disease in producing death. The great distinction

between the enlightened and the ignorant physician is, that

the former knows the state of the internal organs, and
adapts his remedies to that state ; while the latter knows
nothing of the morbid processes that are going on, and pre-

scribes for a fancy or a name. Compare, in like manner,
the knowledge which enlightened physicians now have of

the diseases of childhood, with the obscurity in which the

diseases of this period of life were formerly involved. Take,
as an example, the knowledge now possessed of the true

nature of a malady which used to be exceedingly frequent

and almost uniformly fatal among children, namely, water

in tbe brain. A child screamed out suddenly whilst at play.

A change was observed in the child's countenance. A
physician was sent for in alarm. He found the child rest-

less, irritable, Hushed, constantly moving its head on the

pillow, the skin hot, and the pulse quick. In a few days
the pulse became slow and intermittent; the child from
being in a state of constant restlessness, attended with an
occasional sudden shriek, fell into stupor; vomiting was
often superadded ; and in a day or two more, the pulse

having become again extremely rapid, the child expired in

convulsions. Such is the brief history of the attack, pro-

gress, and termination of a malady which used to destroy

hundreds of children, and often individual after individual of

the same family. But was the history of the disease really

thus brief, and its progress really thus rapid ? On the con-

trary, the concourse of symptoms was in fact exceedingly

numerous, and their progress remarkably slow. The disease,

at the point of time at which the history of it is here taken
up, appeared to be seated solely in the head. The head,

however, is the last part affected ; the brain suffered en-

tirely in consequence of its sympathy with other and distant

organs. The disease commences in the abdomen. The
child, long before it gave that ominous scream, had been
fretful, hot, feverish, either without appetite or with vora-

cious appetite, and those states of the appetite alternating

with each other; either with a constipated or a relaxed

state of the bowels, and those states also alternating with

each other, the stools meantime being always unnatural,

and the belly always tumid, hard, and oftentimes tender.

These symptoms, because they did not lay the child pro-

strate upon its bed, were overlooked, or deemed of no con-

sequence. But at last, from the total failure of all the

means employed to save the ehild when the symptoms
of brain disease came on, physicians began to take ano-
ther view of the matter. They availed themselves of every

opportunity they could obtain of inspecting the bodies

of the children who died of this terrible malady. In
the brain they found water indeed, but often only in

very small quantity, and sometimes scarcely any; while
there were always signs of inflammation, and, in general,

signs of recent and active inflammation, in contradistinc-

tion to the signs which denote inflammation of a slow or

chronic character. On looking farther, they found still

more striking appearances of disease in the abdomen ; ap-

pearances which denoted a disease of a slowly but con-
stantly progressive character—the source of irritation to the
whole system—an irritation not perceptibly yet uniformly
increasing day by day. The real nature of the malady was
now disclosed. The first appearances of disease were ob-

served ; the disease was attacked before it had time to be
developed ; the remedy was applied to the true seat of the
malady, the abdomen, and not to the head, which as yet
remained unaffected. Under early and judicious treatment,

the head thus almost always remained unaffected ; and now
water of the brain in children is an exceedingly rare disease,

hardly ever coming on but in neglected cases of disordered
bowels—cases neglected on account of a more than ordi-

nary degree of ignorance or inattention on the part of the
mother or the nurse. This is an example of the manner in

which an examination of the body, after death, has led to

the detection of the true seat and nature of diseases ; and
it is but one example. A similar account might be given
of almost every disease, the seat and nature of which are
clearly and certainly understood.

It cannot be necessary to say more in illustration of the
necessity of inspecting the body after death. The aversion
to the dissection of the human Body, which has hitherto pre-
vailed in all ages and nations, is one among the many and
grievous evils inflicted on man by superstition. It is the pro-
gress of civilization to change this aversion into respect and
gratitude, A remarkable proofof this has been recently given

by the legislature of our own country. The British legis-

lature had already acquired a bad notoriety amoog the

civilized nations of Europe, for allowing the continuance of

a barbarous practice of a barbarous age—for permitting the

schools of anatomy to be supplied with subjects for dissec-

tion by the odious means of exhumation . At length Scot-

land first, and afterwards England, gave an appalling lesson

to the government of the consequences that sometimes

follow its own criminal indifference to the public good.

When roused from this lethargy by the appearance of a

new species of crime, the possibility of which had been fore-

seen, and even the probability of the perpetration of which

had been predicted, the legislature began to make a pro-

vision for the cultivation of anatomy. A part of the public

press, conducted by minds base and vulgar, and, therefore,

ready to seize occasions for exciting kindred passions,

endeavoured to raise a clamour among the people against

the purpose of the government The attempt was a signal

failure. Few had been previously aware of the extension

of just views on this subject among the mass of the

people. There was a profound and universal impression

of the usefulness, nay, the indispensable necessity, of

anatomy. The destination of his own body to the purpose

of public dissection by the philosopher,* was scarcely re-

garded with wonder by the mechanic or even the labourer,

though it excited a feeling of deep respect in both. At

this moment there is scarcely a woman in the lowest rank

who would not be ashamed to refuse permission to her

medical attendant to examine the dead body of her hus-

band or child. We trust enough has been said to show

to every woman, of whatever rank, that the institution of

such an examination is the paramount duty of the medical

man ; and to teach her that the practitioner, who is not

anxious to avail himself of this means of extending his

information and correcting his errors, is either too ignorant

to appreciate the value ofnis best guide in the doubtful and

difficult path he has to tread, or too much absorbed in a

money-getting art to practise his profession as a science.

(See Use of the Dead to the Living, by Dr. Southwood

Smith ; Lecture delivered over the Remain* of Jeremy

Bentham, Esq., in the Webb Street School of Anatomy and

Medicine, by the same Author; Coopers Dictionary 0/

Practical Surgery, Art Haemorrhage, &c.)

ANA'TOMY, COMPARATIVE. The term « anatomy,

as we have seen in the preceding article, is chiefly applied

to the science which determines the nature and relations of

the various organs of the human body. A general term is

here used in a restricted sense. On the other hand, when

we would express the extension of the science of anatomy

to the whole animal creation, we employ the general- term

with the addition of the word ' comparative/ This anomaly

has doubtless proceeded from the circumstance that, till

within a very recent period, the study of animal structure

was almost exclusively confined to the human subject; and

that even zoologists were contented with inquiring into the

functions of animals, instead of determining the character

of the organs which were connected with those functions.

By the term comparative anatomy, then, we understand

the science which conveys to us a knowledge of^the dif-

ferences in the structure and organization of the whole

animal kingdom in all its classes, orders, and species.

It is evident that a science possessing such an exten-

sive range must be exceedingly imperfect; especially

when it is borne in mind that scarcely half a century has

elapsed since the first attempts were made to simplify
«
by

systematizing, its almost infinite details. It has, however,

made sufficient progress, not only to have furnished the

most important aids to the study of human anatomy ana

physiology, but to have supplied a secure and broad foun-

dation for all zoological knowledge, both as regards existing

and extinct races. As the basis of modern zoology, com-

parative anatomy presents a subject of the highest interest.

• By a will, dated at for back as the year 1769. Mr. Bentham, then a^youn*

man, left his body fur public direction. The reason %t that time —W*0
^'

J

this is expressed in the following remarkable words :—'
This my *™ »™

special request I make, not out of affectation of singularity, but to the iwej

.

and with the desire, that mankind may reap some small benefit in ami 7

my decease, having hitherto had small opportunities to contributejnerr
^

while living/ By a memorandum attixed to this document. it w clear u«

had undergone his revision only two months before his death, V™» l

,,];

and that this part of it was again deliberately oncL solemnly «™»""*°;
„,„,

body he devised to his physician, who was also hi* disctole and nww.

delivered a public lecture over it; tho body was th-en u*ed in U»e sna

school in illustration of a course of lectures to stud* «ts m anatoj"> :'
tm0 fa.

ton and head, together with several of the organs, s»re preserved, mc

nwr constituting one of the most beautiful preparations crer nww,
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Confining ourselves to this point of view, we shall endeavour
to exhibit a few very general, and consequently imperfect,
notions of the principles of the science, as they are applied
to a systematic arrangement of the animal kingdom.
In its connexion with zoology the universal knowledge of

animal structure is properly called comparative ; for it is

the object of the science to establish thofee analogies in or-

ganization, which are to determine the separation of the
vast number of beings that compose the animal kingdom,
into classes, orders, and species. Without a knowledge of
anatomical structure, at once the most minute and the most
extensive, arbitrary distinctions would almost entirely pre-
vail in the classification of species ; and if we follow the
history of systematic arrangement, we shall find that it

began with the rudest and most empirical divisions, and did
not assume the precision of a science until a knowledge of
the organs, producing certain actions, took the place of the
mere observation ofthe functions ofanimals without reference
to their organs. The most ordinary observation of mankind
would enable them to arrange animals into three great
classes, according to their faculties of locomotion, and the
general character of the place of their movements; and
thus all beings would naturally be divided into those which
swim in the water, those which fly in the air, and those
which only walk on the earth. A more precise investigation

would, however, show extreme differences between animals
possessing the same sphere of locomotion. For instance,

the great external differences of structure and habit would
point out, amongst the inhabitants of the air, the necessity

of forming two distinct groups, birds and insects ; and the
same degrees of difference, in terrestrial animals, would
divide those which walk from those which creep. This
observation of actions became connected with the observa-
tion of external organs : it was found that a large group
of terrestrial beings might be separated from the rest of the
animal world according to the number of their feet—from
the birds who possess two feet, the insects who possess six,

and the serpents who move without feet—by the name of
quadruped, or four-footed. It was thus that the five great
classes were established, of quadrupeds, birds, serpents,

fishes, and insects.

When zoology assumed the character of a science, and
ceased to be only a crude collection of isolated facts, (and
this was not attempted before the labours ofourown illustrious

Ray,) it was gradually perceived that the most important
class, that of quadrupeds, was a very unsatisfactory division.

A cow was a quadruped, and so was a tortoise ; but the one
was covered with hair, the other with scales; the one
produced its young fully formed and nourished them, the
other laid eggs, ror some time these contradictions were
not reconciled, till science stepped in with the distinction of
viviparous quadrupeds, and oviparous quadrupeds. In the
first editions of the Systema Naturce, Linnsous thus divided

the animal kingdom: viviparous quadrupeds, birds, am-
phibia, (since changed for reptiles, and including serpents
and oviparous quadrupeds,) fishes, insects, and worms.
Nearly twenty years after the system of Linn®us had been
given to the world, Brisson, a distinguished French natu-
ralist, separated the cetaceous animals, or whales, from the
fishes, and placed them next to the viviparous quadrupeds.
He saw the anomaly of classing them with fishes, knowing
that they suckled their young, and were in many other im-
portant characteristics of organization similar to the highest
class in the animal kingdom. Linnaeus acknowledged the
importance of the distinction, and he even carried the prin-

ciple farther than Brisson. He rejected the old division of
quadruped, which excluded man at one extremity of the
scale and the cetacea at the other ;—and he adopted the
name mammalia, which, expressing the mode in which the
young of viviparous animals are nourished, makes this great
distinction determine the first class of the animal creation.

Up to a certain point, and that reaching to the most im-
portant classes of animals, the system of Linnaeus, thus
amended, was strictly formed upon a view of the great cha-
racteristics of anatomical structure. The birds were sepa-
rated from the mammalia by the evident distinction in their

mode of producing and nourishing their young ; although
the two classes were similar in possessing the heart with
two ventricles and two auricles, and having each warm and
red blood : the amphibia (or reptiles), respiring by lungs,

were separated from the fishes, breathing by gills ; although
the two classes had each a heart with one ventricle and one
auricle, and the blood of each was cold and red. So far the

arrangement of Linnaeus, with regard to the four highest
classes of animals, has been preserved by Cuvier especially,

and other naturalists, who have endeavoured strictly to

arrange the animal kingdom with reference to the organiza-

tion of every species. These four classes have been subse-
quently formed into one great family of vertebrated animals

;

and all the lower classes have been comprised in a second
family of invertebrated.

When we come to the invertebrated division, we find that
the two classes of Linnaeus, the insects and the worms, very
imperfectly expressed the great differences in the various
groups into which so many hundreds and thousands of

species might be resolved, when they were viewed with re-

ference to their structure. Cuvier, the most distinguished
comparative anatomist that has ever appeared, applied him-
self to the removal of these omissions and contradictions.

He commenced his great task of classifying the inverte-

brated animals in 1795, and completed his system in 1812.

The principle upon which he proceeded was that of seeking
some larger and more comprehensive arrangement than
that of classes ; and he accordingly laid down the following

general table of the animal kingdom :

—

Vertebrated animal./. ( VertebrSs. )

Molluscous animals. (Mollusques.)

Articulated animals. (Artictdes.)

Radiated animals. {Rayonnis.)

The first division, as we have before mentioned, compre-
hends the mammalia, birds, reptiles, and fishes of Linnaeus.

The second comprises those animals with shells that formed
a portion of the worms of the old classification. The third

includes all the insects of the same classification, and others

that were formerly treated as worms ; and the fourth, all the

animals descending in the scale of being, including the
remainder of the chaotic class of worms.
As the classification of Cuvier essentially depends upon

organization, it may be desirable, in this place, to present a
further Table of the System, in its extension to classes :

—

Four divisions,

(Embranchei
ions. I

emens.yi

Divisions.

Firstdivision.

VERTED RATA.
Four classes.

Twenty-seven orders. I

Second division.

MOLLUSCA.
Six classes.

Fifteen orders.

Third division.

ARTICULATA.
Four classes.

Twenty-four orders.

Fuurth division.

RADIATA.
Five classes.

Eleven order*.

Number
of Orders. Examples.

8 Man, Whale.

6

4

9

1

Eagle, Duck.

Tortoise, Frog.

Whiting, Lamprey

Nautilus.

1 Clio.

9

S

1

1

Snail, Limpet.

Oyster.

Liugula.

Barnacle.

3 Leech.

7 Crab.

S Spider.

IS

S

Beetle, Butterfly.

Starfish.

9'

9*
Tape-worm.

Actinia.

3

9

Sponge.

Monas.

Classes.

I. Mammalia.

9. Avks.

3. Kbptilia.

4. PlSCKg.

1. Ckpiialopoda.

9. Ptkropoda.

3. Gasteropoda.

4. Ackphala.

5. Brachiopoda.

6. ClRROOPODA.

1. axnklida.

9. Crustacea.

3. Arachvida.

4. Inskcta.

1. EcniWODKRMA.

9. ixtkstina.

3. acalkpha.

4. Polypi.

5. Infusoria.

In attempting to estimate the importance, and to point

out the peculiar character, of a system of classification of

the animal kingdom founded upon comparative anatomy,

it will be impossible for us to enter into any minute details,

interesting and instructive as they might be, which have re-

ference to the distinctions of species ; but it may be desirable

to take a rapid view of the leading principles of the larger

zoological arrangements.
The division of vertebrated animals is one winch very

happily marks a chain of affinities, connected with the gra-

dual development of the highest organs and functions. The
vertebral column is the necessary foundation of a skele-

ton : it supports the head ; and the canal, which passes from
one end of it to the other, incloses the common fasciculus of

the nerves, which communicates with the nerves of the

cranium. When we descend to the invertebrated animals,

the skeleton no longer exists ; the bony substance is alto-

gether wanting, or is external, instead of internal ; and the

nervous system assumes an entirely different character, till

it is gradually lost in the mere irritability of the lowest

classes in the scale of animal life.

The organization of the first class of vertebrated animals,
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TUB ANIMAL KIHODOHv-ABRANOSD;ACCORD1MQ TO THE SYSTEM OF CUVIBB.

*/

2 g
a *

1*1
* 5

Class I.

MAMMALIA.
(Mammiferes.)

including Eight Orders.

Class II

AVES,
(Oiseaux.

.

including Six Orders.

Class III.

REPTILIA.
(Reptiles,)

nclnding Four Orders.

Ordm*

j ill Malacopteryi
(MalacopterygTens)[

Branchm Axed

i .- o

* i 1
o p *

f
sis'
ill

5

1

<Jeo*

o
55

g
5

1

Class I.

CEPHALOPODA
(Cephalopodes.)

Class II.

PTEROPODA,
(Pteropodes.)

Glass III
GASTEROPODA,

(Gasteronodes,

)

including Nine Orders.

Class IV.
ACEPHALA,
(Ace whales,)

including Two Orders.

Class V.

llRACtUOPODA,
(Urachiopodes.)

Class VI.
CIRRHOPODA.
(Cirrhopodes.)

Class I,

ANNELIDA,
(Annelides,)

Including Three Orders.

{

.2-1

Compound eyes
placed on pedicles

and moveable.

Eyes sessile and
Immoveable.

Section II.

Entomostracia,
divided into 2 Orders.

. (Entomostraces.)

Class III.

ARACIINIDA.
(Arachnidea,)

iucludiug Two Orders.

Class IV.
INSBCTA.
(Insoctes,)

including Tm eive Orders.

Class I.

ECHINODERMA.
(Eehinodermes,)

including Two Orders.

Class II.

INTESTINA.
(Intestinanx.)

including Two Orders,

Class III.

ACALEPHA,
f AcaU'phcs,)

including Two Orders.

Class IV.

POLYPI
( Pol v pes,)

including Three Orders,

Class V.
INFUSORIA*
nnfii.soirus,)

including T vo Orders.

I.

II.

III.

IV,
V.

VI.
VII.

VIII.

II.'

III.

IV.
V.
VI.

I.

II.

III.

IV.

I,

II.

III.

IV.

V.
VI.

VII.

VIII.
IX.

Blmaua
Quadmmana
Carnivore
Rodentia
Edentata
Pachyderms
Ruminantia
Cetocea

Rapaees
Passeres
Scansores
Gallium
Grallst

Palmipedes

Chelonia
8auria
Ophidia
Batrachia

Acanthopterygii

Abdominals*
SulxbrachiaU
Apedes
Lophobranchll
Plectognathi

8turionee

Selachii

CytlostomJ

(one) Ceplulopoda

(one) Pteropoda

I.

II.

III.

IV.
V.
VI.

VII.
n\\.
IX,

i.

IL

Puliaonia
Nudibrauchia
Infrrobranchta
Trctibraueaia
Ilcfterouoda

Pectin ibranch la

Tubulibraaahia
Scutibranclua
Cyciobranc'tia

Testaeea
Acephala

(one) Brachiopoda

(one) Cirrhopoda

(Bimaaes)
fQuadrumanes)
fCarnasaiers)
(Rongeurs)
fKdeotes)
fPachydcrmes)
(Ruminants)
(Cetaoss)

fCheloniens)
(Saurlens)
(Ophidiens)
(Batraeieaa)

(Acautbopterygiena)

(Abdomraaux)
cSubrachiens)
(Apodca)

(Lophobrauches)
(Pleotognates

(9torioniens)

fSelacieas)
(Cvclostomes, or Suceurs,

(Cephalopodss)

(Pteropodes)

fPulmones)
cNudibranches)
(Inferobrancbes)
(Teotibranchee)
fHeteropodes)
fPectinibrancnes)
(TubuHBranchesf
(Seutihraoches)
V.Cyclobzanches)

(Teataees)
(AcepUates sans Cequillei)

(Brachiopodes)

(Cirrhopodes)

1.

II.

III.

I.

II.

III.

IV.
V.

VI.
VII.

Tumoola
Dorsibrancbia
Abranchia

Decapods
Stomapoda

Amphipoda
Lmmodtpoda
Isojioda

Branchiopoda
iioda

I.

".

I.

II.

III.

IV.
V.
VI.

VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.
XI.

XII.

I.

II.

Poecilopo

Pulmonata
Trachearia

Myriapoda
Thysanoura
Parasita
Snctoria
Coleoptera
Orthoptera
Hemiptcra
Neuroptera
Hymouoptera
Lepidoptera
Rhipipten*
Diptera

Pedicellata

Echiaoderma

Cavitaria
Parenchyma

fTubieolcs)
f Dorsibranclii
(Abronches)

fDecapodes)
(Stomapodes)

(Amphipodes)
(Lemouipotles)
(Isopodes)

(Branchopodes)
(Pcecilopodes)

fPuhnonaires}
(Tracbeennes)

Myrmpodes)
Thysanoures)
Parasites)^

(Suceura)
Celeopteres)
Orthopterea)
Hemipt^res)
Neuropteres)
Hymenopteres)

fLcpidopteres)
(Rhipipteres)
(Dipteres)

fPedicelles)

(Ecbinodermes, Mat m*fe)

(CaviUires)

fa *

I.

II.

III.

Acalepha (simple)

Hydrostatic*

'arenckymateax)

TAcalephes, simples)
(Hydrostatiques)

Actinu
Gelatinosa
CoraUina

Rotifers

tlomogeoea

CCharnus)
(Qelatineux)
(a Polypiers)

(Rotoferes)

(Homogenes)

Man.
Chimpansee.
Hyssna.
Hat.
Armadillo^
Hog.
Cow.
Wbala.

Hawk.
Swallow.
Woodpecker.
Cock.
Heron.
Duck.

Tortoise,
lizard.
Sunk*.
Frog

Sword-Ash,

Salmon.
Whiting.
EeL

Hippocampus
Hun-fish.

Sturgeon.

Ray.
Lamprey.

Nautilus.

Clio australis.

Glaucoa.
LiugueUa.
BairsateRa
Cmrinaoa.
Whelk.
Vermetus.
The Sea-ear
Cliiton.

Oyster.
Aacidia.

Ltngnla Anatma.

Bamaclo.

Amphitrits.
Amphinoms.
Leech.

Gebki Stellata.

Phyllosoma.

Garnmarus.
Whale-Louse.
Aailocra.

Branchipus (Cancer stap*l*,?

Dichelestium.

Phrynua. (Spkler.)

Phalanglum.

Centipede,
Velvet Spring-toil.

Louse.
Flea,
Beetle.
Grasshopper.
Aphis.
Ant-Lion,
Ichneumou-Fly.
Moth.
Xenos.
Gnat

SUr.fish.

Sipunculus.

Ccrebratula. (rdaria)

Ptanoria coranta.

Medusa.
Diphyes.

Green Actraea.

Cristntella.

Coral,

Wheal Anlnsaleuls

Gtoke^Btoalcato.
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the inaramiferes, (mammalia,) presents an Articulated skele-
ton, generally much more perfect than that of the three
other classes of the same division. The greater number
have four articulated limbs, parts of the skeleton ; and all

have a diaphragm between the chest and the abdomen ; a
heart with two ventricles and two auricles ; the blood red
and warm ; lungs filling the cavity of the chest, through
which the blood passes in the course of its circulation.

These are the only viviparous animals, properly speaking.
The distinctions of orders amongst the class of mammalia
is principally derived from the differences in the character
of the limbs and the teeth. The first five orders possess
the commoi. character of having nails at the extremities
(Unguiculata). These animals are therefore possessed,
more or less, of the power of seising upon objects. The
first three orders have also the common character of pos-
sesr.ing the three sorts of teeth ; the canine, the incisive,

and the molar. But the first order (Bimanm, Man) is

distinguished by having hands (that is, four fingers and an
opposable thumb) upon the anterior extremities only j while
the second (Quadrwnana) hare hands at the four ex-
tremities ; and the third (Carnivora ) have no opposable
thumb upon either extremity. The fourth order (Rodentia)
have no canine teeth ; and the fifth {Edentata) no incisive.

The hoofed mammalia (Ungnlata) form two orders, the Pa-
chyderma, and the Ruminantia* These are unfitted, from
the character of their extremities, for seizing upon objects;
they employ them only for locomotion. The eighth order
(Cetacea) have no hind-limbs developed ; and their fore-

limbs are very short, and flattened into the form of fins, by
which they are fitted for an existence in the water, although
it is necessary for them to breathe above the surface.

The second class of vertebrated animals (Birds) have
many parts of their organisation similar to the mammalia.
They have a heart with two ventricles and two auricles

;

warm blood ; the cavity of the cranium wholly filled with
the brain ; and the trunk completely formed by ribs. But,
on the other hand, they are oviparous ; they have no dia-
phragm ; and only the vertebra of the neck and tail are
moveable. The blood of this class passes through the
lungs before its distribution to the other parts of the body

;

but the lungs are not free ; they are attached to the ribs

;

and the external air passes through them in its way to

cavities which are dispersed through the body. It is this

circumstance which gives them the power of flying, that is,

of using their anterior extremities, or wings, whieh stand in

the place of the fore-arms arid fore-legs of the mammalia.
The third class of vertebrated animals (Reptiles) offer, in

their several orders, very considerable differences in their

external characters, and their general habits—much more
so than either of the preceding classes. Some have the
fore-limbs which distinguish the mammalia and birds

;

others have very imperfect rudiments of them; and in

others they are wholly wanting. But they all agree in
having but one ventricle to the heart ; in the coldness of
their blood ; and in their imperfect respiration, consequent
upon a portion of the blood passing through the lungs.

The fourth class of vertebrated animals (Fishes) differ

essentially from the preceding classes. The limbs have
disappeared, and fins supply their place ; the skeleton
is, in many species, very incomplete. They breathe by
gills, or branchial openings, instead of lungs, and they
have consequently neither trachea, larynx, nor voice. The
two great divisions of fishes are the bony and the carti-

laginous. In some of the latter, the peculiar character
derived from the skeleton of the vertebrated animals has
almost disappeared.

When we arrive at the second great family of the animal
kingdom, the Invertebrated—when we endeavour to classify

that vast series of beings, which, possessing no vertebral

column, or skeleton, gradually depart more and more from
what we consider the type of the highest organization

—

we are astonished as much by the extreme differences of
the organs, faculties, and habits, of particular classes, as by
the unbounded variety of the species which those classes

contain. It is in this department of the creation that

zoologists have encountered the greatest difficulties, espe-

cially since they have founded their science upon the dis-

tinctions of anatomical structure. At every step of their

knowledge they have felt how much they have yet to know.
They have, however, established many of the most im-
portant principles and facts.

In all this great family of the invertebrated animals, the

supports of muscular action are not furnished by the in-<

ternal parts of the body ;—none of the classes or species

respire by cellular lungs; none have a voice; and the
nervous system, where any exists, has not its middle part

inclosed in a cavity of bone. These are the preat general
distinctions between the vertebrated and invertebrated

families. But the distinctions between the three divisions

of the invertebrated animals, and the classes even of the

same divisions, are so manifold and important, that we
cannot attempt to furnish any adequate notion even of the
general structure prevailing in each division, and must
content ourselves with the most general outline.

The Molluscous division (Mollusques)—the fleshy bodies

clothed with a shell—have a true circulation of the blood
through arterial and venous vessels ; they respire by
branchitt (gills) ; they have a brain, and possess a nervous
system. Some have the organs of sight and hearing, while
others appear to be limited to those of touch and taste.

Some masticate their food, others can only swallow.

The Articulated division (ArticuUs), although possessing

the common character which is indicated by their name,
are so different in other important particulars of their orga-
nization, that we must briefly point out the leading pecu-
liarities of each class. The Annelida have a long body,
composed of rings; they are unprovided with articulated

feet ; they respire by branchiaa ; have a system of circula-

tion ; and a long, knotted cord connected with the nervous
system. The Crustacea have the body and the limbs
articulated ; the outer covering is bony, as their name im-
plies ; they have a system of circulation ; and they respire

by branchiae. The Arachnida (often confounded with
insects) respire by narrow tracheae, and, not undergoing
any transformations, have always articulated feet, and eyes
in their head. The Insects undergo transformations ; and
have, in their perfect state, two eyes and two antenna? in

the head, six articulated feet, and two trachea?, which
extend through all the body.
When we descend to the last division, the Radiated,

(Rayonntsj) we find that some of the organs which appear
to be essential to life, as we see them developed in the pre-

ceding divisions, do not exist The nervous system, whether
consisting of a spinal cord, or a system of ganglions,
totally disappears ; the sexual system does not appear to

exist; the head, properly so called, is no longer found;
and the organ of sight is extinguished. It is unneces-
sary for us to trace the last degree in the scale of
animal life, to that point when the animal kingdom appears
to lose itself in the vegetable ; and when the investigations of
man, however skilfully conducted, are baffled by the minute-
ness, as well as the number, of the objects which he desires

to examine and to register.

As it may be desirable to refer to the general arrange-

ment by Cuvier of the Animal Kingdom, in Divisions,

Classes, and Orders, we have given, in the opposite page,
a Synoptical View, translated, with some additions, from
the table drawn up by M. Achille Comte.

(See Cuvier, Lecons dAnatomie Comparee; Cuvier,

Ossemens Fbssiles ; Blumenbacb's Manual, by Lawrenoe
and Coulson ; Lamarck, Philosophie Zoologique; Geoffroy

St. Hilaire, Cours de fHistoire Naturelle des Mammifires;
Home's Lectures on Comparative Anatomy.)
ANAXA'GORAS, a philosopher of the Ionic school,

born at Clazomenoa, one of the Greek towns of Ionia, in the

first year of the seventieth Olympiad, or in B.C. 500, three

years before the death of Pythagoras, and ten before the

battle of Marathon. Born both to rank and wealth, he had
leisure to apply himself to philosophy and astronomy, under
the instructions of Anaximenes. In the twentieth vear of

his age (that of the battle of Salamis) he went to Athens,

where he continued thirty years, engaged in the propaga-

tion of his philosophical opinions. He numbered among
his hearers Pericles, Euripides, Socrates, Archelaus, who
succeeded him as head of the school known by the name of

Ionic, and some say, Democritus. He obtained the surname
of vote (the mind). It is said that he was the first who
taught the distinction between mind and matter: but this

is improbable, unless we understand, the first who taught

that doctrine at Athens. Of the persecution which drove

him from that city, there arc different accounts. One is,

that he was accused of being in communication with the

Persian king, and condemned to death in his absence;

another, that he was banished for his opinions, and starved

himself to death at Lampsacus ; a third, that he was found
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guilty of impiety for his opinions respecting the Son, and,

condemned to death, but saved by the intercession of

Pericles ; while Plutarch affirms that Pericles was his only

accuser. Montucla, without citing his authority, says it was
for an essay on the cause of eclipses that he was condemned.

However this may be, he departed from Athens, and lived

at Lampsacus on the Hellespont till his death, a period of

twenty-two years. He died b.c. 428, aged seventy-two.

No works of Anaxagoras have come down to us, nor

any astronomical observations from which we might form an

opinion of his knowledge. He regarded the heavens as his

country, and expressed himself to that effect when reproached

for his indifference to his terrestrial birth-place. He is said

even to have abandoned his wealth and honours from his

zeal for study. When in prison he wrote a treatise on the

Quadrature of the Circle ; and he also wrote, according to

Vitruvius, on Perspective. Ho is said to have written a

treatise entitled Actinographia, which Montucla conjec-

tures to be the last-mentioned work.

Among the various opinions attributed to Anaxagoras
are the following :— that all substances are composed

each of their proper parts, which are small and capable of

infinite divisibility (see Lucretius, i. 830, &c.)—that the

stars are stones torn from the earth, and set on fire by

the rather which pervades the whole upper part of the

universe—that the sun is a burning plate or globe, bigger

than the Peloponnesus—that the moon receives light from

the sun, (Plato says this opinion is anterior to him,) and
has seas, hills, and valleys of her own—that the milky way
is the shadow of the earth thrown upon the heavens : others

say, he thought it consisted of stars of too feeble light to bo

seen by day—that the rainbow is caused by the clouds being

held before the sun as a mirror—that winds are caused by
the sun's heat rarefying the air—that earthquakes are caused

by the effort of confined air to ascend—that snow is not

white, but black (this opinion of his is reported by Cicero)

—

that the earth is flat, and that its inclination is the cause, of

the seasons—that the soul has an aerial body—and that

sound and echo are conveyed to us by the air. Montucla
protests against many of these opinions being supposed to

be those of Anaxagoras, but we cannot see with what
reason. That they are given by very various and doubtful

authorities is true ; but there is nothing so absurd in the

opinions themselves, compared with others which we know
to have existed at the same time, to warrant us in reject-

ing any one of them on that ground.
He is said, in the seventy-eighth Olympiad, to have

foretold the falling of a large stone at Mgos Potami. [See
Aerolites, p. 151.] Sixty-two years afterwards, the pre-

diction was said to have been fulfilled before the defeat

of the Athenians on that spot by Lysander.
ANAXIMANDER, the kinsman, pupil, and successor

in the Ionic school, of Thales, was born at Miletus in the
third year of the forty-second Olympiad, b.c. 6 1 0, and died

there (as is supposed) about b.c. 547, aged 63. Little is

reported of him, except that he was the first who constructed

maps (sec Agathemerus, lib. I. cap. i.) and gnomons, one of

the latter of which he erected at Sparta ; and that he first dis-

covered the obliquity of the ecliptic. The latter is improbable

;

though, if he were the first who constructed a gnomon, it is

probable that he would also be the first who gave anything
like a measure of the obliquity. He is said, on the autho-
rity of a passage in an ancient history of astronomy cited

by Fabricius, to have maintained the motion of the earth
;

but as most others assert that he placed the earth in the
centre of the universe, Montucla plausibly conjectures

that the passage xmTrat §rt^i t« vZ kcc^ou piirov, moves round
the centre of the earth, should be read xur*t «-i^}, &c., is

placed aty &c. Some say he thought the earth spherical

;

others that it had the figure of a drum. At Sparta he is

said to have predicted an earthquake which threw down the
greater part of the city.

The similarity ofthe names ofAnaximander, Anaximenes,
and Anaxagoras, who succeeded each other in the Ionic
school, has caused many opinions to be attributed to one
which are by others given to another. It is, however, we
believe, said of Anaximander alone, that he believed the
sun, moon, and stars to be enormous wheels, encompassing
and revolving round the earth, each having a round orifice

in its circumference out of which fire issued ; and that the
stoppage of this orifice is the cause of eclipses. The latter

part of this opinion is also attributed to Anaximenes.
ANAXI'MENES, the pupil and successor of Anaximan-

der. He was bora at Miletus. The years of his birth and
death are not known, but he is said to have been alive at
the overthrow of Croesus by Cyrus, b. c. 546. Two epistles

of his to Pythagoras are preserved by Diogenes Laertius,

the genuineness of which may be questioned, since one of
them gives an account of the death of Thales (his country-

man and predecessor) very different from that given by
Diogenes himself.

The opinions attributed to him are very much like those
quoted in Anaximander and Anaxagoras. He held, in
addition, that air was the first principle of all things—that
the contraction of bodies is what is called cold, and their

rarefaction heat. This he illustrated by observing that
when we blow forcibly, condensing the air with the lips, it

is cold ; when with the mouth wide open, so as to allow the
air to pass freely, it is warm. This is almost the only tiling

like an appeal to experiment (except the very doubtful mea-
surement of the obliquity—see Anaximander) which we
can find attributed to any of the successors of Thales;
and even in this the philosopher is wholly mistaken. The
contraction of bodies, generally speaking, produces heat

;

and their rarefaction, cold. The case cited is not at all in
point
There is another equally inconclusive illustration of the

causes of thunder and lightning. Anaximander concluded
that thunder is the noise made by the striking of one cloud
by another, and lightning the glare arising from the fric-

tion. Anaximenes reinforces this conclusion by the obser-
vation, that the sea shines when struck by an oar.

ANBURY and CLUB-ROOT, a sort of galls produced
by insects on the roots of cabbages, turnips, holyhocks, and
other species of cultivated plants, and popularly, but incor-

rectly, supposed to arise from peculiarities of soil, or from
growing the same crop successively on the same field, or to

be owing to variations of seasons. Nothing can be more
simple than the disproof of all these theoretical notions. If

we take some of the cabbages or turnips, whose roots are in-

fected with anbury, and keep them in garden pots covered
over with close gauze, in a short time, if the plants be kept
growing, the little weevils, evolved from the grubs in the in-

terior of the roots, will make their appearance, ready to mul-
tiply their species, by depositing their eggs, as their parents
had done, on the first turnip or cabbage they can find ; then
is the critical time to destroy them, and prevent their in-

crease. The weevil thus arising continues to be no less, but
often more, destructive than the grub bad proved to be in

feeding on the roots ; for it thrusts its beak (rostrum) into

the seed-leaf of the turnip, and greatly injures the crop.

Neither of these insects would ever breed in dung.
When the turnip is advanced to the rough leaf, these in-

sects either die, as most insects do, when they have laid

their eggs, or betake themselves to some other plant, such
as clover, which is suited to their taste.

It will be therefore evident, that no peculiar rotation of

crops, nor peculiar manure for dressing the soil, can be of

any avail in preventing anbury, or in stopping its progress

when the insects have obtained a lodgement within the

roots. The destruction of the adult insects before they have
laid their eggs, is the only remedy, though in the case of

so small a species, it is peculiarly difficult to put in practice.

ANCENIS, a town in France in the department of Loire
Infeneure (the Lower Loire). It is a neat, pleasant town,
situated on the north bank of the Loire, nearly twenty-two
miles N.E. from Nantes, the capital of the department. It

trades in corn, wood, fruit, wine, brandy, and vinegar. There
is an ancient castle commanding the town, long inhabited
by the dukes of Bethune. Ancenis has also a * college' (high
school), hospital, and barracks for cavalry. Population,

3145 (Malte-Brun) ; or 4000 (Balbi). The arrondissement of
Ancenis contains about 41,000 inhabitants.

ANCHOR (from aytcvpa), a heavy iron instrument for

fixing a vessel in a harbour or road, thence called an
anchorage. It consists of a strong bar called the shank,
having, at one end, a beam called the stock, which lies llat

when at the bottom, with a ring beyond it, to which the

cable is attached ; it terminates at the other end in two
opposite arms at right angles to the stock, to which axe
attached strong triangular plates, called flukes.

The anchor, which, under some form or other, must have
been as antient as vessels of any magnitude, is accordingly

mentioned by many Greek and Latin authors, by whom also

the invention, like many others, which, from clumsy begin-

nings, have passed through many stages of improvement, is
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ascribed to various persons. The first anchors wore, most
probably, what they are now among uncivilized nations,

namely, large stones, or crooked pieces of wood loaded with

heavy weights. The Chinese, who may be supposed to

adhere to antient forms, are said to use chiefly crooked

pieces of heavy wood.
Among the Greeks, the anchor was made latterly of

iron. The first anchors had but one fluke ; afterwards the

other was added : but the anchor wa3 yet without a stock, as

appears from antient monuments, and must have been very

incomplete till the stock was added, which may, therefore,

be considered as the last step towards the present form.

Each ship then had several anchors; the chief one was
called **/»«, or sacred, and reserved for the last extremity.

The custom and its proverbial application have come down
to us in the expression ' sheet anchor ;' but the veneration

paid to its name has much declined since the custom of

paying hi. to the master on letting it go was discontinued

in the navy.
The number of anchors carried at both the bows and

stern of a ship have been finally reduced to four principal,

and these all at the bows. The anchors supplied to men-
of-war are the best and small bowers*, the sheet, and the

spare : these are of the largest size ; to which are added, the

stream and the kedge, which are used for particular or for

temporary purposes, and are usually carried 'in board.' Since

there is but small difference in the form of anchors of dif-

ferent weights, the stream of a large vessel serves for the

bower of a smaller. The several parts of an anchor are

shown in fig. 1

.

The principles of the construction may be considered

under two heads,—the purposes the machine is to fulfil, and
the nature of the strains to which it is exposed. We will

take at once the modern form to exemplify these considera-

tions.

When the anchor is let go from the vessel's side, whether
from a horizontal position of the shank (when it is held by
the stoppers) or from a vertical position (when held entirely

by the cat-stopper), as in fig. 1, the heaviest end, or crown,
will tend to descend fastest, and the anchor, on having
reached the bottom, will, most commonly, fall,—not in the

position for holding, but upon the crown and on the end of

the stock, because the stock moves with less resistance

through the water in the direction of its length than of its

breadth. From this position, therefore, the anchor is to be
turned over or canted before it can hold. Now, it is evident
that, if the stock were very short, the pull of the cable would
tend rather to drag the end of the stock along the bottom

Fig. 1.

A The ring.

B Theftock.

U D The s!iank.

C The crown.

C II The arm.

D.rf The throat.

E The trend, at one-third of

CA.

* Palms or flukes, of equal

bate and height.

B.& ThesmaU.

H Thebmorpeak.t

Tto «nd of the shank or A is

caUed the nut.

than to lift up one of the flukes, as must be done in canting
the anchor ; whereas, if the stock were longer, the cable
Would act with increased leverage, whatever might be the
length of the shank in either case; hence the longer the
8*ock, within the practical limits of stowage, the more cer-

_ * Called ftmnrrly bowyers. from being carried at the bows. (Harris's
***"» Te*mam.j

t Seamen by custom drop the k in peak and fluke, which they pronounce
P** and flue.

tainly will the anchor turn properly, and, when hooked in
the ground, the more powerfully will it resist any effort to

overset it. Also, it is evident that the anchor will turn the
more easily as the arm is shorter. In repairing old anchors,

it is common to shorten the shank ; in doing this, it is the
custom also to shorten the stock in the same proportion.

This, which is equivalent, in fact, to lengthening the arms,
might, if carried to any extent, prevent the possibility of
the anchor turning over, and therefore it appears that when
the shank is shortened, the stock should remain unaltered.

The amount of force required thus to overturn any given
anchor might be found by calculation, or by actual trial

;

and it is remarked that the result of the former may be
diminished by one-seventh when the anchor is under
water.

The anchor being in

the position of fig. 2, its

weight, supposed to be
collected at the centre of
gravity, G, (not includ-

ing the stock,) tends to

force the fluke F into the

ground; and this pres-

sure on F will evidently

be greater, as the vertical line G g passes nearer to F ; this

pressure is W. 5
, (W = the weight, exclusive ofthe stock).

As soon as the cable pulls from A, it causes the fluke to

catch or hook deeper, that is, it forces the fluke down ; and
the position of the fluke should be such as to form the angle
most favourable for this purpose.

Suppose the arm OF im-
bedded, or the shank lying
along the bottom, and the ca-

ble acting in the line C A with
a tension /; then the pressure
on the fluke taking place per-

Fndicular to its surface, draw
I perpendicular to the fluke,

and draw F P, tangent to the

fluke, meeting A C produced f
in P ; then ifr I represent the

tension / of the cable, I F will be the perpendicular reaction
of the fluke, and P F the force which tends to drive it into

the ground: draw FH perpendicular to CA, then H F is

that part of PF which is perpendicular to the horizon, or is the
effort of t to sink the fluke : let I P F=a, then F P= f cos a,

and FH= FPsino =t cos a sin a, which is a maximum
when a = 45°; or the fluke should be placed at 45° to the
shank. Now, it is remarked by seamen, that when an anchor
is once started, it is difficult and often impossible to get it

to hold again, and as this case is the most urgent of all, it is

apparently the one to which the position of the fluke should
be calculated.

It would appear, since the weight of a large anchor
bears a much higher ratio to any given tension of cable
than the weight of a smaller one, that the solution of the
problem ought to involve the weight of the anchor, which
would give a different angle for anchors ofdifferent weights;
but it appears from numerous experiments which Lieut.

Rodger nas made on the qualities, as well as on the
strength, of anchors, and which it is to be hoped will be
made public, that an anchor, when dragged, always tends to

rise out of the ground, thus following the direction in which
the loosened soil affords a free passage ;—since, therefore, it

will not sink till it rests, and since its weight becomes less

effective in pressing it farther the deeper it sinks, while the

tension of the cable remains the same, it is thus constantly

tending to the most favourable angle (when =45°) till the
arm is entirely buried.

It appears from fig. 2, that in shortening the shank, the
fluke, making already in most anchors the angle with the

shank, or F P I in fig. 3, too great, will become still more
nearly perpendicular to the horizon. In many such cases

the pull of the cable will produce scarcely any tendency what-
ever to sink the fluke ; besides which it is to be observed that

by lessening the horizontal distanceA F, while Fg remains
the same, the pressure on the fluke is diminished, and thus
on both accounts the qualities of the anchor impaired.

We now come to considerations relative to the strength of

the anchor. It is obvious we have not the means of deter-

mining the amount of any of the forces concerned, but long

experience has marked pretty nearly the limits beyond

No. 64. [THE PBNNY CYCLOPEDIA.
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which the dimensibns of anchors heed not he carried. With
these we can determine satisfactorily the preference which
should be given to onfe form over another.

The first strain that comes on the anchor when the cable

is strained falls on the ring, which had been often broken or

straitened, till its dimensions were of late years increased.

This pull is conveyed along the shank to the lower arm,
which it tends to break off at the greatest distance from the

fluke, and therefore the thickness of the arm should in-

crease towards the throat.

The Crown, which formerly was a circular arc, of late years

formed an angle, till changed by Mr. Pering.

The force to break the arm C F, Fig. 3, is the reaction per-

pendicular to the fluke, or FI, against the tension ofthe cable.

And the moment of this force to break the arm C F at C,
is as the perpendicular from C on F I. If the arm F C be

straightened into F P meetVig A C in P, then the moment
of the same force is as P F, which is considerably greater

than before. It would be curious, therefore, to know what
reason led to change from the curved to the artgular form.

In lifting or weighing the anchor, the cable acting

perpendicularly to the end of the shank tends to break

it, and hence the thickness of the shank should increase

with its distance from the ring; also the breadth of the

shank should be downwards, and the like holds good of the

arms, the chief dimension of which should be in the plane

of the cable and shank, thus opposing the greatest strength

to the greatest strain. Some foreign anchors reverse this.

The cable being thus ' up and down/ the smallest motion

of the sea is carried to the anchor* and it is supposed that

the chain-cable has thus, from its want of elasticity, fre-

quently broken the anchor. An increased length of shank
obviously renders this jerk less sudden and less severe : out

increasing the length would require an increase of size or

strength of the shank, whose length had already been found

too great for the strength necessary in the employment of

chain-cables ; in order, therefore, to obtain this increase of

length without either increase of weight or loss of strength,

Lieutenant Rodger constructed his patent hollow-shanked

anchor. The principle on which a hollow rod or bar is

stronger than a solid one of equal sectional area is well

known, but we cannot, within our limits, convey any precise

notion of the manner in which the difficulties which at-

tended the application of this principle to the shank of the

anchor, were surmounted. An account, with drawings,

is given in the Repertory of Patent Inventions of July,

1830, in which are given also the results of experiments

tried at Hawks and Co.'s manufactory, Newcastle ; from

these it appears that his anchor broke short-shanked an-

chors of much greater weight without indicating any dis-

tress; and similar superiority has been exhibited on some
Other occasions.

Since the fluke from it* breadth opposes greater resistance

to being disturbed in weighing than the arm does, the axis

of rotation will be towards the fluke, and accordingly the

ground displaced by the angular tnotion of weighing being
less than that displaced bv fair pull,—and moreover the ful-

crum or axis being near tne throat in direct pull,— it seems
that the force to lift an anchor out of the ground will be con-

siderably less than the force sufficient by fair pull to bring

the anchor home. Besides these strains to which the anchor
is exposed by its office, it is liable to accidents ; for instance,

an anchor let go on a rocky bottom has been found, on
heaving it up, to have lost an arm, which was, probably,

caused by its striking against a rock obliquely in its descent

;

and this opinion is corroborated by the case recorded by Mr.
Pering, of an anchor broken by swinging from the wharf
against the side of the lighter brought to receive it. Again,
the shank has been found broken in the middle, though this

does not seem to have been accounted for satisfactorily, whe-
ther attributed to the chain-cable or to a sudden jerk ; and
it may here be observed generally, that the anchor descends
much more swiftly with a chain-cable than a hemp one, for

the stiffness of the hemp opjxtees a retarding force, while the
greater density of the chain adds a continually accelerating
force.

The shank and arm* were formerly made of iron bars*

welded together ;—that this was done very imperfectly ap-
pears from the fractures in the old anchors. The arms and
shank being made separately, were then joined together.

A great improvement was made by Mr. Penng, who formed
the shank of flat bars, of breadth ea.ual to the depth of the
shank, Which could be perfectly United. Bui the greatest

of his improvements is considered to he the formation of the

arms and part of the shank together, which is done by

splitting, or dividing in two, these bars, and throwing the

ends back opposite ways for the arms. Over the opening,

or angle thus formed, is fixed a truss, and then to tats

are joined the flukes, and at the other end the remain-

ing part of the shank. The bars are placed with their

breadths downwards, thus re<!eivinff the strength of the

cable in weighing, edgewise ; Mr. Rodger places the breadths

horizontally, forming the upper and lower halves of the

(solid) shank separately, to be united afterwards, in order

that the iron may bend rather than break, and with this

object the iron is likewise drawn out to make it fibrous.

Various rules have been given for the dimensions of an-

chors, as, for instance, that the shank should be four-tenth?

of the main beam (Aubin's Mar. Diet.) ; but it is evident

that neither beam nor tonnage relate directly to the magni-

tude of the anchor, because two similar ships may ride very

differently at their anchors. The rough rule in the navy is

1 cwt. to a gun, thus an 60 gun-ship will have an anchor of

80 cwt. ; and a merchantman of 200 tons having an anchor

10 cwt., 5 cwt. is added afterwards for every 100 tons; thus

300 tons would give 15 cwt., and so on.

The principal dimensions of the anchors in the navy may

be stated shortly thus:— calling the shank 10, the arm is

about 3, the breadth and depth of the palm about half this,

the thickness or depth at o9 or the small, -42, at the throat %
Which are nearly tne dimensions of the arms also, and the

breadths about J of these, the edges being rounded. These

general dimensions are taken from Pering's Treatise, 1819,

since which other alterations have , been made, principally

in giving the section a diamond or ldzenge form.

The weight of an anchor of 10 feet in length is, according

to the same authority, about 1 1*4 cwt, and since, if the

forms of all anchors were alike, the weights would be as

the cubes of the lengths, the weight of any anchor might

be found by multiplying the cube of its length by 0114.

Thus the weight of an anchor of 14 feet in length would

be 14 x 0114 = 313 cwt; the weight of this anchor is,

by the table, 30 cwt., hence as far as 30 or 35 cwt., ihe rule

is near enough, but for larger anchors it gives the result

too small, because their thickness is made greater in pro-

portion. The weight of the anchor includes that of the ring.

As to the cost of an anchor, the labour per cwt is about

24*. for an anchor of 10 cwt. and under, and for the largest

anchors about 3/. ; the value of an anchor of 95 cwt, in

eluding the iron at about 9*. 9<2. per cwt., is about 3U0/.

The stock consists of two beams of oak, bolted and hoopea

together ; the length is that of the shank and half the dia-

meter of the ring ; it is square ; the side at the middle is an

inch to a foot of the shank, and tapers to half of this at the

end. Such a stock is nearly one-fourth of the weight of the

anchor. Lieutenant Rodger has proposed a solid stock of

African oak, for the greater convenience of stocking or un-

stocking.

Of late years iron stocks, whose weight is from one-wurfo

to one-fifth of the anchor, have been much used. What-

ever convenience may attend them in small vessels, it seems

very clear that their smaller diameter and greater weight

under water will cause them to sink deeper in a soft bottom

in the event of the anchor not turning over at once, and

thus renderthis more difficult to do, especially as theirJengtH

is limited to that of the shank. Small vessels require heavier

anchors in proportion than larger vessels ; the sea, sudden

gusts of wind, knd the pull of the cable affect the «arger

vessels less, and they thus preserve a steadier strain.

In forging an anchor, care is taken not to render tne

iron brittle. The effect of the hammer is to harden the sur-

face by contracting it more than the interior. This is reme-

died by heating the whole to a dark red- heat, which,
,

&}

expansion, restores the iron to a uniform state, and It

then suffered to cool gradually. This process is called^an-

nealing. A large mass of iron requires a very heavy wow

to work it equally, or the outside only will be affected ny

the hammer ; the steam-engine is applied for this purpose in

Woolwich dock-yard.

Various forms of anchors have been proposed to answeT

particular ends ; these our limits prevent us from entl*r°

upon. We have confined ourselves rather to the principle*

of the machine, which seem to have been very lil 'le

«JjJL
dered, and have omitted several points. (Sw the LiKy*

Metrop., Perings Irvatfse on tte Anchor, ftcJ
,

... -_

An anchor is Baid to be « foul' when the cable is any *».
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entangled with it ; to ' come home,* when the ship drag? it

;

to he • a-wash/ when the stock is hove up to the surface of
the water ; to be ' a-cock-bill," when hanging vertically, as
in ./&•.!.

A*NCHORET, sometimes written, and more correctly,

Anachoret, a Greek word, signifying a person who has
retired from the world. Under Christianity they sprung
up about the middle of the third century in Egypt and
Syria, where many believers came to hide themselves in
caves and solitary wilds, from the fury of the persecution
which arose under the Emperor Uecius. Paul, commonly
called the hermit, has the credit of having been the first

regular anchoret. A distinction, however, came after-

wards to be drawn oetween anchorets and hermits; the
former name being given only to those who rigidly

confined themselves to their caves or cells, and the lat-
ter to those w\io, although they had broken off all com
raerce with the world, still wandered about at large in
the wilds to which they Tiad retired. Both descriptions
or recluse were entirely distinguished from the Coeno-
bites, or those living in communities. Many of the an-
chorets Were laymen ; and there were also female as well
as male anchorets. From nearly the commencement of the
seventh century, the church assumed a jurisdiction over
anchorets ; and persons were not allowed to enter upon the
mode of life in question except by permission of their eccle-

siastical superiors, and after an appointed ceremony had
been performed, at which the bishop presided. Churches
and religious houses in the middle ages would sometimes
keep an anchoret shut up in a cell, which was usually
attached to the choir of the church. Such an attraction

brought great crowds of the devout and the curious to the
holy place, which benefited much by their offerings. It
was eventually found necessary, in our own as well as in

other countries, to lay down certain regulations with a view
of discouraging the adoption of this solitary life. The most
singular species of anchorets recorded in the history of the
church, is that which arose in Syria in the fifth century,
and of which Simeon Stylites was the founder. This
zealot and his followers, instead of resorting, according to

the customary fashion, to caves, elevated tjiemselves into
the air, on lofty pillars of stone, on the tops of which they
passed their lives They have hence received the names of
pillar saints, holy birds, and aerial martyrs.
ANCHOVY {En^raulus, Cuvier), a genus of abdominal

inalacopterygious fishes, separated by Baron, Cuvier from
the clupece or herrings of Linnaius, from which they are
distinguished by the superior number of their branchioste-
gous rays, amounting to twelve or upwards, by the gape of
the mouth extending behind the eyes, and by the straight
and prolonged form of the superior maxillary bones, which
form a small muzzle, projecting considerably beyond the
mouth.* The genus, as at present constituted, consists of six
or seven species, all of diminutive size, and with the excep-
tion of the common anchovy (E. encrasicholu*), and a
nearly allied species distinguished from it by M. Cuvier,
(E. meletta) alt inhabitants of the tropical seas of India and
America. Whether these latter agree with the European
species in the savour and other qualities of the flesh, for

which it is so highly esteemed among civilized nations, is a
doubtful question ; at all events we are not aware that the
fishing of the native species has ever been attempted either
in America or India.

The common anchovy is a small fish, not much longer
than tUe middle finger, of a bluish brown colour on the back
and silvery white on the belly. The anal fin is remarkably
short, and the dorsal situated immediately above the ventral

;

these characters will serve readily to distinguish it from
the sprat and other kindred species, with which it might
otherwise be confounded, and which are, in fact, not unfre-

quently imposed upon the public for the real anchovy. It

abounds in the Mediterranean along the shores of Spain,
Italy, and Greece ; in the Atlantic it is found along the
".oasts of Portugal and France, and occasionally has been
taken off the shores of England and Holland. Considerable
fisheries of anchovies are established along the coasts of
Provence and Catalonia ; but the most productive of all is

off Gorgona, a small island west of Leghorn. The latter

fishery is carried on only during the months of May, June,
and July, at which period the anchovies quit the deep seas
and approach the shores for the purpose of depositing their

foe ; it is then only that they are found in the Mediter-
ranean, which they enter in enormous shoals, by the straits

of Gibraltar, at the commencement of the breeding season,
and leave it, after fulfilling this duty, to retire again to thp
depths of the Atlantic. They are fished for only during the
night, and are attracted round the boats by means of char-
coal fires which are kept burning in the sterns. After
being caught, the heads, gills, and entrails are separated
from the bodies, which are salted and arranged in small
barrels, varying from five to twenty pounds in weight : th}s

is the only preparation which they undergo, previously to

being sent to market ; and if proper means be taken to ex-
clude the air, they will in this state keep for a very conside-

rable period. If, when the barrels are opened, the fish are
found] to be small and firm* round-backed, with a silvery

white skin and red flesh, and a plump, compact form, they
are probably the true anchovy i if, on the contrary, they
taper very much towards the tail, are of a dark brown colour
without, and have ttahby pale-coloured flesh, they will pro-

bably turn out to be the sardine (E. meletta)^ another Medi-
terranean species frequently mixed with real anchovies, or

even sold separately as the genuine fish.

No condiment is more generally known and esteemed
than anchovy sauce. Among the Romans, who called

it garum, and prepared it exactly in the same manner
as we do at present, its reputation was,' if possible, still

greater than among modern nations, and it appears to

have formed an indispensable article of seasoning in

their most expensive and luxurious dishes. The mode of
preparing ancnovy sauce consists simply in bruising and
boiling the fish pv$r a sJow fire with, poelted butter ; the

action of the hea{ dissolves the whole body to a jetty, and in

this form, when brought to a proper consistence, it* js potted

or bottled for use. This is the most common form of using
the anchovy, but it is also sometimes brought to the break-
fast table whole, and is then eaten raw. The importation of
anchovies into the port of London is very considerable. Up
to the year 1829 the average quantity annually imported
amounted to about 100,000lbs. In that year, however, the
duty was lowered from a shilling to fwopence a pound, in

consequence of which the importation of 1830 amounted tq

260,000lbs, but declined in the following year, 1631, to about
30,000 lbs.

ANCHOVY PEAR. [See Laurus.]
ANCHYLO'SIS, a Greek word Xd^KiiXwcn), signifying

a bending. If the Greek orthography were strictly fol-

lowed, the word would be written ankylosis.

An essential part of the apparatus of locomotion in animals
consists of the structure termed a joint. (See Joint.) Joints

are so constructed as to produce various kinds and degrees of
motion, in the execution of which it is necessary that" the
different parts constituting the joint shoi^ljl be in close con-
tact with each other. Organized living surfaces, in close

contact with each other, have a tendency to grow together

;

but such a union would at once destroy the action of
a joint, and a specific apparatus is provided: for the express
purpose of preventing this event. What are termed
articular surfaces, that is, the surfaces of joints, are
covered with a thin and delicate membrane which secretes

a peculiar fluid of an unctuous or oily nature, termed
synovia. This synovia, the oil of joints, is in general
effectual in keeping separate and distinct the different parts

of the joint, however closely and for however long a time
they may be in contact with each other ; nevertheless, it

does occasionally happen that a firm and complete union
takes place between tne different articular surfaces : when
this occurs, it constitutes what is technically termed anchy-
losis, or, in common language, a stiff joint. An anchylosis,

or a stiffjoint, consists then of the immoveable union of two
bones naturally connected together in such a manner as to

form a moveable joint. All the moveable bones forming
joints may become consolidated together, or anchylosed

; and
cases are on record of a general anchylosis of all the bones
of the human body. Whatever keeps a joint motionless

for a long time together may give rise to anchylosis. Hence
it is apt to occur after the fracture of a bone ir^ the neigh-

bourhood of a joint ; because it is necessary to the cure of

the fracture that the limb should be fixed in one position,

while the inflammation, occasioned by the violence that

produces the fracture, often spreads to the joint, and it is

one of the ordinary effects of inflammation' to agglutinate
and consolidate the parts inflamed. Hence inflammation,
sprains, dislocation, shocks occasioned by leaping or falling

on the feet from great heights, ulcers, are the common
causes of anchylosis. But anchylosis cannot always be

3T2
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considered in the light of a disease ; at any rate, it is some-
times ^the"happy termination of a formidable malady. The
natural cure of many painful and dangerous diseases of the

joints is the formation of an anchylosis. When an anchylosis

is forming, and is clearly inevitable, and is, indeed, a thing

to be desired, the position in which the limb is kept, or the

position in which the bones are allowed to unite, is a matter

of great importance to the future comfort of the individual.

When, for example, from injury done to the hand, the joints

of the fingers are undergoing the process of anchylosis, it

is very important to keep the fingers bent, because, if they

anchylose in that position, the hand will be more useful than

it could be were the fingers permanently extended. On the

contrary, when there is danger of anchylosis of the knee-

joint, the limb should be kept as straight as possible,

because, if the leg be extended, the limb will be more useful

than if it were permanently bent. On the other hand,

when anchylosis of the elbow-joint cannot be prevented,

the limb should always be kept bent. Considerations of

this sort are of great importance ; they are never neglected

by the intelligent surgeon ; and they tend to lessen the in-

convenience and suffering of an inevitable calamity. They
ought in every such case to be presented to the view of the

patient, who should be made to understand, as far as possible,

the ground on which the plan that may be pursued is adopted,

in order that he may co-operate with his medical atten-

dant in lessening the evil that cannot be averted, and in

securing whatever advantage it is possible to obtain.

ANCIENT, ANCIENTS ; or ANTIENT, ANTIENTS.
The term ancient, which we derive from the French word
ancien, has the^primary meaning of 'very old,' as when
we. say 'an ancient building/ 'an ancient family/ im-
plying only that many generations have passed since

they first came into existence. But it is also used in a
more limited sense, with reference to a certain period in the
existence of the human race; as when we speak of an-
cient, as distinguished from modern, history ; of the ancient
classics, ancient literature, and generally, of the ancients.

The boundary line between ancient and modern in this

latter sense is not very accurately drawn ; but according to

the vulgar acceptation of the terms, the period of the an-
cients seems to be closed by the final and complete over-
throw of the western Roman empire. With reference to

the nations over which that empire extended, the distinc-

tion is not altogether arbitrary, or without an intelligible

reason. The overthrow of the Roman empire marks the
commencement of a new order of things, when we begin to

discover the^ rudiments of those powerful independent na-
tions, of those various languages, and peculiar institutions,

which so remarkably distinguish a large portion of what is

called modern Europe, from Europe under Roman dominion.
There is of course a short interval, which may be considered
as doubtful ground, for the possession of which the terms
ancient and modern will always be allowed to contend.

It is plain that the reason here given for the commonly
received distinction is applicable only to the west and south
of Europe ; yet the same distinguishing terms are familiarly

used, and in many cases the same date arbitrarily assumed
with reference to the rest of the world. This practice is

attended with many difficulties, and produces no little con-
fusion. The eastern Roman empire, for instance, sur-
vived the western by many centuries ; nor can any good
reason be given why the subjects of Justinian and his pre-
decessors should be classed among the ancients, and those
of his successors among the moderns. If the question were
asked, where should a Greek author in a late period of the
eastern empire be placed, we could not call him either an
ancient or modern Greek writer without giving cause for

considerable misapprehension. In the case of the oriental

nations, the same terms are still applied, and often perhaps
with no very distinct notion of their import, even by those
who employ them. We hear commonly of ancient and
modern Persia, ancient and modern India. Now, in the
case of the Persian empire, in seeking for a date, we might
choose between the conquests of Alexander the Great, the
irruption of the Parthians, the restoration, as it is called, of
the old Persian dynasty, and its subjugation by the Mo-
hammedans. Any one of these events, and especially the
last, would furnish perhaps better ground for the distinction
of ancient and modern Persia, than any thing which oc-
curred at the time of the overthrow of the Roman empire.

It might be expected that the convenience of having
at hand such terms as ancient and modem would often

lead to some abuse, and this is particularly observable in

the vague reference so frequently made to ' the ancients.*

There is no definition which excludes from their number
any who lived from the time of Noah down to the last

Roman emperor ; and it is obvious, that there is not much
which can be safely predicated of a class so large and com-
prehensive, yet we often hear of what ' the ancients' said,

and did, and thought. Allusion is made to the military

tactics or the philosophy of the ancients ; comparisons are

instituted between the literature of the ancients and mo-
derns ; and we are told of the sentiments on certain subjects

entertained by the heathen ancients. The truth is that,

by ' the ancients,' we must understand, on many of these

occasions, Greeks or Romans at certain periods of their na-

tional history ; and even thus limited, there are few asser-

tions which will hold good of • the ancients' generally. For
the most part, perhaps, the looseness of the expression is

corrected end limited by the subject or the context ; but it is

also true, that real misapprehension has arisen from the

practice of throwing together and confounding the most
dissimilar things by the help of this comprehensive term.

This is not the place to enter on the consideration of an-

cient and modern history, but there is an evil in some
measure connected with the use of these terms, which it may
be worth while to notice. It is to be feared that the com-
mon division of the subject of history into two parts, ancient,

and modern, too often conveys the notion of an actual

separation which does not exist. The young student pic-

tures to himself a great gulf between them. When busy
with the ancient part of the subject, he imagines himself to

be conversing with beings of a different nature from himself.

He believes the narrative, but is affected by it much as he
would be by a work of fiction. When he has crossed the

gulf, and passed from the obscure regions of ancient history

into the stronger realities of modern times, he converses

freely with beings of the same flesh and blood with himself.

It is not requisite to enumerate all the bad effects which
must arise from this impression. It is evil enough that

the student must necessarily overlook the important fact,

that the subjects of what are called ancient and modern
history are so far one and indivisible, that a liberal and
comprehensive view of the ancient part is necessary for the

profitable study of the modern.
ANCILLA or ANCILLA'RIA, are the names given

by Lamarck to a genus of spiral, univalve, marine shells,

allied to the olives. Like them they are covered with a hard
shining coat, destitute of any periostraca, and are immured
in the large foot of the animal, so that the middle of the

back of the shell can be alone discovered. They chiefly

differ from the olives in the suture of the whorl, being
callous and not furnished with a groove, formed by a thread-

like filament placed at the end of the mantle, which is

wanting in this genus : they are also furnished with a small
ovate operculum. The species are numerous, and are

chiefly confined to tropical climates: some have a small
tooth, like the unicorn shell (Monoceros), placed at the end
of a groove crossing the front of the shell. The best known
species is the ivory shell, which with a few others differ

from the rest of the genus in having the front of its axis
deeply pierced.

ANCILLON (CHARLES), the son of David Ancillon,

was born at Metz, on the 28th of July, 1659. After having
studied at Marburg, Geneva, and Paris, he was admitted to

the bar in Paris, and then commenced the practice of
his profession in his native place. He was obliged, how-
ever, along with his father, to leave Metz on the revocation

of the Edict of Nantes. When the elder Ancillon some time
after settled in Berlin, Charles followed him thither, and
the elector of Brandenburg appointed him judge and director

of the French inhabitants of that city. He was afterwards

promoted to the offices of inspector of the tribunals of justice

for the refugees in Prussia, superintendant of the French
school, and royal historiographer ; and was also employed
by the elector on a diplomatic mission to the Swiss Cantons.
He died at Berlin on the 5th of July, 1 715. Ancillon, who
was one ofthe most learned lawyers of his time, is the author
of various works, both upon subjects connected with his pro-
fession and others, the principal of which are enumerated in

the Biographie Universelle, our authority for the above facts.

The production for which he is now chieUy remembered is

his Traitc des Eunuques, 12mo.» 1 707, which is said to con-
tain a great deal of curious learning.

ANCILLON (DAVID), a very learned French Pro-
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testant clergyman, the father of the subject of the preceding
article. He was born on the 1 7th of March, 1 61 7, at Metz,
where his father was an eminent lawyer. Having attended
for some years the Jesuits' College there, he went to Ge-
neva, in 1633, to complete his studies in philosophy and
theology ; and in 1641, was licensed to preach by the synod
of Charenton, and appointed minister at Meaux, the most
important of the stations under their jurisdiction then va-
cant. Here he remained till 1653, having in the mean
time married a lady of large fortune. The match is stated
to have been arranged by his congregation, with the view
of retaining him among them. In 1653, however, he ac-
cepted a call to his native town of Metz ; and here he con-
tinued to officiate with great reputation till the revocation
of the Edict of Nantes, in 1685, when he retired to Franc-
fort. He was soon after chosen minister of the French

\ church at Hanau; but this post, after a short time, he
voluntarily resigned, having been induced, it is said, to

take this step by the annoyances which he suffered from
his brother clergymen, who were jealous of his superior
eloquence and reputation. At first he went back to Franc-
fort ; but soon proceeded to Berlin, where he was received
with great favour by the elector of Brandenburg. Here
he continued to reside till his death, on the 3d of Sep-
tember, 1692. He is the author of several works, prin-

cipally in defence of the reformed faith, the titles of which
may be seen in the authorities referred to below. Perhaps,
however, the most favourable impression of his varied learn-
ing is to be obtained from the work, entitled Milange Cri-
tique de Litterature Recueilli des Conversations de feu M.
Ancillon, published at Basle, in 1698, in two volumes,
12mo., by his son Charles. It is a collection of the collo-

quial remarks of M. Ancillon, and has been often classed

with the Sculigerana and other publications with similar

titles, although the editor in his preface gives his reasons for

not designating it Ancilloniana. An extensive and va-
luable library which this learned clergyman had collected

by a large expenditure during forty years, he was obliged
to leave behind him when he tied from Metz on the revocation
of the Edict of Nantes ; and the books and manuscripts were
all pillaged and dispersed. A life of Ancillon was published
at Basle, in 1698, by his son Charles, in a duodecimo of 300
pages, (often to be found forming the third volume of the
Melange Critique,) with the title of Discours sur la Vie de
feu M. Ancillon et ses Dernieres Heures ; and he is also the
subject of an article of considerable length in the second
and subsequent editions of Bayle. The above particulars

have been chiefly taken from the latter source. (See also

the Biograph. Universelle.)

ANCLIFFE, or ANCLIFF, a hamlet near the town of
Wigan in Lancashire, where was formerly a singular well,

called by the inhabitants the * burning-well.' The true cause
of the phenomenon appears to have been the escape of
carburetted hydrogen gas from tho earth at the bottom of
the well, which, passing rapidly through the water, gave it

the appearance of boiling, and took fire if a lighted candle
was applied to the surface. Leigh (Nat. Hist, ofLancashire,
&c, Oxford, 1700) thus describes it:

—'It is about two
miles from Wigan, in a village called Ancliff, in the ground
of William Mollineux, Esq. of that place. The well is at the
bottom of a tree, the water cold, and without any smell

;

when any person comes to see it, a man clears the well from
all its water : that done, you will immediately hear a hissing

noise in a corner of it, and by holding a lighted candle near
to it, the sulphureous halitus (vapour) immediately takes fire,

and afterwards spreads itself upon what water has issued in,

and it is only then indeed it ought to be called the burning-
well. It is observable, though this sulphureous halitus con-
tinually mixes with water, yet the water continues cold, nor
will it tinge silver.' An account of it by Thomas Shirley,

Esq., in the Philosophical Trans. No. xxvi. p. 482, corrobo-

rates the above statement in its main points. ' When the
water was cleared away, the cone of the flame ascended a foot

and a half from the surface of the earth : the basis of it was
of the compass of a mans hat about the brim. I then
caused a bucket full of water to be poured on the fire,' adds
Mr. Shirley, * by which it was presently quenched. I did

not perceive the flame to be discoloured like that of sulphu-
reous bodies, nor to have any manifest smell with it. The
fumes when they broke out of the earth and pressed against

my hand were not, to my best remembrance, at all hot.'

The well, or its peculiar property, is now lost. Beaut, of
Eng. and Wales.

ANCCNA, a seaport town in the Papal states, on the
coast of the Adriatic sea, 43° 38' N. lat. 13° 35' E. long.

Ancona is the capital of a delegation or province, governed
by a delegate who is a prelate of the Roman church. Tho
court of appeal for the whole of the marches and of the

duchy of Urbino sits at Ancona. This town is the most com-
mercial place in the Papal states ; it carries on a considerable

trade by sea, and is a free port. Its harbour, which is

good, is protected by two moles, the antient one raised by
Trajan, and the new one with the light-house constructed

by Pope Clement XII., after the designs of the architect

Vanvitelli, who also began the handsome lazzaretto for the

quarantine of vessels coming from infected countries, which
was completed by Pius VI. On the antient mole stands a
fine triumphal arch dedicated to Trajan, his wife, and his

sister; the order is Corinthian, and the material Parian
marble, which still retains its whiteness. It is entire,

though long since stripped of the metal ornaments, statues,

and busts with which it was once decorated. The arch

has only one gateway, and is ornamented with four columns
on each front
The town of Ancona is built on the declivity of a hill

which forms a semicircular promontory. The streets are

narrow and gloomy, except one fine street, which Pius VI.
opened, leading to the mole. The citadel, built on a hill,

commands the town and harbour, but is itself commanded
by the neighbouring heights. The cathedral is a very old

structure, built outside the town, on the site of the former
temple of Venus, and near the point of the cape, from which
there is a fine view of the coast of Romagna and of the

Adriatic sea. The other remarkable buildings are the town-
hall, the merchants'-ball, the arsenal, and the churches of
the Dominicans and the Augustins.

Ancona is said by Strabo (p. 241, Casaub.) and Pliny
to have been built by some Syracusans who fled from
the tyranny of Dionysius. Juvenal calls it a Doric colony

;

it is probably older than the date assigned to it by
Strabo. The name of Ancon (ayicivir) means an elbow,
such being the shape of the neck of land on which it is

built. The Romans made it one of their principal naval
stations on the Adriatic. In the middle ages, it governed
itself as a republic under the protection of the popes, until

1532, when Clement VII., partly by artifice and partly by
force, made himself absolute master of the town. The
French occupied it in 1797, and it was afterwards retaken
by the Austrians in 1 799, after a long siege. A French ex-
pedition by sea took possession of the citadel again in 1832.

The situation of Ancona is pleasant and healthy, the

country around is very fertile, ana the women are reckoned
among the handsomest in Italy. The population, according

to the latest accounts, is about 30,000, ofwhom 5000 are

Jews. Ancona exports wax, silk, wool, and corn. It is the
best, indeed the only good harbour on the Italian coast of
the Adriatic between Venice and Manfredonia, and is the

common point of departure for the Ionian islands and Greece.

Packets are established between Ancona and Corfu.

ANCRE, (Mark'chal and Marquis d'). To this

high military rank and title was raised a poor and ob-
scure Florentine gentleman of the name of Concini dei

Concini, son of a notary. He came to Paris in the suite of

Maria de' Medici, whom Henri IV. of France espoused after

he had repudiated Marguerite de Valois. Concini soon

after his arrival married EleonoraGaligai, one of the queen's
women of the chamber. Both were ambitious, persevering,

and endowed with those abilities which, at that time, ensured
success at court. On Maria de' Medici becoming regent

after the assassination of Henri IV., the elevation of Con-
cini was extremely rapid. He was first made equerry to the

queen, then master of the horse, and soon after nis purchas-

ing the marquisate of Ancre (under which name he is

known in history) he was made first gentleman of the king's

chamber. The dignity of Marechal of France was also

conferred on him by the Queen Regent. Such sudden
elevations, and rapid accumulation of immense wealth, not
only gave rise to suspicions very unfavourable to his cha-

racter, but excited the jealousy of the court. His insolence

to the young king and his overbearing manner to the nobles

were the cause of that hatred which brought him to a
dreadful end. For some time attempts were made, but in

vain, to hurl the Italian adventurer from his envied eleva-

tion ; the princes themselves joined against him without

success. However, a young man of the name of Lavnes,

(known afterwards as Duo de Laynes,) who was in great
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fryour with the young king, persuaded him to deliver the

queen-mother from the power of her favourite, and urged

his insolent bearing to tpe nobility, and his pernicious in-

fluence, with so much success, that at last Louis XIII.

ordered the Marechal to be arrested, and even to be put

to death if he resisted. Vitry, a captain of the kind's

guard, was entrusted with this commission, which he

executed to its fullest extent. Ancre was shot dead as he

was entering the palace of the Louvre. On hearing the

shot, the king looked out at the window, and expressed his

satisfaction, which he testified by raising Vitry to the rank of

Marechal of France. The body of the murdered man was
first secretly buried at St. Germain l'Auxerrois, but was
»ooq after torn from the tomb by the infuriated mob, who
4ragged it through the streets on hurdles and then threw it

into the highway. Qoncim s son, sixteen years of age, was
obliged to ny to Florence, after having been exposed to all

sorts of insults, and deprived of his father's titles and riches.

Eleonora soon shared the misfortunes of her husband. She
was accused and convicted of sorcery, Judaism, and corrup-

tion ; and was executed at the Place de GrSve, on the 8th of

July, 1617. During her trial, and at the moment of her ex-

ecution, *he displayed {he greatest firmness of mind, saying,

the only sorcery she had used towards the queen 4 was the

power of a strong mind over a weak one/ It is said she was
the first instrument of the fortune of Richelieu.

ANCUS MARCIUS, the fourth king of antient Rome,
belongs to a period when it is difficult to separate history

from fable. The reigns of the kings or Rome seem

to mark the chief stages of progress in the political con-

titutions of the state, rather than the succession of indi-

vidual monarchs. The names of Romulus, Numa, and
Tullus Hostilius are respectively connected with the origin

pf the three patrician tribes, the Raranes, the Tities, and

the Luceres, and with their settlement upon the several hills

called the Palatine, the Quirinal, and the Caelian. Thus,

Under the three first kings, the patrician part of the Roman
constitution had received its full development. To Ancus
Martius, tradition assigned the honour of laying the first

foundation of the plebes, or commonalty, that important ele-

ment in the state, to which Rome, under the commonwealth,
owed nearly all her greatness. Jlis predecessor, attentive

solely to war, had neglected the religious institutions esta-

blished by Numa, and for his impiety had been destroyed

\ky a thunderbolt with all his family. Ancus Marcius, whose
mother, according to the tradition, was the daughter of

Numa, restored the neglected rites, and endeavoured in all

respects to imitate the pacific policy of his grandfather. But
the neighbouring states, mistaking his love of peace for

timidity or sloth, provoked him to hostilities by repeated

aggressions on the Koman territory. In the successive wars

with the Latins, the Veientines, and otber states, which en-

sued, he was invariably successful. From the Latins he
took the towns Politorium, Tellence, Ficana, Medullia, and
transferred their inhabitants to his capital, giving them as a

place of abode, not indeed any ground within the walls, but

a part of the Aventine and the valley near the temple of

Venus Murtia which separated that hill from the Palatine.

Ancus was thus the founder of the plebes, and his assign-

ment of part of the public domain to that body procured

him in after times from one party the title of the • Good
Ancus,' (Ennius in Festus, v. Sos, quoted too by Lucretius,

iii. 1038) ; others condemned his unworthy love of popula-

rity (Virg. Mn. vi. 816). The Latin towns just mentioned

are supposed to have been situated between Rome and the

coast ; and indeed the conquests of the king extended to the

mouth of the Tiber, where ne established a colony under the

name of Ostia, thus securing to Rome the navigation of the

river. In his war against Veii he was equally successful

;

and to protect his people on that side he fortified the Jani-

ctdum, and connected it with the city by means of the Sacred

Bridge called the Pons Sublicius, in the construction of which

no brass or iron was used. This bridge, repaired from time

to time under the direction of the college of priests called

Pontificcs, (bridge-makers,) who religiously adhered to the

principle of excluding all metal, lasted until the year 23 B.C.,

when it was carried away by an extraordinary inundation

of the Tiber, and its place supplied the following year by a
stone bridge erected by the censor iEmilius Lepidus. A
still more durable monument connected with the name of

Ancus is the prison formed out of a quarry in that side of

the Capitoline hill which overlooks the Forum. It would be

idle to copy from Dionysius the detailed account of the

transactions which are 8aid to have filled the reign of twenty

three or twepty-four years assigned by the chropologists to

this monarch. It has been already stated that Ancus Mar-

cius was said to be the grandson of Numa. In this tradition

Niebuhr sees a trace of the regulation by which the kings

of Rome were chosen alternately from the two leading

tribes. The plebeian family pf the March* vainly endea-

voured to refer their origin tp this king. (Livy f. 3B-35,

Dionysius iii. 36-45, with Niebuhr's Roman History, trans-

lated by Hare and Thirlwall, vol. i. p. 346-350.)

A'NCYLUS is the name of the shell which is usually

called the fresh-water limpet They are small, pellucid,

conical shells, with slightly recurved tips. The cavityis

simple, and marked with a horse-shoe-shaped muscular

scar near the margin, which is interrupted on the middle of

the left side over the respiratory holes, as in the genus

Syphonaria. This animal, like the pond-snail {Limned has

two compressed triangular tentacles, with the eyes sessile on

the outer base ; and a respiratory cavity placed on the

middle of the back, with an aperture closed by a valve

opening m the middle of the left side.

This genus is very nearly allied to the pond-snail, Urn-

nea, from which it chiefly differs in the simple conical form

of its body and shell, and some species, as Ancylw, are

allied to it by having the apex bent on one side, as if

making an approach to the spiral form. It has been

placed in several orders, but there is little doubt that its true

situation is with the lung-breathing mollusca. Treverianus

has mistaken the lid of the respiratory opening for a gill

;

and Rang places it with the semiphiltediem. They are

found in Europe, America, and the West Indies, attached

to stones and plants, and they will live a considerable time

out pf the water. They are easily known from the i>ypho-

narice, which are the only shells they can be confounded

with, by their being sinistral, very thin, and covered with

a hairy periostraca.

ANCY'RA, now Angora, or Engour, was one of the

most important cities or Asia Minor. Tradition ascribed its

origin to Midas, and its inhabitants exhibited in a temple of

Jupiter a sacred anchor, which was said to have been dis-

covered at the time of its foundation. This was, probably, a

Greek invention, to account for the name of the city, but be

this as it may, an anchor appears on the coins struck in the

reigns of Antoninus, Severus, and Caracalla. When the

hordes of Galli or Galat® established themselves in the

heart of Asia Minor, Ancyra became the capital of a tribe

which had originally come from the neighbourhood of

Toulouse, called Tectosages. In b.c. 189, the whole of

Galatia was subdued by the arms of Manlius, and from this

time it was for the most part virtually dependent upon

Rome. Towards the close of the Republic, feeiotarus, who,

by right, was the Tetrarch of the Tectosages alone, had

extended his authority over the other Galatian tribes, and

even assumed the title of king : but under Augustus (B.C.

25) it was found convenient to reduce the whole country to

the form of a province, of which Ancyra was still the capital.

Though deprived of its nominal independence, the city

flourished under the favour of Augustus, and the inha-

bitants in their gratitude appear to have offered religious

honours to the monarch. The city was permitted to assume

the name Sebaste, (the Greek term corresponding to the

Latin Augusta,) and at the death of the emperor, when an

inscription on brass was erected at Rome to commemorate

his achievements, the cfyizens of Ancyra procured a copy

and had it inscribed on marble in Greek and Latin, and

placed in one of their public buildings, which was probably

a temple dedicated to Augustus, under the character of

Lunus. This inscription, called the Momimentum Aiuyra-

num, was discovered in 1554, bv Wrantz, bishop of Agria

and ambassador from Ferdinand II., at the Ottoman Porte.

A more correct copy was, taken by Tournefort in 1701, and

by him communicated to Chishull, who ably supplied many

of the lost words by conjecture, and published it in his

Asiatic Antiquities. It has been repeatedly printed since,

particularly as an, appendix to the writings of Tacitus. (See

Oberlin's edition, torn, ii., p. 586.) The greater part of the

Latin inscription was still standing in the building as it hail

been originally put up, but in many parts it had been rnuti

lated in the attempts to remove the copper cramps with

which the different pieces of marble had been connected

together. Suetonius, in his Life of Augustus, c. 101, speaks

of the original inscription at Rome, from which the Monu

mentum Ancyranum was copied. Augustus, says lie,
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besides his will left four volumes, one of them containing a
summary of all his achievements, which h$ wished to be cut

in tables of brass and erected in front of his mausoleum.
This inscription, by its historical importance, fully deserves
the title of the monument of Ancyra, but there are many
others which are worthy of mention, particularly that which
Montfaucon has £iven m his Palccographia, p. 154, contain-

ing an enumeration of public festivals at the expense of cer-

tain individuals there named. Among these public bene-
factors, one cannot but remark Albiorix, the son of
Ateporix, two names which bear a strong resemblance to

those which occur in Crosar's History of his Gallic Wars,
as Dumnorix, &c. Other inscriptions may be seen in

Tournefort's Voyage du Levant, torn, ii., but this traveller

was compelled to leave many unnoticed. A skilful anti-

quary, he observes, would still find inscriptions enough to

occupy a year in copying. The high importance of Ancyra
under the empire is proved by the numerous coins it issued,

and by the immense number of its public buildings, the
scattered remains of which are seen in all quarters of the

present city. Above all was it celebrated as one of the chief

seats of religion, so that Libanius calls it the sacred city.

Coins and inscriptions refer to the worship of Jupiter, Ceres,

Bacchus, Pallas, Apollo, Cybele, Lunus, Salus,yEsculapius,

Serapis, the Dioscuri. It was also the seat of one of the

earliest Christian churches, founded, probably, bv the

apostle St. Paul : accordingly, in the years 314 and 358,

Christian councils were held here. Pagan worship, how-
ever, had not yet ceased, and, when Julian visited

Ancyra in 362, he was received without the walls by
religious processions from all the temples of the city. As
the power of Rome declined, the frontiers were exposed to

the ravages of various enemies. In 625, Ancyra was taken
by a general of the Persian Chosroes. In the following cen-

tury it twice fell into the power of the Arabs. In 1085, it

was taken by the Turks, but in 1 1 0*2 recovered for a time
by the Franks. After being for a considerable period the

capital of the Turkish empire, it again changed masters in

consequence of the great battle between Tamerlane and
Bajazet, which was fought in the adjoining plain, July 28,

1402. In 1415, it was recovered for the Turks by (Moham-
med I., and since that period has always belonged to the
Ottoman empire. The population, according to the Abb6
Bclley, consisted of 40,000 Turks, 4000 or 5b00 Armenians,
having seven churches, and B00 Greeks, having two
churches. The present papulation is hot known, though it

is considerable. Its chief commerce consists in articles

manufactured from the bright, silk-like wool of the Angora
goat. At the beginning of the lasi century, there were
resident merchants there from fengland, Frahcfe, and Hol-
land. The town is situated near the Sources of the most
eastern tributary of the Sakaria, or Sangarius, and at a
distance, according to our maps, of about twenty miles' from
the ilalys, which, in that quarter, reaches its most western
limit. In Leake's Ufap, twelve atiticnt and modern roads
are seen to meet in Angora, which ii the best evidence of the

importance of the city. It has been visited by Tourhefort,

Lucas, Pococke, Brown, Bruce, Khuieir. It lies in 32° 46'

E. long., 39° 52' N. lat. (See foyrricfort. Voyage du Le-
vant, torn, ii., p. 244 ; Mtmoireh dc VAcaaefttie des Inscrip-

tions, torn, xxxix., p. 391 ; Rasche, Lriicon JRei Nummaricv,
article 'Ancyra.') There was another Ancyra iti PhrVgia
Epictetus, the precise position of which is unknown. The
coins of both towns have the name In the form ANKYPA,
not ArKYPA.
ANDALUCl'A or ANDALTJSt'A, the tn^st southern

of thfe provinces of Spain, comprises the four Moorish king-

doms of Seville, Cordoba, Jaen, and Granada. It is situated

between 36° 4' and 38° 25' N. lat., and 2° and 7° 20> W.
long. ; is bounded on the north by La Mancha and

1

Estre-

madura, on the east by Murcla, on the South-east by the

Mediterranean, and by Portugal oh the west ; it extends,

in its greatest length, 320 miles fVom east to wes»t, and 144
from north to south. It Was included ih the Roman province

of Bcetica, so called from the river Bfietis, now Guadalquivir.

The present name, according to the most general opinion,

it received from the Vandals, who established themselves

in it atoUt the beginning of the fifth century of bur sera.

Two chains of mountains traverse this province; the

most southern, and that Which also has the highest summits,
is balled the Pcerto-Bcotic range by some geographer!. It

extends from Tarifa to Cape Gata, a distance of about 240
mllfcs in length, withbut reckoning- its sinuosities or wind-

ings; its breadth, from the Sierra de Bedmar to Cape
Sacratif, is from 75 to 80 miles. The direction of this ohain

is first from south to north, and then from east to west : in its

course it takes different names. The Sierra de Gazales, which
is the most southern branch of the mountains of Europe, ex-

tends from 36° 4' to 36° 30 N. lat. The Sierras of Ronda,
Abdalazis, and Prieta then follow in a direction from south-

west to north-east from 5° 12' to 3° 57' west long. ; then fol-

low the Sierras of Loja, Alhama, Tajada, and Lujar, and
approach the shore of the Mediterranean in a direction from
north-west to south-east, from 3° 57' to 2° 57'. From the

Picacho de Veleta it takes the name of Sierra Nevada, and
then runs from west to east as far as 2° 27', after which, taking

a direction south-east and afterwards south, it becomes the
Sierra de Filabres. This Sierrajoins the Sierra de Aljamilla,

and divides itself into two branches, one of which abuts on the

sea at Cape Gata ; the other branch proceeds eastwards to the
l*orre de Koldan. The inferior range of mountains parallel

to the Sierra Nevada, for the distance of about 45 miles
from MotrU to Almeria, is called Alpuj arras, an Arabic
name, meaning grass and pasture mountains. This chain

includes the Sierra de Gador and Contraviesa. and its

western extremity joins the heights of Lujar and Jolucar.

^he strata or rocks which form the Sierra Nevada are in-

clined in a direction almost parallel to that of the central

chain. The slope of the Alpujarras is abrupt on the north,

but on the south it extends itself gradually, so that the hills

slope down to the sea-shore.

The Sierra Nevada is mainly composed of mica-slate

which passes into gneiss and clay-slate : on the south slope

the clay-slate rests on the mica-slate, and is covered bv a black

transition limestone rock, rich in stilphuret of lead. Near
Granada there is a quarry of serpentine on the banks of the

Genii : it is green, mixed with a great quantity of blue, and
susceptible of a good polish. Fine marbles, also, and ala-

basters of a brilliant white colour, but of a very soft quality,

are found near Granada. This chain has several points

covered with perpetual snow, the highest of which Mul-
hacen, is 11,660 feet above the sea. The next in height

is the Picacho de Veleta, 11,385 feet. This point offers

one of the most imposing views in Europe. In the
centre of a magnificent panorama, the observer beholds
himself surrounded by snow and tremendous precipices

;

farther on to the north he perceives the inferior summits
of the chain, terminating in verdant plains bounded by
the summits of the Sierra Morena, a distance of ahou
eighty miles, and on the south he beholds at his feet

the waves of the Mediterranean beating against the rocks

of the shores, and in a clear day he may perceive the

coast of Africa, distant about 125 miles. The lake ot Cal-

dera, which is the source of the Guadalfeo, is oh the

Mulhacen and 10,ll2 feet above the sea. The Sierra de
Gador is 6575 feet high, and covered with snow three parts

of the year. The Cresta de Gallo, or Cock's Comb, in the

Sierra de Ronda, to the S.E. of the town of that name,
is the first point discovered by ships approaching Cadiz.

The hermitage of Nuestra Seiiora de las Nieves, (our Lady
of the Snow.) on the same mountain, is elevated 6011 feet

(See Orographic de VEurope.)
This range being so contiguous to the sea, the rivers

on the south side may more properly be called torrents

than rivers : the principal of these, the Guadiaro, the Gua-
daljorce, the Adra, the Almeria, and the Guadalfeo, fall

into the Mediterranean. The Genii, the Darro, celebrated

for the particles of gold found ih the sand which it carries,

the Guadiana Menor, and a few others of less note, swell

with their waters the current of the Guadalquivir.

A branch of the Ptieno-Bratic chain which serves as a
boundary to the plains of Granada On the north, connects it

with the Marianic range by its junction with the Sierra de

Cazorla. The length of this chain from Cape St. Vincent
to the Sierra Scgura,ih Murcia, including the mountains of

the Algarves, is about 360 miles, and its greatest breadth be-

tween Cordoba and the river Guadalmez nearly sixty. From
its eastern extremity to the source of the river Tinto, neal

the boundary of Spain and Portugal, between 2° 32'. and
6° 12* W. long., it runs from. E.N.E. to W.S.W., that is,

almost parallel to the Poeno-Btetic, and takes the names of

Sierra de los Pedroches, Cordoba, Constahtina, Guadalcanal,

and Monasterio. At the last point it is divided into two

branches, one of which takes the name of Sierra Albaleira, and
runs in a western direction to the banks of the Guadiana ; the

second proceeds south-westwards under the name of Sierra
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de Arnohe, and is separated by 1 1

1<
- Guadiana from the Sierras

of Caldeinio and Monchi<pie in Portugal : tin* Cahhuan
runs W.N.W., and the latter SAY., and partly form the

southern limits of the province of Alcmtojo in Portugal.

This range does not contain any remarkable summits, nor

any of sufficient elevation to retain the snow for nine

months in the year. The heath, kcrmes-nak, and other

plants of shining ami dark green leaver, with which it is

eowred, gi\e it a dark appearance, from which the name
of Sierra Morena, or Dark Maintain, is given to part of

the range. Its formation is principally schistose; the

Sierra de Caldeirao pre-ents volcanic remains, and basalt

is found near Almagro on the high road from Madrid to

Cadi/. Though the Maria nie range is the great boundary
between the waters of the Guadiana and Guadalquivir, yet

many rivers which have their sources on the north side of the

chain intersect it, and fall into the Guadalquivir on its right

bank ; except the Tin to and a few more, which empty them-
selves into the ocean between Moguer and Huelva. The
Sierra Morena contains the richest deposit of minerals in

Spain : it produces mercury, lead, copper, silver, and gold :

it is also exceedingly abundant in pasture, and well adapted

to cultivation. The high road from Madrid to Andalusia cuts

this chain in its narrowest and most elevated part, called

Despena Perros, or the Precipice of the Dogs. Another
communication is open in this chain, which connects Anda-
lusia with Estrcmadura by the Puerto of Monasterio. These
are the only roads in the Sierra Morena: there are other

communications through it, which, if not impracticable, are

at least very insecure.

The Guadalquivir is the largest river in Andalusia.

Bory de St. Vincent says that its real source is the Gua-
darmena, a river which, springing in the north-eastern ex-

tremity of La Mancha, Mows in a direction south-west,

cutting as i', were the Sierra de Alcaraz, and with an incli-

nation to the south, after having received the waters of the

Guadalimar, falls into the Guadalquivir in the plains of

Ubeda. The Spanish geographers place the sources of this

river in two fountains, distant, about seventeen miles from
each other, on the Sierra de Cazorla 38° N. hit... and A° W.
long. The windings of this mountain force it at first to

follow an irregular course. Aller having received the Gua-
diana-Menor, near Jodar, it Mows towards the wot as far

as Mont »ro, and then to S.W., gathering all the torrents

which descend from the Sierra Morena on the northern bank,
and on the southern, the streams that Mow from the Sierra

de Hedmar, Jaen, and Cabra. The Guadajoz, which crosses

the high road from Madrid to Cadiz not far from Cordoba,
is one of its greatest aiiluontson the southern bank. At Palma
del Rio it receives the Genii, and continues a W.S.W. and
S.S.W. course nearly to Seville. Beyond that city it Mows
almost due south without any obstacle, through a level

country with a winding course, and dividing itself into several

branches, forms two inlands, called hla Maii<>r and /s/o

Mcnnr, or Great and S;n ill Isfaml. At the southern
extremity of the Isla Mayor these dilferent branches re-

join, and the river enters the sea near San Luear de Barra-
meda.
The extent of country which this river traverses from the

Sierra de Ca/orla, hit. .vs°, to the Punta de Chipiona,
situated, according to the Derrotero de Torino, in M\ I \

f h",
is about 270 miles : but the course of the river, following
all its windings, is at least 3.*>n miles. The Guadalquivir
is navigable as far as Seville: and a company has under-
taken to remove the obstacles which impede the navigation
to Cordoba. The attluentsof the Guadalquivir, besides those

mentioned, are the Guadiel, the Escobar, the Jandula, the
Yeguas, Arenales, Guadalmellato, Guadabarbo, Bembezar,
Guadalbacar, Galapagar, and Yiar, which Mow into it on the
northern bank: and on the southern Jandulilla, Ninehez,
Torres, Guadalbullon, Salados de Arjona, or salt streams
of Arjona, Corbones, Guadaira, and Tagerete.
The plains of Andalusia, notwithstanding their being

situated in one of the warmest climates of Europe, are still

generally speaking of a moderate temperature. It never
freezes in them, and the snow never remains long upon the
ground. The unhealthy and scorching winds, which come
from Africa, are cooled and purified by the snowy summits
of the Sierra Nevada, and rarely produce those pernicious
effects observable in the country from which they blow.
On arriving at Despena Perros, on the route from Castile

to Andalusia, the most.inattentive observer will immediately
perceive that the productions of nature are changed. On the

northern side, the Marianie range presents nothing kit rrse-

man. ci>tus, anil other plants indicating a paniM •.f 1 >
tude equal to the south of France: the southern ^V- ;, r ..-

scnts itself at once covered with mastic-hves. kinus-.,

bean-trefoil, myrtles, and other plants of wanmr rib, v.;

as he descends, the lower parts are covered with the s;v .,

of umbelliferous, papilionaceous, and other plants ]>n ,.:.,

belonging to the Flora of Africa. Fran Carolina. iL- ;';•';

of the colonies of the Sierra Morena. long aai^-i-

hedges of the American ah e form the common <[VK-ur;v f

the grounds. At a distance the stately p.-ilrn-trce rwr»

its lol'tv head above the olive, pointing oat the Ih<u>>:
;

the farmer or the garden of some convent. T;ie n;i--.;--

bryanthemum. or fig marigold, ornaments the ihivlhro

of the humble inhabitant of the ullage, with its k-
liant scarlet Mower. At Seville the banana plant i> ti.nl

in many gardens : and exotics, which even at M< Lt[->

lier require to be kept in a grecn-hou-e, arc here rricn

in the open air. As we approach the sea-shore the Eu

ropean vegetation almost disappears, and is repli...! U
plants properly belonging to the Flora of Arabia, El} p.

and Barbary : the < hamaTops or d\\ art- palm, whuh n«Y,;

rises to the elevation of a tree, occupies all the space ti:;.:

the husbandman has left uncultivated : the nipcr ju:.:

occupies all the wild and gravelly sj>ots. The xrrt-urh? ..:

wild olive-tree, and the woody astragalus, take }i'>vt-,-

of all the space abandoned by man. The <age. the tr-a

cistus, various species of thymes, the ruseuian, the niv::>,

and other aromatic plants, cover the uncuhixatcd \\y;o'^

The orange and lemon trees, particularly aivund ruir. <•;}

and monasteries, toiin groves of considerable c\t» nt, ww:

in the time of blossoming fill the air with a deling [*;

fume. At that season the inhaling of so many odours, id

which the baNanhc perfume of the cistus is dii-tiiirily wr-

ceived, especially before and after sunset, give- u «.lfl'.jht::l

sensation of the salubrity of the air. Within Tithm ;:

twenty miles from the coast, the plants of America are

so adapted to the soil as to have become almost naturalised

the nopal, on which the cochineal insect is fed, is -.try

suceessfullv cultivated near Cadiz : and the same pi.;:

{'onus the hedges of the vineyards of the Iloya de Mah.r--

Tlie sugar-cane and the cotton-tree occupy the plaiii> i

Vidcz-Malaga, Torroj, and Motnl : the poiaeunuiM- i

a very common tree in all that part. With so great a vi;>

ety of productions, the season of blossoming nnist nectssir. \;

he vei*i long ; it begins about the end of January. ^
the almond-tree, and ends in dune with the olive. The In-

vests also of fruit and grain succeed one another thrnmh •-!

the whole circle of the year, beginning in February or Mareh.

with the sugar-cane, ami ending in March or April whLi t::e

orange, on which tree it is not an unfrequent orrunvnc? t->

find the fruit and blossom together. Even when the heat of

the sun has dried up the smaller rivers, their banks a.?

covered with the rosy Mower of the adelfa, or rose-ha\ tr*.

The s(»il is so productive, particularly in the plains, uutt.e

husbandman with very little trouble may obtain an abond.ait

harvest, besides all the species of corn and fruit, vine

and oil make the bulk of the productions of the sail. Amni

the wines, the Jerez or sherry, the Pajarete. Mahi'J'i. Man-

tilla, Kspera, Bornos, and Tint ilia, are the most ec!ehr.i;«"..

The rich pastures of the mountains and valleys feed enu-

merable herds of cattle, among which the hulls have i*-^

renowned from the fabulous times of King Gcryon. The

woods of oak of the Serrania de Ronda, of Cordoba, aiiu

Granada, atTord nourishment to a multitude of hogs ; an<i the

Loma de Ubeda, the Dehesa of Cordoba, and the CartuM
Jerez, produce the finest breed of horses in the Peninsula.

The seas and rivers abound in fish, and the mountain* fl

every species of game. The wolf and the boar are the omf

ferocious -animals ; among the reptiles and insects, tne

scorpion, the tarantula spider, the chameleon, and &M
snakes, though none of the worst kino, are found. Tee

ritdies of the mineral kingdom are no less abundant. Sixty-

six mines are known, whicn produce gold, silver, copptf.

iron, lead, loadstone, coals, vitriol, and sulphur.

Andalusia, under the Mohammedans, included four king-

doms, viz., Seville, Cordoba, Granada, and Jaen, but at

present it is divided into six provinces ; Seville. Lw'J,

Cordoba, Jaen, Granada, and Malaga, containing
1 a P"P^'

hit ion of ],«HM.'27G inhabitants: two archbishopric slX

Inslioprics, fourteen collegiate churches, the same num^r

of military commandaries, 980 parishes, 760 conveitM °'

both sexes, with 18,063 monks, and 5,624 nuns, the vholi
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comprised in 41 cities, 458 towns, 314 villages and boroughs.

Andalusia is divided into two military departments, having

each a captain-general, and a Chancilleria, or high civil and
criminal court, one at Seville, and another at Granada.

The people of Andalusia appear to be a mixture of five

different nations, which successively have had the domi-

nion of that region,—the Carthaginians, the Romans, the

Vandals, and the Goths, mixed with the original race, very

probably of African origin. The Moors invaded it in 711,

and it was not until 1491 that they were expelled from
Granada, their last hold. Notwithstanding their expulsion,

many traces of their character are still discernible. The
complexion and features of the inhabitants, their dances,

music, and musical instruments, many names of persons

and places, the most trivial phrases, their prejudices, their

system of agriculture, their hospitality, and part of the dress,

especially among the women ofsome'villages, and even their

harsh mode of aspirating the Castilian language,—every-

thing reminds the attentive observer of their Arabian an-
cestors. The Andalusian, inhabiting one of the finest

climates in the world, where nature so liberally yields its

riches, lives contented with what he possesses, is never
anxious about the future, and is a stranger to sorrow. This
sort of indifference and improvident disposition has caused
him to be accused of indolence. The inhabitants of the

plains of Seville may perhaps deserve that character ; but
the labourer of the Serrania de Ronda, of the Hoya de
Malaga, of the Alpujarras, and in general all the people in-

habiting the highlands, whom the sun when It rises always
finds busied in their occupations, which they never quit

until after its setting, cannot justly be taxed with indolence.

In those districts the women are seen working in the fields,

while the men are employed in reaping the harvest in the

plains of Seville ; and, when men and women work together,

the former are observed to stop in their work now and then to

smoke their paper cigars, while the latter, who do not enjoy

that luxury, proceed in their task ; which circumstance may
probably have led inattentive travellers to make erroneous

statements about the supposed idleness of the Andalusian
people, and the miserable condition to which the women
are reduced in that province. The same amount of credit

is due to all the accounts and wonderful tales about the

jealousy of the Andalusian men, and of the confinement

in which they keep their wives. Possessing a powerful

and lively imagination, the Andalusian express the most

ample ideas in a figurative and energetic language, which
may perhaps entitle them to the epithet of the Gas-

cons of Spain. The Sal Andaluza, or Andalusian wit,

though not so pungent, is not less celebrated in Spain, than

the Attic wit was in Greece. The Andalusian women are

remarkable for the gracefulness of their forms, for their ex-

pressive, large, and black eyes, and for their small, delicate

feet. It is not, however, a rare occurrence to find among
them some with blue eyes, a fair complexion, and light,

flaxen hair. Andalusia has at all times produced eminent

men. The great Trajan, the two Senecas, the poet Silius

Italicus, and the agriculturist Columella, did honour to the

Andalusian name under the Romans. The list of the

eminent Arabs, who were born and educated in thatprovince,

is still more numerous ; and, in modern times, the Granadas,

Leones, Morillos, Cespedes, Herreras, Riojas, and also the

best lyric poets in the Peninsula, were Andalusians by

birth. If ever a rational and enlightened system of govern-

ment should secure the property and allow the free develop-

ment of the intellectual faculties of this people,—if the

fixed rule of the law should ever be substituted for the

caprice of man,—Andalusia will become the finest province

in Spain. At present, though there are universities at

Seville, Granada, and Cordoba, besides several colleges at

Cadiz and other principal towns, education is not in the

most flourishing condition. The unequal division of the

land,—the best and largest portion of which is in the hands

of the grandees, who never visit their possessions, and of

monks, who care little about improving them,—keeps agri-

culture in a very backward state ; and an oppressive and in-

judicious fiscal system prevents the advancement of trade

and industry. (See Minano; Recueilde Voyages de la SocietS

de Gcographie de Paris, vol. iii., pp. 8, 9. Antfflon ; Malte

Brun's Geography, viii., book 138. Bory de St. Vincents

RSsumS Qeographique de la Pininsule IbSrique, section i.,

chap. 3, section ii., p. 472—502.
For the subdivisions of Andalusia, and the chief towns,

Bee the names mentioned in this article.

ANDAMAN ISLANDS, a group in the bay of Bengal,
consisting of four islands with several islets, in 92° 30' E.
longitude, and occupying a space which extends from 10° 32'

to 13° 40' N. latitude. Three of these islands are so con-

tiguous, being only separated by very narrow straits, that

they are usually considered as one island, under the name
of the Great Andaman, and are generally so laid down in

maps. Another of these islands, which is known as the

Little Andaman, is the most southern of the group. Rut-
land Islet lies between the two Andamans, and Great Sen-
tinel Islet is on the western side of Great Andaman, in

1
1° 45' N. lat., and 92° 3' E. long. The remaining islets are

not known by any distinctive names. The most northern

of the Nicobar islands is within 30 leagues of the south of

Little Andaman.
Great Andaman is about 140 miles long and 20 miles

broad. In the centre is a high mountain called the Saddle

Peak, which is about 2400 feet above the level of the sea.

The island does not contain any considerable river. It is

tolerably clothed with trees, several of which afford timber

of sufficient size for ship-building ; among them are the

poplar, ebony, a tree resembling satin-wood, red-wood, the

cotton-tree, and almond-tree, besides bamboos, ground-

rattans, and numerous shrubs.

Very few animals are found on the islands ; the principal

of them is a species of small hog, which is scarce ; the

inhabitants use it for food. Besides these hogs, the Anda-
raaners eat rats, guanas, and snakes, but their principal

food consists of fish, of which there are many varieties,

and, during the north-east monsoon, they are very abundant
The shores abound in shell-fish, and oysters of good quality

are found in some situations. The edible birds'-nests, so

highly prized in China, are sometimes seen in these islands,

and a variety of beautiful shells—gorgonias, madrepores,

and couries—may be gathered on the shores.

The fruit of the mangrove is almost the only vegetable sub-

stance in the islands that is fit for food. Cocoa-nut trees,

—

which are so plentiful and so prolific, both on the continent

and the neighbouring islands,—have never been planted in

the Andaman islands.

The inhabitants are among the very lowest in the scale

of civilization of any people with which we are acquainted

;

they show determined hostility to Europeans, and repug-

nance to come into communication with them. They are

small of stature, seldom exceeding five feet in height, and
ill-formed* with large heads and very slender limbs. In
colour, hair, and features they resemble the race of African

negroes. They are wholly unaccustomed to the use of

clothing ; their implements are but few in number, and of

a very rude description. They have no vessel that can resist

the action of fire, their only mode ofcooking consists in throw-

ing their food upon burning wood. Their principal weapons

of offence are bows and arrows. The former are usually from

four to five feet long, and for strings they use fibres drawn
from the leaf of a tree, or slips of bamboo ; their arrows are

formed of reeds, with heads of wood hardened in the fire, or

of fish-bones. They also carry spears of heavy wood, with

sharpened points, and are provided with a shield made of

bark. They use both their arrows and their spears for killing

fish, and show considerable dexterity in this occupation ; they

likewise make use of a hand-net formed of bark*.

It is worthy of remark, that every people with whom wo
have become acquainted, however small their acquaintance

with other arts, are possessed of the art of making nets of

one kind or other, and thus forming articles of some utility.

The dwellings of the natives are rude in the extreme

they are formed by fixing four poles in the ground and

binding their tops together, filling up the spaces between

them with branches of trees, and leaving a vacancy on one

side just large enough to allow of ingress and egress. In their

disposition, they are described as cunning and treacherous

;

their disinclination to the intercourse of strangers amounts

with them to a passion. They make no attempt to cultivate

the soil, and are obliged to reside in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of the sea, from which they derive the principal

part of their food. The population of the Great Andaman,

it is conjectured, does not exceed 2500 persons ; they unite

in small societies, and move about from one part of the coast

to another in search of food. These people are supersti-

tious, and are believed to worship the sun ; but our imperfect

acquaintance with their customs does not allow us to ex-

press any decided opinions on this subject. On awaking

in the morning, their first care is to piaster their bodies
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with mud, which hardens in the sun, and serves as a

protection against the attacks of insects which swarm in

the air, and would otherwise be a constant torment to them.

This plastering, and the custom of painting their woolly

heads with red ochre, does not tend to improve their natu-

rally hideous appearance.

The origin of this race of people,— so different in their

appearance and state of civilization from any of the races on

the continent, or the neighbouring islands,—is an object of

some curiosity. The people to whom they bear the greatest

resemblance in their persons and dispositions are the mop-
headed Papuas of New Guinea ; but how they should have

found their way to so great a distance, in their frail canoes,

it is difficult to imagine. The language used by the Anda-
maners, as far as there are means for judging, appears to

be wholly dissimilar to any spoken in other parts of the east,

A settlement was attempted by the English in 1791, on
the south part of the largest island, which settlement was,

two years afterwards, removed to Port Cornwallis, near the

northern end, in 13° 28' N. lat, and 92° 54' E. long. One
object for making this establishment was the possession of

a commodious harbour on the east side of the Bay of

Bengal, which might be a place of shelter during the pre-

valence of the north-east monsoon. The place was aban-

doned in 1796, in consequence of its proving extremely
prejudicial to the health of the settlers. It is probable that

this disadvantage might have been remedied by clearing the

adjacent district, which consists of lofty hills covered with

trees and jungle.

In 1814, when Port Cornwallis was visited bv an English
ship, very few vestiges remained of the British settlement

Subsequently (in April, 1824) the British force under Sir

Archibald Campbell, despatched against the Burmese, as-

sembled in the harbour, where some of the ships remained
about a month ; but it was not found possible on that occa-

sion to establish any intercourse with the natives, who
omitted no opportunity of showing their hostile feelings by
discharging their arrows at all tne Europeans who came
within their reach.

The Little Andaman was visited, in November, 1825, by
the Earl Kellie transport, for the purpose of procuring water
for the troops which she was conveying to Rangoon, when
the inhabitants showed an equally fierce disposition, and
endeavoured as much as possible to obstruct our people while
filling their water-casks. This smaller island aoes not
possess any harbour, but has tolerable anchorage near the
shore. It is twenty-eight miles long with an average
breadth of seventeen miles. (Symes's Embassy to Ava, and
MS. documents at the Iudia Board, as quoted in Hamilton's
East India Gazetteer.)

ANDANTE, in music, (participle of the Italian verb,

andare, to go, going,) is the third in order of the five

classes into which musical movement is divided, (see Al-
legro,) and the medium between the extremes of slow
and quick.

The music of former days, of Corelli, Handel, &c, which
we agree to call antient music, was generally much slower
than that which prevails at present, and andante was then
used to denote a moderate degree of quickness: now it

indicates a steady, calm motion, rather inclining to slowness
than the reverse. It also enjoins a more than ordinary
attention to the measure, to the equality of time given to

each bar. It must be added, however, that composers often
differ from each other in the meaning they annex to this
word, a want of agreement which can only be remedied by
invariably marking the commencing time of all movements
by the metronome, or some kind of pendulum.

This terra is also used substantively : thus we say, an
andante of Haydn, &c.
ANDANTI'NO, in musie, the diminutive of andante,

but whether less slow or less quick, is still a question at

issue. Rousseau, Turk, Clemcnti, and many others, are
on the slow side ; Koch, Burney, and Lichtenthal, espouse
the other.

"When the word andante is used, as by the old masters, to
denote a degree of quickness, its diminutive abates its

motion: when employed to indicate a movement rather
slow than quick, as in the present day, the diminutive

'

increases its motion. For want of adverting to this fact,

much misapprehension and some disputes have arisen. It,

however, seems to be agreed, that andantino now shall sig-
nify a movement quicker than andante—that it shall be the
medium between the latter and allegretto.

ANDELYS (LES), a town in France on the right bank
of the Seine, in the department of Euro. It properly con-

sists of two towns, Grand (great) Andely, and Petit (little)

Andely ; though they are usually considered as one. It ii

a busy place, and contains a population of 5000 (Balbi),

who are engaged in the manufacture of ratteen, a come
woollen stuff. Many apples are grown in the neighbour*

hood for cider. Nicholas Poussin was born in tn adjoin-

ing hamlet, or in the town itself: at Little Andely there

is a monument to his memory. A castle in the vicinity is

said to have been built by Richard Cceur deLion. ltii

now in ruins.

The arrondissement of which Les Andely* is the capital

comprehends 147 communes, and contains above 63,000 in-

habitants.

ANDERNACH, a small town in a pleasant country an

the left bank of the Rhine, in the district of Coblenz and the

province of the Lower Rhine, 50° 27' N. lat., 7° 25' E. long.,

and about ten miles W.N.W. from Coblenz. It haa some

trade, chiefly in millstones, which are cut in the neigh*

bouring villages of Ober and Nieder-Mendig, in brick*, cla?

for tobacco-pipes, and in trass, which is sent to Holland

This trass (see next page) is an earth, which is pulverixed

and mixed with lime to make a mortar suitable for con-

structions under water. Trass is a corruption of the Dutch

word tiros, which signifies cement.
In Andernach numerous pieces of columnar basalt an

employed as posts at the corners of streets, &c. The door-

posts and side-pieces of almost all the windows are made of

the porous lava of which the famous millstones are formed.

This material is also used for paving courts and kitchen

floors, and has been employed in the construction of wine

of the oldest buildings in this town, as well as in Coblenz.

There are several mineral sources near the town. The

place has about 3000 inhabitants, and a gymnasium. The

vine is cultivated in the neighbourhood.
Andernach was a Roman station under the name of

Antunacum. It was also once an imperial town, nil the

year 1496, when the elector of Cologne reduced it to the

rank of a municipal town.

Physical structure of the surrounding country.—Ander-

nach lies on the border of the mountainous region called

the Eifel, which stretches between the Ardennes and the

Rhine, and has been the seat at one time of manyaethrc

volcanoes ; but all have been extinct since a period long

antecedent to the historical cera. The fundamental rock

of the country is grauwacke, which may be seen in many

places around Andernach ; the volcanic products lie upon

that, all the secondary strata being wanting. Between five

and six miles west of Andernach is the Laacher See, or

Lake of Laach, a spot celebrated for the beauty of it)

Bcenery. It is of a circular form, and is surrounded with

woods which rise from the water's edge to the summit of

the high sloping banks ; a man at an ordinary pace re-

quires about two hours and a half to walk round it The

surface of the water is 670 feet above the Rbine at An-

dernach, and the depth is about 200 feet. It has beea

commonly considered as the crater of a volcano, and the

circular form and igneous products scattered around lead

one very naturally to view it as such ; but great weight »

due to the observations of the Baron Van der Wyck in

his Uebersicht der Rheinischm und Eifeler erfoww*
Vulhane, who considers the lake to be a depression in the

grauwacke, and that the igneous products were ejected from

five volcanoes in the immediate neighbourhood. There is do

stream of lava, nor any walls of solid lava immediately ad-

joining the lake; the volcanic products on its shores aw

scorisB or cinders, pumice and ashes, with numberless vol-

canic balls or bombs in the ashes ; but solid lavas, basalt*

and tuffs, are met with in all the hills and valleys around.

Immediately in the neighbourhood of Andernach, and be-

tween it and the town of Mayen, there are great tract!

covered with pumice stone, gravel, and ashes, often to s con-

siderable depth; these substances are in many placM
.|*j

vered by a yellow marly sand, containing land shells, called

loess, and in some situations this loess is covered again witn

pumice stone, gravel, and ashes. Not far from the Laachtf

Sea are the celebrated millstone quarries of Nieder Mendig.

which have been worked, it is believed, for at least iOW

years, and from which millstones are sent to ever? part of

Europe and to America. The rock is a very hard p*0°*

lava, which in all probability was a stream from one of

the neighbouring volcanoes. It is covered with toe pan"0*
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•tone, gravel, and ashes, in many parts, but it is supposed to

be not less than five miles in length, and nearly three miles
in breadth. The quarries are all underground, and are well

worth visiting from the great extent of the excavations, and
the forms of the lava, which separates into gigantic columns
from fifteen to forty feet in height Five miles north of
Andemach is the Brohl valley, celebrated not only for its

beautiful scenery, but on account of its containing vast ac-

cumulations of an indurated volcanic mud, which by subse-
quent denudations has been broken into detached masses,
presenting great vertical precipices and many varied pictu-

resque forms, clothed with a luxuriant vegetation. The sub-
stance is called trass, and has been long extensively quarried

,

it is pounded and used in making mortar for buildings,

under water, like the volcanic substance called puzzolana
in the neighbourhood of Naples, and the artificial imitation

of it, Roman cement. Vast quantities of it are exported

to Holland, where it is used in the construction of the dikes.

The volcanic district of the Lower Eifel, which is im-
mediately adjoining to Andemach, is very accessible to

those who visit the Rhine. It is extremely interesting, not
only to the geologist, but to all who take pleasure in looking

upon beautiful natural scenery. There is a short account of

it in Dr. Daubeny's work on Volcanoes, and a much more
detailed description in Dr. Hibbert's more recent publication

on the Basin of Neuwied ; a book, however, that will not be
very intelligible either to the general reader or to any one
who is not tolerably familiar with geology. The best works
on the subject are in German, of which there are several.

The work of Baron Von der Wyck, above quoted, is excel-

lent, and Steininger's Qeschichte der Rheinischen Vulkane is

very full ; but the best we have seen is a compilation from
other writers, together with valuable additions from personal

observation, by Messrs. Von Oeynhausen and Von Dechen,
in the Geographical Journal, Hertha, for the year 1 828.

ANDERSON (ADAM), was born in Scotland in 1692.

Having come to London, he obtained the situation of clerk

in the South Sea House, with which establishment he con-
tinued to be connected for forty years, having risen at last

to be craief clerk of the Stock and New Annuities. In the
charter* granted in 1 732, for the establishment of the colony

of Georgna in America, Mr. Anderson was appointed one of

the trustees to carry that object into execution ; and he also

held a seat in the court of assistants of the Scotch Corpora-

tion in Xondon. He died, at his house in Red Lion Street,

Clerkenwell, on the 10th of January 1765. The chief

occupation of many years of Mr. Anderson's life was the

composition of his voluminous and well known work, the

Historical and Chronological Deduction of Trade and Com-
merce, which was first published in 2 vols, folio, in 1 762.

A second edition of the same size appeared in 1 764 ; and
a third, in 4 vols, quarto, (the fourth volume being new
and by a different compiler,) in 1 782-9, after the death of

the author. This work contains a large collection of facts

;

but from the author's imperfect scholarship, or his limited

command of books, he has taken many of them at second-

hand, from translations, or books of little authority ; and
in the earlier portion of his book, especially, he has nearly

neglected all the best sources of information. This defect

has been to a great extent remedied in what may be consi-

dered a fourth edition of Mr. Anderson's work, the Annals

of Commerce, Manufactures, Fisheries, and Navigation,
by Mr. David Macpherson, 4 vols, quarto, 1805. The last

three volumes of this publication are nearly a reprint of

Anderson's Historical Deduction ; but the first, which com-
prehends the history of commerce down to the fifteenth cen-

tury, is entirely re-written. Mr. Anderson's style, we may
add, is very prolix, and singularly antiquated for the period in

which he wrote ; but in many ofhis opinions upon commercial
subjects he was in advance of his age.—James Anderson,
D.D., a brother of the subject of this notice, was the author
of a work entitled Royal Genealogies, or the Genealogical

Tables ofEmperors, Kings, and Princes,from Adam to these

Times, published in 1732; of a Genealogical History of
the House of Ivery, in 2 vols. 8vo., Lond., 1 742 (the last

volume having been prepared for the press after his death,

and a third being promised, which, we believe, has never

appeared) ; of a volume entitled the Constitutions of Free
Masons ; and also, we believe, of several single sermons.

He was minister of the Scottish church, Swallow Street,

London ; and used to be known among his acquaintances

by the name of Bishop Anderson. (See Chalmers's

Biograph. Diet.)

ANDERSON (ALEXANDER), a native of Aberdeen,
in Scotland, who in the beginning of the seventeenth cen-
tury, while yet a voung man, appears to have settled as a
private teacher of the mathematics in Paris. Neither the
year of his birth, nor that of his death, is known. He is the
author of the following works: Supp/ementum Apollonii
Redivivi, quarto, Paris, 1612; 'AhioXo^ta, pro Zetetico

Apolloniani Problematis a se jampridem edito in Supple-
mento Apollonii Redivivi, quarto, Paris, 1615 ; Ad Avgu-
larium Sectionum Analyticen T/ienremata KaOoXucwrepa,
a Francisco Vieta Fonlenceensi primum excogitaia, at
absque ulla demonstratione ad nos transmissa, jam tandem
demonstrationibus confirmata, quarto, Paris, 1615; Vindicitc

Archimedis, quarto, Paris, 1616; Exercitationum Mathe-
maticarum Dicas Prima, quarto, Paris, 1619. All these
works are very scarce. Mr. Anderson also appears to havo
been selected by the executors of the eminent Vieta, who
died in 1603, to superintend the publication of his unprintea
manuscripts. Two treatises of Vieta, accordingly, entitled

De /Equationum Recognitione et Emendatione, appeared at
Paris, in quarto, 1615, with a dedication, preface, and appen-
dix, by A nderson. Mr. David Anderson of Finshaugh, a
brother (other authorities say, a cousin) of this Alexander
Anderson, was the father of Mrs. Gregory, the wife of the
Rev. John Gregory, minister of Drumoak,in Aberdeenshire,
whose son was the celebrated James Gregory, the inventor
of the reflecting telescope. James Gregory is said to have
been initiated in mathematical science by his mother. Of
the same family, probably, was an Alexander Anderson, a
native of Aberdeen, who graduated Doctor of Medicine at
Leyden, in 1717. His inaugural discourse, which is entitled
De Morbis Acutis Puerperarum, is remarkably thick sown
with scriptural and classical quotations. (See Chalmers's
Biog. Diet* and Brewster's Eain. Encyclop.) In the Sup-
plement to the Encyclopaedia Britannica, there is a notice
of Alexander Anderson by the late Professor Leslie, in
which warm praise is bestowed upon the ingenuity, clever-
ness, and classic elegance of his works.

ANDERSON (SIR EDMUND), an eminent lawyer
of the sixteenth century, in the early part of which he was
born at Broughton, or, as other authorities state, at Hixbo-
rough, in Lincolnshire. His father, Thomas Anderson, Esq.,
was a gentleman of good estate ; and the family was of
Scotch descent. Edmund, who was a younger son, was
educated at Lincoln College, Oxford, after leaving which he
entered of the Inner Temple, and, having in due course
been called to the bar, passed through the usual promotions,
until, in 1582, he was made chief justice of the Common
Pleas. This high office he held till his death, on the 1st of
August, 1605. Chief Justice Anderson was one of the ablest
and most learned of Queen Elizabeth's judges ; but he was
also one of the most rigid of the high prerogative lawyers
of that time. He particularly distinguished himself by the
zeal which he showed in favour of the established church,
and the unwise harshness with which he endeavoured to
put down dissent We should scarcely, indeed, be going too
far in saying of him that he was accustomed to regard law
more than reason, and the will of the sovereign more than
either. He seems, by his severity, to have made himself
unpopular and odious with all parties. His printed works
are Reports of Cases argued and adjudged in the time of
Queen Elizabeth, in the Common Bench, folio, Lon. 1 644

;

and Resolutions and Judgments on the Cases and Matters
agitated in all the Courts of Westminster, in the latter end
of the reign of Queen Elizabeth, quarto, Lond. 1 653. Both
books are reckoned of great authority. Three families, de-
scended from this chief justice, through two of his sons,

received baronetcies in the reigns of Charles I. and II. ; and
by his four daughters, who lived to be married, he became
the ancestor of the earls of Pontefract, the Sheffield*, dukes
of Buckinghamshire, the earls of Warrington, and the
lords Monson. (Biograph. Brit.)

ANDERSON (GEORGE), was born at Tunstern, in

the duchy of Sleswiok, in Germany, about the beginning of
the seventeenth century. He appears to have been in a
great degree self-educated. In 1644 he left his native

country to travel in the East, from which he returned in

1650, after having visited Arabia, Persia, India, China,
Japan, Tartary, Mesopotamia, Syria, and Palestine. He
was then taken into the service of the Duke of Holstein-
Gottorp, who often pressed him, but without success, to

publish an account of his travels. At last the stratagem

was resorted to of placing Adam Olearius behind the tapes*

3U2
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try of a room in the palace, while Anderson, who was very

communicative in conversation, was led to relate his adven-

tures to the duke ; and in this way the whole story was
from time to time got out of him and committed to writing.

He was afterwards prevailed upon to revise the manuscript,

after which it was published in folio, at Sleswick, in 1669,

under the care of Olearius. Anderson's travels, we believe,

have never been translated into English. (See Biog. Univ.)

ANDERSON (JAMES) was born at Edinburgh on
the 5th of August, 1662 ; his father, the reverend Patrick

Anderson, was one of the ministers of that city. Having
been educated for the law, he was admitted a writer to the

signet in 1690. In 1705 he made his first appearance as

an author by the publication of An Essay showing that the

Crown of Scotland is Imperial and Independent : being an
answer to W. Atwood's tract, entitled the Superiority and
direct Dominion of the Imperial Crown and Kingdom of
England over the Crown and Kingdom of Scotland, which

had appeared the preceding year. As the subject discussed

was one in which the people of Scotland at that moment
took a very warm interest, the parliament, besides bestowing

upon Anderson a pecuniary reward for his performance,

ordered its thanks to be publicly returned to him by the

lord chancellor, in the presence of her majesty's high com-
missioner and the estates ; Atwood's book being at the same
time ordered to be burnt by the common hangman. An-
derson was further honoured by the commands of the par-

liament to collect and publish such antient documents as he
might deem to be illustrative of the national independence

;

and an assurance was given that the cost of the undertaking

would be defrayed from the public treasury. He therefore

relinquished his profession, and in 1707 came to London to

superintend the engraving of the plates for his intended

work. Before it issued from the press, however, he was
carried off by a stroke of apoplexy, on the 3d of April, 1 728.

The editing of the work was then entrusted to Thomas
Rudditnan, the learned grammarian ; and it at length ap-

peared at Edinburgh in 1 789, in the form of a magnificent

folio, with the title of Seleetus Diplomatum et Numtsmatum
Scotice Thesaurus. An elaborate preface was prefixed

by Ruddiman. Anderson held the situation of postmaster-

general for Scotland from 1715 to 1717. He also pub-
lished at Edinburgh, in 1727, Collections relating to the

History ofMary Queen of Scotland, in 4 volumes, Quarto.

Although Anderson's name is prefixed to the Diplomata
as the author of the publication, the credit to which he is

entitled is very inconsiderable. The plates, which are well

executed, are of course the work of the engraver, with the

exception of those which contain explanations of the ab-

breviated characters ; and all the rest of the book, com-
prising the valuable preface of 85 pages, the chronology of

Scottish history, the explanations of the plates, the tables

of geographical, and other proper names, is by Ruddiman.
(See Chalmers's Biograph. Diet., and Geo. Chalmen b Life

of Ruddiman,*. 151, &c.)

ANDERSON (JAMES, LL.D.) was born, in 1739, at

the village of Hermiston, near Edinburgh, where his fore-

fathers had been farmers for several generations. He very
early showed a great love of reading, and having, in conse-
quence of the loss of both his parents, taken the manage-
ment of the family farm into his own hands at the age of
fifteen, he soon after began to apply himself to the study
of chemistry, with the view of availing himself of that
science in his agricultural pursuits. His adoption of various

improvements in husbandry, which had never before been
introduced into the district where he lived, afforded other
evidences of his superior intelligence. In 1 763 he left his

native place, and settled in Aberdeenshire, on a farm
called Monkshill, consisting of 1300 acres of land almost
wholly in a wild state. It was while residing here that
he made his first attempt as a public writer in a series

of essays on Planting, which he contributed, in 1771, to the
Edinburgh Weekly Magazine, under the signature of Agri-
cola. These essays he collected and published together in

1777. From this time both his communications to periodical

works and his separate publications were very frequent In
1780 the degree of Doctor of Laws was bestowed upon him
by the university of Aberdeen. Three years after he left

Monkshill, and came to reside in Edinburgh. In 1784, in
consequence of a pamphlet which he had printed on the
Encouragement of the National Fisheries, a subject which
he had some years before discussed at greater length in a
quarto volume, he was employed by government to make a

survey of the western coast of Scotland, with a reference
especially to that object In 1791 he commenced the pub-
lication of a periodical miscellany under the name of the
Bee, which had great success. In consequence, however, of
a disagreement with the publishers, it was dropped in 1794.

In 1 797 Dr. Anderson came to take up his residence in the

neighbourhood of London ; and, in April 1 799, he established

here a new periodical under the title of Recreation* in Agri-
culture. It was continued till March, 1 802,when itceasedwith

the completion of the sixth volume. Dr. Anderson died on
the 15th of October, 1808, having been for some years before

much broken down through the effects of the intense literary

lsfbour of many years. The list of his numerous publications

attests the extraordinary activity of his mind : and most of
his writings evince great fulness of thought extensive and
varied information, and some of them no slight degree of
ingenuity and originality. Dr. Anderson is now acknow-
ledged to have been the first who propounded the theory of
the origin and progressive increase of rent which was
almost simultaneously reproduced in our own day by Mr.
Malthus and Sir Gilbert (then Mr.) West and is commonly
distinguished by the name of the late Mr. Ricardo, who is

known to have been in possession of it two years before the
publications of these writers appeared, and by whom also it

was afterwards elaborately illustrated. Anderson's state-

ment of the doctrine is to be found at p. 401 of the eighth
volume of his Recreations in Agriculture, published in 1 80 1.

It is as perspicuous, accurate, and complete an exposition of
this view of the question as any that has been since given.
There can be no question also that to the zeal and labours
of Dr. Anderson, much more than to any other individual, is

owing the greatly increased attention to the subject of
agriculture which, in Scotland especially, has grown up
since he began to write. In this way he has been a dis-

tinguished benefactor to his country. A complete catalogue
of hi3 writings may be found in the authorities quoted
below. They consist of between twenty and thirty separate
works, besides numerous contributions to the Enctfdop&dia
Britamiica, the Monthly Review, and various other periodi-

cals. To the first edition of the Encyclopedia Brilanmca he
contributed the articles Language, Monsoons, and Sound.
Among his other works are, a Practical Treatise on Chim-
neys, duodecimo, 1776.

—

Free Thoughts on the American
Contest, octavo, 1776.

—

Essays relating to Agriculture
and Rural Affairs, octavo, 1777 —Observations on Slavery,
quarto, 1789.— Two Letters on a Universal Character,
octavo, 1 795.

—

Selectionsfrom Correspondence with General
Washington, octavo, 1 800.

ANDERSONIAN INSTITUTION. [See Glasgow.]
ANDES, the general name given to the great range of

mountains which runs along the western side of the con-
tinent of South America. In the languages of the Incas,
these mountains are called Antis, and as they abound in
copper and other metals, Humboldt is of opinion that the
name is derived from the Peruvian word onto, which signi-
fies copper, and metal in general. We apply, in Europe,
the term Andes to the whole range, but it is unknown to
the inhabitants of the countries north of the equator.
These mountains are called by the Spaniards, Cordilleras
de los Andes, or the Chains of the Andes, whence the
word Cordilleras alone is sometimes applied to them.
In considering these mountains as a great feature in the

physical structure of the earth, we may fix their southern
extremity in the rocky islands of Diego Ramirez, off Cape
Horn, in lat. 56° 30' south, and their northern termination
in the 69th of north latitude, at the mouth of the Mackenzie
River. There is probably an almost unbroken chain through-
out the whole of that vast space, which is more than one-
third of the circumference of the globe. It is difficult to
say where the real chain of the Andes commences. It con-
tinues, however, when once formed, without a break, to the
mouth of the river Atrato, or the isthmus of Darien, which
pours its waters into the Caribbean Sea, in lat 8° 1 5' north,
a distance, reckoning the whole line, from Diego Ramirez,
of 64° 16' of latitude.

The Andes of South America, although, in our maps, they
look like one long, single ridge, are by no means so, but are
composed of a series ef chains of mountains, more or less
parallel, inclosing vast elevated plains, or table-lands, and of
several great groups, like knots or articulations, at distant
intervals. The average width of their base is extremely
narrow, considering their great length, in comparison with
that of most other extensive systems of mountains; for, ex*
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coptwhere the groupsjust mentioned occur, the breadth varies
only from sixty to seventy miles. The greatest extension, from
oast to west, is between the parallels of 15° and 18° south,

in one of the groups, where a base line perpendicular to the
axis of the chain would be nearly 400 miles in length.

The whole surface of South America is broken by four
great systems of mountains, viz., the Andes ; the mountains
of Venezuela, running nearly at right angles to the Andes,
and parallel with the Caribbean Sea; the mountains of
Parime or Guiana, on the eastern side of the continent, be-
tween the rivers Orinoco and Amazon ; and the mountains
of Brazil, between the Amazon and the Rio de la Plata.

The proportion, however, of mountain to plain is not greater
than as one to four. The Andes contain 58,900 square
leagues, and rise like a vast wall along the western side of
the continent, separating the plains drained by the Orinoco,
Amazon, and Rio de la Plata, which occupy a space of
4-24,600 square leagues, from the narrow country between
their western base and the Pacific Ocean, which does not
contain more than 20,000 square leagues. For the con-
venience of description, we shall divide the range of the
Andes into four parts, marked by the political divisions of
the continent, and shall call them the Andes of Patagonia,
of Chili, of Peru, and of Colombia.
The Andes of Patagonia extend from the fifty-sixth to

the forty-second degree of south latitude, or about 970 miles.

Cape Horn, which may be seen distinctly at sixty miles' dis-

tance, is estimated to be about 3000 feet high. The greatest

heights in the largest of the three chief islands (King
Charles's South land), composing the Tierra del Fuego, lie

about the centre of the strait of Magalhaens : Mount Sar-

miento is covered with snow all the year. According to

Captain King, the line of perpetual snow in the straits is

about 3500 or 4000 feet above the sea. Between Chiloe and
the strait of Magalhaens the average height of the moun-
tains does not exceed 3000 feet, though, according to

Captain King, there are some which may be five or six

thousand feet high.
South of the parallel of 40°, the Andes, instead of leaving

a belt of land between their base and the sea, press close on
the ocean, and thus assume a new character which they
retain to the very extremity of the continent, when we con-
sider, as we ought to do, that their line of continuity must
be looked for in the islands of the south-west coast North
of 40°, we find a ' long unbroken shore, affording neither shel-

ter for vessels nor landing for boats ; but to the southward
of that parallel, the waters reach to the very base of the

great chain of the Andes, and flowing, as it were, into the

deep ravines that wind through its ramifications, form nu-
merous channels, sounds and gulfs, and, in many instances,

insulate large portions of land.' (Capt. King.) The charts

of the Tierra del Fuego, and of the south-west coast of

America, made during the late survey under Captain King,
enable us to form a more correct notion of the Patagonian
Mountains, and somewhat to rectify former delineations and
descriptions of them. Without entering at present on a
particular consideration of the mountains of Tierra del

Fuego, which require a separate examination, we may trace

from the bottom of Admiralty Sound (in King Charles's

Land), rugged and snow-covered mountains, running in a
general westerly direction, till we come to Mount Sarmiento
(54° 25' S. lat) on the east side of Magdalen Sound, rising

to the height of 6800 feet, and covered with perpetual snow.
Mount Sarmiento belongs to the mountains that skirt the

south side of the Gabriel channel ; the whole are supposed

to be the most elevated land in the Tierra del Fuego. An
extensive glacier surmounts this range that runs along the

Gabriel channel.

The extreme point of the South American continent,

Cape Froward, (63° 53' 43" S. lat., 71° 14' 31" W.long.,)
rises abruptly from the sea and terminates Brunswick Pe-
ninsula, which is a mass of high mountainous land, attached

to the continent by a narrow neck of low country. It ap-

pears that the Strait of Magalhaens, from Cape Virgins
westward to the isthmus of the Brunswick Peninsula, fol-

lowing the northern shore of the mainland, exhibits un-
dulating hills, plains with level-topped land rising from
them, and extensive levels frequented by the guanaco and
the ostrich, but no mountains. Thus we see that the

Pampas extend to the very verge of the strait. No rivers

enter this part of the strait from the mainland. If we cross

the isthmus of Brunswick Peninsula westward into the

Otway, and then into the Skyring water, we find both those

waters bounded on the north by low land, and no mountains
visible. The Cordillera of the Andes, therefore, does not
terminate in the mainland; we must look for it in that
strange assemblage of large and small islands, intersected

by almost countless channels, which run northward from the

Tierra del Fuego, and form a broad belt in front of the

Patagonian coast as far as the Peninsula of the Three
Mountains. We must trace them also in the deep inden-

tations and fjords, by which the sea enters far into the
mainland, and gives to this part of the South American
coast a character resembling that of the coast of Norway.
From Mount Sarmiento, a line drawn about N.W. by W.

over numberless inlets, snow-topped mountains and glaciers,

brings us to the southern part of Queen Adelaide's Archi-
pelago. Ascending to Smyth's channel, between this Ar-
chipelago on the west, and King William IV.'s Land on the
east, we find Mount Burney (52* 20' S. lat) on the right

side of the channel, rising to the height of 5800 feet The
slope from the base northward towards the Ancon sin Salida

of Sarmiento, appears as an extensive glacier. Mount
Burney is near the southern entrance of the opening
called by Sarmiento ' Ancon sin Salida,' which forms the
inlet to those numerous sounds and canals, by which the
sea runs into the mainland, behind the Archipelago and
islands that lint- the western coast. The first great channel
which runs nearly due north, called the Canal of the Moun-
tains is, in fact, a longitudinal valley of the Cordilleras. It

is forty miles long, with an average breadth of one mile and
a half, bounded on each side by the lofty snow-capped Cor-
dilleras. The western side is much the higher, and has a
glacier twenty miles long running parallel to the canal. The
southern part of the glacier commences about 52° S. lat.

Due east of the Canal of the Mountains, and separated
from it by intervening sounds and highlands, we find the
east shore of Disappointment Bay, to which also access is

obtained by the Ancon sin Salida. The east coast of this bay
is flat and low, and the land runs eastward in extensive
plains covered with herds of deer. Thus we see that the
Cordillera in the lat of 52° does not appear, strictly speak-
ing, on the mainland. To trace with accuracy the course of
the mountains farther north is impossible, for want of more
precise information ; but we must remark that the extreme
western shore of the islands which cover this coast is often
rocky and mountainous. Cape Isabel (51° 51' S. lat), Cape
Santiago, the S.W. entrance of the Madre di Dios Archi-
pelago, and Cape Three Points, the N.W. point of the
island of Madre di Dios, are bold projecting masses. Cape
Three Points (50° 12' S. lat.) is a lofty rocky mountain,
with an elevation of near 2000 feet, rising into peaked
summits. Cape Primero (49° 50*) is the S. point of the
mountainous island of Corso, the land of which in clear

weather may be seen for ten leagues from the southward.
All these points are remarkable projections of the western
Patagonian coast ; for we must consider the parts that face

the ocean as the real coast line, which is of a bold and rocky
character, and broken up into an infinite number of frag-

ments by the waters that penetrate deep into the interior

and insulate large masses of the higher lands.

As we advance north from Disappointment Bay, it appears
that the Cordilleras begin to get a footing on the mainland,
which is shown by the nigh land observed on the east side

of the gulfs and sounds, and by the numerous glaciers that
sometimes run along their east sides, and sometimes are

found at the termination of the long creeks and inlets.

These glaciers are marked in the charts as occurring at

numerous points along the eastern shores of the deep inlets,

from the great Canal of the Mountains as far as Kelly
Harbour (47° S. lat), a little south of the San Tadeo River
in the Gulf of Penas. We may form some idea how close

the Andes still press on the ocean even here, by the fact that
Kelly Harbour is surrounded by lofty mountains, from
1400 to 1800 feet high, and by ice-filled valleys and ravines.

A few birds and hair seals, but no trace of man or any other
animal, was seen in this dreary place. A little north of
Kelly Harbour is the San Tadeo river, which, though omy
navigable for eleven miles, is the largest river of the coast,

south of the archipelago of Chiloe. The glaciers, no doubt,
pour into the creeks and inlets abundance of fresh water,

but are not far enough removed into the interior to give
birth to rivers.

From the southern extremity ofWellington Island (50° 5'

S. lat.), which is the largest island that lines this coast,

being about 138 miles long, a range of high land runs
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northward into the island. The highest point, called

Cathedral Mount, from its resemblance to the spire and
body of a church, may be seen at the distance of twenty

leagues. It appears probable, then, that the Cordilleras here,

as well as in their more northern course, consist of various

parallel chains, running generally north, and forming, by the

depressions and channels between them, a series oflow lands,

valleys, and channels into which the sea has penetrated.

Those who have not the opportunity of seeing Captain

King's charts, and his book of sailing directions, will find a

good general description of this coast by the same officer, in

the London Geographical Journal, Vol. I.

The circumstance of mountains in this part of the Andes
being covered with perpetual snow does not afford any
certain guide for determining their height, if compared
with mountains within the same latitudes in Europe, such

as the Pyrenees and the Alps; because the limit of

perpetual snow descends as we approach the pole much
more rapidly than it does in the northern hemisphere*

Thus, in the island of Georgia in the Southern Ocean,

which is situated between the fifty-third and fifty-fourth

parallels of latitude, corresponding to the latitude of cen-

tral England, the line of perpetual snow comes down to

the sea-shore, rendering the island, which is ninety miles

long and thirty broad, wholly uninhabitable.

The Andes of Chili he between the forty-second and
twenty-fourth degrees of latitude, an extent of about 1200
miles. No accurate measurements have been made of the

loftier summits, and all we know on this subject is very

vague. Tupungato, in lat 33° 24', is considered the

highest point of this part of the Andes, and no snow can

be seen on its summit during certain periods of the year.

Now Humboldt estimates the limit of perpetual snow in

latitude 33° at 12,780 feet; and if this be correct, Tu-
pungato cannot be the highest point in the Andes of

Chili, for the pass of El Portillo, by the barometrical

measurement of the author of the article Chili, in the

Encyclopedia Britannica, is 14,360 feet above the sea.

That same author supposes this part of the Andes to rise as

high as 1 7,000 feet. South of Tupungato, in latitude 35°,

there is another lofty mountain called El Descabezado,
which probably got its Spanish name (signifying beheaded)

from its truncated summit, on which there is a plain six

miles in diameter.

There are several passes across the ridge, the most im-
portant of which are those on the great line of road between
the city of Buenos Ayres and the port of Valparaiso on the

Pacific. These mountain-passes lie between the city of Men-
doza in the eastern plain, and Santiago, the capital of Chili.

From Mendoza, which, according to the measurements of

Bauza and Espinosa, quoted by Humboldt, is 700 toises or

4486 English feet above the level of the sea, to La Cumbre,
(that is, the summit,) the road ascends to the height of

12,700 feet, and from thence there is a gradual descent to

the city of Santiago, which is 2614 feet above the Pacific.

Between the thirty-third and twenty fourth degrees of

latitude, two great mountain-chains form as it were but-

tresses on the eastern side of the range, being the most
southerly of those articulations we have spoken of. The
one, called the Sierra de Cordova, lies between the thirty-

third and thirty-first degrees of latitude, advancing like a
promontory into the pampas (plains) of the Rio de la Plata,

as far as the sixty-fifth degree of longitude ; the other, called

the Sierra de Salta, which has a general direction parallel to

the other, lies between the twenty-eighth and twenty-fourth

degrees of latitude, and extends eastward to the sixty-fourth

degree of longitude, or about 400 miles from the axis of the

Andes. In neither of these offsets do the mountains rise

to any considerable elevation.

In the Chilian Andes the steep face is on the eastern side,

to which there is not a progressive ascent, as on the western
side from the Pacific.

Between the western foot of the Andes of Chili and the

sea, the face of the country is diversified with several low
ridges of hills, gradually diminishing in height as they come
nearer the coast, and intersected by the numerous streams
which flow from the mountains. Some of these are branches
from the central ridge, others run parallel to it, but the
highest do not exceed 2500 feet above the sea. The breadth
of the Andes in this part of their course is very various

;

the broadest part is between Mendoza and Santiago, and it

is probably not less than 140 miles.

The Andes ofPeru comprehend that part of the range

between the twenty-fourth and sixth degrees of sooth Jan'*

tude, a space of about 1250 miles. Their southern extre-

mity is situated in the modern republic of Bolivia, which in

eludes the antient provinces ofUpper Peru. The great moun
tain-system, from the straits of Magalhaens to the paraM
ofArica, in 18° 28' S. lat., has a uniform direction from

south to north, never deviating more than five degrees east;

but from that point it turns suddenly to the N.W. and con-

tinues in the same direction until it reaches the fifth degree

of latitude, when it again suddenly changes to N.E., the

line of coast following the inflections of the mountains ; thus

the northern extremity of the Andes of Peru lies two degrees

of longitude west of the southern termination. Between the

nineteenth and twentieth degrees of latitude, not far from

the city of Potosi, the range separates into two great

branches, now called the Eastern and Western Cordilleras

of Bolivia. The eastern Cordillera continues in a northerly

course, with an inclination to the west, for about 500 hundred

miles, terminating in a plain watered by the Paro, one of

the great feeders of the Amazon ; and in this Cordillera

the Andes attain their greatest elevation. Chimboraso,

about 80 miles south of the city of Quito, was long considered

to be the loftiest point in the whole range, being, according

to Humboldt, 3350 toises, or 21,436 feet above the level of

the sea ; but if the trigonometrical measurements of Mr.

Pentland are to be relied on, there are two mountains in

the eastern cordillera of Bolivia which are considerably

higher, viz. the Cerro Nevada de Illimani, eastward of the

city of La Paz, which is 24,350, and the Cerro Nevada de

Sorata, which is 25,250 feet above the sea.

We have mentioned the two great buttresses of the Andes

of Chili, the Sierra de Cordova and the Sierra de Salta ; a

third, and one of far greater extent, occurs between the

twenty-second and seventeenth degrees of latitude, called

the Sierra Nevada de Cochabamba. It constitutes a great

lateral branch, which separates from the main range of the

Andes, between the cities of La Paz and Oruro. The general

direction of the mountains composing this vast group is from

west to east, and they form on this part the wattrshed

of rivers which run on one side into the Amazon, on the

other into the Rio de la Plata. Their eastern slope is very

rapid, and their most lofty summits exceed the limit of

perpetual snow, which is here 14,700 feet above the sea,

and these are situated in the northern part of the group.

Between the fourteenth and fifteenth degrees of latitude the

eastern and western Cordilleras of Bolivia unite, and form

the great mountain-group of Cuzco. By the bifurcation

and this subsequent reunion of the range, a vast table-land

is inclosed at an elevation of 12,706 feet above the sea,

containing an area of 3500 square leagues, covered with

fruitful fields and populous towns. It contains the great

Lake of Titicaca, the surface of which extends over 443

square leagues, and, according to Humboldt, is more than

twenty times as large as the Lake of Geneva. This table-

land or basin is inclosed on every side, and there being no

outlet, the waters which flow down from the surrounding

mountains into the lake must be carried off" solely by eva-

poration from its widely-extended surface.

The group of Cuzco, so called from the city of that name,

on its eastern boundary, is by far the most extensive of

those lateral assemblages of mountains which occur at

intervals along the eastern side of the Andes, having an

extent of surface three times as large as the whole of

Switzerland, and with a mean height of 8300 feet Pro-

ceeding N.W. from this group, a second bifurcation of the

range takes placet near the thirteenth degree of latitude, the

eastern chain extending eastward of the city of Guanta, the

western holding a course to the west of Guancavelica. They

unite again between the tenth and eleventh degrees of lati-

tude, to form the group of Pasco, inclosing another basin,

or rather table-land, having an elevation of nearly 11.000

feet above the sea, but not one-half so large as the table-

land of Titicaca. In the western chain there are two

mountains covered with perpetual snow, called Toldode la

Nieve, (tent of snow,) which are seen from the city of Lima.

North of the group of Pasco, the Andes divide into three

parallel branches, or subordinate chains, which continue to

the frontiers of Colombia, where they unite again in the

group of Loxa, about the fifth degree of latitude. The

eastern and central chains are of comparatively low eleva-

tion, for in no part of their course do tney attain the limit of

perpetual snow ; but the western chain, which runs along the

coast, has the three snow-clad summits of Pelegatos, Moyo-
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pata, and Huaylillas. Between this last mountain, situated

near Guamachuco, in latitude 7° 55', and Chimborazo, a

distance of more than 400 miles, the Andes rise in no part

to the height of the perpetual snow limit Between the

mountain-range and the western ocean, the low country of

Peru is very narrow, rarely exceeding 50 miles.

The Andes of Colombia.—At the northern limit of the

group of Loxa, between the third and fourth degrees of

south latitude, the main ranee divides into two subordinate

chains, or Cordilleras, which mclose the longitudinal valley

of Cuenca by their uniting in latitude 2° 27' to form the
group of Assuay, which last contains a table-land, or pla-

teau, at an elevation of 15,520 feet, almost within the region
of perpetual snow. Beyon'd this group another bifurcation

takes place, the eastern cordillera containing the great

mountains ofChimborazo (21,415 feet) and Yliniza (17,386)

;

the western cordillera containing the mountains of Sangay
and of Cotopaxi (18,858). The chains unite in the narrow
ridge of Chisinche for a short distance, but spread out again
shortly afterwards to form the vast table-land of Quito, which
is bounded by stupendous mountains on the east side, and is

inclosed by the reunion of the chains at the volcano of

Imbabura, in latitude 0° 20' N., near Villa de Ibarra. In
the eastern cordillera are the mountains of Antisana (19,126
feet) and Cayambe (19,625) ; in the western, are Pichincha
(15,924) and Cotochache (16,428). These chains inclose a
table-land, which is divided longitudinally by low hills, and
on the east of these are the plateaus of Puembo and Chillo

;

on the west, those of Quito, Inaquito, and Turubamba. The
equator passes through a village in the valley of Quito. In
no part of .the Andes are there so many colossal mountains
brought together as on the east and west of this vast table-

land of the province of Quito, one degree and a half to the
south, and a quarter of a degree to the north of the equator.

The reunion of the Cordilleras near Villa de Ibarra forms
the group of Los Pastos, north of the table-land of Quito, in

which are situated the volcanos of Cumbal, Chiles, and
Pasto. The general direction of the Andes from the
northern extremity of the table-land of Quito to the neigh-
bourhood of the city of Popayan, changes from N. 5° E. to

N. 36° E., following the direction of the coasts of Eame
raldas and Barbaeoas. North-east of the city of Almaguer,
the great range again divides, and the subordinate chains

do not unite again. The eastern branoh spreads out to form
the group called Paramo (desert) de las Papas, in which are

situated the sources of the Magdalena, and its tributary the
Cauca; and in latitude 2° 5', this group sends off two
branches, by which we have the Andes now divided into

three subordinate chains, viz., the eastern and central Cordil-

leras of New Granada, springing from the Paramo de las

Papas, and the western cordillera of New Granada, which
has continued in an unbroken ridge from the bifurcation of
the main range near the city of Almaguer. The eastern

cordillera extends towards Santa Fe de Bogota and the

Sierra Nevada de Merida, east of the Magdalena river : the

central cordillera runs parallel with the eastern to the fifth

degree of latitude, forming with it the sides of the valley of

the Magdalena, and it continues to divide that river from the

Cauca until their junction in latitude 9° 23'. The western
cordillera separates the valley of the Cauca from the low
country of Choco, which last forms the eastern shores of the

gulf of Panama. In the central cordillera is the celebrated

pass of Quindiu, between the cities of Santa Fe de Bogota
and Popayan. Between the second and fifth degrees of
latitude there are many places where the mountains rise

above the region of perpetual snow ; the most elevated are

the Pic de Tolima, in latitude 4° 46', which is 18,314 feet,

and is the highest point in the range of the Andes north of
the equator. But, in no part of the eastern cordillera, within
the same degrees of latitude, is there any height which
exceeds 12,700 feet; in latitude 5° 50', however, there are
the snowy summits of Chita, and in latitude 8° 12' those of
Muchuchies, and it is only in this eastern cordillera that any
mountains rise to the perpetual snow limit beyond the fifth

degree of latitude. The slope of this cordillera is extremely
rapid to the east, where it bounds the basin of the Meta and
Orinoco, but on the western side there are several abutments,
in the form of great plateaus, or table-lands, and on these
are situated the cities of Santa Fe de Bogota, Tunja, Soga-
moso, and Leira. They have an elevation of from 8300 to

9000 feet. The western cordillera of New Granada is low,
compared with the eastern and central,—the highest point,

the Pic do Tom, situated S.E. of the city of Novita, not

rising to the limit of perpetual snow. There is a gradual
mil of the chain to the mouth of the Atrato on the Caribbean
Sea, where there is a complete termination of the great
mountain-range of South America; between Cupica, a
small sea-port in the province of Biruquete, on the Pacific,

and the Rio Naipi, which falls into the Atrato 45 miles
above its mouth, there is nearly a dead flat, at least the
plain is unbroken by any perceptible ridge.

The range of the mountain-system of the Andes may be
said to terminate towards the east, where the eastern cor-

dillera of New Granada, or what has been called the Andes
of Cundinamarca, form the Sierra Nevada de Merida ; but
they are united to the mountains, which run from west to

east along the coast of Caracas, or Venezuela, by the four

Paramos of Timotes, Niquitao, Bocon6, and Las Rosas,
which are from 8000 to 1 0,000 feet high. The mountain-
system of Venezuela extends 500 miles, from the Andes of

Cundinamarca to the gulf of Paria, and, like the great
range of the Andes, is composed of a series of parallel

chains inclosing longitudinal valleys, or table-lands, at great

elevations. The Silla de Caraccas is the loftiest point, and
rises 8630 feet above the sea. [See America.]

North of the central cordillera of New Granada, and in

the midst of a great plain which extends from the delta of
the Rio Grande de la Magdalena to the sea lake of Mara-
caybo, there rises a vast insulated group of mountains called

the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta. They extend about 45
miles from west to east, and their highest summits—El
Picacho and La Horqueta—rise beyond the limit of perpe-
tual snow. No exact measurements of these heights have
been made, but Humboldt estimates the most elevated to be
1 9,000 feet above the level of the sea.

The higher regions ofthe Andes present themselves under
three different forms :—the active volcanos, such as Coto-
paxi, which have only one crater of vast dimensions, are
conical mountains, with summits more or less truncated.

Those which have been torn by a long succession of erup-
tions have a jagged outline, feeing composed of numerous
sharp points, like what are called needles in the Alps. The
third is the rounded form, like Chimborazo, the most ma-
jestic of all, which, when seen from the Pacific, in a clear
state of the atmosphere, stands prominently out from all the
surrounding mountains, and towers proudly on the coast of
the Andes, like the dome of St. Peter's looking down upon
the antient monuments of the Capitol. The Andes appear
as a chain only when seen from a distance. When we are
placed within the range, as in the table-land of Quito, we
see an assemblage of insulated mountains rising from the
plateau. Thus all those volcanic peaks, such as Pichincha,
Cayambe, and Cotopaxi, although they have separate
names, constitute, for more than half their height, one mass,
but they appear to the inhabitants of the table-land of
Quito as distinct mountains rising out of a plain. The great
elevation of suoh table-lands makes it difficult to believe

the height of the mountains to be so considerable. Thus
Chimborazo is 273 feet less in elevation above the plateau
from which it rises than the summit ofMont Blanc is above
the valley ofChamouni, and mountains, which would astonish

us by their height if they rose at once from the sea shore,

look like low hills on the Cordilleras. Humboldt and Bon-
pland endeavoured, but without success, to reach the summit
of Chimborazo; they ascended, however, to the height of
1 9,280 feet,—a greater elevation than had ever been trod by
man in any part of the world, and 3546 feet higher than the
top ofMont Blanc.

Among the majestic and varied scenes which the Cor-
dilleras present, says Humboldt, the valleys produce the
most striking effects upon the imagination of the European
traveller. The enormous height of the mountains cannot
be seen as a whole except at a considerable distance, and
when we are in the plains which extend from the coast to

the foot of the central chain. The table-lands which
surround the summits covered with perpetual snow are,

for the most part, elevated from 8000 to 10,000 feet

above the level of the ocean. That circumstance dimi

nishes to a certain extent the impression of grandeur
produced by the colossal masses of Chimborazo, Cotopaxi,

and Antisana, when seen from the table-lands of Riobamba
and Quito. But it is not with the valleys as with the moun-
tains : deeper and narrower than those of the Alps and
Pyrenees, the valleys of the Cordilleras present situations so

wild as to fill the mind with fear and admiration. They are

formed by vast rents, clothed with a vigorous vegetation,
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and of such a depth that Vesnvius might be placed in them
without overtopping the nearest heights. Thus, the sides

of the celebrated valleys of Chota and Cutaeo are 4S75 and
4225 feet in perpendicular heights : their breadth does not

exceed 2(>00 feet. The deepest valley in Europe is that of

Ordesa in the Pyrenees, a part of Mont Perdu; but this,

according to Ramond, is not more than 3200 feet deep.

The Andes contain the sources of the greatest rivers of

the world, the Amazon, and the La Plata, besides many
others of considerable extent, such as the Magdalena and
Orinoco ; but on the western bide of the continent, owing to

the proximity of the mountains to the sea, there is no river

of any magnitude.
Geological Structure.—AVe arc indebted for nearly-

all the information we possess on this subject to the Baron
Alexander Von Humboldt, but, for reasons which we shall

presently show, what he has told us conveys little more than
a general knowledge of the existence of certain classes of

rocks and minerals. When that illustrious traveller left

Europe to visit South America, geology was in a very
different state from that in which it now is. He had
been educated at Freyberg under Werner, in a school

where mincrulogical characters were too exclusively dwelt
upon as a principal test for determining the ages of rocks,

and where theoretical opinions, founded on extremely
limited observations, prevailed too much. The organic

remains contained in the strata were treated as of sub-

ordinate importance, the determination of species among
these had scarcely been attempted, and thus the great

principle now acted upon of determining the order of suc-

cession of the stratified deposits, not by the mineral com-
position of the rock, but by the species of the organic re-

mains which it contains, was almost unknown ; and the

grand division of the strat ; lied formations termed Tertiary,

has been established by the discoveries of geologists since the

period when Humboldt returned from South America. We
have therefore to regret that many of the observations of

that accomplished traveller are unavailable in the present

more advanced state of geological science on account of their

being described in the theoretical language of the Freyberg
school, and having reference to doctrines of Werner,
which later observations have proved to be untenable.
When, in describing the unstratified rocks, he speaks of old

and new granites, of primitive and transition syenites and
porphyries, the terms are scarcely intelligible to a modern
geologist, or at least convey to him no facts upon which
general reasonings with regard to the rocks themselves, or

the strata with which they are associated, can safely be
founded. But the zoological characters of strata spread
over so vast an extent of country could only be adequately
described by the united labours, during a long period of

observation, of many geologists, previously well instructed in

all the knowledge of modern times respecting organic re-

mains, and it is therefore no reproach to Baron Humboldt if

he has left that lield unexplored. Geology formed also but
a part of the many objects which engaged his attention; and
when we trace the line of his route, and compare his oppor-
tunities of personal observation with the extent of country
which he never saw, we discover at once that all he could
tell us is but a small portion of the geological phenomena
of that vast region. If it has required years of the ex-
ertions of many labourers to arrive at our present know-
ledge of the geology of Europe : if a single volcano, like

/Etna, has occupied the attention of naturalists for half
a century, the observations of the latest inquirers bringing
to light important facts unnoticed by their predecessors,

what could be expected from the single visit of a single

individual, however great his powers, to a whole continent of
volcanoes, many of which greatly surpass yEtna itself in

magnitude? Of this Humboldt was himself fully aware,
for he says, (Vues dos CordiUcres, p. 4) * Ages would not
suffice to observe the beauties and discover the wonders
which nature has lavished over an extent of two thousand
five hundred miles,* from the strait of Magellan to the coast

bordering on eastern Asia. I shall believe that I have
attained my object, if the feeble sketches contained in this

work shall excite other travellers to visit the regions I have
traversed.' He is here speaking, it is true, of natural
scenery, hut we may reasonably suppose tha»t he would say
the same regarding all the other natural objects of his
research. In everything which relates to the exact deter-
mination of the ages of the sedimentary deposits; the

• Gvnnan miles.

changes of position which they have undergone; the or-

ganic remains which they contain; the alluvial accumula-
tions of every period ; the relative ages of the unstntified

and volcanic rocks to each other, and to the strata nth
which they are associated, in short, with regard to almost dll

the most important pha?nomena upon which the geneii.

principles of the science of geology depend, the Andes, and,

indeed, the whole continent of South America, may be con-

sidered as remaining still an unexplored field. We are

far from undervaluing the labours of Humboldt ; on ;hc

contrary, we have always looked with admiration and As-

tonishment at what he accomplished, both by hi* own obit:

vation and by the skilful manner in which he has made u*e

of materials obtained from others. But it is important tor

the cause of science that too ready an assent should not be

given to the sweeping generalizations which have sometimes

been attempted to be drawn from his observations ; for a

more deliberate investigation will show that all we learn from

the perusal of his works, respecting the geology of South

America, does not amount to much more than a knowledge
of the existence of certain great classes of rucks, in the

northern half of the continent, in so far as their mineral

composition is concerned, and a broad outline of their re-

lative positions ; together with some interesting paru'eu/ars

concerning the great features of volcanic action on a stupen-

dous scale. Humboldt, by those researches, must ever

be considered a3 having made a most important contri-

bution to geological science. From the materials scattered

through his various works, and from a few hints supplied to-

others, we have been enabled to draw up the following bnd
sketch of the geology of the Andes, as well as most of th*t

which wo have said upon the general forms and beanru u
the mountain-range. Such of our readers as wish to ins-
tigate the subject more fully than we are able to do in tho

place, consistently with the plan of the work, must go to tbs

original sources, especially to the volumes of Hum hoik,

where they will find an abundance ofmatter the most varied,

instructive, and entertaining.

The researches of Humboldt did not extend bey /ad the

provinces of Upper Peru, so that our knowledge of the stric-

ture of the Andes of Chili and Patagonia is extremely

scanty. Travellers speak of meeting in their routes ai-rvw

the mountains with granite and mica-slate, and clay-siatt\

porphyry, sandstone, and so forth; and the low countries

between the shores of the Pacific and the base of the Ance?

is said to be composed of secondary rocks, including beds of

coal. How little geological information such notices con\cv

it is unnecessary for us to point out. Thus two thousand

miles of this vast mountain-range, containing, no doubt, the

most curious and important geological phenomena, may be

said to be almost wholly unknown to us. Tierra del Fueso,

or the * land of fire,' may naturally be supposed to hi\e

taken its name from volcanoes having been seen on it ; bat,

except that which Captain Hall saw at a distance in a

state of activity, in 1822, no other is known. This volcano

is placed near the Beagle Channel, (54° 48' S. lat., 6j
c W

long.) and still rests on the sole authority of Captain Ha\J.

The range of the Andes, as we have remarked, if we eon-

sider the mountains of Tierra del Fuego to belong to them
must be looked for in the western part of the largest island

forming the group of Tierra del Fuego, called King Charles's

South Land, and in the adjoining westerly islands of

Clarence and Desolation. Magdalen Sound, which divides

King Charles's Land from Clarence Island, separates also the

clay-slate from the more crystalline rocks of Clarence Inland,

which are greenstone ; and, on the east side of Clarence

Island, mica-slate. The clay-slate contains Mount Sar-

miento, already referred to, and east of it, Mount BuckJand.
which is described * as a pyramidal block of slate, with a shara-

pointed apex, and entirely covered with perpetual snow.' Its

height is stated at about 4000 feet. This slate formation,

which occupies the centre of the strait, contains long valky n
often furnished with a rich mould, and producing tree* «

f

considerable dimensions. The regiou east of the clay si.Ue,

at least along the north shore of the strait, produces not Inn.; .

but grass ; and that west of it, only stunted trees. It i.>

also remarkable, that the innumerable small islands which

characterize the western parts of the strait are not f «uud

in the slate formation. This formation extends from Cape
Famine in Brunswick Peninsula, across the strait, and aleng

the Gabriel Channel and Admiralty Sound, in a direction

E. S. B., and possibly continues to Cape Success, at the

strait Le Maire. The east shore of Tierra del Fuego par-
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takes of the character of the Patagonian Pampas. The
south shores of Hoste and Navarin islands, which also

Delong to the Tierra del Fuego group, are hornblende,
which is also the chief compom nt part of Cape Horn.

Clarence Island is of a more rugged form than King
Charles's Land, and tolerably verdant; in the Barbara
channel, which separates it from Desolation Island, the
fragments of rocks which compose the small islands are
thickly strewed, and form the transition to the rough
granitic mountains of the western part of Magalhaen's
strait. The highest mountains, as we have observed, are in

the slate formation, on the western side of King Charles's
South Land. (See the articles Straits of Magalhaens
and Tierra del Fuego ; and Captain King s Charts.)

Volcanos are said to exist in the Andes of Patagonia

;

and of these there are mentioned San Clemente in lat. 46°,

Medialara in lat. 44° 30', and Minchimavidar in lat 43°.

The most remarkable feature in the physical constitution of
the Andes of Chili is the great extent of volcanic action that
has existed in past ages and is still in operation. No less

than nineteen points of eruption, situated in a continuous
line from south to north, that is, in the direction of the
range, which have heaped up their ejected matter so as to

form lofty mountains, have received distinct names, and
there are probably many more of no inconsiderable im-
portance which are still unknown. The most remarkable
of the volcanoes of Chili are Villarica in lat 39° 8', Maypu
in lat. 34° 10', and Peteroa in lat. 35° 15'. Villarica is

always in a state of activity, and may be seen, it is said, at

a distance of 150 miles. Our more detailed geological de-
scription is, from want of materials, confined to the Andes
of Peru and Colombia, and especially the latter.

The Stratified Rocks.
Gneiss is found at intervals throughout the greater part

of the range, often associated with granite, and often passing
into mica-slate. It frequently contains large quantities of
garnet.
Mica-Slate is, next to porphyry, the rock of most fre-

quent incurrence in the Andes, and more especially north
of the equator. In the Nevada de Quindiu of New Granada,
it attains a thickness of more than 3800 feet ; it contains, in

some places, beds of granular limestone, occasionally re-

sembling the finest Carrara marble ; but limestone, subor-
dinate to gneiss and mica-slate, is a much more rare occur-

rence than in the Alps and Pyrenees. Not far from
Popayan, it contains beds of quartz and beds of gypsum,
sulphur being found in the quartz, and in one place Hum-
boldt observed a bed of lamellar graphite. It often passes
by insensible gradations into clay-slate.

Clay-Slatk occupies a space of small extent in the
Andes. North of the equator, it is found immediately
under secondary formations in the table-land of Santa Fe de
Bogota, and south of the equator it serves as a basis to the
porphyry in the Andes of Quito. It is found immediately
beneath a secondary limestone at ihe height of 12,800 feet

in the ridge of the Andes of Peru, and rests on granite on
the western declivity of the same part of the range : but
Humboldt is of opinion that the chief mass of the slate-rocks

of South America belongs to the transition series of the
Wernerian school, rather than to primary strata.

Quartz Rock. South of Chimborazo, near Hecata-
cumba, in the Andes of Quito, there occur enormous masses
of quartz rock mixed with mica. The primitive quartz ob-

served in the mountains of Europe cannot be compared in

thickness nor extent to that of South America: on the
western declivity of the Andes of Peru, it attains the
enormous thickness of 6000 feet, and there and elsewhere
it covers many leagues. It contains gold, mercury, and
specular iron in many places, and in the celebrated sul-

phur mountain of Tiscan, in latitude 2°13'S., the sulphur
is contained in a bed of quartz 1300 feet thick, subor-

dinate to mica-slate, at an elevation of 8000 feet. Gold
and sulphur are also found in a quartz rock in the Andes
of Peru near Caxamarca, and the celebrated quicksilver

. mines of Guancavelica in Peru are also in the same rock.

Red Sandstone. A red sandstone occurs to a vast

extent in the Andes of P.eru, and over a great part of Co-
lombia, not only in the Andes, but in the country east

of that range, and to the shores of the Atlantic. It is often

a coarse conglomerate, and passes through all gradations

of structure to that of a fine-grained sandstone. From
Humboldt's description of its occurrence at different

places, it appears to belong to different ages, to the old red

sandstone, or newer beds of the grauwacke series, and to the

lower beds of the new red sandstone, the rothe todte liegende

of the Germans. A red sandstone covers an extent of

country 25 leagues in length, forming the whole table-land

of Tai«qui and Cuenca in the Andes of Quito, at an eleva-

tion of from 8300 to 9600 feet, and it rises in the Paramo de

Saar to the height of 12,150 feet, the thickness of the whole

mass exceeding 5100 feet. The formation of red sandstone

in the province of Quito is generally very argillaceous, some-
times slaty, and alternates with a conglomerate containing

fragments of porphyry, and Humboldt found in it trunks of

monocotyledonous trees four feet long and fourteen inches in

diameter. It also contains there beds of an opaque limestone,

and of a saccharoid limestone, like the marble of Carrara.

In the llanos (plains) of Venezuela, these immense steppes,

or mountain-plains, uniform like the surface of the sea over

an area of 10,000 leagues, which stretch from the Sierra

Nevada de Merida to the mouths of the Orinoco, are com-
posed of a series of secondary rocks, the lowest of which is a
red sandstone, or conglomerate of rounded fragments of

quartz and flinty slate united by an argillaceous cement,
sometimes of as vivid a red as cinnabar. This sandstone

appears at the surface over the greater part of the llanos, but
towards the east it is covered by beds of limestone and gyp-
sum. In New Granada, the slaty fine-grained sandstone

occurs to a greater extent than the coarse conglomerate.

The latter disappears almost entirely when the formation

rises to 5000 feet above the level of the sea ; the sandstone

of the table-land of Santa Fe de Bogota, at an elevation of

10,780 feet, is composed of small quartzose grains, some-
times so closely united as to give the rock the appearance of

a granular quartz ; it nowhere displays variegated colours,

and animal remains are extremely rare in it A similar red

sandstone occurs in the great table land of Caxamarca in

Peru, at the height of 9350 feet. In the red sandstone of

Santa Fe de Bogota, beds of coal are found, and in the

great tract of red sandstone, between the lower part of the

river Magdaiena and Santa Fe, coal occurs in several places.

Coal is also found at Huanuco in Peru, at an elevation of

14,750 feet,—the greatest elevation probably at which coal

has yet been discovered. It occurs there in a compact lime-

stone, but whether that is a subordinate formation in the

red sandstone does not appear. Humboldt observed, between
the seventh and eighth degrees of south latitude, a great

formation, which he has called a secondary quartz rock, as

it seems to replace the red sandstone on the western decli-

vity ot the Andes, and is covered immediately by magncsian
limestone. It is a granular and compact quartz, stratified,

without organic remains, and attains a thickness of several

thousand feet.

The red sandstone ofNew Granada is covered by lamellar

gypsum and by fetid limestone. In the basin of the Cauca
and the plateau of Santa Fe, the former being 5750 feet lower

than the other, the three formations of sandstone with coal,

gypsum, and compact limestone succeed each other very

regularly, and at Zipaquira, in the table-land of Santa Fe,

rock-salt associated with this same gypsum and limestone

has been worked for ages. The saliferous deposit is not less

than 830 feet thick, and is covered by great masses of gra-

nular gypsum, the red sandstone appearing beneath the

saliferous clay. Deposits of rock-salt and brine-springs are

of frequent occurrence in traversing the eastern Cordillera of

New Granada from S.W. to N.E. for a distance of more
than 50 leagues. Rock-salt is also found in the Peruvian
provinces of Chachapoyas, on the eastern declivity of the

Andes, and, what is remarkable, contains there masses of

galena or sulphuret of lead. At Huara, on the coast of

Peru, between Lima and Santa, rock-salt is worked like

marble in a quarry, and at the same place rocks of porphyry

pierce through beds of the purest rock-salt. 4 The red sand-

stone of the llanos of Venezuela is covered by a whitish-

grey compact limestone* and above the limestone there

occurs gypsum alternating with beds of marl. This lime-

stone, according to Humboldt, is an equivalent of the zech-

stein of the Germans, the magnesian limestone of English

feologists. It is met with in various parts of the Andes of

»eru, at elevations from 9000 to 14,000 feet, and it contains

beds of bituminous marl slate, with impressions of fish, (as

at Mansfeld, in Germany,) near Pasco, in the Andes of Peru,

at the height of 12,800 feet In the mine Santa Barbara,

near Guancavelica, an immense bed of sandstone, contain-

ing a deposit of mercury, is met with in this same limestone.

It dees not appear, from the observations of Humboldt,
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that any of the secondary strata later than the magnesian
limestone occur in any part of the Andes, or the adjoining

country, which was visited by him, and he expressly says

that he never met with either oolite or chalk. The only

tertiary formation he speaks of is one in the table-land of

Santa Fe de Bogota, which appears to have been a lacus-

trine deposit, and in which he found enormous bones of the

extinct species called the mastodon. That the whole series

of the secondary strata above the magnesian limestone

should be wanting, and that there should be a total absence

of all tertiary marine beds in one-half of the continent of

South America is very extraordinary, and scarcely probable.

But notwithstanding this imperfect state of our knowledge
respecting that vast country, an eminent French geologist,

M. Elie de Beaumont, in his eagerness to generalize a
favourite theory,—a theory intended to show a connexion

between the elevation of mountain-chains and the extinction

of species of organic remains in the successive sedimentary

deposits,—has, of late, not hesitated to declare his belief,

that the whole line of the Andes must have been upheaved
by a single and instantaneous convulsion ; that that convul-

sion was the last which has taken place in the solid covering

of the earth, and that, by the agitation which it produced

in the ocean, it was the immediate cause of the general

deluge. So great a departure from the rules by which phi-

losophical inquiries ought to be guided is a remarkable
proof how dangerous, in a progressive science, an attach-

ment to a particular theory may prove,—how very readily

arguments with a mere semblance of plausibility will be
admitted, even by a man who has worked assiduously in the

field of observation, and knows full well how extensive and
accurate our observations must be, before any general con-

clusions can safely be deduced from them.
The Unstratifled Rocks.

The most elevated summits of the Andes—the composition

of which is known—are either volcanic, or are composed of

porphyry. Granite, which, in the old continent, rises to

elevations of 15,000 feet, is never found at great heights in

the Andes, and, indeed, forms but a small part of their

external surface. Humboldt says, that one might pass

years in travelling through the Andes of Quito and Peru,
almost without seeing it, and he never met with it at a
greater elevation than 11,500 feet It is seen at the foot of

the range in the plains of the Orinoco and Amazon, and on
the shore of the Pacific between Lima and Truxillo. But
Humboldt distinguishes three different kinds of granite,

one which he calls primitive, and considers as the foundation

upon which all other rocks were deposited, in accordance
with the Wernerian hypothesis ; another, which he makes
of posterior formation to gneiss, but anterior to mica-slate

;

and a third, older than clay-slate, but of a formation subse-
quent to that of mica-slate. Modern discoveries have shown
that granites, undistinguishable from one another in their

mineralogical characters, are associated with some of the
most modern of the secondary strata ; and these distinctions

of Humboldt are founded upon erroneous theoretical views,

because the granite that lies under the gneiss may have
been protruded to the surface later than that which is asso-

ciated with the mica-slate. The same observations apply to

his old and new syenites,—a variety of granite containing a
mixture of hornblende, which is found in several parts of the
Andes of Peru and Colombia. Porphyry is, by far, the
most widely-extended of all the unstratifled rocks of the
Andes, and Humboldt distinguishes two kinds,—one which,
he says, reposes immediately upon primitive rocks, and is

not metalliferous; and another, which is often rich in

metals and appears to belong to the transition period. The
primitive porpnyry is of rare occurrence ; it is found on the
western declivity of the Andes of Peru, at an elevation of

about 3800 feet, and rests immediately upon granite. In
the Andes of Peru, Quito, and New Granada, among an
innumerable variety of porphyritic rocks, the masses of
which are from 16,000 to 19,000 feet in thickness, there is

not one which Humboldt considers as belonging to the pri-

mitive porphyries. They often exhibit superb columns, as
at Pisoje, at the western declivity of the volcano of Purace,
where there is a magnificent colonnade, the pillars of which
are eighteen feet long, and formed of regular prisms of five,

six, and seven sides. They have also very often a globular
structure, as if the mass were composed of an aggregation
of balls, which separate by decomposition into concentric
layers. This globular structure is extremely common in the
unstratifled rocks of the Andes. To describe the various

kinds of porphyries, or even their chief localities, would be
both tedious and unprofitable ; it is enough to say, that they
occur throughout the whole range of the Andes, at all ele-

vations, and that the highest summits ere frequently com-
posed of them.
Next in importance to porphyry among the rocks of

igneous origin is that called Trachyte, (from vpvcv*,
trachus,) rough, because it has a harsh, rough feel. There
are many varieties of it, but its most characteristic form is a
hard rock with a granular basis of glassy felspar, and in-

cluding separate crystals of glassy felspar usually with a
mixture of hornblende, and often mica ; and these materials

are united in so many different proportions as to produce
rocks of very different aspects. Trachytes occur through-

out the whole range of the Andes of Chili, Peru, and Co-
lombia ; the porphyries are often covered by them, and it is

not easy to define the limits between trachytes which pass
into porphyry and those which are produced by active vol-

canos. Like porphyry and basalt, trachyte is often found
in columns of great regularity, as in Chimborazo, where it

is met with in Blender prisms of 50 feet long. It occurs

in enormous masses, for Humboldt says that in Chimborazo
and Pichincha it undoubtedly attains a thickness of from
14,000 to 18,000 feet, and in continuous masses. The
trachytes are most frequently not covered by anv other for-

mations except recent volcanic products, and this is also, in

general, the ease with the porphyries ; but these are some-
times covered by the older sedimentary deposits, showing
that there are porphyries ofvery different ages in the Andes;
and there is every reason to suppose that trachytes have
also been formed at various periods.

The Andes are often throughout a great extent wholly
destitute of the trap-rocks : neither in Chimborazo, Anti-
sana, nor Pichincha are there any rocks of this class ; but
basalt characterised by olivine, and regularly columnar, is

found in the table-land of Quito, near Popayan, and on the

western banks of the Cauca. The basalt, or trap-formation,

in the vicinity of Popayan, as well as in other situafions in

the Andes, is accompanied by clay of great thickness, which
renders the passage of the cordilleras from Popayan to Quito
extremely difficult during the rainy season.

Volcanos.

No part of the world has been subjected to greater revo-

lutions from volcanic fires than the range of the Andes.
The igneous action has been confined to this western side of
the continent, for, east of the Andes, throughout the whole
country from the base of the mountain-range to the Atlantic,

a space of more than 500,000 square leagues, neither por-

phyry, basalt, trachyte, nor any active volcanos have yet
been discovered, either in the plains, or in the mountains
of Guiana and Brazil. In the range of the Andes, where
their products do not cover the whole surface, they are
found in insulated masses on the ridges and on the sides of
the mountains rising in the form of pyramids, or of cones,
amidst the stratified rocks of different ages. All the vol-

canos, whether extinct or active, have burst forth amidst por-
phyries, basalts, and trachytes ; all the loftiest summits of
the range are composed of trachyte, and the opening is

usually m the latter rock. It may be considered as a general
rule, that when the mountains rise much above the limit of
perpetual snow, that is, from 14,700 to 15,800 feet in the
equatorial regions, the rocks commonly called primitive,
such as granite, gneiss, and mica-slate, disappear, and are
replaced by porphyries and trachytes. That these last sub-
stances are often granite, gneiss, and slates, altered by the
action of heat, is rendered probable by many circumstances
connected with them, and the trachytes of the Andes fre-

quently include fragments of those primary rocks. It is

very difficult to draw the line of separation between the
various kinds of unstratifled rocks, all of which are
now admitted by most geologists to be of igneous origin.
Granites and porphyries change into traps and trachytes

;

these last into the lavas of active volcanos ; and thus any
conclusions as to the ages of the unstratified rocks, drawn
from mere mineralogical differences, are open to many
sources of error. The glassy lava, called obsidian, is often
met with in the Andes, and exhibits many shades of colour,
from deep black to a clear, colourless glass. Beds of it,

16 inches thick, occur in the trachyte of Quinche, in the
table-land of Quito. Fragments of rock, including nodules
or lumps of obsidian are thrown out by Cotopaxi, and obsi-
dian in the form of balls, and in those elongated pear-shaped
forms called tears, is ejected by the volcano of Sotara near
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Popayan, to the distance of several leagues, and scattered

about like fragments of Hint on the chalk-downs. Pumice-
stone, which is nothing more than obsidian frothed up by
the admission of air or watery vapour to it when it *as in a
tluid -state, is found to a great extent in many of the volcanos
of the Andes ; there are immense subterranean quarries of

it at the foot of Cotopaxi, and for more than 40 leagues
westward of the volcano, the ground is covered with frag-

ments of pumice and cinders of trachytes. Volcanic-tuff,

which is a stone more or less compact, made up of fragments
jf hard lava, cinders, and ashes, agglutinated together,

covers immense tracks on the flanks of the Andes and on
the table-lands. It is often very friable, and in many
places contains blocks of pumice, which are sometimes from
23 to 30 feet long. In a region where almost all the burn-
ing volcanos rise above the limit of perpetual snow, deluges
of water are often produced by the melting of the snow, and
by the bursting of cavities in which water had accumulated
by infiltration, and these carry along with them the loose

stones, and give rise in lower regions to depositions of this

tuff, of a magnitude in proportion to the volume of water and
the loose materials it meets with in its descent. A liquid

mud sometimes issues from the sides of the volcanos of the

Andes, as when, in 1698, the peak of Carguairazo sunk
down, and more than four square leagues were covered with
mud ; and, what is very remarkable, small fish which inhabit

the streams of the province of Quito were seen in thousands,
enveloped in the muddy eruption. These fish live in subter-

raneous lakes ; at the time of great eruptions the sides of these
lakes are burst, the fish are carried with the water through
the crevices and are enveloped in the mud formed as the
water rushes through the loose ashes and soil. The almost
extinguished volcano of Imbaburu ejected in 1691 so great

a quantity of fish, that fevers which prevailed at the period
were attributed to the effluvia from the putrid animal matter.

The most considerable volcanos of the Andes are situated

not far from each other in the province of Quito. These
are, Ca*ambe, Cotopaxi, Pichincha, Antisana, L'Altar, and
Tunguragua. Of all the summits of the Andes the height
of which has been determined with any degree of precision,

the volcano of Cayambe is the most lofty after Chimborazo—
being 1 9,625 feet. Its form, like the volcano called the Nevada
de Tolima, is that of a truncated cone, and it is one of the

most beautiful and majestic of all those which surround the
city of Quito. Its summit is crossed by the line of the equa-
tor, and it stands, says Humboldt, like one of the colossal

and eternal monuments placed by the hand of nature to

mark the grand divisions of the globe. According to a very
probable tradition of the Indians of Lican, the mountain
called L' Altar, or in the Quichoa tongue, Capa-Urcu, was
once higher than Chimborazo, but in the reign of Ouainia
Abomatha a prodigious eruption took place, which lasted

eight years, and broke it down. The summit of this re-

markable mountain presents a series of sharp pinnacles and
needles, and when the rays of the setting sun strike upon
these ice-clad ruins, the most magnificent play of colours is

produced. The volcano of Antisana, which is 19,120 feet

high, appears never to have had its summit pierced, the lava

having burst forth from an opening in the side. Pichincha,

which is 1 5,920 feet high, has a crater, the edges of which
are covered with pumice, but it does not appear to have
ejected a current of lava since the formation of the adjoining

\ allies. The volcano of Cotopaxi is the most lofty of all the

volcanos of the Andes which have been in a state of activity in

modern times. Its height is such (18,858 feet) that it would
exceed by 2600 feet the summit of Vesuvius if that volcano

were placed on the top of the peak of Teneriffe. It is the

most dreaded of all the volcanos of Quito, because its erup-

tions have been the most frequent and the most devastating

in their effects. In 1738 the flames rose nearly three thou-

sand feet above the edge of the crater. In 1 744 the sound
of the explosions was so great as to be heard at a distance of

five hundred and fifty miles. On the 4th of April, 1768, the

quantity of ashes thrown out was so great that in the towns

of Hambato and Tacunga such a degree of darkness was
produced as to oblige the inhabitants to go about with lan-

terns for many hours in the day-time. The eruption of

January, 1803, was preceded by sudden melting of the snow

which covers the mountain. For twenty years no smoke
nor visible vapour had issued from the crater, but in a single

night the internal fires became so active, that at sunrise the

external walls of the cone were observed to be black and

bare, their mantle of snow having been dissolved by the

heat. The form of Cotopaxi is the most regular and beau
tiful of all the colossal summits of the Andes. It is a
perfect cone, which, covered with an enormous bed of snow,
shines with a dazzling lustre at sunset, against the azure
vault of heaven. The crater is surrounded with a wall of
scorice, but it was only seen by Humboldt by means of a
telescope, for the cone being surrounded with deep rents and
fissures, cannot be approached.
A region so underlaid by volcanic fires could not fail to be

subject to repeated earthquakes, and accordingly, no part of
the world has suffered more from their dreadful effects.

Sometimes the shocks come without giving any warning
at all, and ruin and devastation are spread over a dis-

trict which, an instant before, had been in a state of
peaceful repose; in general, however, the inhabitants are
forewarned of the approach of the convulsion, but the
interval between the announcement and the arrival of
the destroying force is too short to admit of any pre-

cautions against the loss of property ; it is well if there be
time enough to escape from death. Such is the frequency
of the occurrence, that the inhabitants construct their

dwellings so as to diminish the risk of damage to the
building, and to facilitate their own escape. But no pre-

cautions can give confidence in such a case, and the terror

which takes possession of the people extends to the brute
creation, for the animals howl piteously when they feel the

ground rocking under them. The effects are often produced
far from the supposed centre of the volcanic action, for even
the towns on the sea-shore are often destroyed. The whole
of Chili is particularly subject to earthquakes. The city of

Copiapo was entirely destroyed in the year 1819, not a house
being left standing ; and the city of Conception has been
twice destroyed, viz., in 1730 and 1751. An earthquake of

tremendous force occurred on the 19th of November, 1822,
which shook not only the whole of the low country of Chili,

but was felt in the mountains, and even at Mendoza and
San Luis, on the eastern side of the chain. The towns of

Valparaiso, Mellipilla, Quillota, and Casa Blanca, were
almost destroyed, and the capital, Santiago, was considerably

damaged. It was felt on the same day at Lima, in latitude

12°, and at Conception, in latitude 37°, a distance of more
than 1700 miles. One of the most remarkaole effects of

this earthquake was the elevation of the land on the coast

;

above a hundred miles of it was permanently upraised to

the height of three or four feet, a portion of the bed of the

sea being converted into dry lana, covered with oysters,

mussels, and other shell-fish. A circumstantial account of

the phenomena which occurred near Valparaiso, by Mrs.
Graham, who was then living in the country, will be found
in her Journal of a Residence in Chili, and in the first vo-

lume of the Second Series of the Transactions ofthe Geolo-

gical Society. The volcano of Maypu, situated about 170
miles E.S.E. of Valparaiso, which had been dormant for

several years, has had frequent eruptions since the great

earthquakes of 1822, for it was not one shock only which
took place ; many succeeded at very short intervals, even to

the end of the following September.
Mines.—No mountains in any part of toe globe abound

so much in the precious metals as the Andes, both in South
America and in the prolongation of the chain northward
into Mexico. For three centuries their riches have been
spread over every part of the globe to which civilization has
extended, and it is probable, that if improved systems of

working the mines were introduced, where there are no
natural obstacles to their adoption, the produce would be
immensely increased.

Gold is seldom found, like other metals, in the solid

rock, through which its veins must be followed by extensive

subterraneous excavations, nor is it met with in ores, in

combination with foreign substances, which can only be
separated from the pure metal by long and expensive

operations. It is always found in the metallic state, and in

a great degree of purity; by far the largest Quantity is

collected in the form of grains and small rounded lumps,
scattered through alluvial soils, which have been derived

from the disintegration of rocks containing the metal, and
most probably in the form of slender veins. The water-

courses of rivers are usually composed of alluvial soil to a
great depth, and that soil frequently extends a great way
on both sides of the river, the deposits of a Urg succession

of ages ; the grains of gold are disseminated through the

whole of this alluvium. The places chosen for digging into

that auriferous soil are called kwaderot, because the gravel,
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sand, and earth undergo repeated washings to separate the

heavy particles of gold. The most considerable gold mines

of Chili are in the district of Petorea, N.E. of Valparaiso,

and farther to the north in the districts of Coquimbo and
Copiapo. In Peru, the provinces the most rich in gold are

those of Pataz and Huailas, between the seventh and ninth

degrees of latitude, and situated in the ridge of the Andes.
The Incas obtained vast quantities of gold from the plains of

Curimayo, N.E.of the city of Caxamarca, at an elevation of

more than 11,000 feet above the sea; and in the Cerro de

San Jos6, at a height of 13,000 feet, considerable quantities

of gold have been found in veins of an ore of silver. Very
extensive and productive lavaderos are situated on the banks
of the river Tipuani, not far from the town of Zorata, east-

ward of the great lake of Titicaca, and which appear to have
been worked by the early inhabitants of the country, for an-

tient Peruvian tools are sometimes found in the soil. There
are veins of gold in mica-slate in the province of Antioquia
in Colombia, but there are no mines worked there, on account

of the inaccessible nature of the country. All the gold of

New Granada is obtained from the alluvial soils, and the

richest lavaderos are in the provinces of Antioquia and
Choco, in the valley of the river Cauca, and on the coasts of

the Pacific in the district of Barbacoas ; but the auriferous

alluvium extends over the whole country from the western

Cordillera of New Granada to the sea-shore. In some
parts of the district the gold is almost perfectly pure, in

others it is alloyed with silver in various proportions, even as

much as 50 per cent., but this last has been found only in

one place. The largest piece of gold know a to have been
mot with in the province of Choco weighed twenty-five

pounds ; but one is said to have been found near La Paz, in

Peru, of nearly forty- five pounds weight. The annual pro-

duce of the gold mines and lavaderos of Chili, Buenos Ay res,

Peru, and New Granada is stated by Humboldt to have
amounted at the beginning of the nineteenth century to

8809 kilogrammes, or 283,429 troy ounces, equal, at 4/. per

ounce, to the sum of 1,13.^,716/. sterling.

Silver is found in Chili, but the mines arc in general not

productive, except in the Cerro de Uspallata, twenty-four

miles N.W. of the city of Mendoza, on the eastern side of

the Andes, where an ore is worked which yields about fifty

marcs of silver in every hundred pounds of ore. In Peru
there are silver mines along the whole raniic of the Andes
from Caxamarca to the confines of the desert ofAtacama ; but
the richest are those of Pasco, in the eleventh degree of lati-

tude, which have been worked since the year 1030. Here, as

well as in other situations in Peru, the greatest part of the

silver is obtained from an ore called in the country pams^
which, according to the analysis of Klaproth, is an intimate

mixture of minute particles of native silver with brown oxide
of iron. To form a just idea of the enormous quantity of

silver in some of these mountains, it is only necessary to

state, that in the mines of Pasco the ore has been worked
without intermission since the beginning of the seventeenth

century, and that in twenty years preceding 1803 no less

than 5,000,000 marcs of silver had been obtained from them,
and that too without in any case sinking deeper than about
seventy fathoms, while most of the mines do not exceed
fifteen fathoms in depth. The stratum of limestone in

which the ore is contained lies exposed at the surface over

an area of three miles by a mile and a half. The mines of

Cbota are also very productive. They are situated in the

mountain of Gualgayoe, at an elevation of 13,300 feet, where
the thermometer in summer descends every night to the

freezing point. The ore lies quite at the surface, so that in

removing the turf almost in any place, over an extent of

half a square league, portions of sulphuret of silver and fila-

ments of native silver may be met with adhering to the

roots of the grass. The ore is richer than that of Pasco,

and yielded on an average of twenty-eight years prior to

1803,67,193 marcs of silver annually. In the district of

Arica, on the very borders of the Pacific, at Huantajaya,

there are mines of silver which are celebrated on account o!

the very large masses of pure solid silver sometimes found

there, one of which weighed eight hundred pounds. The
most renowned of all the silver mines of South America ire

those of Potosi in Upper Peru. They are situated it. i

lofty mountain called the Cerro del Potosi, composed r

clay-slate covered by porphyry, and rising to the height oi

10,000 feet above the sea,'the town of Potosi itself l>ein£

2700 feet below the summit. The mountain is perioral i:\

all directions, and it is said that there are not less than ih-.-

thousand excavations in it, some of them within 120 feet ».:

the top ; indeed the works have hitherto been almost f>u

fined to the higher parts of the mountain for the sake o:

more easily getting rid of the water, but an adit or dr/iin.

more than a mile and a quarter long and fourteen feet squ r..

has been constructed in order to carry otf the water t "r- •:::

the lower mines. There are rich veins of silver in sever.'

parts of New Granada, but no mines have yet been f->ui \

sufficiently productive to pay the expense of working th» n .

The annual produce of silver from the mines of Chili. P- ^

Buenos Ayres, and New Granada, is stated by Humboldt :

have been at the commencement of the present oemurv
258,069 kilogrammes, which is equal to 691,49*2 lb>. tr

and if we take the silver at only five shillings the ounce,

gives a sum of 2,0 74,4 76/. sterling. The produce of the uv.i. -

of Potosi are included in the returns from Buenos A> res.

Mercury, or Quicksilvkr, is found in many parts of \>

Andes, not in a pure and tluid state, but in combination v.:

sulphur, forming that particular red ore of mercury cpT

cinnabar. Near the village of Azogue, (the name of wL
means quicksilver,) north-west of Cuenca, the ore is ! ir

in a quartzose sandstone, 4600 tect thick, containing !' - .

wood, and aspludtum or mineral pitch. It is found in m .-. />

parts of Peru, but the most celebrated quicksilver mines :

South America were those situated in the mountain Sir--

Barbara, near the town of Guancavelica, until they w-

-

accidentally destroyed. The mountain is 12,300 feet aK
the level of the sea : the cinnabar occurs in the form *

layers and of veins in a sandstone, almost as corap.u-t :«

pure quartz, thirteen feet thick, forming a subordinate h
in a calcareous breccia, that is, a rock composed of frasrrvt>
of limestone cemented together, resting upon, or rather 1 -\: j

a part of the extensive formation of magnesian linie^: \

which, in this place, abounds in pectens and cardui;:-.

These mines were worked by the Spaniards as far back -

the year 1570, and from documents which have been n.T
larly kept, it appears that they had in general viol ;-

annually from 400,000 to G00,000lbs. of quicksilver, *ar, I ,i

some years as much as 1,050,000 lbs. But in I7b!>, as

ignorant superintendant, wishing to increase the prc-iii.-\

caused the miners to work the masses which had been !•?*

to support the roof, as is usually done in coal-mines ; the re-

sequence of this was, that when these pillars were taken a^;^

the roof sunk down to the floor of the mine, and closed it

Platina is met with only in the provinces of Choco ar

Barbacoas, in the north-western part of Colombia, west .•:

the sandstone mountains on the left bank of the Cauea, i:

the same alluvium from which the chief part of the gold i

New Granada is obtained, but only in the form of grains
for it has not been found united with any matrix. The
grains are usually small, lumps being very rare : tb
largest of those hitherto found, which is in the Rovdl
Museum at Madrid, weighs no more than twenty-one ounce*.
Copper is found in Peru, and is by far the most valuable

of all the metallic productions of Chili. The mines nre
chiefly in the northern provinces of Coquimbo and Copiapo,
but there are also some of great value in the southern pro-
vinces, or rather in what is usually termed the country d
the Araucanos. The average annual produce of Chili in

copper is estimated at 14,000,000 lbs., and it is exported to

the United States, China, the East Indies, and many parts
of Europe.

Tin is also found in Chili, and forms an article of export

End of Volume the First.

Print.-'l l»y Wm.t.iam C'i.o>vks, PnU.>->-t!w1, Slnmfurd-strcet, Lambeth.
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